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CHAPTER 51.

An Act respecting the Inland Revenue.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Inland Eevenue Act. E.S., •^^°'"* t^*^^«-

c. 34, s. 1.

INTEEPRETATIOIC.

General.

2. In this Act, "unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Department ' means the Minister of Inland Revenue ' Depart-

or the Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue, or any person ™^^<^-

duly authorized to act in his stead;

(h) 'Minister' means the Minister of Inland Revenue or 'Minister.'

any person duly authorized to act in his stead

;

(c) ' superior officer ' means and includes the Deputy Min- ' Superior

ister or any person doing duty as deputy head of the °^^^^-

Department, and any inspecting officer of Inland Revenue
or of excise

;

(d) ' collector ' means and includes every officer of Inland * Collector.'

Revenue who is appointed to collect the duties hereby im-

posed in any defined district or revenue division

;

(e) ' officer of excise ' includes every officer who is employed ' Officer of

or appointed to the survey of manufactures, operations,

or premises subject to excise;

(f)
' departmental regulations ' means and includes all regu- ' Depart-

lations and rules promulgated by the Department, and ^tions.'^^^""

duly authenticated by the Deputy Head of the Depart-

ment
;

(g) 'stamp' means any distinctive mark, label or seal im- 'Stamp.'

pressed upon or affixed to any goods, material, merchandise

or apparatus, subject to the provisions of this Act, or of

any other Act respecting excise, or of any order in council

or departmental regulation made under such provisions, or

any distinctive mark, label or seal impressed upon or

affixed to any package in which any such goods, material

or merchandise are contained ; which marks, labels or seals

respectively shall be made, impressed and affixed in such

manner, and by mean.s of such dies or other instruments

893 as
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Chap. 51. Inland Bevenue.

' Subject to
excise.'

as are, from time to time, ordered and regulated by the

Minister of Inland Revenue;
(li) 'subject to excise' means subject to the provisions of

this xVct, or of any other Act respecting duties of Inland
Revenue or Excise, or of any proclamation, order in

council or departmental regulation published or made, or

that is hereafter published or made, under such provisions

;

and applies to every place or premises wherein is carried

on or performed licit or illicit, licensed or unlicensed mash-
ing, fermentation, distillation, rectifying, brewing, malting,

or manufacturing of tobacco, or manufacturing of cigars,

or manufacturing of any article in bond, or manufactur-
ing of any article on which there is a duty of excise, or,

which is manufactured wholly or partly out of any articles

on which there is a duty of excise or customs, and on which
such duty has not been paid; and also applies to every
worm, still, mash-tub, fermenting-tun or other tool, utensil,

apparatus or thing, which is or might be used for such
purposes lawfully or unlawfully. R.S., c. 34, s. 8.

Definitions.

' Still.'

' Closed
spirit-

receiver;

' Rectifier.

' Proof
spirits.'

' Distillery.'

Distilleries.

3. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

(a) ' still ' means and includes any distilling apparatus

whatever for the distilling or making of spirits

;

(h) ' closed spirit-receiver ' means the vessel or vessels into

which the spirit is conveyed, as hereinafter provided,

from the tail of the first worm in which it is condensed

for measurement, and in which the quantity and strength

upon which the duty' is payable is ascertained and deter-

mined by the officers of excise

;

(c) ' rectifier ' means and includes any pipe, vessel or still

into which the spirit is conveyed after leaving the spirit-

receiver, for the purpose of rectification by re-distillation,

filtration, or by any other process

;

(d) ' proof spirits,' or ' spirits of the 'strength of proof,'

means any spirit having the strength of proof by Sikes'

hydrometer

;

(e) ' distillery ' means and includes any place or premises,

where any process of fermentation for the production of

wash is carried on ; or,

where any wash is kept or produced for the purpose of

distillation ; or,

wliere, any masli-tub, fermenting-tun, worm or still for

the distillation of spirits is set up or used ; or,

where any process of distilhition whatever of spirits is

carried on ; or,

whoro any ])rocoss of rectification of spirits, either by
re-distiUation, filtration, or other process is carried

on : or,

89-i where
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Inland Revenue. Chap. 51. i

where any spirits are manufactured or pro(hiced from

any siihstanee whatever, by any process whatever; or,

"where any still, rectifier or other apparatus, suitable for

the manufacture of wash, beer or spirits, is in whole

or in part manufactured, made or kept;

and every office, workshop, warehouse, £»;ranary, fermenting-

room, mash-house, still-room, rcctifying-house, vault, cel-

lar, shed, yard or other place owned or occupied by or on

behalf of, or for the use of any distiller, or wherein any
part of his business as such is transacted, or where any
grain, matter, material or apparatus suitable for or adapt-

ed to the production of spirits, or which is or is to be used

in the production or rectification of spirits is kept or stored,

or where any of the products of the distillery are kept or

stored, or where any process of manufacture is carried on

shall be held to be included in and to form part of the

distillery to which it is attached or appurtenant;

(f)
' distiller ' means and includes any person who conducts, ' Distiller.'

works, occupies or carries on any distillery, or who rectifies

any spirits by any process whatsoever, either by himself

or his agent, or who has in his possession, complete or

partially completed, or who imports, makes or manufac-
tures, in Avhole or in part, any still, w^orm, rectifying or

other apparatus suitable for the manufacture of wash,

beer or spirits; and every person making or keeping beer

or wash prepared, or in preparation, or fit for distilling,

or low wines or faints, or having in his possession or use

a still or rectifying apparatus, shall be deemed to be a

distiller, and liable to the several duties, obligations, pen-

alties and forfeitures imposed by law on distillers

;

(g) ' chemical still ' means any distilling apparatus which ' Chemical

has a capacity of less than fifty gallons, and which is kept

and used by a manufacturing chemist or druggist for the

sole purpose of distilling water or reclaiming alcohol

previously used in or for the preparation or manufacture
of chemical, medicinal or pharmaceutical preparations, or

which is used for scientific purposes (of every one of

which cases the Department shall be the sole judge), and

which is not used for the manufacture or distillation of

spirits : Provided that the Governor in Council may make
such regulations, as to him seem necessary, for permitting

the increase of the capacity of chemical stills, but such

capacity shall in no case exceed two hundred gallons

;

(h) ' beer,' ' w^ash,' or ^ wort,' as applied to distilleries, ' Beer.'

means and 'includes all liquor, fermented or unfermented, It^^^J^",'

made in whole or in part from grain, malt, or any sac-

charine matter.

2. Any use made of any still, worm, mash-tub or fermenting- Working of a

tun, rectifying or other apparatus suitable for the manufacture distillery.

of wash, beer or spirits, or for the distillation or rectification of

895 anv
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Chap. 51. Inland Revenue.

any spirits, or for fermenting any beer or wash, or the making

or commencing to make, or the importation of any such still,

vrorm, rectifying or otlier apparatus, shall be deemed to be a

working of a distillery and acting as a distiller within the mean-

ing of this Act. E.S;, c. 34, s. 121; 54-55 V., c. -xG, s. 3; 61 V.,

c."27, s. 1; 62-63 V., c. 24, s. 1.

Compounders.

Definitions.

' Compound-
ed spirits.'

4. In this Actj unless the context otherwise requires,

—

(a) compounded spirits ' means and include all articles

produced by the mixing or compounding of Canadian
or other spirits, either alone or with other ingredients,

enumerated in the schedule forming part of this section

or which are added to such schedule by any order of the

Governor in Council;
' Compound- (h) ' compounder ' means and includes every person who,
^^-' by himself or his agent, compounds or mixes for sale by

wholesale any such articles.

Schedule.—Wines and spirituous liquors ^nd bitter liquors

and cordials when containing alcohol upon which the duty has

been paid. U.S., c. 34, s. 163; 54-55 V., c. 46, s. 6.

Breweries.

Definitions. 5. In this Act, unless the context otherw^-e -'n'-res,

—

' Beer.' ((i) ' heer ' means and includes beer, ole. ^ .,^,^.1 beer,

and all other fermented liquor made i-^ wiiv-le^or in part

from malt, grain or any saccharine ^ "r;
* Brewerj'.' fh) ' brewery ' means and includes any place or premises

where any beer or malt liquor, or beverage in imitation of

malt liquor, is manufactured ; and all offices, granaries,

mash-rooms, cooling-rooms, vaults, ' i*ds, cellars and store-,

rooms connected therewith or in w '•h any material to bs

used in the manufacture of beer or malt liquor is kept

or stored, or where any process of manufacture is carried

on, or where any apparatus connected with such manu-
facture is kept or used, or where any of the products of

brewing or fermentation are stored or kept, shall be held

to be included in and to form part of tlie brewery to which
they are attached or are ap])urtenant

;

* Brewer.' (c) ' brewer ' means and includes any person who occupies,

curries on, works or conducts any brewery, ei.her by him-

self or liis agent. R.S., c. 34, s. 172.

Definitions.

' Malt.'

Pt.S., 1000.

Malting amd Malt-Houses.

6. Tti tills Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

(a) ' malt ' means and includes all preparations of grain or

loguminous seeds that have been steeped in water, allowed

to germinate, and the germination checked by drying, or

896 which



Inland Revenue. Chap. 51. 5

which are to be used for the production of l)eer, or that

may be malted for the purpose of distillation

;

(h) ' malt-house ' means and includes any place or premises ' Malt-

where any malt-is manufactured, made or produced; and house.'

all office?^ granaries, malt-hon^;es, kilns, yards, malt ware-

houses av' 'ore-rooms connected therewith, or in which

any p->"^^ .x, leganninous seeds or material to be used in the

manilacture of malt are kept or stored, or where any pro-

cess of such manufacture is carried on, or where any
apparatus or utensils connected with or used in such manu-
facture are. kept or used, or where any of the products of

malting are stored or kept, shall be held to be included in

and to form ])art of the malt-house to which they are

attached or are appurtenant

;

(c) ' maltster ' means and includes any person who occupies, ' Maltster.'

carries on, works or conducts any malt-house, either by

himself or his agent

;

(d) 'cistern' means and includes any vessel, vat or other 'Cistern.'

apparatus or utensil wherein any grain or leguminous seeds

are steeped qt wetted during any of the processes of con-

verting the §ame into malt

;

(c) 'couch-frame' means and includes any place or com- 'Couclr-

partment into which the grain or leguminous seeds are;
frame.'

conveyed after being removed from the cistern

;

(f) 'malt-floor' means and includes all floors in the malt- 'Malt-floor.'

hon«^'Jl>3'i!^"6!S4>n the grain or leguminous seeds are placed

d'lii'i'iij^'/^'f^'f^oq, ^^xtj- process after removal from the couch-

frame ;'^^'^*'' ^i' -

(g) ' kiln ' -,nff'J^«J^*' and includes all heated floors or appara 'Kiln.'

tus wherein or whereon grain or leguminous seeds are

dried or roasted in the next process after removal from
the malt-floor.

2. Any use made^'t any cistern, couch-frame, malt-floor or Working of a

kiln for the steeping'-i^erminating or drying of any grain or ™^ t-house,

leguminous seeds, is a Avorking of a malt-house, and an acting

as a maltster within the meaning of this Act. U.S., c. 34,

s. 187.

Bonded Man ufact u re rs.

7. In this Act, 'unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' bonded manufacturer ' means and includes any per-
« Bonded

son whO; by himself or his agent, carries on the manu- '"-Tnufac-

facture' of any article or compound wherein goods liable

to duties of Customs or excise are used before the duties to

which they are liable are paid;

(h) ' bonded manufactory ' means and includes any phice or ^
poj^fj^j

premises where any article or compound is manufactured maunfac-

or made, in the compounding or manufacturing whereof
°^^'

goods liable to duties of Customs or excise are used before

the duties to which tkey are liable are paid ; and every

57 897 place
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Chap. 51. Inland Revenue.

Definitions.

' Ra-w leaf

tobacco.'

' ^lanufac-
tured to-

bacco.'

' Standard
leaf tobacco.

' Tobacco
manufac-
tory.'

' Tobacco
manufac-
turer.'

' r'ancella-

tion Htanip
or die.'

U.S., 1000.

place where any such goods are warehoused, stored or kept,

shall be held to form a part of the bonded manufactory to

wdiich it is attached or appurtenant. R.S., c. 34, s. 229.

Tobacco and Cigars and Manufacturers thereof.

8. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

(a) ' raw leaf tobacco ' means unmanufactured tobacco, or

the leaves and stems of the plant before they have passed

through any process of manufacture

;

(h) ' manufactured tobacco ' means and includes every

article made from raw leaf tobacco by any process of

manufacture whatever, except cigars

;

(c) ^ standard leaf tobacco,' as applied to any kind of tobacco,

means that which consists of ten per centum of water and

ninety per centum of solid matter; and the weight of all

raw leaf tobacco, scraps, cuttings, stems and other un-

manufactured tobacco, shall be computed and charged in

all inventories, statements, accounts and returns, w'ith

reference to such standard, in such manner as is pro-

vided by departmental regulation

;

(d) ' tobacco manufactory ' means and includes any place

or premises where raw^ leaf tobacco is worked up into what
is designated by this Act as manufactured tobacco; and
every workshop, office, store-room, warehouse, shed, yard

or other place where any of the raw material is or is to be

stored, or where any process connected with the manufac-

ture or preparation of manufactured tobacco is, or is in-

tended to be carried on, or where any of the products of

the manufacture are, or are intended to be stored, shall be

held to be included in and to form part of the tobacco

manufactory to which they are attaclied or are appur-

tenant
;

(e) ' tobacco manufacturer ' means and includes every per-

son w^ho manufactures tobacco for himself, or who employs

others to manufacture tobacco, other than cigars, whether

such manufacture is by cutting, casing, packing, pressing,

grinding, rolling, drying, crushing or stemming of any raw
leaf tobacco, or otherwise preparing raw leaf or manufac-

tured or partially manufactured tobacco, or by the putting

up for use or consumption of scraps, waste, clippings,

stems or deposits of tobacco, resulting from any process of

handling tobacco, or by the working or preparation of raw
leaf tobacco, tobacco stems, scraps, clippings or waste, by

sifting, twisting, screening or any other process;

(f)
' cancellation stamp or die ' means and includes any dis-

tinctive stamp or punch used to impress or print upon, or

burn into, or indent any tobacco or cigar stamp subject to

tlic 7)rovisions of tliis Act, or of any order in council or

de[)artiiiental regnhition made under such ])rovisions; and

such stamps or dies shall be of such form, material and

898 design,
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(Icsig'n, and shall be used in such manner as is, from time

to time, ordered and regulated bj the Department;

(g) 'caution hibel ' means and includes the notice required 'Caution

by the provisions of this Act to be attached to certain label.'

packages hereinafter described, containing manufactured
tobacco or cigars

;

(h) * cigarette ' means any description of cigarette made of ' Cigarette.'

cut tobacco, and wrapped with paper or one single thick-

ness of leaf tobacco, or any cigarette of a description iden-

tical with a sealed sample, approved by departmental regu-

lations in that behalf and deposited in the office of the

collector for the division in which such cigarettes are

manufactured, or where any such cigarettes are imported

;

(i) ' cigar ' means and includes every description of cigar ' Cigar.*

and cheroot;

(j)
' cigar manufactory ' means and includes any place or ' Cicar manu-

premises where raw leaf tobacco is worked up into what is
^^^°''y-

described and designated as a cigar under this Act ; and
every workshop, office, store-room, shed, yard or other

place where any of the raw material is or is to be stored,

or where any process connected with the manufacture or

preparation of cigars is, or is intended to be carried on, or

where any of the products of the manufacture are, or are

intended to be stored, shall be held to be included in and
to form part of the cigar manufactory to which they are

attached or are appurtenant;

(k) 'cigar manufacturer' means and includes any person, 'Cisarmanu-

who by himself or his agent, carries on the manufacture facturer.'

of cigars as defined by this Act ; and the casing, packing,

cutting, pressing, grinding, rolling, drying, crushing or

stemming of any raw leaf tobacco or otherwise preparing

raw leaf tobacco for manufacture into cigars, shall be a

working of a cigar manufactory, and an acting as a cigar

manufacturer within the meaning of this Act

;

(I) ' tobacco stamp ' means any distinctive stamp affixed to < Tobacco

any package of manufactured tobacco, as required by any stamp.'

of the provisions of this Act, or of any order in council or

departmental regulation made under such provisions ; and
such stamps shall be made and affijied in such manner and

by such means as are, from time to time, ordered and r^i-
lated by the Department;

(7n) ' cigar stamp ' means any distinctive stamp affixed to < q^„^^

any package of cigars, as required by any of the provisions stamp.'

of ^ this Act, or of any order in council or departmental

regulation made under such provisions ; and such stamps

shall be made and affixed in such manner and by such

means as are, from time to time, ordered and regulated by
the Department;

(n) ' cigar sample box ' means any box containing not more < cigar

than twenty-five cigars, and each bearing the special sample sample box.'

67^ 899 stamp
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Chap. 51. Inland Revenue. Part I.

' Comrrion
Can 'I da
twist.'

stamp provided by the Department, and which box the

manufacturer of cigars is permitted to have, in his factory

premises, open for the purpose of exhtbiting the cigars

contained therein to his customers

;

(o) ' common Canada twist,' otherwise called tahac hlanc en

torquette, means the unstemmed, unflavoured and un-

pressed leaf of tobacco grown in Canada, twisted and made
into coils by the cultivator thereof, or by a manufacturer of

tobacco duly licensed under this A(5t to manufacture Cana-

dian leaf tobacco only. R.S., c. 34, s. 247; 52 Y., c. 15,

s. 13; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 17, s. 20.

APPLICATIOX.

All Canada. 9^ j|^-g ^^^^ extends and applies to the whole of Canada, sub-

ject always to the provisions respecting intoxicants applying in

that part of Canada formerly

Keewatin. 55-56 V., c. 22, s. 1.

known as the district of

PART L

Department
constituted.

Minister.

Deputy
Minister.

Officers and
euiployees.

THE DEPAKTMEXT OF INLAND REVENUE.

10. There shall be a department to be called the Department

of Inland Revenue, over which the Minister of Inland Revenue

for the time being, ap]3ointed by the Governor General, by com-

mission under the Great Seal, shall. preside. R.S., c. 34, s. 2;

60-61 v., c. 18, s. 2.

11. The Governor in Council may appoint an officer who
shall be culled the Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue, and

who shall hold office during pleasure. 1 E. VIL, c. 23, s. 1.

12. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,

appoint officers and other persons to carry out this Act and

all other Acts relative to the matters and things placed under

the control and management of the Department, and also all

orders in council or regulations made thereunder, and the Gov-

ernor in Council may assign the names of office of such officers

and persons, and grant them such salaries or pay for their

labour and responsibility as he deems reasonable and necessary,

and may appoint the times and manner in M-hich the same shall

be paid ; but no such officer or ])erson shall receive a higher

annual salary than is allowed in his case by the Civil Service

Act. R.S., c. 34, s. 4.

PubjertR of 13. Tlic I )('i)arl iiKiil sliiill liiivc the cmilrol and management

tion. ft,

(d) tlie collection of all duties of excise;

900 (h)

R.S.,ioon.

Salaries.



Part II. .,ujid Iievenue. Cha]i. 51.

(b) the collection of stamp duties and the preparation and
issue of stamps and stamped paper, except postage stamps

;

(c) internal taxes

;

(d) standard weights and measures;

(e) the collection of bridf>e and ferry tolls and rents

;

subject always to the ])rovisions of this Act and of all other Acts
relating to the said subjects and matters connected therewith.

R.S., c. U, s. 5.

14. The ]\Iinister shall annually make to the Governor Gen- Annunl

eral a report and statement of the transactions and affairs of report,

the Department during the year then next preceding, which
shall be laid before Parliament within fifteen days after the

next meeting thereof. K.S., c. 34, s. 0.

PART IL

GENERAL.

Licenses.

15. The Minister may for any reason which he deems Minister

sufficient in the public interest refuse to issue any license ^^^ refuse,

authorized by this Act. 55-56 V., c. 22, s. 1.

16. Xo license shall be issued under this Act, nor shall any No license

business subject to excise be carried on in any unsurveved or "' places

-, , /. . -,..'' • unsurveved
unsettled tract oi country, or m any district or place prohibited or unsettled.

by order in council. 55-56 V., c. 22, s. 1.

17. 'No person, unless licensed as herein provided, shall Business

carry on the business or trade of a distiller, rectifier, com- not Ve"car-

pounder, brewer or maltster, manufacturer of tobacco or cie-ars, ''^^' o" ^^''^h-

^ 1 J i?j. ^ •^ 1 • out license,
or bonded manuiacturer ; or use any utensil, machinery or

apparatus suitable for carrying on any such trade or business,

or any business subject to excise ; or import, make, or begin

to make any still, rectifier or other apparatus suitable for the

manufacture of wash, beer or spirits, or for the rectification or

compounding of spirits. K.S., c. 34, s. 9.

18. Every person who imports, makes or has in his pos- List of

session or keeps any still, worm, mash-tub, fermentinc'-tun, ^PP-yatus to

distilling, rectifying or brewing apparatus, malt-kiln or malt- to collector,

floor, or any apparatus for the manufacture or production of

malt, or any tobacco press or mill for cutting or grinding to-

bacco, shall, when such articles come into his possession and on

or before the tenth day of July in 'each subsequent year, give

to the collector of the division in which such article or apparatus

901 is
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10 Chap. 51. Inland Revenue. Part TI.

is located a full and particular list, description and return there-

of, the same in nature and form as is by this Act required in

an application for a license to use similar apparatus or machin-

ery.' E.S., c. 34, s. 9.

1^'^^°
h 11

^^* Every license shall terminate on the thirtieth day of

expire. ' June in each year, and the same amount shall be paid for

every such license whether it has a full year or only a part

of a year to run from the date when it is granted: Provided
Proviso. that in the case of an application for any such license by a

person who has not theretofore obtained a license, and v/ho

is beginning business, such license, if applied for on or after

the first day of January, may be issued to such applicant for

the remainder of the fiscal year, upon payment of one-half

only of the annual license duty or fee otherwise payable on such

license. R.S., c. 34, s. 10.

Application 20. Every person requiring a license under this Act shall
or icense.

^^q]^^ application therefor in writing over his signature to

the collector, or any other ofiicer appointed by the Minister,

within whose district or Inland Revenue division the business

for which such license is required is to be carried on ; and

every such application shall be made in the form prescribed by

the Department. R.S., c. 31, s. 11.

What appli- 21. Every application for a license shall state the exact

Sow?
^^^

locality, in the city, town, village, towTiship or local muni-

cipality as the case may be, where the premises are situated,

in which the business for which the license is required is to

be carried on, and shall also contain or have annexed thereto

a full and particular written description in triplicate, with such

models, diagrams or drawings also in triplicate, as are needed

for fully understanding the same, of all the machinery, build-

ings, premises and places where such business is to be carried

on, or where any of the materials or commodities used or to be

used therein, or any of the products thereof, are or are to be

stored or kept, and of the power by which the machinery so

used is to be worked ; and the description shall also set forth,

in detail, every build insr and every separate room, cellar, vault,

shed or other compartment thereof, specifying what use is to be

made of each, and stating the designation which is to be placed

over tlie entrance to each, in accordance with the provisions

of this Act.
License to 2. ^o license shall authorize a person to keep or use a still, or

place named" make wort or wash, low wines or spirits, or brew malt liquor,

in applica- (,j. manufacture nialt, tobacco or cigars, or manufacture in bond,

in any other ])lace tlum the house or premises niciifioned in the

a])pli<'ati()n for such license.

Renewal of ,'}. In the casG of E manufactory in which no material changes
licenHc.

^^^ ahcrations liavc; been made since tlie original descriptions,

902 models,
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models, (lia<>raiiis or drawing-s were furnished, if ihe manufac-
turer certifies in writing, ui^on application being made for any
subsequent license, that the original papers filed with the

Department still correctly represent his manufactory premises,

and that no changes or alterations have been made therein, and
such certificate bears the eudorsation of the collector or other

proper ofiicer, the application may be accepted and the license Application

issued without new descriptions, models, diagrams and draw-
ings. R.S., c. 34, s. 12; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 17, s^. 1.

22. Every such application shall also state the name of the Name of

guarantee company proposed by such applicant as his surety, in be'^stated in

accordance with the requirements of this Act; and it shall also application,

contain a statement of the maximum quantity of each, article

which the utensils are capable of mashing, fermenting, distilling

or otherwise producing within each mouth. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 17,

s. 2.

23» Every application for a license for distilling, compound- What appli-

ing, brewing, malting, or for manufacturing in bond, shall also license must
contain a list and description in triplicate of all utensils, stills, ^^^w as to

worms, boilers, mash-tubs, fermenting-tuns, coolers, under-

backs, steep cisterns, closed spirit-receivers or other vessels or

machinery which are intended to be placed in the premises, or

which are on the premises at the time of application, specifying

distinctly and clearly,

—

(a) the dimensions and capacity of every still, steep cistern, Dimensions

mash-tub, fermenting-tun, cooler, closed spirit-receiver, and ^^ ^*^^^®' ®*^*

every other utensil, in inches and gallons, the purpose to

which each is to be applied, and the locality or position in

the building in which it is, or is to be placed or used ; and,

(b) a description of every pipe, conduit, trough, hose, valve. Description

pump, cock, and of every means of connection or communi- ^^ p^p^s, etc.

cation between the several vessels or utensils used in or

about the distillery or brewery, with a description and
drawing or model showing the exact position of every cock,

valve, connection and joint. R.S., c. 34, s. 14.

24. No license shall be granted for carrying on any business Premises to

or trade under this Act, until after a survey has been made by ^1 o"ffie^"^^

the collector, or an ofiicer instructed for the purpose by him, of

the building or place wherein such business is to be carried on,

nor until such collector or other ofiicer has certified in writing

that the application, descriptions, models, diagrams and draw-

ings correctly represent the premises, and that all the provisions

of this Act and of every order in council or departmental regu-

lation made in virtue thereof, have been complied with as

respects such place.

2. No license shall be granted for carrying on any such l)usi- Xo license if

ness in a building or premises which, after careful survey,
fJtlSa^torv^

903 appear
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appear to the Department to be so situated with reference to

surrounding buildings or places of business, or to be so con-

structed or arranged, as to embarrass or endanger the full collec-

tion of the revenue.
No license

3^ Except as hereinafter specially provided, no license shallwhen manu- .
^ "ic . ^ ',.

factory com- in any case be granted for carrying on any business 111 any

wkh'^Dlace
building which forms part of or is appurtenant to, or which

of sale. communicates in any way whatever, except by means of a public

highway, with any shop or premises wherein any article to be

manufactured under such license is sold by retail, or wherein
there is kept any broken package of any such article.

Kor when 4^ jf ji^y inspector of Inland Revenue reports to the Depart-

reports ment that it is not expedient that a license should be granted
against grant-

-^.j j-ggpec^ ^f ^nv building in connection with which a license is

applied for, in view of its proximity to any such shop or pre-

mises as in the next preceding subsection mentioned, the license

may not be granted, notwithstanding that the provisions of the

said subsection Avould not operate to prevent the granting of

such license. R.S., c. 34, s. 15.

How long 25. Everv bond entered into under the provisions of this
bond shall

. , t,
""

• c ^ 1 • ^

remain in Act sjuill remain m force so long as any duty upon any articles
force.

^y commodities subject to excise, or upon any license to which
the bond relates, or any penalty, remains unpaid by the person

to whom such license was granted. R.S., c. 34, s. IG.

New bond if 26. AVlienever any new license is granted to any person a

new bond shall be entered into with reference to such new
license.

New bond if 2. A new bond shall also be given, whenever, during the

company^ ])eriod for which any license is in force to which the bond first

f'l'ls. given relates, the guarantee company is wound up, becomes

insolvent or ceases to do business in Canada; and the license

License void shall be void from the time the person to whom it was granted

bond gi^ven. is required by the collector or superior officer to enter into a

new bond, until the time when such new bond is given, during

which time the person neglecting to enter into such new bond

sliall be held to be without a license. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 3.

Amount of 27. Whenever the required amount of security, as com-

fWrmmcd [»'i'<'<l iHidcr iiuv provision of this Act, exceeds ten thousand
by r.overnor (lollai's, th(! amount may 1)0 determined by the Governor in
in onnci

. (•,,,,,,^.j] j^^ such SUIT), not Icss than ten thousand dollars, as to

iiiiM appears sufficient for the safety of the revenue. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 18.

Application 28. Imci'v ;i |)|i1 i<"it loll for a license under this Act shall be
for a l"«'n*'f'

forwii nlcd l>y the collector to the district inspector of Inland

inK thereon. RevcuiK', With such intormation as is required hy any depart-

nif'iitMl regulation; and so soon as the said application is

rctiii'iM'd to the c{)lIcctor, endorsed with the ai)])roval of the

•J04 district

];.s., 1000.
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district inspector, and, in the case of a l)onded niamifacturing

license, by the Department also, and n])on tlie due execution

of the bond with surety as herein recpiired, the collector shall,

unless otherwise directed by the l)e])artnient, issue a license to License,

carry on the business and to use the utensils, machinery and

apparatus specified in the ap|)lication, and in the ])lace antl

premise-^ therein si)eeified, and in such place or premises only,

and shall immediately report the issue of such license to the

Department. 4 E. VII., c. 18, s. 1.

29. Upon application being- made, in the form prescribed Transfer of

by the Department, h\ the holder of any license under this ),'[^"^^
^^

Act, the license so held may be. transferred from any ]')re- premises,

mises to any other premises of similar capacity situated within

the same Inland Revenue division, without payment of addi-

tional license fee, if all the requirements of this Act have l)ecn

complied with by the holder of such license in reference to the

premises to which it is proposed to transfer it, and if all obli-

gations imposed by the license have been fulfilled.

2. Whenever any su(;h transfer is made, a new bond shall New bond.

be taken, as is required upon the issue of a new license. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 21.

30. LTpon the expiration of eveiy license issued under Renewal of

this Act, the granting of a new license in lieu thereof, except license.

as hereinbefore provided as to diagrams, drawings, models or

descriptions, shall be subject to the same restrictions and con-

ditions as the granting of the original license. U.S., c. 34, s. 22.

31. The jNlinister may lawfully suspend or revoke the License may
license of a distiller, maltster, brewer, tobacco manufacturer, ^^ suspended

cigar manufacturei-, bonded manufacturer, or other person car- for obstruct-

rying on business subject to excise, who delays, obstructs or '"S officer,

prevents, or whose agent or servant delays, obstructs or prevents

any officer or his assistant in or from entering into a distillery,

malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cicar manufactory

or bonded manufactory, or any house, outhouse, store or other

place whatsoever of such distiller, maltster, brewer, tobacco

manufacturer, cigar manufacturer, bonded manufacturer, or

other person carrying on business subject to excise, or in or

from otherwise performing his duty in the enforcement of any

Act relating to the Inland Revenue. R.S., c. 34, s. 72.

32. The ]\Iinister may declare forfeited any license author-
Forfeitiire of

ized by this Act in any case where a person who, being a manu- license for.

facturer of any class of goods subject to a duty of excise, either

directly or indirectly,

—

(a) makes .a sale of any such goods, or consigns them for improper
sale upon commission, to another person, subject to the con- terms of sale,

dition that the purchaser or the consignee shall not sell or

905 deal
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Idem.

Notice in
Canada
Gazette.

No new
license unless
the dealings
have ceased.

Decision of
Minister
final.

deal in goods of a like kind produced bj. or obtained or to

be obtained from any other manufacturer or dealer; or,

(h) makes a sale of any such ooods, or consigns thenl for

sale upon commission, to another person, upon such terms

as would, in their application, give more profit to the pur-

chaser or the consignee if he should not sell or deal in goods

of a like kind produced by, or obtained or to be obtained

from any other manufacturer or dealer.

2. The collector of Inland Kevenue shall thereupon cause

a notice of such forfeiture to be forthwith inserted in the

Canada Gazette, and from and after the insertion thereof the

license shall be null and void.

3. Xo new license shall be granted to such person, and no

license shall be granted to any other person for carrying on any

business in the premises occupied by him, until the Minister is

satisfied that the dealings in this section referred to have

ceased.

4. The decision of the Minister as to whether any sale or

consignment of goods is, or is not, subject to any such con-

ditions, or upon any such terms, as are in this section men-
tioned, shall be final.^ 4 E. VII., c. 17, s. 1.

33. The burden of proof that any license required by thisBurden of

license. Act lias issued, shall rest upon the person to whom such license

is alleged to have been issued. E.S., c. 34, s. 23.

License
posted up.

34. Every person licensed under this Act shall keep his

license posted up in a conspicuous place in his manufactory.
R.S., c. 34, s. 24. '

Payment of

license fees.

Licenses in

^lanitoba
and I'.riti.sh

Columbia.

Notice to
collector of
intention to

work.

35. All license fees shall be due and payable at the time
when the license is granted, and in no case shall a license be
issued until all such fees are paid. U.S., c. 34, s. 25.

36. Licenses to manufacture s])irits or other articles subject

to excise within the provinces of Manitoba and British Colum-
l)ia sliall 1)0 issued only for the following places, namely:

—

WinnijK'g in ]\Ianitol)a, and Victoria and I^ew Westminster in

]>ritish Cohnnbia, and such other places as are, from time to

time, named for the purpose by the Governor in Council. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 26.

Ohligalions of Licensees.

37. X'l distiller, niallstci-, br(>\v('r, tobacco manufacturer,
cigar manufacturer or bonded manufacturer shall W(^rk his dis-

tillery, nialt-lionse, brewery, tol)acco manufactory, cigar manu-
factory oi- IxiimIciI iiianufactory at any time, imless he has given
at least six days' j)r(!vious notice in writing to the collector of

liis intention to work the same at some time not less than six

ami not iiio?-e than twenty days aflei- tlie giving of such notice;

UOO
'

and
Pt.S., 1900.
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and if he commences to work the same within such time, ho may
continue uninterruptedly without new notice ; but after any
interruption of work for more than one week a new notice shall

be given. K.S,. c. 34, s. 27.

38. Every person licensed under this Act shall, at ail limos Assistance to

when required, supply any officer of Inland Revenue with all inspecting

{assistance, lights, ladders, tools, staging or other thing necessary

for inspecting the premises, stock, tools or ap])aratus belonging

to such licensed person, or for weighing, ganging or testing any
article or commodity then on the premises for which the license

is granted, and shall open all doors, and open for examination
all boxes, packages, casks, barrels and other vessels, when re-

quired so to do by any officer of Inland Ilevenne. U.S., c. 34,

s. 28.

39. If any person holding a license under this Act, intends Xotice of

to make any alteration or addition to the premises, utensils, f."^
altera-

^
,

17 7 tions or
machinery or apparatus, described as herein provided, or to additions to

remove any portion of such utensils, machinery or apparatus, apparatus.

or to make any use of any compartment or room for a purpose

different from that mentioned in the written description accom-

panying his application for license, notice in writing shall be

served on the collector of the intention to make such alterations,

additions, removals or changes, at least one week before they

are commenced ; and every such notice shall set forth fully and

correctly the particulars of the proposed alterations, additions,

removals or changes. R.S., c. 34, s. 29.

40. Any inspector of Inland Revenue may, for sufficient Inspector

cause, of which sufficiency he shall be the sole judge, at ^^y ™^^y jr''^^"J[^

time after having given ten days' notice, require a new list and of apparatus.

description, with such models, diagrams or drawings as are

herein required in an application for a license, to be made out

and furnished by any person holding a license under this Act.

R.S., c. 34, s. 30.

41. All beams, scales, weights and measures used in or about Inspection of

any distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar ^elfsures?"

manufactory, bonded manufactory or other premises subject to

excise, shall be inspected, tested and verified by an officer of -

Inland Revenue, or by an inspector of Weights and Measures,

as often as any inspector of Inland Revenue or excise directs :

Provided that scales used in a tobacco or cigar manufactory, Proviso,

when used exclusively for Aveighing tobacco during any inter-

mediate process of manufacture, and not used for weighing raw
material brought into the manufactory or taken for use therein,

or in ascertaining; the manufactured products of such manufac-

tory, may be used without inspection. R.S., c. 34, s. 37.

907 42.
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As to night
\vork.

^° J^"®1"^^^ 42. Except for the necessary coutinuance of some process of

manufacture previously commenced in the ordinary course of

business, no person licensed under this Act shall during Sun-

day, in the premises mentioned or referred to in the license held

by him, transact any business, or perform any act, operation or

process of manufacture which, under any regulation then in

force, requires the supervision or attendance of an officer of

Inland Revenue.

2. Xo act, operation or process of manufacture, for the super-

vision of which the presence of an officer of Inland Revenue is

required, by any regulation then in force, shall be done or

carried on in any licensed premises before the hour of six o'clock

in the forenoon, or after six o'clock in the afternoon, except

Avhen permitted by departmental regulations.

Extra time 3, \\^ienever any business, act, operation or process of manu-

be paid for. facture, for the supervision of which the presence of an officer

of Inland Revenue is required by any regulation then in force,

is carried on or done in any premises licensed under this Act,

before eight o'clock in the forenoon, during the dinner hour, or

after six o'clock in the afternoon, the person in whose premises

the business, act, operation or process is carried on or done, shall

Rate of pa3^ pay the collector for the attendance of the officer or officers

during the extra time they are so employed, at such rate as is

determined by departmental regulations in that behalf. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 31.

Inscription
over
premises.

Inscription
over each
seyjarate

apartment.

MarkinK of

utensils.

43. There shall be conspicuously placed over the chief

entrance to every place or premises subject to excise, or where

any business suloject to excise is carried on, the name of the

person, or the name and style of the firm by whom such pre-

mises are occupied, or on whose behalf such business is carried

on, and the name so placed shall be written or printed in oil

colours in Roman characters at least three inches in height.

2. Every separate apartment, room, granary, kiln, vault,

workshop or store-room, in every place or premises subject to

excise, or in which any business subject to excise is carried

on, or in which any utensils, apparatus or machinery used in

such business are situated, or in which any -of the materials

to be used therein, or the products of such Manufactory are

stored or kept, shall have placed over the principal entrance

tliereto, by the manufacturer, a sign in Roman characters,

written or printed in <»il colours, at least two inches in height,

stating the designat'Kin thereof, and such designation shall in-

dicates the use to which the ajiartment is to be put.

.'5. Kverv niash-tuh, formenting-tun, closed s])irit-receiver,

cooh'r, tank, vat or other utensil or vessel, for tlie using of which

a license' is re(piire<l, or which is used for containing any

coniiiiodity subject to excise, shall have written, stam])ed or

])riiitcrl on it in wliite Roman characters, at least two inches

in lii'iizht, <pn a black gronnd, the serial nnnihcr, the name or

908 designation
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designation of the vessel or utensil and the capacity thereof

in gallons and in cubic inches.

4. Every notice or written or printed designation or name Tender direc-

of any person, place or thing bv this section re(|uired, shall Ik.'
|,'||^"/r

printed, painted, put up or affixed under and according to the

direction of an officer of Inland llevenue, and at the exj^ense of

the person on whose behalf it is done. R.S., c. 34, ss. 32 and
134; 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 5.

Bool-s, Accounts and Papers.

44. Every distiller, compounder, maltster, brewer, tobacco Stock books

manufacturer, cigar manufacturer, bonded manufacturer, or *° "^ ^^x>t-

other manufacturer, who is required to take out a license under
this Act, or Avho carries on any business subject to excise, shall,

in addition to the books, accounts and papers hereinafter speci-

ally mentioned, keep on and within the premises covered by the

license issued to such manufacturer or other person, such stock

books and other books, in such form and manner as are prescrib- What books

ed and supplied by the Department, in which books there shall
'""^

^
^^''

be clearly recorded, day by day, and on the same day on Avhich

the circumstance, thing or act to be recorded is done or occurs,

in the prescribed columns,

—

(a) a full and particular account of all grain, malt, spirits. iMaterials

raw and manufactured tobacco, cigars and other stock,
"''*^"g"*^ im-

material or commodity brought into the distillery, malt-

house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory,

bonded manufactory or other licensed premises, to which
such stock books relate ; and,

(h) a full and particular account of all grain, spirits, malt, Materials

raw or manufactured tobacco, cigars or other stock, mate- ^^" °" '

rial or commodity, sold, removed or transferred from such

distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar

manufactory, bonded manufactory or other licensed j^re-

mises ; and,

(c) such further particulars as are required by any depart- Further par-

mental regulation in that behalf.
"

'
ticulars.

2. There shall in every case be stated in such books the Certain

name of the person from whom the said materials were bought ^g stated

°

or obtained, or to whom they were sold or transferred, as the specially,

case may be, and also the mode of conveyance by wdiich they

were brought to the distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco

manufactory, cigar manufactory, bonded manufactory or other

licensed premises, or by which they were carried therefrom ; and

if any such grain, malt, spirits, manufactured or raw tobacco,

cigars or other stock, material or commodity, have been con-

veyed by any vessel or railway to or from any ix)rt, wharf or

station, situated within a distance of ten miles from the distil-

lery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manu-
factory or other licensed premises, then such vessel or railway

shall be named as the conveyance bv which such grain, spirits,

909 ' mak
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malt, tobacco, cigars, stock, material or commodity were con-

veyed as aforesaid. R.S., c. 34, s, 33.

Yearly in- 45^ Every distiller, maltster, tobacco manufacturer, cigar

stock to be manufacturer or bonded manufacturer, now or hereafter
furnished. engaged in the manufacture of or dealing in articles subject

to excise, shall make and deliver to the collector of the division

in which his manufactory or premises is or are situated, an

inventory in such form as is prescribed by the Department, and

verified by oath, of the quantity of the different kinds of raw

material, articles and goods in process of manufacture, and

manufactured products, and all other materials held or owned

by him on the first day of July of every year, or, at the time

of commencing and at the time of concluding business, if before

or after the first day of July, or at any intermediate time,

when required by the Department,

s'tock-taking. 2. The stock-taking necessary to make up such inventory

shall be done under the immediate supervision and to the

satisfaction of the officer in charge of the respective manu-
factories or other premises, or other duly authorized officer

;

and the inventory shall have endorsed thereon the certificate

of the said officer as to its correctness. R.S., c. 34, s. 34.

Inspection of

books and
papers.

Officer

BeizinK may
remove
books, etc.

46. Every person who is licensed to carry on any business

subject to excise under this Act, shall, when required so to do,

and as often as is required by any officer of Inland Revenue,

and at any time within ordinary business hours, or when any

operation is being carried on within the premises licensed,

produce for the inspection of any such ofiicer,

—

(a) all books, papers and accounts, kept in accordance with

the requirements of this Act, or in accordance with the

requirements of any order in council or any departmental

regulation made under this or any other Act, in which

books or accounts such officer may enter any memorandum,
statement or account of quantities; and in such case he

shall attest the same by his initials;

(h) all books, accounts, statements and returns whatsoever,

and all partnership accounts used by any such person or

by any co-partners in carrying on any such licensed busi-

ness, whether such books, memoranda, papers or accounts

are considered private or otherwise ; and every such officer

shall bo permitted to take extracts therefrom or copies

tliereof.

2. In case of seizure of any artichj or thing in any distillery,

malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory,

bon(h'(l manufactory or other premises subject to excise, for

violation of this Act, the seizing officer or any superior officer

of o.\ci.se, may take possession of and remove all or any books,

pa])crs or accounts kept under the requireuients of this Act, or

under the requirements of any order in council or any depart-

910 mental
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mental regulation made thereunder, and may retain the same
until the seizure is declared valid hy com})etent authority, or

the arti(de or, thin<>- seized or the proceeds thereof is, by compe-
tent authority, directed to be restored. li.fS., c, 34, s. 35.

47. No erasur(> shall be made in any stock or other books I^o erasure

kept by any manufacturer or other person licensed in accord- books
'"

ance with the provisions of this Act; nor shall any leaf or

leaves, or part of a leaf or leaves, be removed therefrom; and
any obliterating of words or figures by any means whatever, Erasure

other than by ruling through the same, with ink, in such a man- ^ "^ '

ner as not to render the words or figures so ruled out incapable

of being read, shall be deemed to be an erasure. R.S., c. 34,

s. 36.

48. Except as herein otherwise provided, every quantity of Quantities

grain recorded or stated in the stock-books herein mentioned, be stated.

and in all returns, accounts, inventories and statements re-

quired by this Act to be kept or made, and the quantity of

every other article or commodity, except fluids, used in or about

any premises subject to excise, or entering into the manufacture
of any article or commodity subiect to excise, shall be stated in I" pounds1.1- avoirdupois,
pounds avoirdupois.

2. All quantities of fluids, except when otherwise provided Fluids.

by this Act, shall be stated in the aforesaid books, returns,

accounts, inventories and statements, in gallons ; and the quan- In gallons.

tity of any fluid, in gallons, shall, for all the purposes of this

Act, be determined by weighing or gauging, in such manner as To be

is, from time to time, prescribed by any departmental regula- ^^'eis'ied or

tion in that behalf. R.S., c. 34, s. 37.
^''"^^'^•

Returns.

49.
be m

). All returns, unless otherwise provided by this Act, shall Monthly

yjK. aixade distinct and separate for each month, and shall relate
^^*"™®-

to the month last preceding the day of making such returns
respectively. R.S., c. 34, ss. 39, 41, 146, 181, 216, 237
and 293.

50. Every return as to quantities, required to be made bv Time for

this Act, shall be made to the collector or other officer author-
™^^'"*^-

ized by the Department to receive the same, on the first day of

each month for the month last preceding such day. E.S., c. 34,

s. 40.

51. Every account or return rendered as herein provided How to be

shall be made and signed by the person carrying on the business
^*^^^*^°-

to which it relates, or his agent, and shall also be signed by the

foreman, clerk, chief workman or other person employed in or

about the premises where the business is carried on.

911 2.
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Further 2. The collector or any superior officer may, at any time
a es a ion.

g£j.g^ ^|^g makinc; of such account or return, require any other

person employed about such premises, who, in his opinion, is

best acquainted with the quantity of material used and goods

produced, subject to excise, to testify upon oath before him as

to the correctness of such account or return. R.S., c. 34, s. 42.

Form of 52, Every such account or statement shall be attested by the

persons signing the same under oath, in the form following:

—

' I, , do solemnly swear that the several accounts

included in this return are true according to their purport :

So help me God.' R.S., c. 34, s. 43.

Before whom 53, Every Such oath shall be made before a collector or

attested. other duly authorized officer of Inland llevenue.

2. The collector or officer before whom the oath is made, or

any superior officer may, when the account or statement is made,

Further in- or at any time thereafter, put to the person or persons making
formation. -^ qx\q\\ questions as are necessary to the elucidation and full

understanding of the account, and for ascertaining whether

such person has had the means of knowing the same to be

correct.

Officer may 3, The collector or officer aforesaid may also, when the

cert^in^ per- account or statement is made, or at any time thereafter, examine
sons on oath. m^Jer oath, as to the truth of all such statements, any person,

or persons employed, or who have, at any time, been employed

in or about the distillery, brewery, malt-house, tobacco manu-

, factory, cigar manufactory or bonded manufactory, or other

premises subject to excise, to which such account relates, or any

person doing business therewith or selling material thereto or

buying goods therefrom, and also any common carrier, agent,

clerk or other person who has been concerned in the removal of

any such goods or material to or from any distillery, malt-house,

brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory or bonded
• manufactory or other premises subject to excise, or in taking or

keejnng an account of such removals, and may reject all such

written statements as are shown by such evidence to be incorrect

or unreliable ; and such rejection shall render the person making
the return liable to the same jx^uilty as he would be liable to if

no return whatever had been made.
Oath before 4, Whenever the Governor in Council deems it expedient

thepeace. SO to do, he may authorize the taking of such oath or evid-

ence before a justice of the peace. U.S., c. 34, s. 44.

Mode of 54, All notices, lists, descriptions, retnrns, inventories,

^'\'"*^
, atat(!iiK'nts, accounts and reports rccinirod by this Act to be

rifMK'pR And lit
returns. givnm or made to any offi('(>r or ])erson, shall be held to be validly

so given or ma<lc, if they are received by such officer or person,

lafl the case may be, or if they are left at the usual place of

residence of such officer or person, within the period or delay

012 fixed
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fixed herein in that behalf, without any reference to llu' mode
by which such notice, list, description, account, stateiiicnt, in-

ventory or return was conveyed to such officer or person.

2. The burden of proof that all such notices, lists, descrip- Burden of

tions, returns, inventories, accounts, statements and reports have P^oof.

been given or m^de, as herein required, shall lie upon the person

whose duty it is to give or make them. U.S., c. 34, s. 45.

Duties, liow ascertained and when 'payable.

55* The amount of duty shall be calculated on the Amount of

measurements, weights, accounts, statements and rciturns, taken, calculated,

kept or made, as herein provided, subject to correction and
approval by the collector or other officer thereunto duly author-

ized ; and when two or more methods for determining quantities

or the amount of duty to be paid are provided for, that method
which yields the largest quantity or the greatest amount of duty

shall be the standard.

2. If the collector or any superior officer of Inland Revenue Verification,

has any reason to doubt the correctness of any statement,

account or return, he shall compute the weights, measurements

or quantities himself, and levy the duty accordingly.

3. Such computation may be based on any reliable evidence Basis of

respecting the quantity of material brought into the distillery, calculation,

malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory,

bonded manufactory or other premises subject to excise, or as

to the quantity of the manufactured article removed therefrom,

or as to the quantity or strength of any articles used in any of

the processes of manufacture.

4. If the result is disputed, the burden of proof of the error Burden of

or wrong shall rest with the person who is liable for the pay- error.
^

ment of the duty. U.S., c. 34, s. 49.

56. All duties of excise imposed by this Act shall accrue On what

and be levied on the quantities made or manufactured, ascer- T''^"'''''!®^.1-1 ^ ^ • K • ^ ^
•

duties to be
tamed m the manner by this Act provided, or otherwise proved, levied,

and shall be in addition to all sums charged as license duties,

whether on utensils or otherwise.

2. The said duties shall be duties within the meaning of Duties with-

the Consolidated Revenue and Audit Act, and shall form part '^ ^ ^^ > "\

of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada. U.S., c. 34,

s. 38.

57. The several duties imposed by this Act shall be due Duties due

and payable on the first day of each month, for the quantities ^^^^^
°^

of each article or commodity produced or manufactured dur-

ing the preceding month, unless another time of payment is

herein expressly fixed. 3 E. VII., c. 26, s. 1.

58. No goods, subject to a duty of excise under this Act, No removal

shall be removed from any distillery, malt-house, brewery, to-
gjods.^'*^^^®

58 '913 bacco
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Until duty
paid.

Hours of

removal.

bacco manufactory, ci^ar manufactory, bonded manufactory or

other premises subject to excise, licensed as herein provided,

or from any warehouse in which they have been bonded or

stored, until the duty on such goods has been paid or secured

by bond in the manner by law required. R.S., c. 34, s. 47.

59. Except under departmental authority, in each case

specially obtained, no goods, subject to a duty of excise under

this Act, shall be removed from any distillery, malt-house,

brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory, bonded
manufactory, or from a bonding warehouse or other premises

licensed as herein provided, between the hours of six o'clock

in the afternoon and seven o'clock on the following forenoon.

R.S., c. 34, s. 48.

Bonding and Warehousing.

60. Any portion of the premises of a licensed manufac-
turer referred to in the application for a license, and shown
on the plan accompanying the same and designated as a bond-

ing warehouse, having been approved and accepted by the

Department, shall be deemed to be a bonding warehouse within

the meaning of this Act. 54-55 V., c. 46, s. 1.

Warehous- 61. Spirits, malt, tobacco, cigars and other articles subject
ing of goods, ^q duty under this Act may, subject to the following provisions

and to such regulations as the Governor in Council makes, be

Lict-nse. deposited in any suitable excise bonding warehouse licensed

for the purpose, without payment of the duty hereby imposed.

R.S., c. 34, s. 50.

Bonding
warehouse.

Security to

be given
before issue

of license.

ITow condi-

tioned.

New V)f)rid

taken if

duties ex-

ceed bond
given.

Wareliouse
1k)W pro-

vided and
Bccured.

62. Before any license is granted to any person for a bond-

ing warehouse, for goods subject to excise duties, such person

shall give good and sufficient security by bond of a guarantee

company, approved by the Department, for an amount equal to

the sum to which it is estimated the duty on the average quan-

tity of goods in the warehouse will amount.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the payment of all

such duties and all penalties to which the owners of any goods

warehoused therein, or the owner of any such warehouse rnay

become liable under this Act.

3. Whenever the duties on the goods warehoused in such

warehouse exceed the amount for which the bond is taken, a

new bond may be taken for a sum sufficient to cover the increased

amount of duty. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 6.

63. The warehouse shall be provided by the owner or bailee

of tlie goods, and shall be licensed in conformity with such

deiiartiiifiital regulations as are, from time to time, made in

that bclialf, and u]>on being surveyed and approved as to secur-

ity \>y the inspecting officer, shall be secured under the joint

914 locks
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locks of the Department and the owner or bailee of the goods
warehoused, so as to be accessible only in the presence of an
officer of Inland Eeveniie and of the owner or bailee of the
goods in bond, or his agent. R.S., c. 34, s. 52.

64. All goods warehoused shall be at the risk of the owner, Goods at
and, unless destroyed by fire, the duty sliall be payable thereon owner's risk,

as if they were entered for consumption. R.S., c. 34, s. 53.

65. Except as herein otherwise provided, no goods shall Term of

remain warehoused for a longer period than two years, and at
;!^varebousing

the end of that time the full amount of duty remaining unpaid
shall be collected. R.S., c. 34, s. 54.

66. If the quantity of goods bonded in any warehouse, at Goods in

any time or by any means, falls short or is deficient of the
"«Y-^^""''^

actual quantity which ought to be or remain warehoused, after duties r.n the

deducting the quantities entered ex-warehouse, the owner thereof deficiency,

shall be liable for the full duties on the balance of goods with
which the warehouse stands debited; and the goods remaining
shall be subject to the duties on the quantity deficient, and shall g^ie.

be sold for payment thereof, by order of the Department, and
the surplus, if any, shall be payable to the person who ware- Proceeds.
housed ^ucli goods, or his assigns, after deducting all j>enalties

and expenses incurred: Provided that when the Department is Proviso.

satisfied that no goods have been illegally removed from the

warehouse, such goods as are actually in the warehouse at the

time stock is taken, or at the expiration of two years, may be

re-warehoused on payment of the full amount of duty on the

ascertained deficiency. R.S., c. 34, s. 54.

67. At the time of entering the goods for warehouse, the When duty

amount of duty shall be computed and ascertained and stated
p^^Jg^j^^

^°™'

in the entry. R.S., c. 34, s. 55.

68. Goods warehoused under this Act may be transferred in Transfer of

bond, and may be exported or removed from one warehouse to |ond!
'"

another, without payment of duty, under such restrictions and

regulations as the Governor in Council deems necessary. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 56.

69. When goods are entered for warehouse, the entry shall "^^^hat entry

state the exact quantity of goods in each package or parcel, and show.

the duty to which they are liable; and each package shall be

described in the entry paper, and shall also be designated by a

distinguishing number. R.S., c. 34, s. 57.

70. Each package, when originally warehoused by the manu- Packages

facturer, shall be marked with the date when warehoused, and warehoused

with the quantity which the package contains, and, except in marked.

58^ 915 the
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StoTvnffe of
packages
warehoused.

the case of cigars, shall be consecutively numbered and marked
with the entry number. R.S., c. 34, s. 58.

71. Goods warehoused shall be so stowed or arranged that

(he casks, boxes or packages contained or described in one entry

are placed together in separate lots ; and in no case, except in

the case of cigars, shall the casks, boxes or packages contained

or described in one entry, be intermixed with those contained

or described in another. R.S., c. 34, s. 59.

To be re-

marked or
renumbered
when re-

quired.

In case of
failure.

Evidence of
deficiency.

72. AVhenever the marks or numbers on any goods in ware-

house have been omitted, or have been defaced or otherwise

become illegible, or whenever such goods are not stowed or

arranged in compliance with the requirements of this Act, the

owner of such goods shall, on being required so to do, imme-
diately re-mark or arrange or stow them, as the case may be, to

the satisfaction of the collector, or of any officer inspecting the

division.

2. If the owner of such goods fails to re-mark, arrange or

stow them in the manner herein required, for the space of one
week after having been required so to do, all such goods shall

be forthwith entered for duty ex-warehouse, and the duty
thereon collected in accordance with the original warehouse

entry.

3. Any failure so to enter for duty ex-warehouse, and to pay
the duty thereon, when a demand to that effect has been made
by the collector, shall be construed as evidence of a deficiency

in the said warehouse, and shall be dealt with accordingly.

R.S., c. 34, s. 60.

Removal for 73. ]^o goods shall be removed from warehouse for con-
consump ion.

g^j,j^p|-JQjj unless upon the payment of the full amount of duty

accruing thereon. R.S., c. 34., s. Gl.

Entries to
be refused
until com-
pliance.

74. Except as herein otherwise provided, the collector or

other officer of Inland Revenue or Customs, in w^hose charge

goods warehoused under this or any other Act relating to ware-

housing are placed, shall refuse all entries ex-warehouse until

the owner of such goods or his agent has complied with all

conditions in respect thereto, required by this or any other Act,

or by any regulations made by virtue of this or any other Act.

R.S., c. 34, s. G2.

Forma of
entries.

75. AH entry papers, either for warehouse, ex-warehouse

for removal, or other purposes, shall be nuide in such forms,

ami shall be attested by such affidavits, affirmations or declar-

ations as the Department orders. R.S., c. 34, s. 03.

Foe for
bonding

76. The p(!rson in whose favour a license is granted for

an excise bonding warehouse, not included in the description

91G of
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of the premises in respect of which a license has been issued to '^^'arehouse

him under this Act, shall pay for one such warehouse the sum
"^^'"^^•

of twenty dollars, and for each additional warehouse the sum
of ten dollars. U.S., c. 34, s. G4.

77. The Governor in Council may order that an Iidand Inland

Revenue bonding warehouse shall be established at any place
ho^n|in"ff

or places specified in such order. house.

2, Such order shall prescribe the storage dues, and the

license fee to be paid by persons using such Inland Revenue storage dues

bonding; warehouse, but such license fee shall not exceed ten ^"^ license

dollars per annum, R.S., c. 34, s.65.

78. All goods stored and kept in any Inland Revenue bond- Goods to^ be

ing warehouse, established under the provisions of the next risk,

preceding section, shall be so stored and kept at the risk,

in every respect, of the owner thereof, and in case of damage
or loss by fire or otherwise, the owner shall not have any claim

for indemnity. U.S., c. 34, s. 65.

Powers and Duties of Officers.

79. The Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue or other Deputy Min

person acting as deputy head of the Department, and every
|rlp^ec^t?n<T

inspecting officer of Inland Revenue, shall have and may ex- officers,

ercise in each and every revenue division all the powers and
rights conferred by this Act on the collector or any other officer

of Inland Revenue. R.S., c. 34, s. QQ.

80. Inspectors of Inland Revenue, and all persons appointed Who shall

under this Act, or employed for the purposes of this Act, or
officers™^^

upon whom any duty is imposed by this Act, shall be known as

officers of Inland Revenue. R.S., c. 34, s. 67.

81. Every superior and inspecting officer, and every col- Power to

lector, and such other officers as are, from time to time, desig- oaths!'^'^^''

nated by the Governor in Council, are hereby empowered and
authorized to administer all oaths and receive all declarations

required or authorized by this Act. R.S., c. 34, s. Q^.

82. The collector or any other officer of Inland Revenue, Schedule of

or any person aiding or assisting him in seizing property as se'ke"^^'

forfeited under this Act, shall mark and number each separate

piece, and make a schedule of all the property seized, with the

estimated value thereof, which schedule or list shall be dated

and signed by the collector or other officer; and a true copy Copies,

thereof shall be given to the person from whom the seizure was
made, or forwarded to his last known post office address by
registered letter ; and aiiother copy, together with the collector's

or other officer's report relating to such seizure, shall be trans-

mitted without delay to the Department. R.S., e. 34, s. lOS.

917 83.
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Property
seized to be
marked and
secured.

83. Ail property seized under any provision of tliis Act,

filiall be seized, marlced and secured in the name of His Majesty

the King, and tlie power of seizing, marking and securing the

same shall be exercised by direction and under the authority of

the collector or other officer, where and when necessary in order

to carry out the provisions of this Act. U.S., c. 34, s. 109.

Forfeited
goods.

Seizure.

Not to be
used by
offender.

84. If any stock, steam-engine, boiler, still, fermenting-tun,

machinery, apparatus, vessel or utensil, or other article or com-

modity is forfeited under the provisions of this Act, for any

violation thereof, it may be seized by the collector or other

officer of Inland Revenue, or by any other person acting by the

authority of such officer, at any time after the commission of

the offence for which it is forfeited, and may be marked, de-

tained, removed, sold or otherwise secured until condemned or

released by competent authority, and shall not, while under

seizure, be used by the offender ; and if condemned, it shall be

removed, sold or otherwise dealt with as the Minister directs.

R.S., c. 34, s. 107.

Powers of
officers.

Entry into
buildings.

Entry into
premises of

any dealer.

Inspection of

building and
apparatus.

Pireal<ini»

j);irtitioiis,

etc.

F.xaminntion
of still, etc.

Jt.S., 11)00.

85. Every officer of Inland Revenue may,

—

(a) with any assistants acting under him and by his direc-

tion, at. all times, as well by night as by day, enter into

and remain in, as long as he deems necessary, any build-

ing or place belonging to or used by any person for the

purpose of carrying on any trade or business subject to

excise, or in which are any machinery, utensils or appara-

tus subject to excise, or which may be used in the manu-
facture of goods subject to excise;

(h) with any assistants acting under him and by his direc-

tion, at any time between six o'clock in the forenoon and

ten o'clock in the afternoon, enter the premises of any

dealer wherein any goods subject to excise are stored, kept

or sold;

(c) with any assistants acting under him and by his direc-

tion, inspect any such building or place, and take sucli

account as he deems necessary of every part thereof, and of

all works, vessels, utensils, good? and materials, machinery

and apparatus, belonging or in any wise appertaining to

such business

;

(d) break up or cause to be broken u]) or removed any floor,

wall, partition, ceiling, roof, door or other part of such

building, place or premises, or any ground surrounding

them, for the purpose of ascertaining whether there is anf

pi])e, worm, still, conduit, tool, vessel, utensil, machinery

or a])paratus, or any stock, goods, conunodity or article

subject to excise, concealed or ke])t out of view;

(e) examine the worm of any still or oIIkm- apparatus used

by any distiller or bonded manufacturer, by causing the

water to be drawn off from the worm-tub or refrigerator

918 eontaininc:
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coiitainino- such worm, at anv lime when, in tho 0})iiiion of

such officer, the doin<y so will not be prejudicial to the

working of such still or other apparatus, or when he deems
it necessary so to do for the prevention or detection of

fraud

;

(f) gauge, measure, weigh, ])rove, mark, label, stamp, lock, GauRing,

seal or otherwise designate or secure any fermenting-tun, ^^'Khmg.

mash-tub, cistern, kiln, worm, still, spirit-receiver, pipe,

cock, vessel or apparatus, furnace door, machinery or

utensil, or any goods, article or commodity subject to

excise, and close, seal and secure all or any such worms,
stills, fermenting-tuns, mash-tubs, furnace doors, kilns and
utensils during the period when the distillery, malt-house,

brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory, or

bonded manufactory is not at work

;

(g) take, at any time that he is instructed by the collector Taking

or superior officer so to do, a sample or samples of any samples,

goods unmanufactured, or in process of manufacture, or

manufactured, in the stock or possession of any person

carrying on business subject to excise, paying for the same,

if demanded, at the current wholesale price of such articles

;

except that samples of raw leaf tobacco, stems, scraps, cut-

tings or other unmanufactured products of raw leaf

tobacco, when taken for the purpose of ascertaining the

moisture therein, shall be furnished by the manufacturer
or other person free of cost. R.S., c. 34, s. G9.

86. If any officer of Inland Revenue, with any assistants Power to

acting under him and by his direction, after having demanded "]^J^^
forcible

admittance into any distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco

manufactory, cigar manufactory, bonded manufactory, or other

premises subject to excise, or into the premises of a distiller,

maltster, brewer, tobacco manufacturer, cigar manufacturer or

bonded manufacturer, or into any place or premises subject to

excise, and having declared his name and business at the gate

or entrance door, or at any window or door of any such dis-

tillery, malt-house, brewery, manufactory or place, or at the

door, window or gate of any building or place forming part

thereof, is not immediately admitted into such distillery, malt-

house, brewery, manufactory or other premises, such officer and
any persons acting in his aid, may at all times, as M'ell by night

as by day, break through any of the doors, windows or walls of

such distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar

manufactory, bonded manufactory, or other premises necessaiy

to be broken open or through to enable him and them to enter

the said distillery, malt-house, brewery, manufactory or other

premises aforesaid : Provided that, if the breaking is done by Proviso,

night, it shall be in the presence of a constable, or other peace

officer, R.S., c. 34, s. 70.

87. Any justice of the peace may grant to any collector or Search war-

other officer of Inland Revenue, or anv person acting under or rant.

919 ^ bv
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Powers
under.

bv the direction of such collector, on affidavit made before him,

stating reasonable grounds to the satisfaction of such justice

for the issuing thereof, a search warrant under which such

collector, officer or person may, at any hour between sunrise and

sunset, enter into and search any house, building or place men-
tioned in such search warrant, as being one in which it has been

made to appear by affidavit that there is reasonable cause to

suppose that an unlicensed still, worm, mash-tub, cooler, fer-

menting-tun, malt-floor or kiln, press, cutting-knife, mill or

other vessel or implement is unlawfully in use or possession, or

in respect of which the provisions of this Act are otherwise

violated. R.S., c. 34, s. 71.

Storage of

goods seized.

88. Any article or commodity seized as forfeited under this

Act or any Act relating to Inland Revenue, may, at the option

of the seizing officer, be kept or stored in the building or place

where it was seized, until it is condemned or ordered to be

restored to any claimant ; and so long as such article or com-

modity is under seizure, the place or building in which it is so

kept or stored shall be held to be in the sole custody of the offi-

cer of excise, or other person appointed for that purpose by the

seizing officer or by any superior officer; or such article or com-

modity may, by direction of such seizing officer or superior

officer, be removed to be kept in any other place. U.S., c. 34,

s. 105.

Collector or
officer may
examine on
oath in

certain cases

89. If any person does or permits to be done, anything in

or about any premises subject to excise, which, in the opinion

of any officer of Inland Revenue, is intended, or likely to mis-

lead such officer in the discharge of his duty, or to prevent him
from ascertaining the true quantity of the products of the busi-

ness therein carried on and subject to excise, such person or any

other person who is supposed to have any knowledge of the

facts, may be examined on oath by any collector or other

superior officer. R.S., c. 34, s. 73.

assistance.

Entrr and
Beizure.

Power of 90. Under authority of a writ of assistance, any officer of
officers under

[j^i.jjk] Revenue, or any person employed for that purpose with

the concurrence of the Governor in Council, expressed either by

special order or appointment, or by general regulation, may
enter in the night time, if accompanied by a peace officer, and in

the day time without being so accompanied, any building or

other place within the jurisdiction of the court or judge grant-

ing such writ, and may search for, seize and secure any goods

or things liable to forfeiture under this Act, and in case of

nf'ctoHsity, may break open any entrance or other doors, walls,

floors, windows or gates and any chests or other packages for

Ihat purpose.

2, Any officf^r ol' Inland Jievcnuc, having a writ of assist-

f.nco, may arrest and detain any person whom he detects in tlio

920 commission
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of offender
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commission of any offence declared by this Act to be an indict-

able offence.

3. Every person so arrested shall, as soon as possible there- Trial of

after, be brought before any conrt of record having jurisdiction offender,

in the premises, or before a judge or junior judge of a county

court, or before a police or stipendiary magistrate or two justices

of the peace.

4. If such prosecution is brought before a judge, or a junior idem,

judge of a county court, or before a police or stipendiary magis-

trate, or before any two justices of the peace, no other justice

shall sit or take part therein. R.S., c. 34, s. 75.

91. All justices of the peace, mayors, bailiffs, constables Others to

and all persons serving under His Majesty by commission, ^^'^^
I » J i/ ,7 - > omcers.

warrant or otherwise, and all other persons whosoever shall

aid and assist, and they are hereby respectively required to

aid and assist every officer of Inland Revenue in the due execu-

tion of any act or thing authorized, required or enjoined by this

or any other Act. R.S., c. 34, s. 76.

Writs of Assistance.

92. The judge of the Exchequer Court of Canada, or any How ob-

judge of any of the superior courts in any of the provinces ol tamed.

Canada, having jurisdiction in the province or place where
the application is made, shall grant a writ of assistance upon
application made to him for that purpose by His Majesty's

Attorney General of Canada, or by a collector or any superior

officer, and such writ shall remain in force so long as any
person named therein remains an officer of the Inland Revenue,
whether in the same capacity or not.

2. For the purposes of this section, any judge of the Court in the form-

of King's Bench, in the province of Manitoba, shall have juris- er district of

diction over that portion of the Northwest Territories formerly ^^^^'^ ^°'

included within the district of Keewatin, and shall grant a

writ of assistance for use therein, in like manner and with like

effect as he might grant such writ for use in the province of

Manitoba. R.S., c. 34, s. 74; 52 V., c. 15, s. 1.

93. A w^rit of assistance addressed to a collector or anv Collector

superior officer shall have full force and effect in the hands of
hls'^po^wor^^^^

any officer to whom he delegates his authority for its execu- to superior

tion. GO-Gl v., c. 19, s. 1.
''®'"^-

Protection of Officers.

94. No writ shall be sued out against, or any process served Notice of

upon any officer of Inland Revenue for any thing done in the

exercise of his duty as such officer, until one calendar month
after notice in writing has been delivered to him, or left at his

usual place of abode by the attorney, solicitor or agent of the

921 person
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Proof.

Limitation
of time for
action.

Pleading.

Costs.

person who intends to sue out such writ or process, in which

notice shall be clearly and explicitly stated the cause of action,

name and place of abode of the person who intends to bring;

such action, and the name and place of abode of the attorney,

solicitor or agent.

2. 'Eo evidence of any cause of action shall be produced ex-

cept of such as shall be stated in such notice; and no verdict

or judgment shall be given for the plaintiff, unless he proves

on the trial that such notice was given ; and in default of such

proof, the defendant shall recover in such action a verdict or

judgment and costs. R.S., c. 34, s. 77.

95. Every such action shall be brought within three calen-

dar months after the cause thereof, and shall be laid and tried

in the place or district where the acts were committed.

2. The defendant may plead the general issue, and give the

special matter in evidence.

3. If the plaintiff is non-suited, or discontinues the action,

or if, upon demurrer or otherwise, judgment is given against

the plaintiff, the defendant shall recover costs, and have such

remedy for the same as any defendant has in other cases where

costs' are given. E.S., c. 3-i, s. 78.

Amends may
be tendered
after notice.

96. Any such officer or person against wdiom any action

is brought on account of any such seizure or entry, or of any

thing done under the authority of this Act, may, w^ithin one

calendar month after such notice, tender amends to the person

complaining or his agent, and plead such tender in bar or

answer to any action, together with other pleas or defences

;

and if the court or jury, as the case may be, find the amends

sufficient a judgment or verdict shall be given for the defend-

ant; and in such case, or in case the plaintiff is non-suited

or discontinues his action, or judgment is given for the defend-

ant upon demurrer or otherwise, such defendant shall be

entitled to the like costs as he would have been entitled to in case

he had pleaded the general issue only: Provided that such

defendant may, by leave of the court where such action is

l)rought, at any time before issue "is joined, pay money into

Payment into court as in other actions. R.S., c. 34, s. 79.

court.

97. If, in any such action, the court or judge before whom
the action is tried certifies that the defendant or defendants

in such action acted upon prol)able cause, the plaintiff in such

action shall not he entitled to more than twenty cents damages,

or to any costs of suit. U.S., c. 34, s. SO.

Costs.

ProVjable
cause.

Damapies

Costs.

Idfm, in

actions to
cnfoffe
seizures.

98. If any information or suit is brought to trial or

dot(!rniined on account of any seizure or entry made under this

Act, and a verdict is found or decision or ju(]gnient is given for

the claimant, and if the court or judue, l)efore whom the cause

has been tricMJ, certifies that there was prol)able cause for such

922 seizure
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seizure or cntrv, tlio claimant shall not be entitle;! to any costs

of suit, nor shall the person who made such seizure or entry be
liable to any action, indictment, or other snit or prosorntion on
account of such seizure or entry.

2. If any action, indictment, or other suit or prosecution is Iflem, in pro-

brought to trial against any person on account of such seizure aga'/nsfseiz-

or entry, wherein a verdict or judgment is given against the ins officer,

defendant, the plaintiff, if probable cause is certified as afore-

said, besides the thing seized, if a seizure, or the value thereof,

shall not be entitled to more than twenty cents damaa'es or to

any costs of suit, nor shall the defendant in such prosecution in

such case be fined more than ten cents. R.S., c, 34, s. 81.

Offences and Penalties.

99. Every manufacturer who neglects or refuses to keep his ^'"t postinp;

license posted up in a conspicuous place in his manufactory,
shall incur a penalty of fifty dollars for the first offence, and of

one hundred dollars for each subsequent offence. U.S., c. 34,

s. 82.

100. (a) All grain, malt, raw tobacco, and other material Goods rind
^ ' ^ ' ' ' apparatus

in stock; forfeited

(h) All engines, machinery, utensils, worms, stills, mash- ^^ "° license,

tubs, fermenting-tuns, tobacco presses or knives

;

(c) All tools or materials suitable for the making of stills,

worms, rectifying or similar apparatus ; and,

(d) All spirits, malt, beer, tobacco, cigars and other manu-
factured articles

;

which are at any time found in any distillery, malt-house,

brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory, bonded
manufactory, or other premises or ]dace where anything is being

done or any working carried on which is subject to excise, and
for which a license is required under this Act, but in respect

of which no such license has been taken out, shall be liable to

be seized by any officer of Inland Revenue having a knowledge

thereof, and to be forfeited to the Crown, and may either be

destroyed when and where found, or removed to some place for

safe-keeping, in the discretion of the seizing officer.

2. All horses, vehicles and other appliances which have been Horses,

or are being used for the purpose of removing any spirits, malt, ^^ '^ ^^' ® °'

beer, tobacco, cigars, materials or apparatus used or to be used

in the production of any article subject to excise, in violation <:»f

this Act, shall likewise bo liable to be seized by any such officer

and to be forfeited to the Crown, and may be dealt with in like Seizure and

manner. R.S., c. 34, s. 83.
'

forfeiture.

101. Every distiller, maltster, brewer, tobacco manufacturer, Working dis-

cigar manufacturer or bonded manufacturer who works his
^^'jlh^Jut^**^''

distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar notice,

manufactory or bonded manufactory at any time for which he

923
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Pennlty and
forfeiture.

Engines and
apparatus
forfeited

if any fraud.

has not given to the collector at least six days' previous notice

in writing of his intention to work the same, shail incur the

same penalty and forfeiture as if he had worked the same with-

out a license. R.S., c. 34, s. 27.

102. Every steam-engine, boiler, mill, still, worm, rectify-

ing apparatus, fermenting-tun, mash-tub, cistern, couch-frame,

machine, vessel, tub, cask, pipe or cock, with the contents

thereof, and all stores or stocks of grain, spirits, malt, beer,

tobacco, cigars, drugs or other materials or commodities which

are in any premises or place subject to excise, shall be forfeited

to the Crown, and be dealt with accordingly, if any fraud against

the revenue is committed in any such place or premises, or if

the owner of any such place, premises, apparatus, goods or

commodities, his agent or any person employed by him, or any
person having lawful possession or control of such place,

premises, apparatus, goods, or commodities, is discovered in the

act of committing, or is convicted of committing any act in or

about such place or premises which is declared by this Act to be

an indictable offence. K.S., c. 34, s. 84.

103. Every article or thing subject to duty under this Act,Forfeiture of

non-pa/ment and on whicli the duty hereby imposed has not been paid at the
of duty. proper time for paying the same, shall be seized by any officer

of Inland Revenue, and shall be forfeited to the Crown and

Unlawfully
using
stamped
packages.

Penalty.

FailinK to
obliterate

brands.

Penalty.

be dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 34, s. 85.

104. Every person who puts into any package, barrel or

cask which has been stamped, marked or branded under this

Act, any article or commodity subject to excise on which the

duty imposed by this Act has not been paid or secured, or which

has not been inspected as herein required, is guilty of an indict-

able offence; and for a first offence shall incur a penalty not

exceeding five hundred dollars, and not less than one hundred

dollars, and for each subsequent offence a penalty of five

hundred dollars ; and shall, in addition, for any offence, be liable

•to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months. U.S.,

c. 34, s. 86.

105. Every vendor of the contents of any package, barrel

or cask, labelled, branded, marked or sealed, as required by this

Act wlio, so soon as the contents thereof have been removed,

fails to obliterate or effectually deface such label, mark, brand

or seal, and every person in w^liose possession any such package,

barrel or cask, the contents whereof have been removed and the

lalx'l, mark, brand or seal on which has not been obliterated or

defaced, is found, shall, for each such offence, incur a penalty

not (;xc('f!ding one hundred dolhirs, and the ])ackage, barrel or

cask in respect of which the offence has been committed shall

bo forfeited to the Crown, and shall be dealt with accordingly.

li.S., c. 34, 8. 87.

924 106.
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106. Every person who, except as peniiitted by this Act, Unlawfully

brings or causes or permits to be brought into any pLace licensed stamped
under this Act, belonging to him, or into any place in which packages,

any business subject to excise is carried on under his supervi-
sion or control, or in whose licensed premises there is at any
time found, any box, jar, barrel, bag or other package, such as
is used for containing any of the articles subject to excise which
are made in such licensed premises, and having attached or
affixed to it, under any provision of this Act, any stamp, mark
or brand, or a part of any stamp, mark or brand, as evidence
that the duty to which the contents of such box, jar, barrel, bag
or other package is liable, has been paid or secured, or that the

inspection to which such article is liable has been made, shall. Penalty and

for a first offence, incur a penalty not exceeding five hundred ^o'"^^'^"'^^-

dollars, and not less than one hundred dollars, and for each sub-
sequent offence a penalty of five hundred dollars

; and all articles

subject to excise on the premises at the time of the commission
of such subsequent offence, shall be forfeited to the Crown and
shall be seized by any ofiacer of Inland Eevenue and dealt with
accordingly. U.S., c. 34, s. 88.

107. Every person carrying on any business subject to Person

excise, or having in his possession or on his premises, any carrying on

machinery, tools, utensils, apparatus or appliances, suitable for subject to

carrying on any business subject to excise, who,

—

excise.

(a) neglects, refuses or omits to make a true and correct re- Not making

turn and entry at the time and in the manner required bv P^pper
, .

1 t^ returns,
this Act, or at any time when specially required so to do
und'^r the provisions hereof, of all workshops, apartments,

utensils, tools, apparatus, machinery or appliances pos-

sessed, occupied or used by or for him, or existing in or

introduced into or intended to be used in the premises

wherein such business is or might be carried on; or,

(h) makes use of any still, worm, fermenting-tun, mash- Using appa-

tub, cistern, malt-kiln, malt-floor, tobacco-press, cutting-
^e^^^rt^d*

machine, vessel, utensil, closed spirit-receiver, fixed or

movable pipe, cock, pump or other appliance or apparatus,

or permits any such to be used in his distillery, malt-house,

brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory or

bonded manufactory, or other premises subject to excise,

which, or any of which, have not been known or reported

to the proper officer previous to being so used, or for the

use of which no license has been taken out, as herein re-

quired ; or,

(c) makes any changes therein, or additions thereto without Changes

duly notifying the collector ; or,
notice"*

(d) makes, causes to be made, or permits to exist, any secret. Secret com-

covert or unusual connection or communication between munications.

the several parts or compartments of the premises in which

such business is carried on, other than as shown on the

return or plan made thereof ; or,

^9Z (e)
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Pipes or con-

duits not
shown.

Using appa-
ratus for
purpose not
reported.

Not desig-

nating con-
tents, etc.,

of vessels.

Refusing to

admit officer.

Or to allow
inspection of

stock.

Deceiving
officers.

Penalty.

(e) allows any pipes, pumps, cocks, conduits, troughs or

other means for conducting fluids or other matter from one

part of such premises to another, or from one vessel to

another, other than such as are clearly indicated and made
known on the returns, models, diagrams or entries made

of such premises or vessels, or other than have been made
known to the collector, or other than are permitted to be

used by this Act; or,

(f) permits any apparatus, utensils, vessels, pipes, store-

rooms or compartments of such premises to be used or

occupied otherwise than for the purpose for which they

have been entered or returned ; or,

(g) neglects or refuses to designate in the manner required

by this Act, the contents or capacity of, and the purpose to

which each vessel, utensil, apparatus, pipe, conduit, store-

room, workshop or compartment of such premises, is re-

spectively applied ; or,

(h) refuses to admit the collector or other officer of Inland

Eevenue or his assistants to the premises or manufactory

where any business subject to excise is carried on, at any

hour of the day or night when such business is being car-

ried on, or when any act or thing connected with the carry-

ing on of such business is being performed therein; or,

(i) refuses to admit any officer of Inland Revenue to inspect

any place or premises where any grain, stock, commodity,

material, utensil or apparatus suitable for carrying on any

business subject to excise is placed or deposited; or,

(j) does or causes or permits to be done, anything in or

about the premises where such business is carried on, in-

tended or likely to mislead any officer of Inland Revenue
in the discharge of his duty, or to prevent hiiw from ascer-

taining the true quantity of the products of the business

therein carried on and subject to excise

;

shall, for a first offence, incur a penalty of not exceeding five

hundred dollars, and not less than one hundred dollars, and for

each subsequent offence a penalty of five hundred dollars, and,

for any offence, first or subsequent, a further penalty of one

hundred dollars for each and every day upon which such offence

has been committed. R.S., c. 34, s. 89.

Licensee
rcfnsing to

make list.

Penalty.

108. Any person holding a license under this Act shall

incur the same penalty as is by this Act prescribed for carrying

on any Ijusiness subject to excise without a license, if such

person, at any time, having been required by any inspector of

Inland Revenue, in the manner authorized by this Act, to make
out and furnish with referoncc to the licensed premises a new

list and description with such models, diagrams or drawings

as are by this Act required in an application for a license,

refuses to comply with such requisition. R.S., c. 34, s. 30.

026 109.
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109. Every still, worm, roctifyinoj apparatus, formentin<i-- Apparatus

tun, luash-tnb, macliinerv, tobacco-press, cnttiiig-machine, vessel,
fs'^to'which

utensil, ]npe, cock, pnnip, troui>li, conduit, cistern, couch-frarnc penalty

or apparatus, with all and every matter or thing which they
'"^"^^^^•

contain, and the contents of every store-room, workshop, malt-
house, kiln or apartment in respect of which any penalty is in-

curred under this Act, or which has not been entered, described

or returned as herein required, shall be forfeited to the Crown,
and shall be seized by any officer of Inland Revenue and dealt

with accordino-ly. R.S., c. 34, s. 90.

110. Every person who refuses or neglects to aid any Refusing to

officer of Inland Revenue in the execution of any act or duty ^rl'^*

required by this Act, is guilty of an indictable oifence, and
liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, and not less Penalty,

than fifty dollars, and to imprisonment for a term not exceed-

ing six months and not less than three months. R.S., c. 34:,

s. 91.

111. Every person carrying on any business subject to Licensee

excise, who fails or neglects, or allows any person acting for keep^^stock
^°

him or in his employ, to fail or neglect to keep stock books and books, etc.

all such other books as are required to be kept by this Act, or by
any regulation made under the provisions of this Act, or by any
regulation approved by the Governor in Council, or by any
departmental regulation in that behalf, or to make true and
correct entries therein of all particulars required by this Act,

or by the said regulations, to be entered in such books, and every

person carrying on any business subject to excise who,

—

(a) in any way alters or falsifies any such entries, or makes, Making un-

or causes or allows to be made any untrue entry or entries *^"^ entries.

in the said books ; or,

(h) removes, or causes or permits the removal from the said Removing

books of any leaf or leaves or part of a leaf or leaves ; or, books.

(c) defaces or erases, or causes or permits to be defaced or Defacing

erased, any entry made therein ; or, entries.

(d) neglects or refuses to prepare and deliver any inventory Refusing to

or make any return or statement, or to give any informa- ^turns.
tion, or to render any accounts required by this Act; or,

(e) falsifies any such return, inventory, statement or account. Falsifying

or knowingly gives false information; or, ^^ "^"^'

(f) neglects or refuses to produce any book, account, state- Refusing to

ment or return by this Act required to be kept, or any produce

private books or accounts which are demanded for the

inspection of any duly authorized officer of Inland

Revenue, when required so to do during ordinary business

hours

;

shall, for a first offence, incur a penalty not exceeding three Penalty,

hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars, and for eacli

subsequent offence a penalty f five hundred dollars, together
' 927 "
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with a further penalty equal to doable the amount of license

fees, duty or other impost payable under this Act by such person

at the time of such oifence on any spirits, malt, beer, manufac-

tured tobacco, cigars, stock, goods manufactured in bond, or

materials for manufacturine: them. R,S., c. 34, s. 92.

Articles in

respect of

which no
return made.

Or return
defaced.

Or false or
fraudulent
return.

Seizure and
forfeiture.

112. (a) Every article or commodity, in respect of which

any fraudulent, false, incorrect, or imperfect information,

entry, return, inventory, account or statement has been

made or given, or in respect of which any entry, return,

account, inventory, statement or information has been in

whole or in part neglected or refused to be made or given,

or in respect of which any entry, return, inventory, account

or statement has been in whole or in part erased, defaced,

removed or destroyed; and,

(h) All spirits, raw and manufactured tobacco, cigars, goods

or materials, grain, beer, malt, hops, drugs, stock,

machinery, utensils, tools, apparatus, articles or commodi-

ties, in respect of which any such fraudulent, false or

imperfect entry, return, inventory, account or information

has been made or given, or in respect of which any in-

formation, return, entry, inventory or account has been in

whole or in part neglected, or omitted, or refused to be

made or given, or in respect of which any entry, return,

inventory, account or statement has been in whole or in

part erased, defaced, removed or destroyed, or which are

found in the distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco manu-

factory, cigar manufactory, bonded manufactory or other

premises subject to excise, at the time when such false,

fraudulent or imperfect information, entry, return, inven-

tory, account or statement is discovered to have been made
or given, or at the time when it is discovered that the

giving of any information or the making of any return,

inventory, entry, statement or account has been in whole or

in part neglected, or at the time when it is discovered that

any return, inventory, account or statement has been in

whole or in part erased, defaced, removed or destroyed

;

shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall be seized by any officer

of Inland Revenue and dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 34,

s. 92.

Usinf? 113. Except as by this Act otherwise provided, every person

me'asur^es^not who uscs, or causes 'Or permits the using of any Ix^ams, scales,

iiiH|,.;(ted weights or measures in or about any distillery, malt-house,

tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory, brewery, bonded

manufactory or other premises subject to excise, other than such

as have been tested, insj)ected and ap])roved by tlie proper offi-

cer of Inland lievcnue as by this Act provided, shall, for every

such offence, incur a penalty of one hundred dollars, and a

'fiirtluT pciinltv of fifty dollars for ea(;h subsequent day upon
928
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which such use is coutinued; and such beams, scales, weights
and measures shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall be
seized bv any officer of Inland Revenue and dealt with accord-
ingly. il.S., c. 34, s. 93.

114. Every person who opens or breaks any lock or seal, or Breaking the
other contrivance attached to any apparatus, vessel, pipe. Crown's lock

trough, safe, closed spirit-receiver, meter, pump, cock, room,
warehouse or other apartment used for the security of the re-

venue under this Act, or who unlawfully abstracts any spirits,

malt, beer, tobacco or cigars, goods manufactured in bond, or

materials for the manufacture thereof, from any place where
they or any of them are retained under the sujjervision of any
officer of Inland Revenue, or who counterfeits any label, stamp
or seal provided for under this Act, or who in any way per-

forates any vessel or closed spirit-receiver used for containing

any spirits on which the duties have not been paid, without the

knowledge and consent of the collector, is guilty of an indictable Penalty,

offence. R.S., c. 34, s. 94.

115. If any goods subject to excise are removed oi* in any Removing

way abstracted from any bonding warehouse authorized under ^°thout"°°
this or any other Act, without due entries having been made entry,

and the duties paid as required by law, whether such removal
or abstraction is effected with or without the knowledge or con-

sent of the person holding the license for such warehouse, or

of the owner of the goods abstracted, the person to whom the

license for the warehouse was granted, and the owner of the

goods shall, in addition to the duties of excise to which the

goods abstracted were liable, incMV a penalty equal in amount penalty,

to the said duties.

2. All goods, articles or things remaining in the warehouse. Remaining
when it is ascertained that any goods have been unlawfully goods liable,

abstracted, shall be liable for the duties to which the abstracted

goods were subject and for the penalty aforesaid, and may be

forthwith sold by order of the collector or other officer whose
g^j

duty it then is to collect such duties of excise.

3. The proceeds of such sale shall be applied,

—

Proceeds.

(a) to the liquidation of the duties of excise to which the

goods then in warehouse are subject;

(h) to the payment of the duties of excise to which the

abstracted goods are subject;

(c) to the payment of tlie penalty hereby imposed.

4. If the persons who become liable to the penalty hereby Remission to

imposed shoAv, to the satisfaction of the Minister, that they were innocent

in no wise privy to the unlawful abstraction of such goods, or

that the goods were stolen by some person or persons unknown
to them, and that they have used all possible means for the

detection and arrest of the criminal, the Governor in Council

may remit such penalty upon pa-^onent of the duties to which
such goods would otherwise have iDcen liable. R.S., c. 34, s, 95,

59 929 116.
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Goods re-

moved be-
fore duty
paid.

To be for-

feited.

116. Any goods removed from any distillery, malt-honse,

brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar ma^ufactory, bonded

manufactory or other premises subject to excise, licensed as

herein provided, or from a warehouse before the duty thereon

has been paid or secured by bond in the manner by law required,

shall be seized and detained by any officer of excise having a

knowledge of the fact, and shall be and remain forfeited to the

Crown. R.S., c. 34, s. 47.

Kemoval out
of hours.

Forfeiture.

117. Any goods subject to excise duty under this Act, re-

moved except under special departmental authority from any

distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar

manufactory, bonded manufactory or from any bonding ware-

house or other premises licensed, as herein provided, between

the hours of six o'clock in the afternoon and seven o'clock in

the following forenoon, shall be seized and detained by any offi-

cer of Inland Revenue having knowdedge of the fact, and shall

be and remain forfeited to the Crown. R.S., c. 34, s. 48.

Not dis-

posing of

goods in

accordance
with entry.

Forfeiture.

118. If any goods subject to excise entered to be ware-

housed are not duly carried into and deposited in the ware-

house, or, having been so deposited, are afterwards taken out

of the warehouse without lawful permit, or, having been entered

and cleared for exportation, are not duly carried and shipped

or otherwise conveyed out of Canada, or are afterwards re-

landed, sold or used in or brought into Canada without the per-

mission of the proper officer of the Crown, such goods shall be

forfeited to the Crown and may be seized by any officer of In-

land Revenue and dealt with accordingly. 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 2.

Kefusing or
neglecting

To render
accounts.

To pay
duties.

And penal-

ties or for-

feitures.

License for-

feited.

No new
license

granted.

119. Every person carrying on any business subject to

excise who refuses or neglects,

—

(a) to render such accounts, inventories, statements and

returns as are by this Act required, and at the time by this

Act prescribed ; or,

(h) to pay over at the proper time the duties and license fees

imposed by this Act ; or,

(c) to pay over any penalty incurred, or deliver any article

forfeited under this Act, for more than one month after

such penalty has been incurred, or such forfeiture has

taken place;

shall, by every such refusal or neglect, forfeit his license; and

the collector shall thereupon cause a notice of such forfeiture to

be forthwith inserted in the Canada Gazette, and from and after

the insertion thereof, the license shall be null and void.

2. No new license shall be granted to such person, and no

license shall be granted to any other person for carrying on any

business in the premises occupied ])y the })erson so refusing or

neglecting at the time of his failure to render true accounts,

inventories, statements and returns, or to pay duties or penal-

930 '
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ties, until he has eoiuplicd witli tlio provisions of this Act, nor
until after such penalty or forfeiture has been satisfied. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 96.

120. Every person licensed under this Act who commences Unlawfully

any operation, or uses any apparatus for wliich a notice is "'^'"^^j.

required to be ^iven, before the time mentioned in such notice

as that of such commencement or use, shall, for every such
offence, incur a penalty of one hundred dollars. U.S., c. 34, Penalty.

s. 97.

121. Every person who, whether pretending to be the owner Taking

or not, either secretly or openly, and whether with or without
l^^^J^-^

^^^^^

force or violence, takes or carries away any goods, vessel, detained,

carriage or other thing which has been seized or detained on
suspicion, as forfeited under this Act, before the same has been
declared by competent authority to have been seized without
due cause, and without the permission of the officer or person
who seized the same, or of some competent authority, shall be
deemed to have stolen such goods, vessel, carriage or other thing,

being the property of His Majesty, and is guilty of theft and Penalty.

liable to three years' imprisonment. U.S., c. 34, s. 100.

122. Every person who refuses or neglects to appear before Refusing to

any court, judge or any justice of the peace to give evidence, lence!^*

when summoned, concerning any alleged offence against the
provisions of this Act, or who refuses or neglects to give evi-

dence when required, before any officer herein authorized to

examine such person, shall, for such refusal or neglect, incur a Penalty
penalty of one hundred dollars. R.S., c. 34, s. 101.

123. Every person who violates any of the provisions of this Contraven-

Act, or who neglects any duty imposed on him by this Act, for iJf^ther^*^*
which violation or neglect no penalty is herein specially pro- respects.

vided, shall incur a penalty of two hundred dollars. E.S., c. 34, P^i^alty.

6. 102.

124. Whenever any person is convicted of any offence Imprison-

against this Act, for which a money penalty only is hereby pro- p^"* .'"
.

vided, the court may, if it thinks fit, in addition to or in lieu of addition to

any of the punishments by this Act authorized, sentence the ^"^'

offender to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding two years.

E.S., c. 34,_ s. 103.

Recovery of Duties and Penalties.

125. All duties of excise or license duties or fees payable Although no

under this Act shall be recoverable at any time after the same account or

ought to have been accounted for and paid, whether an account dered.

of quantity of spirits, malt, beer, tobacco, cigars, drugs, or other

goods or commodities, has or has not been rendered as by this

59^ 931 "
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Act required, or whether a true return of the utensils, tools and
apparatus on which such duties or license fees are payable has

or has not been made as by this Act required.

As a debt to 2. All such duties and license fees shall be recoverable with
IS ajes y.

£^^j costs of suit as a debt due to His Majesty, in any court of

competent jurisdiction. R.S., c. 34, s. 10-i.

Sale of
articles

seized.

Delivery to
claimant
giving
security.

Costs.

Burden of
proof of
payment of

duties.

Stock in

trade and
apparatus
liable for

duties.

R.S., 190C.

126. In case of the seizure of any article, the Department
may authorize the collector for the division in which the seizure

has been made, or any superior officer, to sell the same, as if it

had been condemned, within such delay as to prevent its becom-

ing deteriorated in value, or a part of the value being consumed
by reason of the expense of keeping or the decay or waste of the

same, and to keep in his hands the proceeds of such sale until

the article has been condemned, or deemed to be condemned, or

ordered to be restored to any claimant ; in which last mentioned

case, the court before which the claim is heard shall order the

collector to pay over to the claimant the proceeds of such sale in

lieu of awarding restitution : Provided that the Department may
authorize the collector or superior officer aforesaid to deliver

up to any claimant any such article so seized as aforesaid, u]ion

such claimant depositing in the hands of the collector or superior

officer such sum of money as will represent the full value

thereof, or giving security to the satisfaction of such collector

or superior officer that the value of such seizure and all costs

shall be paid to the use of His Majesty, if such article is con-

demned. R.S., c. 34, s. 105.

127. The burden of proof that the duties of excise have

been paid and all the other requirements of this Act complied

with as regards any article of any kind subject to duty under

this Act, shall lie upon the person in whose possession the goods

or articles liable to duty may, at any time, have been before

such duties were proved to have been paid, or whose duty it was

to pay such duties and to comply with such requirements. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 106.

128. The grain, malt, beer, tobacco, cigars, or other mate-

rials or stock in trade, from which any goods subject to excise

are or could be wholly or in part made, stills, mash-tubs, vats,

fcrmenting-tuns, engines, water-wheels, tables, presses and

other machinery, implements, articles and utensils, used or

capable of being used for making, manufacturing or producing

any such goods or preparing any materials therefor, or by
means of which any trade, business or employment subject to

excise is or has l)een or might be carried on, and whether so fixed

as to form part of the real or immovable property or not, which

are on the premises mentioned in the license or in the custody

or possession of the person carrying on sucli trade or business,

or in the custody or possession of any factor, agent or other \)ev-

Bon in trust for or for the use of such person, at the time when
932 any
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any duties become due or any penalty or forfeiture is incurred

under this Act, shall be liable for such duties and for any such
penalty or forfeiture incurred by the distiller, brewer, maltster,

tobacco manufacturer, cigar manufacturer or bonded manufac-
turer, or other person carrying on business subject to excise,

on whose premises or in custody or possession of whom or of

whose factor, or agent, or trustee as aforesaid they are, andl

may be seized and sold in satisfaction of such duty, penalty or

forfeiture, under any warrant of distress or writ of execution,

or other process for the recovery thereof, and may be removed
by the purchaser.

2. JSTotwithstanding anything in this section contained all Preservation

claims of the Crown, whether preferential or privileged, or not, the^'crown"

upon any other property of the debtor, or offender, or his sure-

ties, for any such duties, penalties or forfeitures are hereby
preserved. U.S., c. 34, s. 109.

129. So soon as an information has been filed in any court Notice of

in court.
for the condemnation of any goods or thing seized under this

gjed'^"^'^*^''"

Act, notice thereof shall be posted up in the office of the regis-

trar, clerk or prothonotary of the court, and also in the office of

the collector or chief officer in the Inland Revenue division

wherein the goods have been seized or thing has been seized as

aforesaid.

2. If the owner or person claiming the goods or thing pre- Claims to

sents a claim to the same and gives security and complies with
ggj^ed'^'^^

kU the requirements of this Act in that behalf, the said court,

at its sitting next after the said notice has been so posted dur-

ing one month, may hear and determine any claim which has

been duly made and filed in the meantime, and release or con-

demn such goods or thing, as the case requires ; otherwise the

same shall, after the expiration of such month, be deemed to be

condemned as aforesaid, and may be sold without any formal

condemnation thereof.

3. 1^0 claim on behalf of any person who has given notice of Limitation,

his intention to claim before the posting of such notice as afore-

said shall be admitted, unless made within one week after the

posting thereof ; nor shall any claim be admitted unless notice Notice,

thereof has been given in writing to the collector or superior

officer within one month from such seizure. R.S., c. 34, s. 110.

130. All vehicles, goods and other things seized as forfeited Condemna-

under this Act or any other Act relating to excise, or to trade pr^operty

or navigation, shall be deemed and taken to be condemned, and seized,

may be dealt with accordingly, unless the person from whom
they were seized, or the owner thereof, within one month from
the day of seizure, gives notice in writing to the seizing officer,

the collector in the Inland Revenue division in which such

goods were seized, or superior officer, that he claims or intends

to claim the same.

933 2.
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Release of
goods on
security.

2. The collector at the place where the seized articles are

secured, or any superior officer, may order the delivery thereof

to the owner, on receiving security by bond with two sufficient

sureties, to be first approved by such collector or superior officer,

for double the value in case of condemnation,
rayment on 3. If such seized articles are condemned, the value thereof

tkm *or"bond shall be forthwith paid to the collector and the bond cancelled;

enforced.

Bond to be
kept by
collector.

Otherwise the penalty of such bond shall be enforced and

recovered.

4. Such bond shall be taken to His Majesty's use in the name
of the collector or superior officer, and shall be delivered to and
kept by such collector or superior officer. R.S., c. 34, s. 111.

Payment of
penalty not
to discharge
any duty.

131. The payment of any penalty or forfeiture incurred

under this Act shall not discharge the person paying the same
from the obligation to pay all duties due by such person, and

the same shall be paid and may be recovered as if such penalty

had not been paid or incurred. U.S., c. 34, s. 112.

Recovery of

penalties.

In Ex-
chequer
Court.

By summary
conviction.

May be
levied by
distress and
sale.

Imprison-
ment in

default.

132. Every penalty or forfeiture incurred for any offence

against the provisions of this Act or any other law relating to

excise, may be sued for and recovered or may be enforced,

—

(a) before the Exchequer Court of Canada, or any court of

record having jurisdiction in the premises ; or,

(h) if the amount or value of such penalty or forfeiture does

not exceed five hundred dollars, whether the offence in

respect of which it has been incurred is declared by this

Act to be an indictable offence or not, by summary convic-

tion, under Part XV. of the Criminal Code, before a judge

of a county court, or before a police or stipendiary magis-

trate, or any two justices of the peace having jurisdiction

in the place where the cause of prosecution arises, or

wherein the defendant is served with process.

2. Any such penalty may, if not forthwith paid, be levied

by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the offender,

under the warrant of the court, judge, magistrate or justices

having cognizance of the case; or the said court., judge, magis-

trate or justices may, in its or their discretion, commit the

offender to the common gaol for the period of six months, unless

the penalty and costs, including those of conveying the offender

to such gaol and stated in the warrant of committal, are sooner

paid. R.S., c. 34, s. 113.

Imprison- 133. Any term of imprisonment imposed for any offence

Edgedf
'^^ against the provisions of this Act, whether in conjun-ction with

a ])(HMniiary y)enalty or not, may be adjudged and ordered,

—

(a) by the Exchequer Court of Canada, or any court of

record liaving jurisdiction in the premises; or,

(h) if such term of i]ii])risonment does not exceed twelve

months, exclusive of anv term of imprisonment which may
' 934 be
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be adjudged or ordered for non-payment of an-y pecuniary
penalty, whether the offence in respect of which the lia-

bility to imprisonment has been incurred is declared by
this Act to be an indictable offence or not, by summary Upon sum-

conviction under Part XV. of the Criminal Code, by a ™^7 '^""^•''

judge of a county court, or by a police or stipendiary magis-

trate, or any two justices of the peace having jurisdiction in

the place where the cause of prosecution arises, or wherein
the defendant is served Avith process. R.S., c. 34, s. 113.

134. If any prosecution in respect of an offence against any Who may

provision of this Act is brought before a judge of a county court,

or before a police or stipendiary magistrate, or before any two
justices of the peace, no other justice of the peace shall sit or

take part therein: Provided, however, that in any city or dis-

trict in which there are more than one judge of a county court,

or more than one police or stipendiary magistrate, such prosecu-

tion may be tried before any one of such judges or police or

stipendiary magistrates. 54-55 V., c. 46, s. 2.

135. Any information or complaint with respect to any ^^™.'*'''^'°"

offence against the provisions of this Act or any other law relat- prosecution.

ing to the Inland Revenue, may, whenever the prosecution, suit

or proceeding is instituted under Part XV. of the Criminal

Code, be laid or made wdthin two years of the time when the

matter of the information or complaint arose. 60-61 V., c. 19,

s. 3.

136. If any article or thing is voluntarily given up or aban- } ''j^P^'^^y .

doned by the owner to any collector or superior officer, as goods or pay-

forfeited under this Act, or if any sum of money is voluntarily
pe^na*lty

paid to any such collector or officer as the amount of a penalty

incurred under this Act, such article or thing may be dealt with

as if lawfully condemned, and such sum of money as if lawfully

recovered. R.S., c. 34, s. 117.

137. If in any case it appears to the Department that a Seizures

seizure has been made through an error in judgment by an error.
"^'^^'^

officer of Inland Revenue, and that the retention of such seized

property would result unfairly in pecuniary loss to the person

from whom such property was seized, such seizure may be ^^^^ ^^

released by the Minister, or in his absence, by the Deputy Min- ^ ^^^ '

ister of Inland Revenue, without reference of the matter to the

Governor in Council. R.S., c. 34, s. 118.

Appropriation of Penalties and Forfeitures.

138. All forfeitures and penalties under this Act, after They belong

deducting the expenses in connection therewith, shall, unless cYown.
it is otherwise expressly provided, belong to His Majesty for Proviso,

the public uses of Canada : Provided that,

—

935 (a)
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Idem.

Division /a) tlie net proceeds of any penalty or forfeiture imposed or

sons seizing. made in respect of persons licensed under this Act, or any
portion thereof, may be divided between and paid to any
officer of Inland Revenue holding a rank not higher than

that of special exciseman, and any person having given

information or otherwise aided in effecting the condemna-
tion of the 2:oods or things seized or the recovery of the

penalty ; and,

(h) the net proceeds of any penalty or forfeiture imposed or

made in respect of persons not licensed under this Act, or

any portion thereof may be divided between and paid to

an" officer of Inland Revenue by whom the seizure was
made or the information given on which the prosecution

was founded, and any person having given information or

otherwised aided in effecting the condemnation of the goods

or things seized or the recovery of the penalty,

Bv Governor and such division and payment may in such cases be made iii

such proportions as the Governor in Council in any case or class

of cases directs and appoints.

2. ISTothing in this section contained shall be construed to

limit or affect any power vested in the Governor in Council by

this Act or any other law with regard to the remission of pen-

alties or forfeitures. 57-58 V., c. 35, s. 1.

in Council.

Remission.

Ponalties 139. All sums of money paid or recovered for any penalty

Consolidated <^i' forfeiture under this Act, or any part thereof, belonging t«

Revenue IHs Majesty, shall be paid to the Minister of Finance, and shall

form part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 116.

Regulations.

WareVious- 140. The Governor in Council may make such regulations
ing, etc. for ^j^g warehousing and for the ex-warehousing, either for con-

sumption, for removal, for exportation, or otherwise, of goods

subject to a duty of excise, and for giving effect to any of the

provisions of this Act, and declaring the true intent thereof in

any case of doubt as to him seems meet. R.S., c. 34, s. 119.

Drawbacks
on exporta-
tion.

141. Tlie Department may, under regulations made for that

pur])(^ise, allow on the exportation of goods which have been

manufactured from articles subject to a duty of excise, and on
wliich such duty of excise has been paid, a drawback equal to

the duty so ])aid, with such deduction therefrom as is provided

in such regulations, and subject to the direction of the Governor
in Council. 57-58 V., c. 35, s. 2.

LcRal effect

of regula-

tions.

R.S., 1000.

142. All regulation-s made under this Act, whether made by
the (Governor in Council or departmental, shall have the force

of law, and any violation of any such regulation shall subject

the holder of a license under this Act, or any other person in

936 the
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the said regulations mentioned, to such penalty or forfeiture as

is, by the said regulations, imposed for such violation; and the

same shall be enforced in like manner as other penalties and
forfeitures imposed by this Act. R.S., c. 34, s. 120.

PART III.

DISTILLERIES.

Interjjretation.

143. The provisions of this Part are to be construed as Additional

additional or supplemental to the provisions of Parts I. and II. and^Il'^
^

of this Act applicable to distilleries and their products. R.S.,
c. 34, ss. 122, 128, 145, 147 and 158; 51 V., c. 10, s. 4.

Liceiises.

144. A license to carry on the business or trade of a dis- To distillers.

tiller may be granted to any person who has complied with the
other requirements of this Act, if the granting of such license

has been approved by the district inspector, and such person
has, jointly with a guarantee company, approved by tha Depart-
ment, entered into a bond to His Majesty, in a sum equal to the Bond,
amount at which the collector or superior officer estimates the
duties to accrue on the products of the distillery for which the Amount,
license is to be granted, when worked to its full capacity during
one month of the time for which the license is to remain in

force, plus such further amount as the collector deems sufficient

to cover the duty on goods remaining in warehouse, from time
to time, during the currency of the license about to issue, which
further amount shall be determined by such means as the
Department prescribes, the person obtaining the license and the
guarantee company both being bound in the full amount of such
estimates.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the rendering of all Conditi

accounts, inventories, statements and returns prescribed by law, °^ ^°°'^-

and the payment of all duties and penalties which the person to

whom the license is to be granted becomes liable to render or
pay under this Act, and that such person will faithfully comply
with all the requirements of this Act, according to their true
intent and meaning, as well with regard to such accounts, inven-

tories, statements, returns, duties and penalties, as to all other
matters and things whatsoever. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 7.

tions

145. A license to carry on the trade or business of a rectifier To rectifiers,

may be granted to any person who has complied with the provi-

sions of this Act, if the granting of such license has been
approved by the district insi^ector, and such person has jointlv

937 with
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Bond.

Conditions
of bond.

with a guarantee company, approved by the Department, entered

into a bond to His Majesty, in the sum of four thousand dollars.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the rendering of all

accounts and the payment of all duties and penalties which the

person to whom the license is to be granted becomes liable to

render or pay under the provisions of this Act, and that such

person will faithfully comply with the requirements thereof,

according to their true intent and meaning, as well with regard

to such accounts, duties and penalties as to all other matters and

things whatsoever. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 7.

To import
or make ap-
paratus.

Bond.

Conditions
of bond.

146. A license to import or make (apart from the manu-
facture of beer, wash or spirits, and from the rectification of

spirits), stills, worms, rectifying or other apparatus suitable for

the manufacture of wash, beer or spirits, or for the rectification

of spirits, may be granted to any person who has complied with

the provisions of this Act, if the granting of such license has

been approved by the district inspector, and such person has,

jointly with a guarantee company approved by the Department,

entered into a bond to His Majesty, in the sum of one thousand

dollars.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the rendering of all

accounts, and the payment of all duties and penalties which the

person to whom the license is to be granted becomes liable to

render or pay under the provisions of this Act, and that such

person will faithfully comply with the requirements thereof,

according to their true intent and meaning, as well with

regard to such accounts, duties and penalties as to all other

matters and things whatsoever. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 7.

Application 147. An application for a license to have in possession and

for chemfcal use the chemical stills mentioned in such application, shall con-
still, tain a full and exact description of such stills, and of the

capacity of each, and also of the purposes to which they are to

be applied, and of the place wherein they are to be used. 4-5

E. VII., c. 17, s. 7.

Conditions
of a licen.se

for a chemi-
cal still.

Approval
and super-
vision.

148. A license to possess and use chemical stills within the

limits of a city, town or village, or within one mile thereof, may
be granted to any manufacturing chemist or druggist who has

complied with the provisions of this Act, if,

—

(a) the granting of such license has been approved by the

district inspector and authorized by the Department, and
all the apparatus connected therewith are so made and
arranged, an<l tlie whole so situated, as regards the nature

of the building in which it is placed and the location of

Buch buildings, as to all which the Department shall be the

sole judge, that such stills and apparatus may be kept

under such supervision l)y an excise officer as will prevent

their fraudulent u.se; and,

938 (h)
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(b) such person shall, before such license is issued, jointly Bond,

with a guarantee company, approved by the Department,
enter into a bond to His ]\lajesty, in such sum as, in each

case or class of cases, is decided by the Governor in Council.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the renderino; of all Conditions

accounts, and the payment of all duties and penalties which the ° "" *

person to whom the license is jo;ranted becomes liable to render
or pay under the provisions of this Act, and that such person

will comply with the requirements thereof, as well with reacard

to such accounts, duties and penalties, as to all other matters

and things whatsoever. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 7.

License Fees.

149. The person in whose favour a license is granted for Distilling

distilling and rectifying, or for either, by any process, shall, f"g
rectify-

upon receiving such license, pay to the collector the sum of two $050.

hundred and fifty dollars. R.S., c. 34, s, 124.

1 50. The person in whose favour a license is granted to Having and
have and use any chemical still or stills mentioned in his appli- "sing a

cation for a license, shall, upon receiving such license, pay to still.

the collector the sum of twenty-five dollars: Provided that a

chemist or druggist using a chemical still of a capacity not ^25.

exceeding three gallons, may, upon registering the said still at Proviso,

the ofiice of the collector of the division in which it is situated,

be permitted to use the same without payment of license fee or

the giving of bonds ; but the possession of any such still without

registration shall be deemed a having in possession of a still

contrary to the provisions of this Act. R.S., c. 34, s. 125.

151. Every person who, not being licensed as a distiller. Importing or

applies for a license to import or manufacture stills, worms, P^^nufactur-

.. 1 • T 1 c '^^ appara-
rectifying or other apparatus suitable for the manufacture of tus.

wash, beer or spirits, shall, when applying for such license, pay
to the collector the sum of twenty dollars. R.S., c. 34, s. 126. $20.

Importation and manufacture of Apfxiratus.

152. Every person who is about to import or make any still, Intention to

worm, rectifying or other apparatus suitable for the maiiufac- ^ak^^*^
°^

ture of wash, beer or spirits, or for the rectification of spirits, ratus. 'to be

shall, before the importation or making thereof is commenced,
^^p*^''^^'^-

report in writing to the nearest officer of Inland Revenue, his.

intention in relation thereto, stating the number of stills,

worms, rectifying or other apparatus or part thereof, suitable

for the manufacture of wash, beer or spirits, or for the rectifi- p ..

cation of spirits, to be imported or about to be manufactured, to be re-

showing, with reference to each,

—

ported.

(a) the capacity of the apparatus or part thereof;

(b) the name and residence of the person for whom such
apparatus or part thereof is to be imported or made

;

939 fc)
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(c) the time at which every such apparatus or part thereof

is to be imported or made;

(d) the date at which such apparatus or part thereof is to be

removed from the place where the same is to be manufac-

tured
;

(e) the material of which such apparatus is or is to be made.

R.S., c. 34, s. 127.

Books, Accounts and Papers.

What dis- 153. Everv person licensed as a distiller shall keep a book

S'show.^or books, in a^form to be furnished, from, time to time, by the

Department, which books shall be open at all reasonable hours

to the inspection of the collector or other officer, and wherein

such distiller shall enter, day by day, and upon the same day on

which the circumstance, thing or act to be recorded is done or

occurs,

—

(a) the quantity of grain and other raw material brought

into or removed from his distillery premises

;

(b) the date and hour upon which the operations to be

carried on in his distillery, and of which notice is required

by any departmental regulation, are to be commenced;

(c) the quantities of grain or other vegetable production or

other substance, put by him into the mash-tub, or other-

wise used by him for the purpose of producing beer or

wash, or consumed by him in any w^av for the purpose of

producing spirits

;

(d) the quantity of beer or wash fermented or made by him

or in his distillery;

(e) the quantity of spirits distilled, manufactured or made

by him or removed or brought into his distillery premises

;

(f) the hours during which his stills are worked on each

day;

(g) the quantity of spirits entered for warehouse and ex-

warehouse. R.S., c. 34, s. 129.

On spirits.

Made from
90 per cent

of unmalted
p-ain or
BUgar.

Made from
malted
barley.

II.S., 1000.

Duties of Excise.

154. There shall be imposed, levied and collected on all

spirits distilled, the following duties of excise, which shall be

paid to the collector, as herein provided, that is to say :

—

(a) When the material used in the manufacture thereof con-

sists of not less than ninety per centum, by weight, of raw or

unmalted grain, or when manufactured from sugar, syrup,

molasses or other saccharine matter not otherwise provided

for, on every gallon of the strength of proof by Sykes'

hydrometer, one (kdlar and ninety cents, and so in propor-

tion for any greater or less strength than the strength of

proof, and for any less quantity than a gallon

;

(h) When manufactured exclusively from malted barley,

taken to the distillery in bond and on which no duty of

940 customs
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customs or excise has been paid, or when manufactured
from raw or unmalted ^rain, used in combination, in such
proportions as the Department prescribes, with malted
barley taken to the distillery in bond and on which no duty
of Customs or of excise has been paid, on every gallon of
tlie strength of proof by Sykes' hydrometer, one dollar and
ninety-two cents, and so in proportion for any greater or
less strength, and for any less quantity than a gallon

;

(c) When manufactured exclusively from molasses, syrup. Made exclu-

sugar or other saccharine matter, taken to the distillery in ^i^'^^v from

bond and on which no duty of customs has been ^gfTr.'^etc?^

paid, on every gallon of the strength of proof by Sykes'
hydrometer, one dollar and ninety-three cents, and so in

proportion for any greater or less strength, and for any
less quantity than a gallon, 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 4; 61 V.,

c. 28-, s. 3 ; 4 E. VIL, c. 18, s. 2.

155. The duty upon spirits shall be charged and computed Duty, how
J. n ./ 1

r- r< 1 computed.
as follows :

—

(a) Upon the grain used for its production at the rate of Various

one gallon of proof spirits for every twenty and four-tenths

pounds, or, in a distillery where malt only is used, upon
the malt used for its production at the rate of one gallon of

proof spirits for every twenty-four pounds

;

(h) Upon the quantity of beer or wash, fermented or made
in the distillery, at the rate of one gallon of proof spirits

for every fourteen gallons of beer or wash

;

(c) Upon the qilantity of beer or wash fermented or made,

in proportion to its alcoholic value

;

(d) Upon the quantity of spirits which passes from the tail

of the first worm in which it is condensed into the closed

spirit-receivers, subject to the following abatements,

—

(i) as to all transactions subsequent to the first day of

July, one thousand nine hundred and two, an abate-

ment not exceeding three per centum in distilleries

using grain, and four per centum in distilleries using

molasses or other saccharine matter only, for such

quantity of fusel-oil or other refuse as is separated

therefrom by a second process of distillation, the

quantity so allowed in abatement being determined

and destroyed in the presence of an ofiicer of excise or

otherwise accounted for in accordance with such regu-

lations as are approved by the Governor in Council

;

(ii) in the case of spirits which are not removed from

the distiller's premises within two years of the date

when warehoused, an abatement for shrinkage by
evaporation while maturing, which shall not exceed

six per centum for the first year, four per centum for

the second year, three per centum for the third year,

and two per centum for each succeeding year up to

941 seven
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seven years in all, after which no further abatement

for shrinkage shall be allowed ; but no such abatement

shall be allowed unless the distiller has complied with

all regulations made by the Governor in Council in

relation to such abatement, nor unless the spirits

have been kept in wood or in ventilated tanks ap-

proved by the Governor in Council, during the

whole period for which the abatement is claimed;

and every such abatement shall be made in respect of

each specific package or tank, and shall in no case

exceed the actual deficiency found to exist in the

package or tank;

Jleihod (e) Upon the quantity of spirits sold or removed from any

greatest distillery by the distiller, or by his agent or for his account

;

revenue and that method of computation which yields the greatest
^ °^ ^ amount of revenue, shall, in all cases, be the one upon which

the distiller shall pay the duty.

When dam- 2. "\Mien any distiller is about to use damaged grain or

miif o^aUs'''
^^^-^^ offal, and gives the collector one week's notice of his in-

used, tention so to do, such ofiicer as is instructed for that purpose

by the collector shall specially inspect the beer or wash made
from such damaged grain or mill offal, and test its alcoholic

value and the quantity of such material which it contains ; and
if he reports that the yield of such damaged grain or mill

offal is less than one gallon of proof spirits to twenty and four-

tenths pounds, the Minister may authorize the assessment of

the duty on the highest quantity ascertained by any of the other

methods, without reference to the quantity of damaged grain

or mill offal used by the distiller. R.S., c. 34, s. 131; 51 V.,

c. 16, ss. 2 and 5 ; 62-63 V., c. 24, s. 2 ; 3 E. VII., c. 26, s. 3.

Directions 156. For the purpose of computing the duty by the methods
for computa-

pj-ggcj-ij^ed in the next preceding section,

—

Quantity of (ci) the quantity of grain shall be the quantity actually
Ki^i°- weighed into the mash-tubs and recorded in the books kept

under the requirements of this Act ; except that whenever
there appears to be cause to doubt the correctness of the

quantity so entered on the said books, an inquiry may be

made by any inspecting ofiicer of Inland Revenue, who may
swear and examine witnesses under oath, and inquire as

to the quantity of grain taken to the distillery in which

such books are kept, and as to the quantity of grain re-

moved therefrom, and generally into the matters referred

to, and shall determine, as nearly as may be, the actual

quantity of grain consumed in the distillery; and the

duty may be assessed and levied on the quantity of grain

so determined, in the proportion of one gallon of proof

spirits to every twenty and four-tenths pounds of grain

;

Qiinntity of (h) the quantity of beer or wash fermented or made in

beer or
^jj distillery shall be determined by the distiller, or as

942 often
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often as is directed by any departmental regulation in that

behalf, bv an officer of Inland Hevenne, who shall gauge
the quantity in the fermenting-tnns at the time when the

fermentation has been completed, or when the beer is in a

fit state for distillation ; and the quantities so determined
shall be recorded by the distiller in a register of ferment-
ation, under such regulations as the Department orders;

except that whenever there appears to be cause to doubt
the correctness of the quantity entered in the said register

of fermentation, an inquiry may be made by any inspect-

ing officer of Inland Revenue in the manner hereinbefore
provided, as to the capacity of the fermenting-tuns used in

the distillery, the frequency with which they have been
used, and the quantity of beer or wash, from time to time,

fermented therein ; and the duty may be assessed and col-

lected in the proportion of one gallon of proof spirits for

every fourteen gallons of beer or wash determined bj such
inspecting officer, after such inquiry, to have been ferment-

ed in the distillery

;

(c) the alcoholic value of any beer or wash made in anv Alcoholic
' value of

distillery may be determined by any inspecting officer of beer or
Inland Revenue or by any collector or other officer of In- wash,

land Revenue authorized thereto, who, as often as he deems
necessary, but not more frequently than once in each day,

may take out of any beer or wash then in the distillery a

quantity not exceeding twenty-eight gallons, as a sample,

which he may distil or cause to be distilled, for the purpose

of any computation under this Act, and he may calculate

the value or strength of the beer or wash used in that dis-

tillery according to the result ascertained from the sample

so taken ; or,

he may, at any time, test the strength of any beer or Testing

wash then in the distillery by its attenuation or by running bler"or^
°^

a portion thereof, not exceeding the contents of any one fer- wash,

menting-tun, through the stills, in the ordinary course of

working such distillery, and may require the ordinary oper-

atives of such distillery to do the work, or may introduce

other operatives into the distillery for that purpose ; and
for the purpose of any such computation as aforesaid, he

may calculate the alcoholic value or strength of the beer

or wash used in that distillery according to the result ascer-

tained from the portion of such beer or wash so distilled;

and the alcoholic value of the beer or wash, as determined

by either of the above methods, may be applied to or used

in the computation and charge of duty on the beer or wash
made in that distillery;

(d) the quantity of spirits which passes from the tail of the Quantity of

first worm into the closed spirit-receivers shall be ascer-
fng"i^nto^^^^'

tained and determined by weighing the quantity and test- receiver.
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Quantity of
spirits sold
or removed
from dis-

tillery.

Inquiry and
evidence.

ing the strength thereof at such time and place and in such

manner as the Department establishes by regulation;

(e) the quantity of spirits sold or removed from any distil-

lery by the distiller shall be the quantity recorded in the

distillery stock books kept under the provisions of this Act

;

but whenever any inspector of Inland Revenue has cause to

doubt the correctness of the quantity so recorded, he may
inquire, or cause an inquiry to be made, in the manner
hereinbefore provided, as to the quantity of spirits sold by
the distiller or by his agent, or for his account, and as to

the quantity removed from the distillery by any agency or

vehicle whatsoever, and also as to the quantity of duty-paid

spirits brought into the distillery; and for the purpose of

such inquiry, all shipping notes or bills of lading signed by
the distiller or by his agent shall be taken as evidence of

the sale or removal by him from his distillery of the quan-

tity therein specified, and the evidence on oath of any rail-

way clerk, station-master or agent, or of any warehouseman
or common carrier or shipping agent, as to the truth of the

accounts kept by him of shipments or removals of spirits by
any distiller, shall be sufficient evidence of the truth of

such accounts ; and the evidence on oath of any person who
has purchased any spirits from a distiller or from his

agent, shall be taken as evidence that the spirits so bought

were manufactured at the distillery of the distiller selling

the same, unless the contrary is shown ; and all packages of

spirits not otherwise described in the accounts or shipping

notes or bills of lading relating thereto, or proved to con-

tain some greater or less quantity, shall be reckoned as

puncheons containing each one hundred and fifty gallons

of proof spirits ; and the difference between the quantity

showTi by such inquiry to have been sold by the distiller or

removed from his distilleiy, and the quantity of duty-paid

spirits brought into the distillery, shall be held to be the

quantity liable to duty under this Act.

2. The inquiries of any inspecting officer or collector, as in

this section authorized, may be made for any period not more
than one year before. the time when the inquiry is commenced;
and if it is found that during the said period the returns have

been made for, and the duty charged on a less quantity of spirits

than is ascertained and determined by the result of such in-

quiry, the additional duty then determined shall become due

and payable within five days after the distiller has been notified

of the result of such inquiry; and the payment of such addi-

tional duty shall be enforced in the same manner, and under

the same conditions and penalties as the payment of the duty

mentioned in the monthly returns in respect of other matters

subject to excise as in this Act provided.

;>. If the determination of th(i ofticer is disputed, the burden
proof of

^^^^^
^^£ proof of the error or wrong shall rest with the person alleging

t^lle'.
"^^

it. Ji.S., c. 34, s. 132; 4-5 £. VII., c. 17, s. 8.
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Supervision.

157. On or before the tenth day of July in each fiscal year, Capacity of

the capacity of all spirit-receivers, fermenting-tuns, mash-tubs, vessels to be

coolers and other vessels used in or about distilleries, shall be

accurately ascertained by gauging or by actual measurement by
standard measures of capacity, as the officer of excise determines

or directs ; and a correct list thereof shall be made out by the List of

distiller, in triplicate, setting forth the number, use, dimensions
^'^^^^^^•

and capacity of every such vessel ; and the said list shall l)e

attested by the signature of the distiller, and shall be subject

to the verification and approval of the officer of excise under
whose supervision the gauging or measurement was made.

2. Every such list when signed by the officer in testimony of

such approval, shall be admissible as evidence.

3. Every such list may, at any time, be revised by any CorrectioD

superior officer, and if any errors are found therein, he shall ° '*''

cause the necessary corrections to be made in such list by the

distiller. K.S., c. 34, s. 133.

158. One counterpart of such list shall be kept on record at ^'^^l^^
^° ^®

the distillery, another at the Department, and the third shall be

retained by the collector within whose district or division the

distillery is situated. R.S., c. 34, s. 133.

159. (a) The spirit-receiver, doubler, low wines receiver. Apparatus

faints receiver, the safe or apparatus inclosing the tail of structed"

the worm or still ; and, according to

(h) Every pump used for removing any spirit, wash or other °

matter to or from any vessel, or from one vessel to another,

and every lock, pipe, valve, duct, conduit, cock or connec-

tion used for securing, leading to or from, or between, or

for giving access to any of the vessels herein mentioned or

referred to; and,

(c) Every valve, pipe, cock, gauge, pump, lock or other

apparatus, utensil, appliance or arrangement for securing,

gauging, ascertaining, testing or proving the quantity or

strength of any spirit, wash or worts, manufactured or

distilled, or for preventing the undue abstraction of any
such spirits, wash or worts

;

shall be constructed, arranged and applied at the cost of the

distiller, in accordance with such plans, designs, drawings and
regulations, and of such materials as are, from time to time,

approved by the Department.

2. Every pipe, trough or conduit used for the conveyance of Light blue,

spirits, shall be painted or coloured a light blue.

3. Every pipe, trough or conduit used for the conveyance of White,

water, shall be painted or coloured white.

4. Every pipe, trough or conduit used for the conveyance of Red.

beer or wash, shall be painted or coloured red. E.S., c. 34,

s. 134.

60 945 160.
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Casks, how
marked.

160. On every cask or barrel used in a distillery, or for

keepino' or deliverinfij out any spirits, there shall, at all times,

be legibly cut, branded or painted in oil colours, on one head
the name of the distiller, and on the other head such marks,

numbers and other information as are required by any depart-

mental regulation in that behalf. R.S., c. 34, s. 135.

Tail of
worm to be
inclosed in
safe.

Safe to be
approved.

Pipes to
convey
spirits.

161. The tail of every worm in every distillery shall be

inclosed in a locked or sealed safe, or other suitable apparatus,

in which the strength of the spirits and low wines flowing from
the worm may be approximately ascertained by the inspection

of the hydrometer or other suitable instruments contained

therein.

2. Every such safe shall be constructed in such manner and
secured by such means and by si;ch mechanism as are approved

by the Department.

3. From the said closed safe or apparatus all low wines,

faints and spirits, from time to time running from the end of

the worm, shall be conveyed to the doubler or closed spirit-

receiver, as the case may be, through suitable pipes of such

metal as required by departmental regulations, visible

throughout the whole of their length, with stop cocks and other

a]3pliances so arranged that the liquid may be conveyed either

to the doubler or to the receiver : but so that no portion of the

liquid can be abstracted or diverted from the closed spirit-

receiver or doubler without the knowledge and consent of the

proper officer. U.S., c. 34, s. 136.

Xumber and
capacity of
receivers.

Idem.

Officer to
ascertain
quantities
produced.

162. In distilleries where the weekly production of spirits

is not over six thousand gallons, two closed spirit-receivers shall

be provided, each of which shall have sufficient capacity to

contain at least one w^eek's production of spirits.

2. In distilleries where the weekly production of spirits

exceeds six thousand gallons, there shall also be two closed spirit-

receivers, each of which shall have sufficient capacity to contain

at least one day's production.

3. The quantities of spirits produced shall be ascertained by
the officer of excise in charge of the distillery under such regula-

tions as may be established by the Department. U.S., c. 34,

s. 137; 4-5 JE. VII., c. 17, s. 10.

Spirit not to 163. The Spirit which passes from the tail of the worm to

from re- 'he closed spirit-rccoiver shall not be removed from the closed

frT tps»*in^^^'
•''Pi^'it-receiver except for the purpose of ascertaining the quan-
titv and strength thereof as provided by this Act. 4-5 E. VIL,
r. 17, S. 11.

for testing.

164. The closed spirit-rocoivor shall be a closed vessel, andReceiver to

vessel and I'll pijH's, cocks or valves communicating therewith, as well as
locked. ,,11 inoans of access thereto, shall be securely locked or sealed,

946 and
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and the key or keys shall remain in the sole possession of the

collector or other proper officer. R.S., c. 34, s. 139.

165. ISTo vessel shall be used as a closed spirit-receiver, high Xo pcrfora-

wine-tub, low wine-tub or doiibler, in which there has been bored in^rec^l'ver^^

or made any perforation or aperture oth'er than those necessary

for its lawful use ; and if, at any time, it is discovered that any
perforation, aperture or hole has been made in such closed spirit-

receiver, hio-h wine-tub, low wine-tub or doubler, or that any
such exists therein, although it has been stopped or plugged, the

existence of such perforation, aperture or hole, plugged or un-

plugged, shall be evidence that it has been unlawfully made and
used. K.S., c. 34, s. 140.

166. Around, above and below every closed spirit-receiver Space for

^nd every apparatus used for gauging or testing the strength of ^^^''^'^'nation

spirits, and every safe or apparatus used for inclosing or guard- apparatus,

ing the tail of the worm, and around and above every ferment-

ing-tun, still charger, beer pump or spirit pump, there shall be

sufficient space to admit of a full and careful examination of

every such vessel or apparatus, with the contents thereof, and
there shall be sufficient light for the purpose of such inspection.

2. The beer reservoir in every distillery shall be so placed Beer

that it and every pipe, trough, hose or conduit leading into or reservoir,

fr©m it may be fully seen and examined ; and no pipes, troughs,

conduits or hose for the passage of any water, spirits, wash or

other liquid, shall be placed near to any such beer reservoir, or

so that any fluid whatever can be run into it, except with the

knowledge of the officer in charge.

3. Any failure to complv with the requirements or provi- License can-

sions of this section, after one month's notice has been given ^^^J^f
^'^^,.

n-, . n ^^• non-compli-
of such default, shall be sufficient cause for cancelling any ance.

license granted to the distiller so in default; and no further

license shall be granted to any person for distilling within

the premises wherein such default has occurred, until all the

requirements of this and the preceding sections have been

fully complied with. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 12.

167. In every distillery which is not working, all the Certain ap-

worms, still-heads, closed spirit-receivers and doublers, with ?-^^'^,*,"^ '"
,

n • 1 1 1 T 7 • -11 distillery not
all pipes and cocks leading to or connecting with the same working to

shall be closed and locked or sealed in such manner as the
locked up.

collector or the inspecting officer requires or directs; and
the absence from any closed spirit-receiver, still-head, worm,
doubler or cock, of the locks or seals herein required, shall

subject the distiller in whose distillery the default has occurred,

to the same penalties as he would be liable to for working with-

out a license : Provided that whenever it becomes necessary Proviso as to

to execute any repairs to any of the apparatus herein mentioned, repairs,

the locks and seals may be removed by a proper officer of

60* 947 Inland
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Safes,

meters, etc.,

by -whom
supplied.

Certain ap-
paratus to
be locked or
sealed.

Inland Revenue, to such extent as is actually necessary for the

performance of such repairs, and during the period they are

actually in progress. U.S., c. 34, s. 142.

168. All safes, meters, locks or seals which are required

to be used under this Act or under any departmental regu-

lation or order in council made under this Act, may be supplied

by the Department, under such departmental regulations as are

adopted in that behalf; but the cost thereof shall be borne and
discharged by the distiller for whose premises or utensils they

are provided. U.S., c. 34, s. 143.

169. In distilleries where a doubler is used or where a

portion of the products of the still, commonly called low wines

or faints, are passed over for redistillation, the vessels and
pipes used in that process shall be locked or sealed and shall

receive the low wines from the safe or apparatus which incloses

the tail of the worm, through suitable metal pipes, cocks or

valves properly secured by locks or seals, so as to prevent the

running or removal of any liquid therefrom, except with the

knowledge and concurrence of the proper officer. U.S., c. 34,

s. 144.

Be turns.

What dis- 170. Every person carrying on business as a distiller shall

counts must render to the collector or other officer whose duty it is to receive

show. the same, a just and true account in writing, extracted from the

books kept as by this Act provided, which account shall ex-

hibit,

—

(a) the quantity of spirits produced according to each

weight and test taken during the preceding month, with the

strength thereof, and, in a separate column, the equiva-

lent quantity of spirits of the strength of proof;

(h) the quantity of grain, malt, spirits, beer or wash, or

other commodity brought into the distillery during the

preceding month

;

(c) the quantity of each kind of grain or other commodity
or substance used in the distillery, in the manufacturing of

spirits during the preceding month

;

(d) the quantity of grain, malt or other commodity removed
from the distillery, or disposed of otherwise than for

distillation during the preceding month;
(e) the quantity of spirits sold or removed from the dis-

tillory during the preceding month;'

(f) the numl)er and denoini nation of packages, and the

aggregate quantity in each lot of spirits received into the

distillery during the preceding month, other than that

niaTuifiicturod therein
;

((j) tlif! (iiiaiitity of beer or wasli made and set to ferment
on each dav of the procodiiig month;

948 (h)
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(h) the quantity of beer or wash fermented and distilled

on each day of the preceding month

;

(i) the quantity of spirits entered for warehouse and ex-

warehonse. E.S., c. 34, s. 146; 51 V., c. IG, s. 3; 4-5 E.
VIL, c. 17, s. 13.

Bonding and WareJiousing.

171. All spirits produced in a distillery shall be ware- All spirits to

housed in accordance with departmental regulations made in houTed^
that behalf.

2. No less quantity than one hundred gallons of proof spirits Least quan-

shall be entered for warehouse by one entry.
entered

^^

3. Except for export, no less quantity than thirty gallons Or ex-ware-

of proof spirits or the contents of one barrel shall be ex-ware- l^oused.

housed by one entry.

4. No spirits subject to excise which have not been ware- When spirits

housed for at least two years shall be entered for consump- ^^^j.^^} foj.

tlOn. consumption.

5. Spirits may, under regulations made by the Department, Removal in

be removed in bond at any date after being warehoused, from ^^^^
^* ^"^

any duly licensed distillery to the premises of any duly licensed

bonded manufacturer for manufacturing purposes only, but not

for sale. E.S., c. 34, s. 148 ; 51 V., c. 16, s. 5 ; 60-61 V., c. 19,

s. 5.

172. Molasses imported into Canada may be removed in Molasses

bond, without the payment of duties of Customs thereon, into ^anufac-

a licensed distillery, and there used in the manufacture of tur^.<i ^^^°

spirits, subject to regulations made by the Governor in Council bond,

under this or any Act respecting the Inland Revenue.

2. When the collector or other proper officer of excise certi- Cancelling of

fies that the molasses has been so used, the bonds given in that "'^

behalf shall be cancelled.

3. The Governor in Council may, by regulation, fix the Equivalent,

quantity or the mode of determining the quantity of spirits
opined

'^'

which shall be held to be equivalent to any assigned weight of

molasses. R.S., c. 34, s. 149.

173. All casks of spirits shall be arranged and stowed in Stowage of

the warehouse so that access may be easily had to each cask, and

so that the marks and numbers thereon may be conveniently

read or ascertained. U.S., c. 34, s. 150.

174. The duty paid on spirits taken out of warehouse for ^""0 refund of

consumption, or which have gone directly into consumption, ceprunder

shall not be refunded by way of drawback or otherwise upon the regulations,

exportation of such spirits out of Canada, unless when specially

permitted by some regulation made by the Governor in Council

in that behalf. R.S., c. 34, s. 151.
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Bottling
spirits in

bond.

Labels on
bottles.

175. The Governor in Council may make such regulations

as to him seem necessary for allowing the bottling of spirits in

bond, at the distillery where the spirits were manufactured, and

for their removal therefrom after being so bottled.

2. Subject to the provisions of the Trade Mark and Design

Act, no person shall attach to any bottle, flask or other package

of spirits any label, stamp or other device containing any state-

ment or information other than the name of such spirits and

the name of the bottler and his place of residence, unless the

form and wording thereof have first been approved by the

Department. K.S., c. 34, s. 152; 55-56 V., c. 22, s. 2.

On spirits

made from
malt.

Drawback on Exportation.

176. Every distiller who exports any spirits in the produc-

tion whereof any malt is used, upon which any duty of excise

has been paid, shall, upon the production of due proof of such

use and payment of duty, be entitled to a drawback equal to the

excise duty paid on the malt used in the production of the

spirits so exported, and the amount of such drawback shall be

determined in such manner as is directed by any departmental

regulation in that behalf. 53 V., c. 23, s. 4.

Permits.

177. ISTo spirits shall be removed from any distillery, or

from any warehouse in which they have been bonded or stored,

until a permit for such removal has been granted in such form

and by such authority as the Governor in Council, from time

to time, directs and determines. R.S., c. 34, s. 155.

178. Any officer of Inland Revenue or Customs, or any

constable or peace officer, having general authority therefor from

any superior officer, may stop and detain any person or vehicle

carrying packages of any kind supposed by him to contain

spirits, and may examine such packages, and require the pro-

duction of a permit authorizing the removal thereof.

2. If such permit is produced, the officer shall endorse the

time and place of examination thereon.

3. If no such permit is produced, then if such packages are

found to contain spirits, and if the quantity thereof is greater

than five gallons, and such officer has cause to believe that they

have been unlawfully removed, such packages may, with their

contents, be detained until evidence to the satisfaction of such

officer is adduced that such spirits were being lawfully removed,

and that the duty thereon had been paid. R.S., c. 34, s. 156.

Loast quan- 179. No Spirits shall be removed from a distillery at any

abk [n"ine" ^'"le in casks or packages containing less than ten standard,

cask. gallons each. 61 V., c. 27, s. 2.

950 Offences
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Offences and Penalties.

180. Every person who witliout havinsr a license under this Exercising

A „+ +1 • X ^"y business
Act, then m force,

—

of distilling

(a) distils or rectifies any spirits, or makes or ferments any without
'

1
./ 1 J .^ license.

beer; or,

(h) assists in distilling or rectifying any spirits, or in mak-
ing or fermenting any beer or wash in any unlicensed

place; or,

(c) imports, makes, commences to make, sells, offers for sale

or delivers any still, worm, rectifying or other apparatus

suitable for the manufacture of wash, beer or spirits, or

for the rectification of spirits, or any part of such appa-

ratus ; or,

(d) completely or partially sets up or assists in setting up,

prepares or partially prepares for working, any such still,

worm, rectifying or other apparatus ; or,

(e) has in his possession, in any place, any such still, worm,
rectifying or other apparatus, or any part or parts thereof,

or any beer or wash suitable for the manufacture of spirits,

without having given notice thereof as required by this

Act, except in cases of duly registered chemical stills of

capacity not exceeding three gallons each as hereinbefore

provided for, or in whose place or upon whose premises

such things are found ; or,

(f) conceals or keeps, or allows or suffers to be concealed, or

kept, in any place or premises owned or controlled by him,

any such still, worm, rectifying or other apparatus, or part

thereof, or any beer or wash suitable for the manufacture
of spirits ; or,

(g) conceals by removing, or removes, or assists in conceal-

ing by removing or otherwise, any such still, worm, rectify-

ing or other apparatus, or part thereof, or any beer or wash
suitable for the- manufacture of spirits;

is guilty of an indictable offence, and shall, for a first offence, Offence, and

be liable to a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars, and not ^bi^,
P""^^^"

less than one hundred dollars, and to imprisonment, with or

without hard labour, for a term not exceeding twelve months
and not less than one month, and, in default of payment of the

penalty, to a further term of imprisonment not exceeding-

twelve months and not less than six months, and for every sub-

sequent offence, to a penalty of five hundred dollars, and to

imprisonment, with hard labour, for a term not exceeding

twelve months, and not less than six months, and, in default of

payment of the penalty, to a further term of imprisonment

equal to that already imposed by the court for such subsequent

offence.

2. All such stills, worms, fermentingrtuns, rectifj'ing or other Apparatus

apparatus suitable for the manufacture of wash, beer or spirits, *° ^^ seized,

or for the rectification of spirits, or parts thereof, and all beer,

wash or spirits that are found in the possession of any un-

951 licensed
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licensed person, or in any unlicensed place, shall be forfeited to

the Crown, and shall be seized by any officer of Inland Revenue,

and may either be destroyed when and where found or removed

to some place of safe-keeping, in the discretion of the seizing

officer. E.S., c. 34, s. 159; GO-61 V., c. 19, s. 6 ; 61 V., c. 27,

s. 3.

Additional
penalty.

181. Every person who becomes liable to a penalty provided

for in the last preceding section, shall, in addition thereto,

forfeit and pay, for the use of His Majesty, double the amount

of excise duty and license duty which should have been paid by

him under this Act. E.S., c. 34, s. 160.

Apparatus
perforated
or plugged.

Penalty.

Forfeiture.

182. If, in any distillery, there is, at any time, found a

closed spirit-receiver, high wine-tub, low wine-tub, doubler or

other vessel that may be used for containing any of the products

resulting from distillation before the quantity of such products

is determined and an account taken thereof, in which there is

any perforation, hole or aperture, other than such as is neces-

sary for the lawful use of such closed sr)irit-receiver or other

vessel, or in violation of this Act, the distiller in whose distillery

the closed spirit-receiver or other vessel so perforated is found,

although such holes or apertures or perforations have been

plugged or stopped, shall incur a penalty of five hundred

dollars ; and the closed spirit-receiver or other vessel, with its

contents, together with all the stock of spirits or grain in the

distillery at the time when such unlawful perforation is dis-

covered, shall be forfeited to the Crown and dealt with accord-

ingly. R.S., c. 34, s. 161.

Removing
spirits from
warehouse,
etc., without
a permit.

Forfeiture.

Package de-

tained and
no evidence
of permit.

Forfeiture.

Kemoval of

BpiritH in

jmck.'iKi'H of

less tnan
10 gallons.

K.S., 1906.

183. Spirits removed from any distillery or watehouse in

which they have been bonded or stored before a permit for such

removal has been granted as hereinbefore required shall be

forfeited to the Crown, and shall be seized and detained by any

officer of Inland Revenue and dealt with accordingly.

2. If any package containing spirits exceeding in quantity

five gallons has been detained by any officer of Inland Revenue

or Customs by reason of the same being carried by any person

or vehicle without a permit authorizing the removal thereof,

such officer having cause to believe that such spirits have been

unlawfully removed, and if, within thirty days after the deten-

tion thereof, evidence is not adduced to the satisfaction of such

officer that such spirits were being lawfully removed, and that

the duty thereon had been paid, the package and spirits so de-

tained 'shall be forfeited to the Crown and dealt with accord-

ingly. R.S., c. 34, ss. 155 and 156.

184. If any spirits are removed from any distillery at any

time in casks or packages containing less than ten standard

gallons each, the same shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall

952 be
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be seized bj any officer of Inland Revenue and dealt with
accordingly. 61 V., c. 27, s. 2.

185. Every person who sells or offers for sale, or who Sale of

purchases any spirits, or has any spirits in his possession, know- lawfully""'

ing them to have been unlawfully manufactured or imported, manufac-

shall, for a first offence, incur a penalty not exceeding fifty

dollars, and not less than ten dollars, and for each subsequent

offence, a penalty of one hundred dollars ; and all spirits so

unlawfully manufactured or imported, wheresoever they are

found, and all horses and vehicles and other appliances which
have been or are being used for the purpose of removing the

same, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall be dealt with Forfeiture.

accordingly. 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 7.

186. Every person who, except as authorized by the provi- Attaching

sions of the Trade Mark and Design Act, attaches to any bottle, ^^
spiri^s^^^

flask or other package of spirits, any label, stamp or other device any unau-

containing any statement or information other than the name label.^^

of such spirits and the name of the bottler and his place of

residence, unless the form and wording thereof have been first

approved by the Department, shall for a first offence incur a

penalty of fifty dollars, and for each subsequent offence a pen- Penalty.

alty of one hundred dollars, and in addition thereto in either

case a penalty equal to fifty cents per gallon upon the reputed

contents of the bottles, flasks or other packages so illegally

labelled or stamped. 53 V., c. 23, s. 5.

PART IV.

COMPOUNDERS.

Interpretation.

187. The provisions of this Part are to be construed as Application

additional or supplemental to the provisions of Parts I. and 11. °^ 1' ^^^ ^

of this Act applicable to compounders. R.S., c. 34, s. 161.

Licenses.

188. A license to carry on the business of, and to act as a To com-

compounder may be granted to any person who has complied Plunders,

with the provisions of this Act, if the granting of the license

has been approved by the district inspector, and the person

has, jointly with a guarantee company, approved by the Depart-
ment, entered into a bond to His Majesty in the sum of two Bond,
thousand dollars.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the rendering of all Conditions

accounts and the payment of all duties and penalties which
°

the person to whom the license is granted becomes liable to

953 render
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Fee.

To be deter-

mined by
regulations.

render or .pay under the provisions of this Act, and that such

person will faithfully comply with the requirements thereof

according to their true intent and meaning, as well with regard

to such accounts and penalties as to all other matters and things

.whatsoever. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 14.

189. The person in whose name a license is granted to

act as a compounder shall, upon receiving such license, pay

to the collector the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars.

54-55 v., c. 46, s. 8.

BooJi's and liehirns.

190. Every compounder shall make such entries and re-

turns, and keep such books and accounts, as are, from time to

time, determined by departmental regulations. K.S., c. 34,

s. 167.

Acting with-

out a license,

Penalty.

Selling, etc.,

articles not
properly
labelled.

Tcnalty.

Offences and Penalties.

191. Every person who, without having a license under

this Act, then in force, carries on business as a compounder,

shall be liable for a first offence to imprisonment, with or

without hard labour, for a term not exceeding six months,

or to a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars, and, in ca-se

of a second or subsequent conviction, to imprisonment with

or without hard labour, for a term not exceeding six months,

or to a penalty not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars,

or to both such imprisonment and penalty ;
and, in any

case, all goods compounded, or in course of being compounded

by such person, and every chattel, article, instrument or

tiling used for the purpose of or in connection with such com-

pounding, which is found on his premises, shall be forfeited

to the Cro%vn and shall be dealt with accordingly. 54-55 V.,

c. 46, s. 9.

192. Every person who knowingly sells, exposes or offers

for sale, or removes from any place of manufacture, store or

warehouse, any compounded article which is not designated by

some label or brand, in accordance with the provisions in the

next following section contained, shall be liable for a first

offence to imprisonment, with or without hard labour for a

term not exceeding six months, or to a penalty not exceeding

one hundred dollars, and, in case of a second or subsequent con-

viction, to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a

term not exceeding six months, or to a penalty not exceeding

two hundred and fifty dollars, or to l)oth such imprisonment and

penalty; and every such compounded article so sold, exposed

or offered for sale or removed, without being so designated, shall

be forfeited to the Crown and shall be dealt with accordingly.

54-55 v., c. 46, s. 9.
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General.

193. Every article made by a compounder shall be desi^;- Labels.

nated by some label or brand, which shall be applied to each

and every cask, barrel, case, l)ottle, flask, jug;, vessel or other

package, wherein any sneli article is contained or pnt up, and
which shall, in an equally conspicuous manner with any other

name, description or statement lawfully applied to such article,

show the name of the compounder and the place at which such
article was made, and that the same is a compounded article,

the whole to be contained in one label or brand.

2. The Governor in Council may, when it is deemed Forms of.

expedient so to do, order that such brand or label shall be

in the form of a stamp issued by the Department. 54-55

v., c. 46, s. 10.

194. All the articles made by a compounder shall be subject Removal of

to the same restrictions and provisions as to their removal from bv'^com-™^^^
the premises in which they are made, and as to their removal pounders,

from place to place, as Canadian or other spirits are liable to.

R.S., c. 34, s. iro.

195. The Governor in Council may add to the schedule of Governor in

wines and spirituous liquors and bitter liquors and cordials, aker^sche-^^

hereinbefore in the interpretation clauses of this Act set forth, ^"^e.

or may remove from the said schedule, any article or ingredient

the addition or removal of which he deems necessary in the

public interest.

2. Every such order shall be published in the Canada Gazette, Order to be

and shall take effect at the expiration of thirty days from the
^"

date of such publication. R.S., c. 34, s. 171.

196. IS^othing in the three last preceding sections contained When three

shall be held to apply to the bottling of bona fide wines or
gg^tTonT^d

spirits, merely blended or reduced by water, or to anything done not apply.

or performed under the supervision of the Department by
licensed distillers, or to the fortifying of native wines under

such regulations as are made by the Governor in Council; but

in every case the burden of proof shall be upon the bottler or

person selling, or offering or exposing for sale such articles, that

the same are solely composed of hona fide wines or spirits

blended, reduced or fortified as aforesaid. 54-55 V., c. 4G,

s. 11.

PART V.

BREWERIES.

Interpretatioyi.

197. The provisions of this Part are to be construed as Application

additional or supplemental to the provisions of Parts I. and II.
'^'^

^ ^^^
^•
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of this Act applicable to breweries. U.S., c. 34, ss. 173, 179
and 182.

Licenses.

To brewers. 198. A license to carry on the trade or business of a brewer
may be granted to any person who has complied with the provi-

sions of this Act, if the granting of such license has been
approved by the district inspector, and the person has, jointly

with a guarantee company, approved by the Department,
Bond. entered into a bond to His Majesty, in the sum of one thousand

dollars.

ofbond!"^ 2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the rendering of all

accounts and the payment of all duties and penalties to which
the person to whom the license is granted may become liable

under the provisions of this Act, and that such person will

faithfully comply with the requirements thereof according to

their true intent and meaning, as well with regard to such

accounts, duties and penalties as to all other matters and things

whatsoever. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 15.

for^^privaTe 199. Utensils used by any person solely for the purpose of
lise. brewing beer for the use of himself and his family, and not for

sale, are exempt from the provisions of this Act, provided due
Notice. notice of the possession thereof and of his intention of using

them for the above mentioned purpose is given to the nearest

collector or to the Department at Ottawa ; and beer so brewed
shall not be l\able to any duty under this Act, nor shall any

license be required by any person so brewing for his own and

his family's use. 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 8.

^^'^' 200. The person in whose favour a license for brewing is

granted, shall, upon receiving such license, pay to the collector

the sum of fifty dollars. R.S., c. 34, s. 176.

Duties of Excise.

On imitation 201. There shall be imposed, levied and collected on every

gallon of any fermented beverage made in imitation of beer or

malt liquor, and brewed in whole or in part from any other

substance than malt, a duty of excise of ten cents, which shall

be paid to the collector as herein required: Provided that any
brewer using sugar, syrup or other saccharine matter in the

manufacture of beer, and having previously given ten days'

notice in writing, to the collector of his intention to use such

sugar, syrup or other saccharine matter, and paying the duty

hereinbefore mentioned on the beer made therewith, may receive

a draw!)ack equal to the duty of excise paid by him on the malt

used with such sugar, syrup or other saccharine matter in mak-
ing such beer, under such restrictions and regulations as the

Department prescribes. 54-55 V., c. 46, s. 12.

956 Drawback
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Drawback on Exportation.

202. Every licensed brewer who exports any beer or malt Drawback

liquor of his own manufacture, shall be entitled to receive a ported!^
^^'

drawback thereon equivalent to the duty herein imposed on the
malt contained in the beer so exported ; and the amount of such
drawback shall be in proportion to the strength of the beer,

which shall be tested and the drawback computed in such
manner and by such means as are, from time to time, directed

by departmental regulations in that behalf.

2. N^o such drawback shall be allowed or paid unless the Notice of

brewer claiming it has given at least two days' notice of his export,

intention to export the beer on which it is claimed, and made
such declaration as to the strength thereof as is required by
departmental regulations in that behalf, nor unless the beer has

been duly inspected and tested and certified by a proper officer

of Inland Eevenue. R.S., c. 34, s. 178.

Returns.

203. Every person wdio carries on business as a brew^er \\Tiat they

shall render to the collector or other officer whose duty it is to ^^^^^ show,

receive the same, a just and true account in writing, extracted

from the books kept as by this Act provided, which account

shall exhibit,

—

(a) the quantity of malt and of each description of vege-

table or saccharine matter brought into, removed from or

used in the brewery

;

(b) the quantity of beer or other fermented liquor made
in the brewery;

(c) the serial numbers of the brewings made and the pro-

ducts of each of the said brewings. R.S., c. 34, s. 180.

Offences and Penalties.

204. Every person who, without having a license under Brewing

this Act, then in force, brews any beer or other fermented without a
. 11C6DS6.

liquor, except for the use of himself or his family, as by this

Act provided, is guilty of an indictable offence, and shall, for

the first offence, incur a penalty of fifty dollars, and for each Penalty.

subsequent offence, a. penalty of two hundred dollars. 60-61

v., c. 19, s. 9.

205. Every person who becomes liable to a penalty pro- Additional

vided for in the last preceding section, shall, in addition there- P*^°^^ty.

to, forfeit and pay for the use of His Majesty, double the

amount of excise duty and license duty which should have been

paid by him under this Act. R.S., c. 34, s. 184.

206. Every person who has in his possession any brew- Possession of

ing apparatus, without having made a full and particular apparatus

957 list,
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vnthout
return.

Penalty.

Adding
material
without
making
return.

Penalty.

Subsequent
offence.

Forfeiture.

list, description and return thereof, as by this Act required,

shall incur, for a first offence, a penalty not exceeding one

hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars, and for each

subsequent offence, a penalty of one hundred dollars ; and,

in either case, all such apparatus shall be forfeited to His
Majesty, and shall be seized by any officer of Inland Revenue
and dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 34, s. 185.

207. Every brewer who adds to the malt brought into his

brewery, any meal, raw grain or other material, or puts into

his mash-tub or mixes with his worts any syrup, sugar or other

saccharine matter, without making a true return thereof to the

proper officer, or without entering the same in the books or

accounts kept or required to be kept by him in pursuance of any

regulations made under this Act, shall, for a first offence, incur

a penalty of one hundred dollars, and for each subsequent

offence, a penalty not exceeding three hundred dollars and not

less than two hundred dollars.

2. For any such subsequent offence all the malt, beer and

utensils in his brewery when the offence is discovered, shall be

forfeited to the Crown and seized by any officer of Inland

Revenue, and shall be dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 34,

s. 186.

PART VI.

MALTING AND MALT-HOUSES.

Interpretation.

Application 208. The provisions of this Part are to be construed as

ancTn^^
^ additional or supplemental to the provisions of Parts I. and

II. of this Act applicable to malting and malt-houses. R.S.,

c. 34, ss. 188, 193, 214, 217 and 220.

Lice7ises.

Application 209. Every application for a license to carry on business
for a license.

^^ ^ maltster shall, in addition to the matters required to be

therein set forth by the general provisions respecting licenses,

contain a description of all cisterns, couch-frames, malt-floors,

kilns, malt warehouses or other places, utensils, apparatus

or things whereon or wherein malt is to be made, manufactured

or stored, in every case stating the dimensions, cubical contents

or area, as the case may be, of the cisterns, couch-frames, malt-

floors, kilns or storehouses. R.S., c. 34, s. 189.

Conditions
of license.

210. A license to carry on the trade or business of a malt-

ster may be granted to any person who has complied with the

provisions of this Act, if the granting of such license has been

apy)r(»vcd by the district inspector, and the x)erson has, jointly

958 with
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with a guarantee company, approved by the Department, enter-

ed into a bond to His Majesty, in a sum equal to the amount Bond,

at Avhich the collector estimates the duties to accrue on the

goods to be manufactured by the person to whom the license is

granted during one month of the time it is to remain in force,

and to such further amount as the collector deems sufficient to

cover the duty on goods remaining iix warehouse, from time to

time, during the currency of the license about to issue, which
latter amount shall be determined by such means as the

Department prescribes, the person obtaining- the license and the

guarantee company both being bound in the full amount of such

estimates.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the rendering of all ac- Conrlitiona

counts, inventories, statements and returns prescribed by law, ° ^° '

and the payment of all duties ar-.d penalties which the person to

whom the license is to be granted becomes liable to render or pay

under the provisions of this Act, and that such person wnll faith-

fully comply with the requirements thereof, according to their

true intent and meaning, as well with regard to such accounts,

inventories, statements, returns, duties and j)enalties, as to all

other matters and things whatsoever. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 16.

211. The person in whose favour a license for malting is License fee.

granted, shall, upon receiving such license, pay to the col-

lector,

—

'-

(a) for a first-class license, which shall entitle him to work First-ciass

a malt-house having a capacity to produce two hundred

thousand pounds and upwards of malt during one month's

working, two hundred dollars
;

(b) for a second-class license, which shall entitle him to Second-class

work a malt-house having a capacity to produce one

hundred and fifty thousand and not more than two hundred

thousand pounds of malt during one month's working, one

hundred and fifty dollars

;

(c) for a third-class license, which shall entitle him to work Third-class

a malt-house having a capacity to produce one hundred "*^^'^^-

thousand, and not more than one hundred and fifty

thousand pounds of malt during one month's working, one

hundred dollars

;

(d) for a fourth-class license, which shall entitle him to work Fourth-class

a malt-house bavins' a capacity to produce not more than
^'^^°^^-

one hundred thousand pounds of malt during one month's

working, fifty dollars.

2. The capacity in each case shall be as computed by the Capacity,

collector, upon a survey of the premises for which a license is lio^v com-

required. K.S., c. 34, s. 191.
^"^ ^

'

Boohs.

212. Every person licensed to carry on business as a Maltster to

maltster shall keep a book or books in a form to be furnished, ^^^p-

959 from
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What shall

be entered
therein.

from time to time, by the Department, which book or books shall

be open at all reasonable hours to the collector or other ofiicer of

Inland Eevenue, wherein such maltster shall enter, day by day,

and on the same day on which the circumstance, thing or act to

be recorded is done or occurs,

—

(a) the quantity of grain or leguminous seeds, and of malt,

brought into or removed from his malt-house

;

(h) the quantity by gauge and by weight of dry grain or

leguminous seeds placed to steep or wet in any cistern or

cisterns

;

(c) the quantity by weight, of malt taken from the kilns

;

and also such other particulars relative to quantity in the

various stages of its manufacture as are required by de-

partmental regulations

;

(d) the quantitv of malt warehoused and ex-warehoused.

K.S., c. 34, s. 194; 52 V., c. 15, s. 3.

Various Requirements.

Weighing of
grain and
seeds.

Malt
measure
established.

Grain in
steep.

Grain to be
stated in

cubic inches,

Quantity of

malt re-

moved from
kiln.

Shape of

cistern.

213. All errain or leguminous seeds brought into any malt-

house shall be weighed and the quantity shall be stated in all

books, returns and accounts kept and made under this Act, in

pounds avoirdupois.

2. For comparing the gauges of grain or leguminous seeds

required by this Act, a malt measure is hereby established,

which shall be a vessel, the capacity of which is one thousand

cubic inches.

3. The quantity of grain or leguminous seeds placed in steep

in any malt-house shall be stated in pounds and in cubic inches.

4. All the quantities of grain or leguminous seeds in process

of conversion into malt, as detennined by gauging, shall, until

the process of malting is completed, be stated in cubic inches.

5. The quantity of malt removed from any kiln and charge-

able with duty, shall be the quantity determined by weighing,

and shall be stated in all books and returns made under this Act

in pounds. R.S., c. 34, s. 195; 52 V., c. 15, s. 4; 4-5 E. VIL,
c. 17, s. 17.

214. Every cistern shall be made with its interior truly

cylindrical, or it shall be a rectangular vessel, having its bot-

tom truly even and its sides perfectly straight and perpendi-

cular, but the bottom may have such an incline as is necessary

for drip; or it shall be of such other shape as is approved by the

Popartment. R.S., c. 34, s. 196 ; 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 10.

Couch-frame
to be pro-

vided ; how
constructed.

215. Every maltster licensed under this Act shall provide

a couch-frame ; and such couch-frame shall be constructed with

the sides and bottom straight and at right angles with each

other, and of such strength that they will preserve their true

form when the frame is filled with grain. U.S., c. 34, s, 107.
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216. Above and around every such cistern and couch-frame, Space around

there shall be sufficient space for conveniently ^'auging their co„ch'^frame,

contents, and they shall be so placed that there shall be sufficient

light for that purpose and for examining the contents. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 198.

217. The maltster shall, in all cases, when required so to Grain, how

do by any officer of Inland Revenue, deposit the grain in pro fioorf
^

cess of manufacture into malt on the malt-floor, of an eqrui]

depth over the whole surface covered, and shall make the out-

ward edges thereof in straight lines convenient for gauging,

as is required by the officer aforesaid. U.S., c. 34, s. 199.

218. ^o grain or leguminous seeds shall be placed in any Wetting,

cistern to steep or wet, nor shall any malt be placed in any
rJni'ovin<^

kiln to be dried, or moved from t^ny such kiln after the drying grain.

is completed, except between the hours of seven o'-clock in the

forenoon and six o'clock in the afternoon. 4-5 E. VII., c. IT,

s. 18.

219. "\Mienever any maltster is about to place any grain Notice of

or leguminous seeds in the cistern, to be steeped for the mak- steep grain,

ing of malt, he shall first give the proper officer, when the malt-

house is within a city or town, twenty-four hours' notice, or if

not within a city or town, forty-eight hours' notice, of his

intention to steep grain or leguminous seeds as aforesaid,

stating in every such notice the day and hour at which he will

place the grain or leguminous seeds in the cistern, and

describing the cistern, by number o^r otherwise, in which it is to

be placed.

2. Such notice shall be in Avriting and in such form as is Form of

from time to time required by departmental regulations. R.S.,

c. 34, ss. 201 and 202.

220. Whenever any maltster is about to place any grain Notice of

or leguminous seeds, then in process of manufacture into malt, ^^y grain

on any kiln to be dried, or when he is about to move any dried |5".d

,"^°Yf

malt from any such kiln, he shall notify the proper officer of

-his intention so to do, in the same manner as is provided in the

last preceding section. R.S., c. 34, s. 202.

221. Whenever any maltster requires to add water to anv Notice of

grain or leguminous seeds, after leaving the steep-tub, he shall ^^^ water,

record, in the notice book supplied by the Department, his

intention so to do, giving in each instance the number of the

steep and at what stage it is to be watered. R.S., c. 34, s. 203.

Duties of Excise.

222. There shall be imposed, levied and collected the follow- duties,

ing duties of excise on all malt, which shall be paid to the col-

lector, as by this Act provided, that is to say:

—

61
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On every
poxind of

malt manu-
factured.

On every
pound of
malt im- '

ported. "

(a) On every pound of malt manufactured in Canada,

subject to excise regulations with respect to coomings and

absorption of moisture in warehouse as provided by the

order in council of the seventh day of February, one thou-

sand eight hundred and ninety-one, one and one-half cents

:

Provided that malt may be removed from a malt-house

to a distillery in bond, and the duty on such malt may bo

remitted upon proof satisfactory to the Department that

such malt has been used solely for the production of spirits,

in which production no other material than malt 'is used;

and provided further that malt used, in any licensed bond-

ed manufactory, in the manufacture of malt extract or

other similar medicinal preparation approved by the De-

partment may have duty thereon remitted under such

regulations as the Department establishes

;

(b) On every pound of malt imported into Canada and

w^arehoused, when taken out of bond for consumption, an

excise duty of one and one-half cent: Provided that malt

imported into Canada, crushed or ground, shall be subject

to a duty of two and one-half cents per pound. 4 E. VII.,

c. 18, s. 3.

Manner of

computing.

Grain to be
gauged and
weighed be-

fore running
into cistern.

And Avhilc in

cistern.

Malt to be
weighed.

223. The duty payable on malt shall be computed as fol-

lows :

—

(a) The grain or leguminous seeds Avhen about to be placed

in steep, and before being run into the cistern, shall be

weighed and gauged by or in the presence of the proper

officer of Inland Revenue ; and the quantity so ascertained

shall be immediately entered by the maltster, or his agent,

in a book or books provided for that purpose, and such

]:)erson shall also attest the correctness of the entry by his

initials

;

(h) The maltster or his agent shall also gauge the grain or

leguminous seeds while in the cistern, after the process of

steeping has been completed and immediately after the

water has been drawn therefrom; and the result of such

gauging shall be entered in the book provided for that pur-

pose, by the maltster or his agent, and shall be used for'

computing the quantity of malt manufactured, as herein

provided

;

(c) the malt taken from the kiln after it has been dried, and

the process of manufacture completed, shall be weighed by
or in the presence of the proper officer of excise; and the

quantity so ascertained shall be immediately enterecl in the

book or books ])rovid(Hl for that purpose, in j^ouiids, by the

maltster or his agent, who shall attest every such entry by
his signature ; and the gauge of the malt removed from the

kiln may also be taken whenever deemed necessary by an

officer of Inland Kcvenue, and such gauge may be used as

a basis for computing the duty:

003 Provided
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Provided that, at any time when the proper officer of Inland Proceedinga

Revenue is not present at the time for which notice has been absenr^
legally given for any of the above-mentioned operations, the

maltster may proceed with the operation or operations, except

the weighing of malt removed from the kiln, as if tlie officer

was present, and shall enter the result of the gauging or weigh-
ing, or both, in the book or books provided for that purpose.

R.S., c. 34, s. 204; 52 V., c. 15, s. 5; 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 19.

224. In comparing the results of the gauging, weighings Rules for

and computations, the following proportions shall form the resultT"^
basis of calculation :

—

(a) One hundred malt measures, by gauge, of dry barley or

other grain, shall be deemed to be equivalent to one hun-
dred and twenty-five malt measures, by gauge, of barley or Equivalents,

other grain properly saturated with water for the purpose

of malting or in the couch, or to one hundred and seven

malt measures, by gauge, of dry malt;

(h) One hundred pounds of barley or other grain weighed

into the cistern shall, without any allowance for skim-

mings, be held to be equal to not less than seventy-five idem,

pounds of malt taken from the kiln, and so in proportion

for every greater or less quantity

;

(c) The quantity upon which the duty shall be computed. Duty to be

shall be that of the malt on its removal from the kiln ; but computed
, , . , p ,

'
. on largest

whenever the quantity computed from any other gauging quantity.

or weighing, or series of gaugings or weighings, is greater

than the quantity weighed from the kiln, then that com-

putation which yields the largest quantity shall be the

quantity for duty; and whenever the difference between

the results of the gaugings or weighings, taken as afore-

said, exceeds seven per centum, the return of the quantity

of grain placed in steep shall be deemed to have been a

fraudulent return, and the maltster shall be liable to all the

penalties for making fraudulent or false returns. 52 V.,

c. 15, s. G; 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 20.

225. Malt shall be weighed when removed from the kiln. Removal of

and no less quantity than the whole contents of one kiln shall ^'^jj_

^'"^"^

be placed in the warehouse or taken for use out of the manu-

factory at any one time. 52 V., c. 15, s. 6.

226. If, at any time, any doubt or question arises as to the Doubts how

manner of determining the quantity of malt liable to duty under ^e"ded.

this Act, such doubt or question shall be decided and determined

by the Minister, whose decision shall be final and conclusive.

R.S., c. 34, s. 20G.

227. When a maltster licensed under this Act desires to Any other

follow a process of malting not herein provided for, and gives
n^altfn''^

61i 963 notice
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notice to that effect, such notice being accompanied by such

plans and descriptions as the Department deems necessary for

fully understanding the proposed process, the Governor in

Council may authorize such modes of determining the quantity

of malt that shall be held to be produced from a stated quantity

of grain or leguminous seeds, as, having reference to the pro-

posed change in the process of manufacture, he deems necessary

for ensuring an equitable assessment of the duty. R.S., c. 34,

s. 207.

putation™and 228. The duty imposed upon malt shall be finally computed
charge of and charged when it is removed from the kiln, and an account
^^^' thereof shall then be entered in the stock books kept under this

Act, which shall be balanced on the first day of each month for

the month next preceding that day, but the duty shall be col-

lected whenever any malt is taken for consumption either

ex-warehouse or ex-manufactory; and the duty shall, when the

malt has been placed in warehouse, be collected on the full

quantity of malt entered on the warehouse books as having been

placed in such warehouse, notwithstanding any deficiency that

may arise or be discovered during its delivery or removal

therefrom.
Account of 2. An account shall also be kept, in such other form as is

in^ warehouse required by departmental regulation, of all malt placed in the
and removed malt-warehouse and all malt removed therefrom ; and the

account shall be taken and recorded, at the time of placing such

malt in the malt-warehouse and at the time of removing it there-

from, in a book or books to be kept for that purpose, in such

form as is required by any departmental regulation made in

that behalf. E.S., c. 34, s. 209; 52 V., c. 15, s. 7.

Su'pervision.

Removal of 239. So soon as any malt is dried and ready for removal

warehouse.
° from the kiln, and the required notice of such removal duly

given, the said malt shall be removed to the malt-warehouse and
shall be there stored under the lock of the owner thereof and the

lock of the Department, until the duty thereon has been paid:

Provided that any maltster may remove for use and enter for

consumption out of the manufactory any portion of the pro-

ducts of his malt-house, not less than the contents of one kiln,

Mhicli he does not intend to warehouse. U.S., c. 34, s. 210.

Storage of 230. Ju'ory maltster shall, at his own chareje, provide
iiiult .

'^

.

a suitalde warehouse for the storage of malt on which tlio duty
has not been paid, subject to the survey of the pro])er oflicer of

Inland Revenue, which warehouse shall be included in his

licensed promises, and shall, in all cases, be contiguous thereto;

and every entrance to such warehouse, as well as every window
or other mode of access thereto, shall be secured to the satisfac-

9G4 tion
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tion of such surveying officer, and also to the satisfaction of the

inspecting officers. K.S., c. 34, s. 211.

231. Every princijial entrance to a malt-warehouse shall he Pecurins of

secured by two locks, one of wliich shall be supi)lied by the house?
'^^°'

Department and the key thereof shall be kept by the officer of

Inland Revenue ; and the other lock shall be provided and the

key thereof kept by the owner, and all other entrances shall be

secured on the inside.

2. Every such malt- warehouse shall be fitted up with such Bins and

convenient bins or other compartments for storing the malt as ^gnts^
are required by the officer of Inland Revenue, so that it may, at

anv time, be gauged and the quantity therein ascertained. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 212.'

232. Whenever any maltster ceases from w^orking his malt- Securine; of

house, the kiln and all means of access thereto shall be closed

and secured by lock of the Department to the satisfaction of the

proper officer of Inland Revenue, and the keys of such locks

shall remain in the possession of the collector ; and the kiln shall

remain so closed and secured until the maltster gives the re-

quired notice of his intention to resume working: Provided

that the collector may, in his discretion, remove the locks wdiile

repairs are necessarily and actually in progress, or while the

kiln is being used, under departmental regulation, for the .pur-

pose of drying damaged grain. R.S., c. 34, s. 213.

Returns.

233. Every person who carries on business as a maltster What they

shall render to the collector or other officer whose duty it is to
^^'"^ ^ °^*

receive the same, a just and true account in writing extracted

from the books kept as by this Act provided, which account shall

exhibit,

—

(a) the quantity of grain, malt or leguminous seeds, in

pounds, brought into the malt-house during the preceding

month

;

(h) the quantity of grain or leguminous seeds, in cubic

inches and in pounds, placed in steep or wetted or used for

malting on each day during the preceding month

;

(c) the quantity of malt, in pounds, malted or made and

removed fiom the kiln on each day during the preceding

month

;

(d) the quantity of grain or leguminous seeds, in pounds,

removed from the malt-house, or disposed of otherwise

than for the production of malt, during the preceding

month

;

(e) the quantity of malt, in pounds, removed from the malt-

house
;

(f) the quantity of malt, in pounds, warehoused, ex-ware-

housed and entered for duty, ex-manufactory, during the

905 precedino-
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preceding month. K.S., c. 34, s. 215; 52 V., c. 15, s. 8;
4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 21.

Bonding or Warehousing.

234. Iso less quantity than two thousand pounds of malt
shall be entered for warehouse under one entry ; and except for

exportation, no less quantity than two thousand pounds of malt
shall be ex-warehoused for duty by one entry. R.S., c. 34,

s. 218.

No draw- 235. The duty paid on malt taken out of warehouse for

exportation. Consumption, or which has gone directly into consumption, shall

not be refunded, by way of drawback or otherwise, upon the

exportation of such malt out of Canada. U.S., c. 34, s. 219.

Least
quantity to
be entei'ed
or ex-ware-
housed.

Warehousing
of imported
malt.

Malting
without
license.

Penalty.

Additional
Ijenalty.

Possession of
aiiparatus
without
making
return.

Penalty.

236. Malt imported into Canada shall be warehoused in a

suitable bonding warehouse, provided at the cost of the importer

and approved as such by a duly authorized revenue officer, and
shall be bonded under the excise regulations then in force in

respect of malt in Canada, and shall be subject to the restrictions

applying to malt in Canada. 4 E. VII., c. 18, s. 3.

Offences and Penalties.

237. Every person who, without having a license under this

Act, then in force, makes any malt or steeps any grain or

leguminous seeds for the purpose of malting, is guilty of an

indictable offence, and shall, for the first offence, incur a

penalty of one hundred dollars, and for each subsequent offence,

a penalty of two hundred dollars. R.S., c. 34, s. 221.

238. Every person who becomes liable to a penalty provided

for in the last preceding section, shall, in addition thereto,

forfeit and pay for the use of His Majesty double the amount

of excise duty and license duty which should have been paid by

him under this Act. R.S., c* 34, s. 222.

239. Every person who has in his possession any malt-

floor, malt-kiln, or any malting implement, machinery or ap-

paratus, witliout having made a full and particular list, des-

cription and return thereof as by this Act required, shall

incur, for a first offence, a penalty not exceeding one hundred

dollars and not less than fifty dollars, and for each subsequent

offence, a penalty of one hundred dollars; and tall such im-

plements, macliinory or apparatus sliall be forfeited to the

Crown, and shall be seized by an officer of Inland Kevenue

and dealt with accordingly. U.S., c. 34, s. 223.

Fraudulfntly 240. If any maltster adds, or causes or permits to be
putting main

y,],!^.,! ji„y rrrain or leguminous seeds to the grain or legumin-
into cistern. > J o r^

r^nr%

U.S., 1000.
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ous seeds wet in anv cistern, or placed in any cistern for the

purpose of being wetted, after the officer of Inhind Tlevenue

has taken an account thereof, he shall, for a first offence, incur

a penalty of two hundred dollars, and for each subsequent Penalty,

offence, a ]ienalty of five hundred dollars ; and all the grain

and leguminous seeds so mixed or added, together with all the

grain and leguminous seeds and malt then in the malt-house,

shall be forfeited to the Crown and dealt with accordingly.

R.S., c. 34, s. 224.

241. If any maltster removes, or causes or permits to bo Removing

removed, any malt from his malt-house before an account has ,^eount is^^

been taken of the same by the proper officer, and in the manner taken,

required by this Act, or if any person receives or has any malt

so removed, knowing the same to have been so removed, the

maltster and person so offending shall, for a first offence, incur

a penalty of two hundred dollars, and for each subsequent

offence, a penalty of five hundred dollars ; and the malt so Penalty,

removed, together with all the grain, leguminous seeds and malt

then in the malt-house from which the malt was so illegally

removed, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall be seized

by an officer of Inland Kevenue and dealt with accordingly.

K.S., c. 34, s. 225.

242. Every maltster who adds water to any grain or Adding

leguminous seeds, after leaving; the steep-tub, without havina '^^'ater with-

,-. .
,

.
T • ^ r -line r* ' ^"^ notice.

first given the notice herembeiore required, shall, lor a first

offence, incur a penalty of twenty dollars, and for each sub- Penalty.

sequent offence, a penalty of fifty dollars. U.S., c. 34, s. 220.

243* Every person who sells or offers for sale, or who Selling malt

purchases any malt, knowing the same to have been unla^^'- manufa"-^
fully manufactured, shall, for a first offence, incur a penalty tured.

of fifty dollars ; and for each subsequent offence, a penalty of Penalty,

one hundred dollars ; and all malt so unlawfully manufactured,

wheresoever it is found, and all horses, vehicles and other ap-

pliances which have been or are being used for the purpose of

removing the same, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall

be dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 34, s. 227.

244. Every person who removes or delivers any malt Delivering,

either in bond or duty paid, into the possession of any perso^i ^vi^ho™t
*

other than a brewer or distiller licensed under this Act, except proper

upon a written permit granted by the collector for the division "^ °^^ ^'

in which the malt-house from which such removal or delivery

is to take place is situated, and every person who receives any
malt removed or delivered in violation of the provisions of this

section, shall incur a penalty of one hundred dollars. R.S., Penalty.

c. 34, 8. 228.

967 245.
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Neglect to 245. If any malt is imported into Canada and not imme-

imported^ diatelv thereupon warehoused as by this Act required, the

malt. same shall be forfeited to the Crown and may be seized by any
Forfeiture.

^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^ revenue and dealt with accordingly. 4 E. VII.,

c. 18, s. 3.

PART VII.

BONDED MANUFACTURERS.

Interpreiation.

Application 246. Tlie provisions of this Part are to be construed as

and II. * additional or supplemental to the provisions of Parts I. and
II. of this Act applicable to bonded manufacturers. R.S., c. 34,

ss. 230, 235 and 242.

Licenses.

r^i'innfacture 24 T. The Govcmor in Council may, in his discretion,

be author- authorize the manufacture in bond of such dutiable goods
'^^^- as he, from time to time, sees fit to designate, in the manu-

facture or production whereof spirits or other articles subject

to duties of Customs or excise are used, by persons licensed

to that effect, and subject to the provisions herein made and

to the regulations made by the Governor in Council in that

behalf. R.S., c. 34, s. 23l!

Con.Htions 248. Before any person shall be entitled to carry on any
such manufacture in bond, he shall obtain a license so to carry

on the manufacture of some certain kind or kinds of goods

to be mentioned in the application for license, in some certain

premises to be therein described, and every such license shall

be known as a bonded manufacturing license.

Bond. 2. No such license shall be granted to any person until the

granting thereof has been approved by the district inspector,

and authorized by the Department, nor until he has, jointly

with a guarantee company, approved by the Department,

entered into a bond to His Majesty, in the sum of five thousand

dollars, and in a further sum equal to the amount at which the

said collector or superior officer estimates the maximum amount
of duties on the goods to be manufactured by such person dur-

ing any one month of tlie time it is to remain in force.

Cnndiiions 3. Sucli bond shall 1)0 conditioned for the rendering of all

acxiounts, inventories, statements and returns prescribed by law,

and the payment of all duties and penalties which the person to

whom the license is granted becomes liable to render or pay
imder the ])rovisions of this Act, and tliat such person will faith-

fully comply witli the rcquireuKiuts tliereof, according to their

true intent and meaning, as well with regard to such accounts,

908 inventories,

of bond.
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inventories, statements, returns, duties and penalties, as to all

other matters and things ^vhatsoover.

4. Every application to manufacture in bond shall contain a What appli-

description of all the articles to be used in the manufactory
j^-^en"

^°^

and of the articles to be produced therein, stating the quantity contain,

of each of the said articles respectively, to be used in the pro-

duction of a stated quantity of the manufactured article to be
produced therefrom ; and whenever the proportions stated, as

herein required, are such as to make an evasion of duty or loss

of revenue on any of the said articles possible (of which the

Department shall judge), the license asked for shall be refused.

R.S., c. 34, s. 232 ; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 17, s. 22.

249. The person in whose favour a license for manufactur- License fee.

ing in bond, for consumption in Canada only, is granted, shall,

upon receiving such license, pay to the collector the sum of fifty $50.

dollars. R.S., c. 34, s. 232.

250. The person in whose favour a license is granted to Idem,

manufacture in bond for exportation, shall, upon receiving such

license, pay to the collector the sum of three hu«idred dollars. $300..

R.S., c. 34, s. 232.

Supply of ^yood Naphtha^, etc.

251. When wood naphtha, wood alcohol, or methylated or To be sup-

other denaturalized spirit is to be used for manufacturing pur- pliec' by De-

poses in Canada, it shall be supplied by the Department on such ^^^ ™^" '

conditions as are determined by the departmental regulations

in that behalf, and the prices thereof shall not exceed the actual

cost with the addition of fifteen per centum. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17,

s. 23.

Duties of Excise.

252. There shall be imposed, levied and collected on goods j^ ^e paid
manufactured in bond within Canada, the following duties of

excise, which shall be paid to the collector, as by this Act pro-

vided, that is to say:

—

All goods manufactured in bond shall, if taken out of bond On gooda
for consumption in Canada, be subject to duties of excise equal manufac-

to the duties of customs to which they would be subject if im- bond.
^^

ported from the United Kingdom and entered for consumption
in Canada ; and whenever any article not the produce of

Canada, upon which the duty of excise would be levied if pro-

duced in Canada, is taken into a bonded manufactory, the differ- Articles not

ence between the duty of excise to which it would be so liable, wo(l»ced in
' C tinncii

and the customs duty which would be levied on such article,

if so imported and entered for consumption, shall be paid as a

duty of excise when it is taken into the bonded manufactory;

but in the case of spirits to be used for any chemical or manu-
c^pirits

OnO factnrino-
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factiiring purpose only, the foregoing provisions of this section

may be varied, in whole or in part, by the Governor in Council,

if no increase of duties accrue therefrom:
Exceptions. Provided that the undermentioned articles, when manufac-

tured in bond, shall, when entc^red for consumption in Canada,

be subject to the following duties of excise, and to no other, tliat

is to say:

—

Vinegar. Vinegar containing six per centum of acetic acid, the strength

to be determined by such tests as are established by order in

council, four cents per gallon, and so in proportion for any
greater or less strength, or for any less quantity than a gallon

;

Spirits. Spirits used in any bonded manufactory in the production

of such chemical compositions as are determined by the Gov-

ernor in Council, for every gallon of the strength of proof, by
Sykes' hydrometer, fifteen cents, and so in proportion for any
greater or less strength, and for any less quantity than a gallon.

52 v., c. 15, s. 9; 5V58 V., c. 35, s. 5; 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 11;
4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 24.

Returns.

What they 253. Every person carrying on business as a bonded manu-
facturer, shall render to the collector or other officer whose duty

it is to receive the same, a just and true account, in writing,

extracted from the books kept as by this Act provided, which

account shall exhibit,

—

(a) the quantity of each description of article or commodity
brought into the manufactory to which the account relates

during the preceding month
;

(h) the quantity of each description of article or com-

modity used in the production of the manufactured

articles made in the manufactory during the preceding

month

;

(c) the quantity of each description of article or com-

modity removed from the manufactory, or disposed of

otherwise than for the production of the article, therein

manufactured or made, during the preceding month

;

(d) the quantity of each description of manufactured

article or commodity made or produced on each day during

the preceding month, except so far as it may be dispensed

with by departmental regulations
;

(e) the quantity of manufactured product removed from

the manufactory

;

» (f) the quantity entered for warehouse ; and,

(g) the (piantity ex-warehonsed and the quantity entered

for duty, ex-manufactory. R.S., c. 34, s. 236.

Drawhach and R^misfiinn of Duties.

On Koofls 254. Every person wlio niainifactiiros any goods in bond

tured Tn" und(;r a license granted under this Act, and wlio exports anv
970 of
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of the goods so manufactured hy him, in the production M'hereof bond if ex-

anj article has been used upon which duties of Customs or ^°^ ^

excise have been paid by him, shall, upon the production of

due proof of such use and payment of duty, be entitled to receive

a drawback equal to the duties paid on the articles used in the

production of the goods exported.

2. The amount of such drawback shall be determined in Amount,

such manner, and the proof of the payment of the duty and
export of the goods for which the drawback is claimed shall be

of such nature, as are directed or required by any departmental

regulation in that behalf. K.S., c. 34, s. 238.

255. The Minister may remit the duty on malt used Remission of

in the manufacture of vinegar, under the supervision of the respects

Department, in a manufactory wdiere no other article than vinegar,

malt is used in the manufacture thereof, and where no other

article than vinegar is produced. 52 V., c. 15, s. 10.

256. Every person licensed to manufacture in bond may Dutiable

receive into the place for which his license is granted, as into
fn^ma^nufac

a bonded warehouse, and, except as is herein otherwise provided, ture may be

without payment of the duty thereon, all such spirits and other facto"y."
°

articles as are commonly used in the manufacture of the goods

for which the license is granted, on a permit for that purpose

granted by the collector, in such form, and on such bond being

entered into, and on such conditions as are prescribed in any
order in council or departmental regulation in that behalf;

but no less quantity of such spirits or other articles shall be so

received at any one time than might be taken out of bond for

consumption. R.S., c. 34, s. 239.

Supervision.

257. Goods manufactured in bond shall remain in the Goods manu-

place for which the license w^as granted, in like manner bondTo
^^

and subject to the like restrictions and to the supervision of remain sub-

the officers of Inland Revenue, as by law provided with respect sup^ervision

to other goods manufactured in Canada and subject to excise ; and excise,

and the duty thereon shall be paid in like manner within one
day of the close of every month, unless such goods are then Duty payable

exported or warehoused, as they may be, in the manner provided "^o^t^'y-

wdth respect to other goods subject to excise. 3 E. VII., c. 26,
s. 4.

258. On the first dav of each of the months of October, Quarterly

January, April and July the inspector of Inland Eevenue ^[''°""t ^^

shall cause to be taken an accurate account of the quantity of for use.

each of the articles entered for use in the bonded manufactories
under his survey, then in stock, as well as the quantity in piocess
of manufacture ; and whenever it appears to his satisfaction,

—

971 (a)
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(a) that the articles made in a»y bonded manufactory

have been made in conformity with the law;

(b) that the conditions of the license have been complied

with as to the proportion of each article used and produced;

and,

(c) that the quantities of the several articles then on hand,

together with the quantities lawfully taken for use in the

manufacturing of the articles for which the license is

granted, truly represent the whole quantity of the articles

entered into the manufacture, as shown by the returns

made, the accounts kept in accordance with the law, and
the regulations made in that behalf

;

the collector shall certify the quantity of each article so taken

for use, and the account, with the manufacturer's bond, shall

be credited with the quantities so certified. 52 V., c. 15, s. 11.

259. When the quantity of any article found in stock is

less than that which, with the quantity lawfully taken for

use and accounted for, would be equivalent to the whole quantity

of such article taken into the manufactory, the bonded manu-
facturer shall forthwith pay the amount of duty for which the

quantity so deficient would have been liable if entered for con-

sumption from a regular bonding warehouse, and the duty so

collected shall be held to be a dutv of excise, and shall be col-

lected and accounted for as such. 52 V., c. 15, s. 11.

260. When, as to any transaction subsequent to the first day
of July, one thousand nine hundred and two, it is ascertained

by the quarterly stock-taking that the standard of production

established by or^ under this Act has not been reached by any
bonded manufacturer, the duty on the quantity of spirits equiva-

lent to the deficiency so determined shall become due and pay-

able within one day of the close of each quarter, except that in

cases where a deficiency has been found, and where the Minis-

ter, after a proper inquiry, is satisfied that such failure to reach

the established standard was not due to any fraudulent dealings

by the manufacturer, the quarter in which the deficiency arose

and the one immediately following, may, for the purpose of

computing the standard of production, be merged and dealt

v/ith as one period. 3 E. VII., c. 26, s. 5.

261. Xo article or commodity shall be brought into any
lioii(lf(l manufactory other than those enumerated in the ap-

provcfl formula furnished to the Department when the applica-

tion lor license is made; and such formula shall specify only

such articles and in such proportions as the Department sees fit

to pfniiit. 52 v., c. 15, s. 11.

Least
quantity
to V)P ex-

262. Xo l"ss cjuantity of goods mauufactunnl in bond shall

be ex-warehoused by one entry than would be liable to a duty of
warehoused, twenty dcllars. K.S., c. u4, s. 243.

972 Offences
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Offences and Penalties.

263. Every person who, without the si)ecific authority of Removing

the Department, removes any spirits to be used for any chemical out 'author-'
or manufacturing purpose from any bonded manufactory, and ity.

every person who receives any such spirits removed in violation

of the provisions of this section, shall incur a penalty of one Penalty,

hundred dollars for the first offence and of five hundred dollars

for each subsequent olfencc. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 25.

264. Every bonded manufacturer w^ho brings or allows to Brinpng in

be brought into his manufactory, or upon whose licensed prem- articles not
, . .

*
. fnurncrjj ted

ises there is, at any time, found any article or commodity other in formula,

than those enumerated in his formula submitted to and aj)-

proved by the Department, is guilty of an indictable offence,

and shall incur a penalty of two hundred dollars ; and all Penalty,

articles and commodities found on the premises wherein any
such offence is or has been committed, shall be forfeited to the

Crown, and shall be seized by any oflicer of Inland Revenue and
dealt with accordingly. 52 V., c. 15, s. 11.

265. Every person who deodorizes or clarifies, or attempts Deodorizing,

to deodorize or clarify, any methylated spirits, whether by dis-
\ll'^^ ™^-^V'

tillation, filtration or any other process, is guilty of an

indictable offence, and shall, for the first offence, be liable to a

penalty of five hundred dollars, and for each subsequent offence Penalty.

to a penalty of one thousand dollars. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 23.

266. Every person who uses spirits containing methyl t^sing spirits

alcohol in any form in any pharmaceutical or medicinal pre- methyl "

paration intended for internal use, shall be liable to a penalty alcohol.

of five hundred dollars. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 23.
VenAty.

Regulations.

267. The Governor in Council may, from time to time. Sale of

make regulations respecting the sale of methylated spirits and ^^^ts'^^^^^

of spirits to be used for any chemical or manufacturing purpose

only. E.S., c. 34, s. 245.

268. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, Generally,

make such regulations as to him seem necessary for carrying

into effect and enforcing the provisions of this Act respecting

the manufacture of goods in bond, or the warehousing of such

goods when manufactured, and for declaring the true intent

and meaning of such provisions in any case of doubt, and for

declaring how far any of the provisions of this Act shall be

modified in their application to the manufacture of goods in

bond and matters thereunto relating, or for substituting other

provisions of the like nature in the place of any of them which
cannot, in his opinion, conveniently be so applied ; and mav, bv

973" 'such
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Imposing
penalties.

such rcj2;ulatioiis, require any bond or any oath or affirmation

which he deems requisite for the purposes aforesaid, and may,

for breach of such regulations, impose any penalty not exceed-

ing five hundred dollars in any case, or the forfeiture of the

goods or articles or things in respect of which any such regula-

tion has been violated. U.S., c. 34, s. 246.

PART VIII.

Application
of Part I.

and II.

Application
for license,

what to
state.

TOBACCO AND CIGARS AND MANUFACTUEERS THEREOF.

Interpretation.

269. The provisions of this Part are to be construed as

additional or supplemental to the provisions of Parts I. and 11.

of this Act applicable to tobacco and cigars and the manufac-

turers thereof. R.S., c. 34, ss. 248, 287, 291, 294 and 316.

Licenses.

270. Every application for a license for the manufacturing

of tobacco or cigars shall, in addition to the matters required

to be therein set forth by the general provisions of this Act

respecting licenses, contain a list and description of all tools and

machinery used or proposed to be used in the business for

which the license is sought, especially of all presses, cutting

machinery and mills and shall state the part of the building in

wdiich they are to be used, and shall further state whether

foreign or domestic raw leaf tobacco or both in combination are

to be used in or brought into the factory for wdiich the license

is required. R.S., c. 34, s. 249.

Additional 271. Every application for a license as a cigar manufac-

manufac- turcr shall also state the number of persons employed, or to be
turer. employed, in making cigars, in accordance with the require-

ments*^of this Act. U.S., c. 34, s. 250.

Conditions of

license.

Bond.

R.S., 1006.

272. A license to carry on the trade or business of a tobacco

or cigar manufacturer may be granted to any person who has

complied Avith the provisions of this Act, if the granting of

such license has been approved of by the district inspector, and

the person has, jointly with a guarantee company, approved by

the Department, entered into a bond to His Majesty, in a sum
equal to the amount at which the collector estimates the duties

to accrue on the goods to be manufactured by the person to

whom the license is to be granted, during one month of the

time it is to remain in force, plus such further amount as the

collector deems sufficient to cover the duty on goods remaining

in warehouse, from time to time, during the currency of the

license about to issue, which latter amount shall be determined

974 by
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by such means as the Department prescribes ; the person ob-

taining the license and the ouarantee company both being
bound in the full amount of such estimates.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned that the person obtaining Conditions

the license shall render correctly all the returns, inventories, °^ ^°"^-

statements and accounts prescribed by law, that he shall pay
all duties and penalties which he becomes liable to pay under
the provisions of this Act, and that he shall comply with all

the requirements of the law relating to the manufacture and
warehousing of tobacco or cigars, according to their true intent

and meaning, as well with regard to such returns, inventories,

statements, accounts, duties and penalties, as to all other matters
and things whatsoever. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 27.

273. No manufacturer of tobacco shall, in such licensed Tobacco

premises, carry on the business of a cigar manufacturer, nor ™rer not to

shall a cigar manufacturer carry on, in such licensed premises, make cigars

the business of a manufacturer of tobacco, nor shall either carry ^i^rsa^*^^

on in his licensed premises any other business deemed by the

department to be incompatible with the business engaged in

by him, and for which he has obtained a license from the

Department. R.S., c. 34, s. 252.

274. No license shall be granted to any person as a tobacco Licensed

or cigar manufacturer for carrying on business in any build- premises to

ing or premises, unless the same is within one and one-half inhond^

miles of a place where an officer of Inland Revenue is stationed Revenue

at the time the application is made, or within one and one-half

miles of the limits of any city or incorporated town : Pro- Proviso.

vided that the provisions of this section shall not operate to

prevent the granting of new licenses, from time to time, to

persons holding licenses under any Act relating to Inland
Revenue on the twenty-fifth day of May, one thousand eight

hundred and eighty-three. R.S., c. 34, s. 253.

275. The person in whose favour a license for manufac- License fee.

turing tobacco or cigars exclusively from foreign leaf tobacco

is granted, shall, upon receiving such license, pay to the col-

lector the sum of seventy-five dollars. 175.

2. The person in whose favour a license for manufacturing License fee.

tobacco or cigars exclusively from tobacco grown in Canada
is granted, shall, upon receiving such license, pay to the col-

lector the sum of fifty dollars. ^0.

3. The person in whose favour a license for manufacturing License fee.

tobacco or cigars from foreign and domestic leaf tobacco in

combination is granted, shall, upon receiving such license pay
to the collector the sum of sixty-five dollars. 60-61 V., c. 19, ^5.

s. 12.

276. Every collector shall cause the several manufactories Manufac-

of tobacco and cigars in his division to be numbered in accord- t^^'^s to be
"

, numbered
075 ance

R.a, 1906.
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ance with a register kept in the Department, which registered

nnmber shall be issued from the Department, and shall not

thereafter be changed ; and the registered numbers for tobacco

manufactories shall be separate and distinct from those issued

to cigar manufactories. U.S., c. 34, s. 255.

Special Ohligations of Persons Licensed as Manufacturers of

Tobacco and Cigars.

377. Every manufacturer of tobacco or cigars shall, at the

time when he applies for a license, mention and describe in

the papers accompanying his application, some one certain

entrance to his manufactory as that at which raw leaf tobacco

will be brought in, and shall place over the entrance so men-
tioned a sign, in Roman characters, written or painted in oil

colours, at least three inches in height, containing the words

Raw Leaf Tohacco Entrance; and no manufacturer of tobacco

or cigars shall receive raw leaf tobacco into his manufactory

through any other entrance or opening than the one so men-
tioned, designated and set apart for that purpose. E.S., c. 34,

s. 256.

278. Every manufacturer of tobacco or cigars shall post up
in a conspicuous place in each room or compartment in his

manufactory, and to the satisfaction of the collector or other

superior officer, a printed notice, the letters of which shall be

at least one-quarter of an inch in height, to the following

effect :—-' The Inland Revenue Act provides that raw leaf

tobacco may only be brought into a tobacco or cigar manufac-

tory through the one entrance, designated bv the sign contain-

ing the words, Raw Leaf Tobacco Entrance ^ and that any

manufacturer who brings raw leaf tobacco into his manufactory

by any other than the above mentioned entrance, or who brings

foreign leaf tobacco into a manufactory licensed to use Cana-

dian leaf tobacco only, or who brings any Canadian or other

raw leaf tobacco into a manufactory without reporting the same

or entering the quantity so brought in, in his stock book, shall

incur a penalty of from two hundred to one thousand dollars;

and further, that all goods subject to excise, on the premises at

the time the offence is committed, shall be forfeited,' R.S.,

c. 34, s. 257.

Duties.

279. There shall be imposed, levied and collected on

tobacco and cigars manufactured in Canada, the following

duties of excise, which shall be paid to the collector as by this

Act provided, that is to say:

—

(a) on all chewing and smoking tobacco, fine cut, cavendish,

plug or twist, cut or granulated, of every description, on
tobacco twisted by hand or reduced into a condition to

be consumed or, in any manner other than the ordinary

mode of drying and curing, prepared for sale or consump-
970 tion,
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tion, even if prepared without the use of any machine or

instrument and without beinjy pressed or sweetened, and on
all fine-cut shorts and refuse scraps, cuttings and sweep-

ings of tobacco, made, in whole or in part, from foreign or

imported raw leaf tobacco, or the product in any form, in

whole or in part, of foreig-n raw leaf tobacco, twenty-five

cents per pound, actual weight;

(h) On manufactured tobacco of all kinds, except cigarettes, On manu-

but including common Canadian twist, when made solely tobacco made
from tobacco grown in Canada, and on the farm or prem- of Canadian

ises where grown, by the cultivator thereof, or in a manu- ^^ '

factory where no imported or foreign leaf is nsed or kept,

five cents per pound actual weight

;

'c) On all snuff made in whole or in part from foreign or On snufF.

domestic raw leaf tobacco, or the product in any form, in

whole or in part, of foreign or domestic raw leaf tobacco,

or any substitute for tobacco, ground, dry, scented or other-

wise, of all descriptions, when prepared for use and con-

taining not more than forty per centum of moisture,

twenty-five cents per pound, actual weight

;

(d) Snuff flour, when sold or removed for use or consump- Snuff flour.

tion, shall pay the same duty as snuff, and shall be put up
in packages and stamped in the same manner as is herein

prescribed for snuff completely manufactured ; except that

snuff flour not prepared for use, but which needs to be sub-

jected to further processes, by sifting, pickling, scenting

or otherwise, before it is in a condition fit for use or con-

sumption, may be sold by one tobacco manufacturer
directly to another tobacco manufacturer, and without the

payment of the duty, under such regulations as are pro-

vided in that behalf by the Department

;

(e ) On damp or moist snuff, when containing over forty per Moist snuff.

centum of moisture, and when put up in packages of less

than five pounds each, twenty-five cents per pound, actual

weight

;

(f) On damp or moist snuff when containing over forty per idem,

centum of moisture, an,d when put up in packages of five

pounds each, and over, eighteen cents per pound, actual

weight

;

(g) On cigars of all descriptions, made in whole or in part On cigars

from foreign or imported leaf tobacco, or any substitute
f^rekrn^?eaf

therefor, six dollars per thousand;

(h) On cigars of all descriptions, made solely from tobacco On cigars

grown in Canada, and made in a manufactory where no m-'^de from

foreign or imported leaf is used or kept, three dollars per leaf,

thousand

;

(i) On all cigars, whether the product of foreign or of On cigars

domestic raw leaf tobacco, when put up in packages con- in" package^"
taining less than ten cigars each, seven dollars per

thousand;

62 977 (j)
R.S.. 190G.
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On domestic
cigarettes.

(j) On cigarettes, the product solely of domestic leaf

tobacco, weighing not more than three pounds per thou-

sand, one dollar and fifty cents per thousand

;

(h) On cigarettes, the product solely of foreign leaf tohacco,

weighing not more than three pounds per thousand, three

dollars per thousand

;

(I) On cigarettes, Avhether the product of foreign or of

domestic leaf tobacco, weighing more than three pounds
per thousand, eight dollars per thousand

;

(m) On all foreign raw leaf tobacco, unstemmed, taken

out of warehouse for manufacture in any cigar or tobacco

manufactory, ten cents per pound computed according to

the standard of leaf tobacco as hereinbefore established;

(n) On all foreign raw leaf tobacco, stemmed, taken out of

warehouse for manufacture in any cigar or tobacco manu-
factory, fourteen cents per pound computed according to the

standard of leaf tobacco as hereinbefore established. 54-55

v., c. 46, s. 14; 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 13; 61 V., c. 28, s. 1.

Drawhacks.

Drawback 280. A drawback, at the rate of two per centum on the value

tobacco and of the Stamps used, shall be allowed to manufacturers of foreign
cigarettes. jgrjf tobacco licensed under this Act, in respect of all cut tobacco

and cigarettes manufactured by them, when entered for duty

ex-manufactory and put up in packages -w^eighing one pound and

less, which draw^back shall be paid monthly by the Department

under regulations established by the Governor in Council in that

behalf ; but such drawliack shall not be allowed or paid on any

tobacco that has been placed in warehouse. K.S., c. 34, s. 259.

On foreign
cigarettes.

On cigarettes
more than
three pounds
per 1,000.

On foreign
leaf unstem-
med.

On foreign
leaf stem-
med.

Drawback
on uncut
plug or
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tobacco.
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plug and
twist.

U.S., ]9oc.

281. A drawback of five per centum on the value of the

stamps used shall be allowed to manufacturers of foreign leaf

tobacco licensed under the Act, in respect of uncut plug or

cavendish tobacco manufactured by them and put up in pack-

ages containing four pounds or less, which drawback shall be

paid under such regulations as the Governor in Council estab-

lishes in that behalf. 53 V., c. 23, s. 7.

Collection of D idles.

282. All manufactured tobacco and cigars, whether im-

porte<l or manufactured in Canada, shall be put up and pre-

pared by the manufacturer or importer before they arc offered

for sale, or for removal for sale or for consumption, in pack-

ages of the following description, and in no other manner,

and shall be stain]»ed by the manufacturer or importer in such

manner as is required by any departmental regulation, and to

the satisfaction of the collector or other proper officer, that is

to say :

—

(a) All cavendi.sh, plug and twist tobacco, in rectangular

wooden boxes, except as hereinafter provided, containing

978 from
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from one to twenty-fivo pounds inclusive, from thirty-five

to forty-five pounds inclusive, from sixty to eighty pounds
inclusive, or from one hundred to one hundred and ten

pounds inclusive

;

(h) All fine-cut chewing tobacco and all other kinds of Fine-cut, etc.

tobacco not otherwise provided for, in packages containing

one-twentieth, one-sixteenth, one-fifteenth, one-fourteenth,

one-thirteenth, one-twelfth, one-eleventh, one-tenth, one-

ninth, one-eighth, one-seventh, one-sixth, one-fifth, one

fourth, one-third, or one-half of one pound or one pound

;

except that fine-cut chewing tobacco, when of a quality and
description identical with a sealed sample approved by
departmental regulations in that behalf, and deposited in

the ofiSce of the collector for the division in which the to-

bacco is manufactured or where any such tobacco is im-

ported, may, at the option of the manufacturer or im-

porter, be put up in wooden packages containing five or

ten pounds each

;

(c) All cut and granulated tobacco other than fine-cut chew- Cut and

ing, all shorts, the refuse of fine-cut chewing tobacco wliicli granulated

has passed through a riddle of thirty-six meshes to the

square inch, and all refuse scraps, cuttings and sweepings

of tobacco, in packages containing one-twentieth, one-

sixteenth, one-fifteenth, one-fourteenth, one-thirteenth, one-

twelfth, one-eleventh, one-tenth, one-ninth, one-eighth, one-

seventh, one-sixth, one-fifth, one-fourth, one-third, or one-

half of one pound or one pound each
;

(d) All snuif, in packages containing one-sixteenth, one- Snuff,

twelfth, one-eighth, one-fourth or one-half of one pound or

one pound each, or in wooden packages, containing five or

ten pounds each ; except that snuff, when containing more
than forty per centum of moisture, may, also be put up
in packages containing twenty pounds each, actual weight

;

(e) All cigarettes, in packages, containing six, seven, ten. Cigarettes,

twenty, fifty or one hundred cigarettes each

;

(f) All manufactured tobacco of every description, except To be put up

snuff, whether plug, cut, cigarettes or other, shall be put
p'^ctages^

up in packages not before used for that purpose;

(g) Wlien any package of tobacco contains less than a pound. Quantities

it shall be such quantity as is covered by some denomina- ^^l pound,

tion of stamp then authorized and in use

;

(h) All cigars shall, except as hereinafter provided be Cigars,

packed in wooden boxes, not before used for that purpose,

containing respectively three, six, ten, twenty-five, fifty,

one hundred or two hundred cigars each ; except that

Manilla cigars and cheroots, but not imitations thereof,

may, when imported from abroad, be contained, in addition

to the above-named quantities, in boxes of five hundred

each:

62^ 979 Provided
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Exception as Provided that cut tobacco fine-cut shorts (the refuse of fine-cut

shorts, etc, chewing tobacco), refuse scraps, cuttings, stems and sweepings

of tobacco, maj be sold in bulk as material, and without the

payment of duty, by one manufacturer directly to another

manufacturer, or for exportation, under such restrictions and

regulations as the Department prescribes; and further, tliat

wood, metal, paper or other material may be used separately

or in combination for packing tobacco or cigars, under such

regulations as the Department prescribes.

2. Every wooden, metal or other package containing caven-

dish, plug or twist tobacco weighing one pound or over, and all

packages containing fine-cut chewing tobacco or snuff weighing

five pounds or over, shall have printed or marked thereon the

registered number of the manufactory, the number of the In-

land Revenue division in wdiich the manufactory is situated,

and the gross weight, the tare and the net w^eight of the tobacco

in each package. R.S., c. 34, s. 260; 51 V., c. 16, s. 10; 53 V.,

Packages to
be marked.

c. 23, s. 8; 61 V., c. 27, s. 4; 62-63

c. 26, s. 6; 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 28.

v., c. 24, s. 3; 3 E. VII.

Boxes of

cigars to be
stamped.

283. All boxes containing cigars shall have stamped,

burned or impressed into them or indented in a legible and
durable manner, the registered number of the manufactory
where made, the number of the Inland Revenue division in

which the manufactory is situated, and the number of cigars

contained in each box ; and such stamping, indenting, burning

or impressing shall be done in such manner as is determined by
the Department. R.S., c. 34, s. 261.

be stamped.

Packages.

Imported 284. All manufactured tobacco and cigars imported from

tured tobacco foreign countries shall have the stamps aflixed and cancelled
and cigars to j^y ^^j^e owner or importer thereof while they are in the custody

of the proper Customs omcers, and such tobacco or cigars shall

not pass out of the custody of the said ofiicers until the stamps

have been so affixed and cancelled ; and such tobacco or cigars

shall be ])ut u]) in packages, as prescribed by law for like articles

manufactured in Canada, before the stamps are afiixfed: Pro-

vided that imported tobacco or cigars, intended for removal in

bond to another port or place within Canada, may be removed

to such other port under such regulations as are established by
the Governor in Council.

2. The owner or importer of manufactured tobacco and cigars

imported from foreign countries shall be subject to all the penal

provisions prescribed in respect of manufacturers of tobacco or

cigars manufactured in Canada. R.S., c. 34, s. 262.

Penalties as

in case of

lionie jiro-

duction.

If not in 285. All imported nuinufactured tobacco and cigars, which,

pacSesto when imported, arc not packed in ])ackages of the respective

be bonded, kinds rc(iuired by tlio provisions of this Act, shall be bonded
080 in

Jt.S., lUOG.
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in a Customs warehouse approved of by the collector of Cus
toms at the port of entry.

2. The bond shall be for a sum equal to double the amount ^t^^-

of Customs duty to which the tobacco or cigars are liable, and
the conditions shall be that the Customs duty shall be paid, that

such tobacco or cigars shall, within such limited time and in

accordance with such conditions as are fixed by regulation of

the Governor in Council, bo packed by the importer in packages
of the respective kinds required by the provisions of this Act,

and duly stamped, or be exported or destroyed. U.S., c. 34,

s. 262.

286. Whenever any stamped box, bag, vessel, wrapper or Stamps to be

envelope of any kind, containing tobacco or cigars, is emptied, f^^hen'the

the stamp or stamps thereon, and, in the case of cigars, the package is

package also, shall be destroyed by the person in whose hands ^™p*'^ •

the same is,

2. No licensed tobacco or cigar manufacturer, dealer or other Empty

person, shall retain in his possession any stamped package used packages not
for putting up or packing tobacco or cigars, upon which there to be

remains any inland revenue or customs stamp or any part of
^^ '^'"

such stamp, after the contents thereof have been removed.

3. No empty or partly filled package of a description such Empty or

as is used for packing tobacco or cigars, and having attached to packages not

it any stamp or part of a stamp, whether such stamp has been !« remain

defaced or not, and, except under specific provisions established toiy.

by order in council, no package, the stamp on which has been

cut or broken, shall be brought into or remain in any tobacco

or cigar manufactory: Provided that packages containing

samples of cigars, each containing not more than twenty-five

cigars, may be and remain open in the cigar manufactory where
the same were manufactured, for the purpose of exhibition to

the customers of the manufacturer; but all such packages con- Sample

taining samples of cigars shall be regularly and duly stamped '^o^^®-

with a duty paid stamp and bear all the marks, the caution

label and any other information required by the Department.

R.S., c. 34, s. 263 ; 53 V., c. 23, s. 9.

287. Every such empty box or other package upon which Empty

there remains any tobacco or cigar stamp, in violation of this packages to

Act, shall be destroyed by an officer of Customs or excise, who be destroyed,

shall report the whole circumstances connected with the dis-

covery and destruction of the same to the collector within whose
division such empty stamped box or package was found. U.S.,

c. 34, s. 264.

288. Every such empty box or package, on which there Act to apply

remains any tobacco or cigar stamp or part thereof, shall be hereto^re
subject to the provisions of this Act, whether such stamp was affixed,

affixed to the box or package before or after the coming into

force of this Act. R.S., c. 34, s. 265.

981 289.
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Completion
of manufac-
ture of
cavendish,
plug and
twist.

Cut tobacco,
cigars, etc.

289. All cavendish, plu^ and twist tobacco shall be con-

sidered as completely manufactured as soon as it has been put
up in packages, except that when a manufacturer sweats his

tobacco after it has been put into caddies, boxes or other pack-

ages, the manufacture shall be considered completed only when
the tobacco is moved from the sweat room.

2. All cut and granulated smoking, fine-cut chewing tobacco,

snuff, cigarettes and all other descriptions of tobacco and cigars,

shall be considered as completely manufactured as soon as they

have been put up in packages. R.S., c. 34, s. 26G ; 51 V., c. IG,

s. 11.

Monthly 290. All tobacco and cigars, the manufacture of which has

completed been completed during any month, shall be returned as pro-
manufacture. (Juced, and at the end of each month shall either be entered for

duty ex-manufactory, or be warehoused. R.S., c. 34, s. 267.

Deficiency 291. The deficiency between the raw leaf tobacco and other

material and materials taken for use and the manufactured tobacco and other
products of products resulting therefrom, during the period between any two
1313,nut tictory. <o /ox t/^

stock-takings, in any tobacco manufactory, shall not at any time

exceed six per centum. R.S., c. 34, s. 268.

Minimum 292. There shall be produced from each and every twenty-

materiaMn five pounds of unstemmed raw leaf, scraps, cuttings or other
cigars. material taken for use in a cigar manufactory, at least one

thousand cigars ; but if at any time the Department determines

that the standard herein established exceeds or falls short of

what is hereafter ascertained to be the true standard, the Gov-

ernor in Council may amend or alter such standard by regula-

tion, to the extent of three pounds. E.S., c. 34, s. 269.

Re-working 293. Tobacco and cigars may be re-worked under such rules
tobacco and

^^^^ regulations and subject to such charges as the Departmentcigars.

prescribes. R.S., c. 34, s. 270.

Disposal of 294. All raw leaf tobacco, stems, cuttings, liquorice, sugar,
raw material.

^^^^^ ^^ other raw material shall, when brought into, used in, or

removed from a tobacco or cigar manufactory, be dealt with in

such manner and under such regulations as the Department pre-

scribes. R.S., c. 34, s. 271.

No foreign
leaf iiri'ltM'

license for

Canadian
leaf.

Duty to he
paid on
short pro-

duction.

295. No foreign leaf tobacco shall be brought into any

tolxicco or cigar manufactory licensed to use Canadian leaf

tobacco only. R.S., c. 34, s. 272.

296. Whenever it is ascertaiiiod by stock-taking that the

standard of production establislicd by or under this Act has not

been reaclujd by any manufacturer of tobacco or cigars, the

Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue may make an assessment

982 and
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and order the collection from such manufacturer of the duty at

the highest rate chargeable on the manufactured tobacco or

cigars so deficient. R.S., c. 34, s. 273.

297. Xo manufactured tobacco or cigars shall be sold or Manufac-

offered for sale unless put up in packages and branded and bacco to be
stamped as prescribed in this Act, and then under such condi- in stamped

tions as are prescribed by the Governor in Council. U.S., c. 34,
^^^ ^^^^'

8. 274.

298. Cigars, when put up in packages of three or six cigars. Sale of

shall not be sold or removed from any licensed factory in lots of ^^s^'"^-

less than one hundred cigars. 55-56 V., c. 22, s. 3.

299. Every manufacturer of tobacco shall, in addition to Packages to

complying with all other requirements of this Act relating to and ^nu^^^'^

tobacco, print on each package, or securely affix by pasting on bered by

each package containing tobacco manufactured by or for him, ^rer.
"

when containing more than one pound, a label, on which shall

be printed the number of his manufactory, the number of the

Inland Revenue division in which his manufactory is situated,

and a caution notice in the form and wording prescribed by
departmental regulation. E.S., c. 34, ss. 275 and 279.

300. Every importer of tobacco shall, in addition to com- Label to be

plying with all other requirements of this Act relating to im- ^^^^^ by

ported tobacco, print on each package, or securely affix by past- packages of

ing on each package containing tobacco imported by or for him, *'^bacco.

when containing more than one pound, a label, on which shall

be printed the name of the port where, and the number of the

entry under which such tobacco is ex-warehoused for dutj', and
a caution notice in the form and wording prescribed by depart-

mental regulation. R.S., c. 34, ss. 276 and 279.

301. Every manufacturer of cigars shall securely affix, by Label to be

pasting on each package containing cigars manufactured by or ^^^^ o"

for him, a label, on which shall be printed the number of his cigars by

manufactory, and the number of the Inland Revenue division
^rer^^*^"

in which his manufactory is situated, and a caution notice in

the form and wording prescribed by departmental regulation.

R.S., c. 34, ss. 277 and 279.

302. Every importer of cigars shall securely affix, by past- And by im-

ing on each package containing cigars imported by or for him, ^9^^^^ ^^

a label, on which shall be printed the name of the port at which,

and tha number of the entry under which such cigars are ex-

warehoused for duty, and a caution notice in the form and
wording prescribed by departmental regulation. R.S., c. 34, ss.

278 and 279.

983 303.
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Form of
label.

303. Any label required to be placed upon any package

containing- tobacco or cigars shall be of such dimensions and

shall be placed upon the package in such manner as prescribed

by the Department. R.S., c. 34, s. 279.

Cancellir
stamps.

Stamps for 304. The Deputy Minister shall cause to be prepared suit-

" ^'
able and special stamps for the duty on manufactured tobacco

and cigars, which shall indicate, ii;! the case of tobacco, the

weight of the article, and in the case of cigars, the number on

which payment is to be made, which stamps shall be affixed and

cancelled in the manner prescribed by the Deputy Minister.

2. Any wooden or metal package containing tobacco or

ciffars shall be made in such manner and combination of wood

or other material as the Department prescribes, and the stamps

thereon shall be cancelled by sinking a portion of the stamp

into the wood or other material of which the package is com-

posed, with a steel die.

Stamps to be 3, Sucli Stamps shall be furnished to the collectors requiring

colle'ctors.
^° them, and each collector shall keep at all times a supply equal

to the probable demand for three months, and shall issue the

same only to the tobacco or cigar manufacturers in his division

who have given bonds and paid their license fees as required

by law, and to merchants and others who have given bonds and

taken out licenses for excise bonding warehouses, under such

regulations as are prescribed by the Department ; and every

Account kept collector shall keep an account of the number, amount and
of stamps denominate values of stamps issued by him to each manu-

facturer or other person aforesaid. R.S., c. 34, s. 280.
issued.

Stamps ior

fdrfeited
tobacco.

Disposal of
forfeited
tfibacco

wben nfit

worth the
duty.

305. Such stamps as are required to stamp tobacco or cigars

sold under distraint by any collector, or for stamping any to-

bacco or cigars which have been abandoned, condemned or

forfeited, and sold by order of the court or of any Government
officer for the benefit of the Dominion of Canada, may, under

such rules and regulations as the Department prescribes, bo

used by the collector making such sale, or furnished by a col-

lector to a sheriff or to any other Government officer making
such sale for the benefit of Canada.

2. If it appears that any abandoned, condemned or forfeited

tobacco or cigars, when offered for sale will not bring a price

equal to the duty due^ and payable thereon, such tobacco or

cigars shall not be sold for consumption in Canada ; and upon
application made to the Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue,

lie may order the destruction of such tobacco or cigars by the

officer in whose custody and control the same are at the time,

and in such manner and under such regulations as the Depart-

ment prescribes. R.S., c. 34, s. 280.

Cancellation 306. 'J'lid cancclhition of tobacco and cigar stamps shall be
of tobacco

1^^ means of such dies or device as the Department prescribes,

984 and
R.S., 190C.
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and shall be performed by the person entering the goods for and cigar

consumption before the packages leave his premises. U.S., stamps.

c. 34, s. 281.

307. The Department may prescribe snch instruments or Instruments

other means for attaching, protecting and cancelling tobacco ^"''j ''^^^^^^1^'','"^

and cigar stamps, as are approved by the Governor in Council ; ling stamps,

and such instruments or other appliances shall be furnished by
the Department to the person using the stamps to be affixed

or cancelled therewith, under such regulations as the Depart-
'

ment prescribes. R.S., c. 34, s, 282.

308. The Department may establish, and, from time to Department

time, alter or change the form, style, character, material and Ihe'^form^of
device of any stamp, mark, label or brand used on packages stamps, etc

of tobacco and cigars, under any provisions of the law relating

to the Inland Revenue ; and such stamps shall be attached, And the
mode of

ng or
protected, removed, cancelled, ol)literated and destroyed in such ^i^l\^\
manner and by such instruments or other means as are pre- cancelling

scribed by departmental regulation. E.S., c. 34, s. 283.
*'^^"*'

309. All stems, sweepings, or other waste or refuse tobacco Tobacco

found in a tobacco or cigar manufactory and which are not sweepings
worked up, and charged at some manufactory with duty, shall

be destroyed under such regulations as are prescribed in accord-

ance w^ith the provisions of this Act, or entered for exportation.

R.S., c. 34, s. 284.

310. Every manufacturer of tobacco or cigars shall provide, Appliances

for the use of the collector, all necessary means, tools and for weighing
(inu sttimp-

apparatus for weighing and stamping the products of his manu- ing.

factory and the raw leaf or other material used therein, except

dies or stamps, and also a convenient place w^herein such pro-

cess of weighing and stamping may be performed. R.S., c. 34,

s. 285.

Regulations.

311. The Governor in Council may, subject to the provi- By Governor

sions of this Act, make such regulations as to him seem neces- '° Council,

sary, as regards imported or domestic raw leaf tobacco and also

as regards tobacco and cigars manufactured in or imported into

Canada,

—

(a) for warehousing raw leaf tobacco; Ware-

(h) for destroyins; such as is not ent'^ved for exportation or ""^^"^.
' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Destroying.
manuiaeture

;

(c) for removing raw leaf tobacco from one warehouse t^ Removing,

another

;

(d) for causing accounts to be kept by tobacco and cigar Accounts,

manufacturers of all raw leaf tobacco received by them
085 and

R.S., 1906.
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Computation
of weights.

Inspection.

Collection of
duty.

Manufacture
of Canadian
tobacco.

Determining
payment of
duties.

Manufacture
of combined,
foreign and
domestic
leaf.

Generally.

and subsequently disposed of by them by removal, sale or

otherwise

;

(e) for determining; the manner in which the computation

of the weights of tobacco with refereiice to the standard

herein established shall be made

;

(f) for the inspection of tobacco and cigars and the collec-

tion of the duty thereon, and as is deemed most effective

for the prevention of frauds in the payment of such duty;

(g) for the manufacture and sale of common Canada twist

tobacco, made from raw leaf tobacco grown in Canada,

such tobacco being made into Canada twist by the cultiva-

tor only on whose farm or premises it is grown, or in a

manufactory licensed to use Canadian raw leaf tobacco

only, and the duty of live cents per pound paid, as herein

required

;

(h) for determining the time and manner of payment of

the duties on foreign raw leaf tobacco taken for use in any

tobacco or cigar manufactory;

(i) for the manufacture of tobacco, cigars and cigarettes,

from foreign and domestic leaf in combination, and for

determining the proportion of each that shall be used and
the duty that shall be payable thereon, having regard, as

nearly as possible, to the proportion of foreign and domes-

tic leaf used, and for determining what proportion of such

duties shall be levied upon the foreign leaf taken for use,

and what proportion upon the resultant finished product:

Provided that the aggregate duties of excise so imposed

shall not exceed those fixed from time to time with respect

to tobacco, cigars and cigarettes ; and,

(i) generally for giving effect to the provisions of this Act.

E.S., c. 34, s. 286; 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 15; 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 17, s. 29.

Bool's, Accounts and Papers.

Books? to be
kejjt iby

tobacco or
cigar ntanu-
facturer.

WVint to

show.

K.S., 1906.

312. Every person licensed as a tobacco or cigar manufac-
turer shall keep a book or books in a form furnished by the

Department, which book or books shall be open at all reason-

able hours to the inspection of the collector or other officer ; and
therein such tobacco or cigar manufacturer shall enter, day by
day, and upon the same day on which the circumstance, thing

or act to be recorded is done or occurs,

—

(a) the quantity of raw leaf tobacco, scraps, cuttings, stems

and other raw materials, and of manufactured tobacco and
cigars, brought into or removed from his tobacco or cigar

manufactory

;

(h) the quantity of raw leaf tobacco, stems, scraps, cuttings

or other material taken for use in liis manufactory;

(c) the quantity of manufactured tobacco, cigars and other

articles produced therein

:

986 (d)
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(d) tlio quantity of stems, scraps, cuttings or other materials

destroyed

;

(e) the quantity of tobacco and cigars entered for Avare-

house and ex-warehouse

;

(f) the number, denomination and vahie of tobacco or cigar

stamps used

;

(g) the number and capacity of cigar boxes brought into

and used or otherwdse disposed of, in the cigar manufac-
tory. R.S., c. 34, s. 2,88.

313. Every person who has a licensed bonding warehouse Books to be
in which raw leaf tobacco is stored or kept, shall keep a book or kept bv

books, in a form prescribed by the Department, which book or warehouse-

books shall be open at all reasonable hours to the ins])ection of "^^"•

the collector or other officer; and therein such person shall enter, g^ow^
*"

day by day, and upon the same day on which the circumstance,

thing or act to be recorded is done or occurs,

—

(a) the quantity of raw leaf tobacco, scraps, cuttings or Quantities

stems brought into his warehouse, giving the name and brought m.

residence of the person from whom purchased or received
;

and,

(b) the quantity of raw leaf tobacco, sci'aps, cuttings or Removed,

stems removed from his warehouse, giving the name and
residence of the person to whom sold or conveyed. U.S.,

c. Si, s. 289.

314. With the exception of cigars, the quantities of wdiich Quantities,

shall be stated by number, and cigarettes, the quantities of staTed?
^^

which shall be stated by number and pounds, all quantities re-

corded in the books hereinbefore mentioned of a tobacco or cigar

manufacturer, or of a person having a license to use an excise

bonding warehouse in which raw leaf tobacco is stored or kept,

and all quantities recorded in the returns, inventories, descri}>

tions and statements required to be kept or made by this Act or

any other Act, as well with regard to fluids as to solids, used in

or about the premises subject to excise, or entering into the

manufacture of any article or commodity produced in such

tobacco or cigar manufactory, shall be stated in pounds avoir-

dupois and decinud parts thereof. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 30.

Returns.

315. Every person carryins; on business as a tobacco or cigar What they

manufacturer shall render to the collector, or other officer whose ^^^'^ show,

duty it is to receive the same, a just and true account, in writ-

ing, extracted from the books ke])t as by this Act provided,

which account shall exhibit,

—

(a) the quantity of raw leaf tobacco and of all other mate-
rials used in the manufacture of tobacco or cigars, brought

into the manufactory during: the preceding month

;

987 (b)
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(h) the quantity oi raw leaf tobacco and other materials

removed from the manufactory or disposed of, otherwise

than for the production of manufactured tobacco or cigars,

during the preceding month

;

(c) the quantity of raw leaf tobacco and the quantity of

all other materials used in the manufacture of tobacco or

cigars, during the preceding month, in the manufactory to

which such return relates

;

(d) the quantity of each description of tobacco or cigars,

at each rate of duty, manufactured in, brought into or re-

moved from such manufactory during the preceding month,

showing the number of packages, the description and the

aggregate quantity at each rate of duty;

(e) the quantity of unmanufactured and manufactured to-

bacco and other materials or manufactured cigars on hand

;

(f) the quantity of manufactured tobacco and cigars ware-

housed and ex-warehoused during the preceding month

;

(g) the quantity of manufactured tobacco and cigars entered

for duty ex-manufactory during the preceding month

;

and,

(h) the number and capacity of cigar boxes brought into

the cigar manufactory, and the number and capacity of

cigar boxes used therein, during the preceding month.

E.S., c. 34, s. 292.

Bonding and Warehousing.

Least 316. Xo less quantity than one hundred pounds of raw

tobacco^ or ^^af tobacco, two hundred pounds of cavendish or other tobacco,

cigars to be or four thousand cigars, shall be entered for warehouse by one
entered. x

entry.

Or ex-ware- 2. Except for export, no less quantity than one hundred
housed. pounds of cavendisli or manufactured tobacco, seventy-five

pounds of raw leaf tobacco, or two thousand cigars, shall be

ex-warehoused by one entry.

Exemption as 3. The restrictions in this section contained as to the quantity
o samp es.

^£ ^^^ |^^£ tobacco that may be warehoused or ex-warehoused

at one time, shall not apply to samples of foreign leaf tobacco

made up in accordance with the departmental regulations made
in that behalf. GO-01 V., c. 19, s. 10.

Limitation 317. No tol)acco of any description ])ut up in packages

j'aokat'f-H aa Containing one pound or under, or tobacco in any sized pack-
to rornoval agcs whatever containing less than ten pounds, if the product

of raw leaf tobacco of Canadian growth, and no cigars when
put up in packages containing less than twenty-five cigars each,

shall be rcmovcMl in b(»nd from one warcliouse to another, whe-
ther within the same or any other Inland Revenue division.

51 v., c. 10, s. 12.

988 318.
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318. All boxes, caddies or packages of tobacco and cigars, Stowage of

shall be arranged and stowed in warehouse so that access niav Packages in
•' WJirGnousG.

be easily had to each package, and. so that the marks required

to be placed thereon bv the provisions of this Act mav be easily

read. K.S., c. 34, s. 297.

319. The duty paid on tobacco and cigars taken out of ^^ ^^f""'' of

warehouse for consumption, or which have gone directly into goods ex-

consumption, shall not be refunded by way of drawback or warehoused
. .

d J \ov con-
otherwise, upon the exportation of such tobacco or cigars out of sumption.

Canada. E.S., c. 34, s. 298.

320. Manufactured tobacco and cigars intended for im- Removal in

mediate exportation may, after being properly inspected and ^o^^-

marked, labelled or branded, be removed from the manufactory
in bond, without having affixed thereto the stamps indicating

the payment of the duty thereon.

2. The removal of such tobacco and cigars from the manu- Under

factory shall be made under such regulations, and after making regulations,

such entries, and executing and filing with the collector of the

division from which the removal is made, such bonds, and
giving such other additional security as is prescribed by the

Department and approved by the Governor in Council.

3. There shall be affixed to each package of tobacco or cigars Labels or

intended for immediate export, before it is removed from the
each nacka'^e

manufactory, a label or brand of such design as the Department
prescribes, indicative of such intention.

4. Each package shall be examined carefully by the officer Packages to

in charge, and shall be marked, labelled or branded in such man- be examined
o ' . '

1 T-w •! ^nd marked.
ner and under such regulations as the Department j)rescribes.

K.S., c. 34, s. 299.

321. The bond taken for raw leaf tobacco warehoused as Conditions of

herein required, shall be for a sum equal to forty cents per
j!^^ j^f

f "^

pound on the tobacco to which it relates, and shall be conditioned tobacco.

as follows,

—

(a) for the delivery of the raw leaf tobacco to w^hich it

relates to some one or more tobacco or cigar manufacturers

duly licensed as such under any Act relating to the Inland

Revenue ; or,

(h) for the delivery of such tobacco into a bonding w\are-

house, licensed under this Act ; or,

(c) for its exportation or destruction, as herein required,

within two years of the date of such warehousing.

2. The evidence of the delivery of such tobacco to a licensed Evidence of

bonding warehouse or to a licensed tobacco or cigar manufac-
^^°"if ^on^

turer shall 'be the certificate of a collector, or other proper

officer, that the tobacco has been delivered into some certain

licensed tobacco or cigar manufactory or manufactories, or

989 into
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Two years in

bond.

And then.

into some licensed bonding warehouse therein named, and that

an account thereof has been entered in the manufacturer's

books or in the warehouseman's books, as required by law.

U.S., c. 34, s. 300; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 17, s. 31.

322. Eaw leaf tobacco warehoused as herein provided may
remain in warehouse for a period of two years, at the expiratioji

of which period, or sooner, it shall be removed to and be entered

in some licensed tobacco or cigar manufactory or manufactories,

or to some other warehouse as herein provided, or entered for

exportation, or re-warehoused in the same warehouse for a

further term, the full amount of duty being first paid, at the

rate charged on manufactured tobacco, on any deficiency that is

ascertained by stock-taking at the expiration of two years, or

when the new bond is taken; or, at the expiration of such

period, it shall be destroyed, under such regulations as are made
in that behalf by competent authority. U.S., c. 31, s. 301.

Canadian Leaf Tobacco.

323. Every cultivator of tobacco desiring to manufacture

the leaf tobacco gro^vn by him into common Canada twist for

Application
by cultivator
for license

to make gale, shall make application to the collector for the division in

fo^r"sale. which his farm is situated for a license therefor; and every

cultivator of tobacco who manufactures any tobacco for sale

without having obtained such a license, shall be liable to the

same fines, penalties and forfeitures as if he had worked a

tobacco manufactory without a license, R.S., c. 34, s. 302.

License fee. 324. The cultivator in whose favour a license is granted for

manufacturing common Canada twist, shall, upon receiving

$2. such license, pay to the collector the sum of two dollars. U.S.,

c. 34, s. 303.

Tobacco
grown for
private use.

Canada
twist tf) be
jmt uj) in

rf)lls and
stamped.

325. A person who grows tobacco on his o^vn land or pro-

perty, and manufactures the same into common Canada twist

solely for the use of himself and such members of his family as

are resident with him on the farm or premises on which the

tobacco was grown, and not for sale, shall not require a license

for so doing; nor shall the tobacco so manufactured be subject

to excise duty: Provided that the quantity so manufactured

in any one year shall not exceed thirty pounds for each adult

male member of the family resident on the farm or premises as

aforesaid. 51 V., c. IG, s. 13.

326. Common Canada twist shall, before it is offered for

sale, be put up in rolls or coils weighing one-fourth, or'one-half

of a pound or one pound each, and every such roll or coil shall

be secured, and tlie stiunp attaclied thereto in such manner as

the lJei)artment determines.

000 2.
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2. All tobacco so manufactured shall be stamped as herein Stamp to be

required before it is removed from the farm or premises on
f^e*^^emoval

which the tobacco from which it was made was grown, or from
the factory wherein it was manufactured.

3. Any package of tobacco exposed or offered for sale or Unstamped
found in the market without being sealed, stamped,- labelled or Pa'^J^'iRes.

marked as herein required, shall be deemed to be tobacco unlaw-
fully in the market. U.S., c. 34, s. 304.

327. The cultivator, having taken out a license as herein Sale of

provided, may manufacture into common Canada twist the f^J'P'us11 11- 1- • 1 f ^
tobacco by

surplus tobacco grown by him over what is required lor the use cultivator

of his own family, and may sell the tobacco so manufactured, ^'^^
private

after paying to the nearest officer of Inland Revenue the duty
of five cents per ppund, and after causing such tobacco to be put

up in packages in accordance wath this Act, and causing each

package to be duly stamped in such manner as is required by
any departmental regulation in that behalf. R.S., c. 34, s. 305.

328. Except as herein otherwise provided, when any raw Canadian

leaf tobacco of Canadian growth has been taken into a licensed seemed
warehouse in which there is any foreign leaf tobacco, or which foreign leaf

is used for the storage of foreign leaf tobacco, or into any manu- cases!^*^'^

factory which has been licensed to use foreign leaf tobacco, or

into which any foreign leaf tobacco has been taken, either for

use or storage, such Canadian leaf tobacco shall thereafter be

deemed to be foreign leaf tobacco, and shall be dealt with

accordingly. E.S., c. 34, s. 306; 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 17.

Foreign Raw Leaf Tohacco.

329. Raw leaf tobacco shall not be imported into Canada Raw leaf to

except at such ports of entry as the Governor in Council ^'^

\^A^f
authorizes. R.S., C. 34, S. 307. certain ports

only.

330. All raw leaf tobacco imported shall be bonded at port All such

of entry, in a customs warehouse, which shall be subject to^g^^^^j*?

the approval of the collector of Customs at the port of entry.

R.S., c. 34, s. 308.

331. All imported raw leaf tobacco shall be weighed by the ah raw leaf

proper officer of Customs at the port where it enters Canada :
*° P^

and the importer or owner thereof shall provide all necessary port^of entry,

appliances for weighing the packages and their contents, and
all labour necessary for moving, piling or handling such pack-

ages. 4-5 E. VIE, c. 17, s. 32.

332. All imported raw^ leaf tobacco shall be in packages How only to

which can be conveniently stamped ; and except as herein other- and^rem "v- d
wise provided, no such tobacco shall be removed from any ware-

991 house
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Removal in

bond.

Deliverj\

house wherein it h been bonded, except in such original

stamped packages. E.S., c. 34, s. 310.

333. Imported raw leaf tobacco shall only be removed

in bond, and may be delivered to the undermentioned persons

and to no others, that is to say :

—

(a) Manufacturers of tobacco and cigars, duly licensed

under this Act ; or,

(b) Persons who have taken out a license for an excise or

customs bonding warehouse. P.S., c. 34, s. 311.

334. All imj^orted raw leaf tobacco which is removed from

the custody of the Customs authorities to a tobacco or cigar

manufactory, or to a licensed bonding warehouse, when it

passes into the possession and control of the Department, may
be so removed in bond, and such bond shall be taken by the

collector of Customs and accompanied by proper entry papers,

and shall be for an amount equal to forty cents per pound on

the raw leaf tobacco to which it relates, and shall be conditioned

for the delivery of the raw leaf tobacco to the tobacco or cigar

manufacturer or licensed bonding warehouse mentioned therein.

2. Such bond shall be cancelled by a certificate on the

Customs removal entry, by the collector or other proper officer

of Inland Revenue, that the tobacco to which it relates has

been received at the tobacco or cigar manufactory or licensed

bonding w^arehouse mentioned therein, and an account thereof

made in the manufacturer's or licensed warehouseman's books.

3. The quantity certified to by the collector shall be that

ascertained by actual weighing by the officer in charge of the

tobacco or cigar manufactory or on the premises of a licensed

warehouseman. R.S., c. 34, s. 312; 4-5 E. VII., c. 17, s. 33.

335. The weight of all quantities of imported raw leaf

tobacco after passing out of the control of the Customs shall

be stated so as to show the weight with reference to standard

leaf tobacco. GO-61 V., c. 19, s^ 18.

Warehousing 336. All raw leaf tobacco received into a licensed bonding

tobacco. warehouse shall be l^onded, the necessary entries therefor being

made with and delivered to the proper officer. R.S., c. 34,

8. 314.

Removal in

bond to a
manufactory

Bond.

Cancellation
of bond.

Quantity
hoAv ascer-

tained.

Weight, how
stated.

All removals 337. All removals of raw leaf tobacco from a licensed
to be under

i„,,,(]i,ijr warehouse shall 1)0 in bond, and the necessary removal

or other entries shall be ]^assed for the quantity so removed

oil each occasion. R.S., c. 34, s. 315.

Offences and Penalties.

The doing 338. Evorv person who, without having a license under

l^i^iirwilh-
this Act then "in foreo,-

out a license. 992 (a)

R.S., 190G.
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(a) manufactures any tobacco or cigars except as by this

Act permitted ; or^,

(b) claiming to have grown any tobacco and manufactured
it solely for his own use, sells or barters away any tobacco

so manufactured ; or,

(c) having purchased any raw leaf tobacco grown in Canada
from the cultivator thereof, in any way unlawfully manu-
factures such tobacco and sells it, or offers it for sale in

a manufactured state

;

is guilty of an indictable offence, and shall, for the first offence, Penalties

incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars, and not ^°F ^^^* '1"*^
o / SUDSGQUGnt

less than twenty-five dollars, and for each subsequent offence, oflfences.

a penalty of five hundred dollars, and all goods subject to excise,

found on the premises wherein any such offence is committed,

shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall be seized by any
officer of Inland Revenue and dealt with accordingly. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 317 ; 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 19.

339. Every person, who, without having a license under Unlawfully

this Act then in force, manufactures anv tobacco eTown on his manufactur-
-

' c o ing liome
own land or property,

—

produced

(a) for the purpose of sale, or for any purpose other than tobacco,

use by himself and such members of his family as are Sale,

resident with him on the farm or premises on which the

tobacco was grown ; or,

(b) into any product other than Canada twist ; or,

(c) in excess of thirty pounds for each adult male mem-
ber of his family resident on such farm or premises

;"

is guilty of an indictable offence, and shall, for the first offence,

incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars, and not

less than twenty-five dollars, and for each subsequent offence a Penalty for

penaltv of five hundred dollars, and all ffoods subiect to excise, ^^f} ^"^
.

^ ,•"
1

.
1

.
' IP,. . -1 subsequent

lound on the premises wherein any such offence is committed, offences,

shall be forfeited to the Crown and shall be seized by any officer

of Inland Revenue and dealt wdth accordingly, R.S., c. 34,

s. 317; 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 19.

340. Every person who becoines liable to a penalty pro- Further

vided for in either of the last two preceding sections, shall, P^^^^^^'-

in addition thereto, forfeit for the use of His Majesty double

the amount of excise duty and license duty which should have

been paid by him under this Act. R.S., c. 34, s. 318.

341. Every person who opens any package containing to- Opening

bacco or cigars in any other manner than as herein prescribed,
^.^tjlo^t^

that is to say, so as to break the stamp thereon in so doing, breaking

or in whose possession there is, at any time, found any package
®^^"^p-

of tobacco or cigars opened otherwise than in accordance with

the provisions of this Act, shall, for a first offence, incur a Penalty,

penalty of twenty-five dollars,. and for each subsequent offence

63 993 a
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Forfeiture.

Using pack-
ages which
have been
used before.

Selling loose
and un-
packed for-

eign leaf.

Penalty.

Forfeiture.

a penalty of one hundred dollars ; and all packages of tobacco

or cigars whicli are at any time found that have been opened

otherwise than as herein directed, shall be forfeited to the

Crown, and shall be seized by any officer of excise or Customs

and dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 34, s. 319,

342. Every manufacturer of tobacco or cigars, and every

other person who, except as permitted by this Act, packs, puts

up or has in his possession tobacco or cigars in packages which

have been before used for that purpose, shall, for the first offence

incur a penalty of ten dollars for each box or package so unlaw-

fully used, and for each subsequent offence, a penalty of fifty

dollars for each box or package so used. R.S., c. 34, s. 320.

343. Every person who sells, or offers for sale, or has in his

possession, except in a licensed tobacco or cigar manufactory,

any loose or unpacked foreign raw leaf tobacco, shall incur,

for a first offence, a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars

and not less than fifty dollars, and for each subsequent offence,

a penalty of two hundred dollars, and all raw tobacco so offered

or exposed for sale, or so unlawfully had in possession, loose

or unpacked, shall be forfeited to the Cro^\Ti, and shall be seized

by any officer of Inland Revenue and dealt wuth accordingly.

R.S., c. 34, s. 321.

344. All imported raw leaf tobacco brought into Canada atTobacco im-

umiAhorized any port or place other than at the ports of entry herein named,
places.

Forfeiture.

or which are hereafter authorized by the Governor in Council,

shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall be seized by any

officer of Customs or excise and dealt Avith accordingly. R.S.,

c. 34, s. 322.

Imported
leaf not
bonded or
in stamped
packages.

Seizure.

Not destroy-
ing stamps.

Pellini?
Btaniped box.

Penalty.

Using
emjiticd
packages.

R.S., 1900.

345. All imported raw^ leaf tobacco not bonded and not

in stamped packages as herein required, and in the possession

of any person except a licensed tobacco or cigar manufacturer,

or unless in a licensed bonding warehouse, shall be forfeited to

the Crown, and shall be seized by any officer of Customs or

excise and dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 34, s. 323.

346. Every person who neglects or refuses to destroy the

stamj) or stamps on any box, bag, vessel, wrapper or envelope of

any kind which has contained tobacco or cigars, and every person

who sells or gives away, or who buys or accepts from another

any such om})ty stamped box, vessel, bag, wrapper or envelope

of any kind, or the stamp or stamps taken from any such empty
box, bag, vessel, wrapper or envelope of any kind, shall, for

each such offence, incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred
dollars. R.S., c. 34, s. 324.

347. (a) Every manufacturer or other person who puts

tobacco or cigars into any such box, bag, vessel, wrapper or

994 envelope,
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envelope, the same having; been either emptied or ])artially Selling; boxes

emptied, or who has in his possession, or who sells or offers stamps,

for sale any box or other package of tobacco or cio;ars,

having affixed thereto any fraudulent, spurious, imitation or

counterfeit stamp, or any stamp that has been previously

used, or sells from any such fraudulently stamped box or

package, or has in his possession any box or package as

aforesaid, knowing J^hc same to be fraudulently stamped

;

(b) Every tobacco or cigar manufacturer who brings or

allows to be brought into his manufactory, or in whose pos-

session is found, any emptied or partly emptied stamped BringinK

box or package, such as is used for packing tobacco or stampe/
cigars and having attached to it any stamp or part of a boxes,

stamp, whether such stamp has been defaced or not; and,

(a) Every tobacco or cigar manufacturer upon whose factory

premises there is, at any time, found any package or pack- Having boxes

ages of tobacco or cigars, the stamps or labels upon which stamps

have been unlawfully cut or broken, whether such package

or packages are filled or partly filled

;

is guilty of an indictable offence, and for a first offence shall

incur a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars and not less Penalty,

than one hundred dollars, and for each subsequent offence, a

penalty of five hundred dollars, and in addition to such penalties

shall for any offence be liable to imprisonment for a term not

exceeding three months.

2. All articles subject to excise on the premises at the time Forfeiture,

such packages are discovered shall be forfeited to the Crown,
and shall be seized by any officer of Inland Revenue and dealt

with accordingly. R.S., c. 34, s. 325.

348. Every person who affixes to any package containing Affixing

tobacco or cigars, any false, forged, fraudulent, spurious or Gorged

counterfeit stamp, or a stamp which has been before used.

is guilty of an indictable offence, and shall be liable to a penalty Penalty,

not exceeding five hundred dollars and not less than one hundred
dollars, and to imprisonment for any term not exceeding five

years and not less than six months. R.S., c. 34, s. 326.

349. Every person who removes from any manufactory, or Unlawful re-

from any place where tobacco or cigars are made, any manu- "loval sale,

factured tobacco or cigars without the same being put up in tobacco or

proper packages, or without being stamped and the stamps be-
'^^sars.

ing properly cancelled as required by law or regulations estab-

lished thereunder, or who uses, sells or offers for sale, or has in

possession, except in the manufactory, or while in transit under
bond from any manufactory, store or warehouse, to a vessel or

railway car for exportation to a foreign country, or for removal

in bond from the manufactory or licensed bonding warehouse
to another manufactory or licensed bonding warehouse, any
manufactured tobacco or cigars without the proper stamps for

631 " 995 the
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Penalty.

Forfeiture.

Absence of
stamps to be
notice of
non-pay-
ment of
duty.

The tobacco
or cigars to

be forfeited.

Receiving
goods from
manufac-
turers not
duly licensed.

Penalty.

Receiving
goods not
packed and
stamped.

Penalty.

Manufac-
turer not
affixing
notice in

each room.

Penalty.

the amount of duty thereon heing affixed and canceUed, shall,

for each such offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five

hundred dollars and not less than one hundred dollars, and to

imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years and not less

than three months.

2. All tobacco or cigars so offered or exposed for sale, or so

unlawfully had in possession without being stamped and the

stamps being properly cancelled or the package branded, as

herein required, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall be

seized bv any officer of Inland Revenue and dealt with accord-

ingly. R.S.,'c. 34, s. 327.

350. The absence of the proper duty-paid stamp on any
])ackage of tobacco or cigars sold, or offered for sale, or kept for

sale, or found in possession of any person other than a licensed

manufacturer and in his manufactory, or a licensed bonding

warehouseman and in his licensed bonding warehouse, shall be

notice to all persons that the duty has not been paid thereon,

and shall be prhna facie evidence of the non-payment thereof.

2. Such tobacco or cigars shall be forfeited to the Crown, and
shall be seized by any officer of Inland Revenue or Customs and
dealt with accordingly: Provided that tobacco and cigars re-

moved in bond, and having only the removal permit stamp
thereon, or removed for exportation, and having only the ex-

portation stamp or brand thereon, shall not be liable to the for-

feiture by this section provided, when regularly and legally in

transit. R.S., c. 34, s. 328.

351. Every person who knowingly purchases or receives for

sale any manufactured tobacco or cigars from any manufac-

turer not duly licensed under this Kct, shall, for each offence,

incur a penalty of two hundred dollars, and shall, in addition

thereto, forfeit all the articles so purchased or received for sale,

or the full value thereof. R.S., c. 34, s. 329.

352. Every person who purchases or receives for sale any
manufactured tobacco or cigars which have not been jiacked and
branded or stamped according to law, shall incur a penalty of

two hundred dollars for each offence, and shall, in addition,

forfeit all the articles so purchased or received for sale, or the

full value thereof. R.S., c. 34, s. 330.

353. Every manufacturer of tobacco or cigars who neglects

or refuses to post up in a cons])icuous place, in each room or

compartment in his manufactory, the notice by this Part re-

(piired to be there posted up, shall incur a penalty of fifty dol-

lars for the first offence, and of one hundred dollars for each
subsequent offence. R.S., c. 34, s. 331.

Not affixing 354. Evcry manufacturer or importer of tobacco or cigars

to packages, wlio iicglccts to print on or affix to any package containing

996 tobacco
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tobacco or cigars made or imported by or for him, or sold or

offered for sale bv or for him, the caution label required tx) be
affixed to packages of tobacai or cigars by the ])rovisions of

this Act, and every person who removes any such label,

so affixed, from any such package, shall incur a penalty of fifty Penalty.

dollars for each package in respect of which such offence is com-
mitted. R.S., c. 34, s. 332.

355. Every manufacturer of tobacco or cigars who, — Receiving

(a) causes or permits to be brought into, or into whose manu- into factory

factory there is brought, any raw leaf tobacco, through any unlawfully,

other entrance than the one mentioned in tlie papers accom-
panying his application for a license, and designated by
the sign Raw Leaf Tobacco Entrance; or,

(h) having obtained a license to manufacture exclusively Bringing in

from raw leaf tobacco grown in Canada, uses in or brings f^'^eign leaf

. , . 11- 1 1 • 1 . unlawfully,
into, or permits to be used m or brought into his manu-
factory any foreign raw leaf tobacco ; or,

(c) omits to enter or allows any person in his employ to omit Omitting

to enter in the inventories, statements, books or returns ^^ "^^'

kept or made in pursuance of this Act, or of any regula-

tions made thereunder, a true account of all tobacco of

Canadian or foreign growth brought into his manufactory

;

shall, for each such offence, incur a penalty not exceeding one Penalty and

thousand dollars and not less thaiT two hundred dollars ; and all
forfeiture,

goods subject to excise found on the premises wherein any such

offence is committed, shall be forfeited to the Crown and dealt

with accordingly. E.S., c. 34, s. 333.

356. Except as herein specially provided, every person who Unlawfully

sells or offers for sale, or, not being a licensed tobacco or cigar ^I'TjY.ing or

manufacturer, has in his possession any kind of manufactured factured

tobacco or cigars, not put up in packages and stamped in cWs'^*^
°^

accordance with the provisions of this Act, is guilty of an in-

dictable offence and shall incur a penalty not exceeding five Penalty,

hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars.

2. Any tobacco or cigars so found, which are not put up in Forfeiture,

packages and stamj^ed as herein provided, shall be forfeited to

the Crown, and shall be seized by any officer of Inland Revenue
and dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 34, s. 334; CO-01 V.,

c. 19, s. 20.

357. Every person who sells or offers for sale any imported Unlawfully

tobacco or cigars, or tobacco or cigars purporting or claimed ported
™'

to have been imported, not put up in packages and stamped tobacco or

as provided by this Act, shall incur a penalty not exceeding p^ahy.
five hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars. R.S..

c. 34, s. 335.

358. Every person who sells or offers for sale, or delivers Selling cigars

or offers to deliver any cigars in any other form than in new packed"^^^

997 boxes,
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Fraudulently
branding.

Penalty.

boxes, as hj this Act provided, or packs in any box any cigars

in excess of the number required by law to be put in each box

respectively, or who falsely brands any box, or affixes a stamp

on any box denoting a less amount of duty than that required

by law, shall incur a penalty for each offence, not exceeding

five hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars. R.S., c. 34,

s. 336.

Cisars im-
properly
packed or
branded.

Forfeiture.

Penalty.

359. Whenever any cigars are removed from any manu-
factory or place where cigars are made, without l:)eing packed

in boxes as required by the provisions of this Act, or without

the proper stamps thereon, denoting the duty, or without the

proper bonded removal permit stamp, or without the stamp-

ing, indenting, burning or impressing into each box, in a legible

and durable manner, of the number of the cigars contained

therein, the number of the manufactory and the number of the

Inland Revenue division in which the manufactory is situated,

or without the properly affixing thereon and the cancelling of the

stamp denoting the duty on the same, or whenever any cigars are

offered for sale, not properly boxed and stamped, such cigars

shall be forfeited to the Crown.

2. Every person who commits any offence against the pro-

visions of this section shall, for each such offence, be liable to

a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars and not less than

one hundred dollars, and to imprisonment for a term not exceed-

ing two years and not less than three months. R.S., c. 34,

s. 337.

360. Every person who unlawfully has in his possessionUnlawfully

sample box any sample box of cigars, shall, for the first offence, incur a

of cigars. penalty of fifty dollars, and for each subsequent offence, a

Penalty. penalty of five hundred dollars. U.S., c. 34, s. 338.

Having
sample box
elsewhere
than in

manufactory.

Forfeiture.

361. If any packages containing samples of cigars, herein-

before authorized to be and remain open in the cigar manu-
factory where the same were manufactured for the purposes of

exhibition to the customers of the manufacturer, are found
in tlio possession of any other person than the licensed manu-
facturer, or his duly authorized travelling agent, and elsewhere

than in the factory premises where made, the same shall be for-

feited, and shall be seized by any officer of excise or Customs
and dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 34, s. 263.

PART IX.

ACETIC ACID.

Application of Part II.

Application 362. All the prDvisions of Part II. of this Act respecting
of Part II . . .

i o
liccns(!s und the obligations of persons holding them, the keep-

998 ing
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ing of books or accounts, the payment of duties and making

of returns, and the general regulations as to bonding and

warehousing, so far as applied by departmental regulations,

and all provisions respecting penalties, so far as applicable,

shall have full force and eifect with respect to the manufacture

of acetic acid, and the persons licensed as herein provided, as

if such provisions had been enacted with special reference to the

manufacture of acetic acid and to such persons. GO-61 V.,

c. 19, s. 21.

Licenses.

363. ISTo person who has not been licensed as herein pro- Acetic acid

vided shall carry on the business of the manufacture of acetic
"^<^"s«-

acid. 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 21.

364. A license to carry on the business of the manufac- Conditions

ture of acetic acid may be granted to any person who has com- license,

plied with the provisions of this Act, if the granting of such

license has been approved by the district inspector and the per-

son has, jointly with a guarantee company, approved by the

Department, entered into a bond to His Majesty, in the sum Bond.

of four thousand dollars.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the rendering of all Conditions

accounts, inventories, statements and returns prescrihed by
law, and for the payment of all duties and penalties which the

person to whom the license is to be granted becomes liable to

render or pay under the provisions of this Act, and that such

person will faithfully comply with the requirements thereof

according to their true intent and meaning. 4-5 E. VII., c. 17,

s. 34,

365. The person in whose favour a license is granted for License fee.

the manufacture of acetic acid shall, upon receiving such license

pay to the collector the sum of fifty dollars. GO-61 V., c. 19, $50.

s. 21.

Duties of Excise.

366. There shall be imposed, levied and collected upon Excise duty,

acetic acid produced in Canada by the destructive distillation

of wood, the following duty of excise, which shall be paid to

the collector as by this Act provided, that is to say: For every
gallon of six per centum acid, and so in proportion for any
greater or less strength, four cents, the strength to be determined
by such t«sts as are established by departmental reguhitions.

60-61 v., c. 19, s. 21.

999 367.
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T^e.ulations 367. The Governor in Council may make regulations ex-

as to ^x- emptino- from duties of excise, in whole or in part, any acetic

emptions.
^^.J^ ^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^ ^^le mechanical arts and manufactures

specified in such regulations. 60-61 V., c. 19, s. 21.

nTTAWA- Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
uxxA>v^.

most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 52.

An Act respecting Weights and Measures.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Weights and Measures Act. Short title.

R.S., c. 104, s. 1.

IJ^TERPRETATION".

2, In this Act, iinloss the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' cask ' means and includes every vessel constructed for

holding liquids and made of staves and headings bound
together by hoops

;

(h) ' dealers ' includes auctioneers, second-hand dealers, re-

pairers and adjusters, having in their possession for sale,

repair or adjustment, any weight, measure or weighing
machine

;

(c) ^ trade ' includes every contract, bargain, sale or deal-

ing made or had in Canada in respect of any work, goods,

wares or merchandise, or other thing which has been or is

to be done, sold, delivered, carried or agreed for by
weight or measure, and the collection of all tolls and
duties charged or collected according to weight or mea-
sure

;

(d) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Inland Revenue.

E.S., c. 104, ss. 21 and 53 ; 61 V., c. 30, s. 1.

STANDARDS OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

3. Except as herein otherwise provided, the weights and weights,

measures used throughout Canada shall be uniform. U.S.,

c. 104, s. 2.

4. The bronze bar and the platinum weights more particu- certain

larly described in the first part of the first schedule to this Act, standards to

and deposited at the Department of Inland Revenue, in the standards!''"

custody of the Minister, as provided in the Act passed in the

thirty-sixth year of the reign of Her late Majesty Queen Vic-

toria, chapter forty-seven, and intituled An Act respecting

Weights and Measures, shall continue to be the Dominion
standards of measure and weight. R.S., c. 104, s. 3.

iooi 5.
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Standard 5. The Said bronze bar shall continue to be the Dominion

and 'ounce standard for determining the standard yard for Canada ; and
troy. the said platinum weights shall respectively continue to be the

Dominion standards for determining the standard pound and
the standard troy ounce for Canada. R.S., c. 104, s. 3.

Parliamen-
tary copies.

Renewal of

Dominion
standards.

Renewal
ot parlia-

mentary
standards.

Secondary
or depart-

mental
standards.

Renewal.

New denom-
inations.

6. The two copies of the standards of measure and weight,

described in the second part of the first schedule to this Act
and deposited as therein mentioned, shall be deemed to be

parliamentary copies of the said Dominion standards. R.S.,

c. 104, s. 4.

7. If at any time either of the Dominion standards of mea-
sure and weight is lost, or in any manner destroyed, defaced

or otherwise injured, the Minister may cause the same to be

restored, by reference to or ^adoption of either of the parlia-

mentary copies of that standard, or of such one of them as re-

mains available for that purpose. U.S., c. 104, s. 5.

8. If at any time either of the parliamentary copies of

either of the Dominion standards is lost or in any manner
destroyed, defaced or otherwise injured, the Minister may
cause the same to be restored, by reference either to the corres-

ponding Dominion standard, or to the other parliamentary

copy of that standard. R.S., c. 104, s. 6.

9. The departmental standards of measure and weight

which, having been derived from the Dominion standards,

are in use under the direction of the Minister and are men-

tioned in the second schedule to this Act, and no others, save

as hereinafter mentioned, shall be secondary standards of

measure and weight, and shall be called departmental stan-

dards. R.S., c. 104, s. 7.

10. If, at any time, any of such standards is lost or in any
manner destroyed, defaced or otherwise injured, the Minister

may cause the same to be restored, by reference either to one

of the Dominion standards or to one of the parliamentary

copies of those standards. R.S., c. 104, s. 7.

11. The Minister shall, from time to time, cause such new
denominations of standards, being either equivalent to or multi-

ples or aliquot parts of the Dominion weiglits and measures
ascertained by this Act, as are required in addition to those

mentioned in the second schedule to this Act to be made and

duly verified, and such new denominations of standards, when
approved by the Governor in Council, shall be departmental

standards in like manner as if they were mentioned in the said

schedule. U.S., c. 104, s. 7.

1002 12.
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12. The Governor in Council may declare that a depart- Cancellation,

mental standard for the time being, of any denomination,
whether mentioned in the said schedule or approved by the

Governor in Council, shall cease to be such standard. U.S.,
c. 104, s. 7.

13. The standards of measure and weight which are law- Local

fully in use by inspectors or assistant inspectors of weights and standards,

measures, for the purpose of verification or inspection, and all

copies of the departmental standards which are compared with
those standards and verified by the Minister for the purpose of

being used by inspectors of weights and measures under this

Act as standards for the verification or inspection of weights
and measures, shall be called local standards. U.S., c. 104, s. 8

;

3 E. VII., c. 72, s. 1.

DOMINION MEASURES OV LENGTH.

14. The straight line or distance between the centres of Standard

the two gold plugs or pins, as mentioned in the first schedule ^^^'^ defined,

to this Act, in the bronze bar by this Act declared to be the

Dominion standard for determining the Dominion standard
yard, measured when the bar is at a temperature of sixty-one

degrees and ninety-one hundredths of Fahrenheit's thermo-
meter, and when it is supported on bronze rollers placed under
it in such manner as best to avoid flexure of the bar and to

facilitate its free expansion and contraction from varying tem-

perature, shall be the legal standard measure of length and shall

be called the Dominion standard yard, and shall be the only

unit or standard measure of extension from wdiich all other

measures of extension, whether linear, superficial or solid, shall

be ascertained. R.S., c. 104, s. 9.

15. One-third part of the Dominion standard yard shall Foot, inch,

be a foot, and the twelfth part of such foot shall be an inch : [[^'j^ *furlon2

and the rod, pole or perch in length, shall contain five such and 'mile,

yards and a half; and the chain shall contain twenty-two such

yards, and the link shall be the one hundreth part of the chain

;

the furlong shall contain two hundred and twenty such yards

;

and the mile one thousand seven hundred and sixty such yards.

R.S., c. 104. s. 10.

16. The rood of land shall contain one thousand two hundred Rood and

and ten square yards, according to the Dominion standard yard ;

^^^^'

and the acre of land shall contain one hundred thousand square

links, being four thousand eight hundred and forty such square

yards, or one hundred and sixty square rods, poles or perches.

E.S., c. 104, s. 11.

17. In the province of Quebec, the measures of length and Seigniorial

superficies for all lands comprised in those parts of the province
Quebec"

1003 originally
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originally granted under the seigniorial tenure, shall he FrencH
measures, the ratio and proportion of which shall he to tho

Dominion standard measures as follows, that is to say :

—

French foot. (a) The foot, French measure or Paris foot, shall be held

to contain twelve inches and seventy-nine hundredths of

an inch, standard measure;
Arpent. ^jj Xhe arpent, when used as a measure of length, shall

be one hundred and eighty French feet; and when used

as a measure of superficies, shall contain thirty-two

thousand four hundred square French feet; and the

Perch. perch, as a measure of length, shall contain eighteen

French feet; and as a measure of superficies, three

hundred and twenty-four square French feet

:

French mea- Provided, that the provisions of this section shall apply only

used only for to territorial measurement ; and the French measures toise and
such lands, auiie shall not be used as standard measures, but the Dominion

standard yard, as hereinbefore described shall be used instead

thereof. RS., c. 104, s. 12.

DOMINION MEASURES OF WEIGHT AND CAPACITY.

Standard 18. The Imperial pound, as established by the Act passed
pound.

1^^ ^YyQ Parliament of the United Kingdom, in the session held

in the forty-first and forty-second years of the reign of Her
late Majesty Queen Victoria, chapter forty-nine, and intituled

The Weights and Measures Act, 1878, as represented by the

platinum iridium weight mentioned in the first schedule

to this Act, and hereby declared to be the Dominion standard

for determining the Dominion standard pound, shall be the

legal standard measure of weight and of measure, having re-

ference to weight, and shall be called the Dominion standard

pound, and shall be the only unit or standard measure of weight

from which all other weights, and all measures having refer-

ence to weight, shall be ascertained. R.S., c. 104, s. 13.

Ounce, dram, 19. One-sixteenth part of the Dominion standard pound
grain. shall be an ounce, and one-sixteenth part of such -ounce shall

be a dram, and one-seven-thousandth part of the; Dominion
standard pound shall be a grain.

2. One hundred standard pounds shall be a cental or hun-

dred-weight, and twenty centals or two thousand pounds shall

be a ton.

3. Four hundred and eighty grains shall be an ounce troy.

4. All the foregoing weights, except the ounce troy, shall be

deemed to be avoirdupois weights. R.S., c. 104, s. 14.

Cental or

cwt. and
ton.

Troy ounce.

Gallon. 20. The unit or standard measure of capacity, from which

all other measures of capacity, as well for liquids as for dry
' goods, shall be derived, shall be the gallon containing ten

Dominion standard pounds weight of distilled water weighed

in air against brass weights with tho water and the air at

1004 the
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the temperature of sixty-two degrees of Fahrenheit's thermo-
meter, and with the barometer at thirty inches.

2. The quart shall be one-fourth part of the gallon, and the Quart, pint,

pint shall be oiie-oiglith part of the gallon.

3. Two gallons shall l)c a peck, and eight gallons shall be a Peck, bushel,

bushel. R.S., c. 104, s. 15.

.21. When milk is sold by measure, all cans or other vessels Milk

of a capacity of one gallon or over used for the purpose of such
"i^^s"^*-'-^-

sale shall contain one Dominion standard gallon, as defined by
the last preceding section, or some multiple of such gallon.

2. Such cans or other vessels, when of a capacity of eight Standard,

gallons, shall be known as a standard ; when of a capacity of quarter

four gallons, as a half-standard ; and when of a capacity of two standards,

gallons, as a quarter-standard. 6 E. VII,, c. 52, s. 1.

22. The table in the third schedule to this Act shall be TaWe in

deemed to set forth the equivalents in Dominion v/eights and schedule.

measures of the weights and measures therein expressed in

terms of the metric system; and such table may be lawfully

used for computing and expressing, in weights a.nd measures,

weights and measures of the metric system. R.S., c. 104, s. 20.

STAMPING AND VEEIFICATION.

measures.

23. Every weight, except when the small size of the weight Every

renders it impracticable, shall have the denomination of such tlT^be^

weight stamped or engraved on the top or side thereof in legi- stamped.

ble figures and letters.

2. Every measure of capacity shall have the denomination Measures,

thereof stamped or engraved on the outside of such measure in

legible figures and letters.

3. All cans or other vessels used for the purpose of the sale ^^ill^

of milk by measure shall have the capacity thereof and the

name of the maker cast, engraved or stamped thereon.

4. Every beam, steelyard or other weighing machine shall steelyards,

have marked upon some essential part of it the maximum weight

which it is constructed to weigh, and also on the weights or

poises used with it, their actual weight when truly adjusted,

in parts or multiples of the avoirdupois pound.

5. A weight or measure not in conformity with this section Weights and

shall not be stamped with such stamp of verification under this "nl'oi-ming"'

Act as is herein mentioned. R.S., c. 104, s. 28 ; 6 E. VII., to this

c. 52, s. 1.
section.

USE OF DOMINION WEIGHTS AND MEASUKES.

24. Every contract, bargain, sale or dealing made or had Contracts

in Canada in respect of any work, goods, wares or merchandise, standard

or other thing which has been or is to be done, sold, delivered, ^veights and
^rvrv^ • ^ measures.
lOOo carried

R.S., 1906.
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Weight to
he avoirdu-
pois.

Weights of

lead and
pewter.

carried or agreed for by weight or measure, shall be deemed to

be made and had according to one of the Dominion weights

or measures ascertained by this Act, or to some multiple or

part thereof, and if not so made or had, shall be void, except

when made according to the metric system ; and all tolls and

duties charged or collected according to weight or measure

shall be charged and collected according to one of the Dominion
w^eights or measures ascertained by this Act, or to some multi-

ple or part thereof. R.S., c. 104, s. 21.

25. All articles sold by weight shall be sold by avoirdupois

weight, except that gold and silver, platinum and precious

stones, and articles made thereof, may be sold by the ounce troy

or by any decimal part of such ounce, and all contracts, bar-

gains, sales and dealings in relation thereto shall be deemed to

be made and had by such weight, and when so made or had

shall be valid. K.S., c. 104, s. 22.

26. No weight made of lead or pewter, or of any mixture

thereof, shall be stamped with a stamp of verification, or used

for trade, ujiless it is wholly and substantially cased with

brass, iron or copper, and legibly stamped or marked cased.

R.S., c. 104, s. 30.

Unlawfulness 27. The use of local or customary measures, or of heaped
of local measures, shall not be lawful. R.S., c. 104, s. 21.
measures. ' '

"

Heaped 28. In using a Dominion measure of capacity the same
measure for-

q\-^qJ[ j^q^ ]^q heaped, but either shall be stricken with a round
bidden. ^ .'

i i- ^ t c i

stick or roller straight and oi the same diameter irom end to

end, or if the article sold cannot, from its size or shape, be con-

veniently stricken, shall be filled in all parts as nearly to the

level of the brim as the size and shape of the article admits of.

R.S., c. 104, s. 19.

Metric
weightp nr
measures,
or diiciiral

divisions.

Artifles in

veasela.

29. Kg contract or agreement shall be invalid or open to

objection on the ground that the weights or measures expressed

or referred to therein are weights or measures of the metric

system, or on the ground that decimal subdivisions of

Dominion weights and measures, whether metric or otherwise,

are used in such contract or dealing. U.S., c. 104, s. 23.

30. Nothing in this Act shall prevent the sale, or subject

a yjcrson to a penalty under this Act for the sale of an article

in any vessel, such vessel being included in the sale, when such

vessel is not represented as containing any specific quantity

in Dominion measures, nor subject a person to a penalty under

this Act for the possession of a vessel when it is shown tliat

such vessel is not used or intended for use as a measure. U.S.,

c. 104, s. 24.

lOOG LIQUIDS
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LIQUIDS IN CASKS.

31. The capacity of any cask shall, in all cases of dispute, Determina-

be determined by the weight of rain water it holds, the water ca^c?ty.

being at a temperature of sixty-two degrees of Fahrenheit's

thermometer, and ten ponnds of such water being reckoned as

equal to one gallon; and the determination by such weighing

by an inspector or assistant inspector of weights and measures,

or by an officer of Inland Revenue, authorized thereto under

departmental regulations, of the contents of any cask, shall be

final and conclusive. R.S., c. 104, s. 54; 3 E. VII., c. Y2, s. 3.

32. No malt liquors or any other liquids subject to excise Capacity of

that have been put into any cask in Canada, shall be delivered j^arked"

in the cask to the purchaser unless the capacity of the cask in thereon,

which delivery is made, ascertained as aforesaid, is legibly

marked in gallons, and parts of a gallon, on one head thereof;

and such marking shall be cut or branded in the wood, or

painted thereon in oil colours, in characters not less than one

^ inch and one-quarter in height : Provided that such marking Exception,

shall not be necessary on casks on which the quantity of liquid

then contained in them has been marked or verified in compli-

ance with excise regulations then in force. 52 V., c. 17, s. 1.

CHAEGE FOR THRESHING GRAIN.

33. ISTotwithstanding anything in this Act, the charge for Charge for

the threshing of grain may, until a suitable scale or measuring
Irj-ltn.

'"^

apparatus therefor that may be verified, is provided and has

been approved by an order of the Governor in Council, be de-

termined by any device which records, automatically or other-

wise, the number of discharges made : Provided that the quan- Quantity

tity threshed and upon which the charge for threshing is to be * ^^^ ^ •

based may be determined by check-weights on a properly veri-

fied scale such number of times per day as is agreed upon

between the operator of the threshing machine and the owner of

the grain threshed ; and the aggregate quantity thus established

shall be that for which threshing charges shall be payable ; and Recovery of

such charges may be recovered in any court of law or equity. ^
^^^^^'

2. This section may be repealed by order of the Governor in Repeal of

Council whenever it is established to his satisfaction that an

apparatus complying with the provisions of this Act is avail-

able. 3 E. VII., c.^72, s. 4.

ADMINISTRATION.

34. The Minister shall have the custody of the Dominion Minister to

standards of measure and weight, and of the departmental
of^tandardZ

standards, and of all balances, apparatus, books, documents and

things used in connection therewith or relating thereto. R.S.,

c. 104, s. 32.
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Deposit of
parliamen-
tary stand-
ards.

Periodical
comparison.

35. The parliamentary copies of the Dominion standards

of measure and weight, mentioned in part two of the first sche-

dule to this Act, shall continue to be deposited as therein men-
tioned.

2. The Minister shall cause the parliamentary copies of

llie Dominion standards of measure and weight to be compared
with each other once in every five years and once in every ten

vears with the Dominion standards of measure and weight.

U.S., c. 104, s. 33.

36. Once, at least, in every five years, the Minister shall

cause the departmental standards, for the time being, to be

compared with the parliamentary copies of the Dominion
standards of measure and weight made and approved in pur-

suance of this Act, and with each other, and to be adjusted or

renewed if requisite. R.S., c. 10-i, s. 34.

?erificati*in
37. A record shall be kept by the Minister of all standards

verified or reverified, showing full particulars of the results of

such verification or reverification. R.S., c. 104, s. 34.

Depart-
mental
standards.

Copies of
metric stand-
ards.

Comparisons,
verilications,

etc.

Duty of
Def). V

Minister.

Extra pay.

38. The copies of the metric standards mentioned in the

fourth schedule to this Act having been obtained and deposited

in the custody of the Minister, the Minister may cause to be

compared with the said standards and verified, all metric

weights and measures which are submitted to him for the

purpose, and which are of such shape and construction as are,

from time to time, directed under any order in council in that

behalf, and which the Minister is satisfied are intended to be

used for the purpose of science or of manufacture, or for

anv lawful purpose within the meaning of this Act. R.S.,

c. 104, s. 35.

39. All comparisons, verifications and other operations with

reference to standards of length, weight and capacity shall be

conducted under the supervision of the Deputy Minister of

Inland Revenue, and generally he shall have such powers and
duties in relation thereto as are assigned to him by the Governor

in Council.

2. The Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue shall also con-

duct all such comparisons, verifications and other operations

with reference to standards of measure and weight in aid of

scientific researches, or otherwise, as the Minister deems
expedient.

3. In consideration of the special qualifications and knowl-

edge necessary for the proper discharge of such duties, the said

l)('|)uty Minister may be paid, in addition to his salary

as Deputy Minister, such further allowance, out of any moneys
voted by Parliament for the purposes of this Act, as is directed

l)y the Governor in Council. R.S., c. 104, s. 36.

1008 INSPECTORS.
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INSPECTORS.

40. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, inspectors

appoint one or more inspectors of weights and measures for ^"d assist-

each province, and such number of assistants to each inspector
^^^^'

as is, from time to time, found necessary, and may, from time
to time, assign them inspection divisions; and their powers
and duties shall be as defined by this Act, by the regulations
made under it, and by instructions from the Minister ; and the

Governor in Council may assign to each inspector or assistant

so appointed such remuneration or salary as is deemed expedi- Remunera-
ent, not exceeding the amount voted by Parliament, and may tio°-

also allow to each such inspector or assistant such further sum as

will suffice to meet his actual expenses in the performance of

his official duties. R.S., c. 104, s. 37.

41. The Governor in Council may appoint any officer of the District

Department of Inland Revenue to the office of district inspector inspectors.

under this Act, and such officer shall discharge the duties

assigned to him under this Act, in conjunction with and in addi-

tion to his other official duties. U.S., c. 104, s. 38.

42. Each inspector or assistant inspector shall, on appoint- Oatli of

ment, take an oath for the faithful discharge of his duties, and °^^^-

shall give a bond, in a smu fixed by the Governor in Council,

for the safe custody and preservation of the standard weights

and measures and other apparatus entrusted to him, for their

delivery over to his successor in case of his resignation or re-

moval from office, and for the duly accounting for all moneys
collected by him. E.S., c. 104, s. 39.

43. Each inspector shall be furnished by the Minister with inspector to

one or more sets of standards, to be called the local standards, be provided

carefully verified and authenticated by comparison with the standards,

departmental standards in the custody of the Minister, and with

such apparatus as is requisite to enable him to perform his

duties under this Act. R.S., c. 104, s. 40.

44. JSTo officer appointed under this Act shall be a maker Officers not

or seller of weights, balances, measures or weighing machines, to be makers

but under special dej)artmental instructions in that behalf, weights and

he may be allowed to adjust or alter any weight verified by
him or submitted to him for verification, and to collect therefor

such compensation as is authorized by the Governor in Council.

R.S., c. 104, s. 41.

45. The standards and other apparatus shall be used by the use of stand-

inspector or assistant into whose custody they are given solely F"^^ by

for the purpose of comparing and verifying weights, measures,

balances and M^eighing machines used for purposes of trade.

R.S., c. 104, s.
42^.

64 1009 46.
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Duties of 46. The inspector or his assistant shall perform such duties

and'assist-
incident to the verification of weights and measures, and of

ants. beams, scales, steelyards and other weighing machines, compar-

ing and trying the same with the standard weights and meas-

ures, and other apparatus in his possession, as are assigned to

him under departmental regulations. U.S., c. 104, s. 43,

Examina- 47. The inspector or his assistant shall, at all proper times
tion and carefully examine and compare all weights and measures, and

weights, etc. all beams, scales or other weighing machines of any kind, pre-

sented to him within his division ; and when found correct

and just, he shall mark, stamp or brand the same in such man-
ner as is, from time to time, directed by the Minister, who shall

furnish such stamps, brands and implements as he thinks proper

for that purpose. R.S., c. 104, s. 43.

etc.

Powers of 48. The inspector or his assistant may, at all reasonable
inspectors to

ti^-^eg without notice, enter any shop, store, warehouse, stall,

yard or place whatsoever, within his division, where any com-
modity is bought, sold, exposed or kept for sale, or where a

charge is made for the carriage or conveyance thereof by weight

or measure, and there examine all weights, measures, beams,

scales, steelyards or other weighing machines, and compare and
try the same with the local standards of weight and measure

in his possession, and he shall do so from time to time,

and without previous notice, so as best to ensure
^
compliance

with the provisions of this Act, and the discovery and punish-

ment of any violation thereof.

2. He shall attend at any reasonable time and place, and
M'hen not otherwise engaged in the performance of his duties,

for the purpose of inspecting and verifying any fixed and non-

portable weighing machine in his division.

3. He may also, subject to regulations made by the Governor

in Council in that behalf, at any time when not so engaged as

aforesaid, inspect, verify, stamp and certify any weights,

measures or weighing machines, at the request of the owner
thoroof, and at any place in his division. R.S., c, 104, s. 45.

Inspection

of fixed

weighing
machine.

Place of
inspection.

Record of
inspections.

49. The inspector shall keep a book in Avliicli ho shall enter

minutes of all verifications made by him or his assistant, and

at the time of every insj)ection he or his assistant shall deliver

to the owner of any weight or measure, or weighing machine

verified, or to the jx-rson ])r(K*uring the verification, a certificate

under his hand, setting fortli the fact and date of such verifi-

cation, and specifying llic weight, measure or weighing

maebine inspecte(l. U.S., c. 104, s. 47.

ReinBpec- 50. Within four months after the e.\j)iration of two years
^^^^'

from tlie fir.st veriiication and stam])ing, and once in two years

after each subsequent verification, every weight, measure and

1 1 weighing
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woigliino- macliine shall be aiiain inspected and verified, and a

new certificate of such inspection and verification obtained from

the proper inspector; and the production of the certificate shall

be prima facie evidence of the verification or stamping, or re-

verification, having taken place within the period prescribed

by law. 61 X., c. 30, s. 4.

51* No weight, measure or weighing machine duly stamped Weights

by any inspector, or other person hereby authorized to examine one'dTvislon

and stamp the same, shall be subject to be re-stamped, although used in

the same is used beyond the limits of the inspection division

within which it was oiiginally stamped, but shall be considered

as a lawful weight or measure or weighing machine throughout

Canada, unless found defective or unjust on any inspection

under this Act by the inspector or his assistant for the division

in which it is at the time of such inspection. R.S., c. 104, s. 50.

EEGULATIONS.

52. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make Regulations

refnilations concerning,

—

P^'
/^"^"pr."'^''

^.
, 1 .1 f 1 • 1 1 • • .in Council.

(a) the guidance oi the inspectors and their assistants m
the performance of their duties

;

(b) the replacement and use of the standards

;

(c) the methods of verifying local standards or weights,

measures, weighing machines and balances, and of certify-

ing such verification

;

(d) the amount of error that may be tolerated in weights,

measures, balances and weighing machines;

(e) the shapes, dimensions and proportions to be required

in weights, weighing machines and measures, and the

materials of which they may be made

;

(f) the marking on weights and measures authorized under
this Act, of their several denominations

;

(g) defining and specifying what w^eights, measures, weigh-

ing machines and balances shall or shall not be admitted

to verification

;

(h) the more frequent verification of elevator, railway,

colliery and public scales, and spring balances, and

requiring the owners thereof to provide suitable and safe

storage for such standard weights as are necessary for the

proper conduct of such verification;

(i) the construction of cans or other vessels used for the

purpose of the sale of milk by measure, the manner of

inspection thereof, and generally for giving eifect to the

provisions of this Act respecting the use, verification and
inspection of such cans or other vessels.

2. Such regulations shall be published in the Canada Publication

Gazette. R.S., c. 104, s. 57; 61 V., c. 30, s. 4; 6 E. VII.,

c. 52, s. 1.

64^ • 1011 FEES
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Tariff of

fees.

Publication.

Application.

FEES AND STAMPS.

53. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make
a tariff of fees to be paid to the inspectors or their assistants

for inspecting and stamping weights and measures, balances,

beams and other weighing machines, under this Act; and the

order in council containing such tariff and regulations, and
any repeal or amendment thereof, shall be published in the

Canada Gazette; and the said fees shall form part of the Con-
solidated Revenue i und of Canada. R.S., c. 104, s. 58 ; 6 E.

VII., c. 52, s. 1.

When paid.

Unstamped
certificate

null.

54. Such fees shall be paid at the time of the inspection,

stamping or verification, to the inspector or his assistant, who
shall affix to the certificate given by him an adhesive stamp or

stamps to the amount of such fee, and shall, at the time of

alfixing the same, write or mark thereon, in such manner as is

directed by departmental regulations, the date at which it is

affixed; and no certificate shall be valid or avail for any pur-

pose whatsoever unless the requisite stamp or stamps have been

duly afiixed and remain afiixed thereto and cancelled. U.S.,

c. 104, s. 59.

Inspector's

fees.
55. In case of dispute as to the correctness of a weight,

measure or weighing machine, if an inspector or assistant in-

spector is requested to inspect such weight, measure or weigh-

ing machine, the fees for such inspection shall be paid by the

person against whom the decision is given. 61 V., c. 30, s. 7.

Power to 56. If any person refuses to pay the inspection fees pay-

frfees^^ncft
^ ''We by him, on demand of the inspector or assistant inspector,

paid. such inspector or assistant inspector may^ to secure the same,

seize sufficient of the weights, measures or weighing machines,

for the inspection whereof such fees are due, and retain them
until the fees and all expenses incurred are paid, and shall

forthwith institute proceedings for the recovery thereof and
costs. R.S., c. 104, s. 60.

Adhesive
stamps.

57. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,

direct adhesive stamps, bearing such device as he thinks pro-

per, to be prepared for the purposes of this Act, and may defray

the cost thereof out of any unajipropriated moneys forming

part of the Consolidated Revenue Fimd of Canada. R.S.,

c. 104, s. 01.

Dfvirp
thereon.

58. The device on such adhesive stamp shall express the

value tlicreof, that is to say, the sum at which it is to be reck-

oned in payment of the duty hereby imposed. R.S., c. 104,

s. 01.

1012 RETURNS.
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KETUllXS.

59. Separate aceoimts shall be kept of all expenfliture in- Accounts,

currcd and of all fees and duties collected and received under
the authority of this Act; and within fifteen days from the

commencement of the first session of Parliament after the

close of each fiscal year, a correct statement of such fees and
duties for such fiscal year shall be laid before Parliament.

Ii.S., c. 104, s. 62.

1

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

60. Every person who sells Ijy any denomination of weight Using other

or measure other than one of the Dominion weights or mea-
Q^fjjon

sures, or some multiple or part thereof, and every public weights.

weigher or measurer who uses any weight or measure, or who
uses, in any certificate as to the weight or measure of any
article weighed or measured by him, any other than one of the

Dominion weights or measures, or some multiple or parti

thereof, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars

for every such sale, weighing or certificate. E.S., c. 104, s. 21.

61. Every person who sells by weight any article otherwise Selling

than by avoirdupois weight, except gold and silver, platinum otherwise

and precious stones and articles made thereof, shall be liable than by

to a penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars for each offence. weight^-°'^

R.S., c. 104, s. 22.

62. Every person who uses or has in his possession for use, False or

in trade, any weight, measure, scale, balance, steelyard or ^^l"hts.

weighing machine, which is false or unjust, shall incur a pen-

alty not exceeding twenty-five dollars and not less than ten

dollars, or, in the case of a subsequent offence, of fifty dollars;

and any contract, bargain, sale or dealing made by the same
shall be void; and the weight, measure, scale, balance, steel-

yard or weighing machine shall be forfeited, and shall be forth-

with seized by the inspector or his assistant as being so for-

feited. R.S., c. 104, s. 25.

63. When any fraud is wilfully committed in the using of Fraud by the

any weight, measure, scale, bal-ance, steelyard or weighing weights.^ etc.

machine, the person committing such fraud, and
^
every person

party to the fraud, shall incur a penalty of twenty-five dollars,

or in the case of a subsequent offence, of fifty dollars; and the

weight, measure, scale, balance, steelyard or weighing machine
shall be forfeited, and shall be forthwith seized as being so

forfeited. E.S., c. 104, s. 26.

64. Every person who wilfully makes or sells, or causes to Making or

be made or sold, any false or uniust weight, measure, scale, selling false

IT 1 1 • 1 •
T

• in- 1
weights, etc.

balance, steelyard or weighing machine, shall incur a penalty

1013 not
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not exceeding fiftv dollars and not less than twenty-five dollars,

or, in the case of a subsequent offence, of one hundred dollars.

R.S., c. 104, s. 27.

Using un- 65. EverJ trader, manufacturer, carrier, public weigher,

wer^hts etc S^^^8"®^> measurer, surveyor, or other person, who uses, for any

purpose of buying, selling or charging for the carriage of any

goods, wares, merchandise or thing, or of measuring any land,

goods, materials or other thing, for the purpose of charging

for or ascertaining the amount or price to be paid, or the charge

to be made therefor, any weight or measure, or weighing

machine which has not been duly inspected and stamped accord-

ing to this Act, is guilty of an offence against this Act, and

shall, on conviction, incur a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars

and not less than five dollars for each such offence ; and every

such unstamped weight, w^eighing machine or measure so used,

found in his possession, shall, on being discovered by the

inspector or his assistant, be forfeited and forthwith seized and

broken by him, without suit or authority other than this Act:

Provided that,

—

Proviso. (a) no manufacturer of or dealer in weights, measures

or weighing machines, who has in his iX)Ssession for

sale, any weight, measure or weighing machine, shall be

bound to have the same inspected and stamped according

to this Act, so long as the same remains in his manufactory

or warehouse; but no such weight, measure or weighing

machine shall be removed from his premises, sold or taken

into use for trade without being inspected and stamped

;

(b) postal scales, when engraved and stamped as such, and

of a capacity not exceeding four pounds, and not used for

trade purposes, may be sold without inspection under

such regulations as the Department of Inland Revenue

prescribes ; but any person using such scales for other than

postal purposes shall be liable to the penalties prescribed

by this section. R.S., c. 104, s. 29 ; 3 E. VII., c. 72, s. 2.

Trader 66. Every trader who is not a manufacturer of or dealer in

having un- weights, mcasurcs or weighing machines, and who has in his

welKhts. possession any unstamped weight, measure or weighing

machine, shall incur a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars^ and

not less than five dollars for the first offence, and for each

subsequent offence a penalty of fifty dollars ; and such weights,

measures or weighiug machines shall be forfeited, and shall

be forthwith seized by the inspector or his assistant. R.S.,

c. 104, s. 29.

^j^jj^
67. Every i)erson who stamps with a stamp of verification

wfiiiht marie (^y ^ho usGS for trade a weight made of lead or pewter or of

pewter.
"'"

-'niv mixture thereof, unless it is wholly and substantially cased

witli brass, iron or copper and legibly stamped or marked
1011 Cased,
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Cased, shall incur a penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars,

and in case of a second offence fifty dollars : but nothing in this

section shall prevent the insertion into a weight of such a plug
of lead or pewter as is bona fide necessary for the pur])ose of

adjusting it, and of aftixing thereto the stamp of verification.

E.S., c.a04, s. 30.

68. Every person who forges or counterfeits any stamp used Forging or

for the stamping, under this Act, of any weight, balance, fng"tamps."

weighing machine or measure, or who wilfully increases or

diminishes any weight or measure so stamped, or in any way
alters or tampers with any balance, weighing machine or

measure, which has been so stamped, so as to cause it to weigh

or measure unjustly, shall incur a penalty of forty dollars for

the first offence, and for each subsequent offence he shall be

liable to a penalty of one hundred dollars and to imprisonment
for a term of two months. R.S., c. 104, s. 31.

69. Every person who knowingly uses, sells, utters, dis- Knowingly

poses of, or exposes for sale, any weight, balance, weighing "ouifterfeit

machine or measure, with a forged or counterfeit stamp weights, etc.

thereon, or any weight, balance, weighing machine or mea-

sure increased, diminished, falsified or tampered with, shall

incur a penalty, for the first offence, not exceeding fifty dollars

and not less than twenty-five dollars, and, for each subsequent

offence, a penalty of one hundred dollars, and the weight, bal-

ance, weighing machine or measure shall be forfeited, and
shall be forthwith seized as being so forfeited. R.S., c. 104,

s. 31.

70. Every manufacturer of or dealer in weights, measures Having

and weighing machines, who has m his possession for purposes
^.hlch*^can-^^

'

of trade, any weight, measure or w^eighing machine except not be

such as can, after adjustment, be admitted to verification shall
"^'^^^^^'i-

be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten dollars for the first

offence, and a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars for each

subsequent offence; and such weights, measures and w^eighing

machines shall be seized and confiscated. 61 Y., c. 30, s. 5.

71. Every trader who uses with a weighing machine a Excessive

greater number of weights than is required by its certified °^"ghts, elc.

capacity, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten dollars

for the first offence, and not exceeding twenty dollars for each

subsequent offence, and to the confiscation of the weights. 61

v., c. 30, s. 6.

72. Every person who, for the purpose of buying or selling Using

milk by measure, uses any can or other vessel which has not pieasu|;es not

been duly ins]>ected and stamped according to this Act, shall, and stamped

for the first offence, incur a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars,
i^^n?^'*^

^^

1015 and
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and not less than five dollars, and for each subsequent offence,

a penalty of fifty dollars ; and such vessel shall bo forfeited, and
shall be seized by the inspector or his assistant. 6 E. VII.,

c. 52, s. 1.

"^

Obstructing
ipspector or
assistant.

73. Every person who wilfully obstructs or impedes any
inspector or assistant inspector in the performance of his duty
under this Act, or under any order in council or departmental

regulation lawfully made under it, and every person who aids

or assists him in so doing, shall incur a penalty of one hundred
dollars. K.S., c. 104, s. 46.

Or refusing
to permit
inspection.

Refusing to 74. (a) Every person, not being a manufacturer, dealer
produce . ' ^ . 4; • 1 X

^
• 1 •

1 •

weights for m 01" importer oi weights, measures or weighing machines,
inspection. ^^\^Q refuses to produce for inspection, when required so to

do by any inspector or inspector's assistant appointed

under this Act, all weights, measures and Aveighing

machines in his possession, and used for any purpose of

trade ; and,

(h) Every manufacturer of, dealer in or importer of weights,

measures or Aveighing machines, who refuses to permit the

inspection, when required in the manner herein provided,

of any weights, measures or weighing machines about to be

removed from his premises to be used for purposes of

trade, or who permits any such weights, measures or

weighing machines to be so removed without having been

first inspected and stamped as herein required

;

shall, for a first offence, incur a penalty not exceeding twenty-

five dollars and not less than five dollars^ and for each sub-

sequent offence a penalty of fifty dollars : Provided that the

provisions of this section shall not be construed as imposing

any penalty on a manufacturer of, dealer in, or importer of

weights, measures or weighing machines in respect of any

dormant scales, which cannot be properly verified until set

upon a fixed foundation. R.S., c. 104, s. 49.

_ 75. If any inspector or inspector's assistant stamps or

etc!, ^Thout marks any balance, beam, weight or measure or weighing
verifying it. machine without having first duly compared and verified the

same with the standard or other authorized instrument in his

possession for the purpose, he shall, on conviction, incur a

penalty not exceeding fifty dollars for each offence. K.S., c.

104, s"; 51. '

Proviso.

Stamping

Stamping out

of (livision.

K.S., 1006.

76. Every inspector or assistant inspector, who, without

authority from the Minister, knowingly stamps any balance,

weight, measure or weighing machi^u", belonging to any person

residing within the limits of any inspection division for which

another inspector has been lawfully appointed, shall, on con-

viction, incur a penalty not exceeding five dollars for every

1016 balance,
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balance, weight, measure or weighing machine so stamped.
U.S., c. 104, s. 52.

17. Every public ganger or other person who,— Gauger or
(a) marks or causes to bo marked on any cask as its capa- °*'^*^'' p^^'-^o"

city, a quantity greater than such cask will hold ; or, mSnf^
(b) uses or causes to be used, for tlie delivery to a purchaser ^^^'^•

of any malt liquors, or any other liquid subject to excise, mi'£d'''S
put mto a cask in Canada, any cask so falsely marked-
or,

'

(c) except as herein provided, delivers any such liquid put Using un-

into a. cask in Canada, in a cask not marked as herein
^^'^^^'^ ^^'^•

required

;

is guilty of an offence against this Act, and shall incur a penalty Penalty,

of ten dollars for every cask so falsely marked or so used with-

out being first properly marked, and a penalty of double the

amount for every subsequent offence. R.S., c. 104, s. 56.

PROCEDUEE.

78. All penalties imposed by. this Act or by any regulation Recovery of

made under this authority, shall be recoverable with costs,— penalties.

(a) before any civil court of competent jurisdiction, by any
person who shall sue for the same; and in such case the

amount of the judgment, if not forthwith paid, may be

levied by execution and sale of the goods and chattels of

the offender; or,

(h) if the penalty does not exceed fifty dollars by summary
conviction before any justice of the peace for the district,

county or place in which the offence is committed, and, if

the penalty exceeds fifty dollars, by summary conviction

before any two such justices.

2. Subject to the provisions of this Act, Part XV. of the Part XV. of

Criminal Code shall apply to all prosecutions for penalties. ^' '='^*^^-

R.S., c. 104, s. 63.

79. If the person who sues for the penalty is not an in- Application,

specter or an assistant inspector a moiety of every penalty so

recovered shall belong to him, and the other moiety, or, if the

person suing is an ofiicer acting in pursuance of this Act, the

whole penalty, shall belong to His Majesty. R.S., c. 104, s.

64.

80. iSTo action or prosecution shall be brought against any Limitation

person for any penalty imposed by this Act, unless the same is of suits,

commenced within six months after the offence is committed.

R.S., c. 104, s. 68.

GENEKAL.

81. All false weights, beams, balances and weighing ma- Disposal of

chines seized as forfeited under this Act, shall be delivered to forfeited

1017 the
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the district inspector for the district in which the offence is

committed, in whose custody they shall remain, subject to the

order of the Minister. E.S., c. 104, s. 65.

Forfeited 82. If any weight, beam, balance, measure or weighing ma-

money volun chine is voluntarily given up or abandoned by the owner thereof
tarily aban- ^q ^ny inspector or assistant inspector of weights and measures,

as forfeited under this Act, or if any sum of money is volun-

tarily paid to any such inspector or assistant inspector, with

the consent and approval of the Minister, as the amount of any
penalty under this Act, such abandonment or payment shall be

deemed to be a lawful abandonment or payment ; and the

weight, beam, balance, measure or weighing machine so

abandoned or given up may be dealt with as if forfeited under

this Act, and the sum of money so paid may be dealt with as

if it was a penalty recovered under this Act. U.S., c. 104,

s. 66.

Remedy of §3. Every person aggrieved by the use of any weight or

aggrfeved by measure or weighing machine, which has not been duly in-

false weight spected and stamped according to this Act, or which is found
light, deficient or otherwise unjust, may recover treble dam-
ages and treble costs. R.S., c. 104, s. 67.

SCHEDULE O^^E.

PAET I.

Dominion Standards.

The following standards were constructed under the direc-

tion of the Commissioner of Inland Revenue:

—

The Dominion standard for determining the length of the

Dominion standard yard is a solid square bar, thirty-eight

inches long and one inch square in transverse section, the bar

being of bronze or gun metal (known as Baily's metal)
; near

to each end a cylindrical hole is sunk (the distance between

the centres of the two holes being thirty-six inches) to the depth

of half an inch ; at the bottom of each hole is inserted in a

smaller hole a gold ])liig or pin, about one-tenth of an inch in

diameter, and upon the surface of each pin are cut, a fine line

transverse to the axis of the bar, and two lines at an interval

of about one-hundredth of an inch parallel lo the axis of the

l)ar; the measure of length of the Dominion standard yard is

given by the interval between the transverse line at one end

and the transverse line at the other end, the part of each line

which is employed l)eing the point midway between the longi-

tudinal lines; and the said points are in this Act referred to

1018 as
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as the centres of the said gold plugs or pins, and such har is

marked ' Mr. Bailj's metal,' ' Standard Yard,' ' A,' ' Troughton
and Simms, London.' There are also, on the upper side of the

bar, two holes for the insertion of the bulbs of suitable ther-

mometers for the determination of the temperature.

The Dominion standard for determining the weight of the

Dominion standard pound is of platinum-iridium, the form
being tliat of a cylinder nearly l'S5 inch in height and 1*15

inch in diameter, with a groove or channel round it, the mid-

dle of which is about '34 inch below the top of the cylinder,

for insertion of the points of the ivory fork by which it is to

be lifted ; the edges are carefully rounded off, and such stand-

ard pound is marked ' A.' The weight of this standard in

terms of the Imperial standard is 6999 -97694 grains when both

are weighed in vacuo and 6999 '98387 grains when both are

weighed in air at the temperature of 62° of Fahrenheit's ther-

mometer, the barometer being at 30 inches, and for which due

allowance is to bo made when comparing other standards.

The Dominion standard for determining the weight of the

Dominion standard Troy ounce is of platinum-iridium, the

form being that of a truncated cone, with a knob, nearly ^tIo of

an inch in height, including the knob, the knob being nearly

one-quarter of an inch and the base of the cone half an inch

in diameter respectively, and such standard Troy ounce is

marked ' A.' The weight of this standard in terms of the

Imperial standard is 479-99197 grains when both are weighed

in vacuo, and 480 -03648 grains when both are weighed in air

at the temperature of 62° of Fahrenheit's thermometer, the

barometer being at 30 inches, for which due allowance is to be

made when comparing other standards.

PART II.

Parliamentary Copies of Dominion Standards.

The following copies of the standards above mentioned in

part one of this schedule were constructed at the same time

as the above standards. They are of the same construction

and form as the above standards, and they are respectively

marked and deposited as follows:

—

(1) One of the copies of the Dominion standard for deter-

mining the Dominion standard yard, being a bronze bar

marked ' Mr. Eaily's metal,' ' Standard Yard,' ' B,' ' Trough-

ton and Simms, London,' one of the copies of the Dominion

standard for determining the Dominion standard pound,

marked ' B,' and one of the copies of the Dominion standard

for determining the Dominion standard Troy ounce marked
1019
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* B,' have been deposited with the Speaker of the Sentite.

This copy of the standard yard is standard at a temperature

of 62-16° of Fahrenheit's thermometer, and the weight of this

copy of the standard pound, in terms of the Imperial standard,

when both are weighed in vacuo, is 6999*98312 grains.

(2) One of the copies of the Dominion standard for deter-

mining the Dominion standard yard, being a bronze bar

marked ' Mr. Baily's metal,' ' Standard Yard,' ' C,' ' Trough-

ton and Simms, London,' one of the copies of the Dominion
standard for determining the Dominion standard pound,

marked ' C,' and one of the copies of the Dominion standard

for determining the Dominion standard Troy ounce, marked
' C,' have been deposited with the Speaker of the House of

Commons. This copy of the standard yard is standard at a

temperature of 61-45° of Fahrenheit's thermometer, and the

weight of this copy of the standard pound, in terms of

the Imperial standard, when both are w^eighed in vacuo, is

6999-98367 grains. R.S., c. 104, 1st sch.

SCHEDULE TWO.

DEPARTMENTAL STANDARDS.

Measures of Length.

O 03
Denomination of Standard.

100 feet.

66 feet or chain of 100 Unks.
|

10 feet end measures, with
bed.

6 feet end measure, with bed.
|

3 feet or 1 yard.
j

1 inch, divided into 10 deci-

mal parts, one of which is

again divided into ten sub-

divisions of one one-hun-
dredth of an inch each.

Measures of Capacity.

Denomination of Standard.

Set marked 'a'

Bushel.
Half-bushel.
Peck.
Gallon.
Half-gallon.
Quart.
Pint.
Half-pint.
Gill.

Half-gill.

Set marked 'V

Bushel.
Half-bushel.
Peck.
Gallon.
Half-gallon.
Quart.
Pint.
Half-pint.
Gill.

Ilalf-gill.

K.S., 1906.
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SCHEDULE TIIKEE.

Tables of the Values of the principal denominations of

]\Ieasure8 and Weights of the Metric System, expressed

in terms of the Standard Measures and Weights of

Canada.

1.

—

Measures of Length.

Metric Denominations
and Values.



Weights and Measures.

4.

—

Measures of Capacity.

Chap. 52. 23

Metric Denominations and Value.
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perature. This standard is shorter than the French standard
* Metre des archives/ by -00147 of a millimetre at 0° Centi-

grade, or 32° Fahrenheit, or is standard at 32 -10° Fahrenheit.

WEIGHTS.

Kilogramme.

The Dominion standard for determining the weight of the

kilogramme is , of bronze, the form being that of a cylinder

with a knob, the cylinder having a groove cut in it at al>out

two-thirds of its height. Its value as compared with the

French standard kilogramme is 1000002 '45 milligrammes, or

1-00000245 of a kilogramme.

METRIC WEIGHTS.

t« J3



CHAPTER 53.

An Act respecting the Units of Electrical Measure.

1. This Act may be cited as the Electrical Units Act. Short title.

57-58 v., c. 38, s. 1.

2. The units of electrical measure for Canada shall be the Units estab-

following : lished.

(a) As a unit of resistance, the ohm, which is based upon Ohm.

the ohm equal to 10^ units of resistance of the centimetre-

gramme-second system of electro-magnetic units, and is re-

presented by the resistance offered to an unvarying electric

current by a column of mercury, at the temperature of

melting ice 14*4521 grammes in mass, of a constant cross-

sectional area and of the length of 106-3 centimetres;

(b) As a unit of current, the ampere, which is one-tenth Ampere,

of the unit of current of the centimetre-gramme-second

system of electro-magnetic units, and is represented suffi-

ciently well for practical use by the unvarying current

which, when passed through a solution of nitrate of silver

in water, and in accordance with the specification contained

in schedule one to this Act, deposits silver at the rate of

0-001118 of a gramme per second;

(c) As a unit of electro-motive force, the volt, w^hich is the Volt,

electro-motive force that, steadily applied to a conductor

whose resistance is one ohm, will produce a current of

one ampere, and which is represented sufficiently well for

practical use by ^""^434 of the electro-motive force between

the poles or electrodes of the voltaic cell known as Clark's

cell, at a temperature of 15° centigrade and prepared in

accordance with the specification contained in schedule

two of this Act

;

(d) As a unit of quantity, the coulomb, which is the quantity Coulomb,

of electricity transferred by a current of one ampere in

one second

;

(e) As a unit of capacity, the farad, which is the capacity Farad,

of a condenser charged to a potential of one volt by one

coulomb

;

(f) As a unit of work, the joule, which is equal to 10^ units Joule,

of work in the centimetre-gramme-second system, and is

represented sufficiently well for practical use by the energy

expended in one second by one ampere in one ohm

;

65 1025 •
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^^att. (g) As a unit of power, the watt, which is equal to 10^ units

of power in the centimetre-gramme-second system, and

is represented sufficiently well for practical use by the work

done at the rate of one joule per second;
nenry.

^/j,j ^g i\^q ^j^^^ Qf induction, the henry, which is the induc-

tion in a circuit when the electro-motive force induced in

that circuit is one volt, while the inducing current varies

at the rate of one ampere per second. 57-58 V., c. 38, s. 2.

Apparatus in 3. The uuits of electrical measure described in this Act,

ot^¥nland° 0^' such standard apparatus as is necessary to produce them,
Eevenue. shall be deposited in the Department of Inland Revenue and

shall form part of the system of standards of measure and

weight established by the Weights and Measures Act, 57-58

v., a 38, s. 3.

SCHEDULE ONE.

In the following specification, the term silver voltameter

means the arrangement of apparatus by means of which an

electric current is passed through a solution of nitrate of silver

in w^ater. The silver voltameter measures the total electrical

quantity which has passed during the time of the experiment,

and by noting this time, the time-average of the current, or,

if the current has been kept constant, the current itself, can

be deduced.

In employing the silver voltameter to measure currents of

about one ampere, the following arrangements should be adopt-

ed. The cathode on which the silver is to be deposited should

take the form of a platinum bowl not less than 10 centimetres

in diameter and from 4 to 5 centimetres in depth. The anode

should be a plate of pure silver 30 square centimetres in area

and 2 or 3 millimetres in thickness. This is supported hori-

zontally in the liquid near the top of the solution by a platinum

wire passed through holes in the plate at opposite corners. To
prevent the disintegrated silver which is formed on the anode

from falling on to the cathode, the anode should be wrapped

round witli ])ure filter paper, secured at the back with sealing

wax.

The liquid should consist of a neutral solution of pure silver

nitrate, containing about 15 parts by weight of the nitrate to

85 parts of water.

The resistance of the voltameter changes somewhat as the

currfiit passes. To prevent these changes having too great

an cfrcft on the current, some resistance besides that of the

voltameter should be inserted in the circuit. The total metallic

resistance of the circuit should not be less than 10 ohms.

57-58 v., c. 38, sch. 1.

1020 SCHEDULE
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SCHEDULE TWO.

The cell consists of zinc and niorcnrv in a saturated solu-

tion of zinc sulphate and mercurous sulphate in water, pre-

pared with mercurous sulphate in excess, and is conveniently

contained in a cylindrical glass vessel.

Hie mercury.—To secure purity it should be first treated

with acid in the usual manner, and subsequently distilled in

vacuo.

The zinc.—Take a portion of a rod of pure re-distilled zinc,

solder to one end a piece of copper wire, clean the whole with

glass paper, carefully removing any loose pieces of the zinc.

Just before making up the cell, dip the zinc into dilute sul-

phuric acid, wash with distilled water, and dry with a clean

cloth or filter paper.

The zinc sulphate solution.—Prepare a saturated solution of

pure (pure re-crystallized) zinc sulphate by mixing in a

flask distilled water with nearly twice its weight of crystals

of pure zinc sulphate, and adding zinc oxide in the proportion

of about 2 per centum by weight of the zinc sulphate crystals to

neutralize any free acid. The crystals should be dissolved with

the aid of gentle heat, but the temperature to which the solution

is raised should not exceed 30° C. Mercurous sulphate treated

as hereinafter described, should be added in the proportion of

about 12 per centum by weight of the zinc sulphate crystals,

and the solution filtered, while still warm, into a stock bottle.

Crystals should form as it cools.

The mercurous sulphate.—Take mercurous sulphate, pur-

chased as pure, and wash it thoroughly with cold distilled

water by agitation in a bottle ; drain off the water, and repeat

the process at least twice. After the last washing, drain off

as much of the water as possible.

Mix the washed mercurous sulphate with the zinc sulphate

solution, adding sufiicient crystals of zinc sulphate from the

stock bottle. to ensure saturation, and a small quantity of pure

mercury. Shake these up well together to form a paste of the

consistence of cream. Heat the paste, but not above a tem-

perature of 30° C. Keep the paste, for an hour at this tem-

perature, agitating it from time to time ; then allow it to cool,

continuing to shake it occasionally while cooling. Crystals

of zinc sulphate should then be distinctly visible, and should

be distributed throughout the mass. If this is not the case,

add more crystals from the stock bottle, and repeat the whole

process. This method ensures the formation of a saturated

solution of zinc and mercurous sulphates in water.

65^ 1027 Contact
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Contact is made with the mercury by means of a platinum

wire about ISTo. 22 gauge. This is protected from contact

with the other materials of the cell by being sealed in a glass

tube. The ends of the wire project from the ends of the tube

;

one end forms the terminal ; the other end and a portion of

the glass tube dip into the mercury. 57-58 V., c. 38, sch. 2.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 54.

An Act respecting the Department of the Interior.

1. This Act may be cited as the Department of the Interior short title.

Act.

2. There shall be a department of the Government of Canada Department

which shall be called the Department of the Interior, over which constituted.

the Minister of the Interior, for the time being, appointed by
the Governor General, by commission under the Great Seal

of Canada, shall preside ; and he shall hold office during

pleasure, and shall have the management of the Department.

R.S., c. 22, s. 1.

3. The Governor in Council niay appoint an officer wdio shall Deputy

be called the Deputy Minister of the Interior, and such depart- ^ ^"'^ ^^"

. mental officers, agents, clerks and servants as are requisite for officers and

the proper conduct of the business of the Department, all of employees,

whom shall hold office during pleasure. R.S., c. 22, s. 2.
,

4. The Minister of the Interior shall have the control and Subjects

management of,— controlled.

(a) the affairs of the Northwest Territories, and of the Northwest

Yukon Territory

;

^"^ .Y^k""

(b) all Crown lands which are the property of Canada, public lands,

including those known as Ordnance and Admiralty lands,

and all other public lands not specially under the control

of the Department of Public Works, Railways and Canals,

or Militia and Defence, and excepting also marine hospitals

and lighthouses and land connected therewith, and St.

Paul's, Sable and Portage Islands. R.S., c. 22, ss. 3 and 4.

5. Persons employed in one branch of the Department may Duties in

be directed by the Minister to perform any duty in or with branches,

respect to any other branch. R.S., c. 22, s. 5.

6. When it becomes necessary to employ temporary assist- Temporary

ants in the Surveyor General's branch of the Department employees,

of the Interior, for the performance of services requiring

technical, scientific or professional qualilications, the Minister

may, upon the requisition of the Deputy Minister, employ as

such temporary assistants anv persons who are reported to him
'i029 bv
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by the Deputy and the Surveyor General to be possessed of the

special qualifications requisite for such services. 62-63 V.,

c. 15, s. 1.

Certain
employees
may be
•ontinued

.

Examina-
tions dis-

pensed with.

Payment.

Rate of.

Annual
report.

T. Any person who was, on the eleventh day of August, one

thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine, temporarily employed

in the Surveyor General's branch of the Department in pro-

fessional or technical work, and who is reported by the Deputy

Minister and the Surveyor General to the Minister to have the

special qualifications requisite for such work may be continued

in such employment so long as his services therein are required.

62-63 v., c. 15, s. 2.

8. Notwithstanding anything contained in the Civil Service

Act, it shall not be necessary that any person so employed or

continued in employment shall have passed any examination

under that Act.

2. Any such person may be paid out of moneys voted by

Parliament for the contingencies of the Department, or out of

any other moneys voted by Parliament for the services in con-

nection with which such person is employed or continued in

employment, at a rate in excess of the minimum yearly re-

muneration authorized by the Civil Service Act to be paid to

temporary clerks or writers. 62-63 V., c. 15, s. 3.

9. The Minister of the Interior shall annually lay before

Parliament, within fifteen days after the meeting thereof, a

report of the proceedings, transactions and affairs of the Depart-

ment during the year then next preceding. R.S., c. 22, s. 6.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward DA^ysoN, Law Printer to tlie King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 55.

An Act respecting Public Lands.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Dominion Lands Act. Short title.

K.S., c. 54, s. 1.

INTEEPRETATION.

2* In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of the Interior

;

, Ainister

'

.(b) 'Surveyor General' means the officer of the Depart- < Purveyor

ment of the Interior who bears that designation, or the General.'

chief clerk performing his duties for the time being;

(c) ' agent or officer ' means any person or officer employed ' Agent or

in connection with the administration and management, officer,

sale or settlement of Dominion lands ;
' local agent ' means

the agent for Dominion lands employed as aforesaid, with

respect to the lands in question ; and ' land office ' means
the office of any such local agent

;

(d) ' Dominion land surveyor ' means a surveyor duly ' Dominion

authorized, under the provisions of this Act, to survey ^^yor!'"'^'

Dominion lands

;

(e) ' Crown timber agent ' means the local officer appointed ' Crown tim-

to collect dues on and to perform such other duties as are
agent.

assigned to him in respect to the timber on Dominion
lands

;

(f)
' Dominion lands ' means any lands to which this Act ' Dominion

applies

;

lauds.'

(g)
' pre-emption entry ' means the entering on the books ' Pre-emp-

of a local agent, as was formerly provided for, of a prefer- ^^°^ entry.'

ential claim to acquire by purchase, in connection with a

homestead entry, and on becoming entitled to a patent for

the homestead, a quarter-section, or a part of a quarter-

section of land adjoining such homestead ; and ' pre-emp-

tion right ' means the right of obtaining a patent for such

quarter-section^ or part of a quarter-section, on the said

condition and on payment of the price fixed by the

Governor in Council at the time of entry for the class of

lands in which such pre-emption is comprised, in respect

of land subject to pre-emption entry;

1031
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' Commis-
sioner of

Pominion
Lands.'

' Timber.'
' Form.'

(h) ' Commissioner of Dominion Lands ' means the officer

of the Department of the Interior who bears that designa-

tion, or any officer appointed to perform his duties for the

time being;

(i) ' timber ' includes all wood and all products thereof.

(j)
' form ' means a form in the schedule to this Act. R.S.,

c. 54, s. 2 and 64 ; 1 E. VII., c. 20, s. 1.

APPLICATION OF ACT.

Manitoba,
Saskatche-
wan
and Terri-

tories.

British
Columbia

3. Except as provided by this or any other Act of the Par-

Alberta, li'^iment of Canada, this Act applies exclusively to the public
'

lands in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta,

and the Territories of Canada.

2. The three and one-half million acres of lands in that por-

tion of the Peace River district of British Columbia, lying east

of the Rocky Mountains, granted to the Crown, as represented

by the Government of Canada, by the Act of the Legislature of

British Columbia, number fourteen, passed in the session held

in the years one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three and

one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, intituled An Act

relating to the Island Railway, the Graving Dock and Railway

Lands of the Province, and to be located by the said Govern-

ment in one rectangular block, shall also be held to be Dominion

lands within the meaning of this Act. R.S., c. 54, s. 3 ; c. 56,

s. 2.

Indian title. 4, jSTone of the provisions of this Act shall apply to territory

the Indian title to which is not extinguished. R.S., c. 54, s. 4.

To Manitoba 5. An exchange of any Crown lands within, and now the

^^^eTved^^n^ property of the province of Manitoba, for Dominion lands of

exchange for equal valuc, may be made between that province and the
T. ^„

Dominion of Canada; and when such exchange has been com-

pleted the Crown lands so granted to the Dominion shall be

deemed to be and shall be Dominion lands within the meaning

of this Act, and may be administered under its provisions as

if they had never ceased to be Dominion lands. 61 V., c. 31,

s. 11.

POWERS OF THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.

Dominion
lands

Indian
reserves.

Aid to rail-

ways.

6. The Governor in Council may,

—

(a) withdraw from the operation of this Act, subject to ex-

isting rights as defined or created thereunder, such lands

as have been or are reserved for Indians

;

(h) reserve from general sale and settlement. Dominion

lands to such an extent as is required to aid in- the con-

struction of railways in tlie provinces of Manitoba, Sas-

katclicwaii and Alberta, or in llio Territories of Canada,

and provide for the disposal of the lands so reserved, not-

wilbstar.ding anything contained in this Act, in such

1032 manner,
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manner, at such price and on such terms as are deemed
expedient

;

(c) make a free grant of land, not exceeding in extent six Aid to

thousand four hundred acres for each mile of railway ]|,',jgQ^
^°

within Manitoba, and not exceeding in extent twelve thous- Bay.

and eight hundred acres for each mile beyond the limits of

Manitoba, in aid of the construction of a railway from
some point on the Canadian Pacific Railway to Hudson
Bay

;

(d) grant to the promoters of works undertaken with a view EncouraRe-

of draining and reclaiming swamp lands for the purpose T*^"*^
°^

of encouraging such works, remuneration in the way of

grants of the lands so reclaimed, or of such portions thereof

as is deemed fair and reasonable

;

(e) grant land—not in any case exceeding in extent one Schools of

section and one-half section—to any person who will estab- instruction

lish and keep in operation thereon, for a term of not less ture.

than five years, a school of instruction in practical farming

and all matters j)ertaining thereto, having, during that

period, an average attendance of thirty pupils, and other-

wise meeting the approval of the Minister

;

(f) grant lands in satisfaction of claims of half-breeds Half-breeds'

arising out of the extinguishment of the Indian title

;

claims.

(g) upon the extinguishment of the Indian title in any ter- Claims based

ritory or tract of land, make to persons satisfactorily estab- ^P?^ peace-

lishing undisturbed occupation of any lands within such sion before

territory or tract on the first day of January, one thousand ^^^^^y-

eight hundred and ninety-nine, and who were at that time,

by their own residence or that of their servants, tenants or

agents, in actual peaceable possession thereof, free grants

of such lands, provided that not more than one hundred
and sixty acres shall be so granted to any one person

;

(h) investigate and adjust claims preferred to Dominion Peaceable

lands situate outside of the province of Manitoba, alleged to
possession

have been taken up and settled on previous to the fifteenth fer outside"

day of July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy, and °^ Manitoba.

grant to persons satisfactorily establishing undisturbed
occupation of any such lands, prior to the said date, and
being by their own residence, or that of those through
whom they claim, or that of their servants, tenants or

agents, in actual peaceable possession thereof at the said

date, so much land in satisfaction of such claims as is

considered fair and reasonable, but not exceeding in any
case one quarter section, unless there has been cultivation

of more than that area
;

(i) make such orders as are deemed necessary, from time Cases unpro-

to time, to carry out the provisions of this Act, accordinji" ""^[^^^ ^°^'

to their true intent, or to meet any cases which arise, and
for which no provision is made in this Act; and further
make and declare any regulations which are considered

1033 necessary
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Penalties.

Statement
under oath.

Irrigation
companies,
etc.

necessary to give the provisions in this section contained

full effect; and, from time to time, alter or revoke any

order or orders or any regulations made in respect of the

said provisions, and make others in their stead

;

(j) impose penalties not exceeding two hundred dollars,

or not exceeding three months' imprisonment, for viola-

tion of any regulations under this Act

;

(h) provide that any statement or return required to be

made by such regulations, shall be verified on oath. li.S.,

c. 54, s. 90 ; 62-63 V., c. 16, s. 4.

7. The Governor in Council may grant to individuals or

companies, upon such terms and conditions as appear just,

and subject to such regulations as are from time to time made
in that behalf, the right to construct through Dominion lands

conduit pipes or canals for irrigation purposes, together with

all water-powers and privileges necessary therefor. 55-56 V.,

c. 15, s. 7.

Orders and
regulations
must be
published.

Dispensation
as to orders
and regula-

tions made
previous to
23rd July,
1894.

8. Every order or regulation made by the Governor in

Council, in virtue of the provisions of this Act, shall, unless

herein otherwise specially provided, have force and effect only

after the same has been published for four successive weeks

in the Canada Gazette; and all such orders or regulations shall

be laid before both Houses of Parliament, within the first

fifteen days of the session next after the date thereof, R.S.,

c. 54, s. 91.

9. Notwithstanding anything contained in any Act relat-

ing to Dominion lands, the omission to publish any order or

regulation made by the Governor in Council under the pro-

visions of any such Act prior to the twenty-third day of J\i\j,

one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, or to publish such

order or regulation in any prescribed manner, shall not be held

to invalidate it or anything done thereunder. 57-58 V., c. 26,

s. 2.

Fec3. 10. The Governor in Council may establish a tariff of fees

CO be charged by the Minister for all copies of maps, township

plans, field notes and other records, and also for registering

assignments ; and all fees received under such tariff shall form

part of the revenue from Dominion lands. E.S., c. 54, s. 92.

ADMINISTRATIOX.

Administra-
tion bv
MiniHlor
through
Dominion
TyandH Office.

11, Tlio "Arinister shall have the administration and man-

agement of th(; Dominion lands; and such administration and

management shall be effected through a l)ranch of the Dejiart-

mcnt of the Interior, which shall be known and designated as

the Dominion Lands Office. R.S., c. 54, s. 5.

10?A 12.
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12. The Governor in Council may appoint an officer who Appointirent

shall be styled the Commissioner of Dominion Lands, an officer

who shall be styled the Inspector of Dominion Lands Agencies,

and an officer who shall be styled the Superintendent of Mines,

and such officers shall respectively have the powers, not incon-

sistent with the provisions of this Act, and perform the duties

that are, from time to time, conferred upon and assigned to

them by order of the Governor in Council. R.S., c. 54, s, 6.

13. The Governor in Council may establish a Dominion dominion

Lands Board to investigate and settle all disputed questions

arising out of the duties imposed upon the Commissioner of

Dominion Lands, the Inspector of Dominion Lands x\gencies,

and the Superintendent of Mines, and all other matters con-

nected with the administration of the Dominion lands sj'st^m

in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta and

the territories of Canada ; and such Dominion Lands Board
shall be composed of such persons, and shall iiave such

powers and. authority, not inconsistent with this Act, and shall

perform such duties as the Governor in Council, from time to

time, directs. R.S., c. 54, s. G.

14. iSTo person employed in or under the Department of the Employees

Interior shall purchase any Dominion lands except under ""* ^^ pur-

1 • f A i-t • r^ -1 1 11 1 -T chase Domm-
authority oi the Governor m Council, or shall locate military ion lands or

or other bounty land warrants, or land scrip, or act as agent of
fj^matfoiT

any other person in such behalf; and no person so employed

shall disclose to any person, except his superior officer, any

discovery made by him or by any other officer of the Depart-

ment of the Interior, or any other information in his possession

in relation to Dominion lands, until such discovery or informa-

tion has been reported to the Minister, and his permission for

such disclosure has been obtained. R.S., c. 54, s. 7.

15. Every person employed in the outside service of the Oath of

Dominion Lands Branch of the Department of the Interior, who allegiance

11 11-1 a'^*^ omce
has not already done so, and every extra clerk employed m the to be taken.

said branch, who has not already done so, and every person or

extra clerk who is hereafter so employed, shall, before any

salary is paid to him, take and subscribe the oath of allegiance,

and also the oath of office prescribed by the Civil Service Act

for like employees. U.S., c. 54, s. 7.

SURVEYORS.

16. No person shall act as surveyor of Dominion lands un- Ouallfica-

less he was, before the fourteenth day of April, one thousand tions re-

* • QuirGQ or
eight hundred and seventy-two, duly qualified by certificate, Dominion

diploma or commission, to survey the Crown lands in some one survej'ors.

of the provinces of Canada, or has become qualified under the

provisions hereinafter set forth. R.S., c. 54, s. 99.

1035 17.
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Style of
surveyors.

Board of
examiners.

IT. Persons qualified so to act shall be styled Dominion
Land Surveyors, or Dominion Topographical Surveyors, as the

case may be. R.S., c. 54, s. 100.

18. There shall be a Board of Examiners for the examina-

tion of candidates for commissions as Dominion land surveyors,

or for admission as articled pupils, which shall consist of the

Surveyor General and two Dominion topographical surveyors

appointed from time to time by order in council ; and the meet-

ings of the Board shall commence on the second Monday in the

month of February in each year or at such other times as the

Minister directs—due notice thereof being given in the Canada
Gazette; and the place of meeting shall be at the city of Ottawa,
or at such other place as is from time to time fixed by the Min-

ister. 62-63 v., c. 16, s. 5.

Secretary.

Examina-
tions.

Oath of 19. Every member of the Board of Examiners shall take an

oath of ofiice, in form A, which shall be administered by a

judge of any one of the superior courts in any province of

Canada, or a judge of the Supreme Court of Canada, and such

judge is hereby authorized and required to administer such

oath. E.S., c. 54, s. 101.

20. The Board of Examiners shall, from time to time,

appoint a fit and proper person to be secretary thereof, who
shall keep a record of its proceedings. R.S., c. 54, s. 101.

21. The Minister may cause examinations of candidates for

commissions as Dominion land surveyors, or for admission as

articled pupils, to be held at such times and places as he directs,

by one of the members of the Board of Examiners, or by a

special examiner who shall be a Dominion land surveyor or

Dominion topographical surveyor, and shall be appointed by
order in council; but such examinations shall be subject to the

rules and regulations made by the Board in that behalf, and
shall have no efiect unless they are conducted in accordance

with such rules and regulations, and are subsequently approved

by the Board. K.S., c. 54, s. 101 ; 62-63 V., c. 16, s. 6.

22. Three members of the Board of Examiners shall fomi
a quorum.

2. In the event ot any member of the Board being unable,

through illness or other cause, to attend any meeting of the

Board, his place may be temporarily filled by another Dominion
topogray)hical surveyor, appointed by order in council as occa-

sion requires. K.S.", c. 54, s. 101; 62-63 V., c. 16, s. 7.

Artiflcd 23. iS'o pcrsou shall be adiuillcd as an articled pupil with
nupil must ^j^y Dominion land surveyor, unless he has previously passed
have paHHCfl •'

. . , „ ,i tj i i? tt'
•

r x
examination, an examiniition before the Board of Examiners, or before one

of the members thereof, as to his penmanship and orthogra])hy,

1036 and
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and also as to his knowledge of arithmetic, algebra including

quadratic equations, ])lane geometry, plane trigonometry, spheri-

cal trigonometry as far as the solution of triangles, the mensu-
ration of superficies, and the use of logarithms, and has obtained

a certificate of such examination, and of his proficiency, from
such Board. R.S., c. 54, s. 102.

24. Applicants for such examination, previously to being Applicants

articled, shall give notice to the secretary of the Board of their secretary,

desire to present themselves for examination ; whereupon that

ofiicer shall instruct them as to the manner in which they must
proceed. R.S., c. 54, s. 103.

25. No pupil shall be entitled to be examined before the Conditions

Board, or before one of the members thereof, for a commission Precedent to
' . . Ill -1 examination '

as a Dominion land surveyor, unless he has previously served for a com-

regularly and faithfully for and during the period of three
™'^^^°°-

successive years, under articles in writing in form B, duly

executed before two witnesses, as pupil of a Dominion land

surveyor, and unless he produces an affidavit from such sur-

veyor in form C together with his own affidavit in form D, that

he has so served ; or, if for some good and valid reason such

affidavits cannot be produced, unless he produces such evidence

of the service as the Board requires ; and such three years'

service shall include at least twelve months' actual practice in

the field. E.S., c. 54, s. 104.

26. Whenever the pupil of a Dominion land surveyor is. Form of

at the time of his entering into articles in writing, in com- pupn^^s of^*^°

pliance with the provisions of this Act, a person of twenty-one age.

years of age, the said form B may be altered to suit the case,

by leaving out as much as relates to the father or other person

by whose consent and approbation the pupil enters into articles,

by making the pupil take upon himself the obligation in the

said form imposed on such father or other person, by stating

that the. consideration money has been paid by the pupil, and

by otherwise so varying the form as to suit the circumstances

of the case. U.S., c. 54, s. 105.

27. Any Dominion land surveyor may, by an instrument Transfer of

in writing, transfer a pupil, with his ow^n consent, to any other
^^^^

'

Dominion land surveyor, with whom such pupil may serve the

remainder of his term ; but such pupil shall not be entitled to

examination unless he produces the affidavits of both surveyors

in form C, or, in default thereof, such evidence of service as

the Board requires. R.S., c. 54, s. 106.

28. If any Dominion land surveyor dies, or leaves Canada, Completion

or is suspended or dismissed, his pupil may complete his term ° *^^™ ^^''*^

1037 under
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another
surveyor.

Duplicate of

articles to

be trans-

mitted to
secretary.

As to ad-
mission of

provincial
land sur-

veyors.

under articles, as aforesaid, with any other Dominion land

surveyor. R.S., c. 54, s. 107.

29. Articled pupils shall transmit "to the secretary of the

Board, within three months of the date of their articles, a

duplicate thereof, together with a fee of two doUars for receiv-

ing and filing the same; and the secretary shall acknowledge

the receipt of such papers and shall carefully file and keep the

same Avith the records of the Board. U.S., c. 54, s. 108.

30. Every person who, having regard to a standard of

qualification existing subsequently to the fourteenth of April,

one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two, is qualified by

certificate, diploma or commission to survey lands in any pro-

vince in Canada, and who, in order to become so qualified,

has,

—

(a) served a term, under articles to a surveyor, similar to

the term prescribed by this Act ; and,

(b) passed an examination, before the Board of Examiners

of the province for which he is so qualified, in the sub-

jects prescribed by this Act for the examination of candi-

dates for commissions as Dominion land surveyors and as

articled pupils;

shall be entitled to obtain a commission as Dominion land sur-

veyor without further service, and without being subjected to

any examination other than with respect to the system of sur-

vey of Dominion lands.

2. If, however, in the opinion of the Board of Examiners,

—

(a) the service of such person is not equivalent to that re-

quired by this Act for pupils of Dominion land surveyors;

(h) the subjects of examination for the certificate, diploma

or commission of a surveyor of Crown lands in the pro-

vince for which such person is so qualified are not sufii-

ciently similar to those by this Act prescribed for quali-

fication as Dominion land surveyor;

the Board may in its discretion require the candidate to com-

plete such further term of service or practice in surveying, and

may examine him in such of the subjects prescribed by this Act,

as may appear necessary. 61 V., c. 31, s. 8.

31, Every person who shows, to the satisfaction of the

"ualifieT^e'lse-
"I^oard of Examiners, that he has been duly admitted as a sur-

Avhere^in^llfs vcyor of lauds in any part of His Majesty's dominions other
Maiesty's ,- ,, provinces of Canada, and that he has had at least two
dominions. man lj^.

i
?

vears' practice cither as a surveyor or as a pupil to a surveyor

'(of which practice at least six months has been in the field),

shall be entitled to a commission on passing an examination in

such subjects as are prescribed by this Act for the examination

of candidates seeking to become articled pupils and Dominion

land surveyors, and on his producing an affidavit from a

10;j8 Dominion
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Dominion land surveyor in form C, that such person has, in

addition to the service aforesaid, served for one year with him,

inchiding at least six months' actual practice with him in the

field. E.S., c. 54, s. 110.

32. Every graduate in survevina; of the Royal Military f^raduates ot

College of Canada, and every person who has followed a regular tary ColleRe

course of study in all the branches of education required bv ^^'} "th^'"

this Act for admission as a Dominion land surveyor, through

the regular sessions, for at least two years in any college or

university wdiere a complete course of theoretical and practical

instruction in surveying is organized, and who has thereupon

received from such college or university a diploma as civil en-

gineer, shall be exempt from serving three years as aforesaid,

and shall be entitled to examination on producing an affidavit

from a Dominion land surveyor in form C that such graduate

has served for one year under articles with him, including

six months' actual practice with him in the field ; but it shall

rest with the Board to decide whether the course of instruction

in such college or university is that required by this section.

R.S., c. 54, s. 111.

33. Every person who desires to be examined before the Notice to

Board shall give notice thereof in writing to the secretary at
^^'^^^^''^y-

least one month previous to the meeting of the Board, and Fee.

shall, with such notice, transmit the fee hereinafter prescribed.

R.S., c. 54, s. 112.

34. Except as in this Act otherwise provided, no person shall Examination

receive a commission from the Board authorizing him to prac- ^°?' ^.
*^°"^'

-r-v-'ii '111 ^• T
mission as

tise as a Dominion land surveyor, until he has complied with surveyor.

the requirements of this Act in that behalf, nor until he has

attained the full age of twenty-one years and has passed a satis-

factory examination before the Board or before a member there-

of as hereinbefore provided in the following subjects, that is

to say,—plana and solid geometry, spherical trignometry, so

far as it includes solution of triangles, the use of logarithms,

measurement of areas, including their calculation by latitude

and departure, and the dividing or laying off land, a knowledge

of the elements of practical astronomy and the solution of the

following elementary problems :

—

(a) To ascertain the latitude of a place from an observation

of a meridian altitude of the sun or of a star

;

(h) To obtain the local time and the azimuth from an ob-

served altitude of the sun or a star

;

(c) From an observed azimuth of a circumpolar star, when
at its greatest elongation from the meridian, to asr^,ertain

the direction of the latter.

2. Such person shall be practically familiar with surveying Sur^-eying

operations and capable of intellioently reporting thereon, and operations

1039 be
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and use of
instruments.

System of
Dominion
surveys.

be conversant with the keeping of field notes, and their plotting

and representation on plans of survey in a style of draughtsman-

ship satisfactory to the Board, with the describing of land by

metes and bounds for title, and with the adjustments and

methods of use of ordinary surveying instruments ; and shall

also be perfectly conversant with the system of survey as em-

bodied in this Act, and with the manual of standing instructions

and regulations published by the authority of the Minister,

from time to time, for the guidance of Dominion land surveyors.

U.S., c. 54, s. 113.

35. The Board may examine any candidate on oath, whichExamination

tice, etc. oatli may be administered by any one of the examiners, as to

his actual practice in the field, and with regard to his instru-

ments. R.S., c. 54, s. 114.

Successful 36. Every person who passes the examination prescribed

recei'4^con>° ^^Y this Act, and every person who is, under the provisions

missions and of this Act relating to provincial land surveyors, entitled to
give secuu y.

^g^gj^g ^ commission as a Dominion land surveyor, shall receive

a commission from the Board in form E, constituting him a

Dominion land surveyor, and shall, jointly and severally, with

two sufficient sureties to the satisfaction of the Board, enter

into a bond in the sum of one thousand dollars to His Majesty,

His heirs and successors, conditioned for the due and faithful

performance of the duties of his office, and shall take and sub-

scribe before a judge of any one of the superior courts in any
province of Canada, who is hereby authorized and required to

administer such oaths, or before the Board, any member of

which may administer the same, the oath of allegiance, and an

oath in the form following :

—

'I, , do solemnly swear {or affirm as the

case may he) that I will faithfully discharge the duties of a

Dominion land surveyor according to law, without favour,

affection or partiality. So help me God.'

2. Until such formalities have been complied with the said

commission of Dominion land surveyor shall have no effect.

3. Such oaths of allegiance and of office shall be deposited in

the Dominion lands office.

4. Such bond shall be deposited and kept in the manner
prescri])cd by law with regard to the bonds given for the like

purposes by other ])ublic officers of Canada, and shall be subject

to the same provisions, and shall enure to the benefit of any
person who sustains damage by breach of any condition thereof.

RcKistnition 5. Siicli commission shall be registered in the office of the
of commiH- Kf.jristrar General of Canadn. B.S., c. 54, s. 145.
Hion. ^ ' '

Oath of
allegiance

and of office

to be taken.

Form.

Commission
8uV)ject to
aljove form-
alities.

Deposit of

oaths.

Deposit of

bond.

Voluntary 37. In addition lo the (|iial ification for the performance of

fnliTKhcr'^' ''" 'bitif'H declared by tliis Ad to Ix' within the com])etence of

10 10 Dominion
RS., lOOG.
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Dominion land snrvevors every such surveyor who has pre- classes of

• 1 "^T K • 1 studies,
vioiisly given the notice of examination by this Act required,

may be examined as to his knowledge of the following subjects

relating to the higher branches of surveying, for the prosecution

of extensive, governing or topographic surveys, or those of geo-

graphic explorations, that is to say :

—

(a) Algebra; Algebra.

(b) Plane and spherical trigonometry; Trigonome-

fc) The plane co-ordinate geometry of the point, straight .^^'
^

line, circle and ellipse, and tlie transtormation oi co-

ordinates
;

(d) The geometrical theory of limits, and the determination Idem,

of the form, magnitude and radius of curvature of any

plane section of a spheroid of revolution

;

(e) Differential calculus as far as Taylor's and ]\IcLaurin's Calculus,

theorems, with their practical application

;

(f) Methods of trigonometrical surveying, of observing the Trigonome-

angles and calculating the sides of large triangles on the veying.

earth's surface, and of obtaining the differences of latitude

and longitude of points' in a series of such triangles, re-

gard being had to the effect of the figure of the earth

;

(g) The theory of the projections and developments used in Projections

the delineation of spherical surfaces

;

(]i) The portion of the theory of practical astronomy which Practical

relates to the determination of the geographic position of ^^ ronomj

.

points on the earth's surface and the directions of lines on

the same;

(i) The use of the method of least squares in combining Determina-

• direct and indirect observations, the solution of simple errors,

equations of condition and the determination of the pro-

bable and the mean error

;

(j) The theory of the Dominion lands system of survey, the Dominion

methods of surveying blocks and township outlines and of gysten^."'^^^^

making tract, micrometer and exploratory surveys

;

(k) The theory and use of the instruments used in connec- Theory and

tion with the foregoing, and also of the ordinary meteoro- "^^ ^f instru-

logical instruments;

(I) Elementary mineralogy and geology, so far as respects a Mineralogy

knowledge of the more common characters by which the
Keology.

mineral bodies that enter largely into the composition of

rocks are distinguished, with their general properties and
conditions of occurrence; the ores of the common metals

and the classification of rocks ; and the geology of Xorth Geolog>- of

America, so far as to be able to give an intelligent outline America
of the leading geological features of Canada;

(m) Methods of trigonometrical levelling, of measurement Levelling,

of heights by barometer or by the temperature of boiling

water, and the use of the pendulum in determining the

compression of the earth ;

GG 1041 (n)
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Maenietic
declination.

(n) The instruments and methods used in determining the

magnetic declination, inclination and intensity. K.S.,

c. 54, s. 116.

Designation 38. Persons who pass the above mentioned examination in

of t^°^®
, . the higher branches of surveying shall receive a certificate to

examination, that effect from the Board, and shall be designated Dominion

Topographical Surveyors. R.S., c. 54, s. 117.

Tariff of
fees.

On notice,
preliminary
examination.

On examina-
tion.

On transmit-

ting articles.

On notice,
final exam-
ination.

On commis-
sion.

On admis-
sion.

On commis-
sion as

Dominion
topograijhi-

cal surveyor.

For testing
standards of

length.

Allowance to

members of

the Board.

Proviso.

39. The following fees shall be paid under the provisions of

this Act:

—

(a) To the Secretary of the Board, by each pupil, on giving

notice of his desire for examination preliminary to being

articled, one dollar

;

(h) To the Secretary of the Board, as the fee due on such

examination, ten dollars, and a further sum of two dollars

for the certificate

;

(c) To the Secretary of the Board, by each pupil, at the time

of transmitting to such Secretary the indentures or articles

of such pupil, two dollars

;

(d) To the Secretary of the Board, by each candidate for

either the ordinary or the higher examination for a com-

mission, with his notice thereof, two dollars

;

(e) To the Secretary of the Board, by each applicant obtain-

ing a commission, as his fee thereon, two dollars

;

(f) To the Secretary of the Board as an admission fee by
any candidate receiving a commission, twenty dollars,

—

which fee, as also the ten dollars due on the said prelimi-

nary examination, shall be paid to the Minister of Finance

to the credit of Dominion lands

;

(g) To the Secretary of the Board by each applicant Avho

obtains a commission as Dominion topographical surveyor,

as his fee thereon, two dollars

;

(h) To the Secretary of the Board, for testing a surveyor's

standard of length, two dollars. R.S., c. 54, s. 118.

40. Every member of the Board who attends at the meet-

ings thereof, and the secretary and every member who holds

jin examination of candidates for commissions as Dominion

laud surveyors, or for admission as articled pupils, shall re-

ceive five dollars for each day's sitting, and the actual travel-

ling and living expenses incurred by such member and conse-

(picnt upon such attendance, and the Minister shall pay such

sums; but no member or tein])orary member of the Board sliall

be entitled to any payment under the provisions of this section,

unless he has been previously notified by the secretary to attend

tlie meeting of the Board on account of which he claims pay-

ment for liis services or for travelling and living expenses, and

unless the secretary reports to the Minister that he was in

1042 regular
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regular attendance at such meeting as a member or temporary
member of the Board, and was duly notified to attend such
meeting. 62-63 V., c. 16, s. 8.

41. The Board may, in its discretion, suspend or dismiss Board may
from the practice of his profession, any Dominion land or ^I'spend or

,.*-
T • n 1 -I

dismiss negli-
topographical surveyor whom it finds guilty of gross negligence gent sur-

er corruption in the execution of the duties of his office; but
"^^y°^-

the Board shall not suspend or dismiss such surveyor without Surveyor or!• ' , 11', • 1 . 1 some one on
having previously summoned him to appear m order to be his behalf to

heard in his defence, nor without having heard the evidence ^^ heard,

offered both in support of the complaint and on behalf of such

surveyor; and, if, after being summoned as aforesaid, the sur-

veyor does not appear, the Board may appoint a fit and proper

person to present the evidence on behalf of the surveyor, U.S.,

c. 54, s. 120.

42. The Surveyor General shall require every Dominion Surveyors to

land or topographical surveyor, in addition to the oath by this
correctness^*

Act required 'to be administered to him on receiving his com- of their sur-

mission as such, to take and subscribe an oath, or make and
^^^^'

subscribe an affirmation, on the return of his surveys of Do-
minion lands, that the same have been faithfully and correctly

executed according to law and the instructions of the Surveyor

General ; and if it is proved, on satisfactory evidence, before if statement

any court of competent jurisdiction, that such surveys, or any '^ C^'^^- p^°-

part thereof, have not been so executed, the Attorney General he ins'tituted

of Canada shall, upon the application of the Surveyor General, °° '^°'^'^-

immediately institute a suit upon the bond of such surveyor;

and the institution of such suit shall operate as a lien on any

property owned or held by such surveyor, or his sureties, at

the time the suit is instituted. R.S., c. 54, s. 121.

43. Every Dominion land surveyor shall keep exact and Surveyors to

regular journals and field notes of all his surveys of Dominion anTflekl"'''^

lands, and shall file them in the order of time in which the sur- notes, and

veys have been perform-ed, and he shall give copies thereof to copies."'^

^

all persons concerned, when required so to do; and for so doing

he shall be paid the sum of one dollar for each copy, if the

number of words therein does not exceed four hundred, but

if the number of words therein exceeds four hundred, he shall

be paid ten cents additional for every hundred words over and

above four hundred words. E.S., c. 54, s. 122.

44. Nothing in this Act shall extend to prevent Dominion As to ex-

land surveyors, in their operations, from taking up posts or
p^g^s'""

other boundary marks when necessary, after which they shall

carefully replace them as they were before. R.S., c. 54, s. 130.

45. Every Dominion land surveyor summoned to attend Allowance

anv court, civil or criminal, for the jjurpose of giving evidence °
smveyor

66^ 1043 in
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as witness
fee.

in his professional capacity as a surveyor, shall be allowed five

dollars for each day he so attends, in addition to his reasonable

travelling and living expenses, to be taxed and paid in the

manner by law provided, with regard to the pajonent of wit-

nesses attending such court. U.S., c. 54, s. 123.

Chain bearer
to be sworn.

Chain Bearers.

46. Every chain bearer employed in the survey of Do-

lands shall, before he commences his chaining ormmion
measuring, take an oath or affirmation that he will discharge

such duty with exactness, according to the best of his judgment

and ability, and render a true account of his chaining or mea-

suring to the surveyor by whom he has been appointed to such

duty; and any Dominion land surveyor may administer such

oath or affirmation. R.S., c. 54, s. 124.

Standard to
be English
measure of
length.

Measuring
instruments
to be regu-
lated there-
by.

Testing sub-
sidiary

standards.

Penalty for
surveyor
without
standard.

Standard of Measure.

47. The measure of length used in the surveys of Dominion
lands shall be the English measure of length; and every Do-

minion land surveyor shall be in possession of a subsidiary

standard thereof, which subsidiary standard, tested and

stamped as correct by the Department of Inland Revenue, shall

be furnished to him by the Secretary of the Board on payment

of a fee of eight dollars therefor; and all Dominion land sur-

veyors shall, from time to time, regulate and verify, by such

standard, the length of their chains and other instruments for

measuring; and the said standard measure shall be returned

to the Secretary of the Board as often as it requires to be tested

again. R.S., c. 54, s. 125.

48. Every surveyor w^ho is found performing his duties

without being in possession of such standard measure shall be

liable to be suspended for a period not exceeding twelve months.

R.S., c. 54, s. 125.

Evidence Before Surveyors.

Surveyors 49. Every Dominion land surveyor acting in that capacity
may examine j^^y examine witnesses on oath with respect to all matters re-
witnesses on , y , ,

,,
,

.

.

. << t-» • •

oath. lating to the settlement, occupation or possession oi iJominion

lands, and to the survey of lands, and for better ascertaining

• tlu; original corner or limits of any township, section or other

authorized subdivision, lot or tract of land, and may administer

Biich oath to every person whom he examines in relation to such

matters. R.S., c. 54, s. 133.

How sur- 50. Wlienevor any Dominion land surveyor is in doubt as

vevors shall j,, d,,. ( j-^f. ('(jrucr, ]K)un(lary or limit of any township, section,

dmfbtfu" lot or tract of land which he is employed to survey, and has
boundaries. 1044 leaSOU
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roason to believe that any person is possessed of any important

information touching such corner, boundary or limit, or of any
writing, plan or document tending to establish the true posi-

tion of such corner, boundary or limit, and if such person does

not willingly appear before, and be examined by such surveyor

or does not willingly produce to him such writing, plan or docu-

ment, such surveyor may apply to any justice of the peace for

an ordinary subpoena ad testificandum, or a subpoena duces Subpcena

tecum, as the case requires, accompanying such application by isliledf

an affidavit or solemn declaration made before such justice of

the peace, as to the facts on which the application is founded

;

and such justice may issue a subpoena accordingly, commanding
such person to appear before the surveyor at a time and place

mentioned in the subpoena, and, if the case requires it, to bring

with him any writing, plan or document mentioned or referred

to therein. R.S., c. 54, s. 134.

51. A subpoena issued as in the last preceding section set How served,

forth shall be served on the person named therein by delivering

a copy thereof to him, or by leaving the same for him with

some adult person of his family at his residence, exhibiting to

him or such adult person the original.

2. If the person required in such subpoena to appear, after Penalty for

being paid his reasonable expenses, or having the same tendered ^^° e>i°s-

to him, refuses or neglects to appear before the surveyor at the

place and time appointed in the subpoena, or to produce the

writing, plan or document, if any, therein mentioned or

referred to, or to give such evidence and information as he

possesses touching the boundary or limit in question, a warrant

by the justice for the arrest of such person may be issued, and

he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred

dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding ninety

days, or to both, in the discretion of such justice. R.S., c. 54,

s. 134.

52. All evidence taken by a Dominion land surveyor, as ^V^^"^®

aforesaid, shall be reduced to writing and shall be read over surveyor to

to the person giving the same, and shall be signed by such be reduced

person ; or if he cannot write, he shall acknowledge the same and signed.

as correct before two witnesses, who shall sign the same, as

shall also the Dominion land surveyor; and such evidence

shall be filed and kept, and any document or plan prepared

and sworn to as correct before a justice of the peace, by any Registration.

Dominion land surveyor, with reference to any survey by him

performed, may be filed and kept, at the registry office of the

place in which the lands to which the same relate are situate,

subject to be produced thereafter in evidence in court. R.S.,

c. 54, s. 135.

53. Any Dominion land surveyor, when engaged in the per- Po^ver to

formance of his duties as such, may pass over, measure along private

1045 and lands.
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System of

survey.

Township.

Sections.

and ascertain the bearings of any township or section line, or

other governing line, and for such purposes may pass over the

lands of any person whomsoever, doing no actual damage to

the property of such person. E.S., c. 54, s. 136.

SURVEYS.

54. The Dominion lands shall be laid off in quadrilateral

townships, each containing thirty-six sections of as nearly one

mile square as the convergence of meridians permits, with

such road allowances between sections, and of such width, as

the Governor in Council prescribes. Such sections shall be

bounded and numbered as shown by the following diagram

:

N
1

—31—
1
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mentioned; and the meridians between townships shall be
drawn across such bases, northward and southward, to the
depth of two townships therefrom, that is to say, to the cor-

rection lines hereinafter mentioned. 52 V., c. 27, s. 1.

.58. The meridians between those townships situated be- Certain meri-

tween the international boundary and the first correction line, furveVed"^
shall be surveyed to the south from the said first correction

line to the said international boundary. 52 V., c. 27, s. 1.

59. The said forty-ninth' parallel, or international bound- Base lines,

ary, shall be the first base line, or that for townships num-
bered one; the second base line shall be between townships
four and five ; the third between townships eight and nine

;

the fourth between townships twelve and thirteen; the fifth

between townships sixteen and seventeen; and so on, northerly,

in reg'ular succession. li.S., c. 54, s. 12.

60. The correction lines, or those upon which the jog re- Correction

suiting from the convergence of meridians shall be allowed, ''°^®"

shall be as follows, that is to say: On the line between town-
ships two and three, on that between townships six and seven,

on that between townships ten and eleven, and so on, that is

to say, they will be those lines running east and w^est between
townships and midway between the bases. U.S., c. 54, s. 13.

61. Each section shall be divided into quarter sections of Divisions of

one hundred and sixty acres, more or less, subject to the pro- ^ ^^^^'°°-

visions hereinafter contained. R.S., c. 54, s. 14.

62. In the survey of a township, the deficiency or surplus, Allowances

resulting from convergence of meridians, shall be allowed in
c*ies*^or "sur-

the range of quarter-sections adjoining the west boundary of plus.

the township, and the north and south error in closing on the

correction lines from the north or south shall be allowed in the

ranges of quarter-sections adjoining, and north or south respec-

tively of, the said correction lines ; excepting in the case of the

north and south closings in those townships between the first Exception,

correction line and the first base line, which error is to be left

in the last quarter-section adjoining the said first base line;

but the Governor in Council may order such deficiency or sur-

plus, and such north and south error, or either of them, to be

equally distributed among all the quarter-sections involved.

52 v., c. 27, s. 2.

63. The dimensions and area of irregular quarter-sections irre^lar

shall, in all cases, be returned bv the survevor at their actual Quarter,7 t t. section.

measurements and contents. R.S., c. 54, s. 16.

64. Except as hereinafter provided, only a single row of Posts and

posts or monuments, to indicate the corners of townships or "rpQ^ners^
1047 sections,
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sections, shall be placed on any survey line thereof; such posts

or monuments shall, on north and south lines, be placed in the

west limit of the road allowances, and on the east and west
lines, in the south limit of road allowances, and in all cases

shall fix and govern the position of the boundary corner between
the adjoining townships, sections, or quarter-sections, on the

opposite side of the road allowance. R.S., c. 54, s. 18.

65. In the case of township, section and quarter-section

corners on correction lines, posts or monuments shall, in all

cases, be planted and marked independently for the townships

on either side ; those for the townships north of the line in the

north limit of the road allowance, and those for the townships

south of the line, in the south limit. U.S., c. 54, s. 18.

Surveys to 66. The township subdivision surveys of Dominion lands,

bv TOMract"* according to the system above described, shall be performed
at fixed rates under contract at a certain rate per township, per mile, or per
or by ten er.

^^^^^ fixed, from time to time, by the Governor in Council, or

by competitive tender, as the Governor in Council, from time

to time, directs. R.S., c. 54, s. 19.

As to
corners on
correction
lines.

Exception.

Legal sub-
divisions.

67. In special cases, where circumstances render it advis-

able, the Governor in Council may order the survey of a town-

ship or townships to be effected otherwise than as hereinbefore

provided. R.S., c. 54, s. 19.

68. To facilitate the description for letters patent of less

than a quarter-section, every section shall be supposed to be

divided into quarter quarter-sections, each of forty acres, which

shall be styled legal subdivisions, and shall be numbered as

shown in the following diagram, which is intended to show

such subdivisions of a section:

N.

W.

l.S

12

5

4
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into lots of any certain frontage or depth, in snch manner as in other

appears desirable, or to prevent the subdivision of sections or
^^^^^'

other authorized subdivisions into wood lots as hereinafter pro-

vided, or the describing of such subdivisions of fractional

sections or lands bordering as above, or other lots, or wood lots,

for patent, by numbers according to a plan of record, or by
metes and bounds, or by both, as seems expedient, or to prevent
any Dominion lands in the mountainous regions of the pro-

vinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Colum-
bia, and the Northwest Territories, and the Yukon Territory,

where the ordinary mode of survey is impracticable, from being
laid out into townships, sections, quarter-sections or legal sub-

divisions by fixing the corners of such townships, sections,

quarter-sections, or other authorized subdivisions by reference

to points determined by astronomical observation or by triangu-

lation or other geodetic process, in such manner as the IMinistcr

directs, and the describing of such townships, sections, quarter-

sections or legal subdivisions for patent by metes and bounds,

according to a plan of record. 55-56 V., c. 15, s. 2.

70. Notwithstanding anything in this Act contained, the Special pro-

Minister may direct that lands in the Yukon Territory and Yukon'^Ten-i
in remote parts of the unorganized portions of the provinces of tory and

Saskatchewan and Alberta and the Northwest Territories shall partsf
"'"^^

be laid off into lots of such size and shape as may be found
advisable, and such lots may be dealt with and may be described

according to plans of record. 60-61 V., c. 29, s. 19.

Be-Survey.

71. Whenever the Minister has reason to believe that any Cancellation

gross irregularity or error has been made in the survey of any erroneous,

township surveyed under the authority of this Act, the Gover-

nor in Council, upon the recommendation of the Minister, may
direct that such survey shall be cancelled and a new survey
made, and the said new survey shall be made accordingly.

52 v., c. 27, s. 7.

72. In effecting any such new survey, all posts, moimds Boundary
or other marks placed to mark the original survey which is to '"arl^s in

be corrected, may be removed, and the new posts, mounds or

other marks placed to mark and define the new survey, shall be-

come the original marks of such survey. 52 V., c. 27, s. 7.

73. The plan of any survey performed under the provisions Amendment

of this Act, and of record in the Department of the Interior, °^ *^''^'^-

or any tracing or lithographed copy of the same, may be altered

and amended so as to show^ any and all alterations made by
a new survey effected as provided by this Act. 52 V., c. 27,
s. 7.

1019 74.
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Establish-
ment of

division line

between
sections.

Laying out
haif or
quarter
section.

Other sub-
divisions.

Lines draT\-n

to be true
limits.

74. When it is necessary for a Dominion land surveyor to

establish the division line between two sections, he shall effect

this by connecting, by a straight line, the opposite original sec-

tion corners, if they exist, and if not, by similarly connecting

the points established in renewal thereof, in accordance with

the provisions of this Act relating to lost corners and obliter-

ated lines, giving, in either case, the quarter-sections involved

an equal breadth.

2. In laying out a half-section or quarter-section he shall

connect the opposite quarter-section posts by straight lines.

3. In laying out other authorized subdivisions he shall give

to every such subdivision its proportionate share of the frontage

and interior breadth, and connect the resulting terminal points

by a straight line.

4. The lines or limits so drawn on the ground in the manner

above prescribed shall, in the respective cases, be the true lines

or limits of such section, half-section, quarter-section or other

authorized subdivision, whether the same correspond or do not

corrjBspond with the area expressed in the respective patents

for such lands. R.S., c. 54, s. 127.

Dividing
lines to be
drawn from
original

corners.

Northerly
and south-
erly lines.

Easterly and
westerly
lines.

Division Lines in Fractional Sections.

75. The dividing lines or limits between authorized sub-

divisions, in fractional sections, shall be drawn from the

original corners (or the points representing such corners, as

defined on the ground, in accordance with the provisions of

this Act), in the section line intended as the front of the lot.

2. ISTortherly or southerly lines shall be drawn due north

or due south.

3. Easterly or westerly lines slfall be drawn at an angle

with the meridian equal to the mean of the angles formed with

the same meridian by the lines which are the northern and the

southern boundaries respectively of the section. R.S., c. 54,

s. 128.

Original Boundary Lines.

Boundaries 76. All boundary lines of townships, sections or other

Act'a"re*^to\e
authorized subdivisions, and of towns or villages, and all

deemed the boundary lines of blocks, gores and commons, all section lines
true ones.

^^^ governing points, all limits of lots surveyed, as defined by

mounds, posts or monuments, erected, placed or planted at the

angles of any townships, towns, villages, sections or other

authorized subdivisions, blocks, gores, commons and lots or

parcels of land under the authority of this Act or of the

Governor in Council, shall, subject to the provisions herein

contained, be the true and unalterable boundaries of such town-

ships, towns and villages, sections or other authorized sub-

divisions, blocks, gores, commons and lots or parcel of land

reHi)octivcly, whether the sam(% upon admeasurement, are or are

1050 not
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not found to contain the exact area of dimensions mentioned or

expressed in any patent, grant or other instrument in respect of

any such township, town, village, section or other authorized

subdivision, block, gore, common, lot or parcel of land. 52 V.,

c. 27, s. 7.

77. Every township, section or other authorized subdivision, Townships

town, village, block, gore, common, lot or parcel of land, shall
a!i'thori!fed

consist of the whole width included between the several mounds, suljdivision.s

posts, monuments or boundaries respectively, so erected, marked, auThe^%')ace

placed or planted as aforesaid, at the several angles thereof, in their

and no more or less, any quantity or measure expressed in the ^""^ ^'^'^^'

original grant or patent thereof notwithstanding. U.S., c. 54,

s. 130.

78. Every patent, grant or instrument purporting to be for Grants of

any aliquot part of any section, or other authorized subdivision,
of'sections''*^''

block, gore, common, lot or parcel of land, shall be construed etc.

to be a grant of such aliquot part of the quantity the same
contains on the ground, whether such quantity is more or less

than that expressed in such patent, grant or instrument. R.S.,

c. 54, s. 131.

79. In every town and village in the provinces of Manitoba, Road allow-

Saskatchewan or Alberta, or in the I^orthwest Territories, or
tmvn^j- ^etc

,

the Yukon Territory, surveyed and laid out u.ider the provisions to be public

of this Act, all allowances for any road, street, lane, or common, '^
^''''^y^-

laid out in the original survey of such town or village, shall be
public highways and commons ; and all mounds, posts or monu-
ments, placed or planted in the original survey of such town or

village, to designate or define any allowance for a road, street,

lane, lot or common, shall be the triie and unalterable bound-
aries of such road, street, lane, lot or common ; and all Domin-
ion land surveyors employed to make surveys in such town or

village, shall follow and pursue the same rules and regulations

in respect of such surveys as are, by law, required of them when
employed to make surveys in townships. R.S., c. 54, s. 132.

Renewal of lost Corners and obliterated Lines.

80. Whenever a Dominion land surveyor is employed to Pro%'ision

run any dividing line or limit between sections or other author- '^^'}^.i'^ .^''^

T 'i T • • 11 1
original

ized subdivisions, and the mound, post or monument erected, mound or

marked or planted in the original survey, to define the corner ^°^^ ^ '°®*^'

of such section or other authorized subdivision, cannot be found,

he shall obtain the best evidence that the nature of the case

admits of, respecting such corner mound, post or monument;
but if the position of the same cannot be satisfactorily so ascer-

tained, he shall proceed as follows:

—

(a) If the lost corner mound, post or monument is that of If a to-n-n-

a township corner, he shall report the circumstances of ^^^'^ ^°^^^^-
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If on one of

the outlines
of a town-
ship.

As to cor-

rection lines.

Where a de-

ficiency shall

be left.

Township
corner to be
re-estab-
lished.

When the
lost corner
is in the
interior of a
township.

When near-
est undis-
puted corner
is on a cor-

rection line.

When near-
est undis-
puted cor-

ners are in

different
townships.

When of a
quarter sec-

tion on a

line running
east or west.

When in

wcKtern row
under first

system.

tlie case to the Surveyor General, who shall instruct him

how to proceed

;

(b) If the lost corner mound, post or monument is on one

of the outlines of a township, he shall join, by a straight

line, the nearest undisputed section, or quarter-section cor-

ners on such outline, and divide such straight line into

such number of sections or quarter-sections or other

authorized subdivisions as the same contained in the

original survey, giving to each an equal breadth

;

(c) If, in re-establishing the east or west boundary of a

township, one of the nearest undisputed corners is on a cor-

rection line, every quarter-section shall be made exactly

forty chains, and the deficiency or surplus, as the case may
be, shall be left in the quarter-section adjoining the cor-

rection line

;

(d) If, in re-establishing the north or south boundary of a

township surveyed under the first system of survey, one of

the nearest undisputed corners is the western corner of the

township, every quarter-section shall be made exactly forty

chains, and the deficiency or surplus, as the case may be,

shall be left in the western quarter-section

;

(e) When the position of the township corner is also lost,

it shall be re-established as aforesaid, previously to re-

establishing the outline of the township

;

(f) When the lost corner is in the interior of a township, on

the limit of a meridian road allowance, the surveyor shall

connect the two nearest undisputed corners on such limit

by a straight line, and divide the distance into such number
of sections or other authorized subdivisions as the same
contained in the original survey, giving to each an equal

breadth

;

(g) If one of the nearest undisputed corners is on a correc-

tion line, he shall make each quarter-section exactly forty

chains and leave the deficiency or surplus, as the case may
be, in the quarter-section adjoining the correction line;

(h) When the nearest undisputed corners on the said limit

of a meridian road allowance are in difi^erent townships,

the outline between such townships shall be re-established

previous to re-establishing the meridian

;

(i) When the lost corner is that of a quarter section on a line

running east and west, the surveyor shall join, by a

straight line, the opposite section corners on the meridian

on each side, and give to each quarter-section an equal

breadth

;

(j) If, in townshi])s surveyed under the first system of

survey, the lost corner is in the western row of sections of

a townshij), the first (puirtor-scction shall be made exactly

forty chains, and the deficiency or surplus, as the case may
be, shall be left in the western quarter-section;
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(Jc) When the position of one of the corners on the meridians When merid

is also lost, such meridian shall be re-established previously
establTshed^

to re-establishin<^ the east and west line

;

(I) Whenever a surveyor erects, plants or places a mound. Allowance

post or monument as aforesaid, to renew a lost or obliter- to^bTcon-
ated corner, he shall duly take into account any allowance sidered.

for road or roads; and the corner, or division or limit so Effect of

established, shall be the true corner, or division or limit of ^"^^ survey,

such section or other legal subdivision. R.S., c. 54, s. 126.

DISPOSAL OF DOMINION LANDS.

Hudson's Bay Company's Lands.

81. In every fifth township in the territory surrendered to Certain

the Crown by the Hudson's Bay Company, and described and
I'^frts'o^f ^sec-

designated as the fertile belt, that is to say : in those townships tions to be

numbered five, ten, fifteen, twenty, twenty-five, thirty, thirty- lands*^"^^
five, forty, forty-five, fifty, and so on in regular succession

northerly from the international boundary, the whole of sections

numbers eight and twenty-six, and in each and every of the

other townships, the whole of section number eight, and the

south half and northwest quarter of section number twenty-six,

except in the cases hereinafter provided for, shall be known
and designated as the lands of the said company, p g c 54
s. 22.

- V
. ,

82. The company's one-twentieth of the lands in fractional Company's

townships shall be satisfied out of one or other or both, as the fractional

case may be, of the sections numbers eight and twenty-six as townships,

above, in such fractional townshij^s, and the allotment thereof

shall be efl'ected by the Minister and the said company, or by
some person by both of them duly authorized. U.S., c. 54, s. 22.

83. If, when the survey of a township is effected, the sec- Company
tions so allotted, or any of them, or any portion of them, are ™^y select

-,
•/"*-

^
^

la.ritis in li6U
found to have been bona fide settled on under the authority of of any found

any order in council, or of this Act, the company may, if it
settled upon,

foregoes its right to the sections settled upon as aforesaid, or

any one or more of such sections, select a quantity of land equal

to that so settled on, and in lieu thereof, from any lands then

unoccupied. R.S., c. 54, s. 22.

84. The lands to which the company is entitled as in this Company's

Act hereinbefore provided, which are situate in any township
form mrt*°

withdrawm from settlement and sale and held as timber lands of timber

under the provisions herein contained, shall not form part of "™^*^''-

the timber limit or limits included in such township, but shall

be the propertv of the company. U.S., c. 54, s. 22.

i053 85.
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Company to 85. One-twentieth of the revenue derived from timber limits

revenu
"
from gi'aiited in unsurveyed territory within the fertile belt, as herein

timber limits provided, shall, so long as the townships comprised in the same

veyed land, remain unsurveyed, be annually paid and accounted for to the

said company; but such one-twentieth shall cease or be dimin-

ished in proportion as the townships comprised in such limits,

or any of them, are surveyed ; and in such case the said com-
pany shall receive their one-twentieth interest in the lands in

such townships in sections eight and twenty-six, as herein pro-

vided. E.S., c. 54, s. 22.

As to lands 86. If the said sections, or either of them, when surveyed

nwfed o^f
^^ aforesaid, prove to have been denuded of timber by the lessee,

timber. to the extent of one-half or more, the company shall not be

bound to accept such section or sections so denuded, and shall

be entitled to select a section or sections of an equal extent, in

lieu thereof, from any unoccupied lands in the to-wnship. R.S.,

c. 54, s. 22.

Title to 87. As townships are surveyed, and the respective surveys

to'^company^^ thereof are confirmed, or as townships or parts of townships are
without set apart and reserved from sale as timber lands, the Governor

certain cases, of the company shall be duly notified thereof by the Minister,

and thereupon this Act shall operate to pass the title in fee

simple in the sections or three-quarter parts of sections to which
the company is entitled, as aforesaid, and to vest the same in

the company, without the issue of a patent for such lands ; and
as regards the lands set apart by allotment, and those selected to

satisfy the one-twentieth, as hereinbefore provided, returns

thereof shall be made in due course by the local agent or agents,

to the Dominion Lands Office, and patents shall issue for the

same accordingly. K.S., c. 54, s. 22.

School Lands.

Sections 11 88. Sections eleven and twenty-nine in every surveyed town-

echoof lands. ^^^^P throughout the extent of the Dominion lands are hereby

set apart as an endowment for purposes of education, and shall

be designated school lands; and they are hereby withdrawn
from the operation of the provisions of this Act, which relate

to the sale of Dominion lands and to homestead rights therein;

and no right to purchase or to obtain homestead entry shall be

recognized in connection with the said sections, or any part of

Proviso: them: Provided that any person who is proved to the satisfac-

''^uier before
^''^'^ ^^ ^^® Minister to have bona fide settled and made im-

Bun-ey pro- provcments upon any such section before the survey of the
tected. township containing such section, may be granted a homestead

entry for the lands so occupied by him, not in excess of one

hundred and sixty acres, if such lands are in other respects of

the class open to homestead entry.
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2. In every such case the Minister shall select from the iiii- other lands
claimed lands in the township an area equal to that for which ^" ''« set

entry is granted, and shall by notice in the Canada Gazette sKol'lands
withdraw it from sale and settlement and set it apart as school '"stead,

lands. R.S., c. 54, s. 23; 57-58 V., c. 26, s. 1.

89. The school lands shall be idministered by the Minister How to be

under the direction of the Governor in Council. R.S., c. 54, tei^d"'^
s. 24.

90. All sales of school lands shall be at public auction, and Sale to be by

an upset price shall be fixed, from time to time, by the Governor tion and"up-
in Council ; but in no case shall such lands be put up at an set price,

upset price less than the fair value of corresponding unoccu-
pied lands in the township in which such lands are situate.

R.S., c. 54, s. 25.

91. The terms of sale of all school lands, except as herein- Terms of

after provided, shall be, at least one-tenth of the purchase for "diool
money to be paid in cash at the time of sale, and the remainder lands.

to be paid in nine equal successive annual instalments, with
interest at the rate of five per centum per annum, which shall be
paid with each instalment of purchase money on the balance

thereof from time to time remaining unpaid: Provided that if
^^oviso: as

the Minister considers it \vill be to the advantage of the pur- subdivision

poses for which school lands have been set apart under the pro- ^^ ^°^^" ^°^^'

visions of this Act, he may dispose of any section or part of

a section of school lands in legal subdivisions or in smaller sub-

divisions, or in town lots into which the Minister is hereby

empowered to have any section or part of a section of school

lands laid out, surveyed and shown on a proper plan of survey

by a duly qualified Dominion land surveyor; and the terms of Terms of

sale of such legal subdivisions, smaller subdivisions or town such^case!"

lots shall be, at least one-fifth of the purchase money to be paid

in cash at the time of sale, and the remainder to be paid in

four equal successive annual instalments, with interest at the

rate before mentioned payable as herein specified. 62-63 V.,

c. 16, s. 1 ; 1 E. VII., c. 20, s. 7.

92. All moneys, from time to time, realized from the sale investment

of school lands shall be invested in securities of Canada, to ^^ purchase

form a school fund, and the interest arising therefrom, after disposal of

deducting the cost of management, shall be paid annually to interest

the government of the province or territory '\\-nhin which such

lands are situated, towards the support of public schools there-

in ; and the moneys so paid shall be distributed for that pur-

pose by such government in such manner as it deems expedient.

R.S., c. 54, s. 25.

93. Xotw^ithstanding anything herein contained, in any Sale of school

case where pursuant to the provisions of a certain order in 1^"^® *°,

-Trw^K M former les-
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sees of ffraz- council of the twelfth day of October, one thousand eight
ing ranc s.

j^^^j^^j^gj ^j^^ ninetj-two, a lease of a grazing ranch in the

^N^orthwest Territories has been determined, the Governor in

Council may authorize the sale of school lands comprised in

such lease to the former lessee thereof at the rate of one dollar

and twenty-five cents per acre as part of ihe ten per cent of his

leasehold which under the said order in council he w£is given

the privilege of purchasing: Provided that such sale shall not

take place until the Minister, by notice in the Canada Gazette,

has set apart, as school lands, in lieu of the school lands com-

prised within such leasehold and sold to such lessee, other lands

of equal area and value, as nearly as may be. 60-61 V., c. 29,

s. 8.

Military Bounty Land Scrip.

Warrant in- 94. In all cases in which land scrip has been earned, or is

stead of scrip hereafter given by Canada, for military services, warrants

services.'
' therefor shall be granted in favour of the persons entitled

thereto, by the Minister of Militia and Defence.

To be re- 2. Such warrants shall be recorded in the Department of the

taken'^at"*^
Interior, and shall be received at the value shown upon their

par. face, in payment for any Dominion lands open for sale. U.S.,

c. 54, s. 26'.

Not to ex- 95. No greater area in any township than twenty per centum
ceed^20 per ^f ^^e land, exclusive of school and Hudson's Bay Company's

any tOTvn- lands, shall be open for entry by military bounty warrants.

'^^P-' R.S., c. 54, s. 26.

As to accept- 96. When warrants are accepted as purchase money, any
ance of war- deficiency shall be payable in cash ; but if any payment by
rants as pur- >y ^"^. ... i-ii *.

chase money, warrant, or by amount m warrants, is m excess o± the amount

of the purchase money, the excess shall not be returned by the

Crown. R.S., c. 54, s. 26.

Assifcnments
not recog-

nized but
warrants
payable to

bearer.

97. Assignments of military bounty warrants, or of the

expectancy of the same, shall not be recognized, but the war-

rants shall, simiLarly to other land scrip, be considered payable

to bearer ; the warrantees shall be at all risk of their loss, and

no warrant shall be duplicated. R.S., c. 54, s. 27.

98. If any person entitled to a military bounty warrant

dies before it is issued, the warrant shall issue in favour of the

K.S., c. 54, s. 27.

And to pass
to legal

repj-esen
'[Qgg^\ representative of the deceased

flrantH under
order in

ronnfil of

2.5th April,

1871.

99. Ill the cas(! of the Order of the Governor in Council,

dated the twenty-fifth day of April, one thousand eight hundred

and seventy-one, by which it was declared that the officers and

soldiers of the first or Ontario, and the second or Quebec

battalion of rifles, then stationed in Manitoba, whether in the

service or in dcpjt companies, and not dismissed therefrom,

1056 should
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should be entitled to a free grant, without actual residence, of
one quarter-section, every assignment of his interest by a person Assignments

so entitled duly made and attested, having the certificate of thereunder
discharge in the case of non-commissioned officers or private

soldiers attached thereto, and filed in the Dominion Lands
Office before the issue of the warrant, shall be held to transfer

the interest of the person so entitled in the warrant when issued.

2, The warrant in every such case, shall be attached, after ^^'arrant
• to be

registry, to the assignment on file, and held for delivery to the attached to

person entitled thereto, or for location. K.S., c. 54, s. 28. assignment.

Sale or Lease.

100. Dominion lands, as the surveys thereof are duly made Sale of snr-

and confirmed, shall, except as otherwise herein provided, be ^'^ved lands.

open for purchase, at such prices, and on such terms and condi-

tions as are fixed, from time to time, by the Governor in Coun-
cil ; but no purchase shall be permitted at a less price than Not more

one dollar per acre, and, except in special cases in which the
acre's to one

Governor in Council otherwise orders, no sale to one person person with-

sliall exceed a section, or six hundred and forty acres. R.S., council''''^"

c. 54, s. 29.

101. Sales of Dominion lands shall be restricted, when the May be re-

Governor in Council deems it expedient, to the odd-numbered stncted to

1 1 • T-» o K . nrv odd-number-
sections m each township. K.fe., c. 54, s. 29. ed sections.

102. Such unoccupied Dominion lands as the Minister Sale by

deems expedient, from time to time, may, when he so orders, ^^^ ^°^'

be withdrawn from the ordinary sale and settlement, and sold at

public auction to the highest bidder, an upset price being fij^ed

for the same. R.S., c. 54, s. 29.

103. Every authorized subdivision or other portion of Dom- Water-

inion lands, which includes a water-power, harbour or stone Po'*^'^^^-

quarry, shall be reserved from ordinary sale, and shall be dis-

posed of in such manner, and on such terms and conditions, as

are fixed by the Governor in Council, on the report of the

Minister. R.S., c. 54, s. 29.

104. All leases issued by special authority of the Governor Leases of

in Council, or pursuant to regulations of the Governor in how'exe^'^
^'

Council, may be executed on behalf of the Crown bv the ]\Iin- cuted.

ister. 1 E. VII., c. 20, s. 6.

105. The Minister may withdraw from general sale and Arid lands.

from settlement under the homestead provisions of' this Act,

any lands in the province of Saskatchewan or Alberta or in the

Korthwest Territories which he believes to be so arid as to be

unsuited for proper cultivation without the aid of irrigation,

67 1057 and
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and he may dispose thereof to any person for such price, upon
such terms, and subject to such conditions as to the colonization

or settlement thereof, and as to the cultivation thereof by the

aid of irrigation, as the Governor in Council fixes and deter-

mines. 61 v., c. 31, s. 12.

Disposal of 106. Any male person, who has attained the age of eighteen

sale has been years, may Select any quantity of land not exceeding one
cancelled. quarter-section, which, being of the class of land open for sale,

has been sold to a purchaser who has failed to comply with

the conditions of sale and whose purchase has therefore been

cancelled: Provided, that any person, or the legal representa-

tive of any person, who selects any land under these provisions

shall not be entitled to a patent therefor until he has paid to

the Minister an amount equivalent to a price per acre to be

fixed by the Minister, and not less than one dollar per acre,

nor until he has furnished the proof, required by this Act, of

having duly complied wdth the ordinary homestead conditions,

by this Act prescribed, as to his residence upon and cultivation

of the said land. 61 V., c. 31, s. 13.

Minister may 107. The ]\[inister may withdraw^ from sale or homestead

tracts for entry any tract or tracts of land, and may lay the same out into

town plots, town or village lots ; and the lots so laid out shall be sold, either
* ^' by private sale and for such price as the Minister sees fit, or at

public auction, an upset price being fixed for the same. R.S.,

c. 54, s. 30.

And arrange 108. When the lands withdrawn from sale or homestead

companies ^ntry, to be laid out into town or village lots, are adjacent to

as to sale of lands to which any railway company is entitled, the Minister

may arrange with such company that the lands so withdrawn,

and such lands of the company in the town or village as are

agreed upon, shall be sold on joint account and on such terms

as appear just and equitable ; and the lands so withdrawn may
be granted to the company or to such person as the Government
and the company agree upon for the purposes of such sale.

Effect of 2. A deed from the grantee to the purchaser of any lands so

withdrawn and sold, shall give the latter a good and valid title,

free from all charges, incumbrances and trusts not expressed in

such deed. U.S., c. 54, s. 30.

Homestead.

Entry. 109. Every person who is the sole head of a family, and
every male who has attained the. age of eighteen years, who
makes application in form F, shall be entitled to obtain home-
Btead entry for any qua: tity of land not exceeding one quarter-

section, which is of the class of Ltnd open, under the provisions

of this Act, to homestead entry; and such person shall, at the

1058 same
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same time as he ohtaiiis his ciitrv, (loclaro imdor wliicli of the

conditions preseribcd by this Act he elects to hold the land

affected bv such entry.
' 50-51 V., c. 31, s. 2.

110. If, in the case of any woman who, claiming to be the
^^''"'iJ^^j^^^''^

sole head of a family, makes application for a homestead entry,

any doubt arises as to the right of such woman to be recognized

as the sole head of a family, the Minister may decide from the

special circumstances of the case whether such application shall

be granted or refused. GO-01 V., c. 20, s. 12.

111. The entry for a homestead and for its attached pre- Rights of

emption, if any, shall entitle the recipient to take, occupy, and entrant,

cultivate the land entered for, and to hold possession of the

same to the exclusion of any other person whomsoever, and
to bring and maintain actions for trespass committed on

the said land ; the title to the land shall remain in the Crown
until the issue of the patent therefor, and the land shall not be

liable to be taken in execution before the issue of the patent.

R.S., c. 54, s. 32.

112. The privilege of homestead shall only apply to sur- To apply

veyed agricultural lands. only to sur-
*y c)

^ veyecl cigri-

2. 1^0 person shall be entitled to homestead entry for land cultural

valuable for its timber, or for hay land, or for land on which ^''i"^^^-

there is a stone or marble quarry, or coal or other mineral Other lands

having commercial value, or whereon there is any water power ^^^ " ^ '

which may serve to drive machinery, or for land which, by

reason of its position—such as being the shore of an important

harbour, bridge site or canal site, or being either an actual or

prospective railway terminus or station—it is in the public

interest to withhold from such entry. R.S., c. 54, s. 32.

113. Any person who is entitled to make a homestead entry Homestead-

for land under the provisions of this Act may select as his home- p^™
'l^f ^quar*

stead one or more of the legal subdivisions of any section wdiich ter-section

comprise one quarter-section thereof ; and if the area so selected

and entered for is not greater than eighty acres he may be

granted his entry therefor for one-half of the amount of the fee

which is exacted for a homestead entry for a whole quarter-

section. 61 v., c. 31, s. 10.

114. "Whenever the survey of any township has been finally As to set-

confirmed and the township opened for homestead entry, any survey!
^^^

person who has bona fide settled and made improvements before

such confirmed survey on land in such township, shall have a

prior right to obtain homestead entry for the land so settled on,

if such right is exercised within three months after the land is

open for settlement, and if such land has not been reserved or

the right to homestead entry is not excepted under the provi-

sions of this Act.

67^ 1059 2.
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As to home- 2. No homestead entry shall be granted to any other person

the^reafterf in respect of siich land until three months after notice in writ-

ing has been given by the local agent to such hona fide settler

that such land is open for settlement. R.S., c. 54, s. 33.

Affidavit by 115. Every person applying for homestead entry shall
applicant for

i i n^ i • i c i i i i
•

entry. appear and make auidavit beiore the local agent or his senior

assistant, according to such one of the forms G to L, laoth

inclusive, or like forms adapted to the circumstances of the

case ; and upon filing such affidavit with such local agent, or

Fee. senior clerk, and on payment to him of an office fee of ten

dollars, such person shall receive a receipt from the local agent,

or senior clerk, in form M in the sch<^dule to this Act; and

such receipt shall be a certificate of entry and shall be authority

to the person obtaining it to take possession of the land

described in it. E.S., c. 54, s. 34; 61 V., c. 31, s. 1.

How entry
made on be-
half of an-
other person.

116. The Minister or any member of the Dominion Lands

Board, or any person named for the purpose by the Minister,

upon requisition, may authorize any person named in such

requisition to make a homestead entry on behalf of any person

signing the same and desiring to obtain such entry, and the

person so authorized, in order to obtain such entry, shall make
application in form JST, on behalf of the person whom he repre-

sents, and shall make an affidavit before the local agent or his

senior assistant, according to such one of the forms O, F and

Q, or like forms adapted as the circumstances of the case

require, and shall pay the office fee of ten dollars herein

prescribed for such entry. R.S., c. 54, s. 34; 54-55 V., c. 24,

s. 1; 60-61 v., c. 29, s. ^2
; 61 V., c. 31, s. 2.

Disputps as
to right to

homestead
entry.

117. If a dispute arises between persons claiming the right

to homestead entry for the same land, the local agent, or any

person thereto authorized by the Minister, shall make investi-

gation and obtain evidence respecting the facts ; and his report

thereon, together with the evidence taken, shall be referred to

the Minister for decision, or to the Dominion Lands Board, or

to the Commissioner of Dominion Lands, or to such person as is

appointed by the Governor in Council to consider and decide

in case of such disputes. R.S., c. 54, s. 35.

First of two
or more
BettlerH en-

titled.

118. When two or more persons have settled upon and seek

to obtain homestead entry for the same land, the one who
settled first thereon shall be entitled to such entry, if the land

is of the class open to homestead entry, and if it is not in the

opinion of the Minister otherwise inexpedient, in the public

interest, to entertain any application therefor. E.S., c. 54,

8. 6b.
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119. When contending- applicants have made vahiable im- In case there

provements on the land in dispnte, the Minister may, if the
^ents"'^''^^^'

application to acquire the land bv homestead entry is enter-

tained by him, order a division thereof in sncli manner as shall

preserve to each of the parties to the dispnte, as far as practic-

able, liis improvements ; and the Minister may, in his dis-

cretion, direct that the difference between the extent of the land

so allotted to each of them and a quarter-section shall be made
up from unoccupied land adjoining, if there is any such of the

class open to homestead entry. li.S., c. 54, s. 35.

120. Every person who has obtained homestead entry shall Delay for

be allowed a period of six months from its date within which entry!^'"^

to perfect the entry, by taking-, in his o^vn person, possession

of the land and beginning continuous residence thereon and
cultivation thereof; and if the entry is not perfected within

that period, it shall be void, and the land shall be open to entry

by another person, or to other disposition under this Act by the

Minister : Provided that the j\Iinister may grant a further Proviso,

period of six months in which to perfect such entry to any
entrant who satisfies the Minister that because of illness, delay

in bringing his family to the homestead entered for, or other

causes, he will be prevented or has been prevented from perfect-

ing his entry within the period of six months 'from its date;

but no person shall be granted more than twelve months from

the date of an entry for the perfecting thereof. R.S., c. 54,

B. 3G ; 1 E. VII., c. 20, s. 2.

121. If a number of homestead settlers, embracing at least Case of im-

tvventy families, with a view to greater convenience in the form'lng^a

establishment of schools and churches, and to the attainment hamlet or

of social advantages of like character, ask to be allowed to settle
'^'^^^^^^•

together in a hamlet or village, the Minister may, in his dis-

cretion, vary or dispense with the foregoing requirements as to

residence, but not as to the cultivation of each separate quarter-

section entered as a homestead. R.S., c. 54, s. 37.

122. Upon receiving from ten or more members of any Co-operative

association of settlers who desire to engage in co-operative farm- farming.o_oi association.

ing, if the members oi such association including the appli-

cants are eligible for obtaining homestead entry, an application Application,

stating,

—

(a) that they and their fellow members have formed an
association for the purpose of engaging in co-operative

farming

;

(b) that for such purpose it is necessary to reserve and set

aside one or more or part or parts of one or more town-

ships
;

(c) that out of such lands, until they have all been entered

for by members of the association, each member will be

entitled to the privilege of obtaining an entry for a part

1061 of
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of the tract so reserved, not exceeding one quarter-section,

as his homestead

;

fd) that for the purposes of the association and for the

reasons specified in the last preceding section, the mem-
bers of the association desire to settle together in a hamlet

or village within the boundaries of the lands so re-

served
;

Kesidence and asking that in lieu of the residence and cultivation condi-

Si
''"^^^^^'

ti<^i^s which a settler has to comply with to obtain letters patent

for the land entered for by him, as a homestead, under the

ordinary homestead provisions of this Act, the residence by tne

settler within the said hamlet or village, for a period of not

less than three years within the meaning of this Act, and the

cultivation of parcels of land to .be set aside for that

])urpose by the association near the village or hamlet, out of the

tract so reserved for the association, and the improvement of

the remainder of the tract by the association, shall be accepted

as sufficient to warrant the Minister in issuing to such settler,

or his legal representative letters patent for the land entered

for by him as a homestead; the Minister may withdraw from

Minister may general sale and from settlement under the ordinary homestead

knds'^Trom provisions of this Act, any available Dominion lands, including

general sale both odd-numbered and even-numbered sections or parts there-

ment^^*^'^' o^, in tracts of one or more townships, or a sufficient part or

Proviso, parts of a township or townships: Provided that, before any

settler who has obtained entry for a homestead under this sec-

tion, or his legal representative, is entitled to the issue of letters

])atent therefor, the value of his residence within the said ham-

let or village, and of the out-buildings and other improvements

connected therewith, shall be equal at least to the value of

the residence, out-buildings or other improvements required

of an ordinary homesteader, and the total value of all im-

provements and cultivation done to the tract by the members

of the association in connection with its scheme of co-operative

farming, shall be equal at least to one hundred and fifty dollars

for each member of the association at the date of the settler's

application. 01 V., c. 31, s, 3.

When and 123. At the expiration of three years from the date of his

dition^s^a^set-'i'^"^^'^^^'^^
entry, a settler, or in case of his death, his legal

tier may ob- representatives, upon proving, to the satisfaction of the local

patent!^ agent or his senior assistant, that he or they, or some of them

have resided upon and cultivated the land during the said term

of three years, shall be entitled to a patent for the land, if such

proof is acccpU'd by the Commissioner of Dominion Lands, or

the Dominion Lands Board ; but the patent therefor shall not

MuHt be a issue to any person wlio is not a subject of His ^lajesty by birth

British sub- fyy naturalization, except in the case of a settler who, after
'^^**

having complotod tlie conditions of his entry, dies prior to the

issue of the. jiatcnt,, iiud whose legal representatives are citizens

1002 of
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of a foreig-n coiintrj, and except as hereinafter provided. K.S.,
c. 5-i, s. 38; 61 V., c. 31, s. 4; G2-G3 V., c. 16, s. 2; 63-64 V.,
c. 20, s. 1.

124. In the case of a settler who obtains homestead entry Case of entry

for hmd occupied by him previous to survey thereof, in the man- SpiKefSe
ner hereinbefore mentioned, residence upon and cultivation of survey.

the land for the three years next preceding the application for
patent, shall, for the purpose of the issue of patent, be held
equivalent to that prescribed in the foregoing section, if such
residence and cultivation are otherwise in conformity with the
provisions of this Act. U.S., c. 54, s. 38.

125. Every person who proves that he has resided on the r^arlier issue

land for wdiich he has homestead entry for twelve months after certa/n"*
'°

the date of such entry, and that he has brought under cultiva- cases.

tion at least thirty acres thereof, may obtain a patent before the

expiration of three years from the date of such entry by paying
the Government price for the land at the time of his application
for patent. E.S., c. 54, s. 38; 62-63 V., c. 16, s. 3.

126. Proof of residence or cultivation, required by the three Proof of per-

last preceding sections of this Act, and of the erection of a condttioL^^
habitable house, shall be made by the claimant by affidavit, and to be by afH-

shall be corroborated by the evidence on oath of two disinter-
'^^^^*^-

ested witnesses resident in the vicinity of the land to which
their evidence relates, and shall be subject to acceptance as suffi-

cient by the Commissioner of Dominion Lands or the Dominion
Lands Board; and such affidavit shall be sworn, and such evi-

dence given, before the local agent, or his senior assistant, or

before some other person named for that purpose by the Min-
ister. E.S., c. 54, s. 38; 60-61 V., c. 29, s. 3.

127. [f, in connection with the homestead entry, the settler Kisbt of

has obtained a pre-emption entry, in accordance with the provi- ha^'aLo ob-

sions of any Act then in force relating to Dominion lands, he tained pre-

shall, on becoming entitled to a patent for his homestead, be try^and pays
also entitled to a patent for the land included in such pre- ^^^ price.

emption entry, on payment of the price fixed by the Governor
in Council for land so entered for ; but such pre-emption right, ^'"o^'^^o-

if not exercised and payment made within tw^o years after the

settler becomes entitled to claim a patent under his homestead
entry, shall be forfeited, and the land included in such pre-

emption entry may be opened for homestead entry bv the Min-
ister. 55-56 v., c. 15, s. 3; 61 Y., c. 31, s. 5.

128. After a homestead has been recommended for patent Assignment
the holder of the pre-emption right may legally dispose of, con- °? pre-emp-

vey, assign or transfer his right and title in the land for which
^°^ "° ^'''

he holds the pre-emption entry; and this provision shall also

apply retrospectively, but . shall have no force or effect as
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Notice of
application

for patent.

respects any land in relation to which the subject-matter of this

section had been adjudicated upon before the thirtieth day of

September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, or was

then in question in any court of competent jurisdiction. 54-55

v., c. 24, s. 13.

129. Every person who has obtained a homestead entry,

and who purposes to apply for a patent for such homestead,

shall give six months' notice in writing to the Commissioner

of Dominion Lands of his intention to make such application,

and shall produce evidence to the officer who is authorized to

receive the application, that such notice has been duly given.

R.S., c. 54, s. 38.

Residence 130. If a settler has obtained a patent for his first home-

second home- stead, or a certificate for the issue of such patent counter-
stead, signed in the manner prescribed by this Act, and has obtained

entry for a second homestead, the requirements of this Act
as to residence prior to obtaining patent may be satisfied by
residence upon the first homestead, if the second homestead

is in the vicinity of the first homestead. 61 V., c. 31, s. G

;

1 E. YII., c. 20,' s. 3.

Residence 131. If the father (or the mother, if the father is deceas-

or^mother'* ^d) of any person who is eligible to make a homestead entry
or home- under the provisions of this Act, resides upon a farm in the
stea er.

vicinity of the land entered for by such person as a homestead,

the requirements of this Act as to residence prior to obtaining

patent may be satisfied by such person residing with the father

or mother ; and in the event of the death of the father or mother
before the person is entitled to his patent, the requirements

of this Act as to residence prior to obtaining patent may be

satisfied by such person continuing to reside on the property

which was the residence of the father or mother, or by removing

to a residence upon his own homestead, 61 V., c. 31, s. 6.

Residence on 132. If the settler has his permanent residence upon farra-

l^icit*itl"own- iii^ hind owned by him in the vicinity of his homestead, the
ed bv home- roquirements of this Act as to residence may be satisfied by

residence upon the said land. 1 E. VII., c. 20, s. 3.
Bteader.

Other settle-

ment duties
entitling to
patent.

133. Xotwithstanding anything contained in this Act, any
pers<jii claiming a patent for land for which he has made entry

as a homestead shall be entitled to obtain such patent, upon
proving to the satisfaction of the Minister or of the Commis-

sioner of Dominion Lands,

—

(a) tliat he has fulfilled three years' residence within the

meaning of the provisions of this Act relating to home-

steads
;

1064 (b)
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(h) that ho has at least twenty head of cattle upon such
land or land occupied by him in the vicinity, and that he
is the actual owner of such cattle

;

(c) that he has erected upon such land, or upon land
occupied by him in the vicinity, stables and outhouses suffi-

cient to winter at least twenty head of cattle. 1 E. VII.,
c. 20, s. 3.

134. jS'otwithstandino- anything in this Act, the time during Time of ser-

which a settler is absent from his homestead while he is a mem- V^^ ^^ "^f."^"

ber 01 a military lorce enrolled under the authority of the tary force

Minister of Militia, and engaged as a member of such force residence^^
in the suppression of an outbreak or insurrection in any part

of Canada, or in the defence of Canada against a foreign power,

or is a member of a company or contingent of Canadian volun-

teers enrolled under the authority of the Minister of Militia

for active service, and also a period not exceeding three months
after the discharge of such settler as a member of such force,

company or contingent, to permit him to resume his residence

upon his homestead, may be counted as residence upon such

homestead, within the meaning of this Act. 63-64 V., c. 20,

s. 4.

135. If it is established to the satisfaction of the Minister If disabled,

that a settler, while on active service as a member of any such be*g?ven™^^
force, company or contingent, is so disabled by wounds received forthwith.

in battle, or because of illness resulting therefrom, or from any
other cause, between the time of his enrolment as a member of

such force, company or contingent and that of his discharge

therefrom, that it is not possible for him, because of such

wounds or illness, to resume occupation of his homestead and
complete the conditions of his entry therefor, the Minister may
forthwith issue a patent for the homestead in favour of such

settler. 63-64 V., c. 20, s. 5.

136. In the event of any person %vho has partly or wholly Insanity of

fulfilled the conditions of his homestead entry becoming insane ^^^tler.

or mentally incapable, and, by reason of such insanity or mental

incapacity, unable to complete the conditions of his entry or

to furnish' the proof prescribed by this Act, the guardian or

committee of such person, or any person who, in the event of his

death, would be entitled as his legal representative to do so,

may furnish such proof if the conditions of entry have been

wholly fulfilled by such person, or, if only partly fulfilled, may
complete them and then furnish the necessary proof, as the legal

representative of such person. 60-61 V., c. 29, s. 14.

137. If it is proved to the satisfaction of the Minister,— Forfeiture of

(a ) that in anv one vear the settler has not resided upon and ^o^l^^^ead.
I ^

1 1
'• 1 1 c 1

•
1

Kesidmg
cultivated his homestead for at least six months, except upon and

where under aiiv provision of this Act such non-residence cultivating
- i'

. homestead.
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Erecting
habitable
house.

Permanent
improve-
ments.

Residence.

Cultivation.

House.

Cultivation.

House.

is excused, or such residence is not in the circumstances

prescribed ; or,

(h) in case he has, in connection with his homestead entry,

obtained a pre-emption entry, in accordance with the pro-

visions of any Act then in force rehiting to Dominion
lands, that he has failed to erect a habitable house and to

commence actual residence in the same and cultivation of

the land within six months of the date of such entry, and

to continue and maintain such residence and cultivation as

required by the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act in

force on the date of entry or that he has failed to make
permanent improvements on the land to the aggregate value

of one dollar and fifty cents per acre within three years .

from the time allowed for the perfecting of his entry ; or,

(c) in case he has obtained his entry under and in accord-

ance with the conditions prescribed by subsection six of

section thirty-eight of chapter fifty-four of the Revised

Statutes of Canada as amended by the Act passed in the

session held in the fifty-fourth and fifty-fifth years of the

reign of Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, chapter twenty-

four, that he has not been bona fide resident upon or within

a radius of two miles from his homestead quarter-section

for at least six months in any one year, or has failed to

break, prepare for crop and crop, in each of the three years

after obtaining his homestead entry, the areas of his home-

stead quarter-section mentioned in said subsection, or has

failed to erect upon his homestead a habitable house and

bona fide to reside therein for not less than three months

as required by the said subsection ; or,

(d) in case he has obtained his entry under and in accordance

with the conditions prescribed by subsection seven of section

thirty-eight of chapter fifty-four of the Revised Statutes

of Canada as amended by the Act passed in the session

held in the fifty-fourth and fifty-fifth years of the reign

of Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, chapter twenty-four,

that he has failed to perfect his homestead entry and make
the cultivation of his homestead in the manner and within

the times prescribed by the said subsection, or that he has

failed to erect a habitable house upon his homestead before

the expiration of the second year after the date of his

homestead entry, or that he has not bona fide resided in

the said house and cultivated the said land for at least six

months in each of tlie three years following the date when

he is r('(|iiirc(l liy the ])rovisions of the said subsection to

commence residence on his homestead;

the right to ihc land shall be forfeited, and the entry thereof

shall be canccllcl ; and the settler so forfeiting his entry shall

not be elig*il)le to obtain another entry, except in special cases,

in the discretion of the Minister. 54-55 V., c. 24, s. G.
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138. In ease of any entry obtained before the thirtieth day As to entries

of September, one thonsand eiijht hundred and ninety-one, befm'e^Sept.

the right of the person obtaining it shall ])e liable to forfeiture 30, 1891.

in the discretion of the Minister, nnless the application for
^'orfeiture.

patent was made on or before the thirty-first day of December,
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight: Provided that

in no case shall any homestead entry be cancelled under the

provisions of this section until the person who made the entry

has been given at least three months' notice in writing by the

Minister that his entry will be forfeited because of his neglect

to apply for patent, such notice to be mailed to. such person,

addressed to the post office nearest the land which is the subject

of the entry. 00-61 V., c. 29, s. ]5.

139. Failure on the part of any person, Avho has at any time Forfeiture

obtained a homestead entry, to apply, as hereinbefore provided, other^ cases!

for the patent for his homestead within a period of five years

from the date of his homestead entry, shall render his right

liable to forfeiture, in the discretion of the Minister. 54-55 V.,

c. 24, s. 7.

140. In case of illness, vouched for by sufficient evidence. Leave of

or in the case of immigrant settlers returning to their native ^d^^^*^®-

land to bring their families to their homesteads, or in other

special cases, the Minister may, in his discretion, grant an ex-

tension of time during which the settler may be absent from
his homestead, without prejudice to his right therein ; but the

time so granted shall not be reckoned as residence. U.S., c. 54,

s. 40.

141. Every homestead, the entry of which has been can- Sale of home-

celled, may, in the discretion of the Minister, be held for sale
^vh^c^h "entry

of the land with the improvements, if any, or of the improve- is cancelled,

ments only in connection with homestead entry thereof, to a

person other than the person whose entry is cancelled. R.S.,

c. 54, s. 41.

142. Except as herein provided unless the Minister other- Assignrnent

wise declares every assignment or transfer of homestead or pre- J^ pateiirto

emption right or any part thereof and every agreement to assign be void.

or transfer any homestead or pre-emption right or any part

thereof after patent obtained, made or entered into before the

issue of the patent shall be null and void ; and unless the Min-
ister otherwise declares the person so assigning or transferring,

or making an agreement to assign or transfer, shall forfeit his Forfeiture,

homestead and pre-em])tion right, and shall not be permitted to

make another homestead entry: Provided that a person whose Proviso,

homestead or homestead and pre-emption have been recom-

mended for patent by the local agent, and who has received

from such agent a certificate to that effect, in form R, counter-
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signed by the Commissioner of Dominion Lands, or, in his

absence, by a member of the Dominion Lands Board, may
legally dispose of and convey, assign or transfer his right and

title therein ; and such person shall be considered to have

received his certificate upon the date upon which it was so

countersigned. 60-61 Y., c. 29, s. 5.

Assignment 143. Xotwithstanding any provision to the contrary con-

ent^^nicode tained in any Act relating to Dominion lands, no assignment

before 22nd or transfer of a homestead or of a pre-emption right held or

not^void, but acquired in whole or in part under any such Act, and no agree-

may be de- ment to make any such assignment or transfer, made or entered
c are voi

. ^^^^ before the issue of patent and previous to the twenty-

second day of July, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-

five, shall be ipso facto null and void, nor shall any forfeiture

accrue in respect thereof; but the Minister may declare any

such assignment, transfer or agreement to be null and void

and such forfeiture to have accrued, or either; and such de-

claration shall have effect if made before the patent has issued

for the homestead or pre-emption land to which it relates, or

if the patent is issued through fraud, error or improvidence.

Sa\'ing. 2. Nothing in this section contained shall aft'ect any matter

which had, on or before the last mentioned date, been adjudi-

cated upon, or which then w\is in question in any court of

competent jurisdiction. 58-59 V., c. 34, s. 5.

No second
homestead
entry.

Exception.

Minister may
santtion
plans for

advancinK
money to

settlers.

144. Xo person who has obtained a homestead patent or a

certificate of recommendation entitling him to receive a patent

'for a homestead, shall be entitled to obtain another homestead

entry: Provided that any person who, on the second day of

June, in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,

had obtained a homestead patent, or such a certificate of

recommendation for a patent, or who had complied with

the homestead provisions of the Acts then in force relating

to Dominion lands so as to entitle him to such certificate,

or, subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, any person

who \v{\s permitted under the provisions of any Act at the time

in force respecting Dominion lands, to create a charge upon his

homestead, and had completed his homestead duties on the said

second day of June, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-

nine, shall be permitted to make a second homestead entry.

55-56 v., c. 15, s. 4.

Chavfjrs upon Homesteads for Advances.

145. If any ])erson is desirous of assisting by advances in

money intending settlers to place themselves on homestead

lands in the jiroviiice of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta

or in the Northwest Territories, and of securing such advances,

such ])('rson may make a])plication to the Minister, stating the

plan or pr'>ject intended to be acted n|)<iii, the steps to be taken
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in furtherance thereof, and the amount to he advanced to such
settlers ; and the Minister may sanction and authorize such
plan or project, or refuse his sanction and authority thereto.

R.S., c. 54, s. 44.

146. If the plan or project is sanctioned, and such person Statement

thereupon places any .settler upon a homestead, a statement of to bJ^hlr^^

the expenses incurred by such person in paying the actual bona wished to

fide cost of passage and freight, in paying for the homestead
entry, in providing medical attendance and for the subsistence

of the settler and his family, in providing materials for and
erecting buildings on the homestead an<^ in insuring such build-

ings (to which purposes one-half of the advance may be de-

voted), in breaking land on the homestead, and in providing

horses, cattle, house furniture, farm implements and seed grain

for the settler, in which statement a sum not exceeding ten dol-

lars for the cost of selecting the homestead, placing the settler

thereon and legal expenses, and also a sum to cover interest

on the amount advanced for a time to be agreed upon to enable

the settler to obtain a return from the cultivation of the home-
stead, may be included, shall be furnished to the settler, and
shall also be submitted with proper vouchers in support thereof

to the local agent, a homestead inspector or other agent ap-

pointed by the Minister.

2. The local agent, inspector or other agent so appointed, Verification

shall examine such statement and verify the same both by such °^ statement,

vouchers, and by an examination under oath of the settler and
of the person making the advances or his representative, and
shall certify the result of his examination by a writing upon
the statement signed by him; and thereupon the settler shall

make and execute an acknowledgment in waiting of the amount Settler to

so advanced to him, and shall, by such writing, create a charge knowledg-
in form S upon the homestead for the amount of such advance, ment.

not exceeding the sum of six hundred dollars, and for the
created

interest thereon at a rate not exceeding eight per centum per

annum.
3. iN'otwithstanding anything in this Act contained it shall Proviso:

be competent for the person making an advance to take at once lef^^ent
from an intending settler an acknowledgment in form T, and may be

such acknowdedginent shall operate as a charge upon the home- once"^
^*

stead for which the settler obtains entry, to the extent certified

by the local agent, homestead inspector or other agent appointed
by the Minister, for any sum not exceeding six hundred dollars

and for the interest thereon at a rate not exceeding eight per
centum per annum, upon presentation to him of vouchers or
other satisfactory evidence that the advance for which a charge Charge

is proposed to be created has actually been made to the settler
""^^^^'^ °-^

and that the settler has been actually placed on the homestead.
52 v., c. 27, s. 5; 54-55 V., c. 24, s. 8.

1069 147.
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147. A duplicate of such acknowledgment and charge shall

be deposited with the local agent, and, thereupon, the holder

of such acknowledgment and charge may by ordinary legal

proceedings enforce payment of the amount due for moneys so

advanced together with interest: Provided that no payment of

capital shall be enforced before the expiration of four years

from the date of the establishment of such settler upon his home-

stead, and no payment of interest shall be enforced before the

expiration of two years from such date nor earlier than the first

day of November in any year.

2. The settler may from time to time create additional

charges on his homestead in the manner in this Act provided for

the creation of a first charge ; but the aggregate amount of the

capital of the advances so charged thereon shall not at any

time exceed six hundred dollars.

3. The holder of such charge may, subject to the approval

of the Minister, assign the same, and he shall be deemed to have

always had such power. 54-55 V., c. 24, s. 9.

148. Upon such acknowledgment and charge being duly

executed and duly registered in the registry office for the regis-

tration district in which such homestead is situated, the same

shall constitute and be and remain a first charge upon such

homestead after the issue of the patent or certificate of recom-

mendation for patent for such homestead, until duly satisfied

and extinguished according to law. R.S., c. 54, s. 44.

149. If the settler does not perform the conditions of settle-

ment required to entitle him to a patent for his homestead

within the time and in the manner provided by this Act

and thereby forfeits his right to obtain a patent, the holder of

the charge may apply to the Minister for a patent of the home-

stead, and, upon establishing the facts to the satisfaction of

the Minister, shall receive a patent in his own name therefor

;

and as patentee shall be bound to place a hona fide settler on

the homestead by the sale thereof to such a settler or other-

wise within two years from the date of the patent, and in default

of so doing within the said period, shall be bound and obliged,

on demand, to sell the homestead, to any person willing to be-

come a hona fide settler thereon, for such sum of money as is

sufficient to pay the amount of the charge and interest, and

the expenses incurred by him in obtaining the patent and in

retaining the homestead, on pain, in case of refusal, of an

absolute forfeiture of the homestead and of all claims thereon

and of the j)atont or (»ther title thereto. R.S., c. 54, s. 44.

Holder of 150. I f any settler has acquired a right to receive a patent

obtain "!at- for liis homcstcad subject to an acknowledgment and charge

ent'^i" Heuler created under the provisions of this Act, or any former Act,
does not ap- 1070 and
ply for it.

Provision in

case settler

forfeits his
right to a
patent.
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and does not apply for the issue thereof, or has applied for the

issue of the patent, but it has not been issued, the holder of the

charge may obtain the patent or a certificate for patent in the

name of the settler, whether the latter is a British subject or

not, or in the names of his legal rei)resentatives, whether they

are British subjects or not, and thereafter the charge shall

become a lien on such homestead. R.S., c. 54, s. 44; 63-64 V.,

c. 20, s. 3 ; 1 E. VIL, c. 20, s. 4.

151. The provisions of this Act relating to charges created Provisions to

by settlers on homesteads for advances may be applied, at the advancej

option of any person interested, to any lands affected by ad- under

vances made under any Act in that behalf heretofore in force,

and where the person so interested is unable to obtain an affi-

davit by a witness to the execution of the acknowledgment and
charge by the settler to whom the advance was made, the regis-

trar of the district in which the lands are situated, may accept

in lieu of such afiidavit a certificate from the local agent in

whose office the acknowledgment and charge is of record, that

it was duly filed in his ofiice ; and it is hereby declared that if

the acknowledgment and charge has been so duly filed it shall be

held to have constituted a first charge upon such lands from the

date of its filing with the local agent, and to be and remain
a first charge upon such lands until duly satisfied and ex-

tinguished according to law. 54-55 V., c. 24, s. 10; 60-61 V.,

c. 29, s. 16.

152. Every such acknowledgment for an advance to a set- Certain

tier upon- his homestead which has been submitted, with the menir^
^

^'

proper vouchers in support thereof, to a homestead inspector, validated,

instead of to a local agent, and which has been examined, veri-

fied and certified by such inspector, and subsequently registered

at the ofiice of any local agent, or in the books of the Minister,

shall be valid and binding in like manner as if the same had
been examined, verified and certified by a local agent. 52 V.,

c. 27, s. 4.

153. Any settler who has created a charge upon his home- If homestead

stead for an advance under the provisions of any Act at the charglfmay
time in force affecting Dominion lands, and who applies under ^^ transfer-

the provisions of this Act for an entry for another homestead stituted^"

in lieu thereof, shall be allowed such second entry only if the homestead.

Minister and the holder of such charge consent, and if such

settler executes a transfer of such charge to the new homestead

;

and upon such entry being obtained, the charge so created shall

operate as a first charge upon the new homestead for the

amount of such advance still unpaid, and shall cease to be a

lien upon the abandoned homestead.

- 1071 2.
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2. The provisions of this section may be applied to any set-

tler who has already obtained entry for a new homestead in lieu

of a homestead upon which he had created a charge. 54-55 V.,

c. 24, s. 11; 55-56 V., c. 15, s. 4.

Crofters 154. The Board constituted to administer the fund raised
^'^^ '

to enable the colonization in Canada of crofters and cotters from

the West Highlands and Islands of Scotland, shall be vested

with all the powers conferred by the provisions of this Act upon
persons advancing money to settlers, and the said Board and

any persons who accept the assistance of the said Board for the

purpose of placing themselves upon homestead lands, shall be

subject to all the provisions of this Act. 51 V., c. 21, s. 1.

Crofters, 155. jSTotwitlistanding anything in this Act contained, any
secon en ry

pg^g^^-^ ^^,j-^q j-^^g j^ggj^ placed on homestead lands or has been

assisted to place himself on such lands by the said Board, may,

upon abandoning such lands, and, if required to do so, upon

executing an acknowledgment as herein provided, be granted a

second homestead entry, if his entry was made previous to the

twenty-ninth day of June, in the year one thousand eight hun-

dred and ninety-seven, and he resided on said lands up to that

date. 60-61 V.', c. 29, s. 17.

Disposal of 156. The lands so abandoned may be granted to the said

stead. Board subject to a condition that the Board shall place a bona

fide settler thereon by the sale thereof to such settler or other-

wise within two years from the date of the patent to the Board,

or, in default of so doing, shall, on demand, sell the said lands

to any person willing to become a bona fide settler thereon for

such sum of money as is sufficient to pay the amount of the

charge of the Board and interest, and the expenses incurred by

the Board in obtaining the patent or for such less sum as is

named in the patent as the fair value of such lands, on pain, in

case of refusal, of the forfeiture of the said lands and of all

claims tliereon and of the patent or other title thereto. 60-61

v., c. 29, s. 17.

If first home- 157. For the purposes of this Act, the Minister shall be the

valued at less sole and final judge as to the value of such abandoned lands,
than charge ^^^ jj^ ^j^y ^ase where such lands are valued by him at less than
Lhereon •

the amount of the charge thereon and interest and the expenses

aforesnid, the settler may be required, before he is granted a

second entry, to sign an ackno\vl(Mlgment in form T, or to the

like f'fF(!ct, creating a charge upon his second homestead for the

difference between the amount of the charge u])on his first

homestead and interest and expenses and the vahie so j^laced

upon such first homestead. 60-61 V., c. 29, s. 17.

1072 158.
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158. All charges created by settlers upon homesteads, under interest Act

this Act, or under any Act heretofore in force relating to ^° apply.

Dominion lands, shall be subject to the provisions of the In-

terest Act relating to mortgages, any principal or interest

secured by ^vhi('h is not under the terms thereof payable till a

time more than five years from the date of such mortgage.

RS., c. 54, s. 45.

Mining and Mininq Lands.

159. Lands containing coal or other minerals, including Eegulations

lands in the Rocky Mountains Park, shall not be subject to the mines'^etc.

provisions of this Act respecting sale or homestead entry, but

the Governor in Council may, from time to time, make regula-

tions for the working and developm^ent of mines on such lands,

and for the sale, leasing, licensing or other disposal thereof.

55-56 v., c. 15, s. 5.

160. No disposition of mines or mining interests in the Pvocky Moun-

Rocky Mountains Park shall be for a longer period than twenty *^'"^ ^^ '

years, renewable, in the discretion of the Governor in Council,

from time to time, for further periods of twenty years each,

and not exceeding in all sixty years. 55-56 Y., c. 15, s. 5.

161. ISTo grant from the Crown of lands in freehold or for Grant of

any less estate, shall be deemed to have conveyed or to convey ^^^yg°°* v?

the gold or silver mines therein, unless the same are expressly or silver.

conveyed in such grant. R.S., c. 54, s. 48.

162. Every discoverer of minerals upon surveyed or unsur- Rights of

veyed lands, or his assigns and associates, who had applied for discoverers-

a grant of such lands before the passing of chapter twenty-six of

the Acts passed in the forty-third year of the reigii of Her
late Majesty Queen Victoria, shall be held to have the same
rights as if that Act had not been passed. R.S., c. 54, s. 49.

Grazing Lands.

163. Leases of unoccupied Dominion lands may be granted Lease of

by the Minister, for grazing purposes, to any person, for such Ss"^
term of years, for such rent and upon such other terms and con-

ditions as in that behalf are set forth .in regulations authorized

from time to time by the Governor in Council. 60-61 V., c. 29,

s. 6; IE. VIL, c. 20, s. 5.

Hay Lands.

164. A settler in the vicinity of unoccupied hay lands may Lease of hay
obtain a lease for an area thereof not exceeding a quarter ^^^^^ to set-

68 1073 quarter-section,
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quarter-section, or forty acres, for siicli term and at such rent

as the Minister deems expedient; but such lease shall not

operate to prevent, at any time during its term, the sale or

settlement of the land; and in the case of such sale or settle-

ment, the lessee shall be paid by the purchaser or settler, for

fencing or other improvement made, such sum as the local

as-ent determines ; and the lessee shall be allowed to remove any

hay he has cut. R.S., c. 54, s. 51.

Wood for Settlers.

Wood lots. 165. The Minister may direct that in the subdivision of

townships, which consist partly of prairie and partly of timber

land, the timber lands shall be divided into wood lots of not

more than twenty and not less than ten acres each, in such man-

ner as to afford, as far as practicable, one such wood lot to each

quarter-section prairie farm. U.S., c. 54, s. C3.

166. Out of any wood lots so set apart the local agent shall,

on application, apportion a wood lot to each settler on a home-

stead quarter-section not having on it more than ten acres of

wood land ; and such wood lot shall be paid for by the applicant

at the price of Avood lots fixed at the time by the Minister, and

shall be entered in the books of the local agent and be given by

him, in his returns, as appertaining to such homestead quarter-

section ; and on the homestead claimant fulfilling all the require-

ments of this Act in that behalf, but not otherwise, a patent

Proviso. shall issue to him for such wood lot: Provided that any person

to whom a wood lot was apportioned in connection with a

• homestead, under the provisions of subsection five of section

forty-six of the Dominion Lands Act of one thousand eight

hundred and seventy-two, having duly fulfilled the conditions

of such homestead grant, shall receive a patent for such

wood lot as a free grant, as provided in the said subsection,

notwithstanding the repeal of the said subsection by the Act

chapter nineteen of the statutes of one thousand eight hundred

and seventy-four: Provided further that the cancellation of a

homestead entry shall carry with it the cancellation of the entry

of the wood lot apportioned thereto, and also the forfeiture of

the ])urchase money of such wood lot. U.S., c. 54, s. 63.

As to quar- 167. If a ([\uirter-section is found to contain timber land
ter-sections

^^.i^jf,!, (\^,q^ i^at exceed in extent twenty-five acres, such timber

on'thenK"^^ land sliall be ajipurtenant to such quarter-section, and shall not

be diviilcd into wood lots. K.S., c. 54, s. 63.

Timber dis-

tricts.

Tiinhcr Berths.

168. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,

dechirc districts of territory to be timber districts ; and no lease

of ;i liiiilicr berth shall be granted except within timber districts

so set ai)art. R.S., c. 54, s. 65.

1074 169.
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169. The Minister may set apart any tract of land in any Timber

timber district, and may canse the same to be divided into
^'^*^'^-

timber berths not exceeding in area fifty square miles each,

and the same shall be reserved from sale and settlement ; and,

under such regulations as are made by the Governor in Council

respecting the ground rents, royalties or other dues which shall

be paid in connection therewith, leases of the right to cut tim-

ber on such berths may be granted as hereinafter provided.

R.S., c. 54, s. QQ.

170. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,— Sale of leases

(a) order that leases of the right to cut timber on certain
j^^i.t'^ig

timber berths defined in the order, shall be offered at public

auction, at an upset bonus fixed in the order, and awarded

to the person bidding, in each case, the highest bonus there-

for, such bonus to be paid in cash at the time of sale;

(h) authorize the lease of the right to cut timber on any tim- Lease to sole

ber berth to any person who is the sole applicant for such applicant,

lease,—the bonus to be paid by such applicant to be fixed

in the order authorizing the lease to him, and to be paid in

cash at the time of its issue

;

(c) authorize the ]\Iinister, when one or more persons apply Dispose of

for the right to cut timber upon the same berth, to invite by tender,

tenders from the applicants or the public, and the lease

shall be awarded to the person tendering- the highest cash

bonvis therefor. R.S., c. 54, s. 67.

171. Leases of timber berths shall be for a term not exceed- Duration of

ine: one year : and the lessee of a timber berth shall not be held '^f^ses and as
^ *'

. to renewal,
to have any claim whatever to a renewal of his lease unless such

renewal is provided for in the order in council authorizing

such lease, or embodied in the conditions of sale or tender, as

the case may be, under which it was obtained. R.S., c. 54, s. 68.

172. 1^0 lease shall be renewed in any case in which the No renewal

lessee has failed to pay any ground rent, royalty or other dues ^" certain

in connection therewith. E.S., c. 54, s. 68.

173. The lease shall describe the lands upon which the Form and

timber may be cut, and shall, during its continuance, vest in the ^^^^^ "f

lessee all rights of property whatsoever in all trees or timber cut

within the limits of the leasehold, whether such trees and tim-

ber are cut by his authority or by any person without his con-

sent; and such lease shall entitle the lessee to seize in replevin, Rights of

revendication or otherwise, as his property, such timber where 1?^^?*^ ^° ^\^

the same is found in the possession of any unauthorized person, enforcement

and also to bring any action or suit against any person unlaw- ^^^"^^o^-

fully in possession of any such timber, and to prosecute all

persons cutting timber in trespass upon his lease, to conviction

68^ 1075 and
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and punishment, and to recover damages, if any; and all pro-

ceedings pending at the expiration of any such lease may he

continued and completed as if the lease had not expired. R.S.,

c. 54, s. 69.

Conditions.

Erection of

saw-mills.

Pa^Tnent of
ground rent
and royalty.

Accounts to

be kept.

Returns to

be made.

174. The lease shall, in addition to such other provisions as

are prescribed in the order in council granting it, or in the con-

ditions of sale or tender under which it was obtained, contain .

provisions binding the lessee,

—

(a) to erect, in connection with the berth leased, and to have

in operation within a time prescribed in the lease, a saw-

mill or mills, of capacity to cut in twenty-four hours a

thousand feet, board measure, for every two and a half

square miles of the area leased, or to establish such other

manufactory of wood goods as the Minister accepts as equi-

valent thereto

;

(h) to pay in advance, in addition to the bonus, an annual

groimd rent of five dollars for each square mile ; and

further, to pay in cash, at each time of his making the re-

turn of quantities by this section required, a royalty of

five per centum on his sales of the products of the berth,

as shown by such return

;

(c) to keep correct books of account of his business, and to

submit the same for the inspection of any authorized agent

of the Minister, whenever required

;

(d) to make, monthly or at such other intervals of time as

they are required of him by regulations made under this

Act or by the Minister, returns «worn to by him or by his

agent or employee cognizant of the facts, declaring the

quantities taken from the berth, and those sold, of all tim-

ber, in whatsoever form the same is sold or otherwise dis-

posed of by him during such month or other period, and
the amount- received by him therefor

;

(e) to prevent any imnecessary waste of timber in the pro-

cess of cutting it, and to prevent, when it can be avoided,

the destruction of growing trees which have not yet

attained a size fitting them to be used for merchantable

timber

;

(f) to exercise strict and constant supervision to prevent the

origin and spread of fire. K.S., c. 54, s. 70.

175. If, in consequence of any inoorrectness in survey or

otlier error or cause whatsoever, a lease is found to comprise

lauds iuchided in anotlior lease of prior date, or any lands sold,

granted, leased, or lawfully set apart for any other purpose

under this Act, the later lease shall be void in so far as it inter-

feres with any })revious lease, sale, grant or setting apart. R.S.,

c. 54, 8. 71.

Reservation 176. Every lease of a tinil)er berth shall be subject to the

mineriis*'"* riglit of the Crowu to deal, in accordance with the jDrovisions of

1076 this
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tills Act and the regulations made under it by the Governor in

Council, with any and all coal and other minerals found within

the limits of the berth leased; and the Crown shall have the

right, in dealing, as above provided, with any coal or other

minerals in lands leased as timber limits, to authorize the per-

sons to whom such coal or other minerals are granted, to take

possession of and occupy such extent of land so leased as is

necessary to work such coal or other minerals, and to open neces-

sary roads through any such timber berth, paying the lessee of

the berth the value of any and all timber necessarily cut in

making such roads or in working the mines, and the provisions

of this section shall apply to all leases of timber berths hereto-

fore granted under any Act respecting Dominion lands, as if

they had been contained in such Act when it was passed. R.S.,

c. 54, s. 72.

ITT. Every lease shall be subject to forfeiture for violation Forfeiture of

of any one of the conditions to which it is subject, or for any ^^^^^•

fraudulent return ; and in such case the Minister may, without
any action, suit or other proceeding and without compensation
to the lessee, cancel the same and make a new lease or disposi-

tion of the limit described therein to any other person, at any
time during the term of the lease so cancelled ; but the Minister

may, if he sees fit, refrain from cancelling such lease for non-
payment of dues, and may enforce payment of such dues in the

manner by this Act provided. R.S., c. 54, s. 73.

178. All ground rents, royalties or other dues on timber Lien of the

cut within the limits of any timber berth, which are not paid ^^"wn for

at the time when they become due, shall bear interest at the enforcement

rate of five per centum, per annum until paid, and shall be a
^^'^'^^o^*

lien on any timber cut within such limits ; and in case of such

non-payment, whether, in consequence thereof, the lease of the

berth has or has not been cancelled, the Crown timber agent or

other person authorized thereto may, with the sanction of the

Minister, seize so much of the timber cut on such berth as wall,

in his opinion, be sufficient to secure the payment of such

rent or royalty and interest, and the expenses of seizure and
sale, and may detain the same as security for the payment
thereof.

2. If payment is not made within three months after Sale.

such seizure, the Crown timber agent may, with the sanction

of the Minister, sell such timber by public auction, and after

deducting the sum due to the Crown, the interest thereon and

the expenses aforesaid, he shall pay over the balance, if any, to

the lessee, if the timber was in his possession at the time of

seizure, or, if it was not, to the person who had possession

thereof at that time. E.S., c. 54, s. 74.

179. All timber cut under lease shall be liable for the pay- Timber liable

nient of the Crown dues thereon, Avhenever and wherever the

1077 said
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whenever said timber, or any part of it, is found, whether it is or is not

converted into deals, boards or any other mannfacture of wood

;

and all officers or agents employed in the collection of such dues
may follow all such timber and may seize and detain the same
wherever it is found, until the dues thereon are paid or secured,

as provided in the last preceding section. R.S., c. 54, s. 75.

Enforce- 180. If the payment of the Crown dues on any timber has

ment in case been evaded by any lessee or other person, by the removal of
of removal such timber or products out of Canada, or otherwise, the

ada. amount of dues so evaded and any expenses incurred by the

Crown in enforcing payment of the said dues under this Act,

may be added to the dues remaining to be collected on ajiy

other timber cut on any timber berth by the lessee or by his

authority, and may be levied and collected or secured on such

timber, tog'ether with such last-mentioned dues, in the man-
ner hereinbefore provided; or the amount due to the Crown,
of which payment has beten evaded, may be recovered by action

or suit in the name of the Minister or his agent, in any court

of competent jurisdiction. U.S., c. 54, s. 76.

Bonds or 181. The Minister may take or authorize the taking of

?aken™vith l-)onds or promissory notes for any money due to the Crown
out affecting as aforesaid, or in his discretion, for double the amount of
^^^' any dues, penalties and costs incurred or to be incurred, and

may, if it is under seizure, then release any timber upon wdiich

the same would be leviable ; but the taking of such bonds or

notes shall not affect the right of the Crown to enforce pay-

ment of such money, antl the debt shall be a lien on any timber

cut on the same or on any other berth, by the lessee or by his

authority, if the sums for which such bonds or notes are given

are not paid when due. U.S., c. 54, s. 77.

Slides and Stream and Lake Fronts.

RiRht to 182. ISTo sale or grant of any Dominion lands shall give or

not To pass convey any right or title to any slide, dam, pier or boom, or
by sale or other work previously constructed on such land, or on any

knd.
^

stream passing through or beside it, for the purpose of facilitat-

ing the descent of timber or saw-logs, unless it is expressly men-
tioned in the letters patent or other documents establishing such

sale or grant, that such slide, dam, pier or boom, or other work,

is intended to be thereby sold or granted. U.S., c. 54, s. 87.

Free use of 183. The free use of slides, dams, piers, booms and other

not'^afTf'f-^o'fl
w'f^rks on streams, to facilitate the descent of lumber and saw-

by any HiK-h ]()<rH, and the right of access thereto for the ]>urpose of using
sale or ^rant.

^^^^^ game and keeping tliem in rej)air, sliall not, in any way,

1)0 interrupted or obstructed by or in virtue of any sale or

grant of Dominion lands made subsfMjucntly to tlie construction

of such works. U.S., c. 54, s. 88.

1078 184.
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184. Tlio free use for the floatiiic; of saw-log-s or other ^^ the free
•

*^ r^ USG of
timber, of all streams and lakes necessary for the descent there- streams and

of from Dominion lands, and the right of access to such streams ^^^^^^ ^"'^
o 3.CCCSS tiicrc*

and lakes, and of passing and repassing on or beside the land to.

on either side, and wherever necessary for such use thereof,

and over all existing or necessary portage roads past any rapids

or falls, or connecting such streams or lakes, and over such

roads as, owing to natural obstacles, are necessary for taking

out timber from Dominion lands, and the right of constructing

slides where necessary, shall continue uninterrupted and shall

not be affected or obstructed by or in virtue of any sale or grant

of such lands. R.S., c. 54, s. 89.

Liability of Persons cutting Tiniher without Authority.

185. If any person, without authority, cuts, or employs or Tenaltv for

induces any .other person to cut or assist in cutting any timber be"o"n Do™
of any kind on Dominion lands, or removes or carries away, or minion lands

employs or induces or assists any other -person to remove or au[ho^tv
carry away any timber of any kind so cut, he shall not acquire

any right to such timber or any claim for remuneration for

cutting the same, preparing the same for market or conveying

the same to or towards market; and when the timber has been

removed out of the reach of the Crowni timber officers, or it is

otherwise found impossible to seize it, he shall, in addition to

the loss of his labour and disbursements, incur a penalty not Additional

exceeding three dollars for each tree which, or any part of removmg^out
which, he is proved to have cut or carried away, or assisted to of reach of

cut or carry away; and such sum shall be recoverable, with ° ^^^^'

costs, at the suit and in the name of the Crown, in any court

having jurisdiction in civil matters to the amount of the

penalty.

2. In all cases the burden of proof of authority to cut and Burden of

take the timber shall lie on the person charged ; and the ^^"° *

averment of the person seizing or prosecuting, that he is duly

employed under the authority of this Act, shall be sufficient

proof thereof, unless the defendant proves the contrary. E.S.,

c. 54, s. 79.

186. Whenever any Cro"svn timber officer or agent receives Seizure of

satisfactory information, supported by affidavit, made before affidavit'"be--

a justice of the peace or before any other competent officer or fore a J. P.

person, that any timber has been cut without authority on

Dominion lands, or if any Crown timber officer or agent, from

other sources of information or his own knowledge, is aware

that any timber has been cut without authority on any such

lands, he may seize or cause to be seized, in His Majesty's

name, the timber so reported or known to be cut, wherever it

is found, and place the same under proper custody, until the

matter is decided by competent authoritv. R.S., c. 54, s. 80.
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Li timber 187. If the timber, reported or known to have been cut

mixed with without authority has been made up with other timber into

other timber, a crib, dram or raft, or in any other manner has, at any mill

or elsewhere, been so mixed up with other timber as to render

it impossible or very difficult to distinguish the timber so cut

without authority from the other timber, the whole shall be

held to have been cut without authority, and shall be liable to

seizure and forfeiture accordingly, unless the holder separates,

to the satisfaction of the Crown timber agent, the timber cut

without authority from the other. U.S., c. 54, s. 81.

In absence 188. ^ATienever any Crown timber agent or other officer or

tory^expkna- agent of the Minister is in doubt as to whether any timber has
tion timber or has not been cut without authority, or is or is not liable to

seized as cut Crown dues on the whole or any part thereof, he may inquire
without (yf ^\^Q person or persons in possession or in charge of such

timber, as to when and where the same was cut ; and if no
satisfactory explanation, on oath or otherwise, as he requires,

is given to him, he may seize and detain such timber until

proof is made to the satisfaction of the Minister or of such

Crown timber agent or officer, that such timber was not cut

without authority, and is not liable, either in whole or in part,

to Crown dues of any kind ; and if such proof is not made
within thirty days after such seizure, such timber may be dealt

with as timber cut without authority, or on which the Crown
dues have not been paid, according to the circumstances of the

case; and the dues thereon may be recovered as hereinbefore

provided. E.S., c. 54, s. 82.

Release of
timber on
Becuritv be-

ing given.

TimVjer
seized to be
deemed con-
demned, in

default of

owner f1;iim

inii within
one month.

189. If any timber, or any product thereof, is seized under
the provisions of this Act by any Crown timber agent or officer,

he may allow such timber or product thereof to be removed and
disposed of, on receiving sufficient security, by bond or other-

wise to his satisfaction, for the full value thereof, or, in his

discretion, for payment of double the amount of all dues, pen-

alties and costs incurred or imposed thereon, as the case may
be. E.S., c. 54, s. 83.

190. All timber seized imder this Act on behalf of the

Crown, as being forfeited, shall be deemed to be condemned,
unless the owner thereof or the person from whom it was
seized, within one month from the day of the seizure, gives

notice to the seizing officer or to the Crown timber agent or

officer under whose authority the seizure was made, that he in-

tends to contest the seizure; and if, within fifteen days there-

after, the claimant has not instituted proceedings before a court

of competent jurisdiction to contest the seizure, or if the deci-

sion of the court is against him, or if the claimant fails duly

to prosecut(! such Y)roceediiigs, in the opinion of the judge

before whom such case is tried who may for that cause dismiss

the suit on tlie expiration of three months from the date on

1080 which
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which it was instituted, anything to the contrary herein

enacted notwithstanding, the timber may be confiscated and Confiscation

may, after thirty days' notice posted up at the place where tlie ^^^ ""''(^J^

same is confiscated, be sold, by order of the Minister, for the fault to eon-

benefit of the CrowTl. U.S., C. 54, S. 84. test seizure.

191. The Minister may, if he sees cause for so doing, in- Minister may

stead of confiscating: timber cut without authority on Dominion l"^P°''^ ^"e

lands, mipose a penalty which, m addition to all costs incurred, confiscation.

shall bis levied on such timber; and, in default of payment of

the whole on demand, he may, after a notice of fifteen days,

sell such timber by public auction, and may, in his discretion, Sale in de-

retain the whole proceeds of such sale, or the amount of the ^''"'^ ^^ P^y*

penalty and costs only. R.S., c. 54, s. 84.

193. Whenever any timber is seized for non-payment of Burden of
«/

• uroot to JIG

Crown dues, or for any cause of forfeiture, or any prosecution on the claim-

is instituted for any penalty or forfeiture under this Act, and °-^^'

any question arises w^hether the dues have been paid on such

timber, or whether the timber was cut on other than Dominion
lands, the burden of proving payment, or of proving on what
land the timber was cut, shall lie on the owner or claimant of

the timber, and not on the ofiicer who seizes the same or the

person instituting such prosecution. R.S., c. 54, s. 85.

193. Any officer or person seizing timber in the discharge of Officer in

his duty under this Act may, in the name of the Crown, call in caU^m assLt-

any assistance necessary for securing and protecting the timber ance.

seized. R.S., c. 54, s. 86.

Forest Paries.

194. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, for Preservation

the preservation of forest trees on the crests and slopes of the °^ forest
/^

• 1 !• 1 • 11 parks.
Rocky Mountains, and lor the proper maintenance throughout

the year of the volume of water in the rivers and streams

which have their sources in such mountains and traverse the

province of Alberta or the Yukon Territory or the jSTorthwest

Territories, reserve from sale, lease or license, such portions of

the land in the said province or such territory or territories, on,

adjacent to, or in the vicinity of the Rocky Mountains, as to

him it appears expedient so to reserve, and may define the limits

or boundaries of such reserves ; and may set aside and appro-

priate such lands for a forest park, or forest parks, as he deems
expedient, and may appoint officers for the preservation of such

reserves and forest parks. R.S., c. 54, s. Y8.

195. Statements showing such reserves and appropriations, Returns to

with the necessary maps, shall be laid before Parliament within Parliament.
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fifteen days after the commencement of the session next after

such reserves or appropriations have been made. R.S., c. 54,

s. 78.

Public Purposes.

Council may 196. The Governor in Council may set apart and appro-
set apart priate such Dominion lands as he deems expedient, for the sites

other public f'f market places, gaols, court-houses, places of public worship,
purposes. burying grounds, schools, benevolent institutions and squares,

and for other similar public purposes, and, at any time before

the issue of letters patent therefor, may alter or revoke such

appropriation, as he "deems expedient ; and he may make free

grants, for the purposes aforesaid, of the lands so appropriated,

the trusts and uses to which they are to be subject being ex-

pressed in the letters patent. R.S., c. 54, s. 31.

Registration of Assignments.

o/Doinirdon IS*?* The Minister shall cause to be kept, in the Department
lands to be of the Interior, books for registering, at the option of the per-
legis ere

. ^^^^^ interested, assignments of any rights to Dominion lands

which are assignable under this Act, ujDon proof to his satis-

faction that such assignments are in conformity with this Act;
and every assignment so registered shall be valid against any
other assignment unregistered or subsequently registered

; but
any assignment to be registered shall be unconditional, and all

conditions on which the right depends shall be performed, or

dispensed with by the Minister, before the assignment is regis-

tered. U.S., c. 54, s. 59.

Patents.

Deputy Gov- 198. A Deputy Governor may be appointed by the Governor

siTn^ng^ General, who shall have the power, in the absence of or under
patents. instructions of the Governor General, to sign letters patent of

Dominion lands; and the signature of such Deputy Governor
to such patents shall have the same force and virtue as if such
patents were signed by the Governor General. R.S., c. 54, s. 52.

rrcparation, 199. Evcry patent for land shall be prepared in the Dejjart-

nnd' rofcistra-
'"f-'nt of the Interior, and shall be signed by the Minister or the

tion of pat- Deputy of the Minister, or by some other person thereunto
^" °*

specially authorized by the Governor in Council, and when so

signed shall be registered by an officer specially appointed for

that ])nrpose by the Registrar General, and sluiU then be trans-

mitted to the Secretary of State of Canada, by whom, or by the

Under Secretary of State, the same shall be countersigned, and
the Great Seal of Canada tliereto caused to be affixed : Provided
that every ]iMtent for land shall be signed by the Governor Gen-
eral or I)ei)uty Governor, as hereinbefore 2>rovidcd. R.S., c. 54,

8. 53.
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200. Whenever, thi-oui;h error in survey or in the hooks Remedy in

or pL^ns of a Dominion hinds office, any grant of hand is found gncy of quan-

deficient, the j\Iinister may order a free grant, equal in vahie, tity men-

at the time sueh land was granted or sold, to the ascertained patent.'"

deficiency ; or he may order the purchase money of so much
land as is deficient, with interest thereon at the rate of five per

centum ])er annum, from the time of the purchase thereof,

to be paid back to the purchaser; but no claim respecting any Limitation

such deficiency shall be entertained unless it is made within ciaim?^
°''

five years from the date of the patent, and unless the deficiency

is equal to one-tenth of the whole quantity described in the

patent as being contained in the lot or parcel of land granted.

R.S., c. 54, s. 54.

201. Where a patent for any land is issued to or in the name Issue of pat-

of a person who is dead, the patent shall not be therefore void, 1"*+^ 7

but the title to the land thereby granted or intended to be grantee,

granted shall vest in the heirs, assigns, devisees or other legal

representatives of such deceased person according to the laws of

the province in which the land is situated, as if the patent had
issued to or in the name of the deceased person during his life-

time. 60-61 v., c. 29, s. 13.

202. On any application for a patent by the legal repre- Patent to

sentative of a person who died entitled to such patent, the Min-
sentath-e^^ f

ister may receive proof of the facts in such manner as he sees person dying

fit to require; and upon being satisfied that the claim has been thereto

justly established, may allow the same and cause a patent to

issue accordingly. U.S., c. 54, s. 60.

203. Whenever a patent has been issued to, or in the name Clerical

of a wrong person, or contains any clerical error, misnomer or errors, etc.

wrong or defective description of the land thereby intended

to be granted, or there is in such patent an omission of the

conditions of the grant, the Minister may, there being no

adverse claim, direct the defective patent to be cancelled and a

correct one to be issued in its stead, which correct patent shall

relate back to the date of the one so cancelled and have the

same effect as if issued at the date of such cancelled patent.

R.S., c. 54, s. 55.

204. In all cases in Avhich, through error, grants or letters inconsistent

patent have issued for the same land, inconsistent with each grants.

other, and in all cases of sales or appropriations of the same
land, inconsistent with each other, the Minister may order

a new grant to the person thereby deprived, of land of value

equal to that of the original grant, at the time the same was
granted, or may, in case of sale, cause repayment to be made
of the purchase money, with interest ; or when the land has

passed from the original purchaser, or has been improved be-

fore the discovery of the error, or when the original grant was
1083 a
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Limitation
of time for
claim.

a free grant, the Minister may assign land, or grant such

amount of scrip for the purchase of Dominion lands as to him

seems just and equitable under the circumstances ; but no claim

under this section shall be entertained unless it is preferred

within one year after the discovery of the error. R.S., c. 54,

s. 56.

Patents, etc., 205. ^Vhenever patents, leases or other instruments respect-

tfrough ing lands have issued through fraud, or in error or improvid-

fraud, or in ence, any court having competent jurisdiction in cases respect-

providence, ing real property in the province where such lands are situate,

may, upon action, bill or plaint respecting such lands, and upon

hearing the parties interested, or upon default of the said

parties after such notice of proceeding as the said court orders,

decree or adjudge such patent, lease or other instrument to be

void; and upon the registry of such decree or adjudication in

the office of the Registrar General of Canada, such patent, lease

or other instrument shall be void. U.S., c. 54, s. 5Y.

Minister to
transmit to
refcistrars

township
plans show-
ing grants.

TOWNSHIP PLANS AND PATENT LISTS.

206. The Minister shall transmit to the registrar of every

county abd registration district or division in the provinces of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, and in the I^orthwest

Territories and the Yukon Territory, as early as possible in

each year, a certified copy of the map of each township in such

county, district or division, surveyed in the year next preceding,

together with a certified list of the lands in such county, district

or division, patented during such year. R.S., c. 54, s. 61.

Issue of let-

ters patent
to settler or
purchaser
indebted to

the Crown.

INDEBTED SETTLEKS.

207. In any case in which any settler or purchaser is en-

titled to the issue of letters patent for any land to which this

Act relates, but the issue of such patent is delayed because
of the liability of such settler or purchaser, either as principal
or surety upon a bond to the Crown or to the Minister, or as

mortgagor on a mortgage in favour of the Crown or the Min-
ister, for the repayment of an advance of seed grain, or on
account of any other indebtedness to the Crown, the Minister
may cause such letters patent to issue in favour of the settler

or purchaser entitled thereto, and may transmit them to the
registrar in whose district the land is situated, with a certificate

signed by him or his deputy or by some other person named by
him for the purpose, setting forth the particulars of such lia-

bility or indebtedness, including the total amount of the lial)ility

or indebtedness, with the rate of interest to be paid thereon
the najiie of the persons liable or indebted therefor, and the
land to be charged thereby; and the registrar, when registering

the patent for such land, shall make the necessary entries

respecting such indebtedness in the proper register or other
record book in his office, and thereafter the said indebtedness
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shall ])e and remain a charge upon the land until satisfied and
extinguished according to law. GO-Gl V., c. 29, s. 18.

SUMMAKY PROCEEDINGS AGAINST TRESPASSERS, ETC.

208. Whenever any settler, purchaser or other person re- Ejectment

fuses or neglects to deliver up possession of any land after for-
"^^ron^uflv

feiture of the same under the provisions of this Act, or when in possession

any person is wrongfully or without lawful authority in posses-
iands'^™^°'°"

sion of any Dominion lands and refuses to vacate or abandon

possession thereof, the Minister, or any officer or agent of the

Department of the Interior authorized by the Minister for that

purpose, may, upon evidence of the facts by statutory declara-

tion, apply to the judge of the county court for the county or Application

district within which the lands are situated, if the lands are in to judge,

the province of Manitoba, and to the judge of the judicial dis-

trict in w^hich the lands are situated, if the lands are in the

province of Saskatchewan or Alberta, and tx) a stipendiary

magistrate, if the lands are in the Northwest Territories, and to

a judge of the Territorial Court, if the lands are in the Yukon
Territory, for a summons directed to such person, calling upon

him forthwith to vacate or abandon the said lands, or, within

thirty days after service of the said summons, to show cause

why an order or warrant for his removal from the said lands

should not be made ; and if, upon the return of the summons, it

appears that he has not vacated or abandoned possession of the

said lands, or if he does not show good cause to the contrary,

the jvidge shall make an order or warrant for his summary Order for

removal from the said land, and the said order or warrant shall removal,

be executed by thfe sheriff, bailiff, constable or other person to

whom it is delivered. 61 V., c. 31, s. 14,

209. It shall be sufficient service of the summons if a copy Service of

thereof is left with a grown-up person found on the said lands,
summons,

and another copy is put in some conspicuous place thereon, or,

where no grown-up person is found on the lands, if a copy is

put up in each of two conspicuous places thereon. 61 V., c. 31,

s. 15.

210. The officer or person to whom any such order or w^ar- Execution of

rant is addressed shall forthwith remove the person named "^^'ai'raut.

therein from the said lands, and in the execution of the said

order or warrant shall have all the powers, rights, immunities

and privileges enjoyed by a sheriff, constable or other peace

officer in the execution of his duty. 61 V., c. 31, s. 16.

EVIDENCE.

211. Copies of any records, documents, plans, books or Certified

papers, belonging to or deposited in the Dominion Lands Office,
^^PJ^^qcu.^'^"

1085 attested
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Sence°
^^ attested under the signature of the Minister, or of the Secretary

of the Department of the Interior, or of the Surveyor General,
or of any chief clerk or officer authorized thereto, and of plans
or documents in any Dominion lands or surveys office in the
province of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or in the North-
west Territories or the Yukon Territory, attested under the

signature of the Commissioner of Dominion Lands, the Secre-
tary of the Dominion Lands Board, or other officer in charge of
such office, shall be competent evidence in all cases in which the
original documents, books, plans or papers would be evidence.
E.S., c. 54, s. 93.

As to litho- 212. Lithographed or other copies of maps or plans pur-

Sp?es^ porting to be issued or published by the Dominion Lands Office

of the Department of the Interior, and to have a lithographed
or copied signature of the Minister or of the Surveyor General
thereto attached, shall be received in all courts and proceedings
is prima facie evidence of the original, and of the contents
thereof. E.S., c. 54, s. 94.

"^^^f
''^- ""'^°™ 213. All affidavits, oaths, solemn declarations or affirmations

etc^may be I'pq^iii'ed to be taken or made under this Act, except as herein
made. otherwise provided, may be taken before the judge or clerk of

any county or circuit court, or any justice of the peace, or any
commissioner for taking affidavits, or any notary public, or any
Dominion lands agent or officer, or any person specially author-
ized to take such affidavits by this Act or bv the Minister. E.S.,
c. 54, s. 95.

Minister may 214. The Minister may require any statement in relation

swTra^state- ^^ ^^J ^^^^^ ^0 which any Act relating to Dominion lands
ments as to applies to be verified by oath, affirmation, declaration or affi-
lands

davit. 50-51 V., c. 31, s. 1.

GENERAL.

Certain 215. The Dominion Lands Board, or any member thereof,

offkers ma^r ?^* '^^^ person specially authorized to that efi"ect by the Governor
summon and in Council, may summon before them or him, anv person, by
examine per- i . i i . i i • • i " i

sons on oath, su'^poena issued by them or him, examine such person under
oath, and compel the production of papers and writings before

them or him ; and, if any person duly sunnnoned neglects or

Punishment I'efuses to appear at the time and place s])ccificd in the subpoena,

t"m''t" ^^'S^^ly ser\-e(l upon him, or refuses to give evidence or to pro-

duce the papers or writings demanded of him, may, by warrant,
under their orhis liunds or hand, cause such person, so neglect-

ing or refusing, to be taken into custody and to be imprisoned
in the nearest common gaol, as for contem])t of court, for a term
not exceeding fourteen days. li.S., c. 54, s. 9G; GO-61 V.,

c. 29, 8. 10.
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216. The Governor in Council may, if it is deemed ex- Authority to

pedient so to do, satisfy any claim to a grant of Dominion lands, CouncTto*"
respecting which no provision is otherwise made by law, by an issue scrip,

issue of scrip redeemable only by its receipt in payment for

such land. R.S., c. 54, s. G2.

217. The Minister, with the approval of the Governor in Form in

Council, may, whenever he deems it necessary so to do, vary
be'^^^^!,"^jej"^^^

any of the forms in the schedule to this Act, or to any Act Minister.

amending it, or he may from time to time, wdth the like ap-

proval, cause to be adopted such other forms to the like effect

or such new forms as he considers applicable or necessary to

any special case or class of cases. 60-61 V., c. 20, s. 11.

218. Every receipt or certificate of entry or sale issued by Receipt or

an agent of Dominion lands shall, unless such entry or sale entry or sale

has been revoked or cancelled by the Minister, entitle the person to ^^'^ right

to whom the same was granted, to maintain actions or suits suits.'

against any wa*ong-doer or trespasser on the lands to which such

receipt or certificate relates, as effectually as he could do under

a patent of such land from the Crown. U.S., c. 54, s. 97.

219. Whenever lands are entered for as a homestead, or Prevention

sold or otherwise disposed of, and such lands contain, or border °i
poHution

. I'll! -T T c
reservoirs.

upon, a coulee or ravine, w^hich has been utilized for the purpose

of forming a reservoir for the storage of water, or which, in

the opinion of the Minister, or of the agent or other officer by
w^hom such entry is issued or such sale or disposal is made, is

capable of being so utilized to advantage, such entry may be

issued or such sale or disposal made subject to the condition

that no building shall be erected within a specified distance

from the border of such coulee or ravine, and to such other

conditions as, under the circumstances of the case, seem desir-

able with a view to the prevention of the pollution of the water
stored in such reservoir; and in every such case any patent

issued for such land shall be expressed to be subject to the con-

ditions so imposed, 54-55 V., c. 24, s. 14.

«

220. Whenever interest is payable under or by virtue of Rate of

any regulation or order made or issued by the Governor in
'"Merest.

Council or the Minister under this Act, for or on account of

the purchase money or rent of any Dominion lands, school

lands, or mining, grazing or timber lands or claims, or for or

on account of the purchase money or rent of any other lands or

claims to which this Act relates, or for or on account of any
other claim, matter or thing arising under any provision of

this Act, the rate of such interest from the seventh day of July,

one thousand nine hundred, shall be five per centum per annum,
whether such interest is payable under the terms of any sealed

or unsealed instrument or not. 1 E. VII., c. 20, s. 7.
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OFFElSrCES AND PENALTIES.

Obstructing 221. Every person who, in any part of the Dominion lands,

Sn^""u°r" interrupts, molests or hinders any Dominion land surveyor

veyor. while in the discharge of his duty as a surveyor, is guilty of

an indictable offence, and liable to a penalty not exceeding

Penalty. twenty dollars or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two

months, or to both, in the discretion of the court. R.S., c. 54,

s. 137.

Pulling down 222. Every person who, knowingly and wilfully, pulls down,

?and^ markT^ defaces, alters or removes any mound, post or monument erect-

of original
q^^ planted or placed in any original survey under the pro-

visions of this Act, or under the authority of the Governor in

Council, is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to impri-

sonment for any term not exceeding seven years. E.S., c. 54,

s. 138.

Pulling down 223. Every person who, knowingly and wilfully, defaces,

other\arS°^ alters or removes any other mound or land-mark, post or monu-
marks. ment placed by any Dominion land surveyor to mark any limit,

boundary or angle of any township, section or other authorized

subdivision or lot or parcel of land in the province of Manitoba,

Saskatchewan or Alberta, or in the Northwest Territories or

the Yukon Territory, is guilty of an indictable offence and

liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars or to

imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months, or to both,

in the discretion of the court. E.S., c. 54, s. 138.

Possession of 224. Every person who, not being a Dominion land sur-

veyor, knowingly and wilfully has in his custody and possession,

and not for any lawful purpose in connection with a survey of

Dominion lands, any such post or monument, or any post or

monument intended, or apparently intended to be used for the

purposes of any such survey, or to mark any such limit, bound-

ary or angle, is guilty of an offence and is liable on summary
Penalty. - conviction to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months,

or to a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars, or to both

such fine and imprisonment. 61 V., c. 31, s. 9.

Destroying 225. Every one who wilfully cuts down, breaks, barks, roots

up, removes or destroys, or causes to be cut down, broken,

barkeil, rooted up, removed or destroyed, any tree, sapling,

shrub, underwood or timber growing in and upon any reserve

or forest park set aside and appropriated as in this Act pro-

vided, shall, for every such offence, incur a penalty not exceed-

Penally, ing one hundred dollars, and not less than ten dollars, which

nhall be recoverable, on summary conviction, with costs, before

a judge of a superior court, a stipendiary magistrate, commis-

Bif)ner of police, or any two justices of the peace; and in default

of immediate payment of sncli penalty, and of the costs of
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prosecution, the offender may be imprisoned for any term not

exceeding three months, R.S., c. 54, s. 78.

226. Any hohler of a homestead entry who, previously to Rellins; tim-

the issue of the patent, sells any of the timber on either his mills °etcT .

homestead or pre-emption quarter-section, or on the appurten- ^'efore pat-

ant wood lot, to saw-mill proprietors or to any other than

settlers for their own private use, without having previously

obtained permission so to do from the Minister, is guilty of a

trespass and may be prosecuted therefor before a justice of the

peace ; and, upon summary conviction, shall be liable to a pen-

alty not exceeding one hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for Penalty.

a term not exceeding six months, or to both penalty and im-

prisonment, in the discretion of the court ; and, further, such

person shall forfeit his homestead rights, and pre-emption

rights if any, and the timber so sold shall be subject to seizure

and confiscation in the manner herein provided. R.S., c. 54,

s. 63.

22*7. Any person remaining upon Dominion lands after Disobeying

having been ordered to vacate them, under the provisions of etc.™""^"'

this Act respecting summary proceedings against trespassers,

or returning thereto after having vacated them in obedience to

a summons obtained under such provisions, or after having
been removed therefrom under an order or warrant obtained

as aforesaid, shall, upon summary conviction thereof before a

judge, stipendiary or police magistrate, or two or more justices

of the peace, be liable to a fine of not less than twenty dollars Penalty,

and not more than one hundred dollars. 61 V., c. ^1, s. 17.

SCHEDULE.

Form A.

OATH OF MEMBER OF BOARD OF EXAMINERS.

I, A. B. do solemnly swear (or afiirm, as the case may be)
that I will faithfully discharge the duty of an examiner of
candidates for commissions as Dominion land or topographical
surveyors according to law, without favour, affection or par-
tiality. So help me God.

U.S., c. 54, sch., form M.

1089 Tom
E.S., 1900.
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Form B.

articles of pupil to dominioist land surveyor.

These Articles of Agreement made the

day of , one

thousand nine hundred and , between
' A. B., of of _

Dominion land surveyor, of

the one part, and C. D., of

and E. F., son of the said C. D., of the other part, witness:

—

That the said E. F., of his own free will, and by and with

the consent and approbation of the said C. D., doth, by these

presents, place and bind himself pupil to the said A. B., to

serve him as such from the day of the date hereof, for and

during and until the full end and term of three years from

hence ensuing, and fully to be completed and ended:

And the said C. D., doth hereby, for himself, his heirs, execu-

tors and administrators, covenant with the said A. B., his

executors, administrators and assigns, that the said E. F. shall

w^ell and faithfully and diligently, according to the best and

utmost of his jwwer, serve the said A. B. as his pupil in the

practice or profession of a Dominion land surveyor, which he,

the said A. B., noAV followeth, and shall abide and continue

with him from the day of the da'te hereof, for and during and

unto the full end of the said term of three years

:

And that he, the said E. F., shall not, at any time during

such term, cancel, obliterate, injure, spoil, destroy, waste, steal,

spend or make away with any of the books, papers, writings,

documents, maps, plans, drawings, field notes, moneys, chattels

or other property of the said A.B., his executors, administra-

tors or assigns, or of any of his employers ; and that in case the

said E. F. shall act contrary to the last mentioned covenant, or

if the said A. B., his executors, administrators or assigns, shall

sustain or suffer any loss or damage by the misbehaviour, neg-

lect or improper conduct of the said E. F., the said C. D., his

heirs, executors, or administrators, will indemnify the said

A. B., his executors, administrators or assigns, and make good

and reimburse him or them the amount or value thereof:

And further, that the said E. F. shall, at all times, keep the

secrets of the said A. B., in all matters relating to the said busi-

ness and profession, and will, at all times during the said term,

be just, true and faithful to the said A. B., in all matters and

things, and, from time to time, pay all moneys which he shall

receive of or belonging to or by order of the said A. B., into his

hands, and make and give true and fair accounts of all his acts

and doings wliatsoever in the said business and profession, with-

out fraud or dfday, wlien and so often as he shall thereto be

required; and will readily and ch(K?rfully obey and execute his

lawful and reasonable conmiands, and shall not depart or absent

himself from the service or employ of the said A. B., at any
1090 time
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time during the said term, without his consent first had and
obtained, and shall, from time to time, and at all times during
the said term, conduct himself with all due diligence and with
honesty and sobriety

:

And the said E. F. doth hereby, for himself, covenant with
the said A. B., his e.xecutors, administrators and assigns, that

he, the said E. F., will truly, honestly and diligently serve the

said A. B. at all times, for and during the said term, as a faith-

ful pupil ought to do, in all things whatsoever in the manner
above specified

:

In consideration whereof, and of of lawful

money by the said C. D., to the said A. B., paid at or before

the sealing and delivery of these presents (the receipt whereof
is hereby acknowledged), the said A. B., for himself, his heirs,

executors and administrators, doth covenant with the said C. D.,

his heirs, executors and administrators, that the said A. B. will

accept and take the said E. F. as his pupil, and that he, the said

A. B., will at all times during the said term, by the best ways
and means he may or can, and to the utmost of his skill and
knowledge, teach and instruct, or cause to be taught and in-

structed, the said E. F. in the course of study prescribed by the

Dominion Lands Act in practical surveying operations, and
generally in the art, practice and profession of, and in the use

of instruments used by, a Dominion land surveyor, and also will

provide the said E. F, with all the necessary and reasonable

expenses incurred in transacting or performing the business of

the said A. B., and also will, at the expiration of the said term,

make the affidavit of service required by the Dominion Lands
Act and use his best means and endeavours, at the request, cost

and charges of the said C. D. and E. F., or either of them, to

cause and procure him, the said E. F., to be examined before

the Board of Examiners of candidates for commissions as

Dominion land surveyors : Provided the said E. F. shall have
well, faithfully and diligently served his said intended pupilage

:

And for the true performance of all and every the covenants

and agreements aforesaid, according to the true intent and
meaning thereof, each of them, the said A. B. and C. D., doth
bind himself, his heirs, executors and administrators, unto the

other, his heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, in the

penal sum of five 'hundred dollars, firmly by those presents

:

In witness whereof, the parties aforesaid have hereunto

set their hands and seals, the day and year first above writteti.

Signed, sealed and delivered
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Form C.

affidavit by the surveyor.

I, A. B., of , Dominion land

surveyor, do solemnly swear that E. F. has served regularly

and faithfully as my pupil from the

day of , 19 , to the

day of , 19 .

That he has been engaged with me in the field on the following

surveys, that is to say

:

From the

19 , to the

19 ,011 the survey of



Dominion Lands.

Form E.

Chap. 55. 03

COMMISSION AS DOMINION LAND SURVEYOR.

This is to certify to all whom it may concern, that A. B.,

of , hath duly passed his

examination before the Board of Examiners, and hath been

found duly qualified to fill the office and perform the duties of

Dominion land surveyor, he having complied with all the re-

quirements of the law in that behalf: Wherefore he, the said

A. B., is hereby duly admitted to the said office, and commis-

sioned for the discharge of the duties thereof, and is by law

authorized to practice as a surveyor of Dominion lands.

In WITNESS WHEREOF, wc, the President and Secretary of

the said Board, have signed this commission, at

on this

day of , one thousand nine

hundred and
C. D.,

Surveyor General.

E. F.,

Secretary.

R.S., c. 54, sch., form Q.

Form F.

No

APPLICATION FOR A HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

I, , of

do hereby apply for a homestead entry, under section

of the Dominion Lands Act,

for the quarter-section of section

number , of the

township, in the range

of the meridian.

District.

19 .

B.S., c. 54, sch., form A; O.C. 29th March, 1888.

Form G.

Affidavit in support of claim for homestead entry by a person

who has not previously obtained homestead entry.

I.

do solemnly swear (or affirm), that I am over eighteen years

1093 of
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of age ; that to the best of my knowledge and belief the land

in respect of which my application is made is of the class open

for homestead entry; that there is no person residing on the

said land nor are there any improvements thereon, and that

this application is made for my exclusive use and benefit, with

the intention of residing upon and cultivating the said land,

and not directly or indirectly for the use or benefit of any other

person or persons whomsoever; and that I have not heretofore

obtained an entry for a homestead on Dominion lands.

Subscribed and sworn ^
to, this day > (Signature.)

of 10
J
before me J

Local Agent.

O.C. 29th March, 1888.

Form H.

Affidavit in support of claim for homestead entry by a person

who has bona fide settled and made improvements upon
land in advance of survey.

I, A. B., do solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may be)

that I am over eighteen years of age; that to the best of my
knowledge and belief the land in respect of which my applica-

tion is made is of the class open for homestead entry; that 1

became resident upon and began to cultivate the said land on

the day of
,

19 , before the same was surveyed ; that I have resided upon
and cultivated the said land continuously ever since; that there

is no other person residing or having improvements upon it,

and that this application is made for my exclusive use and

"benefit, with the intention of residing upon and cultivating the

said land, and not directly or indirectly for the use or benefit

of any other person or persons whomsoever ; and that I have

not heretofore obtained an entry for a homestead on Dominion
lands.

Subscribed and sworn "^

to, this day > (Signature.)

of 1!J
J
before me J

Local Agent.

Pv.S., c. .^.4, sch., form 15.

1094 Form
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FOKM J.

Affidavit in support of a claim for homestead entry by a

person who obtained a recommendation for patent for a

homestead, after three years' residence and cnltivation on
or before 2nd June, 1889.

I, A.B., do solemnly swear {or affirm, as the case may be)

that I am over eighteen years of age ; that to the best of my
knowledge and belief the land in respect of which my appli-

cation is made is of the class open for homestead entry; that

there is no person residing upon the said land, nor are there

any improvements thereon ; that this aj)plication is made for

my exclusive use and benefit, with the intention of residing

upon and cultivating the said land, and not directly or in-

directly, for the use or benefit of any other person or persons

whomsoever ; that I obtained entry for the

quarter-section of section

, township
,

range , of the

meridian as a homestead, on the

day of , 18 , being the only

homestead for which I have received a patent or certificate

of recommendation for patent, that I resided upon and culti-

vated the same for three years, and that I had earned title to

my said homestead on or before the second day of June, 1889,
certificate of which fact, signed by the proper agent of Do-
rainion lands and countersigned by the Commissioner of

Dominion lands, I now produce.

Subscribed and sworn ^

to, this day y (Signature.)

of 1^ ; before me J

Local Agent.

O.C. 5th July, 1890; O.C. 25th July, 1895.

FoKiyr K.

Affidavit in support of a claim for a homestead entry by a

person who earned title to a homestead, after three years'

residence and cultivation on or before 2nd June, 1889,

but cannot obtain a recommendation for patent until the

lien on his homestead is discharged.

I, A. B., do solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may he)

that I am over eighteen years of age; that to the best of my
•1095 knowledije
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knowledge and belief the land in respect of which my applica-

tion is made is of the class open for homestead entry ; that there

is no person residing upon the said land, nor are there any

improvements thereon ; that this application is made for my
exclusive use and benefit, with the intention of residing upon

and cultivating the said land, and not, directly or indirectly,

for the use and benefit of any other person or persons whomso-

ever ; that I obtained entry for the

quarter-section of section

, township ,

range ,
of the

meridian as a homestead, on

the day of

18 , being the only homestead for which I have received a

patent or certificate of recommendation for patent, that I re-

sided upon and cultivated the same for three years, and that I

had earned title to my said homestead on or before the second

day of June, 1899, a letter certifying which fact, signed by

the Commissioner of Dominion lands, I now produce.

Subscribed and sworn '^

to, this day \- {Signature.)

of 19 , before me J

Local Agent.

O.C. 5th July, 1890; O.C. 25th July, 1895.

FOKM L.

[Affidavit in support of a claim for another homestead entry,

by a person who obtained title to a homestead by purchase,

prior to the 2nd of June, 1889.

I, A. B., do solemnly swear {or affirm, as the case may be)

that I am over eighteen years of age; that to the best of my
knowledge and belief the land in respect of which my applica-

tion is made is of the class open for homestead entry ; that there

is no person residing on the said land, nor are there any im-

provements thereon; that I obtained homestead entry on the

day of
,

18 , for the quarter of section

, township
,

range ,
of the

meridian, and on or before

tlie 2nd day of Jnne, 1889, acquired a right to a patent there-

for by purchase after twelve months' rosidenco th(M-oon, under

the provisions ol the Dominion l.ands Act in that behalf, being

1090. the
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the only homestead for which I have received a patent or certi-

ficate of recommendation for patent, and that this application

is made for ray exclusive use and benefit, with the intention of

residing upon and cultivating the land applied for, and not,

directly or indirectly, for the use or benefit of any other person

or persons whomsoever.

Subscribed and sworn "^

to, this day V (Signature.)

of l"^
J
before me J

Local Agent.

O.C. 5th July, 1890; O.C. 25th July, 1895.

Form M.

I certify that I have received from
the sum of ten dollars, being the office fee for homestead entry

for (describe the land), and that the said

is, in consequence of such entry

and payment, vested with the rights conferred in such cases

by the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act, respecting home-
stead rights.

(Place—Date ).

Local Agent.

R.S., c. 54, sch., form E.

Form N.

No....

APPLICATION FOR A HOMESTEAD EXTRY BY AX AGEXT.

I, A. B., do hereby apply on behalf of of

the of in
,

for a homestead entry under the provisions of section of

the Dominion Lands Act, for the quarter of

section , of township

range , ,
west of

the meridian.

R.S., c. 54, sch., form F; O.C, 5th June, 1890.

1097 Form
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Form O.

Affidavit by an agent in support of a claim for liomestead

entry on behalf of a person who has ho7ia fide settled

and made improvements upon land in advance of survey.

I, A.B., do solemnly swear {or affirm, as the case may he)

that , for whom I am
acting herein as agent, is over eighteen years of age ; that

to the best of my knowledge and belief the land in respect of

which the application is made, is of the class open for home-
stead entry; that the said

became resident upon and began to cultivate the said land

on the day of
,

19 , before the same was surveyed; that he has resided upon
and cultivated the said land in conformity with the require-

ments of the homestead provisions of the Dominion lands law
ever since ; that there is no other person residing on, or claim-

ing, or having improvements upon it, and that this application

is made for his exclusive use and benefit, with the intention of

his residing upon and cultivating the said land, and not directly

or indirectly for the use or benefit of any other person whomso-
ever, and that he has not heretofore obtained an entry for a

homestead on Dominion lands.

Subscribed and sworn
^

to, this day W {Signature.')

of 1^ ; before me J

• Local Agent.

U.S., c. 54, sch., form G.

!FoRM p.

'Affidavit by an agent in support of claim for homestead entry
on behalf of a person who has not previously settled on
the land.

I, A. B., do solemnly swear {or affirm, as the case may he)

that , of
J

for whom I am acting herein as agent, is over eightoon years

of age; that to the best of my knowledge and belief the Iniul

in respect of which the application is made is of the chiss open
for homestead entry; that there is no person residing upon tli-

1008 said

Tt.S., lOOG.
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said land, nor are there any improvements thereon, and that

the application is made for the exclusive use and benefit of

the said

with the intention of his residinir npon and cultivatinc: the

said land, and not directly or indirectly for the use or benefit

of any other person or persons whomsoever, and that he has

not heretofore obtained an entry for a homestead on Dominion
lands.

Subscribed and sworn
^

to, this day >- (Signature.)

of 19 , before me J

Local Agent.

U.S., c. 54, sch., form H.

FOKM Q.

Affidavit by an agent in support of a claim for homestead
entry on behalf of a person who obtained a recommenda-
tion for patent for a homestead after three years' resii-

dence and cultivation on or before 2nd June, 1889.

I,

do solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may he) that

for whom I am
acting herein as agent, is over eighteen years of age; that to

the best of my knowledge and belief the land in respect of

which the application is made is of the class open for home-
stead entry; that there is no person residing upon or cultivat-

ing the said land, nor are there any improvements thereon ; that

the application is made for the exclusive use and benefit of

the said

with the intention of his residing upon and cultivating the

said land, and not directly or indirectly for the use or benefit

of any other person or persons whomsoever; that the said

obtained entry for the

quarter-section of section

, township
,

range
,

of the meridian, as a homestead

on the day of

,18 , being the only homestead for

which he has received a patent or certificate for recommenda-
tion for patent, that he resided upon and cultivated the same
for three years, that he had earned title to his said homestead
on or before the 2nd day of June, 1889, and that his said horae-

1099 stead
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stead has been recommended for patent, certificate of which

fact, signed by the proper agent for Dominion lands, and

countersigned by the Commissioner of Dominion lands, I now
produce.

Subscribed and sworn
^

to, this day S- {Signature.)

of 19
J
before me J

Local Agent.

O.C. 25th July, 1895

Form R.

I certify that »

who is the holder of a homestead

entry for {describe the land), has complied with the provisions

of the law required to be conformed to in order to entitle him
to receive a patent for such land, and that I have recommended

the issue of such patent.

(Place—Date.)

Local Agent.

Countersigned

:

Commissioner of Dominion Lands,

or Member of the Dominion Lands Board.

U.S., c, 54, sch., form K.

Form S.

acknowledgment and chaege.

T, the undersigned , holding

as a homestead the quarter-

section oi section , township

, range

of the meridian, upon which

I have been established since the

day of J
19 , hereby

acknowledge to have received from

, as nn advance unflor tlie provisions

of th(i Doiiiiiiiou Lands Act, in aid of my establishment upon
the said homestead, the sum of dollars

as sliown by the statement tlicreof hereto annexed, certified by

tlie , wliicli sum of money
1100 I
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I undertake to pay to the said

his representatives or assigns in years
from the day of

,

19 , as follows:

—

with interest thereon from the

day of
, 10 , at the rate

of per centum per annum payable yearly
on the day of

, in each year, the first instaluicnt

whereof will become due on the

day of , 190 ; and
as security for such payments I hereby create a first mortgage
and charge upon the said homestead according to the provisions

of the said Act.

I create the said mortgage and charge upon the condition

that I am to have the privilege of paying off the said advance

at any time prior to the expiration of the said

years.

In witness whereof the parties hereto have executed these

presents in triplicate, this

day of , 19 .

\
Signed, sealed and delivered

in presence of

J
[L.S.]

STATEMENT OF EXPENSES.

For cost of passage $
do subsistence

do entry fee

do breaking land .

do selecting land and placing

settler thereon ........
do legal expenses

do material for building and cost

of erection

.do horses and cattle

do house furniture

do farm implements

do seed grain

Interest on $ , to ,19

52 v., c. 27, s. 8.

1101 Form
K.S., 1906.
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Form T.

acknowledgment and charge.

I, the undersigned , hereby

acknowledge to have received the sum of

dollars from
as an advance under the provisions of the Dominion Lands

Act, in aid of mj establishment upon a homestead in the pro-

vince of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or in the ISTorth-

west Territories of Canada, which sum of money I undertake

to pay to the said , his

representatives or assigns in years

from the ' day of

,19 , as follows:—
with interest thereon from the

day of , 19 , at the

rate of per centum per annum payable on the

day of

in each year ; the first instalment whereof will become due

on the day of ,

19 , and as security for such payments I hereby under-

take and agree that the homestead for whidi I shall obtain entry

shall be charged with the said sum of money advanced to me,

with interest thereon from the said

day of , 19 , at a rate of

per centum per annum (not to exceed eight per centum per

annum), according to the said Act. I create the said charge

upon condition that I am to have the privilege of paying off

the said advance at any time prior to the expiration of the

said years.

In witness whereof the parties hereto have executed these

presents in triplicate, this

day of , 19 .

Signed, sealed and delivered '^

in presence of >

[L.S.]

52 v., c. 27, s. 9.

OTTAWA: I'linted by Samuel Edwakd DA\ysois, Law Pi inter to the King's
most Excellent Majeaty.

1102
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CHAPTER 56.

An Act respecting Forest Reserves.

1. This Act may be cited as the Dominion Forest Feserves Short title.

Act. 6 E. VII., c. 14, s. 1.

2* All Dominion lands within the respective bonndaries of Lands in

the reserves mentioned in the schedule to this Act are hereby Withdrawn
withdrawn from sale, settlement and occupancy under the from sale and

provisions of the Dominion Lands Act, or of any other Act, or "^^^P^^^J-

of any regulations made under the said Act or any such Act,

with respect to mines or mining or timber or timber licenses or

leases or any other matter whatsoever; and after the passing

of this Act no Dominion lands within the boundaries of the

said reserves shall be sold, leased or otherwise disposed of, or

be located or settled upon, and no person shall use or occupy

any part of such lands, except under the provisions of this Act

or of regulations made thereunder. 6 E. VII., c. 14, s. 2.

3. The said' reserves are hereby set apart and established Dominion

and shall hereafter be and be known as Dominion forei^t reserves,

reserves, for the maintenance and protection of the timber

growing or which may hereafter grow thereon, for the protec-

tion, so far as the Parliament of Canada has jurisdiction, of

the animals and birds therein, and the fish in the waters therein,

and for the maintenance of conditions favourable to a con-

tinuous water supply; but subject to any regulations made
unde»' this Act. 6 K VII., c. 14, s. 3.

4. The said reserves shall be under the control and manage- Control and

ment of the Superintendent of Forestry, or such other person management,

as is from time to time in charge of forestry for Canada,

subject to the direction "of the Minister of the Interior.

6 E VII., c. 14, s. 4.

5. The Minister of the Interior may appoint forest rangers Forest

for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act, and ''^^g^rs.

every such ranger shall, for the purposes of this Act, have

within the district for Avhich he is appointed all the powers of Powers of

a justice of the peace. 6 E. VII., c. 14, s. 5.

1103 6.
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Oath of
rangers.

Form.

Exchangt
of land
within
reserves
for other
Dominion
lands.

6. Every such ranger shall, before actins; in that capacity,

take and subscribe before a judge or notary public, or the Super-

intendent of Forestry or other person in charge of forestry for

Canada, an oath in the words following:

—

' I, A.B., a forest ranger in and for the district or territory

described in my appointment, do solemnly swear that, to tho

best of my judgment, I will faithfully, honestly and impartially

fulfil, execute and perform the office and duty of such forest

ranger according to the true intent and meaning of the Dom-
inion Forest Reserves Act, and of all regulations made or to be

made thereunder; so help me God.' 6 E. VIL, c. 14, s. 6.

*7. The Governor in Council may exchange for any land

within any such reserve, the title to which is not vested in the

Crown in the right of Canada, available Dominion lands

situated outside the boundaries of such reserves, and, where

necessary, may make compensation upon such exchange, and a

copy of every order in council authorizing such an exchange

shall be laid before Parliament during the first fifteen days of

the then next session thereof. 6 E. VIL, s. 14, s. 7.

Road
allowances
may be
included in

reserve.

Roads
may be
established.

Release of
interest to
land within
reserves.

8. Where a road allowance within the boundaries of any

such reserve has been vested in the Crown in the right of the

province in which it is situated, or has passed under the con-

trol of the executive authorities of the province, such road

allowance may, with the consent of the lieutenant governor of

the province in council, be included in and form part of such

reserve and may be closed by any fence which may be erected

for the inclosure of such reserve, or any part thereof. 6 E.

VIL, c. 14, s. 8.

9e Notwithstanding anything in this Act, the Governor in

Coimcil may cause to be established through and over any such

reserve such roads as are necessary for the convenience of the

public, and nothing in this Act or in any regulation made there-

under shall prevent the proper use of such roads by bona fide,

travellers or by others requiring to cross such reserve in the

pursuit of their ordinary business or calling; but nothing in

this section shall operate to withdraw such roads from the

reserve. 6 E. VIL, c. 14, s. 9.

10. The Governor in Council may secure from the holdc^r of

any title to or interest in any laud \vithin the limits of a forest

reserve a waiver in writing of the exemption of such land from

the provisions of any regulations made under this Act for the

prevention of trespass and the protection of game, and, where

n(!cessary, may make compensation therefor ; and from the date

of such waiver, and to the extent therein agreed upon, this

Act and the regulations made thereunder shall apply to such

lands. G E. VIL, c. 14, s. 11.
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11. Except as heroin otherwise provided, this Act shall Act does not

not apply to lands within the boundaries of any reserve set to'^Siidi''^"'^
apart and established thereby, the title to which was not vested ("rown'Vas

in the Crown in the right of Canada on the thirteenth day of
"'^ *'^^'''-

July, one thousand nine hundred and six, and shall not apply to

any lands within such boundaries which at that date were held
under lease or were subject to a license to cut timber or to any
other right or interest therein or affecting the same, so long a"s

such lease or license remains in force or such right or interest

continues to exist: Provided that nothing contained in any
lease or license granted before the said date shall be deemed to ProA-iso.

prevent the operation of this Act or any regulation made there-

under with respect to the protection of game, the prevention of

fires and the preservation and reproduction of timber; and
provided further that when any land in respect of which a lease

or license to cut timber thereon has been granted does not con-

tain, or has become denuded of, merchantable standing timber,

such land may thereupon be withdrawn from such lease or

license upon notice to the lessee or licensee, and such land shall

thenceforth be subject to all the provisions of this Act and of

any regulations made thereunder. 6 E. VII., c. 14, s. 12.

12. Neither the Governor in Council nor the Minister is As to timber

authorized or empowered for the purposes of this Act to expro- 'i'^^'^^'^^-

priate, purchase or acquire for compensation any right or

interest held under license to cut timber.

2. In the event of the Governor in Council or the Minister Compensa-

being hereafter authorized or empowered by statute for the *^°" ^^^ ^°'

LGl'GSt tic*

purposes of this Act to expropriate, purchase or acquire any quired

such right or interest, the compensation payable therefor shall '^^e^'*^!!!-

not be assessed or determined, either judicially or by agree-

ment, at any larger or increased amount by reason of the land

covered by such right or interest being situate in any forest

reserve created by this Act. 6 E. VIL, c. 14, s. 13.

13. The Governor in Council may make regulations, not Regulations,

inconsistent with the provisions of this Act, for the main-
tenance, protection, care, management and utilization of such

reserves, and of the timber and minerals therein, and, so far

as the Parliament of Canada has jurisdiction, of the animals

and birds therein and the fish in the waters therein, and for

the prevention of trespass thereon.

2. Such regulations shall be published for four consecutive
publication

weeks in the Canada Gazette, and shall thereupon have the and force of

same force and effect as if herciu enacted, and the said regula-
regulations,

tions shall be laid before Parliament during the first fifteen

days of the then next session thereof. 6 E. VIL, c. 14, s. 4.

14. During the construction of any railway passing through Rangers to

Dominion lands, the Minister of the Interior may appoint such P™**^'^''^,
i~r\ -,-1^^

"
„ forests from
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fires caused
b}' railways.

Powers.

Expenses
of fire

ranging.

Regulations.

Penalty for
contraven-
tion of this

Act.

forest rangers us he deems aecossary for the protection from

fire of the forests along or adjacent to such railway, and it

shall be the duty of every such ranger to enforce the provisions

of this Act and any regulations made thereunder, and of any

other Act either of the Parliament of Canada or of the province

in which such lands are situated, when and in so far as such

Acts or any regulations made thereunder relate to the preven-

tion of fires and are in force in the district for which such

ranger is appointed ; and for such purposes and within a tract

of five miles on either side of such railway every such ranger

shall have all the powers of a justice of the peace.

2. One-half of the expenses incident to and connected with

such fire ranging shall be a debt due to the Crown from the

person constructing such railway, and shall be payable upon
demand of the Minister of the Interior, and may be recovered

at the suit of the Crown in any court of competent jurisdiction.

3. The Governor in Council may make such regulations as

he deems necessary or expedient to give full effect to the

object and intention of this section. 6 E. VII., c. 14, s. 10.

15. Any person violating any provision of this Act or any
regulation made thereunder shall, in addition to any civil

liability thereby incurred, be liable, on summary conviction, to

a penalty of not more than one hundred dollars ; and in default

of immediate payment of such penalty and of the costs of

prosecution, such person may be imprisoned, with or without

hard labour, for any term not exceeding six months. 6 E. VIL,
c. 14, s. 14.

SCHEDULE.

Dominion Forest Reserves set apart and established under

this Act.

PROVINCE OF BRITISTI COLUMBIA.

1. The Long Lake Dominion Forest Reserve, in the railway

belt, in the province of British Columbia, consisting of the

west half of township 17, range 18 ;
township 17, range 19,

except sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 17, 18, 19 and 20 of the said to\vn-

ship; the west half of township 18, range 18; townships 18,

ranges 19 and 20; the south half of township 19, range 19;

township 19, range 20; all west of the sixth meridian, con-

taining 190 squaroii.iiles, more or less.

2. The Monte Hills Dominion Forest Reserve, in the said

railway belt, consisting of tlio northwest quarter of township

10, range j4; the norlli hiilf of township IH, range 15;

Bections 24, 25, 20, 27, 34, .35 and 30 in township lo', range

IG; the west half of township 17, range 14; township 17,

HOG range
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range 15, and the east half of township 17, range 16; all west

of the sixth meridian, containing 100 square miles, more or

less.

3. The Martin ]\fonntain Dominion Forest Reserve, in the

said railway belt, consisting of sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17,

18, 19, 20 and 21 of township 19, range 13, and sections 1,

2, 3, 10, 11 and 12 of township 19, range 14; all west of the

sixth meridian, containing 18 sqnare miles, more or less.

4. The Niskonlith Dominion Forest Reserve, in the said

railway belt, consisting of townships 21, ranges 14 and 15;

the east half of township 21, range 16, except that part in-

cluded in Kamloops Indian Reserve, and township 22, range

14; all west of the sixth meridian, containing 124^ square

miles, more or less.

5. The Tranquille Dominion Forest Reserve, in the said

railway belt, consisting of townships 22, ranges 18 and 19

;

that part of township 23, range 18, included in the said rail-

way belt; township 23, range 19, and that part of township

24, range 19, included in the said railway belt; all west of

the sixth meridian, containing 149 square miles, more or less.

6. The Hat Creek Dominion Forest Reserve, in the said

railway belt, consisting of township 18, range 26 ; township

18, range 27, except the southwest quarter of the said town-
ship; that part of the north half of townslrip 18, range 28,

Avithin the said railway belt, not included in, the Indian
Reserve; the west half of township 19, range 25; the east

half of township 19, range 26 ; township 19, range 27 ; the

easterly first tier of sections in township 19, range 28; that

part of the southwest quarter of township 20, range 25, not

included in the Cornwall Ranch; the southeast quarter of

township 20, range 26; the west half of township 20, range

27 ; the easterly first tier of sections in township 20, range

28 ; section 4 of township 22, range 27, and that part of the

west half of township 21, range 27, within the said railway
belt and not included in the Indian Reserve; all west of the

sixth meridian, containing 206 square miles, more or less.

7. The Donald Dominion Forest Reserve, in the said railway
belt, consisting of that part of township 28, and the west half
of township 29, range 22, which lies north and east of the
Canadian Pacific Railway; that part of township 29, range
23, which lies north of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and that

part of township 29, range 24, which lies north of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway ; all west of the fifth meridian, containing
72 square miles, more or less.

8. The Larch Hills Dominion Forest Reserve, in the said

railway belt, consisting of that part of township 21, range 8,

which lies south of Salmon Arm and west of ]\Iara Lake, and
that part of township 21, range 9, south of Salmon Arm, except

sections 5 and 6 ; all west of the sixth meridian, containing 25
square miles, more or less.
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PROVIXCE OF MANITOBA.

9. The Riding Mountain Dominion Forest Reserve, in the

province of Manitoba, consisting of township 18, range 16
;

to^vnships 19, ranges 16, 17, 19 and 20; townships 20, ranges

17, 18, 19 and 20; townships 21, ranges 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

and 23; townships 22, ranges 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25

and 26 ; townships 23, ranges 24 and 25 ; townships 24, ranges

26 and 27 ; townships 25, ranges 26 and 27 ; in township 18,

range 17, sections 1, 13, 24, 25, 26, 35, and 36, and the east

half of section 12 ; in township 18, range 19, sections 14, 15,

16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,

33 34, 35, and 36 ; the northeast quarter of -township 18, range

20; in township 20, range 21, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12,' 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,

30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 ; the north half of township 20,

range 22 ; all of township 23, range 26, except section 6 ; in

township 25, range 25, sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17,

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 29 and 30 and those parts of sections

31, 32 and 33 which maj not be included in the Gambler In-

dian Reserve, probably one and a half square mile ; the west half

of township 24, range 25 ; in tOT^^lship 23, range 23, the follow-

ing sections, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30; in

township 23, range 22, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24; in

township 23, range 21, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21, and the south half of section

22 • all of that portion of township 23, range 20, lying south

and east of the Vermilion river, excepting section 36 and that

part of section 35 lying east of the said river; in tow^nship 23,

range 19, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30; in

township 23, "range 18, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 29 and 30; in township 22,

range 17, sections, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17

and 18, and the west half of sections 1, 12 and 13 ; in township

21, range 16, sections, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17,

18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33, and the south half and

northwest quarter of section 14; all of township 20, range 16,

except the northeast quarter of section 36; all of township 19,

range 18, except the southwest quarter and the west half of the

southeast quarter of section 3, and the east half of the south-

east quarter of section 4; all west of the first principal meri-

dian, containing in all 1,535 square miles, more or less.

10. T\\(' Turtle Mountain Dominion Forest Reserve, in the

province of Manitoba, consisting of townships 1, ranges 20 and

21 ; in township 1, range 19, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30 and

31, and the west half of section 27, and in to\vnshi]i 1, range 22,

sections 1, 2, 11, 12, 13, 14, 24, 25 and 36, the east half of
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section 23 and the southeast quarter of section 20; all west of
the first principal meridian, containing 109;^ square miles, more
or less.

11. The Lake Manitoba West Dominion Forest Reserve, in

the province of Manitoba, consisting of townships 21, ranges
11, 12 and 13; townships 22, ranges 12 and 13; township 23,
range 13, and that part of township 23, range 12, not included
in the Ebb and Flow Indian Reserve No. 52 ; all west of
the first principal meridian, containing 248 square miles, more
or less.

12. The Spruce Woods Dominion Forest Reserve, in the pro-

vince of Manitoba, consisting of township 9, range 15 ; in town-
ship 9, range 16, sections 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 33, 34, 35 and 36; in township

10, range 15, sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21

;

in township 10, range 16, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29 and

30; and in township 8, range 15, sections 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,

30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 ; all west of the first principal

meridian, containing 110 square miles, more or less.

13. The Duck Mountain Dominion Forest Reserve, in the

province of Manitoba, consisting of townships 27, ranges 24,

25 and 26; townships 28, ranges 24, 25 and 26; township 29,

range 23, except the easterly tier of sections ; townships 29,

ranges 24, 25, 26, 27; township 30, range 23, except the east-

erly tier of sections; townships 30, ranges 24, 25, 26, 27; town-

ships 31, ranges 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 ; townships 32, ranges 24,

25, 26, 27; townships 33, ranges 24, 25, 26, 27; townships 34,

ranges 24, 25, 26; township 35, range 24; in township 26,

range 24, sections 19, 20, 29, 30, 31 and 32 ; the north half oi

townships 26, ranges 25 and 26; the east half of township 35,

range 25 ; the west half of township 33, range 23, and the west

half of township 28, range 23 ; all west of the first principal

meridian, containing 1,251 square miles, more or less.

14. The Porcupine Dominion Forest Reserve ISTo. 1, in the

province of Manitoba, consisting of townships 41 and 42, range

27 ; townships 40, 41 and 42, range 28 ; the northerly four tiers

of sections in township 39, and townships 40, 41 and 42, range

29 ; all west of the first principal meridian, containing 322
square miles, more or less.

PROVI^'CE OF SASKATCHEWAN.

15. The Beaver Hills Dominion Forest Reserve, in the pro-

vince of Saskatchewan, consisting of towmships 26, ranges 9

and 10, west of the second principal meridian, containing 72

square miles, more or less.

16. The Pines Dominion Forest Reserve, in the province oi

Saskatchew^an, consisting of township 47, range 2 ; all of town-

ship 46, range 2, except sections 5 and 6 ; in township 45, range

1109 2,
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2, sections 25, 26, 35 and 36; in township 45, range 1, section.^

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27,

28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 ; in township 46, range 1, sections 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34; in

township 47, range 1, sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 ; and in township 48, range 2,

sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15, and those parts of

eections 5, 8, 9 and 16, lying east of the north branch of the

Saskatchewan river; all west of the third principal meridian,

containing 145 square miles, more or less.

17. The Moose Mountain Dominion Forest Keserve, in the

province of Saskatchewan, consisting of township 10, range 4:

all of township 10, range 3, not included in the White Bear

Indian Reserve ISTo. 70; in township 10, range 2, sections 13,

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31, and

those parts of sections 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 not included in the

White Bear Indian Reserve Iso. 70; in township 11, range 3,

sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 11, the south half of section 7

and the south half and northeast quarter of section 8 ; in town-

ship 11, range 4, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, and

the west half of section 12 ; in township 11, range 5, sections 1,

2, 11, 12 ; in township 10, range 5, sections 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12,

13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 25, 35 and 36, and those parts of sections

4, 9, 16 and 21 which were not included in the old Indian

Reserves, Pheasant's Rump ISTo. 68 and the Ocean Man ISTo. 69

;

in township 9, range 5, sections 24, 25, 26, M, 35 and 36, tlw

north half and southeast quarter of section 23, the north half

and southeast quarter of section 27, and that part of the north-

east quarter of section 28 and of the east half of section 33,

which were not included in the old Ocean Man Indian Reserve

No. 69; in township 9, range 4, sections 19, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27,

28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 ; and in township 9, range

3, sections 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33, and those parts

of sections 22, 27 and 34, not included in the White Bear

Indian Reserve No. 70 ; all west of the second principal meri-

dian, containing 163 square miles, more or less.

18. The Porcupine Dominion Forest Reserve No. 2, iii the

province of Saskatchewan, consisting of townships 39, 40, 41

and 42, range 30 ; townships 39, 40, 41 and 42, ranges 31 and

32 ; all west of the first principal meridian, containing 360

square miles, more or less.

TROVIXCK OF ALBKRTA,

19. Tlie Cooking Lake Dominion Forest Reserve, in the

province of Alberta, consisting of the west half of township 52,

range 19; township 52, range 20; township 53, range 20; in

township 54, range 19, sections 18, 19, 30 and 31; in township

54, range 20, sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23,

24, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35 and 36 ; and in township 51, range 21,
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section 7; all west of the fourth principal meridian, containing
114 square miles, more or less.

20. The Cypress Hills Dominion Forest Keserve, in the pro-

vince of Alberta, consisting of the south half of township 8,

range 3, west of the fourth principal meridian, containing
eighteen square miles, more or less.

21. The Kootenay Lakes Dominion Forest Reserve, in the

province of Alberta, consisting of the west half of township 1,

and the southwest quarter of township 2, range 29, west of the

fourth meridian ; and the east half of township 1 and the south-

east quarter of township 2, range 30, west of the fourth meri-

dian, containing 34,5 GO acres, more or less. 6 E. VII.,

c. 14, sell.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson. Law Printer to the Kinar'a
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 57.

An Act respecting Grants of Public Lands.

1. This Act may be cited as the Public Lands Grants Act. Short title.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' grant ' means and includes letters patent under the

Great Seal of Canada, and any other instrument by which
public lands may be granted in fee simple or for an

equivalent estate;

(h) ' public lands ' means and includes Dominion lands.

Ordnance or Admiralty lands, Indian lands and all other

lands of whatever description which are vested in His
Majesty in the right of or for the use or benefit of Canada,
or of which the Government of Canada has power to

dispose, and includes also any interest in lands which is so

vested, or as to which the Government of Canada has such

power. 53 V., c. 6, s. 3.

3. Every grant of public lands in the province of Ontario, Crown agent

Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or in the Northwest fee^simpL
Territories or the Yukon Territory shall, if the CrowTi has

power to convey such an estate therein, and if no contrary or

different intention is expressed in the grant, operate as a

conveyance of an estate in fee simple or an equivalent estate

in such lands, although no words of limitation are used in the

grant. 53 V., c. 6, s. 1.

4. The Governor in Council may authorize the sale or lease Sale or lease

of any public lands wdiich are not required for public purposes, ?^ public

and for the sale or lease of which there is no other provision in

the law, and may make regulations with respect to the price or

rental for the sale or lease of any such lands. 1 E, VII., c. 20,

s. 6.

5. All leases of any public lands issued by special authority Leases, how

of the Governor in Council, or pursuant to any regulations of executed,

the Governor in Council, may be executed on behalf of the

Crown by the minister of the department having the control

and management of such lands. 1 E. VII., c. 20, s. 6.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 58.

An Act respecting Ordnance and Admiralty Lands.

1. This Act limy be cited as the Ordnance and Adrair- Short title,

alty Lands Act.

2. All the, lands mentioned in the schedule to this i\.ct, by Lands in

whatever mode of conveyance the same have been acquired or vested ^n

taken, whether in fee, for life, for years or otherwise, and all His Majesty,

the appurtenances thereof, are and shall be and continue

absolutely vested in His Majesty for the purposes of Canada.
2. The provisions of the laws relating to public lands shall ^''^'^^ relat-

apply to the said lands so far as they are applicable, and the lands appli-

said lands shall be held, used, alienated and dealt with accord- cable,

ingly ; subject, however, to any sales, agreements, leases or

agreements to lease, heretofore lawfully entered into respect-

ing the same. U.S., c. 55, s. 1.

3. Z^othing in this Act shall affect any right of any person Pm-ate

claiming any of the said lands. R.S., c. 55, s. 2.
rights saved.

4. The said lands shall be divided by the Governor in '^^'^ classes.

Council into two classes, to be denominated respectively, class

one and class two.

2. Class one shall comprise such of the said lands as are

placed in that class by order of the Governor in Council, and

class two shall comprise such of the said lands as are not in

class one.

3. Lands in either class, may, from time to time, be placed governor m
, , Council to

or replaced in the other class by the Governor in Council, distribute.

R.S., c. 55, ss. 3, 4 and 5.

5. Lands in class one shall be retained by the Government Class one.

of Canada for the defence of Canada.
'2^. Such of the lands in class one as it is deemed necessary Occupied for

by the Governor in Council to occupy for the defence of Can- 'defence.

ada in time of peace, may be so occupied by such force as is

lawfully directed by the Governor in Council.

3. Such of the lands in class one as it is not deemed neces- May be

sary so to occupy, may be leased or otherwise used, as the Gov- '^^s^'^-

ernor in Council thinks best for the advantage of Canada.

R.S., c. 55, s. 4.
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Class two.

Sold by
auction.

Private
rights not
prejudiced.

Chap. 58. Ordnance and Admiralty Lands.

6. Lands in class two may be sold, leased or otherwise used

as the Governor in Council from time to time directs.

2. Except in the case of lands sold to the government of

a province for provincial purposes and except as provided by

the next following section, sales of lands in class two shall

only be made at public auction.

3. No such sale shall prejudice any right acquired by any

person. R.S., c. 55, s. 5.

Improve
ments.

7. When any portions of the said lands are in tae actual

occupation of any person with the assent of the Crown, and

improvements thereon have been made, such improvements

shall be paid for at a fair valuation before exposing the land

to competition ; or the Crown may, by private contract, sell

the portion of land so occupied to the person in possession

Private sale, ^vithout resorting to public auction. R.S., c. 55, s. 5.

Application 8. The moneys arising from the sale or lease of any of
of proceeds,

^^le said lands shall be paid over to the Minister of Finance,

and shall form part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of

Canada ; and a separate account shall be kept thereof. R.S.,

c. 55, s. 8.
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SCHEDULE.

MILITARY PROPP>RTIES IN CANADA TRANSFERRED TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE LATE PROVINCE OF CANADA.

Situation.

Three Rivers
Sorel. .... .

Laprairie. . ..

St. Johns.
Chambly .

Cascades . .

,

Cedars
Cotean-du-Lac
Prescott
Grant's Island, Brock ville..

Kingston

Toronto . .

Hamilton.

,

Niagara . .

.

Quoenston

.

Navy Island
Fort Erie
Turkey Point
London
Chatham
Amherstburg
Port Edward, Sariiia

Owen Sound
Penetangtiishene
St. Joseph .

St. Mary's Island
Rideau and Ottawa Cany

Approximate
Quantity of

Land.

2
33
42

153
18

3
1

110
1

207

20
444
39

316
35

300
26
11

7
41

51
132
4.50

156

R. P.

32

Description of Buildings or Military
Works.

Barracks and Fuel Yard.
Seigneurie, etc.

Barracks for Cavalry, Artillery and
Infantry.

Infantry Barracks and Old Fort.
Old Fort, Ba. racks for Cavalry, Artil-

lery and Infantry, with Barracks,
Master's house, etc.

Wood Yard, Common and Canal.
Storehouse and Wharf.
Fort.
Fort Wellington.
Blockhouse.
Part of Lot 23.

Part of Lot 24.

Lata Commandant's Quarter.
Horse Shoe Island.
Snake Island.
Old Fort, New Barracks.
Hospital, Bathurst Street Barracks.
Commissariat Quarters, Stores.
Guard house and Victoria Square.
Reserve, Burlington Heights.
Reserve, Barracks and Hospital.
Reserve.—All, except that sold to the
Purchasers of the Hamdton Estate.

Reserve.

Artillery and Infantry Barracks.
Infantry Barracks.
Fort. Block and Picket Houses.
Reserve.—Except land sold to Con-

tractors for the Grand Trunk Ry.
Reserve.

City of Ottawa Barracks, Block
houses and Adjuncts of the Canals

1117 WAR
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Chap. 58. Ordnance and Admiralty Lands.

WAR DEPAHTMENT PROPERTY TRANSFERRED TO THE GOVERN-
MENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Local Name of the Property,
etc.

Niagara.

Fort Mississagua and land
attached

.

Kingston.

Land at the little Cataraqui.

Mui-ney Tower and Redoubt,
land, etc.

Market Battery and enclosure

Shoal Tower and submerged
land in front of Market
Battery.

Tetede Pont Barracks, stables,
etc.

Fuel yard, No. 3, on site of

advanced work of old Fort
Frontenac

.

Artillery Park, with barracks,

stables, etc.,workshops, etc.,

attached

.

The water lot, being a portion
of Cataraqui Bay, north
east of the city.

Military Burial Ground, Sec-

tion G. in Cataraqui Ceme-
tery.

Point Frederick Naval Re-
serve dockyard, etc.

Origin of the Title.
Contents,
(nearly).

l^artly by Crown reservation in 1784 6G
or 1796, and partly by exchange
with Mr. Crooks.

Reserves situate near the city

of Kingston, to wit :—So
much of Point Frederick, in

the township of Pittsburg,

in the County of Frontenac,
in the possession of the
Naval Authorities at King-
ston on the fifth day of De-
cember, in the year 1859,

and included between a fence

or fences on the south side

of the road leading from the
east end of the Cataraqui
Bridge tf) the village of

Barriefield,and another fence
at the soutiiwest end of the
Naval Yard, separating
from the Tower on the ex-

tremity of I'oint Frederick,
the inlets designated as llal-

dimind Cove and Hamilton
Cove.

Fort Frederick—Glacis & land
attached at Point Frederick

Fort Henry and advanced bat

terv, with ordnance store,

VjuildingM, hospital and ac-

cessories, &.C., known also as
' Barrietield Common .

'

Purchased by Imperial Government in

1812.
Crown reservation and partly by deed

of exchange.
Crown reservation and partly by deed

of exchange.
Granted by Order in Council 18th
November, 1845, and 26th June,
1846, but no letters patent issued.

By right of conquest and military ap-
propriation, the site of Fort Fron-
tenac and works attached.

Held by military occupation since the
conquest. No written title yet
found.

Crown reservation as delineated on a
plan of Kingston in the Crown
Lands Department, signed by Alex.
Aitken, D.P.S., but no date.

By letters patent from the Cr()Wn to

the Hon. Board of Ordnance, on
condition the navigation of the river

should not be obstructed, nor the
rights of private individuals be in-

terfered with, dated 22nd Nov., 1845
Deed of Donation from the Trustees

to the Wai Department, dated 31st

.January, 1865.

Crown Reserve, set apart by letters

dated 11th Sept., 1783, and 22nd
May, 1785, by General Haldimand
and Lieut. Governor Hamilton.

Crown Reserve as above quoted.

Crown Reserve as above quoted dated
nth September, 1783, and 22nd May,
1785.

142

71

14

25

14

K.S., 1906.
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Ordnance and Admiralty Lands. Chap. 58.

WAR DEPARTMENT PROPERTY TRANSP'ERRED TO THE GOVERN-

MENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Local Name of the Property,
etc.

Kingston—Con

.

Cedar Island Tower and Glacis

Pittsburg, western addition

of lot No. 20, Barrietield

.

Pittsburg, western addition of

lot No. 21, Barrietield.

Pittsburg, western addition,

front part of lot No. 16, on
the river Cataraqui, north

of Barriefield

.

Quebec City and District.

No. 3, Tower Field, N.W. of

the Grande Allee, Plains of

Abraham.

No. 4, Tower Field, N. W. of

St. John's Road.

Land surrounding Nos. 1 and
2 Towers, S.E. side of the

Grande Allee, Plains of

Abraham

.

Land S.E. of the Grande Allee

to the Cime du Cap and
between Nos. 1 and 2

Towers property and coun-
ter scarp of the Citadel and
Works adjacent.

The Esplanade, Town Works,
Glacis, ditches, ravelin, etc.,

in front lying between St.

Louis and St. John's Gates.

Citadel, Glacis and Town
Works, as far as St. Louis
Gate, Engineer Yard, etc.

Town Works, Artillery Bar-
racks, Glacis, etc., between
St. John's Gate, Palace Gate,
and St. Vallier Street.

Mount Carmel, a command-
ing eminence, and site of

the Windmill Redoubt, or

Cavalier, formerly a portion

of the defences of Quebec

.

Officers' Barracks, Garrison
Hospital, etc., fronting on
St. Louis Street, and in rear

of St. Genevieve St.

Commissariat Premises, oppo-
site old Court House, on
St. Louis Street, and in

rear by Mount Carmel St

.

The Town Works, along the
top of the Cape (Cime du
Cap) between the King's
Bastion of the Citadel and
Prescott Gate, Mountain
Hill, including site of old

Fort St. Louis, Gover-
nor's Garden, and also the
cliff underneath not occu-
pied by buildings, as a part
of the rampart.

Crown Reserve as last above quoted.
Purchased from Robert McDonald
and wife, 6th July, 1844.

Acquired from Robert David Cart-
wright and Harriet his wife by deed
of exchange, 20th March, 1840.

Purchased lay the /. dmiralty from
Richard O'Connor, Cajjtain R.N.,
represented by his Attorney, J. B.
Marks, R.N., 23rd August, 1819.

Leasehold from the Nuns of the Hotel
Dieu, y9 year.i from the 1st May,
1790 ; space covered by the Tower is

freehold

,

Leasehold from the Nuns of the Hotel
Dieu, 99 years from 1st May, 1790,

including a freehold strip of Oa. Ir.

O^p.
Acquired by purchase from the Ursu-

line Nuns, 15th June, 1811, Joseph
Plante, N. P., Quebec.

The greater part acquired by purchase
from various individuals, and partfy
by conquest of the old French
Works, etc., an annual ground rent

of £1 17s . Od . is payable on part of

this land to the Fief de Villeray.

Acquired partly by conquest and
partly by purchase from various

individuals.

Chiefly by right of conquest and mili-

tary appropriation

.

Chiefly by conquest and military ap
propriation. Lots in St. Vallier St.

purchased in 1846 47.

Acquired by purchase, 25th Novem-
ber, 1780. J. Pinguet, N.P.

By purchase, 5th April, 1811.

Acquired by purchase, 11th August,
1815.

Part of the Crown Domain by con
quest and military appropriation
with small portions at either end
acquired by purchase in 1781, and
about 1827-29.

Contents,
(nearly).

A.



Chap. 58. Ordnance and Admiralty Lands.

WAR DEPARTMENT PROPERTY TRANSFERRED TO THE GOVERN-
MENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Local Name of the Property,
etc.

Origin of the Title.

Quebec City and District— Con.

Magazine E., Hotel Dieii, on
Rampart Street, between
Palace and Hope Gates

The defences along the Ram-
parts betweenPrescottGate,
Grand Battery, Hope Gate,
and Palace Gate, (Upper
Town ).

Inclined Plane, Wharf and
land to the Cime du Cap
(top of the cliff) on Cham-
plain Street, S. E. of the
Citadel.

Queen'.s Wharf premises, and
small lot opposite on Cul de
.Sac Street.

Land at the foot of the Cliff

in La Canoterie and St.

Charles Streets, as a Glacis
in front of the TownWorks

.

Commissariat Fuel Yard, etc.,

on Palace Harbour, St.

Roch's.

Seigniory of Neuville, County
Portneuf.

A strong defensive position

on the right bank of the
River Jacques Cartier,about
thirty miles above Quebec

.

Seig'itiory ofLauzon, PL Levis.

Point Levis ; Forts Nos. 1, 2,

3, Seigniory of Lauzon,
County of Levis, District

of Quebec.

Point Levis ; Forts Nos. 1, 2,

?>, Seigniory of Lauzon
County of Levis. District of

(Quebec-, to prevent erection

of buildings near the rear
line or covered way, between
Nos. 2 and 3 forts.

Montreal City.

Champ de Mars or parade
ground for the tro<jps.

Military burial ground on the
I'apineau Road.

St. Helen's Island.

He aux Fraises.

Acquired by purchase, 17th June,
1809.

By right of conquest and military
appropriation, including Rampart
Street and cliff underneath (contents
never given).

Acquired by purchase, 24th Septem-
ber, 1781 ; afterwards used in con-
nection with the Citadel.

Formerly a part of the defences of

Quebec, site of a battery. Acquired
by right of conquest, etc.

Acquired by purchase in 1846-7 to

prevent buildings against the de-

fences .

Pai't of the Intendant's Palace pro-

perty, held by conquest.

Acquired by purchase from the Seig-

nior, 26th June, 1818.

Freehold

.

Lands acquired by purchase in 1865,

1866, 1867 and 1868, under the pro-

visions of the Consolidated Statutes
of Canada, Chap. 36. J. Greaves
Clapham, N.P., Quebec.

Assignment of clearance rights ac-

quired in 1867 and 1868 ; a servitude

in perpetuity. J. Greaves Clap-
ham, N.P., Qaebec.

Held since the conquest in 1760, as a

part of the old f(.>rtifications, front-

ing on Craig Street.

By purchase, 30th December, 1814.

By deed of exchange, 8th April, 1818,

(being in the St. Lawrence River,
and lying contiguous).

Contents,
(nearly).

A.
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ADMIRALTY LANDS OR NAVAL RESERVES TRANSFERRED TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Local Name of the Property,
etc.

Ontirio.

County of Haldimand.

County of Sinicoe

County of Essex

Lake Huron .

.

Origin of the Title.

Naval Reserves.

Grand River
Barbet Point
Mohawk Bay
Re.serve, eastV)ranch of Holland River,

in town jjlot at Gwillimbury ; lots

49, 50, 51 and 52, west side of

Meadow Street.

Reserve at Point Pelee, in the Town-
ship of Mersea.

Lot 1, in 1st and 2nd concessions of

the Island St. Joseph with broken
point to south of same.

South half lot 6, in the 9th concession
in Milford Haven.

Contents,
(nearly.)

A.
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LANDS, ETC., OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT, TRANSFERRED TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

Quebec.

Local Name of the Property,
etc.



Ordnance and Admiralty Lands. Chap. 58.

LANDS, ETC., OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT, TRANSFERRED TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

New Brunswick.

Local Name of tlie Property,
etc.

St. John and Vicinity.

Fort Howe, Portland and
land attached.

Carleton, Martello Tower and
Old Block House properties,

and the site of Old Fort
Point.

Carleton, Reserve Z
Carleton, Fort DufFerin and
land attached, commanding
harbour.

Red Head Battery, east side

of entrance into harbour.

Partridge Island, Battery bar-

racks, etc., with Queen's
Wharf and right of way to

battery, etc.

St. John.

'Lower Cove Grounds,' Dor-
chester and other Batteries,

Infantry and Artillery Bar-
racks, with accessories, etc.

Fredericton City.

Property known as the 'Stone
Barracks ' (Infantry) and
accessories attached com-
plete. Also Officers' Bar-
racks, etc., between Queen
St. and River St. John,
County York.

Artillery Park Barracks, and
several other buildings ac-

cessories thereto, on George
and Regent Streets, County
York.

St. Andrews and Vicinity.

West BatteryBlock-house,&c..
County Charlotte.

Joe's Point Block-house, near
River Ste. Croix, County
Charlotte.

Simpson Reserve on River Ste.

Croix, County Charlotte.

Fort Tipperary, Barracks and
accessories, Tomkin's Hill,

County Charlotte.

Origin of the Title.

Acquired by deed of exchange, 9th
June, 1789 (place of deposit of the
deed unknown). Registry OfBce
Book B, page 170, No. 317.

Acquired partly by jiurchase in 1827
and partly by undisputed military
occupation. Act of Provincial Legis
lature, 1st May, 1856.

Marked ' Reserve Z ' in City Plan. .

.

Purchased by the Provincial Govern
ment in 1864 and made over to the
Imperial Government 15th Decem-
ber, 18(54, under certificate of the
Solicitor General of New Bruns-
wick.

Purchased by the Provincial Govern
ment in 1864 and made over to the
Imperial Government 15th Decem-
ber, 1864, under certificate of the
Solicitor General of New Bruns-
wick.

Works of defence erected by virtue of

a reservation in the City charter.

The free use of a landing place and
roadway were also conceded to the
War Department, 19th July, 1859,

by the Board of Health.

By reservation in City Charter, the
Crown had the right to erect bar-
racks, works of defence, etc., com-
mencing about 1794 ; vide also agree-
ment with the Coiporation of St.

John, dated 16th January, 1858

;

original in Common Clerk's Office.

Originally a military reserve and un-
der certain deeds of exchange
between the War Department and
the City Corporation, 1866. See
also Provincial Acts, 9 V., c. 73,
and 28 v., c. 61.

No record furnished how this pro-

perty came into possession of the
War Department.

Reserved for military purposes in the
Campbell grant, 11th October, 1823.

Reserved for military purposes in the
Campbell grant, 11th October, 1823.

No record of title furnished by the
Imperial Government.

Acquired by exchange and deed of

conveyance, 11th March, 1815, and
Legislative Act, 7th March, 1814.

Contents,
(nearly.)

n6

t5

12

R. P.

37

23

26

3i

12

35,^5

* Revised, f Approximate. J Not given.
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LANDS, ETC., OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT, TRANSFERRED TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

New Brunswick—Con.

Local Name of the Property,
etc.

Oromocto or Three Tree Creek,
County Sunb\irv.

Beaver Harbour, east of

L'Etang, County Charlotte,
near St. Andrews.

(Reserve) Pomroy Bridge,
Magaguadavic River,
County Charlotte.

PresquTsle (Original Record),
River St. John, County
Charlotte.

Grand Falls, River St. John,
County of Victoria or Carle-
ton.

Little Falls (Edmundston).
Madawaska River, County
of Madawaska.

Dalhousie, Baie des Chaleurs,
County Restigouche.

(Reserve) Fort Cumberland,
N. E. Shore, Bay of Fundy,
County of Westmoreland.

Origin of the Title.

Reserved for military purposes. No
date furnished as the precise time.

Reserved for military purposes in

1784.

Reserved or acquired for military pur-
poses. Title dated 14th July, 1837.

Place of deposit unknown.
Reserved for military purposes in the
Wakefield grant, 20th June, 1809.

Lieut. -Governor's warrant of survey,
dated 22nd Occober, 1827, in the
Provincial Surveyor General's Office

Reserved for military purposes as

shown on plan in the ^iurveyor Gen
eral's Office since 1800. Provincial
grant to the Ordnance dated 23rd
April, 1845.

For site of Blockhouse, etc., by deed
of sale from Joseph Herbert, to the
Ordnance, dated 22nd August, 1843.

No. 9549, Louis Panet, N.P.,
Quebec.

Provincial grant as a, military reserve,

7th August, 1838.

Site of a defensive post, captured from
French in June, 1755, known at that
time as ' Fort Beausejour.'

Contents,
(nearly.)

200

8

6

676

676

14

Nova Scotia.

Shelbume Harbour, Navy and
Commissary Islands.

Under Order in Council, 26th June,
1874, and by deed of conveyance
from the Admiralty dated 28th
November, 1874.

R.S., c. 55, sell.-

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edwakd Dawson, Law Printer to the Iving'a
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 59.

An Act respecting Dominion Lands in British
Columbia.

1. This Act may be cited as the Railway Belt Act. short title.

2. In this Act ' Railway Belt ' means that tract of land in ' Railway

the province of British Columbia within which lie the lands ^elt.'

granted to the Dominion Government for the purpose of con-

structing and to aid in the construction of the portion of the

Canadian Pacific Railway on the mainland of the said province,

by section one of the Act of the legislature of the said province,

chapter eleven of one thousand eight hundred and eighty, as

amended by the Act of the said legislature, chapter fourteen of

one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three and one thousand

eight hundred and eighty four.

3. The lands in the Railway Belt granted to the Dominion Lands open

Government for the purposes and in manner aforesaid shall,
*°^ ^

*in so far as they have not already been disposed of, be open for

entry to bona fide settlers in such lots and at such prices as the

Governor in Council determines. R.S., c. 56, s. 1.

4. Every person who squatted on any of the said lands prior Rights of

to the nineteenth day of December, one thousand eight hundred ^i"^*^^^^'^-

and eighty-three, and who has made substantial improvements
thereon, shall have a prior right of purchasing the lands so im-

proved, at the rates charged to settlers generally. R.S., c. 56,

s. 1.

5. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, regu- Regulations,

late the manner in which, and the terms and conditions on
which, the said lands shall be surveyed, laid out, administered,

dealt with and disposed of.

2. Regulations respecting the sale, leasing or other disposi-

tion of such lands shall not come into force until they are

published in the Canada Gazette. R.S., c. 56, s. 1.

1125 6.
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Dominion 6. The Dominion Lands Board shall, as respects such lands,

tf hlve^''^'''^ have the like powers and perform the like duties as are con-

jurisdiction, ferred upon and assigned to them in relation to the Dominion

lands for the administration of which provision is made by

the Dominion Lands Act. U.S., c. 56, s. 1.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edwabd Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.

112G
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CHAPTER 60.

.An Act respecting the Rocky Mountains Park of
Canada.

SIIOKT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Rocky Mountains Park Short title.

Act. 2 E. VII., c. 31, s. 2.

EXTENT OF PARK AND OBJECT OF RESERVATION.

3. The tract of land (saving and except so much thereof Limits of

as was, immediately prior to the fifteenth day of May, one thou- ^^^ ^ °^ '

sand nine hundred and two, included in Indian reserves) com-
prised within the limits hereinafter set forth, that is to say ;

commencing at a point where the eastern boundary of range

number eight, west of the fifth meridian, in the province of

Alberta, intersects the eastern boundary of the province of

British Columbia, or if there be more than one such point, at

the most northerly of such points, thence northerly along the

eastern boundary of the said range number eight to the northern

boundary of townships number thirty-four, thence westerly

along the northern boundary of townships number thirty-four

to the point where it intersects the eastern boundary of British

Columbia, or if there be more than one such point, to the

most easterly of such points, thence southeasterly along the

said eastern boundary of British Columbia to the place of

beginning, so far as the title to the said tract of land, in whole

or in part, is vested in the Crown, is hereby withdrawn from
sale, settlement and occupancy under the provisions of the

Dominion Lands Act, or any regulations made under the said

Act or any other Act with respect to mining or timber licenses

or any other matter. 2 E. VII., c. 31, s. 1.

3. The said tract of land is hereby reserved and set apart Park set

as a public park and pleasure ground for the benefit, advantage ^^^J-}
^°^

and enjoyment of the people of Canada, subject to the provi- purposes,

sions of this Act and of the regulations hereinafter mentioned,

and shall be known as The Rocky Mountains Park of Canada.

50-51 v., c. 32, s. 2.
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EEGULATIONS AND CONTROL.

Control by
Minister of

the Interior.

Care and
management.

Hot springs.

Lease or sale

of lands.

Mines and
mining.

Trade.

Game, etc.

Pasturage
and hay.

Trespassers.

Powers
generally.

Penalties
fr)r contra-
vention.

PnVylimtion
of rcKul'-i-

tions.

4. Tlie Park shall be under the control and management of

the Minister of the Interior, and the Governor in Council may
make regulations for,

—

(a) the care, preservation and management of the Park
and of the watercourses, lakes, trees and shrubbery,

minerals, natural curiosities and the like matters

;

(b) the control of the hot springs situate in the Pai-k, and
their management and utilization for purposes of bathing

and sanitation and in every other respect;

(c) the lease for any term of years of such parcels of land

in the Park as he deems advisable in the public interest,

for the construction of buildings for ordinary habitation

and purposes of trade and industry, and for the accommo-
dation of persons resorting to the Park and for the sale

of lands laid out in town lots and shown on the plan of

the town plot, Rocky Mountains Park of Canada, in the

province of Alberta, signed by George A. Stewart, D.L.S.,

and dated the second day of July, one thousand eight

hundred and eighty-eight, and on the plan of the town plot

of Canmore, signed by A. J. Brabazon, D.L.S., without

date;

(d) the working of mines and the development of mining

interests within the limits of the Park, and the issuing of

licenses or permits of occupation for the said purposes;

but no lease, license or permit shall be made, granted, or

issued which will in any way impair the usefulness of the

Park for the purposes of public enjoyment and recreation;

(e) trade and traffic of every description

;

(f) the preservation and protection of game and fish, of

wild birds generally, and of cattle allowed to pasture in

the Park;

(g) the issuing of licenses or permits for the pasturage of

cattle, and the management of hay lands

;

(h) the removal and exclusion of trespassers ; and,

(i) generally, all purposes necessary to carry this Act into

effect according to the true intent and meaning thereof.

2. The Governor in Council may, by the said regulations,

impose penalties for any violation thereof, not exceeding in any

case the sum of fifty dollars with costs, or, in default of pay-

ment, imprisonment for not more than three months. 50-51

v., c! 32, s. 4; G E. VII., c. 44, s. 1.

5. Every regulation made as aforesaid shall be published

for four consecutive weeks in the Canada Gazette and in any

other manner provided thereby by the Governor in Council.

2. Every such regulation, after publication as aforesaid,

shall subject to the y)rovisions of this section, have the like

force and effect as if herein enacted.

1128 3.
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3. Every such regulation shall be laid before Parliament

within fifteen days after the commencement of the then next

session of Parliament, and shall remain in force until the day

immediately succeeding the day of prorogation of such next

session, and no longer, unless during such session of Parlia-

ment such regulation is approved by resolution of both Houses

of Parliament. 6 E. VII., c. 44, s. 2.

GENERAL PROVISIOXS.

6. Nothing in this Act contained shall affect the obligations Certain

of the Government, if any, arising out of the conditions of saved,

the acquisition of the ISTorthwest Territories. 50-51 V., c. 32,

s. 6.

7. Except as in this Act provided, no person shall locate. No settling

settle upon, use or occupy any portion of the Park. 50-51 V.,
t^ei"eo°-

c. 32, s. 3.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuet^ Edward Dawson. Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 61.

An Act respecting Irrigation.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Irrigation Act. 61 V., Short title.

c. 35, s. 1.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of the Interior

;

' Minister.'

(h) ' Department ' means the Department of the Interior * Depart-

at Ottawa

;

(c) ' commissioner ' means the officer appointed by the Gov- 'Commis-

ernor in Conncil for the execution within any province of

the duties by this Act imposed upon the commissioner

;

(d) ' chief engineer ' means the officer appointed by the ' Chief
^

Governor in Council for the execution within any province

of the duties by this Act imposed upon the chief engi-

neer
;

Ce ) ' Dominion land survevor ' means a surveyor duly ' Dominion
• 1 • 1 1 1

" • • f ,^ -r\ - • T 1 land sur-
authorized, under the provisions ol the Dominion Lands veyor.'

Act, to survey Dominion lands

;

(f)
' company ' means any incorporated company, the object ' Company.'

and powers of which extend to or include the construction

or operation of irrigation or other works under this Act,

or the carrying on thereunder of the business of the supply

or sale of water for irrigation or othej* purposes, and

includes any person who has been authorized or has applied

for authority to construct or operate such works or carry

on such business, or who has obtained a license under this

Act, and also includes any irrigation district incorporated

under an ordinance of the IsTorthwest Territories, whether

passed before or after the first day of September, one

thousand nine hundred and five, or under an Act of the

legislature of the province of Saskatchewan or of the

province of Alberta

;

(g)
' works ' means and includes any dykes, dams, weirs, ' Works.'

flood-gates, breakwaters, drains, ditches, basins, reservoirs,

, canals, tunnels, bridges, culverts, cribs, embankments,
headworks, flumes, aqueducts, pipes, pumps, and any con-

1131 trivance
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'Duty of
water.'

' Applicant.'

' Licensee.'

'Domestic
purposes.'

trivance for earning or conducting water or other works

which are- authorized to ,be constructed under the pro-

visions of this Act

;

(h) ' duty of water ' means the area of land that a unit of

water will irrigate, which unit is the discharge of one

cubic foot of water per second

;

(i) ' applicant ' means a company which has applied or is

about to apply for a license

;

(j)
' licensee ' means any company which has been granted

a license under this Act

;

(k) ' domestic purposes ' means household and sanitary pur-

poses, and all purposes connected with the watering of

stock and the Avorking of railways or factories by steam,

but shall not include the sale or barter of water for such

purposes. 61 V., c. 35, ss. 2 and 8 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 20,

s. 1.

'Unit of
measure-
ment.'

Idem.

3. The discharge of one cubic foot of water per second shall

be the imit of measurement of flowing water.

2. The cubic foot or acre foot, shall be the unit of measure-

ment and quantity, and the acre foot is equivalent to forty-

.three thousand five hundred and sixty cubic feet. 61 V., c. 35,

s. 38.

APPLICATION OF ACT.

Application.

Irrigation
companies
subject to

this Act.

4. This Act shall apply to the provinces of Saskatchewan

and Alberta and to the ISTorthwest Territories, except the pro-

visional districts of Mackenzie, Franklin and Ungava. 61 V.,

c. 35, s. 3.

WATER EIGHTS.

5. All companies formed to promote irrigation prior to the

thirteenth day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-

eight, shall, except as to their powers to issue bonds, deben-

tures or other securities, be subject to the provisions of this Act.

61 v., c. 35, s. 53.

Property in

and ridht to
use water
vested in

Crown.

Diversion
or use 7jro-

hibited ex-

cept in

exercise of

right.

6. The property in and the right to the use of all the water

at any time in any river, stream, watercourse, lake, creek,

ravine, canon, lagoon, swamp, marsh or other body of water

shall, for the purposes of this Act, be deoniod to be vested in

the Cro.wn, unless and until and except only so far as some

right therein, or to the use thereof, inconsistent with tbe right

of the Crown, and which is not a public right or a right common
to the public, is established.

2. No person .shall divert or use any water from any river,

stream, watercourse, lake, creek, ravine, canon, lagoon,

swamp, marsh, or other body of water, otherwise than under

the provisions of this Act except in the exercise of a legal right

existing at the time of such diversion or use. 61 V., c. 35, s. 4.
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7. Except in pursuance of some agreement or undertaking Grant of

existing on the thirteenth day of June, one thousand eight contey"^
*°

hundred and ninety-eight, no grant shall be made by the Crown water rights,

of lands or of any estate therein, in such terms as to vest in the

grantee any exclusive or other property or interest in or any
exclusive right or privilege with respect to any lake, river,

stream or other body of water, or in or with respect to the water
contained or flowing therein, or the land forming the bed or

shore thereof. 61 V., c. 35, s. 5.

8. Unless acquired by a grant made in pursuance of some Water rights

agreement or undertaking existing on the thirteenth day of acqidred
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, no right only under

to the permanent diversion or to the exclusive use of the water "^

in any river, stream, watercourse, lake, creek, ravine, caiion,

lagoon, swamp, marsh, or other body of water shall be acquired

by any riparian owner or any other person by length of use or

otherwise than as it may be acquired or conferred^ under the

provisions of this Act. 61 V., c. 35, s. 6.

9. Every person or company who immediately prior to the Persons

thirteenth day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
rig'htT when

eight,

—

Act first

(a) held water rights of a class similar to those which may P''^®^^^-

be acquired under this Act; or,

(h) with or without authority, had constructed or was then

operating works for the utilization of water,

may, if he had, prior to the first day of July, one thousand

eight hundred and ninety-eight, obtained a license under this

Act, exercise such rights and carry on such works under the

provisions of this Act. 61 V., c. 35, s. Y.

10. Any water the property in which is vested in the Crown Application

may be acquired, for domestic, irrigation or other purposes,
r°gi,ts^^^'^

upon application therefor as hereinafter provided.

2. All applications shall be made in accordance with the How made,

provisions of this Act.

3. Such applications shall have precedence according to the Precedence,

respective dates of their filing with the commissioner. 61 V.,

c. 35, s.' 8.

11. 1^0 application for any purpose shall be granted where Riparians

the proposed use of the water would deprive any person owning
^ep^ived^ f

lands adjoining the river, stream, lake or other source of supply water for

of whatever water he requires for domestic purposes. 61 V., puJ^Qg^gs

c. 35, s. 9.

MODE OF ACQUISITIO:!T.

Construction, how authorized.

12. An applicant contemplating or projecting any works License for

under this Act, may, upon submitting a general description of P'"eji°iinary

1133 such
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Licensee
may enter
lands, etc.

Require-
ments of

application.

such works and upon payment of a fee of three dollars, obtain

from the chief engineer a license to do the necessary prelimi-

nary work in connection with the location of such works.

2. The applicant after he obtains such license, may, with

such assistants as are necessary, enter into and upon any public

or private lands to take levels, make surveys, and do other

necessary work in connection with such location : Provided that

he shall do no unnecessary damage. 61 V., c. 35, s. 10.

13. Every applicant under this Act shall file with the com-

missioner a memorial, in duplicate, on forms provided by the

commissioner, in which the applicant shall set forth,

—

(a) his name, residence and occupation

;

(b) his financial standing;

(c) the source from which water is to be diverted and the

point of diversion

;

(d) the probable quantity of water to be used

;

(e) the size and character of the works to be constructed

;

(f) the area and location of the land to be irrigated

;

(g) the value of such land in its present state, including

improvements

;

(h) the probable number of consumers ; and,

(i) the rate, if any, to be charged for water sold. 61 V.,

c. 35, s. 11.

If applicant 14. If the applicant is an incorporated company, the

company!
^ memorial shall, in addition to the other requirements of this

Act, set forth,

—

(a) the names of the directors and officers and their places

of residence

;

(b) the date of incorporation

;

(c) the amount of the subscribed and the paid-up capital

and the proposed method of raising further funds, if

needed; and,

(d) the purposes for which the company is incorporated.

61 v., c. 35, s. 11.

Documents,
etc., to be
filed.

Application
to cross

road, etc.

Detail plan.

General
plan.

K.S., 1000.

15. Every such applicant shall also file with the commis-

sioner,

—

(a) an application on forms provided by the commissioner,

for the right to construct any canal, ditch, reservoir, or

other works referred to in the memorial, across any road

allowance or surveyed public highway, which may be

affected by such works

;

(h) a plan, in duplicate, on tracing linen, showing in detail

all headworks, dams, flumes, bridges, culverts, or other

structures to be erected in connection with the proposed

undertaking.

2. Tlie applicant shall also file with the commissioner a

general plan, in duplicate, on tracing linen, drawn to a scale

of not less than one inch to a mile, showing,

—

1134 (a)
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(a) the source of supply

;

(b) the position of the point of in-take

;

(c) the location of the main canals or ditches

;

(d) the tract of land to be irrigated;

(e) the name of the owner of each parcel of land crossed

by the canal or ditch, or by any reservoir or other works
connected therewitB, or to be irrigated therefrom, and,

(f) the ix)sition and area of all ponds, reservoirs and basins

intended to be constructed for the storage of water. 61 V.,

c. 35, s. 11.

16. In the case of all ditches or canals carrying more than Additional

twenty-five cubic feet of water per second, the applicant shall,
J^^^^^'?^

^^

in addition to the aforesaid information, furnish in duplicate,— large works.

(a) a longitudinal profile of the ditch, showing the bottom Profile,

profile and the proposed service water line, with a hori-

zontal scale not less than one inch to four hundred feet, and
a vertical scale not less than one inch to twenty feet;

(b) a plan drawn on a horizontal and vertical scale of one pian of

inch to twenty feet, showing, when any portion of the ditches.

water is to be conveyed in fill, cross-sections at a sufficient

number of points to fully illustrate all the different forms
which the ditch when constructed will take, particularly

on side-hills or elsewhere and showing, when water is to

be conveyed in cut, cross-sections at the points where the

shortest horizontal distance from either side of the bottom
of the ditch to the surface of the ground is less than double

the bottom width of the ditch

;

(c) plans of any dams, cribs, embankments or other w'orks pian of

by which it is proposed to create or which may have the "«'orks in

Vv.j. ,• 1 . I'fi, connection
eiiect 01 creating a pond, reservoir or basin oi water, or with reser-

by which it is proposed to obstruct or which may have the ^'^irs.

effect of obstructing any river, stream, lake, or other

source of water supply, which plans shall be prepared on
a longitudinal scale of not less than one inch to one
hundred feet, and for cross-sections on a scale of not less

than one inch to twenty feet, and shall show in detail on
a scale of not less than one inch to four feet, the timber,

brush, stone, brick or other material intended to be used

and how it is intended to be placed in such works ; and,

(d) cross-section maps or plans, the horizontal scale of Cross-section

which shall not be less than one inch to one hundred feet
"^'^p^-

and the vertical scale of which shall not be less than one

inch to twenty feet.

2. Such cross-section maps or plans shall show",

—

What the

(a) the surface of the ground under such pond, reservoir cross-section

or basin of water, and the surface of the water proposed show.

to be held therein

;

(b) a sufiicient number of lines of levels, so that the con-

tents of the pond, reservoir or basin of water may be

accurately determined.

1135 3.
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Further
particulars.

Scale. 3. If the maps or plans show the levels by contour lines they

shall be on a scale sufficiently large that the contour lines shall

show a vertical distance between them not exceeding one foot.

4. The maps and plans shall also contain sufficient informa-

tion to show clearly the property likely to be affected by the

creation of such ponds, reservoirs or basins of water, and tlie

manner in which affected, and shall slibw in detail, on a scale

of not less than one inch to four feet, the proposed manner of

controlling and drawing off the water from any such pond,

reservoir or basin. 61 Y., c. 35, s. 12.

Memorials 17. Such memorials and plans when so filed as above pre-

be^opin'^for" scribed, or a true copy thereof, shall be open for examination

inspection, 'by the public at all times in the Department and at the office of

the commissioner. 61 V., c. 35, s. 13.

Filing else-

where.

Inspection.

Public
notice of
application.

Protests to

be made
within
thirty days.

18. In any case in which he thinks proper, the Minister

may direct that a copy of the memorial and plans shall be filed

in such other place or with such other official or person as he

names for that purpose.

2. Such copy also shall be open to public inspection. 61 V.,

c. 35, s. 14.

19. Public notice of the filing of the memorial and plans

shall forthwith be given by the applicant in some newspaper
published in the neighbourhood, to be named by the commis-

sioner, not less than once a week for a period of thirty days,

Vvithin which time all protests against granting the rights

applied for shall be forwarded to the Minister, and such notice

shall contain a statement of the nature of the rights applied

for, and the general character and location of the proposed

works. 61 v., c. 35, s. 15.

Memorial 20. The memorial and plans filed with the commissioner,
and plans to

j^g J^erein provided, shall be examined by the chief engineer,

and an- and after they have been approved by him one copy shall be
proved. forwarded for record purposes in the Department.

l^Iinister 2. Upon receipt of such memorial and plans, properly
may author- approved, together with a certificate that the proper notice of

tion. the filing of such memorial and plans has been published, and
that permission has been granted by the commissioner to con-

struct the works across road allowances or surveyed public

roads affected thereby, and after considering all protests filed,

the Minister may authorize the construction of the proposed

works, with such changes and variations as he deems necessary,

fixing in such authorization a term within which the construc-

tion of the works is to be completed. 61 V., c. 35, ss. 15 and
16.

ChanRes
ordered by

Pt.S., 1006.

21. Any changes and variations ordered by the Minister

regarding the plans of the proposed works must be filed by the

1136 applicant
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applicant in the office of the commissioner, and shall ionn a Minister to

portion of the record open for public inspection. Gl V., c. 35, ^^ ^^^^•

s. IG.

22. J^o material deviation from the plans filed shall he Deviation

made without permission, and anj question arising as to
'"''^"^'

M'hether any deviation is material or otherwise shall be decided

by the chief engineer or such other officer as the Minister
designates. 61 V., c. 35, s. IG.

23. In the case of applications for water for domestic or Filing of

irrigation purposes, the Minister, may, if he sees fit, waive the ^lai^e?m
^^

necessity for filing the plans required by this Act, and may certain

require the applicants to file a memorial only.
^^^^^'

2. The Minister may order that such memorial shall contain What me-

all the information necessary to a full and complete under- "^orial shall

, T r 1 • 1 Til' T-r \- contain.
standing ol the rights applied for. Gl V., c. 35, s. 17.

Construction of Worhs.

24. The applicant, immediately after the receipt of the When -vrork

authorization, may proceed with the construction of the works ^mmenced.
authorized. 61 V., c. 35, s. 19.•y

25. Any applicant constructing works under the provisions Highways,

of this Act shall, during such construction, keep open for safe

and convenient travel all public highways theretofore publicly

travelled as such, where they are crossed by such works, and
shall, before water is diverted into, conveyed or stored by any
such works extending into or crossing any such highway, con-

struct, to the satisfaction of the Minister, a substantial bridge. Bridges,

not less than fourteen feet in breadth, with proper and suffi-

cient approaches thereto, over such works.

2. Every such bridge and the approaches thereto shall be Mainten-

always thereafter maintained by such person or company. 61 ^"'^e-

v., c. 35, s. 37.

26. The construction of any work authorized under this Time for

Act shall be commenced not later than two months after
f^ommencmg

, . works
the date of the authorization, unless such two months expire limited.

between the first day of November and the first day of May
following, in which case the time of commencement shall not
be later than the first day of May following, and shall proceed
continuously until sufficiently completed to supply water to all

persons applying therefor within the area described in the

authorization, provided there is sufficient water available for

that purpose ; and the Minister, or such officer as he desig-nates,

shall be the sole arbiter as to whether the work is being prose-

cuted with sufficient vigour.

2. Should any unforeseen disaster intervene to prevent the Extension of

construction or completion of the works within the time limited, ti™^ i" ^^^e

/70 t-ion of disaster.
iZ xxoi or,
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or, if for any other reason the Minister deems it expedient, he

may anthorize an extension of time for the commencement or

completion of the Avorks. 61 V., c. 35, s. 20.

Inspection 27. Any works authorized under this Act shall, if the

Minister so determines, be constructed subject to inspection

during construction by the chief engineer or any other officer

to be named by the Minister.

Cost. 2. The cost of such inspection or such portion thereof as

the Minister decides, shall be borne by the licensee constructing

such works. 6l V., c. 35, s. 18.

Expropriation.

Applicant to 28. The applicant, after the receipt of the authorization,

of^raiiwrv'^^
may proceed with the construction of the works authorized,

company for and for the purposes of such construction shall have the powers

construction, conferred by the Railway Act upon railway companies so far

as the same are applicable to the undertaking of the applicant

and are not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act or with

the authority given to the applicant, the provisions conferring

such powers being taken for this purpose to refer to any work
of the applicant where in the said Act they refer to the railway,

61 v., c. 35, s. 19.

Power to 29. Lands required for the works of any applicant, as
ta-e an s.

gj^own by the maps and plans filed, in whomsoever they are

vested, whether in the Crown or in any other applicant or

licensee, or in any railway company, or in any other person

whomsoever, or any interest in or right. or privilege with regard

to such land which is so required, may be taken and acquired

by such first mentioned licensee; and to this, end all the provi-

sions of the Railway Act which and so far as they are appli-

cable to such taking and acquisition, shall apply as if they

were included in this Act, the Minister and the Department

being substituted for the Minister of Railways and Canals and

the Department of Railways and' Canals, respectively, wher-

ever in the provisions of the said Act the latter Minister and

Department are referred to: Provided that the Minister may
impose such terms and conditions as he thinks proper in the

•I)nblic interest in connection with the acquisition under this

section of any lands which are vested in any other applicant or

licensee, or in any railway company, or of any interest in such

lands or any right or privilege affecting such lands.

Compenaa- 2. All the provisions of the Railway Act which are appli-
tion. cable shall in like manner apply to fixing the amount of and

the payirient of compensation for damages to lands arising out

of the construction or maintenance of the works of the appli-

cant or out of the exercise of any of the powers granted to him
under this Act. 61 V., c. 35, s."21.

1138 80.
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30. The applicant may, for the purposes of his imdertak- Company

ing, construct or acquire electric telegraph and telephone lines SrJcrtde-
or any other contrivances for the transmission of messages smph and

through or along wires, rods, tuhes or other appliances, and ifnej^^ete.

may acquire any land necessary for the construction and opera-
tion of such lines or contrivances, and the lands necessary to

be taken and acquired for this purpose may be acquired under
the provisions of the last preceding section. 61 V., c. 35, s. 50.

31. All maps, plans and books of reference showing any iMaps, etc.,

lands other than Crown lands necessary to be acquired under fied'and^''
the provisions of this Act, by any applicant for right of way filed.

or for any purpose in connection with the construction and
maintenance of the works, must be signed and certified correct

by a duly qualified Dominion land surveyor.

2. Such maps, plans and books of reference shall be prepared In duplicate,

in duplicate, and one copy shall be filed in the office of the

commissioner and the other registered by the applicant in the

land titles office for the registration district within which the

lands affected by such surveys are situated. 61 V., c. 35, s. 22.

32. The Minister, or such officer as he designates, shall, in'Disputes as

case of dispute, be the sole arbiter as to the area of land which taken^.^

*^°

may be taken by the applicant without the consent of the owner
for any purpose in the construction or maintenance of the

works. 61 v., c. 35, s. 23.

Licenses and Licensees.

33. Upon the expiration of the time mentioned in the Inspection

authorization for the construction of any works, or at any completfon"
time before such date, if the construction is sooner completed,

an inspection shall be made by the chief engineer or such other

officer as the Minister appoints.

2. If the chief engineer upon such inspection is satisfied that Certificate,

the works have been completed in accordance with the applica-

tion, that the right of way for the works has been obtained, that

agreements have been entered into for the supply of water for

the irrigation of lands which are not the property of the appli-

cant, and that the works as constructed are capable of carrying
and utilizing a stated quantity of water, he shall issue and for-

ward to the Department a certificate setting forth the facts.

3. Upon receipt of such certificate the Minister shall issue License.

a license to the applicant for the quantity of water to which he «

is entitled, and such license shall be recorded in the office of the

commissioner. 61 V., c. 35, s. 24.

34. Licensees shall have priority among themselves accord- Priority of

ing to the number of their licenses, so that each licensee shall
^^^^^'

be entitled to receive the whole of the supplv to which his

721 1139
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Settlement
of disputes.

license entitles Lira, before any licensee whose license is of a

higher number has any claim to a supply.

2. If a complaint is made to the Minister, or to an officer

authorized by him to receive such complaints, that any licensee

is receiving water from a source of supply to which another
licensee is entitled by virtue of priority of right, and that the

licensee having such priority of right is not receiving the supply
to which he is entitled, some officer to be named by the Minister,

or the officer to whom complaint is so made, as the case may be,

shall inquire into the circumstances of the case, and, if he finds

that there is ground for the complaint, shall cause the head-

gates of the ditch or other works of the licensee who is receiving

an undue supply of water to be closed, so that the supply to

which the other licensee is entitled shall pass and flow to his

works. 61 v., c. 35, s. 25.

Licensee's
rights

limited by
capacity of

works.

Inspection.

Report final.

35. "Wlien any works for carrying water are not of suffi-

cient capacity to carry the quantity of water acquired by their

owner, his exclusive right shall be limited to the quantity which
such works are capable of carrying.

2. In case of dispute as to such quantity, the Minister may
order an inspection of the works.

3. The report and finding of the inspecting officer as to the

capacity thereof shall, for the purpose of this section, be final

and conclusive. 61 V., c. 35, s. 26.

No discrim- 36, ^o licensee undertaking to sell water conveyed by his

prices" aFter works shall, Subsequent to the first four years after the con-

stated time, struction of such works as are necessary to convey the water

to the user, discriminate between the users of such water

regarding the price thereof.

2. If from any cause the whole amount of water agreed to

be supplied by a licensee is not available, the licensee shall

furnish to each user so much water as shall bear to the available

water the same proportion as his usual supply bears to the

whole amount agreed to be furnished. 01 V., c, 35, s. 35.

If supply of

water is in-

sufficient.

Storage of

water.

,

Utilizati(jii

for such
piirpoHC of

exist iri(?

works.

37. The Minister may grant to any licensee the right, during

periods of flood or high water, or during those portions of the

year when water is not required for irrigation purposes, to

store for such purposes any water which is not required or

not l)oiiig used tliorefor.

2. KSh(mld there bo any works for the carriage of water which

are not being utilized to their full capacity by their owner, and

which can with advantage be utilized to carry the whole or any

])ortion of the water to be stored any portion of the

distance it is required to be so carried or conducted, without

interfering with the use made of the said works by tlioir owner,

then the said works shall be placed at tlie disposal of the licensee

desiring to so use them.

1140 3.
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8. If the parties cannot ati^ree upon the amount of conipen- Minister

sation for such service, the Minister may fix the rate to be paid oTcompensa-
therefor. 61 V., c. 35, s. 30. tion.

38. Any licensee shall dispose of any surplus water flowing Disposal of

in his works which is not being utilized for the purposes water^o
authorized, to any person applying therefor for irrigation applicants,

purposes, and tendering payment for one month in advance at

the regular prices.

2. The delivery of such surplus water need not be made Payment by

until the persons so applying pay or tender an amount equal to ^PPl'^ant.

the cost and expenses of the works required to convey the sur-

plus water to them, or until they shall themselves construct

such works.

3. When the necessary works have been so constructed the Quantity of

applicant shall be entitled to the use of so much of the surplus ^^^%^
^°

water as such works have the capacity to carry. applicant

4. ISTothino; in this section shall be construed to ffive to anv !.^. ^", V.^
p

.

° . , " Limitation.
person acquiring the right to use surplus water any right to

the said surplus water when it is needed by the licensee for the

purposes authorized, or to waste or sell or dispose thereof after

being used by him, or shall prevent the original owners from
retaking, selling or disposing thereof in the usual or customary

manner after it has been so used as aforesaid. 61 V., c. 35,

s. 34.

COMPLAINTS AND INSPECTION.

39. "Wlien a complaint, under oath of the complainant and Order by

of at least one witness, is made to the Minister or the com- case^'of^
^"

missioner by a customer of water who has paid his rates, that complaint

a licensee who has engaged or is under obligation to supply him ficen"see.

with water is failing to do so, or is failing to keep his works
in proper condition, the Minister or some person or officer

appointed by him for the purpose may make immediate inquiry

and take all necessary steps to ascertain the truth of the com-
plaint, and, if he considers the complaint established, may
order and direct that the licensee shall take forthwith such

action as he considers necessary in order, as far as possible,

to remove the cause of complaint.

2. If the licensee fails to obey such order, the Minister shall Certificate

forthwith issue a certifi.cate to that effect, reciting all the facts, f/order^*^''

3. In the province of Saskatchewan or Alberta the judge of disobeyed,

the Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories for the judicial
^J^l^^^^

^°

district in which such works lie, pending the abolition of that

court by the legislature of the province, and thereafter any

judge of such superior court as in respect of civil jurisdiction

is established by the legislature of the province in lieu thereof,

and in the IS'orthwest Territories a stipendiary magistrate

having jurisdiction in the district or place where such works lie,

1141 upon
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Refusal to
obey order
of judge.

Disputes as
to quantity
diverted.

upon the production of such certificate, shall hear and deter-

mine the matter in a summary manner, and shall order the

licensee to proceed with all dispatch to take such measures as

the judge or magistrate considers necessary in the premises,

4. The refusal or neglect to obey any order made by the

judge or magistrate under this section may be treated and
punished as contempt of court, and such other proceedings

may be had and taken thereon as in the case of non-compliance
with any other mandatory order of the said court or a judge
thereof. 61 V., c. 35, s. 40.

40. In case of dispute as to the quantity of water diverted,

the Minister may order an inspection of the works of the

licensee by an officer named by him for that purpose ; and for

all purposes of this Act, the report and finding of such officer as

to the quantity diverted shall be final and conclusive. 61 V.,

c. 35, s. 32.

Inspection
on applica-

tion of
proprietor
near works.

Deposit to
be made by
applicant.

Enforcing
pajinent of
costs.

Works to be
made secure.

41. Should any person residing on or owning land in the

neighbourhood of any works, either completed or in course of

construction, apply to the Minister in writing for an inspection

of such works, the Minister may order an inspection thereof.

2. The Minister may require the person so applying to make
a deposit of such sum of money as the Minister thinks necessary

to pay the expenses of an inspection, and in case the applica-

tion appears to him not to have been justified, may cause the

whole or part of the expenses to be paid out of such deposit.

3. In case the application appears to the Minister to have,

been justified, he may order the applicant for a license or the

licensee to pay the whole or any part of the expenses of the

inspection, and such payment may be enforced as a debt due to

the Crown.

4. Upon any inspection under the provisions of this section

the Minister may order such applicant or licensee to make any
addition or alteration which he considers necessary for their

security to or in any works of the applicant or licensee, and if

the applicant or licensee fails to obey such order, the Minister

shall forthwith issue a certificate to tliat effect, reciting all the

facts, and, in the province of Saskatchewan or Alberta, the judge

of the Supreme, Court of the Northwest Territories for the

judicial district in which such works lie pending the abolition

of that court by the legislature of the province, and thereafter

any judge of sucli superior court as in respect of civil juris-

diction is established by the legislature of the province in lieu

thereof, and, in the Northwest Territories, a stipendiary magis-

trate having jurisdiction in the district or place where such

works lie, upon tlie ])roduction of such certificate, shall hear

and determine the matter in a summary manner and shall

order the applicant or licensee to proceed with all dispatch to

1142 take
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take such measures as the judge or magistrate considers neces-

sary in the premises ; and the refusal or neglect to obey any

order nuidc by the judge or magistrate under this section may
be treated and punished as contempt of court, and such other

proceedings may be had and taken thereon as in the case of

non-compliance with any other mandatory order of the said

court or a judge thereof.

5. This section shall not apply to cases where the Minister Section not

waives the filing of plans. Gl V., c. 35, s. 18.
t° ^pp'^'

42« Every applicant or licensee and the officers and directors information

of the applicant or licensee, if an incorporated company, shall forde/to

afford to any inspecting officer such information as is within inspecting

their knowledge and power in all matters inquired into by him,

and shall submit to such inspecting officer all plans, specifica-

tions, drawings and documents relating to the construction,

repair or state of repair of the works or any portion thereof.

2. The production of instructions in writing signed by the Proof 9f his

Minister or his deputy or the secretary of the Department shall ^^^ °"*^^'

be sufficient evidence of the authority of such inspecting officer.

61 v., c. 35, s. 28.

AMALGAMATION OF COMPANIES.

43. The Governor in Council may authorize two or more Procedure
, 1 ,

.

, , . , . and require-
companies whose works are contiguous, no one oi wnicn is an ments.

irrigation district, incorporated under an ordinance of the

JSTorthwest Territories, to unite and form one company with a

view to providing increased water supply and extending their

works, when he is satisfied that,

—

(a) the holders of more than fifty per centum of the capital

stock of each company are in favour of the union

;

(b) the users dependent upon the water supply will not be

injured; and,

(c) the companies to be united have the necessary financia'

means for carrying out the proposed undertaking.

2. In such case the same particulars shall be furnished to the Particulars.

Governor in Council as are required to be furnished upon an

application for authorization to construct works under this Act.

3. Public notice of the authorization of the united companies Notice.

and their proposed works shall be given in the manner pre-

scribed by this Act respecting the publication of a notice of

filing of memorials and plans. 61 V., c. 35, ss. 41 and 54.

EXPROPRIATION^ CANCELLATION AND FORFEITURE BY
GOVERNMENT.

44. The Governor in Council may, if in the public interest Expropria-

it is at any time deemed advisable so to do, take over and ^^qj-^s by

operate or otherwise dispose of the works of any licensee government.

1143 authorized
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Compensa-
tion.

Measure of.

authorized under this Act: Provided that no person who is

then using the waters of the said works shall he deprived of

the quantity of water to which he is entitled, and that the

Governor in Council shall have due regard to the claims to con-

sideration of any persons who have prepared or have in course

of preparation any' land to be supplied with water by the works

taken over.

2. Compensation shall be paid for such works at such value

as shall be ascertained by reference to the Exchequer Court, or

by arbitration, one arbitrator to be appointed by the Governor

in Council, the second by the licensee, and the third by the two

so appointed, or, in case these cannot agree as to the third arbi-

trator, by the Exchequer Court.

3. In estimating such value the Court or the arbitrators may
take into account the expenditure of the licensee and interest

on such expenditure, and the value of his property, works and

business, 61 V., c. 35, s. 46.

Cancellation
of license

and reserva-

tion of
water right

in certain
cases.

New license,

45. When the land to be irrigated by the water granted to

a licensee is land for which letters patent from the Crown have

not been issued, being held by the licensee under a homestead

or other conditional entry or a lease in accordance with the

provisions of the Dominion Lands Act, or under an agreement

to purchase such land, the license for such water shall be can-

celled upon receipt by the Minister of a certificate of the

cancellation of such homestead or other conditional entry, lease

or agreement: Provided that the water right necessary for the

irrigation of such land may be reserved for such time as the

Minister determines, and njay be disposed of, together with all

works connected therewith, to the next occupant or purchaser

of such land, upon such terms and conditions as the Minister

determines.

2. The new license issued for such Avater shall have the same
number and hold the same priority of right as the original or

cancelled license. 61 V., c. 35, s. 27.

Forfeiture of 46. When any licensee abandons or ceases to use or wastes
licensee's

ju-j-y -water to which his license entitles him and any charge of

such abandonment or ceasing to use or wasting water is made
rights by
waste or

non-user. to the Minister, such charge may be inquired into by him or

by any person or officer appointed by him for that purpose.

By Minister. 2. The Minister, if he deems just and proper may, by order,

declare a forfeiture of the license and the license so ordered or

declared to l)c forfeited shall be cancelled and shall cease and

determine. 61 V., c. 35, s. 33.

Forfeiture of 47. Unless ho had boeii duly licensed undpr the Northwest
rieht.H held Jrx-inration Act of 1894, or unless he obtained a license under the
Drior to July , ,

provisions of the Northwest Irrigation Act, 1898, the interest

of any person in water rights of a class similar to those which
1144 might
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might be acquired under the said last mentioned Act, held j.st, 1898, if

immediately prior to the thirteenth day of June, one thousand taken,

eight hundred and niiioty-eight, or in works constructed and in

operation for the utilization of water immediately prior to that

date, shall without any demand or proceeding be absolutely

forfeited to the Crown and shall be disposed of or dealt with

as the Governor in Council sees fit. 61 V., c. 35, s. 7.

48. Upon the expiration of the time limited under the pro- Forfeiture of

visions of this Act or under an extension granted by the
^^i-ks are

Minister for the completion of any authorized work, the rights not com-

granted to the person or company shall cease and determine, ^j^hin time

except in so far as they are necessary for effectually operating limited,

the works then completed, and any works at the date of such

forfeiture constructed or acquired, may be taken over and
operated or disposed of by the Minister in the manner and
upon the terms hereinbefore provided. 61 V., c. 35, s. 20.

GENEEAL.

49. The by-laws and regulations of companies operating By-laws of

under this Act shall be subject to revision and aj)proval by the c°™P^"y-

Minister and shall not contain anything contrary to the true

intent and meaning of this Act.

2. ISTo tariff of charges for water furnished by any licensee Tariff of

shall come into operation until it has been approved by the ^^^^^g^s.

Minister. 61 V., c. 35, s. 47.

50. Any company authorized under this Act and which Borrowing

is not an irrigation district incorporated under an ordinance P°^^^®-

of the ISTorthwest Territories, may issue bonds, debentures

or other securities to the amount of its subscribed capital, or

double the amount of its paid-up capital, whichever is the

smaller amount. 61 V., c. 35, ss. 48 and 54.

51. Any company authorized under this Act and which Company

is not an irrigation district incorporated under an ordinance hndsTor^^^^
of the Northwest Territories, may acquire land by purchase or improve-

lease for improvement by irrigation.
h-rigation

2. The company shall dispose of such land within fifteen Disposal of

years after acquiring the same, except such lands as are actually i5"years^'^'°

under cultivation or are being used for farming, gardening,

stock-raising, dairying, horticulture, tree-planting and forestry:

Provided that the lands so excepted do not comprise more than
ten per centum of the total area of land brought under irrigation

by the company.

3. Any of such lands not so disposed of shall revert to the Otherwise

Crown. 61 V., c. 35, ss. 49 and 54. to revert.

1145 52.
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Annual
return by
company.

Copy of by-
laws.

Exception.

52. Every company obtaining a license under this Act

shall, on or before the thirty-first day of January in each year,

make a return to the Minister, attested by the oath of its presi-

dent and secretary, for the year ending the thirty-first day of

December preceding, showing,

—

(a) the amount expended on construction;

(b) the amount expended on repairs

;

(c) the amount received from shareholders;

(d) the amount of bonds issued

;

(e) the amount received for v^ater supplied for irrigation;

(f) the amount received from other sources;

(g) the amount of dividend declared and paid;

(h) the amount of capital stock authorized;

(i) the amount of capital stock subscribed;

(j) the amount of capital stock paid up to date

;

(Jc) the amount of bonded indebtedness

;

(I) the amount bonds sold for;

(m) the rate of interest bonds bear

;

(n) the amount of indebtedness other than bonds, and the

rate of interest such indebtedness is bearing;

(o) the cost of management;

(p) the works, and their extent and character;

(q) the number of miles of canals, ditches, etc.

;

(r) the number of users;

(s) the number of acres actually under irrigation

;

(t) the number of acres of irrigable land in the system;

(u) the names of officers and employees;

(v) the proposed extensions during ensuing years and the

acreage to be covered thereby; and,

(iu) such other data as the Governor in Council sees fit to

order.

2. Such annual return shall have attached thereto a copy

of the by-laws of the company, showing all amendments thereto

during the year covered by the said return.

3. The returns required by this section may be waived by

the Minister in the case of a private person supplying water

solely to himself. Gl V., c. 35, s. 39.

NEW PROVINCES.

Aflministra- 53. The Governor in Council ma}^, by order, make provi-

prTvinces!^^^ sion for the administration of this Act, within the provinces of

Saskatchewan and Alberta and any province established in any

portion of the Northwest Territories, and for the appointment

of such officers and persons, and the designation of such places

for the filing or deposit of a])plieiitions, miMnorial.s, maps, plans,

books of reference and other documents and things, and for

the recording of licenses, and for the designation of such other

places, as arc deemed necessary for the purposes of such

administration.

liiO 2.
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2. Any such order shall be published in the Canada Gazette. Publication.

4-5 E. VII., c. 26, s. 1.

POWERS OF MINISTER.

54, The Minister may,

—

(a) define the manner in which the measure of water shall Measure of

r • J , water.
be arrived at;

(h) define the duty of water according to locality and soil ; Duty.

(c) define the portion of the year during which water shall Time,

be supplied for irrigation

;

(d) fix the fees or charges to be paid for licenses issued under License

this Act, which fees or charges may be varied according

to the capital employed or volume of water diverted

;

(e) regulate the extent of diversion from rivers, streams, Diversion,

lakes or other waters

;

(f) regulate the passage of logs, timber and other products Passage of

of the forest through or over any dams or other works °^^'

erected in rivers, streams, lakes and other waters under

the authority of this Act;

(g) regulate from time to time the water rates which may Water rates.

be charged by licensees, and the publication of tariffs

of rates

;

(h) prescribe forms to be used in proceedings under this Forms.

Act;

(i) impose penalties for violations of any regulation made Penalties,

under the authority of this Act, which penalties shall in

no case exceed a fine of two hundred dollars or three

months' imprisonment, or both;

(j) regulate the manner in which water is to be supplied Supply of

to persons entitled thereto, whether continuously or at
^^ ^^'

stated intervals, or under both systems

;

(k) authorize some person or officer, whose decision shall Determina-

be final and without appeal, to decide in cases of dispute disputes,

as to what constitutes surplus water as mentioned in this

% Act;

(I) make such orders as are deemed necessary, from time to Generally,

time, to carry out the provisions of this Act according to

their true intent, or to meet any cases which arise and for
which no provision is made in this Act;

(m) make any regiilations which are considered necessary Idem,

to give the provisions of this Act full effect

;

(n) from time to time authorize the establishing in rivers, Water
streams, lakes, and other waters, water gauges for com- s^^s^^.

puting the approximate volume and discharge of waters,
the placing of high water marks on rivers "and streams,
lakes and other waters when in flood, the taking of steps
for securing analysis of the water of rivers, streams, lakes
and other waters and the adopting of such other measures
and proceedings for promoting the beneficial use of water

ll^T and
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Survey!

Protection of

sources of

supply.

and for controlling and regulating the diversion and the
application thereof as he finds necessary and expedient
and as are consistent with the provisions of this Act

;

(o) take such steps as he deems necessary at any time to

secure a complete or partial survey of the sources of the
water supply for irrigation and other purposes, with an
estimate of the extent and location of irrigable lands, and
of the site or sites suitable for ponds, basins and reservoirs

for water storage, and reserve lands forming such sites

from general sale and settlement and dispose thereof by
sale or lease to be utilized for purposes within the purview
of this Act

;

(p) take such steps as he thinks necessary to protect the

sources of water supply and to prevent any act likely to

diminish or injure such supply. 61 V., c. 35, ss. 44,

45 and 51.

Minister
may issue

subpoena.

Penalty for
disobeying
it.

Before
whom affi-

davit, etc.,

may be
taken.

Minister
may require
verification

55. The Minister or any one specially authorized by him
may, when he deems it necessary for the satisfactory carrying

out of the provisions of this Act or the regulations to be framed
under it, summon before him any person by subpoena, examine
such person under oath, and compel the production of papers

and writings.

2. Upon neglect to obey such summons or refusal to give

evidence, or to produce the papers or writings demanded of

him, the Minister or the person authorized may, by warrant

under his hand, order the person in default to be imprisoned

in the nearest common gaol as for contempt of court, for a

period not exceeding fourteen days. 61 V., c. 35, s. 42.

56. All affidavits, oaths, solemn declarations or affirmations

required to be taken under this Act or any regulations made
thereunder, may be taken before the chief engineer, or any

person specially authorized by the Minister to take them, or

any other person authorized to take affidavits in the province

of Saskatchewan or Alberta or the ISTorthwest Territories.

2. The Minister may require any statement called for imder

this Act, or under any such regulation, to be verified by oath.

by affidavit, affidavit, affirmation or declaration. 61 V., c. 35, s. 43.

Publication
of regula-

tions.

57. All regulations made and forms prescribed by the

Minister under this Act shall be published in the Canada
Gazette and shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament

within the first fifteen days of the session next after the date

thereof. 61 V., c. 35, s. 52.

PENALTIES.

Obstruct! n(?

inspecting
offifcr.

Pc n;ilty.

R.S., 1000.

58. Every person who wilfully obstructs an inspecting

officer in the execution of his duty shall be liable, on summary
conviction, to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars, or to

1148 iiiiprisonmout
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or surveyor.
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imprisonment f<»r a term not exceeding two montlis, with or

withont Inml hibonr, or to hofh. 01 V.,' c. 35, s. 29.

59. Every person who interrupts, molests or hinders in his Obstructing

work any engineer or Dominion land surveyor engaged in

making surveys or levels, or in other operations in connection
with any work authorized under this Act, is guilty of an offence,

and liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding Penalty,

twenty dollars, or to imprisonment for a tenn not exceeding
two months, or to both. 61 V., c. 35, s. 30.

60. Every person who, wilfully without authority takes or Improper

diverts any water from any river, stream, lake or other waters fny person^
or from any works authorized under this Act, and every licensee

or other person who takes or diverts therefrom any greater

quantity of Avater than he is entitled to, is gnilty of an offence,

and liable, upon conviction, either summary or upon indict-

ment, to a fine not exceeding five dollars per day or fraction of Penalty.

a day for each unit or fraction of a unit of water improperly

diverted, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding thirty

days, or to both. 61 V., c. 35, ss. 31 and 32.

61. Every licensee under obliffation to sell water conveyed piscrimmat-

by his works who, after the expiration of four years from the the users of

time of completion of the works so as to convey the water to ""^ater.

the user, discriminates between the users of such water regard-

ing the price thereof, or who in case of a deficiency in the

whole amount agreed to be supplied, discriminates between the

users of the water regarding the proportionate quantity to be

furnished to each user shall be guilty of an oft'ence against this

Act and liable, upon summary conviction, to a fine not exceed- Penalty.

ing one thousand dollars for each and every such offence, or to

imprisonment for a period not exceeding two months, or to

both. 61 v., c. 35, s. 35.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson. Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 62.

An Act respecting the Northwest Territories.

BHOET TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Northwest Territories Act. Short title.

R.S., c. 50, s. 1.

INTERPRETATION.

2, In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Territories ' means the Northwest Territories which ' Territories.'

comprise the Territories formerly known as Rupert's

Land and the Northwestern Territory, except such por-

tions thereof as form the provinces of Manitoba, Saskat-

chewan and Alberta and the Yukon Territory, together

with all British territories and possessions in North
America and all islands adjacent thereto, not included

within any province, except the colony of Newfoundland
and its dependencies;

(b) ' Commissioner ' means the Commissioner of the North- ' Commis-

west Territories

;

(c) ' Council ' means the Council appointed to aid the Com- ' Council.'

missioner in the administration of the Territories

;

(d) ' Commissioner in Council ' means the Commissioner of ' Commis-

the Territories, by and with the advice and consent of the CounciL^

Council

;

(e) ' Minister ' means the Minister of the Interior

;

' Minister.'

(f)
' stipendiary ' means a stipendiary magistrate appointed ' Stipen-

under the provisions of this Act

;

diary.'

(g) ' intoxicating liquor ' means and includes all spirits. « intoxicat-

strong waters, spirituous liquors, wines, fermented or com- ^^s liquor.'

pounded liquors or intoxicating fluids;

(h) ' intoxicant ' includes opium or any preparation thereof. ' Intoxicant.'

and any other intoxicating drug or substance, and tobacco

or tea mixed, compounded or impregnated with opium, or

with any other intoxicating drug, spirit or substance, and

whether the same or any of them is liquid or solid

;

(i) ' improved arm ' means and includes all arms except * Improved

smooth bore shot-guns

;

*^™'

(j) ' ammunition ' means fixed ammunition or ball cartridge; \Ammuni-

fl^) 'ordinance of the Territories' means an ordinance /^°'.

iiiT- /^ • /^ -1 IT- Ordinance
passed by the Lieutenant (iovernor m Council or the Legis- of the Ter-

1151
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Chap. 62. Northivest Territories. Part I.

lative Assembly of the l^orthwest Territories, or by the

Commissioner in Council. R.S., c. 50, ss. 2 and 101

;

60-61 v., c. 28, s. 2; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 3; Proclama-

tion 24th July, 1905, and new.

PART I.

GENERAL.

Appoint-
ment.

Coramissioner.

3. The Governor in Council may appoint for the Territories

a chief executive officer to be styled and known as the Com-
missioner of the Northwest Territories. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27,

s. 4.

Powers of 4. The executive powers vested by the Northwest Territories

sionen^' ^^^ ^^^ amendments thereto in the Lieutenant Governor of the

Northw^est Territories or in the Lieutenant Governor of the

Northwest Territories in Council on the thirty-first day of

August, in the year one thousand nine hundred and five, shall

be exercised by the Commissioner ; and the Commissioner shall

administer the government of the Territories under instructions

from time to time given him by the Governor in Council or the

Minister. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 4.

Seat of Government.

Seat of 5, The seat of government of the Territories shall be fixed

.md may, from time to time, be changed by the Governor in

Council R.S., c. 50, s. 9.

Governor in

Council to

constitute.

Quorum.

General

J

lowers of

egislation.

R.S., 1006.

Council.

6k The Governor in Council may from time to time consti-

tute and appoint such and so many persons, not exceeding four
in number, as are deemed desirable, to be a Council to aid the

Commissioner in the administration of the Territories; and a

majority of the Council, including the Commissioner, shall form
a quorum. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 5.

Legislative powBrs of Commissioner in Council.

7. The Commissioner in Council shall have the same power
to make ordinances for the government of the Territories as

wore on the thirty-first day of August, in the year one thousand
nine hundred and five, vested in tlie Legislative Assembly of the
Nortliwfst Territories in relation to such subjects tlien witliin

the legislative authority of the said AsscMubly as are from time
to tim(^ designated l)y the Governor in Council. 4-5 E. VIL,
c. 27, s. 6.

1152 8.
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8. In particular, but not so as to restrict the generality of the Specific

provision of the last preceding section, the Commissioner in
p°^^'^^^'

Council shall have power, subject to the provisions of this Act,

and of any other Act of the Parliament of Canada applying to

the Territories, to make ordinances for the government of the

Territories in relation to such of the classes of subjects next

hereinafter mentioned as are from time to time designated by
the Governor in Council, that is to say:

—

(a) Direct taxation within the Territories in order to raise Direct tax-

a revenue for territorial or municipal or local purposes ;

''tion.

(b) The establishment and tenure of territorial offices and Territorial

the appointment and payment of territorial officers out of °™c^s-

territorial revenues

;

(c) The establishment, maintenance and management of Prisons,

prisons in and for the Territories, the expense thereof

being payable out of territorial revenues;

(d) Municipal institutions in the Territories, including the Municipal

incorporation and powers, not inconsistent with any Act institutions.

of Parliament, of irrigation districts, that is to say, asso-

ciations of the land owners, and persons interested in the

lands, in any district or tract of land for the purpose of

constructing and operating irrigation works for the benefit

of such lands

;

(e) The closing up or varying the direction of any road Roads,

allowance, or of any trail which has been transferred to

the Territories, and the opening and establishing of any

new highway instead of any road or trail so closed, and the

disposition of the land in any such road or trail

;

(f) Shop, saloon, tavern, auctioneer and other licenses, in Licenses.

order to raise a revenue for territorial or municipal- pur-

])Oses

;

(g) The incorporation of companies with territorial objects, Incorpora-

excepting railway companies (not including tramway and co*mpanies

street railway companies) and steamboat, canal, telegraph

and irrigation companies

;

(li) The solemnization of marriage in the Territories; • Marriage.

(i) Property and civil rights in the Territories

;

Property

(j) The administration of justice in the Territories, includ- rights.

ing the constitution, organization and maintenance of ter- Administra-

ritorial courts of civil jurisdiction, and procedure in such justice.

courts, but not including the appointment of any judicial

officers or the constitution, organization and maintenance

of courts of criminal jurisdiction, or procedure in criminal

matters

;

(k) The mode of calling juries, other than grand juries, in Calling of

criminal as well as civil cases, and when and by whom and Ju^es.

the manner in which they may be summoned or taken, and
all matters relating to the same;

(I) ^lie defining of the powers, duties and obligations of Sheriffs and

sheriffs and. clerks of the courts and their respective courts."

deputies

;

73 1153 (m)
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Alimony.

Enforcement
of territorial

ordinances.

Expenditure
of territorial

funds.

Local and
private.

PoM-er to
repeal, etc.,

provisions of

X. W. T.
Act.

(m) The conferring on territorial courts of jurisdiction in

matters of alimony;

(n) The imposition of punishment by fine, penalty or im-

prisonment, for enforcing any territorial ordinances

;

(o) The expenditure of territorial funds and such portion of

any moneys appropriated by Parliament for the Terri-

tories as the Commissioner in Council is authorized to

expend

;

(p) Generally, all matters of a merely local or private nature

in the Territories.

2. Subject as aforesaid, the Commissioner in Council shall

have such of the powers of repealing, re-enacting or substitut-

ing provisions which the Legislative Assembly of the North-

west Territories, on the thirty-first day of August, in the year

one thousand nine hundred and five, had with respect to corres-

ponding provisions of the Northwest Territories Act and

amendments as are from time to time designated by the Gov-

ernor in CounciL 54-55 V., c. 22, ss. 6 and 19 ; 57-58 V., c. 17,

s. 20; 58-59 V., c. 31, ss. 1 and 2; 60-61 V., c. 28, ss. 6 and 7

;

2 E. VII., c. 24, s. 1 ; 3 E. VII., c. 40, s. 3 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27,

s. 6.

No greater 9, Nothing in the last preceding section contained shall

provirfcial^
^ be coustrucd to give to the Commissioner in Council greater

legislature, powers with respect to any class of subjects so designated

by the Governor in Council than are given to provincial

legislatures under the provisions of section ninety-two of The
British North America Act, 1867, with respect to the similar

subjects therein mentioned. 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 6 ; 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 27, s. 6.

Education. 10. The Commissioner in Council, if authorized to make
ordinances respecting education, shall pass all necessary ordin-

ances in respect thereto ; but in the laws or ordinances relating

to education it shall always be provided that a majority of the

ratepayers of any district or portion of the Territories, or of

any less portion or subdivision thereof, by whatever name the

same is known, may establish such schools therein as they think

fit, and make the necessary assessment and collection of rates

therefor; and also that the minority of the ratepayers therein,

whether Protestant or Roman Catholic, may establish separate

whools therein, and in such case, the ratepayers establishing

such Protestant or Roman Catholic separate schools shall be

liable only to assessments of such rates as they impose upon
themselves in respect thereof. R.S., c. 50, s. 14; 61 V., c. 5,

6. 1 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 6.

11. A coj)y of every ordinance made by the Commissioner

in Council shall be transmitted to the Governor in (Council

Ordinnncos
to t.c l;ii.l

Viffore I'.'ir- .1. ^ p ^ • ^ p iinii-iic
liamcnt. within ten days after the passing tliereoi and shall be laid before

1154 both
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both Houses of Parliament as soon as conveniently may be

thereafter; and any such ordinance or any provision thereof

may be disallowed by the Governor in Council at any time ^^^g"°^'

within two years after its passage. 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 7.

Laws applicable to Territories.

12. Subject to the provisions of this Act, the laws of Eng-
|^^j^^j°^

land relating to civil and criminal matters, as the same existed

on the fifteenth day of July, in the year one thousand eight

hundred and seventy, shall be in force in the Territories, in so

far as the same are applicable to the Territories, and in so far

as the same have not been, or are not hereafter, as regards the

Territories, repealed, altered, varied, modified, or affected by

any Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom or of the

Parliament of Canada, applicable to the Territories, or by any

ordinance of the Territories. R.S., c. 50, s. 11; 60-61 V.,

c. 28, s. 4.

13. All laws and ordinances in force in the Territories, and ^^f.^
^"^

. ordiTifnicGS

not inconsistent with this Act, or repealed by the operation of in force con-

the Act passed in the third year of His Majesty's reign, chapter tmued.

sixty-one, and intituled An Act respecting the Revised Statutes

of Canada, shall remain in force until it is otherwise provided

or ordered by the Parliament of Canada, or by the Governor in

Council or the Commissioner in CounciL R.S., c. 50, s. 12
;

60-61 v., c. 28, s. 5; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 6.

14. Every Act of the Parliament of Canada, except in so Application

far as otherwise provided in any such Act, and except in so far Canada.

as the same is, by its terms, applicable only to one or more
of the provinces of Canada, or is, for any reason, inapplicable

to the Territories, shall, subject to the provisions of this Act,

apply to and be in force in the Territories. R.S., c. 50, s. 112.

15. The Governor in Council may, by proclamation, from Governor in

time to time, direct that any Act of the Parliament of Canada, extend
™^^

or any part or parts thereof, or any one or more of the sections ^^^^.^'^
.

of any one or more of any such Acts, not then in force in the

Territories, shall be in force in the Territories generally, or in

any part or parts thereof mentioned in such proclamation.

R.S., c. 50, s. 112.

16. Whenever in any Act of the Parliament of Canada, or Provision for

in any ordinance of the Territories, any ofiicer is designated for orduty"'^^^^

performing any duty therein mentioned, and there is no such where no

officer in the Territories, the Commissioner may order by what is^desig-^^"^

other person or officer such duty shall be performed, and any nated.

thing done by such person or officer under such order shall be .

valid and lawful in the premises ; or if it is in any such Act or

ordinance ordered that any document or tiling be transmitted

731 1155 to
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Who may
make.

Execution.

Attestation.

to any officer, court, territorial division or place, and there is

then in the Territories no such officer, court, territorial division

or place, the Commissioner may order to what officer, court,

territorial division or place such transmission shall be made, or

may dispense with the transmission thereof. 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 27, s. 13.

Wills.

17. Every person of the full age of twenty-one years may
devise, bequeath or dispose of by will, executed in manner
hereinafter mentioned, all real and personal property to which

he is entitled either at law or in equity at the time of his death,

and which, if not so devised, bequeathed or disposed of, would

devolve upon his heir-at-law, or upon his executor or adminis-

trator. R.S., c. 50, ss. 26 and 2Y.

18. 'No will shall be valid unless it is in writing and signed

at the foot or end thereof, by the testator or by some other

person in his presence and by his direction; and such signa-

ture shall be made or acknowledged by the testator, in the pres-

ence of two or more witnesses present at the same time, who
shall attest and subscribe the will in the presence of the testator.

2. 'No form of attestation shall be necessary and no other

publication than as aforesaid shall be required. E.S., c. 50,

ss. 28 and 29.

Incompe- 19. If auv pcrson who attests the execution of a will is,

witness°not ^t the time of the execution thereof, or at any time afterwards,

to invalidate, incompetent to be admitted as a witness to prove the execution

thereof, such will shall not, on that account, be invalid. U.S.,

c. 50, s. 30.

Executcr
may be
witness.

20. No person shall, on account of his being an executor

of a will, be incompetent to be admitted as a witness to prove

the execution of such will, or as a witness to prove the validity

or invalidity thereof. R.S., c. 50, s. 31.

Devise or 21. If any person attests the execution of any will, to whom,

attesting^*' or to whose wifc or husband, any beneficial devise or legacy

witness void, affecting any real or personal property other than a charge for

the payment of a debt is thereby given, such devise or legacy

shall, so far only as concerns such person attesting the execu-

tion of such will, or the wife or husband of such person, or any

Witness may pcrson claiming under such person, wife or husband, be null

i.rove exe- ryj^l void, and such person so attesting shall be admitted to prove

tlie execution of sncli will, or the validity or invalidity of such

will, notwithstanding such devise or legacy. R.S., c. 50, s. 32.

cution.

Revocation. 22. No will or codicil, or any part thereof, shall bo revoked

otherwise tlian by,

—

1156 (a)
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(a) marriage ; or,

(h) another will or codicil executed in manner hereinbefore
required ; or,

(c) some writing declaring an intention to revoke the same,
and executed in the manner in which a will is hereinbe-

fore required to be executed : or,

(d) the burning, tearing or otherwise destroying the same,
by the testator or by some person in his presence and by
his direction, with the intention of revoking the same.

R.S., c. 50, s. 33.

23. Every will shall be construed with reference to the real Construed as

and personal property affected by it, to speak and take effect as 'immedlat^eiv

if it had been executed immediately before the death of the before death,

testator, unless a contrary intention appears by the will. R.S.,

c. 50, s. 34.

24. If any real property is devised to any person without Whole inter-

any words of limitation, such devise shall be construed to pass ^^ pass^^
^

the fee simple, or other the whole estate or interest which the unless con-

testator had power to dispose of by will, in such real property, tion appears,

unless the contrary intention appears by the will. R.S., c. 50,

s. 35.

25. A holograph will written and signed by the testator Holograph

himself though not witnessed shall be valid. 4-5 E. VII., c. 27,
^'^^•

s. 11.

Married Women.

26. All the wages and personal earnings of a married Earnings,

woman, and any acquisitions therefrom, and all proceeds or ^ ^'

profits derived from any occupation or trade which she carries

on separately from her husband, or from any literary,

artistic or scientific skill, and all investments of svich wages,

earnings, moneys or property, shall be free from the debts or

dispositions of the husband, and shall be held and enjoyed by

such married woman, and disposed of without her husband's

consent, as fully as if she were a feme-sole.

2. No order for protection shall be necessary in respect of No order for

any such earnings or acquisitions. protection.

3. The possession, whether actual or constructive, of the lius- Possession

band of any personal property of any married- woman, shall not y°\}^
™''^'^^

render the same liable for his debts. E.S., c. 50, s. 36.

27. A married woman may make deposits of money in her Deposits in

own name in any savings or other bank, and withdraw the same ^^^^'

bv her own cheque ; and her receipt or acquittance shall be a

sufficient discharge to any such bank. R.S., c. 50, s. 37.

1157 28.
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Investment
or deposit

in fraud of

husband's
creditors.

28. Nothing hereinbefore contained in reference to moneys

deposited or investments by any married woman, shall, as

against any creditor of the husband, give validity to any de-

posit or investment of moneys of the husband made in fraud of

such creditor ; and any money so in fraud deposited or invested

may be followed as if this Act had not been passed. R.S.,

c. 50, s. 38.

Debts of
wife.

Husband
not liable.

Wife liable

for ante-
nuptial
debts.

Suits by-

married
woman.

29. A husband shall not, by reason of any marriage, be

liable for the debts of his wife, contracted before marriage, nor

for any debts of his wife in respect of any employment or busi-

ness in which she is engaged on her own behalf, or in respect of

any of her own contracts.

2. The wife shall be liable to be sued for any debts h^ her

contracted before marriage, and any property belonging to her

for her separate use shall be liable to satisfy such debts as if she

had continued unmarried. K.S., c. 50, s. 39,

30. A married woman may maintain an action in her own

name for the recovery of any wages, earnings, money or pro-

perty, declared by this Act or which is hereafter declared to be

her separate property, and shall have, in her own name, the

same remedies, both civil and criminal, against all persons

whomsoever for the protection and security of such wages, earn-

ings, money and property, and of any chattels or other her sepa-

rate property, for her own use, as if such wages, earnings,

money, chattels and property belonged to her as an unmarried

woman. E.S., c. 50, s. 40.

May be sued 3 1 , Any married woman may be sued or proceeded against
separately,

separately from her husband in respect of any of her separate

debts, engagements, contracts or torts, as if she were unmarried.

K.S., c. 50', s. 40.

Governor in

Council may
appoint sti-

l>endiary
magistrates.

Their
powers.

Provincial
iudKOs may
he cm-
j)o\vcred to

hear and

R.S., 1000.

Administration of Justice.

32. The Governor in Council may appoint such niimber of

persons as stipendiary magistrates, from time to time, as may
be deemed expedient.

2. Every stipendiary magistrate so appointed shall have and

may exercise the powers, authorities and functions Avhich were

vested in a judge of the said Supreme Court by the ISTorthM^est

Territories Act and amendments thereto on tlie thirty-first day

of August in the year one thousand nine hundred and five.

4-5 E.VlL, c. 27, s. 8.

33. The Governor in Conncil may vest in any judge of any

court of any province the power of hearing and determining,

either in the first instance or on appeal, any civil or criminal

proceeding arising within the T(!rritories, and, in case of

1158 appeal,
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appeal, may prescribe the procedure in respect thereof. 4-5 determine

E. VII., c. 27, s. 9. cases.

34. Every stipendiary shall, previously to entering upon Stipendiary's

the duties of his office, take an oath in the form following:— office

°^

' I, , do solemnly and sincerely promise and
swear that I will duly and faithfully, and to the best of my
skill and knowledge, execute the powers and trusts reposed in

me as a stipendiary magistrate of the Northwest Territories.

So help me God.'

2. Such oath shall be administered by the Commissioner Before eom-

or by a stipendiary. K.S., c. 50, s. 47; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, ^"'^sioner or
r 1 a stipendiary.

ss. 4 and 8.

Royal Northwest Mounted Police.

35. The Commissioner may, subject to any orders made rommis-

in that behalf, from time to time, by the Governor in Council,
give^or^era

issue orders to the Royal J^orthwest Mounted Police, in aid to force,

of the administration of civil and criminal justice, and for

the general peace, order and good government of the Territories.

R.S., c. 50, s. 63 ; 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 32 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 4.

Administration of Criminal Law.

36. The procedure in criminal cases shall, subject to any procedure in

Act of the Parliament of Canada, conform as nearly as may be criminal

to the procedure existing in like cases in England on the

fifteenth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy.

2. 'No grand jury shall be summoned or sit in the Territories. Nq ^.j-g^j^j

R.S., c. 50, S. 65. jury!

37. Every stipendiary shall have and may exercise the Stipendiary

powers of a justice of the peace, or of any two justices of the poivers^of

peace under any laws or ordinances in force in the Territories, one or more

R.S., c. 50, s. 66; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.
^"'"'^"^•

38. Every stipendiary may in a summary way, and with- Summary

out the intervention of a jury, hear, try and determine any certain^

charge against any person of having committed in the Terri- offences,

tories, the offence of,

—

(a) theft or attempt to steal, or obtaining money or property Theft, etc.

by false pretenses, or, unlawfully receiving stolen pro-

perty, in any case in which the value of the whole property
alleged to have been stolen, obtained or received, does not,

in the opinion of such stipendiary, exceed two hundred
dollars ; or,

(h) unlawfully wounding or inflicting any grievous bodily Wounding.

harm upon any other person, either with or without a

weapon or instrument; or,

1159 (c)
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Indecent
assault.

Escape, etc.

Trial with
jury.

(c) indecent assault on any female, or on a male person

imder the age of fourteen years, when such assault, if upon

a female, does not, in his opinion, amount to an assault

with intent to commit rape ; or,

(d) escaping from lawful custody or committing prison

breach, or assaulting, resisting or wilfully obstructing any

judge or any publiq. or peace officer engaged in the execu-

tion of his duty, or any person acting in aid of such officer.

R.S., c. 50, s. 66; 60-61 V., c. 28, s. 14; 4-5 E. VIL,

c. 27, s. 8.

39. When any person is charged with a criminal offence

not within the last preceding section, and which is not other-

wise by any law made summarily triable without the consent

of the accused, the charge shall be heard, tried, and determined

by a stipendiary with the intervention of a jury: Provided

that in any case the accused may, with his own consent, be tried

by a stipendiary in a summary way and without the interven-

tion of a jury. 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 9 ; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 8.

40. In any case of trial with the intervention of a jury,

the jury shall be composed of six jurors. 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 9

;

4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.

41. Whenever, upon a trial of an indictable offence in a

trial for" one summary way before a stipendiary under the preceding sections,
nffPT,r>P con-

^^^^ stipendiary is not satisfied that the accused is guilty of the

offence with which he stands charged, but the circumstances

are such that upon a trial before a jury under the Criminal

Code for the like offence, the accused might be found guilty

of some other offence, the stipendiary shall have -the same power

as to findings as a jury would have in the like circumstances

under the Criminal Code, and may convict the accused of such

other . offence, notwithstanding that such offence is one for

which, under the preceding sections, the accused could not, with-

out his own consent, have been tried in a summary way.

2. The person so convicted shall be liable to the punishment

by the Criminal Code or otherwise by law prescribed for the

offence of which he is so found guilty. 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 10;

4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.

Summary
'rial with
consent.

Jury of sis.

Summary

offence, con
viction of

another.

Punishment
in such
cases.

Notes of

evidence.

Defence by
counsel.

Report in

42. The stipendiary shall, upon every such trial, take or

cause to be taken down in writing full notes of the evidence

and other proceedings thereat; and all persons tried as afore-

said shall bo admitted, after the close of the case for the prose-

cution, to make full answer and defence by counsel, attorney or

agont. U.S., c. 50, s. 69; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 8.

43. When any jx-rson is convicted of a capital offence and
,i])ondiary shall forward to the ]\lin-

1160 ister

capital cases, jg sentenced to death, Ibc
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istcr of Justice full notes of the evidence, with his report upon
the case ; and the execution shall he stayed until such report is Stay of

received and the pleasure of the Governor General thereon is
^^^^"*^'°"-

communicated to the Commissioner, 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.

44. Persons required as jurors for a trial shall be sum- Summoning

nioned by a stipendiary from among such male persons as he
^"'""'''^•

thinks suitable in that behalf; and the jury required on such
trial shall be called from among the persons so summoned as

such jurors, and shall he sworn by the stipendiary who presides

at the trial. R.S., c. 50, s. 71; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.

45. Any one arraigned for treason or an offence punishable Peremptory

with death, or an offence for which he may be sentenced to im- by\cculed.
prisomnent for more than "five years, may challenge peremp-
torily, and without cause, any number of jurors not exceeding
six; and every peremptory challenge beyond that number shall

be void,

2. The Crown may peremptorily challenge any number of By the

jurors not exceeding four.

3. Challenges for cause shall be the same as are provided for Challenges

under the Criminal Code, U.S., c. 50, s. 72 ; 57-58 V., c, 17,
^"""^ '^''"'^•

s. 9.

46. If, by reason of challenges or otherwise, the number of ^^^ t^e list

jurors summoned for the trial is exhausted, the stipendiary exhausted.'^

shall direct some constable or other person to summon by word
of mouth from among the bystanders or from the neighbour-

hood, such number of persons as are necessary to make up a

jury, who shall be subject to challenge as if summoned by the Tales,

judge in the first instance ; and the like proceedings shall be

repeated, if necessary, until a jury is obtained competent to try

the case. R.S., c. 50, s. 73; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s, 8,

47. Any person so summoned to serve as a juror who makes Juror failing

default or refuses to serve as such juror, without lawful excuse ^° ^ ^^ '

to the satisfaction of the stipendiary, may be fined by him in a

sum not exceeding ten dollars, and committed to prison until

such fine is paid. R.S., c. 50, s. 73; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 8.

48. Any person duly summoned, whether on behalf of the Witness fail-

prisoner or against him, to attend and give evidence on any such attend,

trial, shall be bound to attend on the day appointed for the

same, and shall remain in attendance throughout the whole

trial; and, if he fails so to attend, he shall be deemed guilty of

contempt of court and may be proceeded against therefor. U.S.,

c. 50, s. 74.

49. Upon proof to the satisfaction of the stipendiary of the Bench

summoning of any witness who fails to attend, and upon such

1161 stipendiary
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Fine and
imprison-
ment.

stipendiary being satisfied that the presence of such witness

before him is indispensable to the ends of justice, he may, by

his warrant, cause such witness to be apprehended and forth-

with brought before him to give evidence and to answer for his

contempt ; and such witness may be detained on such warranty

with a view to secure his presence as a witness, or may be re-

leased on recognizance, with or without sureties, conditioned

for his appearance to give evidence as therein mentioned and to

answer for his contempt.

2. The stipendiary may, in a summary manner, examine

and dispose of the charge of contempt against such witness

who, if found guilty of contempt, may be fined or imprisoned,

or both, such fine not to exceed one hundred dollars, and such

imprisonment to be with or without hard labour, and not to

exceed the term of ninety days. R.S., c. 50, s. 75 ;
4-5 E. VII.,

c. 27, s. 8.

Returns to 50. Returns of all trials and proceedings, civil and criminal,

sione?^^' shall be made to the Commissioner in such form and at such

time as he directs. R.S., c. 50, s. 76 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 4.

Repeal of 12 51. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, by

ceding!^
^^^"

proclamation, declare that the twelve sections last preceding, or

any of them, shall be repealed from and after the date named in

such proclamation. R.S., c. 50, s. 77; 57-58 V., c. 17, s. 8.

Charge in
WTiting
against
accused.

Justice
holding
preliminary
investigation

to transmit
papers to
stipendiary.

Notice Vjy

gaoler to
stipendiary
of committal
for trial.

52. The trial of any person charged with a criminal offence

shall be commenced by a formal charge in writing setting forth

as in an indictment the offence wherewith he is charged. 54-55

v., c. 22, s. 11.

53. Every justice of the peace or other magistrate holding

a preliminary investigation into any criminal offence which

may not be tried under the provisions of Part XV. of the

Criminal Code shall, immediately after the conclusion of such

investigation, transmit to the nearest stipendiary, all informa-

tions, examinations, depositions, recognizances, inquisitions and

papers connected with such charge.

2. Whenever any person charged with a criminal offence is

committed to gaol for trial, the person in charge of such gaol

shall, within twenty-four hours, notify the nearest stipendiary,

in writing, that such prisoner is so confined, stating his name
and the nature of the charge preferred against him ; whereupon

with as little delay as possible, the stipendiary shall cause the

prisoner to be brought before him for trial, either with or

without a jury, as the case requires. 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 12;

4-5 E. Vli., c. 27, 8. 8.

Imprison- 54. If imprisonment for any term not less than two years

Uv^o years or
'^^ auai'iNd i;i any case, the convict may, on the warrant of

longer. fl,f, stipendiary, be ordered to be iiiii)risoncd in any gaol or

11G2 penitentiary
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penitentiary in the Territories, or to be conveyed to the peni-

tentiary in the province of Manitoba ; and whenever any con-

vict or accused person is ordered to be conveyed to the peni-

tenitary in Manitoba, any constable or other person in whoso
charge he is to be so conveyed, may hohl and convey him, or

retake him in case of an escape.

2. The warden of the penitentiary in Manitoba may detain ^fanitoba

and deal with any such convict or accused person in the said power^ of^^'

province, as if such penitentiary was within the Territories, warden.

or as if such convict or accused person had been ordered to be

conveyed to such penitentiary by some competent court or

authority in the said province. R.S., c. 50, s. 78; 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 27, s. 8.

55. If it is impossible or inconvenient, by reason of the I^etention in

absence or remoteness of any gaol or other place of confinement. Mounted

to carry out any sentence of imprisonment, any stipendiary or 'Police.

justice of the peace may sentence any person convicted before

him of an offence, other than the breach of a municipal by-law,

to be placed and kept in the custody of the Royal I^orthwest

Mounted Police, with or without hard labour.

2. Any police guard house or guard room in the Territories Police guard

shall be a penitentiary, gaol or place of confinement for all thorized^as

purposes except the confinement of any person sentenced to im- places of
. ,ci 1 c ••111 confinement.

prisonment lor breach oi a municipal by-law.

3. If any municipality makes arrangements with the Com-
missioner of the Royal ]^orthwest Mounted Police for the

maintenance of persons convicted of a breach of any by-law

of such municipality during the period of their sentence, the Municipal

provisions of this section shall thereafter apply to such persons

in like manner as to other offenders. 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 13;
4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 8.

56. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, Establish-

direct that any building, or any part thereof, or any inclosure, ™<^"t of gaols

in any part of the Territories, shall be a gaol or lock-up for the

confinement of prisoners charged with the commission of any
offence or sentenced to any punishment or confinement therein

;

and confinement therein shall thereupon be held lawful and
valid, whether such prisoners are being detained for trial or are

under sentence of imprisonment in a penitentiary, gaol or other

place of confinement. 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 14.

5'?. The Governor in Council may, at any time, direct that Disestablish-

any building, or any part thereof, or any inclosure shall cease
™^° '

to be a gaol or lock-up, and thereupon such building or part

thereof, or such inclosure shall cease to be a gaol or lock-up.

54-55 v., c. 22, s. 14.

58. The Governor in Council may make rules and regu- Rules and

lations for the management, discipline and policv of such gaols
regulations

1163
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as to gaols or lock-ups, and for fixing and prescribing the duties and con-
an oc -ups.

^^^^ ^£ ^^^ gaolers and every other officer or servant employed

therein, and for the diet, bedding, maintenance, employment,

classification, instruction, discipline, correction, punishment

and reward of persons confined therein.

2. All gaolers, officers, prisoners and other persons shall be

bound to obey such rules and regulations. 54-55 V., c. 22,

s. 14.

Imprison- 59, The Governor in Council may from time to time pre-

ofFences scribe the terms and conditions upon which persons convicted
against ordi- Qp accuscd of any offence under any ordinance of the Terri-
Uciiiccs etc .

tories, or any municipal by-law or regulation, or sentenced to

confinement under any such ordinance, by-law or regulation,

or arrested under any civil process, shall be received and kept

in any gaol or lock-up created under the authority of the three

last preceding sections ; and he may, from time to time, specify

what gaols and lock-ups shall be available for the confinement

of such persons. 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 14.

Who shall

be coroners.

Coroners and Inquests.

60. The Indian Commissioner for the Territories, the

stipendiaries, the commissioner and assistant commissioner of

the Royal ISTorthwest Mounted Police, and such other persons

as the Commissioner, from time to time; appoints, shall be

coroners in and for the Territories.

E. VII., c. 27, ss. 4 ana 8.

E.S., c. 50, s. 82; 4-5

When only 61. Exccpt as hereinafter provided, no inquest shall be held

may^be^ held. 'L^pon the body of any deceased person by any coroner, unless

it has been made to appear to such coroner that there is reason

to believe that the deceased died from violence or unfair means,

or by culpable or negligent conduct either of himself or of

others, under such circumstances as require investigation, and

Deceased
prisoners.

not through mere accident or mischance. R.S., c. 50, s. 83.

62. Upon the death of any prisoner, the gaoler or officer in

charge of the gaol wherein such prisoner dies shall immediately

give notice to the nearest resident coroner, and such coroner

shall proceed forthwith to hold an inquest upon the body. R.S.,

e. 50, s. 84.

Xtimber of

jury.
63. It sliall not be necessary in any case that a coroner's

jury shall exceed six persons, but, subject to the provisions of

tlie next following section, in every case of an inquest six jurors

must agree in order to render the verdict valid. R.S., c. 50,

6. 85.

Less than
six or no

64. W'lici-c in \\\(\ opinion of a coroner it is ini|n-acticable to

oV^tain six jurors, h(! may hold an in(iucst with a jury of a less

11G4 number
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number or without a jury, and in such case the inquisition shall jury if

state that the inquest has been so held, with the reasons there-
^^'^^^'^^^y-

for; and the verdict of the jury, if less than six in numbei'. shall

be unanimous ; and if there is no jury the coroner may find such

verdict as a jury might have found. 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 10.

65. Coroners shall have the same powers to summon wit- Powers of

J ,
• 1 xi i? J • 1 • J.

coroners as
nesses and to punish them lor disobeymg a summons to appear ^g witnesses.

or for refusing- to be sworn or to give evidence as are enjoyed

by justices of the peace. R.S., c. 50, s. 86.

Fees in Criminal Cases and Inquests.

66. The fees of coroners, jurors and witnesses attending Fees,

criminal trials and inquests may be fixed, from time to time* by
the Governor in Council, and paid in such manner as he directs.

E.S., c. 50, s. 87.

Lunatics.

6*2'. \Vlienever, under any law or ordinance in force in the Removal of

Territories, any insane person is kept in custody until the plea- asyhim^
°

sure of the Commissioner is known, or until such person is dis-

charged by law, the Commissioner may cause such person to be

removed to and confined in any asylum or place of confinement,

from time to time designated for that purpose by the Governor

in Council, and the superintendent or warden of such asylum

or plaiia rd confinement shall receive such person and detain

him therein until the pleasure of the Commissioner is known,

or until such person is discharged by law. R.S., c. 50, s. 103;
4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 4.

68. The Lieutenant-Governor of the province of Manitoba Lunatics in

may cause any insane person who came from the Territories
'-'*^"onth"^T"i

and who was confined in a temporary lunatic asylum on the i885.

twentieth day of July, in the year one thousand eight hundred

and eighty-five, to be removed to the Manitoba lunatic asylum.

R.S., c. 50, s. 103 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 4.

69. If any insane person confined in such asylum or place Recapture of

of confinement under this Part escapes therefrom, any of the escaped

ofiicers or servants thereof, or any other person or persons, at
^^"^ '^^'

the request of such officers or servants or any of them, may
within forty-eight hours after such escape if no warrant has

been issued and within one month after such escape if a war-

rant in the form in the schedule to this Act has been issued by

the superintendent or warden of such asylum or place of con-

finement in that behalf, retake such escaped person and return

him thereto ; and he shall remain in custody therein under the

authority bv virtue of which he was detained prior to such

escape. 'Pv.S., c. 50, s. 104.

11G5 TO.
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Manitoba to 70. The Minister may, subiect to the approval of the Gov-

fied for care eriior in Council, make such arrangements with the Lieuten-
of lunatics, ^j^^ Govemor of Manitoba as seems reasonable as to the com-

pensation to be made by Canada to that province for the care

and maintenance of persons detained in the Manitoba lunatic

asylum or in any temporary asylum.
Detention 2. Any such person lawfully detained in any such asylum

at the time of the coming into force of this Act may be detained

in such asylum by the superintendent thereof until otherwise

discharged' by law. K.S., c. 50, ss. 103 and 105; 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 27, s^ 4.

Road Allowances.

Road allow- 71. All road allowances in townships now or hereafter sur-

controfof^'^
veyed and subdivided in the Territories, and all road allow-

Commis- ances set out on block lines now or hereafter surveyed in the
sioner.

Territories, the plans of survey whereof have been duly ap-

proved, shall be subject to the direction, management and
control of the Commissioner, for the public use of the Terri-

tories, subject to any ordinance made or to be made with respect

thereto. 60-61 V., c. 28, s. 18 ; 4-5 E. VIE, c. 2Y, s. 4.

Survey of 72. On the Minister receiving notice from the Commissioner

trails^^^
^^ ^^ ^^y particular thoroughfare or public travelled road or trail

in the Territories, wdiich existed as such prior to the subdivision

of the land into sections and which it is desired to have trans-

ferred to the Territories, the Governor in Council may pass an

order authorizing the survey of such road or trail by a

Dominion land surveyor, such survey to be made under instruc-

tions from the Commissioner in accordance with a manual of

instructions regarding the manner of making such surveys

approved by the Surveyor General of Dominion Lands. 60-61

v., c. 28, s. 19 ; 4-5 E. VIE, c. 27, s. 4.

Transfer to 73. Upon approval of the returns of such survey by the
Territories,

g^j-yeyor General, one copy thereof shall be filed in the Depart-

ment of the Interior and one in the Land Titles Office, if there

be any such office, for the district within which such road or

trail is situated; and such road or trail may then be transferred

by the Governor in Council for the use of the Territories, sub-

ject to any rights which may have been acquired under letters-

patent issued previous to such transfer. 60-61 V., c. 28, s. 19.

DimensionH 74. Thc width of such Toad or trail shall be one chain or
and location,

^jj^ty-six feet ; and, in making the survey, the surveyor shall

make such changes in the location of the road or trail as he

finds necessary for improving it, without, liowcvcr, altering its

main direction. GO-61 V., c. 28, s. 19.

1166 75.
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75. The Commissioner may cause to be surveyed and murk- Survey of

ed on the ground such roads or trails as are from time to time "^^ roads,

deemed necessary to aid in the development of any district

which cannot be served by existing road allowances or by old

trails as in the preceding sections provided.

2. Such roads or trails shall be laid out one chain or sixty-six width,
feet in width.

3. In making the survey the manual of instructions aforesaid Returns to

shall be followed, and one copy of the returns of such survey ^^^'^'

shall be filed in the Land Titles Office for the district within
which such road or trail is situated, if there be any such office,

and one copy in the office of the Commissioner. 60-61 V., c. 28,

s. 21 ; 4-5 E. VII. c. 27, s. 4.

76. The effect of the filing of the returns of such survey Lands in

shall be to vest the lands shown on such returns as a road or ^"^^'^yfcl
. . Tir • , (• 1 ^ T ,. 1 m . •

roads to vest
trail m His Majesty lor the public use oi the lerritories as in Terri-

a highway, without prejudice, however, to the legal rights of
^°"^^-

the owner to compensation therefor. 2 E. VII., c. 24, s. 2.

Enforcement of Territorial Ordinances.

77. Unless otherwise therein specially provided, proceed- Ordinances

ings for enforcing any territorial ordinance by the imposition forced bv"'
of punishment by fine, penalty or imprisonment may be brought summary

summarily before a justice of the peace under the provisions of
^^^^^^ '°""

Part XV! of the Criminal Code. 57-58 V., c..l7, s. 19.

PART II.

ADMINISTRATION OF CIVIL JUSTICE.

78. Every stipendiary shall have jurisdiction, power and Civil juris-

authority to hold courts, whether established by ordinance of '^'ftion of

1 m • • 1 • IT 1 1 • 1
stipendiary.

the Territories or not, at such times and places as he thinks

proper, and at such courts, as sole judge, to hear all claims,

disputes and demands whatsoever, except as herein otherwise

provided, which are brought before him, and to determine any
questions arising thereout, as well of fact as of law, in a sum-
mary manner ; and such courts shall be open public courts.

2. On the application to set a cause down for trial, if the Actions of

action be for slander, libel, false imprisonment, malicious pro- slander, etc.

secution, seduction or breach of promise of marriage, or if the

action arises out of a tort, wrong or grievance in which the

damages claimed exceed five hundred dollars, or if the action

be for debt or founded on contract wherein the amount claimed

or the damages sought to be recovered, exceed one thousand

dollars, or if the action be for the recovery of real property, and
either party signify his desire to have the issue of fact therein

tried by a judge with a jurv, or the judge so direct, the same jury

. 1167 shall
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Disputed
accounts.

Judgment in

such cases.

shall be tried bj a jury. R.S., c. 50, s. 88; 60-61 V., c. 28,

s. 15 ; 60-61 v., c. 32, s. 1 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, ss. 6 and 8.

79. In cases of disputed accounts, the stipendiary may, in

place of a trial by jury, direct the evidence to be taken by the

clerk of any court, or by any other competent person; which

clerk or other person shall be sworn to take the evidence truly,

and to reduce it to writing. E.S., c. 50, s. 88; 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 27, s. 8.

80. The stipendiary may give judgment on the verdict of

the jury or upon the evidence taken by the clerk or other person

as aforesaid, or may, in the case of a verdict, order a new trial,

when justice seems to require it. R.S., c. 50, s. 88 ; 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 27, s. 8.

Judgment, 81. In all cases a stipendiary may give such judgment and

generally!^" make such orders and decrees, interlocutory and final, as appear

just and agreeable to equity and good conscience. R.S., c. 50,

s. 88 ; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 8.

Xo jurisdic- 82. iSTo court, judge or stipendiary in the Territories shall

tion in cases ]iave jurisdiction in respect of any action for a gambling debt,
of gambling J

.

•• -^
. ^

i -n ^

debts. or of any action by any person on any promissory note, bill oi

exchange, cheque, draft or other document or writing whatso-

ever, the consideration or any part of the consideration for

which was a gambling debt. R.S., c. 50 s. 88. O.C, 1 August,

1894, 58-59 V., App. Iviii; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 8.

Judgment,
how given.

Execution.

83. Every judgment of a stipendiary shall be pronounced

in open court as soon as may be after the hearing of the case;

except that, in any case where the stipendiary is not prepa\'ed

to pronounce judgment at the close of the trial, he may post-

pone judgment and deliver and enter the same subsequently,

and such judgment shall be as effectual as if rendered in court

at the trial. R.S., c. 50, s. 89; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 8. .

84. 1'he proceedings to carry into effect any such judgment,

order or decree, whether interlocutory or final, shall be as pre-

scribed l)y any ordinance of the Territories; or, if no such

ordinance is in force when any such judgment, order or decree

is rendered, then in such manner as the stipendiary who pro-

nounced the same directs. R.S., c. 50, s. 90; 60-61 V., c. 28,

R. 16; 4-5 E. VJL, c. 27, ss. 6 and 8.

Kepeal by 85. Notwitlistanding any power conferred upon the Com-
Goverrior in

,,,ii^t;ion('r in Council to repeal the provisions of this Part the

this Part. Tiovernor in Council may, from time to time, by proclamation

Tf'peal such provisions or any of them, from and after the day

to be named in sncli proclamation. 57-58 V., c. 17, s. 10;

?, v.. VIL, c. 40, K. 3.
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PART III.

INTOXICANTS.

86. IsTo intoxicating liquor or intoxicant sliall he maniifac- Intoxicants

tured, compounded or made in the Territories, except by special ""* *? ^^'^

permission of the Governor in Council ; nor shall any intoxi- tured, etc.,

eating liquor or intoxicant be imported or brought into the ""'.^^'^"t P^'""

Territories from any province of Canada, or elsewhere, or be

sold, exchanged, traded or bartered, or had in possession there-

in, except by special permission in writing of the Commissioner.
R.S., c." 50, s. 92; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 4.

87. Intoxicating liquors or intoxicants imported or brought Customs or

from any place out of Canada into the Territories, by special toTpply^^
permission in writing of the Commissioner, shall be subject

to the Customs and excise laws of Canada. U.S., c. 50, s. 92 j,

4-5 E. Vli., c. 27, s. 4.

88. The Commissioner shall make an annual return, up Returns of

to the thirty-first day of December in each year, of the num- permissions

ber of such permissions so given by him, and the quantity and Commis-

nature of the intoxicating liquors and intoxicants in each case, ^loJi^r.

to the Minister, who shall lay the same before Parliament.
U.S., c. 50, s. 93; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 4.

89. If any such intoxicating liquor or intoxicant is manu- Forfeiture if

factured or made in the Territories, or is imported or brought !"^"j^'^''I

into the Territories, or sold, exchanged, traded or bartered in without per-

violation of the provisions of this Part, such liquor or intoxi-
"^^^^o^-

cant may be seized by any officer of the Customs or excise, or

by any constable or other duly qualified person, Avheresoever

found, and shall be forfeited. R.S., c. 50, s. 94.

90. Any stipendiary or justice of the peace on complaint iMagistrate

made before him, may, on evidence that the provisions of this !f^ti^cUon
Part have been violated in respect to any intoxicating liquor and eive

or intoxicant,—
^

"

'

""ZvLt.
(a) declare the same to be forfeited and if it has been seized,

order and cause it to be forthwith destroyed ; or,

(b) if such liquor or intoxicant has not been seized, issue

a warrant authorizing search therefor, as in the case of

stolen goods, and, if found, cause the same to be forth-

with destroyed.

2. The person in whose possession any such intoxicating Penalty,

liquor or intoxicant is found shall incur a penalty not exceeding

two hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars.

3. A moiety of such penalty shall belong to the person lay- Application,

ing such information. R.S., c. 50, s. 94; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27,

s. 8.

74 1169 91.
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Still,, 91. The still, machinery, keg, barrel, case, box, package or

oT?ic"ep7acle receptacle whence or in which any intoxicating liqnor or intoxi-

may be cant has, in violation of the provisions of this Part, been manu-
^"^^'^'

factiired, imported or made, sold, exchanged, traded or bartered,

including the vessel in which the original supply or any portion

thereof was contained or supplied as aforesaid, and the re-

mainder, if any, of the contents thereof, if any such still,

machinery, keg, barrel, case, box, package, receptacle or vessel

can be identified, may be seized by any officer of the Customs or

excise or by any constable or other duly qualified person,

w^heresoever found within the Territories. K.S., c. 50, s. 94.

ofForfeiture
still, etc.

Penalty.

Application.

Forfeiture of

importing
vessels.

Manufactur-
ing, etc.,

without per-

mission.

Penalty.

Application.

Having
;ir»i(:k's ex-

changed for

intoxicants.

Penalty.

Application.

92. Any stipendiary or justice of the' peace may, on com-

plaint before him, and on evidence that the provisions of this

Part have been violated in respect of any such still, machinery,

vessel or receptacle, declare the same forfeited, and cause the

same to be forthwith destroyed ; and the person in whose pos-

session any of them are found, shall incur a penalty not exceed-

ing two hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars, with

costs.

2. A moiety of such penalty shall belong to the person laying

the information. K.S., c. 50, s. 94; 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 15;

4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.

93. Every vehicle and every ship, vessel or boat, on which

any such intoxicating liquor or intoxicant is imported or con-

veyed into, or through, or over any portion of the Territories,

contrary to the provisions of this Part, together with the horses

or other cattle employed in drawing any such vehicle as afore-

said, shall be forfeited to His Majesty, and may be seized and

dealt with accordingly. 51 V., c. 19, s. 18 ; 4-5 E. VIL, c. 27,

S:12.

94. Every person who manufactures, makes, compounds,

imports, sells, exchanges, trades or barters any intoxicating

liquor or intoxicant, except by special permission as aforesaid,

or in whose possession or on whose premises any intoxicating

liquor or intoxicant of any kind is or has been, in violation of

this Part, shall incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred

dollars and not less than fifty dollars.

2. A moiety of such penalty shall belong to the person laying

the information. 54-55 V., c. 22, s. 16.

95. livery person who knowingly has in his possession any

article, chattel, commodity or thing purchased, acquired, ex-

changed, traded or bartered, either wholly or in part, for any

intoxicating liquor or intoxicant, shall, for each offence, incur a

penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars and not less than

fifty dollars.

2. A moiety of such penalty shall belong to the person laying

the inforimition. K.S., c. 50, s. OG

1170 96.
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96. Every article, chattel, commodity or thino-, in the pur- Forfeiture of

chase, acquisition, exchange, trade or barter of ^vllich tlio con-
}^^l^^f^ ^^^_

sideration, either wliolly or in part, is any intoxicating liquor changed,' etc.

or intoxicant, shall be forfeited to His Majesty, and &hall be
seized, as hereinbefore provided in respect to any receptacle of
any intoxicating liquor or intoxicant. R.S., c. 50, s. 97.

97. Every person who refuses or neglects to aid any con- Refusing to

stable, sub-constable, or other duly authorized person in the constable.

execution of any act or duty required under any of the preced-
ing provisions of this Part, or who knowingly refuses to give
information, or gives false information in respect to any such
matter, shall incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars I'enalty.

and not less than fifty dollars.

2. A moiety of such penalty shall belong to the person laying Application.

the information. R.S., c. 50, s. 98.

98. Every penalty incurred under any of the provisions of Recovery of

this Part shall be recoverable, with costs, on summary convic-
p^°^'^^^^-

tion, on evidence before any stipendiary or justice of the peace,

who shall, on payment of such penalty and costs, pay to the
person laying tlie information his share thereof. R.S., c. 50,
s. 99 ;

4-5" E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.

99. In case of non-payment of the penalty and costs imme- Distress and

diately after conviction, the convicting stipendiary or justice of falfif'"/^'
the peace may, in his discretion, levy the same by distress and ment.

sale, or may commit the person convicted to any common gaol

or lock-up for a term not exceeding six months, with or without imprison-

hard labour, unless the said penalty and costs are sooner paid. ^^^^ ""^''

R.S., c. 50, s. 99 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.
payment.

100. Upon conviction for a subsequent offence, the offender Subsequent

shall be liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not exceed- offence.

ing four hundred dollars and not less than two hundred dollars,

and, in the discretion of the convicting stipendiary oi- justice

of the peace, to imprisonment w^tli or without hard labour in

any common gaol or lock-up for a further term not exceeding

six months. R.S., c. 50, s. 99 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.

101. E'o seizure, prosecution, conviction or commitment Seizure,

under this Part shall be invalid for want of form, so long as the
etc^^'*^*t°"'

same is according to the true intent and meaning of this Part, invalid for

Ii.S., c. 50, s. 100. JJ^t^f

PART IV.

SALE OF ARMS AXD AMMUNITION",

102. This Part shall come into force from and after a day This Part in

to be named therefor by proclamation of the Governor in Coun- ^orce only

741
^
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upon procla-

mation.

May be de-
clared no
longer in

force.

Judicial

notice.

cil; and upon and after the date so named, this Part shall

become and be in force in the Territories or in any place therein

in such proclamation designated.

2. The Governor in Council may, in like manner, from time

to time, declare this Part to be no longer in force in the Terri-

tories or in any such place and may again, from time to time,

declare the same to be in force therein.

3. All courts, judges and justices of the peace shall take judi-

cial notice of any such proclamation. R.S., c. 50, s. 101.

Not to apply 103. The provisions of this Part respecting the possession
to officers of ^ , ^ .,. in, ^ \ xxi

His Majesty's of arms and ammunition shall not apply to any omcer or man
forces. Qf jjig Majesty's forces, of the permanent force of Canada, of

the Militia force, or of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police

force. E.S., e. 50, s, 101.

Possession,
sale, etc., of

arms, etc.,

without
permission.

Sale to un-
authorized
person.

Penalty.

Offences and Penalties.

104. Every person who, in the Territories,

—

(a) without the perinission in writing, the burden of proof

of which shall be on him, of the Commissioner or oi a com-

missioner appointed by him to give such permission, has

in his possession or sells, gives, exchanges, trades or barter.s

to or with any person, any improved arm or ammunition;

or,

(h) having such permission, sells, gives, exchanges, trades or

barters any such arm or ammunition to or with any person

not lawfully authorized to possess the same;

shall, on summary conviction before a stipendiary or two jus-

tices of the peace, be liable to a penalty not exceeding two

hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for any term not exceed-

ing six months, or to both. R.S., c. 50, s. 101; 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 27, ss. 4 and 8.

Search for 105. All arms and ammunition which are in the possession

of'irms^Tnd <jf any pcrson, or which are sold, given, exchanged, traded or

ammunition, bartered to or with any person in violation of the last preced-

ing section, shall be forfeited to his Majesty and may be seized

by any constable or other peace officer; and any stipendiary

or justice of the peace may issue a search warrant to search for

and seize the same, as in the case of stolen goods. R.S., c. 50,

s. 101 ; 4-5 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.

Begulations.

Regulations. 106. The Govcrnor in Council may make regulations

n "SIM '('ling,

—

(a) the granting of permission to sell, exchange, trade,

biirter, give or possess arms and ammunition;

(h) the fees to be taken in respect thereof;

1172 (c)
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(c) the returns to be made respecting permissions granted;

and,

(d) the disposition to be made of forfeited arms and ammu-
nition. R.S., c. 50, s. 101.

SCHEDULE.

WARRANT TO liETAKE ESCAPED PATIENT.

Manitoba Lunatic Asylum (or as the case may be). .

To and all or any of

the peace officers, in the county (or as the case may be) of

Whereas, on the day of last

past, being within one month from the date hereof, A.B.,

an insane person confined in the Manitoba Lunatic Asylum
(or as the case may be), of which I, am
superintendent (or warden), did escape from the said asylum

(or as the case may be) :

These are therefore to authorize and command you, or any
of you, the said peace officers in His Majesty's name, at any
time within one month from the date of the said escape, to

retake the said A.K., and safely convey him to this asylum (or

as the case may be) and deliver him into my charge.

Given under my hand and seal this

day of
, in the year

at
, in the county

aforesaid.

(Signature) [L.S.]

Superintendent.
R.S., c. 50, sch.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 63.

An Act to provide for the Government of tlie Yukon
Territory.

SHORT TITI.E.

1. This Act may be cited as the Yukon Act. 61 V., c. 0, s. 1. Short title.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Territory ' means the Yukon Territory

;

(h) ' Commissioner ' means the Commissioner of the Yukon
Territory

;

(c) ' Council ' means the council elected and appointed to

aid the Commissioner in the administration of the Yukon
Territory

;

(d) ' Court ' means the Territorial Court for the Yukon
Territory

;

(e) ' intoxicating liquor ' means and includes all spirits,

strong waters, spirituous liquors, wines, fermented or com-
pounded liquors or intoxicating fluids

;

(f)
' intoxicant ' includes opium or any preparation thereof,

and any other intoxicating drug or substance, and tobacco

or tea mixed, compounded or impregnated with opium, or

with any other intoxicating drug, spirit or substance, and
whether the same or any of them is liquid or solid. 61 Y.,

c. 6, ss. 3 and 10; 62-63 Y., c. 11, ss. 1 and 5 ; 1 E. YIL,
c. 41, s. 13.

TERRITORY.

3. The territory described in the schedule to this Act shall Continued a

continue to be a separate territory under the name of the Yukon ^*^P''\^^te

Territory. 1 E. YII., c. 41, s. 13.
territory.

COMMISSIONER.

4. The Governor in Council may, by instrument under the Com '

Great Seal, appoint for the Territory a chief executive officer to sioner.

be styled and known as the Commissioner of the Yukon Terri-
tory. 61 v., c. 6, s. 3.

1175 5.
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2 Chap. 63. YuJcon Territory.

Administra- 5, The Commissioner shall administer the government of

government, the Territory under instructions from time to time given him
by the Governor in Council or the Minister of the Interior.

Gl v., c. 6, s. 4. •

Provision for 6. Tn case of the death of the Commissioner, the senior

mLsioner's member of the Council shall act as Commissioner until a suc-
death. cessor is appointed. 61 V., c. 6, s. 21.

COUNCIL.

Council 7. There shall continue to be a Council constituted as here-
on inue

. fofore, to aid the Commissioner in the administration of the

Territory, consisting of not more than eleven members, five of

them elected as provided by this Act and ordinances made there-

under, and the remainder appointed by warrant of the Gov-

ernor General under his Privy Seal.
Qualification 2. Any person shall be eligible for election as a representa-

tive member of the Council who is qualified to vote at any

election of a representative member.
Tenure of 3_ The members of the Council so elected shall hold office

for two years from the date of the return of their election.

Quorum. 4. A majority of the members of the Council including the

Commissioner shall form a quorum. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 1 ; 2 E.

VIL, c. 34, s. 1.

Oaths of g. The members of the Council shall, before entering upon

allegiance. the duties of their office, take and subscribe before the Com-
missioner such oaths of allegiance and office as the Governor

in Council may prescribe. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 1 ; 2 E. VII.,

c. 34, s. 1.

Qualifications 9^ -pj^g natural-bom and naturalized male British subiects
to vote

in the Territory who have attained the full age of twenty-one

years and continually resided there for a period of not less than

twelve months shall be qualified to vote at an election of repre-

sentative members. 2 E. VIT., c, 34, s. 1.

COMMISSIONKR IN COUNCIL.

Ordinances 10. The Commissioner in Council by ordinance,

—

dccfions.^ faj shall make all necessary provisions for the election of

representative members of the Council

;

(h) may provide for the division of the Territory into

electoral districts for the purposes of the election of the

representative members of the Council

;

(c) may prescribe residence in a district prior to the date

of an election therein of a representative member as a

qualification necessary to entitle any person to vote in such

district at such election: Provided that no term of resid-
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ence less than three months or more than twelve months
shall be so prescribed.

2. Each of such electoral districts shall be represented in fho

Council by one or more of such members. 62-63 V., c. 11,

B. 1; 4 E.VlL, c. 42, s. 1.

11. The Commissioner in Council may make ordinances,— Other ordi-

(a) imposing taxes for any purpose within his jurisdiction ;
nances.

.

(b) respecting the summoning of juries and the enforce-
''''^.'^^'""•

ment of the attendance of jurors for the trial of civil and
criminal cases and respecting the payment of the costs

and expenses in connection therewith

;

(c) for the control and regulation of the sale of and traffic Liquor

in intoxicating liquor in the Territory, subject to the pro- traffic,

visions of any ordinance of the Governor in Council and
notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any Act of

Parliament

;

(d) for the preservation of game in the Territory. 62-63 V., Game,

c. 11, s. 2; 63-64 V., c. 34, s. 1 ; 2 E. VIL, c. 34, s. 2;
3 E. VIL, c. 73, s. 1.

12. The Commissioner in Council may also, subject to Further
the provisions of this Act, and of any other Act of the Par- powers to

liament of Canada applying to the Territory, and of any ^nces.
"'^ ^^'

ordinances of the Governor in Council, make ordinances for

the government of the Territory in relation to the classes of

subjects next hereinafter mentioned, that is to say :

—

(a) The establishment and tenure of territorial offices and Territorial

the appointment and payment of territorial officers out of o^^^s and

territorial revenues

;

(h) The establishment, maintenance and management of Prisons,

prisons in and for the Territory, the expense thereof be-

ing payable out of territorial revenues

;

(c) Municipal institutions in the Territory; Municipal

(d) Shop, saloon, tavern, auctioneer and other licenses in
institutions.

order to raise a revenue for territorial or municipal pur-

poses
;

(e) The incorporation of companies with territorial objects, incornora-

excepting railway companies (not including tramway and tion of com-

street railway companies) and steamboat, canal, telegrapb
P'"*""^^"

and irrigation companies

;

(f) The solemnization of marriage in the Territory; Marriage.

(g) Property and civil rights in the Territory

;

Property

(h) The administration of justice in the Territory, includ- and civil

ing the constitution, organization and maintenance of ter- Administra-
ritorial courts of civil jurisdiction, including procedure t^o". ^f

therein, but not including the appointment of judicial
"""^ ^^^'

officers, or the constitution, organization and maintenance
of courts of criminal jurisdiction, or procedure in crim-

inal matters;

1177 .
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Sheriffs and
clerks of
court.

Alimony.

Enforcing of
ordinances.

Expenditure
of territorial

funds.

Local and
private.

General
saving of

existing
powers.

Powers not
to exceed
those of
provincial
legislatures.

Education.

Ordinances
to V)e Ifii'l

l)cfore I'ar-

liament.

(i) The defining of the powers, duties and obligations of
sheriffs and clerks of the courts and their respective
deputies

;

(j) The conferring on territorial courts of jurisdiction in
matters of alimony;

(h) The imposition of punishment by fine, penalty or im-
prisonment, for enforcing any territorial ordinances;

(I) The expenditure of territorial funds and such portion
of any moneys appropriated by Parliament for the Terri-
tory as the Commissioner is authorized to expend by and
with the advice of the Council or of any committee thereof

;

(m) Generally, all matters of a merely local or private
nature in the Territory.

2. The Commissioner in Council shall continue to have
all the power and authority to make ordinances which he had
at the time of the coming into force of this Act, and any power
to repeal, re-enact or substitute provisions which, upon the com-
ing into force of this Act, the Commissioner in Council had
with respect to the provisions of the ISTorthwest Territories Act,
The Revised Statutes of Canada, chapter fifty, and the Acts in
amendment thereof as applying to the Territory, is hereby pre-
served and shall continue with respect to the corresponding
provisions of this Act, if any. 2 E. VII., c. 34, s. 2.

13. Xothing in the last preceding section contained shall

be construed to give to the Commissioner in Council any greater

powers with respect to the subjects therein mentioned than are

given to provincial legislatures under the provisions of section

ninety-two of The British North America Act, 1867, with
respect to the similar subjects therein mentioned. 2 E; VII.,

c. 34, s. 2.

14. The Commissioner in Council shall pass all necessary

ordinances in respect to education; but it shall therein always

be provided that a majority of the ratepayers of any district

or portion of the Territory or of any less portion or subdivision

thereof, by whatever name the same is known, may establish

such schools therein as they think fit, and make the necessary

assessment and collection of rates therefor; and also that the

minority of the ratepayers therein, whether Protestant or

lioman Catholic, may establish separate schools therein, and in

such case, the ratepayers establislnng such Protestant or Poman
Catholic separate schools shall be liable only to assessments of

such rates as they impose upon themselves in respect thereof.

2 E. VII., c. 34,' s. 2.

15. A co])y of every ordinance made by the Commissioner

ill Council shall be despatched by mail to the Secretary of State

of Canada within ten days after the passing thereof, and shall

be laid before both Houses of Parliament as soon as con-

veniently may be thereafter.
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2. Any such ordinance may be disallowed by the Governor Disallow-

in Council at any time within two years after its passage. 61
^^^^'

v., c. 6, s. 7.

ORDINANCES BY GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.

16. Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Governor in General

Council may make ordinances for the peace, order, and good P^^^^^-

government of the Territory, and of His Majesty's subjects and
others therein: Provided that no such ordinance shall,

—

Proviso.

(a) for the enforcement of any ordinance, impose any pen-
alty exceeding five hundred dollars;

(h) alter or repeal the punishment provided in any Act of
the Parliament of Canada in force in the Territory for

any offence

;

(c) appropriate any public land or other property of Canada
without authority of Parliament, or impose any duty of

Customs or any excise.

2. Without limiting the generality of the powers so conferred Specific.

the Governor in Council may make ordinances,

—

(a) imposing a tax or royalty, not exceeding five per centum Royalties on

thereof, upon gold or silver the output of mines in the Ter- fjjven'^

ritory, to be levie(i from and after the date of the ordin-

ance imposing it;

(h) prescribing and regulating the place and manner of col- Collection

lection of such tax or royalty, and the methods of securing thereof,

and enforcing the payment thereof;

(c) providing for the confiscation and forfeiture of gold and Forfeiture

silver upon which such tax or royalty has not been duly ment.°"
^^^"

paid, as well as for the confiscation and forfeiture of any
vessel, vehicle, cart or other receptacle containing it, or

used or intended to be used for the transportation thereof;

(d) giving to any ofiicer of the Crown, in respect of searches, Powers of

examinations, and other proceedings for the enforcement o^^^rs.

of the provisions of any such ordinance, all such powers,

rights, privileges, and protection as officers of Customs
have under the provisions of the Customs Act

;

3. 'No tax shall be imposed by ordinance except as in this Act No tax

provided. 2 E. VII., c. 34, s. 3.
--p*

-,,

17.. Every ordinance made under the authority of the last Ordinances

preceding section shall remain in force until the day immedi- ™"®^ ^^
,^, Til c • I'll "

• approved by
ately succeeding the day oi prorogation oi the then next session Parliament,

of Parliament, and no longer, unless during such session of

Parliament such ordinance is approved by resolution of both

Houses of Parliament. 2 E. VII., c. 34, s. 3.

18. Every ordinance made by the Governor in Council Publication.

under the provisions of this Act shall have force and effect only

after it has been published for four successive weeks in the

Canada Gazette.
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Ordinances
to be laid
before
Parliament.

2. All such ordinances shall be laid before both Houses of
Parliament within the first fifteen days of the session next after

the date thereof. 2 E. VII., c. 34, s. 3.

Existing
laws con-
tinued.

LAWS APPLICABLE TO TERRITORY.

19. Subject to the provisions of this Act, the laws relating

to civil and criminal matters and the ordinances in force in the

!N^orthwest Territories on the thirteenth day of June, one thou-

sand eight hundred and ninety-eight, shall be and remain in

force in the Territory, in so far as the same are applicable

thereto, and in so far as the same have not been or are not here-

after repealed, abolished or altered by the Parliament of

Canada, or by any ordinance of the Governor in Council or the

Commissioner in Council made under the provisions of this Act.

61 v., c. 6, s. 9.

20. Every Act of the Parliament of Canada, except in so far

as otherwise provided in any such Act, and except in so far as

the same is, by its terms, applicable only to one or more of the

provinces of Canada, or is, for any reason, inapplicable to the

Territory, shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, apply to

and be in force in the Territory. 61 V., c. 6,'s. 9.

Acts may be 21. The Governor in Council may, by proclamation, from

apply by time to time, direct that any Act of the Parliament of Canada,
proclama- or any part or parts thereof, or any one or more of the sections

of any such Act not then in force in the Territory, shall be in

force in the Territory generally, or in any part or parts thereof

mentioned in such proclamation. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

Application
of Acts of
Parliament.

Who may
make.

Execution.

Attestation.

Wills.

22. Every person of the full age of twenty-one years may
devise, bequeath or dispose of by will, executed in manner here-

inafter mentioned, all real and personal property to which he is

entitled either at law or in equity at the time of his death,

and which, if not so devised, bequeathed or disposed of, would
devolve upon his heir-at-law, or upOn his executor or adminis-
trator. 61 v., c. 6, s. 9.

23. Xo will shall be valid unless it is in writing and signed

at tlie foot or end thereof, by the testator or by some other per-

son in his presence and by his direction ; and such signature

sliall be made or acknowledged by tlie testator, in the presence
of two or more witnesses ])rosont at the same time, who shall

attest and siil)S('ribe the will in the presence of the testator.

2. No form of attestation shall be necessary and no other

publication than as aforesaid shall be required. 61 V., c. 6,

s. 0.

1180 24.
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24. If any person who attests the execution of a will is, Incompet-

at the time ol the execution thereof, or at any time atterwards, ^pss not to

incompetent to be admitted as a witness to prove the execution invalidate,

thereof, such will shall not, on that account, be invalid. Gl V.,

c. 6, s. 9.

25. Xo person shall, on account of his being an executor of Executor

a will, be incompetent to be admitted as a witness to prove the witness,

execution of such will, or as a witness to prove the validity or

invalidity thereof. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

26. If any person attests the execution of any will, to whom, ^^^^^^^"^^

or to whose wife or husband, any beneficial devise or legacy attesting

affecting any real or personal property other than a charge for witness void.

the payment of a debt is thereby given, such devise or legacy

shall, so far only as concerns such person attesting the execu-

tion of such will, or the wife or husband of such person, or any

person claiming under such person, wife or husband, be null

and void, and such person so attesting shall be admitted to prov«

the execution of such wall, or the validity or invalidity of such

will, notwithstanding such devise or legacy. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

27. No will or codicil, or any part thereof, shall be revoked Revocation,

otherwise than oy,

—

(a) marriage ; or,

(b) another will or codicil executed in manner hereinbefore

required ; or,

(c) some writing declaring an intention to revoke the same,

and executed in the manner in which a will is hereinbefore

required to be executed ; or,

(d) the burning, tearing or otherwise destroying the same,

by the testator or by some person in his presence and by

his direction, with the intention of revoking the same.

61 v., c. 6, s. 9.

28. Every will shall be construed with reference to the reni Construed

and personal property affected by it, to speak and take effect c^ted imme-

as if it had been executed immediately before the death of the f?iately be-

. . 1 ,1 -n /^^ T-r fore death.
testator, unless a contrary intention appears by tiie will. 01 V .,

c. 6, s. 9.

29. If any real property is devised to any person without }Vhole estate

any words of limitation, such devise shall be construed to pass p"sT^un^ess

the fee simple, or other the whole estate or interest which the pontrary

11 1. »
, Ml • 1 1

intention
testator had power to dispose oi by will, in such real property, appears,

unless a contrary intention appears by the will. 61 V., c. 6,

s. 9.

Married Women.

30. All the wages and personal earnings of a married wo- Earnings,

man, and any acquisitions therefrom, and all proceeds or profits
^^^•
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derived from any occupation or trade which she carries on

separately from her husband, or from any literary, artistic or

scientific skill, and all investments of such w^ages, earnings,

moneys or property, shall be free from the debts or dispositions

of the husband, and shall be held and enjoyed by such married

woman, and disposed of without her husband's consent, as fully

as if she were a feme-sole.

No order for 2. No Order for protection shall be necessary in respect of
protec ion. ^^^ snc\\ earnings or acquisitions.

Possession 3. Th^ possession, whether actual or constructive, of the

Uable?
^ husband of any personal property of any married woman, shall

not render the same liable for his debts. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

Deposits in 31. A married woman may make deposits of money in her
^^ own name in any savings or other bank, and withdraw the same

by her own cheque; and her receipt or acquittance shall be a

sufficient discharge to any such bank. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

Deposits or 32. ISTothing hereinbefore contained in reference to moneys

\n^fraud of^
deposited or investments by any married woman, shall, as

creditors of against any creditor of the husband, give validity to any deposit

validated.^" or investment of moneys of the husband made in fraud of such

creditor ; and any money so in fraud deposited or invested may
be followed as if this Act had not been passed. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

Wife's debts. 33. A husband shall not, by reason of any marriage, be

Husband not liable for the debts of his wife, contracted before marriage, nor
liable.

£^^ ^^^ debts of his wife in respect of any employment or busi-

ness in which she is engaged on her own behalf, or in respect of

any of her own contracts.

Wife liable 2. The wife shall be liable to be sued for any debts by her

ti'al ^debts
"^' contracted before marriage, and any property belonging to her

for her separate use shall be liable to satisfy such debts as if

she had continued unmarried. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

May sue in 34. A married woman may maintain an action in her own
own name, name for the recovery of any wages, earnings, money or pro-

perty, declared by this Act or which is hereafter declared to be

her separate property, and shall have, in her own name, the

same remedies, both civil and criminal, against all persons

wliomsoover for the protection and security of such wages, earn-

ings, money and property, and of any chattels or other her

separate property, for her own use, as if such wages, earnings,

. money, chattels and property belonged to her as an unmarried

woman. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

May be sued 35. Any married woman may be sued or proceeded against
separately,

ggparately from her husband in respect of any of her separate

debts, engagements, contracts or torts, as if she were unmarried.

61 v., c. 6, s. 9.
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TERRITORIAL COURT.

36. There shall continue to bo a superior court of record in Territorial

and for the Territory, called the Territorial Court, consisting ^:^^\
^°"'

of one or more judges appointed by the Governor in Council by
letters patent under the Great Seal. 61 V., c. 6, s. 10.

37. Any person may be appointed a judge of the court who Qualifica-

is or has been a judge of a superior or a county court of any pro- *"*"®-

vince of Canada or of the Northwest Territories, or a barrister

or advocate of at least ten years' standing at the bar of any such
province or of the ISTorthwest Territories. 61 V., c. 6, s. 10.

38. A judge of the court shall not hold any other office of Not to hold

emolument under the Government of Canada, or of any pro-
of'emo"k-^^

vince of Canada or of the Territory: Provided that a judge of ment.

the court shall be eligible for appointment as a member of the

Council of the Territory. 61 V., c. 6, s. 10.

39. The law governing the rights, privileges, power, author- Law as to

ity and jurisdiction of the court and the judge or judges thereof, "shts, etc.,

shall be the same, mutatis mutandis, as the law governing the judges,

rights, privileges, power, authority and jurisdiction of the

Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories and of the judges

of that court, except as the same are expressly varied by this

Act. 62-63 v., c. 11, s. 6.

40. Each judge of the court shall reside at such place in Residence of

the Territory as the Governor in Council, in the commission to i^^ges.

such judge, or by order in council, directs. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

41. The judges of the court shall hold office during good Tenure of

behaviour, but shall be removable by the Governor General,
°™^^-

on address of the Senate and House of Commons of Canada.
62-63 v., c. 11, s. 6.

42. Every judge shall, previously to entering upon the Oath of

duties of his office as such judge, take an oath in the form fol- office.

lowing :

—

'I, - , do solemnly and sincerely promise and
swear that I will duly and faithfully, and to the best of my skill

and knowledg;e, execute the powers and trusts reposed in me as

one of the judges of the Territorial Court. So help me God.'

2. Such oath shall be administered by the Commissioner or

by a judge of the court. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

43. The Governor in Council may appoint such officers of Officers of

the court and such other officers for the due administration of ^^^ court,

justice in the Territory, as are deemed necessary, and may de-

fine and specify the duties of such officers, and fix the fees or

emoluments of such officers, and of witnesses and other persons

1183 attending
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Powers of
court.

attending or performing duties in relation to the achninistration

of criminal justice, and provide the manner in which such Jees

and emoluments shall be paid. 61 V., c. 6, ss. 13 and 20.

44. The court shall, within the Territory, and for the ad-

ministration of the laws for the time being in force within the

Territory, possess all such powers and authorities as by the law
of England are incident to a superior court of civil and crim-

inal jurisdiction; and shall have, use and exercise all the rights,

incidents and privileges of a court of record, and all other

rights, incidents and privileges, as fully to all intents and pur-

poses as the same were on the fifteenth day of ^[uly, one thou-

sand eight himdred and seventy, used, exercised and enjoyed
in England by any superior court of common law, or by the

Court of Chancery, or by the Court of Probate. 62-63 V.,

c. 11, s. 6.

Jarisdiction. 45. The court shall have jurisdiction in all and all manner
of actions, causes and suits as well criminal as civil, real, per-

sonal, and mixed, and shall proceed in such actions, causes and
suits by such process and course as are provided by law, and as

tend with justice and despatch to determine the same, and shall

hear and determine all issues of law, and shall also hear, and
with or without a jury, as provided by law, determine all issues

of fact joined in any such action, cause or suit, and give judg-

ment thereon and award execution thereof, in as full and as

ample a manner as might at the said date be done in England
in the Court of Queen's Bench, or the Court of Common Bench,

or the Court of Chancery, or the Court of Probate, or in

matters regarding the public revenue, including the condemna-

tion of contraband or smuggled goods, in the Court of Exche-

quer. 62-63 v., c. 11, s. 6.

Sittings in
banc.

46. The Territorial Court shall sit in banc at such times

and places as the Commissioner appoints ; and the sittings

thereof may be adjourned from time to time as may be neces-

sary. 2 E.'VIL, c. 35, s. 5

Jurisdiction. 47, At such sittings the court may hear and dispose of
motions for new trials, appeals and motions in the nature of
apj)oals, and any other business or matter within the jurisdic-

tion of the court. 2 E. VIL, c. 35, s. 6.

Quorum. 48. Two jiulges shall constitute a quorum of the court
in l)anc: Provided that, where there are only two judges sittino-

upon an appeal, the trial judge or the judge from whose decision
i\u'. appeal is taken shall not be one of them. 3 E. VII. c. 74
8. 1.

Rittinp[8 of
the court.

li.S., 1006.

49. vSittings of the court ])resided over by a judge or judges
shall be held at such times and places as the Governor in Council
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or tho Cominissloner appoints, and such sittings shall be public.

2 E. VII., c. 34, s. 4.

59. Tho Governor in Council may, at any time, by pro- Juclicial dis-

clamation divide the Territory into judicial districts, and give te^formcd
to each such district an appropriate name, and, in like manner,
from time to time, alter the limits and extent of such districts.

62-63 v., c. 11, s. 6.

51. Every judge of the court shall have jurisdiction through- Powers of

out the Territory, but shall usually exercise the same within
^'"^le judge.

the judicial district, if any, to which he is assigned by the

Governor in Council, and in all causes, matters and proceedings,

other than such as are usually cognizable by a court sitting in

banc, and not by a single judge thereof, shall have and exercise

all the powers, authorities and jurisdiction of the court.

62-63 v., c. 11, s. 6.

52. Subject to any statute prohibiting or restricting proceed- Certiorari.

ings by way of certiorari, a single judge shall, in addition to

his other powers, have all the powers of the court as to proceed-

ings by way of certiorari over the proceedings, orders, convic-

tions, and adjudications had, taken and made by justices of

the peace, and, in addition thereto, shall have the power of

revising, amending, modifying or otherwise dealing with the

same ; and writs of certiorari may, upon the order of a judge,

be issued by the clerk of the court mentioned in such order
returnable as therein directed. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

53. Whenever, under any Act in force in the Territory, Powers of a

any power or authority is to be exercised, or anything is to i^dge.

be done, by a judge of a court, such power or authority shall,

in the Territory, be exercised or such thing shall be done by a

judge of the Territorial Court, unless some other provision is

made in that behalf by such Act. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

54. Subject to the provisions of any Act or ordinance relat- Pules and

ing to the Territorial Court, the judges of the said court may ^^'^'^^^•

make general rules and orders prescribing and regulating the

procedure and practice of the court in civil matters. 2 E. VII.,

c. 35, s. 7.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS AS TO JUKISDICTION" IN CIVTL, MATTERS.

55. Every judge of the court shall have jurisdiction, power jurisdiction

and authority to hold courts, whether established by ordinance o^ JuJge.

or not, at such times and places as he thinks proper, and at

such courts, as sole judge, to hear all claims, disputes and de-

mands whatsoever, except as herein provided, which are brought
before him, and to determine anv questions arising thereout, as

75 1185 - well
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Actions of
slander, etc.

Jury.

Disputed
accounts.

Judgment in
such cases.

Equity and
good con-
science to
direct.

well of fact as of law, in a summary manner ; and such courts

shall be open public courts.

2. On the application to set a cause down for trial, if the

action be for slander, libel, false imprisonment, malicious pro-

secution, seduction or breach of promise of marriage, or if the

case arise out of a tort, wrong or grievance in which the dam-

ages claimed exceed five hundred dollars, or if the action be for

debt or founded on contract wherein the amount claimed or the

damages sought to be recovered exceed one thousand dollars,

or if the action be for the recovery of real property, and if

either party signify his desire to have the issues of fact therein

tried by a judge with a jury, or the judge so direct, the same

shall be tried by a jury. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

56. In cases of disputed accounts, the judge may, in place

of a trial by jury, direct the evidence to be taken by any clerk

of the court, or by any other competent person ; which clerk or

other person shall be sworn to take the same truly, and to re-

duce it to writing. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

57. The judge may give judgment on the verdict of the

jury or upon the evidence taken by the clerk or other person

as aforesaid, or may, in the case of a verdict, order a new trial,

w'hen justice seems to require it. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

58. In all cases a judge may give such judgment and make
such orders and decrees, interlocutory and final, as appear just

and agreeable to equity and good conscience.

s. 6.

62-63 v., c. 11,

Gambling
debts.

Judgment,
how given.

59. 1^0 court or judge in the Territory shall have juris-

diction in respect of any action for a gambling debt, or of any

action by any person on any promissory note, bill of exchange,

cheque, draft or other document or writing whatsoever, the

consideration or any part of the consideration for which was a

gambling debt. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

60. Every judgment of the judge shall be pronounced in

open court as soon as may be after the hearing of the case;

except that, in any case where the judge is not prepared to

pronounce judgment at the close of the trial, he may postpone

judgment and deliver and enter the same subsequently, and

such judgment shall be as effectual as if rendered in court at

the trial. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

Execution of 61. The proceedings to carry into effect any judgment,
judgment.

,)rd('r or decree of the court whether interlocutory or final,

shall bo as prescribed by ordinance of the commissioner in

council; or, if no such ordinance is in force when the judg-

ment, order or decree is rendered, then in such manner as the

judge who jdonounced the same directs. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

11S6 62.
R.S., iijon.
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62. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, hy Repeal of

proclamation repeal the provisions of the seven sections next
cedi'ng.^

^'^^

preceding, or any of them, from and after a day to be named
in such proclamation. 62-63 V., c. 11, s. 6.

ADMINISTRATION OF CKIMINAL LAW.

63. The procedure in criminal cases in the Territorial Procedure

Court shall, subject to any Act of the Parliament of Canada, casel!'"''^^

conform as nearly as may be to the procedure existing in like

cases in the Northwest Territories on the thirteenth day of

June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight.

2. No grand jury shall be summoned or sit in the Territory. No grand

61 v., c. 6, s. 15.
" Ju'^y-

64. Every judge of the court shall have and may exercise Judge to

the powers of a justice of the peace, or of any two justices of of ^one^or'^''^

the peace, under any laws or ordinances in force in the Ter- more

ritory. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15.
'"'''''''-

65. Every such judge may in a summary way, and without Siimmary

the intervention of a jury, hear, try and determine any charge certain cases,

against any person of having committed in the Yukon Territory

the offence of,

—

(a) theft or attempt to steal, or obtaining money or pro- Theft, etc.

perty by false pretenses, or unlawfully receiving stolen

property, in any case in which the value of the whole pro-

perty alleged to have been stolen, obtained or received, does

not, in the opinion of such judge, exceed two hundred dol-

lars ; or,

(b) unlawfully wounding or inflicting any grievous bodily Wounding.

harm upon any other person, either with or without a

weapon or instrument ; or,

(c) indecent assault on any female, or on a male person Indecent

under the age of fourteen years, when such assault, if
^®^^"^*^-

upon a female, does not, in his opinion, amount to an
assault with intent to commit rape ; or,

(d) escaping from lawful custody or committing prison Escape, etq.

breach, or assaulting, resisting or wilfully obstructing any
judge or any public or peace officer engaged in the execu-

tion of his duty, or any person acting in aid of such officer.

61 v., c. 6, s. 15.

66. When any person is charged with a criminal offence Trial with

not within the next preceding section, and which is not other- i^^y-

wise by any law made summarily triable without the consent

of the accused, the charge shall be heard, tried, and determined

by the judge with the intervention of a jury : Provided that in

any case the accused may, with his own consent, be tried by a Summary

iudffe in a summary way and without the intervention of a *"^^
^I'*^^

•
/3-( TT a -IK

consent,
jury. 61 v., c. 6, s. 15.

75i 1187 67.
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of another.

Jury of six. 67. In any case of trial with the intervention of a jury, the

jur}^ shall be composed of six jurors. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15.

Accused 68. \Vlienever upon a trial before a judge in a summary

tried for'one ^'^"^Y such judge is not Satisfied that the accused is guilty of the

offence may offence with which he stands charged, but the circumstances

are such that, upon a trial before a jury under the Criminal

Code for the like offence, the accused might be found guilty of

some other offence, the judge shall have the same power as to

findings as a jury would have in the like circumstances under

the Criminal Code, and may convict the accused of such other

offence, notwithstanding that such offence is one for which under

the preceding sections, the accused could not, without his own
consent, have been tried in a summary way.

2. The person so convicted shall be liable to the punish-

ment by the Criminal Code or otherwise by law prescribed

for the offence of which he is so found guilty. 61 V., c. 6,

s. 15.

Punishment
in such
case.

Conduct of
trial.

69. The judge shall, upon every such trial, take or cause

to be taken down in writing full notes of the evidence and

other proceedings thereat ; and all persons tried as aforesaid

shall be admitted, after the close of the case for the prosecu-

tion, to make full answer and defence by counsel, attorney or

agent. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15.

Capital
offences.

70. WTien any person is convicted of a capital offence and
is sentenced to death, the judge shall forward to the Minister

of Justice full notes of the evidence, with his report upon
the case; and the execution shall be postponed, from time to

time, by the judge, if found necessary, until such report is

received and the pleasure of the Governor General thereon is

communicated to the Commissioner. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15.

Bummoning
of jurors.

71. Subject to the provisions of any ordinance of the Com-
missioner in Council, persons required as jurors for a trial shall

be summoned by a judge from among such male persons as he

thinks suitable in that behalf; and the jury required on such

trial shall be called from among the persons so simimoned as

such jurors, and shall be sworn by the judge who presides at the

trial. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15; 3 E. VII., c. 73, s. 1.

Peremptory 72. Any person arraigned for treason or an offence punish-

accuseT'^
^^^® ^^'^^^^ death, or an offence for which he may be sentenced

to imprisonment for more than five years, may challenge per-

emptorily and without cause any number of jurors not exceed-

ing six; and every peremptory challenge beyond that nundjcr

shall l)e void.

2. The Crown may peremptorily challenge any number of

jurors not exceeding four.

1188 3.

V.y the
Crown.
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3. Cliallenires for cause sliall l)o the same as are provided for Challenges

in the Criminal Code. 61 V., c. G, s. 15. ^°^ "^""^•

13. Subject to tlio provisions of any ordinance of the Com- Summoning

missioner in Council, if by reason of challenges or otherwise, j'irymen?""^^

the number of jurors summoned for the trial is exhausted, the

judge shall direct some constable or other person to summon
by word of mouth from among the bystanders or from the

neighbourhood, such number of persons as are necessary to

make up a jury, who shall be subject to challenge as if sum-
moned by the judge in the first instance ; and the like proceed-

ings shall be repeated, if necessary, until a jury is obtained,

competent to try the case. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15 ; 3 E. VII., c. 73,

s. 1.

*74. Subject to the provisions of any ordinance of the Com- Tenalty for

missioner in Council, any person so summoned to serve as a
ance^**^"'^'

juror who makes default or refuses to serve as such juror, with-

out lawful excuse to the satisfaction of the judge, may be fined

by him in a sum not exceeding ten dollars, and committed to

prison until such fine is paid. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15; 3 E. VII.,

c. 73, s. 1.

75. Any person duly summoned, whether on behalf of the Attendance

prisoner or against him, to attend and give evidence on any °* witnesses.

such trial, shall be bound to attend on the day appointed for the

same, and shall remain in attendance throughout the whole
trial ; and, if he fails so to attend, he shall be deemed guilty of

contempt of court and may be proceeded against therefor. 61

v., c. 6, s. 15.

76. Upon proof to the satisfaction of the judge of the sum- Bench

moning of any witness who fails to attend, and upon such judge
"^^'^^-^^^ •

being satisfied that the presence of such witness before him is

indispensable to the ends of justice, he may, by his warrant,

cause such witness to be apprehended and forthwith brought

before him to give evidence and to answer for his contempt

;

and such witness may be detained on such warrant with a view
to secure his presence as a witness, or may be released on recog-

nizance, with or without sureties, conditioned for his appear-

ance to give evidence as therein mentioned, and to answer for

his contempt. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15.

77. The judge may, in a summary manner, examine and Charge of

dispose of the charge of contempt against such witness who, if contempt,

found guilty of contempt, may be fined or imprisoned, or both,

such fine not to exceed one hundred dollars, and such imprison-

ment to be wath or without hard labour, and not to exceed the

term of ninety days. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15.

1189 78.
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Returns of
trial.

78. Returns of all trials and proceedings, civil and criminal,

shall be made to the Commissioner in such form and at such

times as he directs. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

Governor in 79. The Governor in Council may at any time by proclama-

repe"?
13™^^ tion declare that the thirteen sections last preceding shall be

sections pre- repealed from and after the date named in such proclamation.
ceding. a/ \T ^ a r, ad1 v., c. o, s. 9.

Jurjmien to 80. 'No person shall be summoned or sworn as a juryman

subjects'.^ on any trial in the Territorial Court, unless he is a British sub-

ject. 61 v., c. 6, s. 17,

Charge in

writing
against
accused.

81. The trial of any person charged with a criminal offence

shall be commenced by a formal charge in writing setting forth

as in an indictment the offence wherewith he is charged.

61 v., c. 6, s. 15.

Justices
holding pre-
liminary in-

vestigation

to transmit
papers to

court.

82. Every justice of the peace or other magistrate holding

a preliminary investigation into any criminal offence which

may not be tried under the provisions of Part XV. of the Crim-

inal Code shall, immediately after the conclusion of such inves-

tigation, transmit to the clerk of the court, or the clerk of the

court for the judicial district in which the charge was made, all

informations, examinations, depositions, recognizances, inquisi-

tions and papers connected with such charge, and such clerk

shall notify the senior judge of the court or the judge for the

district of such investigation and the result thereof. 61 V.,

c. 6, s. 15.

Notice by
sheriff to
judge of

committal
for trial.

Establish-
ment of
gaols and
lock-ups.

83. Whenever any person charged is committed to gaol for

trial, the sheriff or other person in charge of such gaol shall,

within twenty-four hours, notify a judge of the court, in writ-

ing, that such prisoner is so confined, stating his name and the

nature of the charge preferred against him ; whereupon, with

as little delay as possible, one of the judges of the court shall

cause the prisoner to be brought before him for trial, either

with or without a jury, as the case requires. 61 V., c. 6, s. 15.

84. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, direct

that any building, or any part thereof, or any inclosure, in any

part of the Territory, shall l)e a gaol or lock-up for the confine-

ment of j)risoncrs charged with the commission of any offence

or sentenced to any punishment or confinement therein; and

confinement therein shall thereupon be held lawful and valid,

wlif'tlior such prisoners are being detained for trial or are under

sentence of imi)ris<»iiment in a pcMiitentiary, gaol or other place

of confiiicnicnt. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9-.

1190 85.
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85. The Governor in Council may, at any time, direct that Disestablish-

any building, or any part thereof, or any inclosure shall oease

to be a gaol or lock-iip, and thereupon such building or part

thereof, or such inclosure, shall cease to be a gaol or lock-up.

61 v., c. 6, s. 9.

86. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, Terms and

prescribe the terms and conditions upon which persons convicted
confinement

or accused of any offence under any ordinance in force in the of offenders

Territory, or any municipal by-law or regulation, or sentenced
^nces^ elc!^'

to confinement under any such ordinance, by-law or regulation,

or arrested under any civil process, shall be received and kept

in any gaol or lock-up created under the authority of the two

next preceding sections ; and he may, from time to time, specify

what gaols and lock-ups shall be available for the confinement

of such persons. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

87. Every lock-up, guard-room, guard-house or place of Police guard-

confinement provided by or for or under the direction of the to°be%ent'

Royal Northwest Mounted Police Force, or the regular military tentiaries,

force, or a municipal body, or by the Commissioner or Com- places' of

missioner in Council of the Territory, shall be a penitentiary, confinement,

gaol, and place of confinement for all persons sentenced to im-

prisonment in the Territory, and the Commissioner shall direct

in which such penitentiary, gaol or place of confinement any

person sentenced to imprisonment shall be imprisoned. 61 V.,

c. 6, s. 18.

88. The Governor in Council may make rules and regula- Their man-

tions respecting the management, discipline and policy of everv
JfsdSine.^'"^

penitentiary, gaol or place of confinement used as such in the

Territory. 61 V., c. 6, s. 18.

POLICE MACxISTEATES AND THEIR SPECIAL JURISDICTION.

89. The Governor in Council may appoint police magis- Appoint-

trates for Dawson and Whitehorse in the Territory, wdio shall

reside at those places, respectively, and shall ordinarily exercise

their functions there, but who shall have jurisdiction respec-

tively in such portions of the Territory as are defined in their

commissions. 1 E. VII., c. -11, s. 1.

.90. Such police magistrates shall hold office during pleasure Tenure of

and shall be debarred from practising professionally while hold-
°^'-'^-

ing office. 1 E. VII., c. 41, s. 2.

91. The annual salary of each of such police magistrates Salaries,

shall be four thousand dollars, and such salaries may be paid

out of any unappropriated moneys forming part of the Con-

solidated Revenue Fund of Canada.

1191 2.
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Living 2, Such magistrates may be paid in addition to the said

salaries such living allowances as may be fixed by the Governor

in Council 1 E. VII., c. 41, s. 3 ; 2 E. VII., c. 36, s. 1.

Qualifica-

tion.

Ex officio

justices.

92. No person shall be appointed a police magistrate here-

under unless he has been admitted and has practised as an

advocate, barrister or solicitor in one of the provinces of Canada
for a period of not less than three years. 1 E. VII., c. 41, s. 4.

93. Each of the police magistrates so appointed shall ex

Q-fficio, within the territorial limits of his jurisdiction, be a

justice of the peace and have and exercise the authority and
jurisdiction of two or more justices of the peace sitting or act-

ing together. 1 E. VII., c. 41, s. 5.

And magis-
trates for

summary
trials.

Civil iuris-

dictioa.

94. Each such police magistrate shall also, within such

limits, be a magistrate for the purpose of Part XVI. of the

Criminal Code, and shall have and exercise all the jurisdiction

of such a magistrate, including that vested in police magistrates

of cities and incorporated towns by the said Part; and his

jurisdiction under the said Part shall be absolute without the

consent of the person charged, except in cases where such juris-

diction is dependent upon the provision of the said Part with

respect to police magistrates of cities and incorporated towns,

or where the accused is charged with theft or with obtaining

property by false pretenses, or with unlawfully receiving stolen

property, and the value of the property stolen, obtained or

received exceeds ten dollars, in which cases, unless the accused

consents to be tried by the police magistrate, or unless he is a

person in respect of whom the magistrate has absolute juris-

diction under the said Part, he shall be dealt with as in ordin-

ary cases of indictable offences. 1 E. VII., c. 41, s. 5.

95. The Governor in Council may, subject to the limitations

hereinafter mentioned, if he thinks proper, vest any police

magistrate so appointed with civil jurisdiction,

—

(a) in cases of claims and demands of debt, or account, or

breach of contract or covenant, or money demand, whether

payable in money or otherwise, where the amount does not

exceed five hundred dollars

;

(h) in other personal actions where the amount claimed does

not exceed three hundred dollars, or, if the parties consent

in writing, does not exceed five hundred dollars.

(c) in all cases of claims for the recovery of a debt or money
demand where the amount or balance of the claim docs not

exceed one thousand dollars exclusive of interest as here-

inafter mentioned, and such amount or balance is ascer-

tained by the signature of the defendant or of the person

whom as executor or administrator the defendant repre-

sents, notwithstanding that the claim with the interest

1192 accrued
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aocrued or accumulated since such ascertainment exceeds

the sum of one thousand dollars. 1 E. VTI., c. 41, s. 6.

96. Such police magistrates, if given civil jurisdiction, shall F^^I^^" "^

also have jurisdiction in cases of replevin where the value of

the goods or other property or effects distrained, taken or de-

tained, does not exceed three hundred dollars. 1 E. VII., c. 41,

s. 7.

97. Such police magistrates shall not have jurisdiction, in Jurisdiction

, J. ,. excluded in
respect ol actions,

—

certain casea.

(a) for gambling debts

;

(h) for spirituous or malt liquors drunk in a hotel, tavern,

or house of public entertainment;

(c) on notes of hand given wholly or partly in consideration

of a gambling debt or for such liquors

;

(d) for the recovery of land or in which the right or title to

any corporeal o*r incorporeal hereditament, or to any toll,

custom or franchise, comes in question

;

(e) in which the validity of any devise, bequest or limitation

under a will or settlement is disputed

;

(f) for malicious prosecution, libel, slander, criminal con-

versation, seduction, or breach of promise of marriage;

(g) against a justice of the peace for anything done by him
in the execution of his office, if he objects to such jurisdio

tion. 1 E. VIL, c. 41, s. 8.

98. Each of the judges of the Territorial Court shall have, Judges to

and may exercise in any part of the Territory, the criminal
naPjurTsdic-

jurisdiction vested by this Act in police magistrates, and, in the tion of

exercise of such jurisdiction, shall have all the powers of a magL^trates.

police magistrate. 2 E. VIL, c. 35, s. 1.

99. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, assign Judge may

to one of the judges of the said court the duty of ordinarily ^^ assigned,

exercising such jurisdiction. 2 E. VIL, c. 35, s. 2.

100. There shall be an appeal to the Territorial Court from Appeal to

the final judgment of a police magistrate in any civil case where Territorial

the amount in dispute, exclusive of costs, exceeds one hundred

dollars.

2. The appeal in such case shall be heard upon the evidence Hearing and

taken before the police magistrate, and the judgment of the decision.

Territorial Court shall be final. 1 E. VIL, c. 41, s. 9.

101. The Commissioner in Council shall have full power, Procedure

from time to time, to make ordinances,

—

^^'^ practice.

(a) prescribing and regulating the procedure and practice

to be observed in connection with the exercise of the civil

jurisdiction of police magistrates under this Act; or,

1193 (b)
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(h) ouipowering the jiulaos of tho Territorial Court to make
general rules and orders prescribing and regulating sueh

procedure and practice. 1 E. VII., c. 41, s. 10.

APPEAL IX CKIMIXAL CASES.

Appeal from 102. For the purpose of Part XIX. of the Criminal Code

Courtr^"'^^ the court of appeal from the verdict or judgment of the Terri-

torial Court or a judge thereof shall be the Supreme Court of

Canada. 1 E. VIE, c. 41, s. 11.

Court of Ap- 103. For the purpose of Part XIX. of the Criminal Code

purposes of the court of appeal from the judgment of a police magistrate in

Part XIX. of
.^ case where his iurisdiction is dependent upon the provision

C riiiiiiiti 1
*

• .

of the said Part with respect to police magistrates of cities and

incorjiorated towns shall be the Territorial Court in banc.

•2. The judgment of the Territorial Court upon anv such

appeal from a police magistrate shall be tinal and conclusive if

the judges of the Court are nnanimous therein, otherwise there

shall he an appeal therefrom to the Supreme Court of Canada.

1 E. VIE. c. 41. s. 11.

Code.

Appeal from
police

magistrate.

Appeal from
smnmary
convictioHS.

104. In the Territory the appeal from a summarv convic-

tion or order under Part XV. of the Criminal Code shall be to

a judge of the Territorial Court sitting without a jurv at the

place where the cause of the information or complaint arose, or

the nearest place thereto where a court is appointed to be held.

1 E. VIE, c. 41, s. 11.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.

Justice with 105. While in the Territorv, the Commissioner, each mem-

two' jusVice^^
^""^^ '^* ^^1^ Council, every judge of the court, and every

commissioned officer of the Eoyal Xorthwest ^Mounted Police,

shall ex officio have, possess and exercise all the powers of a

justice of the peace, or of two justices of the peace, under any

laws or ordinances, civil or criminal, in force in the Territorv,

and the Governor in Council may, by commission, appoint sueh

other persons justices of the peace or police connnissioners, hav-

ing each the power of two justices of the peace within the

Territory, as may be deemed desirable. Gl V., c. 0, s. IG.

Coroners,
who to be.

COKOXKKS.

106. All persons possessing the powers of two justices of

tho ])eace in the Territory shall also be coroners in and for the

Territorv. Gl V., c. G, s. 10.

Inqupsta,
wlien only to

be held.

R.S., 1900.

107. Except as hereinafter provided, no inquest shall be

hohl u)>on the Itody of any deceased ]iorson l\v any coroner,

1194 unless
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unless it has been made to appear to such coroner that there

is reason to believe that the deceased died from violence or

unfair means, or bj culpable or negligent conduct either of

himself or of others, under such circumstances as require in-

vestigation, and not through mere accident or mischance. 61 V.,

c. 6, s. 9.

108. Upon the death of any prisoner, the gaoler or officer Death of

in charge of the gaol wherein such prisoner dies shall imme- P^'^^o'i^r-

diately give notice to the nearest resident coroner, and such

coroner shall proceed forthwith to hold an inquest upon the

body. 01 v., c. G, s. 9.

109. It shall not be necessary in any case that a coroner's Coroner's

jury shall exceed six persons, but in every case of an inquest six
•'"^^'

jurors must agree in order to render the verdict valid. Gl V.,

c. 6, s. 9.

110. Coroners shall have the same power to summon wit- Power to

nesses and to punish them for disobeying a summons to appear ^^^°ggs
or for refusing to be sworn or to give evidence as are possessed etc

by justices of the peace. 61 V., c. 6, s. 9.

coronei'S.

111. The fees of coroners, jurors and witnesses attending Fees of

inquests may be fixed, from time to time, by the Governor in

Council, and paid in such manner as he directs. 61 V., c. G,

s. 20.

ENFOECEMENT OF TERRITORIAL ORDINANCES.

112. Unless otherwise therein specially provided, proceed- Enforcement

ings for the imposition of punishment by fine, penalty or im- ^'^^^' ^*'°*

prisonment for enforcing any ordinance in force in the Terri-

tory may be brought summarily before a justice of the peace

under the provisions of Part XV". of the Criminal Code. 61 V.,

c. 6, s. 9.

PROHIBITION OF INTOXICANTS.

113. Xo intoxicating liquor or intoxicants shall be manu- Manufacture
factured, compo^unded, or made in the Territory ; and no intoxi- or importa-

cating liquor or intoxicants shall be imported or brought into h\^iiil?'

the Territory from any province or territory in Canada or else-

where, except by permission of the Governor in Council.

62-63 v., c. 11, s. 3.

114. All intoxicating liquors or intoxicants imported or Such impor-

brought from any place out of Canada, into the Territorv, t^*!°" ^"^"

.
' " ' jcct to

shall be subject to the Customs and excise laws of Canada, customs and

62-63 v., c. 11, s. 4. «^^^i*^ ^a^^^-
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SCHEDULE.

The Yukon Territory shall be bounded as follows :—On the

south, by the province of British Columbia and the United

States Territory of Alaska ; on the west, by the said United

States Territory of Alaska ; on the north, by that part of the

Arctic Ocean called Beaufort Sea ; and on the east, by a line

beginning at the point of intersection of the left bank of the

Liard River, by the northern boundary of the province of

British Columbia in approximate longitude 124° 16' west of

Greenwich ; thence northwesterly along the line of the water-

shed separating the streams flowing into the Liard River below

the point of beginning, or into the Mackenzie River, from those

flowing into the Liard River above the point of beginning, or

into the Yukon River, to the line of watershed of the basin of

Peel River; thence northerly along the line of watershed be-

tween the Peel and Mackenzie Rivers to the sixty-seventh degree

of north latitude ; thence westerly along the parallel of the

sixty-seventh degree of north latitude to the line of watershed

betw-een the Peel and Yukon Rivers ; thence northerly along

the said line of watershed to the trail across the portage in

McDougall Pass between Rat and Bell rivers ; thence due north

to the northern limit of the Yukon Territory; the said Terri-

tory to include the islands within twenty statute miles from
the shores of the Beaufort Sea as far as the aforesaid due north

line from McDougall Pass. 1 E. VII., c. 41, sch.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King'g*
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 64.

An Act respecting Placer Mining in the Yukon
Territory.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act mav be cited as the Yukon Placer Mining Act. Short title.

6 E. VIL, c. 39, s.' 1.

INTERPEETATION".

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' claim ' means any parcel of land located or granted for ' Claim.'

placer mining, and ' mining property ' includes besides < Mining
claims, any ditches or water rights used for mining pi'operty.'

thereon, and all other things belonging thereto or used in

the working thereof for mining purposes

;

' Commis-

(h) ' Commissioner,' ' Council ' and ' Commissioner in ^^council

'

Council,' respectively, have the same meaning as they ' Com-
1 •

i-i Tr 1 \ J. missioner in
have m the luk-on Act; Council.'

(c) ' creek ' means and includes all natural watercourses, • Creek.'

whether usually containing water or not

;

(d) ' ditch ' includes a flume, pipe, race or other artificial ' Ditch.'

means for conducting water by its own weight, to be used

for mining purposes

;

(e) ' gold commissioner,' ' mining recorder ' and ' mining ' Gold com-

inspector ' mean, each of them, the officer so named, ' minino-
'

appointed under this Act and acting within the limits of recorder,'

, . . . T .

.

mining
his jurisdiction; inspector.'

(f)
' legal post ' means a stake standing not less than four ' Legal post.'

feet above the ground and flatted on two sides for at least

one foot from the top, each of the sides so flatted measur-

ing at least four inches across the face, and includes also

any stump or tree cut off and flatted or faced to the afore-

said height and size

;

(g)
' mine ' means any natural stratum or bed of earth, soil, ' Mine.'

gravel or cement, mined for gold or other precious minerals

or stones

;

(Ji) ' mining ' or ' placer mining ' includes every mode and ' Mining

'

method of working whatsoever Avhereby earth, soil, gravel mining.'*^^^^

or cement may be removed, washed, shifted or refined or

otherwise dealt with, for the purpose of obtaining gold or

1197 such
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' Person.*
' Territory.'

Right of
Commis-
sioner to
construct
roads.

Application
of Act to
hydraulic
mining lands.

such other minerals or stones, but does not include the

working of rock in situ;

(i) ' person ' includes a female as well as a male person

;

(j) ' Territory ' means the Yukon Territory.

2. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to limit the

right of the Commissioner, from time to time, to lay out public

roads across, through, along or under any ditch, water privilege

or claim, without compensation.

3. Notwithstanding anything in this Act contained, its

provisions shall not apply to any lands demised or leased for

hydraulic mining purposes by any lease granted before the first

day of August, one thousand nine hundred and six, which has

been heretofore or which may be hereafter cancelled by direction

of the Minister of the Interior or under an order of the Gover-

nor in Council, until such lands have been brought under such

provisions by order of the Governor in Council. 6 E. VII.,

c. 39, ss. 2, 90 and 93.

Mining
officials.

Mining
districts.

Jurisdiction
of gold
commis-
sioner.

Mining
recorder.

Books to
kept by
mining
recorder.

be

MINING OFFICIALS.

3. The Governor in Council may appoint gold commissioners,

mining recorders and mining inspectors, and deputies thereto,

for carrying out the provisions of this Act. 6 E. VII., c. 39,

s. 71.

4. The Commissioner in Council may, by proclamation

published in the Yukon official gazette, divide the territory

into districts to be known as mining districts, and may, as

occasion requires, change the boundaries of such districts. 6 E.

VII., c. 39, s. 72.

5. The gold commissioner shall have jurisdiction within

such mining districts as the Commissioner directs, and within

such districts shall possess also all the powers and authority of

a mining recorder or mining inspector. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 73.

6. A mining recorder shall be appointed in each mining

district, and within such district shall possess also all the

powers and authority of a mining inspector. 6 E. VII., c. 39,

s. 74.

7. Every mining recorder shall keep the following books, to

be used for placer mining entries :

—

(a) Record of applications;

(b) Record of refused applications;

(c) Record book

;

(d) Record of abandonments ; and,

(e) Record of documents received;

and shall record all documents relating to mining property which

are brought to him for record, and file all documents relating

to such claims which are brought to him to be filed. 6 E. VIL,
c. 39, 8. 75.

1198 8.
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8. Every entry made in any of the mining- recorder's books IJate of

shall show the date upon which such entry is made. 6 E. VII., ^" '^*

c. 39, s. 76.

9. All books of record and documents filed shall, during Books open

oifice hours, be open to public inspection free of charge. 6 E. ^ ^^

VII., c. 39, s. 77.

10. Every copy of, or extract from, any entry in any of the Certified

said books, or of any document filed in the mining recorder's evidence,

ofiice, certified by the mining recorder to be a true copy or

extract, shall be received in any court as evidence of the matters

therein contained. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 78.

11. Before issuing any grant, or making any entry in any Fees,

book of record, or filing any document, or making any copy or

extract therefrom, the mining recorder shall collect the fees

payable in respect thereof, as set out in schedule D to this Act.

6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 79.

12. The mining recorder shall receive all deposits of money Money

bv this Act directed to be made with him. 6 E. VII., c. 39,
^^"''^ ^*

s." 80.

13. A statement of the grants issued and fees collected Monthly

shall be rendered by the mining recorder to the gold commis-

sioner at least every month, and such statement shall be accom-

panied by the amount collected, or, if the money has been

deposited to the credit of the Receiver General, by the deposit

receipts. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 81.

14. A mining inspector shall have jurisdiction within such Jurisdiction

mining districts as the Commissioner directs. 6 E. VII., c. 39, fnspecton

s. 82.

15. The mining inspector may summarily order any mining Summary

works to be so carried on as not to interfere with or endanger h^spector.

the safety of the public or any employees of such mining works,

or any public work or highway, or any mining property, mineral

claim, bed-rock drain or bed-rock flume; and any abandoned

works may, by his order, be either filled up or guarded to his

satisfaction.

2. Any person affected by an order of the mining inspector Appeal to

under this section may, within ten days, appeal therefrom to
f^/g'sioner

the gold commissioner. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 83.

16. The gold commissioner, mining recorder or mining Examination

inspector, or the deputy of any such officer, or any judge of

the Territorial Court, or any one deputed by any of them, may
enter into or upon and examine any claim or mine. 6 E. VII.,

c. 39, s. 84.

.1199 EIGHT
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EIGHT TO ACQUIRE CLAIMS.

Lands which 17. Any person over, but not under, eighteen years of aee
mav be i. £ • - t ^ ^ ^ j
prospected ^^7 enter lor mining purposes, locate, prospect and mine for
and mined, gold and other precious minerals or stones upon any lands in

the Territory, whether vested in the Crown or otherwise,

except lands within the boundaries of a city, town or

village as defined by any ordinance of the Commissioner in

Council, or lands occupied by a building, or within the curtilage

of a dwelling house, or lawfully occupied for placer mining
purposes, or which form part of an Indian reserve. 6 E. VII.,

c. 39, s. 3.

Restrictions.

Security for
damages to
be given be-
fore entry on
lands.

Disputed
compensation
determined
by court.

18. jSIo person shall enter for mining purposes, locate,

prospect or mine upon lands owned or lawfully occupied by
another until he has given adequate security, to the satisfaction

of the mining recorder, for any loss or damage which may be

thereby caused, and persons so entering, locating, prospecting

or mining upon any such lands shall make full compensation

to the owner or occupant of such lands for any loss or damage
so caused, such compensation, in case of dispute, to be deter-

mined by a court having jurisdiction in mining disputes. 6 E.

VII., c. 39, s. 4.

Owner of
claim to have
first rights

to suiface.

19. The surface rights to any claim shall not be granted to

any person other than the owner of the claim until the

owner is given an opportunity to acquire the said rights by

notice in writing from the Crown timber and land agent, served

personally on the said owner or his agent. 6 E. VII., c. 39,

s. 5.

Nature and
size of
claims.

Rear boun-
daries paral-

lel to base
line.

If base line

not estab-
lished.

SIZE, FORM, ETC., OF CLAIMS.

20. A claim on a creek shall not exceed five hundred feet in

length, measured along the base line of the creek, established

or to be established by a Government survey, as hereinafter pro-

vided.

2. The rear boundaries of the claim shall be parallel to the

base line, and shall be defined by measuring one thousand feet

on each side of such base line.

3. In the event of the base line not being established, the

claim may be staked along the general direction of the valley

of the creek, but in such case, when the base line is established,

the boundaries thereby defined shall be conformed to. G E.

VII., c. 39, s. 0.

Claims 21. Claims situate elsewhere than on a creek shall not

tJufiTon'^ exceed five hundred feet in length by one thousand feet. 6 E.
creek. VIT., C. 39, S. 7.

Claims 22. A claim frontmg on a crock shall be staked as nearly

creek"*^
^" ^ '^^ possible parallel to the gonoral direction of the valley of the

1200 said
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creek, and shall conform to the boundaries which the base line,

when established, shall define. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 8.

23. Claims shall be measured horizontally irrespective of Claims to be

inequalities on the surface of the ground. 6 E. VII., c. 39, horizontally

s. 9. .

24. The official survey which establishes the base line of a Sur\'ey of

creek shall, at the same time, establish the side lines of claims
g^^ta^ijiJ^h

*°

located on the creek, and shall be a final determination of the side line.

location of such base line and side lines. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 10.

25. Every claim shall be as nearly as possible rectan^tlar Form of

in form, and shall be marked by two legal posts firmly fixed
*^^^"^^-

in the ground on the base line at each end of the claim.

2. The line between the two posts shall be well cut out so Line betweco

that one post may, if the nature of the surface will permit, be
g°f^out*^

^^

seen from the other.

3. One of the flatted sides of each post shall face the claim,

and on each post shall be written on the side facing the claim, a

legible notice stating the name or number of the claim, or both
if possible, its length in feet, the date when staked, and the full

Christian and surname of the locator.

4. The posts shall be numbered 1 and 2 respectively, and it ISTumbering

shall not be lawful to move them except that No. 2 may be °^ posts.

moved by a Dominion land surveyor, if the distance between
the posts exceeds the length prescribed by this Act, but not

otherwise.

5. ISTotwithstanding anything herein contained failure on Saving,

the part of a locator of a claim to comply with any of the fore-

going provisions of this section shall not be deemed to invali-

date his location, if, upon the facts, it appears to the satisfaction

of the mining recorder that there has been on the. part of the

locator a bona fide attempt to comply with the provisions of this

Act, and that the non-observance of the formalities hereinbefore

referred to is not of a character calculated to mislead other

persons desiring to locate claims in the vicinity. 6 E. VII.,

c. 39, s. 11.

26. Any person or party of persons locating the first claim Size of

on any creek, hill, bench, bar or plain, or locating a claim on ciafi^r^

any creek, hill, bench, bar or plain upon which there is no

recorded claim, shall be entitled to a claim or claims respec-

tively of the following size, namely :

—

One locator, one claim, fifteen hundred feet in length

;

A party of two locators, two claims, each of one thousand

feet in length

;

A party of more than two locators, two claims, each of one

thousand feet in length, and for each member of the party

beyond two, a claim of the ordinary size only. 6 E. VII., c. 39,

s. 12.

76 1201 27.
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Enlargement 27. The boundaries of any claim for which a grant has

of claims been issued prior to the first day of August, one thousand nine
granted prior hundred and six, may, by order of the gold commissioner, upon

application by the owner thereof, be enlarged to the size of

claim allowed by this Act, if such enlargement will not inter-

fere with any mining property owned by any other person.

6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 13.

Forms of
grants and
renewals.

LOCATING AND RECORDING.

28. The forms of application for grant, of grant, and of

renewal of grant of a claim shall be those contained respectively

in schedules A, B and C to this Act. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 14.

Time allowed 29. An application for a grant of a claim shall be filed

Avith the mining recorder within ten days after the location

thereof, if it is located within ten miles of the mining recorder's

office.

2. One extra day shall be allow^ed for every additional ten

miles or fraction thereof. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 15.

for tiling

applications

Extra time
for distance.

Xo grant for 30. ISTo grant shall be issued by a mining recorder for a

afready
^ ^™ part of a claim which is already recorded. 6 E. VIL, c. 39,

recorded. s. 16.

Location on
Sunday.

31. The location of a claim on Sunday or any public holiday

shall not for that reason be invalid. 6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 17.

32. In the event of a claim being more than one hundred

iles from a recorder's ofiice, and situated where other claims

are being located, the locators, not less than five in number,

When claims

miles "f"om milcs from a recorder's office, and situated where other claims
recorder's

are authorized to meet and appoint one of their number an

Emergency emergency recorder, who shall act in that capacity until a
recorder.

fining recorder is appointed. 6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 18.

33. The emergency recorder shall, at the earliest possible

date after his appointment, notify the nearest mining recorder

thereof, and upon the arrival of the mining recorder, he shall

deliver to him his records and the fees received for recording

claims.

2. The mining recorder shall then issue to each person

whose name appears in the records a grant for his claim,

provided an application has been made by him in accordance

with the form in schedule A to this Act.

3. The grant shall date from the time the emergency recorder

recordc<l the application. G E. VIL, e. 39, s. 19.

I'ennits to 34. Any ])crson, u])on satisfying a mining recorder that he

iJroHpectorH. is about to undertake a bona fide prospecting trip, may receive

written ])erniissinii froin tlie mining recorder, allowing him to

record a claim williin his mining district at any time within a

Emergency
recorder to

notify
recorder.

Recorder to
give grants.

Date of grant
in Buch cases.
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period not exceeding- six months from the date of his staking

such daim. 6 E. VII., c. ^9, s. 20.

35. Xo application shall he received for a claim which has Applicant

not boon staked by the applicant in person in the manner ',V."u^j^^^^

specified in this Act: Provided that if any person satisfies the in person.

mining recorder that he is about to undertake a hona fide pro- Pioviso.

specting trip, and files with th.3 mining recorder a power of

attornc}^, from any number of persons, not exceeding two,

authorizing him to stake claims for them in consideration of

their having enabled him to undertake the trip, he may stake

one claim in the name of each such person upon any creek on
which he makes a discovery. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 21.

36. A person holding a grant of a claim may, at any time, Abandon-

abandon the claim, bv ffivina: notice in writing of his intention "^^^^ V^^7_i/oo o^
^

surrender
to do SO to the mining recorder and surrendering his grant to of claim.

the mining recorder, and thereafter he shall not personally or

through any other person relocate the same claim. 6 E. VII.,

c. 39,"s. 22.

37. jSTo person shall receive a grant of more than one claim Only one

on each separate creek, hill, bench, bar or plain, except by ^^^^"^^ o" each

purchase, unless he has abandoned the claim for which he has

received a grant, and such abandonment has been duly recorded.

2. If the owner of a claim, having acquired it by location, Seller of

sells it, he shall not be permitted to locate again on the same ^^^i"^ "ot to

creek, hill, bench, bar or plain until the lapse of one year from same creek,

the date of his locating; the said claim. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 23. etc., within
year.^to

38. During the absence of the mining recorder from his Substitute

office, an application for a claim may be received by any person recorder m
whom he may appoint to perform his duties in his absence, case of

6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 24.
^b^^^*^^-

SURVEYS.

39. Surveys of claims made under instructions issued by Survej^s of

direction of the Commissioner to a duly qualified Dominion i)!l!s. to
^

land surveyor named by him shall be accepted as defining define

absolutely the boundaries of the claims surveyed, provided the

returns of the survey are approved by the Commissioner or an
official appointed by him for that purpose, and notice of such

survey has been published in the Yukon official gazette for ^^^^^. ^"

twelve successive issues thereof, and remains unprotested during gazette,

that period.

2. The 0A\Tier of a claim so surveyed shall, prior to the first Notice and

appearance of the advertisement in the Yukon official gazette, survey,

cause to be posted in a conspicuous spot on the claim a notice of

his intention to advertise the survey of the claim, and also a

plan of the survey of the claim prepared by the surveyor.

76^ 1203 3.
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Protest of

survey
derided by
gold com-
missioner.

Re-survey
when deci-

sion varies
boundaries.

Costs of
surve\' and
advertise-
ment.

Commis-
sioner may
authorize
survey of
base lines

and side

lines.

3. If, within the time during which such notice is published,

the survey is protested, the protest shall be heard and decided

upon by the gold commissioner, and the costs of the hearing

shall be in the discretion of the gold commissioner, who may

direct that the same or any portion thereof shall be paid by any

party to the proceedings.

4. If a decision is rendered varying the boundaries of the

claim from those defined by the advertised survey, the owner

of the claim may have the claim re-surveyed and fresh returns

prepared embodying the changes involved by such decision,

and such re-survey being approved by the Commissioner, or the

official appointed by him for that purpose, may without adver-

tisement be accepted by the gold commissioner in lieu of the

survey that has been protested.

5. The expenses in connection with the survey and advertise-

ment of claims shall be defrayed by the owners of the claims,

but no fees will be charged by the Government for filing plans

or other documents in connection therewith. 6 E. VII., c. 39,

s. 25.

40. The Commissioner, on behalf of the Government of

Canada, may authorize the survey of the base line of any creek

and the side lines of any claim located on a creek, and such

survey shall be made under the instructions of an official

appointed by the Commissioner. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 26.

Grant of

located
claim.

Renewal of

grant.

Work to be
done.

Affidavit.

Work done
out.HJdc of
claim.

TITLE.

41. Any person having duly located a claim may obtain a

grant thereof for one or five years by paying to the mining

recorder, in advance, the fees prescribed in schedule D to this

Act.

2. Such person shall, upon receiving such grant, be entitled

to hold the claim for the period mentioned therein, with the

absolute right of renewal from year to year thereafter upon

payment of the renewal fee prescribed in said schedule, pro-

vi(ied such person, during each year of the said period, and

during each year for which such renewal is granted, does, or

causes to be done, work on the claim to the value of two hun-

dred dollars, in accordance with a schedule to be prepared by

tlie gold comiiiissioner and approved by the Commissioner, and

files, within fourteen days after the date of the expiration of

the said period or renewal thereof, with the mining recorder or

his agent, an affidavit made by him or his agent, stating that

such work has l)een done, and setting out a detailed statement

thereof.

3. Any such work done outside of a claim with intent to

work the chiiin sliall be doomed, if it has direct relation to the

claim, aii'l if it is to tlio satisfaction of the mining recorder,

to be work done on the cLiiin for tlic ])Ui-p<)so of this section.

6 E. VII., c. 39, 3. 27.

1204 42.
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42. \n the event of the work referred to in the hist pre- i'orfeiture of

ceding section not being (h)ne as therein provided, the title of not"done!°^''
the owner to the claim shall thereupon become absolutely for-

feited and the claim shall forthwith be open for re-location.

6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 28.

43. If the owner of a claim has done the required work When owner

thereon, bnt has failed to renew his grant thereof, the mining ?enew" daim
recorder may issue a grant to any person re-locating such claim : may be

Provided that the owner may, within six months after the date ^^
^'^^ ^

^ • ^ ^
• if it r^roviso

:

at which his grant came due for renewal, apply for the cancel- Owner may

lation of any grant so issued, and the latter grant shall be can- cancelfed"on
celled upon it being proved to the satisfaction of the mining terms.

recorder that the required work was done by the said owner,

and upon the said owner paying a renewal fee of thirty dollars,

if the application is made during the first three months, or a fee Fees and

of forty-five dollars, if the application is made during the second re-^ocatfon.

three months, and also paying the expenses to which the

re-locator may have been put in locating and applying for the

said claim and obtaining a grant thereof. 6 E. VII., c. 39,

s. 29.

44. No title shall be contested by any one who does not Contesta-

claim an adverse right except by leave of the Commissioner. ^^°^
^ '

2. In the event of a claim reverting to the Crown as a conse-

quence of litigation undertaken pursuant to such leave, the

plaintiff shall have the first right to locate the said claim.

6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 30.

45. If two or more persons own a claim, each such person Proportion-

shall contribute, proportionately to his interest, to the work ^^^ ccntnbu-

1 1 11 1 • 1 c • 1 • 1
*^^" °f work

required to be done thereon, and m the event ot its being proved by co-owners.

to the gold commissioner, after hearing all parties interested,

that any co-owmer has not done so, his interest may become
vested, by order of the gold commissioner, in the other co-owner

or co-owners in proportion to their former interests. 6 E. VII.,

c. 39, s. 31.

46. The owner of a claim may sell, mortgage or dispose of When claim

it, provided the instrument showing such disposal is deposited instrument

'

in duplicate with the mining recorder. to be

2. The mining recorder shall, upon such deposit, register the g mining
instrument and return to the assignee one of the duplicates recorder,

with a certificate endorsed thereon that the instrument has been

recorded in his office, and retain the other. G E. VII., c. 39,

s. 32.

41. No agreement affecting the title to any claim, or to any Agreements

interest therein, shall be enforceable against any person wifhou't to^eTn*^*^^^
notice, unless such agreement or some memorandum thereof is "^^Titing and

1205 .^ be recorded.
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Right of

grantee to

fish and
shoot

;

Cut timber.

Exclusive
rights.

Proviso.

in writing, duly signed, and is recorded in the office of the

mining recorder. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 33.

48. Every person receiving a grant of a claim, or the per-

mission to record a claim within the period not exceeding six

months hereinbefore authorized, may, during the continuance of

his grant or permission, fish and shoot for his own use, subject

to the provisions of any law for the protection of fish and game,

and may also cut timber, not otherwise acquired, for his own
use and for any purpose incidental and necessary to the oper-

ation of his claim ; and shall also have the exclusive right to

enter upon his claim for the miner-like working thereof and

the construction of a residence thereon, and shall be entitled

exclusively to all the proceeds realized therefrom, upon which,

however, the royalty prescribed by this Act shall be payable

:

Provided that the mining recorder may, subject to an appeal

to the board of arbitration hereinafter referred to, grant to the

holders of other claims such rights of euftry thereon as may be

absolutely necessary for the working of their claims, upon such

terms as to him seem reasonable, and may also grant permits

to other claim owners to cut timber thereon for their own use.

6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 34.

Rights of

owner not
affected by
neglect; etc.

of officials.

When
evidence of

location lost,

title may be
vested in first

bond fide

acquirer.

49. Xo rights of any person ovaiing or applying for a claim

shall suffer from any acts of omission or commission, or delays,

on the part of any official appointed under this Act. 6 E. VII.,

c. 39, s. 35.

50. Whenever, through the acts or defaults of any person

other than the recorded owner of a claim, or his agent by him

duly authorized, the evidence of the location or record on the

ground or the situation of the claim has been destroyed, lost or

effaced, or is difficult of ascertainment, effect shall nevertheless

be given to the location as far as possible ; and the gold commis-

sioner may make all necessary inquiries, directions and refer-

ences in the premises for the purpose of carrying out the object

of such location, and vesting title in such owner. G E. VII.,

c. 39, s. 36.

GROUriNO.

Performance 51. Upon application being niad(» to liini by any person or
of work by

,,arsons owniniT adjoiniiiiz,- chiiiiis, llic mining recorder may,
owners of ' ! , , i "V - 1 /i • • j.

• • £
adjoining With the a])proval ol the Commissioner, grant permission for a
claims. term not exceeding ten years to any such person or persons to

perform on any one or more of such claims all the work required

to entitle him or them to a renewal grant for each claim so held

Pro\ibo. by him or them: ]*rovided that, before any such permission is

granted, the governimiil mining engineer shall furnish a report

on the application, mid, wliere the apjjlicalion is made by more

1206 • than
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than one person, the apjjlicants shall file with the mining
recorder a deed of partnership creating a joint liability between

the owners of the claims for the joint working thereof.

2. If it is shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that Permission

the interests of the locality in which any claims are situated ^re^ not ^alT**

would be materially benefited thereby, the permission provided contiguous,

for by this section may be granted with regard to such claims,

notwithstanding that they are not all contiguous. 6 E, VII.,

c. 39, s. 37.

52. Grants of claims in respect of which such permission Grants of

has been granted, and "rants of any claims within a minino- grouped
. ,

*" "^ clniiiis ni3.v
district, o\vned by one person, may be made renewable by the be renewable

mining recorder on the same day. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 38. simuitane-
^ t/ 7 7 ously.

WATER RIGHTS.

53. Every person owning a claim shall be entitled to the Rights of

seepage water on his claim and to the use of so much of the flaim owner
i ~

_ _ _ ^Q w'ater.

water naturally flowing through or past his claim, and not

already lawfully appropriated, as, in the opinion of the mining
inspector, is necessary for the due working thereof; and shall

be entitled to drain his own claim free of charge. 6 E. VII.,

c. 39, s. 39.

54. A mining recorder may, with the approval of the Com- Grant of

missioner, upon application being made as hereinafter men- right to

T r . J? • • divert or use
tioned, grant to any person or persons lor any mining purpose water.

or any purpose incidental thereto, for any term not exceeding

five years, or in special cases for such longer term as may be

deterinined, the right to divert or take, and use or sell the

water from any stream or lake, at any particular part thereof,

and the right of way through and entry upon any mining

ground, for the purpose of constructing and repairing ditches

and flumes to convey such water. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 40.

55. Every applicant for a water grant shall post for twenty Notice of

days previous to the making of the application a notice ,in intention to

writing of his intention to apply to the mining recorder for ^ater grants.

such grant,

—

fa) at the point of proposed diversion or taking;

fb) on the claim on which such water is intended to be used

;

(c) on each claim or person's land to be crossed by the water

in course of transit to the place of user ; and,

(d) in the ofiiee of the mining recorder;

and shall forward a copy of such notice to the gold commis-

sioner.

2. Such notice shall state, Particulars to

(^a; the name of the applicant; _ _ In iSr''^
(b) the name, or, if unnamed, a sufficient description of the

stream, lake or other source from ^^dlich water is intended

to be diverted or taken

;

1207 (c)
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Application
for water
grant.

(c) the point of diversion or taking or intended ditch-head,

and the point where the water is to be returned to the

stream

;

(d) the means by which it is intended to divert or take, or

to store the water

;

(e) the number of inches of water to be applied for

;

(f) the purposes for which it is required, stated with reason-

able particularity

;

(g) the claim upon which the water is to be used, or, if the

right to sell water is asked, the locality w^ithin which the

right is to be exercised ; and,

(h) the date of the posting of the notice, and the date on

which application will be made to the mining recorder for

the granting of the record. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 41.

56. On the day mentioned in the notice of application or at

a subsequent day and time to be fixed by the mining recorder,

as the case may be, application shall be made by or on behalf

of the applicant, either by attendance in person or by agent, or

in writing, for a grant in accordance with the terms of the

notice. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 42.

Adjudica-
tion of

mining
recorder
upon
application.

57. The mining recorder shall, at such day and time, pro-

ceed to adjudicate upon the application, and may, with the

approval of the Commissioner, upon proof to his satisfaction of

the publication of notice in manner aforesaid, of the ability of

the applicant to construct the necessary works, of the right of

the applicant to apply for a record under the foregoing provi-

sions of this Act or any of them, and of the volume of unre-

corded water available for diversion having regard to existing

rights and records, whether held by land owners or mine owners,

and to pending applications (which facts shall be reported upon

by the Government mining engineer), issue to the applicant a

grant, in the form in schedule E to this Act, of such amount of

water and for such purposes as, in the discretion of the mining

recorder, are reasonably required by the applicant for the pur-

poses specified in his notice of application. 6 E. VII., c. 39,

s. 43.

58. The mining recorder may adjourn such adjudication

from time to time as circumstances render expedient, and may
take evidence by statutory declaration, and summon and ex-

amine witnesses upon oath, and hear all parties whose rights

evid'ence, etc
^^.^ ^j. ^r^j ]^q affectod by the application. G E. VII., c. 39,

s. 44.

Cancellation. 59. Evorv holder of a water grant shall take all reasonable

^^diKt^ion of
ineans for utilizing the water granted to liim

;
and if he wilfully

water Krant wastcs any watcr or takes a quantity of water in excess of his

in case of
actual renuiremcnts, or has worked out or abandoned the claim

w&stG or 1 ^
,

excess. or claims v/ith respect to which the watcr grant was issued,

1208 the
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the raining inspector may, ii])on notice, cancel or reduce the

grant, or impose such conditions as he thinks proper.

2. An appeal may be taken, at any time within ten days Appeal to

from any such action of the mining inspector, to the gold com- missio^ner.

missioner. G E. VII., c. 39, s. 45.

60. Every grant of water on an occupied creek shall be Ri,g^'ts of

subject to the rights of such claim owners as shall, at the time sav"ed! '
"'

of such grant, be working on the stream above or below the

ditch-head, and of any other persons lawfully using such water
for any purpose whatsoever. 6 E. VII.^ c. 39, s. 40.

61. If, after the grant has been made, any person locates Rights of

and bona fide works any claim below the ditch-head, on any ciaknrsubse-
stream so diverted, he shall be entitled to forty inches of water quently

if two hundred inches are diverted, and sixty inches if three
^°^''^'^^'^-

hundred inches are diverted, and no more, except upon paying
to the owner of the ditch, and all other persons interested there-

in, compensation equal to the amount of damage sustained by
the diversion of such extra quantity of water as is required

;

and in computing such damage, the loss sustained by the owners
of any claims using water from the ditch, and all other reason-

able losses, shall be considered. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 47.

62. The holder of a water grant with the privilege of selling Distribution

water may distribute the water to such persons and on such Colder ^of^^
terms as he deems advisable, within the limits mentioned in water grant,

his grant : Provided that the price charged for such water shall Proviso.

be subject to the control of the Commissioner, and the water
shall- be supplied to all claim owners who make application

therefor in a fair proportion, and according to priority of appli-

cation. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 48.

63. In measuring water in anv ditch or sluice the following Rules for

rules shall be observed:—
^

oTtXT'
(a) The water taken into a ditch or sluice shall be measured ditches and

at the ditch or sluice head

;

(b) 'No water shall be taken into a ditch or sluice except in

a trough placed horizontally at the place at which the water
enters it

;

(c) One inch of water shall mean half the quantity that will

pass through an orifice two inches high by one inch wide
with a constant head of seven inches above the upper side

of the orifice

;

^
(d) A sluice head shall consist of fifty such inches of water.

6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 49.

64. The owner of any ditch, water privilege or claim shall, Construction

at his own expense, construct, secure and maintain all culverts
owners^^'^'^f

^^

necessary for the passage of waste and superfluous water flow- ditches, etc.

ing through or over any such ditch, water privilege or claim,

6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 50.

1209 65.
R.S., 1906.
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Ditches, etc.

to be con-
structed so
as not to
damage
property.

65. The owner of any ditch or water privilege shall construct

and secure the same in a proper and substantial manner, and
maintain the same in good repair, to the satisfaction of the

mining recorder, and so that no damage shall occur to any

road or work in its vicinity from any part of the works of such

ditch or water privilege. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 51.

Liability of 66. The Owner of any ditch or water privilege shall be liable

damages.
""^

for, and shall make good in such manner as the mining recorder

determines, all damages which may be occasioned by or through

any part of the works of the said ditch, water privilege, or right

breaking or being imperfect. 6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 52.

Transfer of 67. Every grant of water obtained by the owner of a claim

include'^Avater
^hall be deemed appurtenant to the claim in respect of which

privileges as record is obtained ; and all assignments, transfers or con-
appurtenant.

^g^.^j^^gg permitted by law of any claim, w^hether such assign-

ments, transfers or conveyances w^ere or shall be made before

or after the first day of August, one thousand nine hundred and

six, shall be construed to have conveyed and transferred, and

to convey and transfer, any and all recorded water privileges

appurtenant to the claim assigned, transferred or conveyed.

6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 53.

DKAINAGE.

Grant of 68. The mining recorder may grant permission to run a

right to run (jj-r^j^ or tunnel for drainage purposes through any occupied

or unoccupied lands whether mineral or not, and may give

exclusive rights of way through and entry upon any mining

ground for any term not exceeding five years, for the purpose

of constructing and maintaining drains for the drainage thereof.

6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 54.

Compensa-
tion for
damages
from drains.

69. The grantee shall compensate the owners of lands oi

of claims entered upon by him for any damage they may
sustain by the construction of such tunnel or drain ; and such

compensation, if not agreed upon, shall be settled by the

board of arbitration hereinafter referred to, and be paid before

such drain or tunnel is constructed. G E. VIL, c. 39, s, 55.

Drains to be '^^- ^"ch drain or tunnel, when constructed, shall be deemed
pioperty of ^q })g the property of the person by whom it has been con-
constructor.

^^^^^^^^^ 6 £. VIL, C. 39, S. 5G.

71. Every application for a grant shall state the names of

the applicants, the nature and extent of the proposed drain or

drains, the amount of toll, if any, to be charged, and the privi-

leges sought to be acquired, and shall, save where the drain is

intended only for the drainage of the claim of the person con-

1210 structing
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Application
for ri»<ht to
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stnietin,£^ it, be accompanied by a (le])osit of twenty-five dollare,

\vhich shall be refunded if the application is refused, but not

otherwise.

2. Ten full days' notice shall be given of any such application Notice.

to be made in June, July, August, September or October, and
one month's notice of an application to be made in any other
month, by affixing the notice to a post planted in some con-

spicuous part of the ground, and by affixing a copy thereof

conspicuously upon the inner walls of the office of the mining
recorder.

3. Prior to such application, the ground included therein Ground to

shall be marked out to the satisfaction of the mining recorder, '^e marked

4. Any person may, within the times hereinbefore prescribed protest of

for the notice of such application but not afterwards, protest application,

before the gold commissioner against such application being

granted. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 57.

72. The grant of the right of way to construct drains and Form of

tunnels shall be in the form F in the schedule hereto. ^^^^ '

2. The grant shall be registered by the grantee in the office To be

of the mining recorder, to whom he shall at the time psij a fee
^^^^ ^^^ "

of five dollars ; or, if the grant gives power to collect tolls, a fee

of forty dollars.

3. An annual rent of ten dollars shall be paid, in advance, Rent,

by the grantee for each quarter of a mile of right of way legally

held by him, save where the drain is for the purpose of draining

only the claim of the person constructing it. G E. VII., c. 39,

s. 58.

DISPUTES.

73. In case of any dispute as to the locating of a claim the Title accord-

title to the claim shall depend upon priority of location, subject, ^"^ *£ fj^°^'
however, to any question as to the validity of the record itself, tion.

and subject, further, to the claimant having complied with all

the terms and conditions of this Act. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 59.

74. In the event of any dispute between owners of claims Board of

with respect to the distribution of w^ater, or the boundaries of ^^'^^^^^^^^^

claims, or to dumping or any other matter referred to in the disputes,

next following section, such dispute may be heard and deter-

mined by a board of arbitrators to be appointed as follows :

—

One arbitrator to be appointed by each of such OA^Tiers, and in Appoint-

the event of the total number of arbitrators so appointed being arbitra^tors

an even number, then an additional arbitrator to be selected

and appointed by all of sucli arbitrators appointed by the

owners.

2. In the event of the arbitrators appointed by the owners When gold

being an even number and being unable to agree upon the commissioner

additional arbitrator, the gold commissioner, upon being re- additional

quested so to do by such arbitrators, or by any of the interested arbitrator.

1211 owners,
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Damages by
dumping,
etc.

When owner
of claim may
deposit
leavings, etc.,

on adjacent
claim.

Proviso,

Judgment of

the board.

Appeal.

Costs of
inquiry.

owners, shall appoint the additional arbitrator. 6 E. VII.,

c. 39, s. 60.

75. Except as hereinafter provided, no person mining upon

any claim shall cause damage or injury to the holder of any

claim other than his own by throwing earth, clay, stones

or other material upon such other claim, or by causing or allow-

ing water which may be pumped or bailed or may flow from

his own claim, to flow into or upon such other claim.

2. If the owner of a claim wishes to deposit the leavings or

deads therefrom on an adjacent claim, which is of not less

than five years' standing, he may give one month's notice of

such desire in writing to the owner of such adjacent claim,

and if at the expiration of the month the claim owners have not

been able to arrive at an agreement as to the price to be paid

for the dumping ground, the ovmer giving the notice may apply

to the gold commissioner or mining recorder to have the value

and size of the dumping ground determined by the said board

of arbitrators, and the said board shall have power to permit so

much of the said adjacent claim to be used for dumping, and

at such a price, as it deems just. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 61.

76. The judgment of the said board shall be in writing and

shall be filed in the ofiice of the mining recorder.

2. Any such judgment shall be final as to facts, but may be

appealed from to the Territorial Court on any question of law.

6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 62.

77. The said board may award such costs of and incidental

to the inquiry as it deems just. 6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 63.

When appeal 78. There shall be no appeal in any litigation arising out of

vlfiTon^
^^^^ t^6 interpretation of this Act beyond the courts of the

Territory, except where the matter in controversy exceeds the

sum or value of ten thousand dollars, exclusive of costs. 6 E.

VIL, c. 39, s. 64.

79. Affidavits and declarations required by this Act may be

made before any gold commissioner, mining recorder, mining

inspector, anywhere within the Territory, or by any person

duly authorized to administer an oath or declaration. 6 E.

VIL, c. 39, s. 65.

Pending 80. Nothing herein shall affect any litigation pending imme-
litigation.

diately before the first day of August, one thousand nine hun-

dred and six. 6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 66.

Yukon
courts

Affidavits
and
declarations
whom to

be made
before.

Case of
death or
inHanity of
owner.

ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.

81. If the owner of any claim dies or is adjudged to he

insfiTif, the provisions as to abandonment shall not apply, in the

one case, either during his lust illness or after his decease, or in

1212 the
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tlic other case, either after he has been so adjudged, or, if it

a])pcars that the neo-lect or omission on account or bj reason of

which such ch)im wouhl otherwise have been deemed to ])e

abandoned was attributable to his insanity, during such period

prior to his having been so adjudged as he shall be shown to

have been insane. E. VII., c. 39, s. 67.

82. The Commissioner may either cause the mining pro- Powers of

perty of any such deceased or insane person to be worked in sioner^re-

the usual manner, or may authorize the working of such pro- specting pro-

perty to be dispensed with for such periods as the necessity of deceased

the case may, in his opinion demand ; and he may also, if he ^"^ insane

sees fit, and if there is no other legal representative, cause the

public administrator of the Territory to take possession of such

property and administer the same subject to the provisions of

any ordinance respecting the administration of the estates of

deceased or insane persons in the Territory, now or hereafter

to be made or passed. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 68.

83. All charges and expenses which may be incurred by the Charges and

Commissioner or the public administrator, or by any person
a^firrt"^^

acting under the instructions of either of them, in or about the charge on

working of such mining property, or in taking or keeping pos- ™*

session thereof, shall be and remain a first charge against the

same, until paid to the Commissioner or public administrator,

as the case may be. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 69.

84. Any person receiving an assignment of a claim or in- Assignee to

terest in a claim from the public administrator shall apply for g^^^^ -vvithin

a grant thereof wuthin two months from the date of such assign- two months,

ment. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 70.

TAXATION AND FEES.

85. On all gold shipped from the Territory there shall ^'-oyalty on

be levied and collected a royalty at the rate of two and from^Yukon
one-half per cent of its value, or at such less rate as may be Territory,

fixed by the Governor in Council.

2. Such royalty shall be paid in currency to the comptroller How paid

of the Territory, or to some person authorized by him in that whom?
behalf, and the gold for the purpose of estimating such royalty

shall be valued at fifteen dollars j3er ounce. 6 E. VIL, c. 39,

s. 85.

86. The fees to be charged in connection with the adminis- Fees,

tration of this Act shall be those set out in schedule D to this

Act. 6 E. VIL, c. 39, s. 86.

87. All fees, fines, royalties or other moneys collected under Moneys -

this Act shall become part of the Consolidated Kevenue Fund
be^part'^of^

of Canada. 6 E. VIL, C. 39, S. 87. Consolidated

-I o-l Q ^^,^^ Revenue
liilo OEXEKAL. t'und.

Pt.S.,'l906.
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Misrepresen-
tion in oath,
removal of

legal posts,

etc.

All mining
recorders to

be notified of

order made.

Appeal to
gold com-
missioner.

GENERAL.

88. Should it be proved to the satisfaction of the mining
recorder that any person has,

—

(a) been guilty of misrepresentation in the statement sworn
to by him in recording any claim, or in any of the state-

ments required, under tliis Act, to be made by him under

oath ; or,

(h) removed, or disturbed with intent to remove, or defaced

any legal post or stake or other mark placed under the

provisions of this Act;

the mining recorder may, in his discretion, order that such

person be debarred from the right to obtain a grant or renewal

of a grant of a claim for any length of time which he deems

advisable.

2. The mining recorder shall, forthwith, upon any such

decision by him, notify every other mining recorder of such

decision.

3. An appeal shall lie from any such decision of the mining-

recorder to the gold commissioner. 6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 88.

t^a
^^ -"'^ ^^' ^^^y person wdlfully acting in contravention of this

tions of Act. Act, or refusing to obey any lawful order of any official, court

or board having jurisdiction under this Act in mining disputes

shall, on summary conviction before any two justices of the

peace or a police magistrate, be liable to a fine not exceeding

two hundred and fifty dollars, or to imprisonment, with or

without hard labour, for a term not exceeding three months.

6 E. VII., c. 39, s. 89.

Application
and extent of

Act.

Proviso.
Exception
as to rights
under prior

orders in

council, etc.

90. ISTo person shall be granted or acquire a claim or any
right therein, or carry on placer mining in the Territory,

except in accordance with the provisions of this Act : Provided
that this section shall not affect any rights which,

—

(a) have already been acquired under the regulations for

the disposal of mining locations in the Territory to be

worked by the hydraulic or other mining process, approved
by order in council dated the third day of December, one

thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, and amendments
thereto; or,

(h) have been or may hereafter be acquired under the regu-

lations governing the issue of leases to dredge for minerals

in the l)ods of rivers in the Territory, approved by order

in council dated the eighteenth day of January, owo thou-

sand eight hundred and ninety-eight; or,

(c) may have been otherwise lawfully granted before the

first (hiv of Augnst, one thousand nine hundred and six.

6 E. Vil., c. 39, s. 91.

R.S., 190G.
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SCHEDULE A.

APPLICATION FOR GRANT FOR PLACER MINING AND AFFIDAVIT
OF APPLICANT.

ISTo.

I (or, wc) of

hereby apply, imder the Yukon Placer Mining Act, for a grant
of a claim for placer mining as defined in the said Act, in

(here describe locality) and I (or, we) make oath and say :—

-

1. That to the best of my (or, our) knowledge and belief the

land is such as can be located under section 17 of the said Act.

2. That I (or, we) did on the day of

19 , mark out on the ground, in accordance in every particular

with the provisions of the said Act, the claim for which I (or,

we) make this application, and in so doing I (or, we) did not

encroach on any other claim or mining location previously laid
'

out by any other person.

3. That the length of the said claim, as nearly as I (or, we)
could measure, is feet, and that the description

of this date hereto attached, signed by me (or, us) sets forth in

detail, to the best of my (or, our) knowledge and ability, its

position.

4. That I (or, we) staked out the claim by planting two
legal posts numbered 1 and 2, respectively, and that IsTo. 1

is discovery.

5. That I (or, we) make this application in good faith to

acquire the claim for the sole purpose of mining to be prose-

cuted by myself (or, us) or by myself and associates or by my
(or, our) assigns.

Sworn before me at ,
~)

in the Yukon Territory, this >

day of , 19 . J

A commissioner for taking affidavits in the Yukon
Territory (or, as the case may be).

6 E. YIL, c. 39, sch. A.

SCHEDULE B.

APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF GRANT FOR PLACER MINING AND
AFFIDAVIT OF APPLICANT.

No.

I (or, we) of (agent

for of , if such be the fact) hereby

apply under the Yukon Placer ^Mining Act for a renewal of a

grant to the placer mining claim

in the mining district, which said grant

1215
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ir, r. limber , and was issued to

oi\ the day of , 19 , and I make
oarh and say:

—

1. That I am (or^ we are) (the agent of , if

deponent is an agent of the owner) the owner (or, owners) of

placer mining daim in the mining

district, and hold (or, that he holds) a grant for the said claim
* dated the day of , 19 .

2. That work has been done on the said claim to the value

of at least two hundred dollars, in accordance with the schedule

of representation work prepared by the gold commissioner, and

approved by the Commissioner of the Yukon Territory,

between the day of , 19 , and

the day of , 19 .

The following is a detailed statement of such work:

Sworn before me at
, ^

in the Yukon Territory, this >-
.

day of , 19 • J

A Commissioner for taking affidavits

in the Yukon Territory (or as the case may he).

Q E. YII., c. 39, sch. B.

SCHEDULE C.

GRANT FOR PLACER MINING.

ISTo.

Department of the Interior,

Agency, ,19 .

In consideration of the payment of dollars,

being the fee prescribed by schedule D to the Yukon Placer

]Mining Act, by , of , accompanying

his (or, their) application No. dated , 19 ,

for a mining claim in (here insert description of locality)

The Minister of the Interior hereby grants to the said

for a term of year

from the date hereof, the exchisive right of entry upon the

claim (here describe in detail the claim granted) for the

miner-like working thereof, and the construction of a residence

therocjii, and the exclusive right to all the proceeds realized

therefrom, upon which, liowevcr, the royalty proscribed by the

said Act shall bo ]):iid.

The said shall be entitled to the

use of so much of ihc water naturally flowing through or past

1210 his
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his (or^ their) claim, and not already lawfully a])pro])riatod,

as shall he necessary for the due working thereof, and to drain

his {o7\ their) claim, free of charge.

This grant does not convey to the said

any right of ownership in the soil covered hy the said claim,

and the said grant shall lapse and be forfeited unless the pro-

visions of section 41 of the Yukon Placer Mining Act are

strictly complied with.

The rights hereby granted are those laid down in the said

Act and no more, i'ud subject to all the provisions of the said

Act, whether they are expressed herein or not.

il/ in inrj Recorde r.

G E. VII., c. 39, sch. C.

SCHEDULE D.

SCALE OF PRICES TO BE CHARGED.

For grant of a claim for one year $10 00

For grant of a claim for five years 70 00
For renewal of grant of a claim 15 00

Recording an abandonment 2 00
Registration of any document 2 00

If it aifects more than one claim, for each addi-

tional claim 1 00
For filing any document 100
Abstract of title

—

For first entry 2 00
Each additional entry 50

For copy of document

—

Up to 200 words 2 50
For each additional 100 words. 50

For grant of water

—

Of 50 inches or less 10 00

. From 50 to 200 inches 25 00
From 200 to 1,000 inches 50 00
For each additional 1,000 inches or fraction

thereof 50 00

G E. VIL, c. 39, sch. D.

77 1217 SCHEDULE
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SCHEDULE E.

GRANT OF EIGHT TO DIVERT WATER AND CONSTRUCT DITCHES.

'No.

Agency, ,19

In consideration of the sum of dollars

paid on the date application is made for this grant, the Minis-

ter of the Interior, in accordance with the Yukon Placer Mining
Act, hereby grants to for the

term of years from the date hereof, the right to

divert, take (*sell) and use the water from to

the extent of inches, and no more, to be dis-

tributed as follows:

and the right of way through and entry upon the following

mining grounds

:

for the purpose of constructing ditches and flumes to convey

such water, provided that at least the sum of

dollars, shall be expended on the said ditches and flumes within

one year from the date hereof, and provided that such ditches

and flumes are constructed and in working order within

from the date hereof.

Provided that this grant shall be deemed to be appurtenant

to placer claim No.
,

and shall cease and determine whenever the said claim shall

have been worked out or abandoned, or the occasion for the use

of such water upon the said claim shall have permanently

ceased.

Provided also, that this grant is subject to all the provisions

of the said Act in that behalf whether the same are expressed

herein or not. It is expressly a condition of this grant that the

same is issued subject to all rights subsisting at this date to the

water in respect to which this grant is issued. Water to be

flumed and tailings to be handled to the satisfaction of the

mining inspector.

Mining Recorder.

• To be inserted in a unint to sell water.

t Jf thtj ri^ht to still water is (rraiited. insert the following:—
' I'rovific'd also, tliat the i)ri(e charnod lor the water shall be subject to

tlie control of the Coniinissioner of tiie Yukon Territory, and the water shall

be HU|)r)licd to all claitii owners who apply therefor in a fair proportion and
without any discrimination.'

|

6 E. VII., c. :'>u, sch. E.
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SCHEDULE F.

TUNNEL OB DRAIN LICENSE.

No.

To all whom it may concern

:

Take notice that

the owner of placer claim

in

Mining District, having given security to the amount of

for any damage he may do, has
this day obtained a license from me to run a tunnel {or, drain)
from

to his said claim.

The said license is granted on these express conditions :

—

(Set out conditions, if any.)

Dated at the day of 19 .

Mining Recorder.

6 E. VII., c. 39, sch. F.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty,
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CHAPTER 6d.

An Act respecting the Department of the Geological
Survey.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Geological Survey Act. Short title.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Department ' means the Department of the Geological

Survey hereby constituted

;

(b) ' Minister ' means the minister named, as hereinafter

provided, to preside over the Department of the Geological

Survey

;

(c) ' Director ' means the depi>ty head and director of the

Department of the Geological Survey. 53 V., c. 11, s. 1.

CONSTITUTION.

3. There shall be a department of the Civil Service which Department

shall be called the Geological Survey, which shall be presided constituted,

over by a minister of the Crown to be named from time to

time for that purpose by the Governor in Council.

2. The Minister so named shall have the management and Minister.

control of the Department during the pleasure of the Governor
in Council 55-56 V., c. 16, s. 1.

4. The duties, objects and purposes of the Department shall Objects.

be,

—

(a) to make a full and scientific examination and survey Geology,

of the geological structure, mineralogy, mines and mining
]\[ines

resources of Canada and of its fauna and flora

;

(b) to maintain a museum of geological and natural history Museum
and to collect, classify and arrange for exhibition in the

museum of the Department such specimens as are neces-

sary to afford a complete and exact knowdedge of the

geology, mineralogy and mining resources of Canada

;

(c) to collect, study and report on the fauna and flora of Fauna and

Canada

;

^
«"''^•

(d) to carry on chemical and pala?ontologieal investigations, Chemical,

and to make such other researches as will best tend to ^^^v '""^esti-

1001 gations.
liiiJl ensure
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Maps, etc.

Statistics.

Water
supply.

ensure the carrying into effect of the objects and purposes

of this Act

;

(e) to prepare and publish such maps, plans, sections, dia-

grams and drawings as are necessary to illustrate and
elucidate the reports of surveys and investigations

;

(f) to collect and to publish, as soon as may be after the close

of the calendar year, full statistics of the mineral produc-

tion and of the mining and metallurgical industry of

Canada

;

(g) to study the facts relating to water supply, both for irri-

gation and for domestic purposes, and to collect and pre-

serve all available records of artesian or other wells, and

of mines and mining works in Canada. 53 V., c. 11, s. 5.

Deputy head.

Officers and
employees.

Under Civil

Service Act.

5. The Governor in Council may appoint an officer who
shall be the deputy head and director of the Department and
such other officers, clerks and servants as are required for the

proper conduct of the business of the Department, all of whom*
shall hold office during pleasure.

2. Such officers, clerks and servants shall be classified under

schedule A of the Civil Service Act in so far as applicable;

and the number and respective rank of such officers, clerks and
servants shall, except as otherwise provided by this Act, be

determined by the Governor in Council in accordance with

and under the terms of the Civil Service Act. 53 V., c. 11,

s. 3.

6. Such officers of the Department as are continuously

engaged in the prosecution of original scientific work or in-

vestigation shall be classified as officers who have special, profes-

sional or technical qualifications, under schedule A of the Civil

Service Act.

2. The Governor in Council may cause to be prepared a list

determined £ g^jg|^ officers of the Department as are considered to be en-
by Governor

-, r- i •
^ i •

in Council, titled to be thus classified with any designations that may be

deemed expedient to indicate the scientific work in which they

may be engaged. 53 V., c. 11, s. 3.

Technical
officers.

Grades

Technical
ciualifica-

tions.

Graduates.

Pervice in

Department,

7. Xo person shall be appointed to the Department as an

officer having such special, professional or technical qualifica-

tions under schedule A of the Civil Service Act, unless,

—

(a) he is a science graduate of either a Canadian, or a

foreign university, or of the Mining School of London or

the Ecole des Mines of Paris, or of some other recognized

science school of standing equal to that of the said universi-

ties and schools, or a graduate of the Royal IVfilitary

(/ollogo; or,

(h) he has served a probation of not less than five years in

the scientific work of the Department.

U.S., 1906.
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2. Any person appointed npon the qualifications mentioned Probationary

in this section shall be appointed on probation, and he shall not yg™ '^^ ^^^

receive a permanent api)ointment until he has served a proba-
tionary term of at least one year, during which probationary
period he may be rejected by the head of the Department ; but
if he is not rejected, and if the Director, at the expiration of

the i)robationary period, sig-nifies to the head of the Department,
in writing, that he considers the person so appointed competent
for the duties of the Department, the appointment shall there-

upon become permanent. 62-63 V., c. 21, s. 1.

TEMPORARY ASSISTANTS.

8. When the services of temporary assistants having special Technical

professional or technical qualifications are required in the De- assSants^
partment, the Minister may, upon the requisition of the

Director, employ such number of temporary assistants as are

necessary, having the qualifications requisite for appointment

as technical officers of the Department under the last preceding

section. 61 V., c. 18, s. 1.

9. ^Notwithstanding anything contained in the Civil Service No Ci\'il

Act, it shall not be necessary- that any person appointed a tem- amination

porary assistant under the last preceding section shall have requisite.

passed any examination under the Civil Service Act.

2. Any such person may be paid at the rate of more than Salary.

four hundred dollars a year, and out of moneys voted by Parlia-

ment for the contingencies of the Department, or any other

moneys voted by Parliament and applicable to such payment,

although such moneys may not have been specially voted for

such purpose. 61 V., c. 18, s. 2.

REPORTS.

10. The Director shall, as soon as may be after the close of Reports.

each calendar year, make a summary report to the Minister

of the proceedings and work of the Department for the year,

and shall also furnish final and detailed reports, to be issued

from time to time in such manner and form as the Minister

directs.

2. The Minister shall cause the said reports to be laid before To be sub-

Parliament, with such remarks, explanations and recommenda- Parifalnent

tions as he thinks proper. 53 V., c. 11, s. 6.

^ GENERAL.

11. The Department shall be furnished with such books. Books and

instruments and apparatus as are necessary for scientific refer- ^pi'^^^^"^-

ence and for the prosecution of the survey.

2. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, cause Enlargement

the enlargement of the museum, and the distribution of dupli- °^ museum.

1223 cate
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Distribution cate specimens to scientific, literary and educational institu-

and^puWi^ca^ tions in Canada and other countries, and also the distril)ntion

tions. or sale of the publications, maps and other documents issued

by the Department. 53 V., c. 11, s. 7.

Surveys.

Duties of

employees.

Emploj'ees.

Not to pur-
chase public
lands.

Or locate
land
warrants.

Or disclose

information
obtained.

Work for
individuals.

Or have
interest in

mines.

Saving.

12. The Minister may, for the purpose of obtaining a basis

for the representation of the geological features of any part of

Canada, cause such measurements and observations and physio-

graphic, exploratory and reconnaissance surveys to be made as

may be necessary for or in connection with the preparation of

geological maps, sketches, plans, sections or diagrams. 53 V.,

c. 11^ s. 8.

13. Persons employed in one section of the Department may
be directed by the Minister to perform any duty in or with

respect to any other section. 53 V., c. 11, s. 9.

14. ISTo person employed in or under the Department

shall,—

(a) purchase any Dominion or provincial lands except under

authority of the Governor in Council

;

(b) locate military or bounty land warrants, or land scrip,

or act as agent of any other person in such behalf

;

(c) disclose to any person, except his superior officer, any

discovery made by him or by any other officer of the De-

partment, or any other information in his possession in

relation to matters under the control of the Department or

in relation to Dominion or provincial lands, until such dis-

covery or information has been reported to the Minister,

and his permission for such disclosure has been obl^ained;

(d) make investigations or reports relating to the value of

the property of individuals, or hold any pecuniary interest,

direct or indirect, in any mine, mineral lands, mining

works or timber limits in Canada. 53 V., c. 11, s. 10

;

55-56 v., c. 16, s. 2.

15. Xothing in this Act shall be construed to invalidate or

interfere with the commissions, as assistant directors, hereto-

fore issued under orders in council to certain members of the

scientific staff. 53 V., c. 11, s. 11.

OTTAWA: i'rinted by Samuet. Eoward Dawson. Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Ma.jesty.
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CHAPTER 66.

An Act respecting the Postal Service.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Post Office Act. R.S., Short title.

c. 35, s. 1.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' letter ' includes packets of letters

;

' Letter.'

(b) ' postage ' means the duty or sum chargeable for the « Postage.'

conveyance of post letters, packets and other things by

post;

(c) ' foreign country ' means any country not included in ' Foreign

the dominions of His Majesty; country.

(d) ' foreign postage ' means the postage on the conveyance < Foreign

of letters, packets, or other things, within any foreign ^xjstage.'

country or payable to any foreign government

;

(e) ' Canada postage ' means the postage on the conveyance ' Canada

of letters, packets, and other things^ by post, within Canada Postage.'

or by Canada mail packet

;

(f)
' mail ' includes every conveyance by which post letters ' Mail.'

are carried, whether it is by land or by water

;

(g) ' British packet postage ' means the postage due on the ' British

conveyance of letters by British packet boats between th(^ age.'^^
^'^^^'

United Kingdom and British Xorth America ; and
' British postage ' includes all postage which is not Can- ' British

adian, colonial or foreign
;

postage.'

(h) 'employed in the Canada Post Office' applies to any 'Employed

person employed in any business of the Post Office of i?os^^Ortice

'

Canada

;

(i) ' post letter ' means any letter transmitted by the post or ' Post letter,

delivered through the post, or deposited in any post office,

or in any letter box put up anywhere under the authority

of the Postmaster General, whether such letter is addressed

to a real or a fictitious person or not, and whether it is

. intended for transmission by the post or delivery through
the post or not ; and a letter shall be deemed a post letter

from the time of its being so deposited to the time of its

being delivered to the person to wdiom it is addressed, or

so long as it remains in the post office or in anv such letter

1225
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' Mailable
matter.'

'Post letter

bag.'

' Post office.

' Valuable
security.'

CollpotioTi of
revenue, etc.

box or is being carried through the post; and a delivery

to any person authorized to receive letters for the post

shall be deemed a delivery at the post office, and a delivery

of any letter or other mailable matter at the house or office

of the person to whom the letter is addressed, or to him,

or to his servant or agent, or other person considered to be

authorized to receive the letter or other mailable matter,

according to the usual manner of delivering that person'3

letters, shall be a delivery to the person addressed;

(i)
' mailable matter ' includes any letter, packet, parcel,

newspaper, book or other thing which, by this Act, or by

any regulation made in pursuance of it, may be sent by

post;

Ck) ' post letter bag ' includes a mail bag, basket, box, packet,

parcel or other envelope or covering in which mailable

matter is conveyed, whether it does or does not actually

contain mailable matter;

(I) ' post office ' means any building, room, post office rail-

way car, street letter box, receiving box or other receptacle

or place where post letters or other mailable matter are

received or delivered, sorted, made up or despatched

;

(7)1) ' valuable security ' includes the w^hole or any part of

any tally, order or other security or document whatsoever

entitling or evidencing the title of any person to any

deposit in any savings bank or any share or interest in any

public stock or fund, whether of Canada, or of the United

Kingdom, or of any British colony or possession, or of any

foreign country, or in any fund or stock of any body cor-

porate, company or society in Canada or elsewhere; and

includes also the whole or any part of any debenture, deed,

bond, post office money order, bank note, bill, note, cheque,

w^arrant or order or other security for the payment of

money, or for the delivery or transfer of any goods, chattels

or valuable thing, whether in Canada or elsewhere. R.S.,

c. 35, s. 2 ; 52 V., c. 20, s. 2 ; IE. VII., c. 19, s. 1.

3. Every Act of the Parliament of Canada respecting the

collection and management of the revenue, the auditing of the

public accounts and the liabilities of public accountants, shall

apply to the post office service, and to the officers and persons

employed in respect of the same, or in collecting or accounting

for postage duties and dues, except in so far as any provision

of such Act is not susceptible of such application or is incon-

sistent with any provision of this Act. R.S., c. 35, s. 3.

Depart TTifnt

constituted.

• ORGANIZATION OF DEPARTMENT.

4. TIktc sliall \)('^ at the seat of Government of Canada a

department, known as the Post Office Department, for the super-

intendence and management, under the direction of the Post-

master General, of the postal service of Canada. R.S., c. 35, s. 4.

122G 5.
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5. The Postmaster General shall he appointed by the Gover- Postmaster

nor General, by commission nnder the Great Seal of Canada, ^*^"^^^'-

and shall hold office during pleasure. U.S., c. 35, s. 5.

6. The Governor in Council may appoint an officer who sliall Deputy Post-

be called the Deputy Postmaster General, and such other offi- General,

cers and servants as are necessary for the proper conduct of the

business of the Department, all of whom shall hold office during
pleasure. R.S., c. 35, s. 6.

7. Every officer, clerk or servant employed in or by the Post Remunera-

Office Department, shall be remunerated by a stated salary or officers and
pay, to be fixed by the Postmaster General, subject to the provi- servants,

sions of the Civil Service Act and this Act.

2. The scale of payments established by schedule , B of the Civil Ser-

Civil ^Service Act shall, so far as concerns officers, clerks and Ippiy
* *°

employees of the Post Office Department, only apply to the

officers, clerks and employees appointed by the Governor in

Council to positions in post offices in such cities as are from
time to time determined by the Governor in Council to be
M'ithin the meaning of the said schedule ; and in all other cases

the salaries and allowances of postmasters shall be determined
in accordance with the provisions of this Act. R.S., c. 35, s. 7

;

4 E. VII., c. 30, s. 11.

8. No allowance or compensation shall be made to any clerk No compen-

or other officer in the Post Office Department by reason of the clerks fo'r

discharge by him of duties of any other clerk or officer in the performing

Department ; and no allowance or compensation shall be made other clerk.'

for any extra service whatsoever which any such clerk or officer

is required to perform. R.S., c. 35, s. 8.

POWERS OF POSTMASTER GENERAL.

9. 'Jlie Postmaster General may, subject to the provisions Powers of

of this Act, Postmaster

(a) establish and close post offices and post routes

;

Post offices

(h) appoint officers and servants, and' remove or suspend any ^"^ routes,

postmaster or other officer or servant of the post office;
Postmasters.

(c) enter into and enforce all contracts relating to the con- Mail

veyance of the mails, or other business of the post office ;
contracts.

(d) make regulations declaring what shall and what shall Mailable

not be deemed to be mailable matter for the purposes of
™^**^^-

this Act, and for restricting within reasonable limits the

weight and dimensions of letters and packets and other

articles sent by post, and for prohibiting and preventing
the sending of explosive, dangerous, contraband or im-
proper articles, obscene or immoral publications, prints or
photographs, or obscene or immoral post-cards, or letters

1227 or
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or post-cards having printed, stamped or written on the

outside thereof any words tending to injuriously affect

the commercial or social standing of the persons to

whom they are addressed ; and for marking on the

covering of letters, circulars or other mail matter suspected

to concern illegal lotteries, so-called gift concerts, or other

illegal enterprises of like character, offering prizes, or con-

cerning schemes devised or intended to deceive or defraud

the public, for the purpose of obtaining money under false

pretenses, whether such letters, circulars or other mail

matter are addressed to or received by mail from places

within or without Canada, a warning that they are sus-

pected to be of a fraudident character

;

(e) establish the rates of postage on all mailable matter, not

being letters, newspapers or other things hereinafter spe-

cially provided for, and prescribe the terms and conditions

on which all mailable matter other than letters slrall, in

each case or class of cases, be permitted to pass by post,

and authorize the opening thereof, for the purpose of as-

certaining whether such conditions have been complied

with

;

(f) cause to be prepared and distributed postage and regis-

tration stamps necessary for the prepayment of postages

and registration charges, under this Act ; also stamped en-

velopes for the like purpose, and post-cards and stamped

post bands, or wrappers for newspapers or other mailable

articles not being post letters;

(g) make and give effect to any arrangements which are

necessary to be made with the Government, or with the

postal authorities of the United Kingdom, or of any
British possession, or of any foreign country, with regard

to the collecting and accounting for postage, the transmis-

sion of mails and other matters connected with posts and
postal business, and the remuneration or indemnity to be

paid or received under any such arrangement

;

(h) make arrangements for refunding such postage, as is,

from time to time, paid by His Majesty's military or naval

authorities on official correspondence passing between the

several stations of His Majesty's military and naval forces

in Canada

;

(i) make orders and regulations concerning the money order

system and the issuing and paying of money orders in

Canada, and, when he deems it expedient, arrange for the

exchange of such money orders with the United Kingdom
or any British possession or foreign country on such terms

and conditions as he agrees u})on, and as are set forth in

the regulations relating to the same ; and all orders and
regulations so made by him shall be binding and conclusive

upon the persons in favour of whom such money orders are

issued, and the payees thereof nnd all persons interested

1228 through
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through or claiming under them, and upon all other per-

sons whomsoever

;

(j) make and alter rules and orders for the conduct and Depart-

management of the business and affairs of the l)(M)artment '"<^"tal rules

, P , .
,

.
^ and orders.

and for. the guidance and government of the postmasters

and other officers and servants of the post office in the per-

formance of their duties

;

(k) prescribe and enforce such regulations as to letters Registration

directed to be registered, as to him seem necessary, in
letters.

respect to the registration of letters and other matter pass-

ing by mail, as well between places in Canada as between
Canada and the United Kingdom, or any British posses-

sion, or any foreign country, and to the charge to be made
for the same, not exceeding five cents per each letter or

article

;

(I) decide all questions which arise as to wdiat shall be Questions as

deemed to be a letter or letter packet, newspaper, periodical cals^^'^'*'

or other article of mailable matter, admitted to pass by post

under this Act, and as to the rate of postage to which it is

liable

;

(m) sue for and recover all sums of money due for postage Suits for

or for penalties under this Act, or due by any |X)stmaster Po^^^s^-

or his sureties

;

(n) establish and provide street letter boxes or pillar boxes street letter

or boxes of any other description, for the receipt of letters, boxes,

and such other mailable matter as he deems expedient,

in the streets of any city or town in Canada, or at any
railway stations or other public places where he considers

letter boxes necessary;

(o) grant licenses, revocable at pleasure, to agents other Sale of

than postmasters, for the sale to the public of postage **tampa.

stamps and stamped envelopes, and allow to such agents a

commission not exceeding two per centum of the amount
of their sales

;

(p) with the approval of the Governor in Council, authorize Penalties,

to be imposed pecuniary penalties not exceeding two hun-
dred dollars for any one offence against any such regu-

lation as aforesaid, whether the persons offending are or

are not officers of the post office

;

(q) make such regulations as he deems necessary for the General

due and effective working of the post office and postal regulations,

business and arrangements, and for carrying this Act fully

into effect;

(r) make regulations for security being given by any person Security.

or body corporate to His Majesty for the due performance
of his duties in any matter relative to the Post Office of

Canada by any officer, employee, clerk or servant employed
by or under the Postmaster General, or by any one em-
ployed in the Canada Post Office, or by any one perform-
ing, whether with or without authority, any business of
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the Post Office of Canada ; and also for the establishment

and maintenance of a fund derived or to be derived from

moneys received from officers, employees, clerks and ser-

vants employed by or under the Postmaster General, where-

with to make good losses arising from the malfeasance,

misfeasance, or failure to duly discharge his duties in any

matter relating to the post office of any such officer, em-

ployee, clerk or servant, or of any one performing any

business of the post office, and for the indemnification of

His Majesty and others sustaining such losses, by payments

out of the fund; but nothing herein or in any such regu-

lation shall create any liability on the part of His Majesty

or the Postmaster General to indemnify any person for

any such loss

;

(s) make regulations that in the case of mail matter which

bears upon the cover thereof the name and address of the

sender, and which is mailed unpaid, the postmaster at the

office of mailing may notify the sender thereof of such

non-payment and allow him to supply the short postage

for the purpose of being affixed thereto by the postmaster,

and that in the case of imperfectly addressed mail matter

which indicates on the cover the sender's name, the post-

master may afford the sender an opportunity of enabling

the postmaster to complete the address

;

(t) make regulations establishing a system of special delivery

of mailable matter, fixing rates of charges for such special

delivery and the method of payment thereof, and pro-

viding such other details as may be deemed necessary for

the carrying out of such system, including payment of

messengers, notwithstanding anything in the Civil Ser-

vice Act

;

(u) fix a late fee or late fees payable on late mailable mat-

ter, and make such regulations as he deems necessary with

respect to the despatch of late mailable matter

;

(v) establish a system providing for indemnity for losses

of registered mailable matter, such indemnity in no case to

exceed twenty-five dollars for any one registered piece, or

the actual value thereof if less than twenty-five dollars,

and fix an insurance fee or a scale of insurance fees to be

prepaid in respect of such mailable matter, and, from time

to time, make such regulations as he deems necessary for*

carrying out such system;

(w) subject to the approval of the Governor in Council,

compromise and compound any action, suit or information

at any time commenced by his authority, or under his con-

trol, against any ])erson for recovering any pecuniary pen-

alty incurred under this Act, on such terms and conditions,

as he, in his discretion, thinks proper, with full power to

him or any of the officers or persons acting under his

orders, to accept the j)enalty so incurred or alleged to be

1230 incurred,
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incurred, or any part thereof, without action, suit or infor-

mation brought or commenced for the recovery thereof.

2. Every such regulation shall have force and effect as if it Effect,

formed part of the provisions of this Act. R.S., c. 35, ss. 9 and
112; 52 v., c. 20, s. 3 ; 61 V., c. 20, s. 2 ; 61 V., c. 21, s. 1;
62-63 v., c. 29, s. 1 ; 2 E. VII., c. 28, s. 14.

10. Every regulation made by the Postmaster General under Publication,

this Act, other than those made solely for the guidance and
government of the officers or other persons employed in the

postal service, which may be communicated by departmental
order or otherwise, as the Postmaster General sees fit, shall have
effect from and after the day on which the same is published iu

the Canada Gazette. R.S., c. 35, s. 10.

11. Every bond or security required or authorized by any Bonds, etc.

such regulation or by any order of the Postmaster General, in

any matter relative to the post office, or to the observance of any
provision of this Act or any regulation or order made under it,

shall be valid in law, and may be enforced according to its tenor

on breach of the condition thereof. R.S., c. 35, s. 11.

CHIEF POST OFFICE SUPERINTENDENT.

12. A chief post office superintendent may be appointed by Appointment

the Governor in Council, whose duty it shall be from time to
of chief post

1 . rtj 1
office super-

time to inspect the city post offices and such other post offices as intendent.

the Postmaster General from time to time indicates, to examine
into their management and efficiency, and to advise and instruct

the various staffs with a view to promoting the efficiency of the

service.

2. The salary of the Chief Post Office Superintendent on Salary.

appointment shall be three thousand dollars a year, with an
annual increase of one hundred dollars up to a maximum of

three thousand five hundred dollars ; but no increase shall be

granted except on the authority of an order in council, based

on the recommendation of the deputy head, concurred in by the

head of the department. 2 E. VII., c. 28, ss. 9 and 12 ; 4 E.

VII., c. 30, s. 8.

.13. Iso person shall be eligible for appointment as chief Qualifica-

post office superintendent unless he has been a clerk, or officer
^'o"^-

of higher rank, in a city post office for at least ten years ; and
the appointment of a clerk or officer as such superintendent

shall not, unless and until so determined by the Governor in

Council, have the effect of removing him from the position held

by him in the service at the time of his appointment as such

superintendent : Provided that his total salary shall not exceed

three thousand dollars per annum on appointment, nor at any
time exceed three thousand five hundred dollars. 2 E. VII.,

o. 28, s. 10; 4 E. VII., c. 30, s. 9.

1231 14.
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Powers of ^4^ ^j^g Qj^jef p^gt Office Superintendent shall have power
cniGi "Dost

office super- to inquire into and investigate complaints or suspected cases of
intendent. misconduct or mismanagement on the part of any person em-

ployed in the Canada Post Office or performing duties in or in

connection with any post office in Canada, and also into any

complaints of the miscarriage or loss of letters or other mailable

matter, or the contents thereof, with power to suspend from

his duties, during the pleasure of the Postmaster General, any

person employed in any post office, pending the investigation of

any complaint or suspected case of misconduct or mismanage-

ment, and generally with similar powers to those possessed by

post office inspectors or assistant post office inspectors appointed

under this Act. K.S., c. 35, s. 12 ; 4 E. VII., c. 30, s. 1.

POST OFFICE INSPECTORS.

Post office 15. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, ap-
inspectors. point £t and proper persons to be post office inspectors and

assistant post office inspectors, who shall be stationed at such

places and exercise their powers and perform their duties and

functions within such limits respectively as he, from time to

time, prescribes. U.S., c. 35, s. 13.

Their duties. 16. Every post office inspector and assistant post office

inspector shall, under such instructions as are, from time to

time, given by the Postmaster General,

—

(a) superintend the performance of the mail service, tak-

ing care that, as far as the state of the roads and other

circumstances permit, the stipulations of all contracts for

the conveyance of the mail are strictly complied with by
the contractors

;

(b) instruct new postmasters in their duties

;

(c) keep the postmasters to their duty in rendering their

accounts and paying over their balances

;

(d) inspect every post office, from time to time, to see that it

is properly kept, and that the postmasters and their assist-

ants perfectly understand their instructions and perform

their duty well in every particular;

(e) inquire into complaints or suspected cases of misconduct

or mismanagement in respect of such duty, and also into

com])hiints of the miscarriage or loss of letters or other

mail matter; and,

(f) generally do all and whatever he is, from time to time,

instructed or required by the Postmaster General to do for

the service of the Post Office Department. R.S., c. 35,

8. 14.

Power to 17. The Chief Post Office Superintendent and every post

onV.'r uT ofHce inspector and assistant post office inspector may, for the

compel i)er- purpose of any inquiry or investigation, apply in term or in

hefore'them^ vacation, to the Judge of the ICxchequer Court of Canada, or

1232 to
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to any jud^c:e of any superior court in any of the provinces of
Canada, or to any judge or stipendiary magistrate in and for
territories where there is no superior court, for an order that a

subpoena shall issue from such court or magistrate, commanding
any person therein named to appear before the Chief Post Office

Superintendent, inspector or assistant inspector, as the case may
bo, at the time and place mentioned in such subpoena, and then
and there to testify to all matters within his knowledge relative

to such inquiry or investigation, and, if so required, to bring

with him and j)roduce any document, paper or thing which he
has in his possession relative to such inquiry or investigation

;

. and such subposna shall issue accordingly upon the order of

any such judge or stipendiary magistrate.

2. Any such witness may be summoned from any part of Witness may
Canada, whether within or without the ordinary jurisdiction ^^ ^"P'r
/•I • 1 • • • 1 V -T-. o moned from

of the court, judge or magistrate issuing the subpoena. JK.b., any part ot

c. 35, s. 15 ; 4 £^¥11:, c. 30, s. 2.
^^°^^^-

18. Reasonable travelling expenses shall be paid or tend- Penalty for

ered to any witness so subpoenaed at the time of such service; appe^ar^or
and if any person so duly summoned neglects or refuses to i"o give evi-

appear at the time and place specified in the subpoena served

upon him, or refuses to give evidence or to produce the papers

demanded of him, the court, or the judge or magistrate who
ordered the issue of the subpoena, or any other judge of the same
court, may cause the said person to be taken into custody,

and to be imprisoned in the common gaol of the locality as for

contempt of court for a period not exceeding fourteen days.

R.S., c. 35, s. 1(3.

dence.

19. The Chief Post Office Superintendent, and every post Power to

office inspector and assistant post office inspector, may examine 0^^™"^ °"

any person on oath or affirmation on any matter pertinent to

any such inquiry or investigation ; and such oath or affirmation

may be administered by him to any person whom he desires

to examine. R.S., c. 35, s. lY ; 4 E. VII., c. 30, s. 3.

20. Every post office inspector or assistant post office in- Inspectors to

specter, may require any postmaster or assistant in any post oath^^to^em-

office, mail contractor or other person in the employment or p'oyees.

service of, or undertaking to perform any duty or work for the

Post Office Department, to make and sign before him an oath

or declaration in the following form, or to a like effect, that is

to say:

—

I, (insert the name of the 'person and the capacity in which Form of

he is employed in or by the Post Office Department), do solemn- °^*'^"

ly and sincerely promise and swear (or declare), (if the person

is one entitled to declare instead of tal'ing an oath in civil

cases) that I will faithfully perform all the duties required of

me by my employment in the service of the Post Office of

78
"
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Canada, and will abstain from everything forbidden by the

laws for the establishment and government of the Post Office

Department of Canada: So help me God.

This oath {or declaration) wps sworn

{or made) and subscribed before me the

day of

19
Signature.

> Signature of person.

Post Office Inspector, (or as the case may he),

E. S., c. 35, s. 18; 4 E. VII., c. 30, s. 4.

CITY SUPERINTENDENT.

Appointment 21. Whenever a year's revenue of a post office reaches five

tenS"''' hundred thousand dollars, the Governor in Council may by

promotion appoint to that post office, at a salary of one thousand

eight hundred dollars a year, a person to be designated a super-

intendent, whose duty shall be such as is from time to time

determined by the Postmaster General; and no person shall

be elio-ible for such promotion unless he has been a clerk in a

city post office for at least five years. 4 E. VII., c. 30, s. 5.

RAILWAY MAIL SERVICE BRANCH.

Establish- 22. The Governor in Council may establish a branch of

waTmaifir- the Post Office Department to be called the Railway Mail

vice branch. Service Branch, to be composed of a controller, with head-

quarters at Ottawa, superintendents at points to be determined

by the Postmaster General, and such other employees as are

from time to time necessary for the proper conduct of the busi-

ness of the branch. 60-61 V., c. 26, s. 3.

23. The Governor in Council may appoint to such branch

an officer to be called the Controller of the Railway Mail Ser-

vice of Canada together with such superintendents, railway

mail clerks, transfer agents and other employees as are deemed

necessary; and such Controller, superintendents, railway mail

clerks, transfer agents and other employees may be. appointed

from among persons in the Civil Service, and, in such event,

such appointments shall not, within the meaning of the Civil

Service Superannuation and Retirement Act or any other Act,

be regarded as new appointments, but shall be regarded as mere

transfers from one branch of the Civil Service to another.

00-61 v., c. 26, s. 3.

Qualification 24. No pcrson shall be eligible to be appointed Controller
of Lontrolier.

^^^ ^^^^^ railway mail service unless he has been for at least

ten years employed in the Canada Post Office. 60-61 V., c. 26,

8. 3.

New ap- 25. New appointments to the said branch shall be made as

pointments. provided for by the Civil Service Act. 60-61 V., c. 26, s. 3.

1234 26.
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26. The duties of the Controller, under the direction of the J;on[ronir
head of the Department, shall be,

—

(a) to have control over the superintendents, railway mail
clerks, transfer agents and other employees in such branch
in the discharge of the duties from time to time assigned

to them by the Controller, and to deal with all breaches
or neglect of duty, with power to suspend such persons
for such breaches or neglect of duty or other sufficient

cause, during the pleasure of the Postmaster General;
(h) to issue mail schedules and distribution lists

;

(c) to deal with all matters pertaining to the internal

economy of postal cars

;

(d) to deal with all delayed or mis-sent mails or mail matter;

(e) to regulate the receipt and despatch of mails between
post offices and railways, and to perform such other duties

as are from time to time assigned to him by the head of

the Department. 60-61 V., c. 26, s. 3.

27. The sakry of the Controller shall be determined by the Salary.

Governor in Council, and shall not exceed two thousand five

hundred dollars per annum. GO-Cl V., c. 26, s. 3.

28. The Controller, and those employed in his office at Controller's

Ottawa, shall form part of the first or inside departmental divi-
f^^nslde^^

sion of the Civil Service. 60-61 V., c. 26, s. 3. service.

29. The salary of a superintendent shall on appointment be Salary of

fifteen hundred dollars, with annual increases of one hundred supenn-

dollars up to a maximum salary of eighteen hundred dollars.

3 E. VII., c. 49, s. 8.

30. Except for British Columbia, no person shall be eligible Qualification

to be appointed such superintendent unless he has been at least "endenT^"
ten years in the railway mail service and has served as railway

mail clerk during at least one-half of the said ten years. 62-63

v., c. 29, s. 3.

31. The scale of salaries of clerks and other employees in Salaries in

the offices of the superintendents shall be the same as for clerks si^erln°

in the city post offices. 60-61 V., c. 26, s. 3, tendents.

32. The following provisions of this section, in lieu of any Railway mail

to the contrary, shall apply to all persons appointed as railway clerks,

mail clerks after the thirteenth day of August, one thousand

nine hundred and three :

—

(a) A railway mail clerk shall be appointed on probation Appointment

for a period of at least six months, at a salary of four ^^'^ salary,

hundred dollars a year, with an additional allowance for

mileage ; and on the confirmation of his appointment he

may be paid at the rate of five hundred dollars a year and
mileage, with annual increases of fifty dollars until the

78^ 1235 maximum
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maximum of one thousand two hundred dollars is reached

;

(h) Railway mail clerks shall pass a yearly case examina-

tion; and no railway mail clerk shall be entitled to an

increase of salary in any year in which he has not passed

a satisfactory case examination, and no increase shall be

granted except on the report of the deputy head, concurred

in by the head of the Department, stating that the clerk is

deserving of such increase;

(c) The salary of a railway mail clerk may be reduced when

the case examinations are not satisfactory

;

(d) Except train porters, no persons over thirty years of

age, other than those who on the thirteenth day of August,

one thousand nine hundred and three, were temporarily

employed in the post office service, shall be eligible for

appointment as railway mail clerks ; and no person shall be

appointed unless he has passed the second or qualify-

ing examination prescribed by the Civil Service Act, or

unless he is a graduate of the Royal Military College or of

any university in Canada;

(e) Railway mail clerks appointed under this section shall

be subject to the provisions of Part II. of the Civil Service

Superannuation and Retirement Act;

(f) Any person appointed to the permanent staff of the rail-

way mail clerks before the thirteenth day of August, one

thousand nine hundred and three, may come under the

provisions of this section at the salary he is then receiving,

on his advising the Postmaster General in writing that he

so desires ; but his rights and position under the Civil Ser-

vice Superannuation and Retirement Act shall not be

thereby affected;

(g) Any railway mail clerk coming under the provisions of

this section in accordance with the last preceding para-

graph, shall be eligible for an increase of fifty dollars at

the expiration of one year from the date on which he last

received an increase; but no increase shall be granted

under this paragraph, except in the case of a railway mail

clerk over sixty years of age, unless the clerk, within a

period of twelve months, passes a satisfactory case

examination

;

(h) Railway mail clerks over sixty years of age shall not be

required to pass the case examination

;

(i) Appointments and increases and reductions of salaries

under this section shall be made by the Governor in

Council

;

(j) The mileage allowance under this section shall be the

same as that provided for in schedule B to the Civil Service

Act;

(h) Except as herein otherwise ]U'ovided, the provisions of

the Civil Service Act shall api)ly to all railway mail clerks

employed uiuh'r this section. I'> E. VII., c. 49, s. 1.

1236 33.
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33. Increases and reductions in the salaries of the superin- Increases and

tendents, railway mail clerks, transfer agents and other em- of'sakries
ployees in the railway mail service branch, may be made by
the Governor in Council on the recommendation of the Post-

master General on the report of the Controller; and in the case

of railway mail clerks, the report shall be accompanied by a

statement of the clerk's last case examination, general efficiency

and length of service. CO-61 Y., c. 26, s. 3.

34. The Governor in Coimcil may appoint to the railway Train

mail service of Canada employees to be known as train porters,
p^"^*^^™-

the Postmaster General to determine from time to time the

duties to Avhich they may be assigned; the minimum salary

on appointment to be at the rate of four hundred dollars per

annum, which may be increased annually by thirty dollars until

the maximum salary of seven hundred dollars per annum is

reached.

2. Appointees to this class will require to have passed Examina-

the preliminary Civil Service examination, and no person shall
*'*^°'

be appointed to the position of train porter who is less than

eighteen or more than twenty-four years of age.

3. Any train porter who has had three years' service as such. Promotion,

and who has passed the qualifying Civil Service examination,

and also such examination in duties as the Postmaster General
prescribes, shall be eligible for appointment, at such salary as

he has at the time, to the rank of railway mail clerk. 1 E. VII.,

c. 19, s. 3.

CLERKS IN POST OFFICES.

35. Clerks or stampers and sorters employed in post offices Examination

shall be examined for promotion on the work of the post office, °f clerks for

at such times and by such persons as are from time to time

designated by the Postmaster Generah 61 V., c. 20, s. 6

;

4 E. VII., c. 30, s. 7.

36. ISTotwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Civil Eligibility

Service Act, any clerk or stamper and sorter shall be eligible for
t°on^^°™*'"

promotion to any higher class in the outside branch of the Post

Office Department without being required to pass any examin-

ation except such as may be prescribed under regulations to be

passed by the Postmaster General and having reference to the

duties to be performed by such clerk. 3 E. VIL, c. 49, s. 6;

4 E. VIL, c. 30, s. 7.

GRADED EMPLOYEES.

37. This Act, instead of the Civil Service Act, shall apply civil Servic*

to every person appointed messenger, porter, packer, letter- Act not to

carrier, mail transfer agent or box collector in either the inside ^^^ ^"

or outside division of the Post Office Department. 2 E. VIL,
c. 28, s. 1.

1237 38.
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Five grades. 38. The dasses of persons mentioned in the last preceding

section shall be divided into five grades, to be called grades

A, B, C, D and E, respectively. 2 E. VII., c. 28, s. 2.

Salaries. 39. The salaries of those in grade A shall be at the rate

of one dollar and twenty-five cents per day ; of those in grade

B, at the rate of one dollar and fifty cents per day; of those

in grade C, at the rate of one dollar and seventy-five cents per

day; of those in grade D, at the rate of two dollars per day;

and of those in grade E, at the rate of two dollars and twenty-

five cents per day. 2 E. VII., c. 28, s. 3.

Probation.

Grades.

Reductions.

40. Every such appointment shall be subject to probation

for a period of three months, or until such earlier time as he

is, on the recommendation of the proper ofiicer, confirmed in

his appointment.

2. The appointee shall, during the period of probation, be

classed in grade A; upon the appointment being confirmed,

he shall be classed in grade B; after two years' service in

grade B, he shall, if duly recommended for promotion, be

classed in grade C; after two years' service in grade C, he

shall, if duly recommended for promotion, be classed in grade

D; and for the performance of work of a specially arduous

and responsible nature, or in recognition of special efficiency

and good conduct, promotions may from time to time be made

from grade D to grade E.

3. In case of inefficient or unsatisfactory service or conduct,

reductions in grade may also from time to time be made.

2 E. VII., c. 28, s. 4; 3 E. VII., c. 49, s. 2.

Examina- 41. Candidates for appointment shall be subject to such
*'°"^-

= tr. previous examinations as are from time to time prescribed by

appointment, the Governor m Council. 2 E. V ii., c. 28, s. 5.

Yearly leave

of absence
with pay.

42. Every messenger, porter, packer, letter-carrier, mail

transfer agent and box collector shall be entitled each year to

two weeks' leave of absence with pay; and he may also, on

account of satisfactory service, be granted additional leave of

absence with pay, for a period not exceeding ten days in each

year, or a bonus at the rate of two dollars for each day of such

additional leave, and^ in that case, he shall have his option

between the said additional leave and the said bonus. 2 E.

VII., c. 28, s. 7.

Appointees 43. Any person appointed on or after the fifteenth day of

«Jtcr loi^h May, one thousand nine hundred and two, to the position of

subject to' messenger, porter, packer, letter-carrier, mail transfer agent or

1238 box
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box collector shall be subject to Part II. of the Civil Service Part II. of

Superannuation and Iletirenicnt Act. 2 E. VII., c. 28, s. 8. ^" \^- ^^^

44, ISTo person over thirty years of age, other than those Kligibility

temporarily in the post office service on the fifteenth day of maiTdS.
May, one thousand nine hundred and two, shall be eligible

for appointment as railway mail clerk, or as stamper and
sorter. 2 E. VII., c. 28, s. 11.

45. Appointments, promotions, reductions in grade and dis- Appoint-

missals of graded employees shall be made by the Governor in bv OoVlJnor
Council 2 E. VII., C. 28, S. 12. in Council.

KESTITUTIOlSr OF STOLEN PROPERTY.

46. The Postmaster General may pay over or deliver to such Delivery of

person as he considers to be the rightful owner thereof, upon property

satisfactory evidence of claim, any sum of money or other mails when

'property stolen from the mails, which is recovered from the recovered,

thief. K.S., c. 35, s. 19.

RATES OF POSTAGE.

4*7. On all letters transmitted by post for any distance Rate of

within Canada, except in cases otherwise specially provided for, postage on

there shall be charged and paid one uniform rate of two cents

per ounce weight, any fraction of an ounce being chargeable

as an ounce, and such postage rate of two cents shall be prepaid

by postage stamp or stamps at the time of posting the letter.

2. Letters wholly unpaid shall not be forwarded by post ; but

letters which are addressed to any place in Canada and on which
any postage has been prepaid by stamp shall be forwarded to

their destination charged with double the amount of the postage

thereon not so prepaid, which amount shall be collected on de-

livery. 61 v., c. 20, s. 1.

48. On letters not transmitted through the mails, but posted On local or

and delivered at the same post office, commonly known as local
^°'^

or drop letters, the rate shall be one cent per ounce weight,

which shall, in all cases, be prepaid by postage stamps affixed

to such letters; except that in cases where there is a delivery

by letter-carriers, the rate shall be two cents per ounce, which

shall also be prepaid by postage stamps. 52 V., c. 20, s. 5.

49. Whenever any seaman in His Majesty's navy, or ser- q^ letters to

geant, corporal, drummer, trumpeter, fifer or private soldier in or from

His Majesty's service, is entitled to receive or send letters on soldi ers°^

the payment of a certain sum and no more, in place of all iJl ^^^^
,

1239 British serviTe
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British postage thereon, the payment of such sum shall likewise

free such letters from all Canada postage thereon. R.S., c. 35,

s. 22.

Or to com-
missioned
officers in

army or
navy.

50. "Wlienever a letter or packet, addressed to a commis-
sioned officer of the army or navy, or of any of the departments
belonging thereto respectively, at a place where he has been
employed on actual service, would be free from British postage
on the transmission thereof from such place to any place to

which he has removed in the execution of his duty, before the

delivery of such letter or packet, the same shall, in like manner,
be free from Canada postage ; and the Postmaster General may
make such regulatioois, declaratory and otherwise, as are neces-

sary for giving effect to this section. R.S., c. 35, s. 23.

On news- 51. N^ewspapers and periodicals weighing less than one

po^fjd
^ ^' ounce each may be posted singly at a postage rate of half a cent

singly. each, which shall, in all cases, be prepaid by postage stamp
affixed to each. R.S., c. 35, s. 24.

Newspapers
issued less

frequently
than
monthly.

52. The-rate of postage on newspapers and periodical publi-

cations printed and published in Canada, and issued less fre-

quently than at intervals of one month from a known office of

publication or news agency, and addressed and posted by and
from the same to regular subscribers or news agents, and on all

specimen newspapers, shall be one cent for each pound w^eight,

or any fraction of a pound weight, which shall be prepaid by

postage stamps or Otherwise as the Postmaster General, from
time to time, directs ; and such newspapers and periodicals shall

be put up into packages and delivered into the post office, and

the postage rate thereon prepaid by the sender thereof, under

such regulations as the Postmaster General, from time to time,

makes in that behalf. 52 V., c. 20, s. 6.

Newspapers
from place

of publish-

ing.

53. Newspapers and periodicals, printed and published in

Canada, mailed by the publisher in the post office at the place

whore they are published and addressed to regular subscribers

or newsdealers in Canada, resident elsewhere than in the place

of publication, shall be transmitted by mail to their respective

addresses, subject to the provisions of this section, if the news-

paper or periodical,

—

(a) is known and recognized as a newspaper or periodical

in the generally received sense of the word, and consists

wholly or in great part of political or other news or of

articles relative tliereto, or to other current topics, and is

pul)lished regularly at intervals of not more than one

month

;

(h) has the full title, place and date of publication, and the

distinguishing nundjcr of the issue printed at the top of

1240 the
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the first page, and every subsequent page, and also on any
paper, print, lithograpli or engraWng purporting to be a

supplement to such newspaper or periodical and sent with

(c) is addressed to a hona fde subscril)er, or to a known
newsdealer in Canada ; and,

(d) is delivered into the post office under such regulations

as the Postmaster Gejieral, from time to time, makes for

that purpose.

2. Newspapers and periodicals I'equired to be transmitted by To be trans-

mail for a distance within twenty miles from the place of ^]}^^^ 20

,,.. .,. . T
"^ ,. T^ miles, etc.

publication, or within a circular area having a diameter not

exceeding forty miles, and the publication of which is of no

greater frequency than once a w^eek, shall be transmitted free

of postage within one or other of such areas to be selected by
the publisher in accordance with regulations in that behalf

established by the Postmaster General.

3. I^ewspapers and periodicals which are required to be If to be

transmitted for a greater distance than is mentioned in the last transmitted

• 1 IT- c 1 • 1 • c ^ ^ greater
preceding subsection, or the publication of which is of greater distance, etc.

frequency than once a week, shall be subject to postage at the

rate of one-half of one cent for each pound weight or any

fraction of a pound weight, and such postage shall be prepaid

by postage stamps or otherwise as the Postmaster General from

time to time directs : Provided that in any case where the dis-

tance in Canada for which any such newspapers or periodicals

are required to be transmitted does not exceed three hundred

miles from the place of publication, and such newspapers or

periodicals are not to be delivered in Canada under the free

letter-carrier delivery system, the said rate of one-half of one

cent for each pound or fraction of a pound weight shall be

reduced to one-quarter of one cent. 61 V., c. 20, s. 3 ; 3 E.

VII., c. 49, s. 9.

54. For the purpose of determining the weights of such Minimum

newspapers or periodicals, each newspaper or periodical trans-
newspaper

mitted separately through the "mails shall be held to weigh not

less than one-half of one ounce. 61 V., c. 20, s. 3.

55. The Postmaster General may decide whether any pufeli- Postmaster

cation, for which transmission at the rates mentioned in the
^e^c'ide^'

^^

last preceding four sections is claimed, is or is not a newspaper

or periodical, within the meaning and intent of said sections,

and whether the requirements thereof have or have not been

complied with in regard to it, and from time to time may make
any regulations he deems necessary to give full effect to the

provisions of said section, or to permit fraudulent evasions

thereof. 61 V., c. 20, s. 3.
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No letter to 56. ISTo letter or other communication intended to serve
be inclosed,

^j^^ purpose of a letter shall he sent or inclosed in any mailable

Hiatter chargeahle with less than letter rates, or in any news-

paper or periodical; and every newspaper, periodical, package

or thing transmitted by post at less than letter rates of postage

shall be sent in covers open at the ends or sides or otherwise so

put up as to admit of inspection by the officers of the post office

to ensure compliance with this provision. K.S., c. 35, s. 28.

Mailable 57. Notwithstanding anything herein contained, all letters,

blVween newspapers and other mailable matter passing by mail between

Canada and any place in Canada and the United Kingdom, or any British

possession, or foreign country, shall be liable to such charges

and rates of postage on being posted in Canada, or on delivery

therein, and be subject to such regulations and conditions as

are agreed upon, under any arrangement made by the Post-

master General, for the transmission, despatch, receipt and

delivery of the same, and contained in any regulation made by

the Postmaster General in pursuance of such arrangement.

U.S., c. 35, s. 29.

abroad.

Unpaid
postage.

PAYMENT OF POSTAGE.

58. British, foreign or colonial postage, as well as the

Canada postage on any letter or other mailable matter shall,

if not prepaid, in all cases in which prepayment has not been

made obligatory, be payable to the Postmaster General by the

person to whom the same is addressed, or who may lawfully

receive such letter or other mailable matter, which may be de-

tained until the postage is paid; and any refusal or neglect

to pay such postage shall be held to be a refusal to receive such

letter or mailable matter, which shall be detained and dealt

with accordingly; but if the same is delivered, the postage on

it shall be charged against and paid by the postmaster deliver-

ing it, saving his right to recover it from the person by whom
it was due, as money paid for such person. U.S., c. 35, s. 30.

Letters 59« If any letter or other mailable matter is refused, or if

refused.
-j^j^g person to whom it is addressed cannot be found, any postage

due thereon shall be recoverable by the Postmaster General

fr«m the sender of such letter or packet. R.S., c. 35, s. 30.

Amount of 60. The pos^^ge marked on any letter or other mailable
postage. matter shall be held to be the true postage due thereon; and

the person signing or addressing it shall be held to be the sender,

until the contrary is shown. R.S., c. 35, s. 30.

IIow
recovered.

61. All postage shall be recoverable with costs by action in

any court of competent jurisdiction, or in any way in which

Customs duties are recoverable. R.S., c. 35, s. 30.
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62. Wlienever letters or other mailable matter are posted Letters for

for places without the limits of Canada, to which stamps for of'^Canada

prepayment are aftixed of less value than the true rate of post- forwarded

age to which such letters are liable, or when stamps for pre- fett^rs.^'

payment are affixed to letters addressed to any place as aforesaid

for which prepayment cannot be taken in Canada, the Post-

master General may forward such letters, charged with postage,

as if no stamp had been thereto affixed; and when any letter

or other mailable matter is posted in Canada without prepay-
ment, or insufficiently prepaid, in any case in which prepayment Disposal of

is by this Act made obligatory, the Postmaster General may letters not

detain the same and cause it to be returned, when practicable,

to the sender. R.S., c. 35, s. 31.

63. No postmaster or letter-carrier shall, as respects any No change

letter or other mailable matter delivered by him on which any
tJr or^^lette"

-

postage is payable, be bound to give change, but the exact carrier,

amount of the postage so payable shall be tendered or paid to

him in current coin; and in like manner the exact value in

current coin of any postage stamps, registration stamps, stamp-
ed envelopes, post cards, or post bands or wrappers, when pur-
chased from any postmaster, shall be tendered or paid to him at

the time of purchase thereof. R.S., c. 35, s. 32.

SHIP LETTERS.

64. The Postmaster General may make such reasonable Conveyance

compensation as he sees tit to masters of vessels, not being °^ letters by

post office packets, for each letter conveyed by such vessels from Canada

between places beyond sea and Canada; and the Governor in 'JtherThL
Council may direct that, at any port or class of ports, such post office

vessels shall not be permitted by the officers of Customs to enter
p^^^^^*^®-

or break bulk until all letters on board the same have been
delivered at the post office, nor until the master has made
declaration, in such form as is prescribed, that he has delivered
all such letters accordingly. R.S., c. 35, s. 33.

EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGE OF THE POSTMASTER GENERAL.

65. Subject to the provisions and regulations aforesaid. Postmaster

and the exceptions hereinafter made, the Postmaster General
^nT'*^to'

shall have the sole and exclusive privilege of conveying, collect, con-

receiving, collecting, sending and delivering letters within iive/°ettir's
Canada. R.S., C. 35, S. 34. in Canada.

66. Such exclusive privilege, prohibition and penalty shall Exceptions.

not apply to,

—

(a) letters sent by a private friend in his way, journey or Letters by

travel, if such letters are delivered by such friend to the P^^^'^*^^

person to whom they are addressed;

1243 (b)
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Messenger.

Commissions,
writs, etc.

Private
vessel.

Posted on
arrival.

Letters sent
by vessels of
merchan-
dise.

Letters with
goods.

(h) letters sent bj a messenger on purpose, concerning the

private affairs of the sender or receiver

;

(c) commissions or returns thereof, and affidavits or writs,

process or proceedings or returns thereof, issuing out of a

court of justice;

(d) letters addressed to a place out of Canada and sent by
sea . and by a private vessel

;

(e) letters lawfully brought into Canada, and immediately

posted at the nearest post office

;

(f) letters of merchants, owners of vessels of merchandise,

or of the cargo or loading therein, sent by such vessel of

merchandise, or by any person employed by such owners

for the carriage of such letters according to their respective

addresses, and delivered to the persons to whom they are

respectively addressed, without pay, hire, reward, advant-

age or profit for so doing;

(g) letters concerning goods or merchandise sent by common
known carriers to be delivered with the goods to which

such letters relate, without hire or reward, profit or ad-

vantage for receiving or delivering them. R.S., c. 35,

s. 34.

Proviso. 67. Nothing herein contained shall authorize any person to

collect any such excepted letters for the purpose of sending or

conveying them as aforesaid, or shall oblige any person to send

any newspaper, pamphlet or printed book by post. R.S., c. 35,

s. 34.

Letters may 68. Any person may, and every officer or person employed

and charged i^^ the post office or in the collection of the revenue of Canada,
with postage, shall seize any letters conveyed, received, collected, sent or

delivered in violation of this Act, and take them to the nearest

post office, and give such information to the postmaster as he is

able to give and as is necessary for the effectual prosecution of

the offender ; and the letters shall also be chargeable with letter

postage. R.S., c. 35, s. 35.

BKANCH OFFICES AND DELIVERY IN CITIES.

Branch
ofru-es i

cibes.

post 69. The Postmaster General may, when in his judgment the
^ public interest or convenience requires it, establish one or more

branch post oflices to facilitate the operation of the post office

in any city or place which in his opinion requires any such
additional accommodation for the convenience of the inhabi-

tants ; and he may prescribe the rules and regulations for the
brancli post offices established by virtue of this Act ; and no
additional postage sliall be charged for the receipt or delivery

of any letter or packet at such l)ranch post offices. R.S., c. 35
8. 36.
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70. The Postmaster General may, whenever the same is Employment

proper for the accommodation of the public in any city or town, carriers!'^

employ letter-carriers for the delivery of letters received at the

jjost office in such city or town and for the receipt of letters at

such places in snch city or town as the Postmaster General
directs, and for the deposit of the same in the post office ; but
letters shall not be so delivered whenever the person to whom
they are addressed has requested the postmaster, in writing, to

retain them in the post olSce. P.S., c. 35, s. 37.

71. The person to whom any letter is delivered by a carrier The rates,

from the post office shall pay for the delivery a sum not exceed-

ing two cents for each letter, and for the delivery of each news-

paper and pamphlet one cent, all of which receipts, by the car-

riers in any city or town, shall be accounted for to the Post-

master General. U.S., c. 35, s. 38.

72. Each of such carriers shall give a bond, with sureties Carriers

"approved by the Postmaster General, for the safe custody and *° ^'Y^
SGCuntv

delivery of all letters, and for the due account and payment of

all moneys received by him, R.S., c. 35, s. 39.

73. The Postmaster General may, with the consent of the Free

Governor in Council, establish in any city, when he deems it
^^^^i^^^y.

expedient, a system of free delivery by letter-carrier of letters

brought by mail, and he may direct that, from the time that

such system is so established, no charge shall be made for the

delivery of such letters by letter-carriers in such city; and
such system of free delivery, when established in any citv,

shall be subject to such regulations as the Postmaster General,
from time to time, sees fit to make.

2. In places enjoying the free letter-carrier delivery system, street raii-

the Postmaster General, in lieu of paying street railway com- ^^^ trans-

pan ies for the transportation of letter-carriers, may pay to any
^^^ ^ ^°"'

carrier, to defray his cost of transportation, a bulk sum not
exceeding fifty dollars a year, but this provision shall not apply
to places where carriers are entitled to free street railway trans-

portation. E.S., c. 35, s. 40; 4 E. VII., c. 30, s. 10.

PAECEL POST,

74. The Postmaster General may establish and maintain Parcel post

a parcel post within Canada, and may arrange with the Gov- ^stablish-

ernment of the United Kingdom, any British possession, or anv
foreign country, for the reciprocal receipt, transmission and
delivery of parcels ; and closed parcels, other than letters, and
not containing letters, may be sent by such parcel post, and
Avhen so sent shall be liable to such charges for conveyance
and to such regulations as the Postmaster General, froni time
to time, sees fit to make. 52 Y., c. 20, s. 9,
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Certain
letters and
other mail-
able matter
to be free

of postage.

Senate and
House of
Commons.

Books from
Parliament
library.

Limitation.

FRANKING AND FREE MAIL MATTER.

75. All letters and other mailable matter addressed to or

sent by the Governor General, or sent to or by any department

of the Government at the seat of Government, shall be free

of Canada postage under such regulations as are, from time to

time, made in that respect by the Governor in Council. K.S.,

c. 35, s. 42.

76. Letters and other mailable matter addressed to or sent

by the Speaker or Clerk of the Senate or of the House of Com-

mons at the seat of Government shall be free of Canada post-

age, and letters and other mailable matter addressed to or by

any member of either House at the seat of Government, during

any session of Parliament, or to any of the members at the seat

of Government as aforesaid, during the ten days next before

the meeting of Parliament, shall be free of Canada postage.

R.S., c. 35, s. 42.

77. All books belonging to the library of Parliament may
be sent from the same to any member of either House, or from

any such member addressed to the librarian, during the recess

of Parliament, and free of Canada postage in either case.

R.S., c. 35, s. 42.

78. The privilege of free transmission as above given shall

apply only to mail matter passing between the seat of Govern-

ment and places in Canada. R.S., c. 35, s. 42.

Parliamen-
tary papers.

Post office

letters, etc.

Petitions
to local

leKiwlatures.

79. Members of either the Senate or the House of Commons
may, during the recess of Parliament, send by mail, free of

Canada postage, all papers printed by order of either House;

and members of the legislature of any one of the provinces

of Canada may, in like manner, send by mail free of Canada

postage, all papers printed by order of such legislature. U.S.,

c. 35, s. 42.

80. The Postmaster General may prescribe the conditions

and circumstances under v\?hich letters, accounts and papers,

relating solely to the business of the post office, and addressed

to or sent by some officer thereof, shall be free from Canada

postage. K.S., c. 35, s. 42.

81. Petitions and addresses to the legislatures of any

of the provinces of Canada, or to any branch thereof, and

also votes and proceedings and other papers printed by order

of any snch h^gishiturcs or any branch thereof, may be sent

free of Canada postage under such regulations as the Post-

master General prescribes. R.S.^ c. 35, s. 42.
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82. liooks for the use of the blind shall be free of Canada Books for

postage under such regulations as the Postmaster General pre-
bl'ia-

scribes. Gl V., c. 20, s. 4.

PKOPERTY IN rOST LETTERS AND OTHER MAILABLE MATTER.

83. From the time any letter, or other mailable matter is Property in

deposited in the post office for the purpose of being sent by ^ailalile

post, it shall cease to be the property of the sender, and shall

be ilie property of the person to whom it is addressed or the

legal representatives of such person ; and the Postmaster Gen-
eral shall not be liable to any person for the loss of any letter,

or other mailable matter sent by post. R.S., c. 35, s. 43.

84. No letter, or other mailable matter shall, whilst in the Mailable

post office or in the custody of any person employed in the
]f^b]e^\o"°*'

Canada Post Office, be liable to demand, seizure or detention, seizure.

under legal process against the sender thereof, or against the

person or legal representatives of the person to whom it is

addressed. R.S., c. 35, s. 43.

DEAD LETTERS.

85. Except as in this Act otherwise provided, letters or Letters and

other mailable matter which, from any cause remain undelivered '^^j'^'' '"^l'"

in any post office, or which having been posted, cannot be for-

warded by post, shall, under such regulations as the Postmaster
General makes, be transmitted by postmasters to the Post Office

Department, or to such other places as the Governor in Council
directs, as dead letters, there to be opened and returned to the

writers or senders, or such dead letters may, in any case or

class of cases, be otherwise disposed of as the Postmaster Gen-
eral directs : Provided that, with regard to letters, the only

places other than Ottawa to which they may be so transmitted letters.

and dealt with as dead letters, subject to such regulations as

aforesaid, shall be the cities of Toronto, Kingston, Hamilton,
London, Montreal, Halifax, St. John, Winnipeg, Victoria

and Vancouver, and the town of Dawson.
2. Any letter or other mailable matter returned as a dead Postage

letter to the writer or sender shall be subject to the payment of thereon,

any postage due thereon with three cents additional to defray

the cost of returning it, less, in the case of insufficiently prepaid

letters or other mailable matter posted in Canada, such amount
of postage as has been prepaid thereon.

3. If any such dead letter, of which the writer or sender if containing

cannot be ascertained or found, contains money, the Postmaster ™oney.

General may appropriate it as postal revenue, keeping an ac-

count thereof; and the amount shall be paid by the Postmaster

General to the rightful claimant as soon as he is found. R.S.,

c. 35, s. 44; 61 V., c. 20, s. 5 ; 1 E. VII., c. 19, s. 2.
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Contraband
or dutiable
goods.

If any such
goods are
found.

If not.

Tolls and
ferries.

LETTERS CONTAINING CONTRABAND GOODS.

86. Every postmaster, clerk or other person employed in

the postal service of Canada, shall detain any post letter, parcel,

package or other article of mail matter which contains or is

suspected to contain any contraband goods, or any goods, article

or thing subject to duty on .being imported into Canada, or the

importation of which into Canada is prohibited, and shall de-

liver the same to a collector or other proper officer of Customs,

who may cause the same to be opened in his presence and for

his inspection by the person to whom it is addressed, or some
one by him thereto authorized, for the purpose of ascertaining

and exacting the proper amount of duty, if any, payable thereon.

2. After payment of duty, if any is found to be payable, the

letter, parcel, package or other article of mail matter shall, if

the person to whom it is addressed or his authorized agent is

present, be handed over to him on his paying the postage, if

any, charged thereon, or, fif he is not present, it shall be re-

turned to the Post Office and be forwarded to the place to which

it is addressed ; but if such post letter, parcel, package or other

article of mail matter is found to contain contraband goods or

any article the importation of which is by law prohibited, the

same shall be forfeited and be dealt with as the law directs.

52 v., c. 20, s. 11.

TOLLS AND FERRIES.

87. Xo mail stage, or other winter or summer vehicle carry-

ing a mail, shall be exempted from tolls or dues on any road or

bridge in Canada, unless in the Act or charter authorizing such

road or bridge it is specially so provided. R.S., c. 35, s. 46.

Obligations
of ferrymen.

Mail not to

be delayed.

88. Every ferryman shall, upon request and without delay,

convey over his ferry any courier or other person travelling with

the mail, and the carriage and horse or horses employed in

carrying the same ; and the sum to be paid for such service may
be fixed by contract ; or if any ferryman demands more than the

post office authorities or the contractor for carrying the mail are

willing to pay, the amount to be paid shall be fixed by arbitra-

tors, each party naming an arbitrator, and the two arbitrators

naming a third ; and the decision of any two of such arbitrators

ghall be binding. U.S., c. 35, s. 46.

89. 'No toll-gate keeper or ferryman shall detain or delay a

mail on pretense of demanding toll or ferriage, but the same,

if due and not paid, shall be recoverable in the usual course of

law from the person liable. U.S., c. 35, s. 46.

IINITKD STATES MAILS PASSING THROUGH CANADA.

Carriaec of 90. The Postmastcr General may, from time to time, with

Sutes^ mails ^^^' approval of the Governor in Council, make any arrange-
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ment wliieli lio deems just and exi)edient for allowiiii^ the mails through

of the United States to be carried or transported throuiih anv
^^^^'^^•

portion of Canada from any one point in the territory of the
United States to any other point in the same territory, upon
obtaining the like privilege for the transportation of the mails
of Canada through the United States M'hon required.

2. Whenever the Postmaster General shall have undertaken Deemed H.
or agreed to provide for the carriage or transportation of the ^^- '"^'^s-

mails of the United States through any portion of Canada, such
mails, when so carried or transported or required by the Post-

master General to be so carried or transported, shall be deemed
to be His Majesty's mails for all the purposes of this Act affect-

ing the obligation of steamships or railways upon the request of

the Postmaster General to carry His Majesty's mails and per-

sons travelling therewith on postal service. R.S., c. 35, s. 47.

91. Every United States mail so carried or transported as And pro-

last aforesaid shall, while in Canada, be deemed and taken to be tected in

a mail of His Majesty, so far as to make any violation thereof,

any depredation thereon, or any act or offence in respect thereto,

or to any part thereof, which would be punishable under the

existing laws of Canada, if the same, was a Canada mail or part

of a Canada mail, an offence of the same degree and magnitude
and punishable in the same manner and to the same extent as

if the same was a Canada mail or part of a Canada mail ; and in

any indictment for such act or offence, such mail or part of a

mail may be alleged to be, and, on trial of such indictment, shall

be held to be, a Canada mail or part of a Canada mail.

2. In an indictment for stealing, secreting or destroying any Property

post letter, post-letter-bag, packet, chattel, money or valuable
"n^Pjj^gf.'^"^

security sent by post through and by any of the United States master

mails as aforesaid, the property of such post letter, post-letter-
^'^"^ra-l.

bag, packet, chattel, money or valuable security sent by post as

herein mentioned, may be laid in the Postmaster General, and

it shall not be necessary to allege in the indictment, or to prove

upon the trial or otherwise that the post letter, post-letter-bag,

packet, chattel or valuable security was of value, R.S., c. 35,

s. 48.

POSTMASTERS.

92. The Governor in Council may appoint all postmasters Appointment

having permanent salaries in cities and towTis ; and all other of Pp^t'

postmasters may be appointed by the Postmaster General. R.S.,

c. 35, s. 49.
'

93. The Postmaster General shall, upon the appointment Postmaster

of any postmaster, require and take of such postmaster a bond, to give

with good and approved sureties, in such penalty as he deems
sufficient, conditioned for the faithful discharge of all the

duties of such postmaster required by law^, or which are required

by any instruction or regulation or general rule for the govern-

ment of the post office. R.S., c. 35, s. 49.
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be^chanJed^
94. When any surety of a postmaster notifies to the Post-

and new master General his desire to be released from his suretyship,

cuted.
^^^ ^^ when the Postmaster General deems it necessary, he may

require such postmaster to execute a new bond, with sureties,

which bond, when accepted by the Postmaster General, shall be

as valid as the bond given upon the original appointment of

the postmaster; and the sureties in the prior bond shall be

released from responsibility for all acts or defaults of the post-

master done or committed subsequent to the acceptance of the

new bond, and the date of the acceptance shall be duly endorsed

on such prior bond. R.S., c. 35, s. 49.

Application 95, Payments made by such postmaster subsequent to the
01 D3,VII16IltS. •/ X J.

' acceptance of a new bond, shall be applied first to the discharge

of any balance due by him at the time of such acceptance, unless

the Postmaster General otherwise directs. R.S., c. 35, s. 49.

Limitation
of suits.

Account-
ability of

postmasters.

96. No suit shall be instituted against any surety of a post-

master after the lapse of two years from the death, resignation

or removal from office of such postmaster, or from the date of

the acceptance of a new bond from such postmaster. R.S.,

c. 35, s. 49.

97. The Postmaster General may appoint the periods at

which each postmaster or person authorized to receive postage,

or any class or number of postmasters or persons respectively,

shall render his or their accounts, and the form and manner in

which such accounts shall be kept and rendered ; and if any

postmaster or any such person neglects or refuses to render

his accounts, and to pay over to the Postmaster General the

balance due by him at the end of any such period, the Post-

master General may cause a suit to be commenced against the

person so neglecting or refusing. P.S., c. 35, s. 50.

Delay in the 98. If any postmaster neglects to render his accounts for

account^
^^ ^^^ month after the time or in the form and manner prescribed

by the Postmaster General's instructions and regulations, he

shall forfeit double the value of the postages which have arisen

at the same office in any month previous to the institution of

proceedings to recover or enforce such forfeiture, which shall

be recoverable by the Postmaster General in an action of debt

on the bond against the postmaster and his sureties, and for

which the sureties shall be liable. R.S., c. 35, s. 51.

Postmasters 99. No postmaster shall, under any pretense whatsoever,

the amount^ have or Tcceive or retain for himself any greater or other allow-

ance or emolument of any kind, in respect of his office, than

the amount of his salary and allowances as fixed and authorized

by law or by the Postmaster General. U.S., c. 35, s. 52.

100. Postmasters whose salaries are not fixed by law may be

paid by a percentage on the amount collected by them, or by

1250 such
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such sahary and allowances as the Postmaster General, having age in cer-

due regard to the duties and responsibilities assigned in respect *^'° ^^^^^•

to each post office, by regulation determines in each case. R.S.,

c. 35, s. 53.

MAIL CONTKACTS AND CONTRACTORS.

101. The Postmaster General, before entering into any con- Tenrlers

tract for carrying the mail involving an annual cost of more
foir*'[,efo^g

than two hundred dollars, shall give at least six weeks' previous contract,

notice by advertisement in such newspaper or newspapers as

he selects in each case, and by public notices put up in the prin-

cipal post offices concerned in the proposed contract specify iiig

the services to be contracted for, and the day on which tenders

for the same will be, by him, received. U.S., c. 35, s. 54.

102. The contracts, in all cases in which there is more than Lowest

one tender, shall be awarded to the lowest tenderer who offers tenderer
/

^ given th€
sufficient security for the faithful performance of the contract, contract

unless the Postmaster General is satisfied that it is in the public
^ause*'

^'^^

interest not to accept the lowest tender. U.S., c. 35, s. 54.

103. The Postmaster General shall not be bound to consider if otherwise,

the tender of any person who has wilfully or negligently failed j'easons to

to execute or perform a prior contract ; but, in all cases where Governor.

he does not give the contract to the lowest tenderer, he shall

report his reasons therefor to the Governor General for the in-

formation of Parliament. R.S., c. 35, s. 54.

104. When in the opinion of the Postmaster General, the Lowest offer

lowest tender received after public advertisement for the per- "°* ^° ^^.,

formance of a mail contract is excessive, he shall not be com- deemed

pelled to accept the said tender, but may, in his discretion,
^^<^^ss'^^-

either re-advertise the said contract for further competition, or

offer to the persons from whom tenders have been received, each
in his turn, beginning with the lowest, such sum as he deems a
reasonable and sufficient price for the said contract, and may
enter into a contract with such of the said persons as will ac-

cept such offer. R.S., c. 35, s. 55.

105. The Postmaster General may, in his discretion, au- Postmaster
thorize and allow a postmaster to undertake and perform a ™^-^ ^^

contract for the transportation of a mail, subject to the regula- a contractor.^

tions applying to all mail contracts, when, in his opinion, the
interests of the public service will be thereby promoted. E.S.,

c. 35, s. 56.

106. Every tender for carrying the mail shall be accom- Written
panied by an undertaking, signed by one or more responsible agreements

persons, to the effect that he or they undertake that the tenderer
*^ ^^'^^^t^®-

will, if his tender is accepted, enter into an obligation, within
791 1251 such
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such time as is prescribed by the Postmaster General, with good

and sufficient sureties, to perform the service proposed. R.S.,

c. 35, s. 57.

Failure to 107. If, after the acceptance of a tender and notification

fftfr'accep? thereof to the tend<3rer, he fails to enter into an obligation with-

ance of ^^ ^j^g ^{j^q prescribed by the Postmaster General, with good

and sufficient sureties for the performance of the service, the

Postmaster General shall proceed to contract with some other

person for the performance of the said service, and may forth-

with cause the difference between the amount tendered and the

amount for which he has contracted ior the performance of the

said service for the whole period thereof, to be charged up

against the said tenderer and his surety or sureties; and the

same may be immediately recovered in an action of debt, in the

name of the Postmaster General, against the tenderer and his

sureties, or any of thein, and when recovered shall form part

of the postal revenue. R.S., c. 35, s. 57.

Contracts 108. The Postmaster General may, in his discretion, submit
less than $200 (-.Qj^^yr^c^g fgr mail transportation, involving an annual expense

to be let by of less than two hundred dollars, to public competition in the

Ge?"raf
^^ manner and form prescribed for contracts of a greater annual

charge, or he may direct an agent to receive tenders for and

execute such contracts on his behalf, or he may, in special cases,

conclude such contracts by private agreement when he conceives

the public interest will be promoted by such a course; but he

shall not pay under any such contract made by private agree-

ment a higher rate of annual pajmient for the services to be per-

formed than is ordinarily paid for services of a like nature

under contracts made after public advertisement. R.S., c. 35,

s. 58.

Persons 109. No contract for carrying the mail shall knowingly be

combined to made by the Postmaster General with any person who has
keep back entered into any combination, or proposed to enter into any

excluded! combination, to prevent the making of any tender for a mail

contract by any other person, or who has made any agreement,

or has given or performed or promised to give or perform any

consideration whatever, Oir to do or not to do anything wliat-

ever, in order to induce any other person not to tender for a

mail contract. R.S., c. 35, s. 59.

Contracts 110. The Postmastcr General may, with or without pre-

and^tea'nT^^ vious advertisement, contract with any railway or steamboat
boat com- company for conveying the mail ; but no contract involving the
panies.

j)Hyinent of a larger sum than one thousand dollars shall be

entered into witliout the approval of the Governor in Council.

li.S., c. 35, s. r,0.

Abstracts of 111. The Postmaster General shall keep recorded, in a Vi-ell

recorded* '

'" I'ouiul book, a truc and faithful abstract of tenders made to him
1252 for
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for carrying; the mail, embracing as well those which are re-

jected as those which are accepted; the said abstract shall

contain a description of each contract advertised for public com-

petition, the dates of the tenders made, the dates at which they

were received by the Postmaster General, the names of the

persons tendering, the terms on which they propose to carry the

mail, the sum for which it is offered to contract, and the length

of time the agreement will continue ; and the Postmaster Gen-

f ral shall also ])ut on file and preserve the originals of the pro- Originals to

positions of which abstracts are here directed to be made. E.S., be preserved.

c. 35, s. 61.

112. No contract shall be entered into for a longer term No contract

than four years ; but the Postmaster General may, in special {ha^four
cases, when in his opinion the service has been satisfactorily years,

performed under an expiring contract, and on conditions advan-

tageous to the public interest, renew the contract with the

same contractor for a further term not exceeding four years.

R.S., c. 35, s. 61.

113. The Postmaster General may make temporary con- Temporary

tracts for such services until a regular letting in the form pre-
^°"tracts.

scribed can take place. R.S., c. 35, s. 62.

114. No additional compensation shall be made to any Additional

]nail contractor so as to make the compensation for additional f'P^pensa-

regular service exceed relatively as to such service the exact
proportion which the original compensation bears to the original

service stipulated to be performed ; and no extra allowance shall

be made by the Postmaster General to any contractor for an
increase of expedition in the transportation of the mail, unless
the employment of additional stock or carriers by the contractor
is thereby rendered necessary; and in such case the additional
compensation on account of such increase of expedition shall

never bear a greater proportion to the additional stock or car-

riers rendered necessary by such increase of expedition than the
sum stipulated in the original contract bears to the stock and
carriers necessarily employed in the execution of the original
contract without such increase of expedition. U.S., c. 35
s. 63.

115. His JMajesty's mail and persons travelling therewith His:\ra.)est.v'.s

on postal service, shall, at all times when thereunto required ™'^^ed°
^^

by the Postmaster General, be carried on any steamship or steamboats

steamboat navigating the waters of Canada, and on any rail- on^eraJ^tr
way in Canada, and with the whole resources of the railway to be fixed

company if required, on such terms and conditions and under uT
£'00™""

such regulations as are made by the Governor in Council. R S
c. 35, s. 64; 52 V., c. 20, s. 1.

1253 POSTMASTEK
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POSTMASTER GENERAL S REPORTS.

116. The Postmaster General shall annually make to the

Governor General, so that it may be laid before Parliament

within ten days after the meeting thereof in each session, a

report, which shall be made up to the end of the fiscal year then

last preceding, and which shall contain,

—

(a) a statement of the gross receipts and net produce of

the postal revenue of Canada for the last preceding fiscal

year, exhibiting the amounts paid over to the Minister of

Finance on account of the postal revenue, and the balances

outstanding at the commencement and termination of the

year

;

(b) a statement showing the charges and expenditures in-

curred by the Department within the said year, setting

forth in separate amounts the charges for mail transporta-

tion during the said year, stating in each case the name ol

the contractor or person receiving payment, the mail route,

the mode and frequency of transportation, and the sums
paid for salaries of officers and persons permanently or

temporarily employed in the outside establishment of the

department, showing in each case the name of the person,

the service or duty on which employed, and the amount
paid for printing and advertising and for all incidental and
miscellaneous items of disbursement, showing the sum
paid under each head of expenditure, and the name of the

person to whom paid

;

(c) a statement of the money order offices in operation at

any time within the said year, stating in each case the

gross postal revenue, the number and amount of money
orders issued and paid, the amount of commission thereon

and the compensation, salary and allowances to the post-

master at each office respectively

;

(d) a statement of the losses, if any, sustained in collect-

ing the postal revenue during the year to which the report

relates, and in conducting the money order system or other-

wise
;

(e) a statement of all cases occurring within the said year
of the abstraction or loss of letters containing monev
sent through the post, showing the particulars of each case,

and stating the result of the proceedings instituted therein

})y tlio Department;

(f) a statement of dead letters received during the year,

and of their contents, valuable or otherwise, showing how
siK'h dead letters have been disposed of. 52 V., c. 20,

8. 12.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

Opening 117. I*]very one who unlawfully opens any post letter bag,
letter baK or

,^j. unlawfully takes any letter out of such bag, is guilty of an

R.S., 190G.
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indictable offence, and liable to imprisonment for five years.
Jg^^J'^^'^^'^^

KS., c. 35, s. 82.

118. Every one who unlawfully issues any money order Unlawfully

with fraudulent intent, is guilty of an indictable offence, and money order,

liable to imprisonment for a term not less than three years.

U.S., c. 35, s. 85.

119. Every one who,

—

Forging

(a) forges, counterfeits or imitates any postage stamp issued stamps, etc.

or used under the authority of this Act, or by or under the

authority of the Government or proper authority of the

United Kingdom, or of any British possession, or of any

foreign country; or,

(h) knowingly uses any such forged, counterfeit or imitated

stamp ; or,

(c) engraves, cuts, sinks, or makes any plate, die or other

thing wdiereby to forge, counterfeit or imitate such stamp
or any part or portion thereof ; or,

(d) has possession of any such plate, die or other thing as

aforesaid, except by the permission in writing of the Post-

master General, or of some officer or person who, under

regulations made in that behalf, may lawfully grant such

permission ; or,

(e) forges, counterfeits or unlawfully imitates, uses or

affixes, to or upon any letter or packet, any stamp, signa-

ture, initials, or other mark or sign purporting that such

letter or packet ought to pass free of postage, or at a lower

rate of postage, or tliat the postage thereon or any part

thereof has been prepaid or ought to be paid by or charged

to any person or department;

is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to imprisonment Penalty,

for life, or for a term not less than five years. R.S., c. 35, s. 86.

120. Every one who forges, counterfeits or imitates any Forging post

post office money order, or advice of such money order, or any order.
™°°^^

signature or writing in or upon any post office money order, or

money order advice, with intent to defraud, is guilty of an in-

dictable offence, and liable to imprisonment for any term not

exceeding seven years, and not less than tw^o years. R.S., c. 35,

s. 87.

121. Every one who unlawfully opens, or wilfully kc is, Unlawfully

secretes, delays or detains, or procures, or suffers to be unlaw- ?^!°'"^ '^°^*

fully opened, kept, secreted, or detained, any post letter-bag post letter.

or any post letter, whether the same came into the possession of

the offender by finding or otherwise how'soever, or after pay-

ment or tender of the postage thereon, if payable to the person

having possession of the same, neglects or refuses to deliver up
any post letter to the person to whom it is addressed or who is

legallv entitled to receive the same, is guilty of an indictable

offence. R.S., c. 35, s. 89.

1255 • 122.
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122. Every one who incloses in or with any letter, packet

or other mailable matter sent by post, or puts into any post

office, any explosive, dangerous or destructive substance or

liquid or any matter or thing likely to injure any letter or other

mailable matter or the person of any officer or servant of the

post office is guilty of an indictable offence. K.S., c. 35, s. 92.

123. Every one who incloses,

—

(a) a letter or letters, or any writing intended to serve the

purpose of a letter or post card, in a parcel posted for the

parcel post, or in a packet of samples or patterns posted to

pass at the rate of postage applicable to samples and

patterns ; or,

(h) incloses a letter or post card or any writing to serve the

' purpose of a letter or post card, or any other thing in a

newspaper posted to pass as a newspaper at the rate of

postage applicable to newspapers, except in the case of

the accounts and receipts of newspaper publishers and of

the printed circulars inviting subscriptions, and the

printed envelopes addressed to such publishers, which will

be permitted to pass folded or inclosed within the news-

papers sent by them ; or,

(c) a letter or any writing intended to serve the purpose of

a letter or post card, in any mail matter sent by post not

being a letter;

shall incur a penalty not exceeding forty dollars and not less

than ten dollars in each case. 57-58 V., c. 54, s. 2; 62-63 V.,

c. 29, s. 2.

124. Every one who, with fraudulent intent, removes from
any letter, newspaper or other mailable matter sent by post, any
postage stamp which has been affixed thereon, or wilfully, Avith

intent aforesaid, removes from any postage stamp or post card,

post band o.r wrapper which has been previously used, any mark
which has been made thereon at any post office, is guilty of an
indictable offence. R.S., c. 35, s. 9-i.

125. Every one who abandons, or obstructs or wilfully

delays the passing or progress of any mail, or any car, train,

locomotive engine, tender, carriage, vessel, horse or animal em-
ployed in conveying any mail on any railway, public highway,

river, canal, or water communication, is guilty of an indictable

offence. R.S., c. 35, s. 95.

126. Every one who, being a mail carrier or person

employed to convey any mail, post letter-bag or post letters, is

guilty of any act of drunkenness, "negligence or misconduct

whereby the safety or punctual delivery of such mail, post letter-

bag or post letters might be endangered, or contrary to this Act

or anv regiilation made under it, collects, receives or delivers

any letter or other mailable matter, or neglects to use due care

and diligence to convey any mail, post letter-bag or post letter

1256 at
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at a rate of speed appointed therefor hy the regulations then in

force or the contract under wliich lie acts, is guilty of an in-

dictable offence. R.S., c. 35, s. 97.

127. Every one, who, being a toll-gate-keeper, whether on Refusing to

pretense of the non-payment of any toll or other pretense what-
to°]^ps"^^''

soever, refuses or neglects forthwith upon demand to allow any throush toll

mail or any carriage, horse or animal employed in conveying ^^ ^'

the same, to pass through such toll-gate, is guilty of an indict-

able offence. R.S., c. 35, s. 98.

128. Every one who, being a ferryman, wilfully detains Detaininc

or delays or refuses to convey over a mail at his ferry, is guilty ^ ^* ierry.

of an indictable offence. E..S., c. 35, s. 99.

129. Every one who, being a postmaster or other person Issuing

authorized to issue money orders, issues any money order, unless "^°"^^' order

he has previously received the purchase money or sum payable ment.

therefor, is guilty of an indictable offence. K.S., c. 35, s. 100.

130. Every one who, being a postmaster, wilfully destroys, Mutilating

mutilates or obliterates or refuses to produce or to deliver up o^^ial books.

to any inspector or other proper officer of the Post Office

Department on demand, any book containing or which ought to

contain the record or account of the money orders issued or

paid, or of the registered letters or other business of his office,

is guilty of an indictable offence. U.S., c. 35, s. 101.

131. Every one who, being a postmaster or other officer, Hypotheca-

agent- or employee of the Post Office Department, hypothe- gl-am^"^^^^^
cates, pledges or subjects to any lien any postage stamps, stamp-

ed envelopes, post cards, post bands or wrappers entrusted to

him for safe keeping, sale or issue to the public, or for any
other purpose, or attempts to commit such offence, is guilty

of an indictable offence. E.S., c. 35, s. 102.

132. Every one who wilfully violates any regulation law- -wiifuliv con-
fully made under this Act is guilty of an indictable offence, if travering

such violation is declared to be an indictable offence by such
^^^'^^^o*^-

regulation. R.S., c. 35, s. 104.

133. Every officer of or connected with the post office who Converi?ion

converts to his own use in any way whatsoever, or uses by °^ ^"^''1

way of investment in any kind of property or merchandise, Tpost" "^

or lends, with or without interest, any portion of the public
°^^'^^-

moneys entrusted to him for safe keeping, transfer, disburse-

ment, or for any other purpose, shall be deemed to have stolen

so much of the said moneys as is so taken, converted, invested,

used or lent, and is guilty of an indictable offence.

2. Every person who advises or knowingly and willingly

participates in such theft is guilty of an indictable offence, and
shall, for every such offence, forfeit and pay to His Majesty a Participa-

fine equal to the amount of the money stolen, and shall be liable ^'°°-

1257 ^ to
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to imprisonment for a term not exceeding seven years and not

less than three months.

3. The neglect or refusal by any such officer to pay over any

public moneys in his hands, or to transfer or disburse any such

moneys promptly, on the requirement of the Postmaster

General, shall be 'prima facie evidence of such conversion to his

own use of so much of the public moneys as is in the hands of

such officer. E.S., c. 35, s. 105.

134. ]Sio person other than a postmaster shall exercise the

business of selling postage stamps or stamped envelopes to the

public, unless duly licensed so' to do by the Postmaster Gen-

eral and under such conditions as he prescribes; and every

person who violates this provision by selling postage stamps or

stamped envelopes to the public without a license from the

Postmaster General, shall, on summary conviction, incur a pen-

alty not exceeding forty dollars for each offence. K.S., c. 35,

s. 106.

Using post-
age stamps
used before.

135. Every person who uses or attempts to use in prepay-

ment of postage on any letter or mailable matter posted in

Canada, any postage stamp which has been before used for a

like purpose, or who uses or attempts to use for the purpose of

transmission by or through the post, any post card, or stamped

envelope or stamped post band or wrapper, which has been be-

fore used for a like purpose, shall incur a penalty not exceeding

forty dollars and not less than ten dollars for every such offence

;

and the letter or other mailable matter on which such stamp

has been so improperly used, and the post card, stamped en-

velope, or stamped post band or wrapper so used more than once

may be detained, or in the discretion of the Postmaster General

forwarded to its destination charged with double postage. R.S.,

c. 35, s. 108.

136. Every person who without the authority of the Post-

master General, the proof of which authority shall rest on such

person, places or permits or causes to be placed or to remain

on his house or premises, the words Post Ojfice, or any other

words or mark which imply or give reasonable cause to believe

that such house or premises is a post office or a place for the

receipt of letters, shall, on summary conviction, incur a penalty

not exceeding ten dollars for each offence.

2. Any person who, otherwise than in conformity with this
collecting or

^p|.^ collects, scnds, convcys or delivers, or undertakes to collect,

letters. send, convey or deliver any letter within Canada, or receives or

has in liis possession witliin Canada any letter for the purpose

of so conveying or delivering it, sliall, for each and every letter

so unlawfully collected, sent, conveyed or delivered, or under-

taken so to be, or found in his possession, incur- a penalty not

exceeding twenty dollars. R.S., c. 35, ss. 34 and 109.

1258 ruocEDURE.
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PROCEDURE.

137. Every peciiniarv penalty imposed by this Act, or Recovery of

by any reguhition of the Postmaster General made under it,
P^^^'ties.

shall be recoverable with costs by the Postmaster General, by
civil action in any court of competent jurisdiction, and shall

belong to His Majesty for the public uses of Canada, saving

always the power of the Governor in Council to allow any part

or the whole of such penalty to the officer or person by whose
information or intervention the same was recovered.

2. If the penalty does not exceed forty dollars, it shall be Summary

recoverable on summary conviction before any justice of the

peace.

3. If the penalty exceeds forty dollars, the offender may be Indictment,

indicted for violating the provisions of this Act, or the regula-

tions made under it, instead of being sued for such penalty, and
if convicted shall be punishable by fine or imprisonment or

both, in the discretion of the court. E.S., c. 35, s. 113.

138. In any action or proceeding for the recovery of post- Burden of

age, or of any penalty under this Act, the burden of j)roof that
^^°° '

any thing proved to have been done by the defendant was done
in conformity to or without violation of this Act shall lie upon
the defendant. E.S., c. 35, s. 114.

139. In any action, suit or proceeding against any post- Evidence,

master or other officer of the Post Office of Canada, or his

sureties, for the recovery of any sum of money alleged to be due
to the Crown as the balance remaining unpaid of moneys re-

ceived by such postmaster or officer by virtue of his office, a

statement of the account of such postmaster or officer showing
such balance, and attested as correct by the certificate and signa-

ture of the accountant of the Post Office of Canada, or of the

officer then doing the duties of such accountant, shall be evi-

dence that such amount is so due and unpaid as aforesaid ; 'and

in every such suit judgment shall be rendered for double the

amount appearing by such account to be so due to the Crown by
the defendant ; but nothing herein contained shall be construed

to prevent the provisions of the Consolidated Revenue and
Audit Act from applying to such postmaster or officer. R.S.,

c. 35, s. 115.

140. All suits, proceedings, contracts and official acts Suits by

brought, had, entered into or done by the Postmaster General,
Generaf*^"^

shall be brought, had, entered into or done in and by his name
of office, and may be continued, enforced and completed by his

successor in office as fully and effectually as by himself; and
no appointment or authoritv of any Postmaster General of

"^1259 Canada,
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Canada, or of any postmaster, officer or servant of the Post
Office of Canada, shall be liable to be traversed or called in ques-

tion, in any case, except by those who act for the Crown ; and
all suits for the recovery of debts or balances due to His Majesty
in respect to the postal service, whether they appear by bond
or obligation made in the name of the existing or any preceding

Postmaster General, or otherwise, may be instituted in the

name of the Postmaster General. R.S., c. 35, s. 116.

SECURITY BY OFFICERS.

Bond by
sureties for
post office

officials.

Suit upon
bond, and
application
of moneys
received.

141. Any bond or instrument of guarantee given and
executed to His Majesty, by any person or body corporate, as

security for the due performance of the duties of his office, by
any officer, employee, clerk or servant employed by or under the

Postmaster General, may be expressed to extend to and include

as a breach of the conditions thereof, any theft, robbery, loss or

destruction by such officer, employee, clerk or servant, or

through his malfeasance, misfeasance or neglect of duty, of any
money, goods, chattels, valuables or effects, or of any letter or

parcel containing the same, which may come into his custody or

possession as such officer, employee, clerk or servant, and

although the same does not belong to the Crown, and the Post-

master General is not liable for the loss thereof.

2. His Majesty may, upon such bond or instrument of guar-

antee, proceed for, demand and recover the amount or value of

any such money, goods, chattels, valuables or effects not other-

wise recovered by or for the persons entitled to the same, to

the amount of the penalty stipulated in such bond or instru-

ment; and upon the recovery and receipt of the same the Post-

master General shall apportion and pay the same to such

person or amongst such persons as he determines to be the

owners of or otherwise entitled to receive any such money,

goods, chattels, valuables or effects, or the equivalent or value

thereof; but nothing shall create any liability on the part of

His Majesty or the Postmaster General, to any person whomso-

ever, to indemnify or hold harmless, pay or reimburse such

person for the loss of any such money, goods, chattels, valuables

or effects, except as hereinbefore provided. R.S., c. 35, s. 117.

CUSTOMS AND REVENUE.

1'. O. em-
ployees
deemed em-
ployed in

firevon ting
amugKling.

142. Every officer, clerk and person employed in the

postal service of Canada shall be deemed and held to be era-

ployed in the prevention of smuggling and for the enforcement

of tlio revenue laws of Canada, and shall l)e subject to all the

requirements and penalties and entitled to the like protection as

that provided for under the Consolidated lievenuc and Audit

Act and the Customs Act.
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2. jSTo such officer, clerk or person shall deliver or permit to

be delivered to the person to whom it is addressed any post letter,

parcel or package or other article of mail matter which contains
or is suspected to contain any dutiable goods, until the duty
payable thorcon under any Act respecting the Customs has be'cn

paid to an officer of Customs, in the manner proscribed by law
or by regulations in that behalf. 52 V., c. 20, s. 13.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 67.

An Act respecting the Department of Agriculture.

1* This Act may be cited as the Department of Agriculture Short title.

Act.

2. There shall be a department of the Government of Department

Canada called the Department of Agriculture, over which the

Minister of Agriculture, for the time being appointed by com-
mission under the Great Seal, shall preside.

2. The Minister shall have the management and direction Minister.

of the Department, and shall hold office during pleasure. R.S.,

c. 24, s. 1.

3. The Governor in Council may appoint an officer who Deputy

shall be called the Deputy Minister of Agriculture, and such ^'"ister.

other officers and clerks as are required for the proper conduct Officers and

of the business of the Department, all of whom shall hold office
^^^'^^^•

during pleasure. R.S., c. 24, s. 2.

4. The duties and powers of the Minister of Agriculture Duties and

shall extend to the execution of laws enacted by the Parlia- ^linLier
ment of Canada, and of orders of the Governor in Council

relating to the subjects enumerated in the next following section,

as well as to the direction of all public bodies, officers and ser-

vants employed in the execution of such laws and orders. E.S.,

c. 24, s. 3.

5. The following subjects shall be under the control and Subjects of

direction of the Minister of Agriculture, that is to say :— ^^^ ^'^

'

(a) Agriculture

;

(b) Public Health and Quarantine

;

(c) Arts and Manufactures;

(d) The Census, Statistics and the Registration of Statis-

tics;

(e) Patents of Invention

;

(f) Copyright;

(g) Industrial Designs and Trade Marks;
(h) Experimental Farm Stations.

2. The Governor in Council may, at any time, assign any other sub-

other duty or power to the Minister of Agriculture. R.S., c. 24, J^^^^-

ss. 4 and'5; O.C.'s 5th March, 1873 and 14th March, 1892.
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Assignment 6. The Governor in Council may, notwithstanding any-

to anotlfer thing to the Contrary in the last preceding section ctintained,

department, assign any of the duties or powers hereinbefore enumerated

to the head of any other department. K.S., c. 24, s. 5; 50-51

v., c. 12, ss. 1 and 2.

Minister to 7. Whenever, under the provisions of this Act, the manage-

jecTTs Trans- ment and direction of any one of the subjects hereinbefore

ferred substi- mentioned is transferred from the Minister of Agriculture to

" ^ '

another minister of the Crown, such minister shall be substi-

tuted for and have the powers and perform all the duties of the

Minister of Agriculture, as defined and provided by the Statutes

of Canada relating to such subject, and the deputy of such other

minister shall in like manner be substituted for and have all

the powers and perform all the duties of the Deputy of the

Minister of Agriculture in relation to such subject. 50-51 V.,

c. 12, s. 3.

Annual 8. The Minister of Agriculture shall make and submit to
report.

^Yiq Governor General an annual report of the proceedings of

his Department, to be laid before both Houses of Parliament

within twenty-one days from the commencement of tha session.

R.S., c. 24, s. 6.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Damson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 68.

An Act respecting the Census and Statistics.

STIORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Census and Statistics Act. Ehor< title.

4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 1.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Agriculture ; and,

(b) ' Office ' means the Census and Statistics Office. 4-5 E.
VII., c. 5, s. 2.

PAKT I.

ORGANIZATION.

3. There shall be a permanent office under the Minister permanent
of Agriculture, to be called the Census and Statistics Office, *^^'^^-

and the Governor in Council may appoint thereto a chief

officer, a secretary, and such other officers, clerks and employees
as are necessary for the proper conduct of the office, whose duties

under the direction of the Minister shall be to carry out the

provisions of this Act, and such other duties as are assigned to

them by the Governor in Council. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 3.

4. The Governor in Council may also appoint such census Census
officers, census commissioners and other employees as are neces- officers,

sary for the taking of each census, with such relative powers
and duties and such emoluments as are laid down for each
census by order in council. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 3.

5. There shall be appointed by or under the authority of Enumera-
the Minister, in such manner and subject to such rules in that ^°^^-

behalf as are laid down by order in council, one or more enumer-
ators for every census subdistrict, and whenever two or more
enumerators are appointed for a subdistrict the powers and
duties of such enumerators shall be such as the Minister assigns

to each, whether territorially or otherwise; and m remote or

sparsely settled parts of the country, the Minister may appoint

80 12G5 one
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Agents.

Temporary
clerks.

Duties.

Rules and
forms.

Details and
procedure.

one or more assistants for each enumerator. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5,

s. 4.

6. The Minister may also employ from time to time sucli

agents or persons as are necessary to collect for the Office

statistics and information relating to such industries and affairs

of tbe country as he deems useful and in the public interest,

and the duties of such agents or persons shall be such as the

Minister determines. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 4.

7. The Minister may also, with the approval of the Governor

in Council, appoint temporary clerks or employees for an

indefinite period, the term of whose service shall cease and
determine upon notice given to them by the Minister. 4-5 E.

VII., c. 5, s. 4.

8. It shall be the duty of the chief officer and the secretary

of the Office, under the direction of the Minister,

—

(a) to organize a clerical working staff for the inside service

of the Office

;

(b) to prepare all forms and instructions requisite for the

work and business of the Office

;

(c) to prepare one or more tables setting forth the rates

of remuneration or allowance per day, .by fee or otherwise,

for the several commissioners, enumerators, agents and

other persons employed in the outside service of the Office

in the execution of this Act

;

(d) to make ready the requisite sheets for compiling the

returns of enumerators, agents and other persons into

statistical tables for publication ; and,

(e) generally to supervise and control all the work of the

Office in its inside and outside services. - 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 5, s. 5.

9. The Minister shall make and prescribe all rules, regu-

lations, instructions and forms which he deems requisite for

the work and business of the Office.-

2. Such forms, rules, regulations and instructions, and any

such tables of rates of remuneration or allowance, as aforesaid,

when assented to by the Governor in Council and published in

the Canada Gazette, shall have the force of law. 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 5, s. 6.

10. The details of information, and procedure to be followed

for tlic obtaining thereof, the forms to be used, and the period

at which, and the dates with reference to which, the census shall

be taken or statistics and information collected, whether gener-

ally or for any specific.'d localities requiring to be exceptionally

dealt with in any of these respects, shall, subject to the pro-

visions of this Act, be such as the Governor in Council by pro-

clamation directs. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 7.
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PAKT II.

CENSUS.

11. A cenf?ns of Canada shall be taken by the Office, under Census every

the direction of the Minister, on a date in the month of Jnne,

in the year one thousand nine hundred and eleven, to be fixed

by the Governor in Council, and every tenth year thereafter.

4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 8.

12. A census of the population and agriculture of the pro- ^l-imtoba,

vinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta shall be taken

by the Office, under the direction of the Minister, according to

special forms and instructions to be approved by the Minister,

on a date in the month of June, in the year one thousand nine

hundred and sixteen, to be fixed by the Governor in Council,

and every tenth year thereafter. 4-5 E. VII., c. 6, s. 1.

13. The Governor in Council, by proclamation, shall divide Census dis-

the country into census districts, and each census district into

subdistricts, to correspond respectively, as nearly as may be,

with the electoral divisions and subdivisions for the time being,

and in territories not so defined or so situated as to admit

of adhering to circumscriptions already established, into special

divisions and subdivisions for the purpose of the census. 4-5

E. VII., c. 5, s. 9.

14. Each general census, commencing with the year one Details.

thousand nine hundred and eleven, shall be so taken as to

ascertain with the utmost possible accuracy, for the various

territorial divisions of Canada,

—

(a) their population and the classification thereof, as re-

gards name, age, sex, colour, social condition, nationality,

race, education, religion, occupation and otherwise, together

with a record of all persons deceased within the census

year

;

•

(b) the houses for habitation, stores, warehouses, factories

and other buildings therein, and their classification as

occupied or vacant, under construction and otherwise

;

(c) the occupied land therein, and its value, and the condi-

tion thereof as improved for cultivation, in fallow, in

forest, unbroken prairie, marsh or waste land and other-

wise
;

(d) the products of factories, farms, fisheries, forests and

mines therein, and other industries, with the values of all

the said products and of the plant and real estate employed

in the said industries, within the census year;

(e) the wage-earnings of the people thereof within the census

year;

(f) the municipal, educational, charitable, penal and other

institutions thereof; and,

80i 1267 (g)
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(g) whatsoever other matters are specified in tlie forms and
instructions to be issued, as this Act provides. 4-5 E. VIL,
c. 5, s. 10.

Duties of
officers.

15. The census officers and commissioners shall be en-

trusted, under direction and instruction of the Minister, v;ith

the superintendence of the work assigned to the enumerators,

and shall see that all those under their superintendence

thoroughly understand the manner in which the duties required

of them are to be performed, and use due diligence in ihe per-

formance thereof. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 11.

Enumerator.

Forms and
instructions.

16. Every enumerator, b}^ visiting every house and by

careful personal inquiry, shall ascertain, in detail with the

utmost possible accuracy, all the statistical information with

which he is required to deal, and no other, and shall make
an exact record thereof, and attest the same under oath, and

shall see that such attested record is duly delivered to the census

commissioner under whose superintendence he is placed.

2. The enumerator shall execute this section, in all respects,

as required by the forms and instructions issued to him.

4-5 E. VIL, c. 5, s. 12.

Census com
missioner.

17. The census commissioner of each district shall examine

all such records and satisfy himself how far each enumerator

has performed the duties required of him, and shall note all

apparent defects and inaccuracies in such records, and require

the several enumerators concerned therewith to assist him in

respect thereof, and with their assistance shall correct the same

so far as is found requisite and possible.

Returns. 2. Such census commissioner shall note always whether such

corrections are concurred in by the enumerators or not, and

shall make return, attested under oath, of his doings in the

premises, and shall transmit the same, together with all the

records in question to the Minister.

Forms and 3. The census commissioner shall execute this section, in all

instructions, respects, as required by the forms and instructions issued to

him. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 13.

Minister. 18. The Minister shall cause all such returns and records

to be examined and any defects or inaccuracies discoverable

therein to be corrected as far as possible, and shall obtain, so

far as possible, by such ways and means as are deemed con-

venient, any statistical information requisite for the due com-

pletion of the census, which cannot be or is not obtained with

the required fulness and accuracy by means of such returns

and records, and shall cause to be prepared, with all practicable

despatch, abstracts and tabular statements showing the results

of the census as fully and accurately as possible. 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 5, s. 14.
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*

. PAET III.

GENERAL STATISTICS.

19. Subject to the approval of the Governor in Council, General

and under direction of the Minister, the Office shall collect,
statistics,

abstract and tabulate agricultural, connnercial, criminal, educa-

tional, manufacturing, vital and other statistics and informa-

tion from time to time in the intercensal years of each decade,

in such ways and manners as are found most practicable.

2. So often as it seems to the Minister that the statistics Tublication.

and information collected and compiled are of sufficient value

and authenticity to render their publication advantageous, he

shall cause them to be published in such form and mode as the

Governor in Council prescribes.

3. The Governor in Council shall not, nor shall the Minister, No discrim-

in the execution of the powers conferred by this section, dis-
'"^ '°°*

criminate between individuals or companies to the prejudice of

any such individual or company. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 15.

20. Whenever in any province or territory any system is Provincial

established or any plan exists for collecting agricultural, com- ^y^*^"^^-

mercial, criminal, educational, manufacturing, vital or other

statistics, the Minister may, under authority of the Governor
in Council, arrange with the lieutenant governor in council of

such province or territory, or with the organization possessed of

such system or plan, for the collection and transmission of such

information as is required by schedules prepared by the Office

under direction of the Minister and approved by the Governor
in Council for the procuring of such statistics. 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 5, s. 16.

21. The Minister may, in collecting statistics in the manner Public

provided by this Part, call upon any and all public officers to
oncers.

furnish to him copies of papers and documents and such infor-

mation as lie respectively in the power of such officers to furnish

with or without compensation for so doing, as is regulated from
time to -time by the Governor in Council. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 5,

s. 17.

22. The Minister may direct the Office to abstract and Abstracts,

tabulate in a concise form such information on various sub-

jects susceptible of being represented by figures as is contained

in departmental or other public reports and documents.
4-5 E. VIL, c. 5, s. 18.

23. The Governor in Council may authorize the Minister Special in-

to cause special statistical investigations, as regards subjects, vestigations.

localities or otherwise, to be made by the Office in the manner
and by the means prescribed in such authorization of the

Governor in Council. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 5, s. 19.
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Omissions
and errors.

24. The Minister shall cause all statistical information

obtained in the Office under the provisions of this Part to be

examined, and any omissions, defects or inaccuracies discovered

therein shall be supplemented and corrected as far as practi-

able. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 20.

PART IV.

CRIMINAL STATISTICS.

Courts to , 25. The clerk of every court or tribunal administering

formatioiT' Criminal justice, or in case of there being no clerk, the judge

or other functionary presiding over such court or tribunal shall,

before the end of October in each year, fill up and transmit to

the Minister, for the year ending the thirtieth day of September

preceding, such schedules as he receives from time to time from
the Minister relating to the criminal business transacted in such

court or tribunal. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 21.

Wardens and gg, The warden of every penitentiary and reformatory and
the sheriff of every county and district shall, before the end of

October in each year, fill up and transmit to the Minister, for

the year ending the thirtieth day of September preceding,

such schedules as he receives from time to time from the Min-
ister relating to the prisoners committed to the penitentiary,

reformatory or gaol. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 22.

Records.

Copies of
returps.

Pardons.

Schedules.

27. Every person required to transmit any such schedules

shall, from day to day, make and keep entries and records of

the particulars to be comprised in such schedules. 4-5 E. VIL,
c. 5, s. 23.

28. Every ofiicer required to transmit to the Minister of

Finance true copies of returns made by justices of the peace

shall, before the end of October in each year, transmit to the

Minister true copies of all such returns for the year ending

the thirtieth day of September next preceding. 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 5, s. 24.

29. The Secretary of State shall, before the end of October
in each year, cause to be filled up and transmitted to the Min-
ister such schedules for the year ending the thirtieth day of

September next preceding, relative to the cases in which the

]>rcrogative of mercy has been exercised, as he from time to

time receives from the Minister. 4-5 E. ^''IL, c. 5, s. 25.

30. All schedules transmitted under this Part shall be
according to forms from time to time approved by the Governor
in Council and published in the Canada Gazette. 4-5 E. VIL,
c. 5, s. 26.
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31. The statistics collected by the Minister under this Part Report.

shall be abstracted, registered and tabulated by the Office under
his direction, and the results thereof shall -be printed and pub-
lished in an annual report to Parliament. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5,

s. 27.

32. In case the subject of criminal statistics is transferred, Transfer of

by the Governor in Council, from the Minister of Agriculture

to any other Minister, the latter shall be substituted for and
have all tlie powers and perform all the duties of the Minister

of Agriculture as defined and provided by this Part. 4-5 E.

VII., c. 5, s. 28. - ;
•

33. This Part shall remain in force and effect until it is Duration,

declared to be no longer in force by a proclamation of the Gov-
ernor in Council, stating that provision has been made for the

collection of criminal statistics in accordance with the require-

ments of Part III. of this Act; and from and after the issue

of such proclamation, this Part shall cease to have force and
effect. 4-5 E. VII., c- 5, s. 29. . :^

PART V.

GENERAL.

A'p'pointment. Remuneration and Duties of Officers.

34. Every officer, census commissioner, enumerator, agent Oath of

and other person employed in the execution of this Act, before
*^^^^-

entering on his duties, shall take and subscribe an oath binding
him to the faithful and exact discharge of such duties and to

the secrecy of statistics and information collected for the Office.

2. The oath shall be in such form, taken before such person,

and returned and recorded in such manner, as the Governor in ^

Council prescribes. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 30.

35. The Minister shall, subject to the approval of the Gov- Remunera-

ernor in Council, cause to be prepared one or more tables,
*'°'^'

setting forth the rates of remuneration or allowances for the

several census commissioners, enumerators, agents and other

persons employed in the execution of this Act, which may be a

fixed sum, a rate per diem, or a scale of fees, together with
allowances for expenses. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 42.

36. Such remuneration or allowances shall be paid to the How pay-

several persons entitled thereto, in such manner as the Gover-

nor in Council directs, but shall not be payable until the ser-

vices required of the person receiving it have been faithfully .'^

and entirely performed. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 5, s. 43.
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mone^V^^^*
37. Such remuneration or allowances, and all expenses in-

curred in carrying this Act into effect, shall be paid out of such
moneys as are provided by Parliament for that purpose. 4-5

E. VIL, c. 5, s. 43.

Act'notTo^* 38. Appointments, employments or service under this Act
apply. shall not be subject to the statutory requirements affecting the

Civil Service. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5^ s. 44.

Access to
records.

Inquiries
under oath.

Evndence of
appointment,
etc.

39. Every person who has the custody or charge of any pro-

vincial, municipal or other public records or documents, or of

any records or documents of any corporation, from which in-

formation sought in respect of the objects of this Act can be

obtained, or which would aid in the completion or correction

thereof, shall grant to any census officer, commissioner, enu-

merator, agent or other person deputed for that purpose by the

Minister, access thereto for the obtaining of such information

therefrom. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 5, s. 33.

40. Whenever the Minister deems it convenient, he may,

by special letter of instruction, direct any officer, census com-

missioner or other person employed in the execution of this

Act, to make inquiry under oath, as to any matter connected

with the taking of the census, or the collection of statistics or

other information, or the ascertaining or correction of any

supposed defect or inaccuracy therein; and such officer, census

commissioner or other person shall then have the same power

as is vested in any court of justice, of summoning any person,

of enforcing his attendance, and of requiring and compelling

him to give evidence on oath, whether orally or in writing, and

to produce such documents and things as such officer, census

commissioner or other person deems requisite to the full inves-

tigation of such matter or matters. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 38.

41. (a) Any letter purporting to be signed by the Minister,

or his deputy, or by any other person thereunto authorized

by the Governor in Council, and notifying any appoint-

ment or removal of, or setting forth any instructions to

any person employed in the execution of this Act ; and,

(b) Any letter signed by any officer, census commissioner, or

other person thereunto duly authorized, notifying any

appointment or removal of, or setting forth any instruc-

tions to any person so employed under the superintendence

of the signer thereof;

shall be, respectively, prima facie evidence of such appointment,

removal or instructions, and that such letter was signed and

addressed as it ])urports to be. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 39.

Presumption. 42. Any document or paper, written or printed, purporting

to bo a form authorized for use in the taking of the census, or
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the collection of statistics or other information, or to set forth
any instructions relative thereto, which is produced by any
person employed in the execution of this Act, as being such
form, or as setting forth such instructions, shall be presumed
to have been supplied by the proper authority to the person so

producing it, and shall be 'prima facie evidence of all instruc-

tions therein set forth. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 40.

Offences and Penalties.

43. Every officer, census commissioner, enumerator, agent Wilful

or other person employed in the execution of this Act, who ^e^^"'*-

makes wilful default in any matter required of him by this Act
or wilfully makes any false declaration touching any such
matter, is guilty of an indictable offence. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s.

31.

44. Every officer, census commissioner, enumerator, agent Unlawfully

or other person employed in the execution of this Act, who, in formatTon'"
the pretended performance of his duties thereunder, obtains or

seeks to obtain information which he is not by or under this

Act duly authorized to obtain, is guilty of an indictable offence.

4-5 E. Vll., c. 5, s. 32.

45. Every person who has the custody or charge of any Access to

provincial, municipal or other public records or documents,
'"^^"^ ^'

or of any records or documents of any corporation, from which
information sought in respect of the objects of this Act can

be obtained, or which would aid in the completion or correc-

tion thereof, who wilfully or without lawful excuse refuses or

neglects to grant access thereto to any census officer, commis-

sioner, enumerator, agent or other person deputed for that

purpose by the Minister, and every person who wilfully hinders

or seeks to prevent or obstruct such access, or otherwise in any

way wilfully obstructs or seeks to obstruct any person employed

in the execution of this Act, is guilty of an indictable offence.

4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 33.

46. Every person who wilfully, or without lawful excuse. Refusal,

refuses or neglects to fill up, to the best of his knowledge and

belief, any schedule which he has been required to fill up by

any enumerator or other person employed in the execution of

this Act, or refuses or neglects to sign and deliver up or other-

wise return the same when and as required, or makes, signs,

delivers or returns, or causes to be made, signed, delivered or

returned, any wilfully false answer or statement as to any

matter specified in such schedule, shall incur a penalty not ex-

ceeding one hundred dollars and not less than ten dollars.

4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 34.
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False
answers.

47. Every person v/lio, without lawful excuse, refuses or

neglects to answer, or who wilfully answers fnlsely any question

requisite for obtaining any information sought in respect of

the objects of this Act, or pertinent thereto, which has been

asked of him by any enumerator or other person employed in

the execution of this Act^ shall, for every such refusal or neglect

or wilfully false answer, incur a pensity not exceeding iifty

dollars and not less than five dollars. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 35.

Leaving
notice at
house.

Deception. 48, Every person v/ho otherv/ise, without lawful excaae,

refuses or neglects to furnish information requii-ed of hirn

under this Act, or wilfully gives false information or practises

any deception thereunder, ghall incur a penalty not exceeding

one hundred dollars and not less than ten dollars. 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 5, s. 36.

Notice.

49. The leaving by an enumerator, at any house or part of

a house, of any schedule purporting to be issued under this Act,

and having thereon a notice requiring that it be filled iip and
signed within a stated .time by the occupant of such house or

part of a house, or in his absence by some other member of the

family, shall, as against the occupant, be a sufficient require-

ment so to fill up and sigTi the schedule, though the occupant-

is not named in the notice, or personally served therewith, 4-5

E. VII., c. 5, s. 41.

At office. 50. The leaving by an enumerator or agent at the ofiice or

other place of business of any person or firm, or of any body
corporate or politic, or the delivery by registered letter to any
person, firm or body corporate or politic, or his or its agent, of

any such schedule, having thereon a notice requiring that it be

filled up and signed within a stated delay, shall as against the

person, or the firm and the members thereof and each of them,

or the body corporate or politic, be a sufficient requirement to

fill up and sign the schedule, and if so required in the notice,

to mail the schedule within a stated time to the Census and
Statistics Office. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 41.

Recovery of Penalties.

Recovery. 51. The penalties hereinbefore imposed may be recovered

in a summary manner at the suit of any officer, census commis-

sioner, enumerator or other person employed in the execution

of this Act, before any jnstice of the peace having jurisdiction

in the place where the oifence has been committed, and may be

imposed and recovered as often as an offence is committed until

all requirements of this Act have been fully complied with to

the satisfaction of the Minister.

1274 2.
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2. A moiety of such penalty shall belong to the Crown for Application.

the public uses of Canada, and the other moiety to the prose-
cutor, unless he has heen examined as a witness to prove the
offence, in which case the wliole shall belong to the Crown for
the uses aforesaid. 4-5 E. VII., c. 5, s. 37.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 69.

'An Act respecting Patents of Invention.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Patent Act. R.S., c. Gl, Short title.

s. 1.

INTERPRETATION".

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Agriculture

;

(b) ' Commissioner ' means the Commissioner of Patents,

and ' Deputy Commissioner ' means the Deputy Commis-
sioner of Patents

;

(c) ' invention ' means any new and useful art, machine,
manufacture or composition of matter, or any new and
useful improvement in any art, machine, manufacture or

composition of matter;

(d) ' legal representatives ' includes heirs, executors, admin-
istrators and assigns or other legal representatives. R.S.,

c. 61, s. 2. •
•

PATENT OFFICE AND APPOINTMENT OF OFFICERS.

3. There shall be attached to the Department of Agricul- Patent office

ture, as a branch thereof, an office which shall be called the
^'^"^^''^"ted.

Patent Office; and the Minister of Agriculture for the time
being shall be the Commissioner of Patents. R.S., c. 61, s. 3.

4. The Commissioner shall receive all applications, fees. Duties of

papers, documents and models for patents, and shall perform ^""'"^iS'

and do all acts and things requisite for the granting and issuing

of patents of invention; and he shall have the charge and
custody of the books, records, papers, models, machines and
other things belonging to the Patent Office. R.S., c. 61, s. 4.

5. The Deputy Minister of Agriculture shall be the Deputy Deputy and

Commissioner, and the Governor in Council may, from time
•'®'^^^^-

to time, appoint such officers and clerks under the Deputy
Commissioner as are necessary for the purposes of this Act,

and such officers and clerks shall hold office during pleasure.

2, The Deputy Commissioner may do any act or thing. Powers and

whether judicial or ministerial, which the Commissioner of Deputy?

1277 Patents
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Seal.

Patents is authorized or empowered to do by any provision of

this Act ; and, in the absence of' the Deputy Commissioner,

any person performing the duties of the Deputy Minister of

Agriculture under the authority of the Civil Service Act may,

as acting deputy commissioner, do any such act or thing. 60-61

v., c. 25, s. 1 ^3 E. VII., c. 46, s. 1.

6. The Commissioner shall cause a seal to be made for the

purposes of this Act, and may cause to be sealed therewith

every patent and other instrument and copy thereof issuing

from the Patent Office. K.S., c. 61, s. 6.

Who may
obtain
patents.

What may
not be
patented.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

7. Any person who has invented any new and useful art,

machine, manufacture or composition of matter, or any new
and useful improvement in any art, machine, manufacture o^

composition of matter, which was not known or used by any

other person before his invention thereof, and which has not

been in public use or on sale with the consent or allowance of

the inventor thereof, for more than one year previously to his

application for patent therefor in Canada, may, on a petition

to that effect, presented to the Commissioner, and on compliance

with the other requirements of this Act, obtain a patent grant-

ing to such person an exclusive property in such invention.

2. ITo patent shall issue for an invention which has an illicit

object in view, or for any mere scientific principle or abstract

theorem. E.S., c. 61, s. 7.

As to inven-
tions for

-which for-

eign patents
have been
taken out.

8. Any inventor who elects to obtain a patent for his inven-

tion in a foreign country before obtaining a patent for the same
invention in Canada, may obtain a patent in Canada, if the

patent is applied for within one year from the date of the issue

of the first foreign patent for such invention.

2. If within three months after the date of the issue of a

foreign patent, the inventor gives notice to the Commissioner

of his intention to apply for a patent in Canada for such inven-

tion, then no other person having commenced to manufacture

the same device in Canada during such period of one year, shall

be entitled to continue the manufacture of the same after the

inventor has obtained a patent therefor in Canada, without

the consent or allowance of the inventor.

o. Ko Canadian patent issued ])r(>vious to the thirteenth day

of August, one thousand nine hundred and three, shall be

deemed to have expired before the end of the term for which it

was granted merely l)ecause of the expiry of a foreign patent

for the same invention. 55-56 V., c. 24, s. 1 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 46,

s. 2.

Improve- 9. Any person who has invented any improvement on any

b*"'''*'t '"tYd p'ltcnted invention, may obtain a ])atent for such improvement;
'^ ^'^ '"
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but he shall not thereby obtain the right of vending or using

the original invention, nor shall the patent for the original in-

vention confer the right of vending or using the patented

improvement. E.S., c. Gl, s. 9.

10. Every inventor shall, before a patent can be obtained, P-^th of

make oath, or, when entitled by law to make an affirmation be^made
°

instead of an oath, shall make an affirmation, that ho verily l>et'ore

believes that he is the inventor of the invention for which the patent.

patent is asked, and that the several allegations in the petition

contained are respectively true and correct.

2. In the event of the inventor being dead, such oath or Or of the

affirmation shall be made by the applicant, and shall state that f
pp^''^"*^ '^

1 MIT 11 1 • 11 ^'^^ ir;ventor

he verily believes that the person whose assignee or legal repre- is dead,

sentative he is, was the inventor of the invention for which the

patent is solicited, and that the several allegations in the petition

contained are respectively true and correct.

3. Such oath or affirmation may be made before a minister Before whom
plenipotentiary, charge d'affaires, consul, vice-consul or consular °^^^^ ^^^ ^^

agent, a judge of any court, a notary public, a justice of the

peace, or the mayor of any city, borough or town, or a commis-
sioner for taking affidavits having authority or jurisdiction

within the place where the oath may be administered. R.S.,

c. 61, s. 10; 55-56 V., c. 24, s. 2.

11. The applicant for a patent shall, for the purposes of this Election of

Act, elect his domicile at some known and specified place in
'domicile.

Canada, and shall mention the same in his petition for a patent.

R.S., c. 61, s. 11.

12. The applicant shall, in his petition for a patent, insert Particulars

the title or name of the invention, and shall, with the petition.
i'*^<5\'}red on

1- • d ^- • IT. c ,^ • • ^ 1 ' apphcation.
send m.a specification m duplicate oi the invention and an
additional or third copy of the claim or claims. 56 V., c. 34,

s. 1.

13. The specification shall correctly and fully describe the ^Yhat the

mode or modes of operating the invention, as contemplated by ^P*'^i^'^^ti°°

the inventor; and shall state clearly and distinctly the contri-

vances and things which he claims as new and for the use of

which he claims an exclusive property and privilege.

2. Such specification shall bear the name of the place where. Place and

and the date wdien it is made, and shall be signed by the in-
^''^^^'

venter, if he is alive, and if not, by the applicant, and by two
witnesses to such signature of the inventor or applicant.

3. In the case of a machine the specification shall fully ex- in the case

plain the principle and the several modes in which it is intended of a machine,

to apply and work out the same.

4. In the case of a machine, or in any other case in w^hich Drawings to

the invention admits of illustration by means of drawings, the \^ certafn
^*^

applicant shall also, with his application, send in drawings in eases.
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duplicate, showing clearly all parts of the invention ; and each

drawing shall bear the signature of the inventor, if he is alive,

and, if not, of the applicant, or of the attorney of such in-

ventor or applicant, and shall have written references corres-

ponding with the specification ; but the Commissioner may
require further drawings or dispense with any of them, as he

sees fit.

5, One duplicate of the specification and of the drawings, if

there are drawings, shall be annexed to the patent, of which it

shall form an essential part, and the other duplicate shall re-

main deposited in the Patent Office.

6. The Commissioner may, in his discretion, dispense with

bJ'^fs'^eS the duplicate specification and drawing, and in lieu thereof

with. cause copies of the specification and drawing, in print or other-

wise, to be attached to the patent, of which they shall form an

essential part. U.S., c. 61, s. 13.

Drawings
liow dis-

posed of.

Certain

!Model to be
furnished
when re-

quired, or
specimens.

Precautions
in cases of
dangerous
substances.

14, In all cases in which the invention admits of representa-

tion by model, the applicant, if required by the Commissioner,

shall furnish a model of convenient size exhibiting its several

parts in due proportion; and when the invention is a composi-

tion of matter, the applicant, if required by the Commissioner,

shall furnish specimens of the ingredients, and of the composi-

tion, sufficient in quantity for the purpose of experiment.

2. If such ingredients or composition be of an explosive or

dangerous character, they shall be furnished with such precau-

tions as are prescribed in the requisition therefor. 55-56 V.,

c. 24, s. 3.

15. On each application for a patent, a thorough and reliable

em-
c. 24,

Examination _^. ^ ^ ^.^^ j^ , „

tfon^^fir' examination shall be made by competent examiners to be em-
patents, ployed in the Patent Office for that purpose. 55-56 V.

s. 8.

Withdrawal 16. ISTo application for a patent shall be withdrawn without

tfons^'for' the consent in writing of each and every registered assignee

patents. of such patent or any part thereof. 55-56 V., c. 24, s. 4.

Commis-
sioner may
oVtject to
(?rant a
patent in

certain cases.

REFUSAL TO GRANT PATENTS.

17. The Commissioner may object to grant a patent in any

of the following cases:

—

(a) When he is of opinion that the alleged invention is not

patentable in law

;

(b) When it ap])ears to him that the invention is already

in the possession of the public, with the consent or allow-

ance of the inventor;

(c) When it ajjpears to him that there is no novelty in the

invention

;

(d) When it appears to him that the invention has been

described in a book or other printed publication before the

1280 date
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date of the application, or is otherwise in the possession of
the public

;

(e) When it appears to him that the invention has already
been patented in Canada, unless the Commissioner has
doubts as to whether the patentee or the applicant is the
first inventor;

(f) When it appears to him that the invention has already
been patented in a forciif^u country, and the year has n(,t

expired within which the foreign patentee may apply for

a patent in Canada, unless the Commissioner has doubts
as to whether the foreign patentee or the applicant is the

first inventor. R.S., c. 61, s. IG.

18. Whenever the Commissioner objects to grant a patent Applicant to

as aforesaid, he shall notify the applicant to that effect and ^^ notified,

shall state the ground or reason therefor, Avith sufficient detail

to enable the applicant to answer, if he can, the objection of the

Commissioner. U.S., c. 61, s. 17.

19. Every applicant who has failed to obtain a patent by Appeal to

reason of the objection of the Commissioner, as aforesaid, may, ^o^'ernor in

at any time within six months after notice thereof has been
mailed, addressed to him or his agent, appeal from the decision

of the Commissioner to the Governor in CounciL R.S., c. 61,

s. 18.

CONFLICTING APPLICATIONS.

20. In case of conflicting applications for any pr.tent, the Arbitration

same shall be submitted to the arbitration of three skilled
eon^flictin^

persons, two of whom shall be chosen by the applicants, one applications,

by each, and the third of whom shall be chosen by the Com-
missioner; and the decision or award of such arbitrators, or

of any two of them, delivered to the Commissioner in writing,

and subscribed by them or any two of them, shall be final, as

far as concerns the granting of the patent.

2. If either of the applicants refuses or fails to choose an Failure to
arbitrator, when required so to do by the Commissioner, and if appoint

there are only two such applicants, the patent shall issue to the
'''^'^'^^^*<^'"-

other applicant.

3. If there are more than two conflicting applications, and In certain

if the persons applying do not all unite in appointing three '^^^
'
^°™'

. ., / ,, K.'- '^' P . . ,
^^

, ^
, .

missioner
arbitrators, the Commissioner may appoint the three arbitra- may appoint,

tors for the purposes aforesaid.

4. The arbitrators so named shall subscribe and take before Arbitrators

a judge of any court of record in Canada, an oath in the form *° ^^ sworn,

following, that is to say:

—

' I, the undersigned (A.B.), being duly appointed an arbi- Form of

trator under the authority of the Patent Act, do hereby solemnly
°^^^'

swear or faffirm, as the case may he), that I will well and truly

81 1281 perform
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Powers of
arbitrators.

Their re-

muneration.

perform the duty of such arbitrator on the conflicting appli-

cations of (CD. and E.F.) submitted to me.'

5. The arbitrators, or any one of them, when so sworn,

may summon before them any applicant or other person, and

may require him to give evidence on oath, orally or in writing

(or on solemn affirmation, if such applicant or person is entitled

to affirm in civil cases), and to produce such documents and

things as such arbitrators deem requisite to the full investiga-

tion of the matters into which they are appointed to examine,

and they shall have the same power to enforce the attendance

of such applicants and other persons, and to compel them to

give evidence, as is vested in any court of justice in civil cases,

in the province in which the arbitration is held.

6. The fees for the services of such arbitrators shall be a

matter of agreement between the arbitrators and the appli-

cants, and shall be paid by the applicants who name them,

respectively, except those of the arbitrator or arbitrators named
bv the Commissioner, which shall be paid by the applicants

jointly. K.S., c. 61, s. 19.

What the
patent shall

contain and
confer.

Joint appli-

cations.

Form
issue.

of

GKANT AND DUKATION OF PATENTS.

21* Every patent granted under this Act shall contain the

title or name of the invention, with a reference to the specifica-

tion, and shall grant to the patentee and his legal representa-

tives, for the term therein mentioned, from the granting of the

same, the exclusive right, privilege and liberty of making, con-

structing and using, and vending to others to be used, the said

invention, subject to adjudication in respect thereof before any

court of competent jurisdiction.

2. In cases of joint applications, the patents shall be granted

in the names of all the applicants. R.S., c. 61, s. 20.

22. Every patent shall be issued under the seal of the Patent

Office and the signature of the Commissioner or of the Deputy

Commissioner, and, when duly registered, shall be good, and

shall avail the grantee and his legal representatives for the

term mentioned in the patent.

2. The Commissioner may require that any patent, before it

is signed by the Commissioner or by any other member of the

King's Privy Council for Canada, acting for him, and before

the seal hereinbefore mentioned is affixed to it, shall be exam-

ined by the Minister of Justice; and, if such examination is so

reciuired, the Minister of Justice shall, accordingly, examine

it and if he fin<ls it confornuible to law, he shall certify accord-

in'"-ly, and such patent may then be signed, and the seal affixed

thereto. P.S., c. 61, s. 21 ; .^6 V., c. 34, s. 2.

Dnrntion of 23. The term limited for the duration of every patent of

patent. invention issued by tbe Patent Office shall be eighteen years;

but at the time of the application therefor, it shall be at the
'
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option of the applicant to pay the full fee required for the term
of eighteen years, or the partial fee required for the term of six

years, or the partial fee required for the term of twelve years.

2. If a partial fee only is paid, the proportion of the fee shall If partial fee

be stated in the patent, and the patent shall, notwithstanding °°^^ ^^ ^^''^'

anything therein or in this Act contained, cease at the end of
the term for which the partial fee has been paid, unless before

the expiration of the said term the holder of the patent pays
the fee required for the further term of six or twelve years,

and obtains from the Patent Office a certificate of such pay-
ment in the form which is, from time to time, adopted, which
certificate shall be attached to and refer to the patent, and shall

be under the signature of the Commissioner or of the Deputy
Commissioner.

3. If such second payment, together with the first payment, Effect of

makes up only the fee required for twelve years, then the patent oFfurther^
shall, notwithstanding anything therein or in this Act con- payment.

tained, cease at the end of the term of twelve years, unless at

or before the expiration of such term the holder thereof pays
the further fee required for the remaining six years, making up
the full term of eighteen years, and obtains a like certificate in.

respect thereof, 55-56 V., c. 24, s. 5 ; 56 V., c. 84, s. 3.

KE-ISSUE OF PATENTS.

24. Whenever any patent is deemed defective or inopera- in certnin

tive by reason of insufficient description or specification, or by ^^^ "'^^^

reason of the patentee claiming more than he had a right to amended

claim as new, but at the same time it appears that the error ^av' bT'^'°"
arose from inadvertence, accident or mistake, without any issued,

fraudulent or deceptive intention, the Commissioner may, upon
the surrender of such patent and the payment of the further

fee hereinafter provided, cause a new patent, in accordance

with an amended description and specification made by such

patentee, to be issued to him for the same invention, for any
part or for the whole of the then unexpired residue of the term

for which the original patent was, or might have been granted.

2. In the event of the death of the original patentee or of his Death or

having assigned the patent, a like right shall vest in his assignee assignment.

or his legal representatives.

3. Such new patent, and the amended description and speci- Effect of

fication, shall have the same effect in law, on the trial of any ^^^ patent,

action thereafter commenced for any cause subsequently accru-

ing, as if the same had been originally filed in such correct^id

form before the issue of the original patent.

4. The Commissioner may entertain separate applications. Separate

and cause patents to be issued for distinct and separate parts ^g*^^"^^^^
^*^^

of the invention patented, upon payment of the fee for a re- parts of

issue for each of such re-issued patents. E.S., c. 61, s. 23. invention.
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DISCLAIMKRS.

Patentee 25. Whenever, by any mistake, accident or inadvertence,

any th^ng^in- and without any wilful intent to defraud or mislead the public,

^^"tS b'
^ patentee has,

—

mistake. (a) made his specification too broad, claiming more than that

of which he or the person through whom he claims was the

first inventor; or,

(b) in the specification, claimed that he or the person

through whom he claims was the first inventor of any

material or substantial part of the invention patented, of

which he was not the first inventor, and to which he had no

lawful right;

the patentee may, on payment of the fee hereinafter provided,

make disclaimer of such parts as he does not claim to hold by

virtue of the patent or the assignment thereof.

Form and 2. Such disclaimer shall be in writing, and in duplicate,

ordlsclai*mer. and shall be attested in the manner hereinbefore prescribed,

in respect of an application for a patent; one copy thereof

shall be filed and recorded in the office of the Commissioner,

and the other copy thereof shall be attached to the patent

and made a part thereof by reference, and such disclaimer shall

thereafter be taken and considered as part of the original

specification.

Not to 3. Such disclaimer shall not affect any action pending at

hfg^^sufts"^' the time of its being made, except in so far as relates to the

question of unreasonable neglect or delay in making it.

In case of 4. In case of the death of the original patentee, or of his

patentee. having assigned the patent, a like right shall vest in his legal

representatives, any of whom may make disclaimer.

Effect of dis- 5. The patent shall thereafter be deemed good and valid
claimer.

^^^ ^^ much of the invention as is truly the invention of the

disclaimant, and is not disclaimed, if it i* a material and

substantial part of the invention, and is definitely distinguished

from other parts claimed without right; and the disclaimant

shall be entitled to maintain an action or suit in respect of such

part accordingly. U.S., c. 61, s. 24.

ASSIGNMENTS.

When rcpre- 26. The patent may be granted to any person to whom
8entatives_^

the inventor, entitled under tliis Act to obtain a patent, has

the patent, assigned or bequeathed the right of obtaining the same, or

in default of such assignment or bequest, to the legal represent-

atives of the deceased inventor. U.S., c. 61, s. 25.

Patents to be 27. Every patent issued for an invention shall be assignable
assignable. -^ |,^^y^ either as to the whole interest or as to any part thereof,

by any instrument in writing; but such assignment, and" every

grant and conveyance of any exclusive right to make and use

and to grant to others the right to make and use the invention

1284 patented,
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patented, within and throughout Canada or any part thereof,

shall be registered in the Patent Office in the manner, from Registration,

time to. time, prescribed by the Commissioner for such regis-

tration
;
and every assignment affecting a patent for invention Assignment

shall be null and void against any subsequent assignee, unless "eiistere?
such instrument is registered as hereinbefore prescribed, before
the registration of the instrument under which such subsequent
assignee claims. U.S., c. Gl, s. 2G.

28. In cases of joint applications or grants, every assign- Assignment

ment from one or more of the applicants or patentees to the joinrappU-
other or others, or to any other person, shall be registered in like cations.

manner as other assignments. 1\.S., c. 61, s. 27.

IMPEACHMENT AND OTIIEK LEGAL PROCEEDINGS IN RESPECT OF
PIVTENTS,

29. A patent shall be void, if any material allegation in Patent to be

the petition or declaration of the applicant hereinbefore men- "^'^'^ '"
^ , ,

-*- ^ certain crises,

tioned in respect of such patent is untrue, or if the specifications or valid only

and drawings contain more or less than is necessary for obtain-
parts,

ing the end for which they purport to be made, when such

omission or addition is wilfully made for the purpose of mis-

leading : Provided that if it appears to the court that such omis- „ ^•

sion or addition was an involuntary error, and if it is proved

that the patentee is entitled to the remainder of his patent

pro tanto, the court shall render a judgment in accordance

with the facts, and shall determine as to costs, and the patent

shall be held valid for such part of the invention described, as

the patentee is so found entitled to.

2. Two office copies of such judgment shall be furnished to Copies of

the Patent Office by the patentee, one of which shall be register-
{,"e'^fenTto*°

ed and remain of record in the office, and the other of which patent office,

shall be attached to the* patent, and made a part of it by a

reference thereto. R.S., c. 61, s. 28.

30. Every person who, without the consent in writing of Remedy for

the patentee, makes, constructs or puts in practice any inven-
of patent

^'^^^

tion for which a patent has been obtained under this Act or

any previous Act, or who procures such invention from any
person not authorized by the patentee or his legal representatives

to make or use it, and who uses it, shall be liable to the patentee

or his legal representatives in an action of damages for so

doing; and the judgment shall be enforced, and the damages

and costs that are adjudged shall be recoverable, in like manner

as in other cases in the court in which the action is brought.

K.S., c. 61, s. 29.

31. Any action for the infringement of a patent may be Action for

brought in the court of record having jurisdiction, to the ^f pa"lnt!^°*

amount of the damages claimed, in the province in which
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the infringement is alleged to have taken place, which holds

its sittings nearest to the place of residence or of business of

the defendant ; and such court shall decide the case and deter-

mine as to costs. R.S., c. 61, s. 30.

Injunction
may issue.

Appeal.

Coiirt may
discriminate
in certain
cases.

Defence in

action for

infringement.

Proceedings
for impeach-
ment of

patent.

32. In any action for the infringement of a patent, the

court, or any judge thereof, may, on the application of the

plaintiff, or defendant respectively, make such order as the

court or judge sees fit,

—

(a) restraining or for an injunction restraining the oppo-

site party from further use, manufacture or sale of the

subject-matter of the patent, and for his punishment in the

event of disobedience of such order; or,

(b) for and respecting inspection or account; and,

(c) generally resi^ecting the proceedings in the action.

2. An appeal shall lie from any such order under the same

circumstances, and to the same court, as from other judgments

or orders of the court in which the order is made. R.S., c. 61,

s. 31.

33. Wlienever the plaintiff, in any such action, fails to sus-

tain the same, because his specification and claim embrace more

than that of which he was the first inventor, and it appears that

the defendant used or infringed any part of the invention justly

and truly specified and claimed as new, the court may discrim-

inate, and the judgment may be rendered accordingly. E.S.,

c. 61, s. 32.

34. The defendant, in any such action, may plead as matter

of defence, any fact or default which, by this Act, or by law,

renders the patent void ; and the court shall take cognizance of

such pleading and of the facts connected therewith, and shall

decide the case accordingly. E.S., c. 61, s. 33.

35. Any person who desires to impeach any patent issued

under this Act, may obtain a sealed and certified copy of the

patent and of the petition, affidavit, specification and drawings

thereunto relating, and may have the same filed in the office of

the prothonotary or clerk of any of the divisions of the High

Court of Justice in Ontario, or oi the Superior Court of Quebec,

or of the Supreme Court in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

British Columbia or Prince Edward Island, respectively, or of

the Court of King's Bench in Manitoba, or of the Supreme

Court of the Northwest Territories in the provinces of Saskat-

chewan and Alberta respectively, pending the disestablishment

of that Court l)y tlie legislature of those provinces respectively,

and thereafter of such superior court of justice as, in respect

of civil jurisdiction, is established by the said legislatures

resyK'ctively in lieu thereof, or of the Territorial Court m the

Yukon Territory, according to tlie domicile elected by the

1286 patentee,
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patentee, as aforesaid, or in the office of the registrar of the

Exchequer Court of Canada, and such courts, respectively, shall

adjudicate on the matter and decide as to costs ; and if the domi-
cile elected by the patentee is in that part of Canada formerly
known as the district of Keewatin, the Court of King's Bench
of Manitoba shall have jurisdiction until there is a superior

court therein, after which, such superior court shall have juris-

diction.

2. The patent and documents aforesaid shall then be held Fidre facias

as of record in such courts respectively, so that a writ of scire "^^^ '^^"^•

facias, under the seal of the court, grounded upon such record,

may issue for the repeal of the patent, for cause as aforesaid, if,

upon proceedings had upon the writ in accordance with the

meaning of this Act,' the patent is adjudged to be void. R.S.,

c. Gl, s. 34; 53 V., c. 13, s. 1.

36. A certificate of the judgment avoiding any patent shall, Judgment

at the request of any person filing it to make it of record in the paltnTto be
Patent Office, be entered on the margin of the enrolment of the filed in

patent in the Patent Office, and the patent shall thereupon be
office^.*

and be held to have been void and of no effect, unless the judg-

ment is reversed on appeal as hereinafter provided. R.S., c. 61,

s. 35.

37. The judgment declaring or refusing to declare any pat- Appeal,

ent void shall be subject to appeal to any court having appellate

jurisdiction in other cases decided by the court by which such
judgment was rendered. R.S., c. 01, s. 36.

CONDITIONS AND EXTENSION.

38. Every patent shall, unless otherwise ordered bj the Patent con-

Commissioner as hereinafter provided, be subject, and ex-
"^^tional.

pressed to be subject, to the following conditions :

—

(a) Such patent and all the rights and privileges thereby Manufacture

granted shall cease and determine, and the patent shall be 'viSn^^w
null and void at the end of two years from the date thereof, years,

unless the patentee or his legal representatives, within that

period or an authorized extension thereof, commence, and
after such commencement, continuously carrj on in

Canada, the construction or manufacture of the invention

patented, in such a manner that any person desiring to use
it may obtain it, or cause it to be made for him at a reason-

able price, at some manufactory or establishment for mak-
ing or constructing it in Canada

;

(h) If, after the expiration of twel-^ months from the grant- Importation

ing of a patent, or an authorized extension of such period,
P''°^'t)ited.

the patentee or patentees, or any of them, or his or their

or any of their legal representatives, for the whole or a part
of his or their or any of their interest in the patent, import
or cause to be imported into Canada, the invention for

1287 which
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which the patent is granted, such patent shall be void as

to the interest of the person or persons so importing or

causing to be imported. 3 E. VII., c. 46, s. 4.

Term for
manufacture
in Canada
may be
extended.

39. Whenever a patentee is unable to commence or carry on
the construction or manufacture of his invention within the two
years hereinbefore provided, the Commissioner may, at any
time not more than three months before the expiration of that

term, grant to the patentee or his legal representatives an exten-

sion of the term of two years, on his proving to the satisfaction

of the Commissioner that his failure to commence or carry on
such construction or manufacture is due to reasons beyond his

control. 3 E. VII., c. 46, s. 5.

Term for im-
portation
may be
extended.

Proviso.

40. The Commissioner may grant to the patentee or his legal

representatives, for the whole or any part of the patent, an
extension for a further term not exceeding one year, during

which he may import or cause to be imported into Canada the

invention for which the patent is granted, if he or they show
cause, satisfactory to the Commissioner, to warrant the grant-

ing of such extension ; but no extension shall be granted unless

application is made to the Commissioner at some time within

three months before the expiry of the twelve months aforesaid.

3 E. VII., c. 46, s. 6.

Validity of 41. The validity of any extension granted or assumed to

Bions^already be granted before the thirteenth day of August, one thousand
granted. nine hundred and three, of the period of two years thereto-

fore limited by statute in that behalf for the commencement

of the construction or manufacture of a patented invention,

or of the period of tw^elve months theretofore so limited for

the importation of a patented invention, shall not be open to

impeachment, nor shall the patent for any invention in respect

of which any guch extension had been so granted be deemed to

have lapsed or expired, because,

—

(a) such extension, instead of being granted by the Com-
missioner, was so granted or assumed to be granted by

the Deputy Commissioner, or, as acting deputy commis-

sioner, by a person performing the duties of the Deputy
Minister of Agriculture under the provisions of the Civil

Service Act in that behalf, instead of by the Commissioner;

(h) in the case of the invention to which such extension

relates, there had l)een granted or assumed to be granted

a previous extensiof! or previous e::tensions of such period

of two years, or such period of twelve months, as the case

may be. 3 E. VII., c. 46, s. 9.

Conditional 42. The validity of any patent granted before the thir-
valwlity of tceiith day of August, one thousand nine hundred and three,
certain '' °

^ ^^ , n
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shall not be impeached, nor shall such patent be deemed to have patents

lapsed or expired, by reason of the failure of the patentee to f^^" August

construct or manufacture the patented invention, if the patentee I3th, 1903.

within the period of two years from the date of the patent al-

lowed for such construction or manufacture, or within an

authorized extension of that period, became, and at all times

thereafter continued to be, ready either to furnish the patented

invention himself or to license the right of usinc; it, on reason-

able terms, to any person desiring to use it, and if the patentee,

or his legal representatives, within six months from the

thirteenth day of August, one thousand nine hundred and

three, had,

—

(a) commenced, and after such commencement continu-

ously carried on in Canada, the construction or manu-

facture of the patented invention in such manner as to

enable any person desiring to use it to obtain it, or cause

it to be made for him, at a reasonable price, at some manu-
factory or establishment for making or constructing it in

Canada ; or,

(h) applied for and thereupon obtained an order of the

Commissioner making the patent subject to the condition

hereinafter provided for authorizing application for the

issue of licenses to make, construct, use and sell the patent-

ed invention. 3 E. VII., c. 46, s. 10.

43. In the case of any patent which before the thirteenth Rights of

day of August, one thousand nine hundred and three, had be- ^^"^^ persona

come void or the validity of which might have been impeached,

and which was revived or protected from impeachment by any
provision of the Act, passed in the third year of His Majesty's

reign, chapter forty-six, intituled An Act to amend the Patent
Act, or which, by reason of any such provision, is to be deemed
not to have elapsed or expired, any person who had, between the

time when such patent became void or the ground for such
impeachment arose, and the thirteenth day of August, one
thousand nine hundred and three, aforesaid, commenced to

manufacture, use or sell in Canada the invention covered by
such patent, may continue to manufacture, use or sell it in as

full and ample a measure as if such revival or protection from
impeachment had not been effected ; and, in case any person
had, before the thirteenth day of August aforesaid, contracted

with the owner of the patent for the right to manufacture, use
or sell such invention in Canada, tlie contract shall be deemed
to have remained in full force and effect notwithstanding that

the patent had become void as aforesaid, unless the person who
had so contracted with such owner can show that in the mean-
time, by reason or on the faith of such invalidity or lapsing,

he has materially altered his position with respect to suoli in-

vention, and that the revival of such contract would cause him
damage. 3 E. VIL, c. 46, s. 14.

12S9 44.
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Conditions
which niay
be mbsii-
tuled.

Application
by any per-

son to use
patent.

Order of
Commis-
sioner.

Assessors.

More than
one license

may be
granted.

Forfeiture of
patent for

refusal to
grant
license.

44. On the application of the applicant for a patent, pre-

vious to the issue thereof, or on the application within six

months after the issue of a patent of the patentee or his legal

representatives, the Commissioner, having regard to the nature

of the invention, may order that such patent, instead of heing

subject to the condition with respect to the construction and

manufacture of the patented invention hereinbefore provided,

shall be subject to the following conditions, that is to say:

—

(a) Any person, at any time while the patent continues in

force, may apply to the Commissioner by petition for a

license to make, construct, use and sell the patented inven-

tion, and the Commissioner shall, subject to general rules

which may be made for carrying out this section, hear the

person applying and the owner of the patent, and, if he is

satisfied that the reasonable requirements of the public in

reference to the invention have not been satisfied by reason

of the neglect or refusal of the patentee or his legal repre-

sentatives to make, construct, use or sell the invention, or to

grant licenses to others on reasonable terms to make, con-

struct, use or sell the same, may make an order under
his hand and the seal of the Patent Ofiice requiring the

owner of the patent to grant a license to the person apply-

ing therefor, in such form, and upon such terms as to the

duration of the license, the amount of the royalties, security

for payment, and otherwise, as the Commissioner, having
regard to the nature of the invention and the circumstances

of the case, deems just

;

(b) The Commissioner may, if he thinks fit, and shall on the
request of either of the parties to the proceedings, call in

the aid of an assessor, specially qualified, and hear the
case wholly or partially with his assistance;

(c) The existence of one or more licenses shall not be a bar
to an order by the Commissioner for, or to the granting of
a license on any application, under this section ; and,

(d) The patent and all rights and privileges thereby granted
shall cease and determine, and the patent shall be null and
void, if the Commissioner makes an order requiring the
owner of the patent to grant any license, and the owner of

the patent refuses or neglects to comply with such order
within tlirce calendar months next after a copy of it is

addressed to him or to his dulv authorized agent. 3 E.
VIL, 0. 4G, s. 7.

References
to tlie

Exchequer
Court.

45. Any question which arises as to whether a patent, or

any interest therein, has or has not become void under any
of the provisions of the seven last preceding sections of

this Act, may b(; adjudicated upon by tlie Exchequer Court of

Canada, which court shall have jurisdiction to decide any such

questions upon information in the name of the Attorney Gen-

eral of Canada, or at the suit of any person interested; but
1200 this
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this section shall not be held to take away or affect the jurisdic- Jurisdiction

tion which any court other than the Exchequer Court of Canada
possesses. 3 E. VIL, c. 46, s. 8,

of other
courts.

CAVEATS.

46. Any intending applicant for a patent who has not yet Intending
applicant for

mayperfected his invention and is in fear of being despoiled of his patent

idea, may file, in the Patent Ofiice, a description of his inven- ^^^ ^ caveat.

tion so far as it has proceeded, with or without plans, at his own
will ; and the Commissioner, on payment of the fee in this Act
presGril)ed, shall cause the said document, which shall be called

a caveat, to be preserved in secrecy, wnth the exception of de-

livering copies of the same whenever required by the said appli-

cant or by any judicial tribunal, but the secrecy of the docu-

ment shall cease when the applicant obtains a patent for his

invention.

2. If application is made by any other person for a patent Notice of

for any invention with which such caveat may, in any respect, ^PP'^cation

interfere, the Commissioner shall forthwith give notice by to be sent

mail, of such application, to the person who has filed such
\^\ina^caveat

caveat, and such person shall, within three months after the

date of mailing the notice, if he wishes to avail himself of the

caveat, file his petition and take the other steps necessary on
an application for a patent, and if, in the opinion of the Com-
missioner, the applications are conflicting, like proceedings may
be had in all respects as are by this Act provided in the case of

conflicting applications.

3. Unless the person filing a caveat makes application within Duration of

one year from the filing thereof for a patent, the Commissioner "^'^fo*-

shall be relieved from the obligation of giving notice, and the

caveat shall then remain as a simple matter of proof as to

novelty or priority of invention, if required. R.S., c. 61, s. 38.

PATENT FEES.

47. The following fees shall be payable before an applica- Tariff of fees,

tion for any of the purposes herein mentioned shall be received

by the Commissioner, that is to say:

—

Pull fee for 18 years $60.00
Partial fee for 12 years 40.00
Partial fee for 6 years 20.00
Fee for further term of 12 years 40.00
Fee for further term of 6 years 20.00
On lodging a caveat 5.00
On asking to register a judsrment pro ianlo. 4.00

1291 On
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On asking to register an assignment, or any
other document affecting or relating to a

patent $2.00
For each and every patent mentioned in any

notice given to the Commissioner by the

inventor after the issue of a foreign

patent of his intention to apply for a

patent in Canada for such invention... 2.00

On asking to attach a disclaimer to a patent. 2 . 00

On asking for a copy of patent with specifi-

cation 4.00
On petition to re-issue a patent after sur-

render, in addition to the fees on the

original patent which shall, notwithstand-

ing such surrender, continue to be payable

as aforesaid, for every unexpired year of

the duration of the original patent. ... 4.00

On office copies of documents, not above mentioned, the fol-

lowing charges shall be made :

—

For every single or first folio of one hundred
words certified copy $0.25

For every such subsequent folio, fractions

of or under one-half not being counted,

and of one-half or more being counted as

a folio 0.10
55-56 v., c. 24, s. 7; 56 V., c. 34, s. 4; 3 E. VIL, c. 46, s. 11.

Copies of 48. For every copy of drawings, the person applying shall
drawings.

^^^ such sum as the Commissioner considers a fair remuner-

ation for the time and labour expended thereon by any officer

of the Patent Office, or of the Department, or person employed

to perform such service. R.S., c. 61, s. 40.

Fees to be in 49. The said fees shall be in full of all services performed

services^ under this Act, in any such case, by the Commissioner or any

person employed in the Patent Office. R.S., c. 61, s.- 41.

Applii^ation 50, All fees received under this Act shall be paid over to the

Minister of Finance, and shall form part of the Consolidated

Revenue Fund of Canada, except such sums as are paid for

copies of drawings when made by persons not receiving salaries

in the Patent Office. U.S., c. 61, s. 42.

Exception. 51. ISTo person sluill bo cxonijit from the payment of any

fees"In
" ^^'^ ^^ charge payable in respect of any services ])crformed for

cortiini caHes sucli person under this Act; and no fee, when paid, shall be

rciiii-ncd to the pci-son who paid it, except,

—

((I J wlicn th(! invention is not susceptible of being patented;

or,

1292 (h)
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(h) when the petition for a patent is withdrawn..

2, In every such case the Commissioner may return the fee

paid less the sum of ten dollars. R.S., c. 61, s. 43.

GKNERAL.

52. The Government of Canada may, at any time, use any Government
patented invention, paying to the patentee such sum as the

^^^ten^t^^^j

Commissioner reports to be a reasonable compensation for the invention,

use thereof. E.S., c-. 61, s. 44.

53. No patent shall extend to prevent the use of any in- As to use of

vention in any foreign ship or vessel, if such invention is not patented
invention in

so used for the manufacture of any goods to be vended within foreign

or exported from Canada. E.S., c. 61, s. 45.
vessels.

54. Every person who, before the issuing of a patent, has Patent not

purchased, constructed or acquired any invention for which previous
^

a patent is afterwards obtained under this Act, shall have the purchaser,

right of using and vending to others the specific article, machine,
manufacture or composition of matter patented and so pur-

chased, constructed or acquired before the issue of the patent

therefor, without being liable to the patentee or his legal repre-

sentatives for so doing; but the patent shall not, as regards Proviso as to

other persons, be held invalid by reason of such purchase, con- g^^g"^
^^^'

struction or acquisition or use of the invention, by the person

first aforesaid or by those to whom he has sold the same, unless

the same was purchased, constructed, acquired or used, with the

consent or allowance of the inventor thereof, for a longer period

than one year before the application for a patent therefor, there-

by making the invention one which has become public and in

public use. U.S., c. 61, s. 46.

55. Every patentee under this Act shall stamp or engrave Patented

on each patented article sold or offered for sale by him the ^5*'^'^ to be
i

_
i/ stamped or

year of the date of the patent applying to such article, thus,— marked.

Patented, 1906, or as the case may be; or when, from the

nature of the article, this cannot be done, then by affixing to it,

or to every package wherein one or more of such articles is or

are inclosed, a label marked with a like notice. R.S., c. 61,

s. 54.

58. All specifications, drawings, models, disclaimers, judg- Inspection by

ments and other papers, except caveats, and except those filed *^® public,

in connection with applications for patents which are still pend-

ing, shall be open to the inspection of the public at the Patent

Office, under such regulations as are adopted in that behalf.

R.S., c. 61, s. 47 ; 3 E. VII., c. 46, s. 12.

57. The Commissioner may destroy, sell or otherwise dis- Sale or des-

pose of, in such manner as he deems best in the public interest, models\nd
1293 all
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Bpecimens of all models and specimens of composition of matter and of in-
r>nTnnn«,tmn.

gj.gj-gj-^|g thei'eof filed in conncction with applications for

patents of invention after they have served their immediate

purpose.

2. All money arising from the sale or disposal of snch models

from"^
*^"^

o^ specimens shall be paid into the Consolidated Revenue Fund
of Canada. 3 E. VIL, c. 46, s. 15.

composition.

Money

Clerical

errors.
58. Clerical errors which occur in the framing or copying

of any instrument in the Patent Office shall not be construed

as invalidating the same, but, when discovered, they may be

corrected under the authority of the Commissioner. R.S.,

c. 61, s. 48.

Certified 59. If any patent is destroyed or lost, a certi-fied copy there-

copy of ^f j^gy ]3g issued in lieu thereof upon the person who applies
np^trovGcl or *-

•

lost patent, therefor paying the fees hereinbefore prescribed for office copies

of documents. R.S., g. 61, ^s. 49 ; 53 V., c. 13, s. 4.

Seal of 60. Every court, judge and person whosoever shall take

Jjitent^Office ^^^-^^^ ^f ^he seal of the Patent Office and shall receive the

dence. impressions thereof in evidence, in like manner as the im-

pressions of the Great Seal are received in evidence, and shall

also take notice of and receive in evidence, without further

proof and without production of the originals, all copies

or extracts certified under the seal of the Patent Office to be

copies of or extracts from documents deposited in such office.

R.S., c. 61, s. 50.

Officers of 61. '^o officer or employee of the Patent Office shall buy,
Patent Office

gg|j q^. acquire or traffic in any invention or patent, or in any

"n^patentT. right to a patent ; and every such purchase and sale, and every

assignment or transfer thereof by or to any officer or employee,

as aforesaid, shall be null and void, but this provision shall not

apply to any original inventor, or to any acquisition by bequest.

E.S., c. 61, s. 51.

Repilations 62. The Commissioner may, from time to time, subject to

may be made
^.^^ approval of the Governor in Council, make such rules and

prescribed, regulations, and prescribe such forms, as appear to him neces-

sary and expedient for the purposes of this Act, and notice

thereof shall be given in the Canada Gazette; and all docu-

ments executed in conformity with the same and accepted by

the Commissioner, shall be held valid, so far as relates to

proceedings in the Patent Office. U.S., c. 61, s. 52.

63. The Commissioner shall cause a report to be prepared

annually and laid before Parliament of the proceedings under

tliis Act, and shall, from time to time, and at least once in each

year, publish a list of all patents granted, and may with the

approval of the Governor in Council, cause such specifications

and drawings as are deemed of interest, or essential parts there-

1204 of,
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of, to bo printed, from time to time, for distribution or sale.

R.S., c. 61, s. 53.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

64. Any patentee under this Act who sells or offers for sale Patented

any article patented under this Act not stamped or enirraved st-imped^or^^
with the year of the patent, applying to such article, or when marked.

from the nature of the article this cannot be done, not having
affixed to it or every package wherein one or more of sucli

articles is or are inclosed a label marked with the year of the

date, of the patent applying to such article in manner and form
provided by this Act, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding Pennity for

one hundred dollars, and, in default of the payment of such pen- ^^^^"^*^-

alty, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two months.

E.S., c. 61, s. 54.

65. Every person who,—
P^j^^^y

(a) writes, paints, prints, moulds, casts, carves, engraves, marking an

stamps or otherwise marks upon anything made or sold patented,

by him, and for the sole making or selling of which he is

not the patentee, the name or any imitation of the name
of any patentee for the sole making or selling of such thing,

without the consent of such patentee ; or,

(h) without the consent of the patentee, writes, paints,

prints, moulds, casts, carves, engraves, stamps or other-

wise marks upon anything not purchased from the patentee,

the words. Patent, Letters Patent, King's or Queen's
Patent, Patented, or any word or words of like import,

with the intent of counterfeiting or imitating the stamp,
mark, or device of the patentee, or of deceiving the public

and inducing them to believe that the thing in question

was made or sold by or wath the consent of the patentee or

his legal representatives; or,

(c) offers for sale as patented any article not patented in

Canada, for the purpose of deceiving the public;

is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to a fine not exceed- An indictable

ing two hundred" dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not
°^'^°'^^-

exceeding three months, or to both. R.S., c. 61, s. 55.

66. Every person who wilfully makes or causes to be made Making
any false entry in any register or book, or any false or altered <^ertain false

copy of any document relating to the purposes of this Act, or copieran"

who produces or tenders any such false or altered document in '"i'i'^table

evidence, knowing the same to be such, is guilty of an indict-

able offence and shall be liable to be punished by fine and
imprisonment accordingly. U.S., c. 61, s. 56.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawsox, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 70.

An Act respecting Copyright.

Note.—The original Act is chapter 88 of 38 Vic, although there is another
Act passed in the same year also chaptered 88. It was assented
to by Her late Majesty under the authority of the Imperial Act
38-39 Vic, cap. 53.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Copyright Act. U.S., c. 62, Short title,

s. 1.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Agriculture

;

fh) 'Department' means the Department of Agriculture;

(c) ' legal representatives ' includes heirs, executors, admin-
istrators and assigns, or other legal representatives. U.S.,

c. 62, s. 2.

PAET I.

REGISTERS OF COPYRIGHTS.

3. The Minister shall cause to be kept, at the Department, Minister

books to be called the Registers of Copyrights, in which pro-
^o be^kept.

prietors of literary, scientific and artistic w^orks or composi-

tions, may have the same registered in accordance with the

provisions of this Act. U.S., c. 62, s. 3.

SUBJECTS AND CONDITIONS OF COPYRIGHT.

4. Any person domiciled in Canada or in any part of the "^Mio may

British possessions, or any citizen of any country which has ^(i]^^
^°^^"

an international copyright treaty with the United Kingdom,
who is the author of any book, map, chart or musical composi-

tion, or of any original painting, drawing, statue, sculpture or

photograph, or who invents, designs, etches, engraves or causes

to be engraved, etched or made from* his own design, any print,

cut, or engraving, and the legal representatives of such person

or citizen, shall for the term of twenty-eight years, from the For twenty-

time of recording the copyright thereof in the manner herein- ^'^ ^ years,

after directed, have the sole and exclusive right and liberty of

printing, reprinting, publishing, reproducing and vending such

82 1297 literarv
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literary, scientific or artistic work or composition, in whole or

Translations, in part, and of allowing translations of such work from one

language into other languages to be printed or reprinted and
sold. E.S., c. 62, s. 4.

Duration. 5. In no case shall the said sole and exclusive right and
liberty in Canada continue to exist after it has expired else-

where. U.S., c. 62, s. 5.

Conditions 6. The condition for obtaining such copyright shall be

copj^ight?^°^ ^^^at the said literary, scientific or artistic works shall be printed

and published or reprinted and republished in Canada, or in

the case of works of art that they shall be produced or repro-

duced in Canada, whether they are so published or produced

for the first time, or contemporaneously with or subsequently to

publication or production elsewhere. U.S., c. 62, s. 5.

Exception as 7. ISTo literary, scientific or artistic work which is immoral,

vvorks™°^^ licentious, irreligious, or treasonable or seditious, shall be the

legitimate subject of such registration or copyright. R.S., c.

62, s. 5.

Copyright in 8. Every work of which the copyright has been granted

Brfttsh copy- ^^^ ^^ subsisting in the United Kingdom, and copyright of

right works, which is not secured or subsisting in Canada, under any Act

of the Parliament of Canada, or of the Legislature of the late

province of Canada, or of the legislature of any of the provinces

forming part of Canada, shall, when printed and published,

or reprinted and republished in Canada, be entitled to copyright

under this Act; but nothing in this Act shall, except as here-

Importation. inafter provided, be held to prohibit the importation from the

United Kingdom of copies of any such work lawfully printed

there.

Foreign 2. If any such copyright work is reprinted subsequently to

reprints j^g publication in the United Kingdom, any person who has,

may be sold, previously to the date of entry of such work upon the Registers

of Copyright, imported any foreign reprints, may dispose of

Burden of such rcprints by sale or otherwise ; but the burden of proof of
proof. establishing the extent and regularity of the transaction shall

in such case be upon such person. U.S., c. 62, s. 6j 63-64 V.,

c. 25, s. 1.

Regifitmtion 9. Any literary work intended to be published in pamphlet
of work first

f J J. \^qq\^ form, but which is first published in separate articles

Teparate'
'"

in a newspaper or periodical, may be registered under this Act

^'^^'^d'c'r
^^'hile it is so preliminarily published, if the title of the manu-

script and a short analysis of the work are deposited at the

Department, and if every separate article so published is pre-

ceded by the words, Registered in accordance vnth the Copy-

right Act: Provided that tlio work, when published in book

1298 or
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or pamphlet form, shall be subject, also, to the other require-

ments of this Act. R.S., c. G2, s. 7.

10. If a book is published anonymously, it shall be suffi- Books pub-

cient to enter it in the name of the first publisher thereof, either onymously.

on behalf of the un-named author or on behalf of such first

publisher, as the case may be. R.S., c. 62, s. 8.

11. iN'o person shall be entitled to the benefit of this Act Deposit of

unless he has deposited at the Department three copies of the Department,
book, map, chart, musical.composition, photograph, print, cut,

or engraving, and in the case of paintings, drawings, statuary

and sculpture, unless he has furnished a written description

of such works of art ; .and the Minister shall cause the copyright

of the same to be recorded forthwith in a book to be kept for Record of

that purpose, in the manner adopted by him, or prescribed by ^°p^"^ •

the rules and forms made, from time to time, as herein pro-

vided. R.S., c. 62, s. 9 ; 58-59 V., c. 37, s. 1.

12. The Minister shall cause one of such three copies of One copy to

such book, map, chart, musical composition, photograph, print, parlfament
cut, or engraving, to be deposited in the Library of the Parlia- and British

ment of Canada and one in the British Museum. U.S., c. 62,
"seum.

s. 10; 58-59 V., c. 37, s. 2.

13. It shall not be requisite to deliver any printed copy of As to second

the second or of any subsequent edition of any book unless the quent"^*^^'

same contains very important alterations or additions. E.S., c. editions.

62, s. 11.

14. ISTo person shall be entitled to the benefit o-f this Act Notice of

unless he gives information of the copyright beins; secured,— copyright

/ \ * c -y 1' 111 .-i. ^^ 3.ppea.r on
(a) II the work is a book, by causing to be inserted in the work,

several copies of every edition published daring the term
secured, on the title page, or on the page immediately fol-

lowing; or,

(h) if the work is a map, chart, musical composition, print,

cut, engraving or photograph, by causing to be impressed
on the face thereof; or,

(c) if the work is a volume of maps, charts, music, engrav-

ings or photographs, by causing to be impressed upon the

title i)age or frontispiece thereof;

the words,

—

Entered according to Act of the Parliament of Form.

Canada, in the year , hy A.B., at the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

2. As regards paintings, drawings, statuary and sculptures. Exception,

the signature of the artist shall be deemed a sufficient notice

of such proprietorship. E.S., c. 62, s. 12.

15. The author of any literary, scientific or artistic w^ork, interim

or his legal representatives, may, pending the publication or copyright,

82^ "^ 1299 republication
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how obtain- republication thereof in Canada, obtain an interim copyright
*"^®" therefor by depositing at the Department a copy of the title or

a designation of such work, intended for publication or repub-

lication in Canada.
Registration. 2. Such title or designation shall be registered in an interim

copyright register at the Department to secure to such author

aforesaid or his legal representatives, the exclusive rights

recognized by this Act, previous to publication or republication

in Canada.

3. Such interim registration shall not endure for more than

one month from the date of the original publication elsewhere,

within which period the work shall be printed or reprinted and
published in Canada.

Notice. 4, In every case of interim registration under this Act the

author or his legal representatives shall cause notice of such

registration to be inserted once in the Canada Gazette. R.S.,

c. 62, s. 13.,

Application 16. The application for the registration of a copyright, or

tion.^^^'^
^^ of a temporary or of an interim copyright may be made in the

name of the author or of his legal representatives, by any person

purporting to be agent of such author or legal representatives.
Unauthor- 2. Any damage caused by a fraudulent or an erroneous as-

sumption sumption of such authority shall be recoverable in any court
of agency. ^f competent jurisdiction. E.S., c. 62, s. 14

ASSIGNMENTS AND EENEWALS.

Copyright 1*7. The right of an author of a literary, scientific or artistic

to obtain it work to obtain a copyright, and the copyright when obtained,
assignable, shall be assignable in law, either as to the whole interest or any
In duplicate, part thereof, by an instrument in writing, made in duplicate,

and which shall be registered at the Department on production

of both duplicates and payment of the fee hereinafter men-
tioned.

Duplicates^. 2. One of the duplicates shall be retained at the Department,
and the other shall be returned, with a certificate of registra-

tion, to the person depositing it. U.S., c. 62, s. 15.

disposal of.

Copyright to 18. \Micnevor the author of a literary, scientific or artistic

auThor.^
" work or composition which may be the subject of copyright

has executed the same for another person, or has sold the same
to another person for due consideration, such author shall not

be entitled to obtain or to retain the proprietorship of such

copyright, which is, by the said transaction, virtually trans-

ferred to the purchaser, and such purchaser may avail himself

of such privilege, unless a reserve of the privilege is specially

made by tlie author or artist in a deed duly executed. R.S.,

c. 02, s. 16.

1300 19.
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19. If, at the expiration of the said term of twenty-eight Extension

years, the author, or any of the authors when the work has ° ^*^^™'

been originally composed and made by more than one person,

is still living, or if such author is dead and has left a widow
or a child, or children living, the same sole and exclusive right

and liberty shall be continued to such author, or to such authors

still living, or, if dead, then to such widow and child or

children, as the case may be, for the further term of fourteen

years ; but in such case, within one year after the expiration Title to be

of such term of twenty-eight years, the title of the work secured tfreS.
^^^^^'

shall be a second time registered, and all other regulations here-

in required to be observed in regard to original copyrights

shall be complied with in respect to such renewed copyright.

R.S., c. 62, s. 17.

20. In all cases of renewal of copyright under this Act the Notice of
rf^riGWril TO

author or proprietor shall, within two months from the date of be published,

such renewal, cause notice of the registration thereof to be pub-

lished once in the Canada Gazette. E.S., c. 62, s. 18.

CONFLICTING CLAIMS TO COPYKIGHT.

21. In case of any person making application to register How deter-

as his own, the copyright of a literary, scientific or artistic

work already registered in the name of another person, or in

case of simultaneous conflicting applications, or of an applica-

tion made by any person other than the person entered as pro-

prietor of a registered copyright, to cancel the said copyright,

the person so applying shall be notified by the Minister that

the question is one for the decision of a court of competent Court,

jurisdiction, and no further proceedings shall be had or taken

by the Minister concerning the application until a judgment
is produced maintaining, cancelling or otherwise deciding the

matter.

2. Such registration, cancellation or adjustment of the said Duty of

right shall then be made by the Minister in accordance with
^

such decision.

3. The Exchequer Court of Canada shall be a competent Exchequer

court within the meaning of this Act, and shall have jurisdic-

tion to adjudicate upon any question arising under this section,

upon information in the name of the Attorney General of

Canada, or at the suit of any person interested. R.S., c. 62,

s. 19, 53 v., c. 12, s. 1; 54-55 V., c. 34, s. 1.

UNAUTHORIZED PUBLICATION OF MANUSCRIPT.

22. Every person who, without the consent of the author Printine of

or lawful proprietor thereof first obtained, prints or publishes ™fthouT'^*
or causes to be printed or published, any manuscript not pre- authority.

viously printed in Canada or elsewhere, shall be liable to the

author or proprietor for all damages occasioned by such pub- Damages.

1301 lication,
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lication, and the same shall be recoverable in any court of com-

petent jurisdiction. U.S., c. 62, s. 20.

Cop>Tighted
work out of
print.

License.

LICENSES TO EE-PUBLISH.

23* If a work copyrighted in Canada becomes out of print,

a complaint may be lodged by any person with the Minister,

who, on the fact being ascertained to his satisfaction, shall

notify the owner of the copyright of the complaint and of the

fact; and if, within a reasonable time, no remedy is applied

by such owner, the Minister may grant a license to any person

to publish a new edition or to import the work, specifying the

number of copies and the royalty to be jjaid on each to the

owner of the copyright. R.S., c. 62, s. 21.

Registration
fees.

For office

copies.

Fees in full

of all ser-

vices.

Application.

No exemp-
tion from
pnyinent of

fees.

FEES.

24. The following fees shall be paid to the Minister before

an application for any of the following purposes is received,

that is to say:

—

Registering a copyright $1.00
Registering an interim copyright.. .. 0.50
Registering a temporary copyright . . . . 0.50
Registering an assignment 1.00
Certified copy of registration 0.50
Registering any decision of a court of

justice, for every folio 0.50

For office copies of documents not above mentioned, the fol-

lowing charges shall be made :

—

Every single or first folio of one hun-

dred words, certified copy $0.50

Every such subsequent folio (fractions

of or under one-half not being

counted, and of one-half or more

being counted) 0.25

2. The said fees shall be in full of all services performed

under this Act by the Minister or by any person employed by

him.

3. All fees received under this Act shall be paid over to the

Minister of Finance and shall form part of the Consolidated

Revenue Fund of Canada.

4. No person shall be exempt from the payment of any fee

or charge payable in respect of any services performed under

this Act for such person, and no fee paid shall be returned to

the person who paid it. R.S., c. 62, s. 22.

KIGIIT TO REPRESENT SCENE OR OBJECT.

.Saved, 25. Xothing herein contained shall prejudice the right of

any person to represent any scene or object, notwithstanding

1302 that
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that there may be copyright in some other representation of

such scene or object. U.S., c. 62, s. 23.

FOREIGN NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES.

26. Newspapers and magazines published in foreign coun- "SUy be

tries, and which contain, together with foreign original matter, '"^'^orted.

portions of British copyright works republished with the con-

sent of the author or his legal representatives, or under the

law of the country where such copyright exists, may be imported

into Canada. E.S., c. G2, s. 24.

CLERICAL ERRORS NOT TO INVALIDATE.

27. Clerical errors which occur in the framing or copying Corrected

of any instrument drawn by any officer or employee in or of ^
-Miiiister,

the Department shall not be construed as invalidating such

instrument, but when discovered they may be corrected under
the authority of the Minister. U.S., c. 62, s. 25.

IMPORTATION.

28. If a book as to which there is subsisting copyright If copyright

under this Act has been first lawfully published in any part of
fjcenles re-

His Majesty's dominions, other than Canada, and if it is proved production

to the satisfaction of the Minister that the owner of the copy- ^° Canada,

right so subsisting and of the copyright acquired by such publi-

cation has lawfully granted a license to reproduce in Canada,
from movable or other types, or from stereotype plates, or from
electroplates, or from lithograph stones, or by any process for

facsimile reproduction, an edition or editions of such book
designed for sale only in Canada, the Minister may, notwith- Minister

standing anything in this Act, by order under his hand, prohibit "mporta-
^

the importation into Canada, except with the written consent tion.

of the licensee, of any copies of such book printed elsewhere:

Provided that two such copies may be specially imported for Proviso,

the hona fide use of any public free library or any university

or college library, or for the library of any duly incorporated

institution or society for the use of the members of such insti-

tution or society. 63-64 V., c. 25, s. 1.

29, The Minister may at any time in like manner, by order Suspension

under his hand, suspend or revoke such prohibition upon °^ revocation

importation if it is proved to his satisfaction that,

—

tion.

(a) the license to reproduce in Canada has terminated or

expired ; or,

(b) the reasonable demand for the book in Canada is not
sufficiently met without importation; or,

(c) the book is not, having regard to the demand therefor

in Canada, being suitablv printed or published ; or,

i303 (d)
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(d) any other state of things exists on account of which

it is not in the public interest to further prohibit importa-

tion. 63-64 v., c. 25, s. 2.

Licensee if

required to

furnish copy
of any
edition.

Otherwise
prohibition
may be
revoked.

30. At any time after the importation of a book has been

so prohibited, any person resident or being in Canada may
apply, either directly or through a book-seller or other agent,

to the person so licensed to reproduce such book, for a copy of

any edition of such book then on sale and reasonably obtainable

in the United Kingdom or any other part of His Majesty's

dominions, and it shall thereupon be the duty of the person

so licensed, as soon as reasonably may be, to import and sell

such copy to the person so applying therefor, at the ordinary

selling price of such copy in the United Kingdom, or such other

part of His Majesty's dominions, with the duty and reasonable

forwarding charges added.

2. The failure or neglect, without lawful excuse, of the

person so licensed to supply such copy within a reasonable

time shall be a reason for which the Minister may, if he sees fit,

suspend or revoke the prohibition upon importation. 63-64 V.,

c. 25, s. 3.

Prohibition 31. The Minister shall forthwith inform the Department

to ^Cust°oms!*^ of Customs of any order made by bim under this Act. 63-64 V.,

c. 25, s. 4. •

Certified

copies.

EVIDENCE.

32. All copies or extracts certified from the Department

stall be received in evidence without further proof and with-

out production of the originals. U.S., c. 62, s. 26.

Validity of
documents.

33. All documents, executed and accepted by the Minister

shall be held valid, so far as relates to official proceedings under

this Act. R.S., c. 62, s. 27.

Minister to
make rules

and forms.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

34. The Minister may, from time to time, subject to the

approval of the Governor in Council, make such rules and

regulations, and prescribe such forms as appear to him neces-

sary and expedient for the purposes of this Act; and such

regulations and forms, circulated in print for the use of the

pul>lic, shall l)e deeme<l to be correct for the purposes of this

Act. K.S., c. 62, s. 27.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

Making false 35. Kvory pcrsou who wilfully makes or causes to bo made
entncH.

^^^^^^ false entry in any of the registry books, hereinbefore men-

tioned, or who wilfully produces or causes to be tendered in

1304 evidence,
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evidence, any paper "which falsely purports to be a copy of an
entry in any of the said books, is guilty of an indictable offence, Indictable

and shall bo punished accordingly. R.S., c. 62, s. 28. offence.

36. Every person who fraudulently assumes authority to FraiuKilent

act as agent of the author, or of his legal representative, for
ora'uthoritv

the registration of a copyright, or of a temporary or of an in-

terim copyright, is guilty of an indictable offence and shall be Indictable

punished accordingly. E.S., c. 62, s. 29. offence.

37. Every person who, Infringement

(a) after the interim registration of the title of any book of aTook!
according to this Act, and within the term herein limited,

or after the copyright is secured and during the term or

terms of its duration, prints, publishes, or reprints or re-

publishes, or imports, or causes to be so printed, published

or imported, any copy or any translation of such book
without having first obtained the right so to do by assign-

ment from the person lawfully entitled to the copyright

thereof; or,

(b) knowing the same to be so printed or imported, pub-
lishes, sells or exposes for sale, or causes to be published,

sold or exposed for sale, any copy of such book without
such consent

;

shall forfeit every copy of such book to the person then law- Forfeiture.

fully entitled to the copyright thereof; and shall forfeit and
pay for every such copy which is found in his possession, either

printed or being printed, published, imported or exposed for

sale, contrary to the provisions of this Act, such sum, not ex-

ceeding one dollar, and not less than ten cents, as the court

determines, which forfeiture shall be enforceable or recoverable Recovery.

in any court of competent jurisdiction.

2. A moiety of such sum shall belong to His Majesty for the Application,

public uses of Canada, and the other moiety shall belong to the

lawful owner of such copyright. R.S., c. 62, s. 30.

38. Every person who, after the registering of any paint- Infrinffement

ing, drawing, statue or other work of art, and within the term ^f pah^ing,*
or terms limited by this Act, reproduces in any manner, or etc.

causes to be reproduced, made or sold, in whole or in part, any
copy of any such work of art, without the consent of the pro-

prietor shall forfeit the plate or plates on which such repro-

duction has been made, and every sheet thereof so reproduced,

to the proprietor of the copyright thereof ; and shall also forfeit Forfeiture,

for every sheet of such reproduction published or exposed for

sale, contrary to this Act, such sum, not exceeding one dollar

and not less than ten cents, as the court determines, which
forfeiture shall be enforceable or recoverable in any court of

competent jurisdiction.

1305 2.
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Infringement
of cop>Tight
of print,

chart, music,
etc.

Application. 2. A luoietj of such sum shall belong to His Majesty for

the public uses of Canada, and the other moiety shall belong to

the lawful owner of such copyright. R.S., c. 62, s. 31.

39. Every person who, without the consent of the pro-

prietor of the copyright first obtained,

—

(a) after the registering of any print, cut or engraving,

map, chart, musical composition or photograph, according

to the provisions of this Act, and within the term or terms

limited by this Act, engraves, etches or works, sells or
copies, or causes to be engraved, etched or copied, made or

sold any such print, cut or engraving, map, chart, musical

composition or photograph, or any part thereof, either as

a whole or by varying, adding to or diminishing the main
design with intent to evade the law ; or,

(h) prints or reprints or imports for sale, or causes to be

so printed or reprinted or imported for sale, any such

map, chart, musical composition, print, cut or engraving,

or any part thereof; or,

(c) knowing the same to be so reprinted, printed or im-

ported without such consent, publishes, sells or exposes

for sale, or in any manner disposes of any such map,
chart, musical composition, engraving, cut, photograph,

or print

;

shall forfeit the plate or plates on which such map, chart, musi-

cal composition, engraving, cut, photograph or print has been

copied, and also every sheet thereof, so copied or printed as

aforesaid, to the proprietor of the copyright thereof; and shall

also forfeit, for every sheet of such map, musical composition,

print, cut or engraving found in his possession, printed or

published or exposed for sale, contrary to this Act, such sum,

not exceeding one dollar and not less than ten cents, as the court

determines, which forfeiture shall be enforceable or recover-

able in any court of competent jurisdiction.

2. A moiety of such sum shall belong to His Majestv for

the public uses of Canada, and the other moiety shall belong

to the lawful owner of such copyright. R.S., c. 62, s. 32.

40. Every person who has not law-fully acquired the copy-
right of a literary, scientific or artistic work, and who inserts

in any copy thereof printed, produced, reproduced or imported,
or who impresses on any such copy, that the same has been
entered according to this Act, or words purporting to assert the

existence of a Canadian copyright in relation thereto, shall

incur a penalty not exceeding three hundred dollars. R.S.,

c. 62, s. 33.

Forfeiture.

Recovery.

Application.

Falsely pre-

tending to
have copy-
right.

Penalty.

Registering
interim copy-

right with-
out publish-

ing.

U.S., 1000.

41. Every person who causes any work to be rogistorod in

tlio register of interim copyright and fails to print and publish,

or ro[)rint and republish the same within the time prescribed,

1306 shall
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shall incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars. K.S., Penalty.

c. 62, s. 33.

42. Every penalty incurred under either of the last two Procedure,

preceding sections shall he recoverable in any court of com-
petent jurisdiction.

2. A moiety of any such penalty shall belong to His Majesty Application,

for the public uses of Canada, and the other moiety shall belong

to the person who sues for the same. R.S., c. 62, s. 33.

43. All books imported in contravention of any order. Unlawful

prohibiting such importation, made under the hand of the ii^iportation

Minister, by the authority of this Act, may be seized by any

officer of Customs, and shall be forfeited to the Crown and Forfeiture.

destroyed ; and any person importing, or causing or permitting

the importation of any book in contravention of such order

shall, for each offence, be liable, upon summary conviction, to

a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars. 63-61: V., c. 25, Penalty.

s. 5.

44. 'No action or prosecution for the recovery of any penalty Limitation

under this Act, shall be commenced more than two years after

the cause of action arises. R.S., c. 62, s. 34.

PAET II.

APPLICATION!^.

45. This Part shall come into force on a day to be named When to

by proclamation of the Governor General. 52 V., c. 29, s. 7. forcl
'''^*'

46. ISTothing in this Part contained shall be deemed to,— Works

(a) prohibit the importation from the United Kingdom ^^^^p*^"^-

of copies of works of which the copyright is there existing

and which are lawfully printed and published there ; or,

(b) except as in this Part otherwise expressly provided,

apply to any work for which, before the coming into force

of this Part, copyright had been obtained in the United
Kingdom, or in any country which has an international

copyrigiit treaty with the United Kingdom, in which
Canada is included.

2. The law in force at the time of the coming into effect of Subject to

this Part shall be deemed to continue in force as respects such
^^^^^ ^^'

works. 52 V., c. 29, s. 6.

EEPEAL.

47. Sections four, five, six and eight of Part I. of this Act Sections 4,

are repealed. 52 V., c. 29, ss. 1 and 2. ^' ^ ^""^ ^

1307 SUBJECTS
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SUBJECTS AND CONDITIONS OF COPYRIGHT.

Who njay
have
copyright.

48. Any person domiciled in Canada or in any part of the

British possessions, or any citizen of any country which has

an international copyright treaty with the United Kingdom,
in which Canada is included, who is the author of any book,

map, chart or musical or literary composition, or of any original

painting, drawing, statue, sculpture or photograph, or who
invents, designs, etches, engraves or causes to be engraved,

etched or made from his own design, any print or engraving,

and the legal representatives of such person or citizen, shall, for

For twenty- the term of twenty-eight years from the time of recording the
eight years.

QQpypjg.}j^ thereof, have the sole and exclusive right and liberty

of printing, reprinting, publishing, reproducing and vending

such literary, scientific, musical or artistic work or composition,

Translations, in whole or in part, and of allowing translations of such literary

work, from one language into other languages, to be printed or

reprinted and sold in the manner and on the conditions, and

subject to the restrictions hereinafter set forth. 52 V., c. 29,

8. 1.

Conditions 49, xhe conditions for obtaining such copyright shall be

copyright. that the said literary, scientific, musical or artistic work shall,

before publication or production elsewhere, or simultaneously

with the first publication or production thereof elsewhere, be

registered in the office of the Minister, by the author or his

legal representative, and further that such work shall be printed

and published or produced in Canada, or reprinted and repub-

lished or reproduced in Canada, within one month after publi-

cation or production elsewhere. 52 V., c. 29, s. 1.

Duration. 50. In no case shall the sole and exclusive right and privi-

lege in Canada continue to exist after it has expired in the

country of origin. 52 V., c. 29, s. 1.

Minister
may ffrant

licenses to

print and
puV)lish in

Canada.

No exclusive
right.

Royalty of

10 p. c.

LICENSES.

51. If any person entitled to copyright of a work under

this Act,

—

(a) neglects or fails to take advantage of its provisions ; or,

(b) having obtained copyright thereunder, at any time after

the first publication in Canada of the work for which

copyright has been so obtained, fails to print and publish

the work in Canada in sufficient numbers and in such

manner as to meet the demand in Canada for such work;

the Minister may grant a license or licenses to any person or

persons domiciled in Canada to print and publish or to repro-

duce such work in Canada, but no such license sliall convey any

exclusive right to print and publish or reproduce any work.

2. A license shall l)e granted to any applicant agreeing to

pay the author or his legal representatives a royalty of ten per

1 .308 centum
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centum on the retail price of each copy or reproduction issued

of the work which is the subject of the license, and giving

security for such payment to the satisfaction of the Minister.

52 v., c. 29, s. 3 ; 58-59 V., c. 3Y, s. 3.

52. As to any work for which copyright has been obtained Governor in

in Canada, the Governor in Council may, upon its being es-
^eTOk^e'suclf

tablished to his satisfaction that the holder of such copyright licenses.

is prepared and bona fide intends, during the remaining period

of his term of copyright, to print and publish such work in

Canada in sufficient numbers and in such manner as to supply

the demand for such work in Canada, revoke all licenses for the

printing and publication of such work then in force.

2. Such revocation shall not render unlawful the subsequent Saving. •

sale and disposal in Canada of all or any of the copies of such

work then printed under the authority of the license so revoked.

58-59 v., c. 37, s. 5.

53. The royalty in this Part provided for shall be collected How royalty

by the officers of the Department of Inland R(3venue, and paid
pai|.^*^

^^

over to the persons entitled thereto, under regulations approved

by the Governor in Council; but the Government shall not be

liable to account for any such royalty not actually collected.

52 v., c. 29, s. 4.

54. Wlienever, under the foregoing provisions of this Part, Governor in

a license has been issued permitting the printing and publish- prohibit^m-

ing or the producing of any work, and evidence has been ad- portation.

duced to the satisfaction of the Governor in Council that such

work is in course of being printed and published or produced

in such manner as to meet the demand therefor in Canada,

the Governor General may, by proclamation published in the

Canada Gazette,^ prohibit the importation, while the author's

copyright or that of his assigns is in force, or would have been

in force had copyright for the work been obtained in Canada
under the foregoing provisions of this Part, of any copies or

reproductions of the work to which such license relates.

2. If, at any time thereafter, it is made to appear to the And revoke

Governor in Council that such work is not, under such license,
prohibition,

printed and published or produced in such manner as to meet

such demand, the Governor General may, by proclamation pub-

lished as aforesaid, revoke such prohibition. 52 V., c. 29, s. 5

;

58-59 v., c. 37, s. 4.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Davfson. Law Printer to the Kins
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 71.

An Act respecting Trade Marks and Indnstrial

Designs.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Trade Mark and Design Short title.

Act. K.S., c. 63, s. 1.

GENERAL INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, nnless the context otherwise requires, ' Min- ' Minister.'

ister ' means the Minister of Agriculture.

DIVISION OF ACT.

3. This Act is divided into three parts. Part I. applies only Division of

to Trade Marks. Part II. applies only to Industrial Designs,

but does not apply to any design the proprietor of which is not

a person resident within Canada, nor to any design w^hich is

not applied to a subject-matter manufactured in Canada.

Part HI. is general and applies to both Trade Marks and
Industrial Designs. R.S., c. 63, ss. 2, 24 and 36.

PART I.

TRADE MARKS.

Interpretation.

4. In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' general trade mark ' means a trade mark used in con-

nection with the sale of various articles in which a pro-

prietor deals in his trade, business, occupation or calling

generally

;

(h) ' specific trade mark ' means a trade mark used in con-

nection with the sale of a class merchandise of a particular

description. R.S., c. 63, s. 4.

5* All marks, names, labels, brands, packages or other busi- What shall

ness devices, which are adopted for use by any person in his
to be^ trade

trade, business, occupation or calling, for the purpose of distin- marks,

guishing any manufacture, product or article of any description

1311 manufactured,
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As to timber
or lumber.

manufactured, produced, compounded, packed or offered for

sale by him, applied in any manner whatever either to such

manufacture, product or article, or to any package, parcel, case,

box or other vessel or receptacle of any description whatsoever

containing the same, shall, for the purposes of this Act, be

considered and known as trade marks. K.S., c. 63, s. 3.

6. Timber or lumber of any kind upon which labour has

been expended by any person in his trade, business, occupation

or calling, shall, for the purposes of this Act, be deemed a manu-

facture, product or article. R.S., c. 63, s. 3.

Seal and
its use.

Seal.

7. The Minister may cause a seal to be made for the pur-

poses of this Part, and may cause to be sealed therewith trade

marks and other instruments, and copies of such trade marks

and other instruments, proceeding from his office in relation

to trade marks. E.S., c. 63, s. 7.

Register to
be kept.

Registration
by Minister.

Registration.

8. A register shall be kept at the Department of Agriculture

for the registration of trade marks. K.S., c. 63, s. 5.

9. Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Minister shall

on application duly made in that behalf, register therein the

trade mark of any proprietor applying for such registration

in manner as provided by this Act in that behalf and by the

rules and regulations made thereunder. E.S., c. 63, ss. 5,

and 8.

Nature of 10. Every proprietor of a trade mark who applies for its

to^be
^^^^

registration shall state in his application whether the said

specified. trade mark is intended to be used as a general trade mark or

as a specific trade mark. R.S., c. 63, s. 9.

Minister may
refuse to
register

trade mark
in certain
ca8C3.

11. The Minister may refuse to register any trade mark,

—

(a) if he is not satisfied that the applicant is undoubtedly

entitled to the exclusive use of such trade mark;

(b) if the trade mark proposed for registration is identical

with or resembles a trade mark already registered;

(c) if it appears that the trade mark is calculated to deceive

or mislead the public;

(d) if the trade mark contains any immorality or scandal-

ous figure;

(e) if the so-called trade mark does not contain the essentials

necessary to constitute a trade mark, properly speaking.

54-55 v., c. 35, 8. 1.

1313 12.
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12. The Minister maj in anv case in the last preceding Reference

section mentioned, if he thinks fit, refer the matter to the Exchequer
Exchequer Court of Canada, and, in that event, such court Court,

shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine the matter, and
to make an order determining whether and subject to what
conditions, if any, registration is to be permitted. 54-55 V.,

c. 35, s. 1.

13. Subject to the foregoing provisions, the proprietor of a How regis-

trade mark may, on forwarding to the Minister a drawing and bTeffected^
description in duplicate of such trade mark, and a declaration

that the same was not in use to his knowledge by any other

person than himself at the time of his adoption thereof, together

with the fee required by this Act in that behalf, and on other-

wise complying with the provisions of this Act in relation to

trade marks and with the rules and regulations made there-

under, have such trade mark registered for his own exclusive

use.

2. Thereafter such proprietor shall have the exclusive right Exclusive

to use the trade mark to designate articles manufactured or sold ^rlde ^mark
by him. R.S., c. 63, ss. 3, 5, 8 and 13.

14. Upon any trade mark being registered under this Act, Certificate of

the Minister shall return to the proprietor registering the same ^*^^'* ^^^^°^-

one copy of the drawdng and description forwarded to him
with a certificate signed by the Minister to the effect that the

said trade mark has been duly registered in accordance with the

provisions of this Act; and the day, month and year of the

entry of the trade mark in the register shall also be set forth

in such certificate. R.S., c. 63, s. 13.

Assignme^it.

15. Every trade mark registered in the office of the Minis- Trade marks

ter shall be assignable in law. ^signed
2. On the assignment being produced, and the fee by this

Act prescribed therefor being paid, the Minister shall cause the

name of the assignee, with the date of the assignment and such Entry.

other details as he sees fit, to be entered in the margin of the

register of trade marks on the folio where suck trade mark is

registered. U.S., c. 63, s. 16.

Tiine Limit.

16. A general trade mark once registered and destined to Duration of

be the sign in trade of the proprietor thereof shall endure with- trade^mark

out limitation. U.S., c. 63, s. 14.

17. A specific trade mark, when registered, shall endure And of

for the term of twenty-five years, but may be renewed before trnje^mark
the expiration of the said term by the proprietor thereof, or bv

83 . 1313 his
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his legal representative, for another term of twenty-five years,

and so on from time to time; but every such renewal shall be

registered before the expiration of the current term of twenty-

five years. R.S., c. 63, s. 14.

Cancellation.

18. Any person who has registered a trade mark may peti-

tion for the cancellation of the same, and the Minister may,

on receiving such petition, cause the said trade mark to be so

cancelled.

2. Such trade mark shall, after such cancellation, be con-

sidered as if it had never been registered under the name of

the said person. U.S., c. 63, s. 15.

Bight of Action.

19. An action or suit may be maintained by any proprietor

of a trade mark against any person who uses the registered

trade mark of such proprietor, or any fraudulent imitation

thereof, or who sells any article bearing such trade mark or

any such imitation thereof, or contained in any package of such

proprietor or purporting to be his, contrary to the provisions

of this Act. K.S., c. 63, s. 18.

No suit 20. Xo person shall institute any proceeding to prevent the

mal^k^s*'^^'^^ infringement of any trade mark, unless such trade mark is

registered, registered in pursuance of this Act. R.S., c. 63, s. 19.

Cancellation
of trade
mark.

Effect of

cancellation.

Suit by pro-
prietor.

mark.

Offences and Penalties.

Unlawful use 21. Every person other than the proprietor of any trade

of trade mark who, with intent to deceive and to induce any person to

believe that any article of any description whatsoever was

manufactured, produced, compounded, packed or sold by the

proprietor of such trade mark,

—

(a) marks any such article with any trade mark registered

under the provisions of this Act, or with any part of such

trade mark, whether by applying such trade mark or any

part thereof to the article itself or to any package or thing

containing such article, or by using any package or thing

so marked which has been used by the proprietor of such

trade mark ; or,

(h) knowingly sells or offers for sale any such article marked

with such trade mark or with any part thereof;

is guilty of an indictable offence and liable for each offence to

a fine not oxcoodiug one hundred dollars and not less than

twenty dollars.

2. Such fine shall be paid to the proprietor of such trade

mark together with the costs incurred in enforcing and recover-

ing the same.^
1314 3.

Penalty.

To whom
payable.
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3. Every complaint under this section shall l)e made b_y the Suit by pro-

proprietor of such trade mark, or by some one acting on his
age^nt"^

^^

behalf and thereunto duly authoriz(Ml. K.S., c. 63, s. 17.

Warranty Upon Sale-

ns* Upon the sale or in the contract for the sale of any goods Warranty

to which a trade mark, or mark, or trade description has been mark is

applied, the vendor shall, unless the contrary is expressed in genuine,

some writing, signed by or on behalf of the vendor, and de-

livered at the time of the sale or contract to and accepted by
the vendee, be deemed to warrant that the mark is a genuine

trade mark and not forged or falsely applied, or that the trade

description is not a false trade description within the meaning
of Part VII. of the Criminal Code. 51 V., c. 41, s. 18.

PAKT II.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS.

Registration.

23. The Minister shall cause to be kept a book to be called Register of,

the Register of Industrial Designs for the registration therein *° ^^ '^^p*'-

of industrial designs. K.S., c. 63, s. 22.

24. The proprietor applying for the registration of any Drawing and

design shall deposit with the Minister a drawing and descrip-
description

tion in duplicate of the same, together with a declaration that posited.

the same was not in use to his knowledge by any other person

than himself at the time of his adoption thereof. R.S., c. 63,

s. 22.

25. On receipt of the fee prescribed by this Act in that Examination

behalf, the Minister shall cause any design for which the pro- P'"''?^ ^°

.

prietor has made application for registry to be examined to
^^^^^

ascertain whether it resembles any other design already regis-

tered. R.S., c. 63, s. 22.

26. The Minister shall register the design if he finds that Registration

it is not identical with or does not so closely resemble any other °^ design,

design already registered as to be confounded therewith; and
he shall return to the proprietor thereof one copy of the draw-
ing and description with the certificate required by this Part:
Provided that he may refuse, subject to appeal to the Governor Proviso,

in Council, to register such designs as do not appear to him to

be within the provisions of this Part or any design which is

contrary to public morality or order. R.S., c. 63, ss. 22 and 27.

83^ 1315 27.
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Certi^ate
of Minister.

Particulars
thereof.

Certificate to
be evidence
of contents.

27. On the copy of the drawing and description returned

to the person registering, a certificate shall be given signed by

the Minister or the Deputy Minister of Agriculture to the effect

that such design has been duly registered in accordance with

the provisions of this Act.

2. Such certificate shall show the date of registration in-

cluding the day, month and year of the entry thereof in the

proper register, the name and address of the registered pro-

prietor, the number of such design and the number or letter

employed to denote or correspond to the registration.

3. The said certificate, in the absence of proof to the con-

trary, shall be sufficient evidence of the design, of the origin-

ality of the design, of the name of the proprietor, of the person

named as proprietor being proprietor, of the commencement

and term of registry, and of compliance with the provisions of

this Act. E.S., c. 63, ss. 22 and 28.

28. If the author of any design shall, for a good and valu-

able consideration, have executed the same for some other

person, such other person shall alone be entitled to register it.

R.S., c. 63, s. 25.

Exclusive Itiglit.

Registration 29. An exclusive right for an industrial design may be ac-

gives quired by registration of the same under this Part.- E.S., c. 63^

s. 29.

Who may
register.

Duration of
right.

Renewal.

Provaso.

30. Such exclusive right shall be valid for the term of five

years, but may be renewed, at or before the expiration of the

said term of five years, for a further period of five years or less

on payment of the fee in this Act prescribed for extension of

time: Provided that the wdiole duration of the exclusive right

shall not exceed ten years in all. R.S., c. 63, s. 29.

Ceing design
without
leave.

Unlawful.

Who Rhall

be deemed
proprietor.

31. During the existence of such exclusive right, whether

of the entire or partial use of such design, no person shall with-

out the license in writing of the registered proprietor, or, if

assigned, of his assignee, apply for the purposes of sale such

design or a fraudulent imitation thereof to the ornamenting

of any article of manufacture or other article to w^hich an indus-

trial design may be applied or attached, or publish, sell or

expose for sale or use, any such article as aforesaid to which

Buch design or fraudulent imitation thereof has been applied.

R.S., 0. 63, s. 31.

Proprietorship.

32. The author of any design shall bo considered the pro-

prietor thereof unless lie has executed the design for another

person for a good or valual)lo consideration, in wdiich case such

other person shall be considered the proprietor.

1316 2.
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2. The right of such other person to the property shall only Acquired

be co-extensive with the right which he has acquired. E.S., ^'^'^*-

c. 63, s. 25.

Assignments.

33. Every design shall be assignable in law, either as to Desitrn to be

the whole interest or any undivided part thereof, by an instru-
''''si^nable.

ment in writing which shall be recorded in the office of the

Minister on pavrnent of the fees prescribed bv this Act in that

behalf.

2. Every proprietor of a design may grant and convey an Right to

exclusive right to make, use and vend and to grant to others the ^^ ^'''^"'

right to make, use and vend such design within and throughout
Canada or any part thereof for the unexpired term of its dura-

tion or any part thereof.

3. Such exclusive grant and conveyance shall be called a License,

license, and shall be recorded in like manner and time as assign-

ments. E.S., c. 63, s. 30.

Protection of Design.

34. In order that any design may be protected, it shall be Conditions

registered before publication, and, after registration, the name tion!"^'^

^*

of the proprietor shall appear upon the article to which his

design applies by being marked, if the manufacture is a woven
fabric, on one end thereof, together with the letters Rd.,

and, if the manufacture is of any other substance, with the

letters Bd., and the year of registration at the edge or upon
any convenient part thereof.

2. The mark may be put upon the manufacture by making How mark

it on the material itself, or by attaching thereto a label with
l^^^j ^

the proper marks thereon. U.S., c. 63, s. 24.

Right of Action.

35. If any person applies or imitates any design for the Suit by pro-

purpose of sale, being aware that the proprietor of such design P^ietor

has not given his consent to such application, an action may be

maintained by the proprietor of such design, against such

person for the damages such proprietor has sustained by reason

of such application or imitation. R.S., c. 63, s. 35.

Offences and Penalties.

36. Every person who, in violation of the provisions of Violation of

this Part, during the existence of the exclusive right acquired * ^^ ^^^'

for any industrial design by the registration of the same under
this Part, whether of the entire or partial use of such design,

without the license in writing of the registered proprietor, or,

if assigned, of his assignee,

—

(a) for the purposes of sale, applies or attaches such design By applying

or a fraudulent imitation thereof to the ornamentins^ of °^^'S°-

1317 ^anv
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By selling

article with
design im-
properly
applied.

Penalty.

Recovery.

Falsely rep-

resenting an
article as

having a
registered

design.

Penalty.

Recovery.

Application.

Time.

any article of manufacture or other article to which an
industrial design may be applied or attached ; or,

(h) publishes, sells or exposes for sale or for use, any article

of manufacture or £)ther article to which an industrial

design may be applied or attached and to which such

design or fraudulent imitatitjn thereof has been applied or

attached

;

shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred and twenty

dollars and not less than twenty dollars to the proprietor of

the design so applied.

2. Such sum shall be recoverable with costs on summary
conviction under Part XV. of the Criminal Code by the regis-

tered proprietor or assignee. R.S., c. 63, s. 31.

37. Every person who,

—

(a) places the word Registered or the letters Rd. upon
any article for which no design has been registered under

this Part or upon any article for the design of which the

exclusive right has expired ; or,

(b) advertises for sale as a registered article any article

for which no design has been registered or for the design

of which the exclusive right has expired ; or,

(c) unlawfully" sells, publishes or exposes for sale any
article for which no design has been registered, or for

the design of which the exclusive right has expired, and

on which the word Registered or the letters Rd. have

been placed, knowing the said article to have been fraudu-

lently marked or the exclusive right to such design to have

expired

;

shall for each offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding

thirty dollars and not less than four dollars.

2. Such penalty shall be recoverable on summary conviction

under Part XV. of the Criminal Code with costs by any
person who sues for the same.

3, A moiety of such penalty shall belong to the prosecutor,

and the other moiety to His Majesty for the public uses of

Canada. R.S., c. 63, s. 32.

Limitation of Actions.

38. All suits under this Part and all proceedings there-

under for offences, shall be brought within twelve months from
the cause of action or commission of the offence and not after-

wards. K.S., c. 63, s. 36.

Minister
may make

PART III.

OENKRAT,,

Rules, Regulations and Forms.

39. The Minister may, from time to time, subject to the

approval of the Governor in Council, make rules and regulations

1318 and
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and adopt forms for the ]inrpo.ses of this Act respecting trade rules and

marks and industrial designs ; and such rules, regulations and ^'^'^^^^ forms,

forms circulated in ])rint for the use of the ])ublic shall be
deemed to be correct for the purposes of this Act.

2. All documents executed according to the said rules, regu- Documents
lations and forms, and accepted by the Minister, shall be deemed

^^fjj^*^
to be valid so far as relates to official proceedings under this

Act. R.S., c. 63, ss. 6 and 23.

Clerical Errors.

40. Clerical errors which occur in the drawing up or copy- Correction,

ing of any instrument under this Act respecting trade marks
or industrial designs shall not be construed as invalidating the

same, but, when discovered, may be corrected under the author-
ity of the Minister. R.S., c. 63, ss. 21 and 38.

Inspection.

41. Any person may be allowed to inspect the register of Inspection of

trade marks or the register of industrial designs.
registers.

2. The Minister may cause copies of representations of trade Copies,

marks or copies of representations of industrial designs to be

delivered on the applicant for the same paying the fee or fees

prescribed by this Act in that behalf. R.S., c. 63, ss. 20 and
37.

Procedure as to Rectification and Alteration.

42. The ExcJiequer Court of Canada may, on the informa- Exchequer
tion of the Attorney General, or at the suit of any person Court may

aggrieved by any omission, without sufficient cause, to make en*trie^a.

any entry in the register of trade marks or in the register of

industrial designs, or by any entry made without sufficient

cause in any such register, make such order for making, ex-

punging or varying any entry in any such register as the Court
thinks fit; or the Court may refuse the application.

2. In either case, the Court may make such order with Costs,

respect to the costs of the proceedings as the Court thinks fit.

3. The Court may in any proceedings under this section. Questions

decide any question that may be necessary or expedient to
[igc'^^ed

decide for the rectification of any such register. 54-55 Y.,

c. 35, s. 1.

43. The registered proprietor of any registered trade mark Trademark
or industrial design may apply to the Exchequer Court of ^^ design

Canada for leave to add to or alter any such trade mark or rected b^^

industrial design in any particular not being an essential par- ^'^^ court,

ticular, and the Court may refuse or grant leave on such terms

as it may think fit.

2. Notice of any intended application to the Court under this Notice to

section for leave to add to or alter any such trade mark or in-
^^^ister.

1319 " dustrial
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dustrial design shall be given to the Minister, and he shall be

entitled to be heard on the application. 54-55 V., c. 35, s. 1.

Consequent 44, ^^ certified copv of any order of the Court for the mak-
reetification . .

^^. .^
^ • ,^ • ^ j-j^i

of register, mg, expunging or varying 01 any entry m the register 01 trade

marks or in the register of industrial designs, or for adding to

or altering any registered trade mark or registered industrial

design, shall be transmitted to the Minister by the Registrar of

the Court, and such register shall thereupon be rectified or

altered in conformity with such order, or the purport of the

order otherwise duly entered therein, as the case may be. R.S.,

c. 63, s. 34; 54-55'' V., c. 35, s. 1.

Evidence.

Xo proof of 45, Every certificate under this Act that any trade mark

certificate or industrial design has been duly registered in accordance
required. with the provisions of this Act, which purports to be signed

by the Minister or the Deputy Minister of Agriculture shall,

without proof of the signature, be received in all courts in

Canada as 'prima facie evidence of the facts therein alleged.

R.S., c. 63, ss. 13, 22 and 28.

^ Fees.

Table of fees. 46. The following shall be the fees in respect to registra-

tion under this Act which shall be paid to the Minister in

advance, that is to say:

—

On every application to register a general

trade mark, including certificate $30.00

On every application to register a specific

trade mark, including certificate 25.00

On every application for the renewal of the

registration of a specific trade mark, in-

cluding certificate 20.00

On every application to register a design,

including certificate 5.00

On every application as to a design for an

extension of time, for each year of such

extension, including certificate 2.00

For a copy of every certificate of registra-

tion separate from the return of the du-

plicate • 1.00

For the recording of every assignment... 2.00

For copies of documents not above men-

tioned, for every hundred words or for

every fraction thereof 0.50

For each copy of any drawing or emble-

matic trade mark, and for each copy of

any drawn copy of an industrial de-

sign,—the reasonable expense of prepar-

ing the same. U.S., c. 03, ss. 10 and 26.

1320 47.
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47. All fees received by the Minister, under this Act, shall ^^}''^^^^ *«

be paid over by him to the Minister of Finance. R.S., c. G3, Finance.

ss. 10 and 2G.

48. In case any trade marlc or industrial design in respect Return of

of which application for registry is made under this Act shall aMication
not be registered, all fees paid the Minister for registration is refused,

shall be returned to the applicant or his agent, less, in the case

of trade marks, the sum of five dollars, and in the case of indus-

trial designs, the sum of two dollars, which shall be retained as

compensation for office expenses. U.S., c. 63, ss. 10 and 26.

OITAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 72.

An Act respecting the Marking of Timber.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Timber Marking Act. Short title.

MARKS AND REGISTRATION.

2. Every person engaged in the business of lumbering or Persons en-

the getting out of timber, and of the floating or rafting of fumbering to

the same on the inland waters of Canada, within the provinces select, regis-

of Ontario and Quebec, shall, within one month after he engages proper

therein, select a mark or marks, and cause such mark or marks marks.

to be registered in the manner hereinafter provided. R.S..

c. 64, s. 1.

3. The Minister of Agriculture shall keep at the Depart- Minister of

ment of Agriculture a book to be called the Timber Mark f^^^^^^^^
Register, in which any person engaged in the business of marks and

lumbering or getting out timber as aforesaid, may have his tmcltes^^^
timber mark registered upon depositing with the Minister a

drawing or impression and description in duplicate of such

timber mark, together with a declaration that the same is not

and was not in use, to his knowledge, by any person other

than himself at the time of his adoption thereof.

2. The Minister, on receipt of the fee hereinafter provided, On certain

shall cause the said timber mark to be examined, to ascertain
^°'^*^'*^io'^^-

whether it resembles any other mark already registered ; and,

if he finds that such mark is not identical with, or does not so

closely resemble any other timber mark already registered as

to be confounded therewith, he shall register the same, and
shall return to the proprietor thereof one copy of the drawing

and description, with a certificate signed by the Minister or the

Deputy Minister of Agriculture, to the effect that the said

mark has been duly registered in accordance with the provisions

of this Act ; and such certificate shall further set forth the day,

month and year of the entry thereof, in the proper register;

and every such certificate shall be received in all courts in Certificates

Canada as evidence of the facts therein alleged, without proof shall be
!. , • ^ ~rt a /><r> o' X evidence,

of the sieiiature. K.b., c. d4, s. z.
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Exclusive 4. The person who registers such timber mark shall there-

reljistered^^ after have the exclusive right to use the same, to designate
mark. the timber got out by him and floated or rafted as aforesaid

;

and he shall put the same in a conspicuous place on each log

or piece of timber so floated or rafted. R.S., c. 64, ss. 1 and 3.

Marks may
be cancelled.

5. Any person who has registered a timber mark may
petition for the cancellation of the same, and the Minister

may, on receiving such petition, cause the said mark to be

cancelled; and the same shall, after such cancellation, be con-

sidered as if it had never been registered under the name of

the said person. E.S., c. 64, s. 4.

Registered 6. Every timber mark registered at the Department of

able and^'^"^'
Agriculture shall be assignable in law ; and, on the produc-

how. tion of the assignment and the payment of the fee hereinafter

mentioned, the Minister shall cause the name of the assignee,

with the date of the assignment, and such other details as he

sees fit, to be entered on the margin of the register of timber

marks on the folio where such mark is registered. R.S., c. 64,

s. 5. .

Different
marks to be
used.

7. If any person makes application to register, as his o"\vn,

any timber mark which is already registered, the Minister

shall give notice of the fact to such person, w^ho may then select

some other mark and forward the same for registration. R.S.,

c. 64, s. 6.

Prohibition 8. ^o person, other than the person who has registered the

anothe^r per-^ same, shall mark any timber of any description with any mark
son's mark, registered under the provisions of this Act, or with any part

of such mark. U.S., c. 64, s. 7.

FEES

Table of fees. 9. The following fees shall be payable, that is to say:

—

On every application to register a timber

mark, including certificate $2 00

For each certificate of registration not

already provided for 50

For each copy of any drawing, the reason-

able expenses of preparing the same.

For recording any assignment 1 00

2. Such fees shall be paid over by the Minister of Agricul-

ture to the Minister of Finance, and shall form part of the

Consolidated Kevenue Fund of Canada. U.S., c. 64, s. 8.

Minister may 1^» '^^^^ Minister may, from time to time, subject to the

make rules approval of the Govemor in Council, make rules and regula-
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tions and adopt forms for the purposes of this Act. R.S.- c. 64, and adopt

s. 9.
^°'""^^-

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

11. Every person engaged in the business of lumbering Failinc to

or getting out timber, and floating or rafting the same on the ter^'and^use

inhmd waters of Canada, within the provinces of Ontario and proper

Quebec, who fails, within one month after he engages therein, hjmberman,

to select a mark or marks, and cause such mark or marks to be etc.

registered in the manner hereinbefore provided, or to put the

same in a conspicuous place on each log or piece of timber so

floated or rafted, shall incur a penalty of fifty dollars. R.S., Penalty.

c. 64, s. 1.

12. Every person, other than the person who has registered Marking

the same, who marks any timber of any description with any a^mark
^^'

mark registered under the provisions of this Act, or with any registered

part of such mark, shall, on summary conviction before two ^
^"°

justices of the peace, be liable, for each offence, to a penalty not Penalty,

exceeding one hundred dollars and not less than twenty dollars,

which amount shall be paid to the proprietor of such mark,

together with the costs incurred in enforcing and recovering tha

same.

2. Every complaint of violation of this section shall be made Who may

by the proprietor of such timber mark, or by some one acting '^"^^ ^^^'

on his behalf and thereunto duly authorized. R.S., c. 64, s. 7.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawsox, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 73.

An Act respecting Experimental Farm Stations.

SHORT TITLE,

1. This Act may be cited as the Experimental Farm Stations Short title.

Act. K.S., c. 57, k 1.

INTERPRETATIOiSr.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Agriculture

;

(b) ' farm station ' means an experimental farm station

established under the provisions of this Act. li.S., c. 37,

s. 2. ^

ESTABLISIIMBISTT.

3. The Governor in Council may establish, first, a farm Governor in

station for the provinces of Ontario and Quebec jointly ; second- Council may

ly, one for the provinces of Xova Scotia, JSTew Brunswick and farm

Prince Edward Island jointly; thirdly, one for the province stations.

of Manitoba ; fourthly, one for the provinces of Saskatchewan

and Alberta and the Northwest Territories jointly; and fifthly,

one for the province of British Columbia ; and the farm station

for the provinces of Ontario and Quebec jointly shall be the

principal or central station. R.S., c. 57, s. 3.

4. The Governor in Council may, for the purpose of estab-

lishing such farm stations,

—

(a) acquire by purchase an extent of land, not exceeding Extent of

five hundred acres, in the vicinity of the seat of Govern-
a'^jquired'^and

ment, for the central farm station, and an extent of land, locality

not exceeding three hundred acres, in either of the pro-
^^^'^^^ •

vinces of Xova Scotia, Xew Brunswick or Prince Edward
Island, and a like extent of land in the province of British

Columbia, for the farm stations secondly and fifthly men-
tioned in the next preceding section

;

(h) set apart in Manitoba and in the provinces of Saskatche-

wan and Alberta and in the ^Northwest Territories as

aforesaid such tracts of unoccupied available public lands,

which are the property of Canada, as are necessary for

the farm stations thirdly and fourthly mentioned in the

last preceding section.
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2. The tract of public land so set apart shall not, in each

case, exceed one section. R.S., c. 57, s. 4.

Land for tree

planting and
timber
growing.

5. The Governor in Council may also set apart in the pro-

vince of Manitoba, and in that portion of the province of

British Columbia known as the Railway Belt, a tract or tracts

not exceeding- in each case ten sections, and in each of the four

provisional districts of Assiniboia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and

Athabaska, a tract or tracts not exceeding ten sections, for the

purpose of tree planting and timber growing. R.S., c. 57, s. 4.

Expropria-
tion Act to

apply.

6. For the acquiring of lands for the purposes of this Act,

all the powers respecting the acquiring and taking possession

of land conferred by the Expropriation Act are hereby con-

ferred upon the Minister; and all the provisions of the said

Act respecting the compensation to be awarded for lands

acquired thereunder shall apply to lands acquired under the

provisions of this Act. R.S., c. 57, s. 4.

Management 7. The said farm stations shall be under the direction and

stations. control of the Minister, subject to such regulations as are made
by the Governor in Co^cil. Co-64 V., c. 30, s. 1.

OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES.

Appointment 8. The Governor in Council may appoint, and fix the

and officers, remuneration of, a director and such chief officers as are neces-

sary for each farm station. 63-64 V., c. 30, s. 1.

Remunera- 9. The Minister may employ, and fix the remuneration of,

officers and such Other officers and employees as are necessary for each
employees. farm station. 63-64 V., c. 30, s. 1.

Parhamen- JQ. Such remuneration and all expenses incurred in carry-

ing this Act into effect, shall be paid out of such moneys as

are provided by Parliament for that purpose. 63-64 V., c.

30, s. 1.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

Duties of
officers.

Stock breed-
ing.

Butter and
cheese.

11. Such officers of each farm station as are charged with
the duty by the Minister shall,

—

(a) conduct researches and verify experiments designed to

test the relative value, for all purposes, of different breeds
of stock, and their adaptability to the varying climatic or
other conditions which prevail in the several provinces and
in the Northwest Territories;

(b) examine into the economic (juestions involved in the
production of butter and cheese;
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(c) test the merits, hardiness and adaptability of new or Cereals,

untried varieties of wheat or other cereals, and of field f^^?^^^'
- .

, ,, .
' iruits, vege-

crops, grasses and forage-plants, fruits, vegetables, plants tables, plants

and trees, and distribute among persons engaged in farm- ^^^ ^'^^^^'

ing, gardening or fruit growing, upon such conditions as

are prescribed by the Minister, samples of the sur])lns of

such products as are considered to be specially worthy of

introduction
;

(d) analyse fertilizers, whether natural or artificial, and Fertilizers,

conduct experiments with such fertilizers, in order to test

their comparative value as applied to' crops of different

kinds

;

(e) examine into the composition and digestibility of foods Foods,

for domestic animals

;

(f) conduct experiments in the planting of trees for timber Tree plant-

and for shelter

;

'°^'

(g) examine into the diseases to which cultivated plants Diseases of

and trees are subject, and also into the ravages of de- ^ ^"*^'

structive insects, and ascertain and test the most useful Destructive

preventives and remedies to be used in each case

;

(h) investigate the diseases to which domestic animals are Diseases of

subject; ^°™^^-

(i) ascertain the vitality and purity of agricultural seeds

;

Seeds.

and,

(j) conduct any other experiments and researches bearing Researches

upon the agricultural industry of Canada, which are
eeneraiiy.

approved by the Minister. R.S., c. 57, s. 7.

12. The officer in charge, or such other officer at each farm Quarterly

station as the Minister designates, shall, for the purpose of '^^P'^^'^^*

making the results of the work done thereat immediately use

ful, prepare and transmit through the director to the Minister,

for publication, at least once in every three months, a bulletin

or report of progress. R.S., c. 57, s. 8.

13. Such bulletins or reports, and all samples of grain, and Transmission

of such plants and other products as are designated by the mauer'^bv
Minister, which are distributed for experiment and trial, mav °iail.

be transmitted in the mails of Canada subject to such regula-

tions as to parcel postage as are prescribed by the Postmaster
General. E.S., c. 57, s. 9.

14. The officer in charge of each farm station shall prepare Annual

and transmit through the director to the Minister, on or before report,

the thirty-fijst day of December in each year, a full and de-

tailed report of the work accomplished, and of the revenue and
expenditure at such farm station, which report shall be laid

before both Houses of Parliament within the first twenty-one

days of the next session thereof. R.S., c. 57, ?•. 10.

OTTAWA: Printed bv Sajiuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the Kin<T's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 74.

An Act respecting Quarantine.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as tlie Quarantine Act. Short title.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a), ' master ' includes every person in command of a vessel

;

(h) ' vessel ' includes all ships, vessels or craft of any kind
carrying passengers

;

(c) ' passengers ' includes all passengers as well as immi-
grants usually and commonly known and understood as

such, but not troops or military pensioners and their

families, who are carried in transports or at the expense

of the Government of the United Kingdom

;

(d) ' quarantine station ' includes Grosse Isle, Lawlor's

Island and Partridge Island, or any other place at which
quarantine is directed to be performed. E,.S., c. 68, s. 1.

REGULATIONS.

3. The Governor in Council may from time to time make Governor in

such regulations as he thinks proper and best calculated for Council may

the preservation of the public health respecting,

—

antine

(a) the entry or departure of vessels at the different ports regulations.

or places in Canada

;

(h) the landing of passengers or cargoes from such vessels

or the receiving of passengers or cargoes on board of the

same

;

(c) the ensuring of the due performance of quarantine by
and in respect of vessels, passengers, goods or things

arriving at or in the neighbourhood of any port or place in

Canada

;

(d) the thorough cleansing and disinfecting of such vessols,

passengers, goods and things

;

(e) the arrival at or departure from any place in Canada
of any persons, goods or things conveyed by land

;

(f) the ensuring of the due performance of quarantine by
and in respect of such persons, goods and things at or in

the neighbourhood of any place in Canada;

84i i331 (g)
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Vessels from
pen. etc.. may
be required
to perform
quarantine.

Obligations
of masters
of vessels

coming to

quarantine
station.

(g) the thorough cleansing and disinfecting of such per-

sons, goods and things

;

(h) the enforcing of compliance with all the requirements

of this Act ; and,

<i) the imposing of penalties, forfeitures and punishments

for the breach of any such regulations. K.S., c. 68, s. 2.

4. The Governor in Council may, by such regulations,

require the master of every vessel coming up the Kiver St.

Lawrence from below the quarantine station at Grosse Isle, or

arriving by sea at or in the neighbourhood of any port or place

in Canada, except such vessels as are therein designated and

referred to as excepted,

—

(a) to bring his vessel to anchor, at the anchorage at the

proper quarantine station designated in the regulations,

and report such vessel in writing to the officer at such

station designated for that purpose in such regulations,

with all the particulars relative to the same, and to the

voyage, passengers and cargo thereof, required by such

regulations, or by any officer duly authorized under them

to require the same

;

(h) to allow the proper officer to visit and inspect such ves-

sel and every part thereof and the passengers and crew

and the cargo and other articles on board the same

;

(c) to answer truly all questions asked of him touching the

same;

(d) to send on shore at such station and at the places there

pointed out by the officer thereunto authorized by such re-

gulations, any or all of the passengers, crew, cargo or other

articles, on board such vessel, as such officer thinks neces-

sary for preventing the introduction of contagious or in-

fectious disease

;

(e) to allow such passengers, crew, cargo or other articles,

and also the vessel itself, to remain so long at such station

and at such places thereat respectively, and to be so treat-

ed, cleansed and purified, as such officer thinks necessary

for the purposes of this Act. U.S., c. 68, s. 4.

Inspection 5. Tlie Governor in Council may, by such regulations,

the cleansing
o Koo s anr

j.j^^^^jjj.^, ^]^g owucrs or persons in charge of goods or things
thereof.

Examination
of persons
arriving by
land.

conveyed by land to any place in Canada to allow the

proper officer appointed under such regulations to inspect and
examine the same and to answer truly all questions asked of

them by such officer concerning the same, and to allow such

goods or things to remain so long in the custody of sucli officer

and to be so treated, cleansed and purified, as such officer

thinks necessary f<u- the purposes of this Act. U.S., c. QQ, s. 4.

6. Tlie Governor in Coimcil may, by such regulations, re-

(|iTirc all ])orsf)ns arriving by land at any place in Canada to

allow themselves to be inspected and examined by the proper
1332 officer
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officer appointed under such regulations, and to answer truly

all questions asked of them by such officer, and to remain so

long at such place and be so treated, cleansed and purified as

such officer thinks necessary for the purposes of this Act. U.S.,

c. 68, s. 4.

7. The Governor in Council may, by such regulations,— Powers of

(a) assign to the several officers and persons employed at quarantine
any quarantine station the powers and duties necessary for station,

carrying the said regulations and this Act into effect, and
may declare that any such officer or person shall, by
virtue of his office or employment, be a justice of the

peace or a constable or peace officer for such quarantine

station, and for the space around the same described in

such regulations ; and such officer shall accordingly be

such justice of the peace or peace officer, whether he is

otherwise qualified or not, for the purpose of carrying

out the criminal and other laws of Canada;
(b) prescribe penalties, not exceeding four hundred dol- Penalties.

lars in any case, for any violation of the same, and pro-

vide that the offender shall be imprisoned until such

penalty is paid

;

(c) direct that no vessel shall be entered or cleared at any
Cu£ m-house in Canada until all the requirements of ,

such regulations are complied with; and,

(d) direct that any person, vessel or thing, which has
passed or departed or been removed from any quarantine
station, before all the requirements of such regulations

are complied with in respect of such person, vessel or
thing, or wathout the written permission of the officer

empowered to authorize such passing or departure, may
be cpmpelled to return or be carried back to such station,

and by force, if necessary. R.S., c. QS, s. 5.

8. Every regulation made under this Act shall have the Publication,

force of law, and shall be published by proclamation inserted

at least twice in the Canada Gazette. R.S., c. 68, ss. 2 and 3.

OFFICERS.

9. The Governor in Council may appoint one or more ifedical

medical officers at each of the principal harbours of Canada to "^^"^'^F^
f^

board, visit and inspect vessels arriving in such harbour, and harbours,

to perform such other duties and have such power as the
Governor in Council by any regulation directs. R.S., c, 68, s. 6.

10. The Governor in Council may appoint such other Appointment
officers as he deems necessary for carrying into effect this Act o^^*^®"^

and the regulations made under it, and may assign to them
respectively such powers as he thinks requisite. R.S., c. 68
s. 2.
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Vessels
arriving at
ports for
which they
were not
originally

bound with
infectious
disease on
board.

VESSELS NOT BOUND FOR CANADA.

11. When any vessel not originally bound for any port in

Canada, arrives at any seaport of Canada with contagious or

infectious disease on board, and is allowed to remain in quar-

antine at or near such j)ort, the master of such vessel shall

pay to the collector of the Customs at the port the sum of

two dollars, head money, for each person on board the said

vessel at the time of her arrival ; and the said sum shall be

a lien on the vessel, and shall be paid before she shall be

allowed to leave the port. U.S., c. 68, s. 8.

Vessels may, 12, The master of any such vessel shall, before bulk is

conditions, broken, have the right of putting to sea with such vessel,

put to sea instead of allowing her to be quarantined, and if this right

being quaran- is exercised, and the vessel has not arrived at her port of des-
tined, tination, the bill of health shall be returned after the inspect-

ing physician has mentioned thereupon the length and cir-

cumstances of the detention and the condition of the said

Pro^^so. vesscl ou her putting to sea: Provided that before the exer-

cise of such right by the master of such vessel, the inspecting

physician shall satisfy himself that the sick of the vessel will

be taken care of during the remainder of the voyage ; and if

any of the sick prefer to remain at such port the said physician

- shall take care of them. R.S., c. 68, s. 9.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

Special liens 13. Every penalty imposed under the authority of this Act,
upon vessels.

g]^^^][ j^g ^i special lien upon the vessel by reason whereof it

became payable, and the master whereof becomes liable to

such penalty, and may be enforced and collected by the

seizure and sale of the vessel, her tackle, apparel and furni-

ture, imder the warrant or process of the justices or court

"before whom it has been sued for, and shall be preferred to

all other liens or hypothecations, except mariners' wages.

R.S., c. 68, s. 7.

14. Every one who disobeys any unrevoked regulation

Disobeying made by the Governor in Council respecting quarantine is

any unre- guilty of an indictable offence and liable to fine or imprison-

htion.'^'^ ment or both, in the discretion of the court; or such person

may be sued for the penalties prescribed by such regulation.

R.S., c. 68, ss. 3 and 11.

Application 15. All sums and pecuniary penalties levied under the
of fines.

authority of this Act shall be paid into the hands^ of the

Minister of Finance, and shall form part of the Consolidated

Revenue Fund of Canada. R.S., c. 68, s. 10.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's

most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 75.

An Act respecting Infectious or Contagious Diseases
affecting Animals.

SHOKT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Animal Contagious Diseases short title

Act. 3 E. VIL, c. 11, s. 1.

INTEKPKETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' the Minister ' means the Minister of Agriculture

;

(b) ' foreign animals ' means animals not already intro-

duced into Canadian territory, outside of quarantine sta-

tions
;

(c) ' contagious ' means communicable by close contact or

inoculation

;

(d) ' infectious ' means communicable in any manner

;

(e) ' infectious or contagious disease ' includes, in addition

to other diseases generally so designated, glanders, farcy,

maladie du co'it, pleuro-pneumonia contagiosa, foot and

mouth disease, rinderpest, anthrax, Texas fever, hog

cholera, swine plague, mange, scab, rabies, tuberculosis,

actinomycosis, and variola ovina. 3 E. VIL, c. 11, s. 2

;

4 E. VIL, c. 6, s. 1.

DUTIES OF OWNERS OF AKIMALS.

3. Every owmer of animals and every breeder of or dealer Notice of

in animals, and every one bringing animals into Canada, shall, disease to be

on perceiving the appearance of infectious or contagious dis-

ease among the animals owned by him or under his special care,

give immediate notice to the Minister and to the nearest veter-

inary inspector of the Department of Agriculture of the facts

discovered by him as aforesaid.

2. Any veterinary surgeon practising in Canada shall, im-

mediately on ascertaining that an animal is labouring under

an infectious or contagious disease, give similar notice to the

Minister and to the nearest veterinary inspector. 3 E. VIL,
c. 11, s. 3.
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Penalty for
neglect.

4. Every owner of such diseased animals who neglects to

comply with the provisions of the last preceding section shall

forfeit his claim to compensation for any animals slaughtered

in accordance with the provisions of this Act ; and no such com-
pensation shall be granted to him. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 4.

Slaughtering
diseased
animals.

Compensa-
tion to
owners.

May be
withheld.

Basis of
compensa-
tioii.

SLAUGHTERING DISEASED CATTLE.

5. The Minister may, from time to time, cause to be

slaughtered animals suffering from infectious or contagious

disease or suspected of being so affected, and animals which
are or have been in contact with or close proximity to a dis-

eased animal, or an animal suspected of being affected by infec-

tious or contagious disease. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 11.

6. The Governor in Council may order a compensation to be

paid to the owners of animals slaughtered under the provisions

of this Act ; and in all cases the value of the animal for which
compensation is ordered, shall be determined by the Minister

or by some person appointed by him.

2. Such compensation may be withheld in whole or in part

whenever the owner or the person having charge of the animal

has, in the opinion of the Minister, been guilty in relation to

the animal of an offence against this Act, or whenever the

animal being a foreign one was in his judgment diseased at

the time of entering Canada. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 12.

7. The compensation, if any, shall be two-thirds of the value

of the slaughtered animal before it became affected with in-

fectious or contagious disease, or came in contact with or in

dangerous proximity to animals so affected, but shall not exceed

in the case of grade animals one hundred and fifty dollars for

each horse, sixty dollars for each head of cattle, and fifteen

dollars for each pig or sheep, and in the case of pure bred

animals three hundred dollars for each horse, one hundred and
fifty dollars for each head of cattle and fifty dollars for each

pig or sheep : Provided that,

—

(a) when it is clearly shown that an animal has been

slaughtered on insufiicient grounds and that the slaughter

was not in accordance with or justifiable under this Act,

the owner shall be entitled to compensation at the full value

of the animal so slaughtered ; and,

(h) if in any case, the sum received by the Government on
the sale of a carcass of an animal slaughtered exceeds the

amount paid for compensation to the owner of the animal,

tlu' excess after deduction of reasonable expenses shall be

paid to the owner. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 12 ; 4 E. VII.,

c. C, ss. 2 and 3.

Experi- 8. The Minister may, notwithstanding anything in this
menta treat-

^^^^ reserve for experimental treatment any animal ordered to
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be slaughtered under this Act, and may authorize any of his ment and

officers or persons employed by him to make post mortem ex- examTnatfon.

aminations of animals which have died, or are supposed to have

died, from infectious or contagious disease, and to dig up car-

casses of such animals for the purpose of investigation.

3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 13.

PROIlIBITIOlSr OF IMPORTATIOlSr.

9. The Minister may, from time to time, proliibit the im- Governor in

portation or the introduction into Canada, or any part thereof, prohibit Tm-
or into, any particular ports thereof, of animals, or of flesh, portation.

hides, hoofs, horns or other parts of animals, or of hay, straw;

fodder or other articles, either generally or from any places

named in the order, for such period as he deems to be necessary

for the purpose of preventing the introduction of any con-

tagious or infectious disease among animals into Canada.

3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 14.

OFFICERS AND THEIR DUTIES.

10. The Minister may appoint inspectors and other officers Appointment

when he deems it necessary, but such appointments shall be ^^ officers,

confirmed by the Governor in Council within thirty days of the

date thereof. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 16.

11. Inspectors or other officers appointed as aforesaid, on Duties of

receiving information of the supposed existence of any infec- o^^ers.

tious or contagious disease among animals, shall proceed to

the place mentioned wath all practicable speed, and execute

and discharge their duties pursuant to the regulations made
under the authority of this Act and the instructions received

by them. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 17.

12. Any inspector or other officer appointed as aforesaid Inspector's

may, at any time, for the purpose of carrying into effect any
g^^ry^

°^

of the provisions of this Act, enter any place or premises, or

any steamship, vessel or boat, or any carriage, car, truck, horse-

box or other vehicle used for the carriage of animals, but shall,

if required, state in writing the grounds on Avliich he has so

entered. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 36.

13. If any animal infected with or labouring under any Seizure of

infectious or contagious disease, or suspected of being so animals,

affected is sold, disposed of, or put off, or is exposed or offered

for sale in any place, or is brought or attempted to be brought

for the purpose of being exposed or offered for sale in any
market, fair or other open or public place where other animals

are commonly exposed for sale, any clerk or inspector, or other

officer of the fair or market, or any constable or policeman, or

any other person authorized by the mayor or reeve, or by any
1337 justice
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justice of the peace having jurisdiction in the place, or any
person authorized or appointed by the Minister, may seize the

animal and report the seizure to the mayor or reeve, or to any
justice of the peace having jurisdiction in the plaqe; and such

mayor, reeve or justice, or person authorized or appointed

by the Minister, may, after veterinary examination and verifi-

action, cause the animal, together with any pens, hurdles,

troughs, litter, hay, straw, or other articles which he judges

likely to have been infected thereby, to be forthwith destroy-

ed, or otherwise disposed of, in such manner as he deems proper,

or as is directed, as provided by this Act. 3 E. VII., c. 11,

s. 10.

Apprehen-
sion of per-

sons.

14. Any inspector or constable may, without warrant,

apprehend any person found committing an offence against

the provisions of this Act with respect to infected places, and
shall take any person so apprehended forthwith before a justice

of the peace to be examined and dealt with according to law;

and a person so apprehended shall not be detained in custody

without the order of a justice longer than twenty-four hours
;

and any inspector or constable may require that any animal or

thing moved out of an infected place in violation of the pro-

visions of this Act be forthwith taken back within the limits

of that place, and may enforce and execute such requisition at

the expense of the owner of such animal or thing. 3 E. VII.,

c. 11, s, 43.

Notice to
owners.

Report to
Minister.

INFECTED PLACES.

15. Whenever an inspector finds or suspects infectious or

contagious disease of animals to exist, he shall forthwith make
a declaration thereof under his hand, and shall deliver a copy

of such declaration to the occupier of the common, field, stable,

cowshed or other premises where the disease is found ; and
thereupon the same, with all lands and buildings contiguous

thereto in the same occupation, shall be deemed to be an infected

place; and the same shall be held to be an infected place until

the determination and declaration of the Minister relative there-

to in this Act provided for. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 18.

16. Whenever an inspector makes such a declaration of the

existence or suspected existence of infectious or contagious

disease of animals, he shall, with all practicable speed, send a

copy thereof to the Minister; and if it appears that infectious

or contagious disease exists, the Minister may so detennine and
declare, and may prescribe the limits o£ the infected place ; but

if it appears that it did not exist, the Minister may so deter-

711 ine and declare, and ther(!iij)on the place comprised in the

inspector's declaration, or affected thereby, shall cease to be

deemed an infected place. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 19.

1338 17.
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17. AMienever, under tliis Act, an inspector makes a declara- Notice to

tion which constitutes a place an infected phice, he may also,
occupant,

if the circumstances of the case appear to him so to require,

deliver a notice under his hand of such declaration to the occu-

piers of all lands and buildings adjoining thereto, any part

whereof respectively lies within one mile of the boundaries of

the infected place in any direction, and thereupon the provisions

of this Act with respect to infected places shall apply to and
have effect in respect of such lands and buildings as if the same
were actually within the limits of the infected place. 3 E. YII.,

c. 11, s. 20/

18. The area of an infected place may, in all cases of a Area of

declaration by the Minister, include any common, field, stable, cality.

cowshed or other premises in which infectious or contagious

disease has been found to exist, and such an area as to the Min-
ister seems requisite ; and the Minister may, from time to time,

by order, extend or curtail the limits of an infected place beyond

the boundaries of the common, field, stable, cowshed, farm or

premises where infectious or contagious disease is declared or

found 1x» exist. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 21.

19. The area of an infected place may, in any case, be How area

described by reference to a map or plan deposited at some speci-
<iescribed.

fied place, or by reference to townships, parishes, farms, or

otherwise. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 22.

20. The Minister may, at any time, upon the report of an Declaring a

inspector, by order, declare any place to be free from infectious
f^.^^ disseise.

or contagious disease ; and thereupon, and from the time speci-

fied in that behalf in the order, the place shall cease to be

deemed an infected place. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 23.

21. An order of the Minister relative to an infected place Order of

shall supersede any order of a local authority inconsistent with ^'^inister.

it. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 24.

22. The provisions of this Act with respect to infected Transit,

places, shall not restrict the moving of any person, animal or

thing by railway or other mode of transport on highways

through an infected place, if such person, animal or thing is

not detained within the infected place, unless such transport is

prohibited. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 25.

23. Whenever under this Act a place has been constituted an Removal

infected place, no live animal, nor the flesh, head, hide, skin,
pi°™

g^^*^^**^^

hair, wool or offal of any animal or any part thereof, nor the

carcass nor any remains of any animal, nor any dung of ani-

mals, nor any hay, straw, litter or other thing commonly used

for and about animals, shall be removed out of the infected

1339 place.
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Vessels,
to be
cleansed.

place, without a license signed by an inspector appointed aa

aforesaid, until said place has been released by order of the

Minister. 3 E. VIL, c. 11, s. 26.

CLEANSING OF VESSELS, VEHICLES AND PREMISES.

etc., 24. Every company and every person carrying for hire ani-

mals to or in Canada, shall thoroughly cleanse and disinfect, in

such manner as the Governor in Council, from time to time,

directs, all steamships, steamers, vessels, boats, pens, carriages,

trucks, horse-boxes and vehicles used by such company or person

for the carrying of animals ; and the Governor in Council ma}'

cause any such steamship, steamer, vessel, boat, carriage, truck,

horse-box or vehicle, to be detained at such place as to him
seems meet, until it is so cleansed and disinfected. 3 E. VII.,

c. 11, s. 27.

Minister may
cause the
work to be
done.

Premises to
be in

sanitary
condition.

Refusal to
comply with
orders of

inspector.

2 5. If the company or person using such steamship, steamer,

vessel, boat, carriage, truck, horse-box or vehicle for the carry-

ing of animals, fails to cause the same to be so cleansed and

disinfected within such time after being notified so to do as the

Minister directs, the Minister may cause the same to be cleansed

and disinfected at the expense of such company or person.

3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 27.

26. All yards, stables, sheds or other premises used by rail-

way or steamship companies or other persons for the accommo-

dation of animals shall be maintained in a clean, comfortabla

and sanitary condition, and shall be subject at all times to in-

spection by inspectors acting under the authority of the Minis-

ter, who, when they deem such action necessary, may order the

cleansing and disinfection in a satisfactory manner of the said

yards, stables, sheds or other premises. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 28.

27. In the event of any railway or steamship company or

other person refusing or neglecting to carry out the orders of

the inspector in regard to such cleansing or disinfection, or in

the event of such company or person neglecting to maintain ita

yards, stables, sheds or other premises for the use of animals,

in a clean, comfortable and sanitary condition, the inspector

may condemn the said premises as unfit for use ; whereupon
the said premises shall not be used for the accommodation of

animals until such time as the orders of the inspector in regard

thereto have been satisfactorily carried out. 3 E. VII., c, 11,

s. 28.

dovemor in

Council may
make regu-

lationa.

REGULATIONS.

28. Tlic Governor in Council may, from time to time, make
such regulations and orders as to him seem necessary for any

of the following purposes, that is to say:—

•

1340 (a)
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(a) For subjecting animals to quarantine, or for causing Quaran-

the same to be destroyed upon their arrival in Canada, or
^^°®'

for destroying any hay, straw, fodder or other article

whereby it appears to him that infection or contagion may
be conveycd^^^nd generally for regulating the importation

or introduction into Canada of animals in such manner
as to prevent the introduction of any infectious or con-

tagious disease into Canada

;

(b) For the keeping separate, treatment and disposal of, Separation,

and dealing generally with animals affected with infec-

tious or contagious diseases, or suspected of being so

affected, or which have been in contact with animals so

affected or suspected of being so affected, and for the pre-

vention of the spread of infectious or contagious diseases;

(c) For segregating and confining animals within certain

limits, for establishing districts of inspection or of quaran-
tine, and for prohibiting or regulating the removal to or Districts of

from such parts of or places in Canada, as he desig-nates in quarantine,

such regulations, of animals, or of meats, skins, hides,

horns, hoofs or other parts of any animals, or of hay,

straw, fodder or other articles likely to propagate infec-

tion;

(d) For purifying any yard, stable, outhouse or other place. Purification,

or any wagons, carts, carriages, cars or other vehicles, or

any vessels, and for directing how any animals dying in a
diseased state, or any animals, parts of animals, or other
things seized under the provisions of this Act, are to be
destroyed or otherwise disposed of;

(e) For causing notices to be given of the appearance of any Notice of

disease among animals

;

disease.

(f) For requiring notice of the appearance of any such Requiring

disease among animals
;

notice.

(g) For prohibiting or regulating the holding of markets. Prohibiting

fairs, exhibitions or sales of animals; markets.

(h) For declaring any market, railway yard, stock yard. Declaring

pen, wharf, steamship, steam or other vessel, railway car SJ^^^f^:

or other vehicle, on or in which animals are exposed for fected.

sale, or are placed for the purpose of transit, to be in-

fected, and for declaring the same to be no longer infected
;

(i) For the slaughtering of animals as provided for by this Slaughtering
A nf

.

^
animals.

(j) For requiring proof of th-e fact that animals imported Proof as to

into or passing through Canada have not, at the time of f,np™rted.
their embarkation, been brought from any place or locality

where any contagious or infectious disease is, at the said

time, in existence;

(k) For exempting certain contagious and infectious dis- Certain

eases from the operation of certain specified clauses of
exceptions.

this Act, and for dealing with the said diseases as may to

him seem necessary and advisable;

1341 (I)
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Generally. (I) Generally, any orders which he thinks it expedient to

make for the better execution of this Act, or for the pur-

pose of, in any manner, preventing the spreading of and

for the extirpation of contagious or infectious disease

among animals, whether any such orders are of the same

kind as the kinds enumerated in this section or not.

2. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, define

the limits of ports and of other circumscriptions for the pur-

poses of this Act. 3 E. VII., c. 11, ss. 15, 29 and 30.

29. The Minister may, from time to time, make such regu-

lations as to him seem necessary for preventing the removal,

without a license signed by an inspector or other officer ap-

pointed as aforesaid, of live animals, or the hide, skin, hair,

offal of any animals or any part thereof, the carcass or any

remains of any animal, any dung of animals, and any hay,

straw, litter or other thing commonly used for or about animals,

out of an infected place. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 30.

Effect of 30. Every regulation made under the provisions of this
such orders.

,^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^j^^ j.j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ -f -^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^_

bodied in this Act. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 31.

Preventing
removal of

animals.

PUBLICATION AND EVIDENCE.

Publication 31. Every order in council prohibiting the importation or

^^undf^^
"^ ^^® introduction of animals into Canada, or establishing quar-

antines for animals, ordering the slaughtering of animals or

declaring any market, railway yard, stock yard, pen, wharf,

steamship, steam or other vessel, railway car or other vehicle

to be infected, and every order of the Minister declaring any

place infected, shall be published twice in the Canada Gazette.

3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 32.

Orders in 32. An order of the Governor in Council declaring any

^vWence^
^® market, railway yard, stock yard, pen, wharf, steamship, steam

or other vessel, railway car or other vehicle to be infected,

or of the Minister, declaring a place to be an infected place,

or a copy of the declaration of the inspector certified by him, a

notice of which has been delivered as required by this Act,

sliall be prima facie evidence of the existence of disease and

other matters to which the order or declaration relates. 3 E.

VII., c. 11, s. 33.

33. Any order or regulation made or issued under this

Act, or under any order of tlie Governor in Council, or of the

Minister, may be proved by the production of a printed or

other copy of such order or regulation, certified by the Minister

;

and any such order or regulation shall, until the contrary is

proved, be doomed to have lioen duly made and issued at the

time at which it bears date. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 34.

1342 34.
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34. The certificate of an inspector or an officer, as aforesaid, Inspector's

to the effect that an animal is affected with an infections or
"^^^tificate.

contagious disease shall, for the purposes of this Act, be prima
facie evidence of the matter certified. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 35.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

35. Every person who neglects to give notice, as required Neglect to

by this Act, of any facts discovered or perceived by him indicat- ^''^'^ notice,

ing the appearance or the existence of infectious or contagious

disease among animals owned by him or under his special care,

or who conceals the existence of infectious or contagious disease

among animals, shall incur a penalty not exceeding two hun-
dred dollars. 3 E. VII., c. 11, ss. 3 and 4.

36. Every person who turns out, keeps or grazes in or upon Keeping
any forest, wood, moor, beach, marsh, common, waste-land, diseased

open field, road-side, or other undivided or uninclosed land, any
animal, knowing it to be infected with or labouring under any
infectious or contagious disease, or to have been exposed to

infection or contagion, shall, for every such offence, incur a

penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars. 3 E. VII., c. 11,

37. Every person who brings or attempts to bring into any Bringing

market, fair or other place, any animal known by him to be ^"^^ animals

infected with or labouring under any infectious or contagious

disease, shall, for every such offence, incur a penalty not

exceeding two hundred dollars. 3 E. VIL, c. 11, s. 6.

38. Every person who sells or disposes of, or puts off, or Selling or

offers or exposes for sale, or attempts to dispose of or put off
fuch'"^i°^l

any animal infected with or labouring under any infectious or

contagious disease, or the meat, skin, hide, horns, hoofs or

other parts of an animal infected with or labouring under any
infectious or contagious disease at the time of its death,

whether such person is the owner of the animal, or of such

meat, skin, hide, horns, hoofs or other parts of such an animal,

or not, shall, for every such offence, incur a penalty not exceed-

ing two hundred dollars. 3 E, VIL, c. 11, s, 7.

39. Every person who throws or places, or causes or suffers Throwing
to be thrown or placed, in any river, stream, canal, navigable carcasses

or other water, or in the sea, within ten miles of the shore, etc?
"^^^^'

the carcass of an animal which has died of disease, or which

has been slaughtered as diseased or as suspected of disease, shall,

for everv such offence, incur a penalty not exceeding two hun-

dred dollars. 3 E. VIL, c. 11, s. 8.

40. Every person who, without lawful authority or excuse, Digging up

digs up or causes or allows to be dug up the buried carcass any such
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carcasses,

when buried.

Impeding
execution of

this Act.

of an animal which has died or is suspected of having died

from infectious or contagious disease, or which has been

slaughtered as diseased or as suspected of disease, shall, for-

every such offence, incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred

dollars. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 9.

41. Every person who refuses to admit any inspector or

other officer into any place or premises or any steamship,

vessel or boat, or any carriage, car, truck, horse-box, or other

vehicle used for the carriage of animals, or who obstructs or

impedes the execution of any order or regulation made by the

Governor in Council or the Minister under this Act, shall, for

every such offence incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred
dollars; and the inspector or other officer may apprehend the

offender and take him forthwith before a justice of the peace

to be dealt with according to law ; but no person so apprehended

shall be detained in custody, without the order of a justice,

longer than twenty-four hours. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 37.

42. If any animals are imported or introduced, or attempted

to be imported or introduced into Canada, contrary to the provi-

sions of any order or regulation made in pursuance of this Act,

the animals shall be forfeited and may be forthwith destroyed

or disposed of, as the Minister or any person employed by him
in that behalf directs ; and every person who imports or intro-

duces, or attempts to import or introduce, any animal into

Canada, contrary to the provisions of any such order or regula-

tion, shall incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars,

for every animal so imported or introduced, or attempted to be

imported or introduced by him. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 38.

43. Every person who moves, or causes or allows to be

an™°animal. moved, any animal, hide, skin, hair, wool, horn, hoof, offal,

carcass, meat, dung, hay, straw, litter or other thing in vio-

lation of the provisions of this Act with respect to infected

places, shall, for every such offence, incur a penalty not exceed-

ing two hundred dollars. 3 E. VII., c. 11, s. 39.

Forfeiture of
animals im-
ported con-
trary to
order in

council.

Unlawful

Entering
when en-
trance is

forbidden.

44. Whenever a person having animals in his possession or

keeping within a district wherein infectious or contagious

disease exists, affixes at the entrance to a building or inclosed

place in which such animals are kept, a notice forbidding per-

sons to enter into that building or place without his permission,

any person not having a right of entry or way into that building

or place who knowingly enters into the same, or any part

thereof, in violation of the notice, shall, for every such offence,

incur a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars. 3 E. VII., c. 11,

8. 40.

Neglect to
cleanse
vessel.

45. Every person who fails to comply with the requirements

of any ordc^r made uinlcr tlio authoritv of this Act respecting

1344
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the cleansing and disinfecting of steamships, vessels, boats,

pens, carriages, trucks, horse-boJ^es or vehicles used by such

person for the carriage of animals, shall, iot every such offence,

incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars. 3 E. VII.,

c. 11, s. 41.

46. Every person who violates any provision of this Act, Violation of

or of any reg^llation made by the Governor in Council or by the

Minister, under the authority of this Act, in respect to which
no penalty is hereinbefore provided, shall, for every such

offence, incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars. 3

E. VII., c. 11, s. 42.

PKOCEDURE.

47. Every offence against this Act, or against any order Place of

or regulation of the Governor in Council, or of the Minister, *"^'*

and every cause of complaint under this Act, may be prose-

cuted and tried either in the place in which such offence or

cause of complaint was committed or arose, or in any place in

which the person charged or complained against happens to

be. 3 E. VIL, c. 11, s. 44.

48. Every penalty imposed by this Act shall be recover- Recovery of

able, with costs, before any two justices of the peace, or any penalties,

magistrate having the powers of two justices of the peace,

under Part XV. of the Criminal Code. 3 E. VIL, c. 11, s. 45.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 76.

An Act respecting the Department of the Secretary
of State.

1. This Act may be cited as the Department of State Act. phort title

2. There shall be a department of the Government of Canada Depart-

which shall be called the Department of the Secretary of State
f^^"^

consti-

of Canada, over which the Secretary of State of Canada for the
time being, appointed by the Governor General by commission
under the Great Seal, shall preside ; and the Secretary of State Secretary of

shall have the management and direction of the Department, ^tate shall

and shall hold oiSce during pleasure. R.S., c. 26, s. 1.
^^^^^

3. The Governor in Council may also appoint an officer who lender-

shall be called the Under Secretary of State, and such other and'^oSrs.
officers as are necessary for the proper conduct of the business

of the Department, all of whom shall hold office during pleasure.

R.S., c. 26, s. 2. •

4. The Secretary of State shall have charge of the State Duties of

correspondence, shall keep all State records and papers not ff g^fat

"^^

specially transferred to other departments, and shall perform
such other duties as are, from time to time, assigned to him by
the Governor in Council. R.S., c. 26, s. 3.

5. The Secretary of State shall be the Registrar General of Registrar

Canada, and as such shall register all instruments of summons, u.^"j''^A"
^^'^

' . . . ^, ' his duties.
proclamations, commissions, letters patent, letters patent of

land, writs and other instruments and documents issued under
the Great Seal, and all bonds, warrants of extradition, warrants

for removal of prisoners, leases, releases, deeds of sale, surren-

ders, and all other instruments requiring registration. R.S.,

c. 26, s. 4.

6. The Governor in Council may, by commission under the Deputy

Great Seal, appoint an officer who shall be called the Deputy ^^gistrar

Registrar General of Canada, and shall hold office during
pleasure.

2. The Deputy Registrar may sign and certify the r^istra- His duties,

tion of all instruments and documents required to be registered

and all such copies of the same, or of any records in the custodv
851 1347 of
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of the Registrar General as are required to be certified or

authenticated as being copies of any such instruments, docu-

ments or records. R.S., c. 26, s. 4.

Duties and 7. The Governor in Council may, at any time, assign any

Secretary of ^^ ^^^ duties and powers hereby assigned to and vested in the

State may be Secretary of State to the head of any other department, and
trans erre

. ^^.^^ ^j^g period appointed for that purpose by any order in

council such duties and powers shall be transferred to and vested

in the head of such other department. R.S., c. 26, s. 5.

Yearly 8. The Secretary of State shall annually lay before Parlia-

pTrUament. nient, within ten days after the meeting thereof, a report of the

proceedings, transactions and affairs of the Department during

the year then next preceding. R.S., c. 26, s. 6.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 77.

An Act respecting Naturalization and Aliens..

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the ISTaturalization Act. R.S., Short title

c. 113, s. 1.

INTEKPEETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' disability ' means the disability of being an infant,

lunatic, idiot, or married woman

;

(b) ' officer in the diplomatic service of His Majesty

'

means an ambassador, minister, charge d'affaires, secre-

tary of legation, or any person appointed by such ambassa-
dor, minister, charge d'affaires, or secretary of legation,

to execute any duty imposed upon an officer in the diplo-

matic service of His Majesty by the NaturalizaUon Act,

1870, passed by the Parliament of the United Kingdom;
(c) ' officer in the consular service of His Majesty ' means
and includes consul-general, consul, vice-consul or con-

sular agent, and any person for the time being discharg-

ing the duties of consul-general, consul, vice-consul or con-

sular agent;

(d) " county ' includes a union of counties and a judicial

district or other judicial division

;

(e) ' alien ' includes a statutory alien;

(f)
' statutory alien ' means a natural-born British subject

who has become an alien under this Act or any Act in that

behalf

;

(g) ' subject ' includes a citizen, when the foreign country

referretl to is a republic

;

(h) ' form ' means a form in the schedule to this Act. R.S.,

c. 113, s. 2.

3. Tor the purposes of this Act the clerk of the peace of Clerk of cer-

any county in Ontario shall be deemed to be the ' clerk ' of the defineT""*^

General Sessions of the Peace of that county, and the pro-

thonotary of the Supreme* Court of Nova Scotia for any
county shall be deemed to be the ' clerk ' of that court in rela-

tion to matters arisins; in or dealt with respect to such county.

2 E. VIL, c. 23, s. 1
;''

3 £. VIL, c. 38, s. 2.

13-19 EIGHTS
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EIGHTS OF PKOPERTY OF ALIENS.

Real and 4. Real and personal property of any description may be

perty'^of
^^° taken, acquired, held and disposed of by an alien in the same

aliens. manner, in all respects, as by a natural-born British subject.

R.S., c. 113, s. 3.

Title 5. A title to real and personal property of any description
^^^ °" may be derived through, from, or in succession to an alien, in

the same manner in all respects as through, from, or in succes-

sion to a natural-born British subject. R.S., c. 113, s. 3.

Certain en- 6. Nothing in the two last preceding sections shall qualify
actments not tc n-> c • • ^ t
affected. an alien lor any ollice, or lor any municipal, parliamentary, or

other franchise, or to be the owner of a British ship ; nor shall

anything therein entitle an alien to any right or privilege as a

British subject, except such rights and privileges in respect of

property as are hereby expressly conferred upon him. R.S., c.

113, s. 3.

Prcrperty 7. The provisions of the three last preceding sections shall

prior^to^°°^ not affect any estate or interest in real or personal property to

July 4th, which anv person has or may become entitled, either mediatelv
1883, saved. • j •

4. i •
•

4.
- r

or immediately, m possession or expectancy, m pursuance 01

any disposition made before the fourth day of July, one thou-

sand eight hundred and eighty-three, or in pursuance of any
devolution by law on the death of any person dying before the

said date. U.S., c. 113, s. 3.

EXPATRIATION".

Declaration 8. Whenever His Majesty has entered into a convention with

cL^es^^^thilT any foreign State to the effect that the subjects of that state who
convention ^re naturalized as British subjects may divest themselves of

eign country, their status as British subjects, and whenever His Majesty, by

order in council, passed under the third section of The
Naturalization Act, 1870, enacted by the Parliament of the

United Kingdom, has declared that such convention has been

entered into by His Majesty, from and after the date of such.

order in council, any person originally a subject of the state

referred to in such order, who has been naturalized as a British

subject within Canada, may, within such limit of time as is

prescribed in the convention, make a declaration of alienage,

and from and after the date of his so making such declaration,

Effect of ^uch person shall, within Canada, be rogardod as an alien, and
fluch declara- as a subject of the state to which he originally belonged, as
*'°°-

aforesaid. U.S., c. 113, s. 4.

Before whom 9. Any such declaration of alienage may be made,

—

Buch (Icdara- /^\ ^^ ^^f. United Kingdom, before any justice of the peace;
tion may be ' \ . -^T • \ ^ i • • i /• ^

made. (b) elsewhere, in His Majesty s dominions, beiore any .pidge

of any court of civil or criminal jurisdiction,, or of any
1350 justice
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justice of the peace, or of any other officer for the time
being authorized by law in such place to administer an
oath for any judicial or other legal purpose; and,

(c) out of His Majesty's dominions, before any officer in

the diplomatic or consular service of His Majesty. U.S.,

c. 113, s. 5.

10. Any person who, by reason of his having been born Declaration

within British dominions, is a natural-born subject of His
b^. persons

Majesty, but who, at the time of his birth, under the law of any being sub-

foreign state, was and still is a subject of such state, may, if of
i^ia^jestv ?y^

full age, and not under any disability, make a declaration of birth and

alienage in manner aforesaid, and, from and after the making forefgn^ state

of such declaration of alienage, such person shall, ^within by law.

Canada, cease to be a British subject. R.S., c. 113, s. 6.

11. Any person who is born out of British dominions of a Declaration

father being a British subject, may, if of full age and not under
^^\. theThUd

any disability, make a declaration of alienage in manner afore- of a British

said, and from and after the making of such declaration shall, ^" ^^^ '

within Canada, cease to be a British subject. R.S., c. 113,

s. 6.

EFFECT OF NATURALIZATION ABROAD.

12. Any British subject who has, at any time before or at Alienage in

any time after the fourth day of July, one thousand eight
B^rt^fh sub-

hundred and eighty-three, when in a foreign state and not under ject natural-

any disability, voluntarily become naturalized in such state,
foreign ^tate

shall, from and after the time of his so having become natural-

ized in such foreign state, be deemed, within Canada, to have

ceased to be a British subject, and shall be regarded as an alien.

E.S., c. 113, s. 7.

TAKING OATH.

13. Any alien who, within such limited time before taking Alien may
the oaths or affirmations of residence and allegiance and pro- subject to

o 1 certain con-
curing the same to be filed of record as hereinafter prescribed, ditions take

as may be allowed by order or regulation of the Governor in ^^^^^^ for1;er-

Council, has resided in Canada for a term of not less than three tifieate as a

years, or has been in the service of the Government of Canada ^ct?*^
^"

or of any of the provinces of Canada, or of two or more of such

governments, for a term of not less than three years, and in-

tends, when naturalized, either to reside in Canada or to serve

under the Government of Canada or the Government of one of

the provinces of Canada, or two or more of such governments,

may take and subscribe the oaths of residence and allegiance

or of service and allegiance in form A and apply for a certifi-

cate in form B. R.S., c. 113, s. 8.

1351 14.
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may be
taken

Where and 14, The followinff persons shall be competent to administer
before ivhom 1,1 i

such oaths siich oath, namely:

—

(a) A judge of a court of record in Canada

;

(b) A commissioner authorized to administer oaths in any
court of record in Canada

;

(c) A commissioner authorized by the Governor General

to take oaths under this Act

;

(d) A justice of the peace of the county or district where
the alien resides

;

(e) A notary public

;

(f) A stipendiary magistrate, or a police magistrate. R.S.,

c. 113, s. 9.

EVIDENCE OF RESIDENCE OK SERVICE.

Evidence of
residence or
service re-

quired.

15. The alien shall adduce, in support of such application,

such evidence of his residence or service, and intention to reside

or serve, as the person before whom he takes the oaths aforesaid

requires ; and such person, on being satisfied with such evidence,

and that the alien is of good character, shall grant to such alien

a certificate in form B. R.S., c. 113, s. 10.

PEESEKTATION OF CERTIFICATE AND NOTICE.

Presentation
of certificate.

In Ontario.

In Quebec.

In Xova
Scotia.

In New
Brunswick.

In British
Columbia.

In Manitoba.

In Prince
Edward
Island.

B.S., lOOG.

16. Such certificate shall be presented,

—

(a) in Ontario, to the court of general sessions of the peace

of the county in which the alien resides, or to the court of

assize and nisi prius during its sittings in such county

;

(h) in Quebec, to any circuit court Avithin the territorial

limits of the jurisdiction of which the alien resides;

(c) in Xova Scotia, to the Supreme Court, during its sit-

tings in the county in which the alien resides, or to the

county court having jurisdiction in such county;

(d) in Xew Brunswick, to the Supreme Court, during its

sittings in the county in which the alien resides, or to the

circuit court, as the case may be, in such county, or to the

county court having jurisdiction in such county;

(e) in British Columbia, to the Supreme Court of British

Columbia, during its sittings in the electoral district in

which the alien resides, or to the court of assize and nisi

prius during its sittings in such electoral district, or to the

county court of such electoral district

;

(f) in Manitoba, to the county court having jurisdiction

where the alien resides, or, if there is no county court

having jurisdiction there, then to the county court of the

county nearest to his residence or the county court the

phice of holding which is nearest to his residence;

(g) in Prince Edward island, to the Supreme Court of

Judicature, during its sittings in the county within which
the alien resides, or to tlic court of assize and nisi prius

1352 during
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during its sittings in such county, or to the county court

of such county

;

(h) in the province of Saskatchewan or Alberta, to a judge Tn Sas-

of the Su})reuie Court of the Northwest Territories sitting ^"'^^i'jr^'^."

in chambers in the judicial district in which the alien re-

sides, pending the abolition of that Court by the legislature

of the province, and thereafter to a judge of such superior

court as, in respect of the civil jurisdiction of the said

Court is established for the province in lieu thereof;

(i) in the Yukon Territory, to the Territorial Court, during
its sittings in the circuit within which the alien resides.

3 E. VII., c. 38, s. 1 ; 4 E. VII., c. 25, s. 1 ; 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 3, s. IG; c. 42, s. IG.

17. Except in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, Elsewhere,

when it is intended to present a certificate under the last pre-

ceding section, on behalf of any alien, notice in writing of such

intention stating the name, residence and occupation or addi-

tion of such alien shall be given to the clerk of the court at least

three weeks before the sittings thereof.

2. The clerk shall ix)st up in a conspicuous place in his oillce Posting up.

three weeks before such sittings, and keep ix)sted there uulil

such sittings are ended, a list showing the names, residences,

and occupations or additions of all aliens as to whom due notice

has been received by him of such intention. 3 E, VIL, c. 38,

s. 2.

18. Except in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, Opposition

at any time after the filing of any such notice and previous to ^9
naturaliza-

the sittings of the court any person objecting to the naturaliza- filed.

tion of the alien may file in the ofiice of the clerk an opposition

in w^hich shall be stated the grounds of his objections. 3 E.

VIL, c. 38, s. 2.

19. Except in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, Presentation

presentation of such certificates shall be made in open court and ?^ certificate

on the first day of some general sittings of the court, and there- court,

upon the judge shall cause the particulars of all such certificates

to be openly announced in court, the name, residence, and occu-

jDation or addition of each applicant for naturalization being

stated.

2. Where no opposition has been filed to the naturalization To be filed

of an applicant, and no objection thereto is offered during the of record if

sittings, the court on the last day of the sittings shall direct tion°.^''*^^^

that the certificate of the applicant be filed of record in the

court.

3. If such opposition has been filed or objection offered the Hearing and

court shall hear and determine the same in a summary way, and determina-

shall make such direction or order in the premises as the justice position.

of the case requires. 3 E. VIL, c. 38, s. 2.

1353 20,
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Procedure in 20. In the province of Saskatchewan or Alberta, the pro-

w^n ^or
^ cedure with regard to such certificate shall be as follows :

—

Alberta. ^a) Before its presentation to the judge, such certificate

shall, pending the abolition of the Supreme Court of the

Northwest Territories by the legislature of the province, be

^
filed in the office of the clerk of that Court for the judicial

district in which the alien resides, unless he resides in a

portion of such district assigned to a deputy clerk, in which

case it shall be filed in the office of such deputy clerk, and

thereafter, in the office of the clerk for such district or, as

• the case may be, of the deputy clerk, of such superior court

as, in respect of the civil jurisdiction of the said Supreme
Court, is established for the province in lieu thereof

;

(h) A copy of the certificate shall thereupon be posted up in

a conspicuous place in the office of the olerk of the court,

or of the deputy clerk, as the case may be, and shall remain

so posted up for a period of not less than two weeks

;

(c) At any time after such copy is first so posted up any one

may file with the clerk of the court, or with the deputy

clerk, as the case may be, a written notice of objection to

the certificate of naturalization being granted, stating the

grounds of such objection

;

(d) Not later than three weeks after the certificate is so filed,

the clerk of the court, or the deputy clerk, as the case may
be, shall present to the judge, or transmit to him by re-

gistered letter, the certificate and all notices of objection

filed with him, if any, with a certificate under his hand
and the seal of the court that a copy of the certificate has

been duly posted up in his office as above required, and, if

no notice of objection has been filed with him, that such is

the case
;

(e) Within one week following the receipt by the judge of

the certificate and such other material, he shall hold a sit-

ting in chambers, at which, if no notice of objection has

been filed, and if the certificate appears to be regular and

sufficient, he shall direct the issue to the alien of a certi-

ficate of naturalization, and, if any notice of objection has

been received, or if the certificate is defective or otherwise

open to objection, he shall decide such objection in a sum-

mary way, and shall make such direction or order as the

justice of the case requires;

(f) The judge shall have power to adjourn the hearing of

any such case from time to time. 4-5 E. VII., c. 25, s. 1;

c. 3, s. IG; c. 42, s. IG.

Procedure in 21. In the Northwest Territories such certificate shall be

Terri'toHes presented to such authorities or persons as are prescribed by

order or regulation of the Governor in Council, and thereupon

such authority or person shall take such proceedings with respect

1354 to
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to such certificate, and shall cause the same to be filed of record
in such way as is prescribed by such order or regulation. E S
c. 113, s. 12 ; 3 E. VII., c. 38, s. 3.

22. The alien shall after the filing of such certificate be Certificate of

entitled to a certificate of naturalization in form C authenti-
"fo^n^^^'^

cated,

—

(a) under the seal of the court, if such certificate has been
presented to a court; or,

(b) if the certificate has been presented to an authority or
person, as prescribed by order or regulation of the Gover-
nor in Council, in manner prescribed by such order or regu-
lation. R.S.,.c. 113, s. 13.

23. The certificate granted to an alien who applies for If certificate

naturalization on account of service under the Government of tfon^^^^^n^^
Canada or of any province or of any two or more of such Gov- account of

ernments shall be filed of record in the office of the Secretary
^®^^^^^-

of State of Canada.

2. After such filing, the Governor in Council may authorize; Issue,

the issue of a certificate of naturalization to such alien, in form
D. R.S., c. 113, s. 14. .

EIGHTS OF ALIENS NATURALIZED.

24, An alien to whom a certificate of naturalization is Rights of

granted shall, within Canada, be entitled to all political and
naturalized

other rights, powers and privileges, and be subject to all obli-

gations, to which a natural-born British subject is entitled or

subject within Canada, with this qualification that he shall not,

when within the limits of the foreign state of which he was a

subject previously to obtaining his certificate of naturalization,

be deemed to be a British subject, unless he has ceased to be a

subject of that state in pursuance of the laws thereof, or in

pursuance of a treaty or convention to that effect. U.S., c. 113,
s. 15.

SPECIAL CERTIFICATE.

25, A special certificate of naturalization, in form E, may^ Certificate of

in manner aforesaid, be granted to any person with respect to "pturaliza-

whose nationality, as a British subject, a doubt exists. nationality is

2, Such certificate may specify that the grant thereof is made doubtful,

for the purpose of quieting doubts as to the rights of such per-

son to be deemed a British subject.

3. The grant of such special certificate shall not be deemed Effect

to be any admission that the person to whom it was granted t^^^'^o^-

was not previously a British subject. U.S., c. 113, s. 16.

1355 CERTIFICATE
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As to aliens

naturalized
before 4th
July, 1883.

Certificate.

CEKTIFICATE AS TO ALIENS NATURALIZED.

26. An alien naturalized previously to the fourth day of

July, one thousand eight hundred and eijo-hty-three, may apply

for a certificate of naturalization under this Act.

2. Such certificate may be granted to such naturalized alien

upon the same terms and subject to the same conditions upon

which such certificate might have been granted if such alien

had not been previously naturalized. R.S., c. 113, s. 17.

CERTIFICATE OF READMISSION.

Readmission
of statutorj'

alien into
Canada.

27. A statutory alien may, upon the same terms and subject

to the same conditions as are required in the case of an alien

applying for a certificate of naturalization, except that residence

in Canada for not less than three months shall be sufficient,

apply to the proper court or authority or person in that behalf

for a certificate in form F, hereinafter referred to as a ' certi-

ficate of admission to British nationality,' readmitting him to

the status of a British subject within Canada. R.S., c. 113,

s. 18 ; 3 E. VII., c. 38, s. 4.

Rights of

such alien.

28. A statutory alien, to whom a certificate of readmission

to British nationality within Canada has been granted, shall,

from the date of the certificate of readmission, but not in respect

of any previous transaction, resume his position as a British

subject within Canada, with this qualification, that within the

limits of the foreign state of which he became a subject, he shall

* not be deemed to be a British subject within Canada, unless

he has ceased to be a subject of that foreign state according

to the laws thereof, or in pursuance of a treaty or convention

to that effect. R.S., c. 113, s. 19.

TROVISIONS IN CASE OF CONVENTION WITH FOREIGN STATE.

Provision in

case of cer-

tain conven-
tion hy His
Ma.iestv with
a foreiun
state.

How alien

subject of

29. AVhcn any foreign state has, before or after the fourth

day of July, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three,

entered into a convention with His Majesty to the effect that

the sul)jocts of that state who have been naturalized as British

subjects may divest themselves of their status as subjects of

such foreign state, and, when such convention, or the laws of

such foreign state require a residence in Canada of more than

three years or a service under the Government of Canada, or

of anv of the provinces of C^anada, or of two or more of such

Governments, of more than three years, as a condition precedent

to such subjects divesting themselves of their status as such

foreicn subjects, an alien l)eing a subject of such foreign stale,

wlio desires to divest himself f)f his status as such subject, may,

if at the time of taking ihc oath of residence or service, he has

1356 resided
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resided or served the length of time required by such convention such state

or by the laws of the foreign state, instead of taking the oath «.rtifiSe'"of

showing three years' residence or service, take an oath showing naturaliza-

rcsi donee or service for the Icngtli of time required by such
convention or by the laws of the foreign state. K.S., c. 113,

s. 20.

30. The certificate of naturalization granted to the alien What certifi-

under the last prectdiug section shall state the period of resi- ''j^te shall

deuce or service sworn to; and such statement shall be sufficient its effect,

evidence of such residence or service in all courts and places

whatsoever, R.S., c. 113, s. 20.

31. An alien who, either before or after the fourth day of A^ to aliens

July, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three, has, whe- who have ba-

ther under this Act or otherwise, become entitled to the privi- come entitled

leges of British birth in Canada, and who is a subject of a of British

foreign state with which a convention to the effect above men- birth in

tioned has been entered into by His Majesty, and who desires

to divest himself of his status as such subject, and who has

resided or served the length of time required by such conven-

tion or by the laws of the foreign state, may take the oath of

residence or service showing residence or service for the length

,

of time required by such convention or by the laws of the

foreign state, and apply for a certificate, or a second certificate,

as the case may be, of naturalization under this Act. K.S.,

c. 113, s. 21.

STATUS OF MARRIED WOMEN AND INFANT CHILDREN,

32. A married woman shall, within Canada, be deemed to Married

be a subject of the state of which her husband is, for the time ^^'o^^'^^-

being, a subject, U.S., c, 113, s. 22.

33. A widow who is a natural-born British subject and who Widow, be-

has become an alien by or in consequence of her marriage, g"?*^ British

shall be deemed to be a statutory alien, and may, as such, at any birth who

time during widowhood, obtain a certificate of readmission to an^aHen b^
British nationality, within Canada, as hereinbefore provided, marriage.

II.S,, c, 113, s, 23.

34. If the father, being a British subject, or the mother, Children of

being a British subject and a widow, becomes an alien in pur-
]ec'ts\vho"^^

suance of this Act, every child of such father or mother who, have become

during infancy, has become a resident in the country where the * '^"^'

father or mother is naturalized, and has, according to the laws

of such country, become naturalized therein, shall, within

Canada, be deemed to be subject of the state of which the father

or mother has become a subject, and not a British subject,

R,S., c, 113, s, 24.

1357 35.
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Children of 35. If the father, or the mother being a widow, has obtained

have\een° a certificate of readmission to British nationality within

admitted to Canada, every child of such father or mother who, during

Uiralizat^on. infancy, has become resident within Canada with such father

or mother, shall be deemed to have resumed the position of

British subject within Canada, to all intents. R.S., c. 113,

If the par-
ents have ob-
tained cer-

tificates of
naturaliza-
tion.

36. If the father, or the mother being a widow, has obtained

a certificate of naturalization within Canada, every child of

such father or mother who, during infancy, has become resident

with such father or mother within Canada, shall, within

Canada, be deemed to be a naturalized British subject. U.S.,

c. 113, s. 26.

Act not to 37. l^othing in this Act contained shall deprive any married

qui^red^^rights
woman of any estate or interest in real or personal property to

of married which she became entitled before the fourth duy of July, one
women.

thousand eight hundred and eighty-three, or affect such estate

or interest to her prejudice. U.S., c. 113, s. 27.

Certificates

of naturaliza-
tion.

Certificates

of readmis-
sion.

Alienage.

Transmission
of certain
documents
for purposes
of this Act.

REGULATIONS.

Reffiilations «*-» mi /->( • /->i -i ^ ^ •

by Governor 38. ihe Govemor m Council may make regulations respect-
m Council

•

j^g ^^^ following matters :

—

Declarations. (a) The form and registration of declarations of British

nationality

;

(b) The form and registration of certificates of naturaliza-

tion in Canada;

(c) The form and registration of certificates of readmission

to British nationality within Canada;

(d) The form and registration of declarations of alienage

;

(e) The transmission to Canada, for the purpose of regis-

tration or safe keeping or of being produced as evidence,

of any declarations or certificates made in. pursuance or

for the purposes of this Act, out of Canada, or of any

copies of such declarations or certificates, and of the origi-

nals or copies of oaths received under this Act out of

Canada ; also, of copies of entries of such oaths contained

in any register kept out of Canada in pursuance or for

the purposes of this Act
;

(f) The persons by whom the oaths may be administered

under this Act;

(g) Whether or not such oaths are to be subscribed as Avell

as taken, and the form in which such taking and subscrip-

tion are to be attested

;

(h) The registration of such oaths;

(i) The persons by whom certified copies of such oaths may
be given

;

fj) The ])roof, in any legal iiroceediugs, of such oaths;

1358 (k)
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(h) With the consent of the Treasury Board, the imposi- Fees,

tion and application of fees not fixed by this Act, in

respect of any registration, or of the making or granting
of any declaration or certificate, and the administration

or registration of any oaths authorized by this Act. R.S.,

c. 113, s. 28.

39. Any regulation made by the Governor in Council under Presumption

this Act shall be deemed to be within the powers conferred by ^? *° regula-

this Act, and shall be of the same force as if it had been enacted
in this 2Vct. R.S., c. 113, s. 29.

EVIDENCE. •

40. Any declaration authorized to be made under this Act Proof of de-

may be proved in any legal proceeding, by the production of
clarations.

the original declaration, or of any copy thereof certified to be a

true copy by the clerk or acting clerk of the King's Privy Coun-
cil for Canada, or by any person authorized by regulation of

the Governor in Council to give certified copies of such declar-

ation.

2. The production of such declaration or copy shall be evi- Effect. •

dence of the person therein named as declarant having made the

same at the date in the said declaration mentioned. U.S., c. 113,
s. 30.

41. A certificate of naturalization or of readmission to Pro9f of

British nationality may be proved in any legal proceeding by certificates,

the production of any original certificate, or of any copy thereof

certified to be a true copy by the clerk or acting clerk of the

King's Privy Council for Canada, or by any person authorized

by regulation of the Governor in Council to give certified copies

of such certificate. R.S., c. 113, s. 31.

42. The statement of the period of residence or service in Statement of

a certificate of naturalization shall be sufiicient evidence of such ''^'^^"'^fi-

residence or service in all courts and places whatsoever. R.S.,

c. 113, s. 31.

43. Entries in any register authorized to be made in pur- Proof of

suance of this Act may be proved by such copies and certified entries of

in such manner as is directed by regulation of the Governor in
^^^^^

Council, by the clerk or acting clerk of the King's Privy Coun-
cil for Canada, or by the Secretary of State.

2. The copies of such entries shall be evidence of any matters Copies,

by this Act or by any regulation of the Governor in Council
authorized to be inserted in the register. R.S., c. 113, s. 32.

44. A copy of any certificate of naturalization may be regis- Registration

tered in the land registry office of any county or district or •'^ land^re-^^
registration division within Canada, and a copy of such regis- gistry office.
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try, certified by the registrar or other proper person in that

behalf, shall be sufficient evidence of the naturalization of the

person mentioned therein, in all courts and places whatsoever.

U.S., c. 113, s. 33.

GENERAL.

Commis-
sioner for
administer-
ing oaths.

45. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,

appoint commissioners to take and administer oaths under this

Act. K.S., c. 113, s. 34.

As to acts 46. If any British subject has, in pursuance of this Act,

naturafiza-^ become an alien, he shall not thereby be discharged from any
tion. liability in respect of any acts done before the date of his so

becoming an alien. U.S., c. 113, s. 35.

Fee on issue

of certificate

by a court.

47. The clerk of the court and the persons or authorities by
whom the certificate of naturalization is issued shall, for all

services and filings in connection with such certificate, be

entitled to receive, from the person naturalized, the sum of

twenty-five cents and no more ; and no further or other fee

shall be payable for or in respect of such certificate. R.S.,

c. 113, s. 36.

And to re-

gistrar for
recording it.

As to aliens

naturalized
in Canada
before July
4th. 1883.

Act not to

affect Act of

U. C. 54

Geo. III.,

c. 9.

24 Vic.
(Canada),
c. 41.

48. The registrar shall, for recording a certificate of natural-

ization, be entitled to receive from the person producing the

same for registry, the sum of fifty cents, and a further sum of

twenty-five cents for every search and certified copy of the same
and no more. R.S., c. 113, s. 36.

49. Every person who, being by birth an alien, had, on or

before the fourth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and

eighty-three, become entitled to the privileges of British birth

within any part of Canada, by virtue of any general or special

Act of naturalization in force in such part of Canada, shall

hereafter be entitled to all the privileges by this Act conferred

on persons naturalized under this Act. R.S., e. 113, s. 37.

50. Nothing in this Act contained shall repeal or in any
manner imj)air or affect,

—

(a) the Act of the Legislature of Up]ier Canada, passed in

the fifty-fourth year of the reign of His late Majesty King
George the Third, intituled An Act to declare certain per-

sons, therein described, aliens, and to vest their estates

in JIis Majesty; or,

(h) the Act of the Legislature of the liite province of Canada.,

passed in the twenty-fourth year of the reign of Her late

Majesty Queen Victoria, chapter forty-four and intituled

An Act respecting forfeited estates in Upper Canada;

or,

1360 (c)
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(c) any proceedings liad under the said Acts ; or,

(d) the Act of the Legislature of the hite province of Canada, 4-5 Vic, c. 7.

passed in the session hehl in the fourth and fifth years of

the reign of Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, chapter

seven, intituled An Act to secure to, and confer upon, cer-

tain inlial)lLants of this Province, the civil and political

rights of natural-horn British subjects; or,

(e) the first, second or third sections of the Act of the said i2_Vir., c.

Legislature, passed in the twelfth year of the reign of Her ^^^ f''
'

"

late Majesty Queen Victoria, chapter one hundred and
ninety-seven, intituled An Act to repeal a certain Act

therein mentioned and to make better provision for (lie

naturalization of Aliens; or,

(f) the naturalization of any person naturalized under the Xor the

said two last mentioned Acts, or either of them, or any I'jehts of
tiiose

rights acquired by such person or by any other person naturalized

by virtue of such naturalization, all which shall remair. "n^ler them.

valid and be possessed and enjoyed by such pereon respect-

ively. E.S., c. 113, ss. 38-39.

51. Every person who, being by birth an alien, did, prior As to those

to the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
naturalize*d

'

sixty-eight, take the oaths of residence and allegiance required before .Janu-

by the laws respecting naturalization then in force in that one ^nd'er the

of the provinces now forming the Dominion of ' Canada, in law of any

which he then resided, shall, within Canada, be entitled to all
p^°^^°*^®-

the rights and privileges of a natural-born British subject con-

ferred upon naturalized persons by this Act; and the certifi-

cate of the judge, magistrate, or other person before whom such

oaths were taken and subscribed, shall be evidence of his hav-

ing taken them ; or, he may take and subscribe the oath in form

G, before some judge, justice, or person authorized to admin-

ister the oaths of residence and allegiance under this Act, in

the county or district in which he resides. R.S., c. 113, s. 40.

52. All aliens who had their settled place of abode,

—

Certain

(a) in either of the late provinces of Upper Canada, or titled to

Lower Canada, or Canada, or in Xova Scotia or ]SreA\' Pr^Y^'^s^s

Brunswick, on or before the first day of July, one thou- birth,

sand eight hundred and sixty-seven ; or,

(h) in Rupert's Land or the Northwest Territories, on or

before the fifteenth day of July, one thousand eight hun-

dred and seventy; or,

(c) in British Columbia, on or before the twentieth day of

July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one ; or,

(d) in Prince Edward Island, on or before the first day of

July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three;

and who are still residents of Canada, shall be deemed, ad-

judged, and taken to be, and to Have been entitled to all the

86 1361 privileges
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privileges of British birth within Canada as if they had been

natural-born subjects of His Majesty, R.S., c. 113, s. 41.

Conditions 53. jSTo such person referred to in the last preceding sec-

tion, being a male, shall, however, be entitled to the benefit of

this Act, unless he takes the oaths of allegiance in form A, and
of residence in form H, before some justice of the peace or

other person authorized to administer oaths under this Act.

R.S., c. 113, s. 41.

Where the 54. The oaths taken by any person, under the two last pre-

siiall be filed ceding sections shall be filed of record,

—

of record.
^q,j i^ the province of Ontario, with the clerk of the peace

of the county in wdiich such person resides

;

(h) in the province of Quebec, with the clerk of the circuit

court of the circuit within which such person resides

;

(c) in 'Nova. Scotia, with the prothonotary of the Supreme
Court

;

(d) in New Brunswick, with the clerk of the Supreme
Court

;

(e) in British Columbia, with the clerk of the Supreme
Court

;

(f) in Prince Edward Island, with the clerk of the Supreme
Court of Judicature

;

(g) in Manitoba, with the clerk of the Court of King's

Bench, or with the clerk of the county court of the county

in which such person resides

;

(h) in the province of Saskatchewan or Alberta, with the

clerk of the Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories

pending the abolition of that Court by the legislature of

the province, and thereafter with the clerk of such superior

court of justice as in respect of the civil jurisdiction of

the said Court is established for the province in lieu

thereof

;

(i) in the Yukon Territory, with the clerk of the Terri-

torial Court

;

(j) in the Northwest Territories, with such person or

authority as is prescribed by order or regulation of the

Governor in Council. R.S., c. 113, s. 42; 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 3, s. 16 ; c. 42, s. 16.

EfTcct of fil- 55. Upon the oath being so filed, the person taking it shall

cert'ificatfT"^
be entitled to the benefit of this Act and of tue privileges of

and its effect. British birth within Canada, and shall also, upon payment of a

fee of twenty-five cents, be entitled to a certificate, in form I,

from the person with wliom the oaths have boon filed.

Evidonce of 2. The production of such certificate shall bo prima facie
certificate,

evidence of the naturalization of such person under this Act,

and that he is entitled to and enjoys all the rights and privi-

leges of a British subject. R.S., c. 113, s. 42.

1362 56.
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56. No alien shall be naturalized within Canada, except Xaturaliza-

under the provisions of this Act. li.S., c.ll3, s. 43 *'°? *°^^.®
' ' under this

Act only.

RETURN TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE.

57. The clerk of every court which is, and the persons or Returns by
authorities who are, required to grant certificates under this '^^^^^^ °^

Act shall, on or before the fifteenth days of January and July
^^"^ ^'

in each year, make a return of the half years ending respec-

tively with the thirty-first day of December and the thirtieth

day of June next preceding the date of such returns, to the
Secretary of State of Canada of all persons to whom certificates

of naturalization or of readmission to British nationality have
been granted by such court, person or authority, as the case

may be, or who have taken the oath and been granted the certi-

ficates above referred to. 2 E. VII, c. 23, s. 2.

58. Such returns shall set forth with respect to each such Contents of

Derson such returns.

(a) his name, residence and addition, and his former resi-

dence and nationality

;

(h) the nature of the certificate granted or oath taken

;

(c) the date when and the place where the same were granted
or taken ; and,

(d) any other particulars which the Governor in Council
may require. 2 E. VII., c. 23, s. 3.

59. Such return shall be accompanied by certified copies of Certified

each certificate granted during the half year. 2 E. VII., c. 23, eaJh^'certifi-

S. 3. cate.

60. All returns made pursuant to this Act and all copies of Secretary of

certificates received with any such returns shall remain of ^^^\^ *^ r*^"

i' cord returns.
record m the Department of the Secretary of State. 2 E. VIL,
c. 23, s. 5.

61. There shall be prepared and kept in the Department of Alphabetical

the Secretary of State two alphabetical lists of the persons ^'^^•

appearing from such returns, and from the records of the said

Department, to have been naturalized or readmitted to British

nationality, one of which shall contain the names of persons

naturalized or readmitted to British nationality prior to tlie

fifteenth day of May, one thousand nine hundred and two, and
the other, those of persons thereafter or who may henceforth be

naturalized or readmitted to British nationality. 2 E. VII.,

c. 23, s. 5.

62. The fees for the preparation and transmission of returns Fees,

made pursuant to this Act may, from time to time, be fixed by
the Governor in Council. 3 E. VIL, c. 38, s. 6.

86^ - 1303 63.
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Search. 63. Any person shall be entitled during the usual office

hours of the said Department, and upon payment of such fees

as may be prescribed by the Governor in Council, to have a

search made of such lists, and of the returns and copies of cer-

tificates of record under this Act. 2 E. VII., c. 23, s. 6.

Certificates. 64. The Secretary of State, upon request, and upon pay-

ment of such fees as are so prescribed, shall issue certificates as

to the details shown by such lists or such return with resi>ect to

any person whose name appears therein as having been natural-

ized or readmitted to British nationality, and furnish certified

copies of or extracts from any matter of record in the Depart-

ment under this Act. 2 E. VII., c. 23, a. 6.

PENALTIES.

Default in 65. Any person who refuses or neglects to make any return

turns°^
^^'

I'cquired of him by this Act, within the time limited therefor,

is guilty of an offence and liable, upon summary conviction, to

Penalty. a penalty of fifty dollars. 2 E. VII., c. 23, s. 7.

False swear-
ing or false

affirmation.

Penalty.

66. Every person who wilfully swears falsely, or makes any
false affirmation under this Act, shall, on conviction thereof, in

addition to any other punishment authorized by law, forfeit all

the privileges or advantages which he would otherwise, by
making such oath or affirmation, have been entitled to under
this Act; but the rights of other persons, in respect of any pro-

perty or estate derived from or held under him, shall not there-

by be prejudiced, unless such persons were cognizant of the

false swearing or the making of the false affirmation at the time

the title by which they claim to hold under him was created.

K.S., c. 113, s. 44.

SCHEDULE.

A.

THE NATUKALIZ.VTION ACT.

Oath of Residence.

T, A. B., do swe^r (or, lioing a person allowed by law to

affirm in judicial cases, do affirm) that, in the period of

years preceding this date I have resided three (or five, as the

case may be) years in the Dominion of Canada with intent to

settle thereiu, without having Ix'cn, during such three years (or
' 13G4 five
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five years, as the case may he) a stated resident in any foreign

country. So help me God.

Sworn before nie at "^

on the
y

A. B.

day of J

U.S., c. 113, sch.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Oath of Service.

1, A. B., do swear (or, being a person allowed by law to

affirm in judicial cases, do affirm), that, in the period of

years preceding this date, I have been in the service of the

Government of Canada (or of the Government of the province

of , in Canada, 07% as the case may be) for the term

of three years, and I intend, when naturalized, to reside in

Canada (or to serve under the Government of as the

case may be).

Sworn before me at C

on the -< A. B.

day of L

U.S., c. 113, sch.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Oath of Allegiance.

I, A. B., formerly of (former place of residence to be stated

here), in (country of origin to be stated here), and known there

by the name of (name and surname of alien in his country of

origin to be stated here), and now residing at (place of resi-

dence in Canada and, occupation to be stated here), do sincerely

promise and swear (or, being a person allowed by law to affirm

in judicial cases, do affirm) that I will be faithful and bear

true allegiance to His Majesty King Edward VII. (or reigning

sovereign for the time being) as lawful Sovereign of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and of the Dominion
of Canada, dependent on and belonging to said Kingdom, and
that I will defend Him to the utmost of my power against all

traitorous conspiracies or attempts whatsoever which shall be

made against His Person, Crown and Dignity, and that I will

do my utmost endeavour to disclose and make known to His
1365 Majesty,
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Majesty, His heirs or successors, all treasons or traitorous

conspiracies and attempts which I shall know to be against Him
or any of them; and all this I do swear (or affirm) without any
equivocation, mental evasion or secret reservation. So help me
God.

Sworn before me at '^

this
Y

A. B.

day of J

4-5 E. VII., c. 25, s. 2.

E.

The Natubalizatton- Act.

Certificate.

I, C. D., (name and description of the person before loJiom

the oaths have been taken) do certify that A. B., an alien,

(describing him as formerly of such a place, in such a foreign

country, and now of such a place in Canada, and adding his

occupation or addition) on the day of

subscribed and took, before me, the oaths (or affirmations) of

residence and allegiance (or service and allegiance, as the case

may be) authorized by the thirteenth section of the ISTaturaliza-

tion Act, and therein swore (or affirmed) to a residence in

Canada (or service, etc.), of years; that I have reason

to believe, and do believe, that the said A. B., within the period

of years preceding the said day, has been

a resident within Canada for (three or five, as the case may be)

years, (or has been in the service of the Government of Canada

for three years, or as the case may he), that the said A. B. is

a person of good character, and that there exists, to my know-

lodge, no reason why the said A. B. should not be granted all

the rights and capacities of a natural-born British subject.

Dated at the day of

C. D.

If (lie above certificate is applied for by a person, with respect

to whose, nationality a doubt exists, and who desires a special

certificate of naturalization under section twenty-five, add the

following:—
' I further certify that the said A. B. has doubts as to his

nationality as a ]>ritish subject, and desires a special certificate

of naturalization under section twenty-five of said Act.'

13GG If
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If the above certificate is applied for by a person previoiLsly

a natural-born British subject, but who became an alien by

naturalization, an appropriate statement to that effect should

he inserted in the certificate.

E.S., c. 113, sch. O.C.'s, Dec. 21, 1903, and Nov. 3, 1905.

C.

TH"R NATURALIZATION ACT.

Certificate of Naturalization. ^

Dominion of Canada,
Province of

In the (name of court) Court of

Whereas formerly of

(name of country) now of

in the province of (occupation)

has complied with the several requirements of the Naturaliza-

tion Act, and has duly resided in Canada for the period of

years

;

And whereas the particulars of the certificate granted to the

said under the fifteenth section of

the eaid Act have been duly announced in court, and there-

upon by order of the said court, the said certificate has been

filed of record in the same pursuant to the said Act: (T[)

This is therefore to certify to all whom it may concern, that

under and by virtue of the said Act
has become naturalized as a British sub-

ject, and is, within Canada, entitled to all political and'other

rights, powers and privileges, and subject to all obligations

to which a natural-born British subject is entitled or subject

within Canada, with this qualification that he shall not, when

within the limits of the foreign state of which he was a subject

(or citizen) previous to the date hereof, be deemed to be a

British subject unless he has ceased to be a subject (or citizen)

of that state, in pursuance of the laws thereof, or in pursuance

of a treaty or convention to that effect.

Given under- the seal of the said court this

day of one thousand nine hundred

and
A. B.,

Judge, ClerJc (or other proper officer of the Court).

This form may be altered so as to apply to the provinces of

Saskatchewan and Alberta ^^nd the Yukon Territory.

E.S., c. 113, sch. ; O.C.'s, 21st Dec, 1903, and 3rd Nov., 1905.

1367 D.
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D.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

'Certificate of Naturalization to a Person after Service under
Government.

Whereas' A. B., of {describing him, and adding his occupa-

tion or addition), has complied with the several requirements
of the K'atiiralization Act, and has been in the service of the

Government of Canada {or as the case may he) for a term of

not less than three years, and intends, when naturalized, to

« reside in Canada {or to serve under the Government of ,

as the case may he) ; and whereas the certificate granted to the

said A.B., under the fifteenth section of the said Act, has

been duly filed of record in the office of His Majesty's Secretary

of State of Canada, pursuant to the said Act; and whereas the

Governor in Council has duly authorized the issue of this cer-

tificate of naturalization : This is, therefore, to certify to all

whom it may concern that under and by virtue of the said Act,

the said A. B. has become naturalized as a British subject and
is, within Canada, entitled to all political and other rights,

powers and privileges, and subject to all obligations to which
a natural-born British subject is entitled or subject within

Canada, with this qualification, that he shall not, when within
the limits of the foreign state of which he was a subject {or

citizen) previous to the date hereof, be deemed to be a British

subject, unless he has ceased to be a subject {or citizen) of that

state in pursuance of the laws thereof, or in pursuance of a

treaty or convention to that effect.

Given under my hand, this day of

Secretary of State of Canada.
RS., c. 113, scL

E.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

Special Certificate of Naturalization to a person ivith respect to

whose Nationality a douht exists.

Follow Form C down to the sign 1—then add

:

And whereas the said A. B. alleges that he is a person with
respect to whose nationality as a British subject a doubt exists,

and this certificate is issued for the purpose of quieting such
doubts, and the application of the said A. B. therefor and the
issuing thereof shall not be deemed to be any admission that

the said A. 1>. was not heretofore a British subject

—

{then con-

tinue the rest of form C to the end).

Form D to he altered in a similar way when necessary.

R.S., c. 113, sch.
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F.

THE IN'ATUKAT.IZATIOX ACT.

Certificate of Beadmissian to British Nationality.

Dominion of Canada,

Province of

In the {name of covrt) court of

Whereas formerly of (name of conn fry)

now of in the province of (occupation)

who alleges that he was a natural-born British subject and that

he became an alien by being naturalized as a subject (or citizen)

of has complied with the several requirements of

the ]^aturalization Act and has duly resided in Canada for the

period of at least three months. And whereas the particulars

of the certificate granted to the said under the

fifteenth section of the said Act have been duly announced

in court ; and thereupon by order of the said court, the said cer-

tificate has been filed of record in the same pursuant to the said

Act: This is therefore to certify to all whom it may concern,

that, under and by virtue of the said Act the said

from the date of this certificate, but not in respect of any pre-

vious transaction, is readmitted to the status of a British sub-

ject, and is, within Canada, entitled to all political and other

rights, powers and privileges, and is subject to all obligations

to which a natural-born British subject is entitled or subject

within Canada, with this qualification that he shall not, when
within the limits of the foreign state of which he was a subject

(or citizen) previous to tlie date hereof, be deemed to be a

British subject, unless he has ceased to be a subject (or citizen)

of that state, in pursuance of the laws thereof, or in pursuance

of a treaty or convention to that effect.

Given under the seal of the said court this

day of one thousand nine hundred and

A. B.,

Judge, Clerh (or other proper officer of the Court.)

R.S., c. 113, sch.; 3 E. VII., c. 38, s. 5; O.C.'s, 21st Dec. and

3rd Nov., 1905.

G.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

I, A. B., of , do swear (or affirm) that on or

about the day , one thousand eight hun-

dred and , at , in the (county, or as the

1369 case
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case may he), oi , in the province of , I did

take and subscribe before (a judge, magistrate or other 'person,

naming him) the oaths (or affirmations) of residence and alle-

giance required by the laws respecting the naturalization of

aliens then in force in the said province. So help me God.

A. B.

Sworn to before me at j on [

the day of ,19 \

K.S., c. 113, sch.

H.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

I, A. B., of , do sweai^ (or affirm) that I had a

settled place of abode in Upper Canada (Lower Canada, ISTova

Scotia or l^ew Brunswick, as the case may be), on the first day

of July, A.D. 1867 (or in Kupert's Land or the jS'orthwest

Territories, on the fifteenth day of July, A.D. 1870), (or in

British Columbia, on the twentieth day of July, A.D. 1871),

(or in Prince Edward Island, on the first day of July, 1873),

and I resided therein with intent to settle therein ; and I have

continuously since resided in the Dominion of Canada. So

help me God.
A. B.

Sworn before me at ?
oii[

the day of 19 .j

U.S., c. 113, schedule.

THE NATURALIZATION ACT.

I hereby certify that A. B., of , has filed with

me as clerk of the peace (or as the case may be) the oath (or

affirmation) of which the following is a copy:

—

(Copy the Oath of Affirmation.)

This certificate is issued pursuant to the fifty-fifth section

of the Naturalization Act, and is to certify to all to whom it

may concern that

Follow Form C.

R.S., c. 113, scliodulo.

OTTAWA: Printed by SAMUKr, Edwari) DA\ysoN, Law Piintcr to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 78.

An Act respecting Oaths of Allegiance.

1. This Act may be cited as the Oaths of Allegiance Act. Short title.

3. Every person in Canada, who, either of his OAvn accord. Oath pre-

or in compliance with any lawful requirement made of him, ^^" ^ '

or in obedience to the directions of any Act or law in force

in Canada, save and except The British North America Act,

1867, desires to take an oath of allegiance, shall have admin-
istered to him and take the oath in the following form, and no
other :

—

' I, A.B., do sincerely promise and swear that I will be Form,

faithful and bear true allegiance to His Majesty, King Edward
VII. {or reigning sovereign for the time being) as lawful

Sovereign of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-

land, of the British possessions beyond the seas, and of this

Dominion of Canada, dependent on and belonging to the said

Kingdom, and that I will defend Him to the utmost of my
power against all traitorous conspiracies or attempts whatso-

ever, which shall be made against His person, crown and dig-

nity, and that I will do my utmost endeavour to disclose and
make known to His Majesty, His heirs or successors, all trea-

sons or traitorous conspiracies and attempts which I shall

know to be against Him or any of them ; and all this I do

swear without any equivocation, mental evasion or secret reser-

vation. So help me God.' U.S., c. 112, s. 1.

3. It shall not be necessary for any person appointed to Xo other
oath
sary.any civil office in Canada, or for any mayor or other officer ° neces-

or member of any corporation therein, or for any person

admitted, called or received as a barrister, advocate, notary

public, attorney, solicitor or proctor, to make any declaration

or subscription, or to take or subscribe any other oath than

the oath aforesaid, and also such oath for the faithful perform-

ance of the duties of his office, or for the due exercise of his

profession or calling as is required by any law in that behalf.

E.S., c. 112, s. 1.

4. The oath of allegiance hereinbefore set forth, together within what

with the oath of office or oath for the due eisercise of any '^^^^y ^^^^^

1371 profession

K.S.. 1906.
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oath be profession or calling, shall be taken within the period and in
'^
^^'

the manner, and subject to the disabilities and penalties for

the omission thereof, by law provided with respect to such

oaths, in all such cases respectively. R.S,, c. 112, s. 2.

An allegiance 5, wi persons allowed by law in civil cases, in any part of

may be sub- Canada, to affirm instead of making oath, shall be permitted to

stituted for
iq]^^, ^jy affirmation of allegiance in the like terms, mutatis

mutandis, as the said oath of allegiance.

2. Such affirmation of allegiance, taken before the proper

officer, shall in all cases be accepted from such persons in lieu

of such oath, and shall as to such affirmants have the like effect

as the said oath of allegiance. R.S., c. 112, s. 3.

By whom ad- 6. All justices of the peace and other officers lawfully
mmistere

. g^ithorized either by virtue of their office, or special com-

mission from the Crown for that purpose, may in any part of

Canada administer the oath of allegiance or receive the affir-

mation of allegiance. R.S., c. 112, ss. 1 and 3.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel ED^VARD DA^vso^^ Law Printer to the Kinc's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 79.

An Act respecting Companies.

SHORT TITI.E.

1* This Act may bo cited as the Companies Act. Short title,

PART I. .

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES.

Application of Part.

3. This Part applies to,

—

(a) all companies incorporated under it; N'ew com-

(h) all companies incorporated under the Companies Act, jl^'?'^*'

chapter one hundred and nineteen of The Revised Statutes panies.

of Canada, or to which that Act applied before the fifteenth

day of May, one thousand nine hundred and two, except-

ing loan companies. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 2.

Interpretation,

3. In this Part, and in all letters patent and supplementary Definitions,

letters patent issued under it, imless the context otherwise

requires,

—

(a) ' the company ' or ' a company ' means any company to < Compan}\'
which this Part applies

;

(h) ' the undertaking ' means the business of every kind ' Under-

wliich the company is authorized to carry ou; taking.

(c) 'real estate' or 'land' includes messuages, lands, tene- 'Real estate,

merits, and hereditaments of any tenure, and all immov-
able property of any kind

;

(d) ' shareholder ' means every subscriber to or holder of ' Share-

stock in the company, and includes the personal repre-
"°'"^^-

sentatives of the shareholder;

(e) 'manager' includes the cashier and his secretary; 'Manager.'

(f)
' court ' means in Ontario, the High Court of Justice ; < Court.'

in Quebec, the Superior Court in and for that province

;

in Nova Scotia, ISJ^ew Brunswick, British Columbia and

Prince Edward Island, the Supreme Court in and for

each of those provinces, respectively; in Manitoba, the

Court of King's Bench for Manitoba; in the provinces of

1373 Saskatchewan
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Saskatchewan and Alberta, a superior court, and in the

Yukon Territory, the Territorial Court; and,

'Judge.' (g) 'judge' means in the said respective provinces and
Territory a judge of the said courts respectively. 2 E.
VII., c. 15, ss. 3, 53 and 79.

Are direc-

tory only.

Preliminaries.

4, The provisions of this Part relating to matters prelim-

inary to the issue of the letters patent or supplementary letters

patent shall be deemed directory only, and no letters patent or

supplementary letters patent issued under this Part shall be

held void or voidable on account of any irregularity in respect

of any matter preliminary to the issue of the letters patent or

supplementary letters patent. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 4.

Formation of New Companies.

Companies 5, The Secretary of State may, by letters patent under his

for certain Seal of ofl&cc, grant a charter to any number of persons, not
purposes. jggg than five, who apply therefor, constituting such persons,

and others who have become subscribers to the memorandum of

agreement hereinafter mentioned and who thereafter become
shareholders in the company thereby created, a body corporate

and politic, for any of the purposes or objects to which the

legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada extends.
Exceptions, except the construction and working of railways or of telegraph

or telephone lines, the business of insurance, the business of a

loan company and the business of banking and the issue of

paper money.
Xo power to 2. Xothing in this Part shall be construed to authorize any

morfey or^^for Company to issue any note payable to the bearer thereof or any
banking. promissory note intended to be circulated as money or as the

note of a bank or to engage in the business of banking or insur-

ance. 2 E. VII., s. 15, ss. 5 find 24.

Seal. 6, The Governor in Council may, from time to time, desig-

nate the seal of office to be used by the Secretary of State as

the seal under which letters patent may be granted under this

Act. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 5.

Application. 7» The applicants for such letters patent, who must be of

the full age of twenty-one years, shall file in the Department of

the Secretary of State an ajiplication setting forth the following

particulars :

—

Name. (a) The proposed corporate name of the company, which

shall not be that of any other known company, incorpor-

ated or unincorporated, or any name liable to be con-

foimded therewith, or otherwise, on public grounds, ob-

jectionable;

Purposes. (h) The purposes for which its incorporation is sought;

1374 (c)
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Part I. Companies. Chap. 79. 3

(c) The place within Canada which is to be its chief place chief place

of business
;

of business.

(d) The proposed amount of its capital stock; Capital.

(e) The number of shares and the amount of each share
j

Shares.

(f) The names in full and the address and calling of each Applicants.

of the applicants, with special mention of the names of not

more than fifteen and not less than three of their number,
who are to be the first or provisional directors of the com-
pany

;

(g) The amount of stock taken by each applicant, the stock taken

amount, if any, paid in upon the stock of each applicant, ^^^^
amount

and the manner in which the same has been paid, and is

held for the company. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 6.

8. The application shall be in accordance with form A in the Form of

schedule to this Act and may ask to have embodied in the
^PPli^^'^^'o'^-

letters patent then applied for, any provision which could under
this Part be contained in any by-law of the Company or of the

directors approved by a vote of shareholders, which provision

so embodied shall not, unless power is given therefor in the

letters patent, be subject to repeal or alteration by any by-law.

2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 7.

9. The application shall be accompanied by a memorandum Memoran-

of agreement in duplicate under seal which shall be in accord- ^^^ of

•ic -i-)-i 111 !•* r^T-i T-TTT -. K agreement,
ance with form B m the schedule to tins Act. 2 E. v II., c. 15,

s. 7.

10. Before the letters patent are issued the applicants shall Condition

establish to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State the sufii- Sng^o^f
*°

ciency of their application and memorandum of agreement and letters

the truth and sufficiency of the facts therein set forth, and that grta^bHshed.^

the proposed name is not the name of any other known incor-

porated or unincorporated company or one likely to be con-

founded with any such name; and for that purpose the Secre-

tary of State shall take any requisite evidence in writing by
oath or affinnation or by solemn declaration and shall keep of

record any such evidence so taken. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 7.

11. The letters patent shall recite such of the established Averments

averments in the application and memorandum of agreement to be recited,

as to the Secretary of State seems expedient. 2 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 8.

12. The Secretary of State may give to the company a cor- y^^^^ ^j

porate name, different from that proposed by the applicants company,

if the proposed name is objectionable. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 9.

13. ISTotice of the granting of the letters patent shall be forth- Notice to

with given by the Secretary of State by two insertions in the be published.
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Further pub-
lication.

Canada Gazette, in tho form C in the schedule to this Act;
and thereupon, from the date of the letters patent, the persons

therein named, and such persons as shall have become sub-

scribers to the memorandum of agreement or who thereafter

be«ome shareholders in the company, and their successors shall

be a body corporate and politic, by the name mentioned in the

letters patent.

2. A copy of every such notice shall forthwith be, by the

company to which such notice relates, inserted on four separate

occasions in at least one newspaper in the county, city or place

M'here the head office or chief agency of the company is estab-

lished. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 10.

Existing
companies
may be in-

corporated.

Effect of

letters

patent.

Names of

shareholders.

Effect of
letters

patent.

As to existing Compaiiies.

14. Any company heretofore incorporated for any purpose

or object for which letters patent may be issued under this Part,

whether under a special or a general Act, and now being a sub-

sisting and valid corporation, may apply for letters patent to

carry on its business under this Part, and the Secretary of

State, with the approval of the Governor in Council, may direct

the issue of letters patent incorporating the shareholders of the

said company as a company under this Part.

2. Upon the issuing of such letters patent all the rights,

property and obligations of the former company shall be and
become transferred to the new company, and all proceedings

may be continued or commenced by or against the new com-

pany that might have been continued or commenced by or

against the old company.

3. It shall not be necessary in any such letters patent to set

out the names of the shareholders.

4. After the issue of such letters patent the company shall be

governed in all respects by the provisions of this Part, except

that the liability of the shareholders to creditors of the old

company shall remain as at the time of the issue of the letters

patent. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 11.

Scope of

letters

patent.

15. If a subsisting company applies for the issue of letters

patent under this Part, the Secretary of State may, by the

letters patent, extend the powers of the company to such other

objects for which letters patent ^^^J he issued under this Part
as the applicant desires, and as the Secretary of State thinks

fit to inchidc in the letters patent. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 12.

First direc-

tors.

16. The Secretary of State may in any letters patent issued

under tliis Part to any subsisting company name the first

directors of tho new company, and the letters patent may be

issued to the new com])any by the name of the old company or

by another name. 2 E. VIT., c. 15, s. 12.

i;3TG 17.
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17. Any company incorporated under any general or special Existing

-1 ^ ",'>• c/^ 1 1 11 companies
Act of any of the provinces of Canada, and any company duly incorporated

incorporated under the laws of the United Kingdom or of any
J^y

Act may
,. • c ,.1 1 • ^ i; 1, • 1 ^e incorpoF-
foreign country for any oi the purposes or objects lor wnicli ated under

letters patent may be issued under this Part, and being at the this Part,

time of the application a subsisting and valid corporation, may
apply for letters patent under this Part, and the Secretary of

State, upon receiving satisfactory evidence that the Act of in-

corporation or charter of the company so applying is valid and

subsisting and that no public or private interest will be pre-

judiced, may issue letters patent incorporating the shareholders

of the company so applying as a company under this Part,

limiting, if necessary, the powers of the said company to such

purposes or objects as might have been granted had the share-

holders applied in the first instance to the Secretary of State

for letters patent under this Part, and thereupon all the rights,

property and obligations of the former company shall be and

become transferred to the new company, and all proceedings Proceedings

may be continued or commenced by or against the new company continued,

that might have been continued or commenced by or against

the old company.
2. It shall not be necessary in any such letters patent to set Name of

out the names of the shareholders.
shareholders.

3. After the issue of such letters patent the company shall be Effect of

governed in all respects by the provisions of this Part, except p^atent.

that the liability of the shareholders to creditors of the old com-

pany shall remain as at the time of the issue of the letters patent.

2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 13.

18. Every company desirous of obtaining letters patent Proceedings

under the last preceding section shall first file in the office of
a^tUn oT^°'^'

the Secretary of State of Canada a certified copy of the charter chartered

or Act incorporating the company, and shall also designate the
companies.

place in Canada where its principal office will be situated and

the name of the agent or manager in Canada authorized to re-

present the company and to accept process in all suits and pro-

ceedings against the company for any liabilities incurred by the

company therein. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 13.

19. Every such company to which such letters patent have Keturn to

been granted, when so required, shall make a return to the Minister.

Secretary of State of the names of its shareholders, the amount
of its paid-up capital and the value of its real and personal

estate held in Canada, and, in default of making the said return

within three months, the letters patent may be cancelled. 2 E.

VII., c. 15, s. 13.

20. l^otice of the issue of such letters patent shall be pub- Publication

lished in the Canada Gazette. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 13. °^ ''''^'''^
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Minister may
change name
by supple-
mentary,
letters.

Change of Name.

21. If it is made to appear to the satisfaction of the Secre-

tary of State that the name of a company, given by original or

supplementary letters patent issued under this Part, is the same
as the name of an existing incorporated or unincorporated com-
pany, or so similar thereto as to be liable to be confounded
therewith, the Secretary of State may direct the issue of supple-

mentary letters patent, reciting the former letters and changing
the name of the company to some other name which shall be set

forth in the supplementary letters patent. 2 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 14.

Company
may obtain
change of
name.

Change not
to affect

rights or
oV)ligations.

22. When a company is desirous of adopting another name,
the Secretary of State, upon being satisfied that the change
desired is not for any improper purpose, may direct the issue of

supplementary letters patent, reciting the former letters patent

and changing the name of the company to some other name,
which shall be set forth in the supplementary letters patent.

2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 15.

23. ]^o alteration of name under the two sections last pre-

ceding shall affect the rights or obligations of the company ; and
all proceedings may be continued or commenced by or against

the company under its new name that might have been continued

or commenced by or against the company under its former

name. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 16.

Fees and Forms.

Tariff by 24. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, estab-

Council? lish, alter and regulate the tariff of the fees to be paid on appli-

cation for any letters patent or supplementary letters patent

under this Part, the amount of which may be varied according

to the nature of the company, the amount of the capital stock or

other particulars as the Governor in Council thinks fit.

Must be paid 2, Xo steps shall be taken in the Department of the Secretary

lelt'ers of State towards the issue of any letters patent or supplement-
issued, ary letters patent under this Part, until after all fees therefor

are duly paid. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, ss. 13 and 17.

Forms to be 25. The Governor in Council may prescribe the forms of

bv*'T;ov(*^rnor proceedings and registration in respect to letters patent and
iu Council. sup])lementary letters patent issued under this Part, and in

respect to all other matters requisite for carrying out the objects

of this Part. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 17.

Ten per
cent of

capital to

be paid.

Pt.S., lOOG.

Commencement of Business.

26. The company shall not commence its operations or incur

any liability before ten ])er centum of its authorized capital has

been snbscribed and paid for. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 18.

1378 Forfeiture
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Forfeiture of Charter.

27. In case of non-user by the company of its charter for Forfeiture

three consecutive vears or in case the company does not so into ?^ charter

,1 ,. *.,, . ,, f. A 1 .
• -for non-user,

actual operation withm throe years alter the cliarter is granted,

such charter shall be and become forfeited. 2 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 19.

General Powers and Duties of the Company.

28. All powers given to the company by letters patent or Powers given

supplementary letters patent shall be exercised subject to the ^^/^'^a^
*°

provisions and restrictions contained in this Part. 2 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 20.

29. The company may acquire, hold, mortgage, sell and A? to real

convey any real estate requisite for the carrying on of the
^®^^*^®-

undertaking of the company.
2. The company shall in no case make any loan to any share- Loans.

holder of the company.

3. The company shall forthwith upon incorporation under Property

this Part, become and be vested with all property and rights, »"d power

real and personal, theretofore held by it or for it under any incorpora-

trust created with a view to its incorporation, and with all the *'°"'

powers, privileges and immunities, requisite or incidental to

the carrying on of its undertaking, as if it was incorporated by
a special Act of Parliament, embodying the provisions of this

Part and of the letters patent and supplementary letters patent

issued to such company. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, ss. 21 and 70.

30. The company shall, at all times, have an office in the Offices,

city or town in which its chief place of business in Canada is ^s^'^P.';^'

situate, which shall be the legal domicile of the company in

Canada ; and the company may establish such other offices and
agencies elsewhere as it deems expedient.

2. Notice of the situation of such principal office and of any Notice.

change therein shall be published in the Canada Gazette. 2 E.

VIL, c. 15, s. 22.

31. Every deed which any person, lawfully empowered in Acts of

that behalf by the company as its attorney, signs on behalf of attorney

the company and seals with his seal, shall be binding on the '°
"^^'

company and shall have the same effect as if it was under the

seal of the company. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 23.

32. Every contract, agreement, engagement or bargain Contracts,

made, and everv bill of exchange drawn, accepted or endorsed, °t ^s^^t
1

"
.

J.
^1

1 1 1
binding on

and every promissory note and cheque made, drawn or en- company.

dorsed on behalf of the company, by any agent, officer or ser-

vant of the company, in general accordance with his powers

. 87i

^
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Cases where
seal not
necessary.

No indi-

vidual lia-

bility.

as such under the by-laws of the company, shall be binding

upon the company.
2. In no case shall it be necessary to have the seal of the com-

pany affixed to any such contract, agreement, engagement, bar-

gain, bill of exchange, promissory note or cheque, or to prove

that the same was made, drawn, accepted or endorsed, as the

case may be, in pursuance of any by-law or special vote or

order.

3. No person so acting as such agent, officer or servant of

the company shall be thereby subjected individually to any
liability whatever to any third person. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 24.

Name with 33. The company shall keep its name, with the word lim-

Td^' requTre'd "^'^^J after the name, painted or affijced, in letters easily legible,

to be used in a conspicuous position on the outside of every office or place

ways.^
^^^

ill which the business of the company is carried on, and shall

have its name, with the said word after it, engraven in legible

characters, on its seal, and shall have its name, with the said

word after it in legible characters, mentioned in all notices,

advertisements and other official publications of the company
and in all bills of exchange, promissory notes, endorsements,

cheques and orders for money or goods purporting to be signed

by or on behalf of such company, and in all bills of parcels,

invoices and receijpts of the company. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 25.

Obtaining of further Powers.

Company 34. The company may, from time to time, by a resolution

i?e'^ directors passed by the votes of shareholders representing at least two-

to apply for thirds in value of the subscribed stock of the company, at a

powers?^
° special general meeting called for the purpose, authorize the

directors to apply for supplementary letters patent, extending

the powers of the company to such further or other purposes or

objects for which a company may be incorporated under this

Part, as are defined in such resolution. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 26.

Application 35. The directors may, at any time wnthin six months after
by directors,

^j^^ passing of any such resolution, make application to the

Secretary of State, for the issue of such supplementary letters

patent. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 27.

Evidence of

resolution.

36. licfore such supplementary letters patent are issued,

tlio apy)licants shall establish to the satisfaction of the Secre-

tary of State the due passing of the resolution authorizing the

application, and for that purpose the Secretary of State shall

take any requisite evidence in writing, by oath or affirmation,

or by statutory declaration under the Canada Evidence Act,

and shall keep of record any such evidence so taken. 2 E. VIL,

c. 15, s. 28.

13S0 37.
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37. Upon the due passing of such resolution being so es- Supplemen-

tablished, the Secretary of State may grant supplementary
pa^tent"*^'^^

letters patent extending the powers of the company to all or granted.

any of the o])jects defined in the resolution ; and notice thereof Notice of

shaH be fortlnvith given by the Secretary of State in the
'^^^^'

Canada Gazette, in the form D in the schedule to this Act.

2. From the date of the supplementary letters patent, the T^ffect of

undertaking of the company shall extend to and include the ^
^^^'

further or other purposes or objects set out in the supplementary
letters patent as fully as if such further or other purposes or

objects were mentioned in the original letters patent.

3. A copy of every such notice shall forthwith be, by the com- Publication

pany to which the notice relates, inserted on four separate occa- ^^ notice,

sions in at least one newspaper in the county, city or place

where the head office or chief agency is established. 2 E. VII.,

c. 15, s, 29.

Liahility of Sliarcholders.

38. The shareholders of the company shall not, as such, be Limited to

responsible for any act, default or liability of the company, or p^id^o^
"°'

for any engagement, claim, payment, loss, injury, transaction, stock.

matter or thing relating to or connected with the company,
beyond the amount unpaid on their respective shares in the

capital stock thereof. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 30.

39. Every shareholder, until the whole amount of his shares Liability of

has been paid up, shall be individually liable to the creditors
holders

of the company to an amount equal to that not paid up thereon ; Action

'

but he shall not be liable to an action therefor by any creditor ^'^^n.

until an execution at the suit of such creditor against the

company has been returned unsatisfied in whole or in part. Amount

2. The amount due on such execution, not exceeding the recoverable,

amount unpaid on his shares, as aforesaid, shall be the amount
recoverable, with costs, from such shareholder.

3. Any amount so recoverable, if paid by the shareholder, Application,

shall be considered as paid on his shares. 2 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 31.

40. Any shareholder may plead by way of defence in whole Set off

or in part to any action by any creditor under the last preced-
cred"t**

•

ing section any set-off which he can set up against the companv, action.

except a claim for unpaid dividends, or a salary or allowance

as a president or a director of the company. 2 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 31.

41. ISTo person, holding stock in the company as an executor; Trustees,

administrator, tutor, curator, guardian or trustee of or for any ",?*
r^vfi°'^

person named in the books of the company as being so repre-

sented by him, shall be personally subject to liability as a share-

holder; but the estate and funds in the hands of such person
1381 shall
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Estate liable, shall be liable in like manner, and to the same extent, as the

testator or intestate would be if living, or the minor, ward or

interdicted person, or the person interested in such trust fund

would be, if competent to act and holding such stock in his own
name.

2. 'No person holding such stock as collateral security shall

be personally subject to such liability, but the person pledging

such stock shall be considered for the purposes of such liability

as holding the same and shall be liable as a shareholder accord-

ingly. 2"E. VII., c. 15, s. 32.

Holder of

stock as

collateral

security.

Trustees 42. Every such executor, administrator, curator, guardian or

stock^^°* trustee shall represent the stock held by him,' at all meetings of

and pledgeor. the company, and may vote as a shareholder ; and every person

who pledges his stock may represent the same at all such meet-

ings and, notwithstanding such pledge, vote as a shareholder.

2 E. YIL, c. 15, s. 33.

Prospectus
must specify
contracts
entered into
by company,
or pro-
moters.

Unless speci-

fied prospec-

tus fraudu-
lent.

Conditions
on which
company
may pur-

chase stock

of other
companies.

I*rovi.so.

Prospectus.

43. Every prospectus of the company, and every notice

inviting persons to subscribe for shares in the company, shall

specify the date of and names of the parties to any contract

entered into by the company or the promoters, directors or

trustees thereof before the issue of such prospectus or notice,

whether subject to adoption by the directors or the company or

otherwise.

2. Every prospectus or notice which does not specify such

date and names shall, with respect to any person who takes

shares in the company on the faith of such prospectus or notice

without notice of such contract, be deemed fraudulent on the

part of the officers of the company who knowingly issue such

prospectus or notice. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 34.

Holdmg Stock of other Companies.

44. The company shall not under any circumstances use any

of its funds in the purchase of stock in any other corporation,

unless nor until the directors have been expressly authorized

by a by-law passed by them for the purpose and sanctioned by a

vote of not less than two-thirds in value of the capital stock re-

presented at a general meeting of the company duly called for

considering the subject of the by-law: Provided that if the

letters patent authorize such purchase it shall not be necessary

to pass such by-law. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 35.

Stock to be
personal
estate.

Capital Stoch.

45. The stock of the company shall be personal estate, and

shall 1)6 transforablo, in such manner and subject to all such

conditions and restrictions as are prescribed by this Part or by
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the letters patent or by the by-laws.of the company. 2 E. VII.,

e. 15, s. 3G.

46. In so far as the stock of the company or any increased Allotment of

amount thereof is not allotted by the letters patent or the sup- ® °^ '

plementary letters patent and when no other definite provision

is made by such letters patent or supplementary letters patent

such stock shall be allotted at such times and in such manner as

the directors by by-law shall prescribe. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 37.

47. The directors of the company may make by-laws for Prcferenco

creating and issuing any part of the capital stock as preference ^^o*^*^-

stock, giving the same such pl-eference and priority, as respects

dividends and in any other respect, over ordinary stock as is by

such b^'-laws declared.

2. Such by-laws may provide that the holders of shares of Provisions as

such preference stock shall have the right to select a certain to control of

stated proportion of the board of directors, or may give them
such other control over the affairs of the company as is con-

sidered expedient. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 38.

48. jSTo such by-law shall have any force or effect whatever By-law to be

until after it has been sanctioned by a vote of three-fourths of sanctioned,

the shareholders, present in person or by proxy at a general

meeting of l^ie company duly called for considering the same
and representing two-thirds of the stock of the company, or

until the same shall be unanimously sanctioned in writing by
the shareholders of the company. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 38.

49. Holders of shares of such preference stock shall be Rights and

shareholders within the meaning; of this Part, and shall in all liabilities of
• • • • • noIdGTS oi

respects possess the rights and be subject to the liabilities of preference

shareholders within the meaning of this Part : Provided that stock.

in respect of dividends, and in any other respect declared by
by-law as authorized by this Part, they shall, as against the

ordinary shareholders, be entitled to the preferences and rights

given by such by-law. 2 E. VII., c. 15j s 38.

50. The company shall not be bound to see to the execution t7 .• ,

J. 11 • T 1
• •

-fc-xecution of
01 any trust, whether express, implied or constructive, m respect trusts.

of any share.

2. The receipt of the shareholder in whose name the same Recejpf c

stands in the books of the company shall be a valid and binding shareholder

discharge to the company for any dividend or money payable in charge

"

respect of such share whether notice of such trust has been

given to the company or not.

3. The company shall not be bound to see to the application Application

of the money paid upon such receipt. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 39. of money.
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By-law to
consolidate
shares.

Purchase of

iractions of
shares by
company.

By-law for
subdivision
of shares.

Increase or Reduction of Capital, etc.

51. The directors of the company may, at any time, when-

ever the par value of the existing shares of the company is less

than one hundred dollars each, make a by-law consolidating

them into shares of a larger par value ; but no such consolidated

share shall exceed the par value of one hundred dollars.

2. For the purpose of such consolidation, the company shall

have the power to purchase fractions of .shares, and shall be

bound to sell any shares held from such purchases within two
years after the purchase.

3. The directors of the company may also, at any time, make
a bv-law subdividing the existing shares into shares of a smaller

amount.
^ 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 40; 4 E. VII., c. 5, s. 2.

Increase of 52, The directors of the company may, at any time after

ninety per centum of the capital stock of the company has been

taken up and fifty per centum thereon paid in, make a by-law

for increasing the capital stock of the company to any amount

which they consider requisite for the due carrying out of the

objects of the company.
By-law to 2. Xo by-law" for increasing or reducing the capital stock of

caplfaf to be ^^^® company, or for subdividing the shares, shall have any force

approved or effect whatsoever, until it is approved by the votes of share-

holders representing at least two-thirds in value of the sub-

scribed stock of the company at a special general meeting of the

company duly called for considering the same, and afterwards

confirmed by supplementary letters patent. 2 E. YII., c. 15,

ss. 41 and 43.

and con
firmed.

By-law to

allot stock.

Directors
allot when.

53. Such by-law shall declare the number of the shares of

the new stock, and may prescribe the manner in which the same
shall be allotted.

2. In default of the manner of the allotment of the shares of

the new stock being prescribed by such by-law, the control of

such allotment shall vest absolutely in the directors. 2 E. VIL,
c. 15, s. 41.

Reduction of 54. The directors of the company may, at any time, make a

b'^-iaw
^^ by-law for reducing the capital stock of the company to any

amount which they consider advisable and sufficient for the due
carrying out of the undertaking of the company.

Declaration 2. Such by-law shall declare the number and value of the
contained in. s}iares of the stock as so reduced, and the allotment thereof, or

the manner in which the same shall be made.

T-iability to 3. The lialulity of the shareholders to persons who were, at

-iTfectcd"
^'^

^^'*^ ^""^ ^^ ^^^^^ reduction of the caj)ital, creditors of the coni-

]»any, shall remain the same as if the capital had not been re-

duced. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 42.

1384 55.
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55. At any time, not more than six months after the approval Supplemen-

of a by-law for increasing or reducing the capital stock of the to'^confirm

company, or for subdividing the shares, the directors may apply t>y-law.

to the Secretary of State for the issue of supplementary letters

patent to confirm the same. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 44.

56. The directors shall, with such application, produce a Evidence

copy of such by-law, under the seal of the company, and signed ^^^^^
apphca-

by the president or vice-president and the secretary, and estab-

lish to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State, the due passage

and approval of such by-law and the expediency and bonu fide

character of the increase or reduction of capital or subdivision

of shares, as the case may be, thereby provided for.

2. The Secretary of State shall, for that purpose,, take any Evidence
requisite evidence in writing, by oath, or affirmation or by how taken,

solemn declaration, and shall keep of record any such evidence

so taken. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 44.

57. Upon the due passage and approval of such by-law being Granting of

so established, the Secretary of State may grant such supple- *^® letters.

mentary letters patent.

2. Notice of the granting of such letters patent shall be forth- Notice,

with given by the Secretary of State in the Canada Gazette, in

the form E in the schedule to this Act.

3. From the date of such supplementary letters patent, the Effect of

capital stock of the company shall be and remain increased or ^ ^^^'

reduced, or the shares subdivided, as the case may be, to the

amount in the manner and subject to the conditions set forth by
such by-law.

4. The whole of the stock, as so increased or reduced or with New stock

such subdivided shares shall become subject to the provisions prov-isions^of

of this Part, in like manner, as far as possible, as if every part tl^is Part,

thereof had been or formed part •ef the stock of the company
originally subscribed. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 45.

Calls.

58. ISTot less than ten per centum upon the allotted shares Calls within

of stock of the company shall, by means of one or more calls j^ar.
^^

formally made, be called in and made payable within one year

from the incorporation of the company.

2. The residue shall be called in and made payable when Calls for

and as the letters patent, or the provisions of this Part, or the residue,

by-laws of the company direct. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 46.

59. A call shall be deemed to have been made at the time Call -when

when the resolution of the directors authorizing such call was demand

passed. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 47.
°'^'^^-

60. If a shareholder fails to pay any call due by him, on Interest on

or before the day appointed for the payment thereof, he shall ^^^^^•

be liable to pay interest for the same, at the rate of six per
1385 centum
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centum per annum from the day appointed for payment to the

time of actual payment thereof. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 47.

Payment in 61. The directors may, if they think fit, receive from any

shares*^^
°° shareholder willing to advance the same, beyond the sums then

actually called for, all or any part of the amounts remaining
unpaid on the shares held by such shareholders.

Interest may 2. Upon the money, so paid in advance, or so much theredf,

as, from time to time, exceeds the amount of the calls then made
upon the shares in respect of which such advance is made, the

company may pay interest at such rate not exceeding eight per

centum per annum, as the shareholder who pays such sum in

advance and the directors agree upon. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 48.

Forfeiture of 62. If after such demand or notice as is prescribed by the

non-paynient letters patent, or by resolution of the directors, or by the by-laws
of calls. Qf i\^Q company, any call made upon any share is not paid with-

in such time as by such letters patent or by resolution of the

directors or by the by-laws is limited in that behalf, the direc-

tors, in their discretion, by vote to that effect duly recorded

in their minutes, may summarily declare forfeited any shares

whereon such call is not paid.

Revert to 2. Such shares so declared forfeited shall thereupon become
company. ^-^^ property of the company, and may be disposed of as the

company by the by-laws or otherwise prescribes.

Liability of 3. ISfotwithstanding such forfeiture, the holder of such shares

^^^^diT^rs*°
^* ^^^ time of forfeiture shall continue liable to the creditors

of the company at such time for the full amount unpaid on such

shares at the time of forfeiture, less any sums which are sub-

sequently received by the company in respect thereof. 2 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 49.

Enforcement 63. The directors may, if they see fit, instead of declaring

of cdirby^ forfeited any share or shares, enforce payment of all calls, and
action. interest thereon, by action in any court of competent jurisdic-

tion.

What only 2. In such actiou it shall not be necessary to set forth the

afleced^and Special matter, but it shall l)e sufficient to declare that the

proved. defendant is a holder of one share or more, stating the number
of shares, and is indebted in the sum of money to which the

calls in arrear .amount, in respect of one call or more, upon one

share or more, stating the number oi calls and the amount of

each call, whereby an action has accrued to the company under

this Part. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 50.

Transfer of Shares.

Invalid with- 64. Kxcopt for the ])urposc of exhibiting the rights of
out entry. parties to any transter of shares towards each other and of

rendering any transferee jointly and severally liable with the

transferrer to the c<)ni])any and its creditors, no transfer of

1386 shares
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shares unless made by sale under execution or under the decree,

order or judgment of a court of coin])etent jurisdiction, sliall be

valid for any pur})ose whatever until entry of such transfer is

duly made in the register of transfers : Provided that, as to the Exception.

stock of any company listed and dealt with on any recognized

stock exchange by means of scrip, commonly in use endorsed

in blank and transferable by delivery, such endorsation and
delivery shall, excepting for the purpose of voting at meetings

of the company, constitute a valid transfer. 2 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 51.

65. No transfer of shares whereof the whole amount has not Unpaid

been paid in sliall be made without the consent of the directors. slia,res.

2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 52.

66. No share shall be transferable until all previous calls With calls

thereon arc fully paid in. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 51. unpaid.

67. The directors may decline to register any transfer of Registration

shares belonging to any shareholder who is indebted to the °^ transfer,

company. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 55.

68. Any transfer of the shares or other interest of a de- Transfer by

ceased shareholder, made by his personal representative, shall, res^ntativ^eT

notwithstanding such personal representative is not himself a

shareholder, be of the same validity as if he had been a share-

holder at the time of his execution of the instrument of trans-

fer. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 56.

Borrowing Powers.

69. If authorized by by-law, sanctioned by a vote of not Authority.

less than two-thirds in value of the subscribed stock of the com-
pany represented at a general meeting duly called for consider-

ing the by-law, the directors may from time to time,

—

(a) borrow money upon the credit of the company; Bonowing.

(h) limit or increase the amount to be borrowed; Amount.

(c) issue bonds, debentures or other securities of the com- Issue of

pany for sums not less than one hundred dollars each, and ^°^^^-

pledge or sell the same for such sums and at such prices

as may be deemed expedient

;

(d) hypothecate, mortgage, or pledge the real or personal Hypotheca-

property of the company, or both, to secure any such bonds,
*^°°'

debentures or other securities and any money borrowed
for the purposes of the company.

2. Nothing in this section contained shall limit or restrict Limitation

the borrowing of money by the company on bills of exchange or
and^Q^^'^^

promissory notes made, drawn, accepted or endorsed by or on
behalf of the company. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 57; 4 E. VIL, c. 5,

s. 3.
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Not to im-
pair capital.

Chap. 79. Companies.

Dividends.

Part I.

70. No dividend shall be declared which will impair the

capital of the company. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 58.

71. The directors may dednct from the dividends payable

1 him
2 E. VII.,

Debts de-

divi(feiids°™ ^^ ^^^ shareholder all such sums of money as are due from him

Xumber of

board.

Provisional
directors.

Failure to
elect direc-

tors, how
remedied.

Qualifica-

tions of
directors

elected.

By-laws for
increase or
decrease of

number.

When to be
valid.

Election of

directors.

to the company, on account of calls or otherwise

c. 15, s. 59.

Directors.

72. The affairs of the company shall be managed by a board

of not more than fifteen and not less than three directors. 2 E.

VII., c. 15, s. 60.

73. The persons named as such, in the letters patent, shall

be the directors of the company, until replaced by others duly

appointed in their stead. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 61.

74. If, at any time, an election of directors is not made, or

does not take effect at the proper time, the company shall not

be held to be thereby dissolved ; but such election may take

place at any subsequent special general meeting of the company
duly called for that purpose; and the retiring directors shall

continue in office until their successors are elected. 2 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 62.

75. ~Eo person shall be elected as a director or appointed

as a director to fill any vacancy unless he is a shareholder, own-

ing stock absolutely in his own right, and to the amount re-

quired by the by-laws of the company, and not in arrear in

respect of any call thereon: 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 63.

76. The company may, by by-law, increase to not more than

fifteen, or decrease to not less than three, the number of its

directors, or may change the company's chief place of business

in Canada : Provided that no by-law for either of the said pur-

poses shall be valid or acted upon unless it is approved by a

vote of at least two-thirds in value of the stock represented by

the shareholders present at a special general meeting didy

called for considering the by-law ; nor until a copy of such by-

law certified under the seal of the company, has been pub-

lished in the Canada Gazette. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 64.

77. Directors of the company shall be elected by the share-

holders, in general meeting of the company assembled at some

place within Canada, at such times, in such manner and for

such term, not exceeding two years, as the letters patent, or in

default thereof, as the by-laws of the company prescribe. 2 E.

VII., c. 15, s. 65.
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78. In .the absence of other provisions in that behalf, in If no other

the letters patent or by-laws of the company,

—

provision.

(a) the election of directors shall take place yearly, and all Yearly

the directors then in office shall retire, but, if otherwise ^^^ction.

([ualified, they shall be eligible for re-election;

(h) every election of directors shall be by ballot; ^-^ ballot.

(c) any vacancy occurring in the board of directors may be l^'I'^j"^"^^

filled, for the remainder of the term, by the directors from directors,

among the qualified shareholders of the company;
(d) the directors shall, from time to time, elect from among Officers ap-

themselves a president and, if they see fit, a vice-president
dfrrcto^rs^^

of the company; and may also appoint all other officers

thereof. 2 E. 'VIL, c. 15, s. %Q.

79. Every director of the company, and his heirs, executors Director in-

and administrators, and estate and effects, respectively, may, fn™uk^*^
with the consent of the company, given at any general meeting respecting

thereof, from time to time, and 'at all times, be indemnified and
h^*^offi°e

°^

saved harmless out of the funds of the company, from and
against all costs, charges and expenses whatsoever which such
director sustains or incurs in or about any action, suit or pro-

ceeding which is brought, commenced or prosecuted against him,
for or in respect of any act, deed, matter or thing wdiatsoever,

made, done or permitted by him, in or about the execution of the

duties of his office ; and also from and against all other costs, And gener-

charges and expenses which he sustains or incurs, in or about
'

or in relation to the affairs thereof, except such costs, charges Exception,

or expenses as are occasioned by his own wdlful neglect or

default. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 67.

Powers of Directors.

80. The directors of the company may administer the affairs Powers and

of the company in all things, and make or cause to be made
direcTor^s^

for the company, any description of contract which the company
may, by law, enter into ; and may, from time to time, make
by-laws not contrary to law, or to the letters patent of the com- By-laws.

pany, or to this Part, as to the following matters :

—

(a) The regulating of the allotment of stock, the making of As to stock,

calls thereon ; the payment thereof, the issue and regis-

tration of certificates of stock, the forfeiture of stock for

non-payment, the disposal of forfeited stock and of the

proceeds thereof, and the transfer of stock;

(h) The declaration and payment of dividends

;

Dividends.

(c) The amount of the stock qualifications of the directors. Directors,

and their remuneration, if any;

(d) The appointment, functions, duties and removal of all Agents and

agents, officers and servants of the company, the security
°^*^^'^^-

to be given by them to the company and their remunera-
tion

j

1389 (e)
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Meetings.

Penalties.

Generally.

Confirmation
of by-laws.

(e) The time and place for the holding of the annual meet-

ings of the company, the calling of meetings, regular and

special, of the board of directors and of the company,

the quorum, the requirements as to proxies, and the pro-

cedure in all things at such meetings

;

(f) The imposition and recovery of all penalties and forfei-

tures not otherwise provided for in this Part

;

(g) The conduct, in all other particulars, of the affairs of the

company not otherwise provided for in this Part. 2 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 68.

81. The directors may, from time to time, repeal, amend
or re-enact such by-laws, but every such l?y-law, excepting by-

laws made respecting agents, officers and servants of the com-

pany, and every repeal, amendment or re-enactment thereof,

unless in the meantime confirmed at a general meeting of the

company, duly called for that purpose, shall only have force

until the next annual meeting of the company, and in default

of confirmation thereat, shaLl, at and from that time, cease

to have force. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 68.

Declaring
and paying
div-idend
"when com-
pany is

insolvent.

Liability of Directors and Officers.

82. If the directors of the company declare and pay any

dividend when the company is insolvent, or any dividend, the

payment of which renders the company insolvent, or impairs

the capital thereof, they shall be jointly and severally liable,

as well to the company as to the individual shareholders and

creditors thereof, for all the debts of the company then existing,

and for all debts thereafter contracted during their continuance

Exoneration in office, respectively: Provided that, if any director p'resent

from lia- when such dividend is declared does forthwith, or if any
^ ^

^'

director then absent does, within twenty-four hours after he

becomes aware of such declaration and is able so to do, enter on

the minutes of the board of directors his protest against the

same, and within eight days thereafter publishes such protest

in at least one newspaper published at the place in which the

head office or chief place of business of the company is situated,

or, if no newspaper is there published, in the newspaper

published in the place nearest thereto, such director may there-

by, and not otherwise, exonerate himself from such liability.

2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 69.

Liability of 83. Whenever any transfer of shares not fully paid in has'

directors for been made with the consent of the directors to a person who is

Bha"relf to°^ not apparently of sufficient means to fully pay up such shares,

the directors shall be jointly and severally liable to the creditors

of the company, in the same manner and to the same extent

as the transferring shareholder, but for such transfer, would

have been: Provided that if any director present when any

such transfer is allowed does forthwith, or if any director then

1390 absent
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absent does, within twenty-four hours after he becomes aware
of such transfer and is able so to do, enter on the minute book
of the board of directors his protest against the same, and
within eight days thereafter publishes such protest in at least

one newspaper published at the place in which the head office

or chief place of business of the company is situated, or if there

is no newspaper there published, then in the newspaper pub-

lished nearest to such place, such director may thereby, and
not otherwise, exonerate himself from such liability. 2 E.. VII.,

c. 15, s. 52.

84. If any loan is made by the company to any shareholder Loan by

in violation of the provisions of this Part, all directors and other '^.u™^^|"\,j*°

officers of the company making the same, or in anywise assent-

ing thereto, shall be jointly and severally liable for the amount
of such loan, with interest, to the company, and also to the

creditors of the company for all debts of the company then

existing, or contracted between the time of the making of such •

loan and that of the repayment thereof. 2 E. VII., c. 15, c. 70.

85. The directors of the company shall be jointly and sever- Liability of

ally liable to the clerks, labourers, servants and apprentices
^^ITges^un-

^°^

thereof, for all debts not exceeding six months' wages due for satisfied.

service performed for the company whilst they are such direc-

tors respectively; but no director shall be liable to an action Limitation

therefor, unless the company is sued therefor within one year ^^ ^° ^^^^'

after the debt becomes due, nor unless such director is sued
therefor within one year from the time when he ceased to be
such director, nor unless an execution against the company in

respect of such debt is returned unsatisfied in whole or in part.

2. The amount unsatisfied on such execution shall be the

amount recoverable with costs from the directors. 2 E. VII.,
c. 15, s. 71.

86. Every director of any company who expressly or ira- Liability of

pliedly authorizes the commencement of operations by the com- premlufri"'^
pany or the incurring of any liabilities by the company before commence-

ten per centum of its authorized capital has been subscribed and business,

paid for, shall be jointly and severally liable with the company
for the payment of any such liabilities so incurred. 2 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 18.

Meetings.

87. Shareholders who hold one-fourth part in value of the Special

subscribed stock of the company may at any time by written
°^^®"°°-

requisition and notice call a special meeting of the company for
the transaction of any business specified therein. 2 E. VII.
c. 15, s. 72.

''

88. In the absence of other provisions in that behalf in the Provisions as

letters patent or by-laws of the company,

—

to-

. 1391 (a)
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Notice.

Votes.

Proxies.

Calls to be
paid.

Majority
vote.

Casting vote.

(a) notice of the time and place for holding a general meet-

ing of the company shall be given at least fourteen days

previously to the time in such notice specified for such

meeting, in some newspaper published in the place where
the head office or chief place of business of the company is

situate, or if there is no such newspaper, then in the place

nearest thereto in which a newspaper is published

;

(h) at all general meetings of the company, every shareholder

shall be entitled to give one vote for each share then held

by him ; and such votes may be given in person or by proxy

if such proxy is himself a shareholder: Provided that no
shareholder shall be entitled either in person or by proxy,

to vote at any meeting unless he has paid all the calls then

payable upon all the shares held by him

;

(c) all questions proposed for the consideration of the share-

holders at such meetings shall be determined by the major-

ity of votes, and the chairman presiding at such meetings

shall have the casting vote in case of an equality of votes.

2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. Y3.

Books shall

contain.

Charter,
asreement,
by-laws.

Names of

shareholders.

Address and
calling.

Number of
shares.

Amounts
paid.

Names, ad-
dresses and
calling of

directors.

BooTtS of the Company.

89. The company shall cause a book or books to be kept by
the secretary, or by some other ofiicer specially charged with

that duty, wherein shall be kept recorded,— -

(a) a copy of the letters patent incorporating the company,
and of any supplementary letters patent, and of the pre-

liminary memorandum of agreement and of all by-laws of

the company

;

(h) the names, alphabetically arranged, of all persons who
are or have been shareholders

;

(c) the address and calling of every such person, while such

shareholder, as far as can be ascertained

;

(d) the number of shares of stock held by each shareholder

;

(e) the amounts paid in and remaining unpaid, respectively,

on the stock of each shareholder ; and,

(f) the names, addresses and calling of all persons who are

or have been directors of the company, with the several

dates at which each became or ceased to be such director.

2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 74.

Begifter of

transfers.

90. A book called the register of transfers shall be provided,

and in such book shall be entered the particulars of every trans-

fer of shares in the capital of the company. 2 E. VIL, c. 15,

s. 74.

Books to be
open for

inspection.

91. Such books shall, during reasonable business hours of

every day, except Sundays and holidays, be kept open, at the

liead office or chief place of business of the company, for the

inspection of shareholders and creditors of the company, and

1392 their
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their personal i^epresentatives, and of any judgment creditor of

a shareholder.

2. Every such shareholder, creditor or personal representa- Extracts

tive or judgment creditor may make extracts therefrom. 2 E. therefrom.

VII., c. 15, s. 75.

Inspection,

92. Upon the application of shareholders representing not AppliVation

less than one-fourth in value of the issued capital stock of the t° ^ •^"•'^-^

. 1 . ^, . . . 1 1 , , . » for an inves-
company a judge m the province or territory m which the chiei tigation.

place of business of the company is situated may, if he deems
it necessary, appoint a competent inspector to investigate the

affairs and management of the company who shall report to the

judge the result of the investigation.

2. The application shall be supported by such evidence as the Evidence on

judge may require for the purpose of showing that the appli- ^PP"cation.

cants have good reason for requiring such investigation to be

made, and that they are not actuated by malicious motives in

instituting the same.

3. The judge may make necessary rules as to such investiga- Special

tion and prescribe the manner in which and the extent to which powers of

the investigation shall be conducted, or may, if he deems it
'

necessary, examine the officers or directors of the company under
oath as to matters that come in question.

4. The expense of such investigation shall, in the discretion Costs,

of the judge, be defrayed by the company, or by the applicants,

or partly by the company and partly by the applicants as the

judge may order, who may, if he thinks fit, require the appli-

cants to give security to cover the probable cost of the investiga- Security,

tion. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 79.

93. The company may by resolution passed at the annual invesiigatioTi

meeting, or at a general meetilig called for the purpose, appoint the°company
an inspector to examine into the affairs of the company, and
may in such resolution direct the manner and extent of such

investigation and the matters to be investigated.

2. The inspector so appointed shall have the same powers Report in

as an inspector appointed by a judge, and shall make his report ^^"^^ cases.

in such manner and to such persons as the company by the

resolution directs. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 79.

94. It shall be the duty of all officers and servants of the Production

company to produce for the examination of any inspector ap- °^ books,

pointed by a judge or by the company all books and documents
relating to the affairs of the company in their custody or power.

2. Any such inspector may examine upon oath the officers Examination

and agents of the company in relation to its business, and may on oath,

administer such oath accordingly. 2 E. VII.^ c. 15, s. 79.
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Service of
process upon
company.

Procedure.

95. Any summons, notice, order or other process or docu-

ment required to be served upon the company, may be served

by leaving the same at the office of the company in the city or

town in which its chief place of business in Canada is situate,

with any adult person in the employ of the company, or by serv-

ing the same on the president or secretary of the company, or

by leaving the same at the domicile of either of them, with any
adult person of his family or in his employ.

2. If the company has no known office or chief place of busi-

ness, and has no known president or secretary, the court may
order such publication as it deems requisite to be made in the

premises ; and such publication shall be deemed to be due

service upon the company. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 80.

Cases -where 96. Any summons, notice, order or proceeding requiring

not neces- authentication by the company may be signed by any director,

sary. manager or other authorized officer of the company, and need

not be under the seal of the company. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 81.

Constructive
service.

Ser^nce of
notices on
members.

97. ISTotices to be served by the company upon the share-

holders may be served either personally or by sending them
through the post, in registered letters, addressed to the share-

holders at their places of abode as they appear on the books of

the company. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 82.

Time from 98. A notice or other document served by post by the com-
whieh pany on a shareholder shall be deemed to be served at the time

reckoned. when the registered letter containing it would be delivered in

the ordinary course of post. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 83.

Actions be- 99. Any description of action may be prosecuted and main-
tween com- taiued between the company and any shareholder thereof. 2 E.
pany and ^ -^

-^

shareholders. V II., C. 15, S. 8a.

Setting forth 100. In any action or other legal proceeding, it shall not
incorpor- j^^ requisite to set forth the mode of incorporation of the com-
ation ^

,-, . ^1 1 a.:.„ _j: .•j. j :j._ ±^
in legal pro-

ceedings.

tnerwise tnan oy meniion oi \i unaer iis corporate name
rporated by virtue of letters patent, or of letters patent

ppleraentary letters patent, as the case may be, under

this Part. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s.
"'^
86.

Procedure
to settle

ownership
when shares
are trans-

mitted otlier

wise than
by transfer.

101. Whenever the interest in an^ shares of the capital

stock of the company is transmitted by the death of any share-

holder or otherwise, or whenever the ownership of any shares

or the legal right of possession of the same changes by any law-

ful means, other than by transfer according to the provisions

of this Part, and the directors of the company entertain

r(!iisonable doubts as to the legality of any claim to such shares,

the company may make and file in the court in the province or

1394 territory
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territory in which the head office of the company is sitnated,
a decLaration and petition in writing, addressed to the justices
of the court, setting forth the facts and the number of shares
previously belonging to the person in whose name such shares
stand in the books of the company, and praying for an order Order of

or judgment adjudicating and awarding the said shares to the ^?^^^ ^^^ ^'^

person or persons legally entitled to the same. 2 E. VII., c. 15, petuTon
°^

s. 53.

102. ISTotice of the intention to present such petition shall Notice of

be given to the person claiming such shares, or to the attorney lo*p"esent.
of such person duly authorized for the purpose, who shall, upon
the filing of such petition, establish his right to the shares

referred to in such petition ; and the time to plead and all other Pleading,
proceedings in such cases shall be the same as those observed
in analogous cases before such court. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 53.

103. The costs and expenses incurred by the company in Costs,

procuring such order or judgment shall be paid to the company
by the person or persons to whom such shares are declared law-

fully to belong and such shares shall not be transferred in the

books of the company until such costs and expenses are paid,

but this provision shall in no way prejudice the right of the

person adjudged to be the lawful owner of such shares to re-

course according to the practice of the court for such costs and
expenses against any person contesting his right to such shares,

2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 53.

104. The company shall be guided by the order or judgment Order to

of the court establishing the right to such shares. ^"^^^ ^°^'
pany.

2. Such order or judgment shall have the effect of a release Ordei- a

from every other claim to the said shares or arising in respect release,

thereof and shall fully indemnify and save harmless the said

company from any such claim. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 53.

Statements and Returns.

105. The directors of every company shall lay before its Annual

shareholders annually and at or before each general meeting of statwnent

the company for the election of officers, a full printed statement at general

of the affairs and financial position of the company. 2 E. VIL, meeting,

c. 15, s. 88.

106. It shall be the duty of the company to make a return Return to

to the Secretary of State whenever a written request shall be by ^^ made of.

him made therefor, containing the following particulars :

—

(a) The amount of the capital of the company, and the num- Capital and
ber of shares into which it is divided

;

shares.

(h) The number of shares taken from the commencement of Number of

the company up to the date of the return

;

t'^k^^^

(c) The amount of calls made on each share

;

Calls on each

88^ 1395 (d) sb«^«-
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Calls re-

ceived.

Calls unpaid.

Shares for-

feited.

Names and
additions
and shares

of former
shareholders.

(d) The total amount of calls received;

(e) The total amount of calls unpaid

;

(f) The total amount of shares forfeited

;

(g) The names, addresses and occupations of the persons

who have ceased to be members within the twelve months

next precedinc;, and the number of shares held by each of

them. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 89.

Evidence.

Books to be
prima facie

evidence,
when.

Proof of

service by
registering

letter.

Evidence of

by-laws.

Proof of
incorpora-
tion.

Proof of

matters set

forth in

letters

fjatent.

Proof by
declaration

or aliidavit.

107. All books required by this Part to be kept by the com-

pany shall in any action, suit or proceeding against the com-

pany or against any shareholder be prima facie evidence of all

facts purporting to be thereby stated. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 78.

108. Proof that any letter properly addressed and registered

containing any notice or other document permitted by this Part

lo be served by post was properly addressed and registered and

was put into the post office, and of the time when it was so put

in, and of the time requisite for its delivery in the ordinary

course of post, shall be sufficient evidence of the fact and time of

service. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 83.

109. A copy of any by-law of the company under its seal

and purporting to be signed by any officer of the company shall

be received as against any shareholder of the company as prima

facie evidence of such by-law in all courts in Canada. 2 E.

VII., c. 15, s. 84.

110. In any action or other legal proceeding, the notice in

tl*e Canada Gazette of the issue of letters imtent or supplement-

ary letters patent under this Part shall be prima facie proof of

all things therein contained, and on production of such letters

patent or supplementary letters patent or of any exemplification

or copy thereof, the fact of such notice and publication shall be

presumed. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 86.

111. Except in any proceeding by scire facias or otherwise

for the purpose of rescinding or annulling letters patent or sup-

plementary letters patent issued under this Part, such letters

patent or su])plemcntary letters patent, or any exemplification

or copy thereof, shall be conclusive proof of every matter and

tiling therein set forth. 2 E. \IL, c. 15, s. 86.

112. Proof of any matter which is necessary to be made

imdcr this Part may be made by oath or affirmation, or by

solemn declaration before any justice of the peace, or any com-

missioner for taking affidavits, to be used in any of the courts

in any of the provinces of Canada, or any notary public, each

of whom is hereby authorized and empowered to administer

1396 oaths
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oaths and receive affidavits and declarations for that purpose.

2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 87.

Offences and Penalties.

113. Every coinpany which fails or neglects to cause a copy Neplect to

of the notice of the granting of letters patent to such company
[^''canada^

inserted by the Secretary of State in the Canada Gazette, or to Gazette

cause a copy of any notice of any supplementary letters patent ^^^ ^^ fluers
extending the powers of the company to any further or other patent in-

purposes or objects than such as were- theretofore conferred
ll\^^^ news-

upon the company inserted by the Secretary of State in the papers.

Canada Gazette, to be, forthwith after such insertion in the

Canada Gazette, inserted on four separate occasions in at least

one newspaper in the county, city or place where the head office

or chief agency of the company is established, is guilty of an
offence and liable on summary conviction before two justices of

the peace to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars for each day Penalty.

such failure or neglect continues. 2 E. VII., c. 15, ss. 10

and 29.

114. Every company which does not keep painted or affixed Xeglect to

its name, with the word limited after it, in manner directed
orTffixed*^*^

by this Part shall incur a penalty of tw^enty dollars for every name of com-

day during which such name is not so kept painted or affixed, ^^^ ^hmit-
and every director and manager of the company, who knowingly ed.'

and wilfully authorizes or permits such default, shall be liable penalty,

to the like penalty. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 25.

115. Every director, manager or officer of the company, x^^. jj^^.j^^

and every person on its behalf, who uses or authorizes the use word ' limrt-

of any seal purporting to be a seal of the company, whereon its °° ^^^'*

name with the word limited after it, is not engraven in legible

characters; or,

—

(a) issues, or authorizes the issue of any notice, advertise- On notice.

mcnt or other official publication of such company; or,

(h) signs or authorizes to be signed on behalf of such com- Bill or note,

pany, any bill of exchange, promissory note, endorsement,
cheque, order for money or goods ; or,

(c) issues or authorizes to be issued any bill of parcels, in- Bill of

voice or receipt of the company; parcels,

wherein its name, with the said word after it, is not mentioned Penalty.

in legible characters, shall incur a penalty of two hundred dol-

lars, and shall also be personally liable to the holder of any
such bill of exchange, promissory note, cheque, or order for

mo7iey or goods, for the amount thereof, unless the same is duly
paid by the company. 2 E. VII., c. 15, s. 25.

116. Every company who neglects to keep any book or jj- i^^^ {.^

books required by this Part to be kept by the company, shall be keep books,

guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction before

1397 two
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Penalty.

False entries

in and refus-

ing inspec-
tion of

books.

Penalty.

two justices of the peace, to a penalty not exceeding twenty

dollars for each day that such neglect continues. 2 E. VIL,

c. 15, s. 77.

117. Every director, officer or servant of the company, who
knowingly makes or assists in making any untrue entry in any

book required by this Part to be kept by the company, or who
refuses or wilfully neglects to make any proper entry therein,

or to exhibit as required by this Part any entry made therein,

or to allow the same, as required by this Part, to be inspected

and extracts to be taken therefrom, is giiilty of an indictable

offence. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 76.

Neglect to 118. Every company which for a space of one month

S^ MiSsS neglects or refuses to comply with the written request of the

Secretary of State to make the return to him required by this

Penalty. ' Part shall incur a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars for

every day during which such default continues.

2. Every director and manager of the company who know-

ingly and wilfully authorizes or permits such default shall

incur the like penalty. 2 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 89.

Permitting
default.

Eefusing to

produce
laooks and
answer
questions.

Penalty

119. Any officer or agent who on any examination by any

inspector appointed by a judge or by the company under this

Part, refuses to produce any book or document relating to the

affairs of the company or to answer any question relating to

the affairs of the company, shall incur a penalty not exceeding

twenty dollars in respect of each offence. 2 E. VIL, c. 15,

s. 79.

PAET IL

COMPANIES CLAUSES.

Definitions.

Special Act.

Company.

Undertak-
ing.

Interpretation.

120. In this Part, and in any Act incorporating a company

to which this Part applies and with which this Part is incor-

porated as hereinafter provided, and also in all Acts amending

such Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

(a) ' Special Act ' means any Act incorporating a com-

pany to which this Part applies, and with which this Part

is so incorporated, and includes all Acts amending such

Act;

(h) ' the compnny ' moans the company incorporated under

tlie S])Ocial Act;

(c) 'the undertaking' moans the whole of llic works and

business of whatsoever kind, which the company is author-

ized to undertake and carry on

;

1398 W,
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(d) ' real property ' or ' land ' includes mcssua^ii^cs, lands, Real pro-

tenements and hereditaments of any tenure, and all iin-
p^^^^-

movable property of any kind;
(e) ' shareholder ' means every subscriber to or holder of Shareholder,

stock in the company, and includes the personal represen-
tatives of the shareholder. R.S., c. 118, s. 2.

Application of Part.

121. This Part shall not apply to companies for the con- Xot to rail-

struction or workiui^ of railways or for the business of ])ank- '^^ys, banks

ing and the issue of paj^er money, or to any penny bank, or to
^^ ^" ^"^'

any insurance company.
2. No portion of this Part which is inconsistent with Part Xor to com-

IIL of this Act, shall apply to any company subject to the
^g^ct^ to 1;h^rd

provisions of Part III. of this Act, nor shall any portion of this iPart.

Part which is declared by letters patent incorporating any com-
pany under the said Part III. not to apply to such company,
apply thereto.

3. Nothing in this Part shall be deemed to authorize the Not to issue

company to issue any note payable to the bearer thereof or anv ".°^^^, {'^^
" circui3.tion.

promissory note intended to be circulated as money or as the

note of a bank or to engage in the business of banking or in-

surance. R.S., c. 118, ss. 3 and 35; 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 2; 3 E.
VII., c. 47, s. 36.

122. Except as aforesaid, this Part applies to every joint Companies

stock company incorporated subsequently to the twenty-second !u^'*p* \°

day of June, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine, by any
Special Act of the Parliament of Canada for any of the pur-

poses or objects to which the legislative authority of the Parlia-

ment of Canada extends ; and, so far as applicable to the under-

taking and not expressly varied or excepted by the Special Act,

this Part is incorporated wdtli the Special Act and forms part

thereof and shall be construed therewith as forming one Act:

Provided that any of the provisions of this Part may be ex- Exception

cepted from incorporation with the Special Act ; and for that ^^ ci^arter.

purpose, it shall be sufficient, to provide in the Special Act, that

the sections or subsections of this Part which it is proposed so

to except, referring to them by the numbers they bear, shall not

be incorporated with the Special Act, and the Special Act shall

be construed accordingly. E.S., c. 118, ss. 3 and 4.

Oeneral Powers.

123. Every company incorporated under any Special Act Powers con-

shall be a body corporate under the name declared in the conferredV
Special Act, and may acquire, hold, alienate and convey any charter,

real property necessary or requisite for the carrying on of the

undertaking of such company, and shall be invested with all

the powers, privileges and immunities necessary to carry into

1399 "effect
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effect the intention and objects of this Part and of the Special

Act, and which are incident to snch corporation, or are ex-

pressed or included in the Interpretation Act. U.S., c. 118,

s. 5.

124. All powers given by the Special Act to the company

shall be exercised, subject to the provisions and restrictions

contained in this Part, except such as are by the Special Act

expressly excepted from incorporation therewith. R.S., c. 118,

s. 6.

Directors—their Duties and Powers.

125. The affairs of the company shall be managed by a board

of not more than nine and not less than three directors. R.S.,

c. 118, s. 7. «

126. The persons named as such, in the Special Act, shall

be the first or provisional directors of the company, and shall

remain in office until replaced by directors duly elected in their

stead. R.S., c. 118, s. 8.

127. ISTo person shall be elected as a director unless he is

a shareholder, owning stock absolutely in his own right, and not

in arrear in respect of any call thereon; and the majority of

the directors of the company so chosen shall, at all times, be

persons resident in Canada, and subjects of His Majesty, by

birth or naturalization. R.S., c. 118, s. 9.

128. The directors of the company shall be elected by the

shareholders, in general meeting of the company assembled,

at such times, in such manner, and for such term, not exceed-

ing two years, as the Special Act prescribes, and in default of

the Special Act so prescribing, as the by-laws of the company
prescribe. R.S., c. 118, s. 10.

129. In the absence of other provisions in that behalf, in

the Special Act, or the by-laws of the company,

—

(a) the election of directors shall take place yearly, and

all the directors then in office shall retire, but, if other-

wise qualified, they shall be eligible for re-election;

(h) election of directors shall be by ballot;

(c) vacancies occurring in the board of directors may be

filled for the remainder of the term, by the directors from

among the qualified shareholders of the company;

(d) the directors shall, from time to time, elect from among
themselves a president of the company, and shall also

appoint, and may remove at pleasure, all other officers

thereof. K.S., c. 118, s. 11.

Failure to 130. If at any time, an election of directors is not made
elert direc-

j,^^,^ j^^^l- ^.^^}^q effect at the proper time, the company shall not
tors.

Powers
subject to
this Part,
unless ex-

cepted.

To manage
company.

Provisional
directors.

Qualifica-

tion of sub-
sequent
directors.

Election of

directors.

Term of

otfice.

General pro-
visions.

Election.

Ballot.

FillinK
vacancies.

Prewident
and olficcrs.
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be held to be thereby dissolved ; but such election may take Remedy,

place at any general meeting of the company, duly called for

that purpose, and the retiring directors shall continue in office

until their successors are elected. U.S., c. 118, s. 12.

131. The directors of the company may, in all things, Powers of

administer the aifairs of the company, and may make or cause
^^^^ °^^'

to be made for the company, any description of contract which
the company may, by law, enter into. U.S., c. 118, s. 13.

By-laws.

132. The directors may, from time to time, make by-laws Directors

not contrary to law or to the Special Act or to this Part, for,—
t^'^^'^w'^^

^^

(a) the regulating of the allotment of stock, the making of

calls thereon, the payment thereof, the issue and registra-

tion of certificates of stock, the forfeiture of stock for non-

payment, the disposal of forfeited stock and of the pro-
' ceeds thereof, and the transfer of stock

;

(b) the declaration and payment of dividends

;

Dividends.

(c) the number of the directors, their term of service, the Directors,

amount of their stock qualification and their remunera-
tion, if any;

(d) the appointment, functions, duties and removal of all Officers,

agents, officers and servants of the company, the security

to be given by them to the company and their remunera-
tion

;

(e) the time and place for the holding of the annual meeting Meetings,

of the company, the calling of meetings, regular and spe-

cial, of the board of directors and of the company, the

quorum at meetings of the directors and of the company,
the requirements as to proxies, and the procedure in all

things at such meetings

;

(f) the imposition and recovery of all penalties and for- Penalties,

feitures admitting of regulation by by-law; and,

(g) the conduct, in all other particulars, of the affairs of Generally,

the company. E.S., c. 118, s. 13.

133. The directors may, from time to time, repeal, amend Changing by-

or re-enact any such by-law: Provided that every such by-law,

repeal, amendment or re-enactment unless in the meantime
confirmed at a general meeting of the company duly called

for that purpose shall only have force until the next annual

meeting of the company and in default of confirmation thereat Confirma-

sliall from the time of such default cease to have force or effect. *'°" neces-

E.S., c. 118, s. 13.
^^^''

134. The directors of any company, other than a trust com- Preference

pany, may also make a by-law for creating and issuing any part F*"^^ ^^

of the capital stock as preference stock, giving the same such

1401 preference
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preference and priority as respects dividends, and in any other
respect over ordinary stock, as in the by-law may be declared.

be''^gfven°'^^
^' ^^^^^ by-law may provide that the holders of shares of

control of such preference stock shall have the right to select a certain
certain mat- proportion therein stated of the board of directors, or may

give such holders such other control over the affairs of the com-
pany as is considered expedient. G2-63 V., c. 40, ss. 1 and 2.

Sanction by
sharehold-
ers neces-
sary.

Exception
when sanc-
tioned by
Governor in
Council.

Change of

head ofBce
by by-law.

Sanction of
by-law by
company
necessary.

Exception
when sanc-

tioned by
Governor in

Council.

Publication
in Canada
flazcttc and
newspaper
necessary.

K.S., 1900.

135. Ko such by-law shall have any force or effect whatever
until after it has been unanimously sanctioned by a vote of
the shareholders present in person or by proxy at a general
meeting of the company duly called for considering the same
and representing two-thirds of the stock of the company, or
unanimously sanctioned in writing by the shareholders of the
company: Provided, that if the by-law be sanctioned by not
less than three-fourths in value of the shareholders of the com-
pany, the company may, through the Secretary of State, peti-
tion the Governor in Council for an order approving the said
by-law, and the Governor in Council may, if he sees fit, approve
thereof, and from the date of such approval the by-law shall be
valid and may be acted upon. 62-63 V., c. 40, s. 3.

136. Except companies which, under their Act of incor-

poration or any amendment thereto have power to change their

head office or chief place of business, the company may, from
time to time, by by-law, change the locality of its head office

or principal place of business in Canada to any other place in

Canada. 63-64 V., c. 42, s. 1.

137. No such by-law shall have any force or effect whatever
imtil after it has been unanimously sanctioned by a vote of

the shareholders, present in person or by proxy at a general

meeting of the company duly called for considering the same,

and representing two-thirds of the stock of the company ; or

until it is unanimously sanctioned in writing, by the share-

holders of the company: Provided, that if the by-law is sanc-

tioned in writing by not less than three-fourths in value of the

shareholders of the company, the company may, through the

Secretary of State, petition the Governor in Council for an
order approving the said by-law, and the Governor in Council

may, on compliance with such terms and conditions, if any,

as he directs, approve thereof, and upon such approval the by-

law shall be valid.

2. Xo such by-law shall l)e acted upon until two months after

a copy of the by-law has boon published by the company, once

in the Canada Gazette and once in a newspaper published in the

city, town or village in or nearest to which the head office or

principal place of business of the company is then already

situate, and in which a nc\vsi)aper is published. 63-64 V.,

c. 42, s. 1.

1402 Capital
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Capital Stock- and Calls Thereon.

138. The stock of the company shall be personal estate, Stock to be

and shall be transferable in such manner onlv, and subject to ^^T"^'
such conditions and restrictions as are prescribed by this Part,

or by the Special Act or the bv-laws of the company. R.S.,

c. 118, s. 15.

139. If the Special Act makes no other definite provision, Allotment of

the stock of the company shall be allotted at such times and in
^^°^^-

such manner as the directors, by by-law or otherwise, prescribe.

E.S., c. 118, s. 16.-

140. The directors of the company may call in and demand ^alls on

from the shareholders thereof respectively, all sums of money ^ °^ "

by them subscribed at such times and places and in such pay-
ments or instalments as the Special Act or this Part requires or

allows.

2. Interest shall accrue and fall due, at the rate of six per Interest on

centum per annum, upon the amount of any unpaid call, from ^™o"°t

the day appointed for payment of such call. R.S., c. 118, s. 17.

141. At least ten per centum upon the allotted stock of
''^^"t^^^b

the company shall, by means of one or more calls, be called in called in

and made payable within one year from the incorporation of ^^^^ ^'^^^"

the company; and for every year thereafter, at least a further

ten per centum thereof shall, in like manner, be made payable

and called in, until the whole has been so called in. K.S.,

c. 118, s. 18.

142. If, after such demand or notice as by the Special Act Forfeiture

or the by-laws of the company is prescribed, any call made upon defauirin^^''

any share or shares is not paid within such time as by such paying calls.

Special Act or by-laws is limited in that behalf, the directors,

in their discretion, by resolution to that effect, reciting the facts

and duly recorded in their minutes, may summarily declare

forfeited . any shares whereon such payment is not made.
2. Such shares shall thereupon become the property of the Forfeited

company, and may be disposed of as the directors by by-law or
^^^'''^^ so to

otherwise prescribe. R.S., c. 118, s. 20.

143. No share shall be transferable, until all previous calls Restriction

thereon have been fully paid, or until it is declared forfeited fer.''^

^'"^''^'

for non-payment of a call or calls thereon. E.S., c. 118, s. 21.

Books of the Company.

144. The company shall cause a book or books to be kept Stock book

by the secretary, or by some other officer specially charged with *° ^^- ^^^^^

that duty, wherein shall be kept recorded,

—
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Karnes of
sharehold-
ers.

"Address and
calling.

Number of

shares.

Amount
paid in.

Transfers of

stock.

Names of
directors.

(a) the names, alphabetically arranged, of all persons who
are or have been shareholders

;

(b) the address and calling of every such person, while such

shareholder

;

(c) the number of shares of stock held by each shareholder

;

(d) the amounts paid in, and remaining unpaid, respectively,

on the stock of each shareholder;

(e) all transfers of stock, in their order as presented to the

company for entry, with the date and other particulars

of each transfer, and the date of the entry thereof; and,

(f) the names, addresses and calling of all persons who
are or have been directors of the company, with the

several dates at which each became or ceased to be such

director. R.S., c. 118, s. 23.

145. The directors may allow or refuse to allow the entryPowers of

to^ent°ries^of '^^ '^^^J ^ucli book, of any transfer of stock whereof the whole
transfers. amouut has uot been paid, U.S., c. 118, s. 24.

Transfer
valid onlv
after entry.

Exception.

Stock books
to be open
for inspec-

tion.

146. 'Ko transfer of stock, unless made by sale under execu-

tion or under the decree, order or judgment of a court of com-

petent jurisdiction, shall be valid for any purpose whatsoever

until entry thereof has been duly made in such book or books,

except for the purpose of exhibiting the rights of the parties

thereto towards each other, and of rendering the transferee

liable, in the meantime, jointly and severally with the trans-

ferrer, to the company and its creditors. R.S., c. 118, s. 25.

147. Such books shall, during reasonable business hours

of every day, except Sunday's and holidays, be kept open for the

inspection of shareholders and creditors of the company, and

their personal representatives, at the head office or chief place

of business of the company, and every shareholder, creditor

or personal representative may make extracts therefrom. U.S.,

c. 118, s. 26.

Entries
falsely made
or neglected.

Penalty.

NoRlect to
pcnriit in-

spection.

Penalty.

Offences and Penalties.

148. Every director, officer or servant of the company who
knowingly makes or assists in making any untrue entry in any

book required l)y this Part to be kept by such comjiany, or who
refuses or wilfully neglects to make any proper entry therein,

or to exhibit the same, or to allow the same to be inspected and

extracts to be taken therefrom, is guilty of an indictable offence,

and liable to imprisonment for any term not exceeding two

years. R.S., c. 118, s. 28.

149. Every company which neglects to keep open for inspec-

tion as required by this Part any book or books required by

this Part to be kept by such company shall forfeit its corporate

rights. R.S., c. 118, s. 29.

1404 Shareholders'
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Shareholders' Liahility.

150. Every shareholder shall until the whole amount of Liability of

his stock has heen paid up he individually liahle to the creditors to^^reditors.

of the company to an amount equal to that not paid up thereon

;

but shall not be liable to an action therefor by any creditor

until an execution against the company at the suit of such

creditor has been returned unsatisfied in whole or in part.

2. The amount due on such execution, not exceeding the Limit of

amount unpaid by the shareholder on his stock, shall be the liability,

amount recoverable with costs from such shareholder. R.S.,

c. 118, s. 30.

151. The shareholders of the company shall not, as such. Limitation

be held responsible for any act, default or liability v^hatsoever,
°f share-*^

of the company, or for any engagement, claim, payment, loss, holders,

injury, transaction, matter or thing Avhatsoever, relating to or

connected with the company, beyond the amount of their respec-

tive shares in the capital stock thereof. R.S., c. 118, s. 31.

152. Ko person holding stock in the company as an execu- Trustees not

tor, administrator, tutor, curator, guardian or trustee shall be personally

personally subject to liability as a shareholder; but the estate
Estate liable

and funds in the hands of such person shall be liable in like

manner and to the same extent as the testator, or intestate if

living, or the minor, ward or interdicted j^erson or the person

interested in such trust fund if competent to act and holding

such stock in his own name, would be liable.

2. ^o person holding stock in the company as collateral secur- Piedgeor

ity shall be personally subject to liability as a shareholder; but °^^^' liable.

the person pledging such stock shall be considered as holding

the same and shall l3e liable as a shareholder accordingly. E.S.,

c: 118, s. 32.

Meetings and Voting.

153. Xo shareholder wdio is in arrear in respect of any call Arrears pre-

shall vote at any meeting of the company. U.S., c. 118, s. 22. ^^""^ voting.

154. In the absence of other provisions in that behalf in the Xotice of

Special Act or the by-laws of the company, notice of the time general

and place for holding general meetings of the company shall be ^
'"^^'

given at least ten days previously thereto, in some new^spaper

published at the place in which the head office or chief place of

business of the company is situated, or if there is no newspaper

there published, then in the newspaper published nearest there-

to. E.S., c. 118, s. 11.

155. In the absence of other provisions, in manner afore- As many

said, every shareholder shall be entitled to as many votes at all J^ares^^

general meetings of the company as he owns shares in the Proxies,

company, and may vote by proxy. R.S., c. 118, s. 11.

1405 156.
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Trustees and 156. Everj execiitor, administrator, tutor, curator, guar-

may^vote as ^lian or trustee shall represent the stock in his possession in his

sharehold- fiduciary capacity at all meetings of the company, and may
^^^"

vote as a shareholder ; and every person who pledges his stock

may, notwithstanding such pledge, represent the said stock at

all such meetings, and vote as a shareholder. U.S., c. 118, s. 33.

Special meet- 157. Shareholders who hold one-fourth part in value of the
ings may be , .. ^ , . , . x- i •<-*-

called by subscrihed stock of the company may at any time by written
ehaiTiiiold- requisition signed by them call a special general meeting of the

company for the transaction of any business specified in such

requisition, and in the notice made and given for the purpose of

calling such meeting. U.S., c. 118, s. 34.

Preference Stoch.

Holders and 158. Holders of shares of preference stock, under the pro-
Bhareholders.

^^-g-^^^g ^f ^^^-g p^j.^-^ gj^gj; j^g shareholders within the meaning

of this Part, and shall in all respects possess the rights and be

subject to the liabilities of shareholders within the meaning of

Entitled to this Part I Provided that in respect of dividends and in any

gfven^^^^^ other respect declared by by-law creating and issuing any part

of the capital stock of the company as preference stock under

the provisions of this Part, they shall as against the ordinary

shareholders be entitled to the preferences and rights given by

by-law of the company in that behalf. 62-63 V., c. 40, s. 4.

Saving of 159. 'No provision in this Part as to the creation of pre-

rSits?"^''
ference stock and no by-law authorizing the creation of such

stock and nothing done under or in pursuance of any such pro-

vision or by-law, shall affect or impair the rights of creditors of

any company. 62-63 V., c. 40, s. 5.

Contracts.

Contracts by 160. Every contract, agreement, engagement or bargain

oSrs.^"^^ made, and every bill of exchange drawn, accepted or endorsed,

and every promissory note and cheque made, drawn or endorsed

on behalf of the company, by any agent, officer or servant of the

company, in general accordance with his powers as such under

the by-laws of the company, shall be binding upon the company.
Affixing seal 2. In no case shall it be necessary to have the seal of the .corn-
unnecessary.

^^^^^ affixed to any such contract, agreement, engagement, bar-

gain, bill of exchange, promissory note or cheque, or to prove

that the same was made, drawn, accepted or endorsed, as the

case may be, in pursuance of any by-law or special vote or order.

Atrent or 3. Tlic ]>erson so acting as agent, officer or servant of the

iiabk
""'^ company, shall not be thereby subjected individually to any

liability whatsoever to any third jxirson therefor. K.S., c. 118,

8. 35.

1406 Trusts.
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Trusts.

161. The company shall not be bonnd to see to the execution Company not

of any trust, whether express, implied or constructive, in respect '''ible.

of any share.

2. The receipt of the shareholder in whose name any share Receipt of

stands in the books of the company, shall be a valid and binding; !^^/-^!?ul^^!^^
T 1 ^4-1 £ ^^ ^ ^ i.i ^ discharge,
discliarge to the company lor any dividend or monoy payable

in respect of such share, and wdiether or not notice of such trust

has been given to the company.
3. The company shall not be bound to see to the application Application

of the money paid upon such receipt. U.S., c. 118, s. 3G.

LiahUitij of Directors.

162. If the directors of the company declare and pay any Liability of

dividend when the company is insolvent, or any dividend, the claring and
payment of which renders the company insolvent, or diminishes Paying divi-

the capital stock thereof, they shall be jointly and severally company is

liable, as w^ell to the company as to the individual shareholders insolvent,

and creditors thereof, for all the debts of the company then

existing, and for all thereafter contracted during their continu-

ance in office respectively: Provided that if any director pre- Exoneration,

sent when such dividend is declared does forthwith, or if any

director then absent does, within twenty-four hours after ho

becomes aware of such dividend being declared and is able so

to do, enter on the minutes of the board of directors his protest

against the same, and within eight days thereafter publishes

such protest in at least one newsj)aper published at the place in

which the head office or chief place of business of the company
is situated, or if there is no newspaper there published, in the

newspaper published nearest thereto, such director may thereb}',

and not otherwise, exonerate himself from such liability. U.S.,

c. 118, s. 37.

163. Whenever entry is made in the company's books of any Liability of

transfer of stock not fully paid up, to a person who is not
for^transfer

apparently of sufficient means, the directors shall be jointly and of shares to

severally liable to the creditors of the company, in the same '"^°'^^°*^-

manner and to the same extent as the transferring shareholder,

except for such entry, would have been liable : Provided that Exoneration,

if any director present when "such entry is allowed does forth-

with, or if any director, then absent, does, within twenty-four

hours after he becomes aware of such entry, and is able so to

do, enter on the minute book of the board of directors, his

protest against such transfer, and w-ithin eight days thereafter

publishes such protest in at least one newspaper published at

the place in which the head office or chief place of business of

the company is situated, or if there is no newspaper there

published, then in the newspaper published nearest thereto,

1407 such
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Liability in

case of loans
by company
to share-

holders.

such director may thereby, and not otherwise, exonerate him-

self from such liability. R.S., c. 118, s. 24.

164. If any loan is made by the company to any share-

holder in violation of the provisions of this Part, all directors

and other officers of the company who make the same or assent

thereto shall be jointly and severally liable to the company
for the amount of such loan, and also to third persons to the

extent of such loan, with lawful interest, for all debts of the

company contracted from the time of the making of such loan

to that of the repayment thereof. R.S., c. 118, s. 38.

165. The directors of the company shall be jointly and

severally liable upon every written contract or undertaking of

the company, on the face whereof the word limited or the

words limited liability are not distinctly written or printed

after the name of the company, where it first occurs in such

contract or undertaking. R.S., c. 118, s. 39,

Liability of 166. The directors of the company shall be jointly and
directors for ggverallv liable to the labourers, servants and apprentices there-

of, for all debts, not exceeding one year's wages, due for services

performed for the company whilst they are such directors

respectively: Provided that no director shall be liable to an

action therefor, unless the company is sued therefor within

one year after the debt became due, nor unless such director is

sued therefor within one year from the time w^hen he ceased

to be such director, nor unless an execution against the company

at the suit of such labourer, servant or apprentice is returned

unsatisfied in w^hole or in part.

2. The amount unsatisiied on such execution shall be the

Contracts to

have words
indicating
a limited
liability.

wages un-

paid

Limitation.

Amount
recoverable

amount recoverable with costs from the directors,

s. 40.

E.S., c. 118,

No loan to

shareJKjld-

ers.

Use of Funds.

167. Xo company shall loan any of its funds to any share-

holder. R.S., c. 118, s. 38.

Purchase 168. Xo company shall use any of its funds in the pur-

''th*'^"'^'Sn"
chase of stock in any other corporation unless in so far as such

panies. purchase is specially authorized by the Special Act and also

by the Act creating such utlier corporation. R.S., c. 118, s. 41.

Procedure.

Enforce- 169. The eoinpnny may enforce payment of all calls and
mcnt of pay-

j„|,.,.(.^t tlicrcon, by action in any court of competent juris-
ment oi calls.

. -,^ ^ 'L ^ ^ -< f^

diction. U.S., c. 118, s. 19.

Form of

action.

170. In siicli artioii it shall not bo necessary to set forth

the special matter, but it shall be sufficient to declare that the

1408 defendant
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defendant is a holder of one share or more, stating the number
of shares, and is indebted to the company in the sum of money
to which the calls in arrear amount, in respect of one call or

more, upon one share or more, stating the number of calls and
the amount of each call, whereby an action has accrued to the

company under this Part. U.S., c. 118, s. 19.

171. Service of any process or notice upon the company Service of
.

At/ Droopss an
may be made by leaving a copy thereof a^ the head office or company,

chief place of business of the company, with any adult person

in charge thereof, or elsewhere -with the president or secretary

of the company.
2. If the company has no known office or chief place of Constructive

1 • 111 • 1 1
service.

business, and has no known president or secretary, the court

may order such publication as it deems requisite to be made in

the premises, for at least one month, in at least one newspaper.

3. Such publication shall be deemed to be due service upon
the company. K.S., c. 118, s. 42.

172. iVny description of action may be prosecuted and Actions

maintained between the company and any shareholder thereof, against

E.S., c. 118, s. 43. Ss. '^

173. The company shall bo subject to the provisions of any Windin^-up

general Act for the winding-up of joint stock companies. R.S., ^^^ ^° apply.

c. 118, s. 44.

Evidence.

174. A copy of any by-law of the company, under its seal, Evidence of

and purporting to be signed by any officer of the company, shall
^•^"^''^^^'^•

be received as prima facie evidence of such by-law in all courts

in Canada. E.S., c. 118, s. 14.

175. All books required by this Part to be kept by the Books of

secretary or by any other officer of the company charged with ^"["p-"^".^
.

that duty shall, in any suit or proceeding against the company evidence."^

or against any shareholder, be prima facie evidence of all fact's

purporting to be therein stated. U.S., c. 118, s. 27.

176. In any action by any company to enforce payment of Proof of be-

any call or interest thereon, a certificate under the seal of the holder
^^^^^*^"

company and purporting to be signed by any officer of the com-
pany to the effect that the defendant is a shareholder, that the
call or calls have been made to enforce payment of which or of
any interest thereon such action has been brought, and that so

much is due by him and unpaid thereon, shall be received in
all courts as prima facie evidence. P.S., c. 118, s. 19.
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PART III.

Part III.

Definition.

Company.

ilinisicr.

May be made
by Governor
in Council.

Application
for charter.

Forms of
notices.

Forms of
documents.

Jlaking
affidavits.

Officers.

Application
for charter.

Showing,

Number and
names of

directors of

company.

Its name.

Head office.

Capital
stock.

Other in-

formation.

LOAN COMPANIES.

Interpretation.

177. In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

(a) ' company ' means a company incorporated under its

provisions

;

(b) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Finance. 62-63 V.,

c. 41, s. 1. -
•

Begulations.

178. The Governor, in Council may, from time to time,

make regulations with respect to the following matters, viz. :

—

(a) The notice to be given of applications under this Part,

and the evidence and material to be produced or filed in

support thereof;

(h) The form and manner of giving any other notice re-

quired by this Part or by regulations made under it

;

(c) The forms of petitions, certificates, letters patent and

other instruments and documents relating to proceedings

under this Part;

(d) The persons before wdiom any affidavit, affirmation, or

declaration required by this Part, or by regulations made
under it, may be taken or made

;

(e) The departmental or other officers to be charged with

the administration of this Part and their respective duties

thereunder. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 3.

Application for Incorporation.

179. Any five or more persons of the full age of twenty-

one years may apply to the Governor in Council for letters

patent under the Great Seal incorporating them as a loan com-

pany under this Part. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 4.

180. The application shall show,

—

(a) the number of the proposed board of directors, and the

names of not less than three of the applicants, who are to

be the provisional board

;

(h) the proposed name of the company

;

(c) the place where its head office is to be established

;

(d) the amount of tlie proposed capital stock, the ninnbcr

of shares and the amount of each share ; and,

(c) such other information as may be required by regula-

ti(jns made under this Part. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 5.

Acquisition 181. The apidicatioii may pray for power to acquire the

"'m'ia'ny"'^ asscts of any existing cf)mpany, whether incorporated by or

under the authority of the Parliament of Canada or otherwise,
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whose main business is lending money on the security of or Business,

purchasing or investing in,

—

(a) mortgages or hypothecs upon freehohl or leasehold, real ^ige^^^^^'

estate or other immovables; and,

(b) the debentures, bonds, stocks and other securities, ex- Debentures

cepting bills of exchange and promissory notes, of any securities'^

government or of any municipal corporation or school excepting

corporation or of any chartered bank or incorporated com- notes.

pany if incorporated by Canada or any province of Canada
or any former province now forming part of Canada.

2. In such case the applicants shall declare the terms upon Terms on

which such assets are to be acquired, and shall be required to of comprny^
show to the satisfaction of the Governor in Council that such may be

existing company is in a solvent condition and has power to
^'^^^''^^

dispose of its assets in the manner proposed, and has agreed,

in a manner binding upon it and subject to the granting of

letters patent to the applicants, to such a disposal of them.
fi2-63 v., c. 41, s. 6; 63-6-i V., c. 43, s. 1.

Letters Patent.

182. Upon the terms of this Part and of any regulations Conditions

made thereunder being complied with, the Governor in Coun- "p°," ^^"hicli

3.DT)liCfition
cil may grant such application and issue the letters patent, if may be

he considers it consistent with the public interests so to do.
granted.

62-63 v., c. 41, s. 7.

183. By virtue of letters patent so issued the persons Effect of

therein mentioned and such others as may thereafter become charter,

shareholders shall become and be a body corporate, with the

rights and powers conferred by law upon corporations, and with Powers of

the rights and powers and subject to the obligations and restric-
tfj^°^'^"

tions hereinafter declared. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 12.

184. Any provision which might be made by by-law of the Provisions

company may be embodied in the letters patent, and a provision which may

so embodied shall not be subject to alteration or repeal without in charter,

the consent of the Governor in Council. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 8.

Name of Company, etc.

185. The name given to a company may differ in whole or Company's
in part from that asked for by the applicants. 62-63 V., c. 41 name.

s. 9.

186. The name of the company, the place of its head office, Xame and
the amount of its capital stock, the number of shares and organiza-

amount of each share, the number of its directors, and its pro-
^"^°'

visional board shall be as declared in the letters patent, subject

to such changes as may be lawfully made. 62-63 V., c. 41,

s. 13.

89| 1411 187.
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Exception.

Provisions
relating to
Drelimin-
aries direc-

tory only.

Name to be 18T. The name so given shall not bo that of any known
^^^^°'

comy^any or partnership or individual, or any name under which

any known business is being carried on, or so nearly resembling

the same as to be calculated to deceive or cause confusion :

Provided that a subsisting name may be given in whole or part

with the consent of the company or person entitled thereto, and
that the name of any existing company whose assets are to be

acquired may be given to the applicants, if the Governor in

Council is satisfied that such company has the best right to that

name. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 10 ; 63-64 V., c. 43, s. 1.

Matters directory and conclusive.

18S. The provisions of this Part relating to matters prelim-

inary to the issue of letters patent or of any certificate, order or

other proceeding by or on behalf of the Governor in Council

or Treasury Board or of any minister or departmental or other

officer under this Part, shall be deemed to be directory only;

and such letters patent or other proceeding shall not be void

or voidable on account of any omission or irregularity in res-

pect of any matter preliminary thereto. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 11.

189. As to questions arising under this Part, the decision

of the Governor in Council shall be final in respect to,

—

(a) the name to be given to a company;
(b) the granting of applications for letters patent confirm-

ing agreements for amalgamation of companies and the

issuing of such letters patent ; and,

(c) the confirmation by certificate of the Minister of by-laws

for the conversion of partly paid-up shares of capital stock

into fully paid-up shares. G2-G3 V., c. 41, s. 11.

Organization of Company.

190. The provisional directors of a company incorporated

under this Part may receive subscriptions for stock in the

capital of the company, and so soon as a sum not less than one

hundred thousand dollars of such capital stock has been sub-

scribed and a sum not less than fifty thousand dollars has been

paid thereon and deposited with the Minister, may call a meet-

ing of the subscribers to said stock, to be held in the place of

the company's head office, at which meeting the board of

directors of the company shall be elected, who shall hold office

until their successors are duly appointed; and upon the election

of such board the functions of the provisional directors shall

cease.

Notice of 2. Two weeks' notice of said meeting shall be given by
meeting. advertisement in a newspaper published in the place of the head

office, and by circular to each subscriber of stock posted by

When notice roi^nstorod letter to his last known address
:_

Provided that if

unnecessary.
,,][",, f ^ho subscribers aforesaid are present in person or repre-

sent cm] by proxy, the meeting may be hold at any time and at

any nlacc without notice. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 14.
^
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191. Where the object of the company is wholly or in part peposit may,

to acquire the assets of an existing company, the consideration case^.'^he'^

for such assets may consist wholly or in part of shares in the disnensed

capital stock of the company for which incorporation is sought.

2. In such case, the Minister may dispense to such extent

as he may think proper with the payment and deposit afore-

said. 62-63 v., c. 41, ss. 6 and 14; 63-64 V., c. 43, s. 1.

Powers and Liabilities of Company.

192. A company incorporated under this Part shall not hor- Certificate

row or lend money or otherwise carry on business until it has do'in^^'busi-^

obtained from the Minister a certificate permitting it to do so, ness.

and no application for such certificate shall be made, and no
certificate shall be given, until the board of directors has been when given,

elected as required by this Part, nor until it has been shown to

the satisfaction of the Minister that the provisions in that be-

half of this Part have been complied with.

2. 'No such certificate shall be given unless application there- Not after

for be duly made within two years after the issue of the letters
*"*^'° J'^^^^-

patent, or within such extended period as the Governor in

Council may, before the expiration of such two years, allow.

62-63 v., c. 41, s. 15.

193. No such certificate shall be given to a company Conditions of

authorized to receive monev on deposit unless nor until at least '''®"?^°^,
* cortiiiCcitc

three hundred thousand dollars of its capital stock has been

subscribed and at least one hundred thousand dollars has been

paid thereon and deposited wdth the Minister : Provided that Dispensed

in the case of a company authorized to acquire the assets of an ^^'
'

^^^^°-

existing company such payment and deposit may be wholly or

in part dispensed with. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 15 ; 63-64 V., c' 43,

s. 1.

194. Should application for such certificate not be duly Effect of

made within the time limited, or should such certificate be re- ^^''^r^ ^o

c 1 1 11 1 n 1
obtain cer-

lused, the company's letters patent shall thereupon cease and tificate.

become void, except for the purpose of winding up the affairs of

the company and returning to the subscribers the amounts
paid upon the subscribed stock or so much thereof as they may
be entitled to. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 16.

195i Upon the issue of the certificate or upon refusal to Return of

issue it, the Minister shall pay over to the company, without ^^p°^^^-

interest, the amount deposited with him pursuant to the fore-

going provisions of this Part. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 17.

196. A company if so authorized may acquire all the assets. Power to ac-

rights, credits, effects and property, real, personal and mixed, Quire assets

of whatever kind and wheresoever situated, belonging to the company"'^

existing company or to which it is or may be or become entitled,

and no company so authorized shall be vested with any of such
1413 assets,
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Obligations
of new com-
pany.

assets, credits, effects or property, or exercise any of such rights,

unless nor until the same have been actually so acquired.

62-63 v., c. 41, s. 19 ; 63-6-1 V., c. 43, s. 2.

197. A company duly authorized under this Part in that

behalf, which has acquired the assets of an existing company,
shall be and is hereby declared to be liable for and subject to,

and shall pay, discharge, carry out and perform, all the debts,

liabilities, obligations, contracts and duties of the company
whose assets have been so acquired. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 18

;

63-64 v., c. 43, s. 1.

198. A company shall, subject to the terms and exceptions

contained in its letters patent, have the jjower of carrying on in

Canada the business of lending money on the security of and of

purchasing or investing in,

—

(a) mortgages or hypothecs upon freehold or leasehold real

estate or other immovables ; and,

(h) the debentures, bonds, stocks and other securities, ex-

cept bills of exchange and promissory notes, of any gov-

ernment, or of any municipal corporation or school

corporation, or of any chartered bank or incorporated

company, if incorporated by Canada or any province of

Canada, or any former province now forming part of

Canada. 6-2-63 V., c. 41, s. 20.

199. Any company may take personal security as collateral

for any advance made or to be made or for any debt due such

company. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 20.

Liabilities to the Public.

Limitation 200. The total amount of the company's liabilities to the

to the puWk;. public outstanding, from time to time, shall not exceed four

times the amount paid up upon its capital stock; Provided

that the amount of cash on hand or deposited in chartered

banks and belonging to such company shall be deducted from

such total liabilities for the purposes of this section. 62-63 V.,

c. 41, s. 21.

Debenture 201. Debenture stock issued by a company shall be in-

cKded!"" eluded in estimating such liabilities. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 26.

May loan
money.

On mort-
gages.

Debentures
and securi-

ties except
bills and
notes.

Personal
security.

Cash
deducted

Liability of
pre-existing
comyianv
included.

\o loan on
fltock of

another
company.

202. The- liabilities of a previously existing company which

are assumed by a company shall form part of such total liabili-

ties to the public of such company so assuming the same. 62-63

v., c. 41, s. 24.

Loans and Deposits.

203. No company shall invest in or lend money upon the

Rccurity of the stocks of any other loan company. 62-63 V.,

c. 41, "s. 20.

1414 204,
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204. The company may, subject to the provisions of any Loans upon

by-law of the company passed under this Part, lend upon its ^°!"^^f-^'u

own paid-up permanent stock to an amount not exceeding in

the aggregate of all such loans ten per centum of the company's
paid-up permanent stock: Provided that no such loan shall ex- Limitation,

ceed eighty per centum of the market price then actually offered

for the stock.

2. No company shall, except as in this section provided, No loan or

make any loan or advance upon the security of any permanent except^as in

share or shares or permanent stock of the company whether this section.

with or without collateral security. 62-68 V., c. 41, s. 20.

205. All loans or advances by a company to its shareholders Effect on

upon the security of their permanent stock shall be deducted po^ygr^'"^

from the amount of paid-up capital upon which the company is

authorized to borrow. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 22.

206. Except as otherwise provided by its letters patent, and Borrowing

subject to the limitations hereinafter specified, a company ^j, ^^.\^^^

which is subject to this Part may borrow money and receive securities.

money on deposit upon such terms as to interest, security and

otherwise as may be agreed on, and may issue its bonds, deben-

tures and other securities for moneys borrowed. 62-63 V.,

c. 41, s. 21.

207. The amount held on deposit shall not at any time ex- Limitation of

ceed the aggregate amount of the actually paid-up and unim- b^'held on
paired capital of the company and of its cash actually on hand deposit.

or deposited in any chartered bank or banks in Canada and

belonging to the company. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 21.

208. So long as a company is indebted for money received Assets

upon deix)sit, its total assets over and above the value of its real '^

estate and its mortgages or hypothecs upon freehold or leasehold

estate or other immovables shall be equal to at least twenty per

centum of its indebtedness in respect of such money. 62-63 V.,

c. 41, s. 25.

Beal Estate.

209. Iso parcel of land, or interest therein at any time Limitation of

acquired by the company and not required for its actual use and holding^ real

occupation or held by way of security, shall be held by the com- estate.

pany, or by any trustee on its behalf, for a longer period than
seven years after the acquisition thereof, but shall be absolutely

sold and disposed of, so that the company shall no longer retain

any interest therein unless by way of security. 62-63 V., c. 41,

s. 38.

210. Any such parcel of land, or any interest therein not Forfeiture,

required for the actual use and occupation of the company or

1415 held
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held by way- of security which has been held by the company
for a longer period than seven years without being disposed of,

of" t^mi°°
^^^^^ ^® forfeited to His Majesty : Provided that the Governor

in Council may extend the said period from time to time, not

exceeding in the whole twelve years. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 38.

Time for en- 211. No such forfeiture shall take effect or be enforced

forfeiture.
° until the expiration of at least six calendar months after notice

in writing to the company of the intention of His Majesty to

claim such forfeiture. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 38.

Debentures and Debenture Stoch.

Issue of 212. The directors of a company may, Avith the consent of

stock^'"^^ the shareholders, at a special general meeting duly called for

the purpose, create and issue debenture stock in such amounts

and manner, on such terms, and bearing such rate of interest,

as the directors from time to time think proper.
Status of

2. Such debenture stock shall be treated and considered as
StOCK.

part of the ordinary debenture debt of the company.
Ranks with 3, Such debenture stock shall rank equally with such ordin-

debt.'^
"^^

^'ry debenture debt, and no greater rights or privileges shall be

conferred upon holders of debenture stock in respect thereof

than are held or enjoyed by holders of ordinary debentures of

the company. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 26.

Exchange of 213. The holders of the ordinary debentures of the company

for Teben-^ may with the consent of the directors at any time exchange such
ture stock, debentures for debenture stock. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 29.

Cancellation 214. The company having issued debenture stock may, from

Btock!'^'^^"^^
time to time, as they think fit, in the interest of the company,

but only with the consent of the holders thereof, buy up
and cancel the said debenture stock or any portion thereof.

62-63 v., c. 41, s. 30.

Eegistration.

Debentures 215. The debenture stock aforesaid shall be -entered by the
must be company in a register to be kept for that purpose in the head

Bpeciai office of the company, wherein shall be set forth the names and
register. addrcsscs of those from time to time entitled thereto, with the

respective amounts of the said stock to which they are respec-

tively entitled.

Inspection 2. Thc register shall be accessible for inspection and perusal
without fee.

^^ ^^^ reasonable times to every debenture holder, mortgagee,

bondholder, debenture Btockholdor and shareholder of the com-

pany without the payment of any fee or charge.

Trnnsfcr. 3. Such stock shall be transferable in such amounts and in

siu-h manner as the directors may determine. 62-63 V., c. 41,

s. 27.

1416 216.
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216. All transfers of debenture stock of the company shall Reffistry of

be registered at the head office of the company, and not else-
*'"^°^ ^^^'

where. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 28.

Execution of Trusts.

217. The company shall not be bound to see to the execution rompanv not

of any trust, whether expressed, implied or constructive, to execution of
which any share or shares of its stock or debenture stock, or to

which any deposit or any other mojieys payable by or in the

hands of such company, may be subject.

2. The receipt of the party or parties in whose name such Receipt of

share or shares, debenture stock or moneys stand in the books a^d^scharge.

of the company shall, from time to time, be sufficient discharge

to the company for any payment of any kind made in respect

of such share or shares, stock or moneys, notwithstanding any
trust to which the same may then be subject, and whether or

not the company has had notice of such trust,

3. The company shall not be bound to see to the application Application

of the money paid upon such receipt. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 32. "^ money.

By-laivs by Company.

218. Any company may pass a by-law prohibiting absolutely Loans to

the loaning to shareholders upon the security of their stock, shareholders.

60-61 v., c. 31, s. 1 ; 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 20.

219. Subject to the limitations in this Part set forth, any Limitation

company may pass a by-law limiting the aggregate amount ^^ amount,

wdiich may be loaned on the stock of such company. 60-61 V.,

c. 31, s. 1 ; 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 20.

220. It shall not be lawful for any company to repeal either Repenl of

of the by-laws passed as aforesaid until the liabilities of the ^y'^^^^-

company are discharged. 60-61 V., c. 31, s. 1 ; 62-63 V., c. 41,

s. 20.

221. When the existence or operation of the company is Extension

not by the Act or instrument constituting it limited as to time ?^ business

or place, the company may, in general meeting of the members Canada,

having due notice in that behalf, pass a by-law authorizing its

directors to extend the business of the company beyond Canada,
but in compliance with the law of foreign jurisdiction.

2. The directors may give effect to such by-law without being Liability of

liable or responsible as for any breach of trust in so doing, directors.

62-63 v., c. 41, s. 23.

222. When, under the provisions of this Part, any company Building for

carries on business beyond Canada the company may, in gen- foreign busi-

eral meeting of the members having due notice in that behalf,
°^^^'

pass a by-law authorizing the directors to invest the monev of

1417 ''the
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the company in the erection or purchase of buildings required

for the occupation of the company in any place where the com-

pany is so carrying on business and within the limit, if any,

authorized by the law of the foreign jurisdiction. G2-G3 V.,

c. 41, s. 23.

Company
lending
money.
On mort-
gages.

Debentures.

May convert
shares into
paid-up
shares.

223. Any company whose main business is lending money
on the security of or purchasing or investing in,

—

(a) mortgages or hypothecs upon freehold or leasehold, real

estate or other immovables ; and,

(h) the debentures, bonds, stocks, and other securities, except

bills of exchange and promissory notes, of any government,

or of any municipal corporation or school corporation,

or of any chartered bank or incorporated company if

incorporated by Canada or any province of Canada or any

former province now forming part of Canada

;

may pass a by-law providing, upon such terms as may be thought

best, for the conversion into fully paid-up shares, of shares in

its capital stock which have been only partly paid-up. 62-G3

v., c. 41, s. 40.

Sanction
necessary.

224. Such by-law shall not have any force or effect whatever

unless nor until it has been sanctioned by a vote of share-

holders present or represented by proxy at a general meeting

of the company duly called for considering the by-law, and

holding not less than two-thirds of the issued capital stock of

the company represented at such meeting, and afterwards con-

firmed by a certificate of the Minister given under the authority

of the Treasury Board. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 40.

By-laws by Directors.

Increase of 225. The directors, at any time after ninety per centum of
capital stock,

^j^^ capital stock of the company has been subscribed and ninety

per centum thereof paid in, but not sooner, may by by-law pro-

vide for the increase of the capital stock of the company to

any amount which they consider requisite. 62-63 V., c. 41,

s. 33.

Decrease of 226. The directors at any time may by by-law provide for
capiul stock.

^^^^ decrease of the capital stock of the company to any amount

not less than one hundred thousand dollars, which they may
consider sufficient.

2, The by-law shall declare the number of the shares of the

stock so decreased, and the allotment thereof or the rule or rules

by which the same is to be made.

3. The lial)ility of shareholders to persons who are, at the

time the stock is decrea.sed, creditors of the company, shall

remain as though the stock had not been decreased. 62-63 V.,

c. "^1, s. 34.

1418 227.
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227. The directors of the company may make a by-law for Preference

creating and issuing any part of the capital stock as prefer-
^*°^^-

ence stock, giving the same such preference and priority, as

respects dividends and in any other respect, over ordinary
stock as may be declared by the by-law.

2. The by-law may provide that the holders of shares of such Selection of

preference stock shall have the right to select a certain stated hSrs"
^^

proportion of the board of directors, or may give them such
control over the affairs of the company as may be considered
expedient.

3. ISTo such by-law shall have any force or effect whatever By-law to

until after it has been unanimously sanctioned by a vote of the ^bat effect

shareholders, present in person or by proxy at a general meet- ^nctioned.

ing of the company duly called for considering the same, or

unanimously sanctioned in writing by the shareholders of the

company: Provided that, if at such meeting the by-law is Exception,

sanctioned by shareholders holding three-fourths of the issued

capital stock of the company and present or represented by
proxy at such meeting, the company may petition the Minister

for an order approving the said by-law, and the Minister may,
with the approval of the Treasury Board, approve thereof, and,

from the date of such approval, the by-law shall be valid and
may be acted upon. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 37.

Certificate of Confirmation.

228. '^o by-law for increasing or decreasing the capital By-law for

stock of the company shall have any force or effect whatever decrease °of

unless nor until it has been sanctioned by a vote of shareholders stock to be

present or represented by proxy at a general meeting of the sharehold-

company duly called for considering the by-law, and holding ^rs and con-

not less than two-thirds of the issued capital stock of the com- Minister,

pany represented at such meeting, and afterwards been con-

firmed by a certificate of the Minister given under the author-

ity of the Treasury Board. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 35.

229. Upon an application to the Minister for a certificate Increase or

confirming such by-law, the company shall satisfy him of the nfade^if

bona fide character of the increase or decrease of capital thereby bona fide.

provided for, and, unless it appears that the granting of such

certificate would not be in the public interest, the Minister,

with the approval of the Treasury Board, may grant the same.

2. The amount of such increase or decrease of capital may
with the consent of the company be changed by said certificate Certificate.

and the increase or decrease made subject to such conditions

as the Treasury Board may think proper. 62-63 V., c. 41,

s. 36.

230. Upon an application to the Minister for a cei-tificate Conditions

confirming any by-law of the company for the conversion into ^[
confirma-

fully paid-up shares of partly paid-up shares, unless it appears
^1419 that
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Saving
clause.

that the granting of such certificate would not be in the public

interest, the Minister may, with the approval of the Treasury
Board, grant the same, and upon the granting of such certifi-

cate, the said by-law shall come into force and take effect and
may be acted on according to its terms. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 41.

Rights and
liabilities of
holders.

Preference Stock.

231. Holders of shares of preference stock shall be share-

holders within the meaning of this Part, and shall in all

respects possess the rights and be subject to the liabilities of

such shareholders: Provided that in respect of dividends and
in any other respect they shall, as against the ordinary share-

holders, be entitled to the preferences and rights given by by-

law. 62-63 v., c. 41, s. 37.

Amalgamation and Purchase.

232. Any two or more companies which are subject to the

provisions of this Part, or which are incorporated by or under
the authority of an Act of the Parliament of Canada and
whose main business is lending money on the security of or

purchasing or investing in,

—

(a) mortgages or hypothecs upon freehold or leasehold, real

estate or other immovables ; and,

(h) the debentures, bonds, stocks, and other securities, except

bills of exchange and promissory notes, of any government,

or of any municipal corporation or school corporation, or

of any chartered bank or incorporated company if incor-

porated by Canada or any province of Canada or any

former province now forming part of Canada

;

mav, in the manner herein provided, amalgamate the one with

the other or others, and may enter into all agreements and do

all acts necessarv or convenient for the purposes of such amal-

gamation. 62-63 v., c. 41, s. 39.

233. Any one or more of such companies may alone or

together purchase the entire assets of any other or others of

such companies which may sell said assets, and the companies

may enter into all agreements of purchase and sale and do all

acts necessary or convenient for the purposes of such purchase

and sale: Provided that specified assets may be excepted from

such purchase and sale. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 39.

Afrreement 234. The agreement for amalgamation or purchase shall

to set out prescribe the terms and couditions of the amalgamation or pur-

%voHkinc"cnm- fhasc, and may provide for tlie mode of carrying the same into

pany details,
^.^pp^ ^}^p name of the amalgamated company, tlie amount of

capital stock, the number of shares and amount of each share,

the phiee of the head office, the number of the board of directors,

tlie names of the first directors and their term of office, the

1420 manner
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manner of converting the capital stock of each company into

that of the amalgamated company, and such other or addi-

tional details as may be necessary or convenient to perfect the

new organization and the subsequent management and working
thereof, but no share in the amalgamated company shall be

terminating or liable to be withdrawn. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 39.

235. The agreement shall be submitted to tlie shareholders Acceptance

of each of the said companies at a meeting thereof duly called ^^^ approval

and held separately for the purpose of taking the same into by each

consideration, and, if at each such meeting the same is accepted ^o™P^"y at

and approved by resolution passed by shareholders present or

represented by proxy and holding not less than two-thirds of

all the shares of the issued capital stock of the company, the

said agreement may be executed under the corporate seals of

the companies, and an application may be made to the Gover-

nor in Council by the companies for letters patent confirming

the same. 62-63' V., c. 41, s. 39.

236. Upon the terms of this Part, and of any regulations Letters

made hereunder, being complied with, and, unless it appears g^*^^.°t ^o'l"

that the granting of such application would not be in the public amalgama-

interest, the Governor in Council may grant the same and issue

letters patent under the Great Seal confirming said agreement

and incorporating the amalgamated companies as a company
under this Part. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 39.

237. On, from and after the date of such letters patent or q
purchase the said companies shall be amalgamated and shall pany after

form one company by the name in said agreement provided,
fgVters^

and upon the tenns and conditions thereof. 62-63 V., c. 41,

s. 39.

238. Subject to the provisions of this Part in respect to Rights and
actions or proceedings by or against any of the comjjanies so I'^^i^i^ies

amalgamated, the amalgamated company shall possess and be matS^ fom-
vested with all the powers, franchises, privileges, assets, rights, P^ny.

credits, effects and property, real, personal and mixed, of what-
ever kind and wheresoever situated, belonging to either of the

said companies or to which either of the said companies mav be
or become entitled, not including the assets, if any, excepted
under the agreement of purchase and sale, and shall be liable

for and subject to, and shall pay, discharge, carry ou1i and
perform, all the debts, liabilities, obligations, contracts and
duties of each of said companies. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 39.

239. Subject to the tenns and exceptions contained in the Powers of

letters patent, confirming the agreement of purchase and sale amalgama-

and incorporating the amalgamated company, the provisions of ^
company,

this Part shall apply to the amalgamated company and to the

business carried on by it, and, subject as aforesaid, the borrow-

1421 ing
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This Part to

prevail.

Assets of am-
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ing and lending poM^ers of such company shall be governed by

the provisions of this Part, and, subject as aforesaid, any pro-

vision in the charter or Act of incorporation, or of any other

Act, applicable to any of the amalgamated companies which is

inconsistent with the provisions of this Part, shall cease to have

effect. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 39.

240. On, from and after the date of such letters patent, the

assets purchased and sold shall, in accordance with and subject

to the terms of said agreement and without any further convey-

ance, become vested in the company or companies purchasing,

2. The selling company shall, from time to time, subject to

the terms of said agreement, execute such formal and separate

conveyances, assignments and assurances, for registration pur-

poses or otherwise, as may be reasonably required to confirm or

evidence the vesting in the purchasing company or companies of

the full title and ownership of the assets purchased and sold.

62-63 v., c. 41, s. 39.

Transfers.

341. If the interest of any person in any bond, debenture

or obligation of the company which is not payable to bearer, or

in the capital stock or debenture stock of the company is trans-

mitted in consequence of the death, or bankruptcy, or insolvency

of the holder thereof, or by lawful means other than a transfer

upon the books of the company, the directors shall not be bound
to allow any transfer pursuant to such transmission to be

entered upon the books of the company, or to recognize such

transmission in any manner, until a declaration in writing

showing the nature of such transmission, and signed and exe-

cuted by the person or persons claiming by virtue thereof, and

also executed by the former shareholder, if living and has

capacity to execute the same, has been filed with the manager or

secretary of the company and approved by the directors. 62-63

v., c. 41, s. 42.

242. If any such declaration, purporting to be signed and

exe^'uted, also purports to be made or acknowledged in the

presence of a notary public, or of a judge of a court of record,

or of a mayor of any city, town or borough, or other place, or a

British consul, or vice-consul or other accredited representative

of the Britisli Government in any foreign country, the directors

may,, in the absence of direct actual notice of a contrary claim,

give full credit thereto.

2. Unless the directors are not satisfied with the responsibility

of the transferee, they shall allow the name of the party claim-

ing by virtue of the transmission to be entered in the books of

the company. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 42.

Transmis- 243. If the transmission takes place by virtue of any testa-

Bion l)v will mf.jitary act or instrument, or in consequence of an intestacy,
or intestacy. -^

^ .^^ ,

1422 and
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and if the probate of the will or letters of administration or

document testamentary, or other judicial or official instrument

under which the title, whether beneficial or as trustee, or the

administration or control of the personal estate of the deceased

is claimed to vest, purports to be granted by any court or author-

ity in the Dominion of Canada, or in Great Britain or Ireland,

or any other of His jNIajesty's dominions, or in any foreign

country, the probate of the said will or the said letters of admin- Evidence of

istration or the said document testamentary or the said other transmission,

judicial or official instrun:ient or an authenticated copy thereof

or official extract therefrom, shall, together with the declaration

referred to in the. two last preceding sections be produced and
deposited with the manager, secretary, treasurer, or other officer

named by the directors for the purpose of receiving the same.

2. Such production and deposit shall be sufficient justifica- Justification

tion and authority to the directors for paying the amount or directors?
^

value of any dividend, coupon, bond, debenture, or obligation

or share, or transferring, or consenting to the transfer of any
bond, debenture or obligation or share, in pursuance of, and in

conformity to such probate, letters of administration or other

such document aforesaid. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 43.

Agencies.

244. Transfers of debenture stock may be left with such Deposit of

agent or agents in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and transfers.

Ireland, or elsewhere, as the company appoints for that pur-
pose, for transmission to the company's head office for regis-

tration. 62-63 v., c. 41, s. 28.

245. The company may have agencies in any places in Agencies in

Great Britain or elsewhere for the transfer of debenture or |^P^*^^

other stock and for the transaction of any other business of the
"^^

°™'

company. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 31.

Application to Court.

246. Whenever the directors entertain reasonable doubts Procedure
as to the legality of any claim to or upon such share or shares *° ^^"^^.

bonds, debentures, obligations, dividends, coupons or the pro-
°^^°^^^^'P"

ceeds thereof, it shall be lawful for the directors to file a peti-
tion stating such doubt, and praying for an order or judo-ment
adjudicating and awarding the said shares, bonds, debentures
obligations, dividends, coupons, or proceeds to the party or
parties legally entitled to the same.

2. Such court shall have authority to restrain any action oi' Authorit of
proceedings against the company, the directors or officers there- co'lirt?'^'

^
°

of, for the same subject-matter, pending the determination of
the petition.

3. The company and the directors and officers thereof shall Order of

be fully protected and indemnified by obedience to such order ^°"^* '""

-lino demnifies.

R.S., 1906.
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or judgment against all actions, claims and demands in respect

of the matters which have been in qnestion in such petition,

and the proceedings thereupon. 62-G3 V., c. 41, s. 44.

Courts in 247. Such petition shall, in the province of Ontario, be filed

tion'^mry^'be in the High Court of Justice; in the -province of Quebec, in

filed. the Superior Court ; in the province of Manitoba, in the Court

of King's Bench; in the province of British Columbia, in the

Supreme Court; in the province of ISTova Scotia, in the Su-

preme Court; in the province of New Brunswick, in the

Supreme Court ; in the province of Prince Edward Island, in

the Supreme Court; in the province of Saskatchewan or

Alberta, in the Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories

pending the abolition of that Court by the legislature of the

province, and thereafter in such court in either of the said

provinces as may in respect of that province be substituted by

the legislature thereof for the Supreme Court of the Northwest

Territories; in the Northwest Territories, in such court or

with such magistrate or other judicial authority as is desig-

nated, from time to time, by proclamation of the Governor in

Council, published in the Canada Gazette; and in the Yukon

Territory, in the Territorial Court. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 44.

Costg^ 248. If the court, magistrate or other judicial authority

in or with which such petition is filed adjudges that such doubts

were reasonable, the costs, charges and expenses of the company

in and about such petition and proceedings shall form a lien

upon such shares, bonds, debentures, obligations, dividends,

coupons or proceeds and shall be paid to the company before the

directors shall be obliged to transfer, or assent to the transfer

of, or pay such shares, bonds, debentures, or obligations, divi-

dends, coupons or proceeds to the party or parties found entitled

thereto. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 44.

Rights of Creditors.

249. No provision in this Part as to the creation of prefer-

ence stock, and no by-law authorizing the creation of such stock,

and nothing done under or in pursuance of any such provision

or by-law, and no by-law of the company for the conversion into

fully paid-up shares of partly paid-up shares, and no certificate

confirming the same, and nothing done under or in pursuance

of any such by-law or certificate, shall affect or impair the rights

of creditors of the company. 62-63 V., c. 41, ss. 37 and 4i.

250. Nothing in any agreement of amalgamation of com-

panies under this Part, and nothing in this Part contained or

done in pursuance thereof, shall take away or prejudice any

claim, demand, right, security, cause of action or complaint

which any person has against any of the companies so amalga-

mated or their respective directors or shareholders, or shall

relieve any such company, its directors or shareholders, from

1424 the
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the payment or performance of any debt, liability, obligation,

contract or duty. 62-63 V., c. 41, s"! 39.

251. Any jxTson having any claim, demand, right, cause of r'reditors

action or complaint, against any company so amalgamated with il^furse''

any other company or companies, and any person to whom any against the

such company is under any liability, obligation, contract or company.^^^
duty, shall have the same rights and powers with respect thereto

and to the collection, recovery and enforcement thereof from
and against the amalgamated company as the person has against

such company, or companies originally liable. 62-63 V., c, 41,

s. 39.

252. JSTo action or proceeding by or against any of the said Amalgama-
companies so amalgamated shall abate or be affected by such ^^°"u"?*

amalgamation, but for all the purposes of such action or pro- actions,

ceeding such company may be deemed still to exist, or the

amalgamated company may be substituted in such action or

proceeding in the place thereof. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 39.

253. Every person having any claim, demand, right, cause Creditors

of action or complaint against any company whose assets have ^^^^ ^"'^

.
t/ 1 t/ reooiir.s**

been acquired under this Part, or to whom such company is against

under any liability, obligation, contract or duty, shall have the P^"-^'
acquir-

. ing assets of
same rights and powers with respect thereto, and to the collec- another

tion and enforcement thereof, from and against the new com- company,

pany, its directors and shareholders, as such person has against

the company whose assets have been so acquired, its directors

and shareholders. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 18 ; 63-64 V., c. 43, s. 1.

254. JSTothing in this Part contained or done in pursuance Recourse of

thereof, shall take away or prejudice any claim, demand, riffht, creditors
.,'

-: ,: ^ " 1 • + 1
•

I. \ against com-
security, cause oi action or complaint wnicn any person has pany whose

affainst any company whose assets have been so acquired, or its ^^sets have
• • .. D6cn a.c-

directors or shareholders, or shall relieve it, or its directors or quired saved,

shareholders, from the payment or performance of any debt,

liability, obligation, contract or duty. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 19.

Statements.

255. Every company shall transmit, on or before the first Statement

day of March in each year, to the Minister in such form and *° -^linister

with such details as he from time to time requires and pre-

scribes, a statement in duplicate, to the thirty-first day of

DecemlDer inclusive of the previous year, verified by the oath

of the president or vice-president and the manager, setting

out,

—

(a) the capital stock of the company and the proportion Capital

thereof paid up; stock.

(h) the assets and liabilities of the company; Assets and

(c) the amount and nature of the investments ma.de by the investments
company, both on its own behalf and on behalf of others. =*"d interest.

90 1425 and
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and the average rate of interest derived therefrom, dis-

tinguishing the classes of securities;

(d) the extent and value of the lands held by it
;
and,

(e) such other details as to the nature and extent of the

business of the company as the Minister requires. 62-63

v., c. 41, s. 45.

256. It shall be the duty of the company to give the Minis-

ter, when required, a full and correct statement of all lands at

the date of such statement held by the company, or in trust tor

the company not required for its actual use and occupation or

held by way of security. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 38.

Private af- 257. The company shall not be bound to disclose in any

belisdosed. Statement transmitted'by it to the Minister, the name or private

affairs of any person \vho has dealings with the company. 62-

63 v., c. 41,' s. 45.

Lands held.

Other
details.

Statement
of all lands
to be fur-

nished.

PAET IV.

BEITISH LOAN C0:MPANIES.

Interpretation.

Company. 258. In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires,

' company ' means any institution or corporation duly incor-

porated under the laws of the Parliament of the United King-

dom for the purpose of lending money. K.S., c. 125, s. 1.

License.

License may 259. The Secretary of State may, if he sees fit, issue a

Secretary of license under this Part to any company that applies, for such
State. license and complies with the provisions of this Part in that

behalf, authorizing it to carry on business in Canada. R.S.,

c. 125, s. 5.

Evidence of 260. Any company so applying, shall furnish the Secretary

Uon'^anT of State with a certified copy of the charter. Act of incorpora-

authority. ^ion or articles of association of such company as evidence of

the due incorporation of the company and with a power of

attorney from such company to the person appointed as the

principal agent or manager of such company within Canada,

expressly authorizing such agent or manager to apply for such

license.

Verification 2, The power of attorney shall be under the seal of the com-
of authority.

^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^1 ^^ signed by the president or managing director

and secretarv thereof and verified by the oath of an attesting

witness. U.S., c. 125, s. 5.

1420 261.
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Preliminaries.

261. Every company which obtains such license shall, before Formalities
commencing business, file in the office of the Provincial Secre- ^"

^^a°u\
tary of each province in which such company proposes to do company'
business, a certified copy of the charter, Act of incorporation ^^^*""? ^°"^'

or articles ol association o± such company, and also a power of business in

attorney to the agent or manager of such company in each such
*^^"^^=^-

province, signed by the president or managing director and
secretary thereof, anrl verified as to its authenticity by the oath
of the princi]>al agent or manager of such company in Canada,
or by the oath of some person cognizant of the facts necessary
for its verification. U.S., c. 125, s. 2.

262. Such power of attorney shall expressly authorize such Contents of

agent or manager, so far as respects business done by him po^fr of

within the province for which he is agent or manager, to accept fiied^"*^^

service of process in all suits and proceedings against such
company in such province for any liabilities incurred by such
company therein, and shall declare that service of process on
such agent or manager for such liabilities shall be legal and
binding on such company to all intents and purposes what-

soever, and shall waive all claims of error by reason of such

service. U.S., c. 125, s. 2.

Powers of Company.

263. Any company which has received a license under this Companj
Part and has duly filed as aforesaid such certified copy of licensed

charter, Act of incorporation* or articles of association and loaning

power of attorney may transact any loaning business, of any business in

description whatsoever, within Canada, in its corporate name,

except the business of banking, and may take and hold any mort- Exception.

gages of real estate, and any railway, municipal, or other bonds

of any kind whatsoever, on the security of which it lends its Securities.

money, at any rate of interest not exceeding the rate permissible

on such securities by the Acts incorporating similar companies

in the several provinces of Canada, and whether the said bonds

form a charge on real estate within Canada or not. R.S., c.

125, ss. 1 and 2.

264. Such company may take and hold such mortgages in p^^gj. ^ ±

its corporate name, and may sell and transfer the same, and mortgages,

hold and convey the title to real estate acquired as mortgagees

or chargees: Provided that such company shall sell or dispose

of the real estate so acquired within five years from the time ,p. ...

when the mortgage on such real estate becomes due and payable

under the terms of the instrument creating such mortgage. E.S.,

c. 125, s. 1.

Procedure.

265. After such certified copy of charter, Act of incorpora- Service of

tion or articles of association, and such power of attorney are process on

90^ .
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filed as aforesaid, any process in any 8i:it, action or proceeding

against such company, for any liability incurred in any pro-

vince, may be served upon the manager or agent so authorized

in the same manner as process is served upon the proper officer

Judgment on of any Company incorporated in such province ; and all pro-
service, ceedings may be had thereupon to judgment and execution in

the same manner as in proceedings in any civil suit or action in

such province. R.S., c. 125, s. 3.

Publication
of notice of

license.

Notice of

discontinu-
ance.

Must be
made to
Minister of

Finance.

Amount.

Notices.

268. Every company which obtains such license as aforesaid

shall forthwith give due notice thereof in the Canada Gazette,

and in at least one newspaper in the county, city or place where

the principal manager or agent of such company transacts the

business thereof, and shall continue the publication thereof for

the space of one calendar month.

2. Like notice shall bo given when such company ceases to

carry on business within the province, and like publication

shall be had of notice that it ceases to so carry on business.

E.S., c. 125, s. 4.

lieturns.

267. Every company authorized under the provisions of

this Part to lend and invest money in Canada, shall, by its agent

or manager in Canada, make returns to the Minister of Finance

of all the business done by it in Canada, at the same time and

in the same manner as if such company had been incorporated

under the provisions of the third Part of this Act. R.S., c. 125,

s. 6.

License Fee.

268. The fee to be paid by a company, on the issuing of a

license under this Part, shall be twenty dollars. K.S., c. 125,

s. 5.

PART V.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MINING COMPANIES.

British and 269. Any joint stock company or corporation duly incor-
Foreign poratcd Under the laws of the Parliament of the United King-
corporations dom, or under the laws of any foreign country for the purpose
may ohum

^^^ carrying on mining operations may, on receiving a license

mine. from th(! Secretary ot State ot C nnada, carry on mining opera-

tions in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, the North-

west Territories, and the Yukon Territory, and shall be entitled

to the privihiges of a free miner, subject to the laws and regula-

tions governing and alTecting free miners. Gl V., c. 49, s. 1.

1428 270.
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270. Every company desirous of obtaining such license as Copy of

aforesaid shall first file in the ofiice of the Secretary of State of tS^'
'" ^^

Canada a certified copy of the charter or Act incorporating the
company; and shall also designate the agent or manager within ^nd aRent or

the Yukon Territory authorized to represent the company and th'e'Tukon

to accept process in all suits and proceedings against the com- *° '^^ ^^^^s-

pany for any liabilities incurred by the company therein. 61
V./c. 49, s.'2.

271. Notice of the issue of such license shall be published ^^tice of

in the Canada Gazette, 61 V., c. 49, s. 4.

272. The fees payable for the license shall, from time to Fees,

time, be fixed by the Governor in Council. 61 V., c. 49, s. 5.

273. Every company to which such license has been granted, Returns,

when so required, shall make a return to the Secretary of State

of all business done by it under such license, and in default of Penalty,

making the said return, the license may be cancelled. 61 V.,

c. 49, s. 3.

PAKT VI.

SUPPLEMENT.

274. Any loan company subject to the legislative authority How deben-

of the Parliament of Canada may, if authorized to issue deben- j^'J^I p^y.
^®

tures, make its debentures payable to order or to bearer or to able,

registered holder or otherwise as the company deems advisable.

59 v., c. 11, s. 1.

275. Loan companies formed or incorporated under the pro- Loan

visions of the Companies Act, The Revised Statutes of Canada, fiKorporated

chapter one hundred and nineteen, before the eleventh day of under R.S.C.,

August, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine, remain
^^^^'

and continue subject to the said provisions of the said Com-
panies Act as heretofore amended, and Part III. of this Act

shall not, as to any such loan company, in any wise afPect any

of the said provisions. 62-63 V., c. 41, s. 46^2 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 90.

SCHEDCJLE.

Form A.

Application for Incorporation under the Companies Act.

To the Honourable the Secretary of State of Canada;

The application of

respectfully shovreth as follovvs:

—

1429 The
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The undersigned applicants are desirous of obtaining letters

patent under the provisions of the first Part of the Companies

Act, constituting jour applicants and such others as may be-

come shareholders in the company thereby created a body cor-

porate and .politic under the name of

limited, or such other name as shall appear to you to be proper

in the premises.

The undersigned have satisfied themselves and are assured

that the proposed corporate name of the company under which

incorporation is sought is not the corporate name of any other

known company incorporated or unincorporated or any name
liable to be confounded therewith or otherwise on public

grounds objectionable.

Your applicants are of the full age of twenty-one years.

The purposes for which incorporation is sought by the appli-

cants are:

The chief place of business of the proposed company within.

Canada will be at in the county of

in the province of

The amount of the capital stock of the company is to be

$ .

The said stock is to be divided into

shares of $ each.

The following are the names in full and the address and call-

ing of each of the applicants with the amount of stock taken by

each applicant respectively:

Applicant.
Amount of Stock

subscribed.

The said

will be the first or provisional directors of the company.

A stock book has been opened and a memorandum of agree-

ment l>y the applicants under seal in accordance with the statute

. 1430 has
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has been executed in duplicate, one of the duplicates being trans-

mitted herewith.

The undersigned therefore request that a charter may be

granted constituting them and such other person as hereafter

become shareholders in the company, a body corporate and

politic for the purposes above set forth.

Signatures of Witnesses.
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In witness whereof we have signed.

Sch.
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FOKM E.

Public notice is hereby given that under the first Part of the
Companies Act, supplementary letters patent have been issued

under the seal of the Secretary of State, bearing date the

day of , whereby the total capital

stock of (liere state the name of the company) is increased {or

reduced, as the case may be) from dollars

to dollars.

Dated at the office of the Secretary of State of Canada, this

day of 19 .

A. B.,

Secretary.

2 E. VII., c. 15, sch. 1.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuet, Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.

1433
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CHAPTER 80.

An Act respecting the Department of Public
Printing and Stationery.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Public Printing and Short title.

Stationery Act.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Actj unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Minister ' means the Secretary of State of Canada,

or the member of His Majesty's Privy Council of Canada
in charge, for the time being, of the Department hereby
constituted

;

(b) ' King's Printer ' means the King's Printer and Con-
troller of Stationery hereinafter mentioned

;

(c) ' Department ' means the Department of Public Print-

ing and Stationery hereby constituted. R.S., c. 27, s. 1.

3. In all cases in which any duty is bv this Act assio-ned Duties

to the clerk of either House of Parliament, the same shall,
pjint^ing

in respect of all matters within the jurisdiction and under Committee.

the superintendence of the joint committee of the two Houses
on printing or its officers, be performed by the clerk of the

committee, or other officer specially designated by the committee.

51 v., c. 17, s. 1.

CONSTITUTION.

4. There shall be a department which shall be called the Depart-

Department of Public Printing and Stationery, over which

the Secretary of State of Canada, or such other member of the

King's Privy Council for Canada as the Governor in Council,

from time to time, directs, shall preside.

2. The Secretary of State, or such other member of the said Minister.

Privy Council shall have the management and direction of the

Department. R.S., c. 27, s. 2.

5. The Department shall be charged exclusively with the Duties.

following duties in relation to services required for the Senate

1435 and
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and House of Commons and the several departments of the

Government, namely:

—

(a) The execution and audit of all printing, stereotyping,

electrotyping, lithography, binding work, or work of the

like nature, and the procuring of the material therefor

;

(b) The purchase and distribution of all paper, books and

other articles of stationery of whatsoever kind, except

books which are required for the Library of Parliament,

and printed books required for the use of the chaplains,

libraries or schools in the penitentiaries which may be

procured as heretofore

;

(c) The sale of all books or publications issued by order

of either or both Houses of Parliament or by any depart-

ment of the Government

;

(d) The audit of all accounts for advertising.

2, The aforesaid services shall be executed by or under the

superintendence of the proper officers respectively of the Depart-

ment. 51 v., c. 17, s. 2.

6. The Governor in Council may, by commission under

the Great Seal, appoint an officer who shall be called the King's

Printer and Controller of Stationery, who shall hold office

during pleasure, and shall be the deputy head of the Depart-

ment, and, wherever, under any Act of the Parliament of

Canada, any power is conferred upon or any duty is assigned to

the King's Printer, such power may be exercised and such duties

shall be performed by the King's Printer appointed under this

Act. 51 v., c. 17, s. 3.

Qualifica-

tion.

7. No person shall be appointed King's Printer unless he

has been actively engaged for at least ten years in the business

of printing or publishing, or in the superintendence of the

printing and cognate services of the Parliament or Government
of Canada. 51 A"., c. 17, s. 3.

Duties. 8. The King's Printer and Controller of Stationery shall,

under the Minister, have the management and control of the

several services to which this Act relates, and shall have such

powers and shall perform such duties as are conferred upon
and assigned to him by this Act, or by any other Act of the

Parliament of Canada, or by any order in council made there-

under: but all such powers shall be exercised and all such duties

shall be performed subject to the control of the Minister, and
as ho directs. 51 V., c. 17, s. 3.

Officers. 9. The Governor in Council may also appoint a superin-

tendent of j)rinting, a siij)erintendent of stationery and an

accountant, who shall respectively have the rank in the Civil

Service of Canada which is from time to time assigned to them
by the Governor in Council. 51 V., c. 17, s. 3.

143G 10.
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10. ^o person shall bo appointed superintendent of printing t^uperin-

unless he has had at least five years' experience in the business pr^nUng.*^^

or trade of a printer or in the management of a printing house.

51 v., c. 17, s. 3.

11. No person shall be appointed superintendent of station- Superin-

ery unless he has had at least five years' experience in the stationery.

business of a stationery establishment in Canada, or in the

management and superintendence of similar work for the Par-
liament or Government of Canada. 51 V., c. 17, s. 3.

12. No person shall be appointed accountant unless he has Accountant.

a competent knowledge of book-keeping and accounts, and has

had at least five years' experience in the measuring and audit-

ing of printing and binding work, either in a printing or

publishing establishment, or in the service of the Parliament or

Government of Canada. 51 V., c. 17, s. 3.

13. The Governor in Council may also appoint such ofiicers, Other

clerks and servants as are necessary for the proper conduct of " ^^^^'

the business of the Department. 51 V., c. 17, s. 3.

14. The said superintendents, accountant, officers, clerks and Tenure,

servants shall hold office during pleasure.

2. They shall perform such services ^s are from time to time Duties,

assigned to them by the Governor in Council or by the Minister.

51 v., c. 17, s. 3.

15. The Superintendent of Printing, the Superintendent Superinten-

of Stationery and- the Accountant, being appointed as ex- Wmintant
perts in the work to be performed by them, shall not be subject exempt from

to the ordinary Civil Service examinations. 51 V., c. 17, s. 3. ti'o^'"^"

PUBLIC PRINTING.

16. A Government establishment shall be organized at Government

Ottawa, and shall be under the management of the Superin- eJtabirsh-

tendent of Printing, in which establishment all printing, ment.

electrotyping, stereotyping, lithographing and binding and
other work of like nature required for the service of the Parlia-

ment and the several departments of the Government shall be

executed. 3 E. VII., c. 50, s. 1.

17. The Superintendent of Printing may, with the appro- Employ-

val of the King's Printer, employ such apprentices, journey- ™q"j^jjj"^

men, workmen, skilled hands or others as are necessary to per-

form the work of the establishment, and may remove the same.

2. The provisions of the Civil Service Act shall not apply to

the persons so employed by him. 3 E. VII., c. 50, s. 3.

1437 18.
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Eates of ig. All persons employed under the provisions of the last
^^ses.

preceding: section shall continue to be paid such rates of wages

as they are now respectively receiving, and in accordance with

weekly, fortnightly or monthly pay-rolls audited by the Account-

ant.
Increase.

g. No increase of any such rate of wages shall be made so as

to raise the rate above that which is, at the time of such increase,

paid for similar work in the cities of Montreal and Toronto.

3 E. VII., c. 50, s. 4.

Purchasing 19, The Superintendent of Printing shall with the approval

reqmred'^fol of the Minister purchase such material required for printing,

printing, etc. electrotypiug, stereotyping, lithographing, binding and other

work of a like nature, except paper, as is necessary for the

service of the Parliament and the several departments of the

Government.
Requisitions. 2. All such purchases shall be made upon requisitions duly

approved by the Minister or as he directs, and payment there-

for shall be made after audit by the Accountant. K.S., c. 27,

s. 5; 3 E. VII., c. 50, s. 3.

Exception as 20. ISTothing in this Act shall be held to require that the

IndF/E.'l. printing for the purposes of the Intercolonial Railway, or the

Railway. Prince Edward Island Railway, shall be done in the said estab-

lishment, in any case where such printing may be more con-

veniently done elsewhere, at a cost not exceeding customary

and fair commercial rates for similar work in like quantities:

Provided that all accounts for such printing shall, before

beinc: paid, be examined and certified by the King's Printer.

3 E. VII., c. 50, s. 1.

STATIONERY OFFICE.

Branch of 3l. An office shall be established as a branch of the Depart-
Department.

^^^^^ which shall be called the Stationery Office, and shall be

under the management of the Superintendent of Stationery.

R.S., c. 27, s. 6.

Purchase 22. The Superintendent of Stationery shall, under the

and supply direction of the Minister, have charge of the purchase and
of stationery.

^^^^^^^^ ^^ ,j^ll printing and other paper and of all other articles

of stationery required for the use of members and employees of

the two Houses of Parliament and of the several departments

of the Government of Canada.

Official publi- 2. The Superintendent of Stationery shall also have charge

cations.
^^£ ^j,j^ ^^\^ ^^f r,]} the official publications of the Parliament and

Government of Canada which are issued for sale, as well as of

the distribution of all public documents and papers to the offi-

cials and otber persons who are entitled to receive the same

without payment. R.S., c. 27, s. 6.

1438 23.
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23. The Superintendent of Stationery shall furnish to such Documents

officer as is designated by either House of Parliament, or by any ment!^'^'''^"

committee or joint committee appointed for the purpose, such
number of copies of any document which is printed under the
provisions of this Act as such House or committee decides to be
necessary for the use of each such House, or for distribution to

the members thereof. U.S., c. 2^, s. 6.

24. All purchases made by the Superintendent of Station- Requisitions,

ery as hereinbefore provided shall be so made upon requisition

approved by the Minister or the King's Printer, and, in the

case of printing paper for parliamentary printing, the Canada
Gazette and departmental reports, in accordance with contracts

entered into with the like approval after tenders have been
called for. R.S., c. 27, s. 6.

25. All moneys received by the Superintendent of Stationery Application

shall be paid over to the Accountant for the public uses of ^^ moneys.

Canada, and by him deposited from time to time in some
chartered bank of Canada to the credit of the Minister of

Finance, and shall form part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund
of Canada. R.S., c. 27, s. 6.

26. The Superintendent of Stationery shall supply any stationery to

articles of stationery to any department of the Government ^^ supplieij

according to such regulations as are approved by the Governor regulations,

in Council, upon requisition therefor, signed by the deputy head
of such department; and to either House of Parliament, accord-

ing to regulations approved by such House, upon requisition

therefor, signed by the clerk of such House of Parliament.

2. The quantity supplied and the value thereof shall be Accounts to

charged against such department or House of Parliament, and ^^ furnished

an account shall be furnished monthly of the same, respectively,

to each deputy head of a department and the clerk of each House
of Parliament, accompanied by the several requisitions in

respect of the several articles mentioned in the said account, and
such deputy head or clerk shall, if the same is found correct,

certify to the correctness of su(;h account, and return it to the

Superintendent of Stationery. R.S., c. 27, s. 7.

27. The Superintendent of Stationery may, with the Employees,

approval of the Minister, employ such persons skilled in the

stationery business, apprentices, workmen and others as are

necessary for the efficient working of the Stationery Office, and
may remove the same.

2. The provisions of the Civil Service Act shall not apply to

the persons so employed by him. 51 V., c. 17, s. 5.

28. All persons employed under the provisions of the last Their pay-

preceding section shall be paid in accordance with weeklv, fort- ™ent.

1439 nightlv
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nightly or monthly pay-rolls audited by the Accountant. 51 V.,

c. 17, s. 5.

Jto^L a^R. 2®' ^'othing in this Act shall be held to require that station-

and P. E. I. erv for the purposes of the Intercolonial Railway, or the Prince
^* Edward Island Railway, shall be obtained in or through the

Stationery Office, in any case where such stationery may be
more conveniently procured elsewhere, at a cost not exceeding

customary and fair commercial rates for similar supplies in like

quantities : Provided that all accounts for such stationery shall,

before being paid, be examined and certified by the King's
Printer. 3 E. VII., c. 50, s. 1.

ACCOUNTANT.

Duties of Ac- 30. The Accountant shall, under direction of the Minister
countant.

^^^ ^j^^ King's Printer, audit all accounts for any of the ser-

vices under the control of the Department, keep the accounts of

the Department, receive and deposit all cash paid in, and render

statements of accounts to the clerks of the two Houses of Par-

liament and the deputy heads of the several departments, as and

Avhen the same are required by this Act or by regulations made
by, or instructions received from, the Minister. R.S., c. 27, s. 8.

EEGULA.TIONS.

As to disci- 31. The Minister may, from time to time, with the approval
p me, e c.

^^ ^j^^ Governor in Council, make such regulations as he thinks

fit respecting the discipline of the printing and stationery

offices and of the persons employed therein, regulating their

hours of attendance and rate of salary or wages, and the times

and method of payment thereof, and such regulations shall be

enforced by the King's Printer, the Superintendent of Printing

and the Superintendent of Stationery; and by such regulations

fines may be imposed upon such employees for non-attendance

during working hours, or misconduct tending to prevent efficient

work, or cause damage to Government property therein. 51 V.,

c. 17, s. 8.

CANADA GAZETTE, ETC.

King's 32. The King's Printer shall print and publish, or cause

pri'iit^^'^

^^ ^^ ^^6 printed and published, for the Government, under his

Statutes, sujxirintendencc, the Statutes of Canada, the official gazette
^^^'

of Canada, which shall be known as the Canada Gazette, and
all such official and departmental and other reports, forms, docu-

ments, commissions, and other ])a])ers, as he is nHjuircd to print

and publish, or cause to be printed and published, by or under
the authority of the Governor in Council ; and whatever is

printed under his sup<!rintendence, by anthority of this Act,

shall be held to 1x3 printed by him. R.S., c. 27, s. 9.

Certain docu- 33, AH proclamations issued by the Governor General
or under the authority of the Governor in Council, and all

R.S., 190G.
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official notices, orders in council, regulations, advertisements printed in
(Janada

lette.
and documents relating to the Dominion of Canada, or matters qI
under the control of the Parliament thereof, and requiring
publication, shall be published in the Canada Gazette, unless

some other mode of publication thereof is required by law.

E.S., c. 27, s. 10.

34. The Governor in Council may, from time to time. Powers of

prescribe the form, mode and conditions of publication of ^o° olzeUe!^
the Canada Gazette, and designate the public bodies, officers

and persons to whom it shall be sent without charge, and
regulate the price of subscription thereto, and the charges
to be paid for the publication of notices, advertisements and
documents.

2. All sums payable for such last mentioned charges shall be Application

paid in advance to the Accountant and by him accounted for ^ '"°"^ys-

and paid over to the Minister of Finance in such manner as the

Governor in Council or the Minister directs, and shall form
part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada. R.S., c. 27,

s. 11.

GENERAL.

35. The deputy head of each department shall furnish Estimates by

to the Minister, when required, an estimate of the probable
^^^ ^ ^^ ^'

quantity, quality and variety, as well as the probable amount
in value, of all articles commonly known as stationery, and of

the probable amount in value of printing and binding required

for the purposes of each such department for the then ensuing
financial year. 51 V., c. 17, s. 6.

36. The clerk of each House of Parliament shall furnish And by clerk

to the Minister, when required, an estimate of the probable House,
quantity, quality and variety, as well as the probable amount
in value, of all articles commonly known as stationery, and of

the printing paper required for the purposes of each House
of Parliament respectively for the then ensuing financial year,

also an estimate of the probable amount in value of the printing

and binding required by each House of Parliament respectively

for such financial year. 51 V., c. 17, s. 6.

3?. The Minister shall report to the Governor in Council
re'"JrtTe*°

the total probable amount in quantities, qualities and value quirements

required for the then ensuing financial year for the stationery, j°
Council°^

printing and binding for the departments of the Government,
and for the two Houses of Parliament as may be required and
ordered by either House, and a requisite sum therefor shall

be placed in the estimates as a separate item, and an apportion-

ment in respect of each department and each House of Parlia-

ment, shall be made by the Governor in Council which mav
be iricreased or varied from time to time so that the whole

91 1441 sum
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Mode of
procuring.

Disposal of
waste paper.

Procuring
the supplies.

Custody.

sum voted by Parliament in any year, together with the value

of the stock in hand is not exceeded.

2. The Minister shall further report to the Governor in

Council the mode or modes in which he proposes that the said

articles shall be procured, and the regulations under which ten-

ders may be asked for the same, and as to the terms of accept-

ance thereof and the mode of collection and disposal of the

waste paper of the several departments 'and Houses of Parlia-

ment. E.S., c. 27, s. 13.

38. Upon the approval by the Governor in Council of such

reports, any necessary supplies of stationery to the extent of the

appropriation made by Parliament may be procured, and any

necessary arrangements for printing and binding may be made
in accordance with the provisions of this Act, and all stationery

so procured shall be placed in the custody of the Superintend-

ent of Stationery as hereinbefore mentioned. R.S., c. 27, s. 13.

Statement 39. The King's Printer shall furnish a statement monthly
for Auditor ^q ^^^^ Auditor General, with the accounts and vouchers there-

for, of all stationery and articles purchased and supplied to

each department and each House of Parliament, and also of

all printing and binding executed for each department and for

the two Houses of Parliament, during the preceding month,

certified as correct by the deputy head of such department,

or by the clerk of the proper House of Parliament, in the man-
ner provided with respect to contingencies by the Contingencies

Act.

Stock taking. 2. The Auditor General shall, annually or more frequently,

at his discretion, cause the stock of stationery in store to be

checked with the quantities purchased and supplied. 51 V.,

c. 17, s. 7.

Audit Act to
Apply.

Account to

be laid

before
Parliament.

How
cxyjenses
shall be
met.

Advances.

40. The provisions of the Consolidated Revenue and Audit

Act shall, so far as applicable, extend to the accounts and

charges incurred under this Act. 51 V., c. 17, s. 7.

41. An account shall be laid before Parliament each year,

showing the value of the stock of stationery on hand at the

beginning of the year, the amount expended during the year

for stationery, printing and binding, the amounts charged

against each de])artment and each House of Parliament, and

the stock on haixl at the end of the year. R.S., c. 27, s. 15.

42. The expenses to be incurred under the provisions of

this A(5t shall be paid out of such moneys as are appropriated

for the purpose by Parliament, and shall be accounted for in

like manner as other moneys expended for the public service:

Provichid that the Minister of h'inance may from time to

time authorize the advance to the King's Printer, out of the

Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada, of such sums of

money, not exceeding at any time two hundred thousand dollars,

1442 as
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as the King's Printer requires to., enable him to purchase

material for the execution of orders given or requisitions made
under the provisions of this Act, and to pay the wages of work-
men engaged in the execution of such orders or requisitions,

before such orders or requisitions are completed and paid for

by the House of Parliament or department of Government
giving them. U.S., c. 27, s. 16; 1 E. VII., c. 18, s. 1.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson. Law Printer to the Kine's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 81.

An Act respecting Indians.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Indian Act. R.S., c. 43, Short title.

s. 1.

INTEKPKETATION.

3. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' Superintendent General ' means the Superintendent , „ .

General of Indian Affairs, and ' Deputy Superintendent dent Gen-

General ' means the Deputy Superintendent General of ^^^^*

Indian Affairs;

(b) ' agent ' or ' Indian agent ' means and includes a com- . ^gent.'

missioner, assistant commissioner, superintendent, agent 'Indian

or other officer acting under the instructions of the Super- agent,

intendent General;

(c) ^ person ' means an individual other than an Indian ; ' Person.'

(d) ' band ' means any tribe, band or body of Indians who ' Band.'

own or are interested in a reserve or in Indian lands in

common, of which the legal title is vested in the Crown,

or who share alike in the distribution of any annuities or

interest moneys for which the Government of Canada is

responsible ; and, when action is being taken by the band
as such, means the band in council;

(e) ' irregular band ' means any tribe, band or body of per-
,

,

sons of Indian blood who own no interest in any resei-ve band.'

or lands of which the legal title is vested in the Crown,

who possess no common fund managed by the Govern-

ment of Canada, and who have not had any treaty relations

with the Crown

;

(f)
' Indian ' means - Indian.'

(i) any male person of Indian blood reputed to belong

to a particular band,

(ii) any child of such person,

(iii) any woman who is or was lawfully married to such

person

;

'

(g) 'non-treaty Indian' means any person of Indian blood 'Non-treaty

who is reputed to belong to an irregular, band, or who fol- Indian.'

lows the Indian mode of life, even if such person is only

a temporary resident in Canada

;

- 1445 (h)
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' Enfranch-
ised Indian.'

' Reserve.

' Special
reserve.'

' Indian
lands.'

' Intoxi-
cants.'

' Territories;

(h) ' enfranchised Indian ' moans any Indian, his wife or

minor unmarried child, who has received letters patent

granting to him in fee sim])le any portion of the reserve

which has, upon his application for enfranchisement, been
allotted to him, or to his wife and minor children, or any
unmarried Indian who has received letters patent for an
allotment of the reserve

;

(i) ' reserve ' means any tract or tracts of land set apart by
treaty or otherwise for the use or benefit of or granted to

a particular band of Indians, of which the legal title is in

the Crown, and which remains so set apart and has not
been surrendered to the Crown, and includes all the trees,

wood, timber, soil, stone, minerals, metals and other valu-

ables thereon or ther&in

;

(j) ' special reserve ' means any tract or tracts of land, and
everything belonging thereto, set apart for the use or bene-

fit of and held in trust for any band or irregular band of

Indians, the title of which is vested in a society, corpora-

tion or community legally established, and capable of

suing and being sued, or in a person or persons of Euro-
pean descent;

(h) ' Indian lands ' means any reserve or portion of a

reserve which has been surrendered to the Crown

;

(I) ' intoxicants ' means . and includes all spirits, strong

waters, spirituous liquors, wines, or fermented or com-

pounded liquors, or intoxicating drink of any kind what-

soever, and any intoxicating liquor or fluid, and opium,
and any preparation thereof, whether liquid or solid, and
any other intoxicating drug or substance, and tobacco or

tea mixed or compounded or impregnated with opium or

with other intoxicating drugs, spirits or substances, and
whether the same or any of them are liquid or solid

;

(m) ' Territories ' means the Northwest Territories and the

Yukon Territory. K.S., c. 43, s. 2.

PAET I.

INDIANS.

Application.

Governor in 3. The Govcmor in Council may, by proclamation, from

exempt
'"^^ ^^^^^ ^'^ time, exempt from the operation of this Part, or from

from oper- the- operation of any one or more of the sections of this Part,

tlds^Part Indiniis or non-treaty Indians, or any of them, or any band
and remove or irregular band <if lliem, or the reserves or special reserves,

tion.

^^^"'^'
or Indian lands, ur any ])ortions of them, in any province or

in the Territories, or in any of them; and may again, by pro-

clamation, from fiine lo lini(>, remove such exemption. P.S.,

c. 43, 8. 3.

144G Department
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Department of Indian Affairs.

4. The Minister of the Interior, or the head of any other Any Minister

department appointed for that purpose by the Governor in !"fZ.;^L^

Council, shall be the bujKirintendent General of Indian Affairs, Superinten-

and shall, as such, have the control and manag-ement of the Sf^n^
lands and property of the Indians in Canada. K.S., c. 43, s. 4. Affairs.

5. There shall be a department of the Civil Service of Can- Department

ada which shall be called the Department of Indian Affairs,
Affairs'""

over which the Superintendent General shall preside. U.S.,

c. 43, s. 5.

6. The Department of Indian Affairs shall have the man-
agement, charge and direction of Indian affairs. R.S., c. 43,
s. 6.

Duties.

7. The Governor in Council may appoint,

—

(a) an officer who shall be called the Deputy of the Super- ments by

intendent General of Indian Affairs, and such other offi-
^<^^^ernor in

cers, clerks and servants as are requisite for the proper
conduct of the business of the Department

;

(b) an Indian commissioner and an assistant Indian com-
missioner for the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta, and the Territories, or an Indian commis-
sioner and an asssistant Indian commissioner for Mani-
toba and that portion of Canada formerly known as the

district of Keewatin, and an Indian commissioner and
an assistant Indian commissioner for the provinces of

Saskatchewan and Alberta and the Territories, except that

portion formerly known as the district of Keewatin, and
for the Yukon Territory

;

(c) an Indian superintendent for British Columbia

;

(d) a deputy governor. R.S., c. 43, ss. 7 and 8.

8. The Deputy Governor shall have the power, in the ab- Deputy

sence of or under instructions of the Governor General, to sign Governor.

letters patent for Indian lands.

2. The signature of the Deputy Governor to such patents ^yj-^^ ^^„^

shall have the same force and virtue as if such patents were letters

signed by the Governor General. R.S., c. 43, s. 8.
p^*^"*"

Schools.

9. The Governor in Council may make regulations, either
Regulations

general or affecting the Indians of any province or of any

named band, to secure the compulsory attendance of children

at school.

2. Such regulations, in addition to any other provisions Compulsorv
deemed expedient, may provide for the arrest and conveyance attendance,

to school, and detention there, of truant children and of cliild-

1447 ren
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Power to

establish
industrial
schools.

ren who are prevented by their parents or guardians from at-

tending ; and such regulations may provide for the punishment,

upon summary conviction, by fine or imprisonment, or both,

of parents and guardians, or persons having the charge of

chihlren, who fail, refuse, or neglect to cause such children to

attend school. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 11.

10. The Governor in Council may establish an industrial

school or a boarding school for Indians, or may declare any
existing Indian school to be such industrial school or board-

ing school for the purposes of this and the next following

section. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 11.

Regulations.

As to appli-

cation of

annuities.

1 1 . The Governor in Council may make regulations, which

shall have the force of law, for the committal by JTistices or

Indian agents of children of Indian blood under the age of

sixteen years^ to such industrial school or boarding school,

there to be kept, cared for and educated for a period not

extending beyond the time at which such children shall reach

the age of eighteen years.

2. Such regulations may provide, in such manner as to the

Governor in Council seems best, for the application of the

annuities and interest moneys of children committed to such

industrial school or boarding school, to the maintenance of

such schools respectively, or to the maintenance of the chil-

dren themselves. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 11.

Exclusion of

natural
children
from band.

Membership of Band.

12. Any illegitimate child may, unless he has, with the

consent of the band whereof the father or mother of such

child is a member, shared in the distribution moneys of such

band for a period exceeding two years, be, at any time,

excluded from the membership thereof by the Superintendent

General. R.S., c. 43, s. 9.

Loss of mem- 13. Any Indian who has for five years continuously re-

th'^'*^'

h' sided in a foreign country without the consent, in writing, of

residence in the Superintendent General or his agent, shall cease to be a

member of the band of which he was formerly a member; and

he shall not again become a member of that band, or of any

other band, unless the consent of such band, with the approval

of the Superintendent General or his agent, is first obtained.

R.S., c. 43, s. 10.

Effect of 14. Any Indian woman who marries any person other tlian

nunriime of ^^ Indian or a non-treaty Indian, shall cease to be an Indian
"'

'''"n with in every respect within the meaning of this Act, except that

she shall be entitled to share equally with the members of the

batid to which she formerly belonged, in the annual or semi-

annual distribution of their annuities, interest moneys and

1448 rents:
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rents: Provided that such income may be commuted to her at
any time at ten years' purchase, with the consent of tlio band.

2. Where a band has become enfranchised, or has othenvise if band
ceased to exist, such commutation may take place upon the enfranchised,

approval of the Superintendent General. R.S., c. 43, s 11 •

53 v., c. 29, s. 1.

15. Any Indian woman who marries an Indian of any Marriage of

other band, or a non-treaty Indian, shall cease to be a mern-
^"o'l,^],", ^.jth

ber of the band to which she formerly belonged, and shall be- Indian of

come a member of the band or irregular band of which her band^or
husband is a member. non-treaty

2. If she marries a non-treaty Indian, while becoming a
jf'gbe"

member of the irregular band of which her husband is a marries

member, she shall be entitled to share equally with the mem-
indian!^*^'^

bers of the band of which she was formerly a member, in the
distribution of their moneys; but such income may be com-
muted to her at any time at ten years' purchase, with the con-

sent of the band. U.S., c. 43, s. 12.

16. No half-breed in Manitoba who has shared in the As to half-

distribution of half-breed lands shall be accounted an Indian. Man?u.ba.
2. ]^o half-breed head of a family, except the widow of Half-breed

an Indian or a half-breed who has already been admitted I'^^'^Heg^

into a treaty, shall, unless under very special circumstances,

which shall be determined by the Superintendent General or

his agent, be accounted an Indian or entitled to be admitted

into any Indian treaty.

3. Any half-breed who has been admitted into a treaty Withdrawal

shall, on obtaining the consent in writing of the Indian com- ^^*^^^ treaty.

missioner, or in his absence the assistant Indian commis-
sioner, be allowed to withdraw therefrom on signifying his

desire so to do in writing, signed by him in the presence of

two witnesses, who shall attest his signature on oath before

some person authorized by law to administer such oath.

4. Such withdrawal shall include the minor unmarried Minor

children of such half-breed. 51 V., c. 22, s. 1.
children.

17. When, by a majority vote of a band, or the council Transfer of

of a band, an Indian of one band is admitted into member- one'bandTo
ship in another band, and his admission thereinto is assented another.

to by the Superintendent General, such Indian shall cease to

have any interest in the lands or moneys of the band of Avhich

he was formerly a member, and shall be entitled to share in

the lands and moneys of the band to which he is so admitted.

2. The Superintendent General may cause to be deducted Share of

from the capital of the band of which such Indian was form-
^^^'

erly a member his per capita share of such capital and place

the same to the credit of the capital of the band into member-
ship in which he has been admitted in the manner aforesaid.

58-59 v., c. 35, s. 8.
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Determina-
tion of mem-
bership of

band.

Decision of

Supt. Gen.

18. The Superintendent General may, fro«n time to time,

upon the report of an officer, or other person specially appointed

by him to make an inquiry, determine who is or who is not a

member of any band of Indians entitled to share in the property

and annuities of the band.

2. The decision of the Superintendent General in any such

matter shall be final and conclusive, subject to an appeal to the

Governor in Councih 50-51 V., c. 33, s. 1.

Beserves.

b^'!^ub^e^et*to
^®* ^^^ reserves for Indians, or for any band of Indians, or

this Part. held in trust for their benefit, shall be deemed to be reserved

and held for the same purposes as they were held heretofore,

but shall be subject to the provisions of this Part. R.S., c, 43,

s. 14.

Surveys,
plans, re-

20. The Superintendent General may authorize surveys,

ports' and plans and reports to be made of any reserve for Indians, show-
subdivision ii^g and distinguishing the improved lands, the forests and

reserves may lands fit for Settlement, and such other information as is

be author- required; and may authorize the whole or any portion of a

reserve to be subdivided into lots. R.S., c. 43, s. 15.

Possession
of land in

reserve.

Improve-
ments.

Certificate of

Indian Com-
missioner.

Cancellation
of certificate

by the
Indian (Jom-
missioner.

Location
ticket in

triplicate.

21* No Indian shall be deemed to be lawfully in possession

of any land in a reserve, unless he has been or is located for the

same by the band, or council of the band, with the approval of

the Superintendent General ; but no Indian shall be dispossess-

ed of any land on which he has improvements, without receiving

compensation for such improvements, at a valuation approved

by the Superintendent General, from the Indian who obtains

the land, or from the funds of the band, as is determined by the

Superintendent General : Provided that prior to the location

of an Indian under this section, in the province of Manitoba,

Saskatchewan or Alberta, or the Territories, the Indian com-

missioner nuiy issue a certificate of occupancy to any Indian

belonging to a band residing upon a reserve in the aforesaid

provinces or territories, of so much land, not exceeding in any

case one hundred and sixty acres, as the Indian, with the ap-

proval of the commissioner, selects.

2. Such certificate niay be cancelled at any time by the

Indian commissioner, but shall, while it remains in force,

entitle the liohlor thereof, as against all others, to lawful j)osses-

sion of the lands doscrilxMl therein. R.S., c. 43, s, IG; 53 V.,

c. 29, s. 2.

22. WMicii the Sii|i('riiit<'ndent General !i|)])r<»v(>s of any loca-

tion as aforesaid, lie shall issue, in tripli(!ate, a (ickct granting a

h)cation title to such Indian, one trijilicate of wliicli lie shall

retain in a book to be kept for the ])ur]iose; and llie other two

of which he shall forward to the local agent.

1450 2.
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2, The local agent shall deliver to the Indian in whose favour Delivery of

it is issued one of such duplicates so forwarded, and shall cause V jf*j,*°

the other to be copied ii^to a register of the band, provided for

the purpose, and shall file the same. R.S., c. 43, s. 17.

23. The conferring- of any such location title shall not have Effect of

the effect of rendering the land covered thereby subject to
f-Jj^-^g^d

seizure under legal process, and such title shall be transferable

only to an Indian of the same band, and then only with the con-

sent and approval of the Su})erintendent General, whose con-

sent and approval shall be given only by the issue of a ticket, in

the manner prescribed in the last preceding section. R.S.,

c. 43, s. 18.

24. Every Indian and every non-treaty Indian, in the pro- Privileges of

vince of Manitoba, British Columbia, Saskatchewan or Alberta,
ij"f.|ng^ im-

or the Territories, who had, previously to the selection of a proved lands

reserve, possession of and who has made ])ermanent improve-
J."^cn.es J"

ments on a plot of land which upon such selection becomes certain

included in, or surrounded by, a reserve, shall have the same p^°^'"

]u-ivileges, in respect of such plot, as an Indian enjoys who
holds under a location title. U.S., c. 43, s. 19.

Descent of Property.

25. Indians may devise or bequeath property of any kind in Indiana may

the same manner as other persons : Provided that no devise or pertv^by^°'

bequest of land in a reserve or of any interest therein unless to will.

the daughter, sister or grand-children of the testator, shall be

made to any one not entitled to reside on such reserve, and that

no will purporting to dispose of land in a reserve or any
interest therein shall be of any force or effect unless or until the

will has been approved by the Superintendent General, and that

if a will be disapproved by the Superintendent General the

Indian making the will shall be deemed to have died intestate

;

and the Superintendent General may approve of a will generally

and disallow any disposition thereby made of land in a reserve

or of any interest in such land, in which case the will so

approved shall have force and effect excejit so far as such dis-

allowed disposition is concerned, and the Indian making the will

shall be deemed to have died intestate as to the land or interest

the disposition of which is so disallowed. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 1.

26. Upon the death of an Indian intestate his property of Distribution

all kinds, real and personal, movable and immovable, including caseVf

any recognized interest he may have in land in a reserve, shall intestacy,

descend as follows:

—

(a) one-third of the inheritance shall devolve upon liis One-third to

widow, if she is a woman of good moral character, and the ^^''^o"*^-

1451 remainder
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Otherw-ise
children
inherit the
whole.

Representa-
tion of de-

funct heir.

Inheritance
per stirpes.

Superinten-
dent General,
sole judge
of character
of widow.

remainder upon his children, if ail are living, or, if any
who are dead have died without issue; ^r,

(b) If there is no widow, or if the widow is not of good
moral character, the whole inheritance shall devolve upon
his children in equal shares, if all are living, or, if any
who are dead have died without issue;

(c) If one or more of the children are living, and one or

more are dead, having had lawful issue, the inheritance so

far as the same does not descend to the widow, shall devolve

upon the children who are living, and the descendants of

such children as have died, so that each child who is living

shall receive such share as would have descended to him if

all the children of the intestate who have died leaving issue

had been living, and so that the descendants of each child

who is dead shall inherit in equal shares the share which
their parent would have received if living;

(d) If the descendants of the intestate entitled to share in

the inheritance are of unequal degrees of consanguinity to

the intestate, the inheritance shall devolve so that those \Vho

are in the nearest degree of consanguinity shall take the

shares which would have descended to them, had all the

descendants in the same degree of consanguinity who have

died leaving issue, been living, and so that the issue of the

descendants who have died shall respectively take the

shares which their parents, if living, would have received

:

Provided that the Superintendent General may, in his

discretion direct that the widow, if she is of good moral
chaj-acter, shall have the right, during her widowhood, to

occupy any land in the reserve of the band to which the

deceased belonged of which he was the recognized owner,

and to have the use of any property of the deceased for

which, under the provisions of this Part, he was not liable

to taxation.

2. The Superintendent General shall be the sole and final

judge as to the moral character of the widow of any intestate

Indian. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 1.

Administra-
tion of pro-

perty of

minors.

27. During the minority of the children of an Indian who
dies intestate, the administration and charge of the property

to which they are entitled as aforesaid shall devolve upon the

widow, if any, of the intestate, if she is of good moral character;

and, in such case, as each male child attains the age of twenty-

one years, and as each female child attains that age, or with the

consent of the widow, marries before that age, the share of

such child shall, subject to the approval of the Superintendent

General, be conveyed or delivered to him or her.

2. The Superintendent General may, at any time, remove
widow from

^-j^ widow from such administration and charge and confer
adminiHtra-

i • Ti
tion. the same upon some other person, and, m like manner, may

remove such other person and appoint another, and so, from

time to time, as occasion requires.

Il.S.,190G. 1452 3.
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3. The Superintendent General may, whenever there are Appointment

minor children, appoint a fit and proper person to take charge °^ Kuardians

of such children and their property, and may remove such per-

son and appoint another, and so, from time to time, as occasion

requires. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 1.

28. In case any Indian dies intestate without issue, leaving Death of

a widow of good moral character, all his property of whatever out 'issue^'*^

kind shall devolve upon her, and if he leaves no widow the widovy to

same shall devolve upon the Indian nearest of kin to the o'therwise

deceased : Provided that any interest which he may have had in nearest of

land in a reserve shall be vested in His Majesty for the benefit inherit,

of the band owning such reserve if his nearest of kin is more
remote than a brother or sister. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 1.

29. The property of a married Indian woman who dies in- Property of

testate shall descend in the same manner and be distributed in Indian"^
the same proportions as that of a male Indian who dies intes- woman,

tate, her widower, if any, taking the share which the widow of

such male Indian would take.

2. The other provisions of this Part respecting the descent Idem,

of property shall in like manner apply to the cage of an in-

testate married woman, the word widower being substituted

for the word widow in each case.

3. The property of an unmarried Indian woman who dies Idem,

intestate shall descend in the same manner as if she had been

a male. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 1.

30. A claimant of land in a reserve or of any interest there- In any case

in as devisee or legatee or heir of a deceased Indian shall not tkket^^re-

be held to be lawfully in possession thereof or to be the recog- quisite for

nized owner thereof until he shall have obtained a location helr!^*^°"
^

ticket therefor from the Superintendent General. 57-58 V.,

c. 32, s. 1.

31. The Superintendent General may decide all questions Superinten-

which arise under this Part, respecting the distribution among ^^"j
general

those entitled thereto of the property of a deceased Indian, and disputes.

he shall be the sole and final judge as to who the persons so

entitled are.

2. The Superintendent General may do whatsoever in his His powers,

judgment will best give to each claimant his share according

to the true intent and meaning of this Part, and to that end,

if he thinks fit, may direct the sale, lease or other disposition of

such property or any part thereof, and the distribution or

application of the proceeds or income thereof, regard being

always had in any such disposition to the restriction upon the

disposition of property in a reserve. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 1.

32. jSTotwithstanding anything in this Part it shall be Probate and

lawful for the courts having jurisdiction in that regard in letters of

1453 the
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administra- i\^q ^ase of persons other than Indians, with bnt not without
tion. .

the consent of the Superintendent General, to grant probate

of the wills of Indians and letters of administration of the

estate and eifects of intestate Indians, in w^hich case sucli

courts and the executors and administrators obtaining such
probate, or thereby appointed, shall have the like jurisdiction

and powers as in other cases, except that no disposition shall,

without the consent of the Superintendent General, be made
of or dealing had with regard to any right or interest in land

in a reserve or any property for which, under the provisions

of this Part, an Indian is not liable to taxation. 57-58 V.,

c. 32, s. 1.

Trespassing on Reserves.

Only Indians 33. jSTo 'person, or Indian other than an Indian of the

to *re^side"on b^^^*^? ^^^^^ without the authority of the Superintendent Gen-
or use the eral, reside or hunt upon, occupy or use any land or marsh,
reserve.

^^ reside upon or occupy any road, or allowance for road, run-

ning through any reserve belonging to or occupied by such

band.

2. All deeds, leases, contracts, agreements or instruments

of whatsoever kind made, entered into, or consented to by
any Indian, purporting to permit persons or Indians other

than Indians of the band to reside or hunt upon such reserve,

or to occupy or use any portion thereof, shall be void. 57-58

v., c. 32, s. 2.

Certain con-

tracts, etc.,

to be void.

Removal of 34. If any Indian is illegally in possession of any land

^^d^'tlf^'^^^
on a reserve, or if any person, or Indian other than an Indian

cattle, etc. of the band, without the license of the Supeiintendent Gen-
eral,

—

(a) settles, resides or hunts upon, occupies, uses, or causes

or permits any cattle or other animals owned by him,

or in his charge, to trespass on any such land or marsh

;

or,

(h) fishes in any marsh, river, stream or creek on or run-

ning through a reserve ; or,

(c) settles, resides upon or occupies any road, or allowance

for road, on such reserve

;

the Superintendent General or such other officer or person as

he thereunto deputes and authorizes, shall, on complaint made
to hiin, and on proof of the fact to his satisfaction, issue his

warrant, signed and sealed, directed to any literate person

willing to act in the premises, commanding him forthwith as

the case may be,

—

(a) to remove from the said land, marsh or road, or allow-

ance for road, every such {)erson or Indian an<l his family,

80 settled, or who is residing or hunting upon, or occupy-

ing, or is illegally in possession of the same; or,

1454 (h)
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(b) to remove such cattle or other animals from such land

or marsh ; or,

(c) to cause such person or Indian to cease fishing in any
marsh, river, stream or creek, as aforesaid; or,

(d) to notify such person or Indian to cease using, as afore-
said, the said lands, river, streams, creeks or marshes,
roads or allowance for roads^

2. The person to whom such warrant is directed, shall Execution,

execute the same, and, for that purpose, shall have the same
powers as in the execution of criminal process.

3. The expenses incurred in any such removal or notifica- Costs,

tion, or causing to cease fishing, shall be borne, as the case
may be, by the person removed or notified, or caused to cease
fishing, or who owns the cattle or other animals removed, or

who has them in charge, and may be recovered from him as

the costs in any ordinary action or suit, or if the trespasser

is an Indian, such expenses may be deducted from his share

of annuity and interest money, if any such are due to him.

4. Any such person or Indian other than an Indian of the Removal,
band may be required orally or in writing by an Indian 'agent,

a chief of the band occupying the reserve, or a constable, as

the case may be,

—

(a) to remove with his family, if any, from the land, marsh
or road, or allowance for road, u]X)n which he is or has so

settled, or is residing or hunting, or which he so occupies

;

or,

(b) to remove his cattle from such land or marsh ; or,

(c) to cease fishing in any such marsh, river, stream or

creek as aforesaid ; or,

(d) to cease using as aforesaid any such land, river, stream,

creek, marsh, road or allowance for road. R.S., c. 43,

s. 22 ; 54-55 V., c. 30, s. 1.

35. If any person or Indian, after he has been removed or Removal and

notified as aforesaid, or after anv cattle or other animals owned ppmshment
, . , , 1

' , ^ .1 01 persons
by him or m his charge have been removed as aforesaid,

—

returning

(a) returns to, settles, resides or hunts upon or occupies or
been^re-^^^""

uses as aforesaid any of the said land or marsh ; or, moved.

(b) causes or permits any cattle or other animals owned by

him or in his charge to return to any of the said land or

marsh ; or,

(c) returns to any marsh, river, stream or creek on or

running through a reserve, for the purpose of fishing

therein ; or,

(d) returns to, settles or resides upon or occupies any of the

said roads or allowances for roads

;

the Superintendent General, or any ofiicer or person deputed

or authorized, as aforesaid, vipon view, or ujx)n proof on oath

before him, to his satisfaction, that the person or Indian has,

—

1455 (a)
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Warrant to
sheriff to

arrest and
commit to

gaol.

Limit of
imprison-
ment.

Direction of
warrant.

(a) returned to, settled, resided or himted upon or occupied
or used as aforesaid any of the said lands or marshes ; or,

(h) caused or permitted any cattle or other animals owned
bj him, or in his charge, to return to any of the said land

or marsh ; or,

(c) returned to any marsh, river, stream or creek on or

running through a reserve for the purpose of fishing there-

in ; or,

(d) returned to, settled or resided upon or occupied any of

the said roads or allowances for roads

;

shall direct and send his warrant, signed and sealed, to the

sheriff of the proper county or district, or to any literate person

therein, commanding him forthwith to arrest such person or

Indian, and bring him before any stipendiary magistrate, police

magistrate, justice of the peace or Indian agent, who may, on

summary conviction, commit him to the common gaol of the

said county or district, or if there is no gaol in the said county

or district, or if the reserve is not situated within any county

or district, then the gaol nearest to the said reserve in the pro-

vince, there to remain for the time ordered in the warrant of

commitment.
2. The length of imprisonment aforesaid shall not exceed

thirty days for the first offence, and thirty days additional for

each subsequent offence.

3. If the said reserve is not situated within any county or

district, such warrant shall be directed and sent to some literate

person Avithin such reserve. R.S., c. 43, s. 23.

Arrest and 36. Such sheriff or other person shall accordingly arrest the
imprison- g^j^j person or Indian, and deliver him to the keeper of the pro-

per gaol, who shall receive such person or Indian, and imprison

him in the said gaol for the term aforesaid. R.S., c. 43, s. 24.

Judffment to ST. The Superintendent General, or such officer or person
be drawn up aforesaid, shall cause the judgment or order against the offender

to be drawn up and filed in his office.

Final. 2. Such judgment shall not be appealed from, or removed by

certiorari or otherwise, but shall be final. R.S., c. 43, s. 25.

Sale or Barter.

Governor in 38. Thc Governor in Council may make regulations for pro-

Coum;i^^mjiy
^^i^iting or regulating tlie sale, barter, exchange or gift by any

kt'ions'^ls^to band or irregvJar band of Indians, or by any Indian of any
"'

band or irregular kjnd, in the province of Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan or All)erta, or thc Territories, of any grain or root

crops, or otlu^r produce grown upon any reserve, and may

further provide that such sale, barter, exchange or gift shall be

tTuU and void, unless thc same are made in accordance with

such regulations. U.S., c. 43, s. 30.

1450 39.
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39. ]^o person shall buy or otherwise acquire from any band Buyine of

or irregular band of Indians, or from any Indian, any grain,
{^jbited^

^^°'

root crops, or other produce from upon any reserve in the pro-

vince of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or the Territories.

R.S., c. 43, s. 30.

40. If any such grain or root crops, or other produce as Superinten-

aforesaid, are unlawfully in the possession of any person with- ^"*
"^rd^^'

in the intent and meaning of this Part, or of any regulations seizure of

made by the Governor in Council under this Part, any person
{^''^"f^j'^^,

""g.

acting under the authority, either general or special, of the sessed by

Superintendent General, may, with such assistance in that ^"^ person,

behalf as he thinks necessary, seize and take possession of the

same; and he shall deal therewith as the Superintendent Gene-

ral, or any officer or person thereunto by him authorized,

directs. R.S., c. 43, s. 31.

41. The Governor in Council may make regulations for pro- Governor in

hibiting the cutting, carrying away or removing from any prohibit™^^

reserve or special reserve, of any hard or sugar-maple tree or cutting of

sapling. R.S., C. 43, S. 32. reserve.

42. jSTo official or employee connected with the inside or Trading with

outside service of the Department of Indian Affairs, and no
h?biTe"f wHh-

missionary in the employ of any religious denomination, or out license

^, . -^
1 J • • • 1 TV 1 of Superin-

otherwise employed m mission work among Indians, and no tendent

school teacher on an Indian reserve, shall, without the special General,

license in writing of the Superintendent General, trade with

any Indian, or sell to him directly or indirectly, any goods

or supplies, cattle or other animals.

2. The Superintendent General may at any time revoke the Revocation

license so given by him. 53 V., c. 29, s. 10; 57-58 V., c. 32, of ''"^ense.

s. 10.

43. ISTo person shall barter directly or indirectly with any Bartering

Indian on a reserve in tlfe province of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
^^^jthout^'^"^

or Alberta, or the Territories, or sell to any such Indian any license pro-

goods or supplies, cattle or other animals without the special
'^'"'*^^^-

license in writing of the Superintendent General.

2. The Superintendent General may, at any time, revoke the Revocation
license by him given. of license.

3. Upon prosecution of any offender against the provisions Evidence

of this and the last preceding section, the evidence of the

Indian to whom the sale was made, and the production to, or

view by, the magistrate or Indian agent of the article or animal

sold, shall be sufficient evidence on which to convict. 53 Y.,

c. 29, s. 10.

Roads and Bridges.

44. Indians residing upon any reserve sliall be liable, if so Indians

directed by the Superintendent General, or any officer or person ^ *°

92 1457 by
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R'ork on
public roads
on reserves,

and to what
extent.

Powers of
Superinten-
dent General.

by him thereunto authorized, to perform labour upon the pub-

lic roads laid out or used in or through, or abutting upon such

reserve, which labour shall be performed under the sole control

of the Superintendent General, or officer or person aforesaid,

who may direct when, where and how and in what manner such

labour shall be applied, and to wdiat extent the same shall be

imposed upon any Indian who is a resident upon the reserve.

2. The Superintendent General, or person or officer afore-

said shall have the like power to enforce the performance of

such labour by imprisonment or otherwise, as may be done by

any power or authority under any law, rule or regulation in

force in the province or territory in which such reserve is situ-

ate, for the non-performance of statute labour ; but the labour

to be so required of any such Indian shall not exceed in amount

or extent what may be required of other inhabitants of the

same province, territory, county or other local division, under

the laws requiring and regulating such labour and the per-

formance thereof. 61 V., c. 34, s. 1.

45. Every band of Indians shall cause the roads, bridges,

ditches and fences within its reserve to be put and maintained

in proper order, in accordance with the instructions received,

from time to time, from the Superintendent General, or from

the agent of the Superintendent General.

2. Whenever in the opinion of the Superintendent General,

cos?°oTband. such roads, bridges, ditches and fences are not so put or main-

tained in order, he may cause the work to be performed at the

cost of the band, or of the particular Indian in default, as the

case may be, eitner out of its or his annual allowances or other-

wise. R.S., c. 43, s. 34.

Band to
cause roads
to be kept
in order.

Work may

Consent of

Lands taken for Public Purposes.

46. No portion of any reserve shall be taken for the pur-
Governor in

p^ggg ^f q^^^j railway, road or public work without the consent

of the Governor in Council, and, if any railway, road, or pub-

lic work passes through or causes injury to any reserve, or, if

any act occasioning damage to any reserve is done under the

authority of an Act of Parliament or of the legislature of any

province, compensation shall be made therefor to the Indians

of the band in the same manner as is provided with respect to

the lands or rights of other persons.

2. The Superintendent General shall, in any case in which

an arbitration is had, name the arbitrator on behalf of the

In<lians, and shall act for them in any matter relating to the

settlement of such compensation.

3. The amount awarded in any case shall be paid to the

Minister of Finance for the use of the band of Indians for

whoso benefit the reserve is held, and for the benefit of any

Indian who has improvements taken or injured. R.S., c. 43,

s. 35 ; 50-51 V., c. 33, s. 5.

1458 Surrender
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Surrender and Forfeiture of Lands in Reserve.

47. If, by the violation of the conditions of any trust Title to vest

respecting any special reserve, or by the breaking up "of any MaSlty, if

society, corporation or community, or, if by the death of any title of

'

person or persons without a legal succession or trusteeship, [^ftrust
^^^^

in whom the title to a special reserve is held in trust, the said lapses,

title lapses or becomes void* in law, the legal title shall become
vested in His Majesty in trust, and the property shall be man-
aged for the band or irregular band previously interested

therein as an ordinary reserve.

2. The trustees of any special reserve may, at any time. Surrender of

surrender the same to His ]\Iajesty in tmst, whereupon the
rese(.veg ^^

property shall be managed for the band or irregular band His Maiesty

previously interested therein as an ordinary reserve. U.S., *° *^^"^*'

c. 43, s. 37.

48. Except as in this Part otherwise provided, no reserve Sale or

or portion of a reserve shall be sold, alienated or leased until lelease of

it has been released or surrendered to the Crow^n for the

purposes of this Part: Provided that the Superintendent
General may lease, for the benefit of any Indian, upon his proviso,

application for that purpose, the land to which he is entitled

without such land being released or surrendered, and may,
without surrender, dispose to the best advantage, in the in-

terests of the Indians, of wald grass and dead or fallen timber.

61 v., c. 34, s. 2.

49. Except as in this Part otherwise provided, no release Release or

or surrender of a reserve, or a portion of a rcjserve, held for surrender of

the use of the Indians of any band, or of any individual when valid.

Indian, shall be valid or binding, unless the release or sur-

render shall be assented to by a majority of the male mem- Assent of

bers of the band of the full age of twenty-one vears, at a meet- ^^'^d.

ing or council thereof summoned for that purpose, according

to the rules of the band, and held in the presence of the Super-

intendent General, or of an officer duly authorized to attend

such council, by the Governor in Council or by the Superin-

tendent General.

2. Xo Indian shall be entitled to vote or be present at such Who may

council, unless he habitually resides on or near, and is inter-
'^'*^^^-

ested in the reserve in question.

3. The fact that such release or surrender has been assented Proof of

to bv the band at such council or meeting shall be certified on absent,

oath by the Superintendent General, or by the ofiicer authorized

by him to attend such council or meeting, and by some of the

chiefs or principal men present thereat and entitled to vote,

before some judge of a superior, county or district court,

stipendiary magistrate or justice of the peace, or, in the case

of reserves in the province of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or

Alberta, or the Territories, before the Indian commissioner,

921 1459 and
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and in the case of reserves in British Columhia, before the
visiting Indian Superintendent for British Cohimbia, or, in
either case, before some other person or officer specially there-

unto authorized by the Governor in Council.

Govlvnol i'l
^- ^^l^^n such assent has been so certified, as aforesaid.

Council. such release or surrender shall be submitted to the Governor
in Council for acceptance or refusal. E.S., c. 43, s. 39; 61
v., c. 34, s. 3.

Act not to

confirm
invalid re-

leases or
surrenders.

50. Is^othing in this Part shall confirm any release or sur-

render v^hich, but for this Part, would have been invalid;

and no release or surrender of any reserve, or portion of a

reserve, to any person other than His Majesty, shall be valid.

E.S., c. 43, s.''40.

Indian lands 51. All Indian lands which are reserves or portions of

for the same reserves surrendered, or to be surrendered, to His Majesty,
purpose as shall be deemed to be held for the same purpose as heretofore

;

li^rGtoiorG
and shall be managed, leased and sold as the Governor in

Council directs, subject to the conditions of surrender and the

provisions, of this Part. R.S., c. 43, s. 41.

Effect of

former cer-

tificate of

sale or
receipts.

Evidence of

possession.

Retrifitcr of

assiKnments
to be kept.

Sale and Transfer of Indian Lands.

52. Every certificate of sale or receipt for money received

on the sale of Indian lands granted or made by the Super-

intendent General or any agent of his, so long as the sale to

which such certificate or receipt relates is in force and not

rescinded, shall entitle the person to whom the same is granted,

or his assignee, by instrument registered under this or any

former Act providing for registration in such cases, to take

possession of and occupy the land therein comprised, subject-

to the conditions of such sale, and unless the same has been

revoked or cancelled, to maintain thereunder actions and suits

against any wrongdoer or trespasser, as effectually as he could

do under a patent from the Crown ; but the same shall have no

force against a license to cut timber existing at the time of the

granting or making thereof.

2. Such certificate or receipt shall be prima facie evidence

of possession by sucli person, or the assignee, under an instru-

ment registered as aforesaid in any such action or suit. R.S.,

c. 43, s. 42.

53. The Supcrintoudent General shall keep a book for regis-

tering, at the option of the persons interested, the particulars

of any assignnunit nnide, as well by the original purchaser or

lessee of Indian lands, or his heirs or legal representatives, as

by any subsequent assignee of any such lands, or the heirs or

legal representatives of such assignee. R.S., c. 43, s. 43.

1460 54.
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54. U]>on anv such assiscnmcnt heing ])ro(luced to the Super- Registration

intendent General, and, except in cases where such assignment ments!^""
is made under a corporate seal, with an affidavit of due execu-

tion thereof, and of the place of such execution, and the names,
residences and occupations of the witnesses, or, as to lands in

the province of Quebec, upon the production of any such assign-

ment executed in notarial f(n-m, or of a notarial copy thereof,

the Superintendent General shall cause the material parts of

the assignment to be registered in the said book, and shall cause

to be endorsed on the assignment a certificate of such registra-

tion signed by himself or by the Deputy Superintendent Gene-
ral, or any other officer of the Department by him authorized

to sign such certificates. 53 V., c. 20, s. 4.

55. Every such assignment so registered shall be valid Effect of

against any assignment previously executed, which is subse- assignment
^

quently registered or is unregistered. tion.

2. Ko such registration shall be made until all the conditions Rgquire-

of the sale, grant or location are complied with or dispensed ments.

with by the Superintendent General.

3. Every assignment registered as aforesaid shall be uncon- Uncon-

ditional in its terms. K.S., c. 43, s. 43. ditional.

56. If any subscribing witness to any such assignment is Proof for

dead, or is absent from Canada, the Superintendent General registration,

may register such, assignment upon the production of an affida-

vit proving the death or absence of such witness, and his hand-

writing, or the handwriting of the person making such assign-

ment. R.S., c. 43, s. 44.

57. iSTo agent for the sale of Indian lands shall, wuthin his Agents not
'fe

division, directly or indirectly, except under an order of the J^^^l 1° ^j.'

Governor in Council, purchase any land which he is appointed owners of

to sell, or become proprietor of or interested in any such land,

during the time ot his agency; and every such purchase or

interest shall be void. R.S., c. 43, s. 110.

Tax Sales.

58. \Mienever the proper municipal officer having, by the Conveyance

law of the province in which the land affected is situate, author-
for^trxes^"'*^

ity to make or execute deeds or conveyances of lands sold for

taxes, makes or executes any deed or conveyance purporting to

grant or convey Indian lands which have been sold or located,

but not patented, or the interest therein of the locatee or pur-

chaser from the Crown, and such deed or conveyance recites

or purports to be based upon a sale of such lands or such

interest for taxes, the Superintendent General may approve of Superinten-

such deed or conveyance, and act upon and treat it as a valid 1^"^ General
, , . , iiia.y approve

transfer of all the right and interest of the original locatee or

purchaser from the Crown, and of every person claiming under
1461 him
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Effect of
such ap-
proval.

him in or to such land to the grantee named in such deed or

conveyance.

2. When the Superintendent General has signified his ap-

proval of such deed or conveyance by endorsement thereon, the

grantee shall be substituted in all respects, in relation to the

land so conveyed, for the original locatee or purchaser from

the Cro\ATi, but no such deed or conveyance shall be deemed to

confer upon the grantee any greater right or interest in the land

than that possessed by the original locatee or purchaser from the

Crown. 51 V., c. 22, s. 2.

Issue of
patent.

Time for
registration.

59. The Superintendent General may cause a patent to be

issued to the grantee named in such deed or conveyance on the

completion of the original conditions of the location or sale,

unless such deed or conveyance is declared invalid by a court

of competent jurisdiction in a suit or action instituted by some

person interested in such land within two years after the date

of the sale for taxes, and unless within such delay notice of

such contestation has been given to the Superintendent Gene-

ral. 51 v., c. 22, s. 2.

60. Every such deed or conveyance shall be registered in

the office of the Superintendent General within two years from

the date of the sale for taxes; and unless the same is so regis-

tered, it shall not be deemed to have presented its priority, as

against a purchaser in good faith from the original locatee or

purchaser from the Crown, in virtue of an assignment registered

prior to the date of the registration of the deed or conveyance

based upon a sale for taxes as aforesaid. 51 V., c. 22, s. 2.

In cases of

fraud, mis-
take, or non
ob8er\'ance
of con-
ditions.

Cancellation.

61. If the Superintendent General is satisfied that any pur-

chaser or lessee of any Indian lands, or any person claiming

under or through him, has been guilty of any fraud or imposi-

tion, or has violated any of the conditions of the sale or lease,

or if any such sale or lease has been made or issued in error

or mistake, he may cancel such sale or lease and resume the

land therein mentioned, or dispose of it as if no sale or lease

thereof had ever been made. R.S., c. 43, s. 46.

ObtaininK
poHsession
after such
cancellation,

in rase of

reaiatance.

R.S., 1000.

Ejectment.

62. Wlionever any purcliasor, lessee or other person refuses
or neglects to deliver up possession of any land after revocation
or cancellation of the sale or lease thereof, as aforesaid or
whenever any person is wrongfully in possession of any In-
dian lands and refuses to vacate or abandon possession of the
same, the Sujjcrintfmdent General may a])])ly to the judoe of
the county court of the county or district in wliicli the land lies

or to any judge of a superior court, or in the Northwest Terri-

14G2 tories
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tories to any stipendiary magistrate, for an order in the nature

of a writ of habere facias possessionem, or writ of possession.

2. The said judge or magistrate, upon proof to his satisfac- Order as to

tion that the right or title of the person to hold such land has
^eg!,'jo°^

''°^'

been revoked or cancelled, as aforesaid, or that such person is

wrongfully in possesssion of Indian lands, shall grant an order

requiring the purchaser, lessee or jx-rson in possession to de-

liver up the same to the Superintendent General, or person by
him authorized to receive such possession.

3. The order shall have the same force as a writ of habere Effect.

facias 'possessionem, or writ of possession.

4. The sheriff, or any bailiff or person to whom it has been Execution of

entrusted for execution by the Superintendent General, shall °'' ^^•

execute the same in like manner as he would execute such writ

in an action of ejectment or a possessory action.

5. The costs of and incident to any proceedings under this Costa,

section or any part thereof shall be paid by any party to such

proceedings or by the Superintendent General, as the judge

or magistrate orders. R.S., c. 43, s. 47; 54-55 V., c. 30, s. 3.

Rent.

63. Whenever any rent payable to the Crown on any lease Enforcing

of Indian lands is in arrear, the same may be recovered,— payment of
rent ciuG to

(a) by warrant of distress issued by the Superintendent the Crown.

General or any agent or officer appointed under this Part
and authorized by the Superintendent General to act in

such cases, and with like proceedings thereon as in ordi-

nary cases of landlord and tenant directed to any person

or persons by him named therein ; or

(b) by warrant of distress, and with like proceedings there-

on as in case of a distress warrant by a justice of the

peace for non-payment of a pecuniary penalty issued by
him and directed as aforesaid ; or

(c) by action of debt, as in ordinary cases of rent in arrear-,

brought therefor in the name of the Superintendent
General.

2. Demand of rent shall not be necessary in any case. R.S., No demand

C. 43, S. 48. required.

Powers of Superintendent General.

64. Wlien by law or by any deed, lease or agreement re- To act

lating to Indian lands, any notice is required to be given, or ^^^^^""7

any act to be done by or on behalf of the Crown, such notice the Crown,

may be given and act done by or by the authority of the Super-
intendent General, R.S., c. 43, s. 49.

65. Whenever it is found that, by reason of false survey or Cases of

error in the books or plans in the Department of Indian Affiiirs.
j^eficiency of

or in the late Indian branch of the Department of the Interior,

1463 any
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Compensa-
tion.

any grant, sale or appropriation of land is deficient, or whenever

any parcel of land contains less than the quantity of land men-

tioned in the patent therefor, the Superintendent General may
order the purchase money of so much land as is deficient with

the interest thereon from the time of the application therefor

to be paid to the original purchaser in land or money as the

Superintendent General directs.

2. If the land has passed from the original purchaser, and

the claimant Avas ignorant of a deficiency at the time of his

purchase, the Superintendent General may order payment as

aforesaid of the purchase money for so much of the land as is

deficient which the claimant has paid.

Limitation of 3. ]^o such claim shall be entertained unless application is

^hlm!''^ made within five years from the date of the patent, and unless

the deficiency is equal to one-tenth of the whole quantity

described as contained in the particular lot or parcel of land

granted. E.S., c. 43, s. 52.

Game laws, 66. The Superintendent General may, from time to time,

by public notice, declare that, on and after a day therein

named, the laws respecting game in force in the province of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or the Territories, or

respecting such game as is specified in such notice, shall apply

to Indians within "the said province or Territories, as the case

may be, or to Indians in such parts thereof as to him seems

expedient. 53 V., c. 29, s. 10.

Witnesses 6'?. The Superintendent General, his deputy, or other per-

^mm!fned ^*^^ specially authorized by the Governor in Council, shall have

and examin- power, bv subpcpna issucd by him, to require any person to ap-

pear before him, and t'o bring with him any papers or writings

relating to any matter affecting Indians, and to examine such

person under oath in respect to any such matter.

2. If any person duly summoned by subpoena as aforesaid

neglects or refuses to appear at' the time and place specified in

the subpoena, or refuses to give evidence or to produce the

papers or writings demanded of him, the Superintendent Gen-

eral, his deputy or such other person may, hj warrant under

his hand and seal, cause such person so refusing or neglecting

to be taken into custody and to be imprisoned in the nearest

common gaol as for contempt of court, for a period not exceed-

ing fourteen days. 50-51 V., c. 33, s. 2.

Patents.

Patents, how 68. Every patent for Indian hinds shall be prepared in the

pared ^Tgncd ^^f^pa^^"'^'"*^ *^^ Indian Affairs, and shall be signed by the

and rcKis- Superintendent General or liis deputy or by some other person
tered.

thcrcunto specially authori/.ed by order of the Governor in

Council, and, when so signed, shall be registered by an officer

specially aj)pointed for that ])urpose by the Ilegistrar General,

1404 and
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oath
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and then transmitted to the Secretary of State of Canada, .by

whom, or by the Under Secretary of State, the same shall be

countersigned and the Great Seal thereto caused to be affixed: i'roviso.

Provided that every such patent for land shall be signed by
the Governor or by the Deputy Governor appointed under this

Part for that purpose. R.S., c. 43, s. 45.

69. On any application for a patent by the heir, assignee Patent to

or devisee of the original purchaser from the Crown, the Super- ^^^^^ .assignee

intendent General may receive proof, in such manner as he or devisee

directs and requires, in support of any claim for a patent, ^^ ^r^'iKht""

when the original purchaser is dead; and upon being satisfied thereto,

that the claim has been equitably and justly established, may
allow the same, and cause a patent to issue accordingly: Pro-

vided that nothing in this section shall limit the right of a Proviso,

person claiming a patent to land in the province of Ontario

to make application at any time to the Commissioner, under

the Act respecting claims to lands in Upper Canada for which

no patents have been issued, being chapter eighty of the Con-

solidated Statutes of Upper Canada. K.S., c. 43, s. 45.

70. Whenever letters patent have been issued to or in the Cancellation

name of the wrong person, through mistake, or contain any
f/^tlrs""^*^"^

clerical error or misnomer, or wa-ong description of any mate- patent,

rial fact therein, or of the land thereby intended to be granted,

the Superintendent General, if there is no adverse claim, may
direct the defective letters patent to be cancelled, and a minute

of such cancellation to be entered in the margin of the registry

of the original letters patent, and correct letters patent to be

issued in their stead.

2. Such correct letters patent shall relate back to the date of Issue of

those so cancelled, and have the same effect as if issued at the f°7hdr°"^^
date of such cancelled letters patent. R.S., c. 43, s. 50. stead.

11. In all cases in which grapts or letters patent have inconsistent

issued for the same land, inconsistent with each other, through
fhrsame°^

error, and in all cases of sales or appropriations of the same land.

land, inconsistent with each other, the Superintendent General

may, in cases of sale, cause a repayment of the purchase money,

with interest.

2. When the land has passed from the original purchaser, Compensa-

or has been improved before a discovery of the error, the *^"^
cas'^^^'

Superintendent General may, in substitution, assign land or

grant a certificate entitling the person to purchase Indian lands

of such value, and to such extent as he deems just and equit-

able under the circumstances: Provided that no such claim
p^. ..^

shall be entertained unless it is preferred within five years

from the discovery of the error. R.S., c. 43, s. 51.

72. Whenever patents for Indian lands have issued through Certain

fraud or in error or improvidence, the Exchequer Court of courts may

14G5 Canada
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issued in

error, etc.

Effect of
registry of

decree.

Practice in

such cases.

Chap. 81. Indians. Part I.

Canada or a superior court in any province may, in respect of

lands situate within its jurisdiction, upon information, action,

bill or plaint, respecting such lands, and upon hearing the

parties interested, or upon default of the said parties after such

notice of proceeding as the said courts shall respectively order,

decree such patents to be void; and, upon a registry of such

decree in the Department of Indian Affairs, such patents shall

be void to all intents.

2. The practice in such cases shall be regulated by orders,

from time to time, made by the said courts respectively. K.S.,

c. 43, s. 53; 53 V., c. 29, s. 5.

Licenses to

cut trees,

by whom
and how to

be granted.

Timber Lands.

73. The Superintendent General, or any officer or agent

authorized by him to that effect, may grant licenses to cut trees

on ungranted Indian lands, or on reserves at such rates and

subject to such conditions, regulations and restrictions, as are,

from time to time, established by the Governor in Council, and

such conditions, regulations and restrictions shall be adapted

to the locality in which such reserves or lands are situated.

R.S., c. 43, s. 54.

For what
time.

As to error

in descrip-

tion, etc.

License must
describe
lands and
kind of

trees to be
cut.

To vest pro-

perty in

trees cut.

Risrhts of

licensee as to

treapaBsers.

74. No license shall be so granted for a longer period than

twelve months from the date thereof; and if, in consequence

of any incorrectness of survey or other error or cause whatso-

ever, a license is found to comprise land included in a license

of a prior date, or land not being reserve, or ungranted Indian

lands, the license granted shall be void in so far as it comprises

such land, and the holder or proprietor of the license so ren-

dered void shall have no claim upon the Crown for indemnity

or compensation by reason of such avoidance. R.S., c. 43, s. 55.

75. Every license shall describe the lands upon which the

trees may be cut, and the kind of trees which may be cut, and

shall confer, for the time being, on the licensee the right to take

and keep possession of the land so described, subject to such

regulations as are made.

2. Every license shall vest in the holder thereof all rights

of property in all trees of the kind specified, cut within the

limits of the license during the term thereof, whether such trees

are cut by the authority of the holder of such license or by any

other person, with or without his consent.

3. Every license shall entitle the holder thereof to seize, in

revendication or otherwise, such trees and the logs, timber or

other product thereof, if found in the possession of any un-

authorized person, and also to institute any action or suit

against any wrongful possessor or trespasser, and to prosecute

all trespassers and other offenders to punishment, and to recover

damages, if any.

1400 4.
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4. All proceedings pending at tlic cx])iration of any license Continuing

may be continued to final termination, as if the license had not proceedmEs.

expired. 01 V., c. 34, s. 4.

76. Every person who obtains a license shall, at the expira- Return to

tion thereof, make to the officer or agent granting the same,
|'i^,eng^e^^

^^

or to the Superintendent General, a return of the number and
kinds of trees cut, and of the quantity and description of saw-

logs, or of the number and description of stick^ of square or

other timber, manufactured and carried away under such

license, which return shall be sworn to by the holder of the

license or his agent, or by his foreman.

2. Every person who refuses or neglects to make such return. Effect of

or who evades, or attempts to evade, any regulation made by
"n'^fke^^gnch

the Governor in Council in that behalf, shall be held to have cut return,

without authority, and the timber or other product made shall

be dealt with accordingly. R.S., c. 43, s. 57.

77. All trees cut, and the logs, timber or other ]^roduct Trees cut

thereof, shall be liable for the payment of the dues thereon, p"ociucr^

so long as and wheresoever the same, or any part thereof, are liable for

found, whether in the original logs or manufactured into deals, due"*^"

boards or other stuff.

2. All officers or agents entrusted with the collection of such May be"

dues may follow and seize and detain the same wdierever they
l^'f^-^

j"^

are found until the dues are paid or secured. U.S., c. 43,

s. 58.

78. No instrument or security taken for dues, either before Security

or after the cutting of the trees, as collateral security, or to t**^^" ^^r

.
«/

'

dues not to
facilitate collection, shall in any way affect the lien for such affect lien,

dues, but the lien shall subsist until the said dues are actually

discharged. E.S., c. 43, s. 59.

79. If any timber so seized and detained for non-payment Sale of

of dues remains more than twelve months in the custody of ^^'/^^^ timber
. ,

-^ niter certain
the agent or person appomted to guard the same, without the delay.

dues and expenses being paid, the Superintendent General may
order a sale of the said timber to be made after sufficient notice.

2. The net proceeds of such sale, after deducting the amount Proceeds.

of dues, expenses, and costs incurred, shall be handed over to

the owner or claimant of such timber, uj^on his applying there-

for and proving his right thereto. R.S., c. 43, s. 60.

80. Any officer or agent acting under the Superintendent Seizure of

General may seize or cause to be seized in His Majesty's name
^^fth^out*

any logs, timber, wood or other products of trees, or any trees authority,

themselves, cut wdthout authority on Indian lands or on a re-

sei've, wherever they are found, and place the same under proper

custody until a decision can be had in the matter from com-

petent authority. 50-51 V., c. 33, s. 6.

1467 81.
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Presumption
of law in
case of
mixture of
timber cut
on Indian
]ands or
reserves,
with timber
cut else-

where.

81. When the logs, timber, wood, or other products of trees,

or the trees themselves cut without authority on Indian lands

or on a reserve, have been made up or intermingled with other

trees, wood, timber, logs, or other products ot trees into a crib,

dram or raft, or in any other manner, so that it is difficult to

distinguish the timber cut on Indian lands or on a- reserve with-

out license, from the other timber with which it is made up or

intermingled, the whole of the timber so made up or inter-

mingled shall be held to have been cut without authority on
Indian lands or on a reserve, and shall be seized and forfeited

and sold by the Superintendent General or any officer or agent

acting under him, unless evidence satisfactory to him is adduced
showing the probable quantity not cut on Indian lands or on a

reserve. 50-51 V., c. 33, s. 7.

Seizins 82. Every officer or person seizing trees, logs, timber or

commai^^'^ Other products of trees in the discharge of his duty under this

assistance in Part may, in the name of the Crown, call in any assistance

necessary for securing and protecting the same. R.S., c. 43,

s. 64.

name of

Crown.

Burden of
proof, in
certain
cases, to be
on claimant.

Condemna-
tion in

default of
notice of
claim.

Sale.

Proceedings
for trial of
validity of
seizure.

R.S., 1000.

83. Whenever any trees, logs, timber or other product of

trees are seized for non-payment of Crown dues, or for any
other cause of forfeiture, or whenever any prosecution is

brought in respect of any penalty or forfeiture under this Part,

and any question arises whether said dues have been paid or

whether the trees, logs, timber or other product were cut on
lands other than any of the lands aforesaid, the burden of

proving payment, or on what land the same were cut, as the

case may be, shall lie on the owner or claimant and not on the

officer who seizes the same, or the person who brings such prose-

cution. R.S., c. 43, s. 65.

84. All trees, logs, timber or other product of trees seked
under this Part shall be deemed to be condemned unless the

person from whom they are seized, or the owner thereof within

one month from the day of the seizure, gives notice to the seizing

officer, or nearest officer or agent of the Superintendent General

that he claims, or intends to claim them, and unless wdthin one
month from the day of giving such notice he initiates, in some
court of competent jurisdiction, proceedings for the purpose of

establishing his claim.

2. In default of such notice and initiation of proceedings,

the officer or agent seizing shall report the circumstances to the

Superintendent General, who may order the sale by the said

officer or agent of such trees, logs, timber or other products.

01 v., c. 34, s. 5.

85. Any judge of any superior, county or district court, or

any stijK-ndiary magistrate, ])olico magistrate or Indian agent,

may, in a summary way, under the provisions of Part XV. of

the Criminal Code, try and determine such seizures; and may,
1408 . pending
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pending the trial, order the delivery of the trees, or the logs, Delivery on
timber or other product to the alleged owner, on receiving ^-^6^^^
security by bond, with two good and sufficient sureties, first

approved by the said agent, to pay double the value of such
trees, logs, timber or other product, in case of their con-
demnation.

2. Such bond shall be taken in the name of the Su|>erintend- Bond to be

ent General, for His Majesty, and shall be delivered up to and ^''^"•

kept by the Superintendent General.

3. If such seized trees, logs, timber or other product are con- Value of

dcmned, the value thereof shall be paid forthwith to the Super-
tr"e'^/]^„"^e

intendent General or agent, and the bond cancelled, otherwise paid to the

the penalty of such bond shall be enforced and recovered. R.S., f^^lgn"'
C. 43, S. 67. General.

86. Every one who avails himself of any false statement or Forfeiture of

false oath to evade the pavment of dues under this Part, shall timber for

forfeit the timber in respect of which the dues are attempted to to evade

be evaded. E.S., c. 43, s. 68. payment.

Management of Indian Moneys.

81. All moneys or securities of any kind applicable to the Indian

support or benefit of Indians, or any iDand of Indians, and aH ™onevs to be
^ ^ lie dealt with as

moneys accrued or hereaiter to accrue from the sale of ari\- heretofore.

Indian lands or the proceeds of any timber on any Indian lands

or a reserve shall, subject to the provisions of this Part, be

applicable to the same purposes, and be dealt with in the same
manner as they might have been applied to or dealt with but

for the passing of this Part. R.S., c. 43, s. 69.

88. The Governor in Council may reduce the purchase Reduction

money due or to become due on sales of Indian lands, or re- Q^ne^.^du^^

duce or remit the interest on such purchase money, or reduce on sales of

the rent at which Indian lands have been leased, when he con-
•'^"^'^'^ lands,

siders the same excessive.

2. A return setting forth all the reductions and remissions Returns of

made under this section during the fiscal year shall be sub- reductions to

mitted to both Houses of Parliament within twenty days after

the expiration of such year, if Parliament is then sitting, and,

if Parliament is not then sitting, within twenty days after

the opening of the next ensuing session of Parliament. 58-59

Y:., c. 35, \ 8.
^^

89. With the exception of such sum not exceeding fifty per investment

centum of the proceeds of any land, and not exceeding ten per and manage-

centum of the proceeds of any timber or other property, as is indianVnds

po-reed at the time of the surrender to be paid to the members may be
& ,1. ii'i/-( • /^ •! regulated ny

of the band interested therein, the Governor m Council may. Governor in

subject to the provisions of this Part, direct how and in what Council,

manner, and by whom, the moneys arising from the disposal

of Indian lands, or of property held or to be held in trust for

1469 Indians,
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In what par-
ticulars.

Indians, or timber on Indian lands or reserves, or from any
other source for the benefit of Indians, shall be invested from
time to time, and how the payments or assistance to which the

Indians are entitled shall be made or given.

2. The Governor in Council may provide for the general

management of such moneys, and direct what percentage or
proportion thereof shall be set apart, from time to time, to

cover the cost of and incidental to the management of reserves,

lands, property and moneys under the provisions of this Part,

and may authorize and direct the expenditure of such moneys
for surveys, for compensation to Indians for improvements or

any interest they had in lands taken from them, for the con-

struction or repair of roads, bridges, ditches and watercourses

on such reserves or lands, for the construction and repair of

school buildings and charitable institutions, and by way of con-

tribution to schools attended by such Indians. 6 E. VII.,

c. 20, s. 1.

90. The Governor in Council may, with the consent of a

band, authorize and direct the expenditure of any capital

moneys standing at the credit of such band, in the purchase

of land as a reserve for the band or as an addition to its re-

serve, or in the purchase of cattle for the band, or in the con-

struction of permanent improvements upon the reserve of the

band, or such works thereon or in connection therewith as, in

his opinion, will be of permanent value to the band, or will,

when completed, properly represent capital. 5Y-58 V., c. 32,

s. 11.

Proceeds of 91. The proceeds arising from the sale or lease of any

^a^i toutn- Indian lands, or from the timber, hay, stone, minerals or other

ister of valuables thereon, or on a reserve, shall be paid to the Min-
Finance. .^^^^ ^^ Finance to the credit of the Indian fund. E.S., c. 43,

s. 71.

Power of
Governor in

Council as

to direction
of expendi-
ture of capi-

tal of band.

Powers of

Sup't. Gen'l.
92. The Superintendent General may,

—

(a) stop the payment of the annuity and interest money of

as well as deprive of any participation in the real property

of the band, any Indian who is proved, to the satisfaction

of the Superintendent General, guilty of deserting his

family, or of conduct justifying his wife or family in

separating from him, or who is separated from his family

bv imprisonment, and apply the same towards the support

of the wife or family of such Indian ; or,

(h) stop the payment of the annuity and interest money

of any Indian parent of an illegitimate child, and apply

the same to the support of such child ; or,

(c) stop the payment of tlic annuity and interest money of,

as well as deprive of any ])articipation in the real property

of the band, any woman who deserts her husband or family

and lives immorally with another man, and apply the

same to the support of the family so deserted ; or,

1470 (d)
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(d) whenever sick or disabled, or aged or destitute Indians
are not provided for by the band of which they are mem-
bers, furnish sufficient aid from the funds of the band for
the relief of such sick, disabled, aged or destitute Indians.
E.S., c. 43, s. 74; 61 V., c. 34, ss. 7 and 8.

Election of Chiefs.

93. Whenever the Governor in Council deems it advisable Governor in
for the good government of a band, to introduce the elective Council may

system of chiefs and councillors or headmen, he may provide Ktion ^S
that the chief and councillors or headmen of any band shall chiefs.

be elected, as hereinafter provided, at such time and place as

the Superintendent General directs; and they shall in such
case be elected for a term of three years.

2. The councillors or headmen may be in the proportion of Councillors

two for every two hundred Indians. or headmen.

3. No band shall have more than one chief and fifteen coun- Numbers,

cillors or headmen.
4. Any band composed of at least thirty members may have a Band of 30

chief. 61 v., c. 34, s. 9.

94. Life chiefs and councillors or headmen now living
^j, ^^ present

may continue to hold rank until death or resignation, or until life chiefs,

their removal by the Governor in Council for dishonesty, in-

temperance, immorality or incompetency.

2. In the event of the Governor in Council providing that Election

the chief and councillors or headmen of a band shall be elected, required for

the life chiefs and councillors or headmen shall not exercise powers^
°

powers as such unless elected under the provision aforesaid.

61 v., c. 34, s. 9.

95. An election may be set aside by the Governor in Council, Reason for

on a report of the Superintendent General, if it is proved bv '^•hich an

two witnesses before the Indian agent for the locality, or such be set'aiTd^e^

other person as is deputed by the Superintendent General to

take evidence in the matter, that fraud or gross irregularitv

was practised at the said election.

2. Every Indian who is proved guilty of such fraud or irree-u- -d •
i,

.
*'

.
-^

^ -\ 1 T • xunisnment
larity, or connivance thereat, may be declared ineligible for of fraud at

re-election for a period not exceeding six years, if the Governor
^'^^*^'°°-

in Council, on the report of the Superintendent General, so

directs. 61 V., c. 34, s. 9.

96. Any elected or life chief and any councillor or head- Grounds on

man, or any chief or councillor or headman chosen accordino- ^^'''ch chief,

to the custom of any band, may, on the ground of dishonesty, deposed."

intemperance, immorality or incompetency, be deposed by the

Governor in Council and declared ineligible to hold the office

of chief or councillor or headman for a period not exceeding
three years. 61 V., c. 31, s. 9.
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Chiefs to
make regula-
tions as to

schools.

Denomina-
tions.

Minority.

Regulations to he made by Chiefs.

97. The chief or chiefs of any band in council may, sub-

ject to confirmation by the Governor in Council, make rules

and regulations as to the religious denomination to which the

teacher of the school established on the reserve shall belong.

2. If the majority of the band belongs to any one religious

denomination, the teacher of the school established on the

reserve shall belong to the same denomination.
3. The Protestant or Catholic minority of any band may,

with the approval of and under regulations made by the Gov-
ernor in Council, have a separate school established on the

reserve. E.S., c. 43, s. 76.

Other cases.

Health.

Order.

Intemper-
ance.

Trespass.

Roads, etc.

School
houses.

Pounds.

Locating of

land.

Weeds.

Governor in

Council may
provide for
punishment
for violation

Limit of

penalty.

Criminal
Code to

apply.

Tjjabilitv of

IndiruiH to

taxation.

98. The chief or chiefs of any band in council may like-

wise and subject to such confirmation, make rules and regula-

tions as to,

—

(a) the care of the public health

;

(h) the observance of order and decorum at assemblies of

the Indians in general council, or on other occasions

;

fc) the repression of intemperance and profligacy

;

(d) the prevention of trespass by cattle, and the protection

of sheep, horses, mules and cattle

;

(e) the construction and maintenance of watercourses,

roads, bridges, ditches and fences

;

(f) the construction and repair of school houses, council

houses and other Indian public buildings, and the attend-

ance at school of children between the ages of six and
fifteen years

;

(g). the establishment of pounds and the appointment of

pound-keepers

;

(h) the locating of the band in their reserves, and the

establishment of a register of such locations

;

(i) the repression of noxious weeds.

2. The Governor in Council may by the rules and regula-

tions aforesaid provide for the imposition of punishment by
fine, penalty or imprisonment, or both for violation of any of

such rules or regulations.

3. The fine or penalty shall in no case exceed thirty dollars,

and the imprisonment shall in no case exceed thirty days.

4. The proceedings for the imposition of such punishment

shall be taken under Part XV. of the Criminal Code. R.S.,

c. 43, s. 7G.

Taxation.

99. So Indian or non-treaty Indian shall be liable to be

taxed for anv icil or ]iersonal property, unless he holds, in

liis individual right, real estate under a lease or in fee simple,

or ])('rsonal pro])erty outside of the reserve or special reserve,

in which case he shall \>r liable to be taxed for such real or

1472 ]iers()nal
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personal property at the same rate as other persons in the
locality in which it is situate. U.S., c. 43, s. 77.

100. No taxes shall be levied on the real property of any As to taxes

Indian, acquired under the enfranchisement clauses of this ^f an'^en^^'^^

Part, until the same has been declared liable to taxation by pro- franchised

clamation of the Governor in Council, published in the Canada ° ^^"'
'

Gazette. U.S., c. 43, s. 77.

101. All land vested in the Crown or in any person in trust Exemption

or for the use of any Indian or non-treaty Indian or any band tIoJ[|

or irregular band of Indians or non-treaty Indians shall be

exempt from taxation, except those lands which, having been
surrendered by the bands owning them, though unpatented, have
been located by or sold or agreed to be sold to any person ; and,

except as against the Crown and any Indian located on the land,

the same shall be liable to taxation in like manner as other

lands in the same locality: Provided that nothing herein con-

tained shall interfere with the right of the Superintendent

General to cancel the original sale or location of any land, or

shall render such land liable to taxation until it is again sold or

located. 51 V., c. 22, s. 3.

Legal Rights of Indians.

102. i^o person shall take any security or otherwise obtain No lien or

any lien or charge, whether by mortgage, judgment or otherwise, charge to be

upon real or personal property of any Indian or non-treaty property of

Indian, except on real or personal property subject to taxation Indians,

under the last three preceding sections: Provided that any
person selling any article to an Indian or non-treaty Indian may
take security on such article for any part of the price thereof

which is unpaid. R.S., c. 43, s. 78.

103. Indians and non-treaty Indians shall have the right to As to rights

svie for debts due to them, or in respect of any tort or wrone of action by
^ ^ */ o indidns.

inflicted upon them, or to compel the performance of oblig-ations

contracted with them: Provided that, in any suit or action

between Indians, or in any case of assault in which the offender

is an Indian, no appeal shall lie from any judgment, order or

conviction by any police magistrate, stipendiary magistrate, or

two justices of the i>eace or an Indian agent, when the sum
adjudged or the penalty imposed does not exceed ten dollars.

.
R.S., c. 43, s. 79.

104. No pawm taken from any Indian or non-treaty Indian Things

for any intoxicant shall be retained by the person to whom such pawned by

pawn is delivered ; but the thing so pawned may be sued for and intoxicants

shall be recoverable, with costs of suit, in any court of com- "o* to ^'^

petent jurisdiction by the Indian or non-treaty Indian who
pawned the same. II.S., c. 43, s. 80.

93 1473 105.
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Exemption
from seizure.

Traffic in

presents and
property
restricted.

Animals,
farming im-
plements,
etc., deemed
presents.

Sale, etc.,

null and
void.

105. iSTo presents given to Indians or non-treaty Indians,

and no property purchased or acquired with or by means of any

annuities granted to Indians, or any part thereof, and in the

possession of any band of such Indians, or of any Indian of any

band or irregular band, shall be liable to be taken, seized or dis-

trained for any debt, matter or cause whatsoever.

2. ^o such presents or property shall, in the province of

Manitoba, British Columbia, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or in

the Territories be sold, bartered, exchanged, or given by any

band or irregular band of Indians, or any Indian of any such

band to any person or Indian other than an Indian of such

band.

3. Animals given to Indians under treaty stipulations, and

the progeny thereof, and farming implements, tools and any

other articles given to Indians under treaty stipulations shall

be held to be presents within the meaning of this section,

4. Every such sale, barter, exchange or gift shall be null and

void unless such sale, barter, exchange or gift is made with the

written assent of the Superintendent General or his agent.

K.S., c. 43, s. 81; 53 V., c. 29, s. 7.

possession

any person
may be
seized.

Presents, un- 106. If any presents given to Indians or non-treaty Indians,
lawfully in

^ ^^ ^^^ property purchased or acquired with or by means of any

annuities granted to Indians, are or is unlawfully in the posses-

sion of any person, within the true intent and meaning of the

last preceding section, any person acting under the authority

of the Superintendent General may, with such assistance in

that behalf as he thinks necessary, seize and take possession of

the same, and shall deal therewith as the Superintendent Gen-

eral directs. U.S., c. 43, s. 81.

Special ap-

plication of

this Part.

Enfrarichisenient.

107. The provisions of this Part respecting enfranchise-

ment of Indians shall not apply to any band of Indians in the

province of Manitoba, British Columbia, Saskatchewan or

Alberta, or the Territories, except in so far as such provisions

are, by proclamation of the Governor in Council, from time to

time, extended to any band of Indians in any of the said pro-

vinces or territories. R.S., c. 43, s. 82.

Proceedings
for enfran-
chisement.

108. Whenever any male Indian or unmarried Indian

woman, of the full age of twenty-one years, makes application

to the Superintendent General to be enfranchised, the Super-

intendent General shall instruct the agent of the band of which

the applicant is a menil)er, to call upon the latter to furnish a

c(!rtificate, under oath, before a judge of any court of justice,

by the priest, clergyman or minister of the religious denomina-

tion to whicli the applicant belongs, or by a stipendiary magis-

trate or two justices of the peace, to the effect that to the best

of the knowledge and kdief of the deponent or deponents, the

1 174 applicant
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applicant for enfranchisement is, and has been for at least five

years previonslj, a person of good moral character, temperate
in his or her habits, and of sufficient intelligence to he qualified

to hold land in fee simple, and otherwise to exercise all the
rights and privileges of an enfranchised person. U.S., c. 43,
s. 83.

109. Upon receipt of such a certificate, the agent shall, To be sub-

with the least possible delay, submit the same to a council. of ^^,nc?ilf
the band of which the applicant is a member; and he shall then band,

inform the Indians assembled at such council, that thirty days
will be given within which affidavits made before a judge or a
stipendiary magistrate will be received, containing reasons, if

any there are, of a personal character affecting the applicant,

why such enfranchisemerit should not be granted to the appli-

cant. K.S., c. 43, s. 84.

110. At the expiration of the thirty days aforesaid, the Affidavits to

agent shall forward to the Superintendent General all affidavits |^ ^^"^^
*"

which have been filed with him in the case, as well as one made tendent

by himself before a judge or a stipendiary magistrate, con- ^^"eral.

taining his reasons for or against the enfranchisement of the

applicant.

2. If the Superintendent General, after examining the evi- Location

dence, decides, in favour of the applicant, he may grant to the ticket to be

applicant a location ticket for the land occupied by him or her

as a probationary Indian, or for such proportion thereof as

appears to the Superintendent General fair and proper. R.S.,

c. 43, s. 85.

111. Every Indian who is admitted to the degree of doctor Certain

of medicine, or to any other degree, by any university of learn- educational

ing, or who is admitted, in any province of Canada, to practise to confer en-

law, either as an advocate, a barrister, solicitor or attorney, or ^^"chise-

a notary public, or who enters holy orders, or who is licensed

by any denomination of christians as a minister of the gospel,

may, upon petition to the Superintendent General, ipso facto

become and be enfranchised under this Part, and he shall then

be entitled to all the rights and privileges to which any other

member of the band to which he belongs w^ould be entitled if

he was enfranchised under the provisions of this Part.

2. The Superintendent General may give him a suitable Allotment in

allotment of land from the lands belonging to the band of which ^^^^ ^'''^^•

he is a member: Provided that, if he is not the recognized

holder of a location on the reserve by ticket or otherwise, he

shall first obtain the consent of the band and the approval of

the Superintendent General to such allotment. R.S., c. 43,

s. 86.

112. After the expiration of three years, or, if the con- Patent may

duct of such Indian has not been satisfactory, after such longer issue after

^ wy>TK •! probation.
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Conditions.

Compliance
not neces-

sary.

period as the Superintendent General deems necessary, the

Governor in Council may, on the report of the Superintendent
General, order the issue of letters patent, granting to such

Indian the land in fee simple, which has been allotted to him
by location ticket.

2. Such letters patent shall contain a provision that such

Indian shall not have power to sell, lease or otherwise alien-

ate the land except with the sanction of the Governor in

Council.

3. In such cases compliance with the provisions of this Part

respecting leases or surrender of lands in a reserve shall not

be necessary. R.S., c. 43, s. 87.

Wife' and
minor child-

ren also en-

franchised.

Enfranchised 113. Every sucli Indian shall, before the issue of such

decki" *name letters patent, declare to the Superintendent General the name
chosen and and surname by which he wishes to be enfranchised and there-

Ban^°°^° after known, and, on his receiving such letters patent, in such

name and surname, he shall be held to be enfranchised, and he

shall thereafter be known by such name or surname; and, if

such Indian is a married man, his wife and minor unmarried

children shall also be lifild to be enfranchised.

2. From the date of such letters patent, the provisions of

this Part and of any Act or law making any distinction be-

tween the legal rights, privileges, disabilities and liabilities of

Indians and those of His Majesty's other subjects, shall cease

to apply to such Indian, or his wife or his minor unmarried

children, and he and they shall no longer be deemed Indians

within the meaning of the laws relating to Indians, except in

so far as regards their right to participate in the annuities and

interest moneys, and rents and councils of the band to which

they belonged. R.S., c. 43, s. 88.

Children 114. Any children of a probationary Indian, who, having
attaining \)cen miuors and unmarried when the probationary ticket was

Uy beSre^''^ granted to such Indian, arrive at the full age of twenty-one
their J'^jjer's ^g^^g before the letters patent are issued to such Indian, may,

5xpires°" at the discretion of the Governor in Council, receive letters

patent in their own names, subject to the same restrictions and

reservations as are contained in the letters patent issued to their

parent, for their respective shares of the land allotted under the

said ticket, at the same time that letters patent are granted to

their parent. R.S., c. 43, s. 88.

Children
found un-
qualified or

heinf? mar-
ried.

115. If any Indian child who arrives at the full age of

twenty-one years, during his or her parent's probationary

period, is not qualified for enfranchisement, or if any child of

such parent, who was a minor at the commencement of such

period, is married during such period, a quantity of land equal

to the share of such child shall be deducted, in such manner as

the Superintendent General directs, from the allotment made to

1476 such
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such Indian parent on receiving his probationary ticket. E.S.,
c. 43, s. 88.

116. The chihlren of any widow who becomes either a pro- Children of

bationary or enfranchised Indian shall be entitled to the same !^'idow en-

privilegcs as those of a male head of a family in like circum-
^^^^ '^^ '

stances. R.S., c. 43, s. 90.

117. Whenever any member of a band, for three years Payment to

immediately succeeding the date on which he was granted letters ii"'iyifiu''il

patent upon his enfranchisement as aforesaid, or for any longer share of

period that the Superintendent General deems necessary, by his ^^oneys of

exemplary good conduct and management of property proves

that he is qualified to receive his share of the moneys of such

band, the Governor in Council may, on the report of the Super-

intendent General to that effect, order that the said Indian be

paid his share of the capital funds at the credit of the band,

or his share of the principal of the annuities of the band,

estimated as yielding five per centum out of such moneys as are

provided for the purpose by Parliament.

2. If such Indian is a married man he shall be paid his wife's Married

and minor unmarried children's shares of such funds and prin- ™?" ''^"d

cipal moneys, and if such Indian is a widow, she shall also be shares.

paid her minor unmarried children's shares. 58-59 V., c. 35,

s. 4.

118. The unmarried children of such married Indians who, Shares of

during the probationary period for payment of such moneys """jamed

become of age, if qualified by the character for integrity, moral- full age.

ity and sobriety which they bear, shall receive their o>vti share

of such moneys, when their parents are paid.

2. If not so qualified, before they receive payment of such Probationary

moneys, they must themselves pass through the probationary
re"°re(j

period. 58-59 V., c. 35, s. 4.

119. All such Indians, and their unmarried minor children, Enfranchise-

who are paid their shares of the principal moneys of their band,
^dhidual

as aforesaid, shall thenceforward cease, in every respect, to be Indians so

Indians of any class within the meaning of this Part, or Indians shares"^
within the meaning of any other Act or law. 58-59 V., c. 35,

s. 4. •

120. If any probationary Indian fails in qualifying to jf Indian

become enfranchised, or dies before the expiration of the re- ^^ils to

quired probation, his claim, or the claim of his heirs, to the dies before

land for which a probationarv ticket was granted, or the claim expiration

T n TT T "
I- X 1

•
1 • 1 • 01 probatioH.

o± any unqualified Indian, or ot any Indian who marries during

his or her parent's probationary period, to the land deducted

under the operation of this Part from his or her parent's pro-

bationary allotment, shall, in all respects, be the same as that

1477 conferred
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conferred by an ordinary location ticket under this Part. R.S.,

c. 43, s. 89.

Rules for 121. In allotting land to probationary Indians, the quantity

knds'to pro- ^^ ^^ allotted to the head of a family shall be in proportion to

bationary the number of such family, compared with the total quantity of
n lans.

land in the reserve, and the whole number of the band : Pro-
Proviso, vided that the Superintendent General may determine what

quantity shall be allotted to each member for enfranchisement

purposes, and that each female of any age, and each male under

fourteen years of age, shall receive at least one-half the quantity

allotted to each male of fourteen years of age and over. U.S.,

c. 43, s. 91.

Indians not 122. Every Indian who is not a member of the band, and

the band every non-treaty Indian, who, with the consent of the band and
permitted to ([^q approval of the Superintendent General, has been permitted

reserve. ' to reside upon the reserve, or to obtain a location thereon, may,

on being assigned a suitable allotment of land by the Superin-

tendent General for enfranchisement, become enfranchised on

the same terms and conditions as a member of the band : Pro-

vided that such enfranchisement shall not confer upon such

Indian any right to participate in the annuities, interest moneys,

rents or councils of the band.

2. Such enfranchisement shall confer upon such Indian the

same legal rights and privileges, and make such Indian subject

to such disabilities and liabilities as affect His Majesty's other

subjects. E.S., c. 43, s. 92.

Effect of

enfranchis-
ing.

franchised.

Provision 123. If any band, at a council summoned for the purpose

decides that according to their rules, and held in the presence of the Super-
all its mem- •ii;itendent General, or an agent duly authorized by him to

become en- attend sucli council, decides to allow every member of the band
who chooses, and who is found qualified, to become enfran-

chised, and to receive his or her share of the principal moneys
of the baud, and sets apart for each such member a suitable

allotment of land for the purpose, any applicant belonging to

such band, or the wife and children of any such applicant, may,

after such decision, be dealt with as provided in the foregoing

provisions respecting enfranchisement and the payment to

enfranchised Indians of their shares of the capital funds at

the credit of the band or of the estimated principal of the

annuities of the band to which they are entitled. 58-59 V.,

c. 35, s. 5.

Offences and Penalties.

124. Every person, or Indian other than an Indian of the

band, who, without the authority of the vSuporintendent Gen-

eral, resides or hunts upon, occupioe or uses any land or marsh,

or who resides upon or occupies any road, or allowance for

1478 road.

Residinp!,

etc., upon
any renerve
without
authority.
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road, running through any reserve belonging to or occupied

by such band shall be liable, upon summary conviction, to im-

prisonment for a term not exceeding one month or to a penalty

not exceeding ten dollars and not less than five dollars, with Penalty,

costs of prosecution, half of which penalty shall belong to the

informer. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 2.

125. Any person or Indian who, being lawfully required Refusing^,to r6IT10V6

by an Indian agent, a chief of the band occupying a reserve, from reserve

or a constable,—
of chiT"'^

(a) to remove with his family, if any, from tlie land, marsh,

road, or allowance for road upon which he is or has settled

or is residing or hunting, or which he occupies ; or,

(b) to remove his cattle from such land or marsh; or,

(c) to cease fishing in any marsh, river, stream or creek on

or running through a reserve ; or,

(d) to cease using, occupying, settling or residing upon
any land, river, stream, creek, marsh, road or allowance
for a road in a reserve;

fails to comply with such requirement, shall, upon summary
convict>ion, be liable to a penalty of not less than five dollars Penalty.

and not more than ten dollars for every day during which such
failure continues, and, in default of payment, to be imprisoned
for a term not exceeding three months. 54-55 V., c. 30 s, 1.

126. Every Indian, not being an Indian of the band, who. Shooting or

in the case where shooting privileges over a reserve or part of ^^^""2 »"
n 1

• • •! •
1 , ^ . reserved

a reserve, or fishing privileges m any marsh, pond, river, territory.

stream or creek upon or running through a reserve, have, wdth
the consent of the Indians of the band, been leased or granted
to any person, and, in such case, every person not, under such
lease or grant, entitled so to do, who hunts, shoots, kills or

destroys any game animals or birds, or who fishes for, takes,

catches or kills any fish to which such exclusive privilege ex-

tends, upon the reserve or part of a reserve, or in any marsh,
pond, river, stream or creek covered by such lease or grant,

shall, in addition to any other penalty or liability therebv in-

curred, be liable, on summary conviction, for every such offence

to a penalty not exceeding ten dollars and not less than five Penalty,

dollars, and, in default of payment, to imprisonment for anv
term not exceeding one month. 54-55 V., c. 30, s. 4.

127. Every person, or Indian, other than an Indian of the Trespassing

band to which the reserve belongs, who, without the license in on reserves

writing of the Superintendent General, or of some officer or or removing

person deputed by him for that purpose, cuts, carries away or

removes from any of the lands, roads or allowances for roads

in a reserve, any of the trees, saplings, shrubs, underwood,
tiimber, cordwood or part of a tree, or hay, or removes anv
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Trees.

Timber,

Stone, soil,

minerals.

Punishment
in case of

default of
payment.

Issue of

warrant, etc

Committal
in default

of distress.

Application
of penalties.

of the stone, soil, minerals, metals or other valuables from the

said lands, roads or allowances for roads, shall, on summary
conviction thereof before any stipendiary magistrate, police

magistrate or any two justices of the peace or an Indian agent,

incur in each case the costs of prosecution and,

—

(a) for every tree he cuts, carries away or removes, a pen-

alty of twenty dollars

;

(b) for cutting, carrying away or removing any of the sap-

lings, shrubs, underw^ood, timber, cordwood or part of a

tree or hay, if under the value of one dollar, a penalty of

four dollars; and, if over. the value of one dollar, a penalty

of twenty dollars

;

(c) for removing any of the stone, soil, minerals, metals,

or other valuables aforesaid, a penalty of twenty dollars.

2. In default of immediate payment of the said penalties and

costs, such magistrate, justices of the peace, or Indian agent

may issue a warrant directed to any person or persons by him

or them named therein, to levy the amount of the said penalties

and costs by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the

person or Indian liable to pay the same, or may, without pro-

ceeding by distress and sale, upon non-pajanent of such penal-

ties and costs, order the person or Indian liable therefor to be

imprisoned in the common gaol of the county or district in

which the said reserve or any part thereof lies for a term not

exceeding thirty days, if the penalty does not exceed twenty

dollars, or for a term not exceeding three months, if the penalty

exceeds twenty dollars.

3. The Superintendent General, or such other officer or per-

son as he shall authorize in that behalf may issue the warrant

on any such conviction ; or may, without proceeding by dis-

tress and sale, make such order upon such conviction as such

magistrate, justices of the peace or Indian agent could make;
and similar proceedings may be had upon the warrant so issued

as if it had been issued by the magistrate, justices of the peace

or Indian agent before whom the person was convicted.

4. If upon the return of any warrant for distress and sale,

the amount thereof has not been made, or if any part of it re-

mains unpaid, such magistrate, or justices of the peace, or

Indian agent, or the Superintendent General, or such other

officer or person as aforesaid, may commit the person in default

to the common gaol, as aforesaid, for a term not exceeding thirty

days, if the sum claimed upon the said warrant does not exceed

twenty dollars, or for a term not exceeding three months if the

sum exceeds twenty dollars.

5. All such jjcnalties shall be paid to the Minister of Finance,

and shall be disposed of for the use and benefit of the band of

Indians for whose benefit the reserve is held, in such manner as

the Governor in Council directs. KS., c. 43, s. 26; 53 V.,

c. 20, s. 3.
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128. Every Indian of the band who, without the license in Indians

writing of the Superintendent General, or of some officer or JJ'pgJjgg^^gg.

person deputed by him for that purpose,

—

passing on

(a) cuts, carries away or removes from land in a reserve held

by another Indian under a location title or by an Indian
otherwise recognized by the Department as the occupant
thereof any of the trees, cordwood, or part of a tree, sap-

lings, shrubs, underwood, timber or hay thereon, or removes
from such land any of the stone, soil, minerals, metals or

other valuables ; or,

(h) cuts, carries away or removes from any portion of the

reserve of his band, for sale and not for the immediate use

of himself and his family any trees, timber, cordwood or

part of a tree, saplings, shrubs, underwood or hay thereon,

or removes any of the stone, soil, minerals, metals or other

valuables therefrom, for sale, as aforesaid ; or,

(c) unless with the consent of the band and the approval of

the Superintendent General, cuts or uses any pine or large

timber for any purpose other than for building on his own
location or farm

;

shall incur the penalties provided in the last preceding section penalty.

in respect to Indians of other bands and other persons.

2. The same proceedings may be had for the recovery thereof Proceedings

as are provided for in the said section. 50-51 V., c. 33, s. 4. ^"^ recovery.

129. Every person who buys or otherwise acquires from Buying from

any Indian or band or irregular band of Indians in the pro- Indians con-

vince of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or the Territories, regulations

any grain, root crops or other produce contrary to regulations ?^ Governor

made by the Governor in Council in that behalf, shall, on sum-

mary conviction before a stipendiary magistrate, police magis-

trate or two justices of the peace or an Indian agent, be liable

to a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars, or to imprison- Penalty,

ment for a term not exceeding three months, or to both. U.S.,

c. 43, s. 30.

130. Every person who cuts, carries away or removes from Cutting and

any reserve or special reserve, any hard or sugar-maple tree or removing

sapling, or buys or otherwise acquires from any Indian or non- reserve °con-

treaty Indian, or other person, any hard or sugar-maple tree or *^^^^ J?
^y '

. ,
^ ^ ^

1 /• regulations
sapling so cut, carried away or removed ironi any reserve or of Governor

special reserve in the province of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or '° Council.

Alberta, or the Territories, contrary to regulation made in that

behalf by the Governor in Council, shall, on summary convic-

tion before a stipendiary magistrate, police magistrate, or two

justices of the peace or an Indian agent, be liable to a penalty
pg^JJ^]ty

not exceeding one hundred dollars or to imprisonment for a

term not exceeding three months, or to both. U.S., c. 43, s. 32.
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Trading
without
license.

Penalty.

131. Every person being,

—

(a) an official or employee connected with the inside or out-

side service of the Department of Indian Affairs ; or,

(b) a missionary in the employ of any religious denomina-

tion, or otherwise employed in mission work among
Indians ; or,

(c) a school teacher on an Indian reserve; and,

(d) in the province of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta,

or the Territories

;

who, on a reserve, without the special license in writing of the

Superintendent General, trades with any Indian or directly or

indirectly sells to him any goods or supplies, cattle or other

animals, shall be liable to a fine equal in amount to double the

sum received for the goods, supplies, cattle or other animals sold,

and, in addition, to the costs of prosecution before a police

magistrate, a stipendiary magistrate, a justice of the peace or

the Indian agent for the locality where the offence occurs.

53 v., c. 29, s. 10; 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 10.

Cutting trees

or assisting

in cutting
trees on
Indian lands.

Confers no
property or

right to re-

muneration.

If trees can-

not be
seized.

Penalty.

Recovery of

penalty.

Proof of

authority.

What shall

be sufficient
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132. If any person without authority, cuts or employs,

or induces any other person to cut, or assists in cutting any

trees of any kind on Indian lands or on any reserve, or removes

or carries away, or employs, or induces or assists any other

person to remove or carry away any trees of any kind so cut

from any Indian lands or reserve, he shall not acquire any right

to the trees so cut, or any claim to any remuneration for cutting

or preparing the same for market, or conveying the same to or

towards market.

2. When the trees or logs or timber or any products thereof

have been removed, so that the same cannot, in the opinion

of the Superintendent General, conveniently be seized, he shall,

in addition to the loss of his labour and disbursements, incur

a penalty of three dollars for each tree, rafting stuff excepted,

which he is proved to have cut or caused to be cut or carried

away.

3. Such penalty shall be recoverable with costs at the suit

and in the name of the Superintendent General or resident

agent in any court having jurisdiction in civil matters to the

amount of the penalty.

4. In all such cases, it shall be incumbent on the person

charged to prove his authority to cut.

5. The averment of the person seizing or prosecuting that

he is duly employed under the authority of this Part shall

be sufficient proof thereof, unless the defendant proves the

contrary. R.S., c. 43, s. 01.

Buying or
acquiring
presents
given to

IrulianB.

133. Every person or Indian other than an Indian of the

band who, without the written consent of the Superintendent

General or his agent, the burden of proof concerning which

shall be on the accused, buys or otherwise acquires any presents

1482 civen
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given to Indians or non-treaty Indians, or any property pur-

chased or acquired with or by means of any annuities granted

to Indians or any part thereof, is guilty of an offence, and
liable on summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding two hun- Penalty,

dred dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six

months. R.S., c. 43, s. 81 ; 53 V., c. 29, s. 6.

134, Every agent for the sale of Indian lands who, within Land sale

his division, directly or indirectly, except under an order of
chasing"'^

the Governor in Council, purchases any land which he is Indian land,

appointed to sell, or becomes proprietor of or interested in any
such land, during the time of his agency shall forfeit his office

and incur a penalty of four hundred dollars for every such Penalty,

offence, recoverable in an action of debt by any person who
sues for the same. R.S., c. 43, s. 110.

135. Every one who by himself, his clerk, servant or agent, Every

and every one who in the employment or on the premises of
^^^^^^

another directly or indirectly on any pretense or by any

device,

—

(a) sells, barters, supplies or gives to any Indian or non- Selling

treaty Indian, or to any person male or female who is intoxicants
*/ 1- ^Q xiiu.i3.ns.

reputed to belong to a particular band, or who follows the

Indian mode of life, or any child of such person any intoxi-

cant, or causes or procures the same to be done or attempts

the same or connives thereat; or,

(b) opens or keeps or causes to be opened or kept on any Opening and

reserve or special reserve a tavern, house or buildinc: in keeping a
tcivern on 3.

which any intoxicant is sold, supplied or given ; or, reserve.

(c) is found in possession of any intoxicant in the house, Having in-

tent, wigwam, or place of abode of any Indian or non-
{j'-g^'^oggeg.^^

treaty Indian or of any person on any reserve or special sion in house

reserve, or on any other part of any reserve or special
Indian,

reserve ; or,

(d) sells, barters, supplies or gives to any person on any Selling

reserve or special reserve any intoxicant

:

intoxicants
on reserve,

shall, on summary conviction before any judge, police magis-

trate, stipendiary magistrate, or two justices of the peace or

Indian agent, be liable to imprisonment for a term not exceed- Penalty,

ing six months and not less than one month, with or without

hard labour, or to a penalty not exceeding three hundred dol-

lars and not less than fifty dollars with costs of prosecution,

or to both penalty and imprisonment in the discretion of the

convicting judge, magistrate, justices of the peace or Indian

agent.

2. A moiety of every such penalty shall belong to the in- Application

former or prosecutor, and the other moiety thereof to His °^ penalty.

Majesty to form part of the fund for the benefit of that body

of Indians or non-treaty Indians with respect to one or more
1483 members
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Commander
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members of which the offence was committed. 51 V., c. 22,

s. 4; 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 6.

136. The commander or person in charge of any steamer

or other vessel, or boatj from or on board of which any intoxi-

cant has been sold, bartered, exchanged, supplied or given to

any Indian or non-treaty Indian, shall, on summary conviction

before any judge, police magistrate, stipendiary magistrate

or two justices of the peace, or Indian agent, be liable to a

penalty not exceeding three hundred dollars and not less than

fifty dollars for each such offence, with costs of prosecution,

and in default of immediate payment of such penalty and

costs, any person so convicted shall be committed to any com-

mon gaol, house of correction, lock-up or other place of confine-

ment by the judge, magistrate or two justices of the peace, or

Indian agent, before whom the conviction has taken place, for

a term not exceeding six months and not less than one month,

with or without hard labour,, or until such penalty and costs

are paid.

2. The penalty shall be applied as provided in the last pre-

ceding section. R.S., c. 43, s. 95.

IST. Every Indian or non-treaty Indian who makes or

manufactures any intoxicant, or w^ho has in his possession, or

concealed, or who sells, exchanges with, barters, supplies or

gives to any other Indian or non-treaty Indian, any intoxicant,

shall, on summary conviction before any judge, police magis-

trate, stipendiary magistrate or two justices of the peace, or

Indian agent, be liable to imprisonment for a term not exceed-

ing six months and not less than one month, with or without

hard labour, or to a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars

and not less than twenty-five dollars, or to both penalty and

imprisonment, in the discretion of the convicting judge, magis-

trate, or justices of the peace or Indian agent. R.S., c. 43,

s. 96.

Exception in 138. No penalty shall be incurred when the intoxicant is

fi^^La^ made use of in case of sickness under the sanction of a medical

man or under the directions of a mmistor of religion.

Proof. 2. The burden of proof that the intoxicant has been so made

use of shall be on the accused. R.S., c. 43, s. 98 ; 53 V., c. 29,

Arrest with-
out warrant
(if any per-

Hon or
Indian with
IntoxicantR.

Penalty.

139. Any constable or peace officer may arrfest without

warrant any person or Indian found gambling, or drunk, or

with intoxicants in his possession, on any part of a reserve,'

and may detain him until he can be brought before a justice

ot the peace, and such person or Indian shall be liable upon

summary conviction to imf)risonment for a term not exceed-

ing three months or to a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars

1484 and
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and not less than ten dollars, with costs of prosecution, half of
which pecuniary penalty shall belong to the informer. 57-58
v., c. 32, s. 7.

140. The keg, barrel, case, box, package or receptacle from Kegs, etc.,

which any intoxicant has been sold, exchanged, bartered, sup- !" ^'^.''^^

plied or given, as well that in which the original supply was a^r^cL^'^^ed

contained as the vessel wherein any portion of such original r^j.^j
^°'"'

supply was supplied as aforesaid, and the remainder of the
contents thereof, if such barrel, keg, case, box, package, recep-
tacle or vessel aforesaid, respectively, can be identified; and
any intoxicant imported, manufactured or brought into and
upon any reserve or special reserve, or into the house, tent,

wigwam or place of abode, or on the person of any Indian or
non-treaty Indian, or suspected to be upon any reserve or spe-

cial reserve, may be searched for under a search warrant in Search,

that behalf granted by any judge, police magistrate, stipen-

diary magistrate or justice of the peace, and, if found, seized Seizure,

by any Indian superintendent, agent or bailiff, or other officer

connected with the Department of Indian Affairs, or by any
constable, wheresoever found on such land or in such place or

on the person of such Indian or non-treaty Indian.

2. On complaint before any judge, police magistrate, sti- Destruction

pendiary magistrate, justice of tlie peace or Indian agent, he °' ^^^^' ^*^-

may, on evidence that this Act has been violated in respect of

any sucn intoxicant or of any such keg, barrel, case, box, pack-

age, receptacle or vessel, or contents thereof, declare the same
forfeited, and cause the same to be forthwith destroyed.

3. Such judge, magistrate, justice of the peace or Indian Indian or

agent may condemn the Indian or person in whose possession Person found
^F '• X 1 i. Ij. J. T 1 1 T

'° possession
the same is found to pay a penalty not exceeding one hundred to be pun-

dollars and not less than fifty dollars, and the costs of prosecu-
^^'^*'*^-

tion ; and, in default of immediate payment, the offender mav ^°'^
^^''

be committed to any common gaol, house of correction, lock-up

or other place of confinement, with or without hard labour,

for any term not exceeding six months, and not less than two
months, unless such penalty and costs are sooner paid.

4. A moiety of such penalty shall belong to the prosecutor, Application

and the other moiety to His Majesty for the purpose herein- °^ penalty,

before mentioned. U.S., c. 43, s. 100.

141. If it is proved before any judge, police magistrate, Vessels used

stipendiary magistrate or two justices of the peace, or Indian
jntoxilant^

agent, that any vessel, boat, canoe or conveyance of anv for Indians,

description, upon the sea or sea-coast, or upon any river, lake or fgited and
stream, is employed in carrying any intoxicant, to be supplied sold.

to Indians or non-treaty Indians, such vessel, boat, canoe or
conveyance so employed may be seized and declared forfeited,

as in the last preceding section mentioned, and sold, and the
proceeds thereof paid to His Majesty for the purpose herein- Proceeds,

before mentioned. R.S., c. 43, s. 101.

1485 142.
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142. Every article, chattel, commodity or thing in the pur-

chase, acquisition, exchange, trade or barter of which, in

violation of this Act, the consideration, either wholly or in part,

is an intoxicant, shall be forfeited to His Majesty and may be

seized, as is hereinbefore provided in respect to any receptacle

of any intoxicant, and may be sold, and the proceeds thereof

paid to His Majesty, for the purpose hereinbefore mentioned.

KS., c. 43, s. 102.

143. Every person who introduces any intoxicant at any

council or meeting of Indians held for the purpose of dis-

cussing or assenting to a release or surrender of a reserve or

portion thereof or for the purpose of assenting to the issuing

of a license, and every agent or officer employed by the Superin-

tendent General, or by the Governor in Council, who introduces,

allows or countenances by his presence the use of such intoxi-

cant among such Indians during the week before or at or the

week after such council or meeting, shall incur a penalty of

two hundred dollars recoverable by action in any court of com-

petent jurisdiction.

2. A moiety of such penalty shall belong to the informer.

R.S., c. 43, s. 103.

144. Every Indian who is found in a state of intoxication

shall be liable on summary conviction thereof to imprison-

ment for any term not exceeding one month, or to a penalty

not exceeding thirty dollars and not less than five dollars, or

to both penalty and imprisonment, in the discretion of the

convicting judge, magistrate, justice of the peace or Indian

agent. 50-51 V., c. 33, s. 10.

cated
Indian.

Arrest with- 145. Any constable or other peace officer may, without
out warrant warrant arrest any Indian or non-treaty Indian found in a

state of intoxication, and convey him to any common gaol,

house of correction, lock-up, or other place of confinement,

there to be kept until he is sober; and such Indian or non-

treaty Indian shall, when sober, be brought for trial before

any judge, police magistrate, stipendiary magistrate, or justice

of the peace or Indian agent. 50-51 V., c. 33, s. 10.

146. If any Indian or non-treaty Indian who has been

80 convicted, refuses, upon examination, to state or give infor-

mation of the person from whom, the place where, and the time

when he procured such intoxicant, and if from any other

Indian or non-treaty Indian, then, if within his knowledge,

from whom, where and when such intoxicant was originally

procured or received, he shall be liable to imprisonment as

aforesaid for a further period not exceeding fourteen days, or

to an additional penalty not exceeding fifteen dollars and not

less than three dollars, or to both penalty and imprisonment,

1486 in
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in the discretion of the convicting judge, magistrate, justice

of the peace or Indian agent. R.S., c. 43, s. 105.

147. Every agent who knowingly and falsely informs, or Agent giving

causes to be informed, any person applying to him to purchase formation
any land within his division and agency, that the same has as to lands,

already been purchased, or who refuses to permit the person so

applying to purchase the same according to existing regulations,

shall be liable therefor to the person so applying, in the sum Penalty,

of five dollars for each acre oi land which the person so apply-

ing offered to purchase, recoverable by action of debt in any
court of competent jurisdiction. R.S., c. 43, s. 109.

148. Every person who, after public notice by the Super- Sale, etc.. of

intendent General prohibiting the sale, gift, or other disposal ^ll^^pro?"
to Indians in any part of the province of Manitoba, Saskatche- bibited.

wan or Alberta, or the Territories, of any fixed ammunition or

ball cartridge, without the permission in writing of the Superin-

tendent General, sells or gives, or in any other manner conveys

to any Indian, in the portion of the said provinces or Territories

to which such notice applies, any fixed ammunition or ball

cartridge, shall, on summary conviction before any stipen-

diary or police magistrate or by any two justices of the peace,

or by an Indian agent, be liable to a penalty not exceeding two Penalty,

hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding

six months, or to both penalty and imprisonment, within the

limits aforesaid, at the discretion of the court before which the

conviction is had. U.S., c. 43, s. 113.

149. Every Indian or other person who engages in, or Celebrating

assists in celebrating or encourages either directly or indirectly ^^^"tivities,

another to celebrate any Indian festival, dance or other cere- ceremonies

mony of which the giving away or paying or giving back of present'? are

money, goods or articles of any sort forms a part, or is a feature, made, or

whether such gift of money, goods or articles takes place before, mutilated,

at, or after the celebration of the same, or who engages or assists

in any celebration or dance of which the wounding or mutila-

tion of the dead or living body of any human being or animal

forms a part or is a feature, is guilty of an indictable offence

and is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six Penalty,

months and not less than two months: Provided that nothing

in this section shall be construed to prevent the holding of any
agricultural show or exhibition or the giving of prizes for

exhibits thereat. 58-59 V., c. 35, s. 6.

150. Every fine, penalty or forfeiture imder this Act, ex- Application

cept so much thereof as is payable to an informer or person °^ penalties,

suing therefor, shall belong to His Majesty for the benefit of the

band of Indians with respect to which or to one or more mem-
bers of which the offence was committed, or to which the

1487 offender,
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Governor in offender, if an Indian, belongs: Provided that the Governor in

^°T-^th™^^ Council may from time to time direct that the same be paid to

same other- any provincial, municipal or local authority which wholly or in
^^^^'

part bears the expense of administering the law under which

such fine, penalty or forfeiture is imposed, or that the same be

applied in any other manner deemed best adapted to attain the

objects of such law or to secure its due administration, and may
in case of doubt decide what band is entitled to the benefit of

any such fine, penalty or forfeiture. 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 9.

Evidence and Procedure.

Evidence of 151. Upon any inquest, or upon any inquiry into any mat-

Indhin may ^er involving a criminal charge, or upon the trial of any crime
be received qj. oifence whatsoever or by whomsoever committed, any court,
on his solenin ., ,. .• ^• •

i. ^ j
affirmatioa. judge, jx)lice or stipendiary magistrate, recorder, coroner, jus-

tice of the peace or Indian agent, may receive the evidence of

any Indian or non-treaty Indian, who is destitute of the

knowledge of God or of any fixed and clear belief in religion,

or in a future state of rewards and punishments, without admin-

istering the usual form of oath to any such Indian or non-treaty

Indian, as aforesaid, upon his solemn aflirmation or declaration

to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, or

in such form as is approved by such court, judge, magistrate^

recorder, coroner, justice of the peace or Indian agent, as most

binding on the conscience of such Indian or non-treaty Indian.

RS., c. 43, s. 120.

Substance of 152. In the case of any inquest, or upon any inquiry into

Indian^lo° be any matter involving a criminal charge, or upon the trial of any
reduced to crime or oft'ence whatsoever, the substance of the evidence or

Sned!^
^^ information of any such Indian or non-treaty Indian, as afore-

said, shall be reduced to writing and signed by the Indian, by

mark if necessary, giving the same, and verified by the signa-

ture or mark of the person acting as interpreter^ if any, and by

the signature of the judge, magistrate, recorder, coroner, justice

of the peace, Indian agent or person before whom such evidence

or information is given. R.S., c. 43, s. 121.

Indian to be 153. The court, judge, magistrate, reco-rder, coroner, justice

cautioned
^^f |.j^g peace or Indian agent shall, before taking any such evi-

truth. dence, information or examination, caution every such Indian

or non-treaty Indian, as aforesaid, that he will be liable to incur

punishment if he does not tell the truth, the whole truth and

nothing but the truth. U.S., c. 43, s. 122.

EfTcct of 154. Every solemn affirmation or declaration, in whatsoever
Pf.ifinn form made or taken, by any Indian or non-treaty Indian, as

of^'lndian" aforesaid, sliall be of the same force and effect as if such Indian

or non-treaty Indian had taken an oath in the usual form. K.S.,

c. 43, s. 124.
1488 155.
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155. The written declaration or examination so made, taken Written

and verified, of any such Indian or non-treaty Indian, as afore- '^^^laration,

said, may be lawfully read and received as evidence upon the dian may
trial of any criminal proceeding M'hen under the like circum- b« "^^^^ '"

stances the written affidavit, examination, dejxiHition or confes-

sion of any person might be lawfully read and received as

evidence.

2. Copies of any records, documents, books or papers belong- Certified

ing to or deposited in the Department, attested under the signa- reTords^offi-

ture of the Superintendent General or of the Deputy of the cial papers.

Superintendent General, shall be evidence in all cases in which evidence.
^

the original records, documents, books or papers would be

evidence. U.S., c. 43, ss. 123 and 130.

156. In any order, writ, warrant, summons and proceeding Xame of

whatsoever made, issued or taken by the Superintendent Gen-
^plrj^^^^^. j,g

eral, or any officer or person by him deputed as aforesaid, or entered in

by any stipendiary magistrate, police magistrate, justice of the i^VrTarn"*^
peace or Indian agent, it shall not be necessary to insert or cases,

express the name of the person or Indian summoned, arrested,

distrained upon, imprisoned or otherwise proceeded against

therein, except when the name of such person or Indian is

truly given to or known by the Superintendent General, or

such officer or person, or such stipendiary magistrate, police

magistrate, justice of the peace or Indian agent.

2. If the name is not truly given to or known by him, he ^y^at de-

may name or describe the person or Indian by any part of the scription

•^P 1 Ti- • X TT-1- shall suffice.
name oi such person or Indian given to or known by nim.

3. If no part of the name is given to or known by him, he where name

may describe the person or Indian proceeded against in any unknown,

manner by which he may be identified.

4. All such proceedings containing or purporting to give the Prima facie

name or description of any such person or Indian, as afore- sufficient,

said, shall prima facie be sufficient. R.S., c. 43, s. 28.

157. All sheriffs, gaolers or peace officers, to whom any Execution of

such process is directed by the Superintendent General, or by order of

any officer or person by him deputed as aforesaid, or by any tendent'

stipendiary magistrate, police magistrate, justice of the peace *^^"?L^'
^^

or Indian agent, and all other persons to whom such process is gaolers.' etc.

directed with their consent, shall obey the same ; and all other

officers shall, upon reasonable requisition so to do, assist in the

execution thereof. R.S., c. 43, s. 29.

158. In all cases of encroachment upon, or of violation of His Majes-

trust respecting any special reserve, proceedings may be taken P''^ "'"^I"?
*°

in the name of His Majesty, in any superior court, notwith- certain cases,

standing the legal title is not vested in His Majesty. R.S.,

c. 43, s. 36.
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alt^as"^ustice
^ ^^* ^^^7 ji^^^^g© of a court, judge of sessions of the peace,

or two ius- recorder, police magistrate or stipendiary magistrate, shall
tices of the

\xg^yQ full power to do alone whatever is authorized bv this Part
peace.

i i i
• •

to be done by a justice of the peace or by two justices of the

peace. R.S., c. 43, s. 115.

Jurisdiction 160. Any recorder, police magistrate or stipendiary maffis-
in citv or

, , • %. i j- i: • • • t- j.- j. j.
- -x

town to give trate, appointed lor or having jurisdiction to act m any city or
iiirisdiction town shall, with respect to offences and matters under this

ing county Part, have and exercise j'urisdiction over the whole county or
or district, union of counties or j'udicial district in which the city or town

for which he has been appointed or in which he has j'urisdic-

tion is situate. R.S., c. 43, s. 116.

Indian agent 161. Everv Indian agent shall for all the purposes of this
fi/p Officio 1^ cj i 1

justice of Act or of any other Act respecting Indians, and with respect
the peace. ^q

(a) any offence against the provisions of this Act or any
other Act respecting Indians ; or,

(b) any offence against the provisions of the Criminal Code
respecting the inciting of Indians to commit riotous acts;

or,

(c) any offence by any Indian or non-treaty Indian against

any of the provisions of those parts of the Criminal Code
relating to vagrancy and offences against morality;

Jurisdiction, be ex officio a j'ustice of the peace and have the power and
authority of two justices of the peace, anywhere within the

territorial limits of his jurisdiction as a justice, as defined in

his appointment or otherwise defined by the Governor in Coun-

cil, whether the Indian or non-treaty Indian charged with or

in any way concerned in or affected by the offence, matter or

thing to be tried, investigated or dealt with, is or is not within

his ordinary jurisdiction, charge or supervision as an Indian

agent. 58-59" V., c. 35, s. 7.

Rnecial juria- 162. In the provinces of Manitoba, British Columbia,
diction. Saskatchewan and Alberta, and in the Territories, every Indian

agent shall, for all such purposes and with respect to any such

offence, be ex officio a justice of the peace and have the power

and authority of two justices of the peace, whether or not the

territorial limits of his jurisdiction as a justice, as defined in his

appointment or otherwise defined as aforesaid, extend to the

place where he may have occasion to act as such justice or to

exercise such power or authority, and whether the Indians

charged with or in any way concerned in or affected by the

offence, matter or thing, to be tried, investigated or otherwise

dealt with, are or are not within his ordinary jurisdiction,

charge or supervision as Indian agent. 58-59 V., c. 35, s. 7.
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163. If any Indian is convicted of any crime punishable Indian im-

by imprisonment in a penitentiary or other place of confine-
S^'recelve^a^n-

ment, the costs incurred in procuring such conviction, and in puity while

carrying out the various sentences recorded, may be defrayed
""P^son^'^-

by the Superintendent General, and paid out of any annuity
or interest coming to such Indian, or to the band, as the case
may be. K.S., c. 43, s. 118.

General.

164. ISTo Indian or non-treaty Indian resident in the pro- Indians not

vince of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or the Territories, capable of

shall be held capable of having acquired or of acquiring a home- homestead,

stead or pre-emption right under any Act respecting Dominion
lands, to a quarter-section, or any parcel of land in any surveyed
or unsurveyed lands in the said provinces or territories, or the

right t^ share in the distribution of any lands allotted to half-

breeds: Provided that, Proviso.

(a) he shall not be disturbed in the occupation of any plot Occupation

on which he had permanent improvements prior to his di°sturbed^

becoming a party to any treaty with the Crown

;

(b) nothing in this section shall prevent the Superintendent May be com-

General, if found desirable, from compensating any Indian fmproTC^-
^°^

for his improvements on such a plot of land, without ments.

obtaining a formal surrender thereof from the band ; and,

(c) nothing in this section shall apply to any person who Section not

withdrew from any Indian treaty prior to the first day of certain^

October, in the year one thousand eight hundred and Indians,

seventy-four. R.S., c. 43, s. 126.

165. Where shooting privileges over a reserve or part of Shooting and

a reserve, or fishing privileges thereon have, with the consent leges"^

^""'^^

of the Indians of the band, been leased or granted to any person,

it shall not be lawful for any person, not under such lease or

grant entitled so to do, or for any Indian other than an Indian

of the band, to hunt, shoot, kill or destroy any game animals

or birds, or to fish for, take, catch or kill any fish to which such

exclusive privilege extends, upon the reserve or part of a reserve.

54-55 v., c. 30, s. 4.

166. At the election of a chief or chiefs, or at the granting How and by

of anv ordinary consent required of a band under this Part, ^^'hom chiefs
' ' 31*6 to DG

those entitled to vote at the council or meeting thereof shall be elected,

the male members of the band, of the full age of twenty-one

years ; and the vote of a majority of such members, at a council

or meeting of the band summoned according to its rules, and
held in the presence of the Superintendent General, or of an

agent acting under his instructions, shall be sufficient to deter-

mine such election or grant such consent. R.S., c. 43, s. 127.

94^ 1491 167.
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How consent 167. If any band has a council of chiefs or councillors,

anv ordinary consent required of the band may be granted by

a vote of a majority of such chiefs or councillors, at a council

summoned according to its rules, and held in the presence of

the Superintendent General or his agent. R.S., c. 43, s. 128.

may be
granted, if

band has
council.

No intoxi- 168. No one shall introduce any intoxicant at any council

iXodice?at or meeting of Indians held for the purpose of discussing or^ of

any Indian assenting to a release or surrender of a reserve or portion
council meet-

^-^^^^^^^ ^^ f^^. ^j^g purpose of assenting to the issuing of a

timber or other license. -R.S.^ c. 43, s. 103.

Before whom
affidavits are

to be made
under this

Act.

169. All affidavits required under this Act or intended

to be used in reference to any claim, business or transaction

in connection with Indian affairs, may be taken before the

judge or clerk of any county or circuit court, or any justice

of the peace, or any commissioner for taking affidavits* in any

court, or the Superintendent General, or the deputy of the

Superintendent General, or any inspector of Indian agencies,

or any Indian agent, or any surveyor duly licensed and sworn,

appointed by the Superintendent General to inquire into, or

to take evidence, or report in any matter submitted to or pend-

ing before the Superintendent General, or if made out of

Canada, before the mayor or chief magistrate of, or the British

consul in, any city, town or municipality, or before any notary

public. R.S., c. 43, s. 129.

ITO. All regulations made by the Governor in Council

under this Part shall be published in the Canada Gazette, and

shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament within the first

fifteen davs of the session next after the date thereof. U.S.,

c. 43, s. 131 ; 57-58 V., c. 32, s. 12.

Payments 171. There shall be payable, out of any unappropriated

Innuit*^es\r nioneys forming part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of

Ontario and Canada, for Indian annuities for Ontario and Quebec, twenty-
Quebec,

g^^ thousand six hundred and sixty-four dollars per annum.

R.S., c. 4, s. 5.

Publication
of regula-

tions and
laying
before
Parliament.

PART TT.

Definitions.

' Reserve.'

R.S., 1000.

INDIAN ADVANCEMENT.

Interpretation.

172. In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

(a) ' reserve ' includes two or more reserves, and ' band

'

includes two or more bands imited fpr the purposes of this

Part by the order in council applying it;
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(h) ^ electors ' means the male Indians of the full age of ' Electors.'

twenty-one years resident on any resen-e to which this

Part applies. R.S., c. 44, ss. 1 and 5.

Application of this Part.

173. This Part may be made applicable, as hereinafter Application

provided, to any band of Indians in any of the provinces, or °^ ^^^*-

in the Territories, except in so far as it is herein otherwise
provided. R.S., c. 44, s. 2.

174. Whenever any band of Indians is declared by the When this

Governor in Council to be considered fit to have this Part fppL^^'^''
applied to it, this Part shall so apply from the time appointed
in such order in council. R.S., c. 44, s. 3.

Application of Part I.

175. The provisions of Part I. of this Act shall continue Application

to apply to every band to which this Part is, from time to time, °^ ^^^* ^

declared to apply, in so far only as they are not inconsistent

with this Part : Provided that, if it thereafter appears to the

Governor in Council that this Part cannot be worked satis-

factorily by any band to which it has been declared to apply,

the Governor in Council may by order in council, declare that

after a day named in the order in council, this Part shall no
longer apply to such band, and such band shall thereafter be

subject only to Part I., except that by-laws, rules and regula- As to by-

tions theretofore made under this Part, and not ultra vires of ^^^^*

the chiefs in council under Part I., shall continue in force

until they are repealed by the Governor in Council. U.S.,

c. 44, s. 2.

Division of Reserves.

176. Every reserve to which this Part is to apply may, by Division of

the order in council applying it, be divided into sections, the reserves into

number of which shall not exceed six, and each section shall
^^*^ ^*^°^'

have therein, as nearly as is found convenient, an equal number
of male Indians of the full age of twenty-one years, or, should

the majority of the Indians of the reserve so desire, the whole
reserve may form one section, the wishes of the Indians in

respect thereto being first ascertained in the manner prescribed

in Part I. in like matters, and certified to the Superintendent

General by the Indian agent.

2. The sections shall be distinguished by numbers from one Designation

upwards, and the reserve shall be designated in the order in ^^ ®*<^^-

council as The Indian Reserve, inserting such

name as is thought proper, and the sections shall be designated

by the numbers assigned to them respectively. II.S., c. 44,

s. 4; 53 v., c. 30, s. 1.
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Meeting for

election of

councillors.

Notice of
meeting.

Nominations for Election of Councillors.

177. A meeting of the electors for the purpose of nominat-

ing candidates for election as councillors shall be held between

the hours of ten o'clock in the forenoon and twelve o'clock at

noon, at a place to be appointed by the Indian agent, on a day

being one week previous to the day on which the election of

councillors is to- be held on any reserve as hereinafter pro-

vided.

2. Due notice of such meeting shall be given in the manner
customary in the band for calling meetings for public purposes.

53 v., c. 30, s. 3.

Chairman to
preside.

178. The Indian agent, or in his absence such person as is

appointed by the Superintendent General, or failing such

appointment, a chairman to be chosen by the meeting, shall

preside over such meeting and shall take and keep the minutes

thereof. 53 V., c. 30, s. 3.

Candidates
and their
nomination.

Time of
nomination.

Proceedings
after nomi-
nation.

179. Only Indians nominated at such meeting shall be

recognized as, or- permitted to become candidates for election

as aforesaid; and each nomination to be valid must be made
on the motion of an elector of the section of the reserve for the

representation whereof the nominee is proposed as a candidate,

and the motion must be seconded by another elector of that

section. 53 V., c. 30, s. 8.

180. The nominations of the candidates shall, so far as

practicable, be made consecutively and previously to any

speeches being made by the movers and seconders or by any

other persons, but nominations may be made up to the hour of

twelve o'clock noon. 53 V., c. 30, s. 3.

181. If only one candidate for any councillorship is pro-

posed, the Indian agent or chairman shall, at twelve o'clock

noon, declare such candidate duly elected ; and if two or more

candidates are proposed for any councillorship, an election shall

be held under the provisions of this Part. 53 V., c. 30, s. 3.

Elections.

First election 182. On a day and at a place, and between the hours pre-

of tliTcou'n-
scribed in the order in council, the electors shall meet for the

oil. purpose of electing the members of the council of the reserve.

R.S., c. 44, s. 5.

Who shall

be deemed
elected.

183. One or more members to represent each section of the

reserve, as provided in such order in council, shall be elected by

the electors resident in each section, and the Indian or Indians,

as the case may be, having the votes of the greatest number of

electors for each section, shall be the councillor or councillors,

1494 as
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as the case may he therefor, provided he or they are respectively

possessed of, and living in, a house in the reserve. U.S., c. 44,
E. 5.

184. The agent for the reserve shall preside at the election, Who shall

or in his ahsence some person appointed by him as his deputy,
["hr'elec^t*

with the consent of the Superintendent General, or some person and his

appointed by the Superintendent General may preside at the
p°"*^'^'"^-

said election, and shall take and record the votes of the electors,

and may, subject to appeal to the Superintendent General by
or on behalf of any Indian or Indians who deems himself or

themselves aggrieved by the action of such agent or deputy, or

of such agent or person appointed as aforesaid, admit or reject

the claim of any Indian to be an elector, and may determine
who are the councillors for the several sections, and shall report

the same to the Superintendent General.

2, In any case of an equality of votes at any such election Chairman to

the 'agent or person presiding thereat shall have the casting vote.
^'"'*^ casting

R.S., c. 44, s. 5.
^^ ^•

V Meetings of Council.

185. On a day and at a place, and between the hours pre- First meeting

scribed by the Superintendent General, if the day fixed for f
council-

the same is within eight days from the date at which the council-

lors were elected, the said councillors shall meet and elect one
of their number to act as chief councillor, and the councillor

so elected shall be the chief councillor. U.S., c. 44, s. 6.

186. The council shall meet for the despatch of business. Meetings of

at such place on the reserve anfl at such times as the agent *^^ council,

for the reserve appoints, but wdiicli shall not exceed twelve
times or be less than four times in the year for which it is

elected, and due notice of the time and place of each meeting
shall be given to each councillor by the agent. R.S., c. 44, s. 9.

187. At such meeting of the council the agent for the Agent at

reserve, or his deputy appointed for the purpose with the ?"^''^ '"^^t-

consent of the Superintendent General, shall,

—

ckfties.^^

(a) preside, and record the proceedings

;

(b) control and regulate all matters of procedure and form
and adjourn the meeting to a time named or sine die;

(c) report and certify all by-laws and other acts and pro-

ceedings of the council to the Superintendent General

;

(d) address- the council and explain and advise the mem-
bers thereof upon their powers and duties.

2. E'o such agent or deputy shall vote on any question to be Not to vote.

decided by the council. R.S., c. 44, s. 9.

188. Full faith and credence shall be given in all courts Faith and

and places whatsoever to any certificate given by such agent ciedenee

1495 or
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his certifi-

cat/2.

Votes.

Cliap. 81. Indians. Part 11.

Quorum.

Term of

office.

or deputy under the provisions of paragraph (c) of the last

preceding section. R.S., c. 44, s. 9.

189. Each councillor present shall have a vote on every

question to be decided by the council, and such question shall

be decided by the majority of votes, the chief councillor voting

as a councillor and having also a casting vote, in case the votes

would otherwise be equal.

2. Four councillors shall be a quorum for the despatch of any

business. R.S., c. 44, s. 9.

Term of Office, Vacancies, Etc.

190. The councillors shall remain in office until others are

elected in their stead, and an election for that purpose shall be

held in like manner, at the same place and betjveen the like

hours on the like day, in each succeeding year, if it is not a

Sunday or holiday, in which case it shall be held on the next

day thereafter which is not a Sunday or a holiday.

2. If there is a failure to elect on the day appointed for the

election, the Superintendent General shall appoint another day

on which it shall be held. E.S., c. 44, s. 7.

191. In the event of a vacancy in the council, by the death

or inability to act of any councillor, more than three months

before the time for the next election, an election to fill such

vacancy shall be held by the agent or his deputy, after such

notice to the electors concerned as the Superintendent General

directs, at which only the electors of the section represented

by the councillor to be replaced shall vote, and to such election

the provisions respecting other elections shall apply, so far as

they are applicable.

2. If the councillor to be replaced is the chief councillor,

then an election of a chief councillor shall be held in the

manner already provided, but the day fixed for such election

shall be at least one week after the date when the new councillor

is elected. R.S., c. 44, s. 8.

RemaininK 192. During the time of any vacancy in the council the

councillors remaining councillors shall constitute the council, and they

council!
' " may, in the event of a vacancy in the office, appoint a chief

from among themselves for the time being. R.S., c. 44, s. 8.

Vacancies;
how filled.

In office of
chief coun-
cillor.

Disqualifica-

tions in cer-

tain cases.

193. Every member of a council elected under the provi-

sions of this Part, who is proved to be a habitual drunkard

or to be living in immorality, or to have accepted a bribe, or

to have been guilty of dishonesty or of malfeasance of office

of any kind, shall, on proof of the fact to the satisfaction of

the Suporintondent General, be disqualified from acting as a

member of the council, and shall, on being notified, c^ase

forthwith so to act; and the vacancy occasioned thereby shall
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be filled in the manner hereinbefore provided. R.S., e. 44,

s. 11.

Powers of Council.

194. The council may, by by-law, rule or regulation, ap- Council may

proved and confirmed by the Superintendent General, provide i^ws as to

that the religious denomination to which the teacher or teachers religious

of the school or schools established on the reserve shall belong, tion of

shall be that of the maiority of the Indians resident on the school
• tcncnGr

reserve : Provided that the Protestant or Roman Catholic

minority on the reserve may also have a separate school or

schools, with the approval of and under regulations made by the

Governor in Council.

2. The council may also make by-laws, rules and regula- Also by-laws

tions, approved and confirmed by the Superintendent General, ^^ °'

regulating all or any of the following subjects and purposes,

that is to say:

—

(a) The care of the public health

;

Health.

(h) The observance of order and decorum at elections of Order,

councillors, meetings of the council, and assemblies of

Indians on other occasions, or generally, on the reserve,

by the appointment of constables and erection of lock-up

houses, or by the adoption of other legitimate means

;

(c) The repression of intemperance and profligacy; Intemper-

(d) The subdivision of the land in the reserve, and the
gybdivision

distribution of the same amongst the members of the of reserve,

band ; also, the setting apart, for common use, of wood-

land and land for other purposes

;

(e) The protection of and the prevention of trespass by Trespass,

cattle, sheep, horses, mules and other domesticated ani-

mals ; and the establisnment of pounds, the appointment

of poundkeepers and the regulation of their duties, fees

and charges;

(f) The construction and repairs of school houses, council School

houses and other buildings for the use of the Indians on °"®^®' ^ ^•

the reserve, and the attendance at school of children be-

tween the ages of six and fifteen years

;

(g) the construction, maintenance and improvement of Roads, etc.

roads and bridges, and the contributions, in money or

labour, and other duties of residents on the reserve, in

respect thereof; the size and kind of sleighs to be used on

the roads in the winter season, and the manner in which

the horse or horses or other beasts of burden shall be har-

nessed to such sleighs ; and the appointment of road-

masters and fence-viewers, and their powers and duties

;

(h) The construction and maintenance of watercourses, Water-

ditches and fences, and the obligations of vicinage, the courses, etc.

destruction and repression of noxious weeds and the pre-

servation of the wood on the various holdings, or else-

where, in the reserve

;
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Removal of
trespassers.

lievenue.

Assessments.

Rates.

Payment of

Indian's
share on his

default.

Appeal.

Appropria-
tion of cer-

tain funds.

Penalties
and enforce-
ment
thereof.

Taxes, how
recovered.

Penalty.

Provisions
for tlie iin-

jiosition of

punisliment.

(i) The removal and punishment of persons trespassing

upon the reserve, or frequenting it for improper purposei<

;

(j) The raising of money for any or all of the purposes for

which the council may make hy-laws as aforesaid, by

assessment and taxation of the lands of Indians enfran-

chised, or in possession of lands by location ticket in the

reserve: Provided that the valuation for assessment shall

be made yearly, in such manner and at such times as are

apix)inted by the by-law in that behalf, and be subject to

revision and correction by the agent for the reserve, and

shall come into force only after it has been submitted to

him and corrected, if and as he thinks justice requires, and

approved by him, and that the tax shall be imposed for

the year in which the by-law is made, and shall not exceed

one-half of one per centum on the assessed value of the

land on which it is to be paid ; and provided also that any

Indian deeming himself aggrieved by the decision of the

agent, made as hereinbefore provided, may appeal to the

Superintendent General, whose decision in the matter shall

be final;

(k) The appropriation and payment to the local agent, as

treasurer, by the Superintendent General, of so much of

the moneys of the band as are required for defraying ex-

penses necessary for carrying out the by-laws made by the

council, including those incurred for assistance absolutely

necessary for enabling the council or the agent .to perform

the duties assigned to them;

(I) The imposition of punishment by penalty or by imprison-

ment, or by both, for any violation of or disobedience to

any law, rule or regulation made under this Part, com-

mitted by any Indian of the reserve; but such penalty

shall, in no case, except for non-payment of taxes, exceed

thirty dollars, and the imprisonment shall not exceed thirty

days.

2. If any tax authorized by any by-law, or any part thereof,

is not paid at the time prescribed by the by-law, the amount
unpaid, with the addition of one-half of one per centum
thereof, may be paid by the Superintendent General to the

treasurer out of the share in any money of the band of the

Indian in default ; and, if such share is insufficient to pay the

tax, or any portion thereof so remaining unpaid, the defaulter

shall be deemed to have violated the by-law imposing the tax,

and slmll incur a penalty therefor equal to the amount of the

tax or the balance thereof remaining unpaid, as the case may be.

8. The proceedings for the im]x»sition of any punishment

authorized by this section, or the by-laws, rules or regulations

a])proved and confirmed thereunder, may be taken before one

justice of the peace, under Part XV. of the Criminal Code;

and the amount of any such ])enalty shall be paid over to the
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treasurer of the band to which the Indian incurring it belongs "

for the use of such band.

4. The by-hiws, rules and regulations bj this section author- Approval,
ized to be made shall, when ajDproved and confirmed by the

Superintendent General, have the force of law within and with
respect to the reserve, and the Indians residing thereon. K.S.,

c. 44, s. 10; 53 V., c. 30, s. 2.

Evidence.

195. A copy of any by-law, rule or regulation imder this Proof of

Part, approved by the Superintendent General, and purporting by-laws, etc.

to be certified by the agent for the band to which it relates to

be a true copy thereof, shall be evidence of such by-law, rule or

regulation, and of such approval, without proof of the signature

of such agent; and no such by-law, rule or regulation shall be

invalidated by any defect of form, if it is substantially consist-

ent with the intent and meaning of this Part. P.S., c. 44, s. 12.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King'a
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 82.

An Act respecting the Department of Trade and
Commerce.

1. This Act may be cited as the Department of Trade and Short title.

Commerce Act.

2. There shall be a department of the Government of l^epartment.

Canada, which shall be called the Department of Trade and

Commerce over which the Minister of Trade and Commerce
for the time being, appointed by commission under the Great

Seal, shall preside. 50-51 V., c. 10, s. 1.

3* The Minister of Trade and Commerce shall be a member Minister.

of the King's Privy Council for Canada, shall hold office dur-

ing pleasure and shall have the management and direction of

the Department of Trade and Commerce. 50-51 V., c. 10, s. 1.

4. The Governor in Council may .appoint an officer w^ho Deputy

shall be called the Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce ^linister.

and such other officers and clerks as are required for the proper

conduct of the business of the Department, all of whom shall

hold office during pleasure. 50-51 V., c. 10, s. 2.

5. The duties and powers of the Minister of Trade and Duties of

Commerce shall extend to the execution of laws enacted by the " ^^^^ ^^'

Parliament of Canada, and of orders of the Governor in Coun-
cil, relating to such matters connected with trade and com-

merce generally as are not by law assigned to any other

department of the Government of Canada, as well as to the

direction of all public bodies, officers and servants employed in

the execution of such laws and orders. 50-51 V., c. 10, s. 3.

6. The administration and execution of the following Acts Acts admin-

shall be under the management and direction of the Minister Department
of Trade and Commerce:

—

(a) The Cullers Act

;

(b) The Inspection and Sale Act, with the exception of

Parts VIII., IX. and X. ; and,

(c) The Manitoba Grain Act. 1 E. VII., c. 30, ss. 1, 2 and
3 ; 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 2 ; O.C. 26th Julv, 1901.
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Assignment
of powers.

7. The Governor in Council may, at any time, assign any
other duty or power to the Minister of Trade and Commerce,
and may also assign any of the duties or powers assigned to

or conferred upon the said Minister to the head of any other

department of the Government. 50-51 V., c. 10, s. 4.

Substitution. g. Whenever, under the provisions of this Act, the manage-
ment and direction of any subject is transferred from any other

minister to the Minister of Trade and Commerce, the Minister

of Trade and Commerce shall be substituted for and have all

the powers and perform all the duties of such other Minister,

as defined and provided by the Acts relating to such subject,

and the Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce shall in like

manner be substituted for and have all the duties of the deputy

of such other minister in relation to such subject. 50-51 V.,

c. 12, s. 3 ; 1 E. VII., c. 30, s. 4.

Annual
report.

9. The Minister of Trade and Commerce shall make to

the Governor General an annual report of the proceedings of

the Department which shall be submitted to both Houses with-

in the first twenty-one days of each session of Parliament.

50-51 v., c. 10, s. 5.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 83.

An Act respecting the Grain Trade in the Inspection
District of Manitoba.

SHOET TITLE.

1. This Act mav be cited as the Manitoba Grain Act. Short title.

H3-64 v., c. 39, s. 1.

INTERPRETATION^.

2. Tn this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' operator ' or ' lessee ' includes any buyer of grain ' Operator.'

having allotted to him any storage or working space, 'Lessee.'

or bin or bins in any elevator, warehouse or flat ware-
house

;

(h) 'applicant,' referring to an applicant for cars, means 'Applicant.'

any person who owns grain for shipment in car lots, or

who is an operator of any public country elevator, w^are-

house or flat w^arehouse

;

(c) 'agent' or 'railway agent' includes any railway 'Agent.'

station agent

;

-
-

< Railway

(d) ' track-buyer ' means any person, firm or company who ^Track-
buys grain in car lots on track

;

buyer.'

(e) 'Commissioner' means the Warehouse Commissioner 'Commis-

for the inspection district of Manitoba

;

sioner.'

(f)
' Minister ' means the Minister of Trade and Com- ' Minister.'

merce

;

(g)
' person ' means any person, firm, or corporation

;

' Person.'

(h) ' public terminal elevator ' includes every elevator ' Public

located at any point declared by the Minister to be n
terminal^

terminal and doing business for a compensation, in which

grain is stored in bulk, or the grain of dilferent owners is

mixed together, or in which grain is stored in such a

manner that the identity of the different lots or parcels

cannot be accurately preserved ; and ' terminal elevator,' ' Terminal

in the provisions of this Act relating to terminal elevators
elevator,

and warehouses, includes a warehouse. 63-64 V., c. 39,

s. 14 ; 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 2.
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APPLICATION OF ACT.

Application. 3. This Act shall apply only to the Inspection District of

Manitoba, consisting of the provinces of Manitoba, British

Columbia, Saskatchewan and Alberta, the Northwest Terri-

tories, and that portion of the province of Ontario lying west

of and including the existing district of Port Arthur. G3-64

v., c. 39, s. 2 ; 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 6.

Appoint-
ment of
Warehouse
Commis-
sioner.

Deputy
warehouse
commis-
sioners.

Salaries and
security.

Head office.

Duties of
Commis-
sioner.

OFFICERS.

4. The Governor in Council may appoint an officer, to be

known as the Warehouse Commissioner for the inspection dis-

trict of Manitoba, who shall hold office during pleasure, and be

subject to the control and management of the Department of

Trade and Commerce.
2. The Commissioner shall, in his oath of office, declare that

he is not directly or indirectly pecuniarily interested in the

grain trade. 63-64 V., c. 39, s.' 3.

5. The Governor in Council may appoint two or more
officers, to be known as deputy warehouse commissioners, who
shall be under the direction of, and assist in discharging the

duties prescribed for the Commissioner.

2. The said deputy commissioners shall, in their oaths of

office, declare, respectively, that they are not directly or indi-

rectly pecuniarily interested in the grain trade. 3 E. VIL,
c. 33, s. 3.

6. The salaries of the said Commissioner and deputy ware-

house commissioners and the security to be given by them
respectively, shall be determined by the Governor in Council.

63-64 v., c. 39, s. 3 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 3.

Tt The head office of the Commissioner shall be in Winnipeg
;ind his duties shall be,

—

(a) to require all track buyers and o'wners and operators of

clevntors, warehouses and mills, and all grain commission
merchants to take out annual licenses;

(h) to fix the amount of bonds to be given by the different

owners and operators of elevators, mills and flat ware-
houses, and by grain commission merchants and track

buyers

;

(c) to require the ])ersons so licensed to keep books in forms
approved of by the Commissioner or by the Governor in

Council

;

(d) to supervise the liandliiig and storage of grain, in and
out of elevators, warehouses and cars

;

(e) to enforce rules and regulations made under this Act,

and to report to the Minister such changes therein as he
deems advisable. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 4; 3 E. VIL, c. 33,

8. 4.
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8. The Commissioner shall also receive and invcsti^^ate all lieceipt and

complamts made in writing, under oath,

—

tion of

(a) ol> undue dockage, improper weights or grading; complaints.

(b) of refusal or neglect to furnish cars within a reasonable

time

;

(c) of fraud or oppression by any })erson, firm or corpur-

ation, owning or operating any elevator, warehouso, mill

or railroad, -or by any grain commission merchant, or

track buyer.

2. The Commissioner shall also a])ply such remedy as is Remedy.

provided by statute, and shall institute prosecutions at the

Government expense whenever he considers a case proper

therefor. 63-G-i V., c. 39, s. 4; 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 4.

9. The Commissioner shall keep on file for public inspec- Papers to be

tion in his office in Winnipeg, publications showing the market ^^^^^ °" ^'^"

price of grain in the markets of Liverpool, London, Glasgow,

Winnipeg, Fort William, Toronto, Montreal, New York,

Chicago, Minneapolis and Duluth. 63-64 V., c, 39, s. 5.

10. The Governor in Council may appoint a chief weigh- Weigh-

niaster whose duties and powers shall be defined by order in

council, and may also, in any place where there is inspection of

grain, appoint a weighmaster and such assistants as are neces-

sary.

2. Such weighmasters and assistants shall give such security Security.

and shall receive such compensation as is determined by the

Governor in Council. 63-64 Y., c. 39, s. 6.

11. The office of chief weighmaster under this Act and that Office of

of chief inspector under Part II. of the Inspection and Sale ami^inspec^'"

Act may be combined until otherwise ordered by the Governor tor in one.

in Council 63-64 Y., c. 39, s. 7.

12. The weighmasters and assistants shall, at all terminal Duties of

places under the direction of the Chief Weighmaster, supervise masters,

and have exclusive control of the weighing of grain subject to

inspection. 63-64 Y., c. 39, s. 8.

13. Every weighmaster or assistant shall give upon demand Certificates

to any person having weighing done by him, a certificate, under masters.

'

his hand and seal, showing,

—

(a) the amount of each weight

;

(b) the number of each car weighed;

(c) the initial of the car;

(d) the place where weighed and the date of weighing;

(e) the contents of the car.

2. Such certificate shall be, in all eases, prima facie evidence Evidence.

of the facts therein contained. 63-64 Y., c. 39, s. 9.

95 1505 14.
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Records of

weighing.
14. Every weighmaster or assistant shall make true weights,

and keep a correct record of all weighing done by him at the

places for which he is appointed, in which record shall be

entered an accurate account of all grain weighed, or the weigh-

ing of which was supervised by him, showing,—

•

(a) the amount of each weight;

(b) the number of each car weighed

;

(c) the initial letter of each car

;

(d) the place where weighed, the date of weighing and the

contents of the car.

2. If the car is leaking or in bad order the record shall state

the fact. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 10 ; 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. "5.

Eegulation 15. The Chief Weighmaster may adopt rules and regu-
of weighing. Ja^iQ^g f^j. the weighing of grain, subject to the approval of the

Minister. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 12.

If car leak-
ing, etc.

Fees for
weighing
grain.

Reduction.

16. The fees for the weighing of grain shall be as follows :

—

For each carload into or out of elevators, twenty-five cents

;

For each cargo, per thousand bushels, from elevators, thirty

cents;

And such fees shall be paid by the warehouseman and may
be added to the charges for storage.

2. The said fees may be reduced by the Governor in Council.

63-64 v., c. 39, s. 11.

Licenses for
terminal
elevators.

Application
therefor.

What license

shall author-
ize.

Revocable.

Fee.

TERMINAL ELEVATORS AND WAREHOUSES.

17. The proprietor, lessee, or manager of any public ter-

minal elevator shall be required, before transacting any busi-

ness, to procure from the Commissioner a license, permitting

such proprietor, lessee or manager to transact business as a

public warehouseman under the law.

2. The license shall be issued by the Commissioner upon
written application, which shall set forth the location and name
of such elevator and the individual name of each person inter-

ested as owner or manager thereof, or if the owner or manager
of such elevator is a corporation, the name of the corporation

and the names of the president, secretary and treasurer of such

corporation.

3. Such license shall give authority to carry on and conduct

the business of a public terminal elevator in accordance with

the law.

4. Such license shall be revocable by the Commissioner upon
a summary proceeding before the Commissioner upon complaint

of any person, in writing, under oath, setting forth the

particuhir violation of law, and upon satisfactory proof in that

behalf to be taken in such manner as is directed by the

Commissioner: I'rovided that such revocation shall not take

oHect until the Minister has given his sanction thereto.

5. The annual foe for such license shall be two dollars.

63-64 v., c. 39, s. 15.

1.506 18.
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18. The person recoivinc; a license as herein provided shall ^.^urity by

file with the Commissioner a bond to His Majesty, with good

and sufficient sureties, to be approved by the Commissioner, in

the penal sum of not less than ten thousand nor more than fifty

thousand dollars, in the discretion of the Commissioner, for

each terminal elevator licensed by him, conditioned for the

faithful performance of his duties as a public terminal ware-

houseman and his full and unreserved compliance with all laws

in relation thereto: Provided that when any person procures a

license for more than one elevator, no more than one bond need

be given. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 16.

19. No discrimination shall be made between persons desir- No discrim-

ing to avail themselves of warehouse facilities.

2. Every public terminal warehouseman shall receive for All grain to

storage any grain tendered to him in a dry and suitable con-
jf j^ proper

dition for warehousing, in the usual manner in which -terminal condition,

elevators are accustomed to receive grain in the ordinary and

usual course of business.

3. The grain shall in all cases be inspected and graded by Inspection

a duly authorized inspector, and stored with grain of a similar ^" ^^^ *"^'

grade.

4. In no case shall grain of different grades be mixed N'o mixing,

together while in store.

5. Nothing in this section shall be construed to require the Saving,

receipt of any kind of grain into an elevator in which there is

not sufficient room to accommodate or store it properly, or in

cases where the elevator is necessarily closed. 63-64 V., c. 39,

.< 18.

20. Upon application of the owner or consignee of grain Warehouse

stored in a public terminal elevator, and the surrender of the ^^^^^p*^-

original railway shipping receipt, properly endorsed, accom-

panied by evidence that all transportation charges, other than

those due, if any, to the owner of such elevator, and all other

charges which are a lien upon grain, including charges for

inspection and weighing, have been paid, the warehouseman
shall issue to the person entitled to receive it a warehouse

receipt therefor, subject to his order, which receipt shall state,—

•

(a) the date of the receipt of the grain in store and also the

quantity and inspected grade of the grain;

(b) that the grain mentioned in it has been received into

- store to be stored with grain of the same grade by
inspection;

(c) that the grain is deliverable upon the return of the

receipt properly endorsed by the person to whose order it

was issued, and upon payment of proper cliarges for

storage and transportation, if any due to the owner of

the elevator. 63-64 V., c. 30, s. 19.

95^ 1507 21.
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Numbering
of receipts.

What they
shall state.

21. All warehouse receipts for grain issued by the same
elevator shall be consecutively numbered, and no two receipts

bearing the same number shall be issued from the same elevator

during any one year, except in case of a lost or destroyed

receipt, in which case the new receipt, if one is given, shall bear

the same date and number as the original, and shall be plainly

marked on its face Duplicate.

2. Warehouse receipts shall state,

—

(a) for grain received from railway cars, the number of each

car and the quantity therein contained

;

(b) for grain received from barges or other vessels, the name
of each craft ; and,

(c) for grain received from team or by other means, the

manner of its receipt. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 19.

Receipt to
state

quantity.

Number of

receipts.

22. No terminal warehouse receipt shall be issued for a

greater quantity of grain than was contained in the parcel or

lot stated to have been received, nor shall any such receipt be

issued except upon actual delivery of the grain represented by
such receipt into store in the elevator from which the receipt

purports to be issued.

2. One receipt only shall be issued for the same lot of grain,

except in cases where receipt for a part of a lot is desired, and

then the total receipts for a particular lot shall cover that lot

and no more. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 20.

Cancellation
of receipts

upon de-

livery of

grain.

23. Upon the delivery of grain from store in any terminal

elevator upon the receipt surrendered, such receipt shall be

plainly marked across its face with the word Cancelled, and

with the name of the person cancelling it, and shall thereafter

be void. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 20.

Issue of a
new receipt
when de-
livery

partial.

24. In cases where a part of the grain represented by the

receipt is delivered out of store and the remainder is left, a

new receipt may be issued for such remainder, but the new
receipt shall bear the date of its issue and also the date on

which the whole quantity was originally received into store,

and shall state on its face that it is balance of recei])t of the

original number, and the receipt upon which a part has been

delivered shall l)e cancelled in the same manner as if the whole

quantity of grain mentioned in such receipt had been delivered.

63-64 v., c.'39, s. 20.

Consolida-
tion of

receipts.

25, In case the warehouseman consents thereto and it is

deenied desiral)le to divide one recei])t into two or more, or to

cx)nsolidate two or more receipts into one, the original receipt

shall be cancelled as if the grain had been delivered

from store, and each new recei])t shall exju-ess on its face that

it is a part of another r('('ci|)t or a consctlidatiou of <jther

receipts, as the case may be.

1508 2.
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2. No consolidation of receipts of dates differing more than Within 10

ten days shall be permitted.

3. All new receiiits issued for old ones cancelled, as herein Dates,

provided, shall bear the date of their issue, and shall state the

date or respective dates of the receipt or receipts originally

issued, as nearly as may be, and the numbers thereof. 63-64

v., c. 39, s. 20.

26. No terminal warehouseman shall insert in any receipt -^^ ''"^.'^"^8

issued by him any language in anywise limiting or modifying of ware-

his liabilities or responsibility, except as in this Act men- houseman,

tioned, and except in so far as all parties concerned consent

thereto. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 21.

2*7. Upon the return of any terminal warehouse receipt by Delivery of

the holder thereof, properly endorsed, and the tender of all return^of

proper charges upon grain represented thereby, such grain shall receipt.

be immediately deliverable to the holder of such receipt, and

shall be delivered within twenty-four hours after demand has

been made, and cars or vessels therefor have been furnished

fur that purpose, and shall not be subject to any further charges

for storage : Provided that if it should hap]3en that, in conse- l^rovaso.

quenee of the cars or vessels not being furnished till after the

expiration of twenty-four hours as aforesaid, a new storage

term shall be entered upon, then the charge for storage shall

nevertheless be made, but only on a pro rata basis in respect

of the time which shall have elapsed after the expiration of the

twenty-four hours as aforesaid, and the time when the cars or

vessels actually arrive. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 22.

28. Every warehouseman liable for the delivery of grain, Liability of

who makes default in delivery, shall be liable to the owner of ^^^
°"^^"

the warehouse receipt for damages for such default in the sum
of one cent per bushel, and in addition thereto one cent per

bushel for each and every day of neglect or refusal to deliver

as aforesaid: Provided that no warehouseman shall be held

to be in default in delivery if the grain is delivered in the order

demanded, and as rapidly as due diligence, care and prudence
will justify. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 22.

29. Every owner, lessee and manager of every public Statement of

terminal elevator shall furnish in writing under oath, at such briurnlshed.
times and in such manner as the Commissioner prescribes, a

statement concerning the condition and management of so much
of the business of such warehouseman as relates to such
elevator. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 23.

30. The warehouseman of every public terminal elevator. Weekly

shall, as directed bv the Commissioner, render a weekly state-
statement of

ment to the Commissioner of the quantity of each kind and store.

1509 grade
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Statutory
declaration^

Annual
statement
rates for
storage.

of

No discrimi-
nation as to
rates.

grade of grain in store in his warehouse at the close of business

on the previous Saturday.

2. Such statement shall be in the form of a statutory declar-

ation, made by one of the principal owners or operators of such

public terminal elevator, or by the bookkeeper thereof, having

personal knowledge of the facts. 63-64: V., c. 39, s. 24; 3 E.

VII., c. 33, s. 6.

31. Every warehouseman of a public terminal elevator shall

be required, during the first week in September of each year,

to file with the Commissioner ^, table or schedule of rates for

the storage, cleaning and handling of grain in his terminal

elevator during the ensuing year, which rates shall not be

increased during the year.

2. Such published rates, or any published reduction of them,

shall apply to all grain received into such elevator from any

person or source. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 25.

No discrimi- 32. ISTo discrimination as to rates shall be made, either

wt*'Tous^e-
directly or indirectly by any warehouseman of a public terminal

men. elevator for storage, cleaning or handling of grain. 63-64 V.,

c. 39, s. 25.

Maximum
rates.

33. The charge for storage, cleaning and handling of grain,

including the cost of receiving and delivering, shall be subject

to such regulations or reduction as the Governor in Council

from time to time deems proper. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 25.

Grain of 34. A terminal warehouseman shall, unless he gives public

t^"b' d"^^^*^
notice as hereinafter provided that some portion of the grain

livered by in his elevator is out of condition, or becoming so, deliver ujjon
warehouse-

^^l receipts presented grain of quality equal to that received by

him. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 26.

How ware-
houseman
may be
relieved
from
liability.

Notice of

deteriora-
tion of

Rrain.

35. In case a terminal warehouseman considers that any

portion of the grain in his elevator is out of condition, or

becoming so, he shall immediately consult the resident official

grain inspector, or in his absence, his authorized deputy, and

if on examination of the grain by such inspector, or deputy, the

grain is found to be out of condition, or becoming so, he may
order the warehouseman, at the expense of the owner of the

grain, to re-elevate the grain to bring it back into condition or

prevent its further deterioration. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 26.

36. If it is found, after such examination has been made,

that the grain is out of condition, or its further deterioration

cannot, by re-elevation be prevented, written notice of the facts

shall immediately be given to the Commissioner, and to the

owner, if his address is known, by registered letter, and in

a daily newspaper in Winnipeg, and in a daily newspaper in

1510 the
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the town or city in which such elevator is situated, if one is

there published, and by posting a copy of such notice in such

elevator and in the grain exchange at Winnipeg,
2. Such notice shall state,

—

What notice

(a) the actual condition of the grain as nearly as can be
®^"^'^ ^^^^^'

ascertained

;

(h) the kind and grade of the grain

;

(c) the elevator in which it is stored; and,

(d) the warehouse receipts, if any, outstanding upon which
such grain shall be delivered, giving the numbers, amounts
and dates of each and the grain represented thereby, which
has not previously been declared or receipted for as out of

condition; or, if Avarehouse receipts have not been issued,

then the name of the party for whom such grain was stored,

the date when it was received and the quantity of it, and
the identification of the grain so discredited, which shall

embrace as nearly as may be as great a quantity of grain

as is contained in the bin or bins in the elevator in which
it is stored.

3. Such grain shall be delivered upon the return and cancel- Delivery of

lation of the warehouse receipts, or the surrender of the original s'"^^"-

endorsed shipping receipt, and payment of charges, upon request

of the owner thereof. 63-64 V.,'c. 39, s. 26.

37. ISTothing herein contained shall be held to relieve a Proper care

terminal warehouseman from exercising proper care and vigi-
^ ygeman

lance in preserving the grain after such publication of its con-

dition, but such grain shall be kept separate, and apart from all

direct contact with other grain, and shall not be mixed with

other grain while in store in such elevator. 63-64 V., c. 39,

s. 26.

38. In case the grain so declared out of condition is not Sale ot

removed from store by the owner thereof within one month e^^^^ ?"t of

from the date of the notice of its being out of condition, the

warehouseman in whose elevator the grain is stored may sell

it at public auction, for the account of the owner, upon
giving ten days' public notice by advertisement in a newspaper
piiblished in the city or town where such elevator is located,

and in Winnipeg.

2. If the proceeds of such sale are not sufficient to satisfy Liability of

all charges accrued against the grain at the time of the sale, 9^^^"^^ ^^'^

then the owner of the grain so disposed of shall be liable to the any.

warehouseman for any deficiency. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 26.

39. The official grain inspector may, if he sees fit, in the Transfer of

interest of the owner and at his expense and risk, order the gram out of

Avarehouseman to transfer the grain out of condition or becom- another

ing so, to an elevator at the same terminal equipped with special elevator.

machinery for the treatment of unsound grain. 63-64 V.,

c. 39, s. 26.

1511 40.
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Grain in 40. Xotliing in this Act shall be so construed as to permit
Bpecia bin.

^^^^_ warehouseman to deliver any grain, stored in a special bin

or by itself, to any one but the owner of the lot, when such

storage in a special bin has been agreed upon between the

parties. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 26.

Facilities for 41. All duly authorized inspectors of grain shall, at all

OTam'^^'^^°°
°^ times during ordinary business hours, be at full liberty to

examine all grain stored in any public terminal elevator.

2. All proper facilities shall be extended to such inspectors

by the warehouseman, his agents and servants, for an examina-

tion, and all parts of the public terminal elevators shall be open

to examination and inspection by any authorized inspector of

grain. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 27.

Idem.

Contract,
etc., con-
trary to
direction of
owner.

Limitation
of liability

of ware-
houseman.

Proper care
by ware-
houseman.

42. Ts'o proprietor, lessee, or manager of any public terminal

elevator, shall enter into any contract, agreement, understand-

ing or combination with any railroad company, or other cor-

poration, or with any person by which the grain of any person

is to be delivered to any public elevator or warehouse for storage

or for any other purpose, contrary to the arrangements made
between the shipper and the carrier. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 28.

43. Xo public terminal warehouseman shall be held respon-

sible for any loss or damage to grain by fire, or for any damage
arising from irresistible force, the act of God or the King's

enemies, while the grain is in his custody, provided reasonable

care and vigilance is exercised to protect and preserve it.

2. No terminal warehouseman shall be held liable for damage
to grain by heating if it is shown that he has exercised proper

care in the handling and storing thereof and that the heating

was the result of causes beyond his control. 63-64 V., c. 3,9,

s. 26.

Warehouse- 44. Any warehouseman guilty of any act of neglect, the

8?ble for^*^""
effect of which is to depreciate property stored in the elevator

neglect. under his control, shall be held responsible as at common law,

or upon the bond of such warehouseman, and in addition there-

to the license of such warehouseman may be revoked. 63-64 V.,

c. 39, s. 26.

Country
elevators
and ware-
hoilKOH

defined.

COUNTRY ELEVATORS, FLAT WAKEIIOUSES AND LOADING PLAT-

FORMS.

45. All elevators and warehouses in which grain is received,

storctl, shi])ped or handled, and which are situated on the right

of way of any railroad, or on any siding or spur track con-

nected therewith, depot grounds, or any lands acquired or re-

served by any railroad company to be used in connection with

its line of railway at any station or siding other than at

terminal points, are declared to ])c i)ublic elevators or ware-

1512 houses,
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houses, and shall be under the supervision and subject to the

inspoetion of the Commissioner, and shall, for the purposes of

the following sections of this Act, be known and designated as

public country elevators or country warehouses. 63-64 V.,

c. 39, s. 29.

46. Any person desirous of erecting a public country ele- Application

vator shall make application to the railway company for a site

;

and, in case of dispute, such dispute shall be referred to the

Commissioner. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 7.

47. Unless the owner or lessee thereof shall have first pro- Owners to

cured a license therefor from the Commissioner it shall be

unlawful to receive, ship, store or handle any grain in any

elevator or warehouse.

2. A license shall be issued only upon written application Application

under oath or statutory declaration, specifying,

—

(a) the location of the elevator or warehouse;

(b) the name of the person owning and operating the

elevator or warehouse ; and,

(c) the names of all the members of the firm, or the names

of all the officers of the corporation, owning and operating

the elevator or warehouse.

3. The license shall expire on the thirty-first day of August Expiry and

in each year, but while in force, shall confer upon the licensee fidnse?

full authority to operate th^ warehouse or elevator in accord-

ance with law and the rules and regulations made under this

Act.

4. Everv person receiving a license shall be held to have Submission

agreed to the provisions of this Act and to have agreed to com- ^° ^^

ply therewith.

5. The annual fee for such license shall be two dollars, and ^^^•

all moneys received as such fees shall be paid into the Manitoba

Grain Inspection Fund. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 30.

48. If any elevator or warehouse is operated in violation or Revocation

in disregard of this Act, its license shall, upon due proof thereof, ° icense.

after proj^er hearing and notice to the licensee, be revoked by

the Conmiissioner, but such revocation shall not take effect

until the Minister has given his sanction thereto. 63-64 V.,

c. 39, s. 30.

49. The person receiving a license as herein provided shall Securit}- by

file with the Commissioner a bond to His Majesty, with good
^'^^°^^^-

and sufficient sureties, to be approved by the Commissioner, in

a penal sum, in the discretion of the Commissioner, of not

less than five thousand nor more than fifteen thousand dollars,

- in the case of an elevator, and of not less than five hundred

nor more than five thousand dollars, in the case of a flat ware-

house, conditioned for the faithful performance of his duties

as a public warehouseman and his full and unreserved com-

1513 pliance
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plianee with all laws in relation thereto: Provided that when
any person procures a license for more than one elevator or

flat warehouse, security may be given by one or more bonds, in

such amount or amounts as the Commissioner may require, sub-

ject to the approval of the Minister. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 31.

Rules and 50. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, before
regulations.

^Yie first of September in each year, make and promulgate

all suitable and necessary rules and regulations for the govern-

ment and control of public country elevators and warehouses,

including flat warehouses, and the receipt, storage, insurance,

handling and shipment of grain therein and therefrom, and the

maximum rates of charges therefor in cases where handling

Sncludes cleaning grain, and also in cases where it does not

include such cleaning.

Binding. 2. Such rules and regulations shall be binding and have the

force and effect of law.
To be posted

3^ ^ printed copy of such rules and regulations and a copy

of the provisions of law as to the classification of the various

grades of grain, shall at all times be posted up in a conspicuous

place in each of such elevators and warehouses for the free

inspection of the public. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 33.

Duties of 51. The person operating any such country elevator or
warehouse-

country warehouse shall,—

(a) receive the first six standard grades of wheat established

and described in Part II. of the Inspection and Sale Act;

(h) upon the request of any person delivering grain for

storage or shipment, receive such grain, without discrimina-

tion as to persons, during reasonable and proper business

hours

;

(c) insure the grain so received against loss by fire while in

his elevator or warehouse; and,

(d) keep a true and correct account in writing, in proper

books, of all grain received, stored and shipped at such

elevator or warehouse, stating, except as hereinafter pro-

vided, the weight, grade and dockage for dirt or other

cause, of each lot of grain received in store, for sale, storage

or shipment. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 34; 3 E. VII., c. 33,

s. S.

Duty as to 52. It shall be the duty of the owner, lessee or manager of

^a^n'"*^ every elevator equipped with grain cleaners to clean the grain

l)efore it is weighed, when so requested to do.

Attendance 2. Persons interested in the weighing of grain at any

parUcs'at
^ country elevator or warehouse, shall have free access to the

the woi(;h- scales whilo such grain is being weighed and shall, if the
'"*^'

facilities exist, and if they so desire, have ample opportunity

after the cloniiing is done, of personally ascertaining the net

weight of the grain cleaned.

1514 3.
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3. The net weight of the grain cleaned shall be specified Certificate

on tliG face of the certificate given the seller by the purchaser.

G3-G4 v., c. 39, ss. 38 and 54.

53. The person operating any country elevator or country Warehouse

warehouse shall, upon recpiest of any person delivering grain ^^^^^^ •

for storage or shipment, deliver to such person therefor a ware-

house receipt or receipts, dated the day the grain was received

and specifying,

—

(a) the gross and net weight of such grain; What to be

(b) the dockage for dirt or other cause; therein.

(c) the grade of such grain when graded conformably to the

grade fixed by law and in force at terminal points ; and,

(d) that the grain mentioned in such receipt has been

received into store.

2. Such receipt shall also state upon its face that the grain Idem,

mentioned therein has been received into store, and that upon

the return of such receipt, and upon payment or tender of

pa^nnent of all lawful charges for receiving, storing, insuring,

delivering or otherwise handling such grain, which may accrue

up to the time of the return of the receipt, the grain is deliver-

able to the person on whose account it has been taken into

store, or to his order, either from the elevator or warehouse

where it was received for storage, or, if either party so desires,

in quantities not less than carload lots, on track at any terminal

elevator in the inspection district of Manitoba, on the line of

railway upon which the receiving elevator or warehouse is

situate, or any line connecting therewith, so soon as the trans-

portation company delivers the same at such terminal, and the

certificate of grade and weight is returned.

3. In the case of a country elevator or warehouse on the line Delivery at

of railway formerly known as the I^orthern Pacific and Mani- ^"'^^h.

toba Railway, or on any line of railway operated therewith,

if either party desires such grain to be shipped to a terminal

point, it may be delivered on track at the proper terminal

elevator, at or adjacent to Duluth.

4. Nothing herein shall prevent the owner of such grain Saving.

from, at any time before it is so shipped to terminals, requiring

it to be shipped to any other terminal than as hereinbefore

provided. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 34.

54. Upon the return or presentation of such receipt properly Delivery of

endorsed by the lawful holder thereof, at the elevator or ware- ^turn°"of

house where the grain represented therein is made deliverable, receipt,

and upon the payment or tender of payment of all lawful

charges, as herein provided, and upon request for shipment

made by the holder of such receipt the grain shall be delivered

lo such holder into cars as soon as furnished by the railway

company.
2. The person operating the elevator or warehouse shall in Cars to be

such case promptly call upon the railway company for cars to
^^fj'Yfl^r

1515 be
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be supplied in the order of the dates upon which such receipts

are surrendered for shipment.

3. The grain represented by such receipt shall be shipped

^7ithin twenty-four hours after such demand has been made,
and cars or other means of receiving it from the elevator or

warehouse have been furnished, and shall not be subject to any
further charges for storage after request for delivery has been

made and cars are provided uv the railway company. 63-64

v., c. 39, s. 34; 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 10.

55. On the return of the storage receipts, if the shipment

or delivery of the grain at a terminal point is requested by the

owner thereof, the person receiving the grain shall deliver to

the owner a certificate in evidence of his right to such ship-

ment or delivery, stating upon its face,

—

(a) the date and place of its issue

;

(b) the name of the consignor and consignee

;

(c) the place of destination

;

(d) the kind of grain and the grade and net quantity, exclu-

sive of dockage, to which the owner is entitled by his

original warehouse receipts, and by official inspection and

w^eighing at the designated terminal point.

2. Such certificate shall be returned in exchange for the

railway shipping receipt and certificates of weight and grade.

3. The grain represented by such certificate shall be sub-

ject only to such storage, transportation or other lawful charges

as would accrue upon such grain from the date of the issue of

the certificate to the date of actual delivery, within the meaning
of this Act, at such terminal point. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 34.

56. Any person having grain stored or binned in not less

than car lots in any public country elevator or warehouse,

whether in general or special bin, may order a car or cars to

be placed at such elevator or warehouse for the shipment of

such stored grain, and may have the said car or cars loaded at

such elevator or warehouse after he has surrendered to the

operator thereof the storage receipt or receipts therefor, pro-

perly endorsed, and has paid, or tendered payment of all lawful

charges as hereinbefore provided ; and the grain shall not be

subject to any further charges for storage after demand for such

delivery is made and cars are furnished by the railway com-

pany.

2. The grain represented by such receipt shall be shipped

within twenty-four hours after such demand has been made and

cars have been furnished.

3. This section shall not be deemed to limit or curtail the

right of any applicant, whether he has or has not grain stored

f.r binned as above stated. 3 K. VTI., c. 33, s. 11.

Liability of
^'^

» I^ "^^ delivered upon such demand within twenty-four
warehouBc in hours after sucli Car, vessel or other means for receiving the

1516 grain
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grain has been furnished, the warehouse in default shall be S^^j^
°^

liable to the owner of such receipt for damages for such default

in the sum of one per centum per bushel, and in addition thereto

one cent per bushel for each day of such neglect or refusal to

deliver: Provided that no warehouseman shall l)e held to be in

default in delivering if the grain is delivered in the order

demanded by holders of different receipts or terminal orders,

and as rapidly as due diligence, care and prudence will justify.

03-64 v., c. 39, s. 34.

58. The operator of any country elevator or warehouse may l^orwardinj?

at any time forward any grain stored in his elevator to any terminal

terminal elevator in the inspection district of Manitoba on elevator,

the same Line of railway, or on railways connecting therewith,

and on so doing shall be liable for the delivery thereof to its

owner at such terminal elevator in the same manner and to the

same extent in all respects as if such grain had been so for-

warded at the request of the owner thereof: Provided that in

case of a country elevator or warehouse on the line of railway
formerly known as the iNorthern Pacific and Manitoba Rail-

way, or on any line of railway operated therewith, such grain

may be delivered on track at the proper terminal elevator at

or adjacent to Duluth.

2. Such country elevator or warelrouse operator on so for- Notice of

warding the grain shall, without delay, notify in writing, the toTwner^^
owner of the grain of such forwarding, 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 34.

59. The grain when so delivered at terminals shall be sub- Grain

ject to freight, weighing and inspection clwirges and all other subject^ to

charges, if any, lawful at such terminal point. freiglit and

2. The party delivering shall be liable for the delivery of charges.

such grain as will, on weighing at the terminal point, conform Delivery in

to the grade according to Canadian government inspection and
•as nearly as possible to the weight mentioned in the receipt

therefor. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 34.

60. All warehouse receipts issued for grain received and all Warehouse

certificates shall be consecutively numbered, and no two receipts certificates.

of the same kind or certificates bearing the same number shall

be issued during the same year from the same country elevator

or warehouse, except when one is lost or destroyed, in which

case the new receipt or certificate, if one is given, shall bear

the same date and number as the original and shall be plainly

marked on its face Duplicate.

2. Warehouse receipts or certificates shall not be issued Xo ware-

except upon grain which has actually been delivered into 'io"se receipt

country elevator or warehouse, nor shall such rcceijits or certi- grain actual-

ficates be issued for a greater quantity of grain than was con- ^^' delivered.

tained in the lot or parcel stated to have been received.

3. Except as in this Act mentioned, and in so far as all ^'o modif.v-

parties concerned consent thereto, no receipt or certificate shall ha^bimy of

1517 contain
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warehouse- contain language in any wise limiting or modifying the legal
°^^°-

liability of the person issuing the same. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 34.

Storage in

special bins.
61. ^\^lenever the person operating a country elevator or

warehouse, agrees with the owner of any grain to store it in

such a manner as to preserve its identity, it shall be stored in

a special bin or bins, and shall be called special binned grain,

and in such case only the weights, insurance and preservation

of the identity of the grain shall be guaranteed by the said

operator, and he shall mark on the storage receipts given there-

for the words Special hin, and the number or numbers by

which such special bin or bins are known in the elevator or

warehouse. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 34.

Insurance in

such case.

Special bin
only for
time and
purpose
allowed.

If grain is

out of con-

dition.

Notice to
the Commis-
sioner and
owner.

Notice to be
posted up.

Delivery.

Sale of such
grain at
public
auction.

62. In the case of the allotting of a special bin or bins by the

owner or operator of any elevator or warehouse to any buyer of

grain, the said buyer may, by agreement with such owner or

operator, dispense wdtli insurance by the owner or operator of

the buyer's grain while in such bins. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 34.

63. ISTothing in this Act shall be construed as permitting

the owner or operator of any flat warehouse to allot s^jecial

bins beyond the time allowed by the provisions of this Act, or

for purposes other than as stated in the provisions of this Act

as to flat warehouses, or shall require the owner of a flat

warehouse to insure grain while in his warehouse. 63-64 V.,

c. 39, s. 34.

64. In case any country warehouseman discovers that any

portion of the specially binned grain in his elevator or ware-

house is out of condition or becoming so and it is not in his

power to preserve it, he shall immediately give written notice

thereof by registered letter to the Commissioner and to the

person on whose account the grain was received, if the address

of such person is known.

2^ Such notice shall when possible state,

—

(a) the kind and grade of the grain and the bin in which

it is stored

;

(h) the receipts outstanding upon which the grain is to be

delivered, giving the numbers, amounts and dates of

each

;

(c) the name of the party for whom the grain was stored

;

(d) the amount of grain stored and the date of its receipt.

3. He shall also at once post up a copy of such notice in

some conspicuous place in his elevator or warehouse.

4. Such grain shall be delivered upon the return and can-

cellation of the receipts.

5. In case the grain out of condition is not removed from

store by the owner thereof within ten days from the date of

the notice of its being out of condition, the warehouseman
1518 where
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where the grain is stored may sell such grain at public auction

for the account of the owner after,.

—

(a) giving ten days' notice by advertisement in a news- Conditions,

paper published in the place where the elevator or ware-

house is located, or, if no newspaper is published there,

then in the newspaper published nearest to such place;

(b) posting up such notice in a conspicuous place in his

elevator or warehouse for the ten days immediately preced-

ing the sale ; and,

(c) ten days from the mailing of notice of the time and
place of the sale to the owner by registered letter.

6. Any warehouseman guilty of an act of neglect, the effect Warehouse-

of which is to depreciate property stored in the elevator or ™^" V^^hh

warehouse under his control, shall be held responsible per-

sonally as well as upon his bond, and in addition thereto, the

license of such elevator or warehouse may be revoked.

7. Nothing herein contained shall be held to relieve the Proper care

warehouseman from exercising proper care and vigilance in and vigilance

preserving the grain before or after such publication of its houseman,

condition; but the grain "shall be kept separate and apart

from all direct contact with other grain and shall not be mixed
with other grain while in store in such elevator or warehouse.

€3-64 v., c. 39, s. 35; 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 12.

65. In case there is a disagreement, at the time of delivery. Samples of

between the purchaser , or the person in the immediate charge grain mayPI .. ^, . ,^ ,
, 1 .

be submitted
01 and receiving the gram at such country elevator or ware- to Chief

house, and the person delivering the grain to such elevator or Inspector,

warehouse for storage or shipment, as to the proper dockage

for dirt or otherwise on any lot of grain delivered, an average

sample of at least three quarts of the grain in dispute may be

taken by both of the said parties, or by either one of them if

the other declines, and forwarded in a suitable sack, express

charges prepaid, properly tied and sealed, to the Chief Inspector ^
of gTain.

2. Such sample shall be accompanied by the request, in Request of

writiner, of either or both of the parties aforesaid, that the said Inspector to

^, . , V •^^ • ,1 1 1 111 accompany
Chief Inspector will examine the sample and report the dockage sample.

which the said grain is, in his opinion, entitled to and would

receive, if shipped to the terminal points and subjected to

official inspection. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 36.

66. It shall be the duty of the Chief Inspector, as soon as Du^^ ^f

practicable, to examine and inspect such sample of grain and Inspector.

to adjudge the proper dockage to which it is, in his judg-ment^

entitled, and which grain of like quality and character would

receive if shipped to the terminal points in carload lots and

subjected to official inspection, 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 36.

1519 67.
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67. As soon as the Chief Inspector has so examined,
inspected and adjudged the dockage he shall make out in writ-

ing a statement of his judgment and finding, and shall

transmit a copy thereof by mail to each of tlie parties to the

disagreement.

2. He shall preserve the original, together with the sample,

on file in his office.

3. The judgment and finding of the Chief Inspector on all

or any of the said matters shall be conclusive. 63-61 V., c.

39, s.\36.

Inquiry by
Comniis-
siouer into
complaints
of unfair-
ness or dis-

crimination.

Power of
Commis-
sioner.

68. Whenever complaint is made, in writing under oath,

to the Commissioner by any person aggrieved, that the person

operating any country elevator or country warehouse under
this Act,

—

(a) fails to give just and fair weights or grades ; or,

(b) is guilty of making unreasonable dockage for dirt or

other cause ; or,

(c) fails in any manner to operate such elevator or ware-

hous? fairly, justly and properly; or,

(d) is guilty of any discrimination .forbidden by this Act

;

it shall be the duty of the Commissioner to inquire into and

investigate such complaint and the charge therein contained.

2. The Commissioner shall, for such purpose, have full

authority to examine and inspect all the books, records and

papers pertaining to the business of such elevator or warehouse,

and all the scales^ machinery and fixtures and appliances used

therein, and to take evidence of "witnesses under oath, and for

that purpose to administer the oath. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 37.

Decision of
Commis-
sioner.

Case for
special

report.

Action of
Minister.

Statement
of grain
handled.

K.S., 1006.

69. In case the Commissioner finds the complaint and
charge therein contained, or any part thereof, true, he shall

give his decision in writing and shall at once serve a copy of

sucli decision, with a notice to desist and abstain from any

error and malpractice found upon the person offending and

against whom the complaint was made.

2. If the offender does not forthwith desist and abstain

from the error or malpractice so found, and does not give the

proper redress and relief to the person injured, the Commis-
sioner shall m;ike a special report of the facts found and ascer-

tained upon the investigation, and send it with a copy of his

decision to the Minister, who may institute and carry on in the

name of the complainant or on behalf of the Crown, as to him
may seem fit, such actions, civil or otherwise, as may be neces-

sary and a])propriate to redress the wrongs complained of and

to prevent their recurrence. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 37.

70. Any person operating a cx^untry elevator or warehouse

under this Act shall at all times, when requested by the Com-
1520 missioner
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missioTier, fiirnisli in ^vriting to the Commissioner a state-

ment, upon the blanks and forms prescribed and furnished by
the Commissioner, showing as fully as possible all grain
received and stored in, or delivered or ship])ed from, the
elevator or warehouse, during any period required by the Com-
missioner, and specifying the kind, grade, and amount of all

grain received or stored, and of all grain delivered or shipped
during such period. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 13.

71. The Commissioner may inspect any country elevator or Inspection

warehouse and the business thereof, and the mode of conduct- V Commis-
• , sioner.

ing it.

2. The property, books, records, accoimts, papers and pro- Books, ac
ceedings, so far as they relate to the condition, operation or counts, etc..

management of any such elevator, warehouse or the business ° ^
^^^^'

thereof, shall, at all times during business hours, be subject to

the examination and inspection of the Commissioner. 63-64:

v., c. 39, s. 39.

72. The forms of cash purchase tickets, warehouse storage Forms of

receipts, storage receipts for special binned grain, and flat ware- '^^arehouse

house receipts in the schedule to this Act, and no others, shall
^^'^^^^ "'

be used by the owners of country elevators and warehouses.
2. In the case of country elevators or warehouses not I^^em.

equipped with cleaning machinery, the word cleaning may
be omitted from the said forms of storage receipt and storage

receipt for special binned grain.

3. The Governor in Council may at any time make changes Governor in

in the said forms or substitute other forms therefor, and mav ^,?""cil may

also, in order to meet the case of country elevators or ware-

houses on lines of railway, the terminals of which are outside

of the inspection district of Manitoba, vary the said forms for

use in the said elevators or warehouses, so as to allow of ship-

ment to such terminals. 63-64 V., c. 89, s. 40.

73. The Commissioner may, on a written application by any Erection of

person residing within forty miles of the nearest railway ship- ?^*' "*^'^^^"

ping point, give permission to such person to erect at such

shipping point, under the provisions of this Act, a flat ware-

hoiise, covered with metal, with power to enlarge the same if

necessary.

2. In such case the railway company shall be compelled to Railway to

give a location with siding on its premises in some place of S'^'e location,

convenient access, to be approved by the Commissioner, at a

rental not greater than that charged to standard elevators,

upon which location the flat warehouse shall be erected.

3. The owner and operator of such warehouse shall give Security,

bonds and be licensed in the same manner as elevator owners.

63-64 v., c. 39, s. 41j 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 14.

96 1521 74.
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Construction
of additional
warehouses.

74. If, in the judgment of the Commissioner, more than

one of these warehouses are required at a station, one or more

additional warehouses may be authorized by him, and the

provisions of this Act in that behalf shall apply to the con-

struction of such additional warehouses. 3 E. VII., c. 33,

s. 14.

Allotment of

bins.

Form of
application.

Allotment
in order.

One bin for

each farmer.

Application
for cars.

Capacity of 75. Every such warehouse shall contain not less than three
warehouse, j^-^^ ^£ ^^^ thousand bushels capacity each, and each bin shall

be numbered by a separate number. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 41.

76. The owner of every such warehouse shall, on the appli-

cation of any farmer undertaking to ship a carload of grain,

allot such farmer a bin in such warehouse as soon as one is

available.

2. Applications for bins shall be made .in a form to be

approved by the Commissioner, and blank forms for such

applications shall be furnished to applicants by the warehouse

operator.

3. The allotment of bins to applicants shall be made in the

order of applications therefor, and without discrimination of

anv kind.

4. Xo farmer shall be allowed to hold more than one bin

at any one time to the exclusion of other applicants. 63-64 V.,

c. 39, s. 41.

77. The owner or operator of any such warehouse shall at

once on every allotment of a bin apply in writing, on a form
approved by the Commissioner, but furnished by such ware-

house operator, to the proper railway official to furnish a car to

the person to whom the bin is allotted, stating in the applica-

tion the time when the car will be required, which shall be

not later than five days from the allotment of the bin. 63-64

v., c. 39, s. 41.

78. The shipper shall be allowed for filling such bin and
loading on car six clear days exclusive of Sundays, and as

much time longer as is necessary to obtain a car and load it from
such bin : Provided that the time for loading such car shall

not exceed twenty-four hours.

^2. If a carload of grain is not delivered into such bin and

loaded on a car within the time hereinbefore provided, the

warehouse operator may at his option either load on car the

grain then in the bin and ship it for the owner to terminal

elevator subject to freight, inspection and weighing charges

at terminal, and all charges of such flat warehouse use, includ-

ing an additional charge of one-half a cent per bushel for

loading, or he may sell the grain on account of the owner

tliereof, and sliall then be liable to account to the owner for

the j)roceeds, after d('(hicting all proper charges. 63-64 Y.,

c. 39, 8. 41.

1522 79.
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79. The charges for the use of a bin, and the services of the Charges,

warehouse operator in weighing the grain as it is loaded into

and out of the warehouse by the person to whom the bin is

allotted, shall be subject to such regulations or reduction as

the Governor in Council may from time to time deem proper.

63-64 v., c. 39, s. 41.

80. Any person, M'ho under the provisions of this Act has Erection to

secured from the railway company a site at any shipping point
„f.nce<l'

on which to erect an elevator or flat warehouse, shall, after such within sixty

site has been staked out by the railway company, commence ^^^"

the erection of the elevator or flat warehouse within sixty

days, and complete it with all reasonable expedition, otherwise

the application therefor may be cancelled by the railway com-

pany. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 15. ,

81. No owner or operator of any such warehouse shall be Grain of

allowed to store in or ship through such warehouse grain pur- ekvator.

chased by or for himself. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 41.

82. On a written application to the Commissioner by ten Loading

farmers resident within twenty miles of the nearest ship- Platforms.

ping point, and on the approval of the application, the rail-

way company shall, within the time hereinafter mentioned,

erect and maintain at such point a loading platform as here-

inafter described, suitable for the purpose of loading grain

from vehicles direct into cars.

2. The period in each year within which the Commissioner Period for

may receive such applications shall be between the fifteenth of ^PP^'cation.

April and the fifteenth of October, and the company shall not

be compelled to build any such loading platforms between the

first day of l^ovember and the first day of May following.

3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 16.

83. The railway company shall construct such loading plat- Company to

form within thirty days after the application is made to the p°"tfjra^

company by the Commissioner, unless prevented by strikes or within thirty

other unforeseen causes, and shall be liable to a fine of not less ^^^'

than twenty-five dollars for each day's delay beyond that time.

3 E. VII./c. 33, s. 16.

84. Each loading platform shall be erected within the limit Location and

of the station yard, or upon a siding where there is no station,
dimensions,

at a siding which the railway company shall provide on its

premises in some place convenient of access, to be approved by
the Commissioner, and shall be at least eighteen feet wide and
fifty-four feet long, and of such height as the Commissit)ner

prescribes; but no loading platform shall be required to be

erected at crossing sidings reserved for crossing purposes only.

3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 16.

961 1523 85.
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Free of 85. All persons desiring to use such loading platform for
c arge.

^j^^ shipment of grain shall be entitled to do so free of charge.

3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 16.

Enlarging of gg, Xhe Commissioner may at any time between the
^ ^

fifteenth day of April and the fifteenth day of October in any

year order the railway company to enlarge any platform at

any station or siding under the provisions of this Act, or order

the company to erect additional platforms at such station or

siding, if, in his judgment, the loading platform or platforms

at such station or siding is or are insufiicient to accommodate
the public, and the railway company shall enlarge such plat-

forms or erect such additional platforms at such station or

siding, as directed by the Commissioner, within thirty days

after ,the receipt of an order of the Commissioner therefor.

3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 16.

Furnishing 87. The railway company shall, upon application, furnish

coinpany/ cars to applicants for the purpose of being loaded at such

loading platforms.
Surplus cars. 2. When more cars are furnished at any point than can be

accommodated at the platform, the surplus cars shall be placed

by the railway company at such applicants' disposal at a con-

venient place or places, on a siding other than at the platform

:

Provided that shippers, if they so desire, shall at all times

have the option of loading on the siding instead of over the

platform.

At points 3. At any point where there is no platform, cars shall be

^intfnrnfs
fumishcd to appllcauts by the railway company at convenient

places on a siding, for the purpose of being loaded direct from
vehicles. 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 16.

platforms.

DISTRIBUTION OF CARS.

Order book. 88. At each station where there is a railway agent, and
where grain is shipped under such agent, an order book for

cars shall be kept for each shipping point under such agent,

open to the public, in which applicants for cars shall make
order. 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 21..

Application. 89. Apjjlicants may make order according to their require-

ments, and where an applicant requires two or more cars he

shall make two or more applications, as the case may be. 3 E.

VI r., c. 33, s. 21.

Sienature 90. Eacli car order shall be signed in the order book by the
and num- •qjplicaut or his agent duly appointed in writing, and be con-

orders, secntively numbered in the order book by the railway agent.

2. An agent of the applicant shall be a resident in the vicinity

of the shipping point, and, if the car order is signed by

1524 the
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the agent of the applicant, the appointment shall be deposited

with the railway agent. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 21.

91. Cars so ordered shall be awarded to applicants accord- ^^^^ ^^^

ing to the order in time in which such orders appear in the awarded.

order book, without discrimination between el-evator, flat ware-

house, loading platform or otherwise, 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 21.

92. Each such applicant, or agent on being informed by Applicant to

the railway agent of the allotment to him of a car, in good intention

order and condition, shall at once declare his intention and an^l ability

ability to load the said car within the next ensuing twenty-four

hours.

2. In the event of such applicant or agent being unable to
J^^^.^'^^j

'^^

so declare his intention and ability to load the car allotted to do so.

the applicant, the railway agent shall thereupon cancel the order

by writing the word Cancelled in the remarks column of the car
C'awceized.

order book, and shall award the car to the next applicant

entitled to it.

3. If the applicant, after declaring his intention and ability Failure to

as aforesaid, shall not have commenced loading the car within 2Thour8.''^

the period of twenty-four hours from the time of the notice

to himself or his agent, as herein directed, the railway agent ^"^ella-

shall thereupon cancel the order in like manner as aforesaid.

4. E^o cancellation of a car order shall be lawful unless made Procedure

in the manner in this section provided. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 21.
^^^^^^ '^^'

93. At the time a car is ordered the railway agent shall duly Entries in

enter in the order book,— ^^^^ ^^^^

(a) the date and time when the application is made; ordered.

(b) the applicant's name

;

(c) where the car is to be placed; and,

(d) the number of the application in consecutive order.

2. When the car has been furnished, he shall enter in the When car

order book,— furnished.

(a) the date and time when the car was furnished

;

(b) the car number; and,

(c) when loaded, the date of such loading and the destina-
tion of the car. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 21.

94. The railway agent shall post up daily in a conspicuous Notice of

place a written notice signed by him, giving the date of appli- to^be posted.
cation and name of each applicant to whom he has on that day
awarded cars for the loading of grain, and the car numbers so
awarded respectively. 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 21.

95. The form of car order book authorized by the Com- Form of

missioner, and no other, shall be used at every railway station
book''^'^^'^

in the inspection district of Manitoba, and the use of any other
form shall constitute an offence under this Act.

1525 2.
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Company to 2. The railway company shall supply every agent where

of^caJ order grain is to be shipped with the authorized form of car order

book to book. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 21.
agents.

Spotting and 96, An applicant may order the cars awarded to hira to

cars'by
° be spotted or placed by the railway company at any elevator, or

company. at any flat warehouse, or at the loading platform, or at any
siding, or elsewhere subject to the provisions of this Act ; and

the railway company shall so spot or place cars as ordered by

applicants. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 21.

Notice of 97. Each person to whom a car has been allotted under

by^^^app/i^ant ^^e foregoing provisions shall, before commencing to load it,

to railway notify the railway agent of its proposed destination. 3 E. VII.,
^^^^*-

c. 33, s. 21.

When car is 98, A car shall not be considered to be furnished or sup-

furnished, plied until it is placed for loading as directed in the application

in the car order book. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 21.

Order of 99, If there is a failure at any shipping point to fill all car

in^case^of"^ orders as aforesaid, the following provisions shall apply to the

failure to application for and the distribution of cars:

—

car or er.

^^j Beginning at the top of the list in the order book and
proceeding downwards to the last name entered on the list,

each applicant shall receive one car as quickly as cars can

be supplied;

(h) When an applicant has loaded or cancelled a car allotted

to him he may, if he requires another car, become eligible

therefor by placing his name, together with the section,

township and range in which he resides, or other sufficient

designation of his residence at the bottom of the list ; and

when the second car has been allotted to him and he has

loaded or cancelled it, he may again write his name,

together with such designation of his residence, at the

bottom of the list; and so on, until his requirements have

been filled

;

(c) No applicant shall have more than one unfilled order on

the order book at any one time. 6 E. VIL, c. 28, s. 1.

Liabilities 100, Nothing in this Act shall be construed to relieve any
created by railway Company from any lial)ility imposed by the Railway

Act pre- Act, or to deprive any person of any right of action against a

served. railway company conferred by that Act. 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 21.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Application 101. Any person desiring to carry on the business of grain

for license roiiiini^sion
' merchant in the inspection district of Manitoba

JommlLion. shall make application in writing to the Commissioner iov a

license to sell grain on commission, stating the locality where

1526 be
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he intends to carry on such business, and the probable amount
of business lie -will do monthly. 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 17.

102* On receiving such application the Commissioner shall Bonds,

fix the amount of a bond to be given to His Majesty with

sufficient surety, for the benefit of persons entrusting such com-
mission merchant with consignments of grain to be sold on
commission.

2. There may be an appeal to the Minister from the decision Appeal.

of the Commissioner as to the amount of the bond. 63-64 V.,

c. 39, s. 43 ; 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 17.

103. If such commission merchant receives grain for sale Condition

on commission, the said bond shall be conditioned that he faith-
°^

fully account and report to« all persons entrusting him with

grain for sale on commission, and pay to such persons the pro-

ceeds of the consignments of grain received by him, less the

commission earned on account of the making of such sale, and
necessary and actual disbursements.

2. If he does not receive grain for sale on commission the Idem,

bond shall be conditioned for the faithful performance of his

duties as such commission merchant. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 43.

104. Upon the execution of such bond to the satisfaction License fee.

of the Commissioner, and upon payment of the license fee

of two dollars, the Commissioner shall issue a license to the

applicant to carry on the business of grain commission merchant
until the expiration of the current license year: Provided that

if the amount of business done exceeds that provided for in the

bond, the Commissioner may at any time require such addi- Additional

tional bond as he deems necessary. 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 17.
°"

105. All statements made under the provisions of this iVct Statements

shall be for the exclusive information of the Commissioner, and for'ojmmis-
no other person shall be permitted to see or examine the said sioner.

statements unless they are required for use in court, and in

such case the Commissioner shall produce all statements and
documents referring to the case. 3 E. VIL, c. 33, s. 17.

106. No person shall engage in the business of selling grain License to

on commission, or receive or solicit consignments of grain for ^? ^ ^°""

sale on commission, in the inspection district of Manitoba, cedent.'^'^^'

without first obtaining such annual license from the Commis-
sioner. 63-64 v., c. 39, s. 43.

107. Whenever any grain commission merchant sells all Statement of

or a portion of any grain consigned to him to be sold on com- commission

mission, he shall within twenty-four hours after demand there-

for, report to the consignor the quantity of the consignment sold

and render a true statement with copies of vouchers for all
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charges and expenses paid or incurred, and shall render a true

statement, showing,

—

(a) what portion of the consignment has been sold;

(b) the price received therefor;

(c) the date when each sale was made. 3 E. VII., c. 33,
•
s. 17.

Complaint in

writing by
consignor to

Commis-
sioner.

Powers of

Commis-

Commis-
sioner's
report of
investiga-

tion.

108. Whenever any consignor who has consigned grain

to any commission merchant, after having made demand

therefor, as aforesaid, receives no remittance, or report of the

sale, or if in any case after report is made the consignor is

dissatisfied with the report of sale thereof, he may make a

complaint in writing, verified by affidavit or statutory declara-

tion, to the Commissioner, who shall thereupon investigate

the sale complained of.

2. The Commissioner may compel the commission merchant

to produce his books and records and other memoranda of such

sale and give all information in his possession regarding the

report or sale so complained of, including the names of persons

to whom the grain is sold or disposed of.

3. Immediately after the investigation the Commissioner

shall render to the complainant a written report of the investi-

gation, which shall be prima facie evidence of the matter therein

contained. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 17.

TRACK BUYERS.

License and
bonds of

track buyers.

109. Unless already licensed and bonded sufficiently in the

opinion of the Commissioner to carry on the business of a track

buyer, no person shall carry on the business of a track buyer

without first having obtained a license so to do from the Com-

missioner, and entered into a bond, with sufficient sureties, for

such amount and in such form as is approved by the Commis-

sioner.

2. The annual fee for such license shall be two dollars.

3. This section shall not apply to any person who, at

or before the time of the receipt of the grain, pays to the vendor

the full purchase price thereof. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 21.

110. Every person licensed as a track buyer shall on demand

within twenty-four hours after the receipt of the expense bill

and certificates of weight aud grade, account to and pay over

to the vendor the full balnuco of the purchase money then

unpaid, iinrl sliall, upon demand, by, or on behalf of the vendor,

furnish (hiplicatc; certificates of weight and grade, with car

number and date and ])lace of sliipment. 3 E. VH., c. 33, s. 21.

Application HI. Ml provisions of this Act relating to commission
of Art to niercliants sliiili, so far as applicable, apply to licenses issued
'''"''"

to track buyers. 3 E. VI L, c. 33, s. 21.

1528 GENERAL
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GENERAL PROVISIONS.

112. Twenty-four hours shall be allowed for loading a car Time for

direct from vehicles or at a flat warehouse, which twenty-four '°^^^"K '^''^''•

hours shall be reckoned from the time when the car is placed at

the shipper's disposal on siding. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 44.

113. Every operator of an elevator or warehouse shall, at Daily state-

the close of every day that such elevator or warehouse is open neTrLt^'"
for business, furnish to the nearest station agent of the railway, station

upon the line of which such elevator or warehouse is situate,
^^^" '

a statement of the total quantity of grain that day taken into

such elevator or warehouse, and of the total quantity of grain

in store in such elevator or warehouse at the end of the day.
63-64 v., c. 39, s. 45.

114. Any warehouse or elevator which w^as on the sixth day Warehouses

of Julv, one thousand nine hundred, doing business in the or elevators

1.. ,. . . IT /.
doing busi-

stormg or shipping oi gram at any point on the line of any ness on 6th

railway in the inspection district of Manitoba, shall be allowed '^"^^' ^^^'

to continue to do business at that point, and shall not, w^ithout

the consent of the owner, except for non-compliance with the

law, be removed, or refused cars for the shipping of grain,

although elevators of greater or other capacity are erected at

such point. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 46.

115. All moneys collected under the provisions of this Act, How moneys

and all inspection fees upon grain inspection within the inspec- wi'th.

*

tion district of Manitoba, as provided for in Part II. of the

Inspection and Sale Act, shall, notwithstanding anything to

the contrary in this Act or in the said Part II., be paid by the

Chief Inspector of grain of the said district into the consolidated

revenue fund of Canada, and accounts shall be kept by the said

Chief Inspector in such manner and in such detail as is from
time to time determined by the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce. 3 E. VII., c. 33, 8. 18.

116. jSTothing in this Act shall prevent any person from Grain may
selling or buving grain by sample, regardless of its grades. ^^ ^°]^ ^^

63-64 v., c. 39, s^ 48.
'"""^

117. aSTothing in this Act shall be construed to require the Grain not

receipt of any kind of grain into an elevator in which there
}^e*^received

is not sufficient room to accommodate or store it properly, or if no room

in cases w^here the elevator is necessarily closed. 3 E. VII.,
cfosel^^^^'*

c. 33, s. 9.

118. The Chief Inspector and any inspector, deputies or Inspectors to

officials servino; under him, before opening the doors of anv car exannne con-

• . • • • 1 1 1 • .
""j

1
dition of

containing gram upon its arrival at any place aesignated by grain cars.
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Report.

law as an inspection point, for the purpose of inspecting such

grain, shall,—

•

(a) ascertain the condition of such car and determine

whether any leakages have occurred while the car was in

transit ; and,

(b) make a record of any leakages found, stating the facts

connected therewith.

2. Such inspector, deputy or official shall forthwith report the

defective condition of such car to the proper railway official,

and to the Commissioner. 63-64: Y., c. 39, s. 50; 3 E. VII.,

c. 33, s. 19.

Rules and 119. The rules and regulations made under the authority
regulations £ ^^^g ^^^ g|^^j^ ^^ posted up bv the Commissioner in a con-
posted up.

. ,
i T 1 1 ^ 1 1

spicuous place m every licensed elevator and warenouse.

63-64 v., c. 39, s. 51.

Certain 120. Sucli of the said rules and regulations as refer to deal-

to^e^posfed ^^S^ between producers, buyers, shippers and elevator or ware-

up by owner housemau, together with such portions of this Act as the Com-

etcf^^^*°^'
missioner or the Governor in Council deems proper, shall be

printed in reasonably large type by the Commissioner and

posted in a conspicuous place in every licensed elevator or ware-

house by the owner thereof. 63-64 Y., c. 39, s. 52.

Testing
sieves.

Not
damaged.

121. When testing sieves are used for the purpose of dock-

age, the wire cloth used in their construction shall have ten

meshes to the inch each way and be of number twenty-eight

standard gauge hard tinned steel wire, and every such sieve

shall be verified by the Commissioner.

2. ^o damaged or defective sieves shall be used. 63-64 Y.,

c. 39, s. 53.

Defective
scales to be
reported.

Inspection of

scales.

122. Any i^erson in charge of scales at a terminal or country

elevator or warehouse who finds that such scales are defective

shall report the fact to the inspector of weights and measures,

and to the owner of such elevator or warehouse.

2. No new elevator or warehouse shall be operated until

the scales are inspected and approved by the proper weights

and measures officials. 63-64 Y., c. 39, s. 54.

Application 123. Where in any elevator or warehouse grain is cleaned
of certain

before bcinff weighed the provisions of this Act requiring state-
proviHions.

"^^
. i i li i

• i-r

ment of gross weights shall not apply to such gram. 63-64 v .,

c. 39, s. 55.

Commis-
sioner may
refuse to re-

new license.

124. Tlie Commissioner may, within one year from the

time of any license being revoked, refuse to renew the license

or to grant a new one to the person whose license has been

revoked. 63-64 Y., c. 39, ss. 17 and 32.
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OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

125. Except as to the delivery of grain previously stored Doing busi-

in a terminal elevator, every person who transacts the business Hrtermmal
of a public terminal warehouseman without first procuring: a ^varehouse-,.^1. •11 1 • 1 man without
license as herein provided, or who continues to transact such license,

business after such license has been revoked, shall on conviction

upon indictment be liable to a penalty of not less than fifty
"^"^'^^y*

dollars nor more than two hundred and fifty dollars for each

and every day he so transacts or continues to transact such

business. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. IT.

126. Every person who, by himself or by his agent or Interfering

employee, refuses or prevents a weighmaster or any of his assist- masters^'"

ants from having access to his scales, in the regular performance

of his or their duties in supervising the weighing of grain in

accordance with this Act, shall, upon summary conviction, be Penalty,

liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars for each

offence, and such penalty shall be paid to the weighmaster for

the benefit of the Manitoba Grain Inspection Fund. 63-64 V.,

c. 39, s. 13.

12*7. Every person who,

—

(a) operates a public country elevator or warehouse without Operating
• , . public conn-

first procuring a license as herein provided ; or, try elevator

(b) after his license in that behalf has been revoked con- :«ithout
license

tinues to transact any business connected with the opera-

tion of a public country elevator, other than the delivery of

grain previously to such revocation stored therein

;

shall on conviction, upon indictment, be liable to a penalty of Penalty,

not less than ten dollars and not more than fifty dollars for

each and every day he so operates such elevator or warehouse

or continues to transact such business. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 32.

128. Every person who uses any form other than those in Using any

the schedule to this Act or authorized by the Governor in tha™ Uiose

Council, shall in case any of such forms is applicable, be guilty i" schedule,

of an offence under this Act, and shall be liable to a fine or Penalty,

forfeiture of license. 63-64 V., c. 39, s. 40.

129. Every person who wilfully falsifies or misstates the Falsification

weight of grain as weighed, or who uses concealed or other ment of'

weights in such a way as to falsify or change the apparent ^^'eight.

weights of grain being weighed, shall be guilty of an offence Penalty,

punishable with fine, or forfeiture of license, or both. 63-64

v., c. 39, s. 54.

130. Every person offering for sale or storage grain, the Manipula-

different qualities of which have been wilfully manipulated ^i*th "intenT"

with intent to deceive the person to whom it is so offered for to deceive,

sale, or the person receiving it for warehousing, as to the true

1531 quality
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Penalty. quality of such grain, shall be guilty of an offence. 63-04 V.,

c. 39/s. 56.

Person vio-

lating this

Act.

Penalty.

131. Every person guilty of an infraction of, or failing to

comply with the requirements of this Act, for which a penalty is

not in this Act provided, or of any rule or regulation made
pursuant to this Act, shall, upon summary conviction, in addi-

tion to any other punishment prescribed by law, be liable to a

penalty of not less than ten dollars, nor more than one thousand
dollars, and, in default of payment, to imprisonment for not

less than one month nor more than one year. 3 E. VII., c. 33,

s. 20.

Corporation
violating
this Act.

Additional
penalty.

132. Every corporation guilty of an infraction of, or fail-

ing to comply with the provisions of this Act, for which a

penalty is not in this Act provided, or of any rule or regulation

made pursuant to this Act, shall upon summary conviction, in

addition to any other punishment prescribed by law, be liable

to a penalty of not less than ten dollars nor more than one

thousand dollars. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 20.

Transferring
or selling

right to car.

Penalty.

133. Every person who, having applied to a railway com-
pany for a car, transfers or sells his right to such car shall be

guilty of an offence under this Act, punishable, upon summary
conviction before a justice of the peace, by a fine of not less

than twenty-five dollars and not more than one hundred dollars.

3 E. VII., c.*33, s. 21.

Unlawfully 134. Every person wdio, contrary to the provisions of this

the%kci1jg -^ct, obtains the placing of a name on the order book as an
of a name on applicant for a car, shall be guilty of an offence punishable,
or er 00 .

^^p^^^ summary conviction before a justice of the peace, by a
Penalty. ^^^ ^f j^qj- ]ggg than twenty-five dollars, and not more than one

hundred dollars. 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 21.

SCHEDULE.

A.

CASK TICKET.

No.

Purchased from Net
grade. Kind of grain

(net weight in v)ords)

1532

Station.

(Date)

bushels pounds

Price
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Price per bushel $ total cash payable $ Total

price (in words) gross weight bushels

pounds.

Dockage " "

Net weight " "

63-64 v., c. 39, sch.

By
Agent.

B.

STORAGE RECEIPT.
'No.

Elevator (or warehouse)

Man. 190

Received into store from bushels pounds
grade kind of grain (weight

and grade guaranteed bj this warehouse) to be stored and
insured against loss by fire under the following conditions:

The charge for receiving, cleaning, insuring against loss by
fire, handling, storing fifteen days and shipping grain is

cents per bushel. (It is provided by law that this charge shall

not exceed per bushel)
Each succeeding 30 days or part thereof is

of a cent per bushel including insurance against loss by fire.

(It is provided by law that this charge shall not exceed
of a cent per bushel.)

Upon the return of this receipt and tender or payment of

above named charges accruing up to the time of the return of

this receipt, the above quantity, grade and kind of grain will

be delivered, within the time prescribed by law, to the person

above named or his order, either from this elevator or ware-
house, or, if either party desires, in quantities of not less than
carload lots at any terminal elevator in the inspection district

of Manitoba, on same line of railway or any railway connect-

ing therewith, as soon as the transportation company delivers

the grain at the said terminal, and certificates of grade and
weight are returned, subject to freight, weighing and inspec-

tion charges at such terminal point, the grade and weight of

such grain to be delivered to be such as will conform to the

grade, and, as nearly as possible, to the weight first above men-
tioned, on Government inspection and weighing thereof at such
terminal point.

Weight gross Bushs. Pounds
Dockage " "

Weight net " "

(net weight in words)

By

63-64 v., c. 39, sch; 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 22.

Agents.
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C.

STORAGE KECEIPT FOR SPECIAL BINNED GEAIN.

Elevator (or warehouse)

Man., 190 .

Received into store from bushels pounds

kind of grain Bin No. (weight and identity

of grain guaranteed by this warehouse) to be stored and in-

sured against loss by fire under the following conditions

:

The charge for receiving, cleaning, insuring against loss

by fire, handling, storing 15 days and shipping grain is

cents per bushel. (It is provided by law that this charge shall

not exceed cents per bushel.)

Each succeeding 30 days or part thereof is of a

cent per bushel, including insurance against loss by fire. (It

is provided by law that this charge shall not exceed

of a cent per bushel.)

Upon return of this receipt and tender or payment of above

named charge, accruing up to the time of the return of

this receipt the identical grain so received into store will be

delivered within the time prescribed by law to the person above

named or his order, either from this elevator or warehouse,

or, if either party so desires, in quantities of not less than

carload lots at any terminal elevator in the inspection district of

Manitoba, on same line of railway or any railway connecting

therewith, as soon as the transportation company delivers the

grain at said terminal, and certificates of grade and weight are

returned, subject to freight, weighing and inspection charges at

such terminal point. It is guaranteed that the weight of such

grain to be delivered will conform as nearly as possible to the

weight first above mentioned, on Government weighing thereof

at terminal point.

Weight gross bushels pounds.

Dockage net

Weight net

(net weight in words)

03-64 v., c. 39, sch.; 3 E. VII., c. 33, s. 23.
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D.

PLAT WAREHOUSE RECEIPT.

No.

Flat warehouse.

Man., , 190 .

Received into bin ISTo. of this warehouse
from

bushels pounds.

kind of grain (weight and identity

guaranteed by this warehouse) under the following conditions:

The charge for use of such bin for six days (inclusive of

one day for loading on car, but exclusive of Sunday) and
for weighing in and out is of a cent per bushel. (The
maximum charge allowed by law therefor being of a

cent per bushel.) This warehouse does not insure grain.

Upon return of this receipt and paj-ment or tender of above
charges, the owner of said grain will be entitled to have it

weighed for him while it is being taken out by him for shipping

on car.

Such bin is furnished and such grain received on the under-

standing that the owner will within six days from the time such
bin was furnished to him place therein and have ready for

shipping and load on car, one carload of such grain : Provided,
that if the owner is not furnished with car by the end of the

fifth day of such period of six days, such period shall extend

to twenty-four hours after car furnished.

If a carload of grain is not delivered in said bin and loaded

on car within the time above provided, the grain then in said

bin will be loaded on car by this warehouseman at an additional

charge of one-half of one cent per bushel and shipped to the

terminal elevator for the owner, subject to freight and weighing
and inspection charges and all charges of this warehouse,

including such additional half cent per bushel for loading on
car, or this warehouseman may sell such grain on account of

the owner thereof and shall then be liable to account to the

owner for the proceeds after deducting all proper charges.

By

- Agent.

63-64 v., c. 39, sch.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson. Law Printer to the Kine's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 84.

An Act respecting tlie Culling and Measuring of

Lumber in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

SHOKT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Cullers Act. E.S., c. 103, Short title.

s. 1.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' timber ' or ' lumber ' includes all articles subject to

inspection, culling or counting- under this Act;

(b) ' supervisor ' means the supervisor of cullers

;

(c) ' deputy ' or ' deputy supervisor ' means deputy super-

visor of cullers. R.S., c. 103, s. 2.

APPLICATION OF ACT.

3. The provisions of this Act apply only to the provinces of Application

Ontario and Quebec, and do not apply to any place below the
'

eastern end of the island of Orleans. R.S., c. 103, s. 3.

4. Nothing in this Act shall make it compulsory to have any Culling not

article of lumber measured, culled or assorted, under this Act,
*^°'"P"'so'"y-

except that all square and waney timber shipped for exporta-

tion by sea shall be either measured or culled, at the option of

the persons interested, by a licensed culler, under the control

and superintendence of the supervisor or deputy. 57-58 Y.,

c. 52, s. 1.

REGULATIONS.

5. The Governor in Council may make regulations from Regulations.

time to time,

—

(a) for giving effect to the provisions of this Act;

(h) for reducing the number of cullers to be employed

;

(c) prescribing the manner of granting licenses to cullers

;

(d) assigning to cullers such fees as he, from time to time,

deems proper;

(e) making, raising or lowering a tariff of fees and charges

for culling, measuring, counting off or making out speci-

97 1537 iications-
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fications for timber, deals, staves or other lumber, under

this Act, in such manner as to meet and defray, as nearly

as possible, the expenses of the supervisor's office, and the

payment of salaries to the supervisor and the deputy

supervisors, employed under this Act, and so as to give

the cullers employed yearly average earnings of seven

hundred dollars each;

(f) for changing the classification of the qualities of timber

or lumber as set forth in this Act,—sl-ich changed classifi-

cation to have force and effect from and after publication

in the Canada Gazette of the order in council making the

same:

(g) for granting annuities, not exceeding two hundred

dollars in each case, to such of the cullers as are incapable,

by reason of age, infirmity or otherwise, of pursuing their

business of culling, or whose services are no longer

required

;

(h) for the payment of such annuities granted, as herein

provided, out of such funds as have been collected, or as

shall be hereafter collected, over and above the cost of the

culling office. R.S., c. 103, s. 32; 52 V., c. 18, s. 3.

When pay- 6. In the event of there being no such surplus funds out

Ck)n °rd °t d
^^ which the annuities granted, as aforesaid, can be paid, such

Revenue annuities shall be paid out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund
^"°^-

of Canada. R.S., c. 103, s. 33.

Supervisor
may be
appointed.

SUPERVISOR AND DEPUTY SUPERVISORS.

7. The Governor in Council may appoint a fit person, well

skilled and practically acquainted with the lumber trade of the

said provinces, to be the supervisor of cullers, who shall super-

vise and control the culling, measuring and examination of

every description of lumber in the manner hereinafter pre-

scribed. R.S., c. 103, s. 4.

To give
security.

8. The supervisor shall himself, with two responsible sure-

ties, enter into a bond to His Majesty, in the sum of four

thousand dollars each, for the faithful discharge of his duty;

and such bond shall enure to the benefit of all persons damnified

by the misfeasance, malfeasance or nonfeasance of the super-

visor, and any persons so damnified may recover, from the

supervisor and his sureties, upon such bond, the amount in

which they have been so damnified. R.S., c. 103, s. 5.

Oath of
officr.

9. The supervisor shall, before entering upon the duties of

his office, take and subscribe, before any of His Majesty's

justices of the King's Bench or Superior Court in the district

of Quebec, an oath in tlie form following, that is to say:

—

1538
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* I, A. B., solemnly swear that I will faithfully, truly and
impartially, to the best of my skill and understanding, execute

the office and perform the duty of supervisor of cullers, accord-

ing to the true intent and meaning of the Cullers Act ; that I
will not, either directly or indirectly, personally, or by means
of any other person or persons on my behalf, receive any fee,

reward or gratuity whatever, by reason of any function of my
office as supervisor, except such as are allowed to me by the said

Act; and that I will not, directly or indirectly, be a dealer in

or interested in the buying or selling of any article of lumber,

either on my own account or on account of any other person or

persons whomsoever; and that I will act without partiality,

favour or affection, and to the best of my knowledge. So help

me God.' R.S., c. 103, s. 6.

10. In addition to the supervisor of cullers, there shall be Appoint-

such number of deputy supervisors of cullers as the Governor deputies.

in Council, from time to time, determines. R.S., c. 103, s. 7.

11. Every deputy supervisor shall himself, with two respon- Deputy to

sible sureties, enter into a bond to His Majesty, in the sum ^^^^ security,

of two thousand dollars each, for the faithful discharge of his

duty, and such bond shall enure to the benefit of all persons

damnified by the misfeasance, malfeasance or nonfeasance of

the deputy supervisor; and any of the persons so damnified
may recover, from the deputy supervisor and his sureties, upon
such bond, the amount in which they have been so damnified.

R.S., c. 103, s. 8.

12. Every deputy supervisor shall, before entering upon And take

the duties of his office, take and subscribe, before a justice of o^ce^^
the peace, the oath prescribed for the supervisor, in so far as it

is applicable to such deputy. U.S., c. 103, s. 9.

13. In the event of the removal from either of the said ?^^'^ secur-

provinces, or the declared or known insufficiency or the death 'c^es.

of any of the sureties of the supervisor or of any deputy
supervisor, such supervisor or deputy, as the case may be, shall

immediately procure sufficient sureties, and enter into a new
bond, as required by this Act, and in default of his so doing
his appointment shall become void. U.S., c. 103, s. 10.

14. The oaths and bonds hereinbefore mentioned shall be Oaths and

filed in the office of the Registrar General of Canada. R.S., met'
""'^"^

c. 103, s. 10.

1 5. All appointments in the supervisor's office shall be made Appoint-

by the Governor in Council. R.S., c. 103, s. 11. Governor in

Council.

97i ' 1539 BOARD
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Constitution
of board of

examiners.

Meetings.

Members to

be sworn.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS.

16. The council of the Quebec Board of Trade, when
required by the supervisor so to do, shall elect four merchants,

practically acquainted with the lumber trade, and the super-

visor shall, by an instrument under his hand and seal, appoint

four licensed cullers, and the said four merchants and four

cullers shall constitute a board of examiners, of which board

the supervisor shall ex officio be a member and chairman;

and as often as vacancies occur in the said board, by death,

change of residence or otherwise, such vacancies shall be filled

by election in the case of the merchants, and by new appoint-

ment in the case of the cullers, forming the said board. R.S.,

c. 103, s. 12.

17. The board shall meet at the office of the supervisor, or

elsewhere, on the first Monday of May and August in each

year, or upon any other day, when notified by the supervisor

so to do, and four members of the board shall constitute a

quorum for the transaction of business, and the decision of

a majority of the members present at any such meeting shall

be held to be the decision of the board. R.S., c. 103, s. 13.

18. Every member of the board, before acting as such, shall

take an oath, which shall be administered by the supervisor,

and shall be in the form following, that is to say :

—

' I, A.B., solemnly swear that I will, to the best of my^'udg-

ment and understanding, faithfully test the skill and qualifi-

cation of any applicant who comes before me to be examined as

to his fitness to be licensed as a culler, and that I will act accord-

ing to the true intent and meaning of the law, and without

partiality, favour or affection. So help me God.' R.S., c. 103,

s. 14.

Certificate

of board.

Culler to be
sworn.

Form of

oath.

CULLERS.

19. Every certificate issued by the board of examiners

appointed under the provisions of this Act, shall state the

qualifications of the person to whom such certificate is issued,

and what description of culling he is best qualified to perform.

R.S., c. 103, s. 15.

20. Every culler shall take and subscribe, before a justice

of the peace, an oath in the form following, that is to say:

—

' T, A. B., solemnly swear, that I will faithfully, truly and

impartially, to tlie best of my knowledge and understanding,

execute the office and perform the duty of a culler of (here

irisert the descri])tion of the lumber of which he is to he a

culler), according to the true intent and meaning of the law

concerning th(; culling and measuring of lumber, and that I

will give a true account and certificate of the number, quality

1540 and
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and dimensions or measurement of the lumber which is sub-
mitted to my inspection, according- to the best of my knowledge

;

and that I will not, directly or indirectly, be a dealer in or
interested in the buying or selling of any article of limiber,

either on my own account or on account of any other person or
persons whomsoever; and that I will not at any time purloin,
or wilfully change or omit, any article of lumber submitted to

me for the purpose of being measured, counted or culled. So
help me God.'

2. The culler shall cause the oath to be filed in the office of Filing oath,

the supervisor. R.S., c. 103, s. 16.

21. When any applicant to be a culler has complied with Issue of

the requirements of this Act, the supervisor shall report and cullers.

certify the same to the Governor in Council, and shall procure

for such applicant his license, without any fee to the supervisor,

and subject only to the payment of such fees of office as are

usual and reasonable for such documents. U.S., c. 103, s. 16.

22. The Governor in Council may appoint such number of Appoint-

qualified cullers duly licensed in the manner provided in this
^ii"*ra

Act, as are necessary for the proper performance of the work
of culling timber, deals, boards, staves and other articles in the

manner provided in this Act. R.S., c. 103, s. 17.

23. No person shall be appointed as a culler, unless he has Certificate

obtained a certificate of qualification in the manner prescribed ?t quahfica-

in this Act. 52 V., c. 18, s. 2.
'°"'

24. The supervisor and deputy supervisors, and all cullers Supervisor,

appointed or holding office under this Act, shall be officers of ^^•- ^° ^^

the Department of Trade and Commerce, and shall be subject Trade and

to all the provisions of the Acts respecting the collection and D^pa"\^me^nt

management of the public revenue, and as to security by public

officers, and shall also be subject to such departmental regu-

lations as to hours of service, as are, from time to time, made.

E.S., c. 103, s. 19; 1 E. VII., c. 30, ss. 1 and 4.

25. Any culler licensed under this Act, and not employed Culler hiring

by the supervisor or a deputy, may engage or hire himself to himself as a

merchants or others, as a shipping culler; but such culler shall culler.

in no ease measure, cull, count, stamp or mark any description

of lumber before the same has been first measured by some

licensed culler other than himself, under the direction of the

supervisor or deputy, except with the written permission of

the supervisor or deputy and in accordance with the same rules

and on the same terms by which cullers acting under the super-

visor or deputy are bound, according to this Act; and he shall

also keep a record of all his operations, returns of which he

shall make monthly to the supervisor or deputy. E.S., c. 103,

s. 35.

1541 26.
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26. Every culler employed by the supervisor shall obey his

lawful commands, and shall hold himself in readiness, on all

days except Sundays and holidays, to execute the duties of his

office from daylight until dark ; and for each delay, neglect or

refusal so to do, when not otherwise employed about the duties

of his office, the culler shall forfeit eighty dollars to the use of

the person injured by such neglect, refusal or delay; and every

culler so employed, who is guilty of impropriety of conduct or

disobedience of orders, or who is found incompetent, may be

suspended from office bv the supervisor, subject to an ap^jeal

to the board of examiners. R.S., c. 103, s. 20.

,27. An office shall be opened in some convenient place at

the port of Quebec, wdiich shall be known as the supervisor of

cullers office, and such other offices shall be opened for the

deputy supervisors, and at such places as the Governor in

Council determines ; and such offices shall be kept open on all

days, except Sundays and holidays, from six o'clock in the

forenoon to six o'clock in the afternoon during the season of

navigation, and during ordinary office hours at all other seasons.

E.S., c. 103, s. 21.

28. The measurement books, and all other public documents

in the office of the supervisor and deputy supervisors, shall be

open to the perusal of the seller and buyer of lumber, with

reference to any transaction between them, and to the perusal

of any other person interested therein. U.S., c. 103, s. 22.

Apprentices. 29. The scribers of timber and holders of measuring tapes

shall in all cases, when practicable, be apprentices or candidates

for becoming cullers, for whose acts, in the performance of

their duties, the cullers shall be responsible. R.S., c. 103, s. 23.

MODE OF CULLING AND MEASURING.

How square 30. Square timber shall be measured only in some one of

be"'meas?red. the three modes following, that is to say :

—

First—Measured oif, in the raft or otherwise, giving the full

cubic contents without any allowance or deduction

;

Second—Measured in shipping order, which shall mean
sound, fairly made timber, gum seams closed at the butt

and sound knots not to be considered unsoundness, lengths

under the merchantable standard hereinafter mentioned

and not less than twelve feet long to be received, if, in the

opinion of the culler, the same is fit for shipment

;

Third—Culled and measured in a merchantable state in

accordance with the rules, standards and limitations here-

inafter d(!scribed. U.S., c. 103, s. 24.

Inspection of

books.

Lont^th of 31. Tn measuring tindxir, the culler employed for that pur-
timbor to be

^^^^^^^ ^j^^^ mcasurc uot Only the girth of each piece of timber,
"''"'""'

1542 but
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but shall also measure, personally, with the aid of one competent a? well as

assistant, the length of each piece of timber, in all cases where
'

such measurement is practicable with the aid of only one

assistant ; and in the event of any case arising in which, in

the opinion of the supervisor, or of any deputy, such measure-

ment cannot be effected with the aid of one assistant only, such

culler may employ an additional competent assistant for that

purpose, who, as well as the assistant first above mentioned,

shall be approved of by the supervisor or deputy. R.S., c. 103,

s. 25.

32. Every culler shall be provided with such measuring Culler ix) be

rods, tapes and other measuring instruments as are prescribed |^™iV measur-

by departmental regulations, all of which shall be in accordance ing instru-

with the standard measures of Canada, and shall bear the

verification marks of the Department of Trade and Commerce.
R.S., c. 103, s. 2G; 1 E. VII., c. 30, ss. 1 and 4.

33. Every culler shall also be provided with such scribing And with

knives and such stamps as are necessary for marking the stamp^s.

articles culled by him with the initials of his name, and with

the capital letters distinguishing the quality, as follows :

—

M denoting what is merchantable
;

'

U denoting what is sound and of merchantable quality but

under merchantable size

;

S denoting what is of second quality;

T denoting what is of third quality

;

R denoting what is rejected and unmerchantable. R.S.,

c. 103, s. 26.

34. Such marks shall be indented or stamped on the end How marks

of each article of lumber culled in terms of the merchantable Ipp/ied

standard hereinafter prescribed, except as to West India and

barrel staves, boards, deals, lathwood and hand-spikes. R.S.,

c. 103, s. 26.

35. Every culler shall check and examine the entry of his Entries to

measurements and of culling and counting on the books of an/sf^ed.

the supervisor, and sign such entry and calculations on the

said books. R.S., c. 103, s. 27.

36. A copy of every agreement as to the adoption of any Agreement

of the modes of measurement or culling mentioned in this Act,
^j measure-

signed by the seller and buyer, shall be lodged in the office of ment to be

the supervisor, or deputy supervisor, at the same time that a ^
'

requisition is made to him for a culler to measure or cull any

lumber, for the guidance of the supervisor, or deputy supervisor

and culler, in the performance of their duty, and such requisi-

tion shall state the river and section of the province wherefrom

such lumber is produced; but the owner of any lumber, or his

1543 agent,
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agent, may cause it to be measured, culled or counted before

any sale, in which case the specification of such lumber shall

set forth the mode in which the measurement, culling or count-

ing has been performed. R.S., c. 103, s. 28.

37. Whenever it appears that ti.nber, masts, spars, boards,

planks, deals, staves, oars or any other description of lumber,

are not properly hewn, squared, buttec^ or edged, but are mer-

chantable in other respects and sold as such, the supervisor,

deputv and culler, respectively, shall order or cause the same

to be properly dressed and chopped, at the expense of the seller

or the buyer, as the case may be, previously to their being

respectively received and certified to be merchantable ; and such

dressing and chopping shall be done under the direction of the

culler in charge of the measuring or culling. R.S., c. 103, s. 30.

Description
and classes

of timber.

White oak.

Rock elm.

White or
yellow pine.

lied pine.

A-sh, bass-

wof)d and
butternut.

Birch.

MaHtB, bow-
KpritH and
red pine
Hpars.

llirkorv
handHpikes.

QUALITIES OF LUMBEE.

38. In all cases the supervisor, deputy supervisor and

cullers, respectively shall, in ascertaining and certifying the

merchantable size and quality of lumber submitted to their

culling, be governed by the descriptions, rules, standards and

limitations following, that is to say :

—

(a) Square white oak timber, first quality, shall be free

from rot, rotten knots affecting the surrounding wood,

open rings and grub or large worm holes, but small worm
holes and shakes shall be allowed according to the judg-

ment of the culler ; second quality shall be oak not coming

within the definition of first quality, and which, in the

judgment of the culler, is not culls

;

(h) Square hard gray or rock elm shall be free from rot,

open rings and rotten knots affecting the surrounding

wood, but shakes and slivers shall be allowed according to

the judgment of the culler;

(c) Square white or yellow pine timber shall be free from

rot, rotten knots affecting the surrounding wood, worm
holes, open shakes and open rings, but sound knots shall

be allowed according to the judgment of the culler

;

(d) Square red pine timber shall be free from rot, rotten

knots affecting the surrounding wood, worm holes, shakes

and splits, but sound knots shall be allowed according to

the judgment of the culler;

(e) Stpuire ash, basswood and butternut shall be of the same

quality as white or yellow pine square timber;

(f) S(iuiirc' birch .shall be free from rot, rotten knots, splits

and shakes, and shall l)e idlowed two inches wane;

(g) Masts, bowsprits and red ])ine spars shall be sound, free

from bad' knots, rents and shakes, and the heart shall be

visil)lf' in spots at or near the partners;

(h) hickory liandspikos shall be six feet long, and three and

a half inclics square at the smaller end;

1544 (i)
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(i) Ash oars shall be three inches square on the loin, and Ash oars,

five inches broad on the blade, the blade shall be one-third

of the length of the oar, and snch oars shall be cleft

straiiiht on all sides, and free from large knots, splits and
shakes

;

(j) Lathwood shall be cut in lengths of from three to six Lathwood.

feet, and measured bv the cord of eight feet in length by
four feet in height ; and, to be merchantable, shall be free

from rot, shall split freely, and each billet may contain to

the extent of three or four open case knots, provided they

run in line or nearly so, and it shall not have more than

one twist

;

(k) Pine or fir boards shall not be less than ten feet in Pine or fir

length, one inch in thickness and seven inches in breadth, °^^ ^"

equally broad from end to end, edged with a saw, or

neatly trimmed by a straight line, and' shall be free from
rot, bad knots, rents and shakes, and of equal thickness on

both edges from end to end ; the colour alone of any board

shall not be a sufficient cause for its rejection, if it is in

other respects sound and merchantable, and of the dimen-

sions required by this Act

;

(I) White or yellow pine deals, to be merchantable, shall White or

be free from rot, rotten knots, grub-worm holes, open case deals^
^'°^

knots, shakes and splits (a slight sun crack excepted), and
sound knots and hard black knots shall be allowed as fol-

lows : If they do not exceed three in number, and do not

exceed on the average one inch and a quarter diameter ; if

they exceed three and are not more than six in number,
and do not exceed, on the average, three-quarters of an

inch in diameter; such proportion of knots shall be

allowed for a deal eleven inches in width and twelve feet

in length, and deals of greater or less dimensions shall be ,

allowed for in proportion, according to the judgment of

the culler ; wane equal to half an inch on one edge, if

running the whole length of the deal, shall be allowed,

and, if not exceeding half the length of such deal, three-

quarters of an inch wane shall be allowed ; the deals shall

Tdo free from black or dead sap' with a slight exception, in

the discretion of the culler;

(m) Ked pine deals, to be merchantable, shall be free from Red pine

rot, rotten knots, grub-worm holes, open case knots and <^^^'^-

splits; several small sound knots shall be allowed^, accord-

ing to the judgment of the culler; heart shake shall be

allowed, if it does not run far into the deal or form a split

through at the ends ; they shall be free, or nearly so, from

black or dead sap, but sound sap on the corners or on a

portion of one face oif a deal shall be allowed, according

to the judgment of the culler;

(n) Spruce deals, to be merchantable, shall be free from ret, Spruce deals,

rotten knots, grub-worm holes, open case knots, splits and

1545 shakes,
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White or
yellow pine
second
quality

deals.

Spruce and
red pine
second
quality

deals.

Quebec
standard
hundred of

deals.

'^^e^chnnt-

able deals.

R.S., lOOG.

shakes, a heart shake not exceeding one-fourth of an
inch to half an inch in depth excepted; several small

sound knots and hard black knots shall be allowed, accord-

ing to the judgment of the culler, and in the exercise of

such judgment he shall keep in view the peculiar nature

of the wood, and govern his judgment accordingly; wane
equal to half an inch on one edge, if running the whole
length of the deal, shall be allowed, and if not exceeding

one-quarter the length of such deal, three-quarters of an

inch shall be allowed;

(o) White or yellow pine second quality deals, shall be free

from rot, rotten knots and splits, with slight exceptions,

at the discretion of the culler, and sound knots and hard

black knots shall be allowed as follows:—if they do not

exceed six in number and, upon the average, one inch and

a half diameter ; if they exceed six and are not more than

twelve in number, and do not exceed, upon the average,

one inch and a quarter in diameter, but small knots

under half an inch diameter shall not be counted or con-

sidered ; such -proportion of knots shall be allowed for a

deal eleven inches in width and twelve feet in length, and

deals of greater or less dimensions shall be allowed for in

proportion, according to the judgment of the culler; heart

shakes and sun cracks not exceeding three-fourths of an

inch to one inch in depth shall be allowed, as also worm
holes, according to the judgment of the culler; wane of

half an inch to one inch shall be allowed according to the

quality of the deal in other respects, according to the

judgment of the culler; deals rejected as not coming

within the standard of merchantable or second quality

shall be classed as culls, except that the culler may, if

requested by buyer and seller, select and classify, as third

quality, the best of the deals so rejected

;

(p) Spruce and red pine second quality deals, shall be deals

not coming within the definition of merchantable, and

which, in the opinion and judgment of the culler, are not

culls, and shall be classed as second quality; and the

culler, if required by seller and buyer, may select and

classify as third quality the best of the deals unfit to be

seconds

;

(q) The Quebec standard hundred of deals shall be one

hundred ])ieces twelve feet long, eleven inches broad, and

two and a half inches thick ; and deals of all other dimen-

sions shall be computed according to the said standard;

deals of all qualities shall be not less than eight feet long,

seven indies l)road and two and a lialf inches thick; deal

ends shall be not less than six feet long and shall be com-

puted according to tlic Quebec standard

;

(]) All merchnntable deals shall be well sawn and squared

at the end with a saw, and the colour alone shall be no

objection to their being merchantable;
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(s) All deals when culled shall, in all cases, be stamped To be

with the initials of the culler, and the capital letter
^^'^'^p^'^-

denoting their quality as such;

(t) Spruce deals, if not sawn at the ends prior to or at the Spruce deals,

time of culling, shall be marked with the capital letter
'^""^^ marked,

denoting their respective qualities, with red chalk, in large

bold letters ; and to prevent mistakes in piling, all other Other deals,

deals shall be marked with bold strokes in red chalk as

follows :

—

Merchantable shall be marked, I;

Second quality shall be marked, II

;

Third quality, if made, shall be marked. III

;

Rejected or culls shall be marked, X

;

(u) Standard or measurement staves shall be of the dimen- standard or

sions set forth in the words and figures following :

—

of staves.

5^ feet long, 5 inches broad, and from 1 to 3 inches

thick

;

4^ feet long, 4^ inches broad, and from 1 to 3 inches

thick

;

3^ feet long, 4 inches broad, and from 1 to 3 inches

thick

;

2| feet long, 5 inches broad, and from 1 to 3 inches

thick

;

(v) Head-staves, five and a half feet long, and four and a ^lead staves,

half inches broad, shall be received as if of merchantable

dimensions

;

(w) The standard mille shall be twelve hundred pieces of Standard

five and a half feet long, five inches broad, and one and

a half inch thick ; and standard or measurement staves

of other dimensions shall be reduced to the said standard

by the tables of calculation now used;

(x) West India or puncheon staves shall be three and a half West India

feet long, four inches broad, and three-fourths of an inch ^JaveT

thick

;

(y) All staves shall be straight grained timber, properly Qualities

split, with straight edges, free from the grub or large requisite^ in

worm holes, knots, veins, shakes and splinters ; and small
^

worm holes which do not exceed three in number, shall be

allowed according to the judgment of the culler, provided

there are no veins running from or connected therewith,

and the culler shall measure the length, breadth and

thickness of standard staves at the shortest, narrowest and

thinnest parts ; and the thickness of West India and barrel

staves exceeding the standard breadth shall be measured

at such standard breadth, to wit:—four and three and a

half inches respectively, provided the thinnest edge is not

less than half an inch

;

(z) The dimensions of merchantable timber shall be as set Dimensions

forth in the following words and figures :—
pble^'timben'

Oak shall be at least twenty feet in length and ten inches q^-^

square in the middle

;

1547 Elm
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E:im.

White pine.

Eed pine.

Ash, bass-

wood find

butternut.

Birch.

Taper of
merchant-
able timber.

Hfillow
allowed.

Dimensions
of masts,
bowsprits
and red pine
Bpars.

Elm shall be at least twenty feet in length and ten

inches square in the middle;
White pine shall be at least twenty feet in length and

twelve inches square in the middle, and fifteen feet

and upwards in length, if it is sixteen inches square
and upwards in the middle

;

Red pine shall be at least tAventy-five feet in length and
ten inches square in the middle, and twenty feet and
upwards in length, if it is twelve inches square and
upwards in the middle

;

Ash, basswood and butternut shall be at least fifteen

feet in length and twelve inches square in the middle,

and at least twelve feet in length, if it is fifteen inches

square and upwards in the middle;

Birch shall be at least six feet in length and twelve

inches square in the middle

;

Taper of merchantable timber:

—

Oak, 3 inches, under 30 feet, and in proportion

for any greater length;

Elm, 2 inches for 30 feet, and in proportion for

any greater lenpth

;

White pine, 1^ inches for 20 feet, and in propor-

tion for any greater length

;

Eed pine, 2 inches for 25 feet, and in proportion

for any greater length
;

Ash, bass-wood and butternut, 1| inches under 20
feet, and in proportion for any greater length

;

Bends or twists not to exceed one in number;
Hollow allowed on merchantable timber:

—

Oak, 3 inches for every 20 feet in length, and in

proportion for any greater length

;

Elm, 3 inches for every 20 feet in length, and in

proportion for any greater length

;

W^hite pine, 2^ inches for every 20 feet in length,

and in proportion for any greater length

;

Red pine, 3 inches for every 20 feet in length, and
in proportion for any greater length

;

Ash, basswood and butternut, 2^ inches for every

20 feet in length, and in proportion for any
greater length

;

Dimensions of white pine masts, bowsprits and red pine

spars :

—

White pine masts of 23 inches and upwards at the

partners, shall be 3 feet in length to an inch in

diameter;

White ])ine masts of 22 inches and upwards at the

])artncrs, shall be 3 feet in length to an in^h in

diameter and 2 feet extreme length;

^^^lite pine masts of 21 inches and upwards at the

]»artiiers, shall be 3 feet in length to an inch in

diameter and 3 feet extreme length

;
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White pine masts of 20 inches and upwards at the

partners, shall be 3 feet in length to an inch in

diameter and 4 feet extreme length

;

Hollow or bend not to exceed six inches for seventy

feet, and in proportion for any greater length

;

Bowsprits shall be two feet in length for every inch
in diameter at the partners, adding two feet for

extreme length

;

Red pine spars shall be three feet to the inch in

diameter at the partners, and nine feet extreme
length; hollow not to exceed seven inches for

sixty feet, and in proportion for any greater

length. R.S., c. 103, s. 29.

SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES.

39. If any dispute arises between the first buyer or seller, Survey in

or the person making the requisition, and the culler employed dispute,

to cull or measure any article of lumber, with regard to the

dimensions or quality thereof, the supervisor or deputy shall,

as soon as possible, upon a written complaint thereof being

niade, demanding a survey, cause a board of survey to be held

for examining the quality and dimensions of such lumber ; and
such board shall take into consideration the i^osition of such

lumber when measured or culled, and all other circumstances

and considerations connected therewith, in reporting thereon

;

and such board shall consist of three persons, one to be Composition

appointed by the culler whose decision is disputed, one by the °^ board of

person complaining, and one by the supervisor or deputy, and

their determination shall be final and conclusive ; and if the

opinion and act of the culler is confirmed, the reasonable costs Costs.

and charges of re-examination shall be paid by the person

complaining, but if otherwise, by the culler. R.S., c. 103,

s. 31.

40. Such survey shall be demanded when the culling or When sur-

measuring is completed, or within two lawful days after the demanded,

person demanding the survey has been furnished with the

specification thereof; and such right of survey shall cease on

and after the fifteenth day of ISTovember in each year. R.S.,

c. 103, s. 31.

41. The supervisor or deputy, for the more expeditious One culler

settlement of disputes, may, with the consent and at the request ajipoin^d

of buyer, seller and culler concerned, name one culler to act as by consent,

surveyor ; and if the culler so named is not objected to by any

of the persons interested, he shall act in the capacity of a board

of survev, and his determination shall be final and conclusive.

R.S., c. 103, s. 31.

1549 CHARGES
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Collection
fees and
charges.

By "whom
and when
payable.

CPIAKGES FOR CULLING AND MEASURING.

of 42. The fees and charges fixed by the Governor in Council

shall be charged and collected by the supervisor and deputy

supervisor, as the fees and charges for culling, measuring or

counting off each description of lumber, and for making out

specifications, and shall include all charges and expenses

against such lumber,- except in cases where extra labour for

canting, dressing, butting, chopping, and piling is necessary

and required. R.S., c. 103, s. 34.

43. Ono-half of such fees and charges shall be paid by the

buyer, and the other half by the seller; but the whole of such

fees and charges shall, in all cases, be paid to the supervisor or

deputy, on the delivery of the specification or on the presenta-

tion of an account thereof, by the person, or by the persons

jointly or severally, who filed a requisition or order for such

measuring, counting or culling, whether such person or persons

are buyers, sellers, owners, or possessors of such lumber. E..S.,

c. 103,' s. 34.

Shipping
culler

offending.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

44. Every culler hiring himself or engaging himself to mer-

chants or others as a shipping culler and who offends against

this Act, shall, for each such offence be liable to a penalty not

exceeding four hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for a term

not exceeding six months, in the discretion of tbe court. R.S..

c. 103, s. 35.

Acting as

culler with-

out a license.

45. Every person who is not licensed as a culler, who
measures, culls, marks or stamps any article of lumber, shipped

or intended to be "shipped by such measurement, or measured,

culled, marked or stamped, with intent to evade or elude the

provisions of this Act, shall, for each such offence, be liable to

a penalty not exceeding four hundred dollars, or to imprison-

ment for a term not exceeding six months, in the discretion of

the court; and every culler employed by the supervisor or

And if culler deputy, who privily, and without the knowledge and consent

authr^ity?"* of the supervisor or deputy, or for hire or gain, and without

the same being duly entered on the books of the supervisor or

deputy, measures, culls, marks or stamps any article of lumber,

shall, for each such offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding

four hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceed-

ing six months, in the discretion of the court. R.S., c. 103,

8. 36.

Siiporvifor

or cullfi

dealinK in

i\imbcr.

46. Every supervisor or deputy, or licensed culler, who

buys or sells, directly or indirectly, or is a dealer in or inter-

ested in buying or selling any article of lumber, either on his

own account or on account of any other person, shall, jfor each

1550 such
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such offence, incur a penalty not exceerlin^ four hundred
dollars and not less than two hundred dollars, and shall forfeit
his office. K.S., c. 103, s. 37.

47. Every supervisor, deputy or licensed culler, and every Supervisor

clerk or assistant measurer, employed by the supervisor or
°[iift"3^of

deputy, or by any culler, who is at any time guilty of wilful partiality,

neglect of his duty, or of partiality in the execution of the

duties of his office, or of wilfully giving a false account or

certificate of the articles of lumber submitted to his inspection,

measurement or calculation, or of any other wilful neglect or

prevarication with regard to the duty he is employed to

discharge, shall, for every such offence, incur a penalty not

exceeding four hundred dollars, and shall bo dismissed from
his office, and be for ever after incapable of holding any such

situation or employment, R.S., c. 103, s. 38.

48. Every person who assaults any culler in the execution Assaults on

of his duty under this Act, or by threats, menaces or violence, ^^ ^^^'

impedes or prevents any culler from the performance of his

duty, shall, upon summary conviction, be liable to a penalty

not exceeding forty dollars and not less than twenty dollars,

and in default of payment, to imprisonment for a term not

exceeding two months, unless the penalty is sooner paid, R.S.,

c. 103, s. 39.

49. Every person who unlawfully uses, or counterfeits or Forging,

forges, or procures to be counterfeited or forged, any stamp or^deFadng
directed to be provided for use, in pursuance of this Act, or stamps.

counterfeits or imitates the impression of the same on any
article of lumber, or knowdngly, wilfully and fraudulently

defaces, obliterates or removes any of the marks or letters

marked, indented or imprinted in or upon any article of

lumber, after the same has been culled or measured as afore-

said, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding two hundred
dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three

months, in the discretion of the court, R,S., c. 103, s. 40,

50. The owner or shipper of any square or waney timber Shipping

shipped for exportation by sea without being measured or o^^culh^ng

culled as by this Act required or the proprietor or lessee of the

premises from w^hich such timber is so unlawfully shipped

shall incur a penalty equal to the market value of such timber.

57-58 v., c. 52, s. 1,

51. Every person who wilfully and unlawfully, with the Setting

intention to set the same adrift, unmoors, by cutting or other- adrift!^

wise, any timber, masts, spars, staves, oars, handspikes, planks,

boards, saw-logs or other description of lumber, or any boat,

bateau or scow, shall, for each offence, incur a penalty not

1551 exceeding
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exceeding four Imndred dollars and not less than twenty

dollars.

2. The offender shall 1)e imprisoned until such penalty is

paid, but no term of imprisonment shall, for any first offence,

exceed three months ; and if any person is a second or subse-

quent time convicted of any such offence, he shall be liable to

imprisonment for a term not exceeding twelve months. R.S
,

c. 103, s. 41.

EVIDENCE.

Unlawful
shipping.

Burden of

proof.

52. Proof of the fact of lumber having been placed along-

side or taken on board of any sea-going ship or vessel, shall

be sufficient evidence of such unlawful shipping for exporta-

tion by sea. R.S., c. 103, s. 42.

53. The proof of the measuring, culling or counting of such

lumber, in conformity with this Act, shall lie upon the person

charged with such unlawful shipping; and the market value

of any article of lumber so unlawfully shipped, shall be ascer-

tained by the certificate of the council of the Quebec Board of

Trade, or by a certificate under the hand of the supervisor.

E.S., c. 103, s. 42.

PROCEDUEE.

Recovery of 54. Every penalty and forfeiture incurred under this Act
penalties. shall unless otherwise herein specially provided be sued for

within twelve months after the offence is committed, and not

afterwards, and shall be recoverable, with costs, either in any

court of competent jurisdiction, or under Part XV. of the

Criminal Code. R.S., c. 103, s. 43.

Limitation. 55. Every action, against any person, for anything done in

pursuance of this Act, shall be commenced within twelve

months next after the cause of action has arisen, and not after-

wards ;
and the defendant in such action may plead the general

issue, and give this Act and the special matter in evidence at

any trial to be had thereupon, and that the same was done in

pursuance and by the authority of this Act ; and if it appears

so to have been done, then judgment shall be given, or a verdict

found for the defendant; and if the plaintiff is non-suited or

discontinues his action after the defendant has appeared, or if

judgment is given against the ])hiintiff, the defendant shall

recover costs and have the like remedy for the same as defen-

dants have in other cases by law. U.S., c. 103, s. 44.
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APPLICATION OF PENALTIES,

56. A moiety of all such penalties and forfeitures, except Application

those for the disposal whereof other provision is made by this °^ penalties.

Act, shall belong to His Majesty for the public uses of Canada,
and the other moiety shall belong to the person aggrieved, or

to the informer or person who prosecutes or sues for the same.
K.S., c. 103, s. 43.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edwakd Dawson. Law Printer to the Kind's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 85.

An Act respecting the Inspection and Sale of certain

Staple Commodities.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Inspection and Sale Act. Short title.

R.S., c. 99, s. 1.

DIVISIONS AND APPLICATION.

2. This Act is divided into ten Parts. Divisions.

Part I. does not apply to grain, but is not by this section

otherwise limited in its application.

Part II. applies exclnsively to grain.

Part III. applies exclnsively to flour and meal.

Part IV. applies exclusively to beef and pork.

Part V. applies exclusively to leather and raw hides.

Part YI. applies exclusively to pot ashes and pearl ashes.

Part VII. applies exclusively to fish and fish oils.

Part VIII. applies exclusively to dairy products.

Part IX. applies exclusively to fruit and fruit marks.

Part X. applies exclusively to certain staple commodities.

3. ISTotwithstanding anything herein contained, the admin- Administra-

istration of the several Parts of this Act and of the matters ^^°^-

therein dealt with shall continue as heretofore, subject, however, /

to the exercise of any power by law vested in the Governor in

Council.

PART I.

GENERAL.

4. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, desig- Divisions and

nate the several cities, counties, toA^Tis and other places or in-
^i^spectors.

spection divisions in Canada at and for which, respectively, it

is expedient to appoint inspectors of the several articles herein-

after mentioned, or any of them ; and the Governor in Council

may, from time to time, determine the limits of such inspection

divisions and appoint at and for each of such cities, counties.

98^ 1555 towns,
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Limits of
inspection.

Articles to
be inspected.

towns, places or divisions, inspectors and deputy inspectors of

any of the following articles, that is to say :

—

(a) Hay;
(b) Flour and meal;

(c) Beef and pork

;

(d) Leather and raw hides

;

(e) Pot ashes and pearl ashes;

(f) Fish and fish oils

;

(g) Butter and cheese

;

(h) Apples and other fruits;

(i) Binder twine. 1 E. VIL, 25, 1; c. 27, s. 10;

2 E. VIL, c. 11, s. 1; O.C, Sept. 14, 1901.

Duration of
office.

Qualifica
tions.

5. Such inspectors and deputy inspectors shall hold office

during pleasure, and shall act respectively within such local

limits as the Governor in Council assigns to them.

2. They shall be appointed only from among duly qualified

persons, certified as such by the examiners hereinafter men-
tioned.

Examination. 3. No person shall be appointed such inspector, or deputy

inspector who has not been examined by or received a certificate

of qualification from the proper board of examiners. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 3 ; IE. VIL, c. 25, s. 1.

Chief
inspectors.

6. The Governor in Council may also appoint chief inspec-

rors of any of the articles hereinbefore enumerated, who shall

hold office during pleasure and shall perform the duties assigned

to them by the Governor in Council. 1 E. VIL, c. 25, s. 1.

Salary.

Boards of

examiners.

Skilled per-

gons at ex-

amination.

7. Such chief inspectors, inspectors and deputy inspectors

may be paid by salary or by fees, as is determined in each case

by the Governor in Council. 1 E. VIL, c. 25, s. 1.

8. The board of trade at each of the cities of Quebec,

Montreal, Toronto, Kingston, Hamilton, London, Ottawa,

Winnipeg and St. John, N.B., and at Port Arthur, and the

chamber of commerce at the city of Halifax and at the city of

Victoria, shall annually appoint in the said localities respect-

ively, and the Governor in Council may, from time to time,

appoint in any county in Canada or for any inspection divis-

ion, a board of examiners consisting of five fit and skilful per-

sons, any three of whom shall be a quorum, for each class of

articles to be inspected in such locality or county, to examine
and test the ability and fitness of applicants for the office of

inspector or deputy inspector of such articles.

2. The board of examiners may, at any such examination,

permit the attendance of any person or persons of experience

and skill in the subject of such examination, and allow them
to propose questions pertinent thereto to the candidate in order

to test his knowledge and skill. R.S., c. 99, s. 8.

1556 9,
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9. Every such board shall grant such certificates and such Certificates,

only, as to the qualification of the candidates who present them-

selves for examination, as the knowledge . and proficiency of

such candidates require or justify. R.S., c. 99, s. 3.

10. Each such examiner shall, before acting as such, take Oath of

before a justice of the peace, an oath in the form following,

or to the same effect :

—

' I, A. B., do swear that I will not, directly or indirectly,

personally or by means of any person or persons in my behalf,

receive any fee, reward or gratuity whatever, by reason of any
function of my office of examiner of applicants for the office

of inspector or deputy inspector of , except

such as I am entitled to receive by law, and that I will therein

well and truly, in all things, act without partiality, favour or

affection, and to the best of my knowledge and understanding.

So help me God.' R.S., c. 99, s. 4.

11. If any board of examiners appointed under this Act, Refusal of

neglects or refuses to meet for the purpose of examining appli- examine^

cants for the office of inspector of any staple article, after hav- applicants.

ing been required so to do by the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, or if any such board, having met, is unable to certify

that any applicant who appears before it is duly qualified for

appointment as inspector, the Governor in Council may appoint

as inspector any person wdio has obtained from any other board,

duly constituted under this Act, a certificate of qualification

for the office of inspector of such staple article.- R.S., c. 99,

s. 5 ; 1 E. VII., c. 30, s. 4; O.C, July 26, 1901.

12. Any inspector may examine candidates for the position Examination

of deputy inspectors, and may, if he finds them qualified, grant torJ"^^^^"
them certificates of qualification, and may appoint them as

deputy inspectors subject to the approval of the Governor in

Council.

2. 1^0 such certificate of qualification shall entitle any such Effect of

deputy inspector to act for any other inspector, or in any in-
certificate,

spection division other than that in respect of which he is

originally appointed under this section. U.S., c. 99, s. 5.

Inspectors and Deputy Inspectors.

13. Every inspector shall, before acting as such, take and Oath of

subscribe before a justice of the peace, an oath of office in the °^^^-

form or to the effect following:

—

' I, A. B., do solemnly swear, that I will faithfully, truly and
impartially, to the best of my judgment, skill and understand-

ing, execute and perform the office of an inspector; and that I

will not, directly or indirectly, by myself or by any other person

or persons, manufacture or prepare, deal, trade in or sell or

1557 buy,
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Deputy
inspectors.

Reports.

No one to
act for
inspector
gave deputy.

Report to
Minister.

Security.

Oath of

office.

buy, except only for consumption by myself and family, any

(insert the description of the articles he is to inspect) on my
account, or upon the account of any other person or persons,

while I continue such inspector. So help me God.' R.S., c. 99,

s. 7.

14. Each inspector may, and shall when thereunto required

by the Governor in Council, in any inspection division, or by

the board of trade or chamber of commerce, as the case may
be, at any of the places hereinbefore mentioned by name, ap-

point a deputy inspector or so many deputy inspectors as are

necessary for the efficient and speedy performance of the duties

of his office ; and they shall be the deputies of the inspector for

all the duties of his office, and their official acts shall be held

to be the official acts of the inspector, and he shall be respon-

sible for them as if done by himself.

2. Each deputy inspector shall make such returns and re-

ports of his official acts as are required of him by the inspector

whose deputy he is.

3. 'No inspector shall allow any person to act for him in

respect of the duties of his office, excepting his sworn deputy

inspector or deputy inspectors duly appointed as aforesaid.

1 E. VIL, c. 25, ss. 2 and 3 ; c. 30, s. 4; O.C., July 26, 1901.

15. The appointment by an inspector of each deputy in-

spector shall be at once reported by him to the Minister of

Trade and Commerce. 1 E. VIL, c.'25, s. 2 ; c. 30, s. 4; O.C.,

July 26, 1901.

16. Every deputy inspector shall be paid by, and shall hold

office at the pleasure of the inspector by whom he is appointed,

and shall, before acting as deputy inspector, give security for

the due performance of the duties of his office in such sum as

the Minister of Trade and Commerce directs, by bond to the

inspector, with two sureties to his satisfaction, to be bound
jointly and severally with him; and such bond shall avail to

the inspector for any breach of the conditions thereof. 1 E.

VIL, c. 25, s. 3; c. 30, s. 4; O.C, July 26, 1901.

17. Every deputy inspector, shall, before acting as such,

take and subscribe before a justice of the peace, an oath of office

in the iorm or to the effect following:

—

' I, A. B., do solemnly swear that I will faithfully, truly and
impartially, to the best of my judgment, skill and understand-

ing, execute and perform the office of a deputy inspector of

, and that I will not inspect, brand or certify

to the quality of any article or thing in which I have any direct

or indirect interest on my own account or upon the account of

any other person, except as permitted by the Inspection and
1558 Sale
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Sale Act, while I continue to hold office as a deputy inspector.

So help me God.' U.S., c. 99, s. 10.

18. The oaths taken by an examiner, inspector or deputy Custody,

inspector, under this Act, shall remain in the custody of the

justice administering them. R.S., c. 99, s. 11.

19. Every inspector shall, before acting as such, give secur- Security by

ity for the due performance of the duties of his office, in such ^"^P^^tor.

sum as the Governor in Council directs, by bond to His Majesty,

with two sureties to the satisfaction of the Minister of Trade
and Commerce under the provisions of the Public Officers Act,

and such bond shall avail to the Crown, and to all persons

aggrieved by any breach of the conditions thereof.

2. Such bond shall remain in the custody of the Secretary of ^,9'?^ *" ^^

State of Canada, and a copy thereof shall be furnished when tary of

required on payment of a fee of one dollar. P.S., c. 99, s. 12; State.

1 E. VIL, c. 30, s. 4.

20. In the event of the death, resignation, dismissal or sus- Death or

pension of any inspector, his senior deputy inspector shall per-

form all the duties of the inspector until his successor is

appointed, or until such suspension ceases. R.S., c. 99, s. 13,

21. Inspectors and deputy inspectors shall be paid their fees Payment of

upon the articles inspected by them by privilege and preference fees,

over all other creditors, and may retain possession of the articles

inspected until the fees to which they are entitled under this

Act are paid. E.S., c. 99, s. 19.

22. Every inspector shall cause to be stencilled upon every Marking of

package inspected by him a representation of a crown with the

letters E. R. and the words Canada Inspection, in such form
as is determined by departmental regulations.

2. In cases where the inspector issues a certificate of inspec- Certificate,

tion, such certificate shall bear upon it the same representation

and words. 61 "V"., c. 25, s. 1.

23. An inspector shall not deal or trade in, or have any Inspector

interest directly or indirectly in the production of any article in articles

subject to inspection by him, nor shall he sell or, except for con-
fn^^plptjoQ

sumption by himself or his family, buy any such article.

2. Any deputy inspector may engage in the purchase and
^g^.^or may

sale of articles inspected by him ; but whenever such deputy trade,

inspector inspects any article in which he has a direct or an in-

direct pecuniary interest, he shall brand such article under his

name as branded thereon, with the words Deputy inspector

and owner. K.S., c. 99, s. 6 ; 52 V., c. 16, s. 1.
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Settlement of Disputes.

Disputes 24. If any dispute arises between any inspector or deputy

spector^and inspector and the owner or possessor of any article inspected

owner. by him with regard to the quality or condition of such article,

or relating thereto, any justice of the peace for the place in

which such inspector or deputy inspector acts, upon application

to him by either of the parties to the dispute, shall issue a sum-

mons to three persons of skill and integrity, requiring them
Examination forthwith to examine such article and report their opinion of

persons. the quality or condition thereof, under oath, which oath the

justice of the peace shall administer, and their determination,

or that of the majority of them, expressed in writing, shall be

final and conclusive.

How named. 2. One of such persons shall be named by the inspector or

deputy inspector, another by the owner or possessor of the

article in question, and the third by such justice of the peace

who, failing the attendance of either of the parties to the dis-

pute, shall name a person for him.

Determina- 3. Such inspector or deputy inspector shall immediately
tion binding, conform to such determination, and brand, stamp or mark such

article, or the package containing the same, of the quality or

condition asce^-tained by the determination aforesaid, or shall

grant a certificate of inspection in accordance with such deter-

mination, as the case requires. U.S., c. 99, s. 16.

Where there 25, If any dispute arises between the inspector or deputy

trade.
°^^ ° inspector for any of the places hereinbefore mentioned by

name, where there is a board of trade or a chamber of com-

merce, and the owner or possessor of any article inspected

under this Act, with regard to the quality or condition of such

article, or relating thereto, such dispute shall not be decided

in the manner provided in the last preceding section, but

upon application by either of the parties to the dispute, to

the secretary of the board of trade or the chamber of commerce
for the place where the dispute has arisen, the secretary shall

Board of forthwith summon a meeting of the board of examiners for the
examiners to

g^^-^j place, who, or a majority of whom, shall immediately

examine such article and report their opinion of the quality or

condition thereof; and their determination, or that of a

majority of thpse present, expressed in writing, shall be final

and conclusive.

Additional 2. In the absence of a sufficient number of the examiners
examiners, ^q form a quorum, as many additional examiners may be named

for the occasion by the council of the board of trade or chamber

of commerce for the place where the inspection is to be made,

as will form a board of three, and such additional members of

the board shall be sworn in the same manner as the original

members were.

1560 3.
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3. Such inspector or deputy insj^ector shall immediately Inspector to

conform to such determination, and brand, stamp or mark, decS^.
*°

such article or the package containing the same, of the quality

or condition ascertained by the determination aforesaid, or

shall grant a certificate of inspection in accordance with such
determination, as the case requires. R.S., c. 99, s. 16,

26. If any dispute arises between any inspector or deputy in- I^ispute may

spector, and the owner or possessor of any article inspected by to ciiief^

him, in respect of which article a chief inspector has been ap- inspector,

pointed, with regard to the quality or condition of such article,

or relating thereto, the matter in dispute shall not be decided by
either of the methods provided in the two last preceding sec-

tions, but, upon application by either of the parties to the

dispute, to the secretary of the board of trade or chamber of

commerce for the place where the dispute has arisen, the

secretary shall forthwith summon a meeting of the board of

examiners for the said place, who, or a majority of whom, shall

immediately examine such article and report in writing their

opinion of the quality or condition thereof.

2. Should the board of examiners confirm the grading fixed Further

by the inspector or deputy inspector, and if the owner or pro- ^pp^^^ ^^

ducer, within twenty-four hours after receiving notification

thereof, makes further appeal, the dispute shall be referred to

the chief inspector, who shall immediately examine such

article and report his opinion of the quality or condition there-

of ; and his determination, expressed in writing, shall be final

and conclusive.

3. Such inspector or deputy inspector shall immediately con- Inspectors to

form to such determination, and brand, stamp or mark, such
'^^^^o""-

article, or the package containing it, of the quality or condition

ascertained by the determination aforesaid, or shall grant a

certificate of inspection in accordance with such determina-

tion, as the case requires.

4. Nothing in this section contained shall prevent the owner Appeal

appealing direct from the inspector or deputy inspector to the ch^ef*
*°

chief inspector, whose decision in all cases shall be final and inspector,

binding on all parties. 1 E. VII., c. 25, s. 4.

27. No appeal shall be considered in any case where the Identity of

identitv of the article in dispute has not been preserved, ^^^i^le.

1 E. VIL, c. 25, s. 4.

28. Whenever any diiference arises between inspectors as to DifiFerence

the true quality or grade of any article inspected by one of them
ius^pectors.

and re-inspected by another, such difference shall be definitely

determined by reference to the chief inspector, if one has been

appointed, or otherwise to such board of arbitration or other

authority as the Governor in Council appoints for that purpose.

1 E. VIL, c. 25, s. 4.
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Costs.

Fees for re-

examination.

Failure to
make tariff.

Reimburse-
ment.

Warranty.

Inspection
not compul-
sory.

Governor i

Council to

make.

Pt.S., I'JOG.

29. If the opinion of the inspector or deputy inspector is

confirmed by the determination arrived at by any of the methods
aforesaid, the reasonable costs and charges of re-examination

shall be paid by the owner or possessor of such article, and,

if otherwise, by the inspector or deputy inspector, with all

damages. R.S., c. 99, s. 16.

30. The council or executive committee of the board of

trade, or chamber of commerce, shall, from time to time, make
a tariff of the fees and charges to be allowed for such re-examin-

ation and all services and matters connected therewith, and may
also establish rules and regulations for the government of the

persons re-examining any article on appeal from the decision

of the inspector or deputy inspector.

2. If there is no such council or executive committee for any

of the said cities or place where inspectors are appointed, or

if such council or executive committee fails to make such

tariff or establish such rules and regulations, the Governor in

Council shall, from time to time, make such tariff and may
establish such rules and regulations. R.S., c. 99, s. IT.

Sale Subject to Inspection.

31. W-Tienever an article is sold subject to inspection, the

person applying for such inspection shall be entitled to reim-

bursement of the cost of inspection from the vendor, if such

applicant is not himself a vendor, unless an express stipula-

tion to the contrary is made at the time of the sale or of the

agreement to submit to inspection.

2. Such agreement to submit to inspection shall imply a

warranty that the article in question is of the quality for which
it is sold, and that all the requirements of this Act have been
complied with as to such article and the packages in which it

is contained, unless it is otherwise expressly stipulated. U.S.,

c. 99," s. 18.

Inspection not Compulsory.

32. Nothing in this Act shall oblige any person to cause

any article to be inspected, but if inspected it shall be subject

to the provisions of this Act, and shall not be branded or

marked as inspected unless the said provisions have been in all

respects complied with, in respect to such article and the pack-

ages in which it is contained. U.S., c. 99, s. 19.

Regulations.

33. Tlie Governor in Council may make regulations not

inconsistent with this Act,

—

(a) for the payment of fees to examiners ai)pointod under
this Act, by persons who present themselves for examina-
tion, or for 'any other business the said examiners are

called upon to jx;rform under this Act;

1502 (b)
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(b) for the guidance and government of chief inspectors,

inspectors, deputy inspectors, or any of them and of per-

sons employing them as such

;

(c) for the inspection of cheese and the branding of pack-

ages thereof, and making a tariff of the fees and charges

to be allowed for such ins})ection

;

(d) for the disposal of fees paid under this Act;

(e) for the apportionment of fees paid under this Act be-

tween the inspectors and deputy inspectors and the Con-
solidated Revenue Fund

;

(f) amending or reducing the tariff of fees to be paid with

respect to any articles or class of articles subject to inspec-

tion under this Act;

(g) requiring every inspector and deputy inspector to make
such returns or reports of official acts to any public de-

partment or officer, board of trade, chamber of com-

merce or municipal authority, and in such form and con-

taining such particulars and information as the Governor
in Council deems expedient ; and generally,

(h) any other regulations which the Governor in Council

considers necessary from time to time for the efficient en-

forcement and operation of this Act and for carrying out

its provisions according to their true intent and meaning
and for the better attainment of its objects.

2. The 'Governor in Council may by such regiilations impose Penalties,

penalties for violations thereof not exceeding fifty dollars.

3. Such regulations shall be in force from the date of their Publication,

publication in the Canada Gazette or from such other date as

is specified in the proclamation in that behalf. R.S., c. 99, s.

14; 55-56 V., c. 23, s. 7 (111) ; 56 V., c. 37, s. 11; 58-59 V.,

c. 24, s. 1 ; 60-61 V., c. 21, s. 9 ; 1 E. VII., c. 26, s. 8 ; c. 27, s.

16 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 6, s. 15.

34. All regulations made under this Act shall be obeyed Inspectors

by inspectors and deputy inspectors appointed under this Act *° ^

and by persons employing them as such as if such regulations

were embodied in this Act. It.S., c. 99, s. 14.

Standards.

35. The Governor in Council may appoint such persons as Choosing

he deems properly qualified for the purpose of choosing sam- standards.

pies of any of the articles subject to inspection under this Act,

to be standards by which the inspectors of such articles through-

out Canada shall be governed in the work of inspection.

2. The persons so appointed shall distribute a portion of each Distribution.

of the standards so chosen to the councils of the boards of trade

of the several cities in and for wdiich inspectors of such articles

have been appointed, and to such persons elsewhere as are

designated for the purpose by the Governor in Council.
"1563 3.
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Neglect or
refusal to

inspect.

Penalty.

Offences by
inspector or

deputy.

Rejection of 3^ The Governor in Council may reject the standards so
Stan ar s.

(.j^Qggn if he deems them to be unfairly or improperly chosen,

and he shall forthwith cause others to be chosen in their place

by such means as he directs. 55-56 V., c. 23, s. 2.

Offences and Penalties.

36. Every inspector or deputy inspector who, on applica-

tion to him, made personally or by writing, left at his dwell-

ing-house, store, office or warehouse, on any lawful day between

sunrise and sunset, by any owner or 'possessor of any article

which such inspector or deputy inspector is appointed to in-

spect, neglects or refuses, forthwith or within two hours there-

after, to proceed to such inspection, if he is not at the time of

such application employed in inspecting elsewhere, shall, for

every such neglect or refusal, forfeit and pay to the person so

applying twenty dollars over and above all the damages occa-

sioned, to the person complaining, by such neglect or refusal,

recoverable in a summary way before any one justice of the

peace. R.S., c. 99, s. 20.

37. Every inspector or deputy inspector who,

—

(a) inspects or brands or marks any article out of the local

limits for which he is appointed ; or,

(h) hires out or lends his marking instruments to any per-

son ; or,

(c) gives any certificate of inspection without having per-

sonally performed the inspection, or any wilfully false or

untrue certificate; or,

(d) connives at or is privy to any fraudulent evasion of

this Act;

shall, for each such offence, incur a penalty of one hundred

dollars, and shall forfeit his office, and be disqualified from

ever after holding the same. R.S,, c. 99, s. 23.

38. Every inspector who deals or trades in or has any inter-

est, directly or indirectly, in the production of any article

subject to inspection by him, or who sells, or, except for con-

sumption of himself or his family, buys any such article, shall

incur a penalty of two hundred dollars and shall forfeit his

office.

2. Every deputy inspector who violates any provision of

this Act shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred

dollars and shall forfeit his office. R.S., c. 99, s. 6.

LcndinK 39. Every person who, being in the employ of any inspector
"'^rkinn^m-^^

or deputy inspector, or of any manufacturer or packer of any

connivinK at article subjcct to inspection,

—

'°" ^^
(a) hires or lends the marks or marking instruments of his

employer to any person ; or,

(h) connives at or is privy to any fraudulent evasion of this

Act with respect to any such marks as aforesaid

;

shall incur a penalty of forty dollars. R.S., c. 99, s. 22.

l564 40.

Penalty.
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40. Every person M-ho, with a fraudulent intention,

—

Fraudulent

(a) alters, effaces or obliterates wholly or partially, or
^^l^^^.-^

causes to be altered, effaced or obliterated any inspector's effadig^
°'^

jrands or marks, on any article which has undergone in-
marks,

spection, or on any package containing any such article;

or,

(h) counterfeits any such brand or mark, or brands, im- Counterfeit-

presses or otherwise marks on any such article or package '"^ marks.

any mark purporting to be the mark of any inspector or
of the manufacturer or packer of such article, either with
the proper marking instrument of such inspector, manu-
facturer or packer, or with counterfeit imitations tliereof

;

(c) empties or partially empties any such package marked. Altering con-

after inspection, in order to put into the same any other package,

article (of the same or any other kind), not contained
therein at the time of such inspection ; or,

(d) uses for the purpose of packing any article, any old Using old

package bearing inspection marks; or,
packages.

(e) not being an inspector or deputy inspector of any Giving false

article, brands or marks any package containing such certificates,

article with the inspector's marks, or gives any certificate

purporting to be a certificate of inspection of any article;

shall incur a penalty of forty dollars. R.S., c. 99, s. 21. Penalty.

41. Every person, not being an inspector or deputy inspec- Marking

tor, who places or causes to be placed upon any package or
oCt'^aurh*^'^

certificate a representation of a crown with the letters E. R. ity.

and the words Canada inspection^ shall incur a penalty of Penalty,

forty dollars for each such offence. 61 V., c. 25, s. 1.

42. Every person not thereunto duly authorized under this Assuming

Act, who in any manner whatever assumes the title or ofiice g^^^^ °^
'"'

of inspector or deputy inspector, or issues any bill, certificate

or declaration purporting to establish the quality of any pot

ashes or pearl ashes, flour or meal, beef or pork, pickled fish

or fish oil, butter, leather or raw hides, shall for every such

offence incur a penaltv not exceeding one hundred dollars. Penalty.

U.S., c. 99, s. 24.

43. A violation of any regulation made under this Act Violation of

shall be deemed an offence against this Act and punishable ^^^ ations.

as such. R.S., c. 99, s. 14.

Procedure.

44. Every penalty and forfeiture imposed under this Act Penalty not

or under any regulation made under it, not exceeding forty °^^'" ^"^^•

dollars, shall, except when it is otherwise herein provided, be

recoverable before anv two justices of the peace under Part

XV. of the Criminal Code. R.S., c. 99, s. 25.

1565 45.
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Exceeding
$40.

Application
of penalties.

Limitation.

Costs.

45. Where the penalty or forfeiture exceeds forty dollars

it may be sued for and recovered by any inspector, deputy

inspector or any other person, in any court having jurisdiction

in civil cases to the amount, and may be levied by execution,

as in case of debt. R.S., c. 99, s. 25.

46. A moiety of every pecuniary penalty except as herein

otherwise provided, shall belong to His Majesty for the public

nses of Canada, and the other moiety shall belong to and be

paid to the inspector, or deputy inspector or other person who
sues for the same, or upon whose information or complaint the

same is recovered. R.S., c. 99, s. 25.

47. Except as herein otherwise provided, every action

brought against any person for anything done under this Act,

or contrary to its provisions, shall be commenced wathin six

months next after the right to bring such action accrued, and
not afterwards ; and the defendant therein may plead the

general issue, and that the same was done under this Act and
may give this Act and the special matter in evidence at any
trial thereof; and if it appears so to have been done, then the

judgment shall be for the defendant.

2. If the plaintiif is non-suited or discontinues his action

after the defendant has appeared, or if judgment is given

against the plaintiff, the defendant shall recover treble costs

and have the like remedy for the same as defendants have in

other cases. R.S., c. 99, s. 26.

PAET II.

GRAIN.

Definitions.

li.S., 1900.

Interpretation.

48. In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Trade and Commerce

;

(b) ' Department ' means the Department of Trade and
Commerce

;

(c) ' grain ' means and includes all kinds and varieties of
grain, the inspection of which is provided for by this Part •

(d) ' chief inspector ' means a chief inspector of grain
appointed or continued in office under this Part •

(e) ' inspector ' means an inspector of grain appointed or
continued in office under this Part;

(f) ' deputy inspector ' means a deputy inspector of grain
appointed or continued in office under this Part*

(g) ' inspecting officer ' means the inspector or deputy in-
spector by whom an inspection is made;

(]i) ' division ' means an inspection division established
under this Part

;

(i) ' district ' means an inspection district established under
this Part;

1566
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(j)
" public elevator ' and ' grain warehouse ' mean respec-

tively an elevator and a warehouse which receives grain for

storage purposes only after such grain has been duly in-

spected under this Part;

(k) ' public terminal elevator ' means a public elevator

located at any point declared by the Minister to be a ter-

minal in which grain is stored in bulk, and in which the

grain of different owners is binned together, for storage

purposes only, or in which grain is stored in such a man-
ner that the identity of the different lots .or parcels can-

not be accurately preserved, and doing business for a com-
pensation ; and includes a grain warehouse located at

any such point and of the character described. 4 E. VIL,
c. 15, s. 2.

General.

49. The Governor in Council may from time to time estab- Inspection

lish inspection divisions in Canada, in and for which, respect- chief ^nspec-

ively, it is expedient to appoint chief inspectors of grain, change *°"-

the boundaries of any inspection division and appoint a chief

inspector for each such inspection division, or for more than
one such division. 4 E. VII., c. 15, ss. 3 and 5.

50. A chief inspector shall have under the Minister the I>utie8.

general supervision and control of inspectors and deputy in-

spectors in his division or divisions, and shall perform the

,, duties hereinafter assigned to chief inspectors, or from time
to time assigned to them by the Governor in Council or the

Minister. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, ^s. 4.

51. The Governor in Council may make regulations not ^Regulations,

inconsistent with this Part,

—

Ca) for the guidance and government of chief inspectors,

inspectors and deputy inspectors, boards of grain exam-
iners, grain standard boards, grain survey boards and mem-
bers of such boards respectively and others concerned in
the administration of this Part;

(b) as to the method of dealing with terminal and public
elevators and grain warehouses, and requiring the pro-

prietors, lessees or managers of such elevators and ware-
houses to take out licenses and to pay any prescribed fees
therefor, and to give security for the faithful performance
of their duties as such, and their compliance with all laws
relating thereto ; and,

(c) generally such as are deemed necessary, from time to
time, for the carrying out of the provisions of this Part
according to their intent and meaning and for the better
attainment of its objects. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, ss. 53 and 54

1567 52.
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Inspection
divisions

Eastern.

Manitoba.

52. Subject to changes of boundaries as hereinbefore pro-

vided,

—

(a) the eastern inspection division, which consists of all that

portion of Ontario lying east of Port Arthur, and the pro-

vinces of Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward Island ; and,

(h) the Manitoba inspection division which consists of the

province of Manitoba, the Northwest Territories as exist-

ing on the tenth day of August, one thousand nine hundred
and four, British Columbia, and that portion of the pro-

vince of Ontario lying west of, and including, the existing

district of Port Arthur

;

shall continue to be the inspection divisions. 4 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 6.

Subdivisions. 53. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, estab-

lish inspection districts within any inspection division, and

determine, and from time to time vary, the boundaries of such

districts, and in and for each such district may appoint an

inspector and deputy inspectors of grain, 4 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 7.

Local limits.

Qualifica-

tions of

inspectors.

Power to
suspend.

Limits.

When no
local limitH.

54. Where the division has not been divided into districts

or where districts have not been established therein, or where

for any reason it is considered expedient so to do, the Gover-

nor in Council may appoint inspectors and deputy inspectors

in and for any division, and in such case the Minister may,

from time to time, assign to inspectors and deputy inspectors

local limits within which they shall perform their duties under ^
this Part. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 8.

55. Chief inspectors, inspectors and deputy inspectors shall

hold office during pleasure and shall be appointed only from
among duly qualified persons, certified as such by a board of

grain examiners as hereinafter provided.

2. The chief inspector of any division shall have power to

suspend any inspector or deputy inspector for cause. 4 E. VII.,

c. 15, 8. 9.

56. An inspector or deputy inspector shall not ordinarily

act as such except within the district for which he is appointed

or the local limits, if any, assigned to him ; but the Minister,

on the recommendation of the chief inspector of a division, may
authorize and require any inspector or deputy inspector to act

temporarily in another district or beyond such limits. 4 E.

VII., c. 15, s. 10.

57. An ins|>cctor or deputy ins^xjctor who is appointed in

and for a division, and to whom no local limits hgive been

assigned, may act as such anywhere .within the division. 4 E.

VII., c. 15, s. 11.

1568 58.
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58. It shall be the tluty of inspecting officers to inspect Duties of

grain when called n]>on so to do by the owner or possessor officers!"^

thereof or his authorized agent, and without unreasonable delay

to issue his certiticatc of such inspection, specifying the grade
of such grain; but, before undertaking an inspection or issuing

a certificate, an inspecting officer shall require the production
of satisfactory evidence of ownership or possession or author-

ized agency. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 12.

59. Chief insjjectors, inspectors and deputy inspectors shall Salaries.

resi>ectively be paid such salaries as are determined by the Gov-
ernor in Council. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 13.

60. All chief inspectors, inspectors and deputy inspectors of Present

wheat and other grain, or of wheat and other grain and hay, at
o^'^^^s-

present in office, shall respectively, until otherwise provided,

be chief inspectors, inspectors and deputy inspectors of grain

under this Part in and for the divisions and districts respec-

tively for which they have been appointed, or with authority to

act within such local limits as have been assigned to them re-

spectively, and be entitled in respect of their duties as such to

the salaries or fees to which they have respectively been hereto-

fore entitled in respect of the like duties: Provided that

nothing in this section shall affect the rights and powers of any inspection of

existing inspector of wheat and other grain and hay in regard ^^y-

to the inspection of hay. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 14.

61. Every chief inspector, inspector or deputy inspector Oath of

shall, before acting as such, take and subscribe before a justice inspector,

of the peace, an oath of office in the form or to the effect fol-

lowing :

—

I, A. B., do solemnly swear, that I will faithfully, truly and
impartially, to the best of my judgment, skill and understand-

ing, execute and perform the office of chief inspector of grain

{or inspector of grain, or deputy inspector of grain) and that I

will not, directly or indirectly, by myself or by any other person

or persons deal or trade in any grain on my account, or upon
the account of any other j)erson or persons, while I continue

such chief inspector {or inspector, or deputy inspector). So
help me God. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 15.

Grain Examiners.

62. The Governor in Council may, from time to time. Grain

appoint in and for any division or district such number of fit
examiners.

and skilful persons as he deems properly qualified, to be a board
of grain examiners, to examine and test the ability and fitness

of applicants for certificates of qualification to act as chief in-

spectors, inspectors or deputy inspectors. 4 E. VII., c. 15,

s. Ifi.

99 15G9 63.
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63. The members of any such board shall be known as grain

examiners and shall hold office during pleasure, and each of

them before acting as a grain examiner shall take before a jus-

tice of the peace, an oath in the form following, or to the same
effect :

—

1, A. B., do swear that I will not, directly or indirectly, per-

sonally or by means of any person or persons in my behalf

receive any fee, reward or gratuity whatever by reason of any
function of my office of grain examiner, except such as I am
entitled to receive by law, and that I will therein well and truly,

in all things, act without partiality, favour or affection, and to

the best of my knowledge and understanding. So help me God.

4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 17.

64. The oath of office required under this Part, taken by

any chief inspector or other inspecting officer, weighmaster or

assistant weighmaster, or by any member of a board of grain

examiners, or by any member of a grain survey board, shall be

transmitted to and be filed in the Department, and the justice

of the peace administering the oath shall keep in his custody

a copy thereof certified by him as such.

2. Any copy so certified by such justice of the peace or by

the Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce shall be prima

facie evidence of such oath. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 18.

65. Boards of grain examiners shall grant such certificates,

and such only, as to the qualification of the candidates who
present themselves for examination, as the knowledge and pro-

ficiency of such candidates require or justify. 4 E. VIL, c. 15,

s. 19.

Inspector 66. JSTo person shall be appointed as chief inspector, in-
must hold spector or deputy inspector in any division who has not been

examined by, and received a certificate of qualification to act

as chief inspector, inspector or deputy inspector from the board

of grain examiners of the division or of some district therein.

4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 20.

Report to 67. When a board of grain examiners grants any certificate
Department.

^£ qualification a report thereof shall forthwith be made to the

Department. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 21.

Fees for 68. Every board of grain examiners shall collect from each
examination, candidate coming before the board for examination, before such

examination is held, a fee not to exceed twenty dollars, such

fee to be divided among the members of the board in such

manner as the board directs. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 22.

Inspectors to 69. Every chief inspector, inspector and deputy inspector
give security.

^\^^^\]^ before acting as such, give security for the due per-

1570 formance
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forniance of the duties of his office, in such sum as the Gover-

nor in Council directs, and such security shall avail to tlie

Crown, and to all persons aggrieved by any breach of the con-

ditions thereof. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 23.

70. In the event of the death, resignation, dismissal or sus- Vacancy,

pension of any inspector, his senior deputy inspector shall

perform all the duties of the inspector until his successor is

appointed, or until such suspension ceases. 4 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 24.

71. Inspecting officers shall grade all grain in accordance Grading of

with the grades defined in this Part, and samples shall be made s^^'"^-

under the direction of the chief inspector of each division in

accordance with such grades for the purpose of grading and of

appeals therefrom to a grain surs-ey board or to the chief in-

spector under the provisions hereinafter contained. 4 E. VII.,

e. 15, s. 25.

72. The chief inspectors and the inspectors for the division Samples to

shall, not later than the first week in October in each year, ^^ furnished,

furnish official standards of grain as established by them under
this Part, when requested to do so by any person ; and each

standard shall be accompanied by a specific statement that it

is a sample of the official grade.

2. For all samples so furnished the inspector shall make such Charges

charge as is approved by the Minister. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 26.
*^^^^^f°^-

Commercial Grades.

73. If a considerable portion of the crop of wheat or any Commercial

other grain for any one year in any division has any marked
f^'^

|^
estab-

characteristics which exclude it, to the prejudice of the pro-

ducer, from the grade to which it otherwise belongs, special

grades may be established therefor in the manner hereinafter

provided, and shall 1)6 called and knowm as commercial grades.

4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 27.

Grain Standards Board.

74. The Governor in Council may appoint, for any divi- Standards

sion or district, as a grain standards hoard, such number of fit
established

and skilful persons as he deems properly qualified, for the pur- standards

pose of establishing such commercial grades and of choosing ^o^rd.

samples of such grades to be the standards therefor; and the

appointment of such persons by the Governor in Council shall

be held to be permanent and effective until superseded and
replaced by other appointments by the Governor in Council

for that purpose.

2. The persons so appointed shall only select and establish Standards,

the standards found necessarv, to be desigTiated as commer-
991 . 1571 cial
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cial grade; and in the inspection of all grain other than that

subject to be graded as commercial grade, the inspectors shall

be governed by the grades established by this Part. 4 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 28.

Samples. '7b, The chief inspector shall distribute portions of all stan-

dard samples so chosen to such persons as the Minister from
time to time directs, and in the inspection of grain of marked
characteristics as aforesaid inspecting officers shall be governed

by the samples so chosen. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 29.

Special 76. The packages containing the samples so distributed,
™^'^^^'

and the certificates granted by inspecting officers in relation to

such grain, shall be marked Commercial grade. 4 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 30.

Summoning '71. A grain standards board shall be summoned for the

standards establishment of commercial grades and the selection of samples
board. thereof whenever the chief inspector of the division or three

members of the board notify the chairman of the board that

such a course is necessary. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 31.

Grain Survey Board.

Grain survey 78. The Governor in Council, on the recommendation of

the boards of trade of Toronto and Montreal respectively, may
appoint for any eastern division or district a grain survey board

composed of such number of fit and skilful persons as is in

each case considered necessary or convenient.

Powers and 2. Such board shall have the powers and be charged with
duties.

^j^g duties hereinafter defined and set forth, which powers and

duties shall be exercised and performed in accordance with any
regulations made by the Governor in Council in that behalf.

. E. VIL, c. 15, s. 32.

By-laws. 79. Any grain survey board may make by-laws, not incon-

sistent with anything herein contained and subject to the

approval of the Governor in Council, for the better carrying

out of its business, and for the establishment of a tariff of fees

for survey services. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 33.

Oath of 80. The members of a grain survey board, before acting as
office. such, sliall take an oath of office in such form as is prescribed

by the Governor in Council. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 34.

Disputes as 81. \Vhenever, in a division or district for which a grain
to Krading of

g^,j.^,^y ]^oard has been a])]X)intod, the owner or possessor of

any grain inspected therein is not satisfied with the inspecting

officer's grading of such grain, he may appeal therefrom to the

chief ins])octor, who shall view a proper sample of the grain

Tosi)ecting wliich the grading is in dispute, drawn or secured

1572 in
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in a mannor satisfactory to him, and give his decision thereon,

which shall be final, unless the owner or possessor, within
twenty-four hours after receiving the notification thereof, makes
further appeal to the grain survey board for the division or

district, in which case the said board shall give a final decision

to settle the grading of the grain in dispute.

2. Notwithstanding anything in this section the owner or Appeal

possessor of the grain may appeal directly from the inspecting
f]^^^

**j

ofticer to the said board, whose decision in all cases shall be final

and binding on all parties, and the inspecting ofiicer shall issue

a certificate accordingly.

3. No appeal shall be considered in any case where the Proviso,

identity of the grain in dispute has not been preserved.

4. If the grading of the inspecting ofiicer is confirmed by Costs of

the b^ard, the costs of the appeal not exceeding in any case
^^"^^^

'

the sum of five dollars shall be paid by the owner or possessor

of the grain, otherwise by the inspecting officer. 4 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 35.

82. The Governor in Council may appoint a chief inspector Members

of any division to be ex officio a member of any board of grain ^^ °'^^*<'-

examiners, grain standards board, or grain survey board within

his division. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 36.

83. 'No inspecting officer shall in any case make the grade Grading of

of any lot of grain inspected by him above that of the poorest sram.

quality found therein, if. he is satisfied that the grain has been
improperly loaded for the purposes of deception, 4 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 37,

84. No inspecting officer shall inspect grain being laden or After dark

about to be laden on vessels or cars after dark or in wet weather, °^
Th^^*^

except on receipt, personally, or through the office of the chief

inspector, of an application from the owner or possessor of the

grain or his authorized agent, written upon one of the printed

forms furnished by the Department and signed by such owner
or his authorized agent, relieving him, the inspecting officer,

from responsibility for damage which may be caused by such
wet weather, darkness, or for loss arising from errors liable to

occur in an inspection under such circumstancee.

2, In every case of such inspection, the inspecting officer shall Inspecting

be personallv present when the grain is actuallv delivered on n^^lnt*"
^

board. 4 E.' VIL, c, 15, s. 38.

85. The Minister may, from time to time, require any in- Reports,

spector or deputy inspector to make such returns or reports of

his official acts to the Department, or to any officer thereof,

board of trade, or chamber of commerce, in such form, and con-

taining such particulars and information as he deems expedient,

4 E, VIL, c. 15, s. 39.
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86. Every inspector of grain shall keep a proper book or

books in which he shall, from time to time, enter an account of

all grain ins}>ected and the amount paid for such inspection.

4E. VII.^c. 15, s. 40.

87. For the purpose of verifying any statement made by an

inspecting oiEcer of the quantity of grain inspected or weighed

by him at any elevator, the books kept in connection with such

elevator shall at all times be open to inspection by any author-

ized officer of the Department. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 41.

88. All inspectors and deputy inspectors of grain shall, at

all times during ordinary business hours, be at full liberty to

examine all grain stored in any public terminal elevator; and
all proper facilities shall be extended to them by the warehouse-

man, his agents and servants, for an examination, and all parts

of public terminal elevators shall be open to examination and
inspection by any inspector or deputy inspector, 4 E, VII.,

c, 15, s. 42,

89. Nothing in this Act shall prevent any person from sell-

ing or buying grain by sample, regardless of its grades, 4 E.
VIL, c. 15, s. 49,

90. In contracts for the sale and delivery of any of the

undermentioned articles, the bushel shall be determined by
weighing, unless a bushel by measure is specially agreed upon,

and the weight equivalent to a bushel shall except as hereinafter

provided be as follows:

—

Barley, forty-eight pounds;

Buckwheat, forty-eight pounds;

Elax seed, fifty-six pounds;

Indian corn, fifty-six pounds;
Oats, thirty-four pounds

;

Peas, sixty pounds

;

Rye, fifty-six pounds;

Wheat, sixty j)ounds, 1 E. VIL, c. 26, s. 1.

Fees.

91. The fees for the inspection of grain shall be as follows :

—

Grain in sacks, one-third of a cent per cental;

Grain in bulk, per carload, forty cents;

Grain in cargoes, \yer one tJiousand bushels, fifty cents. 4 E.
VIL, c. 15, s. 50.

Alteration of 92. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, in-

crease or reduce the fees for the inspection of grain, and may
]irescribe scales of fees difi"ering from each other for the several

divisions. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 51.

1574 93.
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93. The inspection and weighing fees upon grain inspected Advance

or weighed within any division or district shall he treated as ^ ^^ses.

advanced charges, to be paid by the carrier or warehouseman in

whose possession the grain is at the time of its inspection or

weighing, and, unless otherwise provided, shall be paid through j^^gP^^^^ °^

the chief inspector or inspectors into, and shall form part of,

the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada, and accounts there-

of shall be kept in such manner and in such detail as is from

time to time determined by the Minister. 4 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 52.

Weighmasters.

94. The Governor in Council may appoint in and for each Appointment

division a chief weighmaster, whose duties and powers shall be masters/

defined by order in council, and may also, in any place where
inspection of grain is authorized under this Part, or where is

situate any public terminal elevator, appoint a weighmaster and
such assistants as are necessary.

2. Such weighmasters and assistants shall receive such com- Salary

pensation, by fees or otherwise, as is determined by the Gover-

nor in CounciL 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 55.

95. Every weighmaster or assistant weighmaster so ap- Oath of

pointed shall, before exercising the duties of his office, subscribe office,

to an oath of office and furnish a guarantee bond in such

amount as the Minister directs. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 55.

96. The offices of chief weighmaster and chief inspector in Combination

each division may be combined until otherwise ordered by the °^ offices.

Governor in Council. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 56.

97. The weighmasters and assistants in each division shall, Powers of

under the direction of the chief weighmaster, supervise and master,

have exclusive control of the weighing of grain inspected, sub-

ject to inspection or otherwise, or received into or shipped out

from public terminal elevators. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 57.

98. Every such weighmaster or assistant shall give upon Certificate

demand to any person having weighing done by him, a certifi- of weight,

cate under his hand, showing the amount of each weighing, the

number of each car or cargo weighed, the initial of the car, the

place where weighed, the date of weighing and the contents of

the car or cargo.

2. Such certificate shall be, in all cases, prima facie evidence Evidence,

of the facts therein contained. 6 E. VII., c. 18, s. 1.

99. All weighmasters and their assistants shall make true Record to be

weights, and keep a correct record of all weighing done by them kept.

at the places for which they are appointed, in which record shall

be entered an accurate account of all grain weighed, or the

1575 weighing
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weighing of which was supervised by them or their assistants,

giving the amount of eadi weight, the number of each car

weighed, the initial letter of each car or the name of each

vessel, the place where weighed, the date of weighing, and the

contents of the car or cargo.

2. An extract from the record kept by any weighmaster or

assistant in pursuance of this section, certified by the chief

ter's record, inspector or the chief weighmaster of the division, or by any

officer in the office of either of them, shall be prima facie evi-

dence of the facts set forth in such extract. 4 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 59; 6E. VII., c. 18, s. 1.

100. The fees for the weighing of grain shall be such as

are determined by the Governor in Council, who may from

time to time increase or reduce them. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 60.

Rules and 101. The chief weighmaster may adopt rules and regula-
reffulations.

^^^^^^g f^j. ^-^q weighing of grain in his division subject to the

approval of the Minister. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 61.

Offences and Penalties.

102. If any owner, lessee or other occupant of any terminal

elevator, by himself or by his agent or employee, refuses or

prevents a weighmaster or any of his assistants from having

access to such elevator or to any scales therein or connected

therewith, in the regular performance of their duties in super-

vising the weighing of grain in accordance with this Part, he

shall, upon summary conviction, be liable to a penalty not

exceeding one hundred dollars for each offence. 4 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 62.

103. Every inspector or deputy inspector who, on applica-

tion to him, made personally or by writing, left at his office on

any lawful day between sunrise and sunset, by any owner or

possessor of grain, neglects or refuses to proceed forthwith to

such inspection, if he is not at the time of such application

employed in inspecting elsewhere, shall, for every such neglect

or refusal, forfeit and pay to the person so applying twenty

dollars, over and above all the damages occasioned to the person

complaining by such neglect or refusal, recoverable upon sum-

mary conviction before any one justice of the peace. 4 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 43.

104. Every inspector or deputy inspector who,

—

(a) without authority inspects grain out of the local limits

for whicli he is apjKunted; or,

(h) gives any wilfully false or untrue certificate; or,

(c) connives at or is privy to any fraudulent evasion of this

Part; or,

(d) otherwise viohites any provision of this Part;

shall, for each such offence, on summary conviction before two
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justices of the peace, be liable to a penalty of one hundred dol- Penalty,

lars, and shall forfeit his office, and be disqualified from ever

after holdin*>; the same, 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 44.

105. Every person, not thereunto duly authorized under Unauthor-

this Part, ^vho in anv manner whatever assumes the title or '^^5! v^^^^^
,,,,.. N . . . r.

acting as

omce 01 inspector or deputy inspector, or issues any certmcate inspector.

purporting to establish the quality of any grain or hay, shall

for every such offence, on summary conviction, be liable to a

penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars or to imprisonment Penalty.

for a term not exceeding three months. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 45.

108. Every person who, with a fraudulent intention, uses Fraudulent

an inspector's certificate or bill of inspection in connection with
"or's^V^t^fi^

grain other than the grain in connection with which such certi- cate.

ficate or bill of inspection was issued, is guilty of an indictable

offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding

three years or to a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars. Penalty,

or to both. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 46.

107. Any person who directly or indirectly gives or offers, Bribes,

or promises to give, or procures to be given, any bribe, recom-
^^Jfe^^pg ^^

pense or reward to, or makes any collusive agreement with, influence

any inspector or deputy inspector, or who makes use of, or
'^^p^'^*^^^-

threatens to make use of, any force, violence or restraint, or

inflicts or threatens the infliction of any injury or loss upon *

any inspector or deputy inspector, or upon any other person,

in order to improperly influence such inspector or deputy in-

spector in the performance of his duties under this Part, is

guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for Punishment.

a term not exceeding two years or to a penalty not exceeding

two hundred dollars, or to both. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 47.

108. Every person who violates any provision of this Part, Evading law

providing that a bushel of grain shall be determined by weigh-
^^ busheT^^*

ing and specifying the number of pounds such bushel shall

contain, shall, for a first offence, be liable on summary convic-

tion to a penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars and, for each Penalty,

subsequent offence to a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars.

1 E. VIL, c. 26, s. 1.

Procedure.

109. Every action brought against any person for anything Limitation

done under this Part, or contrary to its provisions, shall be eomt^ncin^
commenced within six months next after the right to bring suits,

such action accrued, and not afterwards ; and the defendant

therein may plead the general issue, and that the thing was
done under this Part, and may give this Part and the special

matter in evidence at any trial thereof; and if it appears so to

have been done, then the judgnnent shall be for the defendant.

2. If the plaintiff is non-suited or discontinues his action Costs,

after the defendant has appeared, or if judgment is given
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against the plaintiff, the defendant shall recover all costs and

have the like remedy therefor as defendants have in other

cases. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 48.

Eastern Inspection Division.

110. The provisions contained in the six sections next fol-

lowing apply only to the eastern inspection division; and

ai^ply to all grain grown in that division, to the exclusion of any

provisions of this Part inconsistent with them or dealing with

like matters. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 63.

111. All grain shipped from any public elevator within

the eastern inspection division shall be shipped out as graded

into such elevators by the inspecting officers.

2. Should any person interested in such grain have reason

to believe that it has gone out of condition or has deteriorated

in quality since it was originally inspected, any inspector may,

at his request, re-inspect such grain ; and, in case he finds that

it is out of condition or has become deteriorated in quality,

he shall endorse across the face of the original certificate a state-

ment of the facts, with the date and place where the re-inspec-

tion was made and shall attach his signature thereto ; but under

no circumstances shall such grain be mixed or re-graded.

4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 64.

\Yheii other- 112t If otherwise shipped, a certificate for a straight grade
wise shipped, shall be refused and the quantity of each grade composing the

mixed cargo, or carload if shipped by rail, shall be written

across the face of the certificate. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 65.
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113. All grain of the same grade shall be kept together and
stored only with grain of a similar grade.

2. Should different grades be loaded together in the same
compartment of any vessel at any ix)int within the division, a

certificate shall be issued for such mixed cargo, which certificate

shall have written across its face a statement of the quantities

of each grade entering into the composition of such mixed cargo

;

but no certificate for a straight grade shall be issued for such

mixed cargo. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. QQ>.

114. Inspection shall be refused whenever any lot of grain

is so situated that the inspecting officer cannot obtain such

samj)les thereof as he considers necessary to a thorough inspec-

tion. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s, 67.

115. Duplicate inspection certificates shall accompany all

grain inspected east of Port Arthur to its destination in Canada,
and no ro-inspection shall be permitted unless there is reason

to believe that the grain has gone out of condition or has de-

teriorated in quality since it was originally inspected, in Avhich

1578 case
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ease any inspecting officer may inspect such grain and, if he
finds that it has so gone out of condition or deteriorated, he shall

issue a certificate in accordance with the facts.

2. No such inspection shall take place unless the identity of

the grain has been preserved. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 68.

m

116. All inspection and weighing fees shall be treated as Advance

advanced charges to be paid by the carrier in whose possession
^"^''^^^•

the grain is at the time of its inspection or weighing. 4 E.
VII., c. 15, s. 69.

Manitoba Inspection Division.

117. The provisions contained in the eighteen sections next Manitoba

following relate only to the Manitoba inspection division, and divL^on°°
apply to all grain grown in that division, to the exclusion of any
provisions of this Part inconsistent with them or dealing with
like matters. 4 IE. VII., c. 15, s. 70.

118. Inspecting officers shall be required and instructed to Samples of

grade in accordance with this Part all grain defined therein,
*^^^'"^-

and standard samples shall be made in accordance therewith for

the purpose of grading and surveys. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 71.

119. Should the climatic or other conditions result in the Commercial

production of a considerable proportion of grain, other than ^^*^^^-

oats, not capable of being included in the classification provided
for in this Part, the grain standards board for the division

shall be convened for the selection of commercial grades and ^°^

samples whenever the chairman of the said board is notified

by the chief inspector or five members of the said board that

such a course is necessary.

2. Inspecting officers shall grade all classes of grain which Their use.

cannot be graded according to this Part, in accordance with the

commercial samples so selected by the board. 4 E. VII., c. 15,

120. In case the lateness of harvesting or climatic conditions Further

prevent the procuring of proper and representative samples of a^co^mltt
^^

any quantity of grain of the crop of that year in time for the of the board,

purposes of inspection thereof and action thereon at any meet-
ing of the grain standards board convened for the purpose of
selecting commercial grades, the board at such meeting may
authorize a committee of such number of its members as it may
appoint to meet at a later date and to select such further com-
mercial grades and samples as the character of the samples so

procured may require; and the commercial grades and samples
so selected by such committee shall be deemed, for all purposes
of inspection and ^Tading, to have been chosen by the full board.
4-5 E. VII., c. 14, s. 1.
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Furnishing
samples.

Cargo
samples.

Charges.

121. The chief inspector and the inspectors for the division

shall, not later than the first day of October in each year, fnr-

nish official samples of grain as established by them under this

Part when requested to do so by any person, such sample to be

r.ccompanied by a specific statement that it is a sample of the

official grade.

2. The inspectors shall also supply cargo samples when
required.

3. For all samples so furnished the inspectors shall make
such charge as is approved bv the Minister. 4 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 73.

Inspection 122. All grain placed in public elevators or warehouses east

Winnipeg. ^f Winnipeg, in the division, shall be subject to inspection, both

inwards and outwards. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 74.

Grain to be
inspected in

Winnipeg
district.

Proviso,

123. All grain produced in the l^orthwest Territories as ex-

isting on the tenth day of August, one thousand nine hundred
and four, and in Manitoba, passing through the Winnipeg dis-

trict en route to points to the east thereof, shall be inspected at

Winnipeg or a point within the district; and, on all grain so

inspected, the inspection shall be final as between the western

farmer or dealer and the Winnipeg dealer: Provided that

when, owing to extreme pressure of business, the railway com-

pany, or other transportation company finds that cars contain-

ing grain are being unduly delayed for inspection purposes in

Winnipeg, then the company, upon notification to, and with the

consent of, the chief inspector, or in his absence, the inspector,

may remove a special number of cars to Fort William without

inspection at Winnipeg.

2. Any grain inspected at Winnipeg or other western port

may be re-inspected at Fort Williaui or at other terminal eleva-

tors in the division without additional charge; but any grain

not inspected west of Fort William shall be inspected at that

point, and a certificate shall be issued on pavment of the usual

fee. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 75.

Grain 124. All grain shipped for eastern points from any public

rnuied into C'levator within the division shall be shipped only as graded into
elevators. g^ch elcvators by the inspecting officers: Provided that when
Proviso. grain has deteriorated or changed condition ir. storage, the in-

specting officer shall issue only a certificate in accordance with

the facts. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 76.

Inspection
at Fort
William.

Refusal of

Manitoba
certificate.

125. if otherwise shipped, a Manitoba certificate for a
straight grade shall be refused, and the quantity of each grade
composing the mixed cargo or carload, if shipped by rail, shall

be written across the face of the certificate. 4 E. VIL, c. 15,

s. 77.

Grain of 126. .Ml grain of the same grade shall be kept together and

k'^'Ttc^^'^^
stored only with grain of a similar grade, and a selection of

(jether. different qualities of the same grade is prohibited.

1580 2.
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2. Should grain of different grades be loaded together in
the same compartment of any wssel, at any point within the
division, a certificate shall be issued for such mixed cargo,
which certificate shall have written across its face a statement
of the quantities of each grade entering into the composition
of such mixed cargo, b-ut no certificate for a straight grade shall
be issued for such mixed cargo. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 78.

127. The certificates of inspection given by inspecting offi- Certificate

cers shall in all cases accompany the grain to its destination. ^° accom-

4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 79.
pany gram.

128. Xo certificate shall be issued e^st of the Manitoba East of

inspc'tion division for Manitoba grain, whether such erain ^fap'toba
J. 7 . 1 ,1 .

o 7 is division.
goes forward m bulk 'or m cars.

•^. Should any person interested in such grain have reason If grain

to believe that it has gone out of condition or has deteriorated f^^pected
^•.

-J. • ^^ •
. ^ • 1)6 Out ofm quality since it was originally inspected, any inspector may condition.

at his request inspect such grain, and, in case he finds that it is

out of condition or has become deteriorated in quality, he shall

endorse across the face of the original certificate a statement
of the facts, with the date and place where the re-inspection

was made, and shall attach his signature thereto ; but under
no circumstances shall such grain be mixed or re-graded. 4 E.
VIL, c. 15, s. 79.

129. When grain shipped from any elevator is being sys- Systematic

tematically reduced in quality below the general average quality reduction of

of the grain of similar grades in the bins of the public elevators,
"^"^

^
^'

the chief inspector shall instruct inspecting officers that no
such grain shall be allowed to pass inspection except on a

lower grade.

2. The inspectors shall at all times keep careful w\atch on investio-ation

grain received into terminal elevators, and, if they find any bv chief

such grain as aforesaid being received, shall at once notify
*°^p^^**^''-

the chief inspector, who shall make an investigation forthwith

and take action accordingly. 4 E. VIL,'c. 15, s. 80.

130. ^Yhenever, in a division or district for which a grain disputes as

survey board has been appointed, the owmer or possessor of to grading.

any grain inspected therein is not satisfied with the inspecting

officer's grading of such grain, he may appeal therefrom to the

chief inspector, who shall view a proper sample of the grain

respecting which the grading is in dispute, drawn or secured

in a manner satisfactory to him, and give his decision thereon,

which shall be final unless the owner or possessor, within

twenty-four hours after receiving the notification thereof,

makes further appeal to the grain survey board for the divi-

sion or district, in which ease the said board shall give a final

decision to settle the grading of the grain in dispute ; but

nothing in this section shall ]H-event the owner or possessor of

1581 the
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Proviso.

Cost of

appeal.

the said grain appealing directly from the inspecting officer to

the said board, whose decision in all cases shall be final and
binding on all parties, and the inspecting officer shall issue a

certificate accordingly.

2. No appeal shall be considered in any case where the

i<lentity of the grain in dispute has not been preserved.

3. If the grading of the inspecting officer is confiraied by

the board the costs of the appeal, not exceeding in any case the

sum of five dollars, shall be paid by the owner or possessor of

the grain, otherwise by the inspecting officer, 4 E. VII., c. 15,

s. 81.

In case of
difference
between
farmer and
buyer as to
grade.

Sample.

Chief inspec-
tor to grade.

Charges.

Grain survey
board.

Regulations.

Oath.

By-laws.

Offices in

WinnipcK.

131. Whenever tliere is a difference of opinion between

any farmer selling wheat and any wheat buyer as to the gi'ad-

ing of such wheat, the farmer, while taking the price offered

for his wheat as of lower grade than that to which, in his

opinion, it belongs, may insist on a sample being selected and
agreed on between buyer and seller, which sample, of at least

two quarts in quantity, shall be parcelled and sealed and sent

to the chief inspector.

2. The chief inspector shall grade the said wheat without

delay and make a return of his grading to both parties ; and if

he finds the said wheat to be of a higher grade than that on

which the price had been already paid, then the said buyer

shall pay to the farmer aforesaid the difference between the

price already paid and that which should have been paid in the

first instance had the grade afterwards fixed by the chief

inspector been agreed upon at the time of the sale. 4 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 82.

132. The grain survey board for the division shall consist

of twelve competent persons, six of whom shall be nominated

by the Board of Trade of the city of Winnipeg, and three

each 'by the Minister of Agriculture of the province of Manitoba

and the Commissioner

tories, respectively, and approved by the Minister

2. Such board shall be governed in the performance of their

duties by such general regulations as are made by the Governor

in Council.

3. The members of the said board, before acting as such,

shall take an oath of office in such form as is prescribed by the

Minister. 4 E. VII., c. 15, ss. 83 and 86.

133. The said board may make by-laws, subject to the

approval of the Governor in Council, for the better carrying

on of their business, and for the establishment of a schedule

of fees for survey services. 4 E. VII., c, 15, s. 84.

134. The offices of the said board shall be in the city of

Winnipeg; bnt for tlie purpose of lietter conducting any parti-

cular survey, they or any number duly apix)inted in any special

1582 case.
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case, may hold sittings at any other place in the division. 4 E.

VIL, c. 15, s. 85.

135. In the case of unclean grain inspected in the division, Unclean

the inspecting officer shall state in his certificate the percentage ^rain.

of dirt necessary to be cleaned out at terminals in order to

clean the grain to the grade certified : Provided that where the

grain is found to be excessively dirty, or when by reason of the

admixture of other grain it is in the opinion of the inspecting

officer impracticable to ascertain the percentage of dirt or such

other grain to be removed, the inspecting officer may require

the grain to be cleaned before granting a straight grade there-

for. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 8Y.

Grades.

136. The grades of grain shall be as follows:

—

Qualities of
grain.

Spring Wlieai.

1^0. 1 spring wheat shall be sound and clean, weighing not Spring

less than 60 pounds to the bushel. wheat.

No. 2 spring wheat shall be sound and reasonably clean,

weighing not less than 58 pounds to the bushel.

No. 3 spring wheat shall comprise all sound wheat not good
enough to be graded as No. 2, weighing not less than 56 pounds
to the bushel.

Rejected spring wheat shall comprise all spring wheat fit

for warehousing, but too low in weight or otherwise unfit to

be graded as No. 3.

Goose Wheat.
|

No. 1 goose wheat shall be plump and clean, weighing not Goose

less than 61 pounds to the bushel. wheat.

No. 2 goose wheat shall be plump and reasonably clean,

weighing not less than 59 pounds to the bushel.

No. 3 goose wheat shall comprise such as is not good enough
to be graded as No. 2, reasonably clean and weighing not less

than 55 pounds to the bushel.

Winter Wheat.

Extra white winter wheat shall be pure white winter Avheat, Winter

sound, plump and, clean, weighing not less than 62 pounds to
^'^^^t-

the bushel.

No. 1 white winter wheat shall be pure white winter wheat,

sound, plump and clean, weighing not less than 60 pounds to

the bushel.

No. 2 white winter wheat shall be white winter wheat, sound
and reasonably clean, weighing not less than 58 pounds to the

bushel.

1583 No.
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'No. 1 red winter wheat shall be pure red winter wheat, sound,

plump and clean, weighing not less tlian G2 pounds to the

bushel.

No. 2 red winter wheat shall be red winter wheat, sound and
reasonably clean, weighing not less than 60 pounds to the bushel.

No. 1 mixed winter wheat shall be white and red winter

wheat mixed, sound, plump and clean, weighing not less than

61 pounds to the bushel.

ISTo. 2 mixed winter wheat shall be white and red winter

wheat mixed, sound, plump and clean, weighing not less than

59 pounds to the bushel.

Xo. 3 winter wheat shall include winter wheat not clean and

plump enough to be graded No. 2, weighing not less than 57

pounds to the bushel.

Xo. 1 Alberta red winter wheat shall be hard pure red

winter wheat, sound and clean, weighing not less than 62

pounds to the bushel.

iSTo. 2 Alberta red winter wheat shall be hard red winter

wheat, sound and clean, weighing not less than 60 pounds to

the bushel.

ISTo. 3 Alberta red winter wheat shall include hard red

winter wheat not clean enough or sound enough, to be graded

No. 2, weighing not less than 57 pounds to the bushel.

Corn.

Corn. No. 1 Avhite corn shall be white, sound, dry, clean and in

all other respects No. 1 corn.

No. 2 white corn shall be white, sound, dry and reasonably

clean.

No. 3 white corn shall be white, sound, dry and reasonably

clean, but otherwise unfit to be graded No. 2.

No. 1 yellow corn shall be yellow, soimd, dry, clean and

in all other respects No. 1 corn.

No. 2 yellow corn shall be yellow, sound, dry and reason-

ably clean.

No. 3 yellow corn shall be yellow, sound, dry and reason-

ably clean, but otherwise unfit to be graded No. 2.

No. 2 corn shall be mixed corn, sound, dry and reasonably

clean.

No. 3 corn shall be mixed corn, dry and reasonably clean,

but otherwise unfit to be graded No. 2.

' All corn that is damp, dirty, in a heating condition or from

any other cause unfit for the preceding grades shall be graded

as rejected.

Oats.

Onts. No. 1 white oats shall be sound, clean and free from other

grain and shall weigh not less than 34 pounds to the bushel.

No. 2 white oats shall be sound, reasonably clean and reason-

ably free from other grain and shall weigh not less than 32

p<)un<ls to the bushel.
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No. 3 white oats shall ho sound, hut not clean enough to be

graded Xo. 2, and shall weigh not less than 30 pounds to tlie

bushel.

No. 4 white oats shall be sound, hut otherwise not equal to

No. 3, and shall weigh not less than 28 pounds to the bushel.

Black oats.—The grades of Xos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 black oats

shall correspond in all respects with the grades of Nos. 1, 2,

3 and 4 white oats, except that the former shall be black.

Mixed oats.—The grades of Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 mixed oats

shall correspond in all respects with the grades of Nos. 1, 2,

3 and 4 white oats, except that the former shall be black and
white mixed.

White clipped oats.—The grades of Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 white

clipped oats shall correspond in all resj)ects with the gradas of

Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 white oats, except that the former shall weigh
not less than 38, 36 and 34 pounds to the bushel, respectively.

Rye.

No. 1 rye shall be sound, clean and shall weigh not less than Rye.

58 pounds to the bushel.

No, 2 rye shall be sound, reasonably clean, and reasonably

free from other grain, and shall weigh not less than 56 pounds
to the bushel.

No. 3 rye shall be sound, but not clean enough to be graded

No. 2, and shall weigh not less than 55 pounds to the bushel.

Rejected rye shall include such as is unsound, musty, dirty

or from any other cause unfit to be graded No. 3.

Barley.

No. 1 barley shall be plump, bright, sound, clean and free Barley,

from other grain.

No. 2 barley shall be reasonably clean and sound, but not

bright and plump enough to be graded as No. 1, and shall be

reasonably free from other grain, and weigh not less than 48
pounds to the bushel.

No. 3 extra barley shall be in all respects the same as No. 2

barley, except in weight and colour, weighing not less than 47
pounds to the bushel.

No. 3 barley shall include shrunken barley, weighing not less

than 45 pounds to the bushel.

No. 4 barley shall include all barley equal to No. 3 weighing

not less than 44 pounds to the bushel.

Peas.

No. 1 peas shall be white, clean, sound, not worm eaten, and Teas,

free from bugs.

No. 2 peas shall be reasonably clean and sound, and reason-

ably free from worm-eaten and buggy peas.

No. 3 peas shall be such as are too dirty to be graded No. 2,

or are worm eaten or buggy.
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The grades of 1, 2 and 3 marrowfat peas shall correspond in

all respects with the preceding grades Xos. 1, 2 and 3, except

that the former shall be of the white-eyed and black-eyed

varieties.

Mixed peas shall be sound and may contain a variety of peas

not elsewhere classified.

Buckwheat.

Buckwheat. Xo. 1 buckwheat shall be sound, clean, dry and free from
other grain, weighing not less than 50 pounds to the bushel.

Xo. 2 buckwheat shall be sound, clean and dry, weighing not

less than 48 pounds to the bushel.

Xo. 3 buck^vheat shall be sound, but not clean enough to be

graded as Xo. 2, weighing not less than 45 pounds to the bushel.

All good buckwheat that is slightly damp, but fit for ware-

housing, or which is too dirty to be graded Xo. 3, shall be
classed as no grade, in the discretion of the inspector.

* Xo established grade,' shall include all grain not classified

in the foregoing. 4 E. YIL, c, 15, s. 88 ; 6 E. YII., c. 18, s. 2.

Grades in 137. The grades mentioned in this section apply only to

di^^ion.^ grain grown in the Manitoba division, and in respect of the

several kinds of grain specified shall so apply to the exclusion

of the grades defined in the last preceding section.

Spring
wheat.

Spring Wheat.

Xo. 1 Manitoba hard wheat shall be sound and well cleaned

weighing not less than 60 pounds to the bushel, and shall be

composed of at least seventy-five per centum of hard red Fife

wheat.

Xo. 1 hard white Fife wheat shall be sound and well cleaned

weighing not less than 60 pounds to the bushel, and shall be

composed of not less than sixty per centum of hard white Fife

wheat, and shall not contain more than twenty-five per centimi

of soft wheat.

Xo. 1 Manitoba northern wheat shall be sound and well

cleaned, weighing not less than 60 pounds to the bushel, and

shall be composed of at least sixty per centum of hard red Fife

wheat.

Xo. 2 Manitoba northern wheat shall be sound and reason-

ably clean, of good milling qualities and fit for warehousing,

weighing not less than 58 pounds to the bushel, and shall be

composed of at least forty-five per centum of hard red Fife

wheat.

Any wheat not good enough to be graded as Xo. 2 Manitoba

northern, shall be graded Xo. 3 Manitoba northern in the dis-

cretion of the inspector.

Scoured wheat shall not be graded higher than Xo. 3 Mani-

toba northern.
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Oats.

Extra JSTo. 1 Manitoba oats shall be white, sound, clean and Oats,

free from other grain, shall contain ninety-five per centum of

white oats, and shall weigh not less than 38 pounds to the

bushel.

No. 1 Manitoba oats shall be sound, clean and free from
other grain; shall contain ninety per centum of white oats, and
shall weigh not less than 35 pounds to the bushel.

No. 2 Manitoba oats shall be sound, reasonably clean, reason-

ably free from other grain, and shall weigh not less than 34
pounds to the bushel.

Xo. 3 oats shall be sound but not clean enough or sufficiently

free from other grain to be graded as No. 2, and shall weigh

not less than 34 pounds to the bushel.

Any oats not good enough to be graded No. 2 shall be graded

No. 3 in the discretion of the inspector.

Barley.

No. 1 Manitoba barley shall be plump, bright, sound, clean Barley,

and free from other grain.

No. 2 Manitoba barley shall be reasonably clean and sound

but not bright and plump enough to be graded as No. 1, and
shall be reasonably free from other grain, and weigh not less

than 48 pounds to the bushel.

No. 3 extra Manitoba barley shall be in all respects the same
as No. 2 barley, except in colour, weighing not less than 47
pounds to the bushel.

No. 3 Manitoba barley shall include shrunken or otherwise

slightly damaged barley, weighing not less than 45 pounds to

the bushel.

No. 4 Manitoba barley shall include all barley equal to No.

3, weighing less than 45 pounds to the bushel.

Bye.

No. 1 Manitoba rye shall be sound, plump and well cleaned. Rye.

No. 2 Manitoba rye shall be sound, reasonably clean and
reasonably free from other grain.

All rye which is from any cause unfit to be graded as No. 2

rye, shall be graded as rejected.

Flax Seed.

No. 1 Northwestern Manitoba flax seed shall be mature. Flax seed,

sound, dry and sweet, and contain no more than twelve and
a half per centum of damaged seed, and weigh not less than 53
pounds to the bushel of commercially pure seed.

No. 1 Manitoba flax seed shall be mature, sound, dry and '

sweet, and contain not more than twenty-five per centum of

damaged seed, and weigh not less than 52 pounds to the bushel

of commercially pure seed.
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All flax seed which is immature or musty or which contains

more than twenty-five per centum damaged seed, and is fit for

warehousing and testing not less than 49 pounds to the bushel

of commercially pure seed, shall he graded as rejected.

Flax seed that is damp, warm, mouldy, musty or otherwise

unfit for warehousing, shall be classed as no grade.

To test flax seed, one pound of average seed shall be taken

from the sample tested, and the impurities or foreign matter

therein shall be removed as near as possible by the use of tw^o

sieves of 32-gauge wire-cloth, one with meshes 3 x 16 and the

other with meshes 16 x 16 to the square inch. The percentage

of impurities and weight j^er bushel of the commercially pure

seed shall be determined by the use of proper testing scales.

4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 89 ; 6 E. VII., c. 18, s. 3.

Foreign Grain.

Inspection of 138. Inspecting ofiicers shall, when required, inspect grain
foreign gram.

^£ United States production passing through Canada in transit

t« the United Kingdom or to a foreign country, and shall grant

certificates therefor based on standard samples of such grain

established as hereinafter provided. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 91.

Standard
samples.

Chief
inspector.

Rejection of

samples.

Distribution,

Charges.

United
StalcH pro-
duction to
Vje staled.

Fees.

139. Standard samples for grain of United States produc-

tion may be established yearly by the gTain survey board of

any division or district, and shall be known as the standards

for United States grain of that division or district.

2. The chief inspector shall be a member of this survey

board. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 91.

140. The Governor in Council may reject such standard

samples if he deems them to have been unfairly or improperly

chosen, and in such case he shall forthwith cause others to be

chosen in their place by such means as he thinks proper.

4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 91.

141. Standard samples, as so established, shall be distri-

buted by the grain survey board to such persons as the Minis-

ter, from time to time, directs.

2. For all samples so furnished the chief inspector shall

make such charge as is approved by the Minister. 4 E. VII.,

c. 15, s, 91.

142. Every certificate issued for such grain shall state that

it is of United States production and that the grade given there-

on is that cstablislied by the grain survey board appointed

by the Govcni(;r in Council for the division or district wherein

the inspection takes place. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 91.

143. 'I'lic fees for ins])ection of such grain shall be the same
as provided by this Part in the case of Canadian grain. 4 E.

VII., c. 15, s. 91.
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144. Ap])oals from the grading of such grain hy inspecting Appeals,

officers may be made to the grain snrvey board, as provided for
in the case of Canadian grain. 6 E. VII., c. 18, s. 4.

145. The provisions of the three next following sections

shall apply to such grain. E. VII., c. 18, s. 4.

All Grain.

146. All good grain that is slightly damp or otherwise unfit ^"o grade,

for w^arehousing, shall be entered on the inspecting officer's

books as No grade, with his notations as to quality and condi-

tion ; and all good grain that contains a large admixture of

other kinds of grain shall be classed as No grade.

2. All grain that is in a heating condition or is badly bin- Condemned.

burnt, whatsoever grade it might otherwise be, shall be reported

and entered upon the inspecting officer's books as Condemned
with the inspector's notations as to quality and condition.

3. Any grain that is unsound, musty, dirty, smutty, sprouted. Rejected,

or from any other cause is unfit to be classed under any of the

recognized grades, shall be classed as Rejected.

4. All grain shall be weighed and the weight per bushel Weight,

recorded in the inspecting officer's book.

5. No grain that has been subject to scouring or treatment Scoured

by use of lime or sulphur shall be graded higher than jSTo. 3.
^''^'°-

4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 90.

147. In the inspection of grain the weight shall not alone Weight,

determine- the grade. 4 E. VII., c. 15, s. 90.

148. All inspecting officers shall make their reasons for Inspector's

grading grain, when necessary, fully known by notation on •"^'^^o^s-

their book. 4 E. VIL, c. 15, s. 90.

PAET III.

PLOUR AND MEAL.

Irderpretation.

149. In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires, 'Meal.'

'meal' includes oatmeal, cornmeal and ryemeal. R.S., c. 99,

s. 27.

Application.

150. This Part applies to flour and meal imported into Application

Canada, and the re-inspection of flour and meal at any place ^^ ^^^*'-

to which it is removed within Canada, whenever such re-inspec-

tion is declared by the Governor in Council to be necessary in

the public interest, P,S., c. 99, s. 27.
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Flour, etc.,

imported to

be marked.

Inspector's
duties.

Place of
inspection.

Warehouse.

Inspector's
brands, etc.

How l)arrels

shall be
branded.

Sour.

Rejected.

Incorrect
brands.

Inspection and Branding.

151. All flour or meal submitted for inspection under this

Part shall be branded or marked by the inspector in accordance

with the grade or quality determined by him or the deputy in-

spector. U.S., c. 99, s. 43.

152. The inspector or deputy inspector shall examine and

inspect every barrel and half barrel of flour or meal on apydica-

tion made for that purpose by the owner or possessor thereof,

and shall ascertain the quality and condition thereof by boring

the head of each barrel or half barrel, and proving the contents

to the whole depth thereof, by an instrument for that purpose,

not exceeding five-eighths of an inch in diameter within its

gauge or bore, and after inspecting such flour or meal, the in-

spector or deputy inspector shall cause the hole bored in each

barrel or half barrel for inspection to be well and sufficiently

plugged.

2. Such inspection may be made either at the store or ware-

house of such inspector, or at some store within the limits of

the place for which the inspector is appointed, at the option of

the owner or possessor of such flour or meal.

3. Each inspector may provide and keep in some convenient

situation in the place for which he is appointed, a proper store

or warehouse for the reception and inspection of flour and meal.

K.S., c. 99, s. 28.

153. Every inspector and deputy inspector shall provide

and have a sufficient number of iron or other metal brands;

and in the inspection of flour and meal shall,

—

(a) immediately after inspection, brand or mark on each

and every barrel or half barrel of flour and meal, the words

Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, St. John, or the

name of any other place where the inspection is made,

and the initial of the christian name and the surname at

full length of the inspector, with the quality of the flour

and meal, as hereinafter directed;

(b) on each and every barrel or half barrel of flour or meal
which on inspection is found sour, but is otherwise not

damaged and is of merchantable quality, brand or «nark

the word Sour in letters as large as those iipon the rest of

the brand or mark, in addition to the brand or mark desig-

nating the quality

;

(c) whenever flour or meal is found to be of unsound or

immerchantable quality from other causes, brand or mark
the word Rejected at full length, in plain, legible chara.c-

ters, in addition to the brand or mark designating the

(piality

;

(d) whenever flour or meal inspected aj>pears to be of a

quality inferior to thai indicated by the brand or other

1590 mark
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mark of the manufacturer, and not to be thereby properly

designated, erase and correct the same;

(e) brand or mark on each barrel or half barrel of flour or Pate of

meal inspected by him, the month and year in which it is '

inspected, with the guality of flour or meal therein; and,

(f) brand or mark all the said brands and other marks on ^\|^^jgj

one head of the barrel or half barrel.

2. Eor such inspection and branding or marking, the person ^^es.

who re<iuired the inspection thereof shall pay to the inspector

for each and every barrel and half barrel of flour or meal so

inspected and branded or marked, the sum of- two cents, exclu-

sive of the charge for coojierage, before such flour or meal is

removed; and when any less quantity than one hundred bar-

rels of flour or meal is offered for inspection at one time, the

inspector shall be entitled to receive the full fees that would

accrue to him on one hundred barrels. U.S., c, 99, s. 29.

154. As soon as any flour or meal is inspected, a bill of Bill of

inspection shall be furnished by the inspector or deputy in,-
^^^^'^^ ^^"'

spector without fee or reward, specifying neatly and legibly

the quantity and quality ascertained by inspection, the gross

weight of five per centum thereof, and the tare of one per cen-

tum thereof, and the charges tlierefor, and the name of the mill

at which the flour or meal was manufactured. R.S., c. 99, s. 29.

155. All flour or meal which has been so inspected, branded
fJ^^^^^P^'^"

or marked in one month or year, and re-inspected and examined

in another, shall bear in addition to such previous brand or

mark, the brand and mark of the year and month when last

inspected. R.S., c. 99^ s. 29.

156. The inspector or deputy inspector shall examine each Inspector

and every barrel of flour or meal offered for inspection, and each barrel,

shall in no case brand or mark the same, unless the name of the When to

manufacturer or packer, the place of packing, and the quality nmrk.
°^

of the flour or meal, and the tare and net weight are branded

or marked legibly thereon, R.S., c 99, s. 29.

157. The inspector or deputy inspector shall note in his Provision as

certificate the character of any unsoundness in the flour or *° qualities.

meal to which it relates, such as Musty.

2. When flour has been wet and the wet part removed by the Cleaned,

inspector or owner, as the case may be, the inspector shall note

in his bill of inspection Cleaned.

3. A\Tien the inspector, in his judgment, deems it necessary Charges for

to strip or empty out the flour to find out if there is the proper
gJ^JJI^^Ql

°^

w^eight of flour in any cask he shall be entitled to two cents for

each barrel so stripped or emptied, if it proves to be of short

weight, in addition to the two cents per barrel for inspectingj

•and branding. E.S., c. 99, s. 29.
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Flour or 158. The inspector or deputy inspector shall, if recpiired,

foMnspec-^ deliver all flour or meal taken from any barrel or half barrel,
tion to be by the instrument used for the purjxjse of inspection, to the
re urne .

person requiring such inspection. K.S., c. 99, s. 29.

BrandinK. 159. The inspector or deputy inspector shall govern him-
self, as far as is possible, by the standards of quality for each
description of flour or meal, and shall brand or mark, within
a space not exceeding fourteen inches long by eight inches

broad, on every barrel and half barrel of flour or meal inspected

by him, all brands and marks required by this Part. R.S.,t

c. 99, s. 30.

Flour may 160. Whenever flour is sold by sample and the inspector or

by sampfe.^ deputy inspector is requested by the owner or the purchaser

of such flour to inspect the same by such sample, he shall, not-

withstanding anything in this Part contained, inspect the same
accordingly, and, instead of branding or marking the barrels

as hereinbefore provided, he shall certify on the bill of inspec-

tion whether the whole or a portion only, and, in the latter case,

what portion, of the flour is equal to the sample delivered to

him for the purpose of making the inspection, and he shall also

certify as to the weight and soundness of the flour. 50-51 V.,

c. 36, s. 1.

Qualities of 161. In branding or marking the different qualities or de^
°"'^"

scriptions of flour, the same shall be designated as follows :

—

That of a very superior quality^ j Patent (winter wheat)

;

(roller process) by the words] { Patent (spring wheat);
That of the second quality (roller/ „, . , ,

process) by the words \
^^''"'9^ roller;

That of the third quality, by the word

—

Extra;

That of the fourth quality, by the word

—

Superfine;

That of a fifth quality, by the word

—

Fine ;

That of another quality by the words

—

Strong bakers. 50-51

v., c. 3G, s. 2 ; 52 V., c. IG, s. 5.

Ounlities of 162. In branding or marking the dift'erent qualities of rye
'"^^'"

flour, Indian cornmeal or oatmeal, the words Rye flour, Indian

Commeal, or Oatmeal (as the case may be), shall be plainly

branded or marked on every barrel and half barrel, to desig-

nate the grain from which the same is made.

DeHijnifition 2. The qualities shall bo designated as follows:

—

of quaities. rpj,^^
superior quality of rye flour, by the word Superfine;

The second (juality, by the word Fine;

The superfine qualities of Indian cornmeal or oatmeal, by

the word First ;

The second (puility, by the word Second; and.

The third quality,"^ by the word Third. R.S., c. 99, s. 32.

1592 163.
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163. Every barrel of flour or meal shall contain one hnn- How much
barrels
contain.

dred and ninety-six pounds, and every half barrel shall contain
^'^^^'^^^ "hall

ninety-eight pounds. U.S., c. 99, s. 35.

164. The manufacturer or packer shall brand, paint or Tacker, etc..

mark the initials of his christian name and his surname at full hism'lril^e'^^on

length, and the name of his mill or place of packing, the quality the barrel,

and weight of the flour or meal therein contained, and the tare

of the barrel or half barrel on one end of such barrel or half

barrel of flour or meal packed for sale, in a plain and distin-

guishable manner. E.S., c. 99, s. 36.

165. All flour packed in Canada for sale, shall be packed Description

in good and strong barrels or half barrels, of seasoned oak, elm ° ^^^^ ^'

or other hardwood or basswood timber, made as nearly straight

as may be.

2. The barrel shall be not less in weight than twenty pounds, Weight.

the staves of such barrels shall be twenty-seven inches in

length from croe to croe, and those of half barrels twenty-two
inches in length from croe to croe, with heads of the same ; the

diameter of the heads of the barrels shall be from sixteen and
a half inches to seventeen inches, and of half barrels from
thirteen and a half to fourteen inches.

3. Such barrels and half barrels shall be well seasoned and How made,

sufficiently hooped, with a lining hoop within the chimes, the

whole well secured by nails. E.S., c. 99, s. 37.

166. The inspector or deputy inspector shall ascertain by inspectors to

examination the weight of the flour or meal in every cask which ^'^'".'^^,

he suspects not to contain the full weight required by this

Part, and if it does not contain such full weight, he shall cause

it to be filled up at the expense of the person requiring such

flour or meal to be inspected, so as to contain the weight re-

quired by this Part, and he shall, when required, certify the

expense thereby incurred. R.S.,-c. 99, s. 38.

167. The inspector or deputy inspector shall weigh such Proportion

proportio(n of every lot of flour or meal offered for inspection, °^ each lot

and not less than ten per centum of each lot, as is necessary to fied.

verify whether the contents 'come up to the weight required by
law, and shall enter such weight on his inspection bill.

2. If such lot, or any part thereof, is deficient in legal if deficient

weight, then he shall make or cause the deficiency to be made '° ^^eight.

good by or at the exj^ense of the owner thereof, so that each and

every barrel shall contain the weight required by law.

3. The inspector or deputy inspector shall, when required, Cost to be

certify the cost incurred thereby. R.S., c. 99, s. 38. certified.

168. If, upon the inspection of any barrel or half barrel of if foreign

flour or meal, the inspector or deputy inspector discovers any matter is

1593 foreign
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flour or
meal.

Detention.

Neglect to

deliver flour

taken from
barrel.

Penalty.

Neglect to
ascertain
weight.

Penalty.

Not brand-
ing.

Neglect to

label barrels.

Undermark-
ing tare.

Penalty.

Unaiithor-
izcd casks.

Penalty.

foreign siiljstance mixed or blended therewith, or packed there-

in, he shall forthwith seize and detain the package, and make
report thereon under oath to any justice of the peace.

2. Such justice may, if he sees fit, authorize the detention of

the same in some safe place until the suit to be instituted for

the penalty thereby incurred is determined. R.S., c. 99, s. 39.

Offences and Penalties.

169. Every inspector or deputy inspector who does not,

when required so to do, deliver to the person requiring the

inspection all flour or meal taken from any barrel or half barrel

by the instrument used for the purpose of such inspection shall

be liable to a penalty of twenty dollars for each ofiience. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 29.

170. Every inspector or deputy inspector who neglects to

examine and ascertain, as required by this Part, the weight of

flour or meal offered to him for inspection, or to cause the

barrels or half barrels to be Aveighed as hereinbefore required,

shall be liable to a penalty of forty dollars for each offence,

and shall also be liable for all damages which the buyer or seller

of such flour or meal suffers in consequence of such neglect.

R.S., c. 99, s. 38.

171. Every inspector or deputy inspector shall l^e liable

to a penalty of ten cents for each barrel or half barrel of flour

or meal inspected and branded or inspected and marked by

him which is marked or branded otherwise than is required by

this Part. R.S., c. 99, s. 30.

172. Every manufacturer or packer shall be liable to a

penalty of two cents for each barrel or half barrel of

flour or meal offered for sale or inspection which is not

branded, painted or marked by him as required by this Part,

and this penalty shall be paid to the inspector before delivery of

the flour or meal. U.S., c. 99, s. 36.

173. Every manufacturer or packer who undermarks
the tare of any barrel or half barrel, or puts therein a less

quantity of flour or meal than is branded thereon, shall incur

a penalty of two cents for every barrel or half barrel so under-

marked, or deficient, unless such deficiency of weight appears

to be occasioned by some accident unknown to such manufac-

turer or packer, and happening after the packing of the barrel

or half barrel. P.S., c. 99, s! 40.

174. Every person who offers for sale or exports any

cask of flour in violation of the provisions of this Part

shall be liable to a penalty of two cents for each cask contain-

ing such flour so offered for sale or exported which is not of

tlu" description in this Part required for barrels and half

barrels. R.S., c. 99, s. 37.
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175. Every person who knowingly offers for sale any Deficiency in

barrel or half barrel of flour or meal in which there is a less
"^^'^ht.

quantity of flour or meal than is l)ran(led thereon, shall be.

lial)le to a penalty of one dollar for every cask so deficient, I'enalty.

without i^rejudice to the civil remedy of any person aggrieved,

for any damage sustained by him. K.S., c. 99, s. 41.

1*76. Every person who wilfully mixes or blends with any Mixing of

foreign substance any flour or meal by him packed for sale or ^au^ with
ex|X)rtation shall, for such offence, be liable to a penalty not flour or

exceeding one hundred dollars, and, if such penalty .is re- p^^
,,

covered, the flour and meal in respect of which it has been
incurred shall thereupon b© forfeited and belong to the muni-
cipal corporation of the place.

2. iSTo prosecution, suit or action for the recovery of any Limitation

such penalty shall be commenced after the end of one month ^^ action,

from the seizure and report thereon made by the inspector

or deputy insj)ector. U.S., c. 99, s. 39.

Returns,

177. Every inspector shall, on Monday in every week Weekly

make out, sign and transmit to the secretary of the board ^ ^ ^™^° '

of trade or chamber of commerce for the city, county or

place, for which he is appointed, or if there is no such board

then to the chairman of the board of examiners in such city

or county, or in the county in which such place is situated,

a statement of the quantity and quality of all flour and meal

inspected or re-inspected by him or by the deputy inspectors

during the next preceding week, and of all flour or meal by

him or them weighed during such week, and found deficient

in weight, or in respect of which the tare was falsely

marked, and of the brand and manufacturers' names, and the

amount of fines levied by him for the violation of this Part.

2. A duplicate of every such statement shall also be sent to Duplicate,

the Department of Inland Eevenue at Ottawa. E.S., c. 99,

s. 42.

PAKT IV.

BEEF AND POKK.

178. In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires, 'Package.'

' package ' includes barrel, half barrel, tierce or half tierce.

E.S., c. 99, s. 48.

179. The inspector or deputy inspector shall cut up, salt, Duties of

pack and cure or, if already packed, shall unpack and examine inspector,

throughout, adding salt if necessary, and coopering the same
1595 according
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Place of

inspection.

Warehouse.

according- to the requirements of this Part, every package of

beef or pork submitted to him for inspection.

2. Such inspection may be made either at the store, shop or

warehouse of the inspector, or at some store within the limits

of the city or place for which he is appointed, at the option of

the owner or possessor of such beef or pork submitting it for

inspection.

3. Every inspector shall provide in some convenient position,

in the city or place for which he is appointed, a proper store or

place for the reception and inspection of beef and pork. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 49.

Inspector's
brands.

Name of

place.

Soft.

Rejected.

Incorrect
brands.

What shall

be branded
on package.

180. Each inspector and deputy inspector shall provide and

have a sufficient number of iron or other metal brands for his

use, and, in inspecting beef or pork, shall,

—

(a) brand, immediately after inspection, on every package

of beef or pork, the words Quebec, Montreal, Toronto,

Halifax, St. John, N.B., or other the name of the place

for which he is appointed, as the case may be, and the

initial of the christian name of the inspector and his sur-

name at full length, with the quality of the beef or pork

as hereinafter directed;

(h) brand every package of beef or pork which, on inspec-

tion, is found to be soft or still-fed, although it is in all

other respects fat and of good quality, with the word

Soft in letters as large as those upon the rest of the brand,

in addition to the brand designating the quality;

(c) whenever beef or pork is found to be of unsound and

unmerchantable quality, from other causes than those

aforesaid, brand the same with the word Rejected at full

length and in plain legible characters;

(d) whenever the beef or pork appears inferior to the mark

of the packer, or of any former inspection, erase and cor-

rect the same;

(e) brand upon each package of beef or pork inspected by

him the month and year in which it is inspected, with the

net weight and quality of the beef or pork therein. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 50.

Fees. 181. For such inspection and branding the inspector shall

be entitled to receive from the person submitting the same for

inspection, for each barrel and half barrel, tierce or half tierce

of l)eef or pork so insix;cted, salted, packed, pickled and brand-

ed, the following fees, that is to say: twenty-five cents for each

barrel, fifteen cents for each half barrel, thirty-five cents for

each tierce and twenty-five cents for each half tierce, exclusivie

of charges for coojxjrage and repairs, which shall not exceed

fifteen cents for each package; in consideration of which

charges, all packages shall be delivered in good shipping order.
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2. Such fee or allowance shall be paid hy the owner or

possessor of such beef or pork before it is removed. R.S., c. 99,

s. 50.

182. As soon as any beef or pork is inspected, a bill of In- Bill of

spection shall be furnislied by the inspector or deputy inspector, inspection,

without fee or reward, specifying neatly and legibly the quan-

tity of heci or pork so delivered to him, and the owner's mark
or marks thereon, and the quantity and quality ascertained by
inspection, and the charges therefor. R.S., c. 99, s. 50.

183* No beef or pork inspected and branded in one month Date of

or year, and re-inspected and repacked in another, shall bear '"^^^^'^ '°°-

any other brand of the year and month than that originally

affixed to it: Provided that on the package containing any beef

or pork re-inspected, tlie date of such re-inspection, with tho

other particulars required in case of inspection, may be

branded.

2. Xo preceding inspection brand, or any part thereof, shall Effacing

be effaced, except in the case hereinbefore provided for,

3. Every re-inspection made without complying with the re- Re-inspec-

quirements of this section, shall be held to be an inspection ^^°°-

made contrary to this Part. R.S., c. 99, s. 50.

184. All pork or beef offered for re-inspection, and which Old pork or

has been packed, or inspected, twelve months or more pre-

viously, shall be branded in addition to its grade of quality,

with the word Old in large letters. R.S., c. 99, s. 50.

185. All the said brand marks shall be branded on one head How pack-

of the package ; and shal'l be large and legible, and be branded brbranded.
within a space not exceeding fourteen inches long by eight

inches broad, on each of the packages inspected. U.S., c. 99,

s. 50.

186. AVhenever any beef or pork is sold subject to inspec- Beef or pork
tion, the person applying to the insi^eetor to have the same sold subject

inspected, shall be entitled to reimbursement of the price of tion!^^'^^'

inspection from the vendor, if such applicant is not himself

the vendor, or unless an express stipulation to the contrary Reimburse-
was made at the time of sale, or of the agreement to submit ment of fees,

the beef or pork to inspection.

2. Any such agreement shall imply a warranty that all the Warrant}',

requirements of this Part have been complied with, as well

with regard to the beef or pork to which it relates as to the

packages in which they are contained, and the marks upon such

packages. R.S., c. 99, s. 50.

187. All beef which the inspector finds on examination to Qualities

have been killed at a proper age and to be fat and merchant- of beef.
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Mess beef.

Prime mesa
beef.

Prime beef.

Cargo beef.

Contents
barrels.

of

able, shall be cut into pieces as nearly square as may be, not

more than eight or less than four pounds weight, and shall

be sorted and divided for packing and re-packing in packages
into four different sorts, to be denominated respectively,—
mess, prime mess, prime and cargo beef.

2. Mess beef shall consist of the choicest pieces only, that

is to say: briskets, the thick of the flank, ribs, rumps and sir-

loins of oxen, cows or steers, well fatted ; and each package
containing beef of this description, shall be branded on one
of the heads with the words Mess heef.

3. Prime mess beef shall consist of pieces of meat of the

second class, without shanks or necks, from good fat cattle
;

and packages containing beef of this description shall be

branded on one of the heads thereof with the words Prime mess

heef.

4. Prime beef shall consist of choice pieces of fat cattle,

amongst which there shall not be more than the coarse pieces

of one side of the carcass, the houghs and neck being cut off

above the first joint ; and packages containing beef of this

description, shall be branded on one of the heads thereof with

the words Prime beef.

5. Cargo beef shall consist of the meat of fat cattle of all

descriptions of three years old and upwards, with not more
than half a neck and three shanks with the houghs cut off

above the first joint, and the meat otherwise merchantable
;

and packages containing such beef shall be branded on one

of the heads Cargo heef.

6. Each barrel in which beef of any one of the foregoing

descriptions is packed or re-packed, shall contain two hund-

red pounds of beef, and each half barrel one hundred pounds,

each tierce three hundred pounds, and each half tierce one

hundred and fifty pounds. K.S., c. 99, s. 51.

Qualities of
pork.

Mess pork.

Extra prime
pork.

Prime mess
i*(>rk.

188. All pork which the inspector finds on examination to

be fat and merchantable, except when classified as mess, shall

be cut in pieces as nearly square as may be, and not more than

six or less than four pounds weight, and shall be sorted and

divided into five different sorts, to be denominated respec-

tively, mess, extra prime, prime mess, prime, and cargo pork.

2. Mess pork shall consist of the rib pieces only, of good

hogs, weighing not less than two lumdred pounds each
;

and packages containing such pork shall be branded on one

•of the heads Mess pork.

3. Extra prime pork shall consist of heavy untrimmed fat

slioulders, cut into three or four pieces.

4. Prime mess pork sliall consist of the pieces of good fat

hogs weighing not less than one hundred and ninety pounds

each, the barrel to contain the coarse pieces of one hog

only, that is to say,—two half heads (not exceeding together

sixteen pounds in weight), with two shoulders and two hams,
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and the remaining pieces of a hog; the tierce to contain the
relative proportion of heads, shouklers and hams, and the
remaining pieces of a hog and a half hog; and packages con-
taining pork of the foregoing description shall be branded on
one of the heads Prime mess pork; but when the pork under
inspection is from hogs exceeding two hundred pounds each
in weight, the inspector shall make mess pork of such rib

and side or flank pieces thereof, cut in the manner and of
weight aforesaid as shall, in his judgment, be equal in quality

on the average to mess pork.

5. Prime pork shall consist of the pieces of good fat hogs. Prime pork,

weighing not less than one hundred and fifty pounds each,

the barrel to contain the coarse pieces of one hog and a half

only, that is to say,—three half heads (not exceeding together

twenty-four pounds in weight), three hams and three should-

ers and the remaining pieces of a hog and a half hog,—the

tierce to contain the relative proportions of heads, shoulders

and hams, and the remaining pieces of two hogs and a quar-

ter of a hog; and packages containing pork of this description

shall be branded on one of the heads Prime porJc.

6. Cargo pork shall consist of the pieces of fat hogs, weigh Cargo pork.

ing not less than one himdred pounds each, the barrel to con-

tain the coarse pieces of not more than two hogs, that is to

say,—four half heads (not exceeding together in weight thirty

pounds), four shoulders and four hams, and the remaining

pieces of two hogs, and the whole to be otherwise merchantable

pork,—the tierce to contain the relative proportions of heads,

shoulders and hams and the remaining pieces of three hogs

;

and packages containing pork of this description shall be

branded on one of the heads Cargo pork.

1. Each barrel in which pork of the foregoing descriptions if Contents of

packed or re-packed shall contain tw^o hundred pounds, and eacl 'vessels,

tierce three hundred pounds ; and each half barrel or half tierce

one-half those quantities, respectively, of the several kinds and
qualities of pork aforesaid, and shall be branded accordingly.

K.S., c. 99, s. 52.

189. In all cases, the ears shall be cut off close to the head. Parts to be

the snout above the tusks, the legs above the knee joint; the tail ^^* °^*

shall also be cut off, and the brains, tongue and bloody gristle

taken out; and none of these parts shall be packed. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 52.

190. On the head of any package branded rejected in con- Rejected

sequence of it containing any thin, rusty, measly, tainted, sour packages

or unmerchantable pork, or unmerchantable or spoiled beef, the

true character both as to quality and condition, of such pork or

beef shall also be marked with black paint.

2. Each inspector shall certify, whenever required, the inspector

quality ,of any beef or pork by him inspected, the state and con- ^^ cenih-
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dition thereof, and the packages containing the same, specify-

ing the extent of damage appearing on inspection, and the

apparent cause thereof, whether exposure, injury in transporta-

tion, originally defective packing or putting up, and also speci-

fying the brands or other marks upon the packages inspected,

and the name of the owner or possessor thereof. R.S., c. 99,

s. 53.

Beef and 191. The salt used in packing and re-packing beef and pork

to Ye
°^^ inspected and branded under this Part, shall be clean St. lJ]3es,

preserved. Isle of May, Lisbon, Turk's Island, or other coarse grained salt

of equal quality.

Idem. 2. Every barrel of fresh beef or pork shall be well salted

with seventy-five pounds, and every tierce with one hundred and
twelve pounds of good salt, as aforesaid, exclusive of a sufficient

quantity of pickle as strong as salt will make it; and to each

barrel of beef or pork shall be added four ounces, and to each

tierce six ounces of saltpetre.

Idem. 3. Each half barrel or half tierce of fresh beef or fresh pork

shall be salted with the same proportions of salt and saltpetre

above mentioned, with a sufficiency of pickle as strong as salt

will make it.

Idem. 4. In all cases of packing and re-packing beef or pork to be

inspected and branded under the authority of this Part, the in-

spector may use salt, saltpetre and pickle in his discretion.

E.S., c. 99, s. 54.

How pack- 192. Every package containing beef or pork inspected in

be^made. ^^® provinces of Ontario or Quei3ec shall be made of good sea-

soned white oak staves, and the heads shall not be less tban

three-quarters of an inch thick ; each stave on each edge at the

bilge shall not be less than half an inch thick when finished for

barrels, nor less than three-quarters of an inch thick when fin-

ished for tierces; and the wood of half barrels or half tierces

shall be in the same proportion to their size, and shall in all

cases be free from every defect.

Idem. 2. Every package shall be hooped and covered two-thirds of

its length with good oak, ash or hickory hoops, leaving one-third

in the centre uncovered ; and each package shall be bored in

the centre of the bilge with a bit not less in diameter than one

inch, for the reception of pickle. U.S., c. 99, s. 55.

Length of 193. Each barrel shall not be less than twenty-seven inches
barrel. ^^ more than twenty-eight inclios and a half long; and the con-

tents of each barrel in which beef is packed or re-packed shall

be not less than twenty-three gallons and two-sixths of a gallon,

or more than twenty-four gallons and one-sixth of a gallon ; and
the contents of each l)arrel in which pork is packed or re-packed

shall be not less than twenty-five gallons or exceed twenty-five

gallons and five-sixths of a gallon. U.S., c. 99, s. 55.

ICOO 194.
R.S., 1900.
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194. Each tierce shall not be less than thirty inches, or Length of

more than thirty-one inches long ; and the contents of each tierce
t'^'^'=<^s-

in which beef is packed or re-packed shall be not less than
thirty-six gallons and four-sixths of a gallon, or exceed thirty-

seven gallons and three-sixths of a gallon; and the contents of
each tierce in which pork is packed or re-packed shall be not
less than thirty-seven gallons and three-sixths of a gallon, or
exceed thirty-eight gallons and two-sixths of a gallon.

2. Half barrels or half tierces in which beef or pork is Hnlf barrels,

packed and re-packed shall respectively contain half the niim-
^^^^ tierces.

ber of gallons required by this Part for whole barrels or whole
tierces, and no more. R.S., c. 99, s. 55.

195. The inspector shall examine carefully and ascertain Inspector to

the sufficiency of each package before branding the same, and ^^^™i°«-

shall brand none with regard to which the requirements of this

Part have not bee^n complied with. E.S., c. 99, s. 55.

196. Nothing in this Part shall prevent any inspector of FumishinK

beef and pork from furnishing salt, saltpetre or packages if

necessary ; but it shall be optional with the owner or pos-

sessor of such beef or pork, to furnish such salt, saltpetre or

packages himself, if he sees fit, whether the same is for new
packing or to replace unsound old packages, or bad salt, and
whether the same is at the stores of the inspector or of such

owner or possessor. R.S., c. 99, s. 56.

197. Xo inspector of beef and pork shall, when he inspects Storage.

any beef or pork at the store required to be kept by him for

the purpose, charge any storage thereon, unless the same has

been left in his store more than five days after he has delivered

to the o^vner or possessor thereof a notice of its having been

inspected, or an inspection bill thereof. R.S., c. 99, s. 58.

198. ISTothing in this Part shall prevent any person from Inspection

packing for exportation or exporting any beef or pork with- "°j* ^°™'

out inspection, provided such beef or pork is packed in tierces

or half tierces, barrels or half barrels, of the dimensions herein-

before prescribed for such packages respectively, marked with

black paint or branded on one end thereof with the name and
address of the packer, the date and place of packing, the weight

and the quality of the beef or pork contained in each package.

2. Nothing in this Part shall prevent any person from pack- Saving,

ing for exportation or from exporting without inspection any
rounds of beef, rounds and briskets of beef, the meat of young
pigs called pig pork, the tongues of meat cattle, the tongues

of pigs, hams of pigs or pig's cheek, or any smoked or dried

meat of any description contained in tubs, casks or barrels or

other packages of any kind, if each package is marked as afore-

said. R.S., c. 99, s. 60.

101 1601 Offences
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Exporting
meat not
marked.

Penalty.

Offences and Penalties.

193. Every person who exports any meat of the kind last

mentioned, not so marked as aforesaid, or beef or pork of any

other kind not so marked or not packed in barrels or half-barrels,

tierces or half-tierces, of the dimensions hereinbefore prescribed,

shall incur a penalty of one dollar for each and every such

barrel or half-barrel, tierce or half-tierce, tub, cask or other

package. R.S., c. 99, s, 60.

Branding.

Penalty.

200. Every person who violates any of the provisions of

this Part relating to the branding of packages shall be liable

to a penalty of eighty dollars for each package inspected and

not branded or branded otherwise than is required by this

Part. RS., c. 99, s. 50.

Inspection 201. Every person, other than an inspector or deputy inspec-

other than"^ tor duly qualified under this Act, or the actual owner of the

inspector or ]jeei or pork inspected, who inspects any beef or pork, or brands

or marks any package or cask or vessel of any kind, containing

such beef or pork, and every person other than such inspector

or deputy inspector who gives any certificate of inspection,

shall incur a penalty of forty dollars for each package, cask

or vessel of beef or pork so inspected or branded, or with regard

to which such certificate is given.

2. Every o"svner of any beef or pork w^ho brands any such

^ffi^^'jJl"^
*'° package or vessel as aforesaid containing beef or pork, with-

out affixing to his surname and the initial of his christian name,

the date at which the same was branded, and the word Owner
or Owners, shall be deemed to have inspected and branded

the same contrary to the provisions of this Part, and shall incur

the said penalty. R.S., c. 99, s. 59.

deputy.

Penalty.

Owner

ix his

name

Penalty.

Exposure to
sun, etc.

Penalty.

202. Every inspector who suffers any beef or pork, if left

in his charge after it has been inspected, to be exposed to the

heat of the sun or inclemency of the weather longer than six

days shall l)e liable to a penalty of forty dollars for every such

offence. U.S., c. 99, s. 57.

Suitable
store.

203. Every inspector who neglects to provide a suitable

store in a convenient situation, shall incur a penalty of four

dollars per day for every day he neglects to provide himself

with such store after his appointment as inspector. R.S., c. 99,

8. 57.

1G02 PART
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PiVKT V.

LKATIIKK AND KAW HIDES.

204. In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires, Raw hides.

' raw hides ' means all green nntanned hides or skins commonly
used in the manufacture of leather, weighing six pounds or

upward. R.S., c. 99, s. 89.

205. Every inspector or deputy inspector shall examine and Inspection,

inspect any raw hides or leather on application made to him
for that purpose by the owner or possessor thereof, and ascer-

tain the weight, quality and condition thereof. R.S., c. 99,

s. 91.

206. Every inspector shall keep in a convenient situation Where,

in the city, town or place for which he is appointed inspector, a

store or warehouse for the purpose of such inspection ;
and

such inspection shall be made either at the said store or ware-

house, or if he thinks fit at the store or warehouse of the owner

of the raw hides or leather. R.S., c. 99, s. 92.

207. 'No charge for storage shall be made until twenty-four storage,

hours have elapsed after such inspection ; but all trouble and

expense attendant upon the loading, unloading, or moving such

raw hides or leather shall be borne and paid by the person at

whose request the same are inspected. R.S., c. 99, s. 92.

208. Every inspector or deputy inspector shall mark or Weight,

stamp on each hide the net weight of such hide, and such hides

shall be inspected without the horns, muzzles, snouts or hoofs,

and the inspector, if he is required so to do, shall give a certifi-

cate of the net weight of such hide, without any charge for such

certificate. R.S., c. 99, s. 93.

209. Every inspector or deputy inspector shall subtract How com-

from the weight of each raw hide all dirt and parts injured by ^^^^ '

knife cuts, and any other thing which ought not to be computed

in the weight of the hides, and may add to such weight all that

such hides have lost by drying; and the computation of the

weight so to be subtracted or added shall be in his discretion ; he

shall also classify them as number one, two, three or damaged,

as the case may be. R.S., c. 99, s. 94.

210. Every inspector shall be entitled for the inspection of Fees,

such hides to a fee of five cents for each hide in lots under one

hundred in number, and four cents for each hide in lots over

one hundred in number. R.S., c. 99, s. 95.

211. The inspector or deputy inspector may inspect harness Harness

leather and certify the weight thereof, but he shall not be liable it^J^ther.

101^
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Calf, kip
nnd red
leather.

to damages on account of any deficiency or excess in the weight

of any such harness leather, unless such deficiency or excess

amounts to more than five per centum of the whole weight of

the leather. R.S., c. 99, s. 96.

212. The inspector or deputy inspector may also insj^ect

leather known as calf, kip and red leather or moccasin leather,

and certify its weight, quality and condition. U.S., c. 99, s. 97.

Leather sold 213. The inspector or deputy inspector may inspect and

measure. ' measure all kinds of leather which are sold by superficial

measure or by weight, and shall be entitled to charge two cents

for each side or piece of such leather so inspected and measured
by him. E.S., c. 99, s. 98.

Brands and
stamps.

How
branded.

214. Each inspector or deputy inspector shall provide and
have a sufficient number of brands, stamps, stencil plates, or

marking instruments, wherewith he shall brand, stamp or mark,
or cause to be branded, stamped or marked, immediately after

inspection, on both sides of each hide or piece of leather, the

initials of the name of the inspector. U.S., c. 99, s. 100.

215. All brand or stamp marks shall be neat and legible and
shall be made at one Isnd of the hide or piece of leather, within

a space of not less than two inches long by one inch and one-

half broad. R.S., c. 99, s. 101.

Sole leather. 216. Sole leather so inspected shall be divided as to quality

into three classes,—number one, number two, and number
three ; number one representing the first or best quality, num-
ber two representing the second quality, number three repre-

senting the damaged and rejected articles. R.S., c. 99, s. 102.-

Leather dis-

tincuished
by weight.

217. Such leather as is ordinarily distinguished among
dealers, by its comparative weight, shall also be divided into

three classes,—^heavy, middling, and light weight.

2. Every piece or side of leather under fourteen pounds
weight shall be considered light; every piece or side of leather

of fourteen pounds weight and under twenty pounds weight shall

be considered middling, and every piece or side of leather of

twenty pounds weight and over shall be considered heavy or

over weight. R.S., c. 99, s. 103.

218. The inspector or deputy inspector shall not be liable

in damages on account of any deficiency or excess in the weight

of any such leather, unless such deficiency or excess amounts
to more than five per centum of the whole weight of leather.

K.S., c. 99, 3. 104.

Red leather, 219. Red leather, or moccasin leather and harness leather
^^^- shall, lifter inspection, be marked or l)randed, respectively with

1004 the
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the figures 1 or 2, according to the quality thereof. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 105.

220. The brand or mark may be fixed or attached to the Brands or

raw hide or leather, by stamping or by any other process that ™arks.

will render such brand or mark indelible.

2. Each brand or stamp shall have the initials of the city or

town where inspection is made and the initials of the inspector's

name, and the weight of the raw hide or leather, as also the

figure denoting the quality; and may be in the form follow- Forms,

iiiff :-

2. 90 lbs.

T., J. B., I.

the figure 1 representing the first quality; 112 lbs., the weight;

T., Toronto ; J. B., I., initials of inspector's name and ofiice

;

the figure 2 designating second quality;

3. 60 lbs.

T., J. B., I.

the figure 3 designating a damaged or rejected article.

c. 99, s. 106.

R.S.,

221. Every inspector of raw^ hides and leather shall keep a Books,

proper book or books which shall be open to public inspection,

in which he shall, from time to time enter a statement or

account of all green, raw and salted hides and leather inspected

by him or any of the deputy inspectors under him, showing the

respective weight, quality and condition thereof, how the same
have been classified by him, for whom they have been inspected,

and the amount paid for such inspection.

2. Every such inspector shall, twice in each year, and not

later than the tenth day of January and the tenth day of July,

respectively, make a return to the board of trade of the city or

town in respect to which he has been appointed, of the particu-

lars mentioned in this section; and a duplicate of such return

shall be sent to the Minister of Trade and Commerce at Ottawa.
U.S., c. 99, ss. 107 and 108; 1 E. VIL, c. 30, s. 4.

Returns.

Offences and Penalties.

222. Every inspector who neglects or refuses to keep the
^sTe lect to

proper book or books required by this Part to be kept by him, keep books.

.
1605 or
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Penalty.

or to make the entries required to be made therein, or to make

the returns required to be made by him, shall be liable to a

penalty not exceeding eighty dollars for each offence and shall

also be liable to be dismissed from his office and disqualified

R.S., c. 99, s. 107.from ever after holding the same

Unlawfully 223. Every person except the inspector or deputy inspector

leather^and ^^'^^^ Stamps or numbers raw^ hides, harness leather, calf, kip,

selling same, red leather or moccasin leather, or leather sold by superficial

measure or by weight and exposes them for sale so stamped or

Penalty. numbered, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty

dollars for each offence.

2. Any person may mark with chalk on the said leather theWeight
mark.

weight thereof. 52 V., c. IG, s. 7.

PART VI.

Inspection.

Potashes.

Pearl ashes.

Ashoa to be
repacked.

R.S., 1906.

POT AND PEAKL ASHES.

Inspection.

224. Every inspector or deputy inspector, on proceeding to

inspect any pot or pearl ashes, shall, either by emptying the

whole of the pot or pearl ashes out of the barrel, or by opening

both ends of the barrel, and if necessary by scraping the barrel

and cakes of ashes, carefully examine, try and inspect and sort

the same into three different sorts or qualities, to be denominated

first sort, second sort and third sort, determining the several

sorts as follows :

—

Eirst sort pot ashes shall contain seventy-five per centum of

pure alkali, at the least

;

Second sort pot ashes shall contain sixty-five per centum of

pure alkali, at the least

;

Third sort ]X)t ashes shall contain fifty-five per centum of

pure alkali, at the least

;

Eirst sort jx^arl ashes shall contain sixty-five j>er centum of

pure alkali, at the least

;

Second sort pearl ashes shall contain fifty-five jx^r centum of

pure alkali, at the least;

Third sort pearl ashes shall contain forty-five i>er centum of

pure alkali, at the least; .

Each quality shall be in all other respects entitled to rank of

the quality designated thereon. U.S., c. 99, s. 61.

225. Tiu! iiis])ecU)r or dejMity ins])ector shall,

—

(a) repack the ashes into good and sufficient barrels of the

size and description hereinafter sj)ecified, to be properly

coojxjred and branded

;

1606 (h)
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(h) weigh each barrel, and mark on the branded head, with Weight,

black, the weight thereof, including tare, and the weight

of the tare nnder the same

;

(c) brand in plain letters and figures on each and every Branding,

barrel by him inspected containing ashes of the first qual-

ity, the words First sort; of the second quality, the words

Second sort; and of the third quality, the words Third

sort; together with the words Pot ash, or Pearl ash, as

the case may be, with his own name and that of the place

where the ashes are inspected, and the year when such in-

spection is made;
(d) collect the crustings or scrapings of the barrels, and Crustir.t»

cakes of pot and pearl ashes, if any, of each separate lot,

and deduct the value of the same from the inspection

charges to be paid by the proprietor of such lot, or deliver

them to him

;

(e) mark the word Unhrandable No. 1 (2, 3, Jf or 5, accord-
^^'J^^^*'^*'^'^

ing to its strength), on every barrel which he discovers to

contain ashes so adulterated with stone, sand, lime, salt or

any other improper substance, as not to admit of their

being classified as first, second or third sort; and,

(f) make and deliver a separate weigh note or bill of each ^^'^[^j]
"''^^

quality of ashes, whenever required so to do by the owner

thereof or his agent. U.S., c. 99, s. 61.

226. ISTo pot or pearl ashes shall be inspected in barrels of Barrels to be

any size or description other than the following:—pot ashes,

in barrels to be constructed of oak or white ash timber; and

pearl ashes, in barrels to be constructed of oak, white ash, black

ash or elm timber ; and such timber shall be of the best descrip-

tion, and thoroughly seasoned, and such barrels shall be made
perfectly tight, and shall be well and completely hooped, Avith

at least fourteen sound oak, ash, hickory, blue beech or elm

hoops, or ten good iron hoops each. >

2. The said barrels shall not exceed thirty-two inches in size,

length by twenty-two inches in diameter on either head, or be

less than thirty inches in length by twenty inches in diameter

on either head, and the chime thereof shall not exceed one inch.

3. The inspectors shall reject all barrels not constructed Inspection.

according to the foregoing directions, or which, in their opinion,

are insufficient to resist the tear, wear and usage to which they

are liable.

•i. From the gross weight of the barrel when filled up, the Tare,

actual weight of such barrel, as tare, shall be deducted.

5. Every manufacturer of ashes shall mark, in legible char- Marking,

acters, on the end of each barrel, before it is filled, the exact

weight thereof. R.S., c. 99, s. 62.

227. In every place where there is an inspector of ashes, Warehouse,

except in the city of Montreal, each inspector shall provide liim-

1607 self
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self with suitable and convenient premises for the storage and
inspection of ashes; and he shall keep all barrels of ashes deliv-

ered to him for inspection, while in his possession, in some dry

place, safe from the injuries of the weather or of floods. R.S.,

c. 99. s. 63.

Feea. 228. Every inspector may charge on the inspection bill for

all services performed by him in respect to pot or pearl ashes,

—

(a) the sum of twenty cents for every hundred pounds of

pot or pearl ashes by him so inspected

;

(b) the actual cost of every barrel by him furnished

;

(c) the sum of twenty-five cents for each new head so fur-

nished, and the sum of eighteen cents for cooperage and
repairs on each barrel of pot or pearl ashes by him so

inspected; and cooperage shall include nails and the end

hoops of the barrel

;

(d) the sum of twenty-five cents for putting in a barrel,

partly filled with pot or pearl ashes, the additional quantity

thereof necessary to fill the same whenever duly required

so to do

;

(e) the sum of twenty-five cents per barrel whenever lime,

raw ashes, damaged ashes or other trash have been packed

or mixed with pot or pearl ashes, for his services in extract-

ing and separating the same.

Seller to pay. 2. In consideration of such charges all barrels shall be deliv-

ered in good shipping order, and the charges shall be paid or

allowed to the purchaser by the person offering such pot or

j)earl ashes for inspection or his agent. R.S., c. 99, s. 65
;

52 v., c. 16, s. 4.

Time for

inspection.

Storage.

Payment of

charges.

229. Each inspector shall have all ashes sent to him for

inspection inspected, and the inspection bills prepared for

delivery, and the whole well and duly coopered and prepared

for shipment "within a period not exceeding thirty-six working-

hours from the date such ashes are received into the inspection

-stores.

2. Such inspector shall further be entitled to receive ten

cents per barrel for the storage of each barrel of ashes which

remains stored with him as aforesaid more than five days after

the date of the invoice, weigh note or inspection bill, and five

cents per barrel for each subsequent month they remain stored,

reckoning the second month to commence thirty-five days from

and after the date of the invoice, weigh note or inspection bill.

3. Such storage and all other charges shall be paid by the

person receiving or shipping the said ashes or by his agent:

Provided that in no case shall any storage be paid or required

when the ashes have not remained stored as aforesaid during

five days from and after the date of the invoice or weigh note.

U.S., c. 99, s. 66.

1608 230.
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230. Xothino' in this Part shall prevent any person from Inspection
,.

, -, ,1 -^1 j_
• ^- -x not compul-

ex])orting pot and pe.arl ashes witliont inspection, it, on one gory.

end of the barrel containing them, there is neatly and legibly

branded or marked the name and address of the manufacturer,

the weight and tare of the barrel, the quality of ashes contained

in it, and the words Not inspected. 55-56 V., c. 23, s. G.

Special as to Montreal.

231. The inspector and joint inspector for the city of Special pro-

Montreal, shall provide suitable and convenient buildings, for city"of
^^ °

the storage and inspection of ashes, of that description com- Montreal. .

monly known as first-class buildings, or such as are approved of

by the council of the board of trade of that city.

2. Such inspector and joint inspector, at all times and at his Ashes to be

own cost and charges, shall keep the ashes stored in the said
''^^"'^^^•

premises insured to the amount of not less than one hundred
thousand dollars, and shall deposit the policies therefor with

the secretary of the said board of trade for the time being,

and renew such policies, from time to time, as occasion requires

;

but such insurance shall not be effected until after the names
of the company or companies with whom he is desirous of effect-

ing the same have been submitted to the council of the said

board of trade of the said city for their approval, and such

approval has been signified to the inspector in writing.

3. If the said insurance, at any time, is less than the actual Further pro-

value of the ashes stored in the said premises, the said inspector
'^"'^'°°^-

and joint inspector shall, at his like cost and charges, and sub-

ject to the conditions above prescribed, effect additional insur-

ance sufficient to cover the extra value of the said ashes during
the time they remain so stored as aforesaid.

4. The said inspector and joint inspector shall be bound Delivery in

to deliver to the owner thereof, in good order, all ashes received
^°*^

into the inspection stores. E.S., c. 99, s. 64.

232. The inspector for the city of Montreal shall further Fees,

be entitled to charge a sum not exceeding three cents per
barrel for insurance on each barrel of pot or pearl ashes sent to

his premises for inspection; and such insurance shall be con-

sidered as chargeable from the day such barrel is received into

the said premises, and the said ashes shall be held to be insured
from the period of such reception,—but such rate shall cover all

insurance on the said ashes during the whole period they remain
stored in the said premises ; and the said insurance shall be
charged by the inspector in the inspection bilL U.S., c. 99,

s. 67.

233. The inspector for the city of ]\Iontreal shall, from Returns,

time to time, make returns of the business of his office to the

council of the board of trade of the said city of Montreal,
whenever duly required so to do by the said council ; and dupli-

1609 cates
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cates of all returns so made shall be forwarded to the Depart-

ment of Trade and Commerce at Ottawa. U.S., c. 9\), s. G8
;

1 E. VII., c. 30, s. 4.

Against
inspector or
deputy.

Penalty.

False
inspection
bill.

Xeglect to
provide
storage.

Penalty.

Uninspected
ashes.

Penalty,

Offences and Penalties.

234. Every inspector or deputy inspector who, during his

continuance in office,

—

(a) permits any cooper or other person by him employed, to

retain or keep any pot or pearl ashes ; or,

(h) brands any barrel of ashes of any description or size

other than as prescribed by this Part ; or,

(c) dates any weigh note or l3ill of inspection otherwise than

of the day when the ashes were actually inspected; ur,

(d) delivers out of his possession any weigh note or bill of

inspection of ashes without any date; or,

(e) does not conform to the provisions of this Part;

shall, for each offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding four

hundred dollars, and be for ever thereafter disqualified from
holding and exercising the office of inspector or deputy inspec-

tor of pot and pearl ashes. U.S., c. 99, s. 69.

235. Every inspector or deputy inspector or clerk, or other

person who maizes or causes to be made any false or fraudulent

inspection bill of ashes, is guilty of an indictable offence and

liable to seven years' imprisonment. R.S., c. 99, s. 69.

236. Every inspector in any place except in the city of

Montreal who neglects to provide himself with suitable and
convenient premises for the storage and inspection of ashes, or

to keep all barrels of ashes delivered to him for inspection, while

in his possession, in some dry place, safe from the injuries of

the weather or of floods, shall be liable to a penalty of two

dollars for every barrel not stored as aforesaid, and shall forfeit

and pay to the owner thereof two dollars besides the actual

damages sustained by such owner. R.S., c. 99, s. 63.

237. Every person who cxjwrts any pot or i^earl ashes not

inspected which arc not branded or marked as required by this

Part or which are marked falsely, shall be liable to a penalty of

twenty dollars for every barrel or other package so exported or

falsely marked. 55-56' V., c. 23, s. 6.

PAKT VII.

Fish oils.

FISH AND FISH OILS.

Interpretation.

238. In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires,
' fish oils ' includes whale, seal, porpoise, herring, sturgeon,

sif^awitz and all otlier kinds of oils derived from fishes or

marine animals. U.S., c. 99, s. 71.

1610 239.
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Inspeclion.

239. Every inspector shall provide himself with proper Branding

branding irons, or stencil ])lates, for the pur|K>se of l)randing or
^^°^^' ^ ^•

marking such casks, barrels and boxes as are by him inspected

pursuant to this Part ; and every inspector shall see that all

the deputy inspectors under him are duly provided in this

respect. R.S., c. 99, s. 72.

240. The insj^ecting, culling, classing, weighing, packing Presence of

and branding or marking of any fish or fish oil shall be done
'"^p^'^*^^'^-

in the immediate presence and sight of au inspector or deputy
inspector. U.S., c. 99, s. 73.

241. The inspector or deputy inspector shall see that all P^ty of

kinds of split, whole, pickled or salted fish, intended for pack-
^^^^^^ °^'

ing or barrelling, and submitted to him for inspection, have been
well struck with pickle and salt, in the first instance, and pre-

served sweet, free from taint, rust, salt burn, oil or damage of

any kind.

2. All fish and fish oil intended for market or exportation, How fish

and branded or marked as inspected and merchantable, shall packed.
^

be well and j^roperly packed in good, tight and substantial

packages or casks, and in the case of fish Avith clean salt, except

green codfish packed without pickle, which may be packed in

barrels or packages which are not tight.

3. All other packages shall be made of the materials and in Packages,

the manner prescribed in the next following section. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 74.

242. Tierces, barrels and half-barrels, shall be made of Tierces, bar-

sound, well seasoned split or sawed staves, free from sap, and ^^^^' ^^^'

in no case of hemlock, and the headings shall be of hardwood,
pine, fir or spruce, free from sap, and planed on the outside,

and shall be at least three-quarters of an inch in thickness ; the

staves shall be five-eighths of an inch in thickness; staves for

salmon and mackerel barrels shall be twenty-nine inches in
length, and the heads between the chimes seventeen inches;
staves for barrels for herring shall be twenty-seven inches
in length, and the heads between the chimes shall be sixteen
inches ; and the bung staves of all such barrels shall be of hard- Hoops,

wood ; all casks shall be hooped with not less than fourteen sound,
good hoops of not less than five-eighths of an inch at the small
end for all tierces and barrels, and in no case to be of alder.

2. The makers of all tierces, barrels and half-barrels, shall How to be
brand the initials of their christian names and their whole ^^t}^^*^ ^y

surnames, and also the letters *S'.^ M., or H., according as the
package is intended for salmou, mackerel or herring, at or near
the bung staves.

3. Barrels of the following dimensions may also be used for Size of

a special quality of fish, that is to say: the stave shall be
^'^^^^^^•

IGll twenty-
"^

Pt.S., 190G.
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Inspection^
etc., to be
in accord-
ance with
this Part.

Green cod-

fish in
packages.

Salmon.

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

Mackerel.

Mess
mackerel.

twenty-eight inches long, the head seventeen inches between

the chimes ; the chimes shall be one and one-quarter inches

and the head three-fourths of an inch in thickness, and the

bung stave shall be of hardwood: every such barrel shall be

branded with the words Special size. R.S., c. 99, s. 74.

243. All pickled and smoked fish cured for market or

exportation, and all fish oils, codfish tongues and codfish sounds,

shall be inspected, weighed or gauged and Ijvanded or marked,

only in accordance with this Part.

2. All green codfish, in boxes or packages, shall be inspected

and culled, and a certificate of inspection for the latter, stating

the quality and quantity thereof so inspected, and shipped on

board any vessel, shall be granted by any inspector or deputy

inspector. R.S., c. 99, s. 75.

Salmon.

244. Salmon inspected under this Part shall be branded

or marked No. 1, No. 2 and No. S, respectively.

2. jSTo. 1 shall consist of the largest or best and choicest

kind, well split, having the blood well washed out before being

salted, well cured, in the best condition, and in every respect

free from taint, rust or damage of any kind.

3. jSTo. 2 shall consist of the best salmon that remain after

the selection of the first quality, and shall be good, sound, well

split and cured fish, in the best condition, and in every respect

free from taint, rust or damage of any kind.

4. ISTo. 3 shall consist of those that remain after the selec-

tion of the first two qualities, but sliall be good sound fish, and

in every respect free from taint, rust or damage of any kind.

R.S., c. 99, s. 7G.

MacTcerel.

245. j\Iackerel inspected under this Part shall be branded

or marked Mess Mackerel, Extra No. 1, No. 1, No. 2, Large

No. 3, No. 3, Small Spi'ing or Small Fall and No. Jf respec-

tively.

2. Mess mackerel shall consist of the best and fattest

mackerel, well split, having the blood well washed out before

being salted, well cured, in the best condition, and free from
taint, rust or damage of any kind, and shall be such as would
have measured not less than fourteen inches from the extremity

of the head to the crotch or fork of the tail, and shall have the

heads and tails taken off.

3. Extra No. 1 shall consist of the best and fattest mack-
erel, well split, having the blood well washed out before being

salted, well cured, in the best condition, and free from taint,

rust or damage of any kind, and sliall measure not less than

fourteen inches from the extremity of the head to the crotch or

fork of the tail.

1G12 4.

U.S., 1 900.
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4. 'No 1 shall consist of the best and fattest mackerel, well ^'o. i.

split, having the blood well washed out before being salted, well

cured, in the best condition, and free from taint, rust or damage
of any kind, and shall measure not less than thirteen inches

from the extremity of the head to the crotch or fork of the tail.

5. No. 2 shall consist of the best mackerel that remain No. 2.

after the selection of the first qualities, and shall l)e properly
split and washed, well cured, and in every respect free from
taint, rust or damage of any kind, and shall be divided into two
qualities, those thirteen inches and upwards not sufficiently fat

to make No. 1 being branded No. 2 large, and those from
eleven inches up to thirteen inches being branded No. 2.

6. Large No. 3 shall consist of good sound mackerel, pro- Large No. .3.

perly washed, well cured, and free from taint, rust or damage
of any kind, and shall measure not less than thirteen inches

from the extremity of the head to the crotch or fork of the tail.

7. No. 3 shall consist of good sound mackerel, properly Xo. 3.

washed, well cured, and free from taint, rust or damage of any
kind, and shall measure eleven inches and upwards from the

extremity of the head to the crotch of the tail.

8. All mackerel under eleven inches in length, of good, sound Small

quality, and free from taint, rust or damage of any kind, shall
"^^*^^^^^-

be branded or marked with the words Small Spring or Small
Fall in the place of a number; and all spring mackerel shall

be packed in coarse or ground West India salt.

0. All short, sunburnt or ragged mackerel, not otherwise No. 4.

defective, of whatever class, shall be branded or marked No. J/..

U.S., c. 99, s. 7G.

Herrings.

346. Herrings inspected under this Part shall be branded Herrings,

or marked No. 1 Extra, No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 respectively.

2. No. 1 Extra shall be thirteen inches and upwards in No. i extra,

length, fat, well struck with salt, thoroughly cured and cleaned,

and bright in colour.

3. No. 1 shall be from ten to thirteen inches in length, ^^- i-

well struck with salt, thoroughly cured and cleaned, and bright

in colour.

4. No. 2 shall be from eight to ten inches in length, and No. 2.

shall consist of the best herrings that remain after the selection

of quality No. 1.

5. Herrings under eight inches in length shall be branded or Xo. 3.

marked No. 3.

6. In addition to other brands or marks, herrings shall be other

branded or marked as follows :

—

brands.

(a) herrings under eight inches in length with the word

Small;

(h) ripped herrings with the word Split;

(c) gibbed herrings with the word Bound;
1613 (d)
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Further re-

quirements.

Smoked
herrings.

No. 1.

Smoked
herring in

kegs or
boxes.

Refuse.

(d) herrings not gibbed or ripped with the word Gross;

(e) spring caught herrings with the word Spring

;

(f) herrings caught at the Magdalen Islands, Baie des

Chaleurs, Labrador or Newfoundland, and brought into

port in Canada in bulk and packed in Canada, with the

words Magdalen Islands, Baie des Chaleurs, Labrador or

NewfoundloMd respectively.

7. All herrings marked No. 1 extra, No. 1, No. 2, or No. 3,

shall be well cleansed and cured, and in every respect free

from rust, taint or damage; and all spring and fall herrings

shall be packed in coarse or ground West Indian salt. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 76.

Smoked Herrings.

247. Smoked herrings inspected imder this Part shall be

branded or marked JVo. 1 and No. 2 respectively.

2. No. 1 shall consist of the best and fattest fish ; and

No. 2 shall consist of the poorer, smaller and inferior fish;

and both of these qualities shall be well smoked, free from

taint, and not burnt or scorched ; and no red or smoked herrings

shall be so branded or marked unless they are well and sufiici-

ently saved and cured, and carefully packed in good and sub-

stantial barrels or half-barrels.

3. If smoked herrings are packed in kegs or boxeSj, the

same shall be of well-seasoned boards, the sides, top and bottom

of not less than half an inch in thickness, and the ends at least

three-quarters of an inch thick; the inside measurement of

each box shall be eighteen inches long, nine inches broad, and

eight inches deep, the joints well nailed, and the tops or covers

smoothed ; and every such box of smoked herrings shall contain

at least twenty pounds of fish ; half boxes shall be twenty-two

inches long, four inches deep and eight inches wide, and shall

contain not less than ten pounds of fish.

4. Tainted, burnt, scorched and badly smoked herrings shall

be considered refuse, and may be branded or marked as such

without any other character. R.S., c. 99, s. 76.

Gaspereaux and Alewives.

Gaspereaux 248. Gaspereaux and alewives inspected under this Part
and alewives. ^]^r^\\ jj^ branded or marked No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 respec-

tively.

No. 1. 2. No. 1 shall consist of the largest and best fish, measuring

nine inches and upwards, well struck with salt, thoroughly

cured and cleaned, and bright in colour.

No. 2. 3. No. 2 shall be from seven to nine inches in length,

and shall be tlic lx;st that remain after the selection of quality

No. 1.

No. 3 Bmall. 4. Those under seven inches in length shall be branded or

iriarkf'd No. S, with tlic word Small, in addition to the other

iriurk.s or brands.

1014 5.
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5. All gaspereaux and alewives shall be packed in coarse or How packed,

ground West India salt. U.S., c. 99, s. 76.

Sea Trout.

249. Sea trout inspected under this Part shall he branded Sea trout,

or marked No. 1 and No. 2 respectively.

2. No. 1 shall consist of the largest, best and fattest kind, >«'o. l.

well split, and in every respect free from taint, rust or damage
of any kind.

3. No. 2 shall consist of the best trout that remain after No. 2.

the selection of the first quality, and shall be good, sound fish,

free from taint, rust or damage of any kind. U.S., c. 99, s. 70.

Lake and Salmon Trout.

290. Lake and salmon trout inspected under this Part shall Lake and

be branded or marked No. 1 lake and No. 2 lake, respectively.
^''"°'' *'"''"^'

2. No. 1, lake, shall consist of the largest and fattest fish, No. i.

and be free from taint, rust or damage.

3. No. 2, lake, shall consist of the next best fish, free from Xo. 2.

taint, rust or damage. R.S., c. 99, s. 76.

Whitefisli.

251. Whitefish inspected under this Part shall be branded White fish,

or marked No. 1 and No. 2 respectively.

2. No. 1 shall consist of the largest and fattest kind, cured No. i.

in good condition, and in every respect free from taint, rust or

damage.

3. No. 2 shall consist of those that remain after the selec- nq. 2.

tion of the first quality, and be free from taint, rust or damage.

R.S., c. 99, s. 76.

Green Codfish.

252. Green codfish in barrels with or without pickle in- Green cod-

spected under this Part shall be branded or marked No. 1, ^sh.

Large, No. 1 and No. 2, respectively.

2. No. 1 large shall consist of the best and fattest fish No. l large.

well split and cleansed, well cured, in first-rate condition, and
in every respect free from taint, salt-burn, rust or damage of

any kind, and shall measure twenty inches and upwards to the

crotch of the tail.

3. No. 1 shall consist of the best and fattest fish remain- Mo. l.

ing after the selection of quality No. 1, large, well split and
cleansed, well cured, in first-rate condition, and in every respect

free from taint, salt-burn, rust or damage of any kind, and
shall measure from sixteen to twenty inches to the crotch of the

tail.

1015 4.
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Xo. 2.

Barrel and
half barrel.

Other fish.

Small fish.

Casks, how
branded.

Kiistj' or
sour.

4. Xo. 2 shall consist of those remaininj^ after the selec-

tion of quality ISTo. 1, and shall be sound, well-cured fish, and
free from taint, salt-burn, rust or damage of any kind.

5. Every barrel of pickled codfish shall contain two hundred
pounds of fish, and every half barrel, one hundred i>ounds of

fish. E.S., c. 99, s. 76.

Other Fish.

253. All other kinds of fish not enumerated herein, such as

ling, hake, haddock, pollock, catfish, halibut, shad, bass and
eels, codfish tongues and codfish sounds, in casks or barrels,

shall be branded or marked as such, and shall be sound and well

cured, free from taint, salt-burn, rust or damage of any kind.

E.S., c. 99, s. 76.

254. Small fish, which are usually packed whole, with dry

salt or pickle, shall be put into good casks of the size and mate-

rials required by this Part for the packing of split, pickled fish,

and shall be packed close, edg(^ways in the cask, and properly

salted with good, coarse, wholesome, dry salt and the casks shall

be filled full with the fish and salt, and no more salt shall be

put with the fish than is necessary for their preservation.

2. The casks containing such whole fish shall be branded or

marked with the denomination of the fish, and a like designa-

tion as is prescribed by this Part in respect of the qualities of

other pickled fish. R.S., c. 99, s. 76.

255. All rusty or sour fish, of whatever kind or class, shall

be branded or marked with the word Rusty or Sour, as the

case may be, in addition to the other brands or marks. U.S.,

c. 99, s."'76.

Mutilated
fish.

Bulk fish.

256. jSTo foul or tainted fish or fish mutilated for the pur-

pose of concealing marks and appearances of illegal capture or

unsizeable fish, shall pass inspection. U.S., c. 99, s. 76.

257. Fish known as pickled fish, which are cured in bulk,

if not inspected and certified as aforesaid, and afterwards

packed in barrels, shall be branded or marked with the word
Bulk in addition to other brands or marks. R.S., c. 99, s. 76.

Each
package to

be of name
kind.

Packing Fish.

258. Each cask or package of fish shall contain fish of the

same kind, or parts of the same kind and quality, properly

packed in separate layers, and on every layer of fish so packed

in the cask a sufticicnt quantity of good clean suitable salt, free

from lime, shall be reguLarly placed in the ]u-o]>ortion of half a

buslicl for each ])arrel of fish, and in like pro])ortion for other

packages, at the discretion of an inspector or deputy inspector.

1616 2.
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2. After the cask has been properly packed and headed, it clean pickle,

shall 1)6 filled with clean pickle, strong enough to float a fish of

the kind so packed. U.S., c. 99, s. 76.

259. If.it appears to any inspector or deputy inspector that Inspector to

a portion of the fish inspected by him is sound, and another gounT fish

portion unsound, he shall se})arate the sound from the unsound, from un-

repack the sound fish, and brand or mark the same according mark the

to its quality; and such portion as the inspector judges in- jitter as

capable of preservation he shall condemn as bad, and mark
Refuse, in addition to other marks. R.S., c. 99, s. 76.

260. If any casualty renders it necessary to re-pack in- Re-packing,

spected fish, it shall, in all cases, be done by and in the presence

of an inspector or deputy inspector. U.S., c. 99, s. 76.

261. When any fish, branded or marked by a deputy Re-inspe'^-

inspector, proves unequal in quantity or quality to that which *^*^°-

is indicated by the brand or mark, or deficient in any way
in the requisites prescribed by this Part, the inspector may
cause the same to be re-inspected; and if it appears that the

defect arose from the condition of the fish, or the bad quality

of the cask, or the bad packing or pickling of the fish at the

time of the inspection, he may recover the cost and charges of Cost,

such re-inspection from the deputy inspector who branded or

marked the same. R.S., c. 99, s. 76.

Re4nspection.

262. Pickled fish, duly inspected, packed and branded Exempt

or marked, and fish oils, inspected and branded or marked inspection

under this Part, at any place in the provinces of jSTova Scotia,

New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, or British Columbia, shall

not be subject to re-inspection within Canada, except in cases

already provided for in this Part.. R.S., c. 99, s. 76.

Contents.

263. Each tierce shall contain three hundred pounds, and Weight of

each half tierce one hundred and fifty pounds ; each barrel P^cka^es.

shall contain two hundred pounds, and each half barrel one
hundred pounds ; each quintal shall weigh one hundred pounds

;

each draft shall mean two hundred pounds ; and each box of

herrings shall contain twenty pounds at least ; and in each case

the weight shall be clear avoirdupois, exclusive of salt and
pickle. U.S., c. 99, s. 76.

Brands.

264. There shall be branded or marked on the head or Brand,

butt of each cask of pickled or dry-salted fish, in plain legible

102 1617 letters
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Standard of

oik.

Whale oil.

Seal oil.

Porpoise oil.

Cod oil.

Other fish

Duties of
inspectors.

Brands.

Fees.

letters after the same has been inspected, culled, classed,

weighed and packed, in accordance with this Part, the descrip-

tion of the fish, the weight and quality contained in the pack-

age, the initials of the christian name or names, and the whole

surname of the inspector or deputy inspector by Avhom the fish

was inspected, and the name of the place where he acts as

inspector, and the month and the year of inspection. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 76.

Fish Oils.

265. The boards of examiners of inspectors of fish and
fish oils shall fix and have in charge the standard of fish oils in

Xova Scotia, Xew Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario, respect-

ively ; and the same shall be classified and branded or marked
according to such standards.

2. ^Miale oil shall be free from adulteration of every kind,

and shall be branded as such, with the class according to

quality appointed by standard, if Xo. 1, Pale; if Xo. 2, Straw;

if Xo. 3, Brown.
3. Seal oil shall be free from adulteration of every kind,

and shall be branded as such, with the quality per standar 1,

if Xo. 1, Strictly pale; if Xo. 2, Pale; if Xo. 3, Straw; if

Xo. 4, Brown; ii Xo. 5, Darh hrown.

4. Porpoise oil shall be free from adulteration of every

kind, and shall be branded as such, with the quality per stand-

ard, if Xo. 1, Pale; if Xo. 2, Straw; if Xo. 3, Brown.

5. Cod oil shall be free from adulteration, and be branded

as such, first quality. A; second quality, B.

6. Herring, hake, pollock and dog-fish oil, and all other oils

shall be branded as such, first quality, A; second quality, B.

R.S., c. 99, s. 78.

'

286. An inspector or deputy inspector shall determine the

gauge of each cask containing fish oil and the outs thereof;

and shall mark the same on the cask; and the barrels shall

be in good order and condition, sound and staunch, and made
of hard wood, and if any cask or casks are found to contain

water or other adulteration, the fact shall be scribed or

branded by the inspector or deputy inspector on the cask. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 78.

267. Casks containing fish oils shall be scribed or branded

with such quality, the month and the last two figures of the

year when inspected, the initials of the christian name or

names, and the entire surname of the insj^ector, and also the

place of inspection, and the initial letters of the name of the

provinfp in which it is inspected. R.S., c. 99, s. 78.

268. P'vory inspector or deputy inspect<:)r who inspects and

brands or mark.'* ""v cask cir package of pickled fish or pickled

1618 fish
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fish in bulk, or smoked fish, or any fish oil, in accordance with

the provisions of this Part shall be entitled to fees at the follow-

ing rates, which shall bo ])aid by the original owner or the per-

son who employed him in the first instance, that is to say:

—

(1) For each tierce di salmon, salmon-tront or sea-trout,

fifteen cents

;

(2) For each half tierce of salmon, salmon-trout or sea-trout,

ten cents

;

(3) For each barrel of salmon, salmon-trout or sea-trout,

fifteen cents

;

(4) For each half barrel of salmon, salmon-trout or sea-

trout, ten cents

;

( 5 ) For each barrel of mackerel, ten cents
; ^

(6) For each half barrel of mackerel, five cents;

(7) For each barrel of herring, seven cents;

(8) For each half barrel of herring, four cents;

(9) For each barrel of shad, ten cents;

(10) For each half barrel of shad, seven cents;

(11) For each barrel of whitefish, ten cents;

(12) For each half barrel of whitefish, seven cents;

(13) For each barrel of pickled codfish, hake, haddock or

catfish, five cents

;

(14) For each half barrel of the same, three cents;

(15) For each quarter barrel or kit of pickled fish, one and
one-half cent

;

(16) For each barrel of dry-salted codfish, hake, haddock,

catfish, ling or pollock, five cents

;

(17) For each half barrel of the same, three cents;

(18) For each barrel of bass, ten cents;

(19) For each half barrel of bass, seven cents;

(20) For each box of smoked herrings, one cent;

(21) For each half box of smoked herrings, one-half cent;

(22) For each quarter box of smoked herrings, one-quarter

cent

;

(23) For each barrel of cod tongues, cod sounds, halibut or

eels, ten cents

;

(24)^ For each half barrel of the same, seven cents;

(25) For inspecting, gauging and branding each puncheon
of oil, twenty cents

;

(26) For inspecting, gauging and branding each hogshead
of oil, fifteen cents

;

(27) For inspecting, gauging and branding each tierce of

oil, twenty cents

;

(28) For inspecting, gauging and branding each barrel of

oil, fifteen cents;

(29) For inspecting empty packages, one cent. E.S., c. 99,

s. 79.

269. The foregoing rates shall be calculated exclusive of Exclusive of

salt, pickle, cooperage, storage and labour employed in wash- ^^^^' ^*^<^-

102i \619 ing,
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Owner may
employ his

own cooper.

ing, rinsing, cleaning, nailing, screwing or re-packing and

pickling any fish. R.S., c. 99, s. 79.

270. Any person causing his fish or fish oil to bo inspected,

may employ, at his cost and charges, a cooper to attend upon and

assist the inspector or deputy inspector in the performance of

his duty, in which case the inspector or deputy inspector shall

not be allowed any charge for cooperage ; and the cooper so

employed shall be governed and guided solely by tho directions

which he receives from the ins}>ector or deputy inspector with

respect to any fish or fish oil by him inspected, and not by any

other person. U.S., c. 99, s. 79.

• Place of Inspection.

Where 271. Fish and fish oil may be inspected either at the place

8h£jf be^had. where they are packed or manufactured, or at the place of sale

within Canada. R.S., c. 99, s. 80.

When not 272. Wlienever fish are not inspected at the place of pack-

iSSrof
"^ ^* ing, the packer's name and the quality of the fish shall be

packing, marked in paint, on each barrel, half barrel or package; and

^lace of sale, when they are inspected at the place of sale, the inspector shall

empty out ten packages in each hundred of any lot submitted to

him for inspection, and such inspection of ten packages out of

every hundred shall regulate the grade of the fish so submitted

for inspection. U.S., c. 99, s. 81.

Bill of
inspection.

Fish landed
from U. S.

IlleKal
.

inspection.

Penalty.

Bill of Inspection.

273. So soon as any fish are inspected, a bill of inspection

shall be furnished by the inspector or deputy inspector, specify-

ing the quality as ascertained by inspection, and whether each

package contains the weight prescribed by this Part, with the

name of the packer, and of the inspector at the place of pack-

ing. R.S., c. 99, s. 82.

Foreign Fish.

274. This Part shall not apply to fish landed at any port

of Canada from United States fishing vessels for the purpose

of reshipment to the United States, unless the owTiers of such

fish wish them to be inspected; but such fish if so reshipped

witliout being inspected, shall not be branded or marked. R.S.,

c. 99, s. 83.

Offences and Penalties.
y,

275. Every inspector or deputy inspector who inspects,

marks or brands any fish packed in barrels, tierces or other

packages, which are not in accordance with the requirements

of this Part, shall be liable to a penalty of one dollar for each

1G20 such
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such barrel, tierce or package inspected, branded or marked.
K.S., c. 99, s. 74.

276. Every person, other than an inspector or deputy inspec- Inspection

tor, who attempts to repack inspected fish, or brand or mark [han^mmec-
the same, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty tor.

dollars for each offence. R.S., c. 99, s. 7f).

277. Every maker of tierces, barrels or half barrels who Neglect to

neglects to brand the same as required by this Part shall be '^^ *

liable to a penalty of twenty cents for every package not so

branded. R.S., c.'99, s. 74.

278. Every inspector or deputy inspector shall seize, as for- Seizure.

feited to His Majesty, all fish found or exposed for sale which
have been killed or captured during prohibited seasons or by
unlawful means, and all fish at any time offered for sale or

barter, or attempted to be exported, whilst in an unwholesome
condition. R.S., c. 99, s. 77.

PAET VIII.

DAIRY PRODUCTS.

Interpretation.

279. In this Part, unless tlie context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' creamery ' means a place where the milk or cream of

not less than fifty cows is manufactured into butter

;

(h) ' dairy ' means a place where the milk or cream of less

than fifty cows is manufactured into butter in a building

equipped with proper appliances;

(c) ' butter ' means the food product commonly known as

butter, which is manufactured exclusively from milk or

cream or both, with or without the addition of colouring

matter, common salt, or other harmless preservative;

(d) ' creamery butter ' means butter which is manufactured
in a creamery;

(e) ' dairy butter ' means butter which is manufactured in

a dairy;

(f)
' renovated butter ' or ' process butter ' means any butter

which has been melted, clarified or refined, and made to

resemble butter. 3 E. VII., c. 6, s. 2.

Registration.

280. The Minister of Agriculture shall keep in the Depart- cheese

ment of Agriculture a book to be called the Cheese Factories Factories

and Creameries Register, and any person engaged in the busi- eries Regis-

ness of cheese or of butter making may apply to the Department t^^-

1621 of
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of Agriculture, at Ottawa, for the registration of the cheese

factory or creamery owned or duly represented by him.
Certificate of 2. On receipt of the particulars as set forth in schedule A

to this Act, the Minister of Agriculture, or such officer of the

Department of Agriculture as is designated by the Governor in

Council, shall forthwith send to the owner or representative of

such cheesy factory or creamery a certificate showing the regis-

tration number allotted to such cheese factory or creamery.

60-61 v., c. 21, s. 2.

Registration
number.

281. The person to whom such registration number is

assigned shall thereafter have the exclusive right to use It for

the purpose of designating the dairy products manufactured by

him at such cheese factory or creamery, in the manner shown in

schedule B to this Act. 60-61 V., c. 21, s. 3.

Prohibi-
tions.

Selling
butter or
cheese for
export made
in Canada
and not
marked.

Defacing
marks.

Applying
Canadian
brands
falsely.

Selling

butter or
cheese
falsely

Ijranded.

Or not
marked witli

name of
coimtry
whrre pro-
duced.

p..R.,inoo.

Marhing Dairy Products.

282. Xo person shall,

—

(a) sell, offer, ex^wse, or have in his possession for sale, any
butter or cheese made in Canada, and destined for export

therefrom, unless the word Canadian, Canadien, or

Canada is printed, stamped or marked i^ a legible and
indelible manner, in letters not less than three-eighths of

an inch high and one-quarter of an inch wide, upon the

cheese itself before it is taken from the factory where it

was made, and upon the box or package containing such

butter or cheese;

(b) with intent to misrepresent, remove or in any way
efface, obliterate or alter the word Canadian, Canadien

or Canada, or the registration number on any cheese, or

on any box or package which contains cheese or butter;

(c) apply any brand, stamp or mark of the word Canadian,

Canadien or Canada as a descriptive term, mark or In-and,

upon any cheese or upon any box or package which con-

tains cheese or butter, unless such cheese or butter has

been produced in Canada

;

(d) knowingly sell, offer, expose or have in his possession for

sale, any cheese or butter upon which or upon any box or

package which contains the samo, the word Canadian,

Canadien or Canada is applied as a descriptive term,

mark or brand, unless such cheese or butter has been 2^ro-

ducod in Canada

;

(e) sell, offer, expose or have in his ]X)ssession for sale, any
cheese or butter which is produced in any foreign country,

unless the name of the country where such cheese or butter

was produced, is l)randed, stam])od or marked in a legible

manner ujton the outside of every box or i)ackage which

contains ihf same, in letters not less than three-eighths of

an inch high :ni(l ono-quarter of nn inch wide;

1622 (f)
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(f) knowingly sell, or offer, expose, or have in his possession Misrepre-

for sale, any cheese or butter upon which, or upon any to"unie*of
^^

box or package containing which, is printed, stamped or making.

marked any month other than the month in which such
^'^^"^•

butter or cheese was made;

(g) knowingly and with intent to misrepresent, sell, or offer,

expose or have in his possesssion for sale, any cheese

or butter represented in any manner as having been made
in any month other than the month in which it was actu-

ally made

;

(h) sell, offer, expose or have in his possession for sale, Selling skim-

any cheese manufactured from or by the use of milk com- not%o^^'^*'^

monly known as skimmed milk, or milk from wdiich marked,

cream has been removed, or milk to which skimmed milk

has been added, unless the words Skim-milk cheese are

branded, marked or stamped in a legible manner upon the

side of every cheese, and also upon the outside of every box
or package which contains the same, in letters not less

than three-quarters of an inch high and three-quarters of

an inch wide

;

(i) with intent to misrepresent or to defraud, remove or Rene-i^-ing

in any way efface, obliterate or alter the words Skim-
j^^tf '

^^^"^"

7inlk cheese on such cheese, or on any box or package

which contains the same. 56 V., c. 37, ss. 3, 4 and 5;

GO-61 v., c. 21, ss. 4, 5 and 6.

Imilalion Cheese.

283. No person shall manufacture, or shall knowingly buy, Prohibited

sell, offer, expose or have in his possession for sale, any cheese ^°^ ®^''^-

manufactured from or by the use of skimmed milk, to which
there has been added any fat which is foreign to such milk.

56 v., c. 37, s. 2.

Milk.

284. ISTo person shall sell, supply or send to any cheese or -^y^^k

butter or condensed milk manufactory, or to the owner or plied to

manager thereof, or to any maker of butter, cheese or condensed
'^'^^°"®^-

milk, to be manufactured, milk diluted with water, or in any
way adulterated, or milk from which any cream has been taken,

or milk commonly known as skimmed milk. 52 V., c. 43, s. 1.

285. ISTo person who supplies, sends, sells or brings to any strippin<'s.

cheese or butter or condensed milk manufactory, or to the

owner or manager thereof, or to the maker of cheese or butter

or condensed milk, any milk to be manufactured into butter .,, sboM
or cheese or condensed milk, shall keep back any portion of that ^ouoaqgni

part of the milk known as strippings. 52 Y., c. 43, s. 2.

286. '^o person shall knowingly sell, supply, bring or send Tainted or
to a cheese or butter or condensed milk manufactory, or,tti<> sour milk.

1623 the
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Diseased
animals.

the owner or manager thereof, any milk that is tainted or partly

sour. 52 v., c. 43, s. 3.

287. No person shall sell, send or bring to a cheese or butter

or condensed milk manufactory, or to the owner or manager

thereof, or to the maker of such butter or cheese or condensed

milk, any milk taken or drawn from a cow that he knows to be

diseased at the time the milk is so taken or drawn from her.

52 v., c. 43, s. 4.

Butter.

Butter. 288. ISTo inspector or deputy inspector of butter shall brand,

mark or certify any butter as inspected, unless it is packed

in the manner hereinafter required; but any butter not so

packed, submitted for inspection, shall, by the inspector or

deputy inspector to whom it is submitted, be repacked in the

manner hereby required, and the inspector or deputy inspector

shall receive the actual cost of such new packages as are required

for such repacking, and the further sum of five cents for each

firkin or keg of butter so repacked as compensation for his time

and labour. R.S., c. 99, s. 84.

289. All butter submitted for inspection shall be packed in

kegs, firkins or tubs, containing each twenty-five pounds, fifty

pounds, seventy-five pounds or one hundred pounds.

2. Every such package shall be made of the best seasoned

wood, shall be well bound with sufficient hoops, and shall be

of such size respectively as will contain as nearly as may be the

above mentioned quantities.

3. The actual weight of each package when dry, together

with the names of the maker of such package, shall be legibly

branded on the outside of one of the staves of such package.

R.S., c. 99, s. 84.

290. The packages may be of such form and the heads or

ends may be secured in such manner as the maker .deems best,

but the length of the stave shall in all cases be equal to the

greatest diameter of the package, and the inspector may reject

and refuse to stamp or brand any package that he considers

insufficient for preserving the contents in good order, or for

the prevention of fraud with reference to the stamps or brands.

R.S., c. 99, 8. 84.

Mode of 291. Tlie inspector or deputy inspector shall, in inspect-

inHpection. jj^g biitter, take out the head of each firkin or keg, and shall

pass the taster through the butter, from end to end, and shall

einj)ty out and tlircAv aside all salt or pickle which, in his judg-

ment is TK)t necessary to the preservation of the butter ; and

after he has ascertained the quality of the butter, he shall re-

1G24 place
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place so much thereof as he has taken out, and if there is in his
judgniont a deficiency of loose salt, so that he thinks the pre-
servation and condition of the butter would be promoted by an
additional quantity of salt, he shall add such quantity. R S
c. 99, s. 85.

292. After such inspection the inspector or deputy in- Duties of

spector shall have the package securely headed and coopered, "fter^fnspect-
and shall inscribe or brand on the head of the packnge the '"g-

gross weight thereof in pounds avoirdupois, excluding frac-

tional parts of a pound and the tare, which shall include for
each package of twenty-five pounds, one-half pound, for each
package of fifty pounds, one pound, and for each greater pack-
age two pounds weight, for soakage over and above the cooper's
tare.

2. He shall then remove all such marks on the package as Idem,

would interfere with the brands or marks of the inspection,

excepting the distinguishing mark of the owner of the butter,

and brand on the head his own name, the month, year and place
of inspection, and the quality of the butter as first, second,
third or fourth, or as grease, according to the quality of the
butter, and adopting such standard of quality and system of
classification as is approved by the Governor in Council. E.S.,
c. 99, s. 85.

293. Every inspector shall provide himself and his deputy Storage,

with suitable and convenient premises for the storage and in-

spection of butter , and shall keep all packages of butter

delivered to him for inspection, while they remain in his pos-

session, in some place safe from the injirries of the weather or

of floods, and under a tight roof. R.S., c. 99, s. 86.

294. Every person offering butter for inspection or re- Fees,

insfjection, or his agent, shall pay the inspector the following

fees and charges,

—

(a) for every package inspected, the sum of ten cents

;

(b) for every package reinspected^ the sum of seven cents;

(c) the actual cost of any package furnished by him; and,

(d) the actual cost or charge for extra cooperage or repairs

done to any such package, not exceeding in any case five

cents per package.

2. Such fees shall be payment in full for all services required In full of all

by this Part on inspection or reinspection of butter, includino- services,

unheading, weighing, salting, heading, tightening hoops, mark-
ing and branding and ten days' storage; but shall not include

the actual cost or charge for extra cooperage or repairs or of

any package supplied.

3. In consideration of the fees and charges aforesaid, all Packages to

packages, after inspection or reinspection, will be delivered ^® delivered

in good shipping order. R.S., c. 99, s. 87. o"der°

1625 295.
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Fee for 295. Every inspector shall further be entitled to receive
storage.

^^^,^ ^^^^ ^ j^^l£ cents per month, per firkin, and one cent and

two-thirds of a cent per keg, per month, for the storage of each

package of butter which remains stored with him as aforesaid

more than ten days after the date of the invoice, weigh note

' or inspection bill, wdiich shall be paid by the person receiving

or shipping the said butter, or his agent.

None for less 2. In no case shall any storage be paid or required when the
t an ^>^-

j3^j^|.gj. Y^^Q jjQ^ remained stored, as aforesaid, during ten days

from the date of the inspection bill. R.S., c. 99, s. 87.

Bill of
inspection.

Payment of
charges.

Monthly
returns.

296. The inspector shall furnish a bill of inspection signed

by him and specifying neatly and legibly the quantity and

quality of the butter the charges thereon, and the owner's

name.

2. All the charges for inspection and storage shall be payable

before the butter is redelivered by the inspector. R.S., c. 99,

s. 87.

297. Every inspector shall, at the end of every month, make

a return to the Minister of Trade and Commerce in such form

as is required by the Minister, of the quantity of each quality

of butter inspected by him or the deputy inspector under him,

E.S., c. 99, s. 88 ; 1 E. VII., c. 30, s. 4.

298. IsTo person shall manufacture, import into Canada, or

offer, sell or have in his possession for sale, any oleomargarine,

butterine, or other substitute for butter, manufactured wholly

or in part from any fat other than that of milk or cream.

3 E. VII., c. 6, s. 5.

Admixture 299. Xo person shall mix with butter any acid, alkali,
prohibited, elicmical or any substance whatever, which is introduced or

used for the purpose or with the effect of causing the butter to

absorb water or any part of milk or cream; or manufacture,

imjx)rt into Canada, or offer, sell, expose or have in his posses-

sion for sale any such mixed butter, any renovated butter or

process butter. 3 E. VII., c. G, ss. 4 and 6.

Over sixteen 300. Xo person shall manufacture or import into Canada

w^a'ter"*^
^^ ^^^" '^^^^^'''j '^cll or have in his possession for sale any butter con

Oleomar-
garine.

Misuse of

word
Creamery.

K.S., 1900

taining over sixteen per centum of water. 3 E. VIL, c. 6 s. 3.

301. Except as to Imtter in rolls, prints, or packages of less

tliiiu twenty-five ])ounds in weight, not intended for export, and
manufactured in :i building equipped with the appliances used
in creameries, no jierson shall brand or mark the word Cream-
ery, or any combination of words which includes the Avord
Creamery, upon any l)ox, package or wrapper containing
butter, unless the butter contained in the box, package or wrap-

1026 per
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per consists wholly of creamery butter manufactured at one

place. 3 E. VII., c. 0, ss. 7 and 9.

302. Except as to butter in rolls, prints or packages of less Sale of but-

than twenty-five }X)unds in weight, not intended for export, and creamery.

manufactured in a building equipj^ed with the appliances used

in creameries, no person shall sell or offer, expose or have in

his possession for sale, any butter contained in any box, package

or wrapper upon which the word Creamery, or any combina-

tion of words* which includes the word Creamery, is branded

or marked, unless the butter contained in the box, package or

wrapper consists wholly of creamery butter manufactured at

one place. 3 E. VII., c. 6, ss. 8 and 9.

Examination.

303. Any person charged with the enforcement of this Part Risht to

may enter the premises of any person suspected of violating the packages,

provisions of this Part and make an examination of cheese or

butter therein ; and may enter any premises to make examina-

tion of stock or packages of butter or any substitute therefor

and the marking thereof, whether such stock or packages are on

the premises of the manufacturer or owner, or on other pre-

mises, or in the possession of a railway or steamship company.
56 v., c. 37, s. 9 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 6, s. 11.

Offences and Penalties.

304. (a) Every person who by himself or through the Skim-milk

agency of any other person manufactures, buys, sells, ex- ^ ^^^^'

poses or has in his possession for sale, any cheese manu-
factured from or by the use of skimmed milk to which
there has been added any fat which is foreign to such milk

;

and,

(h) Every person who obstructs or refuses to permit the law- Obstructing

ful examination of cheese or butter, or of stock or packages tkTiT^^^
or the marking thereof, as provided by this Part

;

shall for each offence, upon summai'}^ conviction, be liable to a

penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars and not less than Penalty,

twenty-five dollars, together with the costs of prosecution, and
in default of payment of such penalty and costs, shall be liable

to imprisonment with or without hard labour for a term not
exceeding six months, unless such penalty and costs and the

costs of enforcing the same are sooner paid. 56 V., c. 37, ss. 2
and 9; 3 E. VIL, c. G, s. 11.

305. Every person who sells, supplies or sends to any Illegal sale,

cheese, butter or condensed milk manufactory or to the owner
or manager thereof or to any maker of cheese, butter or con-
densed milk, to be manufactured,

—

(a) any milk diluted with water or in any way adulterated

;

or,

1627 . (h)
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(h) milk from which any cream has been taken ; or,

(c) milk commonly known as skimmed milk ; or,

(d) milk from which the strippings have been taken or kept

back ; or,

(e) milk that is tainted or partly sour; or,

(f) milk taken or drawn from a cow known by him to be

diseased

;

shall, for each offence, upon summary conviction, be liable to

Penalty. ^ penalty not exceeding fifty dollars and not less than five

dollars, together with the costs of prosecution, 9nd in default

of payment of such penalty and costs shall be liable to imprison-

ment, with or without hard labour, for a term not exceeding

six months, unless such penalty and costs and the costs of enforc-

ing the same are sooner paid.

2. Any person accused of an offence under this section and

the husband or wife of such person shall be competent and com-

pellable to testify. 52 V., c. 43, ss. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10.

Falsely
branding.

Removing
brands.

Penalty.

306. Every person who by himself or through the agency

of any other person,

—

(a) applies any brand, stamp or mark of the word Cana-

dian, Canadien or Canada, as a descriptive term, mark or

brand, upon any cheese, or upon any box or package con-

taining cheese or butter, not made in Canada; or,

(b) with intent to misrepresent, removes, effaces, obliter-

ates or alters the said words or any of them, or the registra-

tion number on any cheese, or on any box or package

containing cheese or butter

;

shall for each offence, upon summary conviction, be liable to

a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars and not less than five

dollars for each cheese or box or package of cheese or butter

so marked or altered as aforesaid, together with the costs of

prosecution, and in default of payment of such penalty and
costs, shall be liable to imprisonment, with or without hard

labour, for a term not exceeding three months, unless such

penalty and costs and the costs of enforcing the same are sooner

paid. 56 V., c. 37, s. 4; 60-61 V., c. 21, ss. 5 and 7.

Misrepre-
Bentation.

307. Every person who by himself or through the agency

of any other person, knowingly and with intent to misrepresent,

sells, offers, exposes or has in his possession for sale any cheese

or butter represented in any manner as having been made in any
month other than the month in which it was actually made,
and every person who by himself or through the agency of any
other person sells, offers, exposes or has in his possession for sale

any cheese or butter,

—

(a) not made in Canada which is in any way marked or

branded as Canadian; or,

(b) niadf in Canjida for export which is not marked or

branded as Canadian ; or,

1628 (c)
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(c) upon which is marked or branded any month other

than the month in which it was made

;

shall, for each offence, upon summary conviction, be liable to

a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars and not less than five Penalty,

dollars for each cheese or box or package of cheese or butter

sold, offered, exposed or had in possession for sale in violation

of the provisions of this Part, together with the costs of prosecu-

tion, and in default of payment of such penalty and costs, shall

be liable to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a

term not exceeding three months, unless such penalty and
costs and the costs of enforcing the same are sooner paid.

56 v., c. 37, s. 4; 60-61 V., c. 21, ss. 4, 6 and 7.

308. Every person who by himself or through the agency Unmarked

of any other person sells, offers, exposes or has in his posses- cheese,

sion for sale,

—

(a) any foreign cheese or butter not marked with the name
of the country in which it was made, as by this Part

required ; or,

(b) any skim-milk cheese not marked as such, as by this

Part required;

or who with intent to misrepresent or to defraud, removes,

effaces, obliterates or alters the words Skim-milk cheese on any

such cheese or on any box or package containing the same,

shall, for each offence, upon summary conviction, be liable

to a penalty not exceeding five dollars and not less than two Penalty,

dollars for every such cheese or box or package of cheese or

butter together with the costs of prosecution, and in default of

payment of such penalty and costs, shall be liable to imprison-

ment, with or without hard labour, for a. term not exceeding

three months, unless such penalty and costs and the costs of

enforcing the same are sooner paid. 56 V., c. 37, ss. 3 and 5.

309. Every person who by himself or through the agency Oleomar-

of any other person, in contravention of the provisions of this 8^"°^' ^*^c-

Part,—
(a) manufactures, imports into Canada, sells or offers for

sale, or has in his possession for sale, any oleomargarine,

butterine, or other substitute for butter, manufactured
wholly or in part from any fat other than that of milk or

cream ; or,

(b) mixes with butter any acid, alkali, chemical, or any
substance whatever which is introduced or used for the pur-

pose or with the effect of causing the butter to absorb

water or any part of milk or cream ; or,

(c) manufactures, imports into Canada, sells or offers for

sale, exposes or has in his possession for sale, any butter

mixed as aforesaid, or any renovated butter or process

butter

;

shall for each offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding four Penalty,

hundred dollars and not less than two hundred dollars, together

1629 with
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with the costs of prosecution, and in default of payment of

such penalty and costs, shall be liable to imprisonment, Avith

or without hard labour, for a term not exceedin^^ three months,

unless such penalty and costs and the costs of enforcing the

same are sooner paid. R.S., c. 100, s. 1 ; 3 E. VII., c. 6,

s. 10.

Butter with
over 16 per
cent of
water.

Branding
Creamery.

Falsely
branded.

Penalty.

310. Every person who, by himself or through the agency

of any other person, in contravention of the provisions of this

Part,—
(a) manufactures or imports into Canada, sells or offers for

sale, or has in his possession for sale, any butter contain-

ing over sixteen per centum of water ; or,

(h) brands or marks the word Creamery or any combina-

tion of words which includes the word Creamery, upon
any box, package or w^rapper containing butter, unless

the butter contained in the box, package or wrapper con-

sists wholly of creamery butter manufactured at one place;

or,

(c) sells or offers for sale, exposes or has in his possession

for sale, any butter contained in any box, package or

wrapper upon which the word Creamery or any com-

bination of w^ords which includes the word Creamery is

branded or marked, unless the butter contained in the box,

package or wrapper consists whally of creamery butter

manufactured at one place

;

shall, for each offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty

dollars and not less than ten dollars, together Avith the costs of

prosecution, and in default of payment of such penalty and

costs, shall be liabl-e to imprisonment, with or without hard

labour, for a term not exceeding three months, unless such

penalty and costs and the costs of enforcing the same are sooner

paid.
^
3 E. VIE, c. 6, s. 10.

In.spector
neglecting
storage.

Penalty and
damages.

311. Every inspector or deputy inspector who neglects to

provide himself with suitable and convenient premises for the

storage and inspection of butter, or to keep all packages of

butter delivei'ed to him for inspection, while they remain in

his possession, in some place safe from the injuries of the

weather or of Hoods and under a tight roof, shall forfeit and pay

to the owner the sum of one dollar for every package not stored

as aforesaid, besides the actual damages sustained by such

owner. RS., c. 99, s. 8G.

Who liable. 312. The person on whose behalf any milk is sold, sent,

supplied or brought to a cheese or butter or condensed milk

iiiiunifactory for any of the purposes aforesaid, shall be prima

facie liable for the violatiftn of any of the foregoing provisions

of this Part. 52 V., c. 43, s. 0. '
'

'
''
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313. The person on whose behalf any cheese or butter is Idem,

manufactured, sold, offered, exposed or had in possession for

sale contrary to the i)rovisions of any of the foregoing sections

of this Part, shall be prima facie liable for the violation of any
of the said provisions. 50 V., c. 37, s. 6.

Procedure.

314. For the purposes of jurisdiction under Part XV. of Vennc.

the Criminal Code, in any com])lnint, information or convic-

tion for a violation of any of the provisions of this Part, the

matter complained of may be alleged and shall be held to have

arisen at the place where the cheese or butter was manufac-

tured, packed, sold, offered, exposed, or had in possession for

sale. 56 V., c. 37, s. 7 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 6, s. 12.

315. In any complaint or information made or laid under Deteriorated

the foregoing sections of this Part relating to the sale or sup-
™

ply of milk, and in any conviction thereon, the milk complained

of may be described as deteriorated milk, without specification

of the cause of deterioration, and thereupon, proof of any of

the causes or modes of- deterioration hereinbefore mentioned
shall be sufficient to sustain conviction.

2. For the purposes of jurisdiction under Part XV. of Venue.

the Criminal Code, in any such complaint, information or con-

viction, the matter complained of may be alleged and shall be

deemed to have arisen at the place where the milk complained
of was to be manufactured, notwithstanding that the deteriora-

tion thereof was effected elsewhere. 52 V., c. 43, s. 8.

316. For the purpose of establisli^^ig the guilt of any person Evidence,

charged with the violation of any of the foregoing provisions

of this Part relating to the sale or supply of milk, it shall bo

sufficient prima facie evidence on which to found a conviction

to show that milk sent, sold, supplied or brought to a manufac-
tory as aforesaid to be manufactured into butter or cheese or

condensed milk, is substantially inferior in quality to pure milk,

if the test is made by means of a lactometer or cream gauge

or some other proper and adequate test and is made by a com-

petent person. 52 V., c. 43, s. 7.

317. Xo appeal shall lie from a conviction under this Part Appeal,

except to a superior, county, circuit or district court, or the

court of the sessions of the peace, having jurisdiction where the

conviction was had ; and such appeal shall be brought, notice of

appeal in writing given, recognizance entered into or deposit

made, within ten days after the date of conviction.

2. The trial on any such appeal shall be heard, had, adjudi- Hearing,

cated upon and decided, without the intervention of a jury, at

such time and place as the court or judge hearing the trial

appoints, and within thirty days from the date of conviction,

1631 unless
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Summary
prosecution.

Application
of fines.

As to milk.

In other
cases.

unless the said court or judge extends the time for hearing and
decision beyond such thirty days.

3. In all respects not provided for in this Part, the procedure
under Part XV. of the Criminal Code shall, so far as appli-

cable, apply to all prosecutions brought under this Part. 52 V.,

c. 43, s. 9 ; 56 V., c. 37, s. 8 ; 3 E. VII., c. G, s. 13.

Application of Fines.

318* Any pecuniary penalty imposed under the foregoing

sections of this Part relating to the sale or supply of milk shall,

when recovered be payable one-half to the informant or com-

plainant and the other half to the owner, treasurer or president

of the manufactory to which the milk was sent, sold or supplied

for any of the purposes aforesaid in violation of any of the pro-

visions of this Part, to be distributed among the patrons thereof

in proportion to their respective interests in the product thereof.

2. Any j^ecuniary penalty imposed under any of the other

sections of this Part shall, when recovered, be payable one-half

to the infftwnant or complainant, and the other half to His

Majesty. 52 V., c. 43, s. 11; 56 V., c. 37, s. 10; 60-61 V., c.

21, s. 8; 3E. VIL, c. 6, s. 14.

PART IX.

FRUIT AND FRUIT MARKS.

' Closed
package.'

' Fniit.'

Marks on
packagea.

Packer's
name.

Variety.

Grade.

Interpretation.

319. In thi:^ Part, ui|[Jess the context otherwise requires,

—

(a) ' closed package ' means a box or barrel of which the con-

tents cannot be seen or inspected when such package is

closed

;

(b) ' fruit ' shall not include wild fruit, nor cranberries

whether wild or cultivated. 1 E. VII., c. 27, s. 3.

The Marking of Fruit.

320. Every person who, by himself or through the agency
of another person, packs fruit in a closed package, intended for

sale, shall cause the package to be marked in a plain and in-

delible manner in letters not less than half an inch in length,

before it is taken from the premises wliere it is packed,

—

(a) with the initials of his christian names, and his full sur-

name and address, or, in the case of a firm or corporation,

with the firm or corporate name and address;

(h) with the name of the variety or varieties; and,

(c) with a designation of the grade of fruit, which shall in-

clude one of the following four marks, viz.:

—

Fancy,

No. 1, No. 2. No. 3.

1632 2.
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2. Such mark may l)e accompanied by any other designation Other marks,

of grade or brand, if that designation or brand is not incon-

sistent with, or marked more conspicuously than, the one of the
said four marks which is used on the said package. 6 E. VII.,
c. 15, s. 1.

321. ISTo person shall sell, or offer, expose or have in his Xot to be

possession for sale, any fruit packed,

—

minted ^or

(a) in a closed package and intended for sale unless such if falsely

package is marked as required by the provisions of this
™^^'*^^-

Part;

(h) in a closed package, upon which package is marked any
designation which represents such fruit as of

(i) Fancy quality, unless such fruit consists of well grown
specimens of one variety, sound, of uniform and of at

least normal size and of good colour for the variety, of

normal shape, free from worm holes, bruises, scab and
other defects, and properly packed,

(ii) ]^^o. 1 quality, unless such fruit consists of well grown
specimens of one variety, sound, of not less than medium
size and of good colour for the variety, of normal shape
and not less than ninety per centum free from scab, worm
holes, bruises and other defects, and properly packed,

(iii) 1^0. 2 quality, unless such fruit consists of specimens

of not less than medium size for the variety, and not

less than eighty per centum free from worm holes and
such other defects as cause material waste, and properly

packed

;

(c) in any package in which the faced or shown surface

gives a false representation of the contents of such

package; and it shall be considered a false representation

when more than fifteen per centum of such fruit is sub-

stantially smaller in size than, or inferior in grade to, or

different in variety from, the faced or shown surface of

such package. 1 E. VIL, c. 27, ss. 5 and 7; 6 E. VII.,

c. 15, s. 2.

322. "Whenever any fruit in any package is found to be If package

so packed that the faced or shown surface gives a false repre-
as^t'^^de^"

sentation of the contents of the package, any inspector charged ceive, duty

with the enforcement of this Part may mark the words Falsely °^ i^ispector.

'packed in a plain and indelible manner on the package.

2. Whenever any fruit packed in a closed package is found If falsely

to be falsely marked, the said inspector may efface such false
^^^'^'i-

marks and mark the words Falsely marked in a plain and

indelible manner on the package.

3. The inspector shall give notice, by letter or telegram, Xotice to

to the packer whose name is marked on the package, within Packer,

twenty-four hours after he marks the words Falsely packed or

Falsely marked on the package. 2 E. VII., c. 10, s. 3; 6 E.

VIL, c. 15, s. 3.

103 1633 Apples. .
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Closed pack-
ages of
apples.

Brands.

Varieties.

Fees.

Apples.

323. In the inspection of closed packages of apples, the

inspector shall open not less than one package in every five

;

and if the manner of packing is found to be fraudulent or

unfair, then he shall open all the packages put up by the shipper

of such package.

2. Every package found to be fairly and properly packed

he shall brand as No. 1 inspected Canadian apples, or No. 2
inspected Canadian apples, as the case may be, if fit to be

so branded.

3. The inspector shall also examine the varieties of apples

submitted for inspection, and shall see that the names thereof

are correctly marked on the packages, or if the name of the

variety is not marked he shall cause it to be marked on the

package.

4. The inspector may charge a fee of ten cents for each pack-

age inspected by him, and such charge shall cover the cost of

opening and closing the package. 55-56 V., c. 23, s. 7.

Qualities of
apples.

324. Iso. 1 inspected Canadian apples shall consist of well-

grown specimens of one variety, of nearly uniform size, of

good colour for the variety, sound, free from scab, worm-holes

and bruises, and properly packed ; and Ko. 2 inspected Cana-

dian apples shall consist of specimens of one variety, reason-

ably free from the defects mentioned in class No. 1, but which

on account of inequality of size, lack of colour, or other defects,

could not be included in that class. 56 V., c. 35, s. 1.

How apples
shall be
packed.

Dimensions
of barrel of
apples, pears
or quinces.

Dimensions
of boxes.

Certain
packages
excepted.

K.S.. 1006.

325. All apples packed in Canada for export for sale by

the barrel in closed barrels shall be packed in good and strong

barrels of seasoned wood having dimensions not less than the

following, namely:—twenty-six inches and one-fourth between

the heads, inside measure, and a head diameter of seventeen

inches, and a middle diameter of eighteen inches and one-half,

representing as nearly as possible ninety-six quarts.

2. When apples, pears or quinces are sold by the barrel,

as a measure of capacity, such barrel shall not be of lesser

dimensions than those specified in this section.

3. \\Tien apples are packed in Canada for export for sale

by the box, tiiey shall be packed in good and strong boxes of

seasoned wood, the inside dimensions of which shall not be

less than ten inches in depth, eleven inches in width and
twenty inches in length, representing as nearly as possible two
thousand two hundred cubic inches.

4. When apples are packed in boxes or barrels having
trays or fillers wherein it is intended to have a separate com-
partment for each apple, the provisions of this section as to

boxes and barrels shall not apply. 1 E. VII., c. 26, s. 4;
4-5 E. VII., c. 44, ss. 1 and 2.

1634 Berries,
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Berries, Etc

326. Every box of berries or currants offered for sale, and Berry boxes,

every berry box manufactured and offered for sale, in Canada
shall be plainly marked on the side of the box, in black letters

at least half an inch square, with the word Short, unless it

contains when level-full as nearly exactly as practicable,—

•

(a) at least four-fifths of a quart; or,

(b) tw^o-fifths of a quart.

2. Every basket of fruit offered for sale in Canada, unless Baskets of

stamped on the side plainly in black letters at least three- ^^^^^'

quarters of an inch deep and wide, with the word Quart in

full, preceded with the minimum number of quarts, omitting

fractions, which the basket will hold when level-full, shall con-

tain, when level-full, one or other of the following quantities,

—

(a) fifteen quarts or more

;

(b) eleven quarts, and be five and three-quarter inches deep,

perpendicularly, inside measurement, as nearly exactly

as practicable;

(c) six and two-thirds quarts, and be four and five-eighths

inches deep, perpendicularly, inside measurements, as

nearly exactly as practicable; or,

(d) two and two-fifths quarts, as nearly exactly as practi-

cable. 1 E. VII., c. 26, s. 5.

Examination.

327. Any person charged with the enforcement of this Bight to

Part may enter upon any premises to make examination of any packages
packages of fruit suspected of being falsely marked or packed
in violation of any of the provisions of this Part, whether
such packages are on the premises of the owner, or on other

premises, or in the possession of a railway or steamship com-
pany. 1 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 12 ; 2 E. VII., c. 10, s. 5.

Offences and Penalties.

328. Every person who by himself or through the agency Violations of

of any other person, in contravention of any of the provisions ^^^^ P^*"*^-

of this Part, sells, offers, exposes or has in possession for sale

any fruit packed,

—

(a) in a closed package and intended for sale, unless such
package is marked as in this Pa^t required ; or,

(h) in a closed package upon which is nmrked any designa-

tion which represents such fruit as of J^o. 1, or XXX.
finest, best or extra good quality, unless such fruit consists

of well-grown specimens of one variety, sound, of nearlv
uniform size, of good colour for the variety, of normal
shape and not less than ninety per centum free from scab,

worm holes, bruises and other defects, and properly

packed; or,

103^ 1635 (c)
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(c) in any package in "which the faced or shown surface

giv^s a false representation of the contents of such pack-

age;

Penalty. shall, for each offence, be liable to a fine not exceeding one
dollar and not less than twenty-five cents for each package so

sold, offered, exposed or had in possession for sale, together

with the costs of prosecution, and in default of payment of

such fine and costs, shall be liable to imprisonment, with or

without hard labour, for a term not exceeding one month, unless

such fine and costs and the costs of enforcing the same are

sooner paid. 1 E. VII., c. 27, s. 8.

Tampering
with marks.

Penalty.

Unlawful
packing of

apples, etc.

Penalty.

Unlawful
export or
offering for

sale.

Penalty.

Unlawful
packing of

berries.

329. Every person who, not being an inspector, wilfully

alters, effaces, or obliterates, wholly or partially, or causes to

be altered, effaced, or obliterated, any marks on any package

which has undergone inspection, shall incur a penalty of forty

dollars. 1 E. VII., c. 27, s. 10 ; 2 E. VII., c. 10, s. 4.

330. Every person who offers or exposes for sale, or Avho

packs for exportation, apples, pears or quinces, by the barrel

or box otherwise than in accordance with the foregoing provi-

sions of this Part, shall be liable, on summary conviction, to a

penalty of twenty-five cents for each barrel or box of apples,

pears or quinces so offered or exposed for sale or packed.

2. Every person who, for export, offers or exposes for sale,

or packs, apples by the box otherwise than in accordance with

the foregoing provisions of this Part, shall be liable, on sum-

mary conviction, to a penalty of twenty-five cents for each box

of apples so offered or exposed for sale or packed. 1 E. VII.,

c. 26, s. 4; 4-5 E. VII., c. 44, ss. 1 and 2.

331. Every person who neglects to comply with any of the

provisions of this Part relating to boxes of berries or cur-

rants, or berry boxes, or baskets of fruit, or who sells or offers

for sale any fruit or berry boxes in contravention of any of

the said provisions shall be liable, on summary conviction, to

a fine of not less than twenty-five cents for each basket or-box

so sold or offered for sale. 1 E. \ II., c. 26, s, 5.

Obstructing
examination

332. Every person who obstructs any person charged
with the enforcement of this Part in entering any premises to

make examination of packages of fruit as provided by this

Part, or who refuses to permit the making of any such ex-

amination, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five

hijndrod dollars and not less than twenty-five dollars, to-

gether with the costs of prosecution, and in default of pay-
ment of such penalty and costs, sliall be liable to imprison-

ment, with or witliout hard labour, for a term not exceeding six

months, unless such penalty and costs and the costs of enforc-

ing the same arc sooner paid. 1 E. VII., c. 27, s. 12.

163G 333.
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333. The person on whose behalf any fruit is packed, sold, Who liable,

offered or had in possession for sale, contrary to the provisions

of the foregoing sections of this Part, shall be prima facie

liable for the violation of this Part. 1 E. VII., c. 27, s. 11.

Procedure.

334. For the purposes of jurisdiction under Part XV. Complaints

of the Criminal Code, ux any complaint, information or

conviction for a violation of any of the provisions of this Part,

the matter complained of may be alleged and shall be held to

have arisen at the place where the fniit was packed, sold, offer-

ed, exposed or had in possession for sale. 1 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 13.

335. 'No appeal shall lie from a conviction under this Part Appeal,

except to a superior, county, circuit or district court, or the

court of the sessions of the peace, having jurisdiction where
the conviction was had ; and such appeal shall be brought,

notice of appeal in writing given, recognizance entered into or

deposit made, within ten days after the date of conviction.

2. The trial on any such appeal shall be heard, had, adjudi- Hearing,

cated upon and decided, without the intervention of a jury, at

such time and place as the court or judge hearing the trial ap-

points, and within thirty days from the date of conviction, un-

less the said court or judge extends the time for hearing and
decision beyond such thirty days.

3, In all respects not provided for in this Part, the pro- summary
cedure under Part XV. of the Criminal Code shall, so far prosecution.

as applicable, apply to all prosecutions brought under this Part.

1 E. VIL, c. 27, s. 14.

Application of Fines.

336. Any pecuniary penalty imposed under this Part shall, Application

when recovered, be payable one-half to the informant or com- °^ penalties,

plainant and the other half to His Majesty. 1 E. VIL, c. 27,

s. 15.

PAKT X.

CERTAIN STAPLE COMMODITIES.

Weight of Bushel.

337. In contracts for the sale and delivery of any of the Bushel of

undermentioned articles, the bushel shall be determined by certain

weighing, unless a bushel by measure is specially agreed upon,

and the weight equivalent to a bushel shall be as follows :

—

Beans, sixty pounds;

Beets, sixty pounds;

Bituminous coal, seventy pounds;

1637 Blue-grass
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Blue-grass seed, fourteen pounds

;

Carrots, sixty pounds

;

Castor beans, forty pounds;

Clover seed, sixty pounds

;

Hemp seed, forty-four pounds;

Lime, seventy pounds

;

Malt, tliirty-six pounds

;

Onions, fifty pounds

;

Parsnips, sixty pounds;

Potatoes, sixty pounds;

Timothy seed, forty-eight pounds;

Turnips, sixty pounds. 1 E, VII., c. 26, s. 1.

Potatoes by the Bag.

Standard bag 338. In the province of Quebec, when potatoes are sold or

fn Ouebe°c.^ offered for sale by the bag, the bag shall contain at least eighty

pounds. 1 E. VIL, c. 26, s. 1.

Standard
dozen of
eggs.

Grades of

hay.

Eggs.

339. When eggs are described as sold by the standard

dozen, the dozen shall mean one pound and a half. 1 E. VII.,

c. 26, s. 6.

Hay and Straw.

340. The grades of hay shall be as follows :

—

Prime timothy shall be pure timothy, perfect in colour, sound

and well cured

;

ISTo. 1 timothy shall be timothy with not more than one-

eighth of clover or other tame grasses mixed, of good colour,

sound and well cured

;

No. 2 timothy shall be timothy with not more than one-

third of clover or other tame grasses mixed, of good colour,

sound and well cured

;

No. 3 timothy shall consist of at least fifty per cent of

timothy and the balance of clover or other tame grasses

mixed, of fair colour, sound and well cured

;

No. 1 clover shall be clover with not more than one-

quarter of timothy or other tame grasses mixed, of good

colour, sound and well cured

;

No. 2 clover shall be clover with not more than one-

quarter of timothy or other tame grasses mixed, of fair

colour, sound and well cured;

Mixed hay shall l)e hay which docs not come under the

description of timothy or clover, and which is in good con-

dition, of good colour, sound and well cured;

No grade shall include all kinds of hay badly cured,

stained or out of condition;

Shii)i)iiig grade shall be hay in good condition, pressed,

sound and well cured. 62-63 V., c. 25, s. 4.

1638 341.
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341. The rates for the inspection of hay shall be twenty Rates for

cents for every ton. G2-63 V., c. 25, s. 4.
*^'

342. In the province of Quebec, the following shall be
f^^j^htJ^for

the standard weights for hay and straw, unless sold by the ton, hay and

or unless it appears that the parties to the contract agreed Quebec"
otherwise,

—

a bundle of timothy, clover or other hay, with a timothy

band, fifteen pounds;

a bundle of timothy, clover or other hay, bound with a

withe, sixteen pounds;

a bundle of straw, twelve pounds. 1 E. VII., c. 26, s. 2. -

Salt.

343. Every barrel of salt packed in bulk, sold or offered Contents of

for sale, shall contain two hundred and eighty pounds of marking of

salt, and every barrel or sack of salt sold or offered for sale, barrels and

shall have the correct gross weight thereof, and in the case

of a barrel the net weight also, marked upon it in a plain and

permanent manner. 1 E. VII., c. 26, s. 3.

344. AVhen bags of salt are packed in barrels, the BaRs of salt

number of bags contained in the barrel and the weight of v^^^jg
^"

the aggregate amount of salt shall be marked, stamped or

branded on one head of the barrel. 1 E. VII, c. 26, s. 3.^

345. The name or the registered trade mark of the packer Xame to be

of the salt, if it is packed in Canada, or the name and address marked.

of the importer, if it is packed elsewhere than in Canada, shall

be marked, stamped or branded on every barrel or sack of salt

sold or offered for sale in Canada. 1 E. VIL, c. 26, s. 3.

Binder Twine.

346. In the following provisions respecting binder twine Definition.
' dealer ' means the person or firm manufacturing or importing, ' dealer.'

or having in his or its possession for sale, or exjjosing or offer-

ing for sale, any binder twane. 4 E. VII., c. 14, s. 1.

347. Upon or attached to every ball of binder twine sold Label to be

or offered for sale in Canada there shall be a label with the attached,

name of the dealer and the number of feet of twine per pound
in the ball marked or stamped thereon : Provided that binder proviso,

twine manufactured in Canada for export need not be labelled

with the name of the dealer, but there shall be attached to

every ball so manufactured a label with the number of feet of

twine per pound in the ball marked or stamped thereon in

the same manner as w^hen for sale in Canada, and the onus

of proof that such twine was manufactured for export shall

rest upon the manufacturer, dealer, carrier or other person

in whose possession the twine is found. 4 E. VIL, c. 14, s. 1.

1639 348.
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Evidence.

Examina-
tion of

packages.

Selling for
home con-
sumption.

Penalty.

348. If it is shown that in any lot of binder twine one
ball of binder twine in every twenty or less nnmber of balls

of binder twine in the lot are not properly and correctly

labelled, it shall be prima facie evidence that all the balls in

the lot are not properly- and correctly labelled, and the burden
of proof shall lie upon the dealer to show that the balls in the

lot are properly and correctly labelled. 4 E. VII., c. 14, s, 1.

349. The inspector of binder twine or any other person

charged with the enforcement of the provisions of this Part
relating to binder twine may enter upon any premises and
make an examination of any packages of binder twine, whether
such packages are on the jDremises of a dealer or are on other

premises, or are in the possession of a railway or steamship

company. 4 E. VIL, c. 14, s. 1.

Offences and Penalties.

350. Every manufacturer or dealer who falsely represents

any binder twine found in his possession as manufactured for

export, or who sells or offers for sale for consumption in Canad.i

anv such twine shall be liable to a penalty of one thousand dol-

lars. 4 E. VIE, c. 14, s. 1.

Selling twine 351. Every dealer who sells, offers for sale, or has in his
unlabelled. possesion for sale in Canada, any ball of binder twine not

labelled with the name of the dealer, as required by this Part,

Penalty. shall be liable to a penalty of not less than twenty-five cents

and not more than one dollar for each such ball. 4 E. VIL,
c. 14, s. 1.

Selling twine 352. Every dealer who sells, offers for sale or has in his
not labelled, possession for sale in Canada, any ball of binder twine not

properly and correctly labelled with the number of feet of

twine per pound in the ball, as required by this Part, shall be

Penalty. liable to a penalty of not less than one dollar and not more
than five dollars for each ball of such binder twine: Provided

Proviso. that no deficiency in the number of feet of twine contained in

any ball shall be deemed to be a contravention of this section

unless the deficiency exceeds five per centum of the length indi-

cated by the label. 4 E. VIL, c. 14, s. 1.

Confiscation. 353. All balls of binder twine not properly and correctly

labelled in accordance with the provisions of this Part shall be

confi.scated to the Crown, and may be seized upon view by the

ins])eftor of binder twine. 4 E. VIL, c. 14, s. 1.

Ohstnicting
inspector.

354. Every person who obstructs the inspector of binder

twine or other person charged with the enforcement of this

Part ill entering any premises to make examination of binder

twine as jn-ovided by this Part, or who refuses to permit the

10 10 making
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making of any such examination, shall be liable to a jienalty Penalty,

not exceeding five hundred dollars and not less than twenty-

five dollars, together with the costs of prosecution, and in de-

fault of payment of such penalty and costs, shall be liable to im-

prisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term not exceed-

ing six months, unless such penalty and costs and the costs

of enforcing the same are sooner paid. 4 E. VII., c. 14, s. 1.

355. Every person who neglects to comply with any pro- Xeglect to

vision of this Part relating to salt, and every person who sells
th^kwls*^^

or offers for sale any salt in contravention of any of such pro- to salt,

visions, shall be liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty of

not less than ten dollars for each offence; but no deficiency in

the weight of the salt contained in any package shall be deemed
a contravention of such provisions unless such deficiency ex-

ceeds five per centum.

2. No penalty shall be recoverable under this section unless Limitation

proceedings for the recovery thereof are instituted within
pJoge™utio°n.

twenty days after delivery of the package of salt with respect

to which it is claimed that a contravention of such provisions

has been committed. 1 E. VII., c. 26, s. 3.

356. Every person who, in the province of Quebec, sells or Potatoes un-

offers for sale, any potatoes by the bag, shall be liable, in case ^^^ weight.

any bag of potatoes so sold or offered for sale does not contain

at least eighty pounds, to a penalty not exceeding twenty-five Penalty,

dollars for a first offence, and for each subsequent offence to a

penalty not exceeding fifty dollars. 1 E. VII., c. 26, s. 1.

35'3'. Every person who violates any provision of this Part Weight of a

providing that a bushel of any articles shall be determined by bushel,

weighing, and specifying the number of pounds such bushel

shall contain, shall, for a first offence, be liable, on summary
conviction, to a penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars, and Penalty.

for each subsequent offence to a penalty not exceeding fifty dol-

lars. 1 E. VII., c. 26, s. 1.

Administration.

358. The Governor in Council may assign the administra- Administra-

tion of this Part, or of any portion thereof, to such member of *^°°-

the King's Privy Council for Canada as he thinks fit. 1 E.

VIL, c. 26, s. 8; 4-5 E. VII., c. 45, s. 1.

SCHEDULE A.

Particulars for the registration of cheese factories and

creameries

:

1. Name of cheese factory or creamery

1641 2.
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2. Where situated :

—

(a) Province

(h) County
(c) Township or parish

(d) Post office

(e) Telegraph or telephone office

(f) Railway station or shipping port

3. Name of owner
Post office address

If a co-operative dairy association or joint stock company:—
Name of secretary -

Post office address

4. Registered brand or trade mark, if any

5. Registered number allotted '

The above is certified correct.

O^vner.

P. O. Address.

Secretary.

Witness

P. O. Address.

Witness

P. 0. Address.

SCHEDULE B.

Form of brand for registered number to be allotted to cheese

factories and creameries:

—

'^^''^orm ftCT,
nvs

'^'^'

* The figure or figures of registration to be inserted.

CO-Gl v., c. 21, sch. A and B.

OTTAWA: rrinted by Samuel Edward Dawson. Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.

1642
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CHAPTER 86.

An Act respecting the Inspection of Petroleum and
Naphtha.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act mav be cited as the Petroleum and ISTaphtha Short title.

Inspection Act. 62-63 Y., c. 27, s. 1.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' specific gravity ' means the weight of any fluid as com- ' Specific

pared with the weight of distilled water, both being at the ei'avity.'

temperature of sixty-two degrees by Fahrenheit's thermo-

meter, the barometer standing at thirty inches ; and specific

gravity is expressed by stating in pounds and hundredths
of a pound the weight of a gallon of the fluid compared
or to be compared

;

(b) ' petroleum,' except as herein otherwise provided, means ' Petroleum.'

and includes all the refined products, by distillation^ of

rock or mineral oil, coal, coal tar or of any other mineral

substance, and having a specific gravity of not less than

seven pounds and seventy-five hundredths of a pound

;

(c) ' naphtha ' means and includes all the refined products, * Naphtha.'

by distillation, of rock or mineral oil, coal, coal tar, or any
other mineral substance and having a specific gravity of

less than seven pounds and seventy-five hundredths of a

pound

;

(d) ' flash-test ' or ' flash ' means the momentary ignition or * Flash test.'

flash caused by applying a liglit or spark to the vapour 'Flash.'

arising from any fluid herein referred to, under conditions

established by regulations made under this Act;

(e) 'fire-test' or 'burning' means the ignition and con- 'Fire test.'

tinuous burning of any fluid herein referred to, on the 'Burning.'

application of a light or spark, under conditions established

by regulations made under this Act

;

(f)
' inspector ' or ' inspecting officer ' means any officer ' Inspector.'

of Inland Revenue or of Customs, and any person appoint- ' Inspecting

ed by the Governor in Council as inspector of such articles, ^ ^^^'

who is directed by the Minister of Inland Revenue or the

Minister of Customs to inspect petroleum or naphtha

;

1643 (g)
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' Depart-
mental regu-
lations.'

Refiner.

Places sub-
ject to this

Act.

(g) ' departmental regulations ' means and includes all

regulations and rules promulgated by the Minister of

Inland Revenue, or the Minister of Customs, and duly

authenticated by the Minister of Inland Revenue, or the

Minister of Customs, as the case requires.

2. All persons engaged in producing, distilling or manufac-

turing any description of illuminating oil or naphtha in whole

or in part from crude petroleum are refiners within the

meaning of this Act.

3. All places or premises where petroleum, naphtha or other

products of crude petroleum are produced, distilled, manufac-

tured, treated or stored, and all tools, utensils, buildings and

premises used for producing, distilling, manufacturing, treat-

ing, or storing any of them, shall be subject to the provisions

of this Act. 62-63 Y., c. 27, s. 2.

EEGULATIOXS.

Storage of 3. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make
petroleum such regulations respecting the storage and possession of

petroleum and naphtha as he deems necessary for the public

safety, and may make special regulations as to the importation

or possession of naphtha ; and no person shall have in his pos-

session any such article without having first obtained a permit

to that effect from the Minister of Inland Revenue, under such

restrictions and regulations as are made, from time to time,

by the Governor in Council, for the storage and possession of

such articles ; and such permit shall be produced to the proper

officer of the Customs before the importation of any such

articles is permitted. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 32.

Importation
in tanks.

4. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,

designate places at which petroleum may be imported in tank

cars and in tank ships respectively, and may, on the joint

recommendation of the Ministers of Customs and Inland

Revenue, prescribe the regulations under which petroleum may
be so imported. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 33.

Transporta- 5. The Department of Inland Revenue may make regula-
tion, etc. tions, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act, with

respect to the transportation, shipment and sale of imported or

domestic petroleum or naphtha. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 34.

EEFINERS.

Refiners to 6. Xo person wlio has not been licensed as herein provided
be licensed.

p|^j^|| ^.^^^^, ^^^ ^\^^ l)usiness of a refiner. '62-63 V., c. 27, s. 3.

Conditions 7. A liccusB to carry on the trade or business of a refiner
of license.

^^^^ |^^ granted to any person who has complied with the pro-

visions of this Act, if the granting of such license has been

1644 approved
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approved bv the district inspector, and the person has, jointly
and severally with two good and sufficient sureties, entered
into a bond to His Majesty, in the sum of one thousand
dollars; which bond shall be entered into before the collector

of Inland Kevenue, his deputy or other officer authorized
thereto by the Department of Inland Revenue, who shall

cause such sureties to justify as to their sufficiency before him
by affidavit endorsed upon such bond.

2. Such bond shall be conditioned for the rendering of all Bond,

accounts and the payment of all duties and penalties to which
the person to whom the license is granted may become liable

under the provisions of this Act, and that such person will Conditions.

faithfully comply with the requirements thereof according to

their true intent and meaning, as well with regard to such
accounts, duties and penalties as with regard to all other

matters and things whatsoever. .62-63 Y., c. 27, s. 4.

8. The person in whose favour a license for refining is License fee.

granted, shall, upon receiving such license, pay to the collector

of Inland Revenue the sum of one dollar. 62-63 Y., c. 27, s, 5.

9. Every refiner shall keep such books ' and make such Books and

returns as are required by any departmental regulation m that ^<^t"r°s.

behalf. 62-63 Y., c. 27, s. 6.

PEOVISIONS AS TO SALE.

10. Except as herein otherwise provided, petroleum shall Tests of

not be sold or ofi^ered for sale for use in Canada, for illuminat- P^*^roleum.

ing purposes,

—

(a) if, when tested by the pyrometer described in the

schedule to this Act, at a lower temperature than eightv-

five degrees by Fahrenheit's thermometer, it emits a

vapour that will flash ; or,

(h) if it weighs more than eight pounds and five-hundredths

of a pound per gallon ; or,

(c) if it weighs less than seven pounds and seventy-fivG-

hundredths of a pound per gallon. 62-63 V"., c. 27, s. 7.

11. Petroleum when sold in barrels, cans or cases, may be Colour of

put up in such packages, which may be painted in any colour packages,

except red. 62-63 Y., c. 27, s. 7.

12. Petroleum designated and known as high test petro- Sale of high

leum may be sold for use in Canada, for illuminating pur- f^^t
petro-

poses, under such regulations as to gravity as are established

by the Department of Inland Revenue, if the flash test is not

lower than two hundred and sixty degrees by Fahrenheit's

thermometer. 62-63 Y., s. 8.

1645 13.
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Sale of high
test oil.

Sale of
naphtha.

13. The department may permit the sale, under regulations

made in that behalf, of a composite high test oil, to he used
only for outside service, if at a temperature which such regu-

lations determine, not below one hundred and forty-five degrees,

it does not emit a vapour that will flash, and if its gravity is in

accordance with the requirements of such regulations. 62-63

v., c. 27, s. 8.

14. Kaphtha shall not be sold or offered for sale in Canada
for illuminating purposes except,

—

(a) for use in street lamps in which only the vapour is

burned; or,

(b) for use in dwellings, factories and other places of busi-

ness when vapourized in secure underground tanks outside

the building in which the vapour so generated is used for

lighting

;

or for any other purpose except,

—

(a) for use for mechanical or chemical purposes in buildings

not inhabited as residences for family purposes ; or,

(h) for use in stoves constructed in such manner as to con-

sume only the gas produced from the naphtha,

c. 27, s. 9.

62-63 V.

Colour and
marking of

packages.

15. When naphtha is sold or offered for sale in drums, bar-

rels or smaller packages, such drums, barrels and smaller pack-

ages must be painted red with the word Naphtha, in some

other colour, legibly branded or marked thereon. 62-63 V.,

c. 27, s. 9.

INSPECTIOlSr.

16. The quantity of petroleum or naphtha shall be ascer-

tained by weighing or measuring. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 10.

17. ISTaphtha shall not be inspected for flash test, but only

as to it? gravity. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 10.

18. Every person having in his possession any petroleum

or naphtha shall, when any officer is about to inspect it, fur-

nish for the use of such officer all necessary conveniences, and
shall provide all assistance required for making such inspection.

62-63 v., c. 27, s. 11.

19. The inspection of petroleum and naphtha under this

Act shall be performed by officers of the Inland Eevenue and
of the Customs, duly authorized thereto by their respective

collectors. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 12.

InstrumentH. 20. Svich instruments shall be used and process adopted in

making the inspection as are directed by departmental regula-

tions. 62-63 v., c. 27, s. 12.

1646 21.
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21. All petroleum and naphtha made in Canada, except Petroleum or

such as is to be exported under the provisions of this Act, shall, ^^de in

before it leaves the premises of the refiner or manufacturer, Canada.

be inspected by a duly authorized inspector. 02-63 V., c. 27,

s. 16.

22. Every refiner or importer of petroleum or naphtha, and Responsi-

every person who deals in or keeps or offers any petroleum quaifty.*^

or naphtha for sale, shall be responsible as to its quality. 62-63

v., c. 27, s. 15.

23. All petroleum and naphtha imported into Canada whe- importation

ther in tank cars, tank ships, barrels or other packages, shall °^ ^^*
hth™

be entered only at such Customs ports as are determined by the

Goveriior in Council, and shall be inspected as herein required, Inspection,

at such ports, and before such petroleum or naphtha is entered

for consumption; and, except in the case of lubricating oils,

any petroleum so imported which does not conform to the

requirements of this Act, shall be branded with the word Rejection.

Rejected, and shall, within ten days after the inspection, be

exported from Canada, and if not so exported within the

prescribed time, shall with the packages in which it is con-

tained, be seized and forfeited to His Majesty, and shall be

disposed of under regulations made by the Governor in

Council. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 16.

24. Whenever any quantity of petroleum or naphtha con- what shall

tained in not more than ten barrels or other smaller packages P^ sufficient

insT)6Ction 01
is inspected, it shall be suificient if the inspector drawls samples packages,

for inspection from not less than two of such packages, and the

examination of the samples so taken shall be considered as

applicable to the whole.

2. When there are more than ten such packages and less Samples.

than thirty, samples shall be drawn from at least three pack-

ages, and, for any larger number, samples shall be drawn from
at least one package in every ten ; the samples so taken shall

represent the whole, but the inspector shall, in every case, make
his own selection of the packages from which he is to take such

samples.

3. When petroleum or naphtha is imported in bulk, in a tank Taking

ship or tank car, the sample or samples for inspection 'hall !^"|F^^
^^°™

be drawn from each separate compartment of the tank ship or

tank car after the contents of the said compartment have been

well plunged or agitated. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 17.

25. Any duly authorized inspector or any officer of Inland inspectors to

Revenue or Customs may, at any time during ordinary busi- ^°^^^ ^^^^'

ness hours, enter the refinery, shop or warehouse of any per-

son who refines or keeps petroleum or naphtha for sale, and
1647 may
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"What instru-

ments shall

be used.

inav take from any package of petroleum or naphtha found
therein such quantity of the contents as is necessary for test-

ing the quality thereof; and he may take similar samples from
any package of petroleum or naphtha found in the possession

of any hawker or pedlar on the public streets or highways, or

offered for sale by any person. C2-G3 V., c. 27, s. 18.

26. All tests of petroleum and naphtha shall be taken by

means of instruments that have been compared with and

which are certified as agreeing with the standard instruments

kept in the Department of Inland Revenue at Ottawa, or in

some other principal testing office established under depart-

mental regulations, where similar standard instruments are

kept for that purpose. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 19.

In cases of 27. ^\^ienever any dispute arises as to the correctness of
dispute as *» any test of the quality of petroleum made under this Act, a

sample of the petroleum in dispute shall be drawn by the

inspecting officer and sealed in the presence of the owner, or

other person in whose possession the said petroleum then is;

and the sample shall be forwarded to the Department of Inland

Revenue at Ottawa, or to some other principal testing office

established by departmental regulations, where the sample

shall be tested.

2. The test so made and certified by the officer making it

shall be final and conclusive as to the quality of the petroleum

in dispute. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 20.

Exception of 28. Oils intended solely for use as lubricants and unfit,

oils not for
Q^y[j^g to the properties thereof, for illuminating purposes,

if "Soperly^' shair be exempt from the foregoing provisions respecting

branded. inspection, if the packages containing such oils have conspicu-

ously marked or branded thereon the word Non-illuminating.

62-63 v., c. 27, s. 21.

Petroleum or 29. Petroleum or naphtha which is to be exported out of

naphtha for
(^'^nada direct from the refinery in wdiich it is made and

^^^^^ '

packed, shall only be inspected as herein prescribed, at the

option of the owner thereof; but if any petroleum or naphtha

for which exemption from inspection is claimed under this

section, is thereafter sold or offered for sale for consumption

in Canada, or removed from the refinery otherwise than for

exportation, it shall thereupon become liable to seizure and

confiscation. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 13.

Sample to
be sent to
department.

Forfeiture
for sale

without
inspection.

30 sold

or

D. All petroleum and naphtha liable to inspection, sold

ffercd for sale for use in Canada without having been

inspected, shall ho subject to seizure by any officer of Customs

(.r Inland Revenue, and shall be dealt with under regulations

made by the Governor in Council 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 14.

1G48 OFFENCES
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OFFENCES AND PENALTIES,

31. Every person who keeps or offers for sale or has in his Keeping

possession in Canada^ any imported iDetroleum or naphtha naphthnor
which has not been inspected and entered for consumption duly entered

through one of the ports or places duly authorized by the spectTd.

Governor in Council, is guilty of an offence against this Act,
and for a first offence shall incur a penalty of one hundred
dollars and for each subsequent offence a penalty of five hun- Penalty,

dred dollars. G2-63 V., c. 27, s. 22.

32. Every refiner who removes or allows to be removed Removing

from his manufactory any petroleum or naphtha before it has Sfp'htha™
°'"

been inspected as herein provided, is guilty of an offence before in-

against this Act, and for a first offence shall incur a penalty
^p®*^*^°°-

of one hundred dollars and for each subsequent offence shall

incur a penalty of five hundred dollars. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 23.

33. Every person who keeps or offers for sale or has in his Keeping

possession, except in a licensed petroleum refinery in Canada, Eaphtha™noT
any petroleum or naphtha which is not in conformity with this in licensed

Act, is guilty of an offence against this Act, and for a first
^^^"^'^'•

offence shall incur a penalty of twenty dollars and for each Penalty,

subsequent offence shall incur a penalty of fifty dollars. 62-63

v., c. 27, s. 24.

34. The petroleum or naphtha in respect of which a pen- Forfeiture

alty is imposed by reason of a contravention of 'any of the j?
resp^t of

three sections last preceding, and the packages in which sectkms.'^^

such petroleum or naphtha is contained, shall be forfeited to

His Majesty, and shall be seized by any officer of Customs or

Inland Revenue and disposed of under any general regula-

tions made by the Governor in Council. 62-63 V., c. 27,

s. 25.

35. Every person who keeps or stores any petroleum or offences

naphtha in respect of which the provisions of this Act or the asainst this

provisions of any order or regulation of the Governor in ^ ^ '

Council or of any departmental regulations made under this

Act have not been complied with, is guilty of an offence

against this Act, and for a first offence shall incur a penalty of Penalty,

twenty-five dollars, and for each subsequent offence, a penalty

of fifty dollars ; and petroleum or naphtha unlawfully import-

ed, stored or kept shall be forfeited to His Majesty, and seized

by any revenue officer or inspector. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 26.

36. Every person who, without having a license under Refining

this Act then in force, manufactures or refines any petroleum y''^^^"* ^

or naphtha, is guilty of an indictable offence and shall, for the
'^^'^*^"

first offence, incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dol- Penalty,

lars, and not less than twenty-five dollars, and for each subse-

104 1649 quent
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quent offence, a penalty of five hundred dollars ; and all goods

subject to the provisions of this Act found on the premises

wherein any such offence is committed, shall be forfeited to

His Majesty, and shall be seized by any officer of Inland

Revenue and dealt with accordingly. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 27.

Assuming 37. Every person not thereunto duly authorized under this

of*\^ns°pectfr.^ Act, who, in any manner, assumes the title or office of inspector,

or issues any bill, certificate or declaration purporting to estab-

lish the quality of any petroleum or naphtha shall, for every

such offence, incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars.

62-63 v., c. 27, s. 28.

Penalty.

Penalty
when not
elsewhere
provided.

38. Every person who violates any of the provisions of this

Act, or who neglects any duty imposed on him by this Act, or

any regulations established thereunder, for which violation or

neglect no penalty is specially herein provided, shall incur a

penalty of not less than ten and not more than one hundred

dollars. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 29.

Procedure.

Recovery of 39. Every penalty and forfeiture imposed by this Act, or by
penalties. qmj regulation made under it, shall be recoverable and enforce-

able with costs on simimary conviction, before a police or

stipendiary magistrate or two justices of the peace, and, in

default of payment, be levied by warrant of distress, against

the goods and chattels of the offender; and if the penalty,

together with any costs awarded, is not paid w^ithin thirty days,

or is not recovered by distress as hereinbefore provided, such

offender shall be liable to imprisonment for a term not exceed-

ing six months, and not less than two months.

2. One moiety of every such penalty, when recovered, shall

of penalties, belong to the complainant or informant, and the other moiety

to His Majesty for the public uses of Canada. 62-63 V., c. 27,

s. 30.

By whom 40. Every such complaint or information shall be heard and
alone «hall determined by the police or stipendiary magistrate or two ius-
complaint be

. » , "^ \ j. ^ -^ • j- ^ ^ i

heard. tices of the peace before whom it is preierred, and no other

justice of the peace shall take part in such hearing and deter-

mination. 62-63 v., c. 27, s. 30.

Imprison
ment in

default.

Application

Limitation
of suits.

41. Xo action or suit against any person for anything done
under this Act or contrary to its provisions, or for omitting the

doing of anything required by this Act to be done, shall be

commenced except within six months next after the thing is done

or omitted to be done; and the defendant therein may plead the

general issue, and that the thing was done or omitted to be done
under the authority of this Act, and may give this Act and the

special matter in evidence at the trial ; and if it appears so to

have been done, or omitted to be done, then the judgment shall

1650 be
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be for the defendant ; and if the plaintiff is nonsuited or discon- <"osts if

tiniios his action after the defendant has appeared, or if judg- ^aUs!
^

inent is given against the pLaintiff, the defendant shall recover

his costs and have the like remedy therefor as defendants have

in other cases. 62-63 V., c. 27, s. 31.

SCHEDULE.

MODE OF TESTING PETROLEUM SO AS TO ASCERTAIN" THE TEM-

PERATURE AT WHICH IT WILE GIVE OFF
INFLAMMABLE VAPOUR.

Specification of the Test Apparatus or Pyrometer.

The following is a description of the details of the appar-

atus :

—

The oil cup consists of a cylindrical vessel two inches in

diameter, two inches and two-tenths in height (internal), with
outward projecting rim five-tenths of an inch wide, three-eighths

of an inch from the top, and one and seven-eighths of an inch

from the bottom of the cup. It is made of gun-metal or brass

(17 B.W.G.) tinned inside. A bracket consisting of a short

stout piece of wire bent upwards and terminating in' a point,

is fixed to the inside of the cup to serve as a gauge. The dis-

tance of the point from the bottom of the cup is one and one-

half inch. The cup is provided with a close-fitting overlapping

cover made of brass (22 B.W.G.), which carries the ther-

mometer and test lamp. The latter is suspended from two sup-

ports from the side by means of trunnions upon which it may
be made to oscillate ; it is provided with a spout, the mouth of

which is one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter. The socket

which is to hold the thermometer is fixed at such an angle and
its length is so adjusted that the bulb of the thermometer when
inserted to its full depth shall be one and one-half inch below
the centre of the lid.

The cover is provided with three square holes, one in the

centre, five-tenths by four-tenths of an inch, and two smaller

ones, three-tenths by two-tenths of an inch, close to the sides

and opposite each other. These three h(Ses may be closed and
uncovered by means of a slide moving in grooves, and having
perforations corresponding to those on the lid.

In moving the slide so as to uncover the holes, the oscillating

lamp is caught by a pin fixed ii\ the slide, and tilted in such

a way as to bring the end of the spout just below the surface

of the lid. Upon the slide being pushed back so as to cover

the holes, the lamp returns to its original position.

104^ 1651 Upon
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Upon the cover, in front of and in line with the month of

the lamp, is fixed a white bead, the dimensions of which repre-

sent the size of the test flame to be used.

The bath or heated vessel, consists of two flat-bottomed

copper cylinders (24 B.W.G.), an inner one of three inches in

diameter and two and one-half inches in height, and an outer

one of five and one-half inches in diameter and five and three-

quarter inches in height ; they are soldered to a circular cop-

per plate (20 B.W.G.), perforated in the centre, which forms

the top of the bath, in such a manner as to inclose the space

between the two cylinders, but leaving access to the inner

cylinder. The top of the bath projects both outwards and
inwards about three-eighths of an inch; that is, its diameter is

about three-fourths of an inch greater than that of the body
of the bath, while the diameter of the circular opening in the

centre is about that much less than that of the inner cylinder.

To the inner projection of the top is fastened, by six small

screws, a flat ring of ebonite, the screws being sunk below the

surface of the ebonite, to avoid metallic contact between the

bath and the oil cup. The exact distance between the sides and

bottom of the inner cylinder and of the oil cup is one-half of

an inch. A split socket similar to that on the cover of the oil

cup, but set at a right angle, allows a thermometer to be in-

serted in the space between the two cylinders. The bath is

further provided with a funnel, an overflow pipe and two loop

handles.

The bath rests upon a tripod stand, to the ring of which is

attached a copper cylinder or jacket (24 B.W.G.), flanged at

the top, and of such dimensions that the bath, while firmly

resting on the ring, just touches with its projecting top the

inward turned flange. The diameter of this outer jacket is

six and one-half inches. One of the three legs of the stand

serves as support for the spirit lamp attached to it by means

of a small swing bracket. The distance of the wick holder

from the bottom of the bath is one inch.

Two thermometers are provided with the apparatus, the

one ascertaining the temperature of the bath, the other for

determining the flashing point. The thermometer for ascer-

taining the temperature of the water has a long bulb and a

si)ace at the top. The scale (in degrees of Fahrenheit) is

marked on the tube. It is fitted with a metal collar, fitting

the socket, and the part of the tube below the collar should

have a length of about three and one-half inches, measured

from the collar to the end of the bulb. The thermometer for

ascertaining the temperature of the oil is fitted with a collar;

and tlie scale is cut on the tube in a similar manner to the one

described. It measures from end of collar to end of bulb two

and one-quarter inches.

Note.—A model apparatus is deposited at the Weights and

Measures Branch of the Inland Keveuue Department.

1G52 Directions
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Directions for Applying the Flash Test.

1. The test apparatus is to be placed for use in a position

where it is not exposed to cnrrents of air or draughts.

2. The heating vessel of water bath is filled by pouring
water into the funnel nntil it begins to flow out of the spout

of the vessel. The temperature of the water at the commence-
ment of the test is to be one hundred and forty degrees

Fahrenheit, and this is attained, in the first instance, either by
mixing hot and cold water in the bath, or in a vessel from
Avhich the bath is filled, until the thermometer which is pro-

vided for testing the temperature of the water gives the pro-

per indication ; or by heating the water with the spirit lamp
(which is attached to the stand of the apparatus) until the

required temperature is indicated.

If the water has been heated too highly, it is easily reduced
to one hundred and forty degrees by pouring in cold water

little by little (to replace a portion of the warm water) until

the thermometer gives the proper reading.

When a test has been completed, this water bath is again

raised to one hundred and forty degrees by placing the lamp
underneath, and the result is readily obtained while the petro-

leum cup is being emptied, cooled and refilled with a fresh

sample to be tested. The lamp is then turned on its swivel

from under the apparatus, and the next test is proceeded with.

3. The test lamp is prepared for use by fitting it with a

piece of flat plaited candle wick, and filling it with colza or

rape or fine sperm oil up to the lower edge of the opening of

the spout or wick tube. The lamp is trimmed so that when
lighted it gives a flame of about lifteen-hundredths of an inch

in diameter, and this size of flame, which is represented by
the projecting white bead on the cover of the oil cup, is readily

maintained by simple manipulation, from time to time, with a

small wire trimmer.

When gas is available it may be conveniently used in place

of the little oil lamp, and for this purpose a test-flame arrange-

ment for use with gas may be substituted.

4. The bath having been raised to the proper temperature,

the oil to be tested is introduced into the petroleum cup, be-

ing poured in slowly until the level of the liquid just reaches

the point of the gauge which is fixed in the c«p. In warm
weather the temperature of the room in which the samples to

be tested have been kept should be observed in the first in-

stance, and if it exceeds sixty-five degrees the samples to be

tested should be cooled down (to about sixty-five degrees) by
immersing the bottles containing them in cold water, or by
any other convenient method ; or if the sample is much below

that temperature, it should be raised so as not to be less than

sixty degrees when placed in the test cup. The lid of the cup
with the slide closed, is then put on, and the cup is placed in

the bath or heating vessel. The thermometer in the lid of the

1653 cup
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cup has been adjusted so as to have its bulb just immersed in

the liquid, and its position is not, under any circumstances, to

be altered. When the cup has been placed in the proper
position, the scale of the thermometer faces the operator.

5. The test lamp is then placed in position upon the lid of

the cup, a pendulum beating seconds or a lead or plumb-line

measuring thirty-nine inches from its point of suspension to

the centre of the plumb weight, fixed in a convenient position

in front of the operator, is set in motion, and the rise of the

thermometer in the petroleum cup is watched. When the

temperature has reached about eighty degrees the operation

of testing is to be commenced, the test-flame being applied

once for every rise of one degree, in the following manner :

—

The slide is slowly drawn open while the pendulum per-

forms three oscillations, and is closed during the fourth oscilla-

tion.

62-63 v., c. 27, sch.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 87.

An Act respecting the Inspection of Gas and Gas
Meters.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Gas Inspection Act. R.S., Short title.

c. 101, s. 1.

USTTERPRETATION.

3. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Inland Revenue

;

(b) ' Department ' means the Department of Inland Re-
venue

;

(c) ' meter ' means gas meter, and includes every kind of
machine, apparatus or instrument used for measuring
gas;

(d) ' undertaker ' means any company or person under-
taking to furnish gas to any purchaser;

(e) ' purchaser ' includes any person to whom gas is to be
furnished

;

(f)
' prescribed quality ' means that quality of gas which

the undertaker has undertaken to supply to the purchaser;

(g) ' inspector ' means an inspector of gas meters appointed
under this Act

;

(h) ' district ' means the place for which an inspector is

appointed

;

(i) ' gas ' includes natural as well as manufactured gas.

R.S., c. 101, s. 2; 53 V., c. 25, s. 1.

REGULATIONS.

,3. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make Rej:ulation8
such regulations, not inconsistent with this Act, as are neces- ^'^y be made

sary for giving effect to its provisions, and also regulations,— in Suncil!""
(a) as to the pressure under wdiich gas is to be supplied;

and,

(h) in the case of inodorous gas, to require the addition of
such substances as he deems necessary in order to com-
municate odour; and,

1655 (c)
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(c) for declaring the true intent and meaning of this Act in

all cases of doubt. K.S., c. 101, s. 50; 53 V., c. 25, s. 4.

STANDARDS AND MODELS.

Standard ^of 4. The Only standard or unit of measure for the sale of gas

by meter shall be the cubic foot, containing sixty-two pounds,

and three hundred and twenty-one-thousandths of a pound
avoirdupois weight of distilled water, weighed in air at the

temperature of sixty-two degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer,

the barometer being at thirty inches. R.S., c. 101, s. 3.

Verification 5. In addition to the models of gasholders measuring the

oF*^nfultiples
^^^^ cubic foot, and multiples and decimal parts of the said

of such cubic cubic foot, already made and verified, and deposited in the De-
partment, models of such further multiples and decimal parts of

the said cubic foot as the Minister, from time to time, thinks

necessary, shall be carefully made with proper balances, indices

and apparatus for testing the measurement and registration of

meters ; and such models shall be verified under the direction

of the Minister, and when so made and verified, shall be de-

posited in the Department ; and copies of the models deposited

and verified as aforesaid, shall be used under such regulations

as are approved by the Governor in Council, for testing and
verifying all meters used within Canada. R.S., c. 101, s. 4.

Models of 6. Copies of the models of the apparatus described in the
apparatus schedule to this Act, for testing the illuminating power and
gas. purity of gas, deposited in the Department, shall be used in

the manner described in the said schedule, and in such further

instructions, not inconsistent therewith, as are, from time to

time, directed by regulations made by the Minister, for testing

the illuminating power and purity of gas. R.S., c. 101, s. 5.

INSPECTORS AND APPARATUS.

Appointment '^ * In every city, town, village or place in Canada where gas
of inspectors, jg made for sale, one or more inspectors of gas and gas meters

may be appointed by the Governor in Council, who shall have

the custody of all measuring and testing apparatus and stan-

dards, and of all stamps and stamping apparatus supplied for

use in the place for which he is appointed; and the inspectors

Their duties, ^o appointed shall verify all gas meters, and test the purity

of gas used in their respective districts, and shall stamp the

meters when found correct, and grant certificates as to the

quality of the gas, in such manner and in such form as are

prescribed by regulations under this Act ; and any such

inspector may, at all reasonable hours, enter any place within

his district whore any meter is used for measuring gas delivered

to a purchaser, for the purpose of inspecting the meter so used.

K.S., c. 101, s. G.

1656 8.
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8. Such inspectors shall be remunerated for their services How paid,

by allowances or salary, as the Governor in Council, from
time to time, orders, not exceeding what is voted by Parlia-

ment. U.S., c. 101, s. 7.

9. Inspectors of weights and measures, and other officers who may be

of Inland Revenue, may be appointed and act as gas insixic-
appointed,

tors under this Act; but no gas inspector appointed shall be Proviso.

a maker or seller of gas or gas meters, or employed by any
maker or seller of gas or gas meters; and no gas inspector

shall repair or adjust any gas meter inspected or verified by
him. R.S., c. 101, s. 8.

.
10. Every inspector shall be supplied by the Department standard to

under such rco-ulations as are prescribed by the Minister, with 1*^ supplied

,

^
p

*
.

I
' . ^ . to inspector.

the necessary apparatus for testing and verifying gas and gas

meters, which apparatus shall first be tested and verified by the

primary models and apparatus hereinbefore mentioned. R.S.,

c. 101," s. 9.

11. Every inspector, on appointment, shall take an oath Inspectors to

for the faithful and impartial discharge of the duties assigned sup^i^d"with
to him, before a justice of the peace, who shall give him a cer- apparatus,

tificate of his having done so, wdiich shall be transmitted by
him to the Minister, in whose office it shall be kept; and he
shall be furnished with the necessary inspection standards,

being copies duly authenticated, of the official standards and
other apparatus ; he shall give bonds, to an amount to be fixed To give

by the Governor in Council, for the safe custody and careful security,

preservation of such standards and apparatus and for their

delivery over to his successor in the event of his resignation

or of his removal from office, and for the due accounting for

all moneys received by him as such inspector. R.S., c. 101,

s. 10.

12. Once in every five years at the least, and whenever Verification

required so to do by the Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue, "^ standards.

each inspector shall present his inspection standards and other

apparatus in his possession for the purpose of ascertaining and
establishing their accuracy by comparison with the official

standards, and shall obtain from the Deputy Minister a certifi-

cate of their accuracy. R.S., c, 101, s. 11.

13. No copy of the gas-measuring models shall be legal Re-verifica-

which has not been verified or re-verified by the Department

within a period of ten years after the next preceding verifica-

tion ; and no such copy, which has been altered or re-adjusted

after verification by the Department, shall be legal until re-

verified by the Department. R.S., c. 101, s. 12.

1657 VERIFYIXG
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Unverified
meters un-
lawful.

VERIFYING AND TESTING METERS.

14. No gas meter shall be fixed for use which has not been

verified and stamped as hereinafter provided. R.S., c. 101,

s. 13.

Unauthor- 15. No meter after it has been fixed for use shall be veri-

^^i^ *ter"^ ^^^ ^^ tested bj any person except by the inspector as herein

provided. 1 E. VII., c. 28, s. 1.

Measuring 16. ISTo meter for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity

meter to be of gas sold or used, shall be fixed for use, unless the same has
marked. j^g measuring capacity at one revolution or complete action of

the meter, and also the quantity per hour it is intended to

measure in cubic feet or multiples or decimal parts of a cubic

foot conspicuously marked on the outside of such meter in

legible letters and figures. R.S., c. 101, s. 14.

And number 17. Every gas meter so tested and verified shall be marked

they^re to '^^'ith the number of lights it is constructed to supply,—each

suRply. light being computed to consume five cubic feet of gas per hour,

under a pressure equal to a column of water five-tenths of an

inch high. K.S., c. 101, s. 15.

Re-verifica-

tion.

Must have
certain
qualities.

18. Within twelve months after the expiration of five

years from each verification and stamping, every gas meter

shall again be verified and stamped. R.S., c. 101, s. 16.

19. ISTo meter shall be stami>ed which is found by the

inspector to register, or capable of being made to register,

quantities varying from the true standard measure of gas,

more than three per centum in favour of the seller, or four per

centum in favour of the consumer. R.S., c. 101, s. 17.

Verification,

bow tested.

20. The verification of each meter shall be attested by affix-

ing or impressing on some essential part thereof, a stamp or

mark of such description and in such manner as is directed by

regulations made by the Minister, and further, by the granting

of such certificate as aforesaid. li.S., c. 101, s. 18.

Re-verifica-
tion every
five years.

Rebate in

case

K.S., lOOG.

21. No meter duly stamped as aforesaid shall be liable to

bo re-stamped within the ])eriod of five years from the then last

verification or re-verification thereof, although the same is used

in any other place than that at which it was originally stamped,

but shall 1)0 considered as a lawful meter throughout Canada,
unless found incorrect under this Act, or requiring re-verifi-

cation by lapse of time, as aforesaid. U.S., c. 101, s. 19.

22. In the event of an ins])octod meter, being found, on

re-inspection, to vary from the standard, the contractor or the

1058 purchaser,
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purchaser, as the case may be, shall only be entitled, in esti- of variation

mating any rebate, to the gain or loss, as the case may be,
"^eter.

which has taken place during the three months immediately

prior to such re-inspection. 1 E. VII., c. 28, s. 2.

23. Every consumer of gas may purchase and use for the What meters

measurement of the gas supplied to him, any meter dnly veri-
|]!^^con^

"'^^

tied and stamped as aforo?^aid, if the gas consumed in an hour sumers.

does not exceed the quantity per hour which the meter is in-

tended to measure, marked on the outside thereof, as herein

provided. R.S., c. 101, s. 20.

24. In every case the owner of the meter, whether such Owners to
keep th
repair.owner is the buyer or seller of the gas for the measurement *^^^ ^"^ '"

whereof the meter is used, shall keep every such meter in good

repair, and shall be responsible for the due inspection thereof;

and, except as herein otherwise provided, shall pay the fee

lawfully chargeable for such inspection, and shall be liable

for all penalties incurred in respect of such meter. R.S., c.

101, s. 21.

25. The verification and testing of meters and gas shall be Rules for

performed in accordance with the provisions of this Act, and ^*^" cation,

with such further regulations not inconsistent therewith as are,

from time to time, made by the Governor in Council. R.S.,

c. 101, s. 22.

26. The following rules shall be observed by the inspector Further

in testing meters:

—

''"^^®-

(a) The wheelwork and other appliances whereby the regis- Accuracy of

tering indices are moved, shall be verified in such manner etc^^'^*^'^^'

as, from time to time, is prescribed by regulations made
by the Minister;

(h) The meter shall be tested for soundness or leakage only. Testing

and not for percentage of error, when fixed on a hori- ^un^dnesa^

zontal base, and with air or gas under a pressure equal to

a column of water three inches high—and passing not
more than one-twentieth part of its measuring capacity
per hour marked thereon, nor less than one-half of a cubic
foot per hour for all meters of a measuring capacity not
exceeding one hundred cubic feet per hour—and not more
than one-fortieth part of its said capacity per hour for all

meters of any greater measuring capacity per hour than
one hundred cubic feet ; and all meters found to work under
such test, and none other, shall be deemed sound meters

;

(c) The meter to be tested for percentage of error shall be For per-

fixed on a horizontal base, and shall be tested at a pres-
^^"^^^^ °^

sure equal to a column of Avater one inch high, and also

under a pressure equal to a column of water five-tenths of
an inch high, and passing the quantity of gas or atmos-

1659 pheric
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Owner may
be present
at inspec-

tion.

Inspector's
power to

enter for
inspection.

If meter
found incor-

rect.

pheric air per hour, which shall be marked thereon as its

measuring capacity per hour ; and the water used in such

testing, and the air of the room in which such testing is

made, shall be as nearly as practicable of the same tem-

perature as the gas or air passed through the meter. R.S.,

c. 101, s. 23.

27. During the inspection of any meter, or the testing of

any gas under the provisions of this Act, the owner of such

meter, or the manufacturer of such gas, and also the person

to whom the gas is supplied, may be present, by himself or his

agent; and at least twenty-four hours' notice of the inspection

of any gas meter shall be given, by the inspector or person

at whose request the inspection is made, to the other party.

R.S., c. 101, s. 24.

28. Any inspector may, at the request and expense of any

buyer or seller of gas, who shall give twenty-four hours' notice,

in writing, to the other party, at all reasonable times, enter

any house or shop, store, yard or other place whatsoever within

his district, where any meter, stamped or unstamped, is fixed

or used, and remove such meter, doing as little damage thereby

as may be ; and if, upon examination and testing, it appears

that any such meter is incorrect or fraudulent, such meter, shall

not be refixed or used again until altered and repaired so as

to measure and register correctly, and stamped. R.S., c. 101,

s. 25.

Disputes, 29. If any dispute arises between the buyer and seller of

gas, or between any owner of a meter and the inspector, res-

pecting the correctness of such meter, the inspector shall, if

required by any person dissatisfied, give such party his rea-

sons in writing, for his decision; and the dissatisfied party

may require such meter to be examined and re-tested by two

inspectors of adjoining or neighbouring districts, named—one

by each party ; and the decision of such last mentioned inspec-

tors shall be final; and the expense of the proceeding, taken

under the powers hereby granted, shall be borne by the party

against whom the decision is given. E,.S., c. 101, s. 26.

When the 30. All meters made to supply not more than twenty-five

meters m"/'^ lights, required to be verified and stamped, shall be de-

be made. livercd to the inspector at the place where his testing gas

holder and apparatus are then kept ; but meters intended

to supply more than twenty-five lights may, when deemed

nocossary by the inspector, be tested without being removed

from the place where they are used, by test meters or such

other apparatus as are directed by the Minister; and every

purchaser or seller of gas may, at his own expense, require any

stamped or unstamped meter by which the gas is measured, to

1060 be
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be examined and tested, and if found correct, to be stamped ; Inspection

or he may, at his own expense, substitute a stamped meter in ^quirgj
the phice of any such unstamped meter: Provided that such
purchaser or seller of gas shall, before removal of any such Proviso,

unstamped meter for the purpose aforesaid, give twenty-four
hours' notice, in writing, of such intended removal, to the other

party. E.S., c. 101, s. 27.

TESTING THE QUALITY AND PURITY OF GAS.

31. Every undertaker in any city, town or place for which What the

there is an inspector of gas, shall be held to have undertaken shall"be^^

that, held to have

(a) the supply of gas shall be regular and sufficient;

(b) it shall be supplied under sufficient pressure

;

(c) the quality of gas to be supplied to the purchaser shall

be such, that the light produced by a standard burner

consuming five cubic feet of gas per hour, shall be equal

in intensity to that produced by sixteen sperm candles,

as mentioned in schedule A ; and,

shall e^-liibit no trace of sulphuretted hydrogen or any excess

of sulp>uir or ammonia when tested in accordance with the

rules provided in that behalf in the schedule to this Act. U.S.,

c. 101, s. 28.

32. Such quality shall be called the standard quality, unless Standard

such undertaker has expressly undertaken to furnish gas QuaHty.

of some other quality as to its illuminating properties, which
shall be called the prescribed quality; but in any case gas Prescribed

furnished for lighting purposes shall be free from any trace Quality,

of sulphuretted hydrogen as aforesaid, and from any greater

quantity of sulphur or ammonia than is allowed by regulations

made by the Minister. R.S., c. 101, s. 28.

33. Illuminating gas shall be considered as impure, when As to

it contains ammonia in any quantity exceeding four grains
arKTsulifhur

per one hundred cubic feet, or sulphur in other forms than in gas.

sulpiiuretted hydrogen, in any quantity exceeding thirty-five

grains per one hundred cubic feet. E.S., c. 101, s. 28.

34. A testing place or places shall be prescribed by the Testing

Department in every city, to^vll, or place for or in respect of
'^'^'^*^"

which an inspector of gas is appointed, and such testing place

shall not be less than five hundred yards distant from the gas

house or premises where the gas is produced and purified, and

not more than one hundred yards from some point on some

one of the main conducting pipes used for the distribution of

the gas ; and, upon notice of the determination as to the loca-

tion of such testing place, every undertaker shall make the

connections necessary to carry the gas from such gas house or

1661 premises
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premises to such testing place; and until such connections

have been made to the satisfaction of the inspector, the selling

of gas shall be illegal. 53 V., c. 25, s. 2.

Tests 35. The inspector may, at any reasonable time, and at the
else-where.

request of either the undertaker or the purchaser, examine and

test the gas furnished by the undertaker at the testing place

prescribed as aforesaid, or at any other place at the option of

the inspector. K.S., c. 101, s. 29; 53 V., c. 25, s. 2.

Apparatus to 36. There shall be provided at the testing place or places

forTesdng^ proper conveniences and apparatus therein for the purposes

of,-
(a) testing the illuminating power of the gas supplied

;

(h) testing the presence of sulphuretted hydrogen in the gas

supplied ; and,

(c) testing the presence and quantity of sulphur and am-

monia. R.S., c. 101, s. 30.

Special 37. If there is a special agreement between the undertaker

w^lf°^ur-* ^^^ ^^® purchaser, there shall be provided proper conveniences

chaser. and apparatus for such of the said purposes as are prescribed

in the said agreement. E.S., c. 101, s. 30.

Apparatus to 38. The Said apparatus shall be in accordance with the

to schedule" regulations prescribed in the schedule to this Act, or according

to such rules as are, from time to time, substituted in lieu there-

of by regulations under this Act, and shall be so situated and

arranged as to be conveniently used for the^ purpose of testing

the illuminating power and purity of the gas supplied by the

undertaker. R.S., c. 101, s. 30.

Time for 39. The inspector may test the illuminating power and
testing. purity of the gas supplied by the undertaker on any or every

day, between the hours of five o'clock and eight o'clock in the

afternoon, from the first day of October to the thirty-first day

of March, both inclusive, and on any or every day between the

hours of seven o'clock and ten o'clock in the afternoon, from the

first day of April to the thirtieth day of September, both

inclusive. U.S., c. 101, s. 31.

Parties may 40. The undertaker and purchaser, or either of them, may

sented'^^'
have an agent present at the testing; but such agent shall not

interfere witli the operation of testing, which shall be conduct-

ed in accordance with the rules prescri})e(l in the schedule to

this Act, or in any regulations made under this Act. R.S.,

c. 101. s. 32.

Fees : by 41. 'I'be fees of the inspector shall be paid by the person
whom paid.

i-(.(|ii j li ng tlic insjicctioii ; but if the inspector finds and certi-

l'6r,2 fies
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fies that the gas inspected is inferior in quality to the standard

or quality which the undertaker was bound to furnish to the

purchaser, then the purchaser, if he has required the inspection,

may recover from the undertaker the fees so paid by him.

E.S., c. 101, s. 33.

42. The inspector shall give to either the undertaker or pur- Certificate of

chaser, or both, on paynient of the proper fee, a certificate stat-
j^^ ^j^^^^

'

ing the result of his inspection, and the time at which it M'as

made, and at whose instance, and any other particulars he

thinks it right to insert for the information and guidance of

the persons concerned ; and such certificate shall be prima facie

evidence of the quality of the gas inspected, and shall bear an

adhesive stamp or stamps representing the fee lawfully charge-

able for such certificate. R.S., c. 101, s. 34.

' BOOKS AND INSrECTORS' CERTIFICATES.

43. Every undertaker shall, at all times, keep in his office, Companies

in a book or books, the names and addresses of his purchasers of consumers

for the time being, which book or books shall be open to the P^^" *° the
inspector.

inspector during office hours, and from which he may take such

extracts as he thinks fit. U.S., c. 101, s. 35.

44. Every undertaker shall keep the public informed of the Certificate of

illuminating power of the gas supplied by him, and of its procured °and

purity as affected by the absence or presence of sulphuretted posted up.

hydrogen, by procuring a certificate from the inspector and
posting it up in the chief office of the undertaker from time to

time, as follows : Undertakers having more than four thousand

meters shall procure such certificate once in each week ; those Frequency of

having four or more than three thousand meters, once in two according^ to

weeks, those having three or more than two thousand meters, number of

once in each month ; those having two thousand or more than
^o^"™^''^-

one thousand meters, once in each interval of two months

;

and those having one thousand meters or less, once* in each

interval of three months. 63-64 V., c. 41, s. 1.

45. Such certificate shall show the average result of the What

various tests taken by the inspector under regulatioiis made shlll^sh'ow.

by the Minister, during the period intervening between the date

of any certificate and that of the preceding one, and shall

remain so posted up until replaced by the next succeeding one
as hereinbefore required. R.S., c' 101, s. 36.

46. Every undertaker in cities in which the requisite Certificate as

apparatus is furnished by the Minister, shall obtain during the and'^suTpTur.

first weeks respectively of January, April, July and October
in each year, a certificate indicating the average quantity of
ammonia and sulphur, in other forms than sulphuretted hydro-
gen, ascertained by official analysis during the preceding three

months to have been contained in the gas. R.S., c. 101, s. 30.

1663 47.
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When 47. Each certificate of tests made shall be posted as above

shaVl^be*^
required within twenty-fovir hours of its delivorv by the in-

posted up. spector, and shall remain so posted up until the issue of the

next following certificate. U.S., c. 101, s. 36.

FEES, STAMPS AND ACCOUNTS.

Fees, how 48. The fces for testing and stamping gas meters or for

proprfated^^' ^stiug the quality and purity of gas, shall be determined,

from time to time, by the Governor in Council and published

in the Canada Gazette, and such fees shall be regulated so that

they will, as nearly as may be, meet the cost of carrying this

Act into effect; and all fees received under this Act shall be

accounted for and paid to the Minister of Finance, at such

times and in such manner as the Minister directs, and shall

form part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund. R.S., c. 101,

s. 37.

Payment of
fees hv
stamps.

49. Siich fees shall be paid, at the time of the inspection,

stamping or verification, to the inspector, who shall aflix to

the certificate given by him, an adhesive stamp or stamps to

the amount of such duty, and shall, at the time of affixing

the same, write or stamp thereon the date at which such stamp

or stamps is or are affixed; and no certificate shall be valid or

avail for any purpose whatsoever, unless the requisite stamps

have been duly affixed thereto and cancelled. R.S., c. 101,

s. 38.

Preparation
of stamps.

Accounts.

50. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,

direct stamps to be prepared for the purposes of this Act, bear-

ing such device as he thinks proper, and may defray the cost

thereof out of any unappropriated moneys forming part of

the Consolidated Revenue Fund; and the device on such cer-

tificate stamp shall express the value thereof, that is to say,

the sum at which it shall be reckoned in payment of the fees

hereby prescribed. U.S., c. 101, s. 39.

51. Separate accounts shall be kept of all expenditure in-

curred and of all fees and duties collected and received under

the authority of this Act ; and a correct statement of the same

for the last preceding fiscal year shall be laid before Par-

liament within the first fifteen days of each session. R.S., c.

101, s. 40.

ForptinK
BtamjiH for

meters.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

52. Every person who, except under the authority of this

Act, makes, causes or procures to be made, or knowingly

acts or assists in making, or who forges or counterfeits, or

causes or procures to be forged or counterfeited, or knowingly

acts or assists in the forging or counterfeiting of any stamp or

1664 mark
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mark used for the stamping or marking of any meter under Using

this' Act, shall incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred dol- forced

lars and not less than fifty dollars ; and every person who know- stamps,

ingly sells, utters or disposes of, lets, lends or exposes to sale,

any meter with such forged stamp or mark thereon, shall, for

every such offence, incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred

dollars and not less than twenty dollars ; and all meters, hav-

ing on them such forged or counterfeited stamps or marks,

shall be forfeited and destroyed. R.S., c. 101, s. 41.

53. Every person who knowingly repairs or alters, or causes Altering

to be repaired or altered, or knowingly tampers with or does nietere, etc.

any other act in relation to any stamped meter, so as to cause or obstruct-

such meter to register unjustly, or who prevents or refuses law- action!''^

ful access to any meter in his possession or control, or inter-

feres wath or obstructs the supply of water necessary for the

proper action of the meter, or obstructs or hinders any exam-

ination or testing authorized by this Act, shall incur a penalty Penalty,

not exceeding one hundred dollars and not less than fifty dol-

lars, and shall pay the fees for removing and testing, and the

expense of purchasing and fixing a new meter: Provided that

the payment of any such penalty as aforesaid shall not exempt

the person paying it from liability to indictment or other pro-

ceeding to which he would otherwise be liable, or deprive any

person of the right to recover damages against such person for

any loss or injury sustained by such act or default. K.S., c.

101, s. 42.

54. Every person who fixes for use, or causes to be fixed for Fixing un-

use, any meter, before it has been verified and stamped as ^eter^^
herein required, shall incur a penalty of twenty-five dollars for

every such unverified or unstamped meter. R.S., c. 101, s. 43.

55. Every person except the inspector herein provided, Unauthor-

who verifies or tests, or causes to be verified or tested, anv ^^^^ testing.

meter after it has been fixed for use shall incur a penalty of

twenty-five dollars for every meter so verified or tested. 1 E.
VII., c. 28, s. 3.

cer-
56. Every person wdio forges or counterfeits, or causes or Forging

procures to be forged or counterfeited, any certificate purport- tificates or

ing to be gTanted under this Act, or any stamp which, under
^^^"^^^^

this Act, is 'to be affixed to any such certificate, or wilfullv

uses any such counterfeited certificate or stamp knowing it to

be forged or counterfeited, is guilty of forgery, and shall be Penalty,

punishable accordingly, and every one who steals any such
stamp is guilty of theft. U.S., c. 101, s, 45.

57. Every undertaker furnishing gas for illuminating pur- Furnishing
poses which exhibits traces of sulphuretted hydrogen, when ^^^ showing

-lOK •{ an" . . ^
traces of sul-105 166o tested

E.S., 1906.
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Subsequent
offences.

Furnishing
gas showing
traces of

ammonia,
etc.

phuretted tested in accordance with the rules provided in that behalf in
hydrogen.

^-^^ schedule to this Act, shall incur a penalty for the first

First offence, offence, if such Undertaker has more than eight thousand

meters, of sixty dollars ; if less than eight thousand and more

than four thousand meters, of thirty dollars ; if less than four

thousand and more than one thousand, of twenty dollars ; if

less than one thousand, of ten dollars ; and for every subsequent

offence, double the above-named penalties.

2. Every undertaker furnishing gas for illuminating pur-

poses which exhibits ammonia, or sulphur in other form than

sulphuretted hydrogen, in any greater quantity than is allowed

by regulations made by the Minister, or which is below the

standard quality as to its illuminating properties, shall incur

a penalty for each and every day during and upon which such

failure to comply with this Act occurs and continues, if such

undertaker has more than eight thousand meters, of thirty

dollars; if less than eight thousand and more than four

thousand, of fifteen dollars ; if less than four thousand and
more than one thousand, of ten dollars ; and if one thousand

or under, of five dollars ; unless such undertaker shows, to the

satisfaction of the Minister, that the occurrence was attribut-

able solely to accident which could not, by reasonable care and

foresight, have been avoided. 53 V., c. 25, s. 3; 61 V., c. 26,

s. 2.

Undertaker 58. Every undertaker who fails to keep the book or books

keep books!^*^
required by this Act to be kept by him, or who refuses to allow

the inspector to examine such books and to take such extracts

Penalty. therefrom as he requires, shall incur a penalty of fifty dollars.

E.S., c. 101, s. 35.

59. Every undertaker who fails to procure and post up theFailure to

tificate of certificates of tests required by this Act shall incur a penalty
tests. Qf ^gjj dollars for each day during which such failure continues.

R.S., c. 101, s. 36.
Penalty.

Selling gas 60. Every undertaker \vho in violation of any provision of

nections'are this Act sells gas before connections have been made with the
made with testing place as provided by this Act to the satisfaction of the

inspector, shall incur a penalty of fifty dollars for each day on
Penalty. which such illegal selling takes place. 53 V., c. 25, s. 2.

testing place.

Stamping
inr-orrect

meter.

Penalty.

K.S., I'JOG.

61. Every inspector who stamps any meter without duly
testing and finding the same correct, or who refuses or neg-
lects, for tlirex3 days after being required under the provisions

of this Act, without lawful excuse, to test any meter, or gas, or

to stamp any meter found correct on being so tested, or who
neglects U) perform any duty imposed upon him by this Act or
by any regulations made under authority thereof, shall incur a
])ena]ty not excr^eding fifty dollars and not less than ten dollars,

and shall be liable to dismissal from office. R.S., c. 101, s. 44.

1666 PEOCEDUKE.
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PROCEDURE.

62. All penalties imposed by this Act, or by any regiila- Recovery of

tion made under the autliority thereof, shall be recoverable,
'^'^^^

on summary conviction, vpith costs,

—

(a) before any justice of the peace for the district, county

or place in which the offence was committed, if the penalty

does not exceed twenty dollars ; and,

(h) before any two justices of the peace, if the penalty

exceeds twenty dollars.

2. Such penalties may, if not forthwith paid, be levied by

distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the offender, by
warrant under the hand and seal of the justice, who may also

award any imprisonment to which the offender is liable. U.S.,

c. 101, s. 47.

63. Every such prosecution shall be instituted by the in- ["^^i]^[j*^^ *°

spector, as acting in pursuance of this Act, who shall account prosecu-

for the amount of the penalty to the Minister. E-.S., c. 101,

s. 47.

tions.

64, All false meters seized as forfeited under this Act, shall False meters,

be delivered to the inspector, m whose custody they shall re- with,

main, subject to the order of the Minister. R.S., c. 101, s. 48.

65. No action or prosecution shall be brought against any Limitr.tion

person for any fine or penalty under this Act, unless the same "*

is commenced within six months after the offence is committed.

R.S., c. 101, s. 49.

SCHEDULE.

APPARATUS FOR TESTING GAS.

The apparatus for testing the illuminating power of gas

shall consist of the improved form of Bunsen's photometer,

known as Letheby's 0|>en sixty-inch photometer, or Evan's

inclosed one hundred inch photometer, together with a proper

meter, minute clock, governor, pressure gauge, and balance.

The burners to be used for testing the gas shall be such as

shall be prescribed by regulation.

The candles used for testing the gas shall be sperm candles

of six to the pound, and two candles shall be used together.

The apparatus for testing the presence in the gas of sulphur-

etted hydrogen, sulphur and ammonia, shall consist of,

—

a glass vessel containing a strip of bibulous paper moistened

with a solution of acetate of lead, containing sixty grains

of crystallized actetate of lead dissolved in one fluid ounce

of water;

1054 1667 such
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such other apparatus for testing the presence and quantity

of sulphur or ammonia as is directed by departmental

regulations.

MODE or TESTING FOR ILLUMINATING POWER.

The gas in the photometer is to be lighted at least ten min-

utes before the testing begins, and it is to be kept continuously

burning from the beginning to the end of the tests.

Each testing shall include ten observations of the photo-

meter, made at intervals of a minute.

The consumption of the gas is to be adjusted as nearly as

may be to five cubic feet per hour.

The candles are to be lighted at least ten minutes before

beginning each testing, so as to arrive at their normal rate of

burning, which is shown when the wick is slightly bent, and the

tip glowing. The standard rate of consumption for the candles

shall be one hundred and twenty grains of sperm each per hour,

and all candles shall be rejected as unsuitable when their rate

of burning exceeds that quantity by more than ten per centum
or when it falls short of it by more than five per centum.

During each set of ten observations of the photometer, the gas

examiner shall weigh the candles, and if the combustion shall

have been more or less per candle than the proper weight as

aforesaid per hour, he shall make and record the calculation

requisite to neutralize the effects of the difference.

^ The average of each set of ten observations is to be taken as

representing the illuminating power ascertained by that test-

ing.

MODE OF TESTING FOR PURITY.

For sulphuretted hydrogen, the gas shall be passed through

the glass vessel containing the slip of bibulous paper moistened

with the solution of acetate of lead for a period of three min-

utes, or such longer period as is prescribed by regulation, and

if any discoloration of the test paper is found to have taken

place, this is to be held conclusive as to the presence of sulphu-

retted hydrogen in the gas.

For sulphur or ammonia, such process shall be used as is

directed by departmental regulations.

RS., c. 101, sch.
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CHAPTER 88.

An Act respecting the Inspection of Electric Light.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Electric Light Insj)ection short title.

Act. 57-58 v., c. 39, s. 1.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' contractor ' means any person undertaking to furnish

electricity to any purchaser for lighting purposes

;

(h) ' purchaser ' means any person to whom electricity is

furnished for lighting purposes

;

(c) ' meter ' means electric light meter, and includes every

kind of machine, apparatus or instrument used for measur-

ing the quantity of electrical energy furnished to the

purchaser

;

(d) ' purchaser's terminals ' means the ends of the electric

lines or conductors situate upon the purchaser's premises

at which the supply of electricity is delivered from the

service lines

;

(e) ' Department ' means the Department of Inland

Revenue

;

(f)
' Minister ' means the Minister of Inland Revenue

;

(g)
' inspector ' means an inspector appointed under this

Act by the Department. 57-58 V., c. 3i), s. 2; GO-Gl V.,

c. 18, s. 4; IE. VIL, c. 29, s. 1.

UNIT OF SUPPLY.

3. The commercial unit of supply of electrical energy shall Unit of

be one thousand watt-hours, or the equivalent thereof in ampere ^""^^ ^'

hours. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 3.

CONTRACTORS.

4. Before commencing to give a^supply of electrical energy Pressure to

for illuminating purposes to any purchaser, the contractors ^^ declared,

shall declare to such purchaser the constant pressure at which

they propose to supply energy at his terminals.

1669 2.
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Percentage
of variation
allowed.

Accidental
variation.

2. The variation of pressure at any purchaser's terminals

shall not under any conditions of the supply which the pur-

chaser is entitled to receive, nor at any time exceed three pet

centum from the declared constant pressure, whether such

variation is due to the resistance of the service lines or appara-

tus belonging to the contractors, or to any action or effect pro-

duced by such apparatus, for which the purchaser cannot be

shown to be responsible, or partly to a variation of pressure in

the distributing mains from which the supply is taken.

3. The contractors shall not be liable for any variation of

pressure caused by unavoidable accident to the generating

plant or apparatus, or by the uncontrollable condition of the

elements. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 4.

Responsi- 5. The contractors shall be responsible for all electric lines,

tractors for ^ttings and apparatus, belonging to them or under their control'

condition of upon the purchaser's premises, being maintained in a proper

condition and in all respects fit for supplying energy ; but they

shall not be responsible for any damages arising from the use

of the electric current in lines, fittings and apparatus not

belonging to them or under their control. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 5.

Dangerous
connection
with earth.

6. If the contractors are reasonably satisfied, after making
all proper examination by testing or otherwise, that at some
part of a circuit a connection with the earth exists of such

resistance as to be a source of danger, and that such connection

does not exist at any part of the circuit belonging to the con-

tractors, any officer of the contractors duly authorized by them
in writing, may, for the purpose of discovering whether such

connection with the earth exists at any part of the wires upon
any purchaser's premises, at all reasonable times, after giving

one hour's notice of his intention to do so, enter such premises

and disconnect the purchaser's wires from the service lines, and
may require the purchaser to permit him to inspect and test

the wires and fittings belonging to the purchaser and forming
part of the circuit. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 6.

Discontinu-
ance of

supply.

7. If on such testing the officer discovers that a connection
exists between the purchaser's wires and the earth, and that
such connection has an electrical resistance not exceeding five

thousand ohms, or if the purchaser does not give all due facili-

ties for such inspection and testing, the contractors shall forth-

with discontinue the supply of energy to his premises, giving
immediate notice of such discontinuance to the purchaser, and
shall not recommence such supply until they are satisfied that
such connection with the earth has been removed. 57-58 V.,

c.- 39, s. 7.

If purchaser 8. If any j)urchasor is dissatisfied with the action of the

fied°'

"*''*'
contractors, either as to the mode of making the test or in dis-

1G70
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contimiing the supply of electricity to his premises, the wires

and fittings of such purchaser may, on his application to the

Department, be tested, for the existence of such connection

with the earth, by an electric light inspector. 57-58 V., c. 39,

s. 8.

9. Any officer of the contractors authorized in writing by Entry of

, .

"
!• , 1 J-

c " purchaser s
the inspector may, lor the purpose oi,

—

premises.

(a) inspecting their electric wires, meters, accumulators,

fittings, works, and apparatus for the supply of electri-

city; or, ^
(h) ascertaining the quantity of electricity consumed or sup-

plied ; or,

(c) removing any electric lines, accumulators, fittings,

works and apparatus belonging to the contractors, in

cases where a supply of electricity' is no longer required

or the contractors are authorized to take away and cut off

the supply of electricity from any premises

;

enter at all reasonable times any premises to which electricity

is or has been supplied by the contractors.

2. Such officer shall repair all damage caused by such entry, Repair of

inspection or removal. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 11.
'^^°'^^^-

10. Before supplying electricity to purchasers, the con- Certificates

tractors shall obtain from the Department, or from an officer tion.

appointed for the purpose, a certificate of registration, and
shall pay the officer issuing such certificate the fees prescribed

by the Governor in Council.

2. Such certificate shall expire on the thirtieth day of June,
in each year, and shall be renewable from year to year. 57-58

v., c. 39, s. 35.

INSPECTORS.

11. Inspectors of weights and measures, or of gas, or other Electric light

officers of Inland Eevenue, may, after examination as to their
'^^p^^*°^^-

qualification, be appointed and act as electric light inspectors

under this Act.

2. No such inspector shall be a seller of electricity or elec- Not to sell,

trie meters, or be employed by any person or company supply-
ing electricity or meters.

3. No electric inspector shall repair or adjust any meter Or repair,

inspected or verified by him. 57-58 V., c. 30, s. 12,

12. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, de- Appointment
termine at and for what places inspectors shall be appointed ; °^ inspectors,

and until such inspectors are appointed, this Act shall be

deemed not to have come into operation with respect to such
places. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 36.

1671 METERS.
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METERS.

Meters to be 13. The amount of electrical energj' supplied by contrac-
certified. ^^^.g ^^ ^.^^y. purchaser under this Act for lighting purposes, or

the electrical quantity contained in such supply, shall, if the

purchaser so desires, be ascertained by means of a suitable

meter, duly certified in accordance with regulations established

under the authority of this Act.

Duplicate of 2. Whenever a reading of a meter is taken by the contrac-

bT^eFt^with t*^^'s f^^ ^^^ purpose of establishing a charge upon the pur-

purchaser, chaser, the contractors shall cause a duplicate of such reading

to be left with the purchaser. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 13.

14. ISTo electric light meter shall be fixed for use which has

not been verified and stamped as hereinafter provided.

2. No meter after it has been fixed for use shall be verified

or tested by any person except by the inspector as herein pro-

vided. 57-58 v., c. 39, s. 14; 1 E. VII., c. 29, s. 2.

15. Xo meter shall be fixed for use unless it plainly indi-

cates by means of suitable dials the amount of current or

energy passing to the purchaser's wires.

2. Electrolytic meters in use on the twenty-third day of

July, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, may be con-

tinued unless objected to by the purchaser.

3. All renewals of meters shall be made by the substitution

of the direct-reading types.

4. The capacity of every meter fixed for use shall be marked

in a conspicuous place with the number of amperes or watts

it is constructed to record. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 15.

16. 'No meter shall be stamped which is found by the in-

spector to register quantities varying from the legal standard

unit of electricity more than three per centum in fnvour of

either the contractor or the purchaser. 1 E. VII., c. 29, s. 3.

Verification 17. The verification of each meter shall be attested by affix-

attested by
-j^g ^^ impressing on some essential part thereof, a stamp or

mark of such description and in such manner as is directed by

regulations made by the Minister. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 17.

Ee-verifica- 18. Within twelve months after the expiration of five years
lion. from such verification and stamping, every meter shall again

be verified and stamped. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 18.

Ijem 19. Xo meter duly stamped as aforesaid shall be liable to

be rc-vcrified or re-stamped within a period of five years from

the then last verification or re-verification thereof, although

used in any phico otlior than that at which it was originally

stamped, 1 :it such meter shall be considered as a lawful meter

throughout Canada, unless found incorrect under this Act.

1672 2.

Meters to be
verified and
stamped.

Recording
dials.

Description
of meter.

Renewals.

Capacity to

be stamped
on meter.

Accuracy
of riveter.
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2. The purchaser or the contractor may at any time, at the At any time,

cost of the party in fault, require the verification of the meter
used.

3. In the event of an inspected meter being found, on re- Rights of

inspection, to vary from the standard, the contractor or the
cage^of'^^jg"

purchaser, as the case may be, shall only be entitled to the gain crepancy.

or loss, as the case may be, arising by reason of such error,

during the three months immediately prior to such re-inspec-

tion. 57-58 v., c. 39, s. 19 ; 1 E. VII., c. 29, s. 4.

20. In every case the owner shall keep the meter in good Owner to

repair, and shall be responsible for the due inspection thereof,
fn^r^pafr^^

and, except as herein otherwise provided, shall pay the fee

lawfully chargeable for such inspection, and shall be liable for

all penalties incurred with respect to such meter, 57-58 V.,

c. 39, s. 20.

21. The verification and testing of meters shall be per- Rules for

formed in accordance with the provisions of this Act and with and^testing
such further regulations, not inconsistent therewith, as are

made by the Minister. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 21.

22. The contractors shall provide electricity and wiring and Contractors

all other reasonable facilities for testing, free of charge, at
f°cim*ies^for

such places as are agreed upon between the contractors and the testing.

Department. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 22.

23. If any dispute arises between the contractor and the Reference to

purchaser or between the contractor and the inspector, respect-
f^^^as^^f*

ing the correctness of such meter, the inspector shall, if re- dispute,

quired by any person dissatisfied, refer such dispute to the

Department for final decision.

2. During the inspection of any disputed meter, the con- inspection of

tractor or purchaser may be present, by himself or his agenl disputed

authorized in writing; and twenty-four hours' notice of the

inspection shall be given by the inspector to both the parties

interested. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 23 ; 1 E. VII., c. 29, s. 5.

GENERAL.

24. The purchaser may at any time, on payment of a fee to Call on

be fixed by the Governor in Council, call on an inspector to inspector to
'' ^1 !.•• Til 1

test pressure.
test the pressure oi the electricity supplied by the contractor,

and to furnish a certificate thereof. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 23.

25. The inspector shall give to either the contractor or the Inspector's

purchaser, or to both, on payment of the proper fee, a certifi- certificate.

cate stating the result of his inspection, and the time at which

it was made, and at whose instance, and any other particulars

he thinks it right to insert for the information and guidance of

the persons concerned.

1673 2.
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Inspectioa
fees.

2. Such certificate shall be prima facie evidence of the con-

dition of the meter inspected, and shall bear an adhesive stamp
or stamps representing the fee lawfully chargeable for such

certificate. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 24.

Contractors 26. The contractors shall at all times keep in their office, in
to kpcn list

of purchasers a book or books, the names and addresses of purchasers for the
open to the time being, which book or books shall be open to the inspector
inspector. •

during office hours, and from which he may take such extracts

as he thinks fit. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 25.

2*7. The fees for inspection of purchasers' wires and the

testing of lamps and meters shall be determined from time to

time by the Governor in Council and published in the Canada
Gazette, and such fees shall be regulated so that they will, as

nearly as may be, meet the cost of carrying this Act into effect

;

and all fees received under this Act shall be accounted for and
paid to the Minister of Finance and in such manner as the

Minister directs, and shall form part of the Consolidated Re-

venue Fund of Canada. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 26.

28. The Governor in Council may from time to time direct

stamps to be prepared for the purposes of this Act, bearing

such device as he thinks proper, and may defray the cost there-

of out of any unappropriated moneys forming part of the Con-

solidated Revenue Fund of Canada.

2. The device on such stamps shall express the value thereof,

that is to say, .the sum at which they shall be reckoned in pay-

ment of the fee determined as aforesaid. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 27.

29. Separate accounts shall be kept of all expenditures in-

curred and of all fees and duties collected and received under

the authority of this Act; and a correct statement of the same

for the last preceding fiscal year shall be laid before Parlia-

ment within the first fifteen days of each session. 57-58 V.,

c. 39, s. 28.

Stamps.

Device
thereon.

Accounts.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

Failure to 30. If any contractor makes default in complying with the
comply with requirements as to supply of sections four to ten inclusive of

ts as to this Act, or any of them, he shall be liable, for every such

default, to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars for every

day during which such default continues. 57-58 V., c. 39, s. 9.

requ
men
supply.

Ne^leot to

keep hooka.
31. Eyery contractor who fails at any time to keep in his

office in a book or books the names and addresses of the pur-

chasers for the time being open to an inspector during office

hours, from wliich the inspector may take such extracts as he

thinks fit, shall incur a penalty of fifty dollars. 57-58 V., c.

39, s. 25.

1G74 32.
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32. Every person who, except under the authority of this Fortring

Act, makes, causes or procures to be made, or knowingly acts

or assists in the making, or who forges or counterfeits, or causes »

or procures to be forged or counterfeited, or knowingly acts

or assists in the forging or counterfeiting of any stamp or mark
used for the stamping or marking of any meter under this

Act, shall incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars

and not less than fifty dollars.

2. Every person who knowingly sells, utters or disposes of, Selling, etc.,

lets, lends or exposes for sale, any meter with such forged f!^rged^'

stamp or mark thereon, shall, for every such offence, incur a stamp,

penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars and not less than

twenty dollars.

3. All meters having on them such forged or counterfeited Forfeiture,

stamps or marks shall be forfeited and destroyed. 57-58 V.,

c. 39, s. 29.

33* Every person who knowingly repairs or alters, or causes Tampering

to be repaired or altered, or knowingly tampers with or does

any other act in relation to any stamped meter, so as to cause

such meter to register wrongly, or who prevents, or refuses

lawful access to any meter in his possession or control, or ob-

structs or hinders any examination or testing authorized by

this Act, shall incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dol-

lars and not less than fifty dollars, and shall pay the fees for

removing and testing, and the expense of purchasing and fixing

a new meter.

2. The payment of any such penalty shall not exempt the Other rights

person paying it from liability to indictment or other proceed-
^^^^^^""^

ing to which he would otherwise be liable, or deprive any other

person of the right to recover damages against such person for

any loss or injury sustained by such act or default. 57-58 V.,

c. 39, s. 30.

34. Every person who fixes for use, or causes to be fixed Fixing un-

for use, any meter, before it has been verified and stamped as meter.

herein required, shall incur a penalty of twenty-five dollars for

every such unverified or unstamped meter. 57-58 V., c. 39,

s. 31.

35. Every inspector who stamps any meter without duly Stamping in-

testing and finding it correct, or who refuses or neglects, with- meter.*

out lawful excuse, for three days after being required under

the provisions of this Act, to test any meter, or to stamp any
meter found correct on being so tested, or who neglects

to perform any duty imposed upon him by this Act, or by any
regulations made under the authority thereof, shall incur a

penalty not exceeding fifty dollars and not less than ten dol-

lars, and shall be liable to dismissal from ofiice. 57-58 V.,

c. 39, s. 32.
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36. Every person except the inspector as herein provided,

who verifies or tests, or causes to be verified or tested, any

meter after it has been fixed for use shall incur a penalty of

twenty-five dollars for every meter so verified or tested. 1 E.

VII., c. 29, s. 6.

Recovery of

penalties.

How levied.

In case of
corporation.

Limitation
of suits.

PROCEDURE.

37. All penalties imposed by this Act or by any regulations

made thereunder shall be recoverable on summary conviction

with costs,

—

(a) if the penalty does not exceed twenty dollars, before

any justice of the peace for the district, county or place in

which the offence was committed ; and,

(h) if the penalty exceeds twenty dollars, before any two

justices of the peace.

2. Such penalties may, if not forthwith paid, be levied by

warrant under the hand and seal of the convicting justices,

who may award any imprisonment to which the offender is

liable.

3. When the offender is a corporation any process or other

paper required by Part XV. of the Criminal Code to be served

upon the defendant in proceedings under that Part may in

such case be served upon the mayor, or chief officer of such

corporation, or upon the clerk or secretary thereof. 57-58 V.,

c. 39, s. 33 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 20, s. 1.

38. No action or prosecution shall be brought against any

person for any fine or penalty under this Act, unless it is com-

menced within three months after the offence is committed.

57-58 v., c. 39, s. 34.

REGULATIONS.

ReKulations. 39. The Governor in Council may establish rules and regu-

lations,

—

(a) for the testing of electric lamps for illuminating power

;

(h) for instituting tests to determine what style or make of

meter shall be used to measure the quantity of electrical

energy supplied

;

(c) for determining a standard or standards for arc light-

ing; and,

(d) such other regulations, not inconsistent with this Act,

as arc necessary for giving effect to its provisions and for

declarinir its true intent and meaning in all cases of doubt.

1 E. VIL, c. 29, s. 7.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuix Ehward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 89.

An Act respecting the Inspection of Water Meters.

SHORT TITLE,

1. This Act may be cited as the Water Meters Inspection Short title.

Act.

IXTERPKETATIOX.

2* In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Inland Revenue

;

(b) ' Department ' means the Department of Inland '

Revenue

;

(c) ' meter ' means water meter, and includes every kind of

machine, apparatus or instrument used for measuring or

recording the volume of water furnished to the purchaser;

(d) ' contractor ' means any company, corporation or person

undertaking to furnish water to any purchaser;

(c) ' purchaser ' includes any person to whom water is to

be furnished

;

(f)
' inspector ' means any inspector of water meters

appointed under this Act. 4-5 E. VII., c, 48, s. 1.

REGULATIONS.

3. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make Governor in

Council mav
regii-

such regulations, not inconsistent with this Act, as are neces-
jn^ke

sary for giving effect to its provisions, and for declaring its lations.

true intent and meaning in all cases of doubt. 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 48, s. 32.

STANDARDS OR UNITS OF MEASURE.

4. The standards or units of measure for the sale of water standards of

by meter shall be the gallon containing ten Dominion standard measure,

pounds weight of distilled water at the temperature of sixty-

two degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer, and with the baro-

meter at thirty inches, and the cubic foot, containing sixty-two

pounds and three hundred and twenty-one thousandths of a

pound avoirdupois weight of distilled water, weighed in air at

the temperature of sixty-two degrees of Fahrenheit's thermo-

meter, the barometer being at thirty inches. 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 48, s. 2.

1677 INSPECTORS.
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INSPECTORS.

Inspectors. 5, j^-^j officers in the employ of the Department may be

appointed and may act as inspectors of meters under this Act.

4-5 E. VII., c. 48, s. 3.

METERS.

^tem'^^d
° ^^ ^* -^*^ meter shall be fixed for use which has not been veri-

fied and stamped as hereinafter provided. 4-5 E. VII., c. 48,

s. 4.

^^d'^^
*° 7. No meter shall be fixed for use unless it plainly indi-

quantity in cates by means of suitable dials the quantity, in gallons or cubic

c^bf^feet
^^^^ ^^ water passing through and discharged therefrom.

2. The capacity of every such meter shall also be conspicu-

ously marked thereon. 4-5 E. VII., c. 48, s. 5.

Only
^°^^5?f'

8. No meter after it has been fixed for use shall be verified

or test or tested by any person except by the inspector. 4-5 E. VII.,

c. 48, s. 6.
meter.

Re-verifica- 9, Within twelve months after the expiration of five years

from each verification and stamping, every meter shall again

be verified and stamped. 4-5 E. VII., c. 48, s. 7.

Must have 10. ISTo meter shall be stamped which is found by the in-

ciuafi"e8. spector to register, or capable, without tampering with the

general construction, of being made to register, quantities

varying from the true standard measure of water more than

three per centum in favour of the purchaser. 4-5 E. VIL,
c. 48, s. 8.

Verification H, The Verification of each meter shall be attested by affix-
"^^

' ing or impressing on some essential part thereof a stamp or

mark of such description and in such manner as is directed by

regulations made by the Minister, and, further, by the grant-

ing of such certificate as is prescribed by regulations under

this Act. 4-5 E. VII., c. 48, s. 9.

Re-verifica- 12. No meter duly stamped as aforesaid shall be liable to be

five yl&TB. re-stamped within the period of five years from the then last

verification or re-verification thereof, although it is used in any

other place than that at whicli it was originally stamped, but

such meter shall be considered as a lawful meter throughout

Canada, unless found incorrect under this Act, or requiring

re-verification by lapse of time as aforesaid, and the purchaser

or the contractor may at any time, at the cost of the party in

fault, require the verification of the meter used. 4-5 E. VIL,

c. 48, s. 10.

1678 13.
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13. In the event of an inspected meter being found, on re- Ho^^' rebate

inspection, to vary from the standard, the contractor or the
'^ estimated,

purchaser, as the case may be, shall only be entitled, in esti-

mating any rebate, to the gain or loss, as the case may be,

which has taken place during the three months immediately
prior to such reinspection. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 11.

14. Every consumer of water, by meter, may purchase and What meters

use for the measurement of the water supplied to him any by^con-"^^"^
meter duly verified and stamped as aforesaid. 4-5 E. VIL, supers.

c. 48, s. 12.

15. In every case the owTier of the meter shall keep it in Owners to

good repair, and shall be responsible for the due inspection re^prir.°

thereof, and, except as herein otherv\dse provided, shall pay the
fee lawfully chargeable for such inspection, and shall be liable

for all penalties incurred with respect to such meter. 4-5 E.
VIL, c. 48, s. 13.

16. The verification and testing of meters shall be per- Rules for

formed in accordance with such regulations as are established verification,

by the Department. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 14.

17. During the inspection of any disputed meter, under the Owners, etc.,

provisions of this Act, the owner of such meter, the company, pp^esent at

corporation or person furnishing the water, and also the per- inspection,

son to whom the water is supplied, may be present, by himself
or his agent.

2. At least twenty-four hours' notice of the inspection shall

be given by the inspector to all the persons interested as afore-

said. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 15.

18. Any inspector having given notice as aforesaid may, Inspector's

at the request and expense of any purchaser or contractor, at
po^^'^^" to

all reasonable times, enter any house or shop, yard or other inspection,

place whatsoever within his district, where any meter, stamped
or unstamped, is fixed or used.

2. If, upon examination and testing, it appears that such if meter

meter is incorrect or fraudulent, it shall not be used again incorrect,

until repaired so as to measure and register correctly, and until

stamped. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 16.

19. If any dispute arises between the purchaser and the Disputes,

contractor, or between any owner of a meter and the inspector, ^°^' settled,

respecting the correctness of the meter, the inspector shall, if

required by any person dissatisfied, refer the dispute to the

Department for final decision. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 17.

inspectors' certificates.

20. The inspector shall give to either the contractor or the Inspector's

purchaser, or to both, on payment of the proper fee, a certifi- be^^v^i.^
*°
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cate stating the result of his inspection, and the time it was
made, and at whose instance, and any other particulars he
thinks it right to insert for the information and guidance of

the persons concerned..

Prima facie 2. Such certificate shall be pritna facie evidence of the con-

conditi*on ^of (lition of the meter inspected, and shall bear an adhesive stamp
meter. or stamps representing the fee lawfully chargeable for such

certificate. 4-5 E. VII., c. 48, s. 18.

CONTRACTORS BOOKS.

Contractor
to keep
books open
for inspec-
tion.

21. Every contractor shall at all times keep in his office,

in a book or books, the names and addresses of his purchasers

for the time being, which book or books shall be open to the

inspector during office hours, and from which he may take

such extracts as he thinks fit. 4-5 E. VII., c. 48, s. 19.

FEES, STAMPS AND ACCOUNTS.

Fees, how
fixed and
appropri-
ated.

Payment of

fees by
stamps.

22. The fees for testing and stamping meters shall be de-

termined, from time to time, by the Governor in Council.

2. All fees received under this Act shall be accounted for

and paid to the Minister of Finance at such times and in such

manner as the Minister directs, and shall form part of the

Consolidated Kevenue Fund. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 20.

23. Such fees shall be paid, at the time of the inspection,

stamping or verification, to the inspector, who shall affix to

the certificate given by him, an adhesive stamp or stamps to

the amount of such fees, and shall, at the time of affixing the

same, write or stamp thereon the date at which such stamp or

stamps is or are afiixed, and no certificate shall be valid or avail

for any purpose whatsoever, unless the requisite stamps have

been duly affixed thereto and cancelled. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48,

s. 21.

Preparation
of stamps.

Device
thereon.

Accounts.

24. The Minister may from time to time direct stamps to

be prepared for the purposes of this Act, bearing such device

as he thinks proper; and the device on such stamps shall ex-

press the value thereof, that is to say, the sum at which they

shall be reckoned in payment of the fee hereby prescribed.

4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 22.

25. Soi)arate accounts shall be kept of all expenditures

incurred and of all fees and duties collected under the author-

ity of tfiis Act; and a corrQct statement of the same for the last

])roceding fiscal year shall be laid before Parliament within

the first fifteen days of each session. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 23.

1680 PENALTIES.
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OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

28. Every person who, except under the authority of this Forging

Act, makes, causes or procures to he made, or knowingly acts meters/*^^
or assists in making, or who forges or counterfeits, or causes

or procures to he forged or counterfeited, or knowingly acts

or assists in forging or counterfeiting any stamp or mark
used for the stamping or marking of any meter under this Act,

shall incur a jienalty not exceeding two hundred dollars and
not less than fifty dollars.

2. Every person who knowingly sells, utters or disposes of. Using meter

lets, lends or exposes for sale, any meter with any such forged ^amps!^^^
stamp or mark thereon, shall, for every such offence, incur a

penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars and not less than
twenty dollars, and all meters having on them such forged or

counterfeited stamps or marks shall be forfeited and destroyed.

4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 24.

27. Every person who knowingly repairs or alters, or causes Wrongfulb'

to be repaired or altered, or knowingly tampers with or does altering

any other act in relation to, any stamped meter, so as to cause obstructing

such meter to register wrongly, or who prevents or refuses ^^^^^ action.

lawful access to any meter in his possession or control, or

obstructs or hinders any examination or testing authorized by
this Act, shall incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred
dollars and not less than fifty dollars, and shall pay the fees

for removing and testing, and the expense of purchasing and
fixing a new meter.

2. The payment of any such penalty shall not exempt the Saving.

person paying it from liability to indictment or other proceed-

ing to which he would otherwise be liable, or deprive any other

person of the right to recover damages against such person for

any loss or injury sustained by such act or default. 4-5 E.
VIL, c. 48, s. 25.

28. Every person who fixes for use, or causes to be fixed for Fixing un-

use, any meter, before it has been verified and stamped as here- 'Stamped

in required, shall incur a penalty of twenty-five dollars for

every such unverified or unstamped meter. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48,

s. 26.

29. Every inspector who stamps any meter without duly stamping in-

testing and finding it correct, or who refuses or neglects, with- (correct

out lawful excuse, for three days after being required under
the provisions of this Act to test any meter, or to stamp any
meter found correct on being so tested, or who neglects to

perform any duty imposed upon him by this Act or by any
regulations made under the authority thereof, shall incur a

penalty not exceeding fifty dollars and not less than ten dollars,

and shall be liable to dismissal from office. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48,

B. 27.
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Verifying 30. Every person, except the inspector as herein provided,
fixed meter. ^,-^^ verifies or tests, or causes to be verified or tested, any

meter after it has been fixed for use shall incur a penalty of

twenty-five dollars for every meter so verified or tested. 4-5

E. VII., c. 48, s. 28.

Forging 31, Every person who forges or counterfeits, or causes, or

stlraps!*^^
°^ procures to be forged or counterfeited, any certificate purport-

ing to be granted under this Act, or any stamp which, under

this Act, is to be afiixed to any such certificate, or wilfully

uses any such counterfeited certificate or stamp knowing it to

be forged or counterfeited, is guilty of forgery and shall be

punishable accordingly.

2. Any one who steals any such stamp is guilty of theft.

4-5 E. VII., c. 48, s. 29.

Theft of
stamps.

Failure to

keep books.
32. Every contractor who fails to keep the book or books

required by this Act to be kept by him, or who refuses to allow

the inspector during ofiice hours to examine such books and to

take extracts therefrom as he thinks fit, shall incur a penalty

of fifty dollars. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 19.

Recovery of
penalties.

Form of

suits for

penalties.

PROCEDURE.

33. All penalties imposed by this Act or by any regulation

made under the authority thereof, shall be recoverable, with

costs, on summary conviction, before any justice of the peace

for the district, county or place in which the offence was com-

mitted, if the penalty does not exceed twenty dollars, and

before any two justices of the peace if the penalty exceeds

twenty dollars.

2. Every such prosecution shall be instituted by the inspec-

tor, as acting in pursuance of this Act, who shall account for

the amount of the penalty to the Minister and all such penal-

ties shall form part of the Consolidated Eevenue Fund of

Canada. 4-5 E. VIL, c. 48, s. 30.

Limitation of 34. No action or prosecution shall be brought against any
suits. person for any fine or penalty under this Act, unless it is com-

menced within six months after the offence is committed. 4-5

E. VII., c. 48, s. 31.

COMMENCEMENT.

Act to b€ 35, Ti^ig jVct shall come into force on a day to be named
proclaimed.

^^ proclamation. 4-5 E. VII., c. 48, s. 33.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samukl Edward Dawson, L;i\v rrintcr to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 90.

An Act respecting the Sale and Marking of Manu-
factures of Gold and Silver.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Acf may be cited as the Gold and Silver Marking Short title.

Act. 6 E. VIL, c. 17, s. 1.

CO^rMENCEMElSTT.

2. This Act shall come into force on the thirteenth dav of I3th July,

15.

Jnly, one thonsand nine hundred and seven. 6 E. VII., c. 17,

INTERPRETATION".

3. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' article ' means an article of merchandise, and includes ' Article.'

any portion of such article, whether a distinct part thereof

or not

;

(h) ' mark ' includes any mark, sign, device, imprint, stamp, ' Mark,

brand, label, ticket, letter, word, figure, or other means
whatsoever of indicating, or of purporting to indicate, the

quality, quantity or weight of gold, or of silver, or of any
alloy of gold or of silver, in an article of merchandise

;

(c) ' apply ' and ' applied ' include any method or means ' Apply,'
^

of application or attachment to, or of use on, or in connec- ^^^

tion with, or in relation to, an article of merchandise,

whether such application, attachment or use is to, on, or

with

(i) the article itself, or

(ii) anything attached to the article, or

(iii) anything to which the article is attached, or

(iv) anything in or on which the article is, or

(v) anything so used or placed as to lead to a reasonable
belief that the mark on that thing is meant to be taken
as a mark on the article itself;

(d) ' dealer ' includes any person, corporation, association, ' Dealer.'

or firm, being a manufacturer of, or a M'holesale or retail

seller of or dealer in gold or silver jewellery, or of or in

gold ware, gold-plated ware, silver ware, or silver-plated

1061 1G83 ware,
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To sell.

!Markg on
cases or
coverings.

ware, or the like, and any director, manager, officer, or

agent of snch corporation, association or firm

;

(e) ' to sell ' includes to dispose of for valuable consider-

ation, to offer to sell, to offer to dispose of for valuable

consideration, and to have in possession with intent to sell

or to dispose of for valuable consideration. 6 E. VII.,

c. 17, s. 2.

4. A mark applied to any case or covering attached to or

forming part of any article composed of mechanism, works or

movements, or intended to be so applied or to form such part,

shall not be deemed to be applied to such mechanism, works or

movements. 6 E. VII., c. 17, s, 10.

APPLICATION.

Exemptions. 5- This Act shall not apply to any article made in Canada
before the date of t le coming into force of this Act, or to any

article imported into Canada before the said date, or to any

article which, by regulation made by the Governor in Council

under the authority of this Act, may be exempted from the

application thereof. 6 E. VII., c. 17, s. 3.

Idem. 6. This Act shall not apply with respect to such parts of

manufactured articles as may require adaptation to the use of

the trade, that is to say, to springs, winding-bars, sleeves, crown
cores, pins, joint-pins, and to such other like articles as by regu-

lation made by the Governor in Council under this Act may
be exempted from the operation of this Act. 6 E. VII., c. 17,

s. 9.

Idem. 7, The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make
such regulations as to him seem necessary for declaring articles

to be exempt from the provisions of the last two preceding

sections. G E. VII., c. 17, s. 14.

Marks
allowed on
gold and
silverware.

Trade mark.

Date mark.

Quality
mark.

MARKING.

8. It shall not be lawful to make or sell, or to import or

attempt to import into Canada, any article composed either

in whole or in part of gold or of silver, or of any alloy of gold

or of silver, except the articles mentioned in section ten of this

Act, if to such article there is applied any mark other than,

—

(a) trade nuirks registered in accordance Avith the Trade

Mark and Design Act; and,

(b) such letter as is, by Schedule A to this Act, required to

indicate the ])eriod of time during which such article was

niannfactured ; and,

(c) marks truly and correctly indicating, as required by

this Act, the quality of the gold or silver, or alloy of gold

or of silver, used in the construction of such article.

1G84 2.
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2, The provisions of tliis section shall not apply to any British and

article of gold less than ten karats in fineness, or of silver, or ^^rk"
of any alloy of gold or of silver, to which is applied,

—

(a) any hall-mark lawfnliy applied according to the laws of

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland; or,

(b) any mark indicating the quality of the gold or of the

silver or of the alloy and applied by the government of

any foreign country;

if with respect to such article all the other provisions of this

Act have been complied with. 6 E. VII., c. 17, ss. 4 and 8.

9. As respects articles composed, in whole or in part, of Marks on

gold or of any alloy of gold,

—

^°

(a) the marks indicating as required by this Act the quality Karat mark,

of gold or alloy of gold used in the construction of the

article shall state the fineness of the gold in karats, thus:

lOK, 18K, or as the case may be; and,

(h) the number of karats so stated shall bear the same pro- Karat ratio,

portion to twenty-four karats as the gold in the alloy bears

to pure gold; that is to say, 18K shall be deemed to mean
that in the composition there are intended to be eighteen

parts of pure gold, and six parts of alloy ; and,

(c) the actual fineness of the gold or alloy of gold of which Allowable

the article is composed shall not be less than the said pro- from marked

portion
^"^l^^y-

(i) by more than one-half of a karat, if solder is used, or

(ii) by more than one-quarter of a karat, if solder is not

used. 6 E. VII., c. 17, s. 5.

10. In the case of articles made in whole or in part of an riated ware,

inferior metal, which has deposited or plated thereon, or brazed

or otherwise affixed thereto, a plating, covering or sheet com-

posed of gold or of silver, or of an alloy of gold or of silver, and
known in the trade as rolled gold plate, gold filled, gold plate,

silver plate, silver filled, or gold or silver electroplate, or by any
similar designation, and in the case of articles of like nature

brought under the provisions of this section by regulation made
by the Governor in Council under this Act,

—

(a) no mark shall be applied indicating otherwise than trulv Marks,

and correctly the fineness and also the actual weight of

gold or of silver, or of alloy of gold or of silver, contained

in the article, or the decimal proportion of gold, or of

silver, or of alloy of gold or of silver, to the gross weight

of the article at the time the article is sold or delivered by
the maker ; but a mark plainly and truly indicating that

the article or part thereof is made of rolled gold plate,

gold filled, gold plate, 'silver plate, silver filled, or gold or

silver electroplate, or of any similar material, as the case

1685 may
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Idem.

Weight of
gold or of
silver.

Regulations
bj^ Governor
in Council.

may be, which mark must be aocompaniod by a trade mark
registered in accordance with the Trade Mark and Design
Act, may be applied ; and,

(b) whenever the fineness or actual or proportionate weight

of the gold, or of the silver, or of the alloy of gold or of

silver, contained in the article is indicated by a mark, the

article and its accessories shall be marked as required by
the last preceding section and the next following section of

this Act; and,

(c) the actual weight or the decimal proportion of gold, or

of silver, or of alloy of gold or of silver, shall not be less

than the actual weight or decimal proportion indicated by

the mark by more than ten per centum of the actual weigh f

or decimal proportion so indicated.

2. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make
suoh regulations as to him seem necessary for declaring articles

to be brought under the provisions of this section. G E. VII.,

. IT, ss. 11 and 14.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

Offences.

Marked less

than KiK and
indefinite
marks on
gold pro-
hibited.

Sterling
silver, and
articles

falsely so
marked.

Violat ion of

sec. h).

R.S.,1000.

11. Every one, being within the meaning of this Act a

dealer, is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to the penalty

by this Act provided, who,

—

(a) makes or sells or imports or attempts to import into

Canada, any article purporting to be wdiolly or partly

composed of gold or of any alloy of gold, if the article when
made or sold has applied thereto any mark indicating the

gold in the article to be of less than ten karats in fineness,

or bearing the words Gold, Solid Gold, Pure Gold, U.S.

Assay, or other words purporting to describe the gold or

alloy of which the article is composed ; or,

(h) makes, or sells, or imports or attempts to import into

Canada, any article which has applied thereto any mark
indicating, or purporting to indicate, or leading to a reason-

able belief, that the metal or alloy of which such article

is composed is sterling silver, if the metal or alloy of

which such article is actually composed contains silver in

less proportion than nine hundred and twenty-five parts

of pure silver in every one thousand parts of such metal

or alloy

(i) by more than twenty-five parts in one thousand when
solder is used, or

(ii) by more than ten ]iarts in one thousand when solder

is not used.

(c) contraven(>s any provision of the last preceding section,

or makes, sells or imports or attempts to import into

(yanada any article in respect of which any provision of

the said section is contravened ; or,

1086 (d)
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(d) makes use of anv printed or written matter or applies Mark

any mark, guaranteeing or purporting to guarantee tliat ^.gar.

the gold or silver on or in any article of the kind referred

to in the last preceding section will wear or last for any

specified time; or,

fe ^ makes or sells or imports or attempts to import into ^^''^s. "i^rkg
^ OH GlGCtrO"
Canada any electro-silver-plated article to which is applied silver-plated

a mark indicating otherwise than truly and correctly the ^^'^•

metal on which the plating is deposited, the metal of

which the deposit is composed, and the grade, quality or

description, as known to the trade, of the plating. 6 E.

VII., c. 17, ss. 6, 7, 11 and 12.

12. Every one who is convicted of an indictable offence Penalty,

under this Act, or of any other contravention of this Act, shall

be liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars for each

article in respect of which the conviction is had ; and after

the conviction every such article shall be so broken or defaced

as to be unfit for sale otherwise than as metal. G E. VII. c. 17,

fc. 13.

KEGULATIOKS.

13. The Governor in Council niav, from time to time, niake ^^^s^^^tio"^

, 1 ,

.

. 1 .
- bv Governor

such regulations as to liim seem necessary,

—

in Council.

(a) to secure the efficient administration and enforcement

of this Act; including the imposition of penalties, not

exceeding fifty dollars, upon any person contravening any
such regulation, to be recoverable on summary conviction

;

(b) for the appointment, powers and duties of officers em-

ployed in such administration and enforcement

;

(c) generally for the purposes of this Act. 6 E. VII., c. 17,

•s. "l4.

SCHEDULE A.

A. indicates the period of time from June 30, 1906, to July

1, 1910.

B. indicates the period of time from June 30, 1910, to July
1. 1915.

C. indicates the period of time from June 30, 1915, to Julv,

1, 1920.

D. indicates the period of time from June 30, 1920, to Julv

], 1925.

E. indicates the period of time from June 30, 1925, to Julv

1, 1930.

1GS7 E.
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1\ indicates the period of time from June 30, 1930, to July

1, 1935.

G. indicates the period of time from June 30, 1935, to July

1, 1940.

H. indicates the period of time from June 30, 1940, to July

1, 1945.

I. indicates the period of time from June 30, 1945, to July

1, 1950. 6 E. VII., c. 17, sch.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson. Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 91.

An Act respecting the Royal Northwest Mounted
Police.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Royal I^orthwest Mounted Short title.

Police Act. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 1,

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' the Force ' means the Royal Northwest Mounted Police

Force

;

(b) ' Minister ' means the minister for the time having con-

trol and management of the Force

;

(c) ' member of the Force ' or ' member/ includes the Com-
missioner and every other officer, non-commissioned officer

and man of the Force;

(d) * officer ' means a commissioned officer of the Force

;

(e) ' service ' means service on the Force

;

(f)
' constable ' means and includes any member of the

Royal Northwest Mounted Police Force other than a com-
missioned officer. 52 V., c. 26, s. 2; 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 2;
2 E. VII., c. 22, a. 2.

PART I.

ROYAL NORTHWEST MOUNTED POLICE FORCE.

Constitution.

3. The Royal Northwest Mounted Police Force, as consti- Poiice force

tuted by the Governor in Council, shall continue to be a police continued,

force duly constituted for the provinces of Saskatchewan and
Alberta and for the Northwest Territories and the Yukon Ter-

ritorv, and shall be known as the Royal Northw^est Mounted
Police. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 3.

4. The President of the Privy Council, or such other mem- Under
ber of the King's Privy Council for Canada as the Governor in President

1689 Council
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Chap. 91. Royal N. W. Mounted Police. Part I.

of Privy
Council.

Council from time to time directs, shall have the control and

management of the Force, and of all matters connected there-

with. 57-58 v., c. 27, s. 3.

Arrange-
ments with
local govern-
ments for
the use of
the Force.

5. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, enter

into arrangements with the governttient of any province of

Canada for the use or employment of the Force, or any portion

thereof, in aiding the administration of justice in such pro-

vince, and in carrying into effect the laAvs of the legislature

thereof; and may, in any such arrangement, agree upon and

determine the amount of money which shall be paid by the pro-

vince for such services of the Force. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 33.

Appointment
of Comp-
troller of

police, etc.

6. The Governor General may by commission appoint an

officer who shall be called the Comptroller of the Koyal North-

west Mounted Police, a commissioner of police, two assistant

commissioners of police, one for the provinces of Saskatchewan

and Alberta and the Northwest Territories and one for the

Yukon Territory, and one or more staff and other superinten-

dents and inspectors, surgeons, assistant surgeons and veter-

inary surgeons of the police. 2 E. VI]., c. 21, s. 1.

Headquar-
ters.

Offices of
Commis-
sioner.

7. The headquarters of the Force shall be at such place in

the province of Saskatchewan or Alberta or the jSTorthwest

Territories as the Governor in Council from time to time ap-

points.

2. The offices of the Commissioner shall be at the head-

quarters of the Force. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 12.

Appointment 8. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, author-

to Tow^men. i^^ the Commissioner of Police to appoint, by warrant under

his hand, such number of constables as he thinks proper, not

exceeding in all one thousand men, and to appoint from
among them non-commissioned officers of different grades.

2. The Commissioner may delegate such authority to any

commissioned officer of the Force.

3. Such number of non-commissioned officers and constables

shall be mounted as the Governor in Council direel^.

4. The Governor in Council may authorize the Commissioner
to appoint supernumerary constables, not exceeding in all

twenty men, and to employ scouts, not exceeding in all fifty

men, and twelve boys, not less than fourteen years of age, as

Iniglers, at such rates of pay as are authorized by the Minister.

57-58 v., c. 27, s. 6.

"^

Delegation.

Mounted.

And super-
numerary
constables.

Buglers.

.Arrangf- 9. Tlic Governor in Council may authorize arrangements
mentH with

| |^,. mudo with anv surgeon or veterinary surgeon to per-
surgeons and ,i-p" ,•
veterinary form the duties 01 surgeon or veterinary surgeon, respec-
Burgeons.

tivelv, for the Force, as to any portions or detachments thereof,

IGOO and
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Part I. Boyal N. ir. Mounted Police. Chap. 91. 3

and may pay roasoiialilo and proper remuneration for any ser-

vices so rendered. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 5.

10. The Comptroller shall have the rank of a deputy head Rank and

of a department, and shall, under the ^Minister, have the con- Comptroller.
trol and mana,£i,ement of the Force, and of all matters con-

nected therewith.

2. The salary of the Comptroller shall ])e on appointment Salary.

three thousand five hundred dollars per annum with an

annual increase of one hundred dollars until he receives a

maximum salary of four thousand dollars per annum, which

increase shall be made by the Governor in Council on the

recommendation of the Minister: Provided that the salary of

the Comptroller who held office on the twenty-fourth day of

October, one thousand nine hundred and three, shall be four

thousand dollars per annum. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 4; 3 E. VII.,

c. 9, ss. 2 and 3.

11. In the absence of the Commissioner, the assistant com- Assistant

missioners shall exercise, within their respective jurisdictions,
^^^i^ission-

all the powers which by this or any other Act are conferred

upon the Commissioner. 2 E. VII., c. 21, s. 2.

12. The Commissioner and the assistant commissioners Commission-

shall, respectively, have all the powers of two justices of the ^^^g"*^
sr'^*'

peace under this or any Act in force in the provinces of Saskat- of the peace,

chewan and Alberta and in the Northwest Territories and the

Yukon Territory.

2. The superintendents, and such other officers as the Gov- Superin-

ernor in Council approves, shall be ex officio justices of the
^l^o

'^"'^

peace.

3. Every constable of the Force shall be a constable in and Powers of

for the said two provinces and the I^orthwest Territories and *^°"'' ^ ^^"

the Yukon Territory for carrying out any laws or ordinances

in force therein. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 9.

13. Every such commissioner, assistant commissioner, Powers of

superintendent or other officer is hereby further empowered adjacent"^

to exercise, in any province of Canada, adjacent to the said provinces,

province of Saskatchewan or Alberta or to the JN^orthw^est

Territories or the Yukon Territory, and every constable is

hereby empowered to exercise in every province of Canada,
for the purpose of carrying out the criminal and other laws of

Canada, like powers and duties as are in the last preceding

section assigned to him with respect to the said tw^o provinces

and the said Northwest and Yukon Territories.

2. While So exercising powers or performing duties outside Idem,

of the said two provinces and the Xorthwest Territories and

the Yukon Territory a member of the Force shall be subject to

1691 the
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the provisions of this Part and the regulations made under it.

57-58 v., c. 27, s. 9 ; 2 E. VIL, c. 21, s. 3.

Qualifica-

tions as
officers or
constables.

Exceptions.

14. 'No officer or constable shall be appointed to the Force
unless he is of a sound constitution, able to ride, active and
able bodied, of good character, and between the ages of 'iighteen

and forty years, nor unless he is able to read and write either

the English or the French language.

2. The provision in this section as to age shall not apply

to any officer appointed before the twenty-third day of July,

one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, or to the Com-
missioner, assistant commissioners, or surgeons. 57-58 V., c.

27, s. 7.

Articles of
constables.

Dismissal
by Commis-
sioner,

15. Every constable shall, upon appointment to the Force,

sign articles of engagement for a term of service not exceed-

ing five years, and such engagement shall be made with the

Commissioner, and may be enforced by him.

2. Such constable may be dismissed or discharged by the

Commissioner before the expiration of the said term. 57-58

v., c. 27, s. 11.

Every
member to
take.

Form

Before
whom taken.

To be kept
of record.

Oaths.

16. Every member of tne Force shall, before entering upon
the duties of his office, take the oath of allegiance and an oath

of office in the form following, that is to say:

—

' I, A.B., solemnly swear that I will faithfully, diligently

and impartially execute and perform the duties required of

me as a member of the Royal N^orthwest Mounted Police,

and will well and truly obey and perform all lawful orders

and instructions which I shall receive as such, without fear,

favour or affection of or towards any person.' So help me
God.'

2. Such oaths may be taken by the Commissioner before

any judge, stipendiary magistrate or justice of the peace,

having jurisdiction in any part of Canada, and by any other

member of the Force, before the Commissioner of Police, or

any person having jurisdiction as aforesaid.

:}. Such oaths shall bo retained by the Commissioner as part

of the records of his office. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 8.

Duties.

Dutiefl of
Commia-
Bioner.

17. Tlio Commissifmcr of Police shall perform such duties

as are assigned to him, and shall be subject to the control,

orders and authority of such person or persons as are for that

1G92 purpose
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Part I. Royal N. W. Mounted Police. Chap. 91. 5

purpose named by the Governor in Council. 57-58 V., c. 27,

s. 4.

18. It shall be the duty of members of the Force, subject IJuties of

to the orders of the Commissioner,

—

the^Force"

(a) to perform all duties which now are or hereafter shall Preserva-

be assigned to constables in relation to the preservation
pea"ce!^etc^

of the peace, the prevention of crime, and of offences

against the laws and ordinances in force in the provinces

of Saskatchewan and Alberta and in the ISTorthwest Ter-

ritories and the Yukon Territory, and the criminal and
other laws of Canada, and the apprehension of criminals

and offenders, and others who may be lawfully taken into

custody

;

(h) to attend upon any judge, stipendiary magistrate or Attendance

justice of the peace when specially required, and to execute ?^ magis-

all warrants, and perform all duties and services in relation execution of

thereto, which may, under this Part or the laws and ordin- Process.

ances in force in the said two provinces and in the North-

west Territories and the Yukon Territory, or the criminal

or other laws of Canada, be lawfully executed and per-

formed by constables

;

(c) to perform all duties which may be lawfully performed Escort of

by constables in relation to the escort and conveyance of funaUcs.^

convicts and other prisoners and lunatics to or from any
courts, places of punishment or confinement, asylums or

other places. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 13.

19. It shall be the duty of the members of the Force, sub- Searching

I'ect to the orders of the Commissioner, upon information, or ^°^' seizing
fj .(ind destroy-
upon reasonable grounds of suspicion, and without the necessity ine intoxi-

of any intervention or process of law, to enter any shop, store, '^^^ts-

hut, tent, wigwam, dwelling or building, or place or inclosure,

and to enter, and, for such purpose, stop and detain while

travelling, any vessel, canoe, carriage, wagon, cart, sleigh, or

other vehicle or means of conveyance of any description, and to

search all parts thereof, and any kegs, barrels, cases, boxes, or

packages or receptacles of any kind, for spirits, strong w^aters,

spirituous liquors, wines, or fermented or compounded liquors,

or intoxicating drink of any kind, and to break and destroy any
such kegs, barrels, cases, boxes, or packages or other receptacles

of any kind found containing the same, and to pour out and
destroy all spirits, strong waters, spirituous liquors, wines, or

fermented or compounded liquors or intoxicating drink.

2. No constable shall so enter any hut, tent, wigwam or Entering

dw^elling, unless accompanied by or under the order of a com- wigAvam, etc.

missioned officer.

3. It shall not be necessary, in order to a constable's lawful Previous

entry into or search of any place or thing in this section men- toScanl ^not

tioned, or to his right of seizure and destruction of such liquors necessary to

1693 or
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Application
of section.

Powers and
duties of

Force.

Xo munici-
pal duties
except in

Yukon.

Governor in

Council to

fix.

Not to

exceed.

Extra pay.

or intoxicating drink as aforesaid, that he shall, hefore such

entry or seizure, see any such liquor or intoxicating drink, or

have any visible indication or evidence that liquor of any kind

may be contained in or about the premises.

4. This section shall apply only to the Xorthwest Territories

as at present constituted and to any other territory in which

the provisions of the Xorthwest Territories Act, Revised

Statutes of Canada, chapter fifty, relating to the prohibition of

intoxicants, remain in force, and it shall not apply to intoxi-

cants lawfully imported and brought in. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 13.

20. The Force shall, for the purposes aforesaid and the per-

formance of the duties assigned to them by or under the author-

ity of this Part, in addition to the powers and duties conferred

or imposed by this Part, have all the powers, authority, pro-

tection and privileges Avhicli any constable has by law,

2. Except within the Yukon Territory the Force shall not be

charged with any duties under or in connection with any muni-

cipal by-laws. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 13 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 37, 's. 1.

Pay.

21. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, fix

the sums to be paid to the Commissioner and other members of

the Force, regard being had to the number of constables from
time to time actually organized and enrolled, and the conse-

quent responsibility attaching to their offices respectively, and

to the nature of the duty or service and amount of labour de-

volving upon them ; but such sums shall not exceed the amounts
following, that is to say:

—

Commissioner of police, per annum . . . . $3,000 00

Each assistant commissioner, per annum. 2,000 00

Each superintendent, per annum 1,800 00
Each inspector, per annum 1,400 00
Each surgeon or assistant surgeon, per

annum 1,800 00

Each veterinary surgeon, per annum. . . . 1,400 00

Four staff sergeants, each per diem .... 2 00

Other do do .... 1 75

Other non-commissioned officers, per diem 1. 25

Constable do 1 00

Special constables and scouts do 1 50

Buglers, under eighteen years of age, per

diem ji. . . 50

Working pay to artisans, per diem .... 75

2. The Governor in Council may authorize extra pay and

allowances to be paid to members of the Force serving in the

Northwest Territories and the Yukon Territory. 4-5 E. VIL,
c. 24, 8. 1.

1694 Begulations.
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Regulaiions.

22. The Governor in Conncil may repilatc and prescribe RcKiilation

the amounts to be [)aid for the purchase of horses, vehicles, har- expenses?
ness, saddlery, clothing, arms and accoutrements, or articles

necessary for the Force ; and also the expenses of travelling,

and of rations, or of boarding or billeting the Force, and of

forage for the horses. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 15.

23. The Governor in Council may make regulations for the Quartering,

quartering, billeting and cantoning of the Force, or any portion Billeting,

or detachment thereof, and for the furnishing of boats, car-

riages, vehicles of transport, horses and other conveyances for

transport and use, and for giving adequate compensation there-

for ; and may, by such regulations, impose fines, not exceeding Penalties,

two hundred dollars, for the violation of any such regulation,

or for refusing to billet any of the Force, or to furnish trans-

port as herein mentioned.

2. ISTo such regulations shall authorize the quartering or Not in

billeting of any of the Force in any ni^nnery or convent, or °""°^^>' ^'^^•

upon any religious order of females. 57-58 Y., c. 27, s. 16.

24. The Governor in Council may establish the prscedence Other

and rank in the Force of the several commissioned officers, and regulations,

make rules and regulations as to,

—

(a) the clothing, arms, training and discipline of the

Force

;

(b) the duties and authorities of the Commissioner and
the other members of the Force, and the several places at

or near which they, or the Force, or any portion thereof,

may be stationed; and,

(c) generally for such matters and things, concerning the

government, discipline and guidance of the Force, as are

not inconsistent with this Act. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 17.

25. Every regulation made under this Part shall be pub- Publica-

lished in the Cariada Gazette, and shall have the force of law Canada

from the date of its publication, or from such later date as is Gazette.

in such regulation appointed for its coming into force. 57-58

v., c. 27, s. 29.

Expenditure and Accounts.

26. All sums of money required to defray any expense Expense pay-

authorized bv this Part may be paid out of the Consolidated Cons^Rev
Revenue Fund of Canada. " 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 30. Fund.

to
27. A separate account shall be kept of all moneys ex- Separate

pended under this Part, and a detailed statement thereof shall be^kept.

be laid before Paidiament at each session thereof. 57-58 V.,

c. 27, s. 31.

1G95 Offences
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8 Chap. 91. Royal N. W. Mounted Police. Part I.

Offences and Penalties.

Offences by 28. Every commissioned officer who is charged with any

ed"officera"' of the offences enumerated in the next following section may
be placed under arrest; and the Commissioner may, on receipt

of the charge in writing, order an investigation as in case of a

special inquiry under the provisions of this Part. 57-58 V.,

c. 27, s. 21.

Offences by 29, Every member of the Force, other than a commissioned

commission- officer, who is charged with,

—

ed officers.
^^j disobeying or refusing to obey the lawful command

of, or striking his superior;

(h) oppressive or tyrannical conduct towards his inferior;

(c) intoxication, however slight

;

(d) having intoxicating liquor illegally in his possession

or concealed

;

(e) directly or indirectly receiving any gratuity, without

the Commissioner's sanction, or any bribe;

(f) wearing any party emblem

;

(g) otherwise manifesting political partisanship

;

(h) overholding any complaint;

(i) mutinous or insubordinate conduct

;

(j) unduly overholding any allowances or any other public

money entrusted to him;
f (k) misapplying or imj^roperly withholding any money or

goods levied under any warrant or taken from any

prisoner

;

(I) divulging any matter or thing which it is his duty to

keep •ecret
;'

(m) making any anonymous complaint to the government

or the Commissioner

;

(n) communicating, without the Commissioner's authority,

cither directly or indirectly, to the public press any mat-

ter or thing touching the Force

;

(a) wilfully, or through negligence or connivance, allow-

ing any prisoner to escape

;

(p) using any cruel, harsh or unnece>ssary violence to-

wards any prisoner or other person

;

(q) leaving any post on which he has been placed as sentry

or on other duty;

(r) <l('sorting or absenting himself from his duties or

quarters without leave

;

(s) scandalous or infamous behaviour;

(t) disgraceful, profane or grossly immoral conduct

;

(u) vifdatiug any standing order, rule or regulation, or

any order, rule or regulation hereafter made; or,

(v) any disorder or neglect to the ])rejudice of morality

or discipline, although not specified in this Part or in any

rule or regulation

;

1006 may
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may be forthwith placed under arrest and detained in custody, Arrest, etc.

to be dealt with under the provisions of this Part. 57-58 V.,

c. 27, s. 18.

30. The Commissioner, the assistant commissioner, or the Trial and

superintendent or other commissioned officer commanding P""ishmenf.

at any post or in any district, may, forthwith, on a charge,

in writing of any one or more of the offences mentioned in the

last preceding section being preferred against any member of

the Force, other than a commissioned officer, cause the person

so charged to be brought before him, and he shall then and
there, in a summary way, investigate the said charge, and, if

proved on oath, to his satisfaction, shall thereof convict the

offender.

2. Any such offender shall be liable to a penalty not exceed- Punishment,

ing one month's pay, or to imprisonment, with hard labour,

for a term not exceeding one year, or to both fine and im-

prisonment, and also, if a non-commissioned officer, to reduc-

tion in rank, in addition in any case to any punishment to

which the offender is liable, with respect to such offence, under

any other law in force in the ISTorthw^est Territories! or the

Yukon Territory, or in the province in which the offence is

committed. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 18.

31. Every member who, having deserted, has not surren- Deserters,

dered himself befc^re the termination of his .period of engage-

ment, shall be subject to the provisions of the two last preced-

ing sections for a further period of twelve months after the ex-

piration of his period of engagement; or, if he left Canada
after the offence and within either of the said periods, then for

twelve months after his return to Canada. 2 E. VII., c. 21,

s. 5.

32. All pecuniary penalties imposed under the three last Application

preceding sections, and all pay due to deserters at the time of ^^ penalties,

their desertion, shall form a fund to be managed by the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Minister, and be applicable

to the payment of rewards for good conduct or meritorious ser-

vices, to the establishment of libraries and recreation rooms,

and to such other objects, for the benefit of the members of the

Force, as the Minister approves. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 19,

33. Whenever the Commissioner deems it advisable to make Attendance

or cause to be made any special inquiry into the conduct of and exam-

any member of the Force, or into any complaint against any of witnesses on

them, he or the commissioned officer or officers whom he aj)-
'^^*''^-

points for that purpose, may examine any person on oath or

affirmation, and may compel the attendance of any necessary

witnesses, in the same manner as if the proceedings were before

justices, under Part XV. of the Criminal Code. 57-58 V.,

c. 27, s. 22.

107 1097 34.
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Desertion

;

absence with-
out leave;

refusal to do
duty.

Evidence.

34. Every member of the Force who, having deserted, ab-

sented himself from his duties without leave, or refused to do

duty therein, is found in any part of Canada other than the

province of Saskatchewan or Alberta, or the Northwest Terri-

tories, or the Yukon Territory, whether the term for which he

engaged to serve has or has not expired at the time of his being

so found, shall, on summary conviction, be liable,

—

(a) to a fine not exceeding two hundred dollars and not less

than one hundred dollars, and, in default of payment of

such fine, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding eight

months, unless such fine is sooner paid ; or,

(b) to imprisonment with hard labour for a term not ex-

ceeding twelve months; or,

fc) to both fine and imprisonment; or,

(d) to be delivered into the custody of a member of the

Force and taken back in custody to the headquarters there-

of to be dealt with in a summary way, in accordance with

the provisions of this Part.

2. Upon the trial of any offender under this section, it shall

not be necessary to produce or give in evidence the original en-

gagement or agreement to serve in the Force signed by such

offender, but such engagement may be proved by parole evi-

dence or by a certificate purporting to be signed by the Com-
missioner, an assistant commissioner or any superintendent or

inspector of the Force, giving the date and term of such engage-

ment ; and such certificate shall be prima facie evidence of such

engagement.

3. Any complaint may be made or information laid under

this section, and proceedings may be had thereon, at any time

during the period of the engagement of such offender and with-

in twelve months thereafter, and, if such offender has left

Canada after the offence and within either of the said periods,

then within twelve months after his return. 57-58 V., c. 27,

s. 26.

35. Every member of the Force who, if discharged or dis-

missed, refuses or neglects to forthwith deliver up to the Com-
missioner or to a commissioned officer, or to a constable author-

clothing, etc. -^^j ^Q receive them, his clothing, arms, accoutrements and all

])roperty oi the Crown in his possession as a member of the

Force or used for police purposes, shall, on summary conviction,

incur a penalty of fifty dollars in addition to the value of the

articles not delivered up. 57-58 V., c. 22, s. 23.

When com-
plaint or in-

formation
may be laid.

Refusal of

discharged
member to
deliver up

Penalty.

Persona ti rig

incmhcr. in-

ducing him
If) forego

duty, etc.

36. Every person who unlawfully puts on or assumes the

dress, name, designation or description of any member of the

Force, or who gives or offers or promises to give to any member
of the Force any bribe, pecuniary or otherv\dse, or who makes

any agreement with any member of the Force to induce him in

any way 1o forego his duty, or who concerts or connives at any

act whereby any rule, order or regulation of the Governor in

1608 Council
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Council in relation to the Force may be evaded, shall, on sum-
mary conviction, on the complaint of any member of the Force,

be liable to a fine not exceeding eighty dollars, or to imprison- Penalty,

ment, with or without hard labour, for a term not exceeding six

months, or to both hue and imprisonment. 57-58 V., c. 27,

s. 24.

37. Every person who unlawfully disposes of, receives, Unlawfully

buys or sells, or has in his possession without lawful cause, or
y,yj.'i"g°''

refuses to deliver up when thereunto lawfully required, any clothing,

horse, vehicle, harness, arms, accoutrements, clothing or other ^^^^' ^^'^^

thing used for police purposes, shall, on summary conviction,

be liable to a penalty of double the value thereof, and to a Penalty,

further penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars, and in default

of payment forthwith to imprisonment for a term not exceeding

three months. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 25.

38. Every person who, by concealing the fact of his hav- Fraudulently

ing been dismissed from the Force, or by false or forged cer- obtaining ad-

.P ^, . ,.•',..." , mission into
tihcates or false representations, obtains admission into the Force or

Force, or obtains any pay, gratuity or pension, shall, on sum- ^^
mary conviction, be liable to a fine not exceeding eighty dol-

lars, or to imprisonment, wnth or without hard labour, for any
term not exceeding six months, or to both fine and imprison-

ment. 57-58 v., c. 27, s. 27.

39. Whenever, during his engagement, any member of Time of im-

the Force has been imprisoned for more than one month for
^r'^absen°*

any offence, or has been absent through desertion, the period not to be

of his imprisonment or desertion shall not be reckoned as ger^jce
^^

service ; and, upon the expiry of the term for which he had
engaged to serve in the Force, he shall continue to serve for

a period equal to the period of such imprisonment or deser-

tion, or both. 57-58 Y., c. 27, s. 20.

40. Whenever, during his engagement, a member of the Expiry of

Force has been imprisoned for an offence, such term of im- ggr^cg not

prisonment shall not be deemed to be abridged or to cease to abridge

in consequence of the expirj^, pending such term of imprison- i^g'nt.^^^

ment, of the term during which the offender had engaged to

serve in the Force. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 20.

41. In all cases of imprisonment under sentence, the pay Forfeiture of

of the offender shall be forfeited during the period of imprison-
fmprison-'^

ment suffered. 57-58 V., c; 27, s. 20. ment.

42. All fines and sentences of imprisonment, together with Report to

the record of investigation, shall be forthwith reported to the gjoner.

Commissioner, or, in case of his absence, to the assistant com-

missioner, by whom they may be mitigated or reversed, in his

discretion. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 18.

107^ 1699 PAET
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PAET II.

Part II.

OFFICERS PENSIONS.

Rates of 43. An officer who is retired compulsorily, for any cause

^fficer"^
*° other than misconduct or inefficiency, after twenty years'

service shall be entitled to a pension for life, not exceeding

one-fiftieth of the pay and allowances of his rank or per-

manent appointment at the time of his retirement for each

completed year of service. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 3.

Voluntary 44. xln officer who retires voluntarily after twenty-five

Ifter^^s^"*
years' service shall be entitled to a pension for life, twenty

years service, pgj. centum less than he would be entitled to if he were retired

compulsorily. 2 E. YIL, c. 22, s. 3.

After 35
years.

Maximum
rates.

Breaks in

service not
to be
counted.

Officer's

service as

constable
may be
reckoned.

And in Civil

Service.

45. An officer w^ho retires voluntarily after thiny-five

years' service shall be entitled to the same pension as if he

were retired compulsorily. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 3.

46. Xo addition shall be made to such pension for any

service beyond thirty-five years.

2. If the service has not been continuous, the period or

periods during which such service has been discontinusd shall

not be counted. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 3.

47. In the case of an officer who, prior to his appoint-

ment, has served as a non-commissioned officer or constable,

the time during which he has so served may be included in

his term of service for the purpose of this Part, subject to the

provisions of the next following section.

2. Time served in the Civil Service of Canada which could

be reckoned for the purposes of Part I. of the Civil Service

Superannuation and Retirement Act may in like manner be

included in the term of service for the purpose of this Part.

2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 3.

Deductions 48. A deduction towards making good the pensions afore-

5 per cent, gj^-^ shall be made from the pay of every officer at the rate of

five per centum per annum on such pay; but such deduction

For 35 years, shall not be made during more than thirty-five years of service.

If deductions 2. If an officer becomes entitled to a pension, and the
not made for

,jef]^jction from liis pay provided for in this section has not

number of been made for as great a number of years as that upon
years. which his pension is based, the aggregate amount of pay

received by him during the years for which no such deduction

has been made shall be divided by the number of such years

for the purpose of ascertaining the average pay of such officer

during such years, and a yearly deduction amounting to five

per c(mtum upon such average pay shall be made from the

pension of sucli officer, and sncli deduction shall continue to

1700 be
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he made until tlio expiration of the number of years last men-
tioned or the cessation of the payment of the pension, which
ever shall first happen: Provided that if the officer thinks fit,

the deficiency in deduction may be made good by him in one
payment,

3. The sums deducted under this section shall form part Application

of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada. 2 E. VII., c. tiUs''"'''

22, s. 4.

49. If any officer is constrained, from any infirmity of ^"'[•'ituity

body or mind, to quit the Force before a period at which a sion not

pension might be granted to him, the Governor in Council ^^^^^^d-

may allow him a gratuity not exceeding one month's pay for

each year of his service.

2. If any such officer is so constrained to quit the service Gratuity in

before such period^ by reason of severe bodily injury, received severe in-

wathout his own fault, in the discharge of his public duty, the jury on duty.

Governor in Council may allow him a gratuity not exceeding

three months' pay for every two years' service. 2 E. VII.,

c. 22, s. 5.

50. If an officer is retired to promote efficiency or economy Gratuity in

in the service, the Governor in Council may grant him such case of re-
V *—

3

cluction or
gi'atuity as he would have been entitled to if he had been retired staff.

in consequence of permanent infirmity of body or mind. 2 E.

VII., c. 22, s. 6.

51. Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, the Officers'

Governor in Council may, as to him sees fit, grant a pension to
ch?idren°'^

the widow and a compassionate allowance to each of the children

of any officer who, having completed twenty years' service, was
at the time of his death either on full pay or in receipt of a

pension. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 8.

52. Such pension or compassionate allowMice shall not be when pen-

granted,— «^,?" o^

XI ./.i T i* ii f •. allowance
(a) if the applicant is unworthy ot it

;

shall not be

(b) if the applicant is already wealthy; jjranted.

(c) if the officer married after retirement

;

(d) if the officer was at the time of his marriage over sixty

years of age

;

- (e) in the case of an officer who married after the first day
of Tuly, one thousand nine hundred and two, if he was
more than twenty-five years older than his w^ife

;

(f) if the officer died within one year after his marriage,

unless he w^as manifestly in good health at the time of his

marriage, and his death w^as caused by disease or injury

not due to causes within his own control, and there are no

.other objections to the granting of the pension or com-

passionate allowance. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 9.

1701 53.
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Rates of
pension to a

widow.

53. The pension to a widow shall be,

—

(a) in the case of the Commissioner, five hundred dollars

;

(h) in the case of an assistant commissioner, four hundred
and fifty dollars;

(c) in the case of a superintendent or surgeon, three hun-

dred and fifty dollars

;

(d) in the case of an inspector, assistant surgeon or veterin-

ary surgeon, two hundred and fifty dollars. 2 E. VII.,

0. 22, s. 10.

Rates of

allowance to

children.

If child is

in great
need.

54. The compassionate allowance to a child shall be,

—

(a) in the case of the Commissioner or an assistant commis-

sioner, eighty dollars

;

(h) in the case of a superintendent or surgeon, seventy dol-

lars;

(c) in the case of an inspector, assistant surgeon or veterin-

ary surgeon, sixty-five dollars.

2. If the child is motherless and in great need, the allowance

mf.y be doubled. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 11.

Amount to 55. The total amount paid to the widow and children of an

IhnitMl
ofiicer during any year shall not exceed the amount of the pen-

sion of which the officer was in receipt, or to which he would
have been entitled, as the case may be. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 12.

Discontinu-
ance of

pension.

If widow
remarries.

If widow
fails to
establish

claim.

No allowance
to children
over age.

Time of
payment.

TreaHiiry
Board to
report.

li.S., lOOG.

56. A widow's pension or a child's compassionate allowance

shall be discontinued if such widow or child becomes unworthy

of it, or becomes wealthy.

2, If the widow remarries, her pension shall be suspended

from the day following that of her remarriage ; but in the

event of her again becoming a widow, her pension may be re-

stored, if she is otherwise qualified.

3, If, through her own neglect or omission, the claim of a

widow to ^Jcnsion is not established before her death, the amount
of pension which she might have received, if living, shall not

be allowed to her representatives. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 13.

57. The compassionate allowance to an officer's child shall

cease when such child, if a son, reaches the age of eighteen, and
when such child, if a daughter, reaches the age of twenty-one or

marries. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 14.

58. P(!nsions and compassionate allowances to officers' wives

and children shall be paid from the day following that of the

officer's death to the thirtieth day of June next ensuing; and
subso(juent payments shall be made quarterly in advance from
the first day of July in each year. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 15.

59. ]So pension or compassionate allowance shall be granted

unless the Treasury Board reports that the person to whom
1702 it
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it is proposed to grant it is eligible 'witliin the meaning of this

Part. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. IG.

60. This Part shall apply, instead of the Civil Service Application

Superannuation and Retirement Act,

—

*'

(a) to every officer appointed to the Force after the first day
of July, one thousand nine hundred and two;

(b) to every officer in the Force who is not subject to the pro-

visions of Parts I. or 11. of the Civil Service Superannua-
tion^ and Retirement Act;

(c) to every officer in the Force on the first day of July, one
thousand nine hundred and two, and who was then within

the provisions of the Civil Service Superannuation Act or

of the Civil Service Retirement Act, and who, before the

first day of January, one thousand nine hundred and three,

elected to accept the provisions of the Mounted Police

Officers' Pension Act, 1902, in lieu of those of the Civil

Service Superannuation Act or of the Civil Service Retire-

ment Act. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 17.

61. Any deduction made from the pay of an officer towards Deduction

the Civil Service Superannuation Fund or the Civil Service under ^cTvil

Retirement Fund may, if such officer so elected to accept the Service

provisions of the Mounted Police Officers' Pension Act, 1902, at^ion'^and"

be counted as part of the five per centum deduction required Retirement

by the provisions of this Part towards making good the pen-

sions aforesaid. 2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 17.

62. Part I. or Part 11. of the Civil Service Superannuation Officers not

and Retirement Act, as the case may be, shall continue to this^Part^

apply as heretofore to officers who are not subject to the appli-

cation of this Part. 57-58 V., c. 27, s. 28.

63. Nothing in this Part contained shall affect the right Dismissal.

of the Governor in Council to dismiss or remove any officer.

2 E. VII., c. 22, s. 7.

PART III.

constables' PENSION'S.

64. Subject to the provisions of this Part, every constable Constables

who became a member of the Force on or after the twenty- en't?tled^to^^

third day of May, one thousand eight hundred and seventy- pensions,

three, or who hereafter becomes a member of the Force shall

be entitled to retire and receive a pension for life,

—

(a) if he has completed not less than twenty years' service ; For service,

or,

1703 (b)
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For service
and in-

firmity.

Eeturn to
service.

Constable
may be re-

quired to
retire.

Scale of
pensions.

Computation
of time of
service.

Report and
fertifirate

justifying

pension.

(b) if he has completecr not less than fifteen years' service,

and is incapacitated from the performance of his duty by
infirmity of mind or body.

2. Any constable who receives a pension under this sec-

tion before he has completed twenty years' service shall be
subject to return to service, as provided by this Part, if he
ceases to be incapacitated. 52 V., c. 26, s. 3 ; 61 V., c. 33, s. 1.

65. When any constable who became a member of the

Force on or after the twenty-third day of May, one thousand

eight hundred and seventy-three, or. who hereafter becomes

a member of the Force, has completed a service of twenty years,

the Commissioner may, with the approval of the Governor in

Council, require him to retire upon the terms as to pension

prescribed by this Part. 52 V., c. 26, s. 7 ; 61 V., c. 33, s. 1.

66. The pension to a constable on retirement shall be

according to the following scale, that is to say:

—

(a) If he has completed fifteen but less than twenty-one

years' service, an annual sum equal to one-fiftieth of his

annual pay for every completed year of service;

(b) If he has completed twenty-one but less than twenty-

five years' service, an annual sum equal to twenty-fiftieths

of his annual pay with an addition of two-fiftieths of his

annual pay for every completed year of service above

twenty years

;

(c) If he has completed twenty-five years' service, an

annual sum equal to thirty-fiftieths of his annual pay

with an addition of one-fiftieth of his annual pay for

every completed year of service above twenty-five years:

Provided that the pension shall not exceed two-thirds of

his annual pay at his retirement. 52 V., c. 26, s. 4.

67. For the purpose of estimating any pension under

this Part,

—

(a) if the service has not been continuous, the period or

periods during which such service has been interrupted

shall not be counted;

(b) the annual pay of a constable at the date of retire-

ment shall be deemed to be the average annual amount of

pay, exclusive of extra pay or allowances, received by him

during the three years next preceding retirement, and not

the annual amount actually received by him at that date.

52 v., c. 26, s. 5.

68. No pension shall be granted to any constable unless

n board composed of three officers, the rank of one of whom
shall not be loss than that of superintendent, has certified to

his length of service and conduct, and that other evidence has

1704 been
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been adduced before it which justifies the granting of a pension
under this Part. 52 V., c. 26, s. 6.

69. Before a pension is granted to a constable, who after Certificate

having served for less than twenty years, retires on the board^*^'*^'''

ground of his being incapacitated by infirmity of mind or hodv
for the discharge of his duty, a medical board composed of
the senior surgeon of the Force and two other legally qualified
medical practitioners shall certify that slich constable is so

incapacitated, and that the incapacity is likely to be per-

manent.

2. Until the liability of a constable to serve again ceases, Evidence of

he shall, when required, furnish satisfactory evidence certi-
'"capacity,

fied by a legally qualified medical practitioner that such inca-

pacity continues. 52 V., c. 26, s. 8; 61 V., c. 33, s. 1.

70. In the event of such incapacity ceasing before the If incapacity

expiration of such time as would, together with the period
^^^^^^•

of service prior to his retirement, make up a period of

twenty years, the constable shall be liable to serve again in

the Force ; and if, before the expiration of the said time, he
declines so to serve, or if, when serving again, he neglects to

perform his duty satisfactorily, being in a competent state of

health, he shall forfeit his pension. 52 V., c. 26, s. 8 ; 61 V.,

c. 33, s. 1.

71. If a constable fails or refuses, when required, to be Failure or

examined by a legally qualified medical practitioner, the Com- be examined
missioner shall have the same power of requiring such con-

stable to serve again, and, with the approval of the Governor

in Council, of declaring forfeited the pension of such constable,

as he would have under the foregoing provisions of this Part,,

if satisfied by the evidence of a legally qualified medical prac-

titioner that the incapacity of such constable had ceased. 52

v., c. 26, s. 8.

72. A constable so serving again shall be entitled to retire at Retirement

the same time as he would be entitled to retire if the time which ^^ter

elapsed between his retirement and the renewal of his service service,

were service.

2. The time so elapsed shall not be reckoned as service in Interval not

calculating his pension on his retirement. 52 V., c. 26, s. 8. ^° count.

73. When a pension is granted to a constable on account of Contributory

infirmity of mind or body, and such infirmity is certified by a
^^^'^^''Kence,

medical board constituted as aforesaid to have been brought

about' or been contributed to by his own default, or by his

vicious habits, and such constable, but for such default or habit,

is entitled under this Part to a pension of a fixed amount, the

1705 Governor
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Governor in Council may grant to him a less amount of pension

than the said fixed amount to which he would otherwise have

been entitled. 52 V., c. 2G, s. 9.

Forfeiture of 74. A pension to a constable under this Part shall be granted
pension.

^^^y ^^jon Condition that it becomes forfeited, and may be

withdrawn,

—

(a) if the grantee is convicted of any indictable offence; or,

(b) if the grantee knowingly associates with thieves or sus-

pected persons ; or,

(c) if the grantee refuses to give to the police any informa-

tion and assistance in his power for the detection of crime,

for the apprehension of criminals, or for the suppression of

any disturbance of the public peace. 52 V., c. 26, s. 10.

75. Every constable who obtains any pension under this

Part by any false representation or false evidence, or by per-

pensbns^bj- sonation, by malingering or feigning disease or infirmity, or by
false pre- maiming or injuring himself, or causing himself to be maimed

or injured, or otherwise producing disease or infirmity, or by
any other fraudulent conduct, is guilty of an offence, and liable,

on summary conviction, to imprisonment, with or without hard

labour, for a period not exceeding twelve months, or to a fine

not exceeding one hundred dollars, and shall forfeit the pension

obtained. 52 Y.. c. 26, s. 11.

tenses.

Penalty.

OTTAWA: Printed bj' Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to tlie Kind's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 92.

An Act respecting the Police of Canada.

1. This Act may be cited as the Dominion Police Act. Short title.

2. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, Governor in

appoint, by commission under the Great Seal, one or more fit ?°""f'l ?f^*•*_'•-'
^ ^

'^ cipptjiiit coin-

and proper persons to be a commissioner or commissioners of missioners of

police within Canada, or within one or more of the provinces, ^° ^^^'

territories or districts of Canada, or within any one or more
of the districts or counties in any such province, territory or

district, or within any temporary judicial district, or any pro-

visional judicial district in Ontario. R.S., c. 184, s. 1.

3. Every such commissioner of police shall, for the purpose Their

of carrying out the criminal laws and other laws of Canada p°"^^^^-

only, have and exercise, within the limits of his jurisdiction,

—

(a) all the powers and authority, rights and privileges by
law appertaining to justices of the peace generally;

(h) within any province, all the powers and authority, rights

and privileges by law appertaining to police magistrates

of cities in the same province

;

(c) in any of the territories or districts of Canada, all the

powers and authority, rights and privileges by law apper-

taining to stipendiary magistrates in the same district or

territory.

2. Every such commissioner shall be subject in all respects. Subject to

except as otherwise provided by this Act, to the law of the '^ ^^^^'

province, district or territory, in which he is acting, respecting

police magistrates and the office of justice of the peace.

3. It shall not be necessary for any commissioner of police No property

appointed under this Act to possess any property qualification, or^resi^dence^

or to be actually resident within the province, district or terri- required,

tory for which or part of which, he is appointed. R.S., c. 184,

s. 3.

4. The Governor in Council may, from time to time. Appointment

direct and authorize any commissioner of police, under this constables.

Act to appoint any fit and proper persons to sen'-e as police

constables under and within the jurisdiction of such com-

missioner of police, and such commissioner may, at his plea-

sure, remove anv such police constable.

1707 2.
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Duties of
commis-
sioners.

Reeulations
and pay.

Account to

Parliament.

Their duties 2. Every such police constable shall obey all lawful direc-

tions and be subject to the government of such commissioner

of police, and shall, for the purpose of carrying out the

criminal laws and other laws of Canada only, hare all the

powers, rights and be charged with all the responsibilities

which belong by law to constables duly appointed in the pro-

vince, district or county of the province or territory for which

such police constables are appointed. U.S., c. 184, s. 2.

5. Every such commissioner of police shall keep minutes

of every proceeding had by and before him, and shall keep

such accounts, make such returns and collect such information

within his jurisdiction, and perform such other duties as the

Governor in Council, from time to time, prescribes and re-

quires. K.S., c. 184, s. 4.

6. Every such commissioner of police and every such police

constable, shall be subject to such regulations in respect to the

order, management and disposition of the police, and shall

receive such rates of pay or allowance as are, from time to

time, prescribed by the Governor in Council.

2. An account shall be laid before Parliament, within the

first fourteen days after the meeting of each session, of the

average number of men employed during each month of the

year, and of their pay and travelling expenses. E..S., c. 184,

s. 5.

Penalty for 7, Every such police constable, who is guilty of any dis-

S%dk^e"^* obedience of orders, neglect of duty, or any misconduct as

constables, g^di police constable, shall, on summary conviction before any

commissioner of police, police magistrate or justice of the

peace, be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty dollars and

costs, and in default of immediate payment thereof, to im-

prisonment for any term not exceeding three months, unless

such penalty and costs are sooner paid ; and he may be pro-

ceeded against by indictment for any offence committed by him

as such constable, but not both by indictment and under this

Act for the same offence. E.S., c. 184, s. 6.

Application 8. All moneys arising from penalties, forfeitures and fines

of penalties, imposed by any commissioner of police, if not directed by

law to be otherwise appropriated, shall be, from time to time,

paid to such commissioner of police, who shall account for the

same, and pay over and disburse the moneys arising therefrom

at such timCJ and in such manner and to such persons as the

Governor in Council, from time to time, directs. R.S., c. 184,

8. 7.

OTTAWA: Printed hv Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 93.

An Act respecting Immigration and Immigrants.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Immigration Act. 6 E. VII., short title.

c. 19, s. 1.

INTEKPKETATION.

2. In this Act, unles^s the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' immigrant ' means and includes any steerage passen- ' Immi-

ger or any work-a-way on any vessel, whether or not ^^^^ '

entered as a member of the crew after the vessel has sailed

from its first or last port of departure, any saloon, second

class passenger or person who having been a member of

the crew has ceased to be such, who upon inspection is

found to come within any class liable to exclusion from

Canada, and any person arriving in Canada by railway

train or other mode of travel ; but does not include any

person w^ho has previously resided in Canada or who is a

tourist merely passing through Canada to another

country

;

(b) ' immigration agent ' includes the Superintendent of ' Immigra-

Immigration, commissioners of immigration and any sub- ^^°^ agent,

agents within or outside of Canada

;

(c) ' land ' or ' landing,' as applied to passengers or immi- ' Land,'

grants, means their admission into Canada, otherwise than '^^'"^s-

for inspection or treatment, or other temporary purpose

provided for by this Act, or by any order in council, or

proclamation, or regulation made thereunder

;

(d) ' master ' means any person in command of a vessel ; ' Master.'

(e) ' medical officer ' includes medical superintendent, ' Medical

medical inspector and inspecting physician; ° ^^^'

(f)
' Minister ' means the Minister of the Interior

;

' Minister."

(9) ' owner,' as applied to a ship or vessel, includes the ' Owner.'

charterer of such ship or vessel and the agent of the owner

thereof

;

(h) ' passenger ' includes any person carried upon a railway ' Passenger.'

train or other vehicle or in a vessel, other than the master

and crew, as well as all immigrants coming into Canada,

but not troops or military pensioners and .their families,

1709 who
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Chap. 93. Immigration.

' Port of

entry.'

' Ship,'
' vessel.'

who are carried in transports or at the expense of the

Government of the United Kingdom, or of any colony

thereof; but any person who is unlawfully on board the

vessel shall not be held to be a passenger

;

(i) ' port of entry ' means any port, railway station, or

place at which immigrants enter Canada, or at which

there is an immigration agent, or where the medical in-

spection of immigrants is carried on

;

(j)
' ship ' or ' vessel ' includes all ships, vessels, boats, or

craft of any kind carrying passengers. 6 E. VII., c. 19,

s. 2.

Who shall 3, Every person recognized by the Minister as an immigra-

immigration tion agent shall, with reference to any act done or to be done
agent. under this Act, and without formal appointment, be deemed to

be an immigration agent for the purposes of this Act. 6 E.

VIL, c. 19, s. 3.

IMMIGRATION OFFICES.

Where 4. The Governor in Council may establish and maintain

officef^shaU immigration offices at such places within and outside of

Canada as from time to time seems proper. 6 E. VII., c. 19,

s. 4.

be main
tained

Immigration
officers who
may be
appointed.

APPOINTMENT^ POWERS AND DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

5. The Governor in Council may appoint a superintendent

of immigration, commissioners of immigration, immigration

agents, medical officers, and such other officers as the Governor

in Council determines. 6 E. VIL, c. 19, s. 5.

Subordinate 6. Subject to any regulations in that behalf, the Minister

aroSed by "lay appoint or employ, either permanently or temporarily,

Minister. anv necessary subordinate officers not provided for in the last

preceding section or in any order in council made thereunder,

including police guards, inspectors, matrons and nurses to

assist immigration agents and medical officers in carrying out

the provisions of this Act, and of any orders in council, procla-

mations or regulations made thereunder, and may confer upon
them, and charge them with, such power and duties as hfe

considers necessary or expedient. 6 E. VIL, c. 19, s. 6.

of Bubordin
ate officers

in canes of

emergency.

Appointment 7. Subject to the provisions of the regulations in that behalf,

immigration agents and medical officers may, in emergency,

employ such temporary assistance as may be required, but no

such employment shall continue for a period of more than

forty-eight hours without the sanction of the Minister. 6 E.

VIL, c. 19, 8. 7.

1710 8.
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Immigration. Chap. 93. 3

8. When, at any port of entry, there is no immigration Immigration

agent, the chief Customs officer at that port shall be, ex officio, ^eTTflicio.

immigration agent. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 8.

9. Every officer appointed under this Act shall perform any Duties of

and all duties prescribed for him by this Act, or by any order ° ^^^^'

in council, proclamation or regulation made thereunder, and
shall also perform such duties as are required of him by the

Minister, either directly or through any other officer; and no
action, taken by any such officer under or for the purpose of

this Act shall be deemed to be invalid or unauthorized, merely
because it was not taken by the officer specially appointed or

detailed for the purpose. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 9.

KEGTJLATIONS.

10. The Governor in Council may, on the recommendation Regulations

of the Minister, make such orders and regulations, not incon- bj^Goverrfor

sistent with this Act, as are considered necessary or expedient ^^ Council,

for the carrying out of this Act according to its true intent and
meaning, and for the better attainment of its objects. 6 E. VIL,
c. 19, s. 10.

PROPORTIOiSr OF PASSENGEES TO SIZE OF VESSEL,.

11. ISTo vessel from any port or place outside of Canada Proportion of

shall come within the limits of Canada having on board, or Passengers.

having had at any time during her voyage,

—

(a) any greater number of passengers than one adult passen- To area of

ger for every fifteen clear superficial feet on each deck of
^

such vessel, appropriated to the use of such passengers

and unoccupied by stores or other goods not being the

personal luggage of such passengers ; or,

(b) a greater number of persons, including the master and To tonnage,

crew and the cabin passengers, if any, than one for every
two tons of the tonnage of such vessel, calculated in the

manner used for ascertaining the tonnage of British ships.

2. Eor the purposes of this section, each person of or above Adult

the age of fourteen years shall be deemed an adult, and two defi'ie'i-

persons above the age of one year and under the age of fourteen

years shall be reckoned and taken as one adult. 6 E. VIL,
c. 19, s. 11.

OBT.IGATIONS OF MASTERS OF VESSELS BRINGING PASSENGERS.

12. The master of any vessel arriving at any port of entry Reports of

in Canada shall deliver a certified and correct report, in the Passengers to

form prescribed by the regulations in that behalf, to the immi- to agent.

gration agent at the port. 6 E. VIL, c. 19, s. 12.

13. The master of any vessel sailing from a port outside of Payment for
carrying
passengers

E.S., 1906.

Canada who embarks passengers after the vessel has been passengirs
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Chap. 93. Immigration.

not entered
on list.'

cleared and examined by the proper officer at the port of

departure, and who does not deliver reports of such additional

passengers to the immigration agent at the port of entry, shall

pay to such immigration agent for every passenger so embarked

and not included in the list of passengers delivered to such

proper officer at the port of departure, or to the proper officer

at the port at which such passenger was embarked, or to the

proper officer at the port at which such vessel first touched

after the embarkation of such passenger, the sum of twenty

dollars for each passenger so embarked as aforesaid and not

included in one of the said lists. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 13.

Passenger
may leave
vessel before
arrival at
port of
destination.

Procedings
in such case.

14. l^othing in this Act shall prevent the master of any

vessel from permitting any passenger to leave the vessel outside

of Canada at the request of such passenger before the arrival

of the vessel at her final port of destination ; but in every such

case, the name of the passenger so leaving shall be entered in

the manifest on the list of passengers made out at the time of

the clearing of the vessel from the port of departure or at the

port at which such passenger was embarked, and shall be

certified under the signature of the passenger so leaving the

vessel. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 14.

Particulars 15. In addition to the particulars hereinbefore required in

iJ report.*'^^^ the report to be delivered on each voyage by the master of any

vessel arriving at any port of entry in Canada to the immigra-

tion agent at such port, the master shall report in writing to

such agent the name and age of all passengers embarked on

board of such vessel on such voyage who are lunatic, idiotic,

epileptic, deaf and dumb, or dumb, blind or infirm, or suffering

from any disease or injury known to exist by the medical

officer of the ship, specifying the nature of the disease and

stating also whether or not they are accompanied by relatives

able to support them. 6 E. VII., c. -19, s. 15.

Entrv' as to
passengers
vlio have
died.

Disposal of

property.

Immigration
agent to

give receipt.

16. The report shall further state the name, age and last

place of residence of any person who has died during the voy-

age, and shall specify the cause of death and whether such

person was accompanied by relatives or other persons who were

entitled to take charge of the moneys and effects left by such

person and the disposition made thereof.

2. If there were no such relatives or other persons so

entitled^ the report shall fully designate the quantity and

description of the property, whether money or otherwise, left*

by such person; and the master of the vessel shall pay over

to the immigration agent at the port at which the vessel is

entered, and fully acconnt for, all moneys and effects belonging

to any person who lias died on the voyage.

3. The immigration agent shall thereupon grant to the

master a receipt for all moneys or effects so placed in his hands

1712 by
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Immigration. Chap. 93. 5

by the master, which receipt shall contain a full description of

the nature or amount thereof. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 16.

PEKMISSIOX TO LEAVE THE VESSEL.

17. The master of any vessel shall not permit any passen- Passengers

• gers to leave the vessel until written permission from the ^thout
^°

immigration agent to allow his passengers to land has been permission,

given to the master.

2. The immigration agent at a port of entry, after satisfying When

himself that the requirements of this Act and of any order in m\^y^"ea^v"

council, proclamation or regulation made thereunder have been vessel,

carried out, shall grant permission to the master of the vessel

to allow the passengers to leave the vessel. 6 E. VII., c. 19,

ss. 12 and 17.

18. The master shall furnish the immigration agent, or the Master to

medical officer, at the port of entry \vith a bill of health, certified of health.

by the medical officer of the vessel, such bill of health being in

the form and containing such information as is required from
time to time under this Act. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 18.

19. The immigration agent, whenever he deems proper, may Inspection

request the medical officer before any passengers leave the medial
vessel to go on board and inspect such vessel, and examine and officer,

take extracts from the list of passengers or manifest, and from
the bill of health. 6 E. VIL, c. 19, s. 19.

20. The regulations to be made by the Governor in Council Immigrants

may provide as a condition to permission to enter Canada that Squired to

immigrants shall possess money to a prescribed minimum possess

amount, which amount may vary according to the class and Amount of

destination of such immigrant, and otherwise according to the money,

circumstances. 6 E. VIL, c. 19, s. 20.

MEDICAL INSPECTIOX.

21. The medical inspection of passengers shall be performed Hours of

at the hours named in the regulations made by the Minister, inspection

6 E. VIL, c. 19, s. 21.

22. The immigration agent shall provide suitable facilities Facilities for

for the examination of immigrants at each port of entry, examination,

subject to any regulations made by the Minister. 6 E. VIL,
c. 19, s. 22.

23. The medical officer shall, after inspection, stamp the Tickets to be

ship ticket or railway ticket or passport of each passenger w^ho stamped

has passed the medical inspection ; and the immigration agent tion.

shall detain any passenger who has been inspected and not

admitted, as required by this Act, or by any order in council,

108 1713 proclamation
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Chap. 93. Immigration.

proclamation or regulation made thereunder. 6 E. VII., c. 19,

s. 23.

Immigration 24. The immigration agent shall be responsible for the safe-

responsible
keeping of any person so detained, except while in an hospital

for person or Other place of detention under the charge of a medical officer.
detained.

6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 24.

Arrange-
ments for
care of

detained
persons.

25. The medical officer may, from time to time, with the

consent and approval of the Minister, make such arrangements

as he considers necessary for the care and supervision of

immigrants who are detained on board a vessel where hospital

facilities on shore do not exist, or, having been permitted to

leave the vessel, are detained either for medical treatment or

are awaiting deportation. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 25.

Prohibited
immigrants,
insane and
epileptic.

PEKSONS PROHIBITED FEOM LANDING DEPORTATION.

26. 1^0 immigrant shall be permitted to land in Canada,
who is feeble-minded, an idiot, or an epileptic, or who is insane,

or has had an attack of insanity within five years ; nor shall

any immigrant be so landed who is deaf and dumb, or dumb,
blind or infirm, unless he belongs to a family accompanying
him or already in Canada and which gives security, satisfactory

to the Minister, and in conformity with the regulations in that

behalf, if any, for his permanent support if admitted into

Canada. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 26.

Diseased
persons.

Proviso.

2*7. No immigrant shall be permitted to land in Canada
who is afflicted with a loathsome disease, or with a disease which

is contagious or infectious and which may become dangerous to

the public health or widely disseminated, whether such immi-

grant intends to settle in Canada or only to pass through Canada

to settle in some other country: Provided that, if such disease

is one which is curable within a reasonably short time, the

immigrant suffering therefrom may, subject to the regulations

in that behalf, if any, be permitted to remain on board, where

hospital facilities do not exist on shore, or to leave the vessel for

medical treatment, under such regulations as may be made by

the Minister. G E. VII., c. 19, s. 27.

Paupers and
beggars.

28. 1^0 person shall be permitted to land in Canada who
is a pauper, or destitute, a professional beggar, or vagrant,

or who is likely to become a public charge; and any person

landed in Canada who, within two years thereafter has become

a charge upon the public funds, whether municipal, provincial,

or federal, or an inmate of or a charge upon any charitable

institution, may be deported and returned to the port or place

whr'uce he came or sailed for Canada. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 28.

1714 29.
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Imm if/ration. Chap. 93. 7

29. 'No immigrant shall bo permitted to land in Canada Criminals

who has been convicted of a crime involving moral turpitude, tutes!™^
^"

or who is a prostitute, or who procures, or brings or attempts

to bring into Canada prostitutes or women for purposes of

prostitution. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 29.

30. The Governor in Council may, by proclamation or order, Absolute

whenever he considers it necessary or expedient, prohibit the Srlny^^drss
landing in Canada of any specified class of immigrants, of of immi-

which due notice shall be given to the transportation companies. ^^" ^'

2. The Governor in Council may make such regulations as Limitution of

are necessary to prohibit the entry into Canada of any greater ™imgratioii

number of persons from any foreign country than the laws of country,

such country permit to emigrate to Canada. 3 E. VII., c. 8,

s. 25; 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 30.

31. Acting under the authority of the Minister, the immi- Boards of

gration agent, the medical officer, and any other officer or officers immigrants

named by the Minister for such purpose, may act as a board seeking

of inquiry at any port of entry to consider and decide upon the to Canada,

case of any immigrant seeking admission into Canada.
2. The decision of such board touching the right of any such Appeal to

immigrant to land in Canada shall be subject to appeal to the

Minister.

3. The Governor in Council may make regulations governing Procedure,

the procedure in connection with inquiries by such boards of

inquiry and appeals from their decisions. 6 E. VII., c. 19,

s. 31.

32. All railway or transportation companies or other persons Deportation

bringing immigrants from any country into Canada shall, on Emigrants
the demand of the Superintendent of Immigration, deport to

the country whence he was brought, any immigrant prohibited

by this Act, or by any order in council or regulation made there-

under, from being landed in Canada, who was brought by such

railway, transportation company or other person into Canada
within a period of two years prior to the date of such demand.
6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 32.

"^

33. "Whenever in Canada an immigrant has, within two If immigrant

years of his landing in Canada, committed a crime involving crime -w-ithin

moral turpitude, or become an inmate of a gaol or hospital or 2 years,

other charitable institution, it shall be the duty of the clerk or

secretary of the municipality to forthwith notify the Minister

thereof, giving full particulars.

2. On receipt of such information the Minister may, on Minister may

investigating the facts, order the deportation of such immigrant portation.

at the cost and charges of such immigrant if he is able to pay,

and if not then at the cost of the municipality wherein he has

last been regularly resident, if so ordered by the Minister, and
108i 1715 if
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8 Chap. 93, Immigration.

if he is a vagrant or tramp, or there is no such municipality,

then at the cost of the Department of the Interior.
By transpor-

^ Every such immigrant shall be carried by the same trans-
lation com- . -^

o
_ I'll,

pany which portation company or companies which brought him into
brought him. Q^nada to the port from M^iich he came to Canada without

receiving the usual payment for such carriage.

4. In case such immigrant was brought into Canada by a

railway company such company shall similarly convey him or

secure his conveyance from the municipality or locality whence

he is to be deported to the country whence he was brought.

6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 33.

By railway
company.

Passengers
may remain
on board 24

hours after
arrival.

Passengers
and luggage
to be landed
free.

Landing
place.

PROTECTION OF IMMIGRANTS.

34. Every immigrant on any vessel arriving at a port of

entry to w^hich the owner or master of such vessel engaged to

convey him, if facilities for housing or inland carriage for such

immigrant are not immediately available, shall be entitled to

remain and keep his luggage on board the vessel for twenty-

four hours after such arrival, and the master of such vessel

shall not, before the expiry of such twenty-four hours, remove

any berths or accommodation used by such immigrants. 6 E.

\^II., c. 19, s. 34.

35. The master of any vessel having immigrants on board,

shall land his passengers and their luggage free of expense to

the said passengers at any of the usual public landing places at

the port of arrival, according to orders which he receives from

the immigration agent at the said port, and at reasonable hours

as fixed by the immigration agent in accordance with the regu-

lations in that behalf. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 35.

36. The Minister or the Superintendent of Immigration
may, from time to time, by instructions to the immigration

agent at any port of entry, appoint the place at which all pas-

sengers arriving at such port shall be landed. 6 E. VII., c. 19,

s. 36.

Shelter and 37. At the place SO appointed the Minister may cause proper

tion to be shelter and accommodation to be provided for the immigrants
provided. until they can be forwarded to their place of destination.

G E. VII., c. 19, s. 37.

Immiijrants
not to lie

solicited

excei»t V)y

licensed
persons.

R.S., 1000.

38. l\o person shall, at any jx)rt or place in Canada, for

hire, reward or gain, or the expectation thereof, conduct, solicit

or recommend, either orally or by handbill or placard or in any
other manner, any immigrant, to or on behalf of any owner of a

vessel, or to or on liehalf of any lodging-house keeper or tavern

keeper or any other person, for any purpose connected with the

preparations or arrangements of such immigrant for his passage

to his final place of destination in Canada, or in the United
171G States,



Immigration. Chap. 93. 9

States, or in other territories outside of Canada, or give or pre-

tend to give to such immigrant any information, oral, printed
or otherwise, or assist him to his said place of destination, or in

any way exercise the vocation of booking passengers, or of
taking money for their inland fare, or for the transportation of
their luggage, unless such person has first obtained a license

from the Superintendent of Immigration authorizing him to

act in such capacity. 6 E. VIL, c. 19, s. 38.

39. No person, whether a licensed immigrant runner, or Runners not

agent or person acting on behalf of any steamboat company, vepsei's'hefore

railway company, forwarding company, or hotel or boarding passengers

house keeper or his agent, shall go on board any vessel bringing unless"
^

immigrants into Canada after such vessel has arrived in Cana licensed,

dian waters, or into an immigration building, or onto any Avharf

where immigrants are landed, or shall book or solicit any immi-
grant by such vessel before the immigrants are landed from
such vessel, unless he is authorized so to do by the Superinten-

dent of Immigration or immigration agent at the port of entry

wdiere such vessel is to land its passengers. 6 E. VII., c. 19,

s. 39.

40. Every keeper of a tavern, hotel or boarding-house in Lists of

any city, town, village or place in Canada designated by an\
boardings?

order in council who receives into his house as a boarder oi house prices

lodger any immigrant within three months from his arrival in piayed.

Canada, shall cause to be kept conspicuously posted in the

public rooms and passages of his house and printed upon his

business cards, a list of the prices which will be charged to

immigrants per day and w^eek for board or lodging, or both, and

also the prices for separate meals, wdiieh cards shall also con-

tain the name of the keeper of such house together with the

name of the street in which it is situate, and its number in such

street.

2. No such boarding-house keeper, hotel keeper or tavern Lien on

keeper shall have any lien on the effects of such immigrant for g'^^f^^"*^'

any amount claimed for such board or lodging for any sura limited,

exceeding five dollars. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 40.

41. If complaint is made to the Minister or the Superin- Inquiry in

tendent of Immigration against any railway company, or other Complaint

incorporated company of any offence or violation of this Act, against any

or of any law of the United Kingdom or of any other country. to^Stion^
in any matter relating to immigrants or immigration, the Min oi Act.

ister may cause such inquiry as he thinks proper to be made
into the facts of the case, or may bring the matter before the

Governor in Council in order that such inquiry may be made
under the Inquiries Act.

2. If upon such inquiry, it appears to the satisfaction of th(^ Po-wers of

^Minister that the company has been guilty of such violation, the
^^^ster.

Minister may require the company to make such compensation

1717 to
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10 Chap. 93. Immigration.

Property of

immigrant
parents
dying.

Intercourse
between
crew and
female
immigrants
prohibited.

Notice of

foregoing
provision to

be posted up.

Inspection of

vessel for

evidence of

contraven-
tion.

to the person aggrieved, or to do such other thing, as is just and
reasonable ; or may adopt measures for causing such proceed-

ings to be instituted against the company as the case requires.

6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 41.

42. If both the immigrant parents, or the last surviving

immigrant parent of any child or children brought with them
in any vessel bound for Canada, die on the voyage, or at any
quarantine station or elsewhere in Canada while still under the

care of an immigration agent or other officer under this Act, the

Minister, or such officer as he deputes for the purpose, may
cause the effects of such parents or parent to be disposed of for

the benefit of such child or children to the best advantage in his

power, or in his discretion to be delivered over to any institu-

tion or person assuming the care and charge of such child or

children. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 42.

43. No officer, seaman or other person on board of any

vessel bringing immigrants to Canada shall, while such vessel

is in Canadian waters, entice or admit any female immigrant

passenger into his apartment, or, except by the direction or

permission of the master of such vessel first made or given for

such purpose, visit or frequent any part of such vessel assigned

to female immigrant passengers. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 43.

44. The master of every vessel bringing immigrant passen-

gers to Canada shall, at all times while the vessel is in Canadian

waters, keep posted, in a conspicuous place on the forecastle

and in the several parts' of the said vessel assigned to immi-

grant passengers, a written or printed notice in the English,

French, Swedish, Danish, German, Russian and Yiddish

languages, and such other languages as are ordered from time

to time by the Superintendent of Immigration, containing the

provisions of this Act regarding the prevention of intercourse

between the crew and the immigrant passengers, and the

penalties for the contravention thereof; and keep such notice

so posted during the remainder of the voyage.

2. The immigration agent at the port of entry shall inspect

every such vessel upon arrival for evidence of compliance with

this section, and shall institute proceedings for any penalty

incurred for violation thereof. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 44.

KalHc ropre-
HentatioiiB to

indii'v or
ilt'Acr immi-
gration.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

45. Every person who does, in Canada, anything for the

purpose of causing or procuring the publication or circulation,

by advertisement or otherwise, in a country outside of Canada,

of false representations as to the opportunities for employment

in Canada, or as to the state of the labour market in Canada,

intended or ada]>ted tn encourage or induce, or to deter or

prevent, the immigration into Canada of persons resident in

iris that

U.S., 1000.
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"that country, or who does anything in Canada for the purpose
of causing or procuring the communication to any resident of

such country of any such false representations, shall, if any
such false representations are thereafter so published, circu-

lated or communicated, be guilty of an offence, and liable, on
summary conviction before two justices of the peace, to a Penalty,

penalty for each offence of not more than one thousand dollars

and not less than fifty dollars. 4-5 E. VII., c. IG, s. 1.

46. If any vessel from any port or place outside of Canada "^^^^s®'^

comes within the limits of Canada having on board or having passengers

had on board at any time during her voyage,

—

^^°^be
(a) any greater number of passengers than one adult pas- authorized,

senger for every fifteen clear superficial feet on each deck

of such vessel appropriated to the use of such passengers

and unoccupied by stores or other goods not being the

personal luggage of such passengers ; or,

(h) a greater number of persons, including the master and
crew, and the cabin passengers, if any, than one for every

two tons of the tonnage of such vessel, calculated in the

manner used for ascertaining the tonnage of British ships

;

the master of such vessel shall incur a penalty not exceeding I'enalty.

twenty dollars and not less than eight dollars f«r each passenger

or person constituting such excess. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 45.

47. If the master of any vessel- does not, forthwith after Masters

such vessel arrives at any port of entry in Canada, and before report.

any entry of such vessel is allowed, deliver to the immigration

agent at the port at which such vessel is to be entered a correct

report, in the form prescribed by the regulations in that behalf,

of all the passengers on board such vessel at the time of her

departure from the port or place whence she last cleared or

sailed for Canada, and a true statement of the other particulars

mentioned in the said form, he shall incur a penalty of twenty Penalty,

dollars for each day during which he neglects so to deliver such

list, and eight dollars for each passenger whose name is omitted

in such report. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 46.

48. If the master of any vessel arriving at any port of entry
-^^^^^f^^^ij,,^

in Canada permits any passenger to leave the vessel before he landing of

has delivered to the immigration agent at any such port a certi-
hefo^e^report

fied and correct report in the form prescribed by the regulations certified.

in that behalf, and received permission from the immigration

agent to allow the passengers to land, he shall incur a penalty P^"'^'^^'-

not exceeding one hundred dollars and not less than twenty

dollars for every passenger so leaving the vessel. 6 E. VII.,

c. 19, s. 47.

49. Every pilot who has had charge of any vessel having pilots

passengers on board, and knows that any passenger has been neglecting to

1719 permitted
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inform agent permitted to leave the vessel contrary to the provisions of this

of Act^^^^^^ ^^^*' ^^^ ^^^^ ^'^^^ ^°* immediately upon the arrival of such
vessel in the port to which he engaged to pilot her, and before

the immigration agent has given permission to the passengers to

leave the vessel, inform the said agent that such passenger or

passengers has or have been so permitted to leave the vessel.

Penalty shall incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars for

every passenger with regard to whom he has wilfully neglected

to give such information. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 48.

Master
neglecting to
deliver
report to
immigration
agent.

Penalty.

Liability of

owner.

50. If the master of any vessel arriving at any port of entry

in Canada,

—

(a) omits to report in writing to the immigration agent at

such port, in the report required by this Act to be delivered

by him on each voyage, the name and age of each pas-

senger embarked on board of such vessel on such voyage

who is lunatic, idiotic, epileptic, deaf and dumb, or dumb,
blind or infirm, or suffering from any disease or injury

known to exist by the medical officer of the ship, stating

also as to each passenger whether he is accompanied by
relatives, able to support him or not ; or,

(h) makes any false report in any of such particulars;

he shall incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars, and

not less than twenty dollars for every passenger in regard to

whom any such omission occurs or any such false report is made.

2. The owner of the vessel shall in such case also be liable for

the aforesaid penalty, and, if there are more owners than one,

such owners shall be so liable jointly and severally ; but in any

case under this section where a conviction has been obtained

against the master of the vessel^ no further prosecution against

the owner of the vessel shall be instituted. 6 E. VII., c. 19,

s. 49.

Master
neglecting to
report as to
passengers
dying and
their pro-
perty.

Penalty.

51. If the master of any vessel arriving at any port in

Canada refuses or neglects,

—

(a) to mention in the report in the form set forth in the

schedule to this Act, the name, age and last place of resid-

ence of any person who has died during the passage of the

vessel, and to specify whether such passenger was accom-

panied by relatives or other persons, if any, who would be

entitled to take charge of the moneys and effects left by

such person, and the disposal made thereof; or,

(h) if there are no such relatives, or other persons entitled to

take charge of such moneys and effects, to fully designate

in the said report the quantity and description of the

property, whether money or otherwise, left by such person,

and to ])ay over and fully account therefor to the immi-

gration agent for the port at which the vessel is entered;

he shall incur a penalty not exceeding one thousand dollars,

and not less than twentv dollars. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 50.

1720 52.
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52. If the master of any vessel arriving at any port of entry Master

in Canada where facilities for housing or inland earriaee aro compelling
,• i-.i Mil 1 • . ,^,. passenger to

not immediately available, compels any immigrant to leave his leave vessel

vessel before the expiration of the period of twenty-four honrs Jou^r^from
after the arrival of the vessel in the port or harl)our to which arrival,

the master or owner of such vessel engaged to convey such im-
migrant, he shall incur a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars Penalty,

for each such immigrant whom he so compels to leave the vessel.

2. If such master, before the expiration of the said period, Removing

removes any berth or accommodation used by any passenger, ''^'^'^' *^*°-

except with the written permission of the immigration agent at

the port of entry, he shall for each such removal incur a like

penalty of twenty dollars. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 51. Penalty.

53. If the master of any vessel arriving at any port of entry Master

fails or refuses to land the passengers and their luggage, free oi [anT'°^
*°

expense to the passengers, at one of the usual public landino passengers

places at such port of arrival, and according to the orders which
^^®'

he received from the immigration agent at such port, and at

reasonable hours as fixed by such agent in accordance with the

regulations in that behaK, if any, he shall incur a penalty of Penalty,

forty dollars for each offence. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 52.

54. If the master of any vessel arriving at any port of entry Master

in Canada, and having on board such vessel any passengers to ^g„"g|."?j °^^^

whom this Act applies, refuses or neglects to land such pas- properly laud

sengers and their luggage, free of expense, and by steam tug or
P^^^^^g^^s.

other proper tender, if necessary, at the place appointed there-

for by the Minister or the Superintendent of Immigration
under this Act, and at reasonable hours, fixed as aforesaid, hf

shall incur a penalty of tw^enty dollars for each such passenger. Penalty.

6 E. VII., c. 19, s.'53.

55. Every person who, at any port or place within Canada, Soliciting,

for hire, reward or gain, or the expectation thereof,

—

grant™T"
(a) conducts, solicits, or recommends, either orally or by .?'^'^^[ t'^an

handbill or placard, or in any other manner, any immi- persons,

grant to or on behalf of

(i) any owner of a vessel, or

(ii) any railway company, or

(iii) any lodging-house keeper or tavern keeper, or

(iv) any other person,

for any purpose connected with the preparations or arrange-

ments of such immigrant for his passage to his final place

of destination in Canada, or in the United States, or to

other territories outside of Canada; or,

(h) gives or pretends to give to such immigrant any informa-

tion, printed or otherwise, or assists him to his said place

of destination, or in any way exercises the vocation of

1721 booking
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Penalt\

booking passengers or of taking money for their inland
fare, or for the transportation of their luggage;

shall, unless such person has first obtained a license from the
Superintendent of Immigration authorizing him to act in such
capacity,, incur a penalty of not more than fifty dollars for each
offence." 6 E. VIL, c. 19, s. 54.

Runners
boarding
vessels before
passengers
landed
without
permit of
igent.

Penalty.

Selling
tickets to
immigrants
at excessive
rates.

Penalty.

56. Every licensed immigrant runner or agent, or person
acting on behalf of any owner of a vessel, railway company,
forwarding company or any hotel or boarding-house keeper, or

his agent, who goes on board any vessel bringing immigrants
into Canada, or books or solicits any immigrant by such vessel,

before the immigrants are landed therefrom, shall, unless he is

authorized by the immigration agent at the port of entry where
such vessel is to land its passengers so to do, incur a penalty

of twenty-five dollars for each offence. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 55.

57. Every person licensed under this Act as an immigrant
runner or agent, or person acting on behalf of any owner of a

vessel, railway company, forwarding company or hotel or board-

ing-house keeper, and every person in his employ who sells to

any immigrant a ticket or order for the passage of such immi-
grant, or for the conveyance of his luggage, at a higher rate than

that for which it could be purchased directly from the company
undertaking such conveyance, and every person who purchases

any such ticket from an immigrant for less than its value, or

gives in exchange for it one of less value, shall incur a penalty

of twenty dollars for each such offence, and the license of such

person shall be forfeited. 6 E. VIL, c. 19, s. 56.

Hotel- 58, Every keeper of a tavern, hotel or boarding-house in

neglecting to ^^J ^ity, town, village or other place in Canada, designated by
post up list order in council, who,

—

(a) neglects or refuses to post a list of prices, and to keep

business cards on which is printed a list of the prices, which

will be charged to immigrants per day or week for board

or lodging, or both, and the prices for separate meals, and

also the name of the keeper of such house, together with

the name of the street in which the house is situate and

its number in such street ; or,

(h) charges or receives, or permits or suffers to be charged

or received for boarding or lodging, or for meals in his

house, any sum in excess of the prices so posted and

printed on such business cards; or,

(c) omits immediately on any immigrant entering such

house as a boarder or lodger or for the purpose of taking

any meal therein, to deliver to such immigrant one of such

printed business cards;

I'.Ti.'ilty. shall incur a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars, and not

less than five dollars. C E. VIL, c. 19, s. 57.

1722 59.
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59. Every such board ing'-house keeper, hotel keeper or Detaining

tavern keei)er, who detains the effects of any immigrant by tender of $5.

reason of any claim for board or lodging after he has been

tendered the sum of five dollars, or such less sum as is actually

due for the board or lodging of such immigrant, shall incur a

]>enalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars, and not less than Penalty,

five dollars, over and above the value of the effects so detained

;

and he shall also be liable to restore such effects.

2, In the event of any such unlawful detention, the effects so Recovery of

detained mav be searched for and recovered under search soods

•
"

c 1 1 T-i TTTT detained.
warrant as m case of stolen goods. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 58.

60. Every officer, seaman or other person employed on Intercourse

board of any vessel bringing immigrants to Canada who, while and^ femare^^^

such vessel is in Canadian waters, entices or admits any female immigrants,

immigrant into his apartment, or, except by the direction or

permission of the master of such vessel first given, visits or

frequents any part of such vessel assigned to female immigrant
passengers, not being cabin passengers, shall incur a penalty Penalty,

equal in amount to his wages for the voyage during which the

said offence was committed. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 59.

61. Every master of any vessel who, while such vessel is Permitting

in Canadian waters, directs or permits any ofiicer or seaman ves^el'^to"

^^

or other person employed on board of such vessel to visit or visit portion

frequent any part of such vessel assigned to immigrants, except immigrants.

for the purpose of doing or performing some necessary act or

duty as an ofiicer, seaman or person employed on board of such

vessel, shall incur a penalty of twenty-five dollars for each Penalty,

occasion on which he so directs or permits the provisions of
' this section to be violated by any officer, seaman or other person

employed on board of such vessel: Provided that this section

shall not apply to cabin passengers, or to any part of the vessel

assigned to their use. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 60.

62. Every master of a vessel bringing immigrants to Canada Neglecting

who neglects to post and keep posted the notice required by noticT*of"'^

this Act to be posted, regarding the prevention of intercourse provi-sions

between the crew and the immigrants and the penalties for [mnifgranfs.

contravention thereof, as required by this Act, shall be liable

to a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars for each such Penalty,

offence. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 61.

63. If, during the voyage of any vessel carrying immigrants Violation

from any port outside of Canada to any port in Canada, the ifJ°'lJnd
master or any of the crew is guilty of any violation of any of breach of

the laws in force in the country in which such foreign port is with'^^ p^assen-

situate, regarding the duties of such master or crew towards gers.

the immigrants in such vessel; or if the master of any such

vessel during such voyage commits any breach whatsoever of

the contract for the passage made with any immigrant by such

1723 master,
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master, or by the owner of such vessel, such master or such
one of the crew shall, for every such violation or breach of

Tenalty. contract, be liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred
dollars, and not less than twenty dollars, independently of any
remedy which such immigrants complaining may otherwise
have. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 62.

Contraven- 64. Every person who violates any provision of this Act,

otherwise ^v of any Order in council, proclamation or regulation in respect
provided for. of which violation no other penalty is provided by this Act,

Penalty. shall incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars.

6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 63.

Master
permitting
proliibited

immigi'ant to

land, and
refusing to

take on
board when
required.

Penalty.

65. Every owner or master of a vessel who lands or permits
to land therefrom in Canada any immigrant or other passenger,

the landing of whom is prohibited by this Act, or by any order

in council, proclamation or regulation made thereunder, whether
such immigrant or passenger intends to settle in Canada or

only intends to pass through Canada to settle in some other

country, or who refuses or neglects, when thereunto lawfully

required, to take on board his vessel any immigrant or passenger

who has been so landed, shall incur a penalty not exceeding one
thousand dollars, and not less than one hundred dollars, for

each such offence. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 69.

Apprehen-
sion of pro-

hibited per-

sons who
shall be
returned to

vessel or
country

66. Any person landed in Canada from a vessel, or brought
into Canada by a railway company, in contravention of this

Act, or of any order in council or proclamation lawfully issued

thereunder, or any person landed for medical treatment who
remains in Canada in contravention of such order or proclama-

whence they tion, may be apprehended, without a warrant, by any immigra-
came. ^-^^^ agent or other Government' officer, and may, by force if

necessary, be compelled to return to or be taken on board the

vessel, and, in the case of a railway company, be returned to

the country whence he came.

2. Every owner or master of a vessel and every railway com-
pany or other person who violates the provisions of this section,

or who aids or abets any immigrant or passenger in acting in

contravention of such order or proclamation, or who refuses or

neglects to take any such immigrant or passenger on board such

vessel or the cars of such railway company, shall incur a penalty

not exceeding one thousand dollars, and not less than one
hundred dollars, for each such offence.

3. Every railway company which wilfully receives or trans-

ports any such immigrant or other passenger, or which refuses

or neglects, when thereunto lawfully required, to take on board
its cars any such immigrant or passenger, shall be liable to a

penalty not exceeding one thousand dollars, and not less than
one himdred dollars, for each such offence. 6 E. VII., c. 19,

s. 70.

1724 67.
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67. Any person found in Canada who has come into Canada Apprehen-

within a period of two years- from any other country by any de^j^ortation

means or mode of conveyance, and who would be liable to of

exclusion or deportation under any of the provisions of this ij^Fto"*^^
Act relating to immigrants or passengers arriving by ship or exclusion,

railway train, may be apprehended and compelled to return to

the country Avhence he came. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 71.

68. In any case where deportation of the father or head Deportation

of a family is ordered, all dependent members of the family famUyf de-

may be deported at the same time. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 72. pendent
members.

RECOVEKY OF PENALTIES.

69. Every duty or penalty imposed under the authority of Duties and

this Act upon the owner, charterer or master of any vessel shall, be^lieu^on*'

until payment thereof, be a lien upon any vessel of the com- vessel.

pany or owner or charterer in respect wdiereof it has become
payable, and may be enforced and collected by the seizure and
sale of the vessel, her tackle, apparel and furniture, under thd

warrant or process of the magistrate or court before whom it

has been sued for, and shall be preferred to all other liens or

hypothecations except mariners' wages.

2. Every penalty imposed under the authority of this Act Penalty

upon a railway company shall, until payment thereof, be a lien i™Pose<l o"

or charge upon the railway property, assets, rents and revenues company to

of such company. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 64.
property.""

PROCEDUKE.

70. Every prosecution for a penalty under this Act may be Where
instituted at the place where the olfender then is, before anv prosecution

'-

T . ..,.. . ,,' - " mav be
justice of the peace having jurisdiction m such place, and may brought,

be recovered, upon summary conviction, at the suit of any immi-

gration agent, and the penalties recovered shall be paid into the

hands of the Minister of Finance, and shall form part of the

Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada.

2. The justice of the peace may award costs against the Cos^g^

offender as in ordinary cases of summary proceedings, and may,

in the case of an owner, charterer or master of a vessel, also

award imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months, to

terminate on payment of the penalty incurred ; and may, in his

discretion, award any part of the penalty, when recovered, to

the person aggrieved by or through the act or neglect, of such

offender. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 65.

71. If it appears to the justice, by the admission of such Proceedings

person or otherAvise; that no sufficient distress can be had no^^jfficlenr

whereon to levy the moneys so adjudged to be paid, he may, if distress.

he thinks fit, refrain from issuing a warrant of distress in the

case, or, if sucb warrant has been issued, and upon the return

1725 thereof
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Lien not
discharged.

Conviction or
proceeding
not to be
quashed for
want of

form.

Warrant and
commitment
not to be
held void.

Security in

case of

appeal, etc.

Payment of

expenses
under Act.

thereof such iusufRciency as aforesaid is made to appear to the

justice, then such justice shall, by warrant, cause the person

ordered to pay such money and costs as aforesaid to be com-
mitted to gaol, there to remain Avithout bail for any term not

exceeding three months, unless such moneys and costs ordered

to be paid, and such costs of distress and sale as aforesaid, are

sooner j^aid and satisfied ; but such imprisonment of a master

of any vessel shall not discharge the vessel from the lien or

liability attached thereto by the provisions of this Act. 6 E.

VIL, c. 19, s. 66.

12, Xo conviction or proceeding under this Act shall be

quashed for want of form, nor, unless the penalty imposed is

one hundred dollars or over, be removed by appeal or certiorari

or otherwise into any superior court.

2. ISTo warrant or commitment shall be held void by reason

of any defect therein, if it is therein alleged that the person ha^

been convicted and there is a good and valid conviction to

sustain the same.

3. In the case of removal by appeal or certiorari or otherwise

of any conviction or proceeding imder this Act into any superior

court, security shall be given to the extent of one hundred

dollars for the costs of such removal proceedings to such superior

court. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 67.

73. All expenses incurred in carrying out the provisions of

this Act and of affording help and advice to immigrants and

aiding, visiting and relieving destitute immigrants, procuring

medical assistance and otherwise attending to the objects of

immigration, shall be paid out of any moneys granted by Par-

liament for any such purpose, and under such regulations or

under such orders in council, if any, as are made for the distri-

bution and application of such moneys. 6 E. VII., c. 19, s. 68.

SCHEDULE.
NAMES AND DESCRIPTION OF PASSENGERS.
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CHAPTER 94.

An Act respecting Immigration Aid Societies.

SHORT TITLE.

1* This Act may be cited as the Immigration Aid Societies Short title.

Act.

INTEEPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' Minister ' means the Minister of the Interior, and
includes any deputy or officer authorized to perform the

duty or exercise the power in question;

(h) ' immigration ' or ' immigrant ' includes ' emigration '

or ' emigrant/ when it refers to the act of leaving, or to

a person about to leave, Europe for Canada

;

(c) ' society ' means the immigration aid society which the

context indicates or refers to. R.S., c. 66, s. 1.

3. Any negotiable or other instrument authorized by this Foreign

Act may be drawna in any European language understood by l^°g"^g®-

the person executing it, and sums of money mentioned therein

may be expressed in any currency used in the country where

it is executed, and shall be held to mean equivalent amounts

expressed in currency of Canada. Tt.S., c. 66, s. 1; O.C. 14th

March, 1892.

DISTKICTS.

4. The Minister shall, from time to time, for the purposes immiKration

of this Act, divide each of the several provinces of Canada
^'g^^^g^l'^j

into immigration districts; and in each district there shall be officers.

an immigration office and an immigration agent. U.S., c. QC),

s. 2.

5. Xotice of such division, and of any alteration thereof. Notice to be

shall be given in the Canada Gazette, and each such district
^'"^'^'^•

shall be known as the immigration district of the place where

the immigration office is kept. E.S., c. 66, s. 2.

DISTRICT SOCIETIES.

6. An immigration aid society, or immigration aid socie- Formation of

ties, may be formed in every immigration district for the pur- societies and

. 109 1729 pose
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their pur-
poses.

pose of assisting immigrants to reach Canada from Europe,

and to obtain employment on their arrival in Canada, and of

enabling persons in Canada in want of labourers, artisans or

servants, to obtain them by such immigration. R.S., c. 66,

s. 3.

Subscriptions
and capital.

Formalities
to be com-
plied with.

T. Every such society shall consist of at least twenty-five

persons, who may or may not be residents of the immigration

district, and who have agreed to form such society, and to sub-

scribe, as the capital of the society, at least five hundred dol-

lars, in shares of twenty dollars each, one-half of which at least

shall be paid, on subscribing the declaration of membership

hereinafter mentioned, into the hands of a person agreed upon

as their secretary-treasurer by such persons, not less than

twenty-five, as are present at the meeting at which it is agreed

to form such society. R.S., c. 66, s. 3.

8. The persons who agree to form such society shall elect

or agree upon a president, vice-president, secretary-treasurer,

and board of management, composed of at least five members,

including the oflicers above mentioned, and shall adopt a con-

stitution and by-laws, and shall respectively sign a declaration

in the form in the schedule to this Act. R.S., c. 66, s. 4.

Constitution
and by-laws
of society.

9. There shall be attached to the said declaration the con-

stitution and by-laws of the society, which shall declare the

objects of the society to be those mentioned in this Act, and

such other special objects, if any, as it is necessary to enumer-

ate. U.S., c. 66, s. 4.

What the
constitution
and by-laws
shall set

forth.

10. The constitution and by-laws shall set forth,

—

(a) the names of the first president, vice-president, secre-

tary-treasurer, and members of the board of management

;

(b) the place where the olfice of the society is to be situate

;

(c) the time when its meetings will be held;

(d) the manner in which the remainder of the stock of the

society shall be paid up

;

(e) the annual subscription to be paid by members, if such

subscription is deemed advisable;

(f) the manner of admitting new members;

(g) the duties and powers of the board of management and

officers

;

(h) the time during which the officers and other members of

the board of management shall remain in office;

(i) the time and phice for and the manner of holding the

regular meetings of the so('i(>ty

;

(j) the mode of calling and holding special meetings;

(k) the quorum, and mode of voting at such meetings;

(l) the mode of filling vacancies among the officers and

members of the board of iiianageiiient, or the manner in

17;'.0 which
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which their duties shall he performed by others during
their absence;

(m) the period for which the society shall continue, and the

mode of dividing its assets at the end of such period, or

its profits, from time to time, during such period ; and,

(n) generally such provisions as are deemed necessary or

expedient for the well-working of the society and the at-

tainment of the objects for which it is formed. R.S.,

c. 66, s. 4.

11. The signatures of the members shall be attached to the Attestation

declaration, and in columns opposite thereto, the amounts of tion.^'^

^^^'

stock for which they respectively subscribe, and the amounts
paid up shall be stated ; and the declaration shall then be dated

and attested by the signatures of the president or vice-president

and of the secretary-treasurer. U.S., c. 66, s. 4.

12. The declaration shall be made in duplicate, and the Duplicate of

duplicates shall be delivered or sent by the secretary-treasurer
ti'on^to^^be

to the immigration agent of the district, who shall examine the sent to the

declaration and ascertain whether it is in accordance with this agent?

Act, and with the instructions given him on the subject by the

Minister; and if the immigration agent has any doubt as to

its being conformable to this Act and to such instructions, he

may forward it to the Minister for his opinion ; and if it is not

found so conformable, the immigration agent shall return both

duplicates to the secretary-treasurer, informing him of the fact

and of the objection to which the declaration is open ; but if

it is found to be so conformable he shall certify the fact under

his hand on both duplicates, and shall retain one of them in his

office and shall return the other to the secretary-treasurer.

R.S., c. 66, s. 5.

13. If there is no other immigration aid society in his dis- Agent to

trict, the immigration agent shall treat the society as number ber^to t"ie°

one, and shall fill the blank left in the declaration for that society,

purpose with that number; but if otherwise he shall give each

a number in the order in which he certifies the declarations,

and shall fill in the blank in each with its proper number,
according to such order. R.S., c. 66, s. 6.

INCORPORATION.

14. When the declaration is approved and certified as afore- On approval,

said, the society shall be a corporation, or body politic and ^•ciety to

corporate, by the name taken in the declaration, including the corporatior..

number given it by the immigration agent, and shall have all

the powers, rights and immunities assigned to corporations by

the Interpretation Act, including the riglit to have a corporate Corporate

seal, if it thinks fit.
«^^'-
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Evidence of
duplicate.

2. It shall not be necessary that the corporate seal shall bo

affixed to any document in order to make it the act or deed of

the corporation, but it shall be sufficient for that purpose that

the document is signed by the secretary-treasurer, and counter-

signed by the president or vice-president of the society, as such,

or by the person or persons acting pro tempore in their stead

;

and the authority or capacity of any person who signs the

same, or his signature, shall not be called in question by any
but the corporation, and if not so questioned, shall be admitted

in evidence without proof.

3. Any document purporting to be the duplicate copy of the

declaration signed by the proper immigration agent, shall be

admitted as evidence of the facts stated therein, without proof

of his signature, unless it is called in question by himself, or

by the Minister, or by his authority. E.S., c. 66, s.- 7.

POWERS AND DUTIES.

Powers of

society.

Proviso ;

total liabili-

ties limited.

15. The society may,

—

(a) enter into agreements and contracts, either with its

members or with other persons, for any purpose relating

to immigration

;

(h) lend and borrow money, and take or give any security

for the same;

(c) become a party to any promissory note, bill of exchange,

or other negotiable security or instrument, in the manner
hereinbefore provided as to other documents ; and,

(d) receive assistance in money or otherwise from muni-

cipal or other corporations, or from any institution,

society or person, tow^ards enabling it to attain the objects

of this Act, on such terms and conditions as are agreed

upon, and which are not inconsistent with this Act or

with law:

Provided that tlie total amount of the liabilities of the society

shall never exceed the amount of its capital subscribed, and

not paid up, and the members of the board of management
shall be personally liable for any such excess. K.S., c. 66, s. 8.

Society may
receive appli
cations for

the employ-
ment of

immJKrants.

16. The society may receive applications from persons

desiring to obtain artisans, workmen, servants or labourers from
the United Kingdom, or from any part of Europe, and may
enter into any lawful contracts with such persons, including

the obligation on the part of such persons, to employ the

immigrants referred to on their arrival in Canada, in any

manner, at any rate of wages, and for any period, under such

penalty as damages for non-performance as are stipulated in

such contract, and may receive in advance all or any part of

the money to be expended l)y the society, or may take security

for the repayment of all or any part thereof to the society, by

instalments or in one sum, as is agreed upon. U.S., c. 66, s. 0.

1732 17.
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17. The secretary-treasurer shall forthwith transmit every Applications

such application, with the requisite information and details, J^ardefV
to the immigration agent of the district, with the amount the district

society has undertaken to advance towards defraying the
^^^^^'

expenses to be incurred in complying with the application, in
paying or partly paying the cost of the ocean passage and
other necessary travelling expenses of the emigrants from their

home in Europe to the place in Canada where they are
required. K.S., c. 66, s. 10.

18. The immigration agent shall forthwith transmit every Applications

such application and the money received by reason thereof, to be trans-

^t • • .•
, 1

•
^ ^ . .

mitted to
to the proper immigration agent or sub-agent of Canada, m proper

the United Kingdom or elsewhere, who shall, thereupon, take ^k^"**

the necessary steps for procuring and forwarding to the proper
place in Canada, such immigrants as are stated in the applica-

tion; and the immigration agent shall, from time to time,

furnish the Minister with such information and details respect-

ing such applications as the Minister requires. U.S., c. 66,

s. 11.

REPAYMENT OF ADVANCES.

19. If it is the intention of the society, or of the applicant. Agents in

that the whole or part of the money advanced towards defray- f^^^^ ^-^

ing the expenses of immigration, shall be repaid by the immi- from emi-

grant, either in one sum or by instalments, the immigration f^pavmentof
agent or sub-agent of Canada in Europe who makes the arrange- advances,

ments for the passage of the intending emigrant to Canada,
shall take from such emigrant an instrument in writing bind-

ing him to repay such money to the society in Canada in one

sum or by instalments, at certain periods, and with interest or

without interest, according to the instruction given by the

secretary-treasurer to the district immigration agent and com-

municated through the Minister to the immigration agent or

sub-agent in Europe, and he shall witness the execution of such

instrument. R.S., c. 66, s. 12.

20. If any sum of money has been advanced to the Sums ad-

emigrant for like purposes, by any society, or institution or emigrants by
individual in the United Kingdom, such sum may, with the p^.*!"?*^^ *"

consent of such society, institution or individual, be included Kingdom

in the amount for which such instrument is given, and may be ™^^' ^
^

recovered by the Canadian society aforesaid, and being so

recovered, shall be paid over without charge to the societv,

institution or individual b}^ whom it was advanced, and the

agent or sub-agent of immigration who witnesses the execution

of the instrument shall give notice of the amount mentioned in

the instrument to such society, institution or individual and
to the Canadian society. R.S.. c. 66, s. 12.

1733 21.
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Emigrant
may bind
himself to
serve nomi-
nee of

society for

the amount
of advance.

Deduction
for repay-
ment of

advance.

21. Any emigrant who might make such instrument as

aforesaid, may, in like manner, execute an instrument, Avit-

nessed as above provided, binding himself or herself, in con-

sideration of the sum advanced by the society therein named,
to accept employment of the kind therein stated from any
named person in the immigration district in vv^hich the society

is formed, or with any person in such district whom the society

designates to the immigrant on his arrival in such district, at

a rate of wages to be named in the instrument, and for a term

to be also therein named, and to serve such person faithfully

in such employment during such term, and to allow such per-

son to deduct from his wages, at a period or periods to be

designated in such instrument, such sum or sums as are also

therein designated, and to pay the same to the society, on

account of any money due by the immigrant to it. U.S., c. 66,

s. 13.

How such
obligation
may be
enforced.

22. Such instrument may be enforced by the society accord-

ingly, by civil suit in any court of competent jurisdiction

against the immigrant; and any i-efusal or neglect on the part

of the immigrant to perform any of the other obligations

undertaken by him in such instrument, shall be an oifence

cognizable before any one justice of the peace, and punishable

on summary conviction by a penalty not exceeding twenty dol-

lars and costs, and by imprisonment until such penalty and

costs are paid; and the penalty, if paid, shall belong to the

society, and be paid over to it by the convicting justice; but

the payment of such penalty shall not prevent or affect any

civil remedy of the society under such instrument. K.S., c. 66,

9. 14.

SCHEDULE.

FORM OF DECLARATION.

We, the undersigned, hereby associate ourselves together

as The Immigration Aid Society No. of the immi-

gration district of ,
and we hereby bind

ourselves to observe and obey all the requirements of the Im-

migration Aid Societies Act, and to pay, respectively, into the

hands of the secretary-treasurer the amount of stock set oppo-

site our respective names, one-half on subscribing this declara-

tion, and the other half by the instalments and in the manner

hereinafter provided ; and we further bind ourselves to observe

and obey the constitution and by-laws of the society, which

are as follows:

—

K.S., c. 66, sch.

OTTAWA: rrinted by Samuel Edward Daavson, Law Printer to the King's

uiOHt ExooUent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 95.

An Act respecting and restricting Chinese Immigra-
tion.

SHORT TITLE,

1. This x\ct may be cited as the Chinese Immigration Act. Short title

3 E. YIL, c. 8, s. 1.

INTEKPKETATION.

2» In and for the purposes of this Act, unless the context Definitions.

otherwise requires,

—

(a) ' Chief Controller ' means the chief officer who is

charged, under the direction of the Minister to whom is

assigned the administration of this Act, with the duty of

carrying the provisions of this Act into effect and who
shall have authority over officers of Customs and others

appointed for the purpose or charged with the duty of

assisting in carrying out the provisions of this Act

;

(b) ' controller ' means any Customs or other officer at any
seaport or frontier Customs port duly appointed as such

and charged with the duty of assisting in carrying the

provisions of this Act into effect;

(c) ' master ' or ' conductor ' means any person in command
of or in charge of any vessel or vehicle

;

(d) ' Chinese immigrant ' means any person of Chinese

origin (including any person w^hose father was of Chinese

origin) entering Canada and not entitled to the privilege

of exemption provided for by this Act;

(e) ' vessel ' means any sea-going craft of any kind or des-

cription capable of carrying passengers

;

(f)
' tonnage ' means the gross tonnage according to the

measurement fixed by the Merchant Shipping Acts of the

Parliament of the United Kingdom;

(g) ' vehicle ' means any ferryboat, boat, railway car, cart,

wagon, carriage, sleigh or other conveyance whatsoever,

however propelled or drawn. 3 E. Yll., c. 8, s. 4.

3. Any woman of Chinese origin who is the wife of a per- Chinese

son who is not of Chinese origin shall for the purpose of this ^'i^es of

Act be deemed to be of the same nationality as her husband,
°^^'*^"^'^^-

and the children of the said wife and husband shall be deemed
1735 to
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What con-

stitutes

landing.

to be of the same nationality as the father.

s. 6.

3 E. VIL, c. 8,

Term ^ 4. ^ Merchant,' as used in this Act, shall not include any

limited.'^"* merchant's clerk, or other employee, mechanic, huckster, pedlar

or person engaged in taking, drying or otherwise preserving fish

for home consumption or exportation. 3 E. VII., c. 8, s. G.

5. Except as otherwise required by the Quarantine Act,

the landing of a person of Chinese origin from a vessel, wher-

ever referred to in this Act, shall not be held to apply to the

landing of such person on the wharf and the placing of him
in a proper building, where he may remain until the provisions

of this Act have been complied with and the controller has

given his authority for his departure therefrom, or to the tem-

porary landing of any Chinese sailor for the purpose of assist-

ing in the lading or unlading of the vessel to which he belongs,

or for the purpose of his transfer to another vessel, and such

person or sailor, while in such building or while so employed

or waiting such transfer, shall, for the purposes of this Act, be

held to be on board the vessel by which he arrived. 3 E. VIL,

c. 8, s. 8.

Powers of

Governor in

Council.

ADMINISTKATION.

6. The Governor in Council may,

—

(a) appoint one or more persons to carry the provisions of

this Act into effect;

(h) assign any duty in connection therewith to any officer

or person in the employ of the Government of Canada;

(c) define and prescribe the duties of such officer or person;

(d) fix the salary or remuneration to be allowed to such

officer or person

;

(e) engage and pay interpreters skilled in the English and

Chinese languages, at salaries aggregating not more than

three thousand dollars a year

;

(f) make regulations for the carrying out of this Act. 3 E.

VIL, c. 8,^ s. 5.

TAX AND EXEMPTIONS.

Tax payable 7. Every person of Chinese origin, irrespective of allegi-
by Chinese ance, shall pay into the Consolidated Eevenue Eund of Canada,
immigrants. • /^ ^ i i / ,.

on entering Canada, at the port or place oi entry, a tax of five

hundred dollars, except the following persons who shall be

exempt from such payment, that is to say:

—

Exemptions. ^a) The members of the diplomatic corps, or other govern-

ment representatives, their suites and their servants, and
consuls and consular agents

;

(b) T\\(' cliildron l)orn in Canada of parents of Chinese

origin and who have left Canada for educational or other

17 3 G purposes,
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purposes, on substantiating their identity to the satis-

faction of the controller at the port or place where thej
seek to enter on their return

;

(c) Merchants, their wives and children, the wives and
children of clergymen, tourists, men of 'science and stu-

dents, who shall substantiate their status to the satisfaction

of the controller, subject to the approval of the Minister,

or who are bearers of certificates of identity, or other

similar documents issued by the government or by a

recognized official or representative of the government

whose subjects they are, specifying their occupation and
their object in coming into Canada.

2. Every such certificate or other document shall be in the Certificate

English or French language, and shall be examined and en- exempfion
dorsed (vise) by a British consul or charge d'affaires or other

accredited representative of His Majesty, at the place where

it is granted, or at the port or place of departure.

3. Persons of Chinese origin claiming on their arrival to be As to

students, but who are unable to produce the requisite certificate students,

as hereinbefore -provided for, shall be entitled to a refund of

the tax exacted from them on the production within eighteen

months from the date of their arrival in Canada of certificates

from teachers in any school or college in Canada showing that

they are and have been for at least one year bona fide students in

attendance at such school or college. 3 E. VII., c. 8, s. 6.

8. The controller shall deliver to each Chinese immigrant Certificate to

who has been permitted to land or enter, and in respect of whom J^^
delivered

, 1 . , 1 .,« -11 - r-
to immigrant

the tax has been paid as herembeiore provided, a certificate permitted to

containing a description of such individual, the date of his ^^"^•

arrival, the name of the port of his landing and an acknowledg-

ment that the tax has been duly paid; and such certificate its effect,

shall be prima facie evidence that the person presenting it has

complied with the requirements of this Act ; but such certificate May be

may be contested by His Majesty or by any officer charged with contested,

the duty of carrying this Act into effect, if there is reason to

doubt the validity or authenticity thereof, or of any statement

therein contained; and such contestation shall be heard and How decided,

determined in a summary manner by any judge of a superior

court of any province of Canada where such certificate is pro-

duced. 3 E. VIL, c. 8, s. 13.

NUMBER OF IMMIGRANTS LIMITED.

9. Xo vessel carrying Chinese immigrants to any port in Xumber of

Canada shall carry more than one such immigrant for every Chinese im-

fifty tons of its tonnage. 3 E. VIL, c. 8, s. 7. any vessel.

10. ISTo Chinese immigrants shall be allowed to land in or if not

enter Canada coastwise or overland arriving in transit from *'""^^"s,
direct to

anv port or place in America from any vessel entering at such Canada.

1737 port
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port or place, in excess of the niim])er which would have been

allowed to land from such vessel had it come direct to Canada.

3 E., VII., c. 8, s. 7.

THE LANDING OF CHINESE IMMIGRANTS. '

No Chinese H, ;j^o master of any vessel carrying Chinese immigrants

untif permit shall land any person of Chinese origin, or permit any to land
is obtained, from such vessel, until a permit so to do, stating that the pro-

visions of this Act have been complied with, has been granted

to the master of such vessel by the controller. 3 E. VIL, c. 8,

s. 8. .

Bill of 12. J^o controller at any port shall grant a permit allowing

obta^ined*
^* Chinese immigrants to land until the quarantine officer has

granted a bill of health, and has certified, after due examin-

ation, that no leprosy or infectious, contagious, loathsome or

dangerous disease exists on board such vessel; and no permit

to land shall be granted to any Chinese immigrant who is

No permit suffering from leprosy or from any infectious, contagious,

in certain loathsome or daugerous disease. 3 E. VIL, c. 8, s. 9.
cases.

Liability and 13. Every conductor or other person in charge of any rail-

ductor^of^'^ w^ay train or car bringing Chinese immigrants into Canada
raihvay train shall be personally liable to His Majesty for the payment of

me^nt^^/ the tax of five hundred dollars imposed by this Act in respect

duty. of any immigrant brought by or on such railway train or car,

and shall, unless such per^ns are in transit through Canada,

pay or cause to be paid to the controller the total amount of the

tax payable by Chinese immigrants so arriving by such railway

train or car, and he shall not allow any such immigrants to dis-

embark from such train or car until after such tax has been

paid. 3 E. VIL, c. 8, s. 10.

Delivery to 14. Every conductor or other person in charge of any rail-

controller of
-^ya^y train or car bringing Chinese immigrants into Canada

Chinese im- shall, immediately on his arrival, deliver to the controller or
migrants. other officer at the port or place of arrival a report containing

a complete and accurate list of all persons of Chinese origin

arriving by or being on board of the railway train or car of

wliich he is in charge, and showing their names in full, the

country and place of their birth, their occupation and last

place of domicile; and he shall not allow any such immigrants

to disembark from such train or car until after such report has

l)Of'n made. 3 E. VIL, c. 8, s. 10.

Liability of 15. Evcry master of any vessel bringing Chinese immi-
maHtepH for

,,p.,,,f3 to any port or place in Canada shall be personallv liable
payment oih ,/ i i •ii'i.»
tax. to His ^Lajesty for the payment oi the tax imposed by this Act

in respect of any such immigrant carried by such vessel, and

shall deliver to the controller, immediately on his arrival in

1738 port
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port and before anv of his Chinese crew or passengers disem-
bark, a complete and accurate list of his crew and snch passen-

gers, showing their names in full, the country and place of their

birth, and the occupation and last place of domicile of each of

such immigrant passengers. 3 E. VII., c. 8, s. 15.

REGISTKATION Ul'ON ENTKY.

16. Every Chinese immigrant who enters Canada otherwise Chinese

than by disembarking from any vessel or vehicle, shall forth- ^ptennK

with make a statement and declaration of his entry to the con- otherwise

troUer or other proper officer at the nearest or most convenient
vessel ^o^r

port or place, and shall forthwith pay to such controller or vehicle,

officer the tax of five hundred dollars imposed by this Act ; and,

if the statement and declaration is made to an officer other than
a controller authorized to keep a register, such officer shall re-

port the fact and transmit the tax to the Chief Controller or to

the nearest controller so authorized, and the controller shall

make a record thereof in his register and issue the proper certi-

ficate of such registration in conformity with the provisions of

this Act. 3 E. VII., c. 8, s. 11.

11 , The Chief Controller, and such controllers as are b}' ReRister of

him authorized so to do, shall each keep a register of all persons certificates,

to whom certificates of entry have been granted. 3 E., VIL,
c. 8, s. 14.

PROHIBITED IMMIGRANTS.

18. 'No controller or other officer charged with the duty of Certain im-

assisting in carrying the provisions of this Act into effect shall ^Xlaited.
grant a permit allowing to land from any vessel, nor shall any
conductor or other person in charge of any vehicle bring into

Canada, either as an immigrant or as an exempt, or as in

transit, any person of Chinese origin who is,

—

(a) a pauper or likely to become a public charge

;

(b) an idiot or insane;

(c) suffering from any loathsome, infectious or contagious

disease

;

fd) a prostitute or living on the prostitution of others.

2. All such persons are prohibited from entering Canada. Prohibition.

8 E. VIL, c. 8, s. 12.

CHINESE IN TRANSIT.

19. Persons of Chinese origin may pass through Canada in Conditions

transit, from one port or place out of Canada to another port ^^
**- passage

or place out of Canada, without payment of the tax of five Canada,

hundred dollars imposed by this Act: Provided that such pass-

ao^e is made in accordance with, and under such regulations as

are made for the purpose by the Governor in Council. 3 E.

VIL, c. 8, s. 17.

1739 RE-ENTRY.
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Registration
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leaving
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KE-ENTBY.

20. Every person of Chinese origin who wishes to leave

Canada, with the declared intention of returning thereto, shall

give written notice of such intention to the controller at the

port or place whence he proposes to sail or depart, in which
notice shall be stated the foreign port or place which such per-

son wishes to visit, and the route he intends taking both going
and returning, and such notice shall be accompanied by a fee

of one dollar.

2. The controller shall thereupon enter in a register to be

kept for the purpose, the name, residence, occupation and
description of the said person, and such other information

regarding him as is deemed necessary, under such regulations

as are made for the purpose. 3 E. VII., c. 8, s. 18.

Refund of 21. The person so registered shall be entitled on his return,

within 12 if within twelve months of such registration, and on proof of

his identity to the satisfaction of the controller, as to which
the decision of the controller shall be final, to free entry as an

exempt or to receive from the controller the amount of the tax,

if any, paid by him on his return ; but if he does not return to

Canada within twelve months from the date of such registra-

tion, he shall, if returning after that date, be subject to the tax

of five hundred dollars imposed by this Act in the same manner
as in the case of a first arrival. 3 E. VII., c. 8, s. 18.

months.

PENALTIES AND FORFEITUEES.

Carrying 22. The owmer of any vessel carrying Chinese immi-
Chmese im-

^.j-ants to any port in Canada shall incur a penalty of two
migrants m ^ < ^i f i /-m • • • i "• • i
excess of one hundred dollars for each Chinese immigrant therein carried

tons^^^^
in excess of one for every fifty tons of such vessel's tonnage.

3 E. VII., c. 8, s. 7.

Permitting
Chinese to
land from
vessel with-
out permit.

23. The master of any vessel carrying Chinese immigrants

shall incur a penalty of five hundred dollars if he lands or

permits to land in Canada from such vessel any person of

Chinese origin without the permit therefor required by this

Act. 3 E. VII., c. 8, s. 8.

Landing
Chinese
before tax
is paid.

24. Every master or conductor of any vessel or vehicle who
lands or allows to be landed off or from any vessel or vehicle

any Chinese immigrant before the tax payable under this Act
has been duly paid, or who wilfully makes any false statement

respecting the number of persons on board his vessel or vehicle,

shall, in addition to the amount of the tax payable under the

foregoing provisions of this Act, be liable to a penalty not
exceeding one thousand dollars and not less than five hundred
dollars for every such ofi'ence, and, in default of payment, to

imprisonment for a term not exceeding twelve months; and
1740 such
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such vessel or vehicle shall be forfeited to liis Majesty, and
shall be seized by an officer charged with the duty of carrying

this Act into effect, and dealt with accordingly, 3 E, VII.,

c. 8, s. 16.

25. If any person of Chinese origin who is,

—

Prohibited

(a) a pauper or likely to become a public charge

;

enterfng

(b) an idiot or insane
;

Canada

(c) suffering from any loathsome, infectious or contagious

disease; or,

. (d) a prostitute or living on the prostitution of others

;

enters Canada, he or she shall be liable to imprisonment for

a term not exceeding six months, and shall in addition be

liable to deportation, and the master, conductor or other person

who knowingly lands or brings or assists or permits to land in

Canada, any such persons of Chinese origin, shall also be liable

to a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars, or to imprison-

ment for a term not exceeding six months. 3 E. VIL, c. 8,

s. 12.

26. If any railway or other transportation company, having Tpansporta-
undertaken to transport through Canada any person of Chinese tion com-

origin in transit, fails to comply with any regulations of the to"comply"^
Governor in Council in that behalf, such company shall be "^'it^ regula-

subject to a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars.

3 E. VIL, c. 8, s. 17.

27. Every person of Chinese origin who wilfully evades or Chinese

attempts to evade any of the provisions of this Act as respects evading this

the payment of the tax, by personating any other individual,

or who wilfully makes use of any forged or fraudulent certi-

ficate to evade the provisions of this Act, and every person who
wilfully aids or abets any such person of Chinese origin in any
evasion or attempt at evasion of any of the provisions of this

Act, is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to imprison-

ment for a term not exceeding twelve months, or to a fine not

exceeding five hundred dollars, or to both. 3 E. VIL, c. 8,

s. 19.

28. Every person who takes part in the organization of Organizing.

any sort of court or tribunal composed of Chinese persons, for £„] "courtr a*

the hearing and 'determination of any offence committed by a to offences

Chinese person, or in carrying on any such organization or who mese.

takes part in any of its proceedings, or who gives evidence be-

fore any such court or tribunal, or assists in carrying into effect

any decision, decree, or order of any such court or tribunal, is

guilty of an ind^ictable offence and liable to imprisonment for

any term not exceeding twelve months, or to a fine not exceed-

ing five hundred dollars, or to both ; but nothing in this sec- Proviso,

tion shall be construed to prevent Chinese persons from sub-

1741 mittinc:
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mitting any differences or disputes to arbitration, if such sub-

mission is not contrary to the laws in force in the province in

which such submission is made. 3 E. VII., c. 8, s. 20.

29. Every person who molests, persecutes or hinders any

officer or person appointed to carry the provisions of this Act

into effect is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to im-

prisonment for a term not exceeding twelve months, or to a fine

not exceeding five hundred dollars, or to both. 3 E. VII., c. 8,

s. 21.

Other con-
traventions.

30. Every person who violates any provision of this Act

for which no special punishment is herein provided, is guilty

of an indictable offence, and liable to a fine not exceeding five

hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding

twelve months. 3 E. VIL, c. 8, s. 22.

Suits ;

before whom
brought.

PROCEDURE.

31. All suits or actions for the recovery of taxes or penalties

under this Act, and all prosecutions for contraventions of this

Act which are not herein declared to be indictable offences, shall

be tried before one or more justices of the peace, or before the

recorder, police magistrate or stipendiary magistrate having

jurisdiction where the cause of action arose or where the offence

was committed. 3 E. VIL, c. 8, s. 23.

Application
of taxes.

APPROPRIATION OF REVENUES.

32. All taxes, pecuniary penalties, and revenues from other

sources under this Act shall be paid into and form part of the

Consolidated Eevenue Fund of Canada; but, subject to such

conditions and regulations as are prescribed by order of the

Governor in Council, one-half part of the net proceeds of all

such taxes paid by Chinese immigrants on entering Canada

shall, at the end of every fiscal year, be paid out of such fund

to the province wherein they were collected. 3 E. VIL, c. 8,

s. 24.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edwari) Dawson. Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 96.

An Act respecting Conciliation and Labour.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Conciliation and Labour short title.

A.ct.

INTERPRETATION.

2» In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Tnterpreta-

(a) ' Minister' means the member of His Majesty's Coun- /^"jj^j , ^,

cil for Canada to whom, for the time being, the Governor

in Council may assign the carrying out of the provisions

of this Act;

(b) 'railway' means any railway whether operated by 'Railway.'

steam, electricity or other motive power, and whether

under the jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada or of

the legislature of any province

;

(c) ' railway employer ' means any company or government ' Railway

owning or operating wholly or to a lesser extent any rail-
employer.'

way operated by steam, electricity or other motive power,

and whether under the jurisdiction of the Parliament of

Canada or of the legislature of any province

;

(d) ' railway employees ' means persons engaged to per- < Railway

form any work, or service in respect of any railway employees.'

whether operated by steam, electricity or other motive

power, and whether under the jurisdiction of the Parlia-

ment of Canada or of the legislature of any province

;

(e) ' difference ' means any dispute, disagreement or dis- ' Difference.'

sension which in the opinion of the Minister may have

caused or may cause a lockout or strike on a railway or

which has interfered or may interfere with the proper and

efficient transportation of mails, passengers or freight,

or the safety of persons employed upon any car or train

;

(f) 'committee' means the committee of conciliation, 'Committee.'

mediation and investigation established under the provi-

sions of this Act;

(g) 'board' means any board of arbitrators established 'Board.'

under the provisions of this Act;

(h) ' conciliation board ' means any body constituted for ' Conciliation

the purpose of settling disputes between employers other board.'

1743 than
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'Conciliator.'

' Lieutenant
Governor iu

Council.'

than any railway employer and workmen by conciliation

or arbitration, or any association or body anthorized by
an agreement in writing made between employers other

than railway employers and workmen to deal with such
disputes

;

(i) ' conciliator ' means any person or persons appointed

by the Minister to mediate betw^een an employer of labour

and his workmen

;

(j)
' lieutenant governor in council ' means the Lieutenant

Governor in Council of the province of Quebec, of Nova
Scotia, of iN'ew Brunswick, or of Prince Edward Island.

63-64 v., c. 24, ss. 2, 3 and 4 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 55, ss. 2 and 7.

TRADE DISPUTES.

Registration 3, Any conciliation board may apply to the Minister for
of concilia- . .

.."

tion boards, registration.

Application 2. The application must be accompanied by copies of the
t erefor.

constitutioUj by-laws and regulations of the conciliation board,

with such other information as the Minister may reasonably

require. 63-64 V., c. 24, s. 3.

Returns by
conciliation

boards.

Register of 4. The Minister shall keep a register of conciliation boards,

boards^
^°° and enter therein wuth respect to each registered conciliation

board, its name and principal office, and such other particulars

as he thinks expedient ; and any registered conciliation board

shall be entitled to have its name removed from the register

on sending to the Minister a written application to that effect.

2. Every registered conciliation board shall furnish such

returns, reports of its proceedings, and other documents as the

Minister may reasonably require. 63-64 V., c. 24, s. 3.

Conciliation 5, Xhe Minister may, on being satisfied that a registered

ing^o act.' conciliation board has ceased to exist or to act, remove its name
from the register. 63-64 V., c. 24, s. 3.

6. Where a dispute exists or is apprehended between an

employer or any class of employers and w^orkmen, or between

different classes of workmen, the Minister may, if he thinks

fit, exercise all or any of the following powers, namely :

—

(a) Inquire into the causes and circumstances of the dispute

;

(h) Take such steps as to him seem expedient, for the pur-

pose of enabling the parties to the dispute to meet together,

by themselves or their representatives, under the presi-

dency of a chairman mutually agreed upon or nominated

by liim, or l)y some other person or body, with a view to

tlie amicable settlement of the dispute;

(c) On the apj)lication of employers or workmen interested,

and after taking into consideration the existence and

adequacy of means available for conciliation in the district

1744 or

Powers of

Minister as

to trade
disputes.

Inquiry into
causes.

Promoting
amicable
settlement.

.Appointment
of concilia-

tor.
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or trade and the circumstances of the case, appoint a

conciliator; and,

(d) On tlie application of both parties to the dispute, appoint Appointment

an arbitrator or arbitrators. ?^ arbitra-
tors.

2.' The conciliator shall inquire into the causes and circum- Duties of

stances of the dispute, by communication with the parties, and <^o"«^il'ator.

otherwise shall endeavour to bring about a settlement of the
dispute, and shall report the proceedings to the Minister.

3. If a settlement of the dispute is effected either by con- Memoran-

ciliation or by arbitration, a memorandum of the terms thereof tiemenV^*'
shall be drawn up and signed by the parties or their representa-

tives, and a copy thereof shall be delivered to and kept by the
Minister. 63-64 V., c. 24, s. 4.

7. It shall be the duty of the conciliator to promote condi- Duties of

tions favourable to a settlement, by endeavouring to allay dis- generaUy

''

trust, to remove causes of friction, to promote good feeling,

to restore confidence, and to encourage the parties to come
together and themselves effect a settlement, and also to promote
agreements between employers and employees with a view to the
submission of disputes to conciliation or arbitration before
resorting to strikes or lockouts. 63-64 V., c. 24, s. 5.

8. The conciliator or conciliation board may, when deemed Assistance,

advisable, invite others to assist them in the work of concilia- '^ needed,

tion. 63-64 V., c. 24, s. 6.

9. If, before a settlement is elfected, and while the dis- Governor

pute is under the consideration of a conciliator or conciliation ™^-^' appoint

, T 1
.-,. .,. . , -, . I. . , commissioner

board, such conciliator or conciliation board is of opinion that to hold in-

some misunderstanding or disagreement appears to exist be- ^^^
under

tween the parties as to the causes or circumstances of the dis-

pute, and, with a view to the removal of such misunderstanding
or disagreement, desires an ii;quiry under oath into such causes

and circumstances, and, in writing signed by such conciliator

or the members of the conciliation board, as the case may be,

communicates to the Minister such desire for inquiry, and if

the parties to the dispute or their representatives in writing

consent thereto, then, on his recommendation, the Governor in

Council may appoint such conciliator or members of the concil-

iation board, or some other person or persons, a commissioner
or commissioners, as the case may be, under the provisions of

the Inquiries Act to conduct such inquiry, and, for that r. s., c. loi.

purpose, may confer upon him or them the powers which under
the said Act may be conferred upon commissioners. 63-64 V.,

c. 24, s. 7.

10. Proceedings before any conciliation board or arbitrators Proceedings

shall be conducted in accordance with the regulations of such before board,

conciliation board, or arbitrators, as the case may be, or as is
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agreed upon by the parties to the dispute. 63-64 V., e. 24,

Powers of

Minister to

aid in estab-
lishing con-
ciliation

boards.

11. If it appears to the Minister that in any district or trade

adequate means do hot exist for having disputes submitted to

a conciliation board for the district or trade, he may appoint

any person or persons to inquire into the conditions of the dis-

trict or trade, and to confer with the employers and employed,

and, if he thinks fit, with any local authority or body, as to the

expediency of establishing a conciliation board for such district

or trade. 63-64 V., c. 24, s. 9.

Minister may
establish
department.

Publication
of statistics

and of
Laiour
Gazette.

STATISTICS.

12. With a view to the dissemination of accurate statistical

and other information relating to the conditions of labour, the

Minister shall establish and have charge of a department of

labour, which shall collect, digest, and publish in suitable form

statistical and other information relating to the conditions of

labour, shall institute and conduct inquiries into important

industrial questions upon which adequate information may not

at present be available, and issue at least once in every month

a publication to be known as the Labour Gazette, which shall

contain information regarding conditions of the labour market

and kindred subjects, and shall be distributed or procurable in

accordance with terms and conditions in that behalf prescribed

by the Minister. 63-64 V., c. 24, s. 10.

Appointment
of concilia-

tion commit-
tee in cases

of railway
disputes.

Notice.

RAILWAY DISPUTES.

13. Whenever a difference exists between any railway em-

ployer and railway employees, and it appears to the Minister

that the parties thereto are unable satisfactorily to adjust

the same, and that by reason of such difference remaining

unadjusted a railway lockout or strike has been or is likely

to be caused, or the regular and safe transportation of mails,

passengers or freight has been or may be interrupted, or

the safety of any person employed on a railway train or car

has been or is likely to be endangered, the Minister may,

either on the application of any party to the difference, or on

the application of the corporation of any municipality directly

affected by the difference, or of his own motion, cause inquiry

to be made into the same and the cause thereof, and, for that

T)urposo, may, under his hand and seal of office, establish a

committee of conciliation, mediation and investigation to be

composed of three persons to be named, one by the railway

employer, and one by the railway employees, parties to the

difference, and the third by the two so named, or by the parties

to the difference in case they can agree.

2. The Minister shall in writing notify each party to name

a member of the committee stating in such notice a time, not

1746 being
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being later than five days after the receipt of such notice, with-

in which this is to be done.

3. If either party within such time or any extension tliereof If party

that the Minister, on cause shown, may grant, refuses or fails T^^'p^^int'^^

to name a member of the committee, the Minister or the lieu-

tenant governor in council, as the case may be, as hereinafter

provided, may appoint one in the place of the party so refusing

or in default, and if the members of the committee so chosen

fail to elect a third member, the Minister, or the lieutenant

governor in council, as the case may be, may make such selec-

tion. 3 E. VII., c. 55, s. 3.

14. It shall be the duty of the committee to endeavour by Duty of

conciliation and mediation to assist in bringing about an amic- committee,

able settlement of the difference to the satisfaction of both

parties, and to report its proceedings to the Minister. 3 E.
VII., c. 55, s. 4.

15. In case the conciliation committee is unable to effect Board of

an amicable settlement by conciliation or mediation the Minis-
arbitrators,

ter may refer the difference to arbitration.

2. In such case a board of arbitrators shall be established Of whom to

by the Minister under his hand and seal of office, and shall
^o'^^'^*^-

consist of,

—

(a) if acceptable to both parties, the committee; or,

(b) in case of objection by either party to its representative

on the committee, or to the chairman of the committee,

new representatives in place of the member or members
of the committee objected to, appointed in like manner as

the original members of the committee, and of such of the

committee as against whom no objection has been so made.
3 E. VII., c. 55, s. 5.

16. If any member of such committee or board shall die. Filling of

refuse, neglect or become incapable to act, a successor shall be vacancies.

appointed in like manner as is hereinbefore provided in respect

of the original member of the committee or board, and the

appointing authority shall endeavour to. appoint only such
person as shall not be reasonably objected to by either party.

2. Before such appointment the name of the person pro- objections
posed to be appointed shall be submitted to both parties to the

difference, and there shall be afforded to each of them an oppor-

tunity, within such time as the Minister may fix, of making
known to the appointing authority whether such proposed ap-

pointee is objected to. 3 E. VII., c. 55, s. 6.

17. In the event of the establishment of a committee of in case of

conciliation, mediation and investigation, or of a board of ^.'-^f^?"^*^

arbitrators to deal with any difference between the govern- colonial

ment of Canada, in respect of the Intercolonial Eailway and ^^'^^i^^^'^y

.

' ^ _ ^ -^ , employees.
110^ 1747 the
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the Prince Edward Island Railway, and any of its employees,

the power to appoint conciliators or arbitrators which other-

wise, in accordance with the foregoing provisions, might be

exercisable by the Minister, shall be exercisable by the Lieu-

tenant Governor in Council whom the Minister shall for that

purpose in each case of conciliation or arbitration in writing

name. 3 E. VII., c. 55, s. 7.

Chairman. 18. The third member of the said committee or board shall

be the chairman. 3 E. VIL, c. 55, s. 8.

Acts of
ma.iority of

board.

Convening
board.

Inquiry by
board.

Report to

Minister.

Communica-
tion of

report.

Copies.

Publication
of report.

19. In case of arbitration pursuant to the provision here-

inbefore contained, the findings and recommendations of the

majority of the arbitrators shall be those of the board.

2. In case of the absence of any one arbitrator from a meet-

ing of the board, the other two arbitrators shall not proceed

unless it is shown that the third arbitrator has been notified of

the meeting in ample time to admit of his attendance. 3 E.

VIL, c. 55, s. 9.

20. Forthwith after the appointment of the board the

chairman shall promptly convene the same, and the board

shall, in such manner as it thinks advisable make thorough,

careful and expeditious inquiry into all the facts and circum-

stances connected with the difference, and the cause thereof,

and shall consider what would be reasonable and proper to be

done by both or either of the parties with a view to put an end

to the difference, and to prevent its recurrence, and shall, with

all reasonable speed, make to the Minister a written report

setting forth the various proceedings and steps taken by the

board for the purpose of fully and correctly ascertaining all

the facts 'and circumstances, and also setting forth said facts

and circumstances, and its findings thereon, including the

cause of the difference, and the board's recommendations, with

a view to its removal, and the prevention of its recurrence.

3 E. VIL, c. 55, s. 10.

21. The Minister shall forthwith cause the report to be

filed in the office of the department of labour, and a copy

thereof to be sent free of charge to each party to the difference,

and to any municipal corporation as aforesaid, and to the re-

presentative of any newspaper published in Canada who may
apply therefor.

2. Any other person shall be entitled to a copy on payment

v.i the actual cost thereof. 3 E. VIL, c. 55, s. 11.

22. For the information of Parliament and the public the

rc[)ort shall without delay l)e published in the Labour Gazette,

and Ixi includod in the annual rcixjrt of the said department

to the Governor General. 3 E. VIL, c. 55, s. 12.
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23". For tlie purpose of such inquiry, the board shall have Witnesses

all the power of summoninjo^ before it any witnesses, and of nioned!""^'

requiring them to give evidence on oath, or on solemn affirma-

tion, if they are persons entitled to affirm in civil matters, and
produce such documents and things as the board deems requi-

site to the full investigation of the matters into which it is

inquiring, and shall have the same powers to enforce the

attendance of witnesses, and to compel them to give evidence

as is vested in any court of record in civil cases ; but no such

witness shall be compelled to answer any question, by his

answer to which he might render himself liable to a criminal

prosecution. 3 E. VII., c. 55, s. 13,

24. On the application of any of the parties, or on its own Issue of

motion, the board may issue summonses to such persons as the

board may think necessary to give evidence in the case.

2, Any witness summoned by the board shall be entitled to Expenses of

free transportation over any railway en route when proceeding
witnesses.

to the place of meeting of the board, and thereafter returning

to his home, and the board shall furnish to such witness a

proper certificate evidencing his right to such free transporta-

tion. 3 E. VII., c. 55, s. 14.

25. The summons shall be in such form as the Minister Form of

shall prescribe, and may require such person to produce before summons,

the board any books, papers, or other documents in his posses-

sion or under his control, in any way relating to the proceed-

ings. 3 E. VIL, c. 55, s. 15.

26. All books, papers, and other documents, produced Documents

before the board, whether voluntarily or in pursuance to sum- "ot to be
' UltlClG DUD lie

mons, may be inspected by the board, and also by such of the

parties as the board allows ; but the information obtained there-

from shall not be made public, and such parts of the books,

papers, and documents as, in the opinion of the board, do not

relate to the matter at issue, may be sealed up. 3 E. VIL,
c. 55, s. IG.

27. The department of labour shall,

—

(a) pay to each member of a committee or board his actual Payment of

travelling expenses, and also to each of them, other than '"^'"^ers of

the chairman, ten dollars per day for each day on which or board.

he shall attend a meeting of the committee or board, or
be engaged in travelling from or to his home, being in

Canada, for the purpose of attending or after having
attended a meeting of the committee or board

;

(h) pay to the chairman such sum as the Governor in Coun- Payment of

cil deems reasonable; and, chairman.

(c) at its expense, provide the committee or board with a Payment of

stenographer, secretary and any other clerical assistance clerical
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that to the Minister may appear necessary for the efficient

carrying out of the provisions of this Act. 3 E. VII.,

c. 55, s. 17.

Report to be 28. The report of the committee and the report of the board
signed.

shall be signed by such of the members as concur therein, and

may also be signed by a dissenting member. 3 E. VII., c. 55,

s. 18.

Counsel not
allowed
except by
consent.

Agents
allowed.

Jurisdiction
of courts.

29. Xo counsel or solicitor shall be entitled to appear before

the board except with the consent of all parties to the differ-

ence, and notwithstanding such consent, the board may, if it

deems it advisable, decline to allow counsel or solicitors to

appear before it.

2. The parties to the difference may appear in person or by
agents. 3 E. VII., c. 55, s. 19.

30. No court of the Dominion of Canada or of any pro-

vince or territory shall have or possess any power or jurisdic-

tion to recognize or enforce or to receive in evidence any report

of any board of arbitrators or of any committee of conciliation,

or any testimony or proceedings before either such board or

committee as against any party or person, or for any purpose

whatsoever, except in case of prosecution for perjury. 3 E.

VII., c. 55, s. 20.

Representa- 31. T^Tiere the difference, which is being inquired into,
tion of affects a class of employees, it shall not be necessary for them
eTnplov66S .

before board, all to take part in the inquiry, but the class may be represented

by a limited number chosen by a majority or by agents other

than counsel or solicitors. 3 E. VII., c. 55, s. 21.

Power of
arrest for

contempt
of board.

Secrecy of

proceedings.

32. If, in any proceedings before the board, any person

wilfully insults any member of the board, or wilfully inter-

rupts the proceedings, or without good cause refuses to give

evidence, or is guilty in any other manner of any unlawful

contempt in the face of the board, it shall be lawful for any

member of the board or constable to take the person offending

into custody and remove him from the precincts of the board,

and retain him in custody until the rising of the board. 3 E.

VII., c. 55, s. 22.

33. It shall ])e in the discretion of the board to conduct its

proceedings in public or in private. 3 E. VII., c. 55, s. 23.

Regulationa
may he
made and
amended.

REGULATIONS.

34. The Minister may from time to time make, alter and
amend regulations, as t© the time within which any thing here-

l)y authorizfid shall be done, and also as to any other matter or

thing which appears to him necessary or advisable for the
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effectual working of the several provisions of this Act. 3 E.

VII., c. 55, s. 24.

KKPORT.

35. An annual report a\ ith respect to the matters trans- Report by

acted by the Minister under this Act shall be made by him to ^,l'"'ster to
^

. .
Governor

the Governor General, and shall bo laid Ix^fore Parliament General,

within the first fifteen days of each session thereof. G3-G4 V.,

c. 24, s. 12.

EXPENSES.

36. The expenses incurred in the carrying out of this Act Money to

shall be defrayed out of the money provided for the purpose ^
^'° ^ •'

by Parliament 63-64 V., c. 24, s.'ll.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to tlie Kings
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 97.

f
An Act respecting the Importation and Employment

of Aliens.

1. This Act may be cited as the Alien Labour Act. Short title.

2. It shall be unlawful for any person, company, partner- Prepayment

ship or corporation, in any manner to prepay the transporta- portatfo^n

tion or in any way to assist, encourage or solicit the importa- prohibited,

tion or immigration of any alien or foreigner into Canada,
under contract or agreement, parole or special, express or im-

plied, made previous to the importation or immigration of such
alien or foreigner, to perform labour or service of any kind in

Canada. 60-61 V., c. 11, s. 1.

3. For every violation of any of the provisions of the last Penalty for

preceding section, the person, partnership, company or cor- of^proMbu"*
poration violating it by knowingly assisting, encouraging or tion.

soliciting the immigration or importation of any alien or

foreigner into Canada to perform labour or service of any kind
under contract or agreement, expressed or implied, parole or

special, with such alien or foreigner, previous to such alien

or foreigner becoming a resident in or a citizen of Canada, shall

forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars, and
not less than fifty dollars. 1 E. VII., c. 13, s. 1.

4. The sum so forfeited may, with the written consent of Recovery of

any judge of the court in which the action is intended to be p^^^^^^^-

brought, be sued for and recovered as a debt by any person who
first brings his action therefor in any court of competent juris-

diction in which debts of like amount are now recovered. 1 E.
VIL, c. 13, s. 1.

5. Such sum may also, with the written consent, to be Recovery on
summary
conviction.

obtained ex parte, of the Attorney General. of the province in
nummary

which the prosecution is had, or of a judge of a superior or

county court, be recovered upon summary conviction before
any judge of a county court, being a justice of the peace or

any judge of the sessions of the peace, recorder, police magis-
trate, or stipendiary magistrate, or any functionary, tribunal

or person invested by the proper legislative authority with
1T53 power
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void.

power to do alone such acts as are usually required to be done

Application by two or more justices of the peace, and, when recovered,

of penalties,
j^i^gll be paid to the Minister of Finance. 1 E. VII., c. 13,

s. 1.

Separate pro- 6. Separate proceeamgs may be instituted for each alien
ceedings^for ^^ foreigner who is a party to such contract or agreement. 1 E.

VII., c. 13, s. 1.

Certainfcon- 7. All contracts or agreements, express or implied, parole

alien^s^ for'l^r-
^^ special, made by and between any person, company, part-

nership or corporation and any alien or foreigner, to perform

labour or service, or having reference to the performance of

labour or service by any person in Canada, previous to the

immigration or importation into Canada of the person whose

labour or service is contracted for, shall be void and of no effect.

60-61 v., c. 11, s. 2.

8. The master of any vessel who knowingly brings into

Canada on such vessel and lands or permits to .be landed, from

any foreign port or place, any alien, labourer, mechanic or

artisan who, previous to embarkation on such vessel, had en-

tered into contract or agreement, parole or special, express or

implied, to perform labour or service in Canada, shall be

deemed guilty of an indictable offence and, on conviction there-

of, shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred

dollars for each alien, labourer, rnechanic or artisan so brought

or landed, and may also be imprisoned for a term not exceed-

ing six months.

Master of
vessel bring-
ing aliens to

Canada.

Penalty.

Exceptions
to Act.

60-61 v., C. 11, S. 4.

9. Nothing in this Act shall be so construed as,

—

(a) to prevent any citizen or subject of any foreign coun-

try, temporarily residing in Canada either in private or

official capacity, from engaging, under contract or other-

wise, persons not residents or citizens of Canada, to act

as private secretaries, servants or domestics for such

foreigner temporarily residing in Canada;

(b) to prevent any person, partnership, company or cor-

poration from engaging under contract or agreement,

skilled workmen in foreign countries to perform labour in

Canada in or upon any new industry not at present estab-

lished in Canada: Provided that skilled labour for that

purpose cannot be otherwise obtained;

(c) applying to professional actors, artists, lecturers or

singers, or to jxjrsons employed strictly as personal or

domestic servants ; or,

(d) prohibiting any |)erson from assisting any member of

liis family, or any relative, to migrate from any foreign

rountrv to Canada for the purpose of settlement in Canada.

60-61 v., c. 11, s. 5; 1 E. VIL, c. 13, s. 2.
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10. The Attorney General of Canada, in case he shall he Return of

satisfied that an immi.c^rant has hoen allowed to land in Canada
""J^jlg!^'''^

contrary to the prohihition of this Act, may cause such immi-

grant, within the period of one year after landing or entry,

to be taken into custody ainl returned to the country whence

he came, at the expense of the owner of the importing vessel, or,

if he entered from an adjoining country, at the expense of the

person, partnership, com])any or corporation assisting, encour-

aging or soliciting the importation or immigration of such

immigrant under contract contrary to the provisions of this Act.

60-61 v., c. 11, s. 6 ; IE. VIL, c. 13, s. 3.

11. The Minister of Finance may pay to any informer who Share of

furnishes original information that the law has been violated
f^former.''

such a share not exceeding fifty per centum of the penalties

recovered as he deems reasonable and just, where it appears

that the recovery was had in consequence of the information

thus furnished. 60-61 V., c. 11, s. 7.

12. It shall be deemed a violation of this Act for any per- WTiat is

son, partnership, company or corporation to assist or encourage
yfoj^t^jon of

the importation or immigration of any joerson who resides in, this Act.

or is a citizen of any foreign country to which this Act applies,

by promise of employment through advertisements printed or

published in such foreign country.

2. Any such person coming to this country in consequence Advertise-

of such an advertisement shall be treated as coming under a
||^g^JJj^gj ^^

contract as contemplated by this Aqt, and the peniflties by this contracts.

Act imposed shall be applicable in such case: Provided that

this section shall not apply to skilled labour not obtainable in

Canada, as hereinbefore specified. 1 E. VIL, c. 13, s. 4.

13. This Act shall apply only to the importation or immi- Reciprocity

gration of such persons as reside in or are citizens of such for- °' ^'^'^*-

eign countries as have enacted and retained in force, or as enact

and retain in force laws or ordinances applying to Canada of

a character similar to this Act. 1 E. VIL, c. 13, s. 5.

14. Evidence of any such law or ordinance of a foreign Evidence of

country may be given by the production of a copy thereof pur- foreign law.

porting to be,

—

(a) printed by the government printer or at the government

printing office of such foreign country, or contained in a

volume of laws or ordinances of such country purporting

to be so printed ; or,

(h) certified to be true by some officer of state of such for-

eign country who also certifies that he is the custodian of

the original of such law or ordinance, in which case no
1755 proof
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proof shall be required of the handwriting or official posi-

tion of the person so certifying. 61 V., c. 2, s. 1.

Powers as to 15. Kothing in this Act shall affect the exercise of the

s™^d^'^"°''
powers of the Government of Canada or of any province in

connection with tlie promotion of immigration. 1 E. VII.,

c. 13, s. 6.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel, Edward Dawson, Law Printer to tlic King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 98.

An Act respecting the liability of His Majesty and
public companies for labour used in the construc-

tion of works.

SHORT TITLE.

1* This Act may be cited as the Wages Liability Act. Short title.

PUBLIC WORKS.

2. If any contractor with His Majesty, or any snb-contrac- Payment by

tor in the construction of any public work let under contract
^f ^^ja'im^"^

by His Majesty, makes default in the payment of the wages of for wages

any foreman, workman or labourer, employed on such work,
^"o^nt^^

or in the payment of any sum due by him for the labour of any
such foreman, workman or labourer, or of any team employed
on such work, and if a claim therefor is filed in the office of the

Minister entering into such contract on behalf of His Majesty,

not later than two months after the same becomes due, and
satisfactory proof thereof is furnished. His Majesty may pay
such claim to the extent of the amount of all inoneys or securi-

ties in the hands of His Majesty for securing the performance

of the contract at the time of the filing of the said claim. 59

v., c. 5, s. 1.

3. His Majesty may demand in writing that each contractor Demand for

or sub-contractor shall, not later than the tenth day of each from™on-
month, or at any other time within ten days after receiving tractor.

such demand, file in the office of the said Minister a list show-

ing the names, rate of wages, amounts paid and amounts due
and unpaid for wages or labour done by every foreman, work-

man, laboiirer and team employed by him during the previous

month, or up to the time. of the service of such demand, and
attested upon the oath or statutory declaration of such contrac-

tor or sub-contractor, or his authorized agent. 59 V., c. 5, s. 2.

4. Every contractor or sub-contractor who, having received Refusing to

such demand, makes default in forwarding such list in accord-
statement.'^

ance with the provisions of the last preceding section, shall

incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars and not less Penalty.

1757 than
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than ten doUars, for every day during which such default

continues.

Determining 2. The amount of such penalty, within the said limits, shall

of^pS'ty^ be determined by the minister under whom the work is being

executed, and may be deducted out of the moneys in the hands

of His Majesty, deposited by or owing to such contractor, and

shall become vested in His Majesty. 59 V., c. 5, s. 3.

SUBSIDIZED WORKS.

Subsidy may 5. Whenever any subsidy, advance, loan or bonus of money

to saUsfy^^ ^^ authorized by Parliament to be granted to any company or

wages. person towards the construction of any railway or other work,

it shall, in the absence of special provision by Parliament to

the contrary, be a condition of such grant that His Majesty

may retain so much of such money as the Governor in Council

thinks proper, to secure the payment of claims for wages of

persons employed on such railway or work, either by such

company or person or by any contractor or sub-contractor, or

for sums due or to become due for labour of persons or teams

so employed.
Claims un- 2. If any such claim for wages, or for any such sum remains

thirty*^days. unpaid for thirty days after notice thereof has been served

upon the Minister of Railways and Canals, or such other

minister as is charged with the supervision of such railway or

work, the Governor in Council may, on being satisfied that

such claim is due and unpaid, direct that it be paid, together

with all proper costs and charges in connection therewith, out

of any moneys so retained. 59 V;, c. 5, s. 4.

W^ORKS BY CHARTERED COMPANIES.

Liability of 6. Every company hereafter incorporated by, or receiving

wages."^
°^ ^ renewal or extension of its charter from the Parliament of

Canada for the construction of railways, canals, telegraph

lines and other works, shall, by virtue of accepting such incor-

poration, renewal or extension of charter, become and be liable

for the payment of wages, for a period not exceeding three

months, of every foreman, workman, labourer or team employed
in the construction of any work in Canada done by or for the

said company, whether directly under the company or through

Proviso: the intervention of any contractor or sub-contractor: Provided
rights of ti^at nothing in this section shall be construed in any way to
workmen . ,

^
, <»

preserved. prejudice or affect the right of any such foreman, workman or

lal)ourer against any contractor or sub-contractor with whom
he has contracted. 59 V., c. 5, s. 5.

Notice of 'y* In case any snch foreman, workman or lalmurer is not
unpaid paid his wages for himself or his team by any contractor or

su])-oontractor by whom ho has been employed, a notice

stating the name of the claimant and the amount of wages
1758 claimed,
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claimed, the rate of snc-h wages, the nature and amount of
work done, the time when, the place where, and the name of
the contractor or sub-contractor, superintendent or foreman for

whom such work was done, shall be served upon the company
not later than two months after such wages are earned ; and such Suit,

notice shall be followed up by the commencement of a suit in

a court of competent jurisdiction for the collection of such
wages, within thirty days after the service of such notice;

otherwise the liability mentioned in the last preceding section

shall cease. 59 V., c. 5, s. G.

8. The notice mentioned in the last preceding section, and Service of

any summons, notice, order or other process required to be
°°*^'*^^-

served upon the company for the prosecution of such claim,

may be served upon the president, vice-president, secretary,

managing director, superintendent, or engineer, or any recog-

nized officer representing the company, or by leaving it with

anv adult i>erson at the office or residence of anv of them.
59" v., c. 5, s. 7.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 99.

An Act respecting the Province of Manitoba.

SIIOKT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the ]Manitoba Supplementary Short title.

Provisions Act.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' Province ' means the province of Manitoba

;

(h) 'Minister' means the Minister of the Interior; and,

(c) ' commissioners ' includes the commissioner in cases in

which the commission is issued to one person only. U.S.,

c. 48, s. 1.

PAET I.

GENERAL.

3. All Crown lands in Manitoba Avhich are shown to the Swamp lands

satisfaction of the Dominion Government to be swamp lands, ProVince

shall- be transferred to the Province and enure wholly to its

benefit and uses. R.S., c. 47, s. 4.

4. An allotment of land, not exceeding one hundred and Allotment
fifty thousand acres, of fair average quality, shall be selected °^ i50,ooo

by the Dominion Government and granted as an endowment university.^

to the University of Manitoba for its maintenance as a univer-

sity capable of giving proper training in the higher branches
of education, and to be held in trust for that purpose upon some
basis or scheme to be framed by the University and approved

by the Dominion Government. R.S., c. 47, s. 5.

5. Whenever, between the fifteenth day of July, one thou- Kate of

sand eight hundred and seventy, and the first day of March, interest,

one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, interest was
payable in the Province by the agreement of parties or by law,

and no rate was fixed by such agreement or by such law,

interest shall be allowed at the rate of six per centum per
annum. 51 V., c. 33, s. 2.

Ill 1761 6.
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Laws in

force in

Manitoba.

6. Subject to the provisions of this Act, the laws of England

relating to matters within the jurisdiction of the Parliament

of Canada, as the same existed on the fifteenth day of July,

one thousand eight hundred and seventy, were from the said

day and are in force in the Province, in so far as applicable to

the Province, and in so far as the said laws have not been or

are not hereafter repealed, altered, varied, modified or affected

by any Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom, appli-

cable to the Province, or of the Parliament of Canada, 51 V.,

c. 33, s. 1.

PAET II.

Certain road
allowances
the property
of the
province.

ROADS AND ROAD ALLOWANCES.

7. All road allowances in townships surveyed and sub-

divided, and all road allowances set out on block lines surveyed,

in the Province shall be vested in the Crown in the right of

the Province ; and it is hereby declared that all road allowances

in townships heretofore surveyed and subdivided, and all road

allowances set out on block lines heretofore surveyed in the

Province, shall be deemed to have become the property of the

Crown in the right of the Province upon the confirmation of

the survey. 58-5^9 V., c. 30, s. 1.

Section road 8. On the survey and subdivision of any township within

townsTipr
'" the Province, and the approval of such survey and subdivision

belonK to the of any township, the fact shall be notified to the Lieutenant
Province.

Governor by the Minister, and by virtue of such notification

all section road allowances in such to-\vnship shall become the

property of the Province. K.S., c. 49, s. 2.

Roads
existing on
15th July.

1870, may
be transfer-

red to the
Province.

9. On the Government of Canada receiving notice from

the Govermuent of the Province of the particular thoroughfares

or public travelled roads or trails in the Province which existed

as such on the fifteenth day of July, one thousand eight hund-

red and seventy, and which the Government of the Province

desires to have transferred to the Province, the Governor in

Council may pass an order directing the same to be forthwith

surveyed by a Dominion land surveyor, and thereafter may
transfer each such thoroughfare, public travelled road or trail,

according to the plan and description thereof, to the Province,

subject to any rights acquired under patents for any lands

crossed thereby, issued previously to the receipt of such notice :

Provided that except thaso public thoroughfares in the Pro-

vince which are designated as great highways by the first section

of the Act of the legislature of ]\Ianitoba, passed in the thirty-

fourth year of Her late Majesty's reign, chapter thirteen, (the

width of which shall be two chains), no such thoroughfare,

pul)lic travelled road or trail as hereinbefore mentioned, trans-

1702 ferred
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ferred to the Province, shall l)e held to have a greater width
than one and one-half chains, or ninety-nine feet. U.S., c. 49,

s. 3.

'

>

10. The Minister shall cause roads to be laid out, in the Rf)ads in the

survey of the outer two miles, known as the hay ])rivilege, |^"||g.^^^°

granted or proposed to be granted to the owners of the front

lots in the old parishes, as follows :

—

(a) a road one chain and fifty links wide in rear of the In rear and

farms fronting on the Red and Assiniboine rivers, and
tain farms^'^'

between the said farms and the corresponding lots in the

outer two miles or hay privilege before mentioned

;

(b) a road one chain and fifty links wide in rear of the lots Between the

contained in the outer two miles or hay privilege before ^"j^g ^^^
mentioned, and between them and the sections, or legal sections

subdivisions thereof, bounding the same, except in cases thereVn.*^

where the said rear boundary of the said lots proves to

be a regular section line in the township survey;

(c) roads, each one chain in width, at convenient distances, Between lots

say every two miles or thereabouts, between lots in the said
i^iie"'^'^

*^^^^

outer two miles, and running from the front to the rear

thereof.

2. The roads provided for in the last foregoing paragraph Where to be

shall be laid out between such lots as the Minister indicates ^'

with that view, and shall be taken half off each of such lots,

or the whole width off one of such lots, in the discretion of the

Minister.

3. The persons to whom such lots have been granted, or to Compensa-

whom it is proposed to grant such lots, may be compensated by lands

the Minister for the quantity of land respectively contributed

by them to any such road, by the issue of land scrip to them at

the rate of one dollar and fifty cents for each acre of land so

contributed. R.S., c. 49, s. 4.

11. The Governor in Council, may, on the report of the Transfer by

Minister, transfer to the Crown in the right of the Province,— Council?'^

^^

(a) the several roads provided for by the last preceding-

section
;

(b) all road allowances around, adjoining, or leading to

park lots or portions of sections within the outer two miles

of any parish in the Province, as such road allowances are

shown on the plan of the Dominion Government survey of

such outer two miles;

(c) all road allowances between lots in the inner two miles

of any parish in the Province, as such road allowances are

shown on the plan of the Dominion Government survey

of such inner two miles. 58-59 V., c. 30, s. 2.

12. The unpatented land forming part of any road trans- Land vested

ferred to the Crown in the right of the Province by or under ^^ Province.

111^ 1763
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Road not to

be closed or

altered with-

out consent

of Governor
in Council.

Opening of

colonization
roads.

this Part, or declared by this Part to be the property of the

Cro^^Ti in the right of the Province shall be vested in the Crown

as aforesaid.

2. No such road shall be closed up or its direction varied, or

any part of the land occupied by it sold or otherwise alienated,

without the consent of the Governor in Council : Provided that

in the case of any such road situate within the limits of an

organized municipality within the Province the consent of the

Lieutenant Governor in Council shall alone be necessary. 58-59

V. c. 30, s. 3,

13. The Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba in Council may

at any time, with the consent of the Governor in Council, where

it is deemed advisable to do so for the purposes of settlement

and colonization, direct roads to be opened through any

unpatented lands, whether occupied or not, and whether such

lands have been homesteaded, pre-empted, set apart or reserved

for the benefit or use of any person ; and the Governor in Coun-

cil may thereafter, on the report of the Minister, transfer such

roads to the Crown in the right of the Province. 58-59 V.,

c. 30, s. 7.

Keeping
open roads
heretofore
opened.

14. Lentil the survey and transfer to the Crown in the right

of the Province of any road, road allowance, trail, highway or

great highway, the Attorney General of Manitoba may take

such proceedings as are necessary to keep open any road, trail,

road allowance, highw^ay or great highway heretofore used or

opened. 58-59 T., c. 30, s. 8.

Boundaries
of roads
transferred.

15. Except as hereinafter provided, upon the transfer to

the Crown in the right of the Province of any road, trail, road

allowance, highway or great highway, under this Part, the

boundaries and lines thereof, as shown on the plan of the

Dominion Govermnent survey thereof, shall thereafter be the

true boundaries and lines, until varied under the provisions of

this Part. 58-59 V., c. 30, s. 9.

Certain
roads in
Winnipeg
transferred

to the
Province.

IJoiindariea

of such
roads.

16. All roads, trails, road allowances, highways or great

highways of any of the classes referred to in this Part, which

are shown on any sectional plan of the city of Winnipeg which

has been prepared and confirmed by the Lieutenant Governor

of Manitoba in Council under chapter one hundred and forty-

two of the Revised Statutes of Manitoba, are hereby trans-

ferred to and vested in the Crown in the right of the Province.

2, The boundaries and lines of all such roads, trails, road

allowances, highways and great highways, as such boundaries

and lines are shown on any such sectional plan, are hereby

dechired to 1)C the; true boun(biries thereof, whether or not they

arc the trne l)Oundaries and lines according to any Dominion

Government survey thereof. 58-59 V., c. 30, s. 4.

1764 17.
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17. The Governor in Council may, on the report of the Certain
other roads

pepMinister transfer to the Crown in the right of the Province ;„ winnl
all such roads, trails, road allowances, highways and great "^av be

highways as are referred to in the last preceding section, and to'^the^^'^^

which are shown on any sectional plan of the city of AVinnipeg Province,

hereafter prepared and confirmed by the Lieutenant Governor
of Manitoba in Council under chapter one hundred and forty-

two of the Revised Statutes of Manitoba.

2. The Governor in Council may declare the boundaries and Declaration

lines of any such roads, trails, road allowances, highways and ^^.*° bound-

great highways, as such boundaries and lines are shown on any
such sectional plan, to be the true boundaries and lines, whether
or not they are the true boundaries and lines according to any
Dominion Government survey thereof. 58-59 V., c. 30, s. 5.

18. Upon the transfer to the Crown in the right of the Certain

Province taking place under either of the last two preceding Std.*°
^^

sections, all roads, trails, road allowances, highways and great

highways provided for by this Part, within the limits covered

by any such sectional plan, except such roads, trails, road
allowances, highways and great highways as are shown on such
sectional plans, shall be and remain closed. 58-59 V., c. 30, s. 6.

19. The sectional plan numbered 7a^ filed in the Land Titles Plan marked
Office of the district of Winnipeg, on the twenty-seventh day £" ^^^^f
of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine, as num- Office ap-

ber five hundred and fifty-nine, is approved, and the boundaries p^o"^^^'-

and lines of all roads, trails, road allowances, highways and
great highw-ays, as such boundaries and lines are shown on the Boundaries

said plan, are hereby declared to be the true boundaries thereof,

whether or not they are the true boundaries and lines accord-

ing to any Dominion Government survey thereof. 62-63 V.,

c. 19, s. 1.

20. iN'othing in this Part shall affect,

—

Saving.

(a) any right claimed or set up in any action or proceeding

pending in any court of competent jurisdiction on the

twenty-second day of July, one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-five, or any right theretofore adjudicated upon
in an action or proceeding in any such court ; or,

(h) sectional plan number seven of the City of Winnipeg,

or any road, trail, road allowance, highway, or great high-

way shown on that plan, or any original trail, road allow-

ance, highw^ay or great highway within the area shown
thereon." 58-59 V.,"c. 30, s.^10.

"

PAET IIL

THE QUIETING OF TITLES.

21. If required by the owner, any grant of an estate in land Grants

in the Province by the Hudson's Bav Company, up to the
confirmed.

1765
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Persons in

possession.

Entitled to

grant.

Time for

claims
limited.

eighth day of March, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-

nine, shall, if such grant is of an estate less than freehold, be

converted by grant from the Crown into an estate in freehold,

and, if the grant is of an estate in freehold, it shall be in like

manner confirmed. U.S., c. 48, s. 2.

22. Every person who satisfactorily establishes that he, by

himself or his servant, tenant or agent, was, or, that those

through whom he claims, by themselves, their servants, tenants

or agents, were in undisturbed occupancy and in actual peace-

able possession of any lands within the Province, on the

fifteenth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy,

and who made application for letters patent therefor before the

first day of May, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six,

shall be entitled to receive such letters patent granting the said

land absolutely to him in fee simple: Provided that any such

claim to a grant from the Crown is barred as fully and effec-

tually as if it had not been made, if the claimant in respect

thereof did not establish his claim before the first day of

J^ovember, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, or, if

the claim had not before the last mentioned date been referred

to the Commissioners under the following provisions of this

Part. R.S., c. 48, s. 2.

Commission 23. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, issue

'Tinted \o"
^ commission under the Great Seal, to such person or persons

consider cer- as he sees fit, empowering him or them, or a majority of them,
.tain cases.

^^ investigate such cases as are referred to them by the Minis-

ter in respect of,^
(a) all such cases as arise under the provisions of this Act

respecting grants made by the Hudson's Bay Company;
(b) all cases of adverse or conflicting claims between differ-

ent persons to lands mentioned in the last preceding

section, in respect of which also it has been previously

established to the satisfaction of the Minister that there

has been undisturbed occupancy, as required in the said

section

;

and to report the evidence in respect of such claims, and who
is the person to whom, in their opinion, the patent ought to

issue for the lands to which the claims respectively relate. R.S.,

c. 48, s. 3.

Rules and ^^' '^^'^^ commissioners may, from time to time, make and
forms may be establish such rulcs and forms, with regard to any proceedings
prescn w

. ^^^ ^^^ j^^^j before them, and to such notices, papers and other

documents as are required in the conduct of such proceed-

ings, as to them appear expedient for the better attainment of

the purposes of justice. K.S., c. 48, s. 16,

Sittings of 25. Tlie sittings of the commissioners shall be held at the
the commis-

pl^^.^, ^^f \\^^, sittings of the county court in each county court

17G6 division
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division of the Province, and the time and phice of sucli

sittings, together with a list of claims to be heard before them,

shall be advertised by the commissioners, for a period of three

months, in some newspaper in the Province, and they shall give

such other notice of the time and place of snch sitting as will

best tend to inform persons interested in the same. R.S., c. 48,

s. 4.

26. A list of all lands to which this Part applies, or is be- List to be

lieved to apply, shall, from time to time, as is necessary, be P^^P'^red.

prepared by the Surveyor General of Dominion lands; and
such list shall specify the name or names pf the person or What it shall

persons in possession, together with the number of the section,
sp^'^'^y-

part of section, range and number of township of which the

land consists or forms part, or some other adequate description

thereof, and of the township or place in which the same lies.

2. Copies of such list shall be put up in some conspicuous To be posted

place in the office of each .of the county courts of the Province, ^^'

and in the office of the registrar of each registration and land

titles district in the Province, during at least three months
before the claim comes to be heard before the commissioners.

3. ISTo claims shall be heard by the commissioners unless Certificate of

a certificate of compliance with the provisions of this section,
'^omphance.

from the clerk of such court and from such registrar, is pro-

duced to the commissioners.

4. For each such certificate the clerk of the county court and Fee.

such registrar may each demand and receive the sum of fifty

cents. R.S., c. 48, s. 6.

27. The commissioners shall not receive or proceed upon Preliminary

. any claim until the person, or some one of the persons, by Proceedings.

whom or on whose behalf the claim is made, has made and
produced before the commissioners an affidavit or affirmation

in writing, signed by him, that to the l)est of his knowledge
and belief the claim is well founded, that he is not aware of

any adverse claims, and that there is no other person in posses-

sion ; or if he is aware of any adverse claim, or that there is

any other person in possession, that he has, at least one month
before the making of such affidavit or affirmation, caused to

be served upon the person making, having, or supposed to have
such adverse claim, or who is in possession as aforesaid, a

notice in writing of his claim and of his intention to bring Xotice

the claim before the commissioners at the time appointed by
them for hearing the claims of the respective parties.

2. A copy of such notice shall be affixed to the affidavit or Copy,

affirmation. R.S., c. 48, s. 5.

28. The claimant, or the heir, devisee or assignee of any How claim

claimant, may bring any such adverse or conflicting claim before f^rred.^
^'^

the commissioners, either personally or by agent or attorney,

17G7
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Evidence
may be
viva voce or
written.

Certain docu-
ments to be
evidence.

and produce before the commissioners all such documents,

proofs and evidence as he has to advance in support of such

claim.

2. Such evidence may be given viva voce before the commis-

sioners, or by written affidavits or affirmations, sworn or affirmed

before any one entitled to administer an oath or affirmation in

the place where the same is sworn or affirmed.

3. All certificates of the Hudson's Bay Company, or of any

chief factor of the Hudson's Bay Company, or of the clerk of

the executive council of the Province, or copies certified by

tliem respectively of documents in their custody, shall be

received in evidence before the commissioners, R.S., c. 48,

ss. 7 and 8.

Adjourn-
ment of

proceedings.

29. The commissioners may defer, delay or adjourn the

proceedings on any claim brought before them, and may give

such further or enlarged time for the production of evidence,

or for any other purpose relative to such claim, and for the

decision thereon, as they deem expedient for the attainment

of the ends of justice. R.S., c. 48, s. 12.

Decision,
how arrived
at.

Effect of
decision.

30. The commissioners shall be guided in their proceedings

and report by the justice and equity of the case, without regard

to legal forms or to the strict letter of the law, or legal rules

of evidence.

2. The commissioners shall report their decision to the

Minister, who may, if he thinks fit, thereupon cause letters

patent to issue, granting the lands in question to the person who
has been reported by the commissioners to be entitled to the

lands; or otherwise, in his discretion, may submit the decision

for the consideration and approval of the Governor in Council.

E.S., c. 48, s. 13.

Witnesses
may be
summoned

31. The commissioners may summon before them, by sum-

mons under the hand of any one of them, the claimant or claim-

ants, or any person interested in the case, or any other person

whom they deem it expedient to examine as a witness, or whom
they have reason to believe to be in possession of any document

by the production of which the ends of justice may be better

And required iittained; and may require such claimant or person or such
to give witness, to submit to such oral examination upon oath, or to

answer on oath and to sign his answers to interrogatories or

cross interrogatories in writing, or to produce such books, papers

or documents in his possession, as to the commissioners appears

requisite. R.S., c. 48, s. 9.

InterroRa-
tories.

32. The commissioners may cause such interrogatories or

cross interrogatories as they deem requisite to be served upon

and answered by any such claimant, person or witness, or any

witness whose deposition is produced in evidence before them;
17G8 and
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Part III. Maniioha Supplementary Provisions. C|iap. 99. 9

and may cause commissions to be issued for the examination Commissions

of any witness not resident in Manitoba, and for requiring such witnesses

witness to produce such books, papers or other documents as he abroad,

has in his possession ; and .may, in their discretion, delay the

proceedings in the case until such evidence and answers have
been adduced and given, and returned with the commission.

R.S., c. 48, s. 10.

33. The commissioners shall have the same power to enforce Attendance

the attendance of witnesses, and to compel them to give evi-
^%j.ced

dence, as is vested in any court of law in civil cases; but no

person or witness shall be compelled to answer any question

that he would not be compelled to answer in a court of law in a

civil case. R.S., c. 48, s. 11.

34. ISTo letters patent shall issue on any decision and report When letters

of the commissioners until after the expiration of three months issue"
™^"^

from the time when such report M^as transmitted to and mai'ked

as received by the Minister. R.S., c. 48^ s. 14.

35. If, before the expiration of such three months, the com- Re-hearing,

missioners, or a quormn or majority of them, find reason to

believe that such decision and report were obtained by surprise

or erroneously made in any respect, and that justice requires

that the issuing of the letters patent should be stayed, the com-
missioners, or a majority of them, although it is not then the

regular period of their sitting, may report accordingly to the
Minister, and the issuing of the letters patent shall thereupon
be stayed until the commissioners again report upon the case;

and the commissioners may re-hear the case, or admit any new
claim, and may receive or insist upon any new evidence, as to

them appears - expedient to enable them to do justice in the

case ; and they may thereafter decide and report thereon as if

no prior report had been made, and with like effect. U.S.,

0. 48, s. 15.

36. Nothing in this Part contained shall limit the right of Right to any

the Minister to investigate, or cause to be otherwise investigated ^^^^^ i^™:

than as hereinbefore mentioned, such adverse or conflicting affected,

claims as aforesaid, and to cause letters patent to issue therefor

to the person appearing to him to be entitled thereto. R.S.,

c. 48, s. n.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward DA\ysoN, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 100.

An Act respecting roads and road allowances in the
provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta.

1. This Act may be cited as the Saskatchewan and Alberta short title

Koads Act. 6 E. VII., c. 45, s., 1.

2. All road allowances in townships now or hereafter sur- Allowances

vejed and snbdivided, and all road allowances set ont on block transferred

lines now or hereafter surveyed, within the limits of the provinces,

province of Saskatchewan or Alberta, the plans of survey of

which have been duly approved, and the Dominion lands com-
prised in such road allowances, shall be vested in the Crown
in the right of the province within which such road allowances

are situate. 6 E. VII., c. 45, s. 2.

3. On the Minister of the Interior receiving notice from the Survey of

lieutenant governor in council of either of the said provinces ^o^^ before

that it is desired that any public travelled road or trail in the

province, which existed as such prior to the subdivision of the

land into sections, shall be transferred to the province, the

Governor in Council may authorize and direct the survey of

such road or trail by a Dominion land surveyor.

2. In making the survey, the surveyor may make such Changes in

changes in the location of the road or trail as he deems neces- location.

sary for improving it, without altering its main direction.

3. Such roads shall not exceed sixty-six feet in width. 6 E.

VII., c. 45, s. 3.

4. The returns of every such survey shall be made to the Returns of

Department of the Interior. survey.

2. Upon a duplicate copy of such returns, approved by the Con.^equent

Surveyor General, being filed in the proper land titles office, '^'e^tino: in

the road or trail shall vest in the Crown in the right of the

province, subject to the right of any person to whom a patent

has been issued previously to such filing. 6 E. VII., c. 45, s. 4.

5. The lieutenant governor in council of either of the said Xew roads,

provinces may cause to be surveyed and marked on the ground
by a Dominion land surveyor such new roads as are from time

to time deemed necessary to aid in the development of any

1771 localitv
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locality which cannot be conveniently served by existing road
allowances or other public highways.

Width. 2, Such new roads shall be of a width to be specified by th*e

lieutenant governor in council, but shall not exceed sixty-six

feet in width. 6 E. VII., c. 45, s. 5.

Returns.

Lands to
vest in

province
upon filing

Revesting
of lands in
Dominion.

Roads
heretofore
transferred.

6. The returns of every survey mentioned in the last pre-

ceding section shall be made to the public works department of

the province in which the road lies.

2. Upon a duplicate copy of the plan of such survey,

approved by the chief engineer of the department of public

works of such province, being filed in the proper land titles

office, the road or roads shown thereon to have been surveyed as

aforesaid, so far as the lands within their limits are Dominion
lands, shall vest in the Crown in the right of the province,

subject to the right of any person who has acquired any interest

in such lands.

3. A duplicate copy of the plan of such survey so approved

by the chief engineer of the department of public works of

such province, shall be forthwith transmitted by the said depart-

ment of public works to the Surveyor General, who, within

one month from the receipt of it by him, may require the plan

of such survey so filed to be withdrawn from the land titles

office by the department of public works of such province, and

the effect of such withdrawal shall be to revest in the Crowm
in the right of the Dominion the lands shown upon the plan of

such survey. G E. VII., c. 45, s. 6.

7. All road allowances, public travelled roads or trails, and

new roads in either of the said provinces hitherto transferred

to or for the use of the J^orthwest Territories, or subjected to

the direction, management, or control of the Lieutenant Gov-

ernor in Council of the Northwest Territories, shall be vested

in the Crown in the right of the province in which they are

situate. 6 E. VII., c. 45, s. 7.

Mines and
minerals
excepted.

8. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to vest in

the Crown in the right of the province any mines or minerals

under any part of any road or trail upon or through Dominion
lands. 6 E. VII., c. 45, s. 8.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 101.

An Act respecting the Demise of tlie Crown.

1. This Act may be cited as the Demise of the Crown Act. Short title.

2. Upon the demise of the Crown, it shall not be necessary Government

to renew any commission by virtue whereof any officer of not^affected

Canada, any functionary in Canada, or any judge of. a by demise of

Dominion or provincial court in Canada held his office or pro-

fession during the previous reign ; but a proclamation shall be Proclama-

issued by the Governor General, authorizing all persons in

office as officers of Canada who held commissions under the late

Sovereign, and all functionaries who exercised any profession

by virtue of any such commission, and all judges of Dominion
or provincial courts, to continue in the due exercise of their

respective duties, functions and professions; and such procla-

mation shall suffice; and the incumbents shall, as soon there- Oaths of

after as possible, take the usual and customary oath of alle- be^fakem
'^

giance, before the proper officer or officers thereunto appointed.

R.S., c. 19, s. 3; IE. VII., c. 38, s. 1.

3. Upon such proclamation being issued, and oath taken. Continuance

each and every such officer, functionary and judge shall con- '" ° ^^'

tinue in the lawful exercise of the duties and functions of his

office or profession, as fully as if appointed de tfovo by commis-

sion derived from the Sovereign for the time being.

2. x\ll acts and tilings bo7ia fide done and performed by such Validity of

incimibents in their respective offices, and in the due and faith- ^^ "
°°^'

ful performance of their duties, functions and professions,

between the time of such demise and the proclamation so to be'

issued, if such oath of allegiance is duly taken, shall be deemed
to be legally done, and valid accordingly. R.S., c. 19, s. 3;

1 E. VIL, c. 38, s. 1.

4. ISTothing in this Act shall prejudice or in anywise affect Rights and

the rights or prerogative of the Crowm. with respect to any office ofThe^Crown
or appointment derived or held by authority from it, or pre- saved,

judice or affect the rights or prerogatives thereof in any other

respect whatsoever. U.S., c. 19, s. -l.
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Judicial 5. Xo writ, cause, action, suit, plea, judgment or process

preSvlr or any other proceeding whatsoever, whether civil or criminal,

in or issuing out of any court, shall be determined, Jibated or

discontinued by the demise of the Crown, but every such writ,

cause, action, suit, plea, judgment, process or other proceeding

shall remain in full force and virtue to be proceeded upon or

with notwithstanding any demise of the Crown. 1 E. VII.,

c. 37, s. 1.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's

most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 102.

An Act respecting Public Documents and for the
correction of Defective Letters Patent.

1. This Act may be cited as the Public Documents Act. Short title.

3. No commission or other public document imder the Great Public docu-

Seal of Canada, or under the Privy Seal of the Governor Gen- f!fnada°need
eral, and no letters patent of Canada, and no public writ, deed not be on

or other document thereof, or any portion of any such docu-
^^^^ ment.

ment, shall, unless some Act relating thereto expressly so pro-

vides, be required to be on parchment, but, the same being
Avritten or printed wholly or in part on paper, shall be as valid

in all respects as if written or printed on parchment.
2. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as declaring Xot to affect

that it was necessary to the validity of any such document here- previous
docmnGnts

tofore signed, sealed or executed, that such document or any
part thereof should be on parchment. E.S., c. 116, s. 1.

3. Whenever letters patent under the Great Seal of Canada, Defective

other than such as grant lands, or instruments under the Privy
p^lg^t ma

Seal of the Governor General or person administering the in certain

'

Government of Canada, have been issued to or in the name of cdleV^anr"'
the wrong person, or contain any clerica'l error or misnomer or correct ones

wrong description of any material fact therein, the Secretary thdr^ stead,

of State, when authorized by the Governor in Council, may
direct the defective letters patent or instruments to be can-

celled, and a minute of such cancellation to be entered in the

margin of the registry of the original letters patent or other

ii struments, and correct letters patent under the Great Seal

or instruments under Privy Seal, as aforesaid, ta be issued in

their stead.

2. Such letters patent or instruments shall relate back to Their effect,

the date of those so cancelled. R.S., c. 117, s. 1.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 103.

An Act respecting the Discharge of Securities to the

Crown.

1. This Act maJ be cited as the Satisfied Securities Act. Short title.

2. Whenever the lien created bj any mortgage or other How secu-

instrument on any real or personal property to His Majesty p*'^^^, ^^ ^^^

has been satisfied, the Governor in Council may declare that may be

the same has been satisfied and discharged; and a copy of discharged,

the order in council, certified by the Clerk of the King's Privy

Council for Canada, shall operate as a release and discharge

of any claim of His Majesty, His successors or assigns, in

respect of the same. li.S., c. 117, s. 2.

3. From and after the first day of July in the year one Lands re-

thousand eio-ht hundred and eiffhtv-eiffht, any lands in the 'eased from
ccrttiin

province of Ontario theretofore bound by the registration in the charges,

office of the Clerk of the former Court of Queen's Bench in

Toronto, of any deed, bond, contract or other instrument where-

by any debt, obligation or duty was incurred or created to Her
late Majesty Queen Victoria, or any of Her Royal Predecessors,

in respect of any matter within the authority of the Govern-

ment of Canada, shall be released from the charge created by
such registration, so far as the same is within the authority of

the Government of Canada ; but nothing herein contained shall Certain

be construed to affect the obligations of parties to any such deed, not^Tffected.

bond, contract, or other instrument, to the Crown or to each

other, or to release any charge which may have been, previous

to the said date, obtained against any such lands by virtue of

any writ or other proceeding. 51 V., c. 36, s. 1.

OTTAWA: Printed b- Samuel Edward DA\ysox, Law Printer to the Kin?
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 104.

An Act respecting Public and Departmental
Inquiries.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Inquiries Act. Short title.

PART I.

PUBLIC INQUIRIES.

2. The Governor in Council may, whenever he deems it Governor

expedient, cause inquiry to be made into and concerning any
j^guir^Tnto

matter connected with the good government of Canada or the public

conduct of any part of the public business thereof. R.S., c. 114,
™^tters.

s. 1.

3. In case such inquiry is not regulated by any special law, Appointment

the Governor in Council may, by a commission in the case, s^ione°r™™'^

appoint persons as commissioners by whom the inquiry shall

be conducted, R.S., c. 114, s. 1.

4. The commissioners shall have the power of summoning Powers of

before them any witnesses, and of requiring them to give ^.ommis-

1 1 rr> ••<•! sioners.

evidence on oath, or on solemn amrmation ii they are persons

entitled to affirm in civil matters, and orally or in writing, and

to produce such documents and things as the commissioners

deem requisite to the full investigation of the matters into which

they are appointed to examine. U.S., c. 114, s. 1.

5. The commissioners shall have the same power to enforce Idem,

the attendance of witnesses and to compel them to give evidence

as is vested in any court of record in civil cases. 52 V., c. 33,

s. 1.

PiVRT IT.

DEPARTMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS.

6. The Minister presiding over any department of the Civil Appointment

rvice of Canada, may appoint at any time, under the authoritv gjon^™™^^'
112^ 1779 of
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of the Governor in Conncil, a commissioner or commissioners
to investigate and report upon the state and management of

the business, or any part of the business, of such department,

either in the inside or outside service thereof, and the conduct
of any person in such service, so far as the same relates to his

official duties. R.S., c. 115, s. 1.

Powers of
commis-
sioners.

7. The commissioner or commissioners may, for the pur-

poses of the investigation, enter into and remain within any
public office or institution, and shall have access to every part

thereof, and may examine all papers, documents, vouchers,

records and books of every kind belonging thereto, and may
summon before him or them any person and require him to

give evidence on oath, orally or in writing, or on solemn affirm-

ation if he is entitled to affirm in civil matters ; and any such

commissioner may administer such oath or affirmation. E..S.,

c. 115, s. 2.

Mny issue
subpoena or
summons.

Expenses.

Evidence
may be
taken by
commission.

Powers
for that
pun>ose.

8. The commissioner or commissioners may, under his or

their hand or hands, issue a subpoena or other request or

summons, requiring and commanding any person therein named
to appear at the time and place mentioned therein, and then

and there to testify to all matters within his knowledge relative

to the subject-matter of such investigation, and to bring with

him and produce any document, book, or paper, which he has

in his possession or under his control relative to any such matter

as aforesaid ; and any such person may be summoned from any

part of Canada by virtue of such subpoena, request or summons.
2. Reasonable travelling expenses shall be paid to any person

so summoned at the time of service of the subpoena, request

or summons. U.S., c. 115, s. 3.

9. If, by reason of the distance at which any person, whose

evidence is desired, resides from the place where his attend-

ance is required, or for any other cause, the commissioner or

commissioners deem it advisable, he or they may issue a com-

mission or other authority to any officer or person therein

named, empowering him to take such evidence and report the

same to him or them.

2. Such officer or person shall, before entering on any investi-

gation, be sworn before a justice of the peace faithfully to

execute the duty entrusted to him l)y such commission, and shall,

with regard to such evidence, have the same powers as the com-

missioner or commissioners would have had if such evidence

had been taken before him or them, and may, in like manner,

under his hand issue a subpoena or other request or summons
for the purpose of compelling the attendance of any person, or

the producti<jn of any document, book or paper. U.S., c. 115,

a. 4.

178J 10.
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10. Every person who,

—

(a) being required to att^^nrl in the manner in this Part Witnesses

provided, fails, without valid excuse, to attend accordingly;
f^^J.'"^ ^^c.

or,
^

(h) being commanded to produce any document, book or

paper, in his possession or under his control, fails to pro-

duce the same ; or,

(c) refuses to be sworn or to affirm, as the case may be ; or,

(d) refuses to answer any proper question put to him by a

commissioner, or other person as aforesaid

;

shall, on summary conviction before any police or stipendiary

magistrate, or judge of a superior or county court, having juris-

diction in the county or district in which such person resides. Penalty,

or in which the place is at which he was so required to attend,

be liable to a penalty not exceeding four hundred dollars.

2. The judge of the superior or county court aforesaid shall y"^^*^ ^'^ ^^

for the purposes of this Part, be a justice of the peace. R.S..

c. 115, s. 5.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the Ring's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 105.

An Act respecting Marriage.

1. This Act may be cited as the Marriage Act, Short title.

2, A marriage is not invalid merely because the woman is Certain mar-

a sister of a deceased wife of the man, or a daughter of a
in*!a*ii<i°°*

sister of a deceased wife of the man. 45 V., c. 42, s. 1 ; 53 V.,

c. 36, s. 1.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the.Kinsr'a
toost Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 106.

An Act respecting Dominion Day.

1. This Act may be cited as the Dominion Day Act. Short title.

2. Throughout Canada, in each and every year, the first day Dominion

of July, not being a Sunday, shall be a legal holiday, and shall holiday.

be kept and observed as such, under the name of Dominion Day.
R.S., c. Ill, s. 1.

3. ^\^len the first day of July is a Sunday, the second day Wten 1st of

of July shall be, in lieu thereof, throughout Canada, a legal
gu^^jay

*

holiday, and shall be kept and observed as such under the same
name. R.S., c. Ill, s. 2.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 107.

An Act respecting Victoria Day.

1. This Act may be cited as the Victoria Day Act. Short title.

2. Throughout Canada, in each and every year, the twenty- "^^ictoria Day

fourth day of May, being the birthday of" Her late Majesty ^ ^°^'^^^-

Queen Victoria, shall, when not a Sunday, be a legal holiday

and shall be kept and observed as such under the name of

Victoria Day. 1 E. VIL, c. 12, s. 1.

3. When the twenty-fourth day of May is a Sunday, the If 24th of

twenty-fifth day of May shall be, in lieu thereof, a legal holiday gJnday.*^

throughout Canada, and shall be kept and observed as such

under the same name. 1 E. VII., c. 12, s. 2.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 108.

An Act res]3ecting Pu])lic Ferries.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Ferries Act. Short title.

INTEBPKETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— Definitions.

(a) ' ferry ' means any ferry between any province and any

British or foreign country, or between any two provinces

;

(b) ' license ' or ' renewal/ includes all ferry licenses or

renewals thereof

;

(c) ' Minister ' means the Minister of Inland Eevenue.

E.S., c. 97, s. 1.

APPLICATION.

3. InTothing in this Act shall extend to the o^^^ler or master This Act no

of any vessel plying between two ports in Canada or regularly
certain^'^ve*^

entered or cleared by the officers of His Majesty's Customs at sels, bridges

any such port, or shall, in any way, affect any privilege in ^y^yg^^^'

respect to ferries granted previously to the first day of March,

one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, to the proprietor

of any bridge or to any railway or other company by the Parlia-

ment of Canada, or by the legislature of any of the provinces

then composing Canada, before such province became a part of

Canada. E.S., c. 97, s. 11.

LICENSES.

4. Every license of ferry shall be under the Great Seal and Licenses to

shall be issued by the Governor in Council. U.S., c. 97, s. 2; Great Seal

51 v., c. 23, s. 1.

5. Whenever any ferrv, other than a ferrv between Canada Licenses to

and any other country, is established or becomes vacant the onlv^after
Minister shall offer the license or renew^al of license for such competition,

ferry to public competition, and for that purpose give notice

in the English and French languages in the Canada Gazette,

and in one or more newspapers published or circulated in the

locality in which the ferry is situate, of the time and place at

1789 which
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Report by
Minister.

which tenders will be received for the license, or renewal of

license, for such ferry.

2. The Minister shall report the result of such competition

to the Governor in Council, and the license, or renewal thereof,

shall be granted accordingly. U.S., c. 97, s. 3 ; 51 V., c. 23,

s. 2.

Ferry
between
Canada and
another
country.

Liable to
cancellation
for violating
the Customs
laws.

Ferry
between two
provinces.

6. In the case of a ferry between Canada and any other

country, the Governor in Council may authorize a ferry license

to be granted, or to be renewed, for any period not exceeding

ten years, as the exigencies of the case require.

2, Every such license shall be liable to cancellation for any
violation of the Customs laws of Canada, or of the country

between which and Canada the ferry is established, and for any
violation of the regulations made by the Governor in Council,

as hereinafter provided.

3. In the case of a ferry between any two provinces, a ferry

license may be granted, after public competition as hereinbefore

provided, for any period not exceeding five years : Provided
that the Governor in Council, if he is satisfied that the regu-

lations hereinafter mentioned have been complied with and the

public requirements met, may in any case, without calling for

tenders as aforesaid, authorize the extension of the license for

an additional period of five years, iipon such terms as are set

forth in the order in council. 51 V., c. 23, s. 3.

KEGULATIONS.

Governor in

Council may
make regula-
tions.

Extent of

ferries.

Conditions.

Vessels to
be used.

Tolls.

Enforcing
payment.

7. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make
such regulations as he deems expedient, for any of the follow-

ing purposes, that is to say:

—

(a) Establishing the extent and limit of all, or any such

ferries as aforesaid;

(h) Defining the manner in which, the conditions, including

any duty or sum to be paid for the license, under which,

and the period for which, licenses shall be granted in

respect of such ferries, or any one or more of them;

(c) Determining the size and description of the vessels to be

used on any such ferries by the persons holding licenses in

respect thereof, and the nature of the accommodation and

conveniences to be provided for passengers carried in such

vessels

;

(d) Fixing the tolls or rates at which persons and chattels

shall be carried over such ferries, and the manner and

places at which such tolls or rates shall be published or

made known

;

(e) Enforcing the payment of such tolls or rates, by the

persons carried, or for whom chattels are carried, over such

ferries

;

1790 (f)
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(f) RegiiLiting the conduct of persons holding licenses in Conducting

respect of such ferries, and fixing the times and hours and ^^rnes.

parts of hours during and at which vessels employed on
such ferries shall cross and recross or depart from either

side of any such ferry for that purpose

;

(g) Annulling and declaring the forfeiture of any ferry Forfeiture

license, in consequence of the conditions thereof, or any of ^^ license,

them, not having been fulfilled, or in consequence of such

license having been obtained by fraud or misrepresentation

or through error;

(h) Imposing penalties, not exceeding ten dollars in any Penalties.

case, for the violation of any such regulation.

2. All such regulations sliall, during the time for which they Force of law.

are intended to be in force, have the same force and effect as if

contained in and enacted by this Act. R.S., c. 97, s. 5.

8. The Minister shall cause all such regulations to be pub- Resnilations

lished in the English and French languages, in the Canada |.°,^*; P"^'o o o 7 . Jished in

Gazette, at least three times during the three months following En<rii.sh and

the date thereof. E.S., c. 97, s. 6.
"^'^""^•

IXQUIEIES.

9. Whenever reasonable grounds are shown to the Minister, Minister

he may, either himself or by any person specially appointed by

him for that purpose, make inquiry under oath, as to any

matter connected with any ferry or ferry license.

2. The Minister or such person shall have the same power as Powers

is vested in any court of justice in civil cases, of summoning for that

witnesses, of enforcing their attendance, and of requiring and

compelling them to give evidence on oath, whether orally or in

writing, and to produce such document and things as he deems

requisite to the full investigation of such matter. U.S., c. 97,

s. 7.

PENALTIES.

10. Every person wdio interferes wath the rights of any For interfer-

licensed ferryman, by conveying passengers or goods, for hire
ferrTri^^^ts

or profit or with the intention to lessen the tolls or revenue of

any ferry, within the limits assigned to such ferryman by the

Crown, shall, upon conviction thereof before a justice of the

peace for the county, city or district in which either terminus

of the ferry is situate, incur a penalty not exceeding twenty

dollars. U.S., c. 97, s. 8.

APPROPRIATION OF PENALTIES AND LICENSE FEES.

11. All fines or penalties imposed by this Act, or by any Eecovery

regulations under the authority thereof, shall be recoverable in
penaltfes."^

a summary manner before anv one justice of the peace.

1791 2.
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Pa>Tnent of 2. Oue moiety of every such penalty shall be paid to the
penalties.

i^jfoj^^ier, and the other ''nioiety shall belong to the Crown.

E.S., c. 97, s. 9.

Application 12. All moneys arising out of such ferry licenses, and out
of moneys. ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ penalties incurred in regard to the same, or other-

wise, under this Act, shall form part of the Consolidated Re-

venue Fund of Canada. E.S., c. 97, s. 10.

OTTAWA: Frinted by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to tlie Iving's

most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 109.

An Act respecting Bridges.

SHOET TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Bridges Act. Short title.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(a) ' bridge ' means and inchides every bridge to which this

Act applies

;

(h) ' Board ' means the Board of Railway Commissioners for

Canada apjx)inted under the Railway Act

;

(c) ' engineer ' includes engineers when more than one are

appointed

;

(d) ' company ' means any company incorporated under the

authority or within the jurisdiction of the Parliament of

Canada, not being a railway company or otherwise sub-

ject to the control of the Board. U.S., c. 93, ss. 1 and 2;
3 E. YIL, c. 58, s. 8.

APPLICATION.

3. This Act applies to every bridge and the approaches To ^^at

thereto, and the appliances or works appurtenant thereto, built Act applies.

or constructed by any company. R.S., c. 93, s. 2.

GENERAL.

4. ISTo bridge shall be opened for public use,

—

Notice to be

(a) until one month after notice in writing of intention to. bridge is
°

*^

open same has been given to the Board by the company to opened,

whom the bridge belongs ; nor,

(h) until ten days after notice in writing of the time when
the bridge will, in the opinion of the company, be suffi-

ciently completed for inspection and the use thereof with
safety, has been given by the company to the Board. R.S.,

c. 93, s. 3; 3 E. VII., c. 58, s. 8.

5* The Board, upon receiving such notice, shall direct an Proceedings

engineer attached to or employed by the Department of Public such^notice."

Works, to examine the bridge proposed to be oj)ened and report

113 1793 to
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Postpone-
ment if the
bridge is

reported
unsafe.

Further
inspection.

to the Board, in writing, his opinion as to the completeness and
sufficiency of the same, with the ground of such opinion.

2. If such engineer shall report that, in his opinion, the
said bridge would, by reason of incompleteness or insufficiency,

be dangerous to the public using the same, the Board, with the

sanction of the Governor in Council, may order the company
to whom the bridge belongs to postpone such opening for a

period not exceeding one month.

3. The Board may, with such sanction, in like manner, from
time to time thereafter, on further inspection of the bridge

by such engineer directed as aforesaid, after ten days' notice

as aforesaid, on a report to the like effect from the engineer as

to incompleteness or insufficiency, until it appears to the Board
that the opening of the bridge may take place without danger
to the public, make a like order for postponement of the opening
of such bridge. R.S., c. 93, s. 4; 3 E. VIL, c. 58, s. 8.

Copy of
report to
accompany
order.

6. No such order shall be binding upon any company unless

a copy of the report of the inspecting engineer on which the

order is founded is delivered to the company with the order.

R.S., c. 93, s. 5.

Inspection of
bridge
reported
unsafe may
be ordered.

1. The Board may direct any such engineer to examine,

inspect and report to the Board on any bridge, whenever it

receives information to the effect that such bridge, through

want of repair, insufficiency, or erroneous construction, or from
any other cause, is dangerous to the public using the same, or

whenever circumstances arise which, in the opinion of the

Board, render an examination or inspection expedient. U.S.,

c. 93, s. 6; 3 E. VIL, c. 58, s. 8.

Company to
furnish infor-

mation.

8. The Board, upon the report of the engineer, may,

—

(a) condemn the bridge or any portion thereof, or any of the

works or appliances connected therewith; and,

(h) with the approval of the Governor in Council, require

the substitution of a new bridge for such bridge, or a por-

tion thereof to be renewed, or the use of any materials for

any part of such bridge, or any change or alteration there-

in or any part thereof. U.S., c. 93, s. 6 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 58,

8. 8.

rhanges or
alterations
may be
required.

9. The company to which such bridge belongs, or the com-

pany using or controlling the same, in case the bridge is in

use or controlled by some other company, shall thereupon, on

notice from the Board signed by the Chief Commissioner, and

countersigned by the Secretary, of any defect or insufficiency

in such bridge or any portion thereof so reported, or of any

requirement of the Board aforesaid, proceed to make good or

remedy any such defect or insufficiency, and make the change,

1794 alteration,
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alteration, substitution or use of material specified as a require-

ment in such notice. R.S., c. 93, s. 6; 3 E. VIL, c. 58, s. 8.

10. Any engineer authorized to inspect any bridge may, at ^o^yer of

all reasonable times, upon producing his authority, if required,
^"^'"^^^•

enter upon and examine such bridge. U.S., c. 93, s. 7.

11. Every company and the officers and directors thereof Company to

shall afford to the insj)ecting engineer such information as is
formatio'n

within their knowledge and jx)wer in all matters inquired into

by him, and shall submit to such inspecting engineer all cx)n-

tracts, plans, specifications, drawings and documents relating

to the construction, repair, or state of repair of such bridge.

E.S., c. 93, s. 8.

12. The production of instructions in writing signed by the Evidence of

Chief Commissioner of the Board and countersigned by the authority.

Secretary thereof, shall be sufficient evidence of the authority

of any such .inspecting engineer. U.S., c. 93, s. 9 ; 3 E. VII.,

c. 58, s. 8.

13. The inspecting engineer may, ^vhen, in his opinion, the Use of

bridge is dangerous, by notice in writing, stating the reasons be'ordemf
for his opinion, and distinctly specifying the defects or the to be sus-

nature of the danger to be apprehended, delivered to the presi- ^^" ^ "

dent, managing director, secretary or superintendent of the

company owning, using or controlling such bridge, forbid, until

alterations, substitutions or repairs are made therein,

—

(a) the running of any railway or tramway trains or car

over any such bridge w^hen the same is intended for, and,

in his opinion, dangerous to the passage of such train or

car ; or,

(h) the passage of any vehicle over such bridge when the

same is intended for, and, in his opinion, dangerous to the

passing of vehicles thereover; or,

(c) the passing of any passenger over such bridge when the

same is intended for, and, in his opinion, dangerous to

passengers. E.S., c. 93, s, 10.

14. The inspecting engineer shall forthwith report the Report to

circumstances of the case to the Board, who, with the sanction ^^ard.

of the Governor in Council, may either confirm, modify or

disallow the act or order of the inspecting engineer, and notice

of such confirmation, modification or disallowance shall be

dulv given to the company afi'ected thereby. R.S., c. 93, s. 11

;

3 E. VII., c. 58, s. 8.

15. j^o inspection had under this Act, nor anything in this inspection

Act contained, nor anything done, or ordered, or omitted to be "'^t \°

done, or ordered under or by virtue of the provisions of this pany from

Act, shall,

—

liability.

1131 1795 (a)
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(a) relieve or be construed to relieve any company of or

from any liability or responsibility resting upon it by law,

to His Majesty or to any person, or the wife or husband,
parent or child, executor or administrator, tutor or curator,

heir or personal representative of any person, for anything
done or omitted to be done by such company, or for any
wrongful act, neglect or default, misfeasance, malfeasance

or non-feasance of such company; or,

(h) in any way weaken or diminish the liability or responsi-

bility of any such company, under the laws in force in the

province in which such liability or responsibility arises.

E.S., c. 93, s. 12.

Orders of
Board, how
notified.

16. Every company shall be deemed to have received suffi-

cient information of any order of the Board, if a notice thereof,

signed by the Chief Commissioner of the Board, and counter-

signed by the Secretary of the Board, is delivered to the presi-

dent, vice-president, managing director, secretary or superin-

tendent of the company, or at the office of the company; and

every such company shall be deemed to have received sufficient

information of any order of the inspecting engineer, if a

notice thereof, signed by the engineer, is delivered as herein-

before provided. E.S., c. 93, s. 13 ; 3 E. VII., c. 58, s. 8.

Company to
report
accidents.

17. Every company shall, as soon as possible and within at

least forty-eight hours after the occurrence upon any bridge

belonging to such company, of any accident attended with

serious personal injury to any person using the same, or

whereby the bridge has been broken or so damaged as to render

it impassable or unsafe or unfit for immediate use, give notice

thereof to the Board. K.S., c. 93, s. 14; 3 E. VIE, c. 58,

s. 8.

Return of
accidents
twice a
year.

Copy of
by-lawa.

18. Every company shall within one month after the first

days of January and July, in each year, make to the Board,

under the oath of its president, secretary or superintendent, a

true and particular return of all accidents and casualties to life

or property which have occurred on any bridge of the company
during the respective half years next preceding the said first

days of January and July, respectively, setting forth,

—

(a) the causes and natures of such accidents and casualties

;

(b) whether they occurred by night or by day;

(c) the full extent thereof, and all the particulars of the

same.

2. The company shall also, at the same time, transmit a true

copy of the existing by-laws of the company and of its rules and
regulations for the management of the company, and of its

bri<lge R.S.. c. 93, s. 15 i E. VII., c.

1796
58, s. 8.
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19. The Board may^ from time to time, order and direct the Form of

form in which such return shall be made up, and may, with
a view to the public safety, from time to time, in addition to

the said periodical returns, order and direct any company to

make up and deliver to the Board, in such form and manner as

the Board deems necessary and requires for its information,

returns of serious accidents occurring in the course of

public traffic upon any bridge belonging to such company,
whether attended with personal injury or not. U.S., c. 93,

s. 16; 3 E. VIL, c. 58, s. 8.

20. All such returns shall be privileged communications. Returns

and shall not be evidence in any court whatsoever. U.S., c. 93,
privileged,

s. 17.

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES.

21. Every company which opens its bridge to the public Opening

in violation of the provisions of this Act, requiring notice out^^notice^'

to be given to the Board, shall incur a penalty of two hundred Penalty,

dollars for every day during which the same continues opened,

previous to the giving and expiring of such notice. U.S., c. 93,

s. 18; 3 E. VIL, c. 58, s. 8.

22. Every company which opens its bridge for public use Or contrary

contrary to an order of the Board issued under this Act post- ^oard^^
°^

poning the time of the opening of such bridge, shall incur a

penalty of two hundred dollars for every day during which the Penalty,

same continues opened contrary to such order. U.S., c. 93,

s. 19 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 58, s. 8.

23. Every company which wilfully omits to give to the Omitting to

Board the notice of an accident on or to its bridge required
accfd^ents

by this Act, shall incur a penalty of two hundred dollars for Penalty,

every day during which the omission to give such notice

continues. R.S., c. 93, s. 20 ; 3 E. VIL, c. 58, s. 8.

24. Every company which neglects to deliver any return Xeglect to

required by this Act, verified as herein provided, within the retunf.

respective times herein prescribed, or to deliver any return,

other than the periodical returns required by this Act, within

fourteen days after the same has been required by the Board,

shall incur a penalty of one hundred dollars for every day Penalty,

during whidi the company neglects to deliver the same. U.S.,

c. 93, s. 21; 3 E. VIL, c.'58, s. 8.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to the King's
most Excellent Majesty.
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CHAPTER 110.

The Land Titles Act.

SHORT TITLE.

1. This Act may be cited as the Land Titles Act. 57-58 V., Short title.

c. 28, s. 1.

INTERPRETATION".

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

(1.) ' land ' means lands, messuages, tenements and heredita- 'Land.'

ments, corporeal and incorporeal, of every nature and
description, and every estate or interest therein, whether
such estate or interest is legal or equitable, together wath

all paths, passages, ways, watercourses, liberties, privi-

leges, easements, mines, minerals and quarries appertain-

ing thereto, and all trees and timber thereon and there-

. under lying or being, unless any such are specially

excepted

;

(2.) 'owner' means any person or body corporate entitled 'Owner.'

to any freehold or other estate or interest in land, at law
or in equity, in possession, in futurity or expectancy;

(3.) 'transfer' means the passing of any estate or interest 'Mortgage'
in land under this xVct, whether for valuable consideration

or otherwise;

(4.) 'transferrer' means the person by whom any interest «Trans-
or estate in land is transferred, whether for value or other- ferrer.'

wise, and ' transferee ' means the person to whom any
interest or estate in land is transferred, whether for value

or otherwise;

(5.) 'mortgage' means any charge on land created merely 'Mortgage.'

for securing a debt, or a loan

;

(6.) 'mortgagee' means the owner of a mortgage; and 'Mortgagee.'

' mortgagor ' means the o\vner or transferee of land, or < Mortga-^or.'

of any estate or interest in land pledged as security for a

debt or a loan

;

(7.) 'encumbrance' means any charge on land, created or'Encum-
effected for any purpose whatever, inclusive of mortgages, l>rance.'

mechanics' liens when authorized by statute or ordinance,

and executions against lands, unless expressly distin-

guished
;

1799 (8.)
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' Encum-
brancer.'

* Lunatic'

' Person of

unsound
mind.'

' Instru-
ment.'

' Register.'

' Registra-
tion.'

' Filing.

'

' Memor-
andum.'

' Certificate

of title.'

' Duplicate.'

' Minister.'

' Registrar.'

' Territories.

' Court.'

' Court of
Appeal.'

(8.) 'encumbrancer' means the owner of any land or of

any estate or interest in land subject to any encumbrance;

and ' enciimbrancee ' means the owner of an encumbrance

;

(9.) 'lunatic' means any person found by any competent

tribunal or commission de lunatico inquirendo, to be a

lunatic

;

(10.) 'person of unsound mind' means any person not an

infant who, not having been found to be a lunatic, has been

found on like inquiry to be incapable, from infirmity of

mind, of managing his own affairs

;

(11.) ' instrument ' means any grant, certificate of title, con-

veyance, assurance, deed, map, plan, will, probate or

exemplification of probate of will, letters of administration

or an exemplification thereof, mortgage or encumbrance,

or any other document in writing relating to or affecting

the transfer of or other dealing with land or evidencing

title thereto;

(12.) ' register' means the register of titles to land kept in

accordance wdth this Act;

(13.) 'registration' means

(a) the bringing of lands under the provisions of this

Act, and

(h) the entering upon the certificate of title of a memo-
randum authorized by this Act, of any document;

and ' filing ' means the entering in the day-book of any

instrument

;

(14.) 'memorandum' means the endorsement upon the cer-

tificate of title and on the duplicate copy thereof of the

particulars of any instrument presented for registration;

(15.) 'certificate of title' means the certificate (form E)
granted by the registrar and entered and kept in the

register

;

(16.) ' duplicate ' or ' duplicate certificate ' means the dupli-

cate, delivered or issued to the person entitled thereto, of

the certificate of title in the register

;

(17.) 'Minister' means the Minister of the Interior; and
' Department ' the Department of the Interior

;

(18.) 'registrar' means a registrar of titles or any deputy

registrar or inspector of titles when acting as registrar;

(19.) ' Territories ' means the Korthwest Territories and the

Yukon Territory;

(20.) 'court' means any court authorized to adjudicate in

the Territories in civil matters in which the title to real

estate is in question, and includes in the Northwest Terri-

tories any stipendiary magistrate appointed by the Gover-

nor in Council uiulcr the authority of the Northwest

Territories Act;

(21.) ' Court of Appeal ' means the Court of Appeal herein

constituted
;

Pt.S.,1900.
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(22.) ' judge ' means an official authorized in the Territories 'Judge.'

to adjudieate in civil matters in which the title to real

estate is in question

;

(23.) 'transmission' applies to change of ownership con- 'Transmis-

sequent upon death, lunacy, sale under execution, order of
^'°"-'

court or other act of law, or upon a sale for arrears of

taxes or upon any settlement or any legal succession in

. case of intestacy

;

(24.) 'grant' means any grant of Crown land, whether in 'Grant.'

fee or for years, and whether direct from His Majesty or

by or pursuant to the provisions of any statute

;

(25.) * endorsed ' and 'endorsement' apply to anything ' Endorsed.'

written upon any instrument or upon any paper attached 'Endorse-

thereto by the registrar; ment.

(26.) ' possession,' when applied to persons claiming title to 'Possession.'

land, means also alternatively the reception of the rents

and profits thereof;

(27.) ' form ' means a form in the schedule to this Act; 'Form.'

(28.) 'affidavit' includes an affirmation when made by a 'Affidavit.'

person entitled to affirm

;

(29.) 'Inspector' means the Inspector of Land Titles ' Inspector.'

Offices appointed under the authority of this Act. 57-58

v., c. 28, s. 2 ; 61 V., c. 32, s. 2.

3* A person shall be deemed to claim under a prior certifi- Holder of

cate of title who is a holder of, or w^iose claim is derived P^'or certlG-

directly or indirectly from a person who w'as the holder of an

earlier certificate of title, notwithstanding that such certificate

of title has been surrendered and a new certificate of title has

been granted upon any transfer or other instrument. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 57.

4. jSTothing contained in this Act shall take away or affect jurisdiction

the jurisdiction of any competent court on the ground of actual '^^ courts in
cji^ps or

fraud or over contracts for the sale or other disposition of land fraud, etc.

for w^hich a certificate of title has been granted. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 130.

DESCENT OF LAISTD.

5. Land in the Territories shall descend to the personal Land to

representatives of the deceased owner thereof in the same man- descend as

ner as personal estate, and be dealt with and distributed as est'ate!^'

personal estate. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 3; 63-64 V., c. 21, s. 5.

6. Except such devises as are made by the testator to his

personal representative, either in his representative capacity or take^r^onT

for his own use, no devise shall be valid or effectual as against personal

the personal representative of the testator, until the land tfve.^^^"

^'

affected thereby is transferred to the devisee thereof by the

personal representative of the devisor. 57-58 Y., c. 28, s. 5.

1801 T.
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Estate tail

abolished.

Fee simple
not change-
able into
limited
estate.

7. Any devise or limitation, whieli heretofore would have

created an estate tail, shall transfer the absolute ownership, or

the greatest estate that the devisor or transferrer had in the

land.

2. ^NTo estate in fee simple shall be changed into any limited

fee or fee tail, but the land, whatever form of words is used in

any transfer, transmission or dealing, shall, except as herein-

after otherwise provided, be and remain an absolute estate in

the owner for the time being. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 10.

I||?sitimate g. Illegitimate children shall inherit from the mother as if

inherit from they Were legitimate, and through the mother, if dead, any
mother. jr^j^^j which she would, if living, have taken by purchase, gift,

devise, or descent from any other person. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 14.

Illegitimate 9. When an illegitimate child dies intestate, without issue,

i^ntestat^'.
" the mother of such child shall inherit any land of which he was

the o^\^ler at the time of his death. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 15.

Adultery of

wife.
10. If a wife has left her husband, and has lived in adultery

after leaving him, she shall take no fart of the land of her

husband. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 12.

Adultery of

husband.
11. If a husband has left his wife, and has lived in adultery

after leaving her, he shall take no part of her land. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 13.

Dower
abolished.

Widow's
right.

12. iSTo widow whose husband died on or after the first day

of January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, shall

be entitled to dower in the land of her deceased husband ; but

she shall have the same right in such land as if it were personal

property. 57-58 V., c. 28. s. 6.

Tenancy by
the courtesy
abolished.

Husband's
right.

13. Ko husband whose wife died on or after the first day

of January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, shall

be entitled to any estate by the courtesy in the land of his

deceased wife ; but he shall have the same right therein as a

w;i,fe has in the personal property of her deceased husband.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 7.

Transfer of

land to man
and wife.

MARRIED WOMEN.

14. Whenever land is transferred to a man and his wife the

transferees shall take according to the tenor of the transfer, and
they shall not take by entireties unless it is so expressed in the

transfer. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 8.

TrnnsferH
between
consorts.

15. A man may inake a valid transfer of land to his wife,

and a woman may make a valid transfer of land to her husband,

without in either case, the intervention of a trustee. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. y.

1802 16.
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16. A married woman shall, in rosi)eet of land acquired l)y Married

her on or after the first day of January, one thousand eight
i)^'ag"i/"

hundred and eighty-seven, have all the rights and he suhject to feme-sole.

all the liahilities of a feme-sole, and may, in all respects, deal

with land as if she were unmarried. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 11.

17. The registrar shall, upon application to hiui to grant a ReKistration

new certificate of title to a married woman, upon production to
quen^pe^'^Jf

him of, marriage

(a) a duplicate certificate of title issued to her prior to owner,

marriage, accompanied with a statement in writing of her

marriage, giving the date of such marriage, the place where

solemnized, and her husband's full name, with his resi-

dence and occupation, verified by oath or aifinnation; and,

(h) a certificate of the marriage by the j^erson who solem-

nized the same; and,

(c) of such further evidence as the registrar may require

;

file the duplicate certificate of title so produced to him, and at

once cancel the existing certificate of title and the duplicate Existing cer-

thereof so filed, and make a memorandum of each of the facts
: ca^Md!ed°

^^

Provided that if such marriage was solemnized in the province

of Saskatchewan or Alberta or in the Territories, it shall b(!

sufficient to produce to the registrar, in lieu of the certificate of

marriage, such evidence as would be sufficient to establish the

marriage in any court in such province or in the Territories, as

the case may be.

2. The registrar shall, upon having so cancelled such certi- Registrar to

ficate and duplicate, grant a new certificate of title to the appli-
per"jfi"aTe.

cant owner in her newly-acquired surname, in which her hus- .

band's full name, residence and occupation shall be given, and

shall issue to her a duplicate certificate. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 98;

61 v., c. 32, s. 13.

KEGISTRATION DISTRICTS.

18. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, by Provision

proclamation, as the settlement of the country and the exigen-
rggistoUon

cies of the public service require, constitute any portion of the districts.

Territories a land registration district, and declare by what

local name the same shall be known and designated, and nuiy

also from time to time change the boundaries of existing

districts. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 17.

19. The boundaries of any district already constituted shall Boundaries.

be as already defined, subject to change as provided in the last

preceding section. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 16.

20. For each registration district there shall be at such Land titles

place in the district as the Governor in Council determines an

office to be called the land titles office. 57-58 Y., c. 28, s. 19.

1803 21.
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(governor in 21. The Governor m Council may provide in eaeh regis-
Council may . i- . • , . .^ it i 4.1 r.
provide re- tratioii district at the public expense, and may thereatter
gistry office, maintain, in a proper state of repair, as the land titles oiiice for

the district, a building of stone or brick, or partly of brick and

partly of stone, to serve as the office of the registrar, and as the

place of deposit and preservation of registers and other record

books, certificates, instruments and documents connected with

the registratioii of titles; and may fit up the said office with

such fire-proof safes and other secure places as are necessary.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 18.

Governor in 22. The Governor in Council shall, from time to time, pro-

hirnish
^° ^^'^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ books, forms and other office requisites, as are

books, etc. necessary for use under the provisions of this 4-ct. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 131.

Inspector of

land titles

offices.

OFFICERS.

23. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,

appoint an inspector of land titles offices, whose duties shall

be, under instructions from the Minister, to inspect the books

and records of the several land titles offices, and to perform

such other duties as he may be directed by the Minister to

perform, and the Inspector may in the discretion of the

Minister be directed to perform any duty which any registrar

is empowered by this Act to perform, 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 20.

24* No person shall be appointed inspector of land titles

offices unless he is when appointed a barrister, solicitor or advo-

cate of at least three years' standing of one of the provinces of

Canada. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 20.

25* The business of each land titles office shall be con-

ducted by an officer called the registrar, appointed by the

Governor in Council, with such assistants and clerks as are

necessary and as the Governor in Council from time to time

appoints.

2. No person shall be appointed registrar unless he is a

of registrar, barrister, solicitor or advocate of at least three years' standing

of one of the provinces of Canada.
Duration of 3. The registrar shall hold office during pleasure. 57-58 V.,
''^''-

c. 28, s. 21.

Qualifica-

tions.

Registrars
and their
assistants.

Qualification

Deputy
registrars.

Duties.

Tflcm.

26. Whenever occasion requires, the Governor in Council

may, from time to time, appoint a deputy registrar to assist

the registrar under instructions from the latter.

2. Such deputy registrar may, in the event of the illness or

al)Sonce from office of the registrar, perform all the duties

required by this Act to be done by the registrar.

3. In case of the death, resignation or removal from

office of the registrar the dcputv registrar shall do and perform

1804 all
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all the duties of the registrar under this Act until another

registrar is appointed.. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 22.

27. No person shall be appo-inted deputy registrar unless Qualifirfition

he is a barrister, solicitor or advocate of one of the provinces °^ deputy

of Canada. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 22.
registrar.

28. The Inspector, the registrars, deputy registrars, and These oHioera

other necessary officers shall be attaclied to the Department and
i)"'^^^^''

^'\

be under the control of the Minister; and their salaries, and of the

such incidental expenses of carrying on this Act as are sane-
^"*^^''o''-

tioned by this Act or by the Governor in Council, shall be paid

out of moneys provided by Parliament for that purpose. 57-58

v., c. 28, s.'^23.

29. The Inspector and every registrar and deputy registrar, Onth of

before he enters upon the execution of his office, shall take,
'^^"^^•

before some judge or stipendiary magistrate in the Territories,

the oath of office in form A. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 24.

30. Before an inspector of land titles offices or any regis- Security to

trar or deputy registrar is sworn into office, he shall furnish ^^ furnished,

to His Majesty security in a penal sum of not less than one
thousand dollars for the true and faithful performance of his

duty in respect to all things directed to be done or required of

him by this Act or any law in that behalf.

2. Such security shall, in the discretion of the Minister, be By bond.

either a joint and several bond of the inspector of land titles

offices, registrar, or deputy registrar, as the case may be, and
two sureties, or a guarantee bond of a guarantee company duly

approved by the Governor in Council.

3. Such bond or guarantee bond shall be in duplicate and in duphcate.

shall be subject to the approval of the Governor in Council.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 25.

31. When the securitv to be so furnished is a joint and Form of

several bond the same shall be executed under the hands and '

"

seals of the obligors in form B, and sureties shall justify

under oath in form C and the execution of the said bond shall Justification.

be duly certified by the affidavit of a subscribing witness in

form D.

2. One of the duplicates, with the affidavits appended, shall Deposit of

then be forthwith transmitted to the Secretary of State, to be

filed in his office, and the other shall be filed in the office of the

Commissioner of the Northwest Territories or the Yukon
Territorv to which the appointment relates. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 26 ; 61 v., c. 32, s. 3.

32. The Inspector, and any registrar or deputy registrar Further

shall, when required by the Minister, furnish such further security

1805 or
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may be
required.

01- other security as is deemed expedient. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 27.

Officers and 33. Neither the Inspector nor any registrar, deputy regis-

to^be^agents, trar or clerk in any land titles office shall,

—

etc. (a) directly or indirectly act as the agent of any person

investing money and taking securities on land within any
registration district; or^

(h) advise for fee or reward or otherwise upon titles to

land ; or,

(c) practise as a conveyancer ; or,

(d) carry on or transact wdthin the land trtles office, any
business or occupation whatever, other than his duties as

such inspector, registrar, deputy registrar or clerk. 57-58

v., c. 28, s. 31.

Protection
of officers.

34. N'either the Inspector nor any registrar, deputy regis-

trar, or person acting under authority of a registrar, shall be

liable to any action or proceeding for or in respect of any act

hona fide done or omitted to be done in the exercise or supposed

exercise of the powers given by this Act, or by any order or

general rule made in pursuance thereof. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 134.

Seal of ofHce. 35. Each registrar shall have a seal of office, approved by

the Governor in Council, with which he shall seal all certifi-

cates of title. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 28.

Stamping
therewith.

36. The registrar shall stamp all instruments wdiich are

presented to him for registration, showing the day, hour and
57-58 v., c. 28, s. 28.minute of receiving the same.

Administra- 37. The Inspector, or within his district any registrar or

oaths*^^
deputy registrar, may administer any oath or take any affirma-

tion or declaration respecting titles to land. 57-58 Y., c. 28,

s. 29.

Copies of

altstracts of

instruments.

Office days
and hours.

38. Every registrar shall, when required, furnish, under

seal, an exemplification, copy or abstract of any instrument

affecting lands, deposited, filed or registered in his office, and

every such exemplification and every duly certified copy shall

be received as evidence in the same manner and with the same

effect as if the original was produced. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 30.

39. Every land titles office shall be kept O]ion on all days,

except Sundays and legal holidays, between the hours of ten

o'clock in the forenoon and four o'clock in the afternoon,

during whicli time cither the registrar or the deputy registrar

shall be in att^mdancc: Provided that on Saturdays the office

shall be closed at one o'clock in the afternoon. 57-58 V., c. 28,

B. 32.

1806 BOOKS.
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BOOKS.

40. The registrar shall keep a book called the day-hook, Day-book,

in Avhich shall be entered by a short description every instru-

ment o-iven in for registration relating to lands for which a

certificate of title has issued or been applied for, with the day,

hour and minute of its so being given in.

2. For the purposes of priority between mortgagees, trans- Time of

ferees and others, the time so entered shall be taken as the time reeistration.

of registration.

3. The registrar, in endorsing a memorandum upon the Time to be

certificate of title embodied in the register or upon the dupli- theday-book
cate, shall take the time from the day-book as the time of

registration. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 33.

41. Unless required so to do by order of a court or judge, Production

the registrar shall not receive or enter in the day-book any
certlficntT*^

instnnuent, until the duplicate certificate of title for the land required,

affected is produced to him so as to enable him to enter the

proper memorandum on such duplicate certificate. 4 E. VII.,

c. 19, s. 1.

42. A duplicate certificate of title for the lands affected need Exceptions.

not be produced in the case of,

—

(a) executions against lands, caveats, mechanics' liens, trans-

fers by a sheriff or municipal ofiicer or by order of a court

or judge; or,

—

(h) transfers on sales of lands for taxes, maps or plans

which do not require to be registered, or certificates or

orders of a court or judge; or,

(c) a mortgage or other encumbrance created by any person

rightfully in possession of land, prior to the issue of the

grant from the Crown, or prior to the issue of transfer

from the Hudson's Bay Company or from any company
entitled to a grant of such lands from the Crown or to

which letters patent from the Crown for such land have

already issued, if there is proiluced to and left with the

registrar along with the mortgage an affidavit made by the

mortgagor or encumbrancer in form Q ; and also in the

case of lands mortgaged or encumbered prior to the issue of

transfer as aforesaid, a certificate from the land commis-
sioner or other proper officer of the company that the pur-

chase price of such mortgaged lands has been paid and that

the applicant is entitled to a transfer in fee simple there-

for from the company. 4 E. YIL, c. 19, s. 1.

43. The registrar shall also keep a book or books which shall Rearister.

be called the register, and shall enter therein all certificates of

title, and shall record therein the particulars of all instruments,

dealings and other matters bv this Act required to be registered
"^

1807 or
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Form of
certificate

of title.

Entries, etc.,

in case of

transfer.

Numbers of
folios to be
noted.

or entered in the register and affecting the land included in

such certificate of title.

2. Certificates of title shall be in form E, and each certi-

ficate shall constitute a separate folio of such book. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 34.

44. Upon every transfer of ownership, the certificate of title

of the transferrer and the duplicate thereof shall be cancelled,

and the certificate of title of the transferee shall thereupon be

entered upon a new folio in the register.

2. The registrar shall note U]X)n the folio of the title of the

transferrer the number of the folio of the transferee's title, and

upon that of the transferee the number of the folio of the trans-

ferrer, so that reference can be readily made from one to the

other, as occasion requires. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 52.

REGISTRx^TION.

What to con-
stitute regis-

tration.

Idem.

Keeping of
registered
instrument.

Details to

be stated in

memo.

45. Every grant shall be deemed and taken to be registered

under the provisions and for the purposes of this Act so soon as

the same has been marked by the registrar with the folio and

volume on and in which it is embodied in the register.

2. Every other instrument shall be deemed to be registered

so soon as a memorandum of it has been entered in the register

upon the folio constituted by the existing grant or certificate

of title of such land. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 35. •

46. The registrar shall retain in his office every registered

instrument. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 36.

47. Every memorandum entered in the register shall state

the uature of the instrument to which such memorandum relates,

the day, the hour and the minute of its registration, and the

names of the parties thereto, and shall refer by number or

symbol to such instrument, and shall be signed by the registrar.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 37.

Memo, to be
made on
dui>licate

also.

Evidence.

48. Wlienever a memorandum has been entered in the

register the registrar shall make a like memorandum upon the

duplicate when the same is presented to him for the purpose,

and sign and seal such memorandum,
2. Such memorandum shall be received as conclusive evi-

dence of its contents and that the instrument of wliich it is a

memorandum has been duly ri\<»istered under the provisions of
this Act. 57-58 v., c. 28, s, 38.

Regi.Htra- 49. \Vli('nev(;r any land is grunted in the Territories by the

grants Crown, the letters patent tluiri'for, wluni issued, shall be for-

by letters wardcfl fr<»m tlie office whence the same are issued to the regis-

trar of the registration district in which the land so granted is

1808 situated,
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situated, and the re^strar shall retain the letters patent in his

office. 57-58 v., c. 28, s. 39.

50. A certificate of title, as provided by this Act, with any Certificate

necessary qualification, shall be granted to the patentee, t.nd a patentee,

duplicate of such certificate of title shall be issued to the

patentee free of all fees and charges to patentee, if at the time

of the issue thereof there are no encumbrances or other instru-

ments affecting the land registered in the land titles otfice.

2. If there are any instruments registered which encumber Duplicate,

or affect the title, a dnidicate of such certificate shall be issued

upon the payment of such fees as are fixed or may be from

time to time fixed by the Governor in Council. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 39.

51. The notification to the Hudson's Bay Company by the Notification

Minister under the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act of Hudson's

the survey and confirmation of the survey of any township or ^^^
S'^^jg

part of a township shall be accepted by the registrar as equiva-

lent to, and dealt wath by him in all respects as if it were

letters patent granting to the company, in fee simple, the

sections or portions of sections to which it is entitled in such

township or part of a township under the provisions of the

Dominion Lands Act.

2. Such notification shall be issued in duplicate, one to be To be in

sent to the said company, and one to the registrar of the dis-
duplicate,

trict : Provided that any notification issued to the company

prior to the twenty-second day of May, one thousand eight

hundred any eighty-eight, may be registered by the company

with the registrar of the district within which the land affected

is situate. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 39.

52. A notification to the registrar from the Minister that
^"^^^^^f^^'j^^"

land described therein has been granted to the Canadian raihvaj^ com-

Pacific Railway Company, or to any other railway company P^^^-

entitled to Dominion lands under the authority of an Act of

Parliament, shall be accepted by the registrar and dealt with

by him in all respects as if it were letters patent in favour of

the company.

2. The notification shall state the nature of the grant and What it

shall specify any mines, minerals, easements or rights which ® ^^ * '^ ^*

are excepted from the grant. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 39.

53. A notification to the registrar from the Commissioner Notification

of the ISTorthwest Territories, that the land described in such oi grant of

notification is part of any road allowance or trail which has closed road

been closed and has been transferred to the person named as allowance

transferee in such notification, or in a transfer attached

thereto, shall be accepted by the registrar and dealt with by
him in all respects as if it were letters patent in favour of such

person.

114 1809 2.
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What noti- 2. The notification shall state the natnre of the grant and

shan'^s'tate
shall specifj any mines, minerals, easements or rights which

are excepted from the grant. 61 V., c. 32, s. 5.

Registration
of estate for

life or for
years.

54, The owner of any estate for life or for a term of more
than three years, in any land for which the grant from the

Crown has been registered, may apply to have his title regis-

tered, and to have a certificate of title issued to him therefor

under the provisions of this Act. 61 V., c. 32, s. 20.

APPLICATIONS TO BRING LAND UNDER THIS ACT.

Land grant- 55, "Yhe owner of any estate or interest in any land,

Act first Avhether legal or equitable, letters patent for which issued
passed may

j^^oxa the Crown before the first day of January, one thousand
uG brousnt *^

under Act. eight hundred and eighty-seven, or which otherwise had prior

to that date passed from the Crown, may apply to have his

title registered under the provisions of this Act.

Fees. 2. If at the time of the grant of the certificate of title,

there are no registered encumbrances or conveyances affecting

such land, the certificate may be granted to the patentee upon
payment of such fees as are fixed by the Governor in Council,

' but no fees shall be payable therefor under the provisions of

this Act relating to the Assurance Fund. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 40.

Application
for registra-

tion form.

Documents
to be pro-
duced.

In case of
Hudson's
Bay f'om-

Tiany lands.

56. The application shall be made in writing to the regis-

trar of the registration district in which the land is situate, in

form F, and shall be verified by affidavit of the applicant or

some one on his behalf in form G.

2. The application shall be accompanied by,

—

(a) all deeds, if any, in possession of the applicant;

(b) a certificate showing all registrations aflecting the title,

down to the time when such application is filed, with copies

of any registered documents, the originals of which he is

unable to produce

;

(c) a certificate from the sheriff showing that there is na
execution in his hands against the applicant's lands ; and,

(d) if the land is within any organized municipality or

school district, a certificate of payment of taxes:

Provided that it shall not in any case be necessary for anjv

applicant to produce copies of any document the original of

which is at the time of the application of record in the office of

the registrar to whom the application is made
; nor, for the

Hudson's Bay Company, in the case c)f any lands the title to

which ])iissed to that company before the first day of January,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, either by notifi-

cation made under tlic jirovisioiis of the Dominion Lands Act or

by letters patent issued thereunder, to produce to the registrar

any of the certificates mentioned in this section, if the applica-

tion is accompanied by an affidavit by any officer of the com-
pany approved by tlie Minister in form II.

ISIO 3.
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3. In case the land is not Avitliin any organized nninicipality If. land not

or school district and by reason thereof a certificate of taxes organ^zed^

cannot be produced/the fact must be set forth in the application, municipality.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 41; 61 V., c. 32, s. 6.

57. If the applicant is the original grantee of the Crown, Delivery of

and no deed, transfer, mortgage or other encumbrance, or in- 'l^y^'^^'^^^
°^

stiiuTient or caveat affecting the title appears to have been applicant is

recorded; or if he is not the original grantee, and all the ori-
*rantee^'"^'

ginal title deeds are produced, and no person other than the

applicant is in actual possession of the land, and no caveat has

been registered, the registrar, if he entertains no doubt as to the

title of the applicant, shall grant a certificate of title as herein

provided. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 42.

58. If there is any mortgage or encumbrance against the Discharge of

land at the date of the application, the filing with the registrar or encum-

of the original mortgage or the instrument creating the encum- ^^"^^•

brance, or a copy of such mortgage or instrument, having

endorsed thereon or attached thereto a receipt, which may be in

form R, for the payment of the amount thereby secured,

signed by the mortgagee or encumbrancee, attested by an affi-

davit of the witness, shall operate as a discharge of such

mortgage or encumbrance. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 42.

59. If any person other than the applicant appears by If any

admission or otherwise to be interested in the land, and,— othe^'/^han

(a) the applicant desires to have his title registered subject applicants.

to the interest of such other person ; and,

(h) such interest is by virtue of a mortgage, encumbrance,

or lease, or is a charge created by any other instrument;

and,

(c) such instrument is at the time of the application of

record in the office of the registrar to whom the application

is made, or, if not so of record, is then produced to the

registrar

;

the registrar may, if he entertains no doubt as to the extent and

nature of such interest, or as to the title of the applicant,

register the title and grant a certificate of title and issue a dupli-

cate certificate subject to such interest. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 42.

60. In any case where the person who appears to be inter- Wben inter-

ested in land is a consenting party to an application, the
colfsen^r*^

registrar may, if he entertains no doubt as to the title of the

applicant, grant a certificate of title subject to the terms of the

consent, provided that such consent shall be in writing signed

by the consenting party in presence of a witness, and attested

in the manner required by this Act, for the attestation of instru-

ments not under seal. 57-58 V., c. 28, s, 42.

61. In all cases other than those provided for in the last four Other cases

preceding sections, the registrar shall forthwith, on giving the
re^^to^^udge

114^ 1811 applicant
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Judge to ex-

amine titles

and hear
parties.

Filing of
adverse
claims.

applicant a certificate of the filing of his application, transmit

the application, with all evidence supplied, to the judge to be

dealt with as hereinafter provided. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 43.

62. The judge shall examine, without delay, all titles which

are submitted to him, and for such purpose shall, when neces-

sary, hear all persons interested, or claiming to be interested,

and shall hear and consider the claims as against the applicant,

of any person who is in. possession of the land ; and he shall

have and exercise all the powers for compelling the attendance

of persons and the production of documents, which usually

appertain to courts of civil justice and the judges thereof in

civil actions brought therein. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 44.

63. Any person having an adverse claim, or a claim not

recognized in the apj)lication for registration may, at any time

before the judge has approved of the applicant's title, file with

the registrar a short statement of his claim, verified by affidavit,

and a copy of such statement shall be served on the applicant,

or his advocate or his agent. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 45.

Their exam-
ination.

Public notice
of applica-

tion.

Order for
registration.

Duplicate
certificate to

owner.

64. If any adverse claim is filed, the judge shall proceed

to examine into and adjudicate thereon, and no certificate of

title shall be granted until such adverse claim has been disposed

of. 57-58 v., c. 28, s. 46.

65. In any case before him, the judge may direct that

notice of the application be published in some newspaper or

newspapers in such form and for such period as he thinks

expedient, and no order for registration shall be granted by
him until after the expiration of at least four weeks from the

first publication of the notice, if he has directed the same to be

published. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 47.

66. The judge, if satisfied with the applicant's title, shall

thereupon make an order directing the registrar, after the

expiration of four weeks from the date thereof, unless in the

meantime the order is appealed from, to register the same.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 48.

67. After registration of a title the registrar upon appli-

cation by the owner or his duly authorized agent, shall make
out, sign, officially seal and deliver to him a duplicate of the

certificate of title in the register on which shall be entered all

memoranda endorsed on or attached to the certificate of title.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 49.

EFFECT OF KEGISTRATION.

Covenant 68. In ovory instrument transferring, encumbering or

instrumelTts charging any land f<jr which a certificate of title has been

1812 granted,
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granted, there shall he impliod the following covenant by the relating to

transferrer or encumbrancer, that is to say: That the trans- '^"^s-

ferrer or encumbrancer will do such acts and execute such

instruments as, in accordance} with the provisions of this Act,

are necessary to give effect to all covenants, conditions and
purposes expressly set forth in such instrument, or by this Act

declared to be implied against such person in instruments of a

like nature. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 53.

69. In every instrument transferring land, for which a Covenant

certificate of title has been granted, subject to mortgage or
™an'sfers'of

encumbrance, there shall be implied the covenant by the trans- lands subject

feree, that the transferee will pay the principal money, to^^o^^^^s^g^'

interest, annuity or rent charge secured by the mortgage or

encumbrance, after the rate and at the time specified in the

instrument creating the same, and will indemnify and keep

harmless the transferrer from and against the principal sum
or other moneys secured by the instrument creating such mort-

gage or encumbrance, and from and against the liability in

respect of any covenant therein contained or under this Act
implied, on the part of the transferrer. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 65.

70. After a certificate of title has been granted for any Unregistered

land, no instrument, until registered under this Act, shall, as
instruments

against any hona fide transferee of the land under this Act, be

effectual to pass any estate or interest in such land except a

leasehold interest not exceeding three years, or to render such

land liable as security for the payment of money. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 54.

71. Upon the registration of any instrument in manner Effect of

herein prescribed, the estate or interest specified therein shall I'^gi^ration.

pass, or the land shall become liable as security, in manner and
subject to the covenants, conditions and contingencies set forth

and specified in such instrument, or by this Act declared to be

implied in instruments of a like nature. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 54.

72. The owner of land for which a certificate of title has Effect of

been granted, except in case of a fraud wherein he has partici- ^^f'^^'^^''^^®-

pated or colluded, shall hold such land subject, in addition to

the incidents implied by virtue of this Act, to such encum-
brances, liens, estates or interests as are notified on the folio

of the register which constitutes the certificate of title, but
absolutely free from all encumbrances, liens, estates or interests

whatsoever, except the estate or interest of an owner claim-

ing the same land under a prior certificate of title granted
under the provisions of this Act.

2. Such priority shall, in favour of any person in possession Computa-

of land, be computed with reference to the grant or earliest tion of

certificate of title under which he or any person through whom
1813 he
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he derives title^ has held such possession. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 55.

Implied
reservations,
exceptions,
etc.

73. The title to the land mentioned in any certificate of

title granted under this Act shall, by implication, and without

any special mention in the certificate, unless the contrary is

expressly declared, be subject to,

—

(a) any subsisting reservations or exceptions contained in

the original grant of the land from the Crown;
(h) all unpaid taxes;

(c) any public highway or right of way or other public

easement, howsoever created, upon, over or in respect of

the land

;

(d) any subsisting lease or agreement for a lease for a

period not exceeding three years, where there is actual

occupation of the land under- the same

;

(e) any decrees, orders or executions against or affecting the

interest of the owner in the land, which have been regis-

tered and maintained in force against the owner

;

(f) any right of expropriation which may, by statute or

ordinance, be vested in the Crown or in any person or body

corporate

;

(g) any right of w^ay or other easement granted or acquired

under the provisions of the Irrigation Act. 5Y-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 56 ; 61 V., c. 32, ss. 7 and 8.

Registrar to
decide as to
conformity.

Trusts to be
ignored.

Trustees
deemed
l)encficial

owners.

74. The registrar shall have power to decide wdiether any
instrument which is presented to him for registration is sub-

stantially in conformity with the proper form in the schedule

to this Act, or not, and to reject any instrument which he may
57-58 v., c. 28, s. 59.decide to be unfit for registration

75. ISTo memorandum or entry shall be made upon a certi-

ficate of title or upon the duplicate thereof of any notice of

trusts, whether exj^ressed, implied, or constructive.

2. The registrar shall treat any instrument containing any
such notice as if there was no trust; and the trustees therein

named shall be deemed to be the absolute and beneficial owners
of the land for the purposes of this Act. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 60.

Instruments 76. Every instrument shall become operative according to

registration"
^^'^ tcnor and intent tliereof, so soon as registered, and shall

thereupon create, transfer, surrender, charge or discharge, as

the case may bo, the land or estate or interest mentioned in such

instrument. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 36. .

Priority in 77. riistruiucnts rogist(n'ed in respect of or affecting the

regi'^^tr.ition.
^amc land shall be entitled to priority the one over the other

according to the time of registration and not according to the

date of execution. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 36.

1814 TEANSFERS.
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TRANSFERS.

78. When land for which a certificate of title has been Form,

granted, is intended to be transferred, or any right of way or

other easement affecting such land is intended to be created or

transferred, the owner may execute a transfer in form I which

transfer shall, for description of the land intended to be dealt

with, refer to the certificate of title of the land, or shall give

such description as is sufficient to identify the same, and shall

contain an accurate statement of the estate, interest or easement

intended to be created or transferred, and a memorandum of

each lease, mortgage and other encumbrance to which ^he land

is subject. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 61.

79. jSTo words of limitati(ni are necessary in anv transfer of Words of

11- ^ <• 11 i-^i i.1 ^ 1 i.
limitation

any hind m order to transier all or any title tiierein, but every unnecessary.

instrument transferring land shall operate as an absolute trans-

fer of all such right and title as the transferrer has therein at

the time of its execution, unless a contrary intention is

expressed in the transfer: Provided that nothing herein con-

tained shall preclude any transfer from operating by way of

estoppel.

2. The introduction of any words of limitation into any Effect of, if

transfer or devise of any land, shall have the like force and

meaning, as the same words of limitation would have if used by

way of limitation of any personal estate. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 4.

80. Whenever any easement or any incorporeal right in or Memoran-

over any land for which a certificate of title has been granted mJnts on^^*^

is created for the purpose of being annexed to or used and certificate of

enjoyed together with other land for which a certificate of title ^^-gu ^g ser-

has also been granted, the registrar shall make a memorandum ^'ient land,

of the instrument creating such easement or incorporeal right

upon the folio of the register which constitutes the existing

certificate of title of such other land and upon the duplicate

thereof. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 62.

81. If a transfer purports to transfer the transferrer's Total or

interest in the whole or part of the land mentioned in any certi- ceilaUon^of

ficate of title, the transferrer shall deliver up the duplicate certificate

certificate of title of the land, and the registrar shall make a "e^°"
'^*°^'

memorandum setting forth the particulars of the transfer upon
the duplicate certificate of title and upon the certificate of title

in the register, cancelling the same, either wholly or partially,

according as the transfer purix)rts to transfer the whole or part

only of the interest of the transferrer in the said land. 57-58

v., c. 28, s. 63.

82. Upon every transfer of the land mentioned in a certifi- Certificate

cate of title, the certificate of title to be granted shall be granted °° ^^^^^

. 1815 by
E.S., 1906.
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subsequent
transfer.

by the registrar, and a duplicate shall be issued to the transferee

on application. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 50.

PLANS.

Plans may
be required

by registrar.

Scale if less

than one
acre.

If one to five

acres.

If five to
eightJ' acres.

Attestation.

Refusal of

o^vner to
comply.

Subsequent
subdivisions.

Plan to show
whole of

subdivisions.

83. The registrar may require the owner of any land

within his registration district desiring to transfer or other-

wise to deal with the same under the provisions of this Act,

to furnish the registrar with a map or plan of the land, having

the several measurements marked thereon, certified by a

Dominion land surveyor, and prepared upon one of the follow-

ing scales:

—

(a) If the land proposed to be transferred or dealt with is

of less area than one acre, then the map or plan shall be

on a scale not less than one'~inch to two chains

;

(b) If the land is of greater area than one acre, but not

exceeding five acres, then the map or plan shall be on a

scale not less than one inch to five chains;

(c) If the land is of greater area than five acres, but not

exceeding eighty acres, then the map or plan shall be on

a scale not less than one inch to ten chains.

2. The owner shall sign the plan and attest the accuracy of

the same in the manner herein provided for the attestation of

all instruments.

3. If the owner neglects or refitses to comply with the

requirements aforesaid, the registrar shall not proceed with

the registration of the transfer or dealing until the require-

ments are complied with.

4. Subsequent subdivisions of the same land may be

delineated upon a duplicate of the map or plan of the same so

furnished, if such map is upon a suflicient scale, in accordance

with the provisions herein contained ; and the correctness of

the delineation of each such subdivision shall be attested in

the manner prescribed for the attestation of an original map.

5. Where parts of different subdivisions authorized under

the Dominion lands system of survey are included in the same

transfer, the map shall represent the whole of each of such sub-

divisions, and shall indicate the location of the land to be

transferred : Provided that this shall not be necessary in the

case of lots in a city, town or village, the plan of which has

been registered. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. QQ.

Plans pre- 84. Any plan which has been prepared in accordance with

Ks^of
"'''^^ the provisions of any Act of the Parliament of Canada, and

Parliament which has bcon lodged or filed with the registrar under or in
to be f) cd.

.y(.(,cyr(]anco with the said provisions, sliall be dealt with and

recognized by him, in so far as it is capable of being dealt with

and recognized, as if it had been prepared and filed or regis-

tered under and in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

f;i v., c. :32, 8. 21.

181G 85.
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85. Any map or plan attested by the signature of the Plans of

Superintendent General of Indian Affairs or his deputy, and ^^^^^^ '^"^s-

certified by a Dominion land surveyor to be a true copy of

a plan of survey lodged or filed in the Department of Indian
Affairs, of lands described as Indian lands in the Indian
Act, shall be dealt M'ith and recognized in accordance with the

provisions of this Act by the registrar of the district in which
the said lands are situated when the said map or plan has been
lodged or filed with him, notwithstanding that the Indian Act
does not expressly authorize the said map or plan to be so

lodged or filed. 62-G3 V., c. 17, s. 2.

86. Any bwner subdividing land, and laying the same out ]\raps of

as a town-plot, for the purpose of selling the same in allot-
to^'^-plots.

ments, shall deposit with the registrar a map of such town-plot,

whether or not a certificate of title has been- granted for such
lands or any part thereof.

2. Such map shall be made on a scale of not less than one what map
inch to four chains, and shall show,

—

i""st show.

(a) the number of the section, township and range, or the

number of the river lot, or the name of the district or

reservation, as the case may be, in which the land lies

;

(b) the number of the meridian west of Avhich such range,

river lot, district or reservation, is situated

;

(c) all boundary lines within the limits of the land shown
on the map of sections, river lots, districts or reserva-

tions
;

(d) all roads, streets, passages, thoroughfares, squares or

reservations appropriated or set apart for public use, with
the courses and widths thereof respectively;

(e) the length and width of all lots

;

(f) the courses of all division lines between lots within the

town-plot ; and,

(g) the courses of all streams or waters within the limits of

the land included in the map.

3. The lots shall be marked with distinct numbers or Lots to be

symbols. marked.

4. Every such map shall be signed by every owner or his Attestation

agent, and certified in form K by a Dominion land surveyor, of j)lan.

whose respective signatures shall be duly witnessed and attested

in the manner herein provided for the attestation of instru-

ments to be registered under this Act. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 121

;

62-63 v., c, 17, s. 1.

87. In no case shall any plan or survey, although filed and Plans ami

registered, be binding on the person so filing or registering the binding
°°*

same, or upon any other person, unless a sale, mortgage, encum- until sale,

brance or lease has been made according to such plan or survey. ^
^'

2. At the instance of the person filing or registering the same, Cancelling or

or of any person deriving title through him to any land shown aJ^^J^^ing-

1817 on
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on anv such plan or survey, cancellation in whole or in part, or

amendments or alterations of such plan or survey may be made
U|X)n the order of a judge, if, on application for the purpose

duly made, and upon hearing all parties concerned, it is thought

iit and just so to order, and the order may be upon such terms

and conditions as to costs and otherwise as may be deemed
expedient. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 121; 61 V., c. 32, s. 17.

LEASES.

Form.

Stipulation
of right to
purchase.

Obligation
of lessor in
such case.

Lease of
mortgaged
land.

88. When any land for which a certificate of title has been

granted is intended to be leased or demised for a life or lives,

or for a term of more than three years, the owner shall execute

a lease in form L, and every such instrument shall, for descrip-

tion of the land intended to be dealt with, refer to the certificate

of title of the land, or shall give such other description as is

necessary to identify the land.

2. A right for the lessee to purchase the land therein

described may be stipulated in the instrument.

3. In case the lessee pays the purchase money stipulated,

and otherwise observes his covenants expressed and implied in

the instrument, the lessor shall be bound to execute a transfer

to such lessee of the land, and to perform all necessary acts by

this Act prescribed for the purpose of transferring the land to

the purchaser.

4. ISTo lease of mortgaged or encumbered land shall be valid

and binding against the mortgagee or encumbrancee, unless the

mortgagee or encumbrancee consents to the lease prior to the

same being registered, or subsequently adopts the same. 57-58

v., c. 28, s. 67.

Covenant
implied in

lease.

Payment of

rent and
taxes.

Repairs.

Implied
j)owers of
le.ssor.

Entry and
view.

R.S., lOOG.

89. In every lease, unless a contrary intention appears

therein, there shall be implied covenants by the lessee,

—

(a) that he wall pay the rent thereby reserved at the times

therein mentioned, and all rates and taxes which may be

payable in respect of the demised land during the continu-

ance of the lease;

(h) that he will, at all times during the continuance of the

lease, keep and, at the termination thereof, yield up the

demised land in good and tenantable repair, accidents and
damage to buildings from fire, storm and tempest or other

casualty, and reasonable wear and tear excepted. 57-58

v., c. 28, s. 68.

90. In every lease, unless a different intention appears

therein, there shall also be implied powers in the lessor,

—

(a) that, by himself or his agents, he may enter U2)on the

demised land and view the state of repair thereof, and may
r^erv^e upon the lessee, or leave at his last or usual place of

abode, or upon the demised land, a notice in writing of any
1818 defect.
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defect, requiring him within a reasonable time, to be
therein mentioned, to repair the same, in so far as the
tenant is bound so to do

;

(h) that in case the rent or any part thereof is in arrear for Re-entry in

the space of two calendar months, or in case default is case of

made in the fulfilment of any covenant in such lease on pa/ment'of
the part of the lessee, whether expressed or implied, and is rent,

continued for the space of two calendar months, or in case

the repairs required by such notice as aforesaid are not
completed within the time therein specified, the lessor may
enter upon and take possession of the demised land.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. G9.

91. In any such case, the registrar, upon proof to his satis- Registrar's

faction of lawful re-entry and recovery of possession by a lessor, <^"ty in case

or his transferee by a legal proceeding, shall make a memoran- ° ^^^" ^^"

dum of the same upon the certificate of title, and upon the

duplicate thereof when presented to him for that purpose, and
the estate of the lessee in such land shall thereupon determine,
but without releasing the lessee from his liability in respect of

the breach of any covenant in the lease, expressed or implied.

2. The registrar shall cancel the lease, if delivered up to Cancellat

him for that purpose. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 70. of lease.

ion

92. Whenever, in any lease made under this Act, the forms short forms

of words in column one of form M, and distinguished by any of covenants.

number therein, are used, the lease shall be taken to have the

same effect, and shall be construed as if there had been inserted

therein the form of words contained in column two of the said

form and distinguished by the same number: Provided that it

shall not be necessary in any such lease to insert any such
number.

2. Every such form shall be deemed a covenant by the EfiEect.

covenantor with the covenantee and his transferees, binding
tlie former and his heirs, executors, administrators and trans-

ferees.

3. There may be introduced into or annexed to any of the Forms may
forms in the first column any expressed exceptions from the ^^ modified.

same or expressed qualifications thereof respectively, and the

like exceptions or qualifications shall be taken to be made from
or in the corresponding forms in the second column. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 71.

93. "Whenever any lease or demise which is required to be Surrender,

registered by this Act is intended to be surrendered, and the

surrender thereof is effected otherwise than through the opera-

tion of a surrender in law, upon the production of the

surrender, in form IST, to the registrar, he shall make a memo-
randum of the surrender upon the certificate of title in the

register and upon the duplicate certificate: Provided that no

1819 lease
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Effect of
memoran-
dum of- sur-

render.

lease subject to mortgage or encumbrance shall be surrendered
without the consent of the mortgagee or encumbrancee.

2. When the memorandum has been so made, the estate or

interest of the lessee in the land shall vest in the lessor or in

the person in whom, having regard to intervening circum-

stances, if any, the land would have vested if the lease had
never been executed. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 72.

Form of
mortgage.

Form of en-

cumbrance.

MORTGAGES AXD ENCUMBRANCES.

94. Wlienever any land, for which a certificate of title has

been granted, is intended to be charged or made security in

favour of any mortgagee, the mortgagor shall execute a mort-

gage in form O, or to the like effect.

2. Whenever any such land is intended to be charged with
or made security for the payment of an annuity, rent, charge,

or sum of money, in favour of any encumbrancee, the encum-
brancer shall execute an encumbrance in form P, or to the

like effect.

Statement of 3. Every such instrument shall contain an accurate state-

description ment of the estate or interest intended to be mortgaged or
encumbered, and shall, for description of the land intended
to be dealt with, refer to the certificate of title on which the

estate or interest is held, or shall give such other description

as is necessary to identify the land, together with all mortgages
or encumbrances affecting tlie same, if any.

4. A memorandum of the mortgage or encumbrance shall

be made upon the certificate of title in the register and upon
the duplicate thereof. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 73.

of land.

Memoran-
dum.

grant.

Registration 05, There may be filed in the ofiice of the registrar any

etc.. before
' mortgage or other encumbrance created by any person right-

fully in possession of land prior to the issue of the grant from
the Crown, or prior to the issue of the transfer from the

Hudson's Bay Company or from any company entitled to a

grant of such lands from the Crown or to which letters patent

from the Crown for such mortgaged lands have already issued,

if there is produced to and left with the registrar along with

the mortgage an affidavit made by the mortgagor in form Q,
and also, in tlie case of lands mortgaged prior to the issue of

transfer as aforesaid, a certificate from the land commissioner

or other proper officer of the company that the purchase price

of such mortgaged lands has been paid and that the mortgagor

is entitled to a transfer in fee sim]ile therefor from the

company.
2. The registrar shall, on registering the grant of lands so

mortgaged, enter in the register and endorse upon the dupli-

cate certificate of title, before issuing it, a memorandum of the

mortgage or encumbrance.

1820 3..

Entry and
mcnioran-
dum.

Tt.S., 1900.
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3. When so entered the mortgai^o or encumbrance shall be Effect of

as valid as if made subsequent to the issue of the grant, or to ^"^^y-

the issue of the transfer as aforesaid.

4. If more than one mortgage or encumbrance are filed they Registration

shall be registered in the order of time in which they have been 1? ^^^^"^ °^

filed in the office. 4 E. VII., c. 19, s. 2.

96. Nothing in this xVct contained shall entitle a settler Mortgage of

who is entered for a homestead or homestead and pre-emption, homestead or

under the provisions contained in the Dominion Lands Act, not a'uthor"

to mortgage the land entered for by him as a homestead or i^ed.

pre-emption prior to issue of a patent to him therefor or until

he has been recommended for patent by the local agent and
has received a certificate of recommendation in accordance

with the pi*ovisions of the said Act ; and notwithstanding any-

thing contained in this Act any such mortgage shall be deemed
an assignment or transfer prohibited by the Dominion Lands
Act.

2. For the purpose of preventing the acceptance and regis- Registrar

tration of any such mortgage, the registrar is hereby empowered ^^ require

to refuse to register any mortgage for land for which the

patent is not of record in the land titles office, unless the

applicant for the registration of such mortgage first satisfies

the registrar that he is entitled to execute such mortgage, by

an affidavit, in form Q, and to be filed by the registrar with

the mortgage if the latter is accepted and filed or registered by

him. 61 v., c. 32, s. 9.

97. A mortgagor shall be entitled to the possession of the Duplicate

duplicate certificate after the registrar has entered thereon certificate
o in case ot

a memorandum of the mortgage, but upon the sale under the mortgage,

mortgage or foreclosure under this Act he shall forthwith

deliver it up to the registrar to be dealt with under this Act.

2. The registrar shall, if desired, furnish to the mortgagee Registrar to

or his assignee a certified copy of the certificate of title. 57-58
tified^^co^py'

v., c. 28, s. 136.

98. A mortgage or encumbrance under this Act shall have Effect of

effect as security, but shall not operate as transfer of the land ^"^^^^^ "^

thereby charged. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 74; 61 V., c. 32, s. 10. brance.

99. Proceedings to enforce payment of moneys secured Proceedings

by mortgage or encumbrance, or to enforce the observance of mortgage^

the covenants, agreements, stipulations or conditions contained ov encum-

in any mortgage or encumbrance, or for the sale of the lands

mortgaged or encumbered, or to foreclose the estate, interest

or claim of any person in or upon the land mortgaged or

encumbered, as also proceedings* to redeem or discharge any

land from any such mortgage or encumbrance, shall be had

and taken in the I^orthwest Territories before a stipendiary

1821 magistratp
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magistrat'3 and in the Yukon Territory in the Territorial

Court: Provided that any such proceedings commenced prior

to the seventh day of July, one thousand nine hundred, may be

continued under the provisions of the Acts in force at the time

such proceedings were commenced. 61 V., c. 32, s. 11 ; 63-64

v., c. 21, s. 1.

Registration
of discbarge.

Its effect.

Extinction of

an annuity,
etc., and
registration

thereof.

Effect
memo.

of

Memo, to be
endorsed.

100. Upon the production of any mortgage or encumbrance

having endorsed thereon or attached thereto a receipt or

acknowledgment in form R, signed by the mortgagee or

encumbrancee, and proved by the affidavit of an attesting

witness, discharging the whole or any part of the land com-

prised in such instrument from the whole or any part of the

principal sum or annuity secured thereby, or upon proof being

made to the satisfaction of a judge of the payment of all or

part of the moneys due on any mortgage or encumbrance, and

th^ production to the registrar of a certificate signed by the

judge to that effect, the registrar shall make an entry on the

certificate of title noting that such mortgage or encumbrance

is discharged wholly or partially, or that part of the land is

discharged as aforesaid, as the case requires.

2. Upon such entry being so made, the land, or the estate

or interest in the land or the portion of the land mentioned,

or referred to in such endorsement as aforesaid, shall cease

to be subject to or liable for such principal sum or annuity, or,

as the case may be, for the part thereof mentioned in such

entry as discharged. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 79.

101. Upon proof of the death of the annuitant, or of the

occurrence of the event or circumstance upon which, in accord-

ance with the provisions of any encumbrance, the annuity or

sum of money thereby secured ceases to be payable, and upon

proof that all arrears of the said annuity and interest or money

have been paid, satisfied or discharged, the registrar shall,

upon the order of a judge, make a memorandum upon the

certificate of title in the register, that such annuity or sum of

money is satisfied and discharged, and shall cancel such instru-

ment.

2. Upon such memorandum being made, the land shall cease

to be subject to or liable for such annuity or sum of money.

3. The registrar shall, in any such case, endorse on the

duplicate certificate of title a similar memorandum whenever

such duplicate certificate of title is presented to him for that

purpose. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 80.

Order for

payment intf)

a chartered

102. If any mortgagor becomes entitled to pay off the

.rt<rM"e monev, and the registered mortgagee is absent from
a chartereii " '')-."^^ ./

'

_
en

,i •
i i

•
j. j

bank in cane fhc Territories and there is no person autlionzed by registered

etc'^^'of"''^'
power of attorney to give a receipt to the mortgagor foi- the

mortgagee, mortgage moncy after the date appointed for the redemption of

1822 any
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any mortgage, the judge, on application to him and proof of

the facts and of the amount due for principal and interest upon
the mortgage, may direct the payment into a chartered bank
having a branch or agency in the registration district, of the

mortgage money, with all arrears of interest then due thereon,

to the credit of the mortgagee or other person entitled thereto

;

and therenj)on the interest upon the mortgage shall cease to run Cessation of

or accrue. interest.

2. If there is no branch or agency of any chartered bank in Bank, where

the district, the order may direct payment into a chartered bank situate,

having a branch or agency in the Territories. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 81.

103. The registrar shall, npon presentation of the judge's Memoran-

order and of the receipt of the manager or agent of the bank
registrai.

for the amount of the mortgage money and interest, make a

memorandum upon the certificate of title in the register dis-

charging the mortgage, stating the day, hour and minute on

which such memorandum is made.

2. Such memorandum shall be a valid discharge of the Effect.

mortgage.

3. The registrar shall, when such order and receipt are Notice to

presented to him, send a notice of the fact to the mortgagee by °iortgagee.

letter addressed by mail to his last known place of abode.

4. The registrar shall endorse on the duplicate certificate of Endorsement

title and also on the mortgage whenever those instruments are
certificate^*^

produced to him, the several particulars to be endorsed upon and mort-

eacli of such instruments respectively.
^^^^'

5. After payment as aforesaid of any mortgage money and Tayment to

X xi, X in X X xi
-^

• be full dis-
interest, the mortgagee shall not recover any further sum m charge.

respect of such mortgage than the amount so paid. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 81.

104. Mortgages, encumbrances and leases of land for which Transfers of

a certificate of title has been granted may be transferred by a encum-

transfer executed in form S. brances and

2. The transfer shall be registered in the same manner as Registration,

mortgages, encumbrances and leases are registered.

3. Transferees shall have priority according to the time of Priority,

registration. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 82.

105. Any mortgagee may transfer a part of the sum secured Partial trans-

by the mortgage by a transfer executed in form T, and the secured by

part so transferred shall continue to be secured by the mortgage, mortgage,

and may be given priority over the remaining part or may be

deferred, or may continue to rank equally with it under the

security of the original mortgage, as stated in the transfer.

2. The registrar shall enter on the certificate of title a memo- Entry by

randum of the amount of the mortgage so transfen-ed, the name registrar.

of the transferee, and how the sum so transferred is to rank,

1823 and
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and shall notify the mortgagor of the facts. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 82.

Rights of

transferee.

i'roviso as

to trusts.

Implied
covenants by
mortgagor.

Effect of 106. Upon the registration of a transfer of any mortgage,

of^transfer! encumbrance or lease, the estate or interest of the transferrer,

as set forth in such instrument, with all rights, powers and

privileges thereto belonging or appertaining, shall pass to the

transferee, and such transferee shall thereupon become subject

to and liable for all and every the same requirements and liabili-

ties to which he would have been subject and liable if named in

such instrument. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 83.

107. By virtue of every such transfer the right to sue upon

any mortgage or other instrument, and to recover any debt, sum
of money, annuity or damages thereunder, and all interest at

the time of such transfer in any such debt, sum of money,

annuity or damages, shall be transferred so as to vest the same

in law in the transferee thereof : Provided that nothing herein

contained shall prevent the court from giving effect to any

t«-usts affecting the said debt, sum of money, annuity or

damages, in case the said transferee shall hold the same as

trustee for any other person. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 84.

108. In every mortgage there shall be implied agains-t the

mortgagor remaining in possession, a covenant that he will

repair and keep in repair all buildings or other improvements

erected and made upon the land, and that the mortgagee may
at all convenient times, until the mortgage is redeemed, be at

liberty, with or without surveyors or others, to enter into or

upon the land to view and inspect the state of repair of the

buildings or improvements. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 85.

Short forms 109. Whenever, in a mortgage made under this Act, the
of covenants, i^^^.^^^ q£ words in column one of form U, and distinguished by

any number therein, are used, such mortgage shall be taken to

have the same effect, and be construed as if there had been

inserted therein the form of words contained in column two of

the said form, and distinguished by the same number; but it

shall not bo necessary in any such mortgage to insert any such

number.

Effect. 2. Every such form shall be deemed a covenant by the

covenantor with the covenantee and his transferees, binding

the former and his heirs, executors, administrators and trans-

ferees; and there may be introduced into or annexed to any

of the forms in the first column any expressed exceptions from

the same or expressed (pialifications thereof respectively, and

tlu! like excei)tions or qualifications shall ))e taken to be made

from or in the corresponding forms in the second column.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 86.

1824 POWERS
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POWERS OF ATTORNEY.

110. The owner of any hind may authorize and appoint Form,

any person to act for him or on his behalf with respect to the
transfer or other dealing with such land or with any part
thereof, in accordance with the provisions of this Act, by
executing a power of attorney in form V, or as near thereto

as circumstances permit, or in any form heretofore in use for

the like purpose in which the land is not specifically mentioned
and described, but is mentioned and referred to in general
terms, any of which forms of power of attorney the registrar Registra-

shall register. t'°"-

2. If the land referred to in any form of power of attorney How made.
is specifically and properly described, the registrar shall make
a memorandum upon the certificate of title and upon the dupli-

cate certificate of the particulars therein contained and of the

time of its registration.

3. Until such power of attorney in which the land referred Owner's

to is so specifically described is revoked by a revocation in powers sus-

form W, the right of the owner to transfer or to otherwise revocation.

deal with the land sliall be suspended.

4. The execution or registration^ of a general power of Owner's

attorney shall not in any way affect the right of the owner to rights

transfer or otherwise deal with his land. 2 E. VII., c. 17, s. 1.

111. The registrar is hereby empowered to recognize, for Registrar

the purpose for which it was executed, in so far as it concerns ^^l Jevefal
any land in his district belonging to the person by w^hom it is powers of

executed, any power of attorney w^hich is in the general form affecting
^^

referred to in the last preceding section and which has hereto- lands of con-

fore been or shall hereafter be deposited, filed or registered
^*^*"®°*-

in any land titles office in any registration district of the

Territories.

2. Where an original power of attorney in any form Certified

mentioned in the last preceding section has heretofore been or be^regisTe^r^d

shall hereafter be deposited, filed or registered in one land
titles ofiice, a copy thereof, certified as such by the registrar

in whose office it is of record, may be accepted by any other

registrar in lieu of the original, and be recognized by him for

the purpose for which the original power of attorney was
executed, in so far as it affects any land in the district of the

last mentioned registrar belonging to the person who executed

it. 60-61 v., c. 30, s. 1.

112. The registrar shall keep a book in convenient form in Power of

which shall be entered according to the respective dates of
^"^''"'^y-

receipt in his office, a record of all powers of attorney or duly
certified copies of powers of attorney, deposited, filed, or

received in his office.

2. Such books shall be kept in alphabetical order, so as to In alphabeti-

show^ the names of all persons whose lands are or are intended '^'^^ order.

115 • 1825 to
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to be affected by such powers, and the day, hour and minute
of their receipt by him. 60-61 V., c. 30, s. 1.

Revocation.

Not to be
recognized
after
revocation.

113. Any such power of attorney may be revoked by a

revocation in form W.
2, The registrar shall not give effect to any transfer or other

instrument, signed pursuant to any power of attorney after the

registration of a revocation of such power, unless under any
registration abstract outstanding at the time. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 88.

Land to vest
in personal
representa-
tives.

Regnstration
in such case.

Imperial or
provincial
probate
sufficient.

TRANSMISSION.

114, Whenever the owner of any land, for which a certifi-

cate has been granted, dies, such land shall, subject to the

provisions of this Act, vest in the personal representative of

the deceased owner.

2. The personal representative shall, before dealing with

such land, make application,- in writing, to the registrar to be

registered as owner, and shall produce to the registrar the

probate of th€ will of the deceased owner, or letters of adminis-

tration, or the order of the court authorizing him to administer

the estate of the deceased owner, or a duly certified copy of the

said probate, letters of administration or order, as the case

mav be ; and thereupon the registrar shall enter a memorandum
thereof upon the certificate of title.

3. For the purposes of this Act the probate of a will granted

by the proper court of any province of Canada, or of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or an exemplification

thereof, shall be sufficient. 63-64 V., c. 21, s. 4.

Personal 115. Upon such memorandum being made, the executor or

tfve^To'be administrator, as the case may be, shall be deemed to be the

deemed owner of the land.

Memo on 2. The registrar shall note the fact of the registration by a

probate, etc. memorandum under his hand on the probate of the will, letters

of administration, order or other instrument. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 89.

Title to 116. The title of the executor or administrator to the land

tfdat^of shall relate back and take effect as from the date of the death

death. of the deceased owner. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 89.

New certifi-

cate.
117. The duplicate certificate of the title issued to the

deceased owner at the time of the making of the application

shall be delivered up to be cancelled if not proved to have been

lost or destroyed, and the registrar shall grant to the executor

or administrator as such a new certificate of title, and issue to

him a duplicate certificate. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 89.

1826 118.
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118. If the certificate of title for the land has not been Personal

granted to the deceased owner, the personal representative,
Jf^Pe^^^"^^'

before being entitled to be registered under the last four pre- bring'""and

coding sections, shall bring the land under this Act in the ""f'^Z
''^''^'

1. _^_^-,r 'I fit)! SO
ordinary way. 5<-58 V., c. 28, s. 89. already.

119, Whenever any mortgage, encumbrance or lease affect- •'Succession

ing land, for which a certificate of title has been granted, is etc!"amr^^'
transmitted in consequence of the will or intestacy of the owner registration

thereof, the probate of the will of the deceased owner, or letters
^^^^ '

of administration, or the order of the court authorizing a person
as aforesaid to administer the estate of the deceased owner, or

an office copy of the said probate, letters of administration, or

order, as the case may be, accompanied by an application in

writing from the executor or administrator, or such other

person as aforesaid, claiming to be registered as owner in

respect of such estate or interest, shall be produced to the

registrar, who shall thereupon make a memorandum upon the

certificate of title and upon the duplicate thereof of the date of

the will and of the probate, or of the letters of administration,

or order of the court as aforesaid, the date, hour and minute of

the production of the same to him, and of such other particulars

as he deems necessary. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 90.

130. Upon such memorandum being made, the executor, or
Effect of

administrator, or such other person, as the case may be, shall registration.

be deemed to be the owner of the mortgage, encumbrance or

lease. ,

2. The registrar shall note the fact of the registration by Memo, of

memorandum under his hand on the letters of administration, registration

probate or order. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 90. etc.

121. Any person registered in place of a deceased owner. Nature of

shall hold the land in respect of M^hich he is registered upon
gonai*reDre-

the trusts and for the purposes to which the same is applicable sentative
;

by this Act or by law, and subject to any trusts and equities ^^^^^^' ^^'^•

upon which the deceased owner held the same; but, for the

purpose of any registered dealings with such land, he shall

be deemed to be the absolute and beneficial owner thereof.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 91.

122. Any person beneficially interested in any such land, Court may
may apply to a court or judge having jurisdiction, to have the change

same taken out of the hands of the trustee having charge by
law of such land, and transferred to some other person or

persons; and the court or judge, upon reasonable cause being

shown, shall name some suitable person or persons as owner of

the land ; and upon the person or persons so named accepting

the ownership and giving approved security for the due fulfil-

ment of the trusts, the court or a judge may order the registrar

115^ 1827 to
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to cancel the certificate of title to the trustee, and to grant a

new certificate of title to the person or persons so named.
57-58 v., c. 28, s. 91.

Cancellation 123. The registrar, upon the production of such order, shall

tificate;*^d^e-
cancel the certificate of title to the trustee after making thereon

livery of new and upon the duplicate thereof a memorandum of the appoint-

ment bj order of the court or judge of such person or persons

as owners, and shall grant a new certificate of title to such new
trustee and i-ssue to him a duplicate certificate of title.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 91.

Sheriff to de-

liver copies
of writs
affecting
lands to

registrar.

Land not
bound until

receipt by
registrar.

Thereafter
disposition

by execution
debtor and
any certifi-

cate of title

subject to
writ.

Memo, on
transfer by
debtor.

Writ must
be renewed.

Writ Iwjok.

EXECUTIONS.

124. The sheriff, or other duly qualified officer, after the

delivery to him of any execution or other writ then in force

affecting land, if a copy of such writ has not already been

delivered or transmitted to the registrar, shall, on payment to

him of fifty cents by the execution creditor named therein,

forthwith deliver or transmit by registered letter to the regis-

trar a copy of the writ and of all endorsements thereon certified

under his hand and seal of ofiice, if any.

2. iSTo land shall be bound by any such writ until the receipt

by the registrar for the registration district in which such land

is situated, of a copy thereof.

3. From and after the receipt by the registrar of such copy

no certificate of title shall be granted and no transfer, mort-

gage, encumbrance, lease or other instrument executed by the

execution debtor of such land, shall be effectual except subject

to the rights of the execution creditor under the writ while the

same is legally in force.

4. The registrar, on granting a certificate of title and on
registering any transfer, mortgage, or other instrument

executed by the execution debtor affecting such lands, shall by

memorandum upon the certificate of title in the register and

on the duplicate issued by him express that such certificate,

transfer, mortgage, or other instrument is subject to such

rights.

5. Every writ shall cease to bind or affect land at the expira-

tion of two years from the date of the receipt thereof by the

registrar of the district in which the land is ^situated, unless

before the expiration of such period of two years a renewal of

such writ is filed with the registrar in the same manner as the

original is nMiuirod to be filed with him. 57-58 V., c. 28,

8. 92; G3-04 V., c. 21, s. 2.

125. The registrar shall keep a book in convenient form in

which sliall bo entered according to the dates when respectively

received a record of all copies of writs received by him from

the sheriff or other officer ; and such book shall be kept indexed,

showing, in alplial)otical order, the names of the persons

1828 whose
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whose lands are affected bj such writs with the day and hour
and minute of such receipt. 5Y-58 V., c. 28, s. 92.

126. Upon the satisfaction or withdrawal from his hands Satisfaction.

of any writ, the sheriff or other duly qualified officer shall ^^^•' °^ ^'*-

forthwith transmit to the registrar a certificate under his

official seal, if any, to the effect that such writ has been satisfied

or withdrawn; and upon the production and delivery to the

registrar of such a certificate, or of a judge's order, showing
the expiration, satisfaction or withdrawal of the writ as against

the whole or any portion of the land so l)ound, the registrar

shall make a memorandum upon the certificate of title to the Memo, in

effect so certified or shown, if the land has been brought under ^^^^ ^^®-

the provisions of this Act, and if not brought under the provi-

sions of this Act, then upon or opposite to the entry of the

writ in the book to be kept under the provisions of the next

preceding section.

2, Thenceforth such land or portion of land shall be Discharge of

deemed to be absolutely released and discharged from the writ.

63-64 v., c. 21, s. 3.

land.

SHERIFF S SALES.

127. l\o sale by a sheriff or other officer as aforesaid, Confirma-

under process of law, of any land, for which a certificate of
^h°"-ff^ i

title has been granted, shall be of any effect until the same has by court.

been confirmed by the court or a judge.

2. When any land is sold under process of law, the registrar. Registration

upon the production to him of the transfer of the same in form i" such cases.

X, with proof of the due execution thereof, and with an
order of the confirmation of the sale endorsed upon the trans-

fer or attached thereto, shall, after the expiration of four

weeks after recei^^ng the same, unless such registration is in

the meantime stayed by the order of the court or judge, register

the transfer, cancel the existing certificate of title wholly, or

in part if less than the whole of the land comprised therein be

sold, grant a certificate of title to the transferee, and issue to

him a duplicate in the prescribed form.

3. In case the registration shall have been so stayed, the when reo'is-

registration shall not be made except according to the order tration has

and direction of the court or judge. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 94. ^^^" '*^''^^-

128. A transfer of such land so sold under process of law Time limit

or for arrears of taxes as hereinafter provided shall be regis- for such

tered within a period of two months of the date of the order
'"*^^"'

of confirmation, unless in the meantime this period be extended

by order filed with the registrar of the court or a judge.

2. Such transfer, if not registered within that period, or Transfer

within the time fixed by such order, shall cease to be valid as ^'^'^ if "ot

against the owner of the land so sold, and any person or within time.

1829 persons
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persons dairying by, from or through him. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 95.

Application 129. The application for confirmation of a sale of snch

tion*^oF sak^ ^^^^^ ^*^ made imder any process of law, may be made by the

sheriff or other officer making the sale, or by any person

interested in the sale, on notice to the owner, unless the judge

to whom the application is made, dispenses with such notice.

Costs if sale 2. If the sale is confirmed the costs of confirmation shall
con rme

. ^^ bome and paid out of the purchase money, or as the judge

directs.

If sale not 3. In case the sale is not confirmed, the purchase money
confirmed. ^^^^ |^^ j^-^ g|^^|j 1^^ refunded to the purchaser, and the judge

may make such order as to the costs of all parties to the sale

and of the application for its confirmation as he thinks just.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 96.

SALE FOR TAXES.

Caveat by 130. Wlien any land for which a certificate of title has been
purchaser at granted, is sold for taxes, the purchaser may at any time after

the sale lodge a caveat against the transfer of the land.

Registration 2. Upon the completion of the time allowed by law for

TnsSSses redemption, and upon the production of the transfer of the

land in the prescribed form for tax sales in form X, with

proof of the due execution thereof by the proper officer, and a

judge's order confirming such sale, the registrar shall, after the

expiration of four weeks from the delivery to him of the

transfer and judge's order of confirmation, register the trans-

feree as absolute owner of the land so sold, and shall cancel the

certificate of title in whole or in part, as the case requires, grant

a new certificate of title to the transferee, and shall issue to the

purchaser a duplicate certificate, unless the registration has in

the meantime been stopped by order of a judge.

Procedure 3. The procedure for obtaining a judge's order confirming
for confirma- ^^^-^ ^^^^ gj-^^|j ^ ^]^g Same as hereinbefore provided in case of
'°°'

a sheriff's sale. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 97.

CAVEATS.

Who may 131. Any person claiming to be interested in any land
lodge caveats

^ij^(\f,j. .^j^y ^vi]]^ settlement or trust deed, or under any instru-

purpo^ses. mcnt of transfer or transmission, or under any unregistered

instrument, or under an execution, where the execution creditor

seeks to affect land in which the execution debtor is interested

beneficially but the title to which is registered in the name of

some other person, or otherwise, may lo<lge a caveat with the

registrar to the effect that no registration of any transfer or

other instrument affecting the said land shall be made, and

that no certificate of title therefor shall be granted, until such

caveat has been withdrawn or has lapsed as hereinafter

1830 provided,
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provided, unless such instrument or eei\ificate of title is

expressed to be subject to the claim of the caveator as stated

in such caveat. 61 V., c. 32, s. 14.

132. A caveat shall be in form Y, and shall be verified Form,

by the oath of the caveator or his agent, and shall contain an

address within the registration district at which notices may
be served. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 99.

133. Upon the receipt of a caveat, the registrar shall enter Entry, etc.

the same in the day-book, and shall make a memorandum
thereof upon the certificate of titlo of the land affected by such

caveat and shall forthwith send a notice of the caveat through

the post office or otherwise to the person against whose title the

caveat has been lodged.

2. In the case of a caveat before registration of a title under Idem,

this Act the registrar shall on receipt thereof enter the same
in the day-book. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 99.

134. So long as any caveat remains in force the registrar Registration

shall not enter in the register any memorandum of any transfer suspended.

or other instrument purporting to transfer, encumber, or other-

wise deal with or affect the land in respect to which such caveat

is lodged except subject to the claim of the caveator. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 99.

135. The owner or other person claiming such land may. Summons of

bv summons, call upon the caveator to attend before a iudffe f^aveator by

11 111 -11 1
owner or

to show cause why the caveat should not be withdrawn ; and claimant.

the said judge may, upon proof that such last-mentioned

person has been summoned, and upon such evidence as the

judge requires, make such order in the premises as to the said

judge seems fit. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 99.

136. Unless proper proceedings in a court of competent Lapse of

jurisdiction have been taken to establish the caveator's title to
^^^'^^'^•

the estate or interest specified in the caveat, and an injunction

or order has been granted restraining the registrar from

granting a certificate of title or otherwise dealing with the

land, a caveat shall lapse after the expiration of twenty-one

days from the service on the caveator or at his address for

service, proved to the satisfaction of the registrar, of a notice

that such caveat shall lapse ; or, if no such notice is meanwhile

served, then such caveat shall lapse after the expiration of

three months from the receipt by the registrar of such caveat.

61 v., c. 32, s. 15.

137. The caveator may, by notice in writing to the registrar, with-

withdraw his caveat at any time ; but notwithstanding such drawal.
,

withdrawal the court or judge may order the payment by the

1831 caveator
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caveator of the costs of the caveatee incurred prior to such

\vithdrawal. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 99.

138. A memorandum shall be made by the registrar, upon

the certificate of title and upon the duplicate certificate, of the

withdrawal, lapse or removal of any caveat or of any order

made by the court or a judge in connection therewith.

2. After such withdrawal, lapse or removal, it shall not be

brorder^r^ lawful for the same person, or for any one on his behalf, to

judge. lodge a further caveat in relation to the same matter, unless by

leave of the judge. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 99.

Memo, of
withdraw
al, etc.

No further

Damages in

case of

«Tongful
caveat.

How
recovered.

Costs.

139. Any person lodging or continuing any caveat wrong-

fullv and without reasonable cause, shall be liable to make
compensation to any person who has sustained damage thereby.

2. Such compensation, wuth costs, may be recovered by pro-

ceedings at law if the caveator has withdrawn such caveat and

no proceedings have been taken by the caveatee, as herein

provided.

3. If proceedings have been taken by the caveatee, then the

compensation and costs shall be determined by the court or

judge acting in the same proceedings. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 99.

Attestation
in Terri-

tories.

Outside Ter-
ritories.

In Canada.

ATTESTATION OF INSTKUMENTS.

140. Every instrument executed within the limits of the

Territories, except instruments under the seal of any corpor-

ation, caveats, orders of a court or judge, executions, or certi-

ficates of any judicial proceedings, attested as such, requiring

to be registered under this Act, shall be witnessed by one person

who shall sign his name to the instrument as a witness, and

who shall appear before the Inspector, or the registrar or

deputy registrar of the registration district in w^hich the land

is situated, or before a judge, stipendiary magistrate, notary

public, commissioner for taking affidavits, or a justice of the

peace in or for the Territories, and make an affidavit in form

Z. 57-58 v., c. 28, s. 100.

141. Every instrument, executed without the limits of the

Territories, except grants from the Crown, orders in council,

instnmients under the seal of any corporation, or caveats

required to be registered under the provisions of this Act, shall

be witnessed by one person who shall sign his name to the

instrument as a witness, and who shall appear and make an

affidavit in form Z, before one of the following persons :

—

(a) If made in any province of Canada, before a judge of

any court of record, any commissioner authorized to take

aflidavits in such province for use in any court of record

in the Territories, or before any notary public under his

official seal; or,

1832 (h)
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(b) If made in Great Britain or Ireland before a judge of Tn Grent

the Supreme Court of Judicature in England or Ireland, h-eknd.^''
or a judge of the Court of Sessions or of the Judiciary
Court in Scotland, or a judge of anv of the county courts
within his district, or the mayor of any city or incor-

porated town under the common seal of such city or town,
or before any commissioner in Great Britain or Ireland,
authorized to take affidavits therein, for use in any court
of record in the Territories, or a notary public under his

official seal ; or,

(c) If made in any British colony or possession, out of In British

Canada, before a judge of any court of record, the mayor *^°'°"^-

of any city or incorporated town under the common seal

of such city or town, or a notary public under his official

seal; or,

(d) If made in any foreign country, before the mayor of In foreign

any city or incorporated town, under the common seal of
^^"^^'y-

any such city or town, or before the British consul, vice-

consul or consular agent residing therein, or before a

judge of a court of record, or a notary public under his

official seal. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 101.

EJECTMEXT.

142. ^o action of ejectment or other action for the recovery Protection

of any land for which a certificate of title has been granted ^^^Vm^nt
shall lie or be sustained against the owner thereof under this

Act, except in the case of,

—

Exceptions.

(a) a mortgagee as against a mortgagor in default

;

(b) an encumbrancee as against an encumbrancer in default

;

(c) a lessor as against a lessee in default

;

(d) a person deprived of any land by fraud as against the

owner of such land through fraud, or as against a person
deriving otherwise than as a transferee bona fide for value,

from or through such owner through fraud;

(e) a person deprived of or claiming any land included in

any grant or certificate of title of other land by mis-
description of such other land or of its boundaries, as

against the owner of such other land;

(f) an owner claiming under an instrmnent of title prior

in date of registration under this Act, in any case in which
two or more grants, or two or more certificates of title, or

a grant and certificate of title, are registered under this

Act in respect to the same land.

2. In any case, other than as aforesaid, the production of In other

the certificate of title or a certified copv thereof shall be an ^^f ^' certifi-

absolute bar and estoppel to any such action against the person lute bar to

named in such certificate of title as owner or lessee of the land
^'^''°°-

therein described. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 102.

1833 DAMAGES.
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DAMAGES.

143. After a certificate of title has been granted for any

land, any person deprived of such land in consequence of fraud,

or by the registration of any other person as o-wner of such

land, or in consequence of any fraud, error, omission or

misdescription in any certificate of title or in any memorandum
thereon or the duplicate thereof, or otherwise, may,

—

(a) if the land has been included in two or more grants

from the Crown; and,

(b) in any other case

;

bring and prosecute an action at law for the recovery of

damages against the person upon whose application the

erroneous registration w^as made, or who acquired title to the

land in question through such fraud, error, omission or mis-

description.

2. Except in the case of fraud, or of error occasioned by any

omission, misrepresentation or misdescription in the application

of such person to be registered as owner of such land, or in any

instrument executed by him, such person shall, upon a transfer

of such land hona fide for value, cease to be liable for the

payment of any damages, w^hich but for the transfer, might

have been recovered from him under the provisions herein-

before contained.

3. Such damages, with costs, may, in such last-mentioned

case, be recovered out of the assurance fund herein provided

for, by action against the registrar as nominal defendant.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 103.

144. Except in the case of misdescription of the land or

its boundaries any thing in this Act to the contrary notwith-

standing, no bona fide purchaser or mortgagee under this Act

of land for valuable consideration shall be subject to action for

recovery of damages as aforesaid, or to action of ejectment, or

to deprivation of land in respect of which he is registered as

owner, on the ground that his transferrer or mortgagor has been

registered as owner through fraud or error, or has derived

from or through a person registered as owner through fraud or

error. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 104.

145. If the person against whom the action for damages

is directed to be brought as aforesaid, is dead, or cannot be

found within the Territories, an action for damages may be

brought against the registrar as nominal defendant, for the

purpose of recovering the amount of the said damages and costs

against the said assurance fund.

2. In anv such case if final judgment is recovered, and also

in any case in which damages arc awarded in any action as

aforesaid, and the sheriff makes a return of nulla bona, or

certifies that any portion thereof, with costs awarded, cannot

be recovered from such person, the Minister of Finance upon
1834 receipt
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receipt of a certificate of the judge before whom the action
was tried, shall pay the amount of such damages and costs

as are awarded, or the unrecovered balance thereof, as the case
may be, and shall charge the same to the account of the
assurance fund. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 105.

146. Any person sustaining loss or damage through any Action

omission, mistake or misfeasance of the Insj^ector, or a jegis- ^^^'"st

trar, or any of his officers or clerks, in the execution of their nominal de-

respective duties under the provisions of this Act, and anv ^^".'^''Pt ^'^r

1 • T r Till • . « , "^ omissions,
person deprived of any land, by the registration of any other etc., of

person as owner thereof, or by any error, omission or mis-
*^®'^^^^-

description in any certificate of title, or in any memorandum
upon the same or upon the duplicate certificate thereof, and
who, by the provisions of this Act, is barred from bringing
an action of ejectment or other action for the recovery of the

land, may, in any case in which remedy by action for recovery
or damages, hereinbefore provided, is barred, bring an action

against the registrar as nominal defendant, for the recovery
of damages.

2. If the plaintiff recovers final judgment against such Recovery of

nominal defendant, the judge before whom such action is tried
fr^JIJf^a^

shall certify to the fact of such judgment and the amount of ance fund. ,

the damages and costs recovered, and the Minister of Finance
shall pay the amount thereof out of the assurance fund to the

person entitled on production of an exemplification or certified

copy of the judgment rendered.

3. Notice in writing of every such action, and the cause Notice to be

thereof, shall be served upon the Attorney General of Canada, ^[5" ^°^

and also upon the registrar, at least three calendar months General and

before the commencement of such action. 57-58 V., c. 28, *° registrar.

s. 106.

147. If in any such action, judgment is given against the When costs

plaintiff, or the plaintiff discontinues or becomes non-suited, nommll"
^^

he shall be liable to pay the full costs of defending the action ; defendant,

and the same, when taxed, shall be levied in the name of the

nominal defendant, by the like process of execution as in

ordinary civil cases. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 107.

148. No action for recovery of damages sustained through Prescription

deprivation of land, shall lie or be sustained against the a^a^ns^^
registrar, or against the assurance fund, unless the same is registrar or

commenced within the period of six years from the date of funT^"^^
such deprivation: Provided that any person under the dis-

ability of infancy, lunacy or unsoundness of mind, may bring

the action within six years from the date on which the dis-

ability ceases. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 108.

149. The plaintiff in any such action at whatever time it PJaintifiE

is brought, and the plaintiff in any action for the recovery of ^hen*^^^^
'

1835 land,
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Recovery
of money
paid out of

assurance
fund.

Proof of

debt.

land, shall be non-suited in any case in which it appears to the

satisfaction of the judge before whom such action is tried, that

the plaintiff or the person through or under whom ho claims

title had notice bv personal service, or otherwise was aware of

delay, and wilfully or collusively omitted to lodge a caveat or

allowed the caveat to lapse. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 108.

150. Whenever any amount has been paid out of the assur-

ance fund on account of any person, the ainount may be

recovered from him, or if dead, from his estate, by action

against his personal representatives, in the name of the

registrar.

2. Upon such suit, a certificate signed by the Minister of

Finance of the payment out of the assurance fund shall be

sufficient proof of such debt. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 109.

If debtor is

not in the
Territories.

Judgment by
default.

Judgment
final.

Execution.

Recistrar
may recover

in the
Exchequer
Court

151. Whenever any amount has been paid out of the assur-

ance fund on account of any person who has absconded, or

who cannot be found within the Territories, and who has left

any real or personal estate within the same, upon the appli-

cation of the registrar, and upon the production of a certificate

signed by the Minister of Finance that the amount has been

paid in satisfaction of a judgment against the registrar as

nominal defendant, and on proof of service of the writ in any

of the modes provided by the ordinary procedure in the Terri-

tories, a judge may allow the registrar to sign judgment

against such person forthwith for the amount so paid out of

the assurance fund, together with the costs of the application.

2. Such judgment shall be final subject only to the right to

have such judgment opened up as may be provided in relation

to ordinary procedure in the Territories in cases of judgment

by default.

3. The judgment shall be signed in like manner as a final

judgment by default in an adverse suit, and execution may
issue immediately.

4. If the person has not left real or personal estate within

the Territories, sufficient to satisfy the amount for which execu-

tion has issued as aforesaid, the registrar may recover such

amount, or the unrecovered balance thereof, by information

against such person at any time thereafter in the Exchequer

Court of Canada at the suit of the Attorney General of

Canada. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 109.

Appeal from
renistrar

to iudge.

R.S., 1906.

PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE JUDGE.

152. Tf any person is dissatisfied with any act, omission,

refusal, decision, direction or order of a registrar, such person

may require the registrar to set forth, in writing under his

hand, the grounds of such act, omission, refusal, decision,

direction or order, and such person may then apply to the

1836 judge
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judge by petition, setting forth the grounds of his dissatis-

faction.

2. The judge, having caused the registrar to be served with Judge's

a copy of the petition, shall have jurisdiction to hear the said
p^^^'^'"^-

petition, and to make such order in the premises, and as to the

costs of the parties appearing upon the petition, as the circimi- Costs,

stances of the case require. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 110.

153. The registrar may,

—

(a) whenever a question arises with regard to the perfor- Reffistrar

mance of any duty, or the exercise of any function bv this "i^y J^fer
. /• 1

'
1 1 •

" " questions to
Act conferred or imposed upon him ; or,

—

judRe.

(h) whenever in the exercise of any duty of a registrar, a

question arises as to the true construction or legal validity

or effect of any instrument, or as to the persons entitled,

or as to the extent or nature of the estate, right or interest,

power or authority of any person or class of persons ; or,

—

(c) whenever a question arises as to the mode in which any
entry or memorandum ought to be made in the day-book,

or register, or upon any certificate of title or duplicate

thereof; or,

(d) whenever a question arises as to any doubtful or

uncertain right or interest stated, or claimed to be dealt

with by a registrar;

refer the same in form AA to the judge. Form,

2. The judge may, upon the same being referred, allow any judge's

of the parties interested to appear before him and summon powers,

any other of such persons to appear and show cause either

personally or by counsel, attorney-at-law, or advocate, in rela-

tion thereto.

3. The judge, having regard to the persons appearing before His duties,

him, whether summoned or not, shall decide the question or

direct any proceedings to be instituted for that purpose, and
direct the particular form of entry or memorandum to be made
as under the circumstances appears to be just. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 111.

154. If, under any of the provisions of this Act, the regis- in case of

trar requires a duplicate certificate for the purpose of making ^^^'^v, fraud,

any memorandum thereon, or for the purpose of wholly or registrar may
partially cancelling the same, or if it appears to the satisfaction J^emand de-

~ ,1 . ,

^^ livery of the
of the registrar,

—

duplicate cer-

(a) that any duplicate certificate or other instrument has tifir^etc^
been issued in error, or contains any misdescription of
land, or boundaries ; or,

(h) that any entry, memorandum or endorsement has been
made on or omitted from any duplicate certificate or other
instrument in error; or,

(c) that any such' duplicate certificate, instrument, entry,
memorandum or endorsement has been fraudulently or
w-rongfully obtained ; or,

1837 (d)
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Summons.

Arrest upon
warrant.

(d) that any such duplicate certificate or instrument is

fraudulently or wrongfully retained

;

he may by written demand in form BB to be served upon
such person, or to be mailed to his last known post office address

within the Territories, require the person to whom such

duplicate certificate or instrument has been so issued, or

by whom it has been so obtained or is retained, to deliver up
the same, for the purpose of being cancelled, corrected or

completed, as the case requires.

2. In case such person refuses or neglects to comply with

such requisition, or cannot be found, the registrar may apply

to a judge to issue a summons for such person to appear before

him and show cause why such duplicate certificate or other

instrument should not be delivered up to be cancelled, corrected

or completed as aforesaid.

3. If such person, when served with the summons personally

or in the mode directed in such summons, neglects or refuses

to attend before the judge at the time therein appointed, the

judge may issue a warrant authorizing and directing the person

so summoned to be apprehended and brought before him for

examination. 57-58 Y., c. 28, s. 112.

Order for
delivery.

Committal
for con-
tempt.

Cancellation
Of correction
of instru-

ment by
judge's ordei.

155. Upon the appearance before him of any person

summoned or brought up by virtue of a warrant as aforesaid,

the judge may examine such person upon oath, and in case it

appears right so to do, may order such person to deliver up the

duplicate certificate or other instrument as aforesaid.

2. Upon refusal or neglect by such person to deliver up the

same, pursuant to the order, or to be put under oath, or to^be

examined, or to answer any question touching the matter after

being swprn, the judge may commit such person to the nearest

common gaol for any period not exceeding six months, unless

the duplicate certificate or other instrument is sooner delivered

up, or sufficient explanation is made why the same cannot be

done.

3. In such case, or in case such person has absconded so that

summons cannot be served upon him as hereinbefore directed,

or in case a period of three months from the time of mailing

the said demand in form BB to such person has elapsed before

the duplicate certificate or other instrument has been returned

to the registrar, the judge may direct the registrar to cancel,

or correct, or complete the duplicate certificate or other instru-

ment in his possession, or any 'memorandum thereon relating

to the land, and to substitute and issue, if necessary', a duplicate

certificate or other instrument, or make such memorandum as

the circumstances of the case require, and the registrar shall

obey such order. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 113.

Other
powers of

judge.

li.S., lOOG.

156. In any proceeding respecting land or in respect of

any transaction or contract relating thereto, or in respect of

1838 any
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any instrument, caveat, memorandum or entry affecting land,

the judge, by decree or order, may direct the registrar to cancel,

correct, substitute or issue any duplicate certificate, or make
any memorandum or entry thereon or on the certificate of title,

and otherwise to do every act necessary to give effect to the

decree or order. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 114.

ASSURANCE FUND AND FEES.

157. Before the registrar shall perform any duty to be by Fees,

him performed under any of the provisions of this Act he shall,

except as herein otherwise provided, demand and receive the

proper fee or fees therefor as fixed and settled by tariff made
from time to time by the Governor in Council, and demand
and receive for the assurance fund upon the registration of Amount

every grant of encumbered land, and upon every absolute
^"^^^^^^ ^^^

transfer of land after the issue of the first certificate of title fund,

therefor, where the land was not encumbered at the time of

registering the grant, one-fifth of one per centum of the value

of the land transferred if such value amounts to, or is less than,

five thousand dollars, and one-tenth of one per centum on the

additional value if such value exceeds five thousand dollars,

2. Upon every subsequent transfer he shall demand and Subsequent

receive upon the increase of value since the granting of the last
*'^^°^^^'"-

certificate of title one-;fifth of one per centum of the increase

up to five thousand dollars, and one-tenth of one per centum of

any excess over five thousand dollajs. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 115.

158. The value shall be ascertained by the oath or affirma- Valuation

tion of the applicant, owner or person acquiring such land, or °^ ^^"*^"

of such other person as the registrar believes to be acquainted

with the value of the land, and whose oath or affirmation the

registrar is willing to accept.

2. If the registrar is not satisfied as to the correctness of the Certificate

value so sworn to or affirmed, he may require such applicant, Squired
owner or person acquiring the land to produce a certificate of

the value, under the hand of a sworn valuator appointed by a

judge, which certificate shall be received as conclusive evi-

dence of the value for the purpose aforesaid. 57-58 V., c 28,

s. 115 ; CI v., c. 32, s. 16.

1 59. Each registrar shall keep a correct account of all sums Accounting

of money received by him in accordance with the provisions of ^^^
^'f'^^

this Act, and shall pay the same to the Minister of Finance at

such times and in such manner as are directed by the Governor

in Council. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 116.

160. The assurance fund now existing shall be continued Continua-

as the assurance fund, and the Minister of Finance shall *'*'" °^

, - 1 , . • r • ••/-IT assurance
enhance such fund by investing from time to time m Canadian fund.

1839 Govermnent
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Cases when
assurance
fund is not
liable for
damages.

Exceptions.

Amount of

liability.

Government securities for the purpose of an assurance fund,

all moneys so received and returned by all the registrars,

together with all interest and profits accruing on the funds so

enhanced. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 117.

161. The assurance fund shall not, under any circum-

stances, be liable for compensation for any loss, damage or

deprivation occasioned,

—

(a) by the breach by the owner of any trust, whether
expressed, implied or constructive; or, #

(h) by the same land having been included in two or more
grants from the Cro^vn ; or,

(c) by any land having been included in the same certifi-

cate of title with other land, through misdescription of

the boundaries or parcels of any land

;

unless it is proved that the person liable for compensation and

damages is dead, or has absconded from the Territories, or has

been adjudged insolvent, or the sheriff has certified that he is

not able to realize the full amount and costs awarded in any

action for such compensation.

2. The said fund shall be liable for such amounts only as

the sheriff fails to recover from the person liable as aforesaid.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 118.

Registrar
may substi-

tute one cer-

tificate for

several or
vice veraa.

Memo, of en
cumbrances.

Duplicate
certificate.

CANCELLATION OF CERTIFICATE OF TITLE.

162. Upon the application of an owner of several parcels

of land held under separate certificates of title, or under one

certificate of title, and the delivery up of the duplicate certi-

ficates therefor to him, the registrar may cancel the existing

certificate or certificates of title granted, as also the duplicate

certificates so delivered up, and grant to the owner a single

certificate of title for all the parcels of land, or several certi-

ficates of title, each applying to one or more of the parcels, in

accordance with the application.

2. Upon each of such respective certificates of title so granted

shall be entered a memorandum of each and every encum-

brance, lien, charge, mortgage, or other instrument affecting

such parcel or parcels of land, setting forth the occasion of the

cancellation and referring to the certificate of title so granted.

?}. The registrar shall issue to the applicant one or more
duplicate certificates, as the case re(pnres. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 110.

r. „ ,• „ 163. The registrar, upon cancelling any certificate of title,
I. anceiiaiion o ' i '

<»

of oM and nither wholly or partially, ])ursuant to any transfer, shall grant

certmoatron to the transferee a certificate of title of the land mentioned in

tran-sfer. the transfer and issue to the transferee a*rluplicate thereof;

and the registrar shall retain every transfer and cancelled

duplicate c(Ttificate of title; but in the case of a partially

cancelled certificate of title, the registrar shall return the

1840 duplicate
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duplicate to the transferrer after the memorandum partially

cancellinc; the same has been made thereon and upon the certifi-

cate of title in the register: Provided that, whenever required Proviso,

thereto by the owner of an unsold portion of land in any
partially cancelled certificate of title, or where such a course

appears to the registrar more expedient, he may grant to such
owner a certificate of title for such portion, of which he is the

owner, upon the delivery of the partially cancelled duplicate

certificate of title to the registrar, to be cancelled and retained.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. 64.

LOST OR DESTROYED CERTIFICATES OF TITLE.

164. Upon production to the registrar of satisfactory proof Duplicate

by statutory declaration of the person to whom a duplicate certificate

certificate has been issued, or some one having knowledge of destroyed,

the facts, of the accidental loss or destruction of the duplicate

certificate so issued, the registrar may, after having entered in

the register the facts so proven, issue a fresh duplicate certificate

in lieu of the one so lost or destroyed, noting upon the same
why it is so issued: Provided that, unless the registrar is

satisfied as to the loss or destruction of the duplicate certificate

so issued, and that such notice is unnecessary, no such fresh

duplicate certificate shall be issued until the registrar has for

four weeks,

—

(a) published a notice of his intention to issue such fresh Publication

certificate in the newspaper published nearest to the land °^ notice.

described in the register, or, if more new^spapers than one
are published in the same locality, then in one of such
newspapers ; and,

(h) posted up such notice in a conspicuous place in the land Posting up
titles office. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 120; 2 E. VII., c. 17, of notice.

s. 2.

INFANTS, IDIOTS, LUNATICS.

165. "WT^ienever any person, who, if not under disability Guardian or

might have made any application, given any consent, done any mav"acrfor
act, or been party to any proceeding under this Act, is an person under

infant, idiot or lunatic, the guardian or committee of the estate, '^^ ' ^
^'

respectively, of such person may make such application, give

such consent, do such act, or be party to such proceeding as

such person if free from disability might have made, given,

done or been party to, and shall otherwise represent such person

for the purposes of this Act.

2. Whenever there is no guardian or committee of the estate if no com-

of any such person aforesaid, being an infant, idiot or lunatic, ""ttee or

or whenever any person, the committee of whose estate if he the court

were an idiot or lunatic would be authorized to act for and ^^'^' 'appoint

represent such person under this Act, is of unsound mind and move him.

incapable of managing his aft'airs but has not been found an

116 1841 idiot
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idiot or lunatic under inquisition, a court or judge may appoint

a guardian of such person for the purpose of any proceedings

under this Act, and may from time to time change such

guardian.

3. The court or a judge, may when deemed expedient,

appoint a person to act as the next friend of a married woman

for the purpose of any proceeding under this Act, and may

from time to time remove or change such next friend. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 124.

166. The judge, on application for that purpose, on behalf

of any person who is under the disability of infancy, lunacy,

unsoundness of mind or absence from the Territories, may, by

order directed to the registrar, prohibit the transfer of or any

dealing with land belonging to such person. 57-58 V., c. 29,

s. 99.

NOTICE.

167. Xo person contracting or dealing with or taking or

proposing to take a transfer, mortgage, encumbrance or lease

from the owner of any land for which a certificate of title has

been granted, shall, except in case of fraud by such person, be

bound or concerned to inquire into or ascertain the circum-

stances in or the consideration for which the owner or any

previous owner of the land is or was registered, or to see to the

application of the purchase money or of any part thereof, nor

shall he be affected by notice direct, implied or constructive of

any trust or unregistered interest in the land, any rule of law

or equity to the contrary notwithstanding.

2. The knowledge that any trust or unregistered interest is

in existence shall not of itself be imputed as fraud. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 126.

JOINT OWNERSHIP.

168. Upon the transfer to two or more persons as joint

owners, of any land, for which a certificate of title has been

granted, to be held by them as trustees, it shall be lawful for

the transferrer to insert in the transfer or other instrument

the words No survivorship; and the registrar shall, in such

ease, include such words in the duplicate certificate issued to

such owners pursuant to the transfer and in the certificate of

title.

2. Any two or more persons so registered as joint owners
reriuire these

^^£ ^^^ j^^j^^j j^^j^j j^y them as trustees may, by writing under

inserted in

certificate.

Effect of

words.

their baud, authorize the registrar to enter the words No
survivorship u])on the duplicate certificate, and also upon the

certificate of title.

3. In cither case aforesaid, after such entry has been made

and signed by the registrar, it shall not be lawful for any less

nuinl)cr of joint owners tlian the number so entered to transfer

or otherwise deal with the hind, without obtaining the sanction

1842 of
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of the court or of a judge, by an order on motion or petition.
57-58 v., e. 28, s. 128.

169. Before making any order as aforesaid, the court or Judge's

judge shall, if it seems requisite, cause notice of intention of S^'^-aLes
making such order to be properly advertised, and in such case
appoint a period of time within which any person interested
may show cause why the order should not be made ; and there-

upon the said court or judge may order the transfer of the
land to any new owner or owners, solely or jointly with or in

the place of any existing owner or owners, or may make such
order in the premises as the court or a judge thinks just, for

the protection of the persons beneficially interested in the land
or in the proceeds thereof.

2. Upon such order being deposited with the registrar, he Memo,
shall make a memorandum thereof upon the certificate of title

and upon the duplicate certificate, when the same is produced
to him ; and thereupon the person or persons named in the

order shall be the owner or owners of the land. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 129.

SUBMISSION TO JUDGE.

170. Whenever any matter is, under this Act, submitted to Notice to
intereste

'

parties.
a judge by a registrar or by any other person or authority and ™t^''^sted

the judge deems it advisable that parties interested should be

notified of the time and place when and where a hearing of

the matter so submitted should be held, and no special pro-

visions are made therefor in this Act, or if there are any such

special provisions and the judge shall be of opinion that the

notice required thereby to be given is not sufficient, he may
direct,—

'

(a) that notice of such time and place be given; or,

(b) that such notice shall be served personally upon such

persons as he may direct, or be left at their usual place of

abode; or,
^

(c) that such notice shall be posted at such place or places

and for such periods as he may name; or,

(d) that such notice be published in such newspaper or

newspapers as he may designate, and for such time as he

may direct; or,

(e) that such notice may be given in any one or more, ar

in all the methods above specified. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 135.

171. AVhenever this Act directs that persons interested when the

shall be heard or shall receive notice, and such parties are not interested

within the jurisdiction or cannot be found so as to be person- absent,

ally served, the judge may direct that any party without the

jurisdiction may be served personally, or in either case may
direct substitutional service within or without- the jurisdiction

in such manner as he deems expedient, or that publication of

llfii . 1843 notice
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notice in such manner as he may direct may be sufficient ser-

vice. 57-58 v., c. 28, s. 135.

Implied
covenants
may be
negatived or
modified.

Pleading.

Ktfect of
implied
covenants.

They bind
the parties
severally not
jointly.

EVIDENCE AND PROCEDURE.

172. Every covenant and power declared to be implied in

any instrument by virtue of this Act may be negatived or modi-

fied by express declaration in the instrument.

2. In any action for an alleged breach of any such implied

covenant, the covenant alleged to be broken may be set forth,

and it shall be lawful to allege precisely in the same manner
as if the covenant had been expressed in words in the transfer

or other instrument, any law or practice to the contrary not-

withstanding, that the party against whom the action is brought

did so covenant.

3. Every such implied covenant shall have the same force

and effect, and be enforced in the same manner as if it had
been set out at length in the transfer or other instrument.

4. ^^Tien any transfer or other instrument in accordance

with this Act, is executed by more parties than one, such cove-

nants as are by this Act to be implied in instruments of a like

nature, shall be construed to be several and not to bind the

parties jointly. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 122.

Owner must 173. The Owner of any land for which a certificate of title

caseraliow ^^^ been granted, or of any lease, mortgage or charge affecting

beneficiary, the same, shall, on application of any beneficiary or person

interested therein, be bound to allow his name to be used by
such beneficiary or person in any action,, suit or proceeding

which it may be necessary or proper to bring or institute in

the name of such owner concerning such land, lease, mortgage

or charge, or for the protection or benefit of the title vested in

such owner, or of the interest of any such beneficiary or person

:

Provided that such owner shall, in any case, be entitled to be

indemnified in like manner as a trustee would, before the first

day of January, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five,

have been entitled to be indemnified in a similar case of his

name being used in any such action^ suit or proceeding in his

name by his cestui que trust. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 123.

174. Every certificate of title granted under this Act shall.

etc., to use
his name.

Certificate
to be conclu- ^,.^4. .

Bive evidence <'^^
« 1"^ •

of title.

Exceptions.
(a) in case of fraud wherein the owner has participated or

colluded; and,

(b) as against any person claiming under a prior certificate

of title granted under this Act in respect of the same

land ; and,

(c) so far as regards any portion of the land, by wrong

description of boundaries or parcels included in such cer-

tificate of title, so long as the same remains in force and

uncancelled under this Act;

1844 bo
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be conclusive evidence in all courts as against His Majesty
and all persons Avhomsoever, that the person named therein is

entitled to the land included in the same, for the estate or

interest therein specified, subject to the exceptions and reser-

vations implied under the provisions of this Act. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 57.

175. In any suit for specific performance brought by an Duplicate

owner of anv land, for which a certificate of title has been ^^r^'^^-'^te

, ;
' evidence of

granted, against a person who has contracted to purchase the title in suit

land, without notice of any fraud or other circumstances which, o^.^er for

according to this Act, would affect the right of the transferrer, specific per-

the duplicate certificate of title of the owner shall be evidence °""^"^^-

that the owner has a good and valid title to the land, for the

estate or interest therein, mentioned or described. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 127.

176. Proceedings under this Act shall not abate or be sus- Proceedings

pended by anv death, transmission or change of interest, but in ?^* *° ^^^^^
" " ^ ' o ' in case of

any such event a judge may make such order for carrying on, death,

discontinuing or suspending the proceedings, upon the appli-

cation of any person interested, as under the circumstances he
thinks just, and may for such purpose require the production

of such evidence, and such notices to be given, as he thinks

necessary. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 132.

177. \Mienever in any action, suit or other proceeding Purchase for

affecting land, for which a certificate of title has been granted,
ponsfdera-

it becomes necessary to determine the fact whether the trans- tion.

feree, mortgagee, encumbrancee or lessee is a purchaser or

transferee, mortgagee, encumbrancee or lessee for valuable con-

sideration or not, any person who is a party to the action, suit

or other proceeding may give in evidence any transfer, mort- Evidence,

gage, encumbrance, lease or other instrument affecting the land

in dispute, although the same is not referred to in the certi-

ficate of title, or has been cancelled by the registrar. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 125.

178. Whenever by virtue of this Act a judge is. required or Evidence in

authorized to hold an inquiry, proof of the matters relevant
b^fore"^^

to the inquiry may be made before him by affidavit: Provided judge,

that the judge may, wdienever he deems it expedient, require the

personal attendance of any person before him to testify as

to the matter of such inquiry, or of the deponent to any affidavit

to be cross-examined upon his affidavit. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 138.

179. The judge may issue a summons under his hand and Powers of

seal requiring such person or deponent to appear before him such^ cases.

1845 at
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Failure of
person or
deponent to

attend.

Power of
judge to
compel
attendance.

Duties of
sheriff.

Costs.

Recovery
of costs.

Security for
costs by non-
resident.

Terms.

Stay of

proceedings.

Practice.

at a time and place to be specified to testify as to what he may
know concerning the matters in question, or to be cross-

examined as the case may be.

2. If such person or deponent fails to attend at the time
and place specified, then upon due proof under oath that such

person or deponent has been duly served with the said

summons and that proper conduct money according to the

tariifs of fees provided for the attendance of witnesses at

trials in civil causes in the court and the laws in force in the

respective Territories, has been paid or tendered to him, the

judge may issue his warrant directed to the sheriff of any
judicial district, or, in the Northwest Territories to any peace

officer, directing him to apprehend such person or deponent

and bring him before the said judge for examination and to

keep him in his custody until he is so examined.

3. The sheriff or such peace officer shall obey the said

warrant according to the tenor thereof and shall be entitled to

the same fees for executing such warrant as he would be

entitled to for executing a process issued out of the said court.

4. The costs incidental to any such inquiry shall be in the

discretion of the judge, and shall be taxed by the clerk of the

court in which the inquiry was held as nearly as may be accord-

ing to the tariff provided for civil causes in the said court,

5. Judgment shall be signed in such court for such costs in

favour of the party to whom they are awarded by the judge,

and execution may be issued for the recovery thereof out of

the said court as upon an ordinary judgment therein. 57-58 V.,

c. 28, s. 138.

180. Whenever any proceeding is taken under this Act,

whether by motion or summons, or by the filing with or the

delivery to the registrar of a caveat, mechanics' lien, or copy of

an execution against lands, or other such proceeding, and any

party to such proceeding or the person in whose behalf or

against whose interest such caveat, lien, execution or proceed-

ing has been so filed or delivered is not a resident in the

Territories, a judge may, upon the application of a party to

such proceeding or interested therein, or affected by such

caveat, lien, execution or proceeding, grant an order requiring

such non-resident to give security for the costs of the applicant

of such order, in prosecuting or resisting such proceedings, or

in removing or maintaining such caveat, lien, execution or

proceeding

2. It may be a term of such order that in default such

proceeding may be deemed granted or dismissed, or such

caveat, lien, execution or procooding may be deemed removed
or maintained.

3. Such order may also provide for a stay of proceedings.

4. Tlio practice and procedure for obtaining such order and
giving such security shall be as nearly as may be the same as

1846 ujjon
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upon an application for security for costs in civil causes ill

the said court.

5. The judge may order the costs incident to such application costs.

or order to be taxed and recovered as is provided for costs \\\

subsections four and five of the last preceding section. 61 V.,

c. 32, s. 18.

181. The court or judge may order costs to be paid by or to Court or

any person party to any proceeding under this Act: Provided Ivvlfrd ^osts.

that any applicant under this Act shall be deemed liable prima General rule.

facie to pay all costs, charges and expenses incurred by or in

consequence of his application, except in a case where parties

object whose rights are sufficiently secured without their

appearance, or when any costs, charges or expenses are incurred

unnecessarily or improperly. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 141.

1S2. The judge may, by order directed to the registrar. Judge may

prohibit the dealing with any land in any case in which it dealing*

appears to him that an error has been made by misdescription ^vhere cer-

of such land or otherwise in any certificate of title or other erroneous.
"

instrument, or may make an order directed to the registrar

for the prevention of any other improper dealing. 57-58 V.,

c 28, s. 99.

183. Any order of the court or a judge may be enforced in Enforcement
of ord
court.

the same manner and by the same officials and process as orders orders of

are usually enforced by the procedure and practice of the

court, and shall be obeyed by every registrar and acting

registrar when directed to him. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 142.

AFFIDAVITS.

184. Afiidavits for use in applications to register title, or Affidavits,

in any matter other than the execution of institiments, may be to^trmade^™
made before any person authorized to take affidavits for use in

the court.

2. In all matters before the court or a judge where proof Proof, how

is required the same may be taken by affidavit sworn as afore-

said or by viva voce evidence as may be ordered by the court

or a judge. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 133.

185. Affidavits shall be subject to the practice governing Affidavits,

affidavits in the court. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 133.
Erobserved.

APPEAL.

186. An appeal shall lie by the Inspector, a registrar, or Appeal from

person directly interested therein, from auy order or decision j^d^^^'s^

of a judge made or given under the provisions of this Act,

—

1847 (a)
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Practice.

Tariff of

costs.

Present
tariff.

(a) in the Xorthwest Territories, to tlie court authorized to

entertain appeals in civil matters from the stipendiary
magistrates; and,

(h) in the Yukon Territory, to the Territorial Court sitting
in hanc;

within the prescribed time, in the same manner and with the
same incidents in and with which judgments and orders of
that court by a single judge may be appealed from.

2. The practice and proceedings relating to appeals in the

said court including costs and payment thereof and the
enforcement of judgments on appeal, shall, adapted to the

circumstances, apply. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 139.

187. Such courts of appeal may, by order, provide and
from time to time change tariffs of costs payable for all services

and proceedings under this Act applicable to their respective

jurisdictions.

2. Unless and until so provided for, the tariffs of costs here-

tofore applicable shall continue to apply. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 143.

•Jovernor in

Council may
alter forms
and adopt
others.

POEMS.

188. The Governor in Council may from time to time,

w henever it is necessary so to do, add to or otherwise vary any
of the forms in the schedule to this Act, or may cause to be
adopted any other form or forms which he consider? applicable

to any special case or class of cases for which a form has not

been provided in the schedule to this Act. 57-58 V., c. 28,

s. 145.

GENERAL.

Cancellation
of forfeited
rijrhts

affecting

Crown lands.

II.S., 1000.

189. "Where there has been granted for the purposes of

any work authorized or licensed under the Irrigation Act,

a right of way through, or any other right affecting, lands

of Ilis Majesty, and such right is expressed to be granted for

so long as the right of the grantee, his representatives or

assigns, to maintain and operate such work continues, or to be

subject to forfeiture in case such last-mentioned right censes or

determines, or in case of failure to construct or complete such

work, or to maintain or operate it, a declaration, signed by the

Minister or his deputy, that the right so granted has determined

or been forfeited, either entirely or in part, shall be final and
conclusive for the purposes of this Act, and shall operate as a

cancellation, in wliole or in part, of such grant.

2. If such grant has been registered, the registrar shall,

upon rficeipt of such declaration, cancel, in whole or in part, as

the case may be, the registration of siicli grniit and any certi-

ficate of title issued f<jr the right granted thereby. 4-5 E. VTT.,

c. 18, s. 2.

1848 190.
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190. No petition, order, affidavit, certificate, registration Defects in

or other proceedings under this Act shall be invalid 1)V reason form n«t to

J*
•/» -1- 1*1* !• 1

*^/» in,va,jiuHtG
or any iniorinaJity or teehnic;il irregularity therein, or of any proceedings.

mistake not affecting the substantial justice of the proceedings.
57-58 v., c. 28, s. 133.

191. If, in any matter before a judge under this Act, the Judce may

judge considers proper, he may refer the same to the court in to ^^jiirt

banc, and such court may either dispose of the matter or refer in banc,

it back to the judge with such direction as the court in banc

may think fit. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 140.

193. Every owner or mortgagee of any land for which a Owner or

certificate of title has been granted shall deliver to the ^"g^
p^o^gT

**'

registrar a memorandum in writing of some post office address office address

within the Territories, to which it shall be sufficient to mail *° registrar.

all notices that, under this Act, are required to be sent to an

owner or mortgagee.

2. Every owner shall, if required by the registrar so to do. Owner to

before the delivery of any duplicate, sign a receipt therefor ture or

in his own handwriting, or otherwise furnish the registrar receipt of

.
c5'

• r duplicate m
with his signature, so as to prevent personation as far as own writing,

possible.

3. Every owner or mortgagee shall from time to time notify Changes of

the registrar of any change in his post office address : Provided address.

that the registrar may proceed without such memorandum of

address. 57-58 V., c. 28, s.- 51.

193. A purchaser, mortgagee or encumbrancee for valuable Omission to

consideration shall not be affected by the omission to send any ^^"^ uotice.

notice by this Act directed to be given or by the non-receipt

thereof. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 58.

194. The Governor in Council may, in cases herein unpro- Regulations,

vided for, make such rules and regulations as he m.ay deem

necessary for giving effect to this Act, and carrying out the

provisions thereof, according to its intent and meaning.

57-58 v., c. 28, s. '131.

195. The registrar may require evidence that any person Proof of

making a transfer, mortgage, encumbrance or lease is of the "^^S^-
"

errer.

full age of twenty-one years. 57-58 V., c. 28, s. 13/. etc.^may be

18-19 SCHEDULE.
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SCHEDULE.

FOEM A.

roRM OF inspector's^ registrar's and deputy registrar's
OATH OF office.

I^orthwest Territories

of Canada, I {name and describe deponent),

(or OS the case may he) r having been appointed to the office

District of of inspector of land titles office (or

To Wit : j registrar or deputy registrar) in

and for the (name of registration district, etc.), do swear

(or affirm as the case may he) that I will Mell, truly and faith-

fully perform and execute all duties required of me, relating

to the said office, so long as I continue therein, and that I have

not given, directly or indirectly, nor authorized any person to

give, any money, gratuity or reward whatsoever for procuring

the said office for me.

Sworn before me at the

of

in the of the

day of A.D. 19 .

(Signature of inspector, registrar

^r deputy registrar.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. fonn A.

Form B.

form of bond of inspector,. registrar and deputy
registrar.

Northwest Territories

of Canada, Know all men by these presents

'(or as the case may he) r that I (insert name and additimi

District of of the principal), ol the

To Wit: J
of

^

, in the

Northwest Territories of the Dominion of Canada, (or as the

case may he) hereinafter called the principal, and we (insert

names and additions of the sureties) of the

of , in the

of and

of the of, in the

hereinafter called the sureties, are respectively held and

firmly bound unto our Sovereign Lord the King, his heirs

1850 and
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and successors, in the respective penal sums following, that

is to say: the principal in the sum of

dollars of lawful money of Canada, and each of the sureties

in a sum of dollars of like lawful
money, to he paid to our said Sovereign Lord the King, his

heirs and successors; for which said respective payments, well

and faithfully to be made, we jointly and severally, l)ind

ourselves, and our res]iective heirs, executors and adminis-
trators, firmly by these presents, sealed with our respective

seals.

Dated this day of

in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
and in the year of His

Majesty's reign.

Whereas the principal, having been appointed to the office

or employment of
,

is required by law to give security to the Crown for the due
performance of the duties appertaining thereto; and the

sureties have consented to become his sureties for such his

performance of the said duties ; and this bond is given in

pursuance of the Land Titles Act.

!Now the condition of this obligation is, that if the principal

faithfully discharges the duties of the said office and cftily

accounts for all moneys and property wdiich may come into his

custody by virtue of the said office, this obligation shall be

void, otherwise the same shall remain in full force and effect.

Signed, sealed and delivered in

the presence of

(Signatures and seals.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form B.

FOKM C.

AFFIDAVIT OF JUSTIFICATIOX BY A SURETY.

Northw^est Territories

of Canada,

(or as the case may be)

District of

To Wit:

Ij
, one of the

sureties in the above (or within)
> named bond or obligation named
make oath (or affirm, as the case

may he) and say as follows:

1. I am seized and possessed to my own use of real (or real
and personal) estate, in the

of - in Canada, of the actual value
of • dollars, over and
above all charges upon or encumbrances affecting the same.

1851 2.
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2. My post office address is as follows: (insert it).

Sworn before me at the

of in the of

this day of (Signature.)

, A.D. 19

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form C.

Form D.

affidavit of attestation of bond.

ITorthwest Territories

of Canada,

(or as the case may he) /=- I,

District of of the of , in

To Wit: J the of

make oath and say, that I was personally present, and did

see (one of, or as the case may be) the obligors

in the above (or within) bond or obligation named, duly

execute the said instrument by signing, sealing, and, as his

act and deed or their respective acts and deeds, (as the case

may he), delivering the same; and that I am a subscribing

witness to such execution.

Sworn before me, at the

of , in the

of , this day (Signature.)

of A.D., 190 ;

(A separate affidavit in this form will he made hy a witness

to tKe execution hy such ohligor, if the same person does not

witness the execution hy all of them.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form D.

Form E.

certificate of title.

canada territories {or yuko-n territory), registration
district.

This is to certify that A.B., of is now the

owner of an estate (describe the estate) of and m(describe the

property), subject to the encumbrances, liens and interests

notified by memorandum underwritten or endorsed hereon, or

which may hereafter be made in the register.

1852 In
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In witness whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name
and affixed my official seal this day of , A.D. 19 .

(And if subject to a mortgage)

The title of A.B., is subject to mortgage, dated the day

of , made by A.B. to W.B., to secure Y^ere state the

amount secured, the rate of interest per centum per annum and
the respective dates from which the principal and interest are

secured) payable as therein mentioned. (If mortgage is dis-

charged, say:) The above mortgage No. , is discharged

this day of , A.D.
,
(here state the

distinguishing letter or number of the register and the number
of the folio therein.)

(And if subject to a lease,)

The title of A.B., is subject to a lease, dated the day
of , made by A.B. to Y.Z., for the term of years.

(When the transfer is absolute,)

This certificate of title is cancelled and a new certificate of

title ISTo. , issued this day of A.D. 19

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form E.

(Signature).

Form F.

applicatioi^ to bring land under the operation of the
land titles act.

To the registrar of registration district.

I, (insert name and addition), hereby apply to have the land

hereinafter described brought under the operation of the Land
Titles Act. And I declare:

—

1. That I am the owner (or agent for , the

owner) of an estate in fee simple in possession (or of an estate

of freehold in possession for my life, or otherwise as the case

may require) in all that piece of land, being (here describe

the land).

2. That such land, including all buildings and other im-

provements thereon, is of the value of dollars, and
no more.

3. That there are no documents or evidences of title affect-

ing such land in my possession, or under my control, other

than those included in the schedule thereto.

4. That I am not aware of any mortgage or encumbrance
affecting the said land, or that any other person has any estate

or interest therein at law or in equity, in possession, remainder,

1853 reversion
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reversion or expectancy (// there he any add: other than as

follows, and set the same forth).

5. That the said land is now occupied {if unoccupied, prefix

nn to occupied; if occupied, add by whom, and state the name
and addition of the occupant and the nature of his occupancy)

.

6. That the names and addresses, so far as known to me, of

the occupants of all lands contiguous to the said land, are as

follows :

—

7. That the names and addresses, so far as known to me, of

the owTiers of all lands contiguous to the said land, are as

follows :

—

[If the certificate of title is not to he granted to the appli-

cant, add: And I direct the certificate of title to be granted in

the name of (insert name and addition) .']

Dated this day of , 19 .

Made and subscribed at
,

in the presence of

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form F.

(Signature.)

FOEM G.

AFFIDAVIT OF APPLICANT.

KoTthwest Territories ^ I,

of Canada,

(or as the case may he) >of
District of

To Wit: J make oath and say:

—

1, That I am the applicant named in the application hereto

annexed.

2. That the several statements contained in the said applica-

tion are true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Sworn before me at the of

in the of
,
this (Signature.)

day of A.D. 19 .

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form G.

Form H.

AFFIDAVIT CONCERNING THE HUDSON's BAY COMPANy's LANDS.

Northwest Territories "^ j
of Canada,

(or as the case may be) ^ - .

'

District of
|

°^
>

i"

To Wit: J
of tho

make oath aii<l say:—

-

1854 1.
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1. I am an officer of the Hudson's Bay Company, entitled

to make this affidavit by the authority and under the approval

of the Minister of the Interior of Canada.

2. Title to the lands mentioned in the accompanying appli-

cation now produced and shown to me, and marked with the

letter A, passed to the said company by notification under the

provisions of of the Dominion Lands

Act (or by letters patent issued on

—

stating date—as the case

may he).

3. The said company are, at the date of this affidavit, abso-

lutely entitled to the said lands in fee simple and have not

encumbered the same in any way whatsoever.

4. And the said lands are not subject to any execution, and

are not chargeable with any arrears of municipal taxes, rates

or assessments.

Sworn before me at the

of , in the

of this {Signature.)

day of A.D. 19 .

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. fonn H.

Form I.

TRANSFER.

I, A. B., being registered owner of an estate (state the

nature of estate), subject, however, to such encumbrances,

liens and interests as are notified by memorandum under-

written (or endorsed thereon), in all that certain tract of land

containing acres, more or less, and being (part of)

section , township
, range , in the

(or as the case may be), (here state rights

of way, privileges, easements, if any, intended to be conveyed

along with the land and if the land dealt with contains all

included in the original grant refer thereto for descriptions

of parcels and diagrams; otherwise set forth the boundaries

and accompany the description by a diagram), do hereby, in

consideration of the sum of dollars paid to

me by E. F., the receipt of which sum I hereby acknowledge,

transfer to the said E. F., all my estate and interest in the

said piece of land. (When a lesser estate describe such lesser

estate.)

In witness whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name
this day of , 19 .

Signed by said A. B., in the

presence of

(Signature.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form J.
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' FOEM K.

I, Dominion land surveyor, do

solemnly declare that this plan accurately shows the manner
in which the land included therein has been surveyed and

subdivided by me, and that the said plan is prepared in accord-

ance with the provisions of the Land Titles Act.

Dated at 19

Signed in the presence of

A. B.,

Dominion Land Surveyor.
57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form Z.

Form L.

LEASE.

I, A. B., being registered as owner, subject, however, to such

mortgages and encumbrances as are notified by memorandum
underwritten {or endorsed hereon), of that piece of land

described as follows:

—

{here insert description) containing

acres, more or less {here state rights of way, privi-

leges, easements, if any, intended to he conveyed along with

the land, and if the Iqnd dealt ivith contains all included in the

original grant or certificate of title or lease, refer thereto for

description and diagram, otherwise set forth the boundaries hy

metes and bounds) do hereby lease to E. F., of {here insert

description), all the said land, to be held by him, the said

E. F., as tenant, for the space of years, from

{here state the date and term), at the /eaHy rental of

dollars, payable {here insert terms of payment

of rent), subject to the covenants and powers implied {also

set forth any special covenants or modifications of implied

covenants)

.

1, E. F., of {here insert description), do hereby accept this

lease of the above described land, to be held by me as tenant,

and subject to the conditions, restrictions and covenants above

set forth.

Dated this day of , 19 .

Signed by the above named A. B.,

as h'ssor, and E. F., as lessee,

in the presence of

(Signature of lessor.)

(Signature of lessee.)

(Here insert memorandum of mortg§tjes and encumhrances.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form K.
1856 FoKM

U.S., 190G.
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SHORT COVENANTS IN LEASE.

COLUMN ONE.

1. Will not. without leave as-

sign or sublet.

2. Will fence.

3. Will cultivate.

COLUMN TWO.

1. The covenantor, his executors, adminis-
trators, or transferees, will not, during the
said term, transfer, assign or sublet the land
and premises hereby leased, or any part
thereof, or otherwise by any act or deed pro-
cure the said land and premises, or any part
thereof, to be transferred or sublet, without
the consent in writing of the lessor or his
transferees first had and obtained.

2. The covenantor, his executors, adminis-
trators, or transferees, will during the con-
tinuance of the said term, erect and put
upon the boundaries of the said land, or on
those boundaries on which no substantial
fence now exists, a good and substantial
fence.

3. The covenantor, his executors, adminis-
trators, or transferees, ^vill, at all times dur-
ing the said term, cultivate, use and manage
in a proper husband-like manner, all such
parts of the land as are now or shall here-
after, with the consent in writing of the said
lessor or his transferees, be broken up or
converted into tillage, and will not impov-
erish or waste the same.

4. The covenantor, his executors, adminis-
trators, or transfere«s, will not cut down,
fell, injure or destroy any living timber or
timberlike tree standing and being upon the
said land, without the consent in writing of
the said lessor or his transferees.

5. Will not carry on offensive 5. The covenantor, his executors, adminis-
trade. trators, or transferees, will not, at any time

during the said term, use, exercise, or carry
on, or permit or suffer to be used, exercised
or carried on, in or upon the said premises,
or any part thereof any noxious, noisome or
offensive art. trade, business, occupation or
calling ; and no act, matter or thing what-
soever shall, at any time during the said
term, be done in or upon the said premises,
or any part thereof, which shall or may be
or grow to the annoyance, nuisance, griev-

ance, damage or anv disturbance of the oc-

cupiers or owners of the adjoining lands and
properties.

4. Will not cut timber.

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. fonn L.

Form li.

3UERENDER OF LEASE.

In consideration of dollars to me paid bj (lessee

or his assigns, as the case may he) I do hereby surrender and
vield up from the day of the date hereof

117 1857 unto

RS., 1906
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unto the lease {describe the lease fully) and the

term therein created.

Dated the day of A.D. 19 .

(Signature.)

Signed by the above named
in the presence of

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form M.

F0T?M O.

MORTGAGE.

I, A. B., being registered as owner of an estate (here state

nature of interest), subject, however, to such encumbrances,

liens and interests, as are notified by memorandum under-

written {or endorsed hereon) in that piece of land described

as follows:

—

{here insert description) containing acres,

be the same more or less {Jiere state rights of way, privileges,

easements, if any, intended to he conveyed along with the land,

and if the land dealt with contains all included in the original

grant, refer thereto for description of parcels and diagrams;

otherwise set forth the boundaries and accompany the descrip-

tion by a diagram), in consideration of the sum of dollars

lent to me by E. F. {here insert description), the receipt of

which smn I do hereby acknowledge, covenant with the said

E. F. :—
Firstly. That I will pay to him, the said E. F., the above

sum of dollars, on the day of

Secondly. That I will pay interest on the said sum at the

rate of
.

on the dollar, in the year, by equal pa;)Tnents on

the day of , and on the day

of in every year.

Thirdly. {Here set forth special covenants, if any.)

And for the better securing of the said E. F., the repayment,

in manner aforesaid, of the principal sum and interest, I

hereby mortgage to the said E. F., my estate and interest in the

land above describsd.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto signed my name
this day of 19 .

Signed by the above-named

A. Vi. as mortgagor, in the {Signature of mortgagor.)

presence of

{Insert me
(For f

57-58 v., c. 28, scli. form N.
1858 Form

R.S., 190G.

{Insert memorandaui of mortgages and encumbrances.)

(For form of transfer of mortgage, see form S.)
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Form P.

ENCUMBRANCE.

I, A. B., beinc; res^istered as owner of an estate {state nature

of estate), subject, however, to such mortgages and encum-
brances as are notified by memorandum underwritten {or

endorsed hereon), in that piece of land described as follows:

—

{here insert description) containing acres, more
or less {here state rights of way, privileges, easements, if any,

intended to he conveyed along with the land, and if the land

dealt with contains all included in the original grant or certifi-

cate of title, refer thereto for description of parcels and
diagrams, otherwise set forth the boundaries and accompany
the description by a diagram), and desiring to render the said

land available for tlie purpose of securing to and for the benefit

of CD., of {description) the {sum of money, annuity or rent

charge) hereinafter mentioned ; do hereby encumber the said

land for the benefit of the said CD., with the {sum, annuity

or rent charge) of , to be paid at the times and in

the manner followdng, that is to say: {here state the times

appointed for the payment of the sum, annuity or rent charge

intended to he secured, the interest, if any, and the events in

which such sum, annuity or rent charge shall hecome and cease

to he payable, also any special covenants or powers, and any

modification of the powers or remedies given to an encum-

brancee by this Act) : And subject as aforesaid, the said CD.
shall be entitled to all powers and remedies given to an

encumbrancee by the Land Titles Act.

Signed by the above named

, in the presence of . (Signature of en-

cumbrancer.)

(Insert memorandum of mortgages and encumbrances.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form O.

Form Q.

AFFIDAVIT TO BE FILED WITH A TiIORTGAGE OR ENCUMBRANCE.

I, {name of mortgagor or encumbrancer, as the case may be)

of the of in the of make

oath and say :

—

(1) I am the mortgagor {or encumbrancer, as the case may
be), named in the hereunto annexed instrument, bearing date

the ^iid made in favour

of against {describe the lands mortgaged or

encumbered).

117* 1859 (2)
R.S., 1906.
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(2) The grant from the Crown of the said land has not yet

been issued, but I claim to be the party rightfully in possession

of the said land and to be entitled to create the said niortgage

(or encumbrance) and that particulars of my possession and

title to the said land are as follows:

—

(here must be given such

information as will satisfy the registrar as to the mortgagor's

or encumbrancer's right to create the mortgage or encumbrance,

and, in the case of such mortgagor or encumbrancer of land

entered for by him as a homestead or pre-emption under the

provisions in that behalf contained in the Dominion Lands Act,

that he has been recommended for patent and received his

certificate of recommendation in accordance with the said

provisions). *

Sworn before me at the

of in the

of this day

of , 19 . (Signature.)

Gl v., c. 02, s. 24.

Form R.

EECEIPT OR ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PAYMENT OF MORTGAGE OK
OTHER ENCUMBRANCE.

I, C. D., the mortgagee (encumbrancee or assignee as the

case may be) do acknowledge to have received all the moneys

due or to become due under the within written mortgage (or

encumbrance, as the case may be) and that the same is wholly

discharged.

In witness whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name

this day of , 19 .

Signed by the above named C. D.,

in the presence of

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form I.

(Signature.)

Form S.

transfer of mortgage, encumbrance or lease.

T, C. D., the mortgagee, (encumbrancee or lessee as the case

may he), in consideration of dollars this day

paid to me by X. Y., of , the receipt of which

fium I do hereby acknowledge, hereby transfer to him the mort-

gage (encumbrance or lease, as the case may be, describe the

instrument fidly), together with all my rights, powers, title,

and interest therein.

IS GO In

K.S., 190G.
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In witness whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name
this day of , 19 .

Signed by the said

in presence of

C. D., Transferrer.

Accepted X. Y., Transferee,

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form P.

Form T.

transfer of part of mortgage or encumbrance.

I, C. D., the mortgagee {or encumbrancee, or as the case

may he), in consideration of dollars this day
paid to me by X. Y., of , the receipt of which
sum I do hereby acknowledge, hereby transfer to him

dollars of the mortgage (or encumbrance, as the

case may he, describe the instrument fully), together with all

my rights, powers, title, and interest therein, and the sum so

transferred shall be preferred {or deferred or rank equally,

as the case may he), to the remaining sum secured by the mort-

gage {or encumbrance).

In witness whereof, I have hereunto siibscribed my name
this day of , 19 .

Signed by the said
,

in presence

C. D., Transferrer.

Accepted X. Y., Transferee.

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form Q.

Form U.

short covenants in mortgage,

column one. column two.

L Has a good title to the said L And also, that the said mortgagor at
land. the time of the sealing and delivery hereof

is, and stands solely, rightfully and lawfully
seized of a good, sure, perfect, absolute and
indefeasible estate of inheritance, in fee-sim-
ple, of and in the lands, tenements, heredita-
ments and all and singular other the pre-
mises hereinbefore described, with their and
every part of their appurtenances and of and
in every part and parcel thereof, without any
manner of trusts, resers^ations, limitations,
provisos or conditions, except those contained
in the original grant thereof from the Crown,
or any other matter or thing to alter, charge,'
change, encumber or defeat the same.

1861 2.

R.S.. 1906.
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2. Has the right to mortgage
the land.

3. And that on default the
mortgagee shall have quiet pos-

session of the land.

4.

ces.

Free from all encumbran-

2. And also that the said mortgagor now
hath in himself good right, full power and
lawful and absolute authority to convey the
said lands, tenements, hereditaments, and all

and singular other the premises hereby con-
veyed or hereinbefore mentioned or intended
so to be, with their and every of their ap-
purtenances unto the said mortgagee, his

heirs, executors, administrators and assigns
in manner aforesaid, and according to the
true intent and meaning of these presents.

3. And also, that from and after default
shall happen to be made of or in the pay-
ment of the said sum of money, in the said

above proviso mentioned, or the interest
thereof, or any part thereof, or of or in the
doing, observing, performing, fulfilling or
keeping of some one or more of the provi-
sions, agreements or stipulations in the said
above proviso particularly set forth, contrary
to the true intent and meaning of these
presents, and of the said proviso, then, and
in every such case, it shall and may be law-
ful to and for the said mortgagee, his heirs,

executors, administrators, and assigns, peace-
ably and quietly to enter into, have, hold,
use, occupy, possess, and enjoy the aforesaid
lands, tenements, hereditaments and pre-
mises, hereby conveyed or mentioned or in-

tended so to be, with their appurtenances,
Avithout the let, suit, hindrance, interrup-
tion or denial of him the said mortgagor, his

heirs, or assigns, or any other person or pre-

sons whomsoever.

4. And that free and clear and freely and
clearly acquitted, exonerated and discharged
of and from all arrears of taxes and assess-

ments whatsoever due or payable upon or in
respect of the said lands, tenements, heredi-
taments and premises, or any part thereof,

^
K and of and from all foi-mer conveyances,

mortgages, rights, annuities, debts, judg-
ments, executions and recognizances, and of
and from all manner of other charges or en-
cumbrances whatsoever.

5. Will execute such further 5. And also, that from and after default
assurances of the land as may shall happen to be made of or in the pay-

be requisite. ment of the said sum of money in the said
proviso mentioned, or the interest thereof,
or any part of such money or interest or oi
or in the doing, observing, performing, ful-

filling or keeping of some one or more of the
provisions, agreements or stipulations in the
said above proviso particularly set forth, eon-
ti-ary to the true intent and meaning of these
presents and of the said proviso, then and in
every such case the said mortgagor, his heirs
and assigns, and- all and every other person
or persons whosoever having, or lawfully
claiming, or who shall or may have or law-
fully claim any estate, right, title, interest or
trust of, in, to or out of the lands, tene-
ments, hereditaments, and premises hereby
conveyed or mentioned or intended so to be,
with the appurtenances or any part thereof,

by, from, under or in trust for him the said
mortgagor, shall and will, from time to time,
and at all times thereafter, at the proper
costs and charges of the said mortgagee, his
heirs, executors, administrators and assigns
make, do, suffer and execute, or cause or
procure to be made, done, suffeied and ex-
ecuted, all and every such further and other
reasonable act or acts, deed or deeds, devices,

1862

L.S., 1000.
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conveyances and assurances in the law for
the further, Vietter and more perfectly and
absohitely conveying the said lands, tene-
ments, hereditaments and premises, with the
appurtenances, unto the said mortgagee, hia
heirs, executors, administrators and assigns,
as by the said mortgagee, his heirs, execu-
tors, or his or their counsel learned in the
law, shall or may be lawful^' and reasonably
devised, advised or required, so as no person
who shall be required to make or execute
such assurances shall be compelled, for the
making or executing thereof, to go or travel
from his usual place of abode.

6. Has done no act to encum- 6. And also that the said mortgagor hath
her the land. not at any time heretofore made, done, com-

mitted, executed or wilfully or knowingly
suffered any act, deed, matter or thing what-
soever whereby or by means whereof the said
lands, tenements, hereditaments and pre-
mises hereby conveyed or mentioned or in-

tended so to be. or any part or parcel there-
of, are, is or shall or may be in anv wise
impeached, charged, affected or encumbered
in title, estate, or otherwise howsoever.

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form R.

Form V.

POWER OF ATTORNEY.

I, A, B., being registered owner of an estate (here state

nature of the estate or interest), subject, however, to such

encumbrances, liens and interests as are notified by memo-
randum underwritten {or endorsed hereon), (here refer to

schedule for description and contents of the several parcels

of land intended to he affected, which schedule must contain

reference to the existing certificate of title or lease of each
parcel) do hereby appoint C. D. attorney on my behalf to

{here state the nature and extent of the powers intended to

he conferred, as to sell, lease, mortgage, etc.), the land in the

said schedule described, and to execute all such instruments,

and do all such acts, matters and things as may be necessary

for carrying out the powers hereby given and for the recovery

of all rents and sums of money that may become or are now
due, or owing to me in respect of the said lands, and for the

enforcement of all contracts, covenants or conditions binding
upon any lessee or occupier of the said lands, or upon any
other person in respect of the same, and for the taking and
maintaining possession of the said lands, and for protecting
the same from waste, damage or trespass.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name
this day of , 19 .

Signed by the above named A. B.,

in the presence of

{Signature.)
57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form S.

18G3 Form
R.S., 1906.
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Form W.

revocation of power of attorney.

I, A. B., of hereby revoke the power of

attorney given by me to , dated the day

of , 19 , and recorded in the Land
Titles Office at for the Land
Registration district, on the day of

,

19 , as Number

In witness whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name
this day of , 19 .

Signed by the above named
A. B., in the presence of

61 v., c. 32, s. 22.

{Signature.)

Form X.

TRANSFER OF LAND UNDER PROCESS OF LAW.

I, , of
, the person

appointed to execute the process hereinafter mentioned in

pursuance of a writ dated the day of

, one thousand nine hundred and
,

and issued out of (insert name of court), a court of competent

jurisdiction, in an action wherein

is the plaintiff, and the defendant,

which said is registered as the owner
of the land hereinafter described, subject to the mortgages

and encumbrances notified hereunder, do hereby, in considera-

tion of the sum of paid to me, as

aforesaid, by E. F., (insert addition) transfer to the said

E. F. all that piece of land (here insert a sufficient description

of the land, and refer to the debtors certificate of title or

grant).

Dated the day of one

thousand nine hundred and .

Signed by the above named

, in the presence

of

(Signature with official seal.)

Mortgages and oncnmbrances referred to. (Slate them.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form U.

1864 Of,

R.S., 190G.
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Or,

Form X.

TRANSFER OF LAND OX SAI.K FOU TAXKS.

I>
,
of

, bj virtue

of authority vested in me to sell lands for arrears of taxes

by do hereby, in consideration of
the sum of paid to me by E. F. {insert addition)
TRANSFER to the Said E. F., all that piece of land, being {here

insert a sufficient description of the land, and refer to the

certificate of title).

Dated the day of one
thousand nine hundred and

Signed by the above

named , in the

presence of

{Signature with official seal.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form U. '

Or,

Form X.

TRANSFER OF LAND UNDER DECREE OR ORDER OF A COURT OF
COMPETENT JURISDICTION.

I, {insert name), in pursuance of a decree {or order) of

{in<sert name of court), a court of competent jurisdiction,

dated the day of one thousand nine hundred
and , and entered in the register, vol. , fol. hereby
TRANSFER to E. F. {insert addition), subject to the mortgages
and encumbrances, notified hereunder, all that piece of land

being {here insert a sufficient description of the layid and refer

to the certificate of title or grant).

Dated the day of
, one

thousand nine hundred and

Signed by the above

named , in the

presence of

{Signature with official seal.)

Mortgages and encumbrances referred to. {State them.)
57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form U.

1865 Or.
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Or,

Form X.

TKANSFEK OF LEASE, MORTGAGE OR EiSTCUMBRAlSrCE, UNDER

DECREE OR ORDER OF A COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDIC-

TION.

I, (insert name), in pursuance of a decree or order of (in-

sert name of court), a court of competent jurisdiction, dated

the day of , one thousand nine hundred

and , and entered in the register, vol.

fol. , hereby transfer to E. F. (insert addition), sub-

ject to the mortgages and encumbrances notified hereunder,

the lease (or mortgage or encumbrances, as the case may be)

granted by in favour of

of (or upon) all that piece

of land (here insert description of the land according to the

description in the lease, mortgage or encumbrance, and refer

to the registered instrument).

Dated the day of , one

thousand nine hundred and

Signed by the above

named , in the

presence of

(Signature with official seal.)

Mortgages and encvimbrances referred to. (State them.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form U.

Or

Form X.

TRANSFER OF LEASE, MORTGAGE, OR ENCUMBRANCE UNDER,
process OF LAW.

I^ , of , the person appointed to

execute the writ hereinafter mentioned (or otherwise, as the

case may he), in pursuance of a writ of fieri facias,, tested the

(lay of one thousand nine hundred

and , and issued out of (insert name of court), a court of

competent jurisdiction, in an action wherein

is the plaintiff and the defendant, which said

is registered as the owner of a lease (mortgage

or encumbrance, as the case may he) numbered

of (or upon) the land hereinafter described, subject

to the mortgages or encumbrances notified hereunder, do here-

])y, in consideration of the sum of paid to me

J13 aforesaid, by E. F. (insert addition) transfer
1366 to

K.S., 1006.
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to the said E. F. the lease (mortgage or encumbrance) granted
by to

and in favour of , dated the

day of
, to, in and over {here describe the land

according to the description, in the lease, mortgage or encum-
brance, and refer to the registered instrument).

Dated the day of , one
thousand nine hundred and

Signed by the above

nametl , in the

presence of

(Signature with official seal.)

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form U.

Form Y.

CAVEAT.

To the registrar district.

Take notice that I, A. B., of (insert description) claiming

(here state the nature of the estate or interest claimed, and
the grounds upon which such claim is founded) in (here

describe land and refer to certificate of title) forbid the regis-

tration of any transfer affecting such land or the granting of

a certificate of title thereto except subject to the claim herein

set forth.

My address is:

—

Dated this day
of , 19 '.

(Signature of caveator or his agent.)

I, the above named A. B., (or C. B., agent for the above
A. B.) of (residence and description) make oath (or afiirma-

tion, as the case may be) and say, that the allegations in the
above caveat are true in substance and in fact (and, if there is

no personal knowledge, add) as I verily believe.

Sworn, etc.,

(Signature.)

(If the affidavit is by an agent, a copy of the aufliority or

power tinder which he claims io act is to be annexed.)

Gl v., c. 32, s. 23.

1867 FoEM
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Form Z.

affidavit of attestation of an instrument.

I, A. B., of , in the , make oath and

say :—

1. I was personally present and did see named
in the (within or annexed) instrument, who is personally

known to me to be the person named therein, duly sign and

execute the same for the purposes named therein; ,

2. That the same was executed at the , in

the , and that I am the subscribing witness thereto;

3. That I know the said and he is

in my belief of the full age of twenty-one years.

Sworn before me at

in the

this day

of , A. D., 19 .

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form W.
(Signature.)

Form AA.

reference by registrar to the judge.

(Place and Date.)

In the matter of the registration of transfer (or as the case

may be) A. B. to C. D.

The registrar, under the provisions of the Land Titles Act,

hereby refers the following matter to the judge, to wit:

—

(Here state briefly the difficulty which hcLS arisen.)

The parties interested, so far as the registrar knows or has

been informed, are:

—

(Here give the names.)

(Signature.)

[Official seal.] Registrar.

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form X.

Form BB.

demand to return certificate of title.

To (vnrne of owner or whoever is custodian of certificate) :

"^'ou arc hereby req^iircd to forward to the land titles office,

certificate of title No. , in favour of (insert owner s name)
1868 for

U.S., 1000
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for {description of land) as the same is required by me, pur-

suant to the provisions of the Land Titles Act, for the purpose

(purpose for which certificate is required and whether or not hy
direction of a judge).

Your attention is called to the provisions of sections one

hundred and fifty-four and one hundred and fifty-five of the

said Act, and the penalty therein provided for neglect or refusal

to comply with this demand.

A. B,
Registrar, District.

57-58 v., c. 28, sch. form V.

OTTAWA: Printed by Samuel Edward Dawson, Law Printer to tlie King's
most Excellent Majesty.

1869
E.S., 1906.
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